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Abbotsbuey Castle, Dorsetshire, 44
Aberdeen municipal gardeners,

wages of, 53, 303

Abies with gouty swellings, 292
Abnormalities in plant* produced
by parasites, 301

Abutilon vitifolium. Ill

Acanthosicyos horrida, the Narra
plant, 386

Ai'dimatation of plants, 430

Acer Trautvetteri, 73
Acetylene gas refuse as manure,

223, 270, 360
Achillea "Perry's White," 235

Adair Place, Englefield Green, 363

Adnitt, Mr. H. W., retirement of,

454
.^isculus chiiiensis in China, 345

Aethionema amoenum, 199

Afforestation in the Black Country,

lecture, on, 290 ; on Ardgoil, 482

Africa, Central, plants of, 336 ; note

from, 191

Agave Leopoldii, 414
Agricultural credit societies, 352

Agricultural education in Canada,

233 ; in France, 425
Agricultural returns 1912, 233
Agricultural science, research

scholarships and, 178

Agriculture in Belgium, 354
Allobophora chlorotica with "hare-

lip," 110 ; A. longa with abnoi-mal

growth, 110

AUwood, Montague C. (The. Per-
petual-floiverini) Carnation), 131

Alpine garden, the 43, 207, 227,

263. 296, 381, 426, 466

Alpine plants, competition for, 472;
planting, in stones, 383 ; manur-
ing, 318, 330, 366; Mr. Reginald
Farrer on, 43, 296, 336, 426, 466

Amaryllis " Hathor," 73
American-blight, decoction of Elder

shoots and, 287 ; on the roots of

Apple treee, 251
American corn crops, the, 364
American embargo on Potatos, 197
American Gooseberry-mildew, 421

;

in the Wisbech district, 138
America, park gardening in, 136
Animals, plant names from, 257,

281
Anthomyia radicum (Cabbage fly),

489
Anthurium Andreanum, new

hybrids of, 412
Ants in fruit houses, 61

Aphis, a new, 197

Apiary, the, 9, 29, 93, 115, 135, 155,
175,' 231, 247, 333, 429

Apple trees, American blight on the
roots of, 251 ; spraying, 215

Apples : Bramley's Seedling, 331

;

Crawley Beauty, 374; JMilk-r's

Red Victoria, 296; Padnall Seed-
hng, 413

Apples, bitter-pit in, 487; bearing
of, 156, 181, 201, 251; colouring
of, 206, 300 ; in prize collection of

fruit, 181 ; the hybridisation of,

372 ; the packing and grading of,

96
Arabis Sturii, 227
Arches, rustic garden, 190
Ardgoil, afforestation on, 482
Armstrong, E. Frankland [The

S'iytiph Carhnhydrates and the
Olucosirles), 334

Arnold Arboretum, Jamaica Plain,
U.S.A., Lime trees in the, 87

Artemisia lactiflora, 367
Arts and handicrafts exhibition,
women's, 257

Arundinaria aristata, 191
Ascott, Leighton Buzzard, winter

flowers at, 401

Ashburnham Place, Sussex, 208

Ashton, Mr. Frank, 431

Asparagus Lutzei, 427

Australian botanists, 178

Australian nurseryman's " bush

house" for plants, 139

Austrian horticultural exhibition,

1913, 94
Avery Hill, the L.C.C. winter-

garden at, 302
Avocado Pear, the, 431

B
B.1CTERIUM tumefaciens (Crown-gall

disease), 156

Balls, W. Lawrence (The Cotton

Plant in Egyiit), 347

Barron, Archibald F. (Vines and
Vine Culture), 46

Battersea, flower-gardening at, 285

Bayfoidbury, Hertfordshire, trees

at, 473
Bealby, J. T. [Hoiv to Make an
Orchard in British Columbia), 5

Beans, autumn-sown, 365 ; scarcity

of Tonga, 215 ; thrip pests of, 472

Bees, harmless, 285; the manage-
ment of, 9, 29, 93, 115, 135, 155,

175, 231, 247, 333, 429
Beeswax, importation of, into South

Africa, 137
Begonia Clibran's Pink, 492 ; rici-

nifolia rosea grandiflora, 368
Begonias at Messrs. Clibran's nur-

sery, 331
Belgium, agriculture in, 354 ; re-

claiming sand-dunes in, 243; 296

;

tree growth in, 227
Berberis dictophylla, 243
Bide, J. (Mushroom Cultivation),

46
Biphosphate, a new artificial man-

ure, 452
Birds: food of the bullfinch, 197;

protecting the crops from wild,

235, 287,''301, 318, 330, 349, 367,

392, 454
Birkenhead, J. (Ferns and Fern

Culture), 131
Birkinshaw, Mr. Frank, appoint-
ment of, 269

Birmingham public parks, 373
Bissagos Islands, the, 46, 86, 122
Bitter-pit in Apples, 487
Black Currant " Boskoop Giant,"

122, 138
Black Currant mite, the, 223

.

Black Currants, reversion in, 122,
138, 159, 201, 206, 234, 270, 271

Blakeney Point, Norfolk, as a re-

serve of wild nature, 452
Blue tits and Sweet Peas, 235, 287,

318, 330, 349, 367
Board of Agriculture and Fisheries,
and Mr. A. S. Gaye, 118; and
fruit-growing, 318; and horticul-
ture, 54; and horticultural
branch, 32, 425, 454, 471

Board of Trade's recommendations
for packing produce, 301

Bradley, Richard, and his publisher,
41, 132, 160, 366, 391

Bulgarian Rose harvest, the, 425

Books, Notices of : — Agricul-
tural Year Book, 413; A Year's
Gardening (Basil Hargrove), 153;
Beginner's Guide to Fruit Grow-
ing (F. M. Waugh), 94; Botani-
cal Magazine, 96, 137, 249, 301,
412, 471 ; Botanic Gardens, Singa-
pore, Index of Plants, 1912. 267

;

British Violets (Mrs. E. S.
Gregory), 427; Bulletin de la
Societe Fran^aise d'Horticulture
de Londres, 229 ; Chrvsanthe-
mums [Thomas Stevenson), 295;

Chrysanthemums and How to

Grow Them (/. S. Powell), 211;
Cucumber Culture (W. Dyke),

24 ; Dairy Farming for Small-

holders (James Long), 191

;

Dairying and Dairy Farming,
381 ; Ferns and Fern Culture (/.

Birkenhead), 131; Flora of

Kwangtung and Hong Kong (S.

T. Dunn and 11'. /. Tutcher), 54

;

Fruit Farming, Practical and
Scientific, for Commercial Fruit-

growers and Others (Cecil H.
Hooper), 483 ; Fruit-growing for

Beginners (/''. W . Harvey), 483

;

Gardens and How to Sell Them
[Messrs. Watkins and McCombie),
178 ; Growing Crops and Plants
by Electricity [E. C. Dudgeon),
211; Harrogate Guide, 95;
Heredity and Eugenics, 327

;

How to Make an Orchard in Bri-

tish Columbia (J. T. Bealby), 5;
International Year Book of Agri-
cultural Statistics, 286; Japanese
Gardening (Mrs. Basil Taylor),

312; Kew Gardens Official Guide,
172 : La Botanique en Belgique
pendant le Dernier-Demi-siecle,

1862-1912 (Alfred Cogniaux),
467 ; la Vie a la Campagne, 233

;

Les plus belles Roses au debut du
xxe Siecle [Charles Amat), 464;
Mushroom Cultivation (/. Bide),

45 ; Orchid Review, 214, 471 ; Ox-
ford Gardens (B. T. Gunlher),6;
Popular Dictionary of Botanical
Names and Terms, with their

English Equivalents, A (G. F.
Zimmer), 5; Publications re-

ceived, 27, 52, 97, 118, 138, 158,

178, 215, 233, 250, 269. 302, 317,

336, 391, 413, 431, 473 ; Records of

the Botanical Survey of India, 258
;

Relazione suUe Piante raccolte

nel Karakoram (Pi'ofes.wr R.
Pirrota and Dr. F. Cortesi), 233;
Rock Gardens and Alpine Plants
(E. H. Jenkins), 296; Soil Condi-
tions and Plant Growth (E. J.

Eussell), 248; Text Book on
Botany (Dr. Edward Strasburger),

The Book of the Links (Martin
H. F. Sutton), 196; The Cotton
Plant in Egypt (TF. Lawrence
Balls, M.A.), 347; The Early
Naturalists [L. C. Miall), 280;
The Flora of Bristol [James
Walter White), 65: The Genus
Eucalyptus (J. H. Maiden), 215,

381 ; The Cirama Grasses (David
Griffiths),2aO ; The New Gardening
(Walter P. Wright), 191 ; The Per-
petual-flowering Carnation [Mon-
tague C. Allwood), 131, 181 ; The
Rock Garden [Beginald Farrer),
365 ; The Small Landholder's
Handbook (William William.son),
457 ; The Simple Carbo-hydrates
and the Glucosides [E. Frank-
land Armstrong), 334; The Story
of My Rock Garden (R. A. Malby),
5 ; 'Transactions of the National
Chrysanthemum Society, 1911,
24 : Vines and How to Grow
Them (William C. McCollom),
210; Vines and Vine Culture
(Archibald F. Barrrni). 46;
Wissenschaftliche Ergebnisse der
Deutfichen Zentral-Afrika-Expe-
dition, 1907-1908, 336

Books, sale of gardening and botani-
cal, 472

Bordeaux spraying for Peach curl,

412, 431
Bornet, Edouard, 312
Botanical results of the Duke of

^Mecklenburgh's travels in Central
Africa, the, 335

Botanists, Australian, 178
Botany, bequest to, 233 ; in New
South Wales, 452; pala?ontologi-

cal, 157
Bowkeria Gerardiana, 140, 201

Bowling greens and tennis courts,

344
Brand, Mr. James, presentation to,

233
Brasso-Cattleya Moneta, 173

Brittany, trade in early Potatoe in,

316
Brockhurst, East Grinstead, 259
Browallia viscosa, 148
Bryntirion gardens, Dolgelly, rain-

fall at, 178
Bulb-bowl, a new, 274
Bulb show, R.H.S., 1913, 72, 176
Bulrushes, to establish, 324
Burkill, j\lr. I. H., appointment of,

353
Burns-land, gardening in, 259
"Bush house" tor plants, an Aus-

tralian, 139

Cabbage fly, the, 489
Cabbages and Cauliflowers, early,

264
Caladiums, at the Leamington
Show, 118 ; from seed, 256

Calton HiU, Edinburgh, suggested
improvements at, 251

Calvat, Ernest, memorial to, 233
Campanula Allionii, 53 ; C. A. on

the moraine, 99 ; C. cenisia, 43 ; C.

Petrsea, 132 ; C. X Profusion, 381,

414 ; C. speciosa, 159 ; C. steuo-

codon, 207
Canada, agricultural education in,

233; illustration farms in, 316;
.settlers in Eastern, 215 ; wart
disease of Potato in, 285

Cancer, crown gall and, 156
Candid opinion, a, 470
Cardiff public parks, 74
Carnations, new treatise on, 181

;

rust disease of, 389 ; Benora, 297

;

Perpetual-flowering, 297. 331. 367 ;

Perpetual-flowering "Malmaison,"
250, 296. 331 ; Princess Juliana,
296, 356, 392 ; Souvenir de la Mal-
maison, 10

Cassia corymbosa as a standard, 138
Castanea sativa, the Sweet Chestnut,
420

Catalogues and the seed supply, 450
Caterpillar pest in Italy, a, 250
Cattleyana Dupreana "The Dell

variety," 442; C. artemis, 65; C.
Dionysius, 402 ; C. Mossise var.

A. Dimmock, 98 ; C. Schroderse
in a Canadian market nursery,
311 ; C. Warsoewiczii " Low's
variety," 86

Cauliflowers and Cabbages, early,
264

Celery, the culture of, for exhibi-
tion, 420

Central African plants, 336
Centr.al Chamber of Horticulture, a

proposed, 118
Cercis Siliquastrum, the Judas tree,

6
Cereal and Flax crops in Argentina,
336

Certificated Fruits and Vege-
TABLES: — Apples : Crawley
Beautv, 434: Padnall Seedling,
183 ; Steyne Seedling, 434 ; Winter
Banana, 434; Melons: Frogmore
Scarlet, 142 ; Hero of Lockinge,
142; John Massey, 183; Royal
Favourite, 142 : Peach Royal
Charlotte, 56 ; Potatos : Imperial
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Beauty, 101 ; King George V, 101

;

The Diamond, 218 ; Witchhill Seed-

ling, 101 ; Strawberry Merveille de

France, 218; Vegetable Marrows;
Bush Green, 142 ; Moore's Cream,

142; White Bush, 142

Certificated Plants :- Achillea

Perry's White, 217 ; Adiantum
cuneatum var. micropinnulum,

289 ; Aerides Houlletiana magni-

fica, 17 ; Allium albo-pilosum, 103 ;

Anemone "Cornflower," 103; A.

"Don Juan," 103; A. Duke of

Clarence, 103; A. "Feu bril-

lant," 103 ; Angraecum O'Brieni-

anuni, 183 ; Asplenium divarica-

tum elegans, 433 ; Asters : Nancy
BaUard, 288; Stella, 324; As-

tilbes : Avalanche, 15 ; Ceres, 103 ;

Juno, 104; Kriemhilde, 104;

Lachskonigin, 104; plumosa alba,

104; Rhenania, 55; simplicifolia,

100; Vesta, 104; Begonias: Deco-

rator, 100; Eclipse, 394; Emita,

355 ; Florence Nightingale, 15

;

Lucy Clibran, 393 ; Mrs. Robert
Morton, 15 ; Optima, 355 ; Scarlet

Beauty, 394 ; Splendour, 393 ; Ber-

beris Staptiana, 288 ; B. Wilsonte,

324; Bidens dahlioides, 185;
Brasso - Cattlevas : Digbyano -

Mossiaj "The Doll variety," 321;
heatonense " Virginale," 358;
Ilene, 141 ; Mme. Hye " Ashton's

vai-iety," 357 ; Marion, 17 ;
Caltha

polypetala, 39 ; Carnations ; Baro-

ness de ISrienen, 438 ; Bennra,

475; Bonfire, 433; Dago, 82;
Eclipse, 82 ; Gloria, 82 ; Jean
Douglas, 15; John Ridd, 15;

Mary Allwood, 394, 438; Urs.

A. F. Dutton, 433, 438; Mrs. J.

J. Keen, 82; Peggy, 82; St.

Nicholas, 354 ; Salmon Enchan-
tress, 394; Snowstorm, 394, 438;

. Cattleya ape,x, 303 ; C. artemis,

17; C. Astoniw, 202; C. callisto-

glossa splendens " Marlfield va-

riety," 104; C. comet "Princess

Mary," 321 ; C. Cowanii magnifi-

cum " Marlfield variety," 17 ; C.

Dupreana "The Dell variety, " 17 ;

C. X Ena "Marlfield," 358; G.

Enid "Orchid Dene variety,"

358; C. Enid "Ward's variety,"

358; C. Fabia alba, 435; C. F.

gloriosa, 357; C. F. Sunset, 357;

C. Gaskelliana alba magnifica,

143; C. G. "Delicata," 104; C.

Germanica " Ward's variety,"

303; C. Hardyana "Herbert
Goodson," 290; C. H. "La
Perle," 357; C. hybrid, 290; C.

Iris varietv Ashvvorthise, 435

;

C. L "rubra," 202; C. labiata

"Cyme," 435; C. 1. " Mme. Le
Doux," 358; C. 1. "Queen of

Spain," 358 ;C. 1. Opal. 321 ; C. 1.

Vestalis, 435 ; C. Lord Rothschild,

303; C. Lord Rothschild "albes-

cens," 254; C. Lord Rothschild

alba "Dr. John Utting," 303;
C. Maggie Raphael " Goodson's
variety," 321 ; C. Mrs. Pitt
" Charlesworth's variety," 290,

358; C. Oberon, 357; C. Orion
"Othello," 357; C. Peetersii
" Westonbirt variety," 357; C.

Portia magnifica, 358 ; C. Rhoda
" The Jewell," 357 ; C. St. Anne,
435 ; C. The Bride. 324 ; C. Thur-
goodiana Apollo, 17 ; C. Tityus,

476; C. Venus " lutescens."

435; C. v.- "Princess," 357;
C. Warscewiczii alba " Firmin
Lambeau," 56; Chrysanthemums:
Audrey, 393 ; Autocrat, 395

;

Bob Pulling. 274, 320 : Celia. 289 ;

Charles Hall, 342; Charles

Kingsley, 320; Crimson Polly,

217; Erie Wild, 433; Fram-
field Early White, 253; Francis

Rowe, 342 ; Hector Menzies, 354
;

His Majestv, 342 : Hon. Mrs.

John W'ard; 320; Iveniia, 342;
Joan Carter, 253; Joey Saunders,

396 ; J. W. Streeter, 321 ; Michael

Harrison, 393 ; Miss A. Brooker,
433; Miss A. E. Roope, 342, 354;
Miss M. Barrer, 321 ; Miss Elsie

Davis, 342; Miss May Fo.\, 393;
Miss N. Borrer, 342 ; Miss Thelma
Hartmann, 342 ; Mr. Leonard
Harrison, 354; Mrs. Gertie

Ladds, 342 ; Mrs. G. Llovd Wigg,
274, 289; Mrs. J. Fielding, 324;
Mi-3. John Maher, 321 ; Mrs. Loo
Thomson, 321; Mrs. Wingfield
Miller, 433; Mrs. W. T. Smith,
393; Portia, 354, 396; Prince of

Wales, 396; Queen Mary, 342,

354; Royalty, 396; Sidney Law-
rence, 342 ; Snow Queen, 354,

396 ; Clematis Lady Betty Bal-

four, 15; Clethra arborea, 100;
Cotoneaster bullata, 289 ; C. diva-
ricata, 182; C. salicifolia var.

rugosa, 289 ; C. Zabelii, 289 ; Cos-
mos White Queen, 141 ; Crossan-
dra undulaefolia, 55 ; Cymbidium
Doris, 321; C. lancifoliura, 303;
Cypripedium Actaeus " Ashland-
ense No. 2," 435; C. bellatulum
" majesticum," 303; C. Boltonii,

324; C. Bruggense, 435; C. Bul-
gar, 477; C. Charlesworthii, 324;
C. Charlesworthii " Rowdon-
ense," 303; C. Cynosure. 477; C.
Demeter, 475 ; C. Domingo de Lar-
ranaga. 303 ; C. Draco, 477 ; C.
Durandii, 435; C. Elatiur, 394,
435 ; C. Eurybiades, 434 ; C. Frau
Ida Brandt, 202; C. Gaston Bul-
tel, 435; C. Glebelands, 357; C.
Hassallii, 202; C. H. " Hindley's
variety," 435; C. Idina, 476 ;"C.
insigne "perfection," 435; C. i.

Rossendale, 435 ; C. Jasper, 435
;

C. Latona, 394; C. Leyburnense
magnificum, 202 ; C. Lion. 477 ; C.
Mary Gratri.\, 477; C. Maudiae,
477; C. Memnon, 435; C. Muriel,
357 ; C. Our Queen, 358 ; C. Pallas-

Athene, 321 ; C. Priam, 435 ; C.

Strelsa, 477 ; C. Viking, 435 ; C.

Troilus "West Point variety," 303.

Dahlias: Albert MaumenV, 217;
Antwerpa, 182 ; Autocrat, 239

;

Crawley Star, 217; Dolly, 217;
Edith Carter, 182; Florid, 184;
Flossie Wells. 184 ; George
Scowfield, 239; Ideal, 217;
Irene, 182; Jennie Wren, 253;
Johnnie, 239, 253 ; John Riding,
217; Katiileen, 239; Leopold,
182; Marion, 182; Mrs. A.
Brown, 239; Mrs. Handle, 253;
Nantwich, 217 ; Papa Charmet,
217 ; Pegasus, 182 ; Princess
Louise, 182; Queen Mary, 217;
Richard Box, 184; Stability, 184;
Star, 217 ; Useful, 253 ;

" White
Lady, 184 ; Dendrobium Sthiitzei,

218; Dodecatheons : Eveline, 103;
James Cook, 103 ; Sir John Fox-
burgh, 103; Epidendrum vitelli-

num, 477 ; Eremurus robustus
Elwesianus albus, 38 ; Erica
cinerea atro - coccinea, 185

;

Eschscholtzia Mikado caniculata.

100 ; Freesias : Amethyst, 39

;

Chapmanii, 39 ; Gaillardia : Mrs.
MackeUa, 185 ; Gladioli : Adeline
Patty, 104; Apollo, 184;
Badenia, 184 ; Belle mauve, 104

;

Cajanus. 104; Carmen, 184;
Crown Jewel, 100; Darling, 184;
Dr. Dotter, 184; Eldorado, 184;
Empress, 184 ; Empress of India,

104; Glory of Noordwyk, 184;
Ideal, 104 ; Johanna, 184 ; Lang-
prim strain, 55 ; Loveliness, 184 ;

Martha, 184; Meteor, 184;
La perle du Jardin, 104 ; La
Traicheur. 104 ; L'Iniinaculee,

184; Panama, 184; Pink Progres-
sion, 104; Princepine. 184;
Prins Hendrik, 104 ; Queen of the
Whites, 104 ; Red Emperor, 184 ;

Scheybeek, 184 ; Sieger. 184 ; Sul-

phur" King, 184 ; The Queen, 104 ;

Haemanthus Andromeda, 100;
Helenium autumnale rubrum,
217 ; Hemerocallis luteola major.

38968

103 ; Hoheria populnea, 355

;

Hollyhock Newport Pink, 142;
Iris Adriaan Van Ostave, 103; I.

albicans "Riviera," 103; I.

amoena " Rhein-Nixe," 103; I.

Anton Mauve, 103 ; I. Hackaert,
103; I. hispanica "Bucephalus,"
103; I. h. "Empress of the
Blues," 103; I. h. "Giant," 103;
I. h. "Glory of Overveen," 103;
I. h. "General Gordon," 103;
I. h. " Leonidas," 103; I. h.

Pearson," 103; I. h. " Sofus
Jacobsen," 103; I. neglecta
" Tamerlan," 103; I. Joh. Bos-
boom, 103 ; I. Judith Lyster, 103 ;

I. Pieter de Hoog, 103 ; I. Regelio-
cyclus "Apollo," 38; I. r. c.

"Castor," 38; I. r.'c. "Laos,"
38; I. r. c. "Osiris," 39; I. r. c.
" Saga," 39; I. r. c. " Saturnus,"
38; I. Rembrandt, 103; I. squa-
lens " Isolina," 103; I. s. "Nibel-
ungen," 103; I. s. "Prosper
Langier, 103; I. Van Everdingen,
103 ; Ixiolirion montanum, 39

;

Kniphofias : Goldfinch, 104; John
Benary (syn. Lord Roberts), 253;
Orange Queen, 104 ; Prince of

Orange, 104 ; Unique, 141 ; Lselio-

Cattleyas : amabile " Borla.ses
variety," 183; L.-C. Bella
" Orchid Dene varietv," 394

;

L.-C. Bulgaria, 435; L.-C. Col-
manfe " Orchid Dene variety,"

358; L.-C. d© Hemptinne, 3^1;
L.-C. Glaucus, 141; L.-C. God-
manii, 141; L.-C. Golden Fleece.

183; L.-C. Golden Oriole, 303;
L.-C. Golden Oriole "var.
Ruby," 434; L.-C. Golden
Oriole, " Holford's varietv."

321; L.-C. Hastediana, 254;
L.-C. Invernia Muriel Wilson,
143; L.-C. luminosa aurea, 303;
L.C. luminosa " Mandarin," 141

;

L.-C. Martinettii " John Lupton
varietv," 17; L.-C. Memoria H.
A. Tracy, 218; L.-C. Purple
Queen, 104; L.-C. Rubens "The
Kaiser," 17; L.-C. St. Gothard
"Glebe variety," 218; L.-C.

scampstonensis, 324; L.-C. ScyUa,
394 ; L.-C. Walter Gott, 357 ; Las-
trea patens Mayi, 15 ; Lilium
Thunbergianum " Peter Barr,"
103 ; L. warleyense, 15 ; Lobelias :

Glory of St. Ann's, 185; Glow,
185; W. H. Paine, 185; Lycaste
cruenta, 477 ; Lysimachia Henrvi,
100; MasdevalUa Bella, 435; iNl.

cucullata, 477 ; Miltonia Hyeana
Le Conquerant. 17 ; Miltonioda
Harwotidii, 290 ; Montbretias : Fire
King, 184 ; Star of the East, 141

;

Nephrolepis exaltata var. muscosa,
55 ; Nymphsea Attraction, 55 ; N.
formosa, 55 ; Narcissi : Master-
piece, 38; Mrs. Breck, 38;
Nephrolepis exaltata " Roch-
fordii," 15; N. e. " WiUmottie,"
355 ; N. Millsii, 321 ; Odontioda
Bradshawiae gattoniensis, 357 ; 0.

Charlesworthii " Orchid Dene
variety," 290; 0. Devossiana
"Fowler's variety," 218; 0.

Euterpe " Davidson's variety,"

183; 0. Latona "Fowler's
variety," 434 ; 0. Margarita, 254;
0. Schriideri " Davidson's
variety," 202; 0. Thwaitesii
"Davidson's variety," 202;
Odontoglossum Ada Barclay, 303

;

0. aurora. 357 ; 0. crispum
variety Arthur ; 435 ; 0. c. White
Star, 17 ; 0. c. White Queen. 17

;

0. Empress Eugenie, 141. 202;
O. Epicaste, 56 ; 0. eximium J.

Lakin, 476: 0. e. " McBean's
variety," 357; 0. Helene, 183;

0. Jasper " Fowler's variety,"

476 ; 0. Miss Arline King. 104 ; 0.

Mrs. Cadisle, 17 ; 0. Neptune,
254; 0. nigrescens, 142; 0. per-

cultum King George. 17 ; 0.

Queen Mary, 17 ; 0. Scintillans,

358; 0. Scintillans " Orchid Dene

variety," 476; 0. Woodroffeae,
254 ; Odontonia Edna, 17, 76 ; 0.
Firminii, 435 ; Oncidioda Cinna-
barina, 476 ; Patrinia triloba,

55 ; Pentstemons : Gaddesden
Gem, 217; Mrs. F. Fulford,

253 ; Phloxes : Alphons Diepen-
brock, 104; P. Arendsii, 15: d.

Bernard Tweers, 104 ; Rijnstroom,
217; Plagianthus LyaUii, 55;
Polypodium Mandaianum, 15

;

Primula japonica Autumnale,
185 ; Prunus Miqueliana, 433

;

Pyrethrum Excelsior, 104 ; Pyrus
Veitchiana, 288 ; Ranunculus Car-
nation, 104 ; R. Turbar Romano
"Boule d'Or," 104; Rhododen-
dron Clorinda, 100 ; Rhodostachys
andina, 141 ; Roses : British

Queen, 79, 239; Colleen, 79
Coronation, 79; Danfe, 100, 143
Edward Bohane, 253 ; Ethel, 16

George Dickson, 253 ; H. E.
Richardson, 79; H. Vesey
Machin, 79 ; Lady Mary Ward,
38, 79; Little Dorrit, 238, 253;
Mrs. Andrew Carnegie, 38 ; Mrs.
Charles Hunting, 16, 38; Mrs.
Charles E. Pearson, 238 ; Mrs. 0.

Reed, 38; Mrs. E. Alford, 38;
Mrs. Ethel Part, 38; Mrs.
Frederick W. Vanderbilt, 38, 79

;

Mr<j. James Lynas, 79 ; Mrs. Mac-
KeUar, 253; Mrs. Muir McKean,
79; .Mrs. R. D. McCIure, 79;
Moonlight, 38, 143; Old Gold,
38 ; Queen Mary, 38 ; Queen of the
Musks, 238; Sunburst, 38, 238;
William Cixiper, 38 ; Scolopen-
drium vulgare crispum nobile,

320 ; Sophro-Cattleya Westfielden-
sis, 476 ; Sophro-L^lio-Cattleya
Carna, 434; S.-L.-C. Menippe
"H. S. Goodson," 321; S.-L.-C.

Sandhage, 321 ; Sophro-Laelia
Leda, 104; Sweet Peas : Agricola,

36 ; Bertrand Deal, 36 ; Decorator,

36 ; Hercules. 142 : Isabel Mal-
colm, 142 ; King White, 36; Lady
Miller, 36; Mrs. Routzahn, 142;
Premier, 142; R. F. Felton, 36;
Tennant Spencer, 142 ; Thalictrum
dipterocarpum, 185 ; Tulips :

Anne Marie, 38 ; Carmen, 38

;

Carnation, 39 ; Corrara, 38

;

Cosette, 38 ; Crepuscule, 38

;

Duchess of Westminster, 38

;

Electra. 38; Feu brillant, 38;
Frans Hals, 38; Giant, 38;
Grand Maitre, 38 ; Grisdelin

superba, 38 ; Herrogin von Hohen-
berg, 38 ; Imperator luteolum, 38 ;

Jubilee, 38 ; King George V. 38
;

Luna, 38; Madame Gevers, 38;
Marvel. 38; Mauve Clair, 38;
Max Havelaad, 38 ; Orange
Beauty, 38; Othello, 38; Pen-
serosa" 39 ; Polyhymnia, 38

;

Prins der Nederlandin, 38 ; Pro-

gression, 38 ;
Queen Alexandra,

38 ; Ra.sonia. 39 ; Romeo, 39 ; rosa,

39; Sulferina, 39; Suzon, 38;
White Beauty, 38 ; Yellow Perfec-

tion, 38 ; Zwanenburg, 38 ; Vanda
ccerulea Lady Holford, 357

;

Violas: Bessie, 142; Edina, 142:

John Quarton, 142 ; Jubilee, 142 ;

Kingcup, 142 : Lavender Queen,

142; Maggie Mott, 142; Mrs.

Chichester," 142 ; Mrs. Davidson,

142 ; Palmer's White, 142 ; Snow-
flake, 142; Walter Welsh, 142;

W. H. Woodgate. 142 ; Zygopeta-

lum Brewii. 56; Z. maxillare San-
derianum, 254

Charlton, Mr. J., 64
Chatsworth, the weather at, 118

Chemists" conquest of the air, the,

390
Chestnut, the Sweet (Caetanea

sativa), 420
China, Mr. F. Kingdon Ward's
travels in, 1, 325 ; Mistleto in, 147

Chinese plants collected by Mr.
George Forrest, 197

Chippens Bank, Hever, Kent, pre-

sented to the public, 96
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C3irysanthemum diseases, 452
Chrysanthemums : in the London
yarks, 317, 363 ; Mrs. Swinburne,
443 ; Queen Mary, 367 ; sulphur
for, 412

Cider sickness, 534
Cinerarias, the culture of, 180
" Clarence Elliott " Trojihy for

Alpine plants, 72, 472
Clarke, Mr. J. 0., 7
Clerodendron fallax, 258
Clog soles, timber for, 462
Cochliostema Jacobianum, 313
Cogniau.x, Alfred [La Botanique en

Belgique pendant le Dernier
Demi siecle, 1SG2-1912), 467

Colchicum, species of, 153
Coleus thyroideus, culture of, 39
Colonial note, 191
Colour in foliage in autumn, 259,

296, 331
Colour in hardy fruits, 201, 206, 216.

235, 251, 270, 296, 300
Colours of flowers, the, 116
Commissions, secret, 122
Congress on plant pathology, 470
Conifers, choice, 380; the propaga-

tion of, 157
Cook, Captain, memorial to, 286
Cooke, Dr. M. C, 95, 335
Co-operatives and small holdings,
317

Corn crops, estimates of the, 178,

301, 353, 364
Cornus florida, 54
Corsica, a journey in, 424, 445
Corsican Pine at Holmwood, Kent,
462

Cotoneasters : pannosa, 428 ; ro-

tundifolia, 448 ; rugosa Henryi,
243

Covent Garden Market, measures
used in, 240

Cows, Potato haulm as food for, 454
Crataegus Carrierei, 428; C. Oxya-
cantha prascox (Glastonbury
Thorn), 428

Credit societies, agricultural, 352
Cricket bats. Willow timber for, 312
Crinum Powellii as a border plant,
98

Crosbie, Mr. T. A., 474
Crown gall and cancer, 156
Cucumbers for seed, 40
Cyaniding plant houses, 344
Cyclamens, with frilled flowers, 452
Cynoglossum coeruleum, 444
Cypripediura Latona, 402; C. Vi-

king, 463

Dahlias imperialie, 428; D.
Marianne, 197

Daphne Mezereum, 122
Darwin, Dr. Francis, awarded the
Royal medal, 391

Davenham gardens, Malvern, rain-

fall at, 201
Dean, Alexander, the late, 31, 177,

180, 201
Dendrobium Schutzei, 229; D.
euperbum giganteum " Roebe-
lenii," 423

Desfontainia spinosa. 111
Deutzia myriantha, 45
Development Commissioners and

Scottish Forestry, 228
Diaspis pentagona, a pest in Italy,

250
Dimorphotheca Ecklonis, 159
Dipteronia Dyerana, 54; D. sinen-

sis, 6
Diseases and pests, scheduled by the
Board of Agriculture, 278, 326,
421

Drimys Wintsri, 44
Dudgeon, E. C. (Growing Crops
and Plants ly Slectricity), 211

Dunn, S. T., and W. J. Tutcher
{Flora of Kwangtung and Hong
Kong), 54

Dyke, W. [Cucumber culture), 24

Dynamite, clearing land with, 268

Eaoy, Mr. George Henry, appoint-
ment of, 353

Earthworms, facts and fancies re-

.specting, 110
Easter, white Mowers for, 203
Echinocactus myriostigma, 229
Eehium Wildpretii, 317
Eddie, Mr. James, 387
Edinburgh, afforestation scheme,
474 ; and East of Scotland College

of Agriculture and Hurticultui'e,

474; Botanic Gardens, 271, 387;
e.xpenditure on public parks, 121

;

new Lord Provost of, 387
Edraianthus serpyllifolius, 53
Education, a gardener's, 7, 53, 74,

122, 191
Eelworms, 30
Elder shoots, decoction of and
American blight, 287

Electricity, cultivation by, 501 ; con-
gress on, 249

Elliott, Sir Thomas, 471
Elliottia racemosa flowering in Kew
Gardens, 54

Empire, the resources of the, 354
Ericas, South African, 382
Eriobotrya japonica friiiting in a

Devonishire garden, 318
Erodium chrysanthum, seeding of,

234, 250
Ei-ythronium Hendersonii, 277
Eucalyptus Globulus in a Torquay

garden. 111
Eucalyptus, the genus, 381
Eugenias of South Africa, the, 127,

152, 179, 192
Euphorbia mauritanica, extravagant

fasciation in, 209
Evans, Mr. F., appointment of,

177
Events of the Year, 486
Exhibition, St. Petersburg Inter-

national, 249 ; Vienna horticul-

tural, 1913, 94

Fabiana imbricata, 210
Farm orchards, 281
Farms, illustration, in Canada, 316
" Farrer " cup for rock plants, the,

249
Farrer, Reginald {The Bock Gar-

den), 356
Fasciation in Euphorbia mauri-

tanica, 208
Fellowships, industrial, 335
Fendlera rupioola, 153
Fern spores, longevity of, 7, 74
Fern, the crested Hart's Tongue,
337

Fertilisation of fruit blossoms, 359
Fertiliser, a new, 52
Ficus, the genus, on the Gold Coast,

191
Firewood, dearer, 347
Flax, and cereal crops in Argentina,
336 ; flower colour changes in, 412

Flora of Bristol, the, 65 ; of For-
mosa, 25 ; of the Malayan Penin-
sula, 247 ; of the Transvaal, 250

Florists' flowers, 180, 260, 297, 367
Flower border, the, 85, 245
Flower garden, the management of

the, 8, 29, 49, 75, 92, 114, 133, 154,
175, 195, 213, 230, 246, 265, 282,

298, 314, 332, 351, 369, 389, 408,
429, 448, 469

Flower gard»ning at Battersea, 285
Flowering, precocious, 301
Flower show in 1832, 94
Flowers, and insects, 317, 330 ; at

Holywell, 487 ; double, lecture on,

357; in season, 32, 73, 178, 197,

249, 285 ; late autumn in Scotland,

336 ; the colours of, 116 ; white,
for Easter, 203

Foliage, the autumn colouring of,

269, 296, 331
Food of the buMnch, 197

Food supplies from abroad, 284

Foot and mouth disease in Sussex,
158

Forcing, hot water method of, 453;
various methods of, 410 ; forcing

Rhubarb, 403
Forcing Melons by a natural hot-

water geyser, 208
Foreign correspondence, 331, 383,

402, 425, 442, 468
Forest garden for Aberdeen, a pro-

posed, 53
Forest plantations, forming new,

312
Forest service, Indian, 233
Forest surveys, 251
Forest Trees of Britain, recent re-

visions of John's, 349
Forestry, Cambridge School of,

471 ; notes on, 226, 260, 312, 347,
383, 406, 422, 462 ; in Wales, 214

;

the Development Commissioners
and Scottish, 228

Forests, and rainfall, 214 : of Pro-
vence, the, 89, 112, 131; the
Woburn, 422

Formosa, the flora of, 25
Forrest, Mr. George, plants col-

lected by, 197
Fossil plants, 157
Foster, Mr. Harry, appointment of,

157
France, agricultural education in,

425 ; Potato moth in, 52
Freesias, new hybrid, 452
French gardeners at Raynes Park,
214

French museum illu.strating methods
of packing produce, 301

Friar's House, Barry Island, near
Cardiff, 127

Fruit, at Wrotham Park Gardens,
270 ; blossoms, the fertilisation of,

359 ; Board of Trade recommenda-
tion on the packing of, 301

;

colour in hardy, 201, 216, 235, 251,
270, 296 i Congress, the Northern,
177, 269, 286, 353; farming,
profits from, 256; garden, the
market, 107, 151, 205, 277, 361,
383, 441 ;

growing and the Board
of Agriculture, 318 ; m British
Columbia, 391 ; in Central
America, 215 ; in Ontario, 336

;

jelly, how to make, 51 ; register,

190 ; research plantation at Wye
College, 413 ; sales by sample,
373; show, the R.H.S. autumn,
216 ; trade, effect of war on the,

452
Fruit crops, in Kent, 151 ; in Perth-

shire, 121 ; remarks on the condi-

tion of the, 66, 72, 90, 139, 150,
1'72, 199, 211, 227

Fruit culture, conference on, 359

;

first steps in, 94
Fruiterers' Company present the
Lord Mayor with fruit, 335

Fruit, self-sterility in, 458 ; trees, a
plea for old, 302, 320 ; the pollina-

tion of, 381
Fruits, cultivation of, under glass,

9, 28, 49, 74, 93, 114, 135, J 64,

174, 194, 213, 231, 247, 264, 282,

299, 315, 333, 351, 359, 388, 409
428, 448, 469

Fruit trees and ripened wood, 488
Fuchsias as roof plants, 351
Fuidge, Mr. C. S., presentation to,

285
Furber's catalogue, 261
Furcrsea Bedinghausii in Australia,
313

Gaob, Mr. A. S., appointment of,

118
Galashiels, new recreation park for,

337
Garden, a neglected London, 137,

471
Gardener, legacy to a, 390
Gardeners, a family of, 180

Gardeners, and the Board of Agri-
culture, 54 ; at public asylums,
classification of, 7 ; education of,

7, 53, 74, 122, 191; in the L.C.C.
parks, 52

Gaultheria oppositifolia, 109
Geffrye's garden, London, 94
Genetics, the application of, to
Orchid breeding, 373; the
" Ai-thur Balfour " professorship
of, 373

" Gentian " cup offered for Alpines,
249

_

Geranium Wallichianum, 264
Gerbera, the seeding of, 107
Ghent International Horticultural

Exhibition, 1913, 250
Gibault, M. Georges, 249
Oilia coronopifolia, 85
Gladioli, reversion in, 181
Glasgow, fruit warehouse destroyed

at, 453 ; new public park at, 303

;

Public Parks Department, 53, 121
Glasshouses, cyaniding, 145
Glastonbury Thorn (Crataegus Oxya-

cantha prjecox), 428
Glenart Castle, Co. Wicklow, 349
Gloucestershire wild garden, a, 309,
331

Golden sand, journeys by the river
of, 325

Golf links, 196
Grape-bottle, Taylor's, 144
Grapes, adulterated, 373, 414;

Madresfield Court, 454 ; preserv-
ing ripe, 150, 181 ; Prince of
Wales, 190

Gregorv, Mrs. E. S. (British Vio-
lets),'421

Griffiths, David (The Grama
Grasse.^), 280

Guillot, M. Pierre, awarded the
Legion d'Honneur, 391

Gunnera manicata, 286
Gtjnther, R. T. (Oxford Gardens), 6
Gwydcr Estate, Wajes, sale of wood-

land at, 312

Hatl preventers, 266
Half-holiday for nursery employees,
353

Hamamelis mollis, 488
Hampshire, Tobacco cultivation in,

233
Hardy flower border, 245, 264
Hardy fruit garden, operations in

the, 8, 28, 49, 75, 114, 135, 154,

175, 195, 213, 231, 247, 264, 282,
299, 315, 332, 350, 368, 389, 409,
428, 449, 468

Hardy plants, notes on, 133
Hargrave, Basil (A Year's Garden-

ing), 153
Harriss, Mr. E., appointment of, 31
Harvest in the United States, 301
Harvey, F. W. (Fruit Growing for

Beginners), 483
Hay crop, estimates of the, 353 >
what to do with the, 158

Heather beetle, the, in Scotland,
383

Heaths, Cape, 382; hardy, 197
Helenium autumnale, a monstrous,

251
Hemitelia, North American speciee

of, 215
Hemming, Mr. Ernest, appointment

of, 372
Henham Gardens, Wangford, storm

at, 181
Hieracium vOlosum, 86
HoUand House show, 12
Holywell, flowers at, 487
Hooker, Sir Joseph, 301
Hooiper, Cecil H. [Fruit Farming,

Practical and Scientific), 483
Hops, acreage of, 214
Horse Chestnut, the Chinese, 346
Horticultural output, the, 60
Horticulture, a proposed centi»l
chamber of, 118; in Manchester,
122
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Hospital charities and vegetable
Marrows, 177

Hot-water method of forcing, 453
Humphreys, Mr. Thomas, 487
Hurst, Major, "The Application of

Genetics to Orchid Breeding,"
373; "Rogues in Sweet Peas,"
407

Husbandry, the progress of, 490
Hydrangea hortensis, 251 ; blue-flow-

ered, 106
Hydrocyanic acid gas, fumigating

with, 344

[lex Pernyi, 448
Inches, Mr. Robi-rt Kirk, 387
India, notes from, 454
Indian forest service, 233
Industrial fellowships in New York

State College of Agriculture, 334
Insects and flowers, 317, 330
Insects, destructive, 278, 326, 421
Institute of Gardeners, a national, 52
[n.surance Act and fruit gatherers,

303 ; and Perthshire fruit-growers,

201, 303
International Horticultural Exhibi-

tion, list of awai'ds at the, 10

;

presentations in connection with
the, 10 ; profits of the, 431 ; remi-

niscences of the Roses at, 23

;

Messrs. Wallace & Co.'s exhibit

at the, 51
Ipomcpa Leari, 258
Ireland, flower shows in, 96
Irises, abnormal flowering of, 85

;

"Crimean," 85; for the rock-gar-

den, 338 ; Japanese, 475 ; note on,

85; Spanish and Dutch, 22
Ii-is Kasmpferi, 475 ; I. Sintenisii,

85
Isoloma hirsutum, 148
Italy, Orange-growing in, 461
[xora coccinea, 368

Japan, Iris garden in, 475
Japanese gardens, 330
Jargonelle Pear, not«s on the his-

tory of the, 198, 216, 235
Jelly fruit, how to make, 51

Jenkins, E. H. (Ihirh Gardens and
Alpine Plants), 296

Jersey, Potato imports in, 177

John's Forest Trees of Great
Britain, recent revisions of, 349

Judas tree, the (Cercie Siliquas-

trum), 6
Juniper seed, the germination of,

317

K
Karakoram, high-level plants in

the, 233
Keeble, Prof., " The Physiology of

Fertilisation," 457
Kennedy, John, the works of, 187
Kent Commercial Fruit Show, 301
Kent, the fruit crops in, 151

Kew Gardens, conditions of em-
ployment at, 146, 276 ; employes'
union, 471 ; Wat^-r-Lilv house at,

293, 313; notes, 387, 428, 448
Kew gardeners' social evening, 471
Kitchen garden, tlie, 8. 29, 48, 75,

93, 114, 135, 155, 174, 195, 213, 230,

246, 265, 283, 299, 314, 332, 350,

368, 388, 408, 429, 449, 469

Lslio-Cattleta Baroness Emma,
23; L.-C. Cornelia, 402; L.-C.
Cicelv,483 ; L.-C. "Memoria H. A.
Tracy," 242; L.-C. Myrrha "Or-
chid Dene variety," 463; L.-C.
rubens " The Kaiser," 51

Lake Maggiore, the vegetation of

the islands of. 434
Lamb, Mr. P. H., appointment of,

177

Lambay Island, the weather at, 138

La Mortula, Italy, 167

Land, clearing tree-stumps from,

197 ; clearing with dynamite, 268 ;

London's vacant, as gardens, 7;
the taxation of. 95

Larch sawfly, tlie, 302, 347, 392
Lardizabala biternata, 467
Latex in plants, 317
Lawn, how to make a, 146

Law Notes :—Alleged defective

flower-pots, 118 ; American Goose-
berry-mildew Act prosecution,

223; Claim for hedge, 145; Com-
pensation for loss of an eye, 223

;

Failure of a nurseryman, 480

;

Market Gardeners' Compensation
Bills withdrawn, 452; Overhang-
ing tree 96 ; Theft of Ferns, 223

Lawn-tennis courts, treatment of,

444
I.Kawson, Dr. A. Anstruthcr, ap-
pointment of, 353

Leamington flower show, the, 74
Leatheihead Downs, notes on the

vegetation of the, 404
Leeks, the culture of, for exhibition

420
Leguminous plants, hard seed of,

285
Lenotie, Andre, proposed memorial

to, 10
Leonardslee, notes from 113 ; the

rockery in September, 287
Leptospermum scoparium Nichollii,

historv of. 270
Life, the origin of, 252; Prof.

Schafer on, 232
Lilacs, forcing, 453
Lilium candidum, 87 ; L. giganteum

at Lochinch Castle, Wigstown-
shire, 235

Lily sea-son in Scotland, 209
Lime-sulphur and Potatos, 52
Lime trees in the Arnold Arbore-

tum, Jamaica Plain, U.S.A., 87
Liriodendron tulipiferum margina-

tum, 33
Lobelia Tupa, 243
Lochinch Castle, Wigtownshire,

Lilium giganteum at. 235
Locke, Mr. R. honour for, 51
Lockerbie flower show, 121
Loganberry juice, a beverage from,

95
L.C.C. gardeners, grading of the,

52 ; wages of the, 32
L.C.C. parks, and unemployed

labour, 137 ; new garden at 'The

Rookerv, 471 ; winter-garden at
Avery Hill, 302

London's vacant land as gardens, 7

Long, James (Duiri/ Fanning for
/Small Holders), 191

Loquat fruiting out-of-doors in

Devonshire, 318
Luculia gratissima, 448

M
Magnesia and Roses, 481

McCoUom. William C. (Vines and
How to Grow Them), 210

Maiden, J. H. (The Genus Euea-
lyplus), 215, 381

Malayan Peninsula, flora of the, 247

Malby, R. A. (The Story of My
Rock Garden), 5

Malvastrum campanulatum, 193

Manchester, horticulture iiT, 122
Mandragora autumnalis, 392
Manitoba, free homesteads in, 215
Manure, Alpine plajits and, 318, 330,

366 ; a new artificial. 452 ; applica-

tion of artificial, 286 ; substitutes

for animal, 420
Manurial experiment on a market

fruit-garden, 21

Market fruit garden, the, 21, 107,

151, 205, 277, 351, 383, 441

Market gardeners' Compensation
Bills withdrawn, 452

Market garden flooded in Scotland,

53
Market gardens, effect of the wet

season on, 201

Mealy bug on vines, to destroy, 480
Measures used in Covent Garden
Market, 240

Meconopsis Wallichii at Belvoir
Park, Belfast, 138

Melon King George V, 150
Melons, novel method of forcing,

208
Merodon Narcissi (equestris), 298,

318, 331, 348
Miall, L. C. (The Earli/ Xalura-

lists), 280
Mildew, vine, 52
Miltonia " Memoria Baron Schro-

der," 352
Mimulus Lewisii, 235; M. roseus,

191, 402
Mistleto in Shensi, China, 147
Momordica Charantia, 473
Monmouthshire, school gardens in,

178
Monstrosities, parasitic origin of,

301
Montbretias in Scotland, 159
Moraine, the, 74, 296, 331 ; Cam-
panula Allionii on the, 99; two
good plants for the, 53

Moraines and moraine gardens, 263
Morse, Jlr. Ernest William, ap-
pointment of, 353

Morton, Mr. Alexander, presenta-
tion to, 337

Moth, the PoUto, in France, 52
Mount, Mr. George, 431
Mueller, Baron von, 443
Museum, illustrating the packing of

produce, 301
Mnsssenda Sanderiana, 228 ; in Laos,
442

Myzus fragarise, the Strawberry
aphis, 197

N
NARCisstJS fly, the, 298, 318, 331,
348

Narra fruit, the, 386
Nauiiton. Mr. W. W., retirement

of, 454
Nectarines and Peaches, lifting of,

286
Nelumbium speciosum at Bishop's
Hall, Romford, 249; imported
Tiowers of, 118

Nephrolepis Todeoides, a large plant
of, 367

Nesting-places, curious. 7
" Nettlfleaf " or reversion in Black

Cuiraiits, 122, 138, 159, 201, 206,
234, 270, 271

Newlands. Harrow-on-the-Hill, 149
New South Wales, botany in, 452
New York flower show, 1913, 412
Nitrogen, the fixation of atmo-

spheric, 390
Nomenclature of hybrid Orchids,

303, 391, 413. 431. 453. 474
Normanhui-st, Sussex, 279
Nuneham Park, Oxfordshire. 26
Nurserv employees' half-holiday,

365; outing, 10,31, 118
Nurserymen's first prize window dis-

play, 54

Nursery Notes:— Blackmore &
Langdon, Bath, 198; Carter,
James & Co., Ravnes Park, 43;
Dobbie & Co., Slarks Tey, 3;
Sutton & Sons, Reading, 130

;

Veitch & Sons, Jas., Coombe
Wood, 207 ; Wargrave Hardy
Plant Farm. 129; Waters, C. F.,
Balcombe, 294

Nymphseas, a lecture on, 183 ; and
their propagation, 126 ; of North
America, 158

Oak timber, high prices for, 347

Obituary :—Astridge. John, 20 ;

Bailer. Francis. A.. 203: Berg-
heim. J. S.. 223 ; Bishop, William,
126; Burton, John Elliott, 400;

Carpenter, George, 324 ; Cole,

Joseph M., 239; Comfort, Wil-
liam, 82 ; Condie, James, 223

;

Craig, Professor John, 203 ; Dam-
pier. Harrv, 223 ; Dean. Alexan-
der, 150 ; Dodd, Harry, 185 ; Dyer,
Alexander, 380 ; Evans, Richard
E., 307; Fleming, William, 121;
Fletcher, Thomas, 307 ; Fraser,
Ale.xander. 400; Garnett, R. L.,

185; Graves, Henrv, 380; Guil-

foyle, W. R., 275 ; Hartland, Wil-
liam Bavlor, 239, 255 ; Horner,
Rev. F.'D. 61; Humphreys, Mr.
Thomas, 487 ; Jones, James, 350

;

Kerr, James, 324; Kinnaird,
John, 400 ; Landsborough, Rev.
Dr., 418; Leslie, James, 344; Mc-
intosh, William. 203; Murray,
James C. 360; Nichol, Walter S.,

459; Pettigrew-, John AUwood,
125; Purser. Henrv, 418; Rich-
mond, John W., 203'; Rogers, Cap-
tain Henry, 438; Seale, F. W.,
292 ; Sheppard, James, 150

;

Smith, John William, 177;
Tegetmeier, W. B.. 400; Thomp-
son, William Frederick, 160;
Watson, James, 459; White,
Thomas, 203

Odontioda Lambeauiana " Weston-
birt variety," 285

Odontoglossum amabile " Weston-
birt variety." 42 ; 0. crispum
Bumble Bee. 128; 0. Lambarde-
anum, the parentage of, 362

Onions, the Culture of, for exhibi-

tion, 420
Onosma, garden species of, 281
Ontario, fruit-growing in, 336

;

Strawberry-growing in, 390;
Tobacco-growing in, 336, 452

Orange-growing in Italy, 461

Orchards, farm, 284 ; soil sterilisa-

tion in, 441
" Orchidaceous " air, an, 318
Orchid breeding, the application of

genetics to, 373
Orchid Conference. R.H.S., 373, 457

Orchid houses, work in the, 9, 28,

48. 75, 92. 115, 133, 155, 174, 194,

212, 231, 246. 265, 283, 298, 314,

332, 351, 358, 389, 409, 428. 448,

458
Orchid literature, new, 442
Orchid notes and gleanings, 42, 121,

128. 173, 311, 328, 402. 423, 442,

463, 483
Orchids at The Glebe, Sevenoaks,

328 ;
planted in the moraine, 383

;

rare Irish, 296. 367; R.H.S. Con-
ference on, 373. 457

Origin of life, the, 252; Prof.

Schafer's lecture on the, 232

Packing and grading of Apples,
the, 96

Pseonies, herbaceous, 245
Palseontological botany, 156
Parasitic origin of monstrosities,

301
Paris Chrysanthemum show, 267
Park-gardening in America, 136
Park, new public, at Galashiels,

337 ; at Glasgow, 303 ; at Ren-
frew, 337

Parks, Chrvsanthemums in the

L.C.C, 317, 353; school children

plucking flowers in the L.C.C,
267 ; the Birmingham, 373

;

winter work in the London, 137

Pavetta cafTra. 149 ; P. Cecils, 181

Pea, Carter's Eight Weeks. 7

Peach culture out-of-doors, 212
Peach curl, Bordeaux spraying for,

412, 431
Peach trees, ringing, 50 ; out-of-

doors, 138 ; out-of-doors in North
Yorks, 270; transplanting, 226,

286
Pear fruit, an adventitious, 158
Pear Jargonelle, notes on the his-

tory of the, 198, 217, 234
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Pear, the Avocado, 431
Peas, aututnn-sown, 365; culinary,

206, late, 34%. 367, 414, 488;
Mummy, 186

Peas sold as pills, 233
Penn, William, and Stoke Poges,

122
Pergola, a vine, 428; Italian, 250
Persea gratissima (Avocado Pear),

431 _

Perthshire fruit-growers and the
Insurance Act, 201

Perthshire, the fruit crop in, 121

Pests, scheduled, 241, 278, 421
Pettigrew, Mr. W. W., 74
Petunia, double-flowered, 358
Phalsenopsls Esmeralda, the culture

of, 156; P. intermedia Portei at

Tring Park, 453
Phaseolus Caracalla, 380
Philadelphus " Virginal," 47
Physiology of Fertilisation, the. by

Professor Keeble, 457
Pigs, wild, in India, 464, 472
Pine, reproduction of the Wey-
mouth, 347

Pirotta, Prof. R., and Dr. F. Cor-
tesi [Ralazione suUe Piante rac-

colte nel Knrakoram) , 233
Plane trees, large, 270
Plant diseases, lecture on, 271
Plant names from animals, 257, 281
Plant notes, 149, 180, 191, 368
Plant pathology, congress on, 470

Plant Portraits :—Agave dis-

ceptata, 137 ; A. marmorata, 96 ;

Aloe Steudneri, 137 ; Berberis ver-

ruculosa, 249 ; Ceropegia Thorn-
croftii. 301 : Chamiedorea glauci-

folia, 301 ; Chironia laxa, 249
;

Columnea glabra, 249; Cornus
controversa, 412 ; Corokia vir-

gata, 412 ; Cotyledon subrigida,

96 ; Dendrobium (Ceratobium)
Imthurnii, 249 ; Elsholtzia Staun-
tonii, 301 ; Erica ciliaris, 96

;

Eriopsis Helense, 412 ; Furcrsea
elegans, 301 ; Hydrangea Sar-

gentiana, 137 ; Iris Caroliniana,

412; Mesembryanthemum Pear-
sonii, 412: Muehlenbeckia com-
plexa, 137 ; Osmanthus Delavayi,

301 ; Primula Wattii, 249 ; P.

Wulfeniana at home, 465 ; Pseu-
deranthemum lilacinum, 96 ;

Pycnostachys Dawei, 137 ; Styrax
Wilsonii, 96

Plants, and radium, 336 ; acclimata-

tion of, 430

Plants, New or Noteworthy:—
Buxus Henrvi, 423 : Daphne x
Thauma, 22 :' Ecliium Wildpretii,

423 ; Gaultheria Veitchiana, 188 ;

Gerbera hedersefolia, 482

;

Koelreuteria Henryi, 148 ; Podo-
carpus formosensis, 295 ; Sinome-
nium diversifolium, 402 ; Vibur-
num coriaceum, 363

Plantanus orientalis, large trees of,

270

Plants, the protection of wild, 301

;

precocious flowering of, 301 ;

under glass, 8, 28. 48. 76,

92, 115,^134, 154. 174, 194, 212,

230, 247, 254, 283, 299, 315, 332,
350, 369, 388, 408, 429, 449. 468

Plasmopara viticola (vine mildew),
52

Plum Reine Claude Comt-e Althan,
190

Poa sibirica, 372
Pollination of fruit trees, 381
Polycycnis Lehmannii, 129
Polygonum campanulatum, 489
Pond weeds, to destroy. 52, 96
Potato, competition, 214 ; crop, 431

;

diseases, 31, 370; haulm as food
for sheep, 431 ; for cows, 454 ; im-
ports into .Jersey, 177 ; moth in
France, 52

Potatos. American embargo on,
197 ; importation of into South
Africa, 118 ; lime-sidphur and,
52: wart disease of, 326, 391,

432, 475: in Brittany, 316; wart
disease of, in Canada, 285

Poterium obtusatum, 180
Poultry-keeping, 94
Powell, J. L. [Chrysanthemums
and How to Grow Them), 211

Priestley, Joseph, 372
Primroses, giant Chinese, 188

Primula carniolica at home, 425 ; P.

Forsteri, 490 ; P. glutinosa and P.
integrifolia, 296 ; P. glutino.sa

(printed integrifola) on the High
Alps, 258 ; P.' malacoides, 308 ; P.

sinensis, culture of, 180 ; P. sinen-

sis, giant forms of, 188 ; P. suffru-

tescens, 227
Propagation, of Conifers, 157 ; of

Sweet Peaa from cuttings, 226

;

of Strawberries, 208
;
problems of,

2, 74, 384
Provence, the forests of, 89, 112,

131

Prunus (Amygdalus) nana rubra,
390

Quoits, the game of, 20

Radish with twisted roots, 270, 287

Radium, and plants, 335
Railway stations, prizes for gardens

at the, 233
Rainfall, at Davenham Gardens,
Malvern, 201; at Dolgelly, 178

Rainfall and forests, 214
Rains, the abnormal, 176 ; and mar-
ket gardens, 201

Raynes Park, French gardeners at,

214
Redditch, storm of rain and hail at,

138
Reims congress, the, 452
Renfrew, new public park at, 337

Rivoire, M. Antoine, Legion d'Hon-
neur, 391

Rhododendron Augustinii and R.

Fargesii, 4 ; R. pontiea var. aucu-
bEcfolium, 487

Rhubarb for forcing, 403
Road, romance of the, 225
Rock-garden, an old, 349 ; Irises

for the, 338
Rock-garden plants, " Clarence
Elliott" trophy for, 72, 472; the
" Farrer " cup for, 249

Rogues, plant, 410
Romance of the road, the, 225
Rosary, the. 4, 23, 88. Ill, 149. 170,

189," 244, 252, 311, 329, 425, 464
Rose garden, a sailor's, 39
Rose harvest in Bulgaria, 425
Rose season in Scotland, the, 24
Rose shows, 63
Roses at the International Exhibi-

tion, Chelsea, 23 ; and mag-
nesia, 481; August, 189; Ben-
nett's seedling, 64 ; budding,
33, 74 ; climbing, 447 ; cul-

tural notes on, 4, 88, 171, 244,

311. 425; for bedding a selection
of, 262; in Southern Scotland,
149 ; Irish, 244 ; lecture on Wichu-
raiana, 19 ; my first year among
the, 329 : new," 345, 355, 386. 405,

406, 425. 447, 465; new Tea-
scented, 406, 426 ; notes on early-

flowering rambling, 89 ; October,
293 ; scentless, 52 ; under glass,

426
Roses : Blush Rambler, 232 ; Lady
Waterlow, 111 ; Minnehaha, 150,

181; Miss Flora Mitten, 31
Rothamsted Experimental Station,

Dr. Russell appointed director of,

10

R.H.S. bulb show, 1913, 72; trials

at Wisley, 431, 453
Rubus arcticus, 253 ; R. Giraldia-

nus, 448
Rural depopulation and its arrest in

England and Wales, 109
Russell. Dr. E, J., appointment of,

10 ; (Soil Conditions and Plant
Growth), 248

S
St. Petersburg International

Horticultural Exhibition, 249
Sand dunes in Belgium, reclaiming,

243, 295
Sarracenia purpurea in America, 73
Saxifraga longifolia, 245; S. Rudol-

phiana, 227
Scale insects, spraying for, 118
Schilfer, Prof., on the origin of life,

232, 252
Scheduled insects and pests, 241,

326, 421
Schizanthus, the culture of, 180
Scholarships in agricultural re-

search, 178

Scientific Committee:—Alpine
plants attacked by dodder, 271

;

Antirrhinum sporting, 339;
Apple, glassiness in, 303 ; Apples
injured by the Bordeaux mixture,

339 ; Apples with more than nor-

mal number of seeds, 375

;

Armeria, abnormal flowers of,

202, 255 ; Aristolochia clema-
titis fruiting, 271 ; Aspidis-

tra, influence of light on the varie-

gation of, 202 ; Black Currants,
reversion in, 76, 150, 271 ; Bor-
deaux mixture causing injury to

Apples, 339 ; Brasso-Cattleya X
Thetis, 122; Bulbophyllum Gen-
tilii, 303 ; Catasetum macrocar-
pum, female flower of, 375 ; cater-

pillars on Hops, 122 ; Cirrhopeta-
lum miniatum, 271 ; Crataegus
Oxyacantha var, prsecox (Glaston-

bury Thorn). 414; Delphinium, a
virescent, 76 ; a sporting, 56,

75; D. macrocentron, 123; dodder
on Alpine plants, 271 ; Dinanthe,
flowers of, 160 ; Drosophyllum
lusitanicum, 414 ; Elder, green-

berried, 271 ; Epidendrum later-

ale, method of flowering in, 202

;

Eria rhyncostyloides, 75 ; Erica
cinerea malformed, 254, 271

;

Fasciation in Lilium candidum,
202; Fern in a bottle, 455;
Flowers, variations in wild, 375

;

Fumes, injury from smelter,

122 ; Geranium Robertianum,
albino forms of, 271, 339; Glas-

tonbury Thorn, the, 414 ; Hazel
with foliaceous bracts, 160

;

Helenium cupreum, virescent and
proliferous form of, 271 ; Holly,
orange-fruited, 455; Hops, cater-

pillars on, 122 ; Horse Chest-
nut with twin petioles, 375

;

Ivy leaves diseased, 414; Lselia-

pumila X Laelio-Cattleya Ophir,
545 ; Lilium candidum, double-
flowers of, 271 ; Lily fasciated,

202 ; Lysimachia vulgaris, 255

;

Mentha viridis var., 303; Mimu-
lus moschatus almost scentless,

122 : Mistleto on Pear, 414 ; Mul-
berry, a dioecious, 56; "Mummy"
Pea. the, 202; Musa Bakeri. 255;
Musk, a non-scented, 202 ; Ne-
phrolepis, variation in, 414; Oak,
grey wood of, 339 ; Odontonia x
Edna, 76; Oncidioda x " Mar-
jorie," 414; 0. abortivum, pseu-
do-bulbs on inflorescence of, 56

;

Orchid, hybrid, 122; Pea, the
iMummy. 202 ; Pear, Mistleto on,
414 ; Pear with axial growth, 202

;

Plants injured by fumes from
smelting works, 76 ; Polygonum
sacchaliense with variegated
leaves, 56 ; Potatos with super-
tuberation, 303 ; Primula pycno-
loba, 150 ; Prunus Miqueliana,
455 ; Pseudo-bulbs on inflorescence

of Oncidium abortivum. 55 ; Pyrus
Neidzwetzkyana, fruit of, 271

;

Rhododendron sporting, 339

;

Streak disease of Sweet Peas,

202; Sweet Pea with prolifer-

ous inflorescence, 255 ; Sweet
Peas affected with "streak"
disease, 202; Sweet William,
" Wheat-ear," 271 : Thelymitra
sp.. 55; Tulips, Parrot, seeds of,

255 ; Verbascura with galls, 270 ;

Watsonia iridifolia, 255 ; "Wheat-
ear " Sweet William, 271; Wil-
low, gall on, 271

Scolopendrium vulgare, crested form
of, 337

School children plucking flowers in

L.C.C. parks, 257
School gardens in Monmouthshire,

178 ; the growth of, 158
Scotland, new public parks in, 337;

notes from, 24, 53. 121, 159, 201,
209, 228, 251, 271, 286, 303, 335,
387, 453, 474, 482; Roses in

Southern, 149; the Rose season in,

24
Scottish forestry, the Development
Commissioners and, 228

Secret commissions, 122
Seed, adulteration of, in U.S.A.,
268; of leguminous plants, hard,
285 ; supply, 446, 450 ; the germi-
nation of Juniper, 317

Seedsmen, a strike of, 317, 372
Seeds, influence of light and tem-

perature on the germination of,

137; the " bush fire " method oi

germinating, 331 ; the germina-
tion capacity of, 317

Selborne Society's lectures, 354
Sezincot House, Gloucestershire, 170
Senecio canahpes, 448 ; S. Smithii,

201
Sewage-sick soils, 370
Shensi, Mistleto in, 147
Shrubs for a pergola, 166 ; for a

quadrangle, 155
Silene Hookeri, 44
Silver-leaf disease, experiments in,

21
Simpson, Mr. S., appointment of,

177
Slugs and Strawberries, 99
Small holdings, acreage of, 353; co-

operatives and, 317 ; in South
Africa. 422

Smith. John William, fatal accident
to, 177

Snowdrop petals as snuff, 391

Societies:— Aberdeen Chrys
436; Aberdeen Hort., 185, 418;
Aberdeen Sweet Pea, 143 ; Ayr
Chrys.. 418; Banburv Chrys.,
397; Bath Gardeners' ' 223. 274,
438, 479 ; Birmingham and
Midland Gardeners', 271 ; Bir-
mingham Botanical and Hort.,
79; Birmingham Chrysanthe-
mum, Fruit and Floricultural,
359; Birmingham Hort., 81,
235; Bishop's Waltham Hort.,
122; Blackburn Chrys., 416;
Bolton Chrys., 417; Border
Sweet Pea, 142; Bradford Chrys.,
435; Brighton and Sussex Chrys.,
377 ; Brighton Rose and Sweet
Pea, 82 ; Bristol and District Gar-
deners', 104, 223, 274, 438, 479;
British Gardeners', 202, 239, 477;
British Mycological and Scottish
Cryptogamic, 271; British Pteri-
dological, 142 ; « Cardiff and
County Hort., 78 ; Cardiff Chrys..
377; Cardiff Gardeners'. 144^
438. 479; Carlisle and Cumber-
land Hort., 222; Chelmsford and
District Gardeners', 399, 438

;

Cheltenham Root, Fiuit and
Chrys., 416; Cheltenham Sweet
Pea. 82; Cheshire Agric, 219;
Chester Paxton, 397, 479; Ciren-
cester and District Gardeners',
456; Clevedon and Dist. Hort.,
104 ; Co-partnership Festival
Show, 183 ; County Galway
Hort., 184; Coventry Chrys.,
397. 477 ; Croydon and District
Hort., 479; Crovdon Chrys.,
375; Debating, 60. 83, 144,
223, 274, 399, 438. 479: Derby
Chrvs. . 398 : Devon and Exeter
Hort., 60, 378, 438; Dumfries
Agric, 142; Dundee Hort., 219;
Durham. Northumberland and
Newcastle-on-Tyne Botanical and
Hort., 35 ; Eccles and Pendleton
Chrys.. 398: Edinburgh Botani-
cal, 416, 478; Edinburgh Seed
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Trade Assistants, 456; Elstree and
Boreham Wood Hort., 60 ; Fiiich-

ley Chrysanthemum, 202, 415

;

General Bulb Growers' Society of

Haarlem, 38; Ghent Hort., 435;
Glasgow and West of Scotland
Hort., 220; Gloucester Rose and
Sweet Pea,'* ^9 ; Gloucestershire

Koot, Fruit and Chrys., 396;
Haarlem General Bulb Growers',
184; Hanwell and Greenford
Hort., 235; Hereford Fruit and
Chrys., 342; Hitchen Chrys.

435; Hort. Club., 78, 290, 376

455 ;
(Annual outing), 31 ; Horti

cultural Education, 370; Hort,

Traders Assoc, 220; Hudders
field Hort., 101 ; Hull Chrys.

418 ; Ipswich Garcfencrs', 399

Irish Hose and Floral, 79 ; Kent
Commercial Fruit Show, 340, 359
Killarney Sweet Pea, 104 ; Kil

marnock and District Gardeners'

438, 479; Kilmarnock Chrys.

398; Lancaster Agric, 184; Lan
caster Chi-ys. , 397; Leamington
and County Hort., 102; Leeds
Paxton Chrys., 397; Linnean,

414, 436, 478; Liverpool Chrys.,

416; Liverpool Hort., 78;
London Vacant Laud Culti-

vation. 51; Manchester and
North of England Orchid, 17, 33,

104, 202, 235, 303, 358, 435;
Manchester Chrys., 415; Man-
chester Royal Botanical and
Horticultural, 56 ; Mid-Annandale
Agric, 121; Jlidland Carnation
and Picotee, 123 ; Nat. Carnation
and Picotee, 81; National Chrys.,

255, 273, 396, 479; (Annual din-

ner). 436; (..6r"'ual Conference),

417 : (Autumn Show). 341
;
(Visit

to Woburn Place), 342; Nat.
Dahlia, 158, 238, 478; Nat.

Gladiolus, 144. 177; Nat. Hardy
Plant, 137, 184, 478; Nat. Rose,

17, 37, 79. 237, 479; Nat. Sweet
Pea, 35. 340 ;

(Annual Meeting),

322; (Inspection of Trials at

Sutton Green), 59; National

Vegetable. 272, 285; Newcastle
Chrys.. 456; Newtownards Hort.,

218; Northern Seeds and Roots,

387 ; North of Scotland Hort. and
Arboricultural, 274, 438; North
of England Hort., 143, 271. 324;

Norwich and District Fruit

Growers', 303; Norwich Chrys.,

436 ; Orsett and District Agric
and Hort., 235; Perpetual-flower-

ing Carnation, 437, 455, 477;
Perthshire Sweet Pea, 125;
Portsmouth Chrys., 375; Por-

tumna Hort.. 184; Potters Bar
and District Amateur Rose, 19,

75 ; Putney, Wandsworth, and
District Chrys,, 376; Ravleigh
and District Hort., 76, 398;
Reading Gardeners', 83, 399,

438, 479 ; Reigato Hort., 60 ; Rei-

gate Rose and Sweet Pea, 34

;

Rochford and District Hort. and
Chrys.. 397; Rothesay Hort.,

184; Royal Agric, 34; Royal
Caledonian Hort., 235 ; Royal
Hort., 54. 76, 99, 122, 141, 160,

181, 214, 217, 202, 252, 271, 288.

303, 320, 339, 354. 375, 392, 414.

432, 455. 475; (Fruit Show), 304;
Holland House Show), 33 : (Orchid

Show). 355; (Spring Bulb Show).

176; (Summer Show), 12; Royal
Hort. of Ireland, 34, 60. 202;

Royal Lancashire Agricultural,

124 ; Royal Sleteorological, 435 ;

Roval Scottish Arboricultural,

73 ;
(Visit to Deeside) , 58 ; Royal

Southampton Rose, 76 ; Rudding-
ton and District Gardeners', 438 ;

Saltaire, Shipley, and District

Rose, 77; Sanquhar Hort., 438;
Scottish Hort., 33, 101, 142, 219,

290, 395, 478; Shropshire Hort.,

161, 177; Smithfield Club, 456;
Societe Royale d'Horticulture de
Bruges, 143 ; Southampton
Chrys., 377; Stirling and Dis-

trict Hort., 60, 223, 438,

479; Stirling Chrys., 378;
Stirling Hort., 220; Streathara

Sweet Pea and Rose, 144 ; Tor-
quay District Gardeners', 377

;

Taunton Deane Hort. , 122

;

Ulster Hort., 415; Union of

Horticultural Mutual Improve-
ment Societies, 303 ; United
Horticultural Benefit and Provi-

dent, 34, 144, 222, 323, 399, 478

;

Wargrave and District Gar-

deners', 60, 399, 438, 479;
Watford Hort., 235, 398; West
Derby Hort.. 125; West of

England Chrys., 398; Weston-
super-Mare and District Chrys.,

435; W'est Surrey Hort.,

66; Winchester Chrys., 415;

Windsor Chrys., 378; Wolver-
hampton Floral Fete, 57

;

Women's Agric. and Hort. Inter-

national Union, 339 ; Woolton

Chrys., 378.

Soil conditions and plant growth,

248
Soil, partial sterilisation of by lime,

487; sewage-sick. 370; st-erilisa-

tion of, 432, 441 ; sickness in

greenhouse, 372

.Solanum Wendlandii, 65

South Africa, importation of bees-

wax into, 137 ; importation of

Potatos into, 118 ; notes from, 386,

422; restrictions on the importa-

tion of plants into, 302; the

Eugenias of, 127, 179, 192

South Eastern Agricultural College,

Wye, 413

South London Botanical Institute,

Heine Hill, presentation to, 233

Sphsrotheca Mors-uvEe (American
Gooseberry-mildew). 421

Spiranthes liomanzoviana. 367, 442

Spiranth. the Irish, 367

Spores, Fern, longevity of, 7, 74

Spraying Apple trees, 215 ; to de-

stroy scale insects, 118

Stanhopea oculata, 121; S. platy-

ceras, 402
Statice sinuata Prince Chamois, 249

Stauropsis Philippinensis. 43

Steele, the late David, 387
Sterilising soil, 432, 441, 487 ; a lec-

ture on, 417
Stevenson, Thomas {Chrysanlhe-

mums), 295
Storm at Henham Gardens, Wang-

ford, 181

Strasburger, Dr. Eduard (Text Book

of Botany), 211

Strawberry aphis, Myzus fragariae,

197
Strawlnerry-growing in Ontario, 390

Strawberry season, the, 41

Strawberries, and slugs, 99 ; in 1912,

98; sun-dried, 178; the propaga-

tion of, 208

Strike of seedsmen, 317, 372
Sulphur for Chrysanthemums, 412

Sutton. Martin H. F. [The Book of
the Lhiks), 196

Swanley Horticultural College, 31

Sweet Pea, branched inflorescence

of, 122

Sweet Peas : and blue tits, 287, 318,

330, 349. 367 ; at Mark's Tev, 3 ;

at Wood Green Park Estate, Ches-

hunt, 1?8; Conference on, 322.

407; double standards in, 53. 136,

181 ; in April, 260, 266, 287 ; in

Scotland, 159; rogues in, 407;
some recent developments in. 169 ;

propagated from cuttings, 226

Sweet Pea trials at Reading, 250

;

the National Society's, 340
Synchytrium endobioticura, wart

disease of Potato, 327

Taxation of land, 95
Taylor, Mrs. Basil [Japanese Gar-

dening), 312
Teasdale, Mr. J. J., presentation to,

31
Tennis courts, 344 ; treatment of,

444
Thecostele Zollinger!, 42

The Glebe, Sevenoaks, Orchids at,

329
The Hill, Hampstead, 482
Thomson, Mr. William, presenta-

tion to, 286
Tilia, species of, in the Arnold Ar-

boretum, U.S.A., 87

Timber, for clog soles, 452 ; mea-
surement of, 320

Tissot, M., Legion d'Hormeur
awarded to, 391

Tits in the garden, 235, 251, 270,

392, 454
Tobacco-growing in Hampshire, 253 ;

in Ontario, 336, 452; on fruit

farms, 203
Tomato chutney, receipt for, 336

Tomato culture", 475 ; for profit, 106

Tomato rust, 268
Tomatos, a fine crop of, 385
Towns, a lecture on beautifying, 412

Transplanting Peach trees, 226
Transvaal, flora of the, 250

Tree at Fyvie planted by Queen
Victoria, 251

Tree growth in Belgium, 226

Tree stumps, clearing land of, 197

Tree trunks, to arrest decay in, 203

Trees, and shrubs, 6, 44, ill, 153.

191. 243, 329, 473; at Bayford-

bury, 473; autumn tints of North
American, 329; destruction of,

474 ; for profitable planting, 463

;

overhanging a neighour's garden,

96 ; supporting heavy and diseased

branches of, 463 ; the management
of decavini;. 406

Trials at'Wislev. 1913. 267, 431; of

Sweet Peas, 340 ; at Reading, 250
Tulipa dasystemon, 206
Tulip tree, the golden, 33
Tulips, the forcing of, 403
Tutcher, W. J., and S. T. Dunn

(Flora of Kwnngtung and
Hong Kong), 64

L^omyces caryophyllinus (Carnation
rust fungus), 389

Vacant Ground Cultivation Society,

London, 51

Vegetable marrows, hospital chari-

ties and, 177
Vegetable show at Manchester, 235
Vegetables, 206, 264
Vegetation of the Leatherhead
Downs, notes on the, 404

Veronica cinerea, 227
Viburnum coriaceum, 413

Vienna, Conference on Gardening
at, 409 ; Horticultural Exhibition,

1913, 94

Vines, culture of, 99, 122; border
for, 420 ; mealy bug on, 480 ; mil-
dew, 52 ; pergola at Kew fur-

nished with, 428; pinching the
sub-laterals of, 99, 122; red
spider on, 240

Viola " Edina," 201
Violas, R.H.S. trials of, 177, 214
Viscum album in China, 147

W
Wahlenbekgia pumilio, 252; W.

viucieflora, 216
Wales, forestry in, 214
War, the effect of, on the fruit

trade, 452
Ward, Mr. F. Kingdon, travels in

China, 326
Wart disease of Potatos. 326, 391,

432, 475 ; in Canada, 285
Washington, U.S..\., methods of

clearing land from tree stumps in,

197
Wasps, house flitting by, 181 ;

prizes

offered for queen, 96
Water Lilies, a lecture on, 183 ; the
North American species of, 158

Water-Lily house at Kew Gardens,
298 ; in September, 293, 313

W'ater weeds, the destruction of, 95
Watson, Mr. James, presentation to,

370
Watsonia Ardernei, 129
Waugh, F. M. (Beginners' Guide

to Fruit Growing), 94
Weeds on ponds, to destroy, 62, 96
Welsh national emblem, the. 317
Wheat, experiments in growing,

487 ;
production and rainfall, 372

White, James Walter (The Flora of
Bristol), 65

White, Mr. Edward, visits Canada
and Sweden, 233

Wild garden, a Gloucestershire, 309,

331
Wild nature, a reserve of, 452
Williamson, William (The Small
Landowner's Handbook), 467

Willow timber for cricket bats, 312
Winter-garden at Avery Hill, the

L.C.C., 302
Wright, Walter P. (The New Gar-

dening), 191

Wrotham Park Gardens, fruit at,

270
Wisley, trials at, 257
Woburn forests, the, 422
Woodlands, a sale of, 312
Woodlice in glasshouses, to destroy,

166
Worms, abnormal, 110

Xanthoceras sorbifolia in Cam-
bridge Botanic Garden, 111

Yorkshire Gala, 1913, 390
Yunnan, plant collecting in, 1

Zimmer, G. F. (.-1 Popular Diction-

ary of Botanical Names and
Terms with their English
Equivalents), 6

Zoological Gardens, Regent's Park,

summer bedding at the, 302
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LIST OF ILLUSTRATIONS
Abies destroyed by lichen in a

Chinese forest, 325
Achillea Ptarmica "Perry's White,"

234
Adair Place, Engleiield Green, 353

;

views in the gardens at, 354, 365

Adiantum cuneatum var, niicro-

pinnulum, 289
Adnitt, Mr. H. W., portrait of, 454
^sculus chinensis, in China, 346,

348 ; stem of, 347
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464
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453
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356
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famous English gardens and rank for all

time amongst the unsurpassables.
On the more rainy mountain barrier

which separates the Mekong from the

Salween, we passed through meadows of

sulphur-yellow Meconopsis integrifolia

—

a plant which grows in its thousands,
sufficient almost to colour the stream
sides ; but here we are only 13,000 feet

above sea level, and the summer rainfall

is enormous. Even more beautiful per-

haps are the damp, grassy meadows
above the villages in the valley, where,
at 12,000 feet, the yellow Primula sik-

kimensis grows in dense masses, with
many other flowers. But enough has been
said. Beautiful as are our English gar-
dens, their fascination pales before that of

the untamed plants in their savage haunts.
F. Kingdon Ward.

PROBLEMS OF PROPAGATION.*

I BELIEVE that aU plants may be propagated
vegetatively—some easily, some with more or

less difficulty; and, therefore, in view of the
widely-spread impression to the contrary, I think
it is worth while to endeavour to remove the
misconception. No more appropriate opportunity
could come to me than this occasion, when we
commemorate the service to horticulture of Dr.
Masters, whose life was devoted to establishing
a solid groundwork of scientific truth for the
practice of horticulture.

It must be said at the beginning that, for
practical gardening purposes, vegetative propa-
gation of many plants is a matter of no moment
—it is not worth while. Annual plants, for in-

stance, provide in their copious seed production
all that the gardener wishes for. But the
knowledge that there is no reason why every
desirable plant should not be perpetuated anil

multiplied by the vegetative process of cuttings
—provided that insistent requirements are
properly attended to—ought to be an encourage-
ment to all gardeners, and should stimulate fur-
ther endeavour with difficult subjects of the plant
world. " It can't be done," in reference to such
propagation, is a phrase that should not cross
the lips of a gardener.
In order to demonstrate the soundness of tlie

view which I have expressed and wish to sustain,
I must, in the first place, recall the construction
of an ordinary flowering plant, so far as it relates
specially to this question.

The essential thing to remember in regard to
one of these plants is that it is composed of a
sheet of protoplasm (living substance) stretched
over a skeleton. From root-tips to stem-tips
and leaf-points there is this living substance dis-

tributed in plant-cells—some in more active state,
some in less active state, but each cell of it

having to start with and retaining more or less
for a time the potentialities of every other cell.

The plant is, in fact, a colonial organisation.
In ordinary conversation we speak of a plant

as an individual, but it is not an individual in
the sense in which one of the higher animals is
an individual.
From such an individual no part grows up into

a new individual, no part can be removed with-
out mutilation. Its organs are highly specialized,
and for its individuality it pays the penalty of
being mortal.
From the colonial plant, on the other hand,

parts may be removed and others formed to take
the place of those removed, and, as you know, a
removed part may form an entire new plant
again. A new plant may grow up from any-
where. Sucker shoots on roots of Cherry, for
example; young plantlets on the margin of leaves
of Bryophyllum are familiar objects in garden-
ing. All this is possible because every young,
active cell has the capacity of every other cell—
and the plant is potentially immortal.
Take the case of am Iris. The plant creeps

along in the soil, forming additions to its body,
branching, growing onwards, whilst its older

• Lecture delivered by Professor I. Bayley Balfour,
F.R.S., at the meeting of the Royal Horlioultural Society
on June i, being the eighth Masters Memorial Lecture.

parts die off. If accident be excluded, there is

no reason why the plant should not live for

ever.

Apply to a forest tree the conception thus
derived from an Iris. The extension here is

into the air ; but it is of the same character.

There is dying off behind of old parts in the
heart of the tree, and in the bark that is shed

;

but a suppoi-t remains for the copious canopy of

branches and leaves. Of the great age reached
by some trees we are all cognisant.

There is, then, in the constitution of the plant

everything conducing to perpetuation of a vege-
tative kind. If we wish to utilise the organisa-

tion of the plant for multiplication of indi-

viduals, it is from Nature herself that we must
learn in the matter of vegetative propagation,
and all our practice must be based upon and
developed out of the principles that we see in

operation in Nature.
Let us take a very simple case—that of the

Strawberry, or of Saxifraga Brunoniana. Here
long branches are sent out, trailing on the sur-

face of the soil. The bud in the axil of the
small leaf on such a branch is nourished by the
mother-plant at first. Then the stimulus of
moisture at the position of the bud evokes the
formation of roots below it, the bud shoots out
into a branch, absorbs food from the soU and the
air, and becomes an independent plant, ulti-

there are the so-called "bulblets." What are
they ? Merely buds in which some leaves have
been developed as fleshy stores of food material,
and, being thus supplied, the mother-plant casts

them early. In contact with water as a stimulus,
they form roots at the expense of their store of
food material, and the bud elongates as an in-

cipient shoot. The two factors—food store and
water stimulus—are operative here.

That such separable propagative bulblets or
tuberous bodies of various kinds are not nearly so
common amongst dicotylous as amongst mono-
cotylous plants is a fact of phyletic interest, and
it is one, too, of this practical import in gar-

dening—that, without these bulblets, corms, or

the like, our gardens would be deprived of the
enrichment they derive through the free and
rapid propagation of monocotylous plants.

But Nature proceeds in another way at times.

Supposing an injury has been done, say, to a
branch, by which it is broken off near the base.

Nature tries to protect the wound and repair the
injury by the familiar process of forming a
callus. If the stump of the branch be too long,

this is ineffectual, and rotting passes down to

the centre of the tree. But if the stump be
short, or if we assist Nature by clean cutting the
ba*e of the bixjken branch, as in sound pruning,
the callus covers the wound entirely, all trace
of it disappears, and from the margin of the

iFhotograph by F. Kmgdun Waid.

Fig. 2.—HOME OF THE MECONOPSIS: NORTH-WEST Yl'NNAN, l6,000 FEET ELEVATION.

mately losing connection with the mother-plant
through withering and breakage of the linking
portion of branch. In this we have a process of

normal vegetable propagation in Nature, of

which the following are the conditions :

—

1. The young bud has an ample food-supply
from the mother-plant until it has rooted
itself.

2. The roots develop in response to the pro-
longed stimulus of water and at the ex-
pense of food supplied by the mother.

These two factors are primary. They underlie
all vegetative propagation. Without food-sup-
ply, without water, vegetative propagation is

impossible, and the gardener has to secure the
presence of both of these if he is to succeed in

any propagation.
A like case is often seen in large trees of

which some of the branches have reached the
ground. They are still attached to the mother-
plant, but at the point where they touch the
ground the stimulus of moisture induces the de-
velopment of roots, and the end of the branch
above this point becomes an independent tree.

What in the tree is usually self-extension in
branching, here becomes self-propagation, and
the tree imitates the condition of many
herbaceous plants.
In the Strawberry and Saxifraga Brunoniana,

the mother-plant does not part with the young
offspring until the latter is self-established.
But take the case of Dentaria bulbifera. Here

healing cushion there may be formed many small
shoots—miniatures of the branch that was lost.

All know also that it a tree has been felled, say,

for coppicing, and the clean-cut stump left, from
the callus formed all round the margin of the
tree many stool-shoots may be formed, and the
tree may, in time, through one or more of tnese,

replace the head that has )>een removed.
This callus is of supreme importance in rela-

tion to propagation. It consists of a quantity
of indifferent meristem-cells—cells, that is to

say, which are capable of dividing and multiply-
ing, but whose fate has not been definitely deter-

mined. Circumstances and relative position will

determine that. Callus may arise from any mass
of living cells under the stimulus of wounding.

In an ordinary dicotylous stem or root, it may
take origin in the pith, in the medullary rays, in
the cortex, or in the active wood-cambium, and
it forms lobulated projecting masses at the point
where it occurs. Perhaps, in most cases, the
wood-cambium is the most important seat of its

formation.
In a monocotylous stem where callus develops,

the cortex is the chief seat of formation, but
there is a noteworthy difference from dicotylous
plants observable in monocotylous ones. They
more rarely form a callus, but are content to heal
wounds by a cork covering only.
In a leaf, the callus comes from the living cells

of the veins.

In all situations the callus has the same poten-
tialities. It is a wound-protecting tissue to
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begin with, but its cells may be absorptive, and

may also take on the work of restoration of the

plant-body by producing organs tliat have been

removed by wounding. It is a sign of the

colonial organisation of the plant.

In the light of the knowledge of the facts to

which I have referred, the gardener has to solve

the problem of propagation by cuttings.

Multiplication by layering is simply putting a

mother-plant in a position in which its shoots

have ample opportunity of rooting at the nodes,

and so initiating new plants.

Multiplication by division is merely the fol-

lowing of Nature's own process, as seen in the

increase of an Iris by the dying off behind of its

older parts and consequent separation of its

newer ones.

Propagation by Cuttings.

Multiplication by cuttings means the isolation

from their previous food and water supply of

parts not specially prepared to lead an indepen-

dent existence, and the art of the gardener is

devoted to calling out the exercise by the severed

part of the plant of potentialities in the direc-

tion of wound-protection and in organ-restitu-

tion. He has to secure that the part used as

cutting retains adequate moisture until such

time as new water-absorbing organs are formed
through the utilisation of such food material as

is already in the cutting, or which it may ac-

(juire. The water-relation is the primary one.

Once the severed part provides itself with the

means of getting a continuous water supply, it is

in the state known as "struck." Further de-

velopment is a matter of time, and, although

often very slow, is open to hastening by appro-

])riate stimuli.

The enormous variety of constitution exhibi-

ted by plants makes the problem one of no
ordinary complexity. Some plants—so-called

soft-wooded plants—offer no difficulty. Hard-
wooded plants frequently do, and the reason."!

are obvious. The key is in the water-relation.

For other reasons, which I shall afterwards

refer to, resinous plants and those that are rich

in the milky fluid called "latex" may also be

difficult subjects for propagation by cuttings.

Of the many factors which the gardener ought
to consider in relation to propagation by cut-

tings, I can only refer to a few, and I shall

begin by saying something about the parts of the

plant used.
The most common procedure in propagation

by cuttings is that by shoot-cuttings, and the

operation is familiar to everyone.
Take an ordinary example of a dicotylous

plant. A short terminal portion of shoot, with

buds, is cut off from a mother-plant, and the cut

end is placed in a nidus of moist sand or other

material.

Sooner or later, if the cutting is inserted at a

right depth so that aeration is adequate, as the

result of wound-stimulus callus forms on the

basal end of the stem of the cutting in the soil,

and mainly from the cambium. Then roots

shoot out. These roots may emerge from the

callus, but may come from the stem above the

callus as well, or may emerge from there alone,

and we see in this how the stimulus spreads

from the point of application. The cutting is

thus established as an independent plant. The
portion of shoot actually placed in the soil elon-

gates at the top, forms more branches and

leaves, and we get thus simply an extension of

growth of a shoot which is now no longer at-

tached to the mother-plant.

There has been much discussion amongst
propagators over the question—ought the leaves

at the base of the shoot used as a cutting to be

removed or not ? Some propagators remove

them, others prefer to leave them. I know of

no definite comparative experiments bearing on

the advantage of one practice over the other.

The practice of leaving them has these advan-

tages :

—

(a) The cutting is saved the healing of the

wound caused by the severance

;

<b) the lower leaves sunk in the soil may
root like the stem

;

(c) the lower leaves will aid in the manu-
facture of food for the cutting.

No doubt, in many cases, retention or removal

is a matter of little Import ; but the choice might

be critical in a particular species, and the point

ought, therefore, to be in the mind of the

gardener.

Certainly of more importance is the place on
the stem of the mother-plant of the mother-shoot
where the severing cut for the base of the cut-

ting is made. In some species of plants this

makes all the difference between immediate, be-

lated, or no success.

Commonly, the incision is made just below a

node, and, for most plants, this seems to be satis-

factory. There are, however, plants which
propagate far more readily if the cutting be
made through an internode.

Take Clematis by way of illustration. The
common belief is that species of this genus are

difficult to strike, and propagation by grafting

and other methods is frequently adopted. They
are really not difficult to strike from cuttings if

the cutting be made through an internode. Inter-

nodal cuttings may be struck within a fortnight.

It is otherwise if nodal cuttings are used. These

callus well—profusely, indeed ; but refuse to

form roots, either from the callus or from the

internode above. And it is this circumstance

which has given rise to the widely-spread belief

that it is difficult to strike cuttings of Clematis.

Now. it is well known that once callus

formation is started at the base of a cutting,

it often continues until a large nodular ball

is formed. Some plants—particularly hard

woods—appear to possess this habit in a remark-

able degree, and it is no uncommon experience

to read that certain plants will callus freely but

will not root, or only after so long a period—

a

couple of years or more is not an unusual time

—

that the patience of the propagator is exhausted

before rooting occurs. Lonicera Hildebrandtii

is a conspicuous example.

If one appreciates the fact that the primary

impulse to callus formation is that of the wound-

stimulus, one may find a remedy for this partial

or complete failure. Where the immediate in-

fluence of the stimulus is slow, and the product

in formation of callus is slight, betterment can

be brought about by repetition. The effect of

intermittently repeated wound-stimulus is won-

derful in the massive development of callus upon

.stems in position where no special function

beyond that of healing is required. Its effect

upon callus in position where there is demand
for new absorptive organs imperatively re(iuired

for the life of a cutting is no less remarkable.

The wound-stimulus induces root-formation. By
paring off the surface of the callus-tumour, it is

possible to stimulate almost immediate root-

development. If a first paring is ineffectual, a

second or a third will bring about the desired

growth.

Thus Proteaceae, which are regarded as diffi-

cult subjects, readily respond to the stimulus

of callus paring. The callus itself liere forms

the roots in the first instance. If one pares the

callus of a nodal cutting in Clematis, roots are

formed, but always from the internode above the

callus.

Why there should be this difference between

nodaland internodal cuttings I cannot yet say.

But the knowledge that repeated wound-stimulus

will neutralise the difference should be an aid

to the gardener.

Hard-wooded Cxtttings.

In contrast with plants which readily and

rapidly form an abundant callus—and that is a

characteristic of soft-wooded species, species,

that is to say, which are in possession of a

copious store of water in their tissues, and,

therefore, are supplied with the prime necessity

for successful propagation by cuttings—there are

the dicotylous plants we speak of as "hard-

wooded" plants, which are attuned to live in

conditions where water is physically and physio-

logically scanty, and which, if they have enough

to satisfy their requirements, only live by the

exercise of the .strictest economy of the resources

available to them. Leguminosse, for example,

such genera as Hovea, Eutaxia, Kennedya, Dill-

wynia and Eumacea.

In them, then, there is none of the lavishness

observable in the soft-wooded, although the

processes are the same. The march of events is

relatively slow. Wound-stimulus is not trans-

mitted rapidly. The initiation of callus is late,

is often not abundant, and formation of new

absorbing roots is delayed. It is these elements

that govern the difficulties that are held to exist

in the propagation of such plants. The ilrniight

attunement of such plants makes special demands

for nice adjustment of aeration of the nidus.

Their slow development prolongs the period dur-
ing which these have to be maintained. The
double danger of wilting of the cutting from in-

sufficient water and of suffocation from want of

air becomes therefore a very real one. These con-

siderations should serve to suggest particular

conditions that require attention in propagating
such plants, and n<jt the least important of these

is the necessity of using as small cuttings as pos-

sible. Size of cutting is a matter of relatively

less moment in the soft-wooded plants.

(To be continued.)

NURSERY NOTES.

SWEET PEAS AT MARKS TEY.

The county of Essex is, thanks to its soil and
climate, world-renowned for excellence of its

seeds ; and it was on this account that Messrs.

Dobbie & Co. established seed grounds of their

own in the county. The firm has, at the

present time, an area of upwards of 60

acres devoted to the production of seed

crops. I am not prepared to say how many kinds

of plants are dealt with at these farms, because

on the occasion of my visit it took so much time

to inspect the 10 acres of Sweet Peas. Let the

reader think what it means to have 10 acres of

Sweet Peas, all trained on sticks and grown

exclusively for seed production !

It was interesting to compare the relative

progress made by plants from seeds sown out-of-

doors in the autumn, in pots in cold frames in the

autumn, and in pots in the spring. The first were

cropping splendidly, as also were those of the

second group, while the third were only now
promising that later they would render a satis-

factory account of themselves. In numerous in-

stances seed pods were setting magnificently, and

although the plants have not the height of those

grown expressly for exhibition, they have that

sturdy, thrifty aspect which promises seeds in

abundance.

Of the principal favourites, the number of

plants runs into thousands, while of seedlings and

novelties under trial for the first time there are

only half-a-dozen or a dozen specimens. Last

season the Floral Committee of the National

Sweet Pea Society reserved Messrs. Dobbie &

Co.'s stock of Thomas Stevenson for the premier

award this year—a Silver Medal—provided that

the flower maintained all its qualities. At

Marks Tey there are thousands of plants all

alike, producing superb blossoms, and, much

to the delight of the owners, plenty of

seeds. If these glowing orange varieties did not

"burn" or deteriorate in bright sunshine, I

should certainly say that this was one of the

most charming Sweet Peas for garden decoration

that one could grow.

Another variety that is grown enormously is

Lavender George Herbert, which is indispensable

for exhibition, and one of the finest for the

garden. A third is Elfrida Pearson, an exqui-

site blush flower of perfect form and wondrous

freedom of flowering. Those who admire bi-

colours will find themselves in doubt as to

whether they ought to grow Mrs. Cuthbertson or

Mrs. Andrew Ireland. Let them not worry for

long, since the correct way out of the difficulty is

to have them both. The plants yield abundant

spikes, and the rows remain bright and attractive

for a long period.

To cheer up the stand or the garden we must

have richness of colour. Here are two varieties

which no one can afford to omit—Bobbie's Scarlet

and Sunproof Crimson. In their respective

colour groups they stand supreme. To lend

variety to the collection we must have Brunette,

which is at onoe one of the most distinct and

meritorious Sweet Peas that has been shown of

late years. The colour is a reddish mahogany.

As acream Bobbie's Cream is refined and beau-

tiful, while Edrom Beauty, Mauve Queen, Lady

Miller. Duplex, Mrs. Hugh Dickson, Etta Dyke.

Marquis, and Audrey Crier are fully entitled to

places in all gardens. W.
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RHODODENDRON AUGUSTINII AND

R. FARGESII.

Rhododendeon Augustinii (see fig. 3), named
in compliment to Dr. Augustine Henry, is

one of the best of the more recently intro-

duced species of Rhododendrons from China.

The plant forma a neat, compact evergreen bush,

and flowers freely when quite small. The stems

are slender, twiggy, free branching, hairy, and,

when old, silvery-grey in colour. The leaves are

elliptic or lanceolate, 2 to 4 inches long,

beautifully tinted or suffused with red when
young, and hairy on their upper and lower sur-

faces. The hairy character of the leaves changes

with age, only the hairs along the petiole and

Rhododendron F.irgesii (see fig. 4).—This
species flowered for the first time in this countrv in

March. 1911, in the garden of Mr. J. C. Williams,
Caerheys Castle, who exhibited a specimen at a

meeting of the R.H.S. The plant is very closely

allied to R. Fortunei, and in general effect is so

much like some of its forms that when I first

saw a specimen I concluded it was a hybrid of
which R. Fortunei was one of the parents. The
plant however agrees so exactly with specimens
in the Kew Herbarium, collected by Mr. E. H.
Wilson and others in Central and Western China,
as to leave no doubt that it is a distinct species.
It is dwarf and compact in habit, the
.shoots growing 6 to 12 inches in length each
season. The flowers appear in March and April.
The inflorescences are few flowered, usually with

glaucous. There is but very little doubt that,
the species will prove to be quite as hardy as
R. Fortunei, as it is found wild on mountain
ranges at altitudes of 7,800 to 9,000 feet C V
Eaffill.

THE ROSARY.

CULTURAL NOTES FOR JULY.
Budding.

The^ budding of Roses is a very important
operation. Certain choice varieties can only be
cultivated successfully by increasing the stecli
annually by this means. Some varieties give
flowers of much better quality as "maiden" or
one-year-budded specimens, and the budding of

Fig. 3.—rhododendron augustinii: flowers white to lilac with yellow spots.
[Photograph by C. P. Raffill,

•midrib being retained in the adult state. The
petioles are from i to ^ inch long. The
inflorescences are rarely more than five-flowered,
there being usually three or foui- blooms in a
truss. The flowers are 2^ to 3 inchee in
diameter, white, pink, or lilac in colour, with
yellow or orange-coloured spots on the dorsal
[letals; the tube is short, limb large, whilst the
petals, which number five, are reflexed with wavy
niargins. There are 10 stamens, each produced
on a long, yellow filament, which is hairy on the
lower half. The style is 2 inches long and the
«tigma capitate. The whole plant is strongly aro-
matic, and the undersides of the leaves and young
.growths are densely lepidote. The plant is a
i-ative of the mountains of Western Hupeh,
Central China, and wild specimens grow to a
-loight of from 4 to 10 feet.

about 8 or 10 blooms in each truss. The flowers

are broadly campanulate, 2 inches in diameter,

rosy-lilac in colour, and spotted a wine-red

colour on the upper petals. The petals are

usually 8 in number, occasionally fewer, bilobed,

with wavy margins ; the tube is about 1 inch

long, whilst the limb is spreading. The stamens
number from 10 to 16 and are shorter than the

tube. The yellow filaments are slender, glabrous.

Style scarcely as long as the petals, stigma
capitate, ovary glandular, ^ inch long. The
calyx is very minute. The pedicels are

from 1 to 2 inches long and hairy. The
branches, in their upper parts, are red ; the stem
at the base of the inflorescence is glaucous.
The leaves are ovate, 2 to 5 inches long, dark
green above, and slightly glaucous beneath ; the
petiole is 1 to 2 inches long, red and slightly

these is essentia! to the exhibitor. Xavier Olibo,
Horace Vernet, Louis van Houtte, A. K.
Williams, and Duchess of Bedford are examples
from the Hybrid Perpetuals; while Lady Mary
Fitzwilliam and Mildred Grant are Hybrid Teas
of the same nature.

To be successful with budding, it is necessary
to have both the bud and stock in good condi-
tion, which means that they should be sufficiently

matured to cause little or no trouble in removing
the bud, or in raising the bark upon the stock.

The sap must be active. If the stock and Rose
bud are in a suitable condition, tlie bark of the
stock wiU lift away from the wood without
any forcing, which would bruise and otherwise
disturb the soft tissues lying between the
bark and wood. Special knives, with flattened

bone handles, are made for the purpose of lifting
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the bark ; but a thin piece of hard wood or a
label will answer the purpose where only a few
stocks have to be budded. A cut 2^ inches in

length is ample, and the point of the knife must
not be inserted too deeply into the wood when
cutting previous to gently lifting the bark. It

should just penetrate the bark. Many failures

are due to rough treatment and cutting too

deeply.

Taking the Bud.

This is done by inserting the knife about a

third of the way through the shoot containing

the eye or bud to be transferred to the stock.

Slip the knife down to an inch or so below the

bud, tearing off the bud with some of the bark
attached. By bending this strip back a little,

the bark will part from the small jiiece of Rose
wood still covering the seat of tlie bud. Re-
move this portion of wood by a gentle snatch.

If the bud is in a suitable condition, the seat or

heel of it will then be exposed and will be promi-
nent enough to ensure its resting well down upon

air. If the bark does not lift readily, water
the plants well, and delay operations for a few
days, when you will generally find the stock
in a right condition. Do not trim off any super-
fluous growth immediately before budding, or a
check will be caused to the sap.

When cutting a shoot for buds from the Rose
tree, remove all leafage at once, with the excep-
tion of half an inch or so of the shield above the
bud to be used. Always work the Rose bud as
closely as possible upon the roots of dwarf stocks
and near into the main stems of standards when
working buds upon shoulders of the latter. The
object of this is to leave the smallest quantity of
wood likely to produce stock suckers.

In about three weeks fr»m budding, any
failures will become apparent, as such buds will

have become brownish-black. In these cases a
second bud may be inserted close to the first,

or in another shoulder, in the case of standards.
As the growth swells it is advisable to look

over the buds and loosen any ties s..owing con-

FlG. 4.—RHODODENDRON FARGESII : FLOWERS ROSV-LILAC WITH RED SPOTS.

the wood beneath the lifted bark of the stock or

growth to be operated upon.

Unless this seat is well developed, it is not

much use inserting the bud. Should the growth
be either too forward or backward, there will

not be a prominent seat, but a slight hollow at

the base of the bud, and another should be tried

that is either a little more advanced or younger,

as the case may be.

Cut off the bark behind the bud, leaving

about three-foiirths of an inch on that side and
1 inch upon the other. Now gently lift the
bark from the stock, and slip the prepared bud
beneath it. The cleaner and more expeditiously
this operation can be done the better, always
avoiding any bruising or forcing in of the bud.
Tie the bud in firmly, either with raffia, matting,
or strands of coarse worsted. It is essential that

the tie should be made from just behind the

bud, to ensure the seat or heel fitting well down
upon the wood. At the same time, no undue
constriction should be employed.
Do not "open" up the bark of any stock or

prepare the buds until all is quite ready, other-

wise there is risk of the natural sap drying in the

striction, but do not be too free in this respect,

or the cut may open too far and prevent a de-

sirable union.

Gener,\l Work Out-of-Doors.

The usual routine of work in the matter of

watering, hoeing, thinning, syringing, and tying

needs attention. By the end of July several

of the early-blooming varieties may have some
of the lately-flowered wood cut away. This is

only in the case of climbers and what are gener-

ally referred to as " summer bloomers," a rather

peculiar name given to those that bloom only

once during the season, or seldom produce more
than a few extra blooms upon early summer-
matured growths.

In most cases these Roses depend chiefly

upon wood made this summer for their main
crop next year, and this young growth should
be encouraged, removing only such shoots as

will not be required.

Occasional dressings of artificial manures may
still be given, either watering and hoeing as

soon as convenient after application, or choosing

a showery time for applying them. It is while

the Roses are in active growth that they need
stimulants, and they obtain results when these
can be continued in small doses that do not
burn the roots. Should the nights be dry, a
thorough syringing with clear water at sunset is

very refreshing to the dry foliage.

Roses Under Glass.

Most of the pot Roses will be the better if

conveyed to the open air, selecting a sheltered
spot, and half plunging the pots. Syringe them
frequently.

Plants in borders need all the air possible

;

even a draught will do little harm where the
foliage is matured. A rather dry root-medium
and free overhead syringings are necessary.
The absence of night dews under glass is not
borne in mind sufficiently, with the result that
there is often an arid atmosphere, which en-

courages red spider, thrips, and many other
insect pests.

Strong and still actively-growing plants of

Marechal Niel and other climbing varietias in pots
will be better if not turned out until their points
of grovTth are more completed ; but they must be
kept thoroughly clean, and with ample ventila-

tion. The long growths upon Ramblers, whether
in pyramid or standard form, also need the same
care for a little time longer before removing
them out of doors next month. Practice.

NOTICES OF BOOKS.
Story of a Rock Garden.*

Mr. Malby has written a very interesting

littl» book about his rock garden, and it may at

once be a^jnmended to those who have been bitten

with the love of the Alpines. He gives
admirable instructions for building the rock-

work, and his success with difficult plants entitles

him to hold views respecting the moraine which
are not necessarily those which obtain in all

quarters. Anyhow, it may well be that the

special arrangements he adopts for watering may
suit his climate, and the photographs he gives of

at least some of his plants are .sure to arouse feel-

ings of envy. Indeed, the illustrations are a
strong feature of the book, and this applies to

the black-and-white as well as to the coloured

plates. An excellent description of a most useful

kind of frame is given, and this will prove valu-

able to many who have experienced the trouble

often involved in keeping, or germinating, the

seeds of Alpine plants. It will be seen that the

author has deserved well of those who are em-
barking on this fascinating branch of gardening,

and who want to profit by the experience of one
whose efforts have been crowned with no small

measure of success.

Fruit-orowing in British CoLUMBiA.f

Emigrants to British Columbia who intend to

engage in fruit-growing would do well to obtain

a copy of Mr. Bealby's book, which is full of

useful advice to persons who are strangers to

that country. The author insists upon the need

of personal inspection before purchasing land,

stating that many people have written to him to

the effect that they have purchased some which
they have not seen, relying foolishly upon the de-

scription of the sellers. The land varies greatly

in character, some soils being admirably suitable

to fruit, and some quite unsuitable, while the
like differences in situation have to be considered.

Advice is given in reference to soil, situation,

and aspect : but the author thinks that a stranger

to British Columbia and its system of fruit-grow-

ing would do well to engage the services of an ex-

perienced grower in the country, whose advice

would be valuable both in the selection of land

and in the use to be made of it. Such expert

advice, he says, can be secured at a moderate
cost. With respect to the capital requi.-eJ to

• The story 0/Mv Rock Ganit::, b\ li. A. Malbv. (Loodoa:
Headley Brolbers.) 2s. 6d. nel.

t How to Make an Orchard i« Buliih. Ci-Uttl'la, byJ.T
Bealby, B.A. (London: Adam ai.i Cbarlef Clack.)
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start a fruit ranch, Mr. Bealby estimates that,

putting the cost of the land at £20 per acre, and

that of clearing it at the same sum, allow-

ing for the building of a house, all e.xpenses in

equipment, cultivation, and planting,, and reckon-

ing the proceeds of crops grown between the

trees until the latter come into profit, a man
who will do all the work himself will be able to

get through with £700 for 10 acres, but may
require £1,200 if he has a family and engages

assistance in his operations.

Oxford Gardens.*

This book contains an interesting mass of

information on the botanic garden in O.xford.

The style is often " guide-booky," and the at-

tempts to enliven it with rather poor jokes are

not always very successful. Still, it is useful at

the present time, and it will be even more so in

the future, to have an accurate account of the

oldest botanic garden in this country, as it exists

to-day, placed on permanent record. There is

much miscellaneous information scattered through

the pages, and evidence in plenty of scholarly

erudition.

A chapter on the lecture-rooms and labora-

tories, which also includes an account of the

development of the botanical teaching connected

with the gardens, is of interest, and a list (not

quite accurate) is given of papers published

from the laboratory. A curious chapter on

finance finds its place here, and the ingenuous-

ness with which the author ventures upon
criticism of the garden accounts seems almost

to justify Cecil Rhodes's estimate of the finan-

cial understanding of the Fellows of colleges.

The volume closes with notes on the gardens of

the colleges, in which, as might be expected,

Magdalen figures rather largely. It is a pity,

perhaps, that the fine collection of rock plants

in St. John's College gardens is dismissed with

a bare mention.

A book of this kind is not easy to write, and,

in spite of certain obvious peculiarities of style,

Mr. Gunther may be congratulated on the suc-

cess of his "labour of love."

Botanical TERMS.t

Many beside gardeners will find this a useful

book. If anything, perhaps it errs in fulness,

for it contains many outlandish names and
terms not in general use. This is no real dis-

advantage, so long as the words one wants are

there, and, so far as we have tested the

volume, it does not often fail in this respect.

The explanations are short and to the point,

the type is clear and good, and the book may be

recommended as supplying a definite need which

many feel, and of doing away with what, to

some people, is a bugbear in things horticul-

tural, viz., the difficulties incident to a technical

nomenclature.

TREES AND SHRUBS.

DIPTERONIA SINENSIS, OLIVER.
DiPTERONiA SINENSIS forms a bush or small

tree ; it is a native of Central China, where it

grows at elevations ranging to 5,000 feet. Speci-

mens have been grown for some few years past

at Coombe Wood and Kew, and they are quite

hardy. The genus Dipteronia belongs to the

Natural Order Sapindacese, being closely allied

to the Acers (Maples). Considerable interest

attaches to the tree botanically, as it is a

monotypic genus, and, presumably, unisexual,

there being only etaminate flowers on the speci-

men at Kew, which is flowering for the first time.

Dipteronia sinensis has deciduous pinnate

* Oxford Gardens^ based upon Daubeny's popular Guide in

the Phvsick Garden n/ Oxford, with notes on the gardens of
the colleges, and on the University Park, by R. T. Gunther.
M.A. (Oxford: Parker & Son. London : Simpkin, Marshall
&. Co.) 1912. Price 6s.

t A Pofndar Dklionctry of Botanical Na:
with their English Equivaletlts. By G. F. Zin
G. Routledge & Sons, Ltd. New York:
2s. 6d. net.

leaves, the largest exceeding 1 foot in length,

and 5 inches to 6 inches in width. Mature
leaves are generally composed of 11 or 13 leaf-

lets ; they are opposite, 3| inches long and

J inch wide, ovate-lanceolate in shape, coarsely

serrate, green on both surfaces, slightly paler

beneath, downy on both sides, with small tufts

of down in the axils of the main veins. The
rachis also is downy, and of a pleasing reddish

tint. The flowers are greenish-white, and borne

in a terminal panicle 9 inches in length. Mr.
Wilson describes the tree as "having a marked

THE JUDAS TREE.

Effects of the glorious sunshine of the sum-

mer of 1911 are apparent in the profusion of

blossom displayed by almost every flowering

shrub and tree. Upon none has it exerted a

more powerful influence than upon the Judas

Tree (Cercis Siliquastrum), a native of the

Mediterranean region. Neither in Southern
Europe nor in this country have I ever seen sO'

fine a specimen as that shown in fig. 5,

which gives but a poor impression of the-

Fig. 5.—CERCIS siliquastrum at twyford lodge, near Winchester: height 35 feet.

les ani Terms,

Dutton & Co.)

beauty of flower and leaf, as well as very in-

teresting fruits."

The specimen at Kew is about 8 feet high,

and attractive in its elegant, pinnate foliage.

The flowers at present hardly fulfil the col-

lector's description, though they will probably

be finer on older specimens, or it may be that

the pistillate flowers are the more ornamental.

D. sinensis thrives in loamy soil, and is

readily propagated from cuttings of half-mature

growths, inserted during July and August in a

propagating frame, provided with a little bot-

tom heat. The plant may also be readily

increased by layering. A. O.

mass of vieux roso blossom, without a green

leaf visible. This tree is in the grounds of Twy-
ford Lodge, the residence of Mr. Alfred Gilbey,

near Winchester. It measures 35 feet high, and

is probably about 100 years old.

The Judas Tree (so called because, according

to tradition, it was upon one of this species that

the recreant Apostle hanged himself) belongs to

the great Order of Papilionaceie or Pea-flowered

plants. Though hardy in all but the coldest dis-

tricts, it does not often get enough sunshine in

the greater part of these islands to enable it

to flower so freely as it has done this season.

Herbert Maxivell, Monreith.
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HOME CORRESPONDENCE.

{The Editors do not hold themselves responsible for

the opiniotis expressed by correspondents.)

Horticultural Education.— Circumstances
prevented me attending the late conference on
horticultural education at the International Exhi-
bition, much to my regret, because, on reading

the report on pp. 398-399, vol. li., it appears to me
that the needs of private gardeners were scarcely

touched upon. Since the conference, various
references to horticultural education have ap-

peared in your pages and in the columns of The
Tithes, and the subject has been mentioned more
than once in the House of Commons ; but, as

your e.xcellent leader (p. 420) says, there is a pain-

ful impression among horticulturists. The young
men we are training in private gardens, nurseries,

public parks and market gardens will at some
future date have the whole of the nation's horti-

culture in their hands ; it stands to reason, there-

fore, that, if horticulture is to be improved, it is

the young men in training who need most atten-

tion. I admit that a gardener's education begins
at school, as was emphasised by some of the

speakers at the conference. I would go farther and
say that no lad should be trained as a professional

gardener unless he has been thixjugh a secondary
school or had shown extra proficiency in his

primary work, because he will not be able to

grasp scientific teaching unless he can read,

write and calculate easily and intelligently. Many
lads leave the primary scliools now with a very
meagre education, and, what is perhaps worse,

they have no inclination to add to the little

knowledge they have obtained ; many of the
schools in rural districts and in some of the
towns have small plots of land for the elder boys
to cultivate ; this helps to teach them some of

the rudiments of gardening, which are, no doubt,
useful, but this is just the point where the

young horticulturist's education fails. As at pre-

sent arranged, he goes to work in a garden as

garden boy on leaving school, being probably 14
years of age ; from this time forward it is no
person's business to teach him anything about
his work. If he is quick and intelligent ne may
(iossibly pick up some information for himself

;

whether he does so or not, he has to earn a living

in some way, and when a vacancy occurs he
is promoted until he gets a journeytman's posi-

tion. iHe has no knowledge of the science of his

profession, and in mast instances does not en-
deavour to obtain any, partly owing to lack of

oppoitunity The best years of the young man's
life are wasted, so far as obtaining a thorough
knowledge of his pixjfession is concerned, but he
must stick to bis occupation, because there are

very few opportunities of changing it. If he
cannot obtain further promotion as a private

gardener he drifts into some other branch of hor-

ticulture, such as nursery work, commercial fruit

and vegetable growing, employment in public

parks, &c., being but poorly equipped for any
6uch work. The remedy is for the Board of

Agriculture to provide centres at convenient dis-

tances where the young men may study the

scientific side of their profession under suitable

teachers and without giving up the practical

work they are engaged in ; this could to a large

extent be carried on side by side with teach-

ing agriculture : both require many things in

common, including a knowledge of soils, their

formation and treatment ;
plants, their structure

and conditions of growth ; insects and fungi in-

jurious or beneficial to plant-life ; and many other
tilings. If the Board will proceed on a system
such as this, horticulture will benefit greatly ; if

it only intends to set up an office and a few clerks

in London, we shall be much better without
its assistance. To get the practical part of the
gardener's education on a regular plan we must
have the suitable young men apprenticed for a

time ; there is no place like a good private garden
for learning gardening ; many other plans have
been tried, but none has succeeded so well. A
list of suitable gardens could be arranged where
the employers were willing for their gardeners

to take one or two apprentices ; this would be
to their advantage, because they would get a

better class of men eventually ; it should also be
to the gardener's advantage. There is no reason

why he should have lads learning the profession

under his superintendence without being com-
pensated for it ; the lads should have opportu-

nities by arrangement for attending the centres

at intervals for scientific instruction, which they

would have to follow up in their spare time by
preparing for examinations, both practical and
theoretical. By this means every young profes-

sional gardener, whether employed in nurseries,

public parks or private gardens, would be able

to obtain a good scientific education in his profes-

sion, and should be compelled to pass a certaiu
standard after a period of training. I must re-

frain from going further into details; these re-

marks are only intended to suggest a framework
for building upon. The experiences during a

fairly long life spent in some of the best gardens
of the kingdom convince me that we must work
on such a plan in order to educate young gar-

deners as they deserve to be educated, and this

not only for tteir own good, but for the good of

the nation, whose very existence may almost be
said to depend on the intelligeiit and economical
cultivation of the land. 11'. //. Dicers, Belvoir
Castle Gardens, Grantham.

The Education of the Gardener. — I

heartily support your correspondent (see p. 430)
in reference to horticultural education. But it is

not so much education that the rank and file of
gardeners require, but " better conditions." The
gardener already spends many years' study both
in the theoretical and practical side of his pro-
fession. His remuneration is far below that of
the average mechanic, who after five years' or so
apprenticeship demands a fair wage and gets it.

The British Gardeners' Association launched the
" lifeboat" in the year 1904, the aim and objei-t

being the emancipation of the gardener, but
success is not yet obtained. Mr. Weather sug-
gests a National Institute of Gardeners. May I

suggest a National Union of Gardeners, with a
policy not like that of a mutual improvement
society, but of educating the gardener to the
advantages of being organized ? Charles H.
Harris, The Gardens. Branhsome Hall, Durham.

LONDON'S Vacant Land as Gardens.—The
latest of the Church Army's eight " city gar-
dens," which is parcelled out into ten plots, is

bursting with promise under the care of its small-
holders in Arnside Street, Walworth. These
green and fruitful oases beside the streets of
London, which turn vacant bits of building land
into vegetable and flower beds, are doubly pro-
ductive of help. Their preparatory clearing and
levelling gives winter work to respectable un-
employed married men, and their cultivation

affords healthy spare time occupation, the means
of eai'ning a few extra shiUings, and fresh

vegetables for family, use, to married working
men who are in regular work. At present the
Society's London smallholdings number 84. If

any London householder has a back garden to

spare for such a purpose, we should gratefully
accept the loan. H. T. Bennett. Hon. Serre-
tary City Gardens Department, Church Army
Headquarters, 55, Bryanston Street, London, W.

The late William Fyfe (see p 434).—The
lato Mr. Fyfe was loved by all those who have
worked under his supervision. Considerate and
just, he was always anxious for his young men
to succeed. As a gardener he had few equals,

for he possessed nianj' original ideas, and he
carried them out with skill. He was particu-

larly fond of fruit-culture, and it will be remem-
bered that his last public exhibit consisted of

12 grand bunches of Grapes staged at the Royal
International Show, perhaps the best-finished

Grapes at that exhibition. In former years he
frequently exhibited at the Temple Shows of the
Royal Horticultural Society. The out-door
flower gardening at Lockinge was of the

highest order ; indeed, every department testified

to the sterling qualities possessed by our late

friend. Mr. Fyfe's career began in northern
gardens, but he came south about 38 years ago
to fill the general foreman's place at Lockinge, a

post he held for four and a half years. Leaving
Lockinge. he proceeded to Thames Dltton, as

head gardener, where he remained for six years.

He was then appointed by the late Lord
Wantage to the charge of Overstone Park Gar-
dens, Northamptonshire, where he remained
for six years, finally being appointed to

Lockinge Gardens, a post he has filled

successfully and faithfully for 20 years.

The funeral service took place in the pretty little

church in the Lockinge pleasure grounds, close to

the brilliant flower beds Mr. Fyfe had recently

furnished with plants, and the interment was

made in the cemetery a quarter of a mile distant.

Lady Wantage journeyed from London to attend
the last ceremonies, and many friends gathered
from near and far to do honour to the memory
of this respected gardener. George Ellwood (one
of deceased's old pupils).

Curious Nesting-places (see pp. 415, 431).

—The tomtit referred to in my note was,
as Mr. Nicholson surmises, a great tit. The
exact diameter of the pot inside was 12 inches
at the bottom, 8^ inches at the top, and the bole
was exactly 1^ inch across. During the week a
friend gave me the information, previously un-
known to me, that young tits can fly direct from
the nest, a fact which Mr. Nicholson corrobo-
rates. F. A. Edwards, Orayswood Place Gar-
dens, Haslemere.

Early Pea.— Carter's Eight Weeks Pea has
proved our earliest variety again this season. The
crop has done particularly well and the plants
have been extraordinarily prolific. As a forc-

ing Pea and for planting early on a warm border
it has no equal with us. We began picking
pods at the end of May from seed sown out-

doors. Peas generally are doing very well this

season, being early and of excellent quality.

W. A. Cook, Leonardslee Gardens, Su.-isex.

Longevity of Fern Spores. — For a year
or two excavations have been going on at

Old Sarum, a Roman fortified encampment on.

an isolated hill, a mile-and-a-half from Salis-

bury. In 1911, the old well was found and
cleared to a depth of about 35 feet. To
obtain water, it would probably be necessary

to go down about 200 feet. This year
a great number of tiny Ferns have begun to

grow all over the old stone facing down the
well, and as no Ferns are growing within miles

of the place, there is some mystery as to how the
spores originated. If, as some think, they were
borne on the winds from distant places, why
have they not germinated on the sides of the
three guard pits which are 30 to 40 feet

deep, and structurally and atmospherically
almost identical with the well? We are inclined:

to think the spores are those of the old Ferns,

which existed in the well before it was filled in,,

and which for four hundred j'ears have lain dor-

mant while light and air were excluded, the top

of the well being some 10 feet below the surface

during that time, and that when again they
were exposed, have germinated as we see them
in large numbers. Perhaps some of your readers
may know of similar cases ; if so they are cer-

tainly worth recording. As far as we can tell

at present the variety seems to be the common
Lady Fern, Asplenium Filix-foemina. Keynes,
Williams tfc Co., Salisbury.

Classification of Gardeners and Other
Asylum Employees.—A question has arisen

between the Ayr District Lunacy Board and
the General Board of Commissioners in Lunacy
for .Scotland as to the classification of employees
in the lunatic asylum of the Board. Among
these was an under-gardener, named John Kaye,
and the point was which body had the right to
classify the employees under the Superannuation
Act of 1909. 'This has ju.st engaged the atten-
tion of the Outer House of the Court of Session.

Lord Cullen's decision, given on June 29, was
in favour of the contention that the classification

had to be made with the approval of the General
Board. It appears that the District Board had
placed the under-gardener and others in the first

class, but the General Board had held that they
should be in the second. A.

Mr. J. O. Clarke, for the last 27 years

gardener to the late Ludwig Mond, Esq., and

lately to Mrs. JIond, at The Poplars, Regent's

Park, has resigned that position in order to join

Mr. Abe.\m Vallance in the nursery business of

Bird & Vallance, of Downhara Market, as co-

partner. The firm will consist of Mr. Abram
Vallance and Mr. John Osborne Clarke. Mr.

Clarke leaves with substantial souvenirs, and

carries with him the best wishes of all with

whom he had to do at The Poplars. A notice of

the American Nurseries, Dow-nham Market, was

given in the Gardeners' Chronicle, June 20,

1903.
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The Week's Work. .^

THE FLOWER GARDEN.

The Rose Garden. -The Eose garden is

now at its best, and extra attention should be

given to it, attending to details, such as trim-

ming of the edgings and keeping the beds and

paths clear of weeds and rubbish. Guard
against aphides and mildew attacking the plants,

and adopt remedial measures early if these pests

are detected. Climbing Roses are sending up a

lot of growths from the base : as a rule, these are

too numerous, and the weaker ones should be

removed entirely, securing those that remain

that they may not become broken by the wind.

When the flowers are over, the old shoots should

be cut away, and the young growths trained in

their places.

The Scented Garden. — An old-world
fashion is now being revived in many places,

namely, the planting of a corner of the garden

with scented plants of all descriptions. Amongst
shrubs that may be included are Sweet Briar,

Honeysuckle, Roses, Lavender, Rosemary, Arte-

misia (Southernwood), Calycanthus occidentalis

(Allspice), Lilac, Philadelphus, Myrtle, Daphne,
Magnolias, and Lippia citriodora (Lemon-scented

Verbena). Many perennials and biennials may
be introduced, such as Mentha odorata (Berga-

mot), scented -leaved Pelargoniums, Heliotrope,

Pinks, Carnations, Lily-of-the-Valley, Violets,

Mimulus (Musk), Dianthus barbatus (Sweet

William), and Wallflowers. The annuals also

provide many deliciously-scented plants, which
may be utilised to furnish blank spaces

between the other subjects. Stocks should be

used in plenty, also Mignonette, Centaurea,

Sweet Sultan, Sweet Peas, and Scabious. Cer-

tain of the herbs are worth including, such as

Thyme, Origanum marjoranum, (Marjoram), and
Ocymum basilicum (Basil). The form of the

garden may be laid out to suit the owner's taste.

It should, if possible, be in some quiet, out-of-

the-way corner. The paths may be grassed or

formed of irregular flagstones, with such plants

as Thyme growing between them. Shell paths,

with an edging oi Box, are also suitable. In

cither case, the scented garden should be made
to be in complete harmony with its surroundings.

Violets.—The rains have caused Violets to

grow fast. The flat hoe should be used con-

stantly in dry weather to promote a fine tilth.

Stirring the soil will save much labour in water-

ing : the hose should only be employed as a lart

resource to prevent the plants from suffering

from drought. If Violets are allowed to become
very dry, they quickly become infested with red

spider, which is by far the worst pest of this

woodland plant. During hot, dry weather much
benefit will be derived from light syringings or

sprayings in the late afternoons, and if the

foliage is dusted with soot at intervals, whilst

the leaves are damp, it will be of great assistance

in keeping red spider in check. Pinch off the

runners as they appear, so as to direct all the

energies of the plant to the formation of strong

crowns, which, when well ripened, will produce
quantities of bloom from October onwards, hav-

ing first transferred the plants carefully to

frames in September.

Thinning Annuals.—Owing to the drought
of April and May, many annuals were not sown
until late in the season : those that were sown
early germinated irregularly. If not already

done, the plants should be thinned well apart : as

a rule, annuals are sown much too thickly. If

blank space.s are numerou.'!, chon.se a dull,

showery day, and transplant some of the stronger

seedlings. If this is done carefully, and the
plants afforded a little attention afterwards, very

little difference will be seen in those transplanted

and the others. Annuals, such as Clarkia and
Godetia, are seen to best advantage when grown
in bold clumps or beds. Under good cultivation,

they produce a charming colour effect for several

weeks, and for brilliant colours and general

beauty they are not easily surpassed.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.

Leeks.—Plants of the earliest sowings which
are intended for exhibition or consumption from
the middle of August and onward should by this

dat« possess a suliicient length of blanched stem.

Every inducement should be afforded them to

grow freely and thicken their stems. The roots

should be fed liberally at every' alternate water-

ing with liquid manure from the farmyard. The
top growth should be damped over with tepid

water during the late afternoons or early even-
ings of fine days. Plants of successional sowings
should have suitable collars, placed around the
stems to cause them to lengthen, and, as the

work proceeds, fine soil of a pour nature should
bo placed round the part treated. Avoid placing

more soil than is absolutely necessary over the
roots, as this has a detrimental effect on the
growth of the plants, causing the roots to be far

away from the influence of sun-warmth. By far

the best method is to make a kind of wooden
trough about 10 inches in width, so that the soil

around the stems may be confined therein, thus
allowing the roots to be fed easily and receive

the warmth of the sun. Plants of the latest

sowings should, where the work is not already
done, be planted forthwith in almost any part of

the garden for very late supplies. They are best
planted in deep holes made with an iron bar.

The foliage should be shortened, and a little

fine soil placed about the roots. Water the roots

thoroughly well, and gradually fill in with soil

round the stem as growth develops.

Onions.—During the next few weeks Onions
that were raised in heat and planted out for the
production of large specimens will need much
care and attention. Keep the surface of the soil

hoed and free from weeds, affording an abundance
of water and liquid manure to the roots. Onions
growing in light, porous soil or during spells of

drought can hardly be given too much moisture
either at the roots or overhead. Artificial

manure and soot may be used, but strictly avoid
giving stimulants to excess, remembering that

fertilisers are best applied during showery
weather.

Winter Onions. — For some reason or

another that I do not understand. Onions in many
gardens fared very badly last winter, and the
crops generally are much below the average.

Though the bulbs do not keep satisfactorily, they
are, nevertheless, extremely useful, and should
always be grown. W'hite Naples and others of

its type are amongst the earliest to mature, and
should be lifted and dried carefully without
delay. Those of the giant Rocca type may be
left till the middle of the month, when they

should be treated in a similar manner. The bulbs

of this variety keep much better than the White
Naples.

Shallots.—These bulbs have done remarkably
well this season, and the whole of the crop should

be lifted immediately and afterwards spread out
thinly in full sunshine, to ripen. Should the

weather at the time be wet and unsettled, the

ripening may be done under glass for preference

or in a cold frame.

Spinach.—Several good sowings of the im-
proved form of Spinach should be made at in

tervals of ten days for the next two or three

months, to afford a plentiful supply of leaves

during the autumn and winter. It is quite im-

possible t-o lay down any hard-and-fast rule as

to the date most suitable for sowing, as much
depends upon the nature of the soil, the locality,

and the weather. It will be perfectly safe if

frequent sowings are made from now onwards,
the earliest in open parts of the garden in soil

which has been heavily manured and deeply
worked. Later in the season the sowings should
be made on a south border or some other warm,
shelterpd position. I prefer the round-seeded to

the prickly kinds for these sowings.

Parsley.—The plants should be thinned to a

distance of from 6 to 10 inches apart. The sur-

plus plants may, if required, be transplanted in

a sheltered part of the garden. Stir the surface

of the soil frequently, and apply fresh soot often.

Make another good sowing of this herb on a

south border.

The Herb Border.—Keep this border per-

fectly tree from weeds, and where space permits
work the Dutch hoe between the plants. Any

subjects that have passed flowering, and are in-

clined to become straggly, should be clipped with
a pair of shears. This wiU cause the formation
of just those new growths which are needed for
culinary purposes. Sufficient growths of the
commoner kinds may be left for cutting and
suspending for winter use.

PLANTS UNDER GLASS.
By Thomas Stevenson, Gardener to E. Mocatia, Esq.,

Woburn Place, Addleslons, Surrey.

Roses.—By this date practically all pot Roses
under glass have finished flowering, the climb-
ing varieties being the last to be utilised

for decorative purposes. To ensure success with
the same plants next season, considerable atten-

tion must be paid to them during the summer
months. Where strong shoots have developed
from the base on such varieties as Dorothy
Perkins, Dorothy Dennison, Hiawatha, Crimson
Rambler, and Paradise, aU the old flowering
wood may be cut away, and every encouragement
given the plants not only to make good wood but
to mature it. Three or four shoots are sufficient

to retain on each plant, and, provided tliey are
kept clean and grown steadily, such plants will

give better results than younger ones, whether the
latter were grafted under glass and grown on or
from the open ground, lifted in the autumn and
potted. All pot Roses should, if possible, be kept
together and stood on an ash bottom in a position

where they may obtain plenty of sunlight and
air. In the case of Tea Roses, that require
special attention to build up good plants, the
flower buds should be removed as they appear,
thus throwing all the energies of the plant into

the formation of sound wood. The pot Roses
should be sprayed periodically to keep down
aphis and mildew, and, if these pests are pre-

vented from spreading during the summer
months, there is much less danger of them being
troublesome the following spring. The spraying
should be done at least once every ten days.
Plants of Marechal Niel that have finished

flowering in cool houses may be pruned hard
back, training the young shoots up the wires,

about one foot apart. The roots may be
allowed plenty of liquid manure as the shoots
are growing freely. Syringe the foliage well to

keep the plants clean, fumigating them when
necessary.

Clerodenoron Balfourianum and C. fal-
LAX.—Plants of Clerodendron Balfourianum
that have finished flowering should have
the old flowering wood cut out, training the
young shoots over the hou.^e at a fair distance
apart to prevent them from becoming attenuated.
Plants in pots will be benefited by a little

liquid manure made from cowdung. Seedlings of

Clerodendron fallax must not be starved in small

pots. They should be potted—large plants in

small 24's, and the majority in 32's. Do not
grow the plants in a close, warm house at this

spi.-ion, as they develop much better heads of
bloom when a moderate temperature is main-
tained. The flowers remain a nnich better colour

when shade is provided during bright weather.

Ipomoea rubra-cerulea. — This is one of

the prettiest of climbing plants for the cool

greenhouse, and though the flowers only last one
day, they are large, of exquisite colour, and pro-

duced in profusion. Plants raised from seed
sown in February are flowei-ing freely, and,
given reasonable attention, they will continue in

bloom till late in the autumn. Red .spider is

almost the only insect pest that infests the

plant, but the foliage is hard and smooth, and
a good syringing now and again should suffice

to keep red spider in check.

THE HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
By F. Jordan, Gardener lo Lady NunburnholmB,

Warier Priory, Yorkshire.

Figs.—These trees should be disbudded freely,

to prevent the growths from becoming over-

crowded, also to expose the fruits to the light

and air. Retain short-jointed .shoots in preference

to those that are growing strongly, and avoid

tying the branches clo."^ to the wall until the

autumn. Short-jointed shoots mature much better

than the others, and are more fruitful. Estab-

lished trees, with full crops of fruit growing in

properly-constructed, well-drained borders, should
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be afforded liquid manure liberally at short

intervals until the fruits show signs of ripening.

Apply no manure of any kind to barren tre«s or

those that are making gross shoots. Remove
suckers from old trees as soon as they appear,

and thin the fruits where they are too numerous,
but do not stop the shoots.

Loganberries.—These plants need a treat-

ment similar to that afforded the Raspberry

;

they require plenty of manure to furnish the

best results. Established plants develop a mass
of young shoots from their bases, and of these

five or six of the best should be retained, re-

moving the weak sucker growths as in the case

of Raspberries. It is sometimes a difficult

raatt«r to tie up the young shoots until after the

fruits are gathered, but, by securing them tem-
porarily to stakes, they will be prevented from
being damaged until the fruits are gathered.

Tbe old canes should be cut out immediately
after the fruits are gathered, training the young
rods in their places, that they may become
ripened before winter arrives. Plants of Logan-
berries last longer than Raspberries with proper

care, and often succeed where the latter fail.

The fruits should be gathered before they are

quite ripe, and may be used for tarts, &c., or

bottled.

Newly-grafted Trees. — Trees that were
grafted recently are growing freely at the scions

and making strong shoots. If not already done,

the ligatures should be cut or loosened, and the

tender shoots secured to stakes. Remove all

suckers as they appear below the graft. The
recent rains have moistened the soil thoroughly,

and, if dry weather sets in, a long, strawy mulch
should be applied, to retain the moisture and
encourage the grafts to grow freely.

THE ORCHID HOUSES.
By J. Collier, Gardener to Sir Jeremiah Coluan, Bart.,

Gallon Park, Surrey.

Cattleya, L/clia and L/elio-Cattleya.
—The following plants should be rested for a
short period after they have 'passed out of

flower :—Laelia purpurata, L. grandis, L. tene-

brosa, Lselio-Cattleya Martinetii, L.-C. Can-
hamiana, L.-C. Arnoldiana, L.-C. e.ximia, L.-C.

Phoebe, L.-C. callistoglossa, and many of the

early-flowering Brasso-Cattleyas and Brasso-

Laelia hybrids. The buds should be kept dor-

mant for as long a period as possible, which is

best ensured by placing the plants in the coolest

and most airy part of the Cattleya house, and
affording a very limited supply of water at the

roots. As eoon as the plants show signs of fresh

growth, they should be examined, and those in

need of fresh rooting material afforded it. In
repotting, care must be taken not to break the

roots, as all these plants are very impatient of

root-disturbance, and for this reason they should

be afforded rooting space sufficient for at least

two seasons. Plants of Cattleya Mendelii, C.

Mossiae, C. Skinneri, C. intermedia, C. Schro-

derae, and the many hybrids of these Orchids

that have recently passed the flowering stage,

may be repotted, or, if they have sufficient pot

room, and the soil is in a good condition, a re-

surfacing of fresh materials only, to replace some
of the old compost. In repotting, remove all un-

necessary back pseudo-bulbs, for these weaken
the plants and necessitate the use of larger pots.

Employ a compost consisting of equal parts Al
fibre and Osmunda fibre, with a small quantity

of Sphagnum-moss, and a rather liberal amount
of crushed crocks. Pot firmly, placing the base

of the plant just below the rim of the receptacle.

After they are potted, the plants should be

shaded rather densely for a time, and watered
with great care. It is better to allow a slight

shrivelling of the pseudo-bulbs for a time after

potting them than to endeavour to keep them
plump by affording them too much water at the

roots. When the young growths lengthen, and
the new roots grow freely in the compost, the

stems will soon regain their former plump ap-

pearance. Plants of Cattleya gigas and its

variety Sanderiana are developing their flowers,

and should be afforded a little more water at

the roots, until the flowers are fuUy developed.

After they have passed out of flower, they

should be exposed gradually to the sunlight, and
the supply of water at the roots should be de-

creased gi'adually. Specimens that require re-

potting should receive attention when the last-

formed pseudo-bulbs commence to develop new
roots from their bases. After the repotting is

finished, sufficient water onl^ should be given
them to prevent undue shrivelling of the pseudo-
bulbs. When the plants have become re-estab-

lished, they should be given a long season of rest

in a cool, dry, well-ventilated position in a house
having an intermediate temperature. Plants of

Cattleya Dowiana and C. Dowiana aurea may
also be potted as they pass out of flower, and
should be treated in a somewhat similar manner
to C. gigas, with the exception that, during their
resting period, they should be placed in a posi-

tion near to the glass in the lightest and warmest
part of the Cattleya house. Plants of the
autumn-flowering Cattleya labiata are fast de-
veloping their new growths, and with them their
flower-sheaths. At this stage, the plants should
be placed well up to the roof-glass, and should
receive liberal supplies of water at the roots
until the growths are completed, when the
amount of moisture should be gradually reduced.

THE APIAEY.
By CHloris

Relation of Nosema Apis to the Isle
OF Wight Disease.—Drs. Fantham and Porter
first observed a Protozoon, Nosema Apis, in the
alimentary canal of bees obtained from the Isle of
Wight in 1906. They were able to show by experi-
ment that the parasite was pathogenic for bees.
In 1907 similar conditions were again found to
prevail, and the years 1908-10 showed similar con-
ditions prevailing in bees from various parts of

the mainland. Experiments in feeding showed
that the parasite produced a fatal disease in bees
and wasps, and this led them to the conclusion
that Nosema Apis was a causative agent of a
fatal disease of bees. At the same time Zander
found the same parasite in diseased bees in

Bavaria. Seeing that no bacterium was dis-

covered by those engaged in research, Dr. ISIalden

paid special attention to protozoal parasites,

especially Nosema Apis. For the purpose of

examination bees were killed with chloroform,
and the alimentary tracks and appendages were
removed. Luckily, at this point bees heavily in-

fected with the spore stage were procured, and
these were compared with others less heavily in-

fected. "Very marked anatomical changes visible

to the naked eye, were seen only in specimens
heavily infected with spores. In such cases the

walls of the chyle stomach had a white, glisten-

ing appearance, and were easily ruptured—

a

white, milky fluid being exuded. When examined
under the microscope the fluid was found to con
tain a number of spores." In the less infected

stages, the alimentary canal appeared normal, but
was very fragile. During 1911 specimens from
stocks apparently suffering from the Isle of Wight
were received, but as fungi rapidly develop in

the food track after death, and destroy the

epithelium, rendering search for the Nosema
Apis nearly impossible, live bees only were
examined, so far as circumstances permitted.
Careful tables were made, showing the results of

the investigation, for specimens were examined
from 66 apiaries in various parts of the country.

Briefly, the results were :
—" The spores of

Nosema Apis were found, in larger or smaller

numbers, in specimens from 29 apiaries ; young
stages of No.sema Apis, but no spores, in speci-

mens from 24 apiaries. The examination of speci-

mens from the other 10 apiaries yielded five

doubtful and five negative results." Thus, we
see that in 84 per cent, of the stocks examined,

and reputed to be suffering from the disease, in-

fection experiments proved that the parasite pro-

duces a fatal disease, in which there is a marked
destruction of the tissues of the alimentary track

in heavily-infected specimens. Observation
seemed to show that during the warmer months
the parasites did not reach the spore stage, but
seemed to cause death before this stage was
reached. They concluded that the spore stage

is oftener reached in the colder months and
spring. Zander is of opinion that " Dysentery is

not a necessary feature of Nosema infection, and

states that the essential symptom of the disease

is a sudden and extensive mortality among the

bees inside and outside the hive." Maassen and
Nithack are both struck with the fact that bee-

keepers take little notice of disease among adult

bees compared with disease among brood, so

much so that, judging by the disease among
brood in specimens received, Germany would be

declared free from dysentery due to Nosema Apio,
though research among adult bees proved that
the disease was very common. I^ater, Maassen.
after further observation, came to the conclusion
that Nosema Apis can be found in many German
stocks, though in varying degree, and in the
majority of apiaries the number of infected bees
was slight, but these infected members he terms
"parasite carriers." After a lengthy search he
found that some of the slightly-affected stocks
contained bees having an enormous number of

spores characteristic of the acute form of the
disease—dysentery, and he thinks the disease

only makes its appearance when the stocks are
weakened by unfavourable conditions. The Swiss
have found the disease widely diffused over the

country, and worst in the spring. "The
period at which death of the bee occurs is pro-

bably greatly influenced by the weather and
other factors duly noted. When the weather is

cold and wet and the bee inactive, the parasite

appears to be able to develop further and reach

the spore stage ; but when the weather is warm
and the bee active, the rapid multiplication of

the parasite leads to the death of the b^e before

the spore stage is reached." The queen may
help to spread infection, for in 4 out of 12 living

queens examined spores were found. No spores

were found in the ovaries and genital track. In-

fection may be conveyed from her to others,

because she voids excrement in the hive, and
the workers have this to remove, and excrement
from all bees infected has been found crowded
with spores.

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.
By E. Harriss, Fruil Foreman, The Royal Gardens,

Windsor.

Late Vines.—The final thinning of all late

Grapes should be no longer delayed, as they are

more forward than usual, and there is great

danger of damaging the berries if this work is

deferred. They should be more severely thinned

than early or mid-season varieties, especially

those which will be required for the latest sup-

plies. The berries in the midst of the bunches
must be allowed plenty of room to develop with

out crowding each other. When there is suffi

cient foliage to adequately furnish the whole of

the trellis, all subsequent growths should be regu-

larly removed, but endeavour to obtain a good

covering of growth over the whole of the vinery

in order that the Grapes may keep in a good con-

dition for as long a period as possible when ripe.

See that the roots are well supplied with mois-

ture and plenty nf stimulants till the berries are

colouring well. Lose no time in applying a good

mulch of well-rotted manure to the borders, if

this has not been done already. Owing to the

unusual amount of sunshine which was experi-

enced during the month of May and part of

June, late Grapes are 10 days or a fortnight

earlier than usual ; therefore, it wUl be necessary

to delay the vines as much as possible when cir-

cumstances will allow. During fine, genial

weather an abundance of air may be admitted

through both the top and bottom ventilators.

Fire heat must be dispensed with as much as

possible. Certain varieties are subject to scald-

ing of the berries : this usually takes place after

the berries have finished stoning. At this period

great care must be exercised in ventilating the

houses, especially during changeable weather.

Guard against the presence of red spider, and
carefully sponge the affected leaves with a weak
mixture of soft soap and sulphur as soon as the

pest is detected. Mealy bug must also be care-

fully sought for ; should this pest get into the

bunches it will do great damage, and will mili-

tate against the bunches keeping long in good

condition when ripe. ^

Ripe Grapes.—To keep the bunches in a
good condition for as long a time as possible

after they are thoroughly ripe an abundance of

air must be admitted, and the glass should be

lightly shaded. Weak limewash syringed over

the glass, or two or three thicknesses of fish

netting spread over the roof, will answer the

purpose well. The netting will also prevent

birds, which do considerable damage to the

bunches, from entering the vineries. Maintain

sufficient heat only in the pipes to dispel mois-

ture during cold or wet weather. When the

majority of the bunches have been cut, the re-

mainder should be removed, and placed in bottles

in a cool room, where they wiU keep in a good
condition over a long period.
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APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

MONDAY, Jl'LY 8—
United Hort. Benefit & and Prov, Soc. Com. meet.

TUESDAY, JULY 9- ^ „
Nat. Rose Soc. Sh. at ReEenl's Park. Nat. Sweet Pea

Soc. Sh. at R.H.S. Hall, Westminster (2 days). Wolver-

hampton Floral Fete (3 days). Royal Scottish Arbori-

cultural Soc. tx. at Cupar (4 days).

"WEDNESDAY, JULY 10—
, ^,

Torquay Sweet Pea Sh. Hereford Rose Sh. Elstree

Fl. Sh. Bath Rose Sh. (2 days). Woodbridge Fl. Sh.

West Surrey Hort. Soc. Fl. Sh.

THURSDAY, JULY 11-
^ ^. .

Rose Show at Helensburgh. Streatham and District

Sweet Pea and Rose Soc. Sh. Ousecliffe Rose and

Sweet Pea Sh. Newmarket Fl. Sh.

SATURDAY, JULY 13-
Nat. Sweet Pea Soc. of America (2 days). Edgvi

Little Stanmore Hort. Soc. Sh.

Average Mean Tempera'
deduced from observati

at Greenwich-62-9=.

Actual Temperai uuks:—
l.osoott.—Wcdmsday, July 3 (6

for the ensuing wi

iring the last Fifty Ye

Ma 61°

Min. 63"

Gardinos' Chronicle Office, 41, Wellington Street,

Covent Garden, London —r/iii)5rf<i^', /iiiy 4

(10 A.M.) : Bar. 29-7" ; Temp. 61°
;
Weather—

Overcast.

Provinces. — H'«rf««rfa3', July 3: Mai. 60° London;
Min. 63° Ireland, S.W.

The The experiment station

Director of of Rothamsted has been
Rothamstedi fortunate in its Directors.

Thanks to the energy and accomplish-

ments of Mr. A. D. Hall the reputation

of this station as a research institution

rose steadily during his tenure of office.

A few months ago Mr. Hall resigned his

position of head of Rothamsted in order to

devote himself to the work of the Develop-

ment Commission, and, in consequence,

there devolved on the Trustees of

Rothamsted the important task of finding

a new Director. Fortunately, they had

not far to seek for the man who should

prove an admirable successor to the

late Director. Dr. E. J. Russell, whose

appointment to the office is now an-

nounced, has been associated with

Rothamsted for some years past as " The
Goldsmiths' Assistant for Soil Investiga-

tions." In this capacity the new Director

has carried out, both alone and in

collaboration with colleagues, a series of

investigations into the subject of soil fer-

tility, and these investigations have

resulted in discoveries destined, as we
think, to become classic. As our readers

are aware from Dr. Russell's contribu-

tions, published in our columns and
elsewhere, these discoveries point

to the dependence of the fertility

of the soil on complex biological

factors. Though complex, these factors

are not mysterious, and their mode of in-

tervention in ordering or disturbing

fertility is now beginning to be under-

stood. It is not, however, our present

purpose to describe in detail Dr. Russell's

contributions to the science of the soil,

but rather to grasp the occasion to ex-

tend to him, on behalf of horticulture,

our hearty congratulations on his ap-

pointment to the important post of

Director of the Rothamsted experiment
station.

Thanks to the grant made recently to

Rothamsted from the Development Fund
the range of activity of that Institution

will be extended widely in the immediate

future, and we are confident that the

wisdom which Dr. Russell has shown in

his own investigations will be at the ser-

vice of his colleagues, to aid them in the

hard task of wresting from Nature yet

more of her closely-kept secrets. Dr.

Russell is young and has the gift and

privilege of youth—enthusiasm. He
understands not only how to discover

knowledge, but also how to impart it.

His practical knowledge of agriculture,

combined with his scientific training, gives

us the right to expect great things from

Rothamsted, hence all who are jealous

lest this country should fall behind other

nations in the pioneer work of scientific

exploration will learn with great pleasure

of this appointment.

The new Director is at present on his

way to the United States in order to

deliver a course of lectures at the fourth

session of the Graduate School of Agri-

culture, now being held at the Michigan

DR. E, ]. RUSSELL.

Agricultural College. Among other en-

gagements in the States Dr. Russell will

pay visits to some of the chief experi-

ment stations in America. He will meet
at those station."! many investigators

intent on work of a nature similar to that

in which he is himself engaged, and his

visit will enable him to incoi-porate all

that are best of American methods with

those which he has invented for himself

:

for there are, thank goodness, as yet no
patent rights in research.

Prizes at the "International." — The
final list of Awards made at the International

Horticultural Exhibition has been issued. Names
of exhibitors are given for every class, and those

who won prizes are distinguished by the figures

1, 2, and 3, which indicate respectively the first,

second, and third prizes. The non-competitive

awards are printed in full.

An interesting event took place at an

informal meeting held in the Secretary's tent

on the opening day of the Holland House Show,
when presentations were made to Mr. Edward
White, managing director, Mr. T. Geoffrey

Henslow, organising secretary, and Mr. S. T.

Wright, superintendent of the International

Show. The gifts were subscribed by exhibitors

as a mark of appreciation of the assistance ren-

dered by these gentlemen in their official

capacity. A sum of £200 was collected by a small

committee, with Mr. George Bard and Mr. R. F.

Felton as secretaries, and Mr. Harold Beale

as treasurer, and the expenses of collec-

tion were defrayed by Messrs. James Carter
& Co. Mr. Gurnet Fowler, chairman of the

Board of Directors, made the presentation in

an interesting speech. He handed an example

of the large standard Silver Cup of the Inter-

rational Show to each recipient, accompanied,

in the case of Mr. White, by a rose bowl for

Mrs. White, and sums of £75 each for Mr.

Hensi^w and Mr. Wright.

National Rose Society.—The Metropolitan

Show of this Society will be held in the Royal

Botanic Gardens, Regent's Park, on the 9th inst.

The prizes include two champion challenge

trophies, also numerous cups and pieces of

plate, besides money prizes to the value of over

£400. The present season is the most favourable

that we have had for many years past, and an

unusually grand and varied display of all types

of Roses is anticipated. Luncheon, tea, and
light refreshments will be obtainable in the

gardens.

The Gardeners' Royal Benevolent In-

stitution. — In connection with the recent

festival dinner, Mr. Ingram informs us that the

following donations have been received since the

list published last week was compiled :—Mrs.

W. J. Jefferies, Cirencester, £10 10s. ; Col. the

Rt. Hon. Mark Lockwood, £5 5s. ; Messrs.

Paul & Son, £5 5s. ; Mr. H. B. May, £4 4s.

Andre Lenotre.—The French Minister of

Public Instruction has appointed a committee to

consider the best means of celebrating the three-

hundredth anniversary of the birth of .Andrb

Lencitre, the creator of the gardens of Versailles,

gardener-in-ordinary to Louis XIV of France.

The approved scheme is a retrospective exhibition

of the gardening art, simultaneously in Paris and

Versailles, where a chamber in the Palace is to

be devoted entirely to Lenutre.

Souvenir de la Malmaison Carnations.
—We have received from Messrs. Stuart Low &
Co. a number of fine flowers of choice

varieties of Souvenir de la Malmaison Carnations.

We are surprised to hear that " since the

ascendancy of Perpetual-flowering Carnations,

'Malmaisons' seem to have been put somewhat in

the shade." Most of our readers will agree with

this further quotation from Messrs. Low's letter

that " they are a very useful class of plant to

follow on after Perpetuals, especially in private

establishments where a big show is wanted

during this time of the year. They can be win-

tered in a cold frame." Tho.se who are in

danger of losing their regard for the " Mal-

maison " Carnation ehould visit Messrs. Low's
collection, or the extraordinary fine collection

belonging tj Mr. Pierpont Morgan, at Dover

House, Roehampton, where Mr. McLeod has two

large houses that always present a brilliant dis-

play at about midsummer.

Messrs. Hurst & Sons' Outing.—The

annual outing of ]\Iessrs. Huest & Sons, seeds-

men, Houndsditch, took place on Saturday, the

29th ult., when the employees visited Prested

Hall, Mr. N. N. Sherwood's residence at

Kelvedon, Essex. The company, numbering

nearly 400, left Liverpool Street by special train,

and arrived at Kelvedon soon after noon. On
this occasion the excursion had more than its
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usual significance, for it is just 50 years sine© Mr.

N. N, Sherwood joined the business which lie

has done so much to develop, and there were

many visitors present in addition to the staff.

Immediately after lunch an interesting ceremony

took place. This was the presentation on the

part of the staff of a handsome silver loving cup

to Mr. Shekwood to mark the occasion of his

fact that many of the employees had been in

the service of the fii'm for long periods. The
oldest member of the staff is one of the

women workers, with a record of more than half

a century, and a list was read including the

names of many who had been with the firm for

periods varying from 21 to 50 years. Mr.

Sherwood, on rising to acknowledge the gift,

lunch there were sports for the employees, and
various entertainments on the lawn. We
learn from a member of the staff that with the

invitations issued for lunch each employee re-

ceived a cheque presented by Mr. Sherwood.
Some of the guests left at five o'clock for

London, but the sports continued for another

hour and a half, and not until the presentation of

jubilee in the firm. Mr. Thomas Cox,
in making the presentation, dwelt upon
the regard and esteem entertained by the

employees for their chief, and for his sons, Mr.
Willie and Mr. Edward Sherwood. The good
management of the business and the kind con-

sideration of the proprietors were proved by the

HOLLAND HOUSE SHOW.
IG. 7. ASTILBE "avalanche": FLOWERS WHITE.

Received Award of Merit. (See p. 16.)

was greeted with enthusiastic applause. Both

he and his two sons made appropriate speeches,

and in their turn testified to the able manner in

which their own efforts had been seconded by the

intelligent and loyal co-operation of the staff.

Speeches were also made by Mr. J. Gurney
Fowler and Mr. Arthur W. Sditon. After

the prizes by Mrs. Campbell did the rest of tto

guests return to London. Needless to say, the

proceedings were thoroughly enjoyed, and Mr.

Sherwood received many well-deserved con-

gratulations on the fact that he is in the enjoy-

ment of excellent health after 50 years close

application to business.
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ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
Summer Exhibition at Holland House.

July 2, 3, 4.—The summer exhibition of the

Royal Horticultural Society was held on these

dates in the grounds attached to Holland House,
Kensington. These exhibitions have been for long

associated with Holland House, but there have
been occasions when they have been held else-

where, as, for example, at the Koyal Hospital,

Chelsea, in 1905, and at Olympia last year.

Neither of these places is so suitable as the beau-
tiful grounds attached to Countess Ilchester's

house, and it is great satisfaction to know that for

some years at least Holland Park has been secured
by the Council for these shows. The recent ex-

hibition is one of the best of the series, and it

only needed fine weather to make the show a
great success. The tents were more spacious,

lighter, and better ventilated than on former
occasions : the groups were arranged more attrac-

tively, and tile quality of the produce was
superb. There were fewer exhibits of sundries
and implements than usual, but although these
are of great interest to gardeners, they have not

the same attraction for visitors as flowers and
fruits ; the large tent they usually occupy was
hlled with flowers instead. Contrary to the
usual practice, the Orchids were accommodated
in one of the side tents, the large marquee being
whoUy filled with groups, including a magnificent

collection of fruit trees and another of stove

plants, arranged by Messrs. J.4MES Veitch &
Sons, for which the Coronation Cup. the premiei
prize of the show, was awarded. Here also

Messrs. R. W.illace & Co. arranged a realistic

rock garden. Besides these exhibits there were
imposing displays of Roses, Carnations, Ferns,
Clematis, and Sweet Peas, whilst the hardy
plants would have made a show in themselves.
Several attractive groups were staged in the
open, including a Japanese garden arranged by
Messrs. C.a.rter & Co., in which Iris Kjempferi
was the dominant feature. The morning
of the first day was bright and fine,

and when the gates were opened a larger

number of visitors than usual entered, point-
ing to a record attendance, but later rain
fell incessantly, which militated against a large
attendance, and rendered the exit from the field

almost impassable for ladies on account of the
mud. The second and third days were fair but
dull, the weather being anything but summer-
like. New plants were submitted for Awards,
both before the Flor.\l and Orchid Committees.
The former body granted three First-class Cer-
tificates, eleven Awards of Merit, and one
Botanical Certificate, whilst the Orchid Com-
iiitti;e recommended three First-class Certifi-

cates and three Awards of Merit.
Excellent arrangements were made, as usual,

by the superintendent, Mr. Wright, assisted by
Rlr. Reader and the other members of the
Society's permanent staff.

Roses.

Mr. John Mattock, New Headington, Ox-
ford, arranged a group of Roses, in which the fin«

quality of the blooms was matched by the ad-
mirable taste in the association and balance of
colours, and by the recognition of the value of
Rose foliage, and an open disposition of the
exhibition blooms in vases, too often lost sight
of in the crowded bunches so frequently staged.
The background consisted of arches of Blush
Rambler, Trier, and Helene, separated by tall

stands of the crimsons Her Majesty and Rich-
mond, and enclcjsing similar stands of Prince de
Bulgarie, Frau Karl Druschki, and Mme.
Ravary. The centrepiece was a beautiful gi'oup
of Marquise de Sinety, and there were com-
manding stands of Lady Curzon, Mme. Melanie
Soupert, and Irish Elegance. The best blooms in

baskets included Mrs. Wakefield, Christie Miller,
Mrs. Hubert Taylor, Chateau de Clos Vougeot,
Geo. C. Waud, Mrs. David McKee, and Lady
Ashtown. This group was awarded the Wigan
Challenge Cup in open competition for the best
exhibit of Roses.

Messrs. Paul & Son, The Old Nurseries,
Cheshunt, showed one of the most tastefully-

arranged grriups of Roses. Ramblers as

standards, budded at varying heights, formed
the feature of the group, and their foliage

balanced the brilliance of the exhibition blooms
in baskets and vases in the foreground. Trier

Leontine Gervaise, and Gardenia were especially

pretty as dwarf standards, and a pillar of

Shower of Gold formed a fine centrepiece. The
exhibition Roses were rich in well-known Hybrid
Perpetuals, which otherwise were little repre

sented, and the stands included Suz. M.
Rodocanachi, Prince de Rohan, Horace Vernet,

Victor Hugo, Duke of Edinburgh, A. K
Williams, and Mrs. Sharman Crawford. Among
the Hybrid Teas we noted especially Mrs. Theo
dore Roosevelt, Mme. Ravary, Geo. C. Waud
Magnolia, and Mme. Abel Chatenay.

Messrs. Stuart Low & Co., Bush Hill Park
staged an effective group, with tall columns and
bamboo stands of Roses at the back, and vases

and exhibition boards in the foreground. Some
magnificent blooms of Mildred Grant were in-

cluded. Rayon d'Or, Marquise de Sinety, Lady
Pirrie, Richmond, and Liberty gave admirable
masses of colour.

Mr. Geo. Prince, Longworth, Berkshire, had
a finely-coloured centrepiece of Rayon d'Or, and
some pretty bamboo stands of Lyon, Juliet, and
other choice varieties. MUdred Blackbourne,
Mrs. A. R. Waddell, and others formed a bed
of Roses in the foreground, whilst at the back
were arches of Lady Gay, Dorothy Perkins, and
Hiawatha.
Mr. Chas. Turner, The Royal Nurseries,

Slough, in a group of Roses in the large tent

gave prominence to two new Wichuraiana
Ramblers, Ethel and Coronation. The former
variety received an Award of Merit. The latter

is a very bright red flower, several shades lighter

than Crimson Rambler or Hiawatha. The back-
ground to the group was formed by unusually

good specimens of Rambler standards. Geoffrey

Henslow, a new crimson Hybrid Perpetual,

showed well with stands of Frau Karl Druschki
and Lyon Rose. Baskets of Ulrich Brunner,
Juliet, Mme. Luizet, and others made a pretty

foreground.
Messrs. Geo. Buny.\rd & Co., Ltd., Royal

Nurseries, Maidstone, staged a small group,
with a background of Roses in bamboo stands.

Frau Karl D-uschki, Lyon Rose, and Juliet were
shown well in exhibition boxes.

Messrs. H. Cannell & Sons, Swanley, Kent,
showed a good batch of American Pillar.

Messrs. Wm. Paul & Son, Waltham Cross,

arranged a large group of Roses, of which the

general scheme was a groundwork of exhibition

and garden Roses in baskets and vases, overhung
with taU budded standard Ramblers. Delight,

White Dorothy Perkins, and Lady Gay were
shown well, but the group was especially rich in

the newer Hybrid Teas of pale shades, many of

which had been introduced by Messrs. Paul.
Their own varieties best worth mentioning in-

cluded Francis Charteris Seton, Hugo Roller,

Bianca, Lady Downe, Margaret, Marcella, and
Mrs. Charles Hunter.

Messrs. David Russell & Son. Essex Nur-
series, Brentwood, staged six exhibition boxes
of specimen blooms against a background of

Ramblers and stands of Killarney, Liberty, &c.

The Rev. L. C. Chalmers-Hunt, WiUian
Rectory, Hitchin, showed 38 vases of Rosos,
including standard varieties, with some good
flowers of Geo. C. Waud, White Maman Cochet,
Wm. Shean, and Joseph HiU.

Messrs. Hugh Dickson, Ltd., Royal Nur-
series, Belfast, showed a group of bush Roses
arranged with simplicity, and unhampered
by overcrowding or hackneyed methods of formal
staging. The group included a number of
standard varieties, but its feature was its novel-
ties. Mrs. Chas. S. Hunting received an Award
of Merit. Mrs. Archie Gray (large, creamy-
yellow flowers), Mrs. Hugh Dickson (very
bright red flowers, rather thin, with magnificent
vigour in the stem), Mrs. Sam Ross, Sir Hugo,
Sir Edward Carson, and Brilliant (velvety-crim-
son Hybrid Tea), were also conspicuous. The
blooms were of fine quality, but showed the

influence of the recent heavy rains in Ireland.

Messrs. Frank Cant & Co., Braiswick Rose
Gardens, Colchester, showed a pretty group,
with such Ramblers as Gardenia, Blush
Rambler, and Frau Marie Weinbach (white),

and a stand of Gottfried Keller as a background
to vases of Nita Weldon, Gloire de Chedane
Guiuosseau, Ethel Malcolm, Chateau de Clos
Vougeot, and Rayon d'Or.

Mr. R. C. NoTCUTT, Woodbridge, Suffolk,

staged a group of Roses. The background con-

sisted of Ramblers, and good bamboo stands
were included of Juliet, Geo. C. Waud, Mme.
Ravary, and Pharisaer. Souv. de Pres. Carnot
and Gottfried Keller were shown well in vases.

Mr. Philip le Cornu, Jersey Nurseries, Jer-

sey, showed his new Roses Duchess of Nor-
mandy and Mrs. Philip le Cornu. The former
is a sport from Dean Hole, and possesses the
desirable exhibition characteristics of that
variety. Lack of sunshine recently prevented
the blooms exhibited from developing the yellow-

in the soft salmon-flesh flowers, which is the

charm of this variety.

Messrs. Ben. R. Cant & Sons, The Old Rose
Gardens, Colchester, showed an effective group
of Roses on narrow staging. Striking trophies

of Ecarlate, Lyon Rose, JNlnie. Melanie Soupert,

Dean Hole, and Mrs. Alfred Tate were included,

and some effective colour combinations wer?
tried by associating, in the one bamboo stand.

Warrior with White Killarney, Yvonne Vacherot
with Prince Camille de Rohan, and Chas. J.

Grahame with Mme. Leon Pain. The new
Hybrid Teas, Rose du Barri, Sunbeam, and St.

Helena, were admirably shown. The foreground
to the group consisted of exhibition blooms in

boxes.

Messrs. R. H. Bath, Ltd., Wisbech, arranged
a small group of Roses, in which Canarien Vogel
and Cecile Brunner figured effectively.

Messrs. G Bolton & Son, The Nurseries,
liimtingford, Herts., staged a small group, of

which the general effect was marred by the
bunchiness of the closely-packed vases.

Messrs. Alex. Dickson & Sons, Ltd., New-
townards, showed blooms of unusual quality and
colour. Theresa, Mrs. Fred Straker, C. W.
Cowan, and Queen Mary were shown effectively

against black velvet. Immense blooms of Mrs.
Cornwallis West were displayed in boxes, and
some beautiful pieces of colour were furnished
by Melody, Viscount Carlow, Lady Pirrie, and
Geo. C. Waud.

Messrs. Geo. Jackman & Son, Woking Nur-
series, Surrey, made a display, of which
the effect was somewhat spoiled by its restriction

to narrow tabling. Sprays of rambling Roses
in hanging baskets and a good use of foliage

gave the group novelty and variety. In bamboo
stands, Mrs. E. Mawley, Mrs. A. R. Waddell,
Harry Kirk, Mrs. Alfred Tate, Edu Meyer, and
Lyon Rose showed to advantage, and a specially

fine vase of Marquise de Sinety was included.
Messrs. W. & J. Brown, Peterborough, ar

ranged a group of Roses dominated by the
centrepiece of Richmond, above vases of Mme.
Ravary and Pharisaer. The side stands con-

sisted of Mme. M. Soupert and Countess Dud-
ley, and a number of small bunches of standard
sorts were also included.

Mr. W. Easlea, Danecroft Rosary, Eastwood,
Essex, showed a pretty collection, with a
characteristic arrangement of the Roses in bas-

kets, which gave a freshness and attractiveness
to a small group. A fine exhibit of American
PiUar formed a centrepiece. In the baskets,
Joseph Hill, Mme. A. Chatenay, Arthur R.
Goodwin, and Prince de Bulgarie were notable.

Mr. J. D. Webster, Market Avenue Nursery,
Chichester, arranged a small collection of Roses
in bamboo stands and vases, of which the best

varieties included Lady Ursula, Florence Pem-
berton, and Mme. Ravary.

Messrs. Hobbies Ltd., Dereham, tastefully

arranged a large group of Roses, which had a
background of standard Ramblers and pillars of

Alberic Barbier, Blush Rambler, &c. Stands of

Harry Kirk, Rayon d'Or, General McArthar,
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Lady Hillingdon, Souvenir de Catherine Guillot,

and the new Kambler Pink Pearl were included

effectively.

Messrs. W. Cutbush & Son, Highgate, showed
a group of Polyantha Roses. Mrs. W. H. Cut-
bush and Jessie formed a bed, above which were
hung the branches of Baby Tausendschon i.nd

Jessie, worked as dwarf standards. The back-
ground was formed of Hiawatha, Crimson
Rambler, Mrs. F. W. Flight, and other

Rambler Roses.

Carnations.

Messrs. Stuart Low & Co., Enfield, exhi-
bited a magnificent group of Carnations, making
a delightful display in hanging baskets,
" Liberty " vases and epergnes. On tall stands
in vases were large sheaves of Lady Alington
(salmon-pink), and Baroness de Biienen (flesh-

pink). In taller stands at the back, in a set-

ting of greenery, were vases of Princess of Wales
(salmon). Lady Mary Hope (new, terra-cotta),

Princess .Juliana (perpetual-flowering " Mal-
maisoB," orange), and C. P. Little (yellow). In
the general display were excellent blooms of

Royal Purple, Rival (coral-red). My Favourite
(rose-pink), and Mrs. T. M. Crook. Adjoining
the Carnations this firm showed greenhouse
plants, including Pelargoniums.
Messrs. John Peed & Son, West Norwood,

London, exhibited Carnations, having well-

known varieties of the perpetual blooming and
Souvenir de la Malmaison types. In the centre
of the gi'oup was a batch of the crimson Macgie
Hodgson variety. Princess of Wales and Mrs.
Trelawney, both " Malmaison " varieties, were
also shown well.

Mr. James Douglas, Edenside, Great Book-
ham, showed vases of Carnations of the florists'

type. All were of magnificent quality, especi-

ally Mrs. I'enton, Miss Willraott, John Ridd,
Trojan, Mr. R. Gordon, Kate Nickleby, Mr.
Berkley, Lord Nelson, Mrs. Kenwood, and
Jean Douglas.
Mr. C. Engei-mann, Saffron Walden, showed

perpetual-flowering Carnations, having vases of

representative varieties.

Mr. H. Burnett, Guernsey, also exhibited
perpetual-flowering Cjirnatibns, the blooms being.

as usual from this exhibitor, of splendid quality.

W. M. Gott, Esq., Trcnython, Par Station,

Cornwall (gr. Mr. G. Millman), exhibited varie-

ties of Souvenir de la Malmaison Carnations,

liaving extra choice blooms of well-known varie-

ties.

A small collection of Carnations was shown by
Mr. H. Lakkman, Thornton Heath, Surrey,

the blooms being exceptionally good.

Mr. C. Blick, Warren Nurseries, Hayes, Kent,
displayed a small but select group of Carnations

of the border type. All the varieties were of

high merit, the finer being Vandyck, Skirmisher,

Charles Blick (a large white seedling), Queen
Mary, Salome, Cyclops and Rhea.

Beconias.

Messrs. Blackmohe & Langdon, Twerton-on-
Avon, Bath, showed (magnificent Begonias of

the tuberous-rooted section. The colours and
size of flowers were splendid. Mrs. W. L.

Ainslee (yellow), W. H. Fry (rose), James
Douglas (yellow). Rose Superb (rose), Marie
Nicholas (salmon-rose). King Alfonso (crimson),

Mrs. Robert Morton (yellow, with taint rose-

blush), and .J. Thornton (white), were all of

sterling quality. There were also many choice

frilled and crested varieties.

Mr. A. Ll. GwiLLiM, Cambria Nursery, Sid-

cup, Kent, showed beautiful plants of tuberous-

rooted Begonias, many of the flowers exceeding
6 inches in width.

Ferns.

Messrs. H. B. May & Sons, Upper Edmonton,
arranged their collection of Ferns in a light and
graceful manner. Amongst beautiful, rounded
specimens of Davallia fijiensis robusta. Poly-

podium Knightae, P. Vidgenii, and a young
plant of Angiopteris erecta. which, at maturity,

develops immense fronds, there were tall piUara

of Lygodium japonicum, fully 10 feet high, L.

scandens and L. polymorphum. Rich red colour

was supplied by the young fronds of Adiantum
Veitchii, the large-fronded A. macrophyllum, A.
pulverulentum, and pans of Selaginella pluraosa

and S. caesia, whilst the Golden Gymnogramme
grandiceps superba vied with the silver species.

Messrs. J. Hill & Son, Barrowfiejd Nursery,
Lower Edmonton, broke the level of their

massive group of Ferns with such Tree Ferns as

Hemitelia Smithii, Cj'athea dealbata, Blechnum
braziliense, and a stand of the trailing Poly-

podium vaccinifolium. Large plants of Davallia
fijiensis, Asplenium caudatum, and Polypodium
quercifolium served to draw attention to the
smaller golden and other varieties which mar-
gined this immense collection of Ferns.
Mr. Amos Perry, Enfield, showed a bank of

hardy Ferne, arranged in rock-work. There
were beautiful crested and plumose forms of

Athyrium FUix-foemina, Lastraea dilata, Poly-
stichums, Onoclea sensibilis, Osmunda regalis,

O.r. cristata, 0. cinnamonea, 0. Claytonia, and
Adiantum pedatum in variety

Sweet Peas.

Messrs. Dobbie & Co., Rothesay, showed a

magnificent collection of Sweet Peas, embracing
the pick of the varieties iu cultivation as well as

many novelties. Amongst the latter were
Decorator (a Spencer form of the variety Rose
du Barri), an improved Thomas Stevenson,

Lavender George Herbert, True Lavender, Lady
Miller (apricot-pink), Dobbie's Scarlet, Brunette
(mahogany-red), and Maiks Tey (puiple with a

maroon standard). There were splendid

spikes of Thomas Stevenson, May Camp-
bell, Mrs. C. \V. Breadmore, Rosabelle, Melba,
and Countess Spencer.

Messrs. SuTixiN & SoNS, Reading, exhibited a

comprehensive collection of Sweet Peas. There
were 75 varieties, and the exhibit occupied 75 feet

run of tabling. The flowers were shown in glass

vases against a dark-velvet background. Notable
vajieties were Doris Usher (cream-pink). South-

cote Blue, Mrs. Heslington (mauve), Bertie

Usher (blue striped), Sutton's Royal Rose, Mrs.
Hugh Dickson (soft pink), Clara Curtis (cream-

yellow), Edith Taylor (salmon-pink), Lady
Althorpe (white with a suspicion of biiff), Mrs.

W. J. Unwin (white ground marbled with rich

salmon), Rosabelle (rose), and Moneymaker, one

of the best of the white sorts. There were also

large epergnes filled with varieties of various

colours under the name of " giant frilled."

Messrs. James Carter, & Co., Raynes Park,
Wimbledon, put up a handsome group of indoor

flowering plants and Sweet Peas. The latter

were arranged on an ai'chway, forming a bower
of these blossoms, whilst the other sub-

jects included handsome Begonias, Streptocar-

puses, and Richardia Mrs. Roosevelt relieved with
suitable greenery.

Mr. W. E. Alsen, Denniead, Hampshire,
showed bunches of Sweet Peas of excellent

quality. A. A. Fabius (cerise), Annabel Lee
(lilac with paler centre), and Minnie Furnell (pale

pink) are new varieties raised by this exhibitor.

Messrs. J. Cheal & Sons, Crawley, showed
Sweet Peas extensively, having fine spikes of

many popular varieties.

A good exhibit of Sweet Peas was also put up
bv Sir Randolj Baker, Bart., M.P., Ranston,
Blandford (gr. Mr. A. E. Usher). Mrs. A.
Ireland, Mrs. W. Unwin, Audrey Crier, Lavender
George Herbert, Barbara, Slarjorie Linzee,

Melba, Edrom Beauty, Tennant Spencer, Eric

Harvey, ajid Doris Usher are a selection.

Mr. C. W. Breadmore, Winchester, had an
exhibit in which the bunches were effectively

arranged with sprays of Asparagus Sprengeri and
Adiantum Fern. In this large collection the

following varieties were especiaUy good :
—

Aurora, Audrey Crier, Tennant Spencer,
Florence Nightingale, Mrs. R. Hallam,
Senator, Doris Usher, Stirling Stent, Bertie

Usher, Breadmore's Lavender, Mrs. Cuthbert-

son, Mrs. Fred. Arey (new, cream suffused with
rose), and Aurora.

Messrs. Robert SyoENHAii Limited, Birming-
ham, were awarded a Silver-gilt Banksian Medal
for a collection of Sweet Peas which included the

varieties Lilian (pale pink with buff ground),

Edith Taylor (rosy sahiion). Iris (pale salmon),

Barbara (salmon-orange). Princess Henry
(lavender-blue), and Prince George (rosy lilac).

Messrs. S. Bide & Sons, Farnham, Surrey,

made one of the prettiest groups of Sweet Peas.

They were arranged in graceful baskets on taU
white stands with smaller stands in front, the
ground having smaller vases on a white surface.

Beside being so attractive, the blooms were of

splendid quality.

Sweet Peas were also shown by Marshall G.
Green, Esq.. The Lodge, Eynsford, Kent (gr.

Mr. W. White).

Messrs. E. W. King & Co., Coggeshall, staged
Sweet Peas, for which a Silver Cup was awarded.
The blooms were set out to the best advantage;
decorated archways were arranged at either enjl,

whilst in the centre were tall columns festooned
with sprays of Smilax.

Messrs. John K. King & Sons, CoggeshaU,
showed Sweet Peas in great assortment, the front

of the exhibit having archways decorated with
Sweet Peas and Smilax.

Pelargoniums.

Mr. H. J. Jones. Ryecroft Nurseries, Lewis-
ham, staged a bank of Zonal Pelargoniums in

pots. The trusses were exceptionally good,
and many of the specimens had no fewer
than half-a-dozen. Excellent varieties for
bedding and greenhouse decoration were seen in

Alf. Simpson (scarlet), R. C. Pulling (salmon),

E. Newman (scarlet), T. F. Bunting (salmon-
pink), Mrs. Gulliver (improved, pale-lilac), and
Harry Wood (crimson, with a white eye).

The Hon. Vicart Gibbs, Aldenham House,
Elstree (gr. Mr. Ed. Beckett), showed a
large and varied assortment of scented-
leaved Pelargoniums, both species and varieties.

The plants were splendid specimens. P. Radula,
P. artemisioides, P. tetragona, P. jatrophse-

folium, P. mollis, P. ardens major, and the old

favourite Pretty Polly specially attracted notice.

Mr. W. Treseder, Cardiff, showed varieties

of Regal Pelargoniums, including Lord Bute
(purphsh-black with rose-pink edge), Lord
Tredegar (maroon, with lighter margin). Flora
(vermilion and white), and Mary (pink,

blotched with terra-cotta).

Mr. Philip L.idds, Swanley, Kent, staged
a pink Pelargonium named Champion, a variety

with large truss of medium-sized flowers ; White
Queen, and Ambrosia (pale-pink). All three
are recommended for bedding purposes.

Messrs. Godfrey & Son, Exmouth, showed
varieties of scented-leaved and fancy Pelar-

goniums, also Sweet Peas.
Mr. H. Hemslet, Crawley, showed his new

Ivy-leaved Pelargonium " Queen Mary," a

variety of deep-rose colour, with deeper mark-
ings in the upper petals.

Messrs. Carter Page & Co., 52 and 53, Lon-
doii Wall, exhibited varieties of Zonal-leaved

Pelargoniums and Paeony-flowered Dahlias.

Mr. Vincent Slade, Taunton, Somerset-

shire, showed varieties of Zonal Pelargoniums.

Stove Plants.

Messrs. James Veitch & Sons, Ltd., Chelsea,

London, arranged a magnificent collection of

stove and greenhouse plants in the form of a long

group. The necessarily narrow formation was
nvade very pleasing by the judicious use of tall

specimen plants, and the raising of pitcher

plants on tall Asparagus-covered stands. Groups

of dwarf Ixoras bearing large heads of orange-

scarlet flowers and Crozy Cannas gave vivid

patches of colouring. Smaller groups of Solanum
Wendlandii, with their clusters of large mauve
flowers, also attracted admiration. Amongst
the rarer stove plants we noticed CyanophyUuni
magnificum, with immense entire leaves of rich

colouring ; Anthurium Hookerse and Rhopala
oorcovadensis (single-ttcmmed plants of this

tropical tree are very attractive, the velvety

young shoots and leaves are covered with chest-

nut brown tomentum).
Mr. L. R. Russell, Richmond Nurseries,

Richmond, Surrey, arranged a variety of

Dracaenas, Caladiums, Alocasias, a very good

Anthurium crystallinum, and other stove plants.

Messrs. John Peed & Sons, West Norwood,
London, showed Caladiums. Amongst the finer

specimens were Excellent (purple veining with

white and green ground). Mikado (deep rose with

broad green edge), King George, new (rose with

green spotting), Triomphe de Comte (bright rose

with green margin), Argentine (silvery-green),

Her Majesty (small, but elegant variety, bright

green and silver). Crested Wave (a small-leaved,

transparent variety, the palest-rose with green

margin), and Mme. E. Pynaert.

Mr. J. Bruckhaus, Orleans Nursery, Twicken-
ham, set up a group of Palms, Codiaeums, and
Caladiums.

Miscellaneous Indoor Plants.

Messrs. John Peed & Sons, Norwood, showed
plants of their strains of Streptocarpus and
Gloxinia, the latter presenting a great variety

of fine colours.
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Messrs. James Veitch & Sons, Ltd., Chelsea,

showed Cannas, Streptocarpuses, Carnations,

Begonias, Achimenes Rose Queen, Sollya Drum-
mondii, Begonias, standard Fuchsias, Solanura

Wendlandii" (finely-flowered specimens), green-

house Rhododendrons of the javanico-jasmini-

florum hybrids, Lobelia tenuior. Calceolaria

Burbidgei, and other fine indoor-flowering

plants. As usual, Mr. Heal arranged the

various subjects with much skill, and there was

little in evidence that in the morning the staging

on which this fine group was arranged had
collapsed, spoiling many e.xcellent plants.

Messrs. John Piper & Sons, Bayswater. Lon-

don, exhibited a group of Fuchsias, having large,

well-flowered pyramidal and standard plants

arising from a ground of smaller specimens. An
edging of Tradescantia completed an excel-

lent exhibit. It is to be regretted that none

of the varieties were named.
1SL\RY Countess of Ilchestee, Holland House,

Kensington (gr. Mr. Dixon), exhibited numerous
succulent plants, including Aloes, Gastereas,

Mannnillarias, Dyckia rarifolia, Agaves, and
Echinopsis.

In a separate tent, Countess Ilchester exhi-

bited, from Abbotsbury Castle, Dorsetshire (gr.

Mr. H. Kempshall), a collection of rare flowering

shrubs and trees, including Buddleia Lindleyana,

Callistemon salignus aurea. Eucalyptus ficifolia,

Podocarpus chilina, Aloe maculata, varieties of

Philadelphus, and Notospartium Carmichjelise.

Messrs. Barr & Sons, King Street, Covent
Garden, showed a collection of pigmy trees in

china vases of quaint .shape.

Messrs. H. Cannell & Sons, Swanley, exhi-

bited groups of Sweet Peas, Gloxinias, Zonal

Pelargoniums, Cannas, Begonias, and Roses. The
Sweet Peas included most of the newer sorts :

Juliet (cream ground with pink), Florence

Nightingale (lavender), Thomas Stevenson

(orange), Arthur Green (maroon). Miss Doris

(orange-pink), and Duplex (blush pink) are a

selection. The Pelargoniums included a large

batch of the salmon-coloured Paul Crampel
variety. Sirdar (scarlet), Dublin (cerise), Mrs. G.
Cadbury (salmon), Cymric (purple), and Countess
of Jersey ^Ealmon). The Cannas were remarkably
good, f.howing a great advance on the older

varieties.

Mr. L. R. Russell, Richmond, Surrey, filled

a table, 50 feet long, with the brilliant Salvia

Pride cf Zurich, making a broad band of rich

scarlet colour backed with silver variegated

foliage plants.

Messrs. Wm. Cutbush & Son, Highgate,
London, arranged a most charming group in a

very attractive style. A few tall Palms, two
specimen Codiseums, surrounded by a mass of

pink Polyantha Rose (Eileen Low), stood above
the exceptionally fine batches of Carnations and
Roses which, with just a few plants of Statice

profusa, composed the groundwork of this de-

lightful group. The principal Carnations were
Lady Coventry, King Arthur, and Lady Meyer.
Among the many Polyantha Roses, Orleans Rose
and dainty little standards of Jessie and Baby
Tausendschon were especially good.

Messrs. Carter & Co., Raynes Park, showed a

batch of Araucaria excelsa var. gracilis.

Japanese Garden.
Messrs. Carter & Co., Raynes Park, made a

pleasant, restful Japanese garden. The large

winding lake, which custom decrees must be in

every Japanese gai'den, was bridged by an unpre-
tentious wooden structure, and the bays of the
lake were filled with exceedingly good Japanese
Iris, chiefly with blue flowers. At the back a

Birch-thatched rest-house nestled invitincly

amidst tall Conifers and rustling Bamboos. Th?
placid waters of the lake reflected the forms
of the trees, and the colours of the Liliums and
Irises. There were just a few st-one lanterns,

but on this occasion Messrs. Carter relied on
the quiet attraction of a well-designed garden,

lightly planted with good subjects for their ex

hibit, rather than on such adventitious aids as

bronze animals and heavy stone work.

Hardy Plants.

Mr. L. R. Russell, Richmond Nurseries,

Richmond, arranged a large group of the tree

Ivies. The golden varieties were almost dazzling

in their colour, and the white forms had plenty

of variegation, but not too much. Beyond the

large group of Ivies, Mr. Russell made a

water garden, almost surrounded with a splendid

collection of Bamboos. A couple of weeping

Willows, behind and hanging over the Nymphsea
pool, lent an air of reality to the garden. Fur-

ther on there were many golden and silver-

leaved shrubs interspersed with batches of

Ceanothus, Buddleia Colvillei, and the old favour-

ite Erythiina crista-galli, with its quaint coral-

coloured flowers. Half-a-dozen huge plants of

Hydrangea hortensis showed the size this popular

shrub is capable of attaining.

Messrs. W. Fromovp & Sons, Sutton Court

Nursery, Chiswick, Middles^ex, had an im-

mense group of hardy trees and shrubs. The
Japanese Maples w-ith their variously-hued

leaves, made this a very attractive display.

Tall, slender Bamboos swayed gracefully in the

gentle breeze. Bright golden colour was given

by varieties of Yew and Cupressus and good

golden variegated Ivies. The varied outline

and tasteful arrangement of this collection added

much to its attraction.

Messrs. Wm. Cutbush & Son, Highgate,

London, displayed splendid examples of topiary

work. Whilst these trimme"d trees are anathema
to some garden-lovers, many others see beauty

in the peacocks, pheasants, dogs, sundials,

barrows, and such like, formed in growing
bushes of Box or Yew.

Jlessrs James Veitch & Sons, Chelsea, Lon-

don, set out a large collection of immense pruned

Bays. Most of them were pyramidal in outline
;

a few standards had twisted stems.

jSlr. Carlton-White, 53, New Bond Street,

London, showed a variety of Box topiary.

Messrs. John Piper & Sons, Bishop's Road,

London, made an uncommon topiary garden.

The fence of living Box, with round pillars,

told of skilful and patient training. Next to

the topiary work, jMessrs. John Piper arranged

a rock garden and pool.

Messrs. Barr & Sons, Covent Garden, Lon-

don, arranged bold groups of herbaceous flowers

on either side of a small pool, with pink Astilbes

and Spiraeas. The group included good bunches

of hylDrid Lupins, Harkness's new Verbascum,
Geum Mrs. Bradshaw, Spark's Aconitum, Allium
giganteum, Chrysanthemum " Shasta," Erigeron

speciosus superbus, and Dimorphotheca hybrids.

An exceptionally good collection of pigmy trees

was also included.

Messrs. G. BuNYARD & Co., Ltd., Maidstone,

staged an effective group, with masses of dis-

tinct colour. The red Pentstemons Southgate

Gem and George Horne formed a feature of the

group. The pink Astilbes Ceres and Venus were
fine, and good plants were included of Liliura

longiflorum, Delphiniums, and Eremuri. A piece

of rockwork showed Glaucium flavum tricolor,

Dianthus deltoides Brilliant, dwarf Campanulas,
&c.

Messrs. R. Wallace & Co.. Kilnfield Nur-
series, Colchester, made a most satisfactory model
of a garden design. A formal terrace garden was
bounded by a rock wall planted on top with Hy-
pericums, Helianthemums. and similar plants

;

and at the foot with a pretty combination of

Nepeta Mussinii and Pentstemon Myddelton
Gem. An herbaceous border at the back was
rich in new Eremuri and Verbascums, Lilium
longiflorum formosum, &c. Steps led to an
upper garden hedged with trained Box, which
included a harmony of Nepeta and Erigeron,

with Pentstemon. An informal water-garden
included Japanese Iris, Bamboos, and a good
collection of herbaceous Spirsas and Astilbes.

Hardy Ferns and Lilies were appropriately

planted at the north side of one of the rock

walls. The use of a dark background of

Cupressus, assisted by green baize, did much to

show up the colours in a very pleasing group.
Messrs. Paul & Son, 'The Old Nurseries,

Cheshunt, showed herbaceous plants, among
which we noted Epilobium angustifolium album,
Nepeta violacea, and some Pseonies. The in-

teresting feature of the group was the rich col-

lection of cut shrubs with ornamental foliage.

These included Acer Schwedleri, A. Schwerinii,
Elieagnus longipes, Staphylea trifoliata, Lirio-

dendron tulipifera aureo-marginata, Fagus tri-

color, Ligustrum multiflorum, Syringa japonica,
and Cotoneaster pannosa.

INIary Dowager Countess of Ilchestee, Abbots-
bury Castle (gr. Mr. Kempshall), sent a
very interesting collection of rare flower-

ing shrubs, which grow so well at Abbots-
bury. We should like to enumerate them
all, but must be content to mention Euca-
lyptus ficifolia. Magnolia Watsonii, Carpenteria

californica, Deutzia Vilmoriniana, Cornus capi-

tata, Notospartium Carmichaelise, Wilson's var.

of Buddleia Lindleyana, Amyris Plumieri, Podo-
carpus chilina, Callistemon salignus aurea, and
various rare Mock Oranges and Honeysuckles.

Messrs. Fred Smith & Co., Woodbridge, in a

well-staged exhibit of herbaceous flowers, showed
good bunches of Scabiosa caucasica. Iris aurea,

LEnothera Fraseri, Malva moschata, Gillenia tri-

foliata, Heuchera micrantha, Lysimachia cletli-

roides, and Lilium candidum.
Messrs. W. Cutbush & Son, Highgate, N.,

grouped a large and varied collection of

herbaceous flowers round a pool of Water Lilies

and water plants. At the back were Japanese
Iris and flower-spikes of Phormiums. The
group also included Lilium giganteum, L. super-

bum, Thalictrum dipterocarpum, Romneya Coul-

teri, and bold sprays of early Gladioli.

Messrs. T. S. Ware, Ltd., Feltham, showed a

rock and water garden on tabling, and a collec-

tion of hardy herbaceous flowers. We noted

Spigelia marilandica, Wahlenbergia saxicolor,

Lewisia cotyledon, Nierembergia frutescens,

Conandron ramondioides. Thymus micans, and
Campanula turbinata alba.

Messrs. Geo. Jackman & Son, Woking Nur-
series, Surrey, arranged a large group of

herbaceous flowers. Some interesting yellow

flowers included Heliopsis lievis, Bahia lanata,

Anthemis pallida and E. C. Buxton, Delphinium
sulphureum, and Thalictrum fiavum. The Lilies

included Lilium auratum, L. speciosum Krsetzeri,

and L. rubrum. In another tent Messrs. Jack-

man exhibited a splendid group of Clematis.

Mr. Jas. Box, Lindfield, Sussex, arranged two
groups of herbaceous flowers. Eremuri and Del-

phiniums produced a good effect, as also did the

early-flowering Gladioli. English Iris, Cimici-

fuga racemosa, CEnothera fruticosa, Scabiosa cau-

casica var. Mrs. R. F. Felton, and large bunches

of Gaillardias and Pyrethrums were also noted.

Mr. How.ARD H. Crane, Woodview, Highgate,

showed Violas and Violettas in shallow bowls of

sand, adding, for relief, small sprigs of Thorn and
Hornbeam. The Violettas included Rock Orange,

Rock Yellow, Butterfly, and Forget-me-not, and
amongst the Violas we noted Archie Grant,

Kathleen, Marie Burnie, and Primrose Dame.
Messrs. R. H. Bath, Ltd., Wisbech, showed

bunches of Delphiniums, Snapdragons, Pseonies,

and English Iris with a few vases of Carnations.

Messrs. Jauman & Co., Chard, Somerset, sent

an exhibit of Stocks and Viola cornuta.

Messrs. W. Wells & Co., Ltd., Merstham,
Surrey, showed a mixed collection of herbaceous

and Alpine flowers, interspersed with the newer
Carnations Lady Algy. White House, and
Dorothy Goidon. Delphiniums and Phloxes

dominated th" group, but we noted interesting

vases of Scabiosa caucasica and Hedysarum
coronarium,

Messrs. W. & J. Brown, Peterborough, ar-

ranged a small group, but the bunches were well

placed. Gaillardias included the red and yellow

Lord Exeter (yellow with red disc), Lady Exeter,

and the self-yellow Lady Rolleston.

Messrs. Godfrey & Sons, Exmouth, Devon,

showed their selected strain of Canterbury Bells,

which they have now worked up to about 10 dis-

tinct shades of pink, blue, and white ; also a

few Oriental Poppies and Dimorphothecas. In

another tent a group of Scabiosa caucasica. Snap-

dragons, and various hardy perennials was
arranged on tabling.

Messrs. Whitelegg & Page, The Nurseries,

Chislehurst, flanked a rocky pool of Water Lilies

and Rushes with bold groups of showy her-

baceous flowers. On one side Geum Mrs. Brad-

shaw gave a brilliant piece of colour, and on the

other Pentstemon Southgate Gem was shown
with Lilies and Scabiosa caucasica alba.

Messrs. ICelway & Son, Langport, Somerset,

arranged a long, narrow group on the ground,

dominated by their recently-introduced Del-

phiniums, and Pteonies, Lupins, Gaillardias, and
Pyrethrums.
Mr. Maurice Prichard, Christchurch, Hants.,

showed a rich collection of herbaceous and
Alpines, of which the gems were included in an
irregularly-disposed rock-garden. We noted with
special pleasure Heeria elegans, Houttuynia
oordata, Wahlenbergia vincfeflora, Hypericum
cuneatum, Lysimachia Henryi, and Acantholimon
venu.stum. and Lobelia (Pratia) linneaoides.

Messrs. B. Ladhams, Tlie Shirley Nurseries,

near Southampton, in a group of general her-

baceous plants, gave special emphasis to the
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selected hybrid Salvia superba (turkestanica X
sclarea) with bright rose bracts, and their strain

of GaiUardias.
Messrs. H. B. May & Sons, Dyson's Lane Nur-

series, Upper Edmonton, arranged a group of

hardy Ferns.

Messrs. G. Bolton & Son, The Nurseries,

Euntingford, Herts., staged a small group of

Galegas, Campanulas, Heucheras, Pentstemons,

and Potentillas.

Messrs. C.\-RTEK Page & Co., 52-53, London
Wall, London, showed a collection of Violas in

shallow pans. J. B. Riding, Swan, Lizzie

Storer, Winchmore Bedder, Edina, Primrose

Dame, and Virgin Whit© were good. A few

Dahlias, Salpiglossis, and Scabious were also

shown.
Mr. Leslie T. Greening, Richmond Hill,

Surrey, designed a small rock and water garden.

Messrs. Wm. Fells & Son, Hitchin, Herts.,

arranged a rock-garden rather overburdened

with stone, but including good batches of Primula

involucrata. Thymus Serpyllum coccineum, Del-

phinium nudicaule, Viola Bosniaca, ^-Ethionema

persica rosea, and several dwarf Campanulas.

Messrs. Gunn & Sons, Olton, Warwickshire,

staged a very fine exhibit of Phlo.xes in bold,

effective masses. Especially good were Le
Mahdi, Elizabeth Campbell, George A. Strohlein,

Gen. van. Heutz, Baron von Dedem, and Ellen

Willmott. In another tent were placed batches

of Viola cornuta alba, purpurea, and Lilac Gem,
mixed with a few baskets of Alpines, and over-

hung with Lilium auratum.
Mr. Amos Perry, Hardy Plant Farm, Enfield,

Middlese.x, arranged one of the most pleasing

collections of hardy flowers and hardy Ferns.

Cool effects were produced by the greens of

water plant*, the soft pinks of Spiraeas and

Astilbes, and the blues of Japanese Iris. Bold

masses of Delphiniums ternnnated each end of

the group. A collection of Lilies included Liliums

pavdalinum, parvum, Parryi, Roezlii and
Krameri, and a large number of interesting

Alpine and herbaceous plants were included.

Messrs. Phillii'S & Taylor, Lily Hill Nur-

sery, Bracknell, Berks., showed a number of

good Lilies and waterside plants, with a collec-

tion of herbaceous flowers.

Messrs. G. Mallet & Co., Cheddar, made an

exceedingly good display of hardy plants in two
small ground groups. Lilium candidum, Salvia

nemorosa, Geranium anemonsefolium, Stachys

grandiflora and Potentillas were good, and the

water garden was also well done.

Mr. Frank Lilley, Bulb Nurseries, Guernsey,

showed a large collection of eai-ly-flowering

Gladioli, of which the brilliant colours were

freely relieved with foliage.

i\U'Ssrs. R. Veitch & Son, Exeter, showed a

few very interesting plants, including their new
Calceolarias Veitchii and The Bronze Age, \yith

sprays of Plagianthus Lyallii, Desfontainea

tpinosa, Notospartium Carmichfelije (unusually

well-flowered), and Spiriea Menziesii triumphans.

Mr. R. C. NOTCUTT, Woodbridge, Suffolk,

mads one of the most varied and effective dis-

plays of hardy flowers in a confined space. His

Verbascums were especially good.

Messrs. Rich & Co., Bath, staged a pretty

group of herbaceous plants, with a good centre-

piece of Verbascum Wiedmannianum, a back-

ground of Phloxes, and well disposed bunches of

Chrysanthemum maximum Annie House, Coreop-

sis, and Pentstemons.

Messrs. G. Gibson & Co., Deeming Bar,

Bedale, Yorks, arranged a well-packed group

in which prominence was given to Verbascums
Caledonia and A. iSI. Burnie; Delphinium Rev.

E. Lascelles ; Iceland Poppies ; Thalictrum
aquilegifolium album, and various Campanulas.
There was a secondary group, which mduded
PsEonies, Heucheras, and Columbines.
The Guildford Hardy Plant Nursery,

Guildford, Surrey, contributed a very pleasing

group, in which much more than ordinary care

had been exercised in associating the colours and
in spacing the flowers to allow their individuality

to be seen. A gi'oup of yellow flowers included

diverse forms of Scabiosa ochroleuca, Aconitum
aureum, Cimicifuga nacemosa, Thalictrum
flavum glaucum, Cytisus nigricans, and Solidago.

Pink Spiraeas, Clematis recta fl. pi., Delphiniums,
and Pentstemons were also noted. A small rock-

garden included clumps of Nierembergias, Cam-
panulas and (Enotheras.

Messrs. H. J. Jones, Ltd., Ryecroft, Lewis-

ham, arranged a bank of Phloxes in continua-

tion of the bank of Pelargoniums. The idea was
novel, but the effect was not pleasing, for the
uniform surface presented too dense a mass of

colours. The Phloxes, however, were finely

grown, and included specially good specimens
of Freifraulein von Lassberg, Dr. Charcot,

Sheriff Ivory, Elizabeth Campbell, and Fran
Ant. Buchner.
Mr. H. C. Pulham, Elsenham, Essex, ex-

hibited a small rock-garden and a group of

herbaceous flowers. We noted Calamintha
grandiflora. Geranium lancastriense, Thymus
Serpyllum ooccineus, and dwarf Campanulas.

Messrs. Bees Ltd., Liverpool, showed
herbaceous plants and Alpines in pots. Adeno-
phora Potaninii Lathyrus Smithii, Armeria Bees'

variety, Aconitum carneum, and Scabiosa cau-

casica alba were interesting.

Messrs. J. Cheal & Sons, Ltd., Crawley, ar-

ranged a small rockwork exhibit on staging, with
a background of dwarf shrubs. Veronica Bid-
wiUii, Campanula pulla, Cistus algarvensis, Ery-
thraja dift'usa, and other good plants occupied the

pockets. In the open, Messrs. Cheal made a
formal enclosed garden, with a summer-house.

Messrs. Blackmore & Langdon, Twerton-on-
Avon, Bath, staged a good collection of recently-

introduced Delphiniums. The varieties Statuaire

Eude, Rev. E. Lascelles, Daniel Osiris,

Harry Sraetham and other novelties certificated

this year, were the outstanding features.

Mr. H. Hemslby, Crawley, Sussex, designed
a small rock-garden, and planted it with
CoroniUa cappadocica, Euta patavina, Silene ar-

meria. Campanula tyrolensis, and similar plants.

Messrs. G. & A. Clark, The Nurseries, Dover,
arranged a large group of herbafpous flowers.

Tile outstanding feature was a brilliant mass of

Gilia coronopifolia.

The ilisses Hopkins, Mere Gardens, Shepper-
ton-on-Thames, had a pleasing rockwork arrange-

ment of hardy flowers, on which we noticed

Lilium perenne album. Calceolaria polyrhiza,

Bowles's Black Pansy, and Campanula alliarise-

folia.

Messrs. Thompson & Charman, 11, Adam
Street, London, had a number of interesting her-

baceous plants arranged on tabling, including

Lilium myriophyllum, L. Hansonii, L. martagon
vars.. Campanula lactiflora in three shades,

Thalictrum dipterocarpum, early Gladioli, and
Pentstemons.

Messrs. David Eussell & Son, Essex Nur-
series, Brentwood, staged two small groups of

herbaceous flowers, including Liliums, Monar-
das, Pyrethrums, . and Chrysanthemums, and
other common plants. In the grounds, Messrs.

Russell exhibited a small Lily pond, flanked
with a variety of flowering shrubs. Bamboos, and
shapely young specimen Conifers.

Jlr. Rassell, Earl's Court Road, London,
built a small rockery around a paved court with
a sundial.

Messrs. G. Stark & Son, Great Ryburgh,
Norfolk, showed a very effective batch of new,
richly-coloured Kniphofias.

Mr. G. Reuthe, Fox Hill Nursery, Keston,
Kent, had a natural-looking little rockery, which
contained some of the rare plants. The blue-

flowered SoUya heterophylla and Acantholimon
venustrum, with tufts of Pink-like foliage and
rosy flowers were included aanongst the rock
plants. We also remarked such shrubs as Rhodo-
dendron Hookeri, Zenobia speciosa, a very large,

bushy Desfontainea spinosa, and many dwarf
Conifers suitable for planting at the top of a

rockery.

Mr. Cl.abence Elliott, Seven Hills Nursery,
Stevenage, made good use of a fine position. In

his rockery large breadths of the beautiful pale-

blue Campanula pusilla Miss Willmott, the

darker blue G. F. Wilson, the white Nierem-
bergia rivularis, and the lavender Androsace
lanuginosa seemed to be quite established and
flowering happily.

Mr. R. Prichard, West Moors, Wimborne,
arranged a great variety of Alpine plants in

small pots on a staging in the open.

Mes.srs. John Forbes, Ltd., Hawick, Scotland,

e.xhibited herbaceous Phloxes, Pentstemons,
Pyrethrums. and Violas. Amongst the Phloxes
we noticed Tapis Blanc (a large-flowered variety),

D. M. MoKinnon (rose with white eye), JNIuriel

Rogers (pale heliotrope with rosy eye), and
Pierre Bayle as being the best of a fine collec-

tion. The Pentstemons bore long spikes of

splendid flowers.

Messrs. John Waterer, Ltd., Bagshot,
Surrey, also exhibited very good examples of
topiary work. In this instance the specimens
were all of Yew.

AWARDS.
First-class Certificates.

Polypodium Mandaianum.—A very vigorous
variety of P. aureum, with rich, glaucous, green,

crested fronds. (A magnificent specimen was
shown by Mr. W. A. Manda, Keyfield Nurseries,

St. Albans.)

Lilium warleyense (?).—This is a magnificent
Chinese Lily, of which the general appearance
suggests a glorified form of L. sutchuenense.

The flowers are orange-red, with protuberant,
chocolate spots ; about 3 inches in diameter, with
recurving segments, as in the common 'Turk's

Cap Lilies. They are pendent from slender

pedicels, as long as the leaves, and borne at the

top of the stem in an open cluster of 20 or more.

The stem is about 4 feet high, showing no
bulbils, heavily spotted with chocolate and prac-

tically smooth. 'The leaves are numerous, born*
spirally up the stem, linear, about 3 to 5 inches

in length, and j inch or a little more broad.

(Shown by Miss Willmott, V.M.H., Warley
Place—gr. Mr. C. R. Fielder!)

Lastrea jmtens Mayi.—This is the graceful,

intermediate form between L. lepida and L.

patens, which received an Award of Merit at

the recent International Show. It was shown
in better form than at Chelsea, and its value won
for it a First-class Certificate. (Shown by Messrs.

H. B. May ft Sons, Dyson's Lane Nurseries,

Edmonton.)

Awards of Merit.

Begonia Mrs. Robert Morton.—A rich, golden-

yellow flower, the petals showing a faint suffu-

sion of salmon-piak, varying in degree with age.

The flower is of large size and good form.

B. Florence Nightingale.—A pure-white
variety, of smooth texture, medium size, and
fine form. (Both shown by Messrs. Blackmore
& Langdon, Twerton-on-Avon, Bath.)

Clematis Lady Bitli/ Balfour.—A new addi-

tion to the summer and autumn-flowering
" Viticellae " section. The flowers are a deep

velvety -purple, richer in colour than Jackmanii,

and contrasting finely with the bold mass of

white stamens. (Shown by Messrs. Geo.

Jackman & Son, Woking Nurseries, Surrey.)

Phlox Arendsii.—An interesting strain of

dwarf hybrid Phloxes, in colours of lavender,

mauve, and violet, with wiry stems, about 2 feet

high, bearing flattish or rounded heads of flower,

and said to be hybrids from P. canadensis and P.

decussata. Some of the plants were under

number only, but the mauve Kathe was one of

the best. Luise, a somewhat similar shade, with

marked eye, and Crete, dwarfer and lavender-

white, were also pretty. The Award was granted

for the strain. (Shown by Mr. Georg Abends.
Ronsdorf, Germany).

Carnation John Ridd (Border).—A large-

flowered, yellow-ground "fancy," heavily

splashed with rose-pink.

C. Jean Douglas (Border).—A scarlet self, and

the best of its colour. A little brighter than

Cardinal, with more substance and of better

form. (Both shown by Mr. Jas. Douglas, Eden-

side Nurseries, Great Bookham.)

Nephrolepis cxaltata var. Rochfordii.—

A

variety somewhat resembling Marshallii com-

pacta. but showing a more delicate sub-

division of the fronds. These are a pale, sunlit

green, and mosslike from the dense ramifica-

tions. (Shown by Messrs. Thos. Rochford &
Sons, Ltd., Broxbourne, Herts.)

Aftilbe Avalanche.-—This is a very vigorous,

white seedling, which originated in the batch of

seedlings that also gave the popular variety Queen
Alexandra. The plants shown had been lifted

from the open, were 2 feet high, and densely

flowered, with the individual flowers larger than

in the type. Its chief value, however, will be

for forcing, when it assumes the same graceful,

feathery habit that has made the pink forms so

popular. The vigour of the new plant makes it

especially useful for growing from retarded

crowns, as the common variety often fails.

(Shown by Messrs. van Wavbren & Kruyff,
Sassenheim. Holland.)
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Base, Ethel.—A pretty, semi-double, pink
Wichuraiana seedling, showing -^ white centre as

it opens : a vigorous grower. (Shown by Mr.
Chas. Turner, Slough.)

Hose Mrs. Charles S. Hunting.-—An apricot-

yellow Hybrid Tea variety, richer in colour and
with more substance than Mmc. Ravary, which,
under canvas, it somewhat resembled. (Shown
by Messrs. Hugh Dickson, Ltd., Royal Nur-
series, Belfast.)

Orchid Committee.

Present: Sir Harry J. Veitch (in the Chair);
and Messrs. Jas. O'Brien (hon. sec). Sir Jere-

miah Colman, Bart., W. Waters Butler, A.
McBean, C. Cookson, W. Thompson, G. F.

Moore, H. G. Alexander, E. Ashworth, R. G.
Thwaites, W. P. Bound, T. Armstrong, Stuart
Low, Walter Cobb, R. A. Rolfe, J. Wilson
Potter, Gurney Wilson, ^V. H. Hatcher, W. Bol-

ton, and H. J. Chapman.

The Orchids were arranged together in one o£

the long tents, and not in the large marquee as

usual. The quality of the exhibits in the various
groups was excellent, and more than thiity

novelties were submitted to the Committee.
Among the finest in the show were the few

magnificent specimens staged by Lt.-Col. Sir

Geo. L. Holfosd, K.C.V.O. (gr. Mr. H. G.
Alexander;. These comprised a noble specimen
of Cattleya Warscewiczii Lowii, with six spikes,

some with five, richly-coloured flowers, and bear-

ing together 22 blooms. The plant had already

had a First-class Certificate, and to mark the ex-

cellence of culture, a Silver Lindley Medal was
awarded. The others were the fine white-
pctalled Cattleya Warscewiczii Frau Melanie
Beyrodt, the dark-coloured C. W. Othello and
C. Artemis. (See Awards.)

J. Gurney Fowler, Esq., Glebelands, South
Woodford (gr. Mr. J. Davis), staged a grand
jroup of Selaginellas, most of the species in

cultivation being represented, and above them
were arranged a very fine lot of Odontoglossums,
including two new finely-coloured hybrids and
a large, blotched form of 0. crispum. The whit*
Cattleya Mossiae Wageneri, the blush C.-M.
Arnoldiana, Anguloa Cliftonii, with three flowers.

Odontoglossum ardentissimum, with a branched
spike of 50 flowers, and other showy Orchids
were included.

Sii- Jeremiah Colman, Bart., V.M.H., Gatton
Park (gr. Mr. Collier), staged an extensive group.
In the centre were many good Odontoglossums
and bright scarlet Odontiodaa, on plant of Odon-
tioda Bradshawiae having four spikes, one with
six branches and over 40 flowers. Cattleyas were
finely shown, including C. Rex and white varie-

ties of C. Mossite, and a very showy collection

of Laelio -Cattleyas. Specially interesting plants
were seen in Cirrhopetalum pulchrum, Bulbo-
phyllura grandiflorum, with five spikes ; Angrae-
cum Eichlerianum ; Anguloa uniflora ; Nanodes
Medusas : Broughtonia sanguinea ; and the blue
Dendrobium Victoria Regina. The exhibit in-

cluded an interesting selection of MasdevaDias.
K. H. Davidson, Esq., Borlases, Twyford (gr.

Mr. Cooper), staged a bright gToup of Odonto-
glossums, Cattleyas, Laelio-Cattleyas, and other
Orchids. Specially fine were a beautiful form
of L.-C. Aphrodite and L.-C. rubens var. The
Kaiser. (See Awards.)
The finest group was that staged by Messrs.

Ch-AKLesworth & Co., Haywards Heath. The
centre was comprised of about 60 choice speci-

mens of (he white Phalsenopsis Rimestadtiana,
beneath which was a setting of Epidendrum
vitellinum, and, arranged above, a number of
scarlet Renanthera Imschootiana, good forms of
Miltonia vexillaria, M. Bleuana, and M. Hyeana
extending along the whole of the front. On
each side were showy Lselio-Cattleyas, the finest

being the glorious yellow L.-C. Ceres Princess
Mary, with ruby-red lip ; scarlet Odontiodas,
and remarkably fine hybrid Odontoglossums, the
richly-coloured forms of 0. eximium being speci-
ally attractive. At the back of the group the
pure white Sobralia macrantha alba and other
Sobralias with graceful Epidendrums, were effec-

tive. Rare and interesting plants noted were the
hybrid Vanda Charlesworthii, the very rare
Grammangis EUisii, Aerides japonicum with
several spikes, Bulbophyllums, and other curious
species, incli-ding Oncidium Cloesii, Gongora
leucochila, Cypripedium caudatum and Lindenii,
and pretty Masdevallias.
Messrs Mansell & Hatcher, Rawdon, Yorks,

staged a magnificent group, which included a
remarkable collection of Laelio-Cattleyas, all the
best kinds being represented in well flowered
specimens, together with some novelties, the finest

of which was L.-C. Bletchleyensis King George, a

large and perfectly-formed flower of a bronzy-
yeUow tint, suffused with rose, the claret-coloured

lip having a darker veining. Among the Cypri-

pediums was G. Chas. J. Catt (Godefroya;

leucochilum x Chamberlainianum), a pretty wax-
like white flower, veined with piupie, and speci-

ally good were the white-flowered Miltonia vexil-

laria Lambeauiana, Cuelogyne pandurata, C.
Dayana, Cirrhopetalum pulchrum, Dendrobium
Lowii, D. revolutum, D. Sanderse, and other
rarij species.

Messrs. Jas. Veitch & Sons, Chelsea, in their
superb group of new and rare foliage plants,
arranged a selection of Odontoglossums, Laeli >-

Cattleyas, &c. The crowning plant in their ex-
hibit was Brasso-Cattleya x Marion, a very
showy hybrid of unknown parentage. The centre
of the group was composed of their hybrid Disa
Luna, the best and most floriferous of the genus ;

whilst showy Cattleyas and La>lio-Cattleyas, the
white Dendrobium Dearei, Vanda ccerulea,

Odontoglossums, &c., were also included.
Messrs. Sander & Sons, St. Albans, showed a

selection of good, new Orchids, a pretty form of
Laelio-Cattleya Ceres, with yellow petals tinged
with rose ; L.-C. Martinettii Vesuvius, a showy,
bronzy yellow, with light claret lip ; the deep

i

HOLLAND HOUSE SHOW.
Fig. 8.

—

rose mrs. charles s. hunting: colour
(See Awards of Merit.)

^I RlCOT-iEI LOW.

Messrs. Stuart Low & Co., Bush Hill Park,
staged an extensive group, in which the Laelio-
Cattleyas and forms of Cattleya Warscewiczii
were very fine. In a raised gi'oup in the centre
were Acineta Humboldtii, various white
Cattleyas, scarlet Renanthera Imschootiana, the
fine Coelogyr.e Lowii, Chysis Sedenii, and in
front various Masdevalliafi, and other showy
species. Among the Dendrobiums were the rare
D. aurantiacum, and others noted were Lselia

tenebrosa Walton Grange var. ; good scarlet
Odontiodas ; some elegant Oncidiums, Cattleya
Mendelii alba ; C. Mossiae Queen Mary ; two
batches of Vanda teres ; good Miltonias, and
other showy Orchids.

blue Bollea Lalindei ; Miltonia vexillaria Lam-
beauiana, with a profusion of white flower.".

Mr. E. V. Low, Vale Bridge, Haywards Heath,
showed a small group in which were Cattleya
Mossiae Wageneri Vale Bridge variety, C.
M. Reineckiana, the white C. x Myra Peeters

;

Ccelogyne pandurata, Cattleya Dietrichiana, and
others.

Mr. H. A. Tracy, Orchid Nursery, Amyand
Park Road, Twickenham, staged a repre-
sentative group, in which the varieties of Laelio-

Cattleya Canhamiana and other L^lio-Cal t-

leyas were effective. Cattleya Whytei bore six

flowers ; C. Mossiae Wageneri, home-raised, a

clear snow-white flower, with yellow disc to the
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lip, and oome hybrid Odontoglossums were con-

spicuous. Of species, the true Bulbophyllum
Baurocephalura, and some other botanical species

were remarked. The pretty fornis of Cattleya

Mendelii in this group were effective.

Messrs. J. & A. A. McBe.^n, dwksbridge,
showed Miltonia vcxiUaria Rotundia, a large and
very beautiful flower, and Cattleya Warscewiczli
Gladiator, a noble flower of fine colour, and
otbers.

F. M. Ogilvie, Esq., Oxford, showed several

grandly-grown Odontoglossums, a very handsome
specimen of 0. crispum of the typical form being

specially noticeable.

Mr. W. J. Biggs, North Enfield, showed
Cattleya JMossiae alba Biggs' variety, the finest

white C. Mossise yet shown. The flowers were
very large, broad in all paits, and snow white.

J. S. Moss, Esq., Wintershill, Great Waltham,
showed a pretty hybrid between Odontoglossum
crispum and 0. X Othello.

Mr. H.4RRY Dixon, Spencer Park Nursery,

Wandsworth Common, staged a pretty group of

Odontoglossums, Cattleya Warscewiczli in fine ,

varieties, two fine white Cattleya Mossise

Wageneri, and other Orchids.

AWARDS.
First-class Certificates.

Cattleya Artnnis (C. X Iris X C. Gaskdl-
ianaj, from Lieut. -Col. Sir Geo. L. Holford
K.C.V.O. (gr. Mr. H. G. Alexander).—A very

beautiful flower of perfect shape, with pearly-

pink sepals and petals, and intense ruby-crimson

front to the lip, which has a large yellow disc

with white base and red lines.

Miltonia Ilijeana Le Conquerant, from Mon-
sieur Jules Hye de Crom, Ghent (gr. M. Coen).

—A grand flower, white with a light lilac tint

and a deep purple mask in the lip.

Cattleya Dupreana The Dell variety (Warneri

X Warscfwicziii, from Baron Bruno Schroder,
The Dell, Englefield Green (gr. i\Ir. J. E. Shill).

One of the largest and most beautiful of hybrid
Cattleyas, it may be likened to an enlarged C.

Warneri with the lip of the rich ruby crimson of

the best form of C. Warscewiczli. The sepals

and petals are a deep rose colour, the disc of the

lip being bright yellow.

Awards of Merit.

LodioCattUya Bubens The Kaiser, from
E. H. Davidson, Esq., Twyford.—One of the

most beautiful of the hybrids of Lselia pumila.
The flowers are abnormally large in proportion to

the dwarf growth. Flowers bright rose, lip

intense purple with chrome yellow disc.

Odnntofilof^um percultum King George, from
F. M. Ogilvie, Esq., Oxford (gr. Mr. Balra-

forth).—A showy hybrid, with large white
flowers, blotched with purple.

Braiso-Cattleya Marion (parentage unre-

corded), from Messrs. Jas. Veitch & Sons.—

A

beautiful flower, white and lilac, with a large

lip, having purple lines in front.

Oalfleya Thvrgoodiana Apollo, from Messrs.

Stu.4rt Low & Co.—A brilliant rose-red flower,

with intense purple front to the lip.

Certificate of Appreciation.

Odontonia Edna (M. Warscewiczii x 0.

Wilckeamun), from. Messrs. Charlesworth.—
An elegant novelty with branched spike of white
flowers blotched with brownish yellow.

Fruit and Vegetables.

Meesrs. James Veitch & Sons' collection of

fruit trees in pots was uncommonly fine.

Along the back of the large group there stood

tall-stemmed, fan-trained trees of Peach Royal
George and Nectarine Cardinal, which were
models of training, and were studded with
fruits. There were many bush trees of Plums,
and those of OuUin's Ciolden Plum and Brandy
Gage were even better examples than the trees

of Jefferson's Blum. One gridiron-shaped speci-

men of Denniston's Superb Plum was nearly per-

fect. Standard Gooseberries, notably of the

variety Whitesmith, which stood over the cordon
Currants, were wreathed with clusters of fruits

;

indeed, had many more berries than leaves. A
large tree of Morello Cherry showed that this

variety is valuable for other purposes than for

growing on a north wall. This exhibit was
awarded the (Coronation Cup.

S. Heilbut, Esq., The Lodge, Holyport,
Maidenhead, exhibited nine very large trees of

Cherries and Nectarines in pots. The Nectarines
shown were all of the variety Early Rivers, and
the Cherries included Emperor Francis, Big-

arreau Noir de Guben, and Late Black Bigar-
reau. These heavily-fruited specimens, with
dark-green leaves full of health and vigour, le-

flect the highest credit on Mr. G. Camp, the
gardener, and were well worthy of the Silver

Cup bestowed upon them.
The King's Acre Nursery Co., Hereford,

made a very fine display with fruiting pot trees.

The healthy young trees bore good crops of

high-quality fruits. Apples Baumann's Red
Winter Reinette, Emperor Alexander, and The
Queen were especially good. The ripe Nec-
tarines and Peaches, and the nearly ripe Sou-
venir du Congres Pear were the best examples.
The King's Acre Berry—an improved Raspberry
—is of good size and has a good flavour.

Messrs. Whitelegg & Page, The Nurseries,
Chislehurst, showed long fruiting growths of

their Newberry, which received a card of Cul-

tural Commendation on June 18 last.

Messrs. Geo. Bunyard & Co., Maidstone,
showed a variety of Apples, Pears, and Plums
in pots. The varieties of Apple Lady Sudeloy
and James Grieve, with large, red-striped fruits,

were exceptionally good. A bush of Ribston
Pippin close by showed no signs of canker or

decrepitude. Ben's Red, a dessert variety of

Apple, distributed by Messrs. Bunyard in 1890,

has deep-red, handsome fruits. Tall-stemmed
Nectarines at the back of this splendid group
bore heavy crops of fruit.

Messrs. Laxton Bros., Bedford, showed late

varieties of Strawberries. For so late in the

season the fruits were very meritorious. The
varieties Utility, Givon's Late Prolific, and Lax-
ton's Latest were especially fine. Laxton's Per-
fection Red Currant, which was also shown, is

an excellent variety.

Messrs. Stuart Low & Co., Bush Hill Park,
Middlesex, displayed an interesting collection

of pot Figs and trained Vines bearing excellent

crops. The Fig Violet Sepor appears to be a
very desirable variety.

The Duke of Rutland, Belvoir Castle, Grant-
ham (gr. Mr. W. H. Divers), exhibited excel-

lent fruits of a dozen varieties of Strawberries.

The boxes of Givon's Prolific, Gunton Park,
Epicure, and The Countess were splendid.

The H.alliford French Garden, Shepperton,
Middlesex, exhibited Cantaloupe Melons, Cu-
cumbers, Vegetable Marrows, Cauliflowers, and
other excellent vegetables grown under the " in-

tensive " methods.
Rev. Chalmers . Hunt, Willian Rectory,

Hitchin, showed a small collection of vegetables.

Fop Awards made by the Council
see p. viii.

MANCHESTER AND NORTH OF
ENGLAND ORCHID.

June 6.

—

Committee present : Rev. J. Cromble
holme (in the Chair) ; Messrs. R. Ashworth, J
Bamber, J. C. Cowan, J. Cypher, J. Evans,

W. Holmes, A. J. Keeling," D. McLeod, C.

Parker, F. K. Sander, Z. A. W^ard, A. Warbur
ton, and H. Arthur (secretary).

Silver-gilt Medals were awarded to Col. J.

Rutherford, Beardwood, Blackburn (gr. Mr.
Lupton) ; A. Waebueton, Esq., Haslingden (gr.

Mr. Dalgleish) ; and Messrs. Ch-arlesworth &
Co., Haywards Heath.

Silver Medals were awarded to Mrs. Wood,
Glossop (gr. Mr. Gould); Z. A. Ward,
Esq., Northenden (gr. Mr. Weatherby) ; J.

McCartney, Esq., Bolton (gr. Mr. Holmes);
Messrs. Hass.u,l & Co., Southgate; and the

Liverpool Orchid & Nursery Co., Gateacre.

First-class Certificate

Odontoglossum " Queen Mary " (Vulsteyke x
eximium), from W. R. Lee, Esq.

Aw.VRDS OF Merit.

Odontoglossum crispum " White Star " and

0. c. " White Queen," both from W. R. Lee,

Esq. Aerides Houlletiana magnifica, from Mrs.

Wood. Lcdio-Cattleya Martinettii. John

Lupton variety, from Col. J. Ruther-
ford, M.P. Cattleya Cowanii magnificum,

Madfiild variety. and Odontoglossum X
Mrs. Carlisle, both from R. Le Doux, Esq.

NATIONAL ROSE.
EXHIBITION AT SOUTHAMPTON.

Notes on New Roses.

June 26.—We are all of us, whether in the
Rose world or elsewhere, desirous of seeing or
hearing some new thing, and to the rosarian at
least this arises from no idle curiosity. The
century is but little past its first decade and
already the advance made on the Roses of the
nineteenth century is substantial. It is, of course,
perfectly true that of the vast number of new
Roses brought out every year, comparatively few
survive the period, usually about four or five

years, which generally elapses before a novelty
can be expected to become widely known, but
this is in the nature of things ; and if the
majority of the fresh introductions must be re-

jected, there is sure to be a residue to carry on
the tale of progress.

The Southampton Show of the N.R.S. was
notable for some particularly fine and clean
Roses, the early season, followed by a moist and
cool June, having no doubt been specially favour-
able for the production of exhibition flowers. In
the decorative classes there were some beautiful
exhibits of Lady Hiljingdon, Lady Pirrie, and
Rayon d'Or, and it is clear these Roses have a
future before them for use in these classee.

General MacArthur also was used in nearly every
stand and attracted attention, although it was
perhaps not quite at its best in point of colour.

An indication of the earline«s of the season
was afforded by the appearance in many stands
of Blush Rambler, a Rose which is not, in an
ordinary season, seen much before the middle of

July.

A corner of the large pavilion had been set

apart for the exhibition of the new seedling
Roses, a class which produced some 14 or 15
entries, and afforded by no means the least

attractive feature of the show.
Decidedly the most striking Rose was Messrs. B.

Cant & Sons' St. Helena, a beautiful flower, not
unlike Mrae. Melanie Soupert in general effect,

but rather more pink and of fine form. The
ground plan of this variety showed very gloesy,

deep green leaves, and had all the appearance
of belonging to a class w hich might keep mildew
at bay with but little trouble. The resemblance
to Mme. Melanie Soupert lies chiefly in the outer
or guard petals ; the centre of the flower seems
decidedly fuller and slightly more pointed in

St. Helena than in Mme. Melanie Soupert.

A good box of Freda was shown by Messrs. Paul
& Son. This is a full Rose with plenty of sub-

stance, the centre well shaped and rounded, but
with a good point. My recollection of the colour

is a general effect of bright clear pink at the
edges, the centre aj)each colour, with a certain

amount of fawn shading on the reverse of the
petals. It is certainly a very pretty and cheerful

Rose and seems fuU enough to grow for exhi-

bition. Personally, I think I should have placed

it next to St. Helena in this particular batch,

and though we have many, perhaps too many,
pink Roses, I think there is room for Freda.
A very brilliant effect was produced by a

stand of" Irish Flame. This Rose is the latest

addition to the single Roses sent us from Ireland,

and associated with the name of Dickson. The
general character of the flower is much like that

of Irish Elegance, in which we have a single Ros«
with a ground colour of yellow or pale orange,

suffused with pink .which deepens outwards. In

Irish Flame the pink is replaced by a colour

approaching vermOion, which on the yellow

ground produces a striking effect of orange
scarlet. If it will keep its wonderful colour in

this country, it should become a popular Rose,

for the foliage appears to be more glossy than
that of Irish Elegance, and this gives promise

of freedom from mildew, a disease to which Irish

Elegance often falls a victim as the season

progresses.

It was no doubt merely by a coincidence

Messrs. Bide were showing another variation on
Irish Elegance, which they call Mrs. A. Bide.

Curiously enough it is a variation rather in the

same direction as Irish Flame, so far as colour is

concerned. The flowers, however, are more double

than those of the two Roses named above, though

they are not what is generally called full, but

contain one or two rows of petals inside the

ordinary guard petals. The colouring,
_
instead

of being pink on yellow ground, as in
_
Irish

Elegance, is of a reddi.sh tint on a similar

ground colour.
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There was a large batch of P. le Cornu, a pale

yellow sport from Dean Hole, brought from the

Channel Islands by the raiser, and a new red

Hybrid Tea called "Othello. This is a colour %ye

may still welcome in this class, but only trial in

the garden can decide whether it will be an

improvement on the Roses we possess at present.

Of the remainder I may perhaps mention

Edwin Molyneux, a Rose with large shell-shaped

petals and a light carmine pink colour, and
Minnie Crane, & Rose of a pink colour some-

thing near that of Lady Pirrie, but not quite

so bright in appearance as the Rose was shown.

The other new Roses exhibited were certainly

interesting, and in nearly all cases had some

point which attracted attention, but as shown
Ibey were less interesting than those I have

mentioned, and in a short note of this kind a

detailed description would be out of place. I

must therefore content myself with saying that

I hope we may see some of them again. White

Soae.
Details of the Exhibition.

Taking the exhibition as a whole, the entries

were numerous, the competition keen, the flowers

exceptionally fine, and the arrangements all that

could be desired.

Mr. Edward Mawley, the Secretary of lue

National Rose Society, received valuable assist-

ance from Mr. C. S. Fuidge, the Secretary of the

Southampton Society.

Open Classes.

The principal class was for 48 blooms

(distinct). There were seven competitors, and

Messrs. D. Prior & Son, Colchester, were, after

a long and close scrutiny, awarded the 1st prize

for blooms as near perfection as possible. The
leading varieties were Mildred Grant, Gloire de

Chedane GuLnosseau, Florence Pemberton, Dean
Hole, White Lady, Juliet, Boadicea, Her
Majesty, Victor Hugo, Comte de Raimbaud,

Mme. Jules Gravereaux. Lady Helen Vincent,

Mrs. W. J. Grant, Lyon Rose, Earl of Warwick,

Gustave Piganeau, His Majesty, Mrs. Myles,

Kennedy, A. K. Williams, Jonheer, J. L. Mock,

Countess Caledon, and Oberhofgartner Terks.

Messrs. B. R. Cant & Sons, Colchester, were

placed 2nd with excellent blooms, of which the

following were noteworthy :—St. Helena {espe-

cially fine), Mrs. Foley Hobbs, Lieut. Chaure,

Margaret, Horace Veriiet, E. Mawley, Mildred

Grant. W. R. Smith, and Mrs. E. Mawley.
3rd, Messrs. A. Dickson & Sons, Newtownards,
Belfast; this firm staged especially fine blooms

of George Dickson, Lyon, and Mrs. A. Coxhead.

For 12 triplets Messrs. D. Prior & Son again

secured the leading place with choice blooms of

His Majesty, Horace Vernet, Gloire de Chedane
Guinosseau" Mrs. A. Coxhead, J. B. Clark,

Mme. Jules Gravereaux, Bessie Brown and
Mrs. Myles Kennedy. Messrs. B. Cant & Sons
were awarded the 2nd prize for smaller, but par-

ticularly richly-coloured fresh flowers, Horace
Vernet, Gloire de Chedane Guinosseau and
Mme. Jules Gravereaux being a selection. 3rd.

Messrs. A. Dickson & Sons, Newtownards, with

"arger blooms, but they were too much dressed.

Six competed in this class.

In the class for 12 Tea or Noisette varieties

there were eight entries. Messrs. D. Prior &
Son again excelled with grand blooms of Mrs. E.
Mawley, Boadicea, Souv. de P. Notting, Mrs.
Myles Kennedy, W. R. Smith and Mrs. F.

Hobbs. Messrs. B. Cant & Sons were placed

2nd with smaller dowers of popular varieties

;

3rd, Mr. G. Prince, Longworth, Berkshire.

Nurserymen's Classes.

No fewer than fifteen competed in the class for

24 blooms, distinct, the collections making a

striking display. Messrs. J. Burrell & Co.,

Howe House Nurseries, Cambridge, won the 1st

prize with clean, well-coloured blooms of medium
size. Mme. Jules Gravereaux, Jonheer, J. L.

Mock, Duke of Teck, Dr. O'Donel Browne,
Hugh Dickson and Mrs. W. J. Grant were con-

spicuously good. Mr. G. Prince won the 2nd
prize with larger blooms, but not so fresh as

those in the premier collection. Mrs. Stewart
Clark and I\Iildred Grant were conspicuous

varieties. 3rd, Messrs. Perkins & Son, Coven-
try, who showed a magnificent bloom of Juliet.

Eleven staged in the class for eight triplets.

Messrs. J. Burrell & Co. were placed 1st with
large, good specimens of W. Shean, Mme.
Jules Gravereauv, Bessie Brown, G. 0. Waud,

Dean Hole, Hugh Dickson, and Mildred Grant.

Mr. G. Prince was a choice 2nd with conspicuous

examples of Avoca, E. Mawley and Gloire de

Chedane Guinosseau. 3rd, Mr. H. Drew, Long-

worth, Berkshire.

For 18 Tea or Noisette Roses eight competed,

and Mr. G. Prince won the premier prize with

neat, clean flowers of Blanche Martin, Boadicea,

W. R. Smith, Mrs. E. Mawley, Mi-s. F. Hobbs,

and Mme. Jules Gravereaux. 2nd, Mr. H.
Drew. 3rd, Messrs. J. Burrell & Co.

The cla«6 for 12 blooms of new varieties was
especially interesting, as many as nine compet-

ing. Messrs. D. Prior & Son followed up their

previous successes by winning the premier

award with a distinctly interesting exhibit. Tho
varieties were Mrs. A. Coxhead, Nita Weldon,

Mrs. J. Welch, Mrs. F. Hobbs, Leslie Holland,

Margaret, Mrs. J. \Y. Budd, Mme. P. Euler,

Feriiiehurst, Elizabeth, and Cynthia. Mr. G.
Prince, who won the 2nd prize, showed extra

fine blooms of E. Mawley and Juliet. 3rd,

Messrs. Alexander Dickson & Son.

For 12 blooms of one variety of H.P. Rose,

Messrs. D. Priob & Son excelled with Gloire de

Chedane Guinosseau. 2nd, Messrs. S. Bide &
Sons, Farnham, with Frau Karl Druschki.
There were eight competitors in this class.

The best 12 blooms of a H.T. variety were
shown by Messrs. A. Dickson & Son, Belfast,

who staged Mrs. Cornwallis West exceptionally

finely. 2nd, Messrs. Perkins, with Dean Hole.

The competitors in this class numbered 15.

Eleven entered in the class for 12 blooms of

any one Tea or Noisette variety. Mr. F. Cant
excelled with small, clean blooms of Mrs. Foley

Hobbs. 2nd, Messrs. D. Prior & Son, with

largo but rough blcK>ms of Mme. Jules Graver-

eaux. The King's Acre Nursery Co., Here-

ford, secured the 3rd place with the variety

Mrs. E. Mawley.
In the class for a representative groiip of cut

Roses shown in vases in a space not exceeding 60

square feet there were only two exhibitors. Mr.
EnsHA J. Hicks, Hurst, Twyford, Berkshire,

was easily 1st with a pleasing display of truly

decorative varieties arranged lightly in masses of

one variety and quite effectively. The leading

sorts were General MacArthur, Pharisaer, Mme.
A. Chatenay, American Pillar, Lady HiUingdon,
Richmond, Rayon d'Or and Harry Kirk. Jlr.

H. Drew was the other exhibitor, and he was
awarded the 2nd prize.

In the class for 24 varieties, not fewer than

three nor more than 12 trusses of each, ar-

ranged in a space measuring 8 feet by 3 feet, six

competed, the whole making a bold and attrac-

tive display. Mr. J. Mattock, Headington,

Oxon, secured the premier award with fresh

blooms neatly arranged of such varieties as Mons.
Paul Lede, Lady Pirrie, Mme. Ravary, Mrs. A.

Tate, Lady Curzon, Trier, Marquise de Sinety.

and Richmond. Messrs. F. Cant & Co. were 2nd
with Crimson Damask, Irish Elegance, Lady
Pirrie and Margaret Molyneux. 3rd, Messrs. W.
Spooner & Son, Arthur's Bridge Nursery,
Woking.
There was a class for seven baskets of Roses,

each containing one distinct variety other than
exhibition sorts, and Mr. E. J. Hicks was placed

1st with an attractive exhibit of such varieties as

Rayon d'Or, Comtesse du Cayla, Lady Hilling-

don, General McArthur, Duchess of Wellington,

and Mme. Jules Grolez. Mr. J. Mattock was
placed 2nd with smaller blooms, of which
Mme. Segond Weber, Mme. Melanie Soupert,

Lady Pirrie and Mrs. P. Blair were noteworthy.
3rd,~ Messrs. S. Bide & Son, Faridiam. IMessrs.

D. Prior & Son had the finest exhibit, but
they were disqualified.

Amateurs' Classes.

Much interest was centred in the class for 18
distinct varieties for which the IMunt Cup was
offered and for which 12 competed. The trophy
was won by C. Lamplough, Esq., Kirkstall,

Alverstoke, Gosport, who showed medium-sized,
shapely, clean specimens possessing fine quality.

A selection of the varieties includes : A. K.
Williams, Countess of Ilchester, J. B. Clark,
Queen of Spain, Mrs. Theodore Roosevelt, Alice
Lindsell, Florence Pemberton, and Dean Hole.
Mr. G. A. Hammond. Cambrian House, Burgess
Hill, Sussex, was placed 2nd, and Mr. E. M.
EvERSFiELD, Deune Park, Horsham, 3rd.
Mr. H. L. Wetteen. Waratah, Sanderstead,

Croydon, had the best of 10 exhibits of six

blooms of any H.P. variety with capital speci-

mens of Frau Karl Druschki; 2nd, Mr.
Lamplough, with the same variety. •

Mr. E. F. Brown, Lynton, Sussex Place,
Slough, won the 1st prize in the class for six

blooms of a H.T. variety with Dean Hole in
superb condition. Mr. Lamplough followed
with Mildred Grant. There were 19 competitors

in this class, ilr. Alex. Hill Gray-, Beaulieu,

Newbridge, Bath, was placed 1st for 12 Tea or

Noisette varieties with desirable blooms of H.
Kirk, Dr. F. Guyon, Mrs. Hubert Taylor,

JIaman Cochet, and White Maraan Cochet. The
Rev. R. Pawley, Upton Scudamore Rectory,
was 2nd amongst six competitors.

Mr. E. T. Brown, Lynton Place, Sussex, ex-

celled in the class for six triplets in a stiff com-
petition amongst 11 exhibitors. The varieties

Mrs. Theo. Roosevelt, Dean Hole, and Laurent
Carle were especially fine.

In a class for 12 "blooms for growers of fewer
tlian 2,000 plants, Mrs. Croft JMurray, Peri-

vale, Isle of Wight, won the 1st prize.

For growers of fewer than 1,000 plants, Mr.
Lamplough had the premier collection of 12

blooms.
For 12 distinct varieties of decorative Roses,

not fewer than three nor more than 12 trusses

of each, the Rev. Joseph Pemberton, Havering,
Romford, was placed 1st. He showed such

varieties as Red Provence, Aglaia, Gruss an

Zabern, Seagull, Lady Curzon and Brunonis.

2nd, Mrs. Ethel M. Wight.man, Bengeo, Hert-

ford.

AWARDS.
Seedling Roses were staged numerously.

Messrs. B. Cant & Sons were awarded a Gold
Medal for St. Helena, a H.T. variety of sterling

merit. It is a full-pointed, creamy-white flower

with a delicate pink centre when opening, chang-

ing with age to a pleasing shade of pale apri-

cot. It was raised from Joseph Hill crossed with
Marquise de Sinety.

A Gold Jledal was also awarded to JMessrs.

A. Dickson & Sons, Belfast, for single Rose
Irish Flame, which may be best described as a

ma,gnificent form of Irish Elegance. It is

a grand Rose.
A Card of Commendation was awarded to the

variety Duchess of Normandy, a pale Dean Hole.

In the open classes medals were awarded the

varieties (H.P.) Victor Hugo, shown by Messrs.

D. Prior & Sons; (H.T.) St. Helena, shown by
Messrs. B. Cant & Sons; and (Tea) Mrs. F.
Hohhs, exhibited by Mr. P. Prince.

In the amateurs' section the following varie-

ties received medals:—(Tea) W. B. Smith,

shown by Mr. E. W. Morris, Uckfield ;
(H.P.)

A. K. Williams, shown by the Rev. J. Pember-
ton; and (H.T.) Mrs. Theodore Roosevelt, shown
by Mr. E. L. Brown, Slough.

Decorative Classes.

The displays in this section were of a moderate
character beyond the 1st and 2nd prize exhibits.

In the class for a decorated dinner table five

competed. Mrs. Colston Hall, Virginia Lodge,
Warminster, was easily 1st, arranging Roses
Irish Elegance and Gottfried Keller with bronze

coloured foliage in silver vases, with a bowl in

the centre; 2nd, Mrs. G. A. Hammond, Cam-
brian House, Burgess Hill, Sussex.

In the local classes Mr. W. H. Myers, Swan-
more House, Bishop's Waltham (gr. Mr. Ell-

wood), had a good bowl of Roses of mixnl varie-

ties effectively disposed.

Sweet Peas.—Two classes were provided for

Sweet Peas by the Southampton Society, each

for six bunches. In the class open to all the

prizes weie provided by Messrs. Toogood &
Sons, Southampton, and there were 12 competi-

tors. Mr. F. G. Bealing, Bassett Nurseries,

Southampton, was placed 1st with handsome
blooms of Barbara, Elfrida Pearson, Tennant
Spencer, Clara Curtis and Thomas Stevenson.

jfr. H. H. Lees, Havant, was a close 2nd. In

the amateur class Mr. F. Green, The
Beeches, Swaythling, excelled with handsome
vases of Elsie Herbert and Sunproof Crimson as

the best; 2nd, Mr. Lees.

Non-competitive Exhibits.

Messrs. B. Ladhams & Sons, Shirley, South-

ampton, staged a handsome group of hardy
flowers.

Messrs. Toogood & Son, Southampton, staged

a handsome group of Sweet Peas of grand
quality.
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Messrs. Longstee & Co., Southampton, and
Mrs. Stevenson, of Wimborne, also showed
Sweet Peas.

Mr. C. W. Breadmore had the new Sweet
I'eas Aggie Elder, Princess Mary, Mrs. Fred
Arey, Duchess of Wellington, and Lord Kit-

chener, making an attractive display.

Messrs. W. H. Rogers, Bassett Nurseries,

staged Roses in pots and as cut blooms, making
a capital display.

POTTERS BAR AND DISTRICT
AMATEUR ROSE.

June 21.—The annual meeting of this society

was held on the abcive date in the grounds of

E. Weber, Esq. Mrs. Trotter, vice-president of

the society, presided. The secretary (Mr. H. R.

Darlington) having submitted the formal busi-

ness of the meeting, and the usual resolutions

having been passed, the president announced that

the summer show of the society would be held on
July 11 next. He then called upon Dr. A. H.
Williams, vice-president of the National Rose
Society, to give an address on the subject of
" Climbing Wichuraiana Rosea," of which the

following is an abstract.

ADDRESS BY DR. WILLIAMS.
The Wiceuraianas.

Wichuraiana Roses are of recent origin.

Manda in America sent out the first. About the

same time the climbing Roses of the Multiflora

type came into prominence.
R. Wichuraiana, so far as Europe is concerned,

was discovered about 1860. It is closely allied

with the Multiflora group, Rubin, Tausendschon,
and others. There was at first some confusion
arising from the fact that at first they were
e-xamined only in dried botanical specimens, but
there can be no difficulty about them when they
are seen growing in the garden.

R. Wichuraiana possesses shining foliage and
creeping growth, while R. Multiflora has stout,

rather upright shoots and somewhat rugose
foliage.

Since Manda sent out his first hybrids a very
Krge number have been put into commerce. It

is estimated that already some 150 varieties of
Wichuraiana hybrids have been sent out.

Climbing Varieties.

Leaving the dwarf growers, which do not form
part of our subject, the climbing varieties have
many features in which they resemble the common
parent. So far most of them are only summer
flowering. Sylvia is the most promisini; as an
autumn Rose; it was raised at Waltham Cross by
W. Paul & Son. It is said to grow more rampantly
under glass. Notwith-standing this, taking all

the varieties together, we get flowers from May
to Christmas.
The classification (see table in col. iii) is diffi-

cult, but the climbing Wichuraianas may be
conveniently divided into three groups according
as they are early, mid-season, or late-flowering,

and then may be separated by their colours.

Lady Gay, Dorothy I'erkins, and the like

flower late. They all flower in clusters. They
are near the Multiflora hybrids, but they contain
no Rose with yellow-coloured flowers. The early
group has greater variety of colouring, certainly
more scent, and larger flowers. The latest intro-

duction is the cross with the Moss Rose, called
Wich-Moss. They are mostly rampant growers,
producing shoots 16 or 17 feet long ; so vigorous
are they that, when room for them has to be
found in the autumn, two-thirds of the plant has
to be cut away. The shoots usually begin to grow
upwards, but some (e.g., Marco) refuse to do so.

preferring to push their shoots along the ground.
The Dorothy Perkins group have very flexible
growths, and may be trained down a bank or
anywhere where "they are wanted. Others like
Gerbe Rose are too stiff for this purpose.
The foliage of nearly all resemble the parent

in having shining foliage, which in some is

nearly evergreen—Jersey Beauty, for instance;
while in others (e.g. Leontine Gervais), the leaves
fall early ; others, again, are intermediate. Their
foliage, especially in spring, has often shades of
red, brown and copper, and is vei'y beautiful.

Of these three sections : (1) The early gi-oup

begins to flower about June 10. (2) The mid-
season group begins to flower June 16 to 21.

(3) The late group begins to flower the first week
in July. Each section may then be sub-divided,
according to the colour of the flowers, as
follows :

—

The Early Group.

White.—VJ. F. Dreer. This Rose is not often
seen, but is very beautiful. Though not a
new Rose, it may be strongly recommended, and
should be grown more than it is at present. La
Perle I have found disappointing. Purity is the
whitest we have, almost as white as Frau
Karl Druschki. Fraulein Octavia Hesse is

Wichuraiana crossed with Kaiserin Augusta
Victoria, and has the same colour as the last-

named parent.

Yellow.—Alberic Barbier is one of the best.

Robert Craig is deep orange-yellow, buds
developing to a great snowbaU of white. It

wants hot weather. Before the hot summer of

1911 I nearly discarded it, but both last year and
this year it has proved most satisfactory. Edwin
Lonsdale, Francois GuiUot, Frangois Fouchard,

Eliza Robichon, JIarco, and Aviateur Bleriot are

other examples of this group. All these begin

as yellow buds and finish up white. Alice

Garnier is a dii'ty buff-yellow, but is interesting

because it often gives quite a little show of

flowers in autumn; it is sometimes very nearly

w-hite. Shower of Gold (Paul & Son) is the

yellowest of aU, Klondike is another good
yellow,

I have been following the yellow colours

from white, but from white you can also take a

line down the reds, beginning with Miss Helyett,

then on to Joseph Liger, which is beautiful when
half open.

Jules Lavacher is Chinese pink. It is a new
Rose, and possesses green foliage and a graceful

habit of growth ; it is very profuse in bloom,

and lasts well in water.

Paul Transon comes next, then Pink Roamer,
which, however, is not a real pink.

Distinct pinks are Gerbe Rose, Christian

Wright ; this is perhaps the clearest pink in this

section, a good pillar Rose, growing 8 or 9 feet

high.

Climbing American Beauty is a carmine, and
is pleasing only in the young flower, but is

delightfully fragrant.

Ruby Queen is a variable colour. At first an

intense carmine, it becomes later a deep pink,

and then the white centre expands and the flower

becomes a pale pink.

Deepest in colour of all is Diabolo, semi-single,

with brilliant gold anthers and petals of a deep

crimson colour. It sends up a great supply of

new shoots.

Mid-season Varieties.

Beginning again with white flowers, we have
Sehneeball, not a pure white, and a Rose that

cannot compare with White Dorothy,
Frau Marie Weinbach is another white, with

traces of pink. Joseph Liger is pale canary-

yellow, and opens to white tinged with pink.

.Marco is more distinctly yellow, but the colour

fades. Aviateur Bleriot possibly ought to be in

the early section. It is a useful Rose, with deep
yellow buds opening to paler flowers.

For pinks we may take Garisendan, Debutante,
earlier than Dorothy Perkins, but a beautiful

colour and of graceful habit. Anna Rubsamen,
Jean Guerin, Auguste Barbier are also to be
placed in this group.

Combinations of yellow and red.—Fran9oi8
Juranville is a distinct colour, and very sweet
scented. Leontine Gervais may be called

coppery-salmon colour, but the colour is really in-

describable ; it is very pretty, especially when
picked young and put in water, Jean Guichard
and Rene Andre carry on the deepening colour to

the pink group. The last-named Rose is pink,

and has a coppery bud closely pencilled with
carmine, the mixture of colours as a whole
giving a pink appearance to the blos.soms.

Alexander Girault is a rampant grower and pro-

fuse bloomer; it is a deep carmine on a yellow
base, Joseph Billard, a companion to Jersey
Beauty, is a Rose you must see before break-

fast if you wish to see it at its beet ; the outer
part is deep crimson and the centre yellow, but
ns soon as the sun gets on it loses its distinct

colour, becoming pink with a white eye, Pinsion
is coppery-pink, and opens to an indefinite pink,

Ariel is sometimes and perhaps unfortunately
described as a single Tea rambler, but it really

is a Wichui'aiana,
Desire Bergera and Edmund Proust are in this

group, but here the colour is too indefinite,

Valentine Beaulieu is a deep rose-pink with a
yellow base.

Late-flowering (White),

R, Wichuraiana, the type, and all the rest,

begin to flower the first week of July, White
Dorothy is a good white, and would be better
but for its tendency to sport back to its pink
parent.

Mrs, L, Dewhurst is just a white Lady Gay;
here also the colour is not stable. These Roses,
together with Mrs, Portier Darel and Lady
W'hite, are all very much alike.

Milky Way is like the type but lai-ger, and I
will wind up this list with Silver Moon,
In this group are no yellows, but pinks are to

be found in plenty, e,g.. Paradise, Coquina,
Dorothy Dennison, Lady Godiva and others, the
colours deepening until we end the list with
Hiawatha and Excelsa,
These are far from exhausting the list; there

are some I have not referred to at all, and, beside
these, I have noticed in catalogues the names of
some 50 new varieties, which so far I have not
seen.

Future Developments and Modes of
Cultivation.

Then as to future development. Perpetuity
is the quality which we want chiefly, also
yellows in the late section, of which there are
none as yet. In the early group we want more
bright reds.

As to the way I grow these Roses, I have a
high steep bank, and I simply dig a hole in the
grass and put them in, I purposely have not
prepared the ground in any way, as I want to
curb their growths, but this I have quite failed

to efiect. In pruning I cut out all old wood that
has not got what I call continuing laterals;
where such a lateral which it is wished to retain
springs from the old wood we simply cut back to
this. They are true ramblers, and will grow on
like a Strawberry plant, starting again when
they reach the ground. These Roses will do for

arches, pillars or pergolas, or weeping standards.
A vote of thanks to the lecturer terminated

the proceedings,

CLASSIFICATION OF CLIMBING
Wichuraiana Roses.

Early,
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John Astridge. — The diath of Mr. John
Astridge, for many years gardener to the late

Mr. Thomas Christy, at Uptun House, Alresford,
Hampshire, occurred on Monday, the 23rd ult.,

at the age of 61 years. The body was found in

a tool shed in his market garden, with a gun-
shot wound in the head. At the subsequent in-

quest evidence was given to the effect that de-

ceased was worried over his business affairs, and
a verdict of suicide during temporary insanity
was returned. Since the death of Mr. Christy,

deceased had conducted a market-gardening busi-

ness at Alresford. He leaves a widow and four

grownup children.

iorrecJbondenU

' , * 'J'he Editors will be glad to receive, for
consideration, large 'photographs of horticultural
subjects, suitable for reproduction in this

Journal.

Amarxllis Diseased : L. W. Jb Co. We have
examined the Amaryllis bulb you sent, and,
after a very long search, have found that our
suspicion as to the presence of the bulb mite
is correct. The red appearance of the leaves
in places and the red markings of the bulb and
roots are almost always indications of the pre-
sence of this destructive mite. In the case of

the bulb sent, the attack is not hopeless, as
the bulb itself was perfectly sound. It might
be a good plan to take out any bulbs that are
affected in this manner, and thoroughly wash
the roots. Remove and burn all the bulb
scales that are unsound, and repot the bulbs ;

another remedy is to wash or spray the bulbs
with paraffin, repeating this during the in-

terval of a fortnight, or, after removing the
loose scales, to brush the bulbs with sulphide
of potassium (liver of sulphur), 1 ounce to 3
gallons of water. The last method is useful
against fungi, which follow the attacks of the
mite. Still another treatment is to fumigate
with bisulphide of carbon. Place the bulbs in-

fested in an air-tight receptacle, and place a
saucer containing bisulphide of carbon
on the top of them, leaving the bulbs in

the vapour for 48 hours. The fumes from bi-

sulphide of carbon are very poisonous, and
should not be inhaied. No naked light should
be brought near them ; the operator should
not smoke while performing the work.

Basic Slag : /. M. G.. New York. Basic slag
contains from 14 to 20 per cent, of phosphoric
acid, or equal to 30 to 42 per cent, of trical-

cium phosphate. Write to Messrs. Richard-
son & Co., York, or The Chemical Works, 15,
PhOpot Lane, London.

Caknation Plant: Carnation. The plants are
affected with Eelworm. (See reply to F. M.)

CAaBOTS AND POTATOS DiSBASED : If. B. The
Carrots are injured by Sclerotinia Sclerotiorum.
The soil is infested with the fungus, and
should be treated with gaslime before another
crop is grown in it. The Potatos are attacked
by Macrosporium. Some good might be done
by removing and burning the diseased leaves
and the haulm. Early sprayings with the
Bordeaux mixture wUl be useful as a pre-
ventive measure.

Cymbidium Eburnettm : Humea, Yorhshire.
The Cymbidium leaves are injured by moisture
depositing on the leaves when the temperature
is falling. Afford more ventilation to the
house, so that the leaves may become dry
before night time.

Everlasting Pea : Greatlridge. There is no
disease pr&sent in the specimens received ; the
trouble is due to some external condition.

Grapes and Tomatos : A. H. P. There is no
disease to be found on any of the samples sent.

The condition is due to some error in cultiva-

tion.

Grapes Diseased : J. W. R. and /. M. A. The
Grapes are attacked by Grape rot, which is

caused by Gloeosporium ampelophagum.
During the resting season spray the entire

plant with a solution of sulphate of iron, using

1 oz. in 1 gallon of water. Remove the
diseased berries. Mulchings of rich stable

manure favour the disease. The only thing

that can be done at present is to dredge the
bunches with flowers of sulphur.

Growths on Rhododendrons : E. T. W. The
Rhododendrons are attacked by a species of

Exobasidium, a fungus which causes gall-like

swellings, usually on the leaves. If the galls

are sought and burned before they develop any
colour, the plants will be free from attack next
year.

Grdb in Rose Shoot : /. M. The pest which is

burrowing in your Rose shoots is the pith-borer.

Break off the shoot below the point of attack,

and take care to destroy the caterpillar con-

tained therein.

Horticultural Colleges fob Women : Y,
Leicester. The following are among the more
important institutions where gardening is

taught to women students :—The Horticul-

tural College, Swanley, Kent; University Col-

lege, Reading; Edinburgh School of Garden-
ing for Women, Corstorphine, Kaimes Road,
Murrayfield ; Studley Agricultural and Horti-

cultural College for Women, Studley Castle,

Warwickshire ; Glynde School for Lady Gar-
deners, near Lewes ; Fruit and Flower Farm,
Henwick, near Newbury ; Training School for

Ladies, Arlessey House, near Hitchin ; and
Home and Colonial School for Ladies, Lane
House, Brandesburton, Hull.

Iris Corms Dying : E. W . The trouble is due
to a bacterial disease. Remove the diseased

portions and dress the soil with superphosphate
of lime.

Melon Stem : Humea. Spray the Melon plants

with liver of sulphur.

Monstrous Foxglove : E. V. A. The terminal

flower has become regular, a condition known
as peloria. The axis has also continued to

develop, presenting an example of prolifica-

tion. It is possible that these conditions have
been caused by an excessively rich rooting

medium.

Names of Plants: J. B., Falfield. Spiraea

canescens.— 11'. Eduntly. 1, Cratfpgus orien-

talis ; 2, Ulmus glabra.

—

AngerIon. Irises.

1, no flower; 2, I. plicata ; 3, I. pallida (? dal-

matica), flowers all past ; 4, I. variegata var. ;

5, Mrs. George Darwin ; 6, I. variegata var.

;

7, I. amoena Victorine ; 8, no flowers.

—

A.E.L.
Cattleya Mossiaj.

—

R. R. 1. Oncidium
eheirophorum ; 2, Epidendrum vitellinum ; 3,

Oncidium sphacelatum ; 4, 0. flexuosum.

—

.1. L., Huddersfield. Gazania splendens

variegata.

—

G. H., Stockton. Selaginella Mer-
tensii and Crassula coccinea.

—

A. W. Or-

nithogalum longebracteatum, usually grown
in cottagers' windows.—/. M. A yellow

variety of Eschscholtziacalifornica.

—

Enquirer,
Dublin. 1, Jasminum azoricura ; 2, Metro-
siderus robusta ; 3, variegated Mallow, Slalva

sylvestris ; 4, Alyssum, probably A. semonense
;

5, Polygonum amplexicaule ; 6, Clematis recta.

— W. A. C, Oion. 1, Thuya dolobrata ; 3,

Juniperus japonica; 5, Berberis sp. ; 6,

Cupressus Lawsoniana var. ; 2 and 4, speci-

mens too small for identification; next time
send larger portions.

—

R. D. S. Carnation
Lady Hermoine.

—

H. M. Lonicera involu-

crata.

National Insurance Act : J . H. If your
salary and other emoluments amount to more
than £160 per annum, and you do not do any
manual labour, you can be exempt from the
Act. The question resolves itself into this:

—

Whether or not you are liable to pay income-
tax? All income-tax payers not actually en-

gaged in manual labour are exempt from the
operation of the Act, but manual labourers
are within the Act even if their salary is double
that of the income-tax payer.

Nymph.«a Ellisiana : W . E. There is no
disease present in the plants ; the unhealthy
appearance is due to some wrong cultural treat-

ment.

Pear Leaves : H. H. The leaves are affected

with the Pear leaf blister mite. The only cer-

tain method is hand picking the leaves early in

the season before the mites migrate into the
buds.

Pears Cracking : Constant Reader. The crack-

ing of the Pears is not due to a fungus

disease ; it is probably the result of excessivd
moisture in the soil.

Phloxes Diseased : F. M. Eelworm is present
at the root. This is a very diHicult pest ta
eradicate, insecticides being of little avail.
The best plan is to burn the plants, and re-
move the soil in which they have been grown,
either sterilising it by baking or burying it in
some out of the way part of the garden.

Potato Haulm Diseased : J. O. F., Eastbourne.
The Potatos are affected with the Potato
disease, caused by Phytophthora infestans.
Another season you should plant the crop on
a well-drained soil in a situation free from
excessive dampness. When the crop is lifted
in the autumn every portion of the haulm
should be gathered and burnt, and diseased
tubers should be rigorously separated from the
sound ones, and just as carefully gathered up
from the soil. Where the disease is usually
prevalent or has actually shown itself, spray
the plants with the Bordeaux mixture. The
first application should be carried out early this
month, and be followed by one or two more
sprayings at intervals of a fortnight. Care
should be taken to spray both sides of the
leaves.

Quoits; A. R. There is no standard size for a
quoits ground, but the two iron pins, termed
" hobs," are usually driven into the ground at
a distance of 19 yards apart, the head being
1 inch above the ground. The quoits them-
selves may be of any weight, but must not
measure more than 8 inches across ; it is, how-
ever, customary to specify the weight of the
quoits when arranging a match. The ground
around the " hobs " should be clay, so that
the quoits will stick where they pitch. The
players may be of an even number, and each
player throws two rings (quoits), either in suc-
cession or alternately. When a quoit pitches
over the hob it is termed a " ringer," and two
points are scored. There is no score if the
quoits of each side lie equi-distant from the
hobs ; if both quoits of one player lie nearest
to the pin two points are scored, and in the
case of one being nearest the player scores one
point.

Seedling Delphinium : J. G., Burton-on-Trenl.
Your seedling Delphinium possesses consider-
able merit. The colour is very beautiful and
the inflorescence of good shape and size. It is

worth perpetuating.

Sweet Peas with Small Flowers : J . M. H.
You state that your Sweet Peas are growing
very strong, with stems 18 inches long, and
80 per cent, of the spikes having four flowers. If

you have not taken out some of the side laterals

you had better do so. As the plants get a
little less vigorous in growth, you wiU probably
find that the flowers will be larger. If this

is not noticed, give the plants a dressing or
two of chemical manure.

Tenancy of Dwelling-house : J. H. M. We
fear your landlord is correct in his contention,

assuming he is not your employer. A tenant
who enters into possession of premises without
any agreement (either verbal or in writing) as

to the duration of the tenancy, and who does
not pay his rent every week or every month,
is presumed at law to be a tenant from year
to year. In that case he must give two quar-
ters notice to quit, and such notice must expire

at the end of a current year of the tenancy.

For instance, if your tenancy began on the

25th March in any year, then you camiot leave

before March 25, 1913, and you should give

your landlord notice by registered post on or

before September 28 next. (If your tenancy
did not commence on a quarter day, you must
give " six calendar months " notice instead of
" two quarters.") You had better see your
landlord again and point out that you are

only a weekly servant, and cannot pretend to

be able to pay the rent after you leave your

employment, so that for his own sake he had
better accept the notice you have already

given him and re-let the property as soon as

possible.

Communications Received —E. F._Y. Z._-W. A. C._
JourneTman_Devon_R. W. V A. B., Bedford—W. L
H. T. Z W. G C. S., Wrotham - C. C H. V Pea-i,

Lancashire W. H., Earlswood—Enquirer, Dublin_J. B.
G. W. R J. E Eddiford. Bath._E. S A. R. A._
W. E. B W. J. M W. R. H K. M., Melton Mowbray
_E. G. B S. & 8ons_E. M. M J. G. W J. C
E. M._S. O 4. H R. O. W., Feltham.
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SPANISH AND DUTCH IRISES.

In an arficle on Iris filifolia, wEich

appeared in the Gardeners' Chronicle for

September 23, 1911 (p. 218), I men-
tioned the fact that it was not the true

I. filifolia but another plant, which often

appears under this name in catalogues and

which might more appropriately be called

I. xiphium prsscox from its early-flower-

ing habit, that was one of the parents of

the hybrid " Dutch " Irises. I went on to

say that the statement that aU the known
species of Spanish Irises were combined to

produce these Dutch Irises was probably

erroneous, for not one of them shows any

trace of perianth tube, which would

almost certainly have appeared sooner

or later if either I. tingitana, I. Boissieri

or I. juncea had been among the parents.

I am sorry that this statement should

have seemed to question the accuracy of

the raiser's account of the origin of these

hybrids, and it would have been doubt-

less more correct if I had said that none

of the hybrids that I had seen showed any

trace of any other parent than I. xiphium

and its varieties praecox and lusitanica.

Mr. C. G. Van Tubergen, of Haarlem,

the raiser, has assured me that the pollen

of both I. tingitana and other species wa^

used to fertilise the pseudo-filifolia or

xiphium prsecox. This statement I do not

wish to traverse, but I am afraid I must

still maintain that, except possibly in the

shape of the blade of the falls and in the

soft blue colouring of some magnificent

flowers that Mr. Van Tubergen recently

sent me, I have failed to find any trace of

that structural difference which separates

all the other species from I. xiphium.

This difference is found in the perianth

tube. In I. xiphium this is very short and
funnel-shaped, and, as the flower withers,

often breaks off from the top of the ovary

with the withered remains of the segments.

In all the other species, this short funnel-

shaped upper end of the tube is separated

from the ovary by a narrow, linear tube

half an inch or more in length, which even

when withered clings much more closely

to the ovary.

None of the Dutch Irises that I have

seen shows any trace of this linear perianth

tube, and Mr. Van Tubergen admits that

he has found no trace of it among his

stock. This is the more curious because I

had in flower this year a few plants of a

cross of I xiphium x I. tingitana, which
we owe to the skill of Sir Michael Foster.

In this hybrid a linear tube of over half an

inch is present, showing apparently that in

the first generation of hybrids the presence

of the linear tube is a dominant
characteristic.

It had occurred to me that the seed
parent might possibly have been I. tingi-

tana, but Foster certainly called the

hybrid I. xiphium X tingitana in a
letter addressed to me not many weeks
before his death. Another fact that
tends to prove that I. xiphium was the

seed parent is that the hybrid flowers

freely every year and that the buds do aot

succumb to late spring frosts after the
annoying fashion of those of I. tingitana,

when the bulbs of the latter have at last

been induced to flower.

This year both I. tingitana and I.

xiphium x tingitana were growing here

almost side by side and were in bud early

in April. Then came the sharp frosts that

played such havoc with the undeveloped
flower shoots of I. germanica and caused

large clumps of this species to remain
apparently flowerless, though the frost-

bitten immature flower stems could be
dissected out of the bases of the tufts of

leaves. These frosts killed the buds of I.

tingitana entirely, but left those of the

hybrid unharmed, so that they opened on
April 15, which must surely be almost a
record for a Spanish Iris flowering un-
protected in the open.
The question of the date at which

Spanish Irises flower is very curious. Only
to-day (July 3) I have received from the
south of France a few bulbs of what must
probably be one of the last remaining
colonies of I. xiphium that still survive in

the wild state in France. These were found
in flower on June 30, quite close to the
Mediterranean on the coast of Herault,
although it was supposed that the exten-

FlG. g.—DAPHNE X THAUMA : COLOUR OF
FLOWERS, PINK.

(D. rupestris x D. striata.)

sion of the vineyards right down to the sea-
shore along that coast had exterminated
the colonies of I. xiphium tliat used to
grow there. It might certainly have been
expected that I. xiphium would have
flowered a month or two earlier in such a
warm locality, for with regard to other
Irises the month of April there corre-
sponds to June in the south of England.
The fact that the wild I. xiphium may

flower so late, even in such a locality, tends,
however, to show that it is unwise to separ-
ate from that species such Spanish plants
as have been described under the names of

I. serotina, Willkomm, and I. Taitii,

Foster. Willkomm' s name of serotina
was given to a plant which was found in
flower in August and September. Her-
barium specimens also show that I.

xiphium can be obtained in flower in

August and even in September at a height
of over 5,000 feet on the Sierras de Cazorla
and del Pinar in the south of Spain. I.

Taitii has been in cultivation here for

several years now and flowers at the end
of June or early in July.

In spite, however, of the existence of

these late-flowering forms of I. xiphium, I

cannot admit that the early-flowering

character of a hybrid is evidence that its

parents were species other than I.

xiphium. Several hybrids of I. xiphium
prsecox, crossed with poUen of I. lusi-

tanica, which is only a yellow-flowered
form of I. xiphium, certainly flower a week
or two before either of their parents with
the first of the Dutch Irises, with which
they seem to be identical.

It is an interesting speculation to try to
discover the nearest point of contact
between bulbous and rhizomatous Irises.

It seems not impossible that this may be
found in I. xiphium and I. spuria. The
form of the segments of the two flowers is

identical, the spathes are not dissimilar,

and when, as sometimes happens in strong-

growing examples of I. xiphium prsecox
and of hybrids raised from it, a lateral

flower develops on a short vertical branch,
the resemblance to I. spuria is particularly
striking.

That I am not alone in seeing the re-

semblance between I. xiphium and I.

spuria is proved by the fact that some
years ago I was informed that flowers of

I. hyerensis were on their way to me from
the south of France. Imagine my surprise
when, on opening the box, I found a num-
ber of fine flowers of I. tingitana which had
been picked and sent to me by mistake for

I. hyerensis. The latter, by the way, is

nothing but a cultivated form of I. spuria,

in spite of its reputed origin from a cross

between a Ksempferi hybrid and I.

xiphioides ! It is probablj' only one more
example of the process which is continually
going on in any collection of Irises, and by
which self-sown seedlings of such self-

fertOized species as I. spuria, I. Pseuda-
coriis, I. versicolor or I. setosa come up
where other seeds have been sown and
have failed to germinate or where other
and rarer species have failed in the
struggle for existence. W. R. Dijkes,

Charterhouse, Godalm ing.

NEW OR NOTEWORTHY
PLANTS.

DAPHNE X THAUMA (D. rupesteis x
D. striata).*

As I do not know of any natural hybrid amoni;

the European Daphnes (or, indeed, any others),

I believe that the following discovery will be
considered of special interest. While scrambling

very slowly and cautiously last year upon one

of the peculiarly unpleasant cliffs inhabited by
Daphne rupestris, I came upon a mass or cushion

of glossy verdure that for the first moment

* Daphne x Thauma (D. rupestris x D. striata).—
Frutex dense caespitosus, inter specie57p^rentes manifeste
intermedius, aspectu magis ad D. rupestreni, colore florum
ad D. striatam approximans. Ramuli lignosi, erecti vel
paullo depressi, cm. 6-7 rarius excedentes. Folta dimidio
majora quatn in D. rupestre, minora quam in D. striata,

laetissime imprimis virentia ac niientia ; dehinc obscuriora ;

ovata-lanceolata, alveolata, carinata, tandem mart;inibus
paullulo revolutis, ita ut quasi ovata videantur, crassitudine
tamen et coarctatione foliarum D. rupestris fere carentia,

etiamsi duriora ac magis coriacea quam folia D. striatae.

Flores in natura ratios (ut videtur) emissae, in capitulo

paucifloro (5-8), ad colorem dilute roseam D, striatae magis
accedentes, sedtubo villoso obscutius porphyreo D. rupestris
praeditae valde suaveolentes.

In scopulo uno abrupto, nee facile accessu, montis tom-
beanensis inventa (locis tamem apertioribus quam rupes illi

praerupti ac nudi quibus maxime gaudet D. rupestris) haec
planta hybrida. in hortos mox translata, robuste floruit,

Moresque libenter emisit, documento habitus speciebus
parentibus multo validioris.
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suggested some curious Arctostaphylos. Another
moment's inspection showed me, however, that

the plant was a Daphne, being neither D. rupes-

ti-is nor D. striata (on the mountain classically

famous for the former species), but, on the

other hand, precisely intermediate between the

two. With great care I secured portions of the

plant, and these, contrary to the fashion among
Daphnes, have thriven and grown with a sur-

prising readiness, which cannot be an inheritance

from either parent. At the same time I must pre-

mise that the accompanying photograph (see fig.

9), taken on May 23, 1912, in the rock-garden at

Ingleborough (from a re-established clump col-

lected on the Cima Tombea in August, 1911), by
no means represents as yet the lush and lavish

mat of verdure that is a distinguishing feature

of Daphne X Thauma. On my fourth visit to

the Tombea a month ago, I adventured further

upon the cliff, and discovered one more large

mass of the hybrid, as well as a smaller piece in

flower. These remain inviolate on the Tombea,
which I think can be well trusted to safe-

guard its own secrets without the disguise of

pseudonyms. The hybrid seems to occupy more
open ledges and places less bare of soil than the

pitiless rock-faces affected by D. rupestris.

Daphne X Thauma (D. rupestris X D. striatal

stands midway between its parents. It forms a

dense csespitose mass 1 foot or 18 inches across.

The branches are erect or slightly decumbent,

rarely exceeding some 1^-2 inches in length, and
growing with .such luiiformity as to give the

effect of a green cushion. The leaves are

approximately twice the size of those of D.

rupestris and half that of those of D. striata

;

they are channelled and keeled, lanceolate-ovate,

brilliantly glossy (as in D. rupestris) on the

current year's growth, and then deepening to

a less shining tone of green. As the season goes

on tlieir edges become thickened or revolute,

so as to produce the effect of being rotundate-

ovate, the point appearing to sink in between

the shoulders on either side ; in substance they

are intermediate, less dense and hard than those

of D. rupestris, but much more so than the com-

paratively flaccid leaves of D. striata (the illus-

tration well shows their distinctive gloss). The
flowers seem in nature to be rarely produced

;

neither of the large, lucent mats discovered had
any sign of bud or blossom. In cultivation,

however, the plant, besides its gratifying speed

of recovery and adaptability of temper, shows a

much greater generosity in the matter of flowers.

These are produced in spai-se heads of 5-8 blooms,

and, despite their greater size and beauty,

approximate more nearly in their soft, pale pink

to the pallid tones of D. striata than to the

dazzling clear rose of D. rupestris. Of this latter

species, however, they have the darkly-flushed

tube. I have seen no trace of fruit (never, indeed,

on D. rupestris, and rarely on D. striata).

Cima Tombea, August 2, 1911, and June 9, 1912.

Rerjinald Fairer.

THE ROSARY.

L/ELIO-GATTLEYA BARONESS EMMA.

The beautiful hybrid Orchid illustrated in

fig. 10 was raised from the fine original L. C.

eximia (L. purpurata x C. Warneri) and a special

form of the natural hybrid Cattleya Hardyana
(Warscewiczii x Dowiana aurea). The plant was
awarded a First-class Certificate at the meeting

of the Royal Horticultural Society on June 18

last, when exhibited by Baron Bruno Schroder,

The Dell, Englefield Green (gr. Mr. J. E. Shill).

In size, form, and colour of the flower, and

in the substance of the segments, L.-C. Baroness
Emma is a great improvement on L.-C.

eximia. The thick substance of the flower and
the rich, velvety ruby-crimson of the lip may be
traced to Cattleya Hardyana. The sepals and
petals are silver-white, tinged and veined with

bright rose-pink. The tube of the lip is white,

with dark lines at the base, and the disc shows
yellow colour, derived from Cattleya Wars-
cewiczii.

REMINISCENCES OF THE
" INTERNATIONAL."

Outside the classes for new Roses at the " In-

ternational," there were in several groups,

notably in those of Messrs. Paul & Son, Ches-

hunt, and jMessrs. Wm. Paul, of Waltham Cross,

certain Roses of recent introduction which are

worth mention.

One of the most striking of these was Magnolia,

so called from its general resemblance to flowers

of the Jlagnolia ; they are scarcely more than

semi-double, but possess large outer or guard

petals with crinkled edges, and the form of the

flower is very graceful. As shown, they were

cream-coloured, but the raisers describe the Rose

as a derivative of Marechal Niel and deep orange-

under glass. It is not a full flower, not much
more so than Papa Gontier, but it has long, oval

buds with petals of good substance, and, no
doubt, will be most charming in the stage just

before the flowers expand.
Some fine flowers of Lady Alice Stanley were

shown. Down to the present this Rose has been
somewhat disappointing on account of its rough
outer petals, but under glass these seem to come
smooth enough.

Portia, a large flower, creamy-white with pale-

rose centre, was well shown at the Temple Show,

1911, but I had scarcely seen it since. It would

seem to be of that rather stumpy habit techni-

cally called robust, which perhaps makee it par-

ticularly suitable for growing under glass.

Mrs. Charles Hunter is a very striking colour;

most of us know the colour of strawberry ice;

if this is made rather deeper and richer we get

something very near this Rose.

Fig. 10.— L.ELIO-CATTLEVA BARONESS EMMA: SEPALS AND PETALS WHITE TINGED
AND VEINED WITH ROSE-PINK; LIP PURPLISH-CRIMSON. (\ NAT. SIZE.)

yellow or golden-yellow, so perhaps the colour

comes deeper on outdoor plants. I was pleased

to see Freda again. At the autumn show of 1911

it was obviously not at its best, but I thought

it seemed promising even then. It is a large

Rose with a good point and globular centre, the

colour being a distinct shade of pink, more pro-

nounced towards the edges, the body colour

approaching a Peach tint. It certainly seems to

do well under glass, and I noticed it ae free-

flowering out-of-doors during last autumn, so it

should be a useful garden Rose also.

" My Maryland " was to be found in several

plices, and, as one might expect from a Rose

with an -American name, will certainly be useful

Souvenir de Gustave Prat, a Rose of French

origin, would appear to have a good habit and to

be free-flowering ; it was noticeable in several

groups. The flower has large petals of a sulphur-

yellow colour loosely put together.

Jonkheer J. L. Mock was shown very much in

the condition we saw it last year at the Temple.

It has a fine pink colour and a large petal squarely

set in the flower.

Ophelia I should like to see again before form-

ing a definite opinion ; it was a pretty Rose, no

doubt, but the inner petals seemed too short to

be quite pleasing ; at the same time, the shades

of salmon, and rose were fresh and attractive.

White Rose.
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NOTICES OF BOOKS.
Cucumber Culture. •

This work, the sub-title states, is " A hand-

book dealing with the cultivation of Cucumbers

in glasshouses and frames, suitable for amateur,

market, and professional gardeners." Chapter I

deals with the average crop, cost of production,

including manure, fuel, carriage, cartage, and

labour. Chapter 11 relates to capital charges,

which are based on the cost of erection and up-

keep of house and cost of production of crop in

600 feet run of glasshouse. The author esti-

mates that the plants should produce two flats of

Cucumbers per foot of house during the season,

making a total of 1,200 flats, equal to 24 tons

of fruit. If these are estimated at an average

chapters are devoted to the various insect pests

and fungous diseases which attack Cucumber
plants. The advice to pot the seedling plants

direct into 5-inch pots, instead of the customary

3-inch size, will not commend itself to all cultiva-

tors. On p. 39 it is stated that if "no shading is

used, air will be needed when the temperature

rises to 73°, and that more air must be gradually

admitted as it goes up." This advice

is contrary to the method of ventilation

practised by all good Cucumber growers,

%vho very seldom admit any fresh air to their

Cucumber houses before the end of March, and
then not before the thermometer has indicated

90° or 95°. Shading is rarely used except during

such exceptionally hot weather as we experienced

last summer. The object of the grower of

Cucumbers for market should be to obtain all the

Fig. II.—poLYPODiUM mandaiani'M.
(Awarded R.H.S. Firsl-class Certificale at the Holland House Show. See page 16 ante.)

price of 5s. per flat, they would realise £300.
The total cost of production, including fuel

and carriage, is given as £175. The author
considers that an expert workman would be
able to look after the 600 feet run of Cucum-
ber houses, doing all the stopping, tying, water-
ing, damping, and cutting, but would require

assistance when top-dressing and packing. Five
chapters are devoted to such subjects as houses
and their preparation, soil for the crop, raising

the plants, general treatment, such as planting,

training, watering, and damping, shading, top-

dressing, feeding, temperature, ventilation, and
packing of the fruit for market. Cucumbers in

frames on hot-beds are dealt with, whilst three

• Cucumber Culture, by W. Dyke. (London : The Lock-
wood Press.) Price Is. net.

fruit possible from strong, vigorous-growing
plants within as short a time as possible. Young
and vigorous plants, when kept well supplied
with water at the roots, and in a uniformly moist
atmosphere, revel in high temperatures. The
hook will prove helpful to those who contem-
plate growing Cucumbers for market. H. W. W.

Transactions of the National Chry-
santhemum Society, 191i.*

Encouraged by the success which attended the
publication of the report of the conference held
in 1910 under the title of The Culture and
Exhibition of Large Chrysanthemum Blooms,
the Publications Committee of the National Chry-
santhemum Society decided to publish a yearly

" Price Is. lo non-members.

volume of Transactions. The first number con-

tains much valuable information, and members
who were unable to attend the conference in

1911 will be specially interested in the reports

of the discussions on the papers on " Chrysan-

themums for Market" and " SoU Preparation

and Some Chemical Foods for Chrysanthemums."

SCOTLAND.

THE ROSE SEASON.
The season of Roses may be said to have

opened very inauspiciously this year—amid
veritable floods of rain. As a natural conse-

quence, many of the finest of the earlier flower-

buds suffered severely, a large proportion of

them being destroyed. I especially lamented

the loss of some of the grandest blooms on Frau

Karl Druschki. If this pure-white variety had

only fragrance and a somewhat fuller centre,

such as that which is the endowment of Kaiserin

Augusta Victoria, for example, or the superb

Marchioness of Londonderry, it would be as

near to perfection as it is possible for human
imagination to conceive. White Maman Cochet,

which is unfolding its lovely blooms at present,

in more favourable atmospheric influences, is

also a very attractive Rose, but it can hardly

be described with any expressiveness as being

pure white, since it manifestly exhibits, even in

its earlier stages, a distinct shading of yellow.

Its pendulous habit is very regrettable ; it is

even more pronounced than in that invaluable

derivative from Souvenir d'un Ami, namely,

the snow-white, richly-odorous Souvenir de S.

A. Prince. The Bride, which is a daughter of

Catherine Mermet, is, like the latter exquisite

\ ariety, somewhat difficult to open, and does

aot, therefore, succeed in such a season as we
have, for the most part, experienced this year.

An occasional shower is an inspiration to Roses

in their floral development ; but, on the other

hand, they may easily get too much rain, and,

before they have the privilege of expanding, be

utterly destroyed. None suffer more from such

adverse influences than the pure-white varie-

ties, and especially those to which I have in-

cidentally referred.

Among Roses of comparatively recent intro-

duction, some of the finest this season are

Duchess of Westminster (a variety of refined

form and lovely complexion) and Viscount Car-

low. Florence Haswell Veitch, of splendid

Ljrowth (a rare attribute in many modern Roses),

has a semi-climbing habit, and great florifer-

ousness, but its fine dark, crimson colour was
seriously affected at first by the influence of

heavy rains. Leslie Holland and Countess of

Shrewsbury were most deservedly awarded

the Gold Medal at the National Rose Society. I

have also at present in radiant bloom a new
variety, of medium size, highly effective and
fascinating in its fragrance, which, I believe,

has not yet been introduced. It ought to prove

a veritable acquisition. The most luxuriantly-

flowering Rose in my garden this season, falling

in what Dean Hole would have described as
" cascades of flowers " from the brandies of a

venerable Damson tree, has been the Waltliam

Bride, though Hiawatha, probably the finest of

the Wichuraianas, promises to be almost equally

commanding in its floral effect, which is greatly

enhanced by its extremely picturesque situation,

growing upwards most gracefully and pyramid-

ally through the branches of an Ailanthus

or " Tree of Heaven," which has not

reached a heavenly height in my garden.

Towering above it is a remarkably fine

specimen of Magnolia Watsonii, which, dur-

ing this extremely variable season, has borne

nearly 40 magnificent flowers (with the aspect of

Water Lilies opening on a Laurel), many of
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them almost 6 inches across. Like some of the

Hybrid Tea and Hybrid Perpetual Roses, this

Japanese Magnolia, inspired by the season,

flowered twice last year. It is not yet too late

to record this achievement, at least incidentally,

in the pages of the Gardeners' Chronicle.

Some of the new Roses, as I have indicated,

are very charming, though, perhaps, consider-

ably more in aspect than in fragrance ; but I

atill cling fondly to the older varieties, which,

in virtue of their great attributes, have stood

the test of time. I sometimes wonder what our

Rose gardens, with all their recent acquisitions,

would be like without such pre-eminently

vigorous and grandly-flowering varieties as La
France, Clio, Margaret Dickson (here flower-

ing at a height of 21 fe«t), Caroline Test-

out, Viscountess Folkestone, Clara Watson,

Devoniensis, Beauty of Waltham, Duke of

Edinburgh, Prince Arthur, Mrs. Sharman
Crawford (not surpassed by any of the latest

Newtownards introductions), and Mrs. John
Laing? I hope the day is very far distant

when any of these shall be relegated to oblivion.

The sweetest Rose in my garden within the last

fortnight has been my Enijlish namesake ; the

grandest, an individual bloom of Pharisaer,

closely approximating to 7 inches across. David
B. Williamson, Wigtownshire.

THE FLORA OF FORMOSA.

Having recently spent two months in this

island, little known to any but Japanese botanists,

though my colleague, Dr. Henry, was the first

to publish a list of its flora, I am able to form

some idea of its vegetation, of which I had

heard such glowing accounts. The island lies

between 21° 40' and 25° 30' N. Lat., and is,

therefore, entirely within the tropics. It con-

sists of a mountainous backbone rising at two

points to over 12,000 feet elevation, and falling

on the east side in very high and steep cliffs to

the sea. On the west, the foot-hills are bounded

by a very fertile plain, which produces large

quantities of Sugar, Rice, and other tropical

crops, and on the north are lower hills, on which

a good deal of Oolong Tea, exported largely to

the United States, is grown.

The flora of the plains, lower hills, and of

parts of tho central mountain range is fairly well

known, the most recent list of Formosan plants,

by the Government botanist, Mr. Kawakami,
containing no fewer than some 2,700 species.

But a great part of the interior, and especially of

the high mountain range in the north, known to

Europeans as Mt. Sylvia, is unknown or but little

explored, because the aborigines are so hostile

that no one can go into their country .without

great risk of being killed, head-hunting being the

favourite pursuit of some of these tribes from time

immemorial. Although, since their occupation

of the island in 1895, the Japanese have done an

immense deal to civilise the country, and the

plains are safer to travel in than are some parts

of Europe, it is at present quite impossible to

visit many districts, and though a large force of

police is engaged in trying to subdue the

mountain tribes, yet the hope of getting to

really new ground with wliicli I left England

has been disappointed. Nevertheless, the Japa-

nese Government has given us so much help in

districts that are safe, that we have already made

a considerable collection of plants, and I have

little doubt that my companion, Mr. W. R.

Price, who intends to remain during the whole
summer and autumn in the island, will enrich

Kew with the finest set of Formosan plants that

has yet come to Europe.

, From what we have seen, I expect that these

plants will be of more interest to botanists and

foresters than to gardeners, for the climate, even

of the mountain ranges up to 8,000 feet, which is

as high as we have yet ascended, is, even in the

coldest season of the year, so mild, that few of

tlie plants, trees, or shrubs are likely to be hardy
in England, and the really Alpine plants found
above 9,000 to 10,000 feet seem but few in num-
ber, and not likely in most cases to be popular
garden plants.

The first thing that struck me on entering the
central mountain range of Arisan, which is at

present the most accessible of the higher ranges,

was its general resemblance to some parts of the

Sikkim Himalayas. The virgin forest has been

for a long period cut and burnt by the Chinese

settlers, who went into the hills to collect cam-
phor, and have settled in the most fertile spots up
to about 3,000 feet. Areca Palms and Pineapples

are grown nearly up to 3,000 feet, and also

large areas of a valuable Bamboo (Phyllxstachys

bambusoides), which is now being worked up
into a coarse paper. Great quantities of Longan
trees (Nephelium Longana) have been planted by
the Chinese, and their fruit is an important ex-

port to China. Pandanus, Musa, Rattans, and

another stemless Palm, whose name is at present

Aphrodite, which was formerly common at the
south end of the island, but which is now be-

coming quite rare in accessible districts, as it ia

collected for sale by the natives. At the time I

was there, in February, it was in full flower,

though the weather, considering the latitude,

was very windy and cold (50° to 60°) at night.

In the Arisan forest, at 6,000 to 7,000 feet, are

quantities of a Dendrobiura with long, thin

pseudo-bulbs, which are collected for some
medicinal use by the Chinese. I saw several other

Dcndrobes, one with whitish flowers, resembling

D. crepidalum, and a variety of D. nobile in the

mountains of the north. I also saw a fine variety

of Phaius giandiflorus, cultivated in gardens,

and a beautiful white Calanthe, with flowers

twice as large as those of C. veratrifolia, of which
it may be a variety. Among the most remark-
able plants is a Vanilla, supposed by the

Japane.5e botanists to be a variety of Vanda
Griffithii, which we found at about 2,000 feet

in the north, growing over the trunk of Liboced-

a^ST'iSJffifeifei&ivJr-

Fig. 12.—CARNATION JOHN RIDD: A YELLOW-GROUND "FANCY"
MARKED WITH ROSE-PINK.

(Received an Award of Merit at tlie Holland Park Show. See p. 16 in last issue.)

doubtful, form a conspicuous feature in the

forest up to 2,000 or 3,000 feet, together with a

particularly fine species of Alpmia, allied to A.

nutans; a very ornamental-leaved Aroid. which

may be an undescribed species and (on the trees)

many large plants of the Fern, Asplenium nidus.

The trees generally in the lower forests are not

large, all the best, including the Camphor

trees, having been cut by the Chinese ; but they

are much covered with large climbing plants,

such as Entada scandens, Mucuna, and climbing

Hydrangeas. In addition the many species of

Ferns, Mosses and other epiphytes lend great

beauty to the forest scenes. We found a very

handsome Eriobotrya here, which is probably

new. Orchids are, in some districts, plentiful,

and more than 100 species are found in the

island ; but by far the greater number are in-

conspicuous, and of more interest to the botanist

than to the gardener.

The only really fine species is Phalaenopsis

rus, and having thick, fleshy leaves and stems,

10 to 15 feet long, with pink and green flowers.

Of Lilies, we found two in flower. One, which

the Japanese call longiflorum, or philippinense,

but which I consider much more nearly allied to

Brownii, is abundant in the north about Tanisui

and up to nearly 3,000 feet. It bears from one to

eight or nine flowers, and would, if imported in

quantity, probably become a valuable plant for

forcing, as it naturally flowers about Easter.

The other is either a variety of L. speciosum, or

a nearly-allied species, and is not yet determined.

We only found this in one place, where it grew on

steep rocks, and the first flowers were just open

on March 30. In the same mountains a beautiful

Hydrangea and a splendid white Rose, allied to

R. laevigata, were in great perfection, a^.d Mr.

Price found a few of last year's fruits, which

I have brought home. A large white or pink

Rhododendron, and a large red Azalea were

conspicuous on the hillsides where they occurred.
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but not numerous. A fine Crinura, probably

C. sinicum, was seen out of flower in the same
district. At this season very few plants were

in seed, or in a condition to send home alive ; but

Mr. Price will do his best to bring home any that

seem worthy of general cultivation. Of the very

remarkable endemic Conifers, which were the

principal object of my visit, I was able to see

all but Cunninghamia Konishii, which is only

known in one locality, which I could not reach

;

but want of space will not allow me to mention

them here, and they are described in the

Journal of Forestry for July. The season of

the year was too early for me to eee many herba-

ceous plants in flower. Among the most hand-

some were Tricyrtis sp., Paris formosana, re-

sembling the Himalayan P. polyphylla ; a large

Arisa^ma, also near the Himalayan Arisaema con-

cinua; and several small but interesting Violets.

A most interesting discovery on Mt. Randal
was a Shortia, hardly yet in flower, but

probably Shortia uniflora ; and a Scitaminaceous

plant, of which the genus is unknown to

me and may be new. It seems very doubtful

whether the Cycas described as C. taiwaniana by
Carruthers now exists in the island, and the evi-

dence given by Sir W. Thiselton-Dyer in Journal
Linn. Soc., 26 pp. 560 and 561, is not con-

firmed by any of the Japanese botanists whom I

asked about this plant. It is doubtful whether

any species of Cycas is found in Formosa, and

C. revoluta, which is naturalised in a very

limited area near Kagoshima, in South Japan,

is probably not indigenous. H.J. Elwes.

NUNEHAM PARK.

(See figs. 13-15, 17 and Supplementary Illustration.)

The country residence of the Rt. Hon. Lewis

Harcourt, M.P., is situated amidst most

delightful surroundings at an angle abnost

equally distant from the historical city of 0.\-

ford and the market town of Abingdon. Culham,

on the Great Western Railway, is the nearest

station, and on leaving the train the visitor im-

mediately enters the Nuneham estate. The way

lies along a gently-rising drive, with well-con-

sidered curves, in a broad, undulating park.

About midway the park proper is entered

through an arched lodge. Here, when we
visited Nuneham a week ago, the grass was just

ripe for the scythe, and when we returned an

hour or two later three mowing machines had

done so much work that the landscape was

altered ; the rich brown waving flower-spikes had

been laid low, leaving swathes of pale pea-green.

Away on either side there are belts of trees

with fresh green foliage, bordered with tangled

masses of wild Roses—real wild Roses—with

dainty, pink-edged petals surrounding golden

stamens ; flowers with all too short lives but of

transcendent beauty. The woods are composed

chiefly of shining Beech and feathery Larch,

with here and there a lofty Elm, that

told of deep, fertile soil. Amongst the more

solitary park trees there are many old Thorns

—

Thorns so old that the trunks of many of them

are hollow at the base. We paused to specu-

late on the significance of the Thorn trees to be

seen in so many English parks. Were they

planted in these irregular, thin groups of set

purpose, or did Nature place them there for

discerning owners of the properties to treasure

them? Around the trees fallow deer graze in

the deep pastures, with a watchful eye on their

babies of varying colours and markings. Giant

emus and rheas also find a home—the former

have young—in this portion of the park, whilst

in another place kangaroos may be seen carrying

their progeny in their pouches.

The mansion is reached through a pair of

hammered gates. The enclosure is bor-

dered by a good hedge of Cistus laurifolius

and lines of Roses : the French variety Hermosa,

Jfhich has numerous mauve flowers, instantly at-

tracts attention, and harmonizes pleasantly with

the Chinese monthly Roses. Immediately in

front of the mansion the family crest is dis-

played in dwarf shrubs (see fig. 14). A pea-

cock in green Box surmounts a golden crown

set out in a yellow-leaved variety of the same
shrub.

Wall Shkubs.

The Elizabethan mansion is clothed with many
interesting and tmcommon shrubs, which have

made excellent growth during the few years

they have been planted. On the north face,

Lonicera gigantea superba has long trails of

rich golden flowers : Berchemia volubilis has

grown up finely ; Periploca grseca has climbed

fully 35 feet, and the growths are terminated

with many of its curious brown, green-tipped

flowers ; a Forsythia, here labelled F. superba

(Decumaria barbara?), flowered freely in the

spring ; Clematis montana rubra in this aspect

develops unusually fine colour. The eastern

angle of the house has good Bay trees in tubs,

and Fuchsia fulgens in old leaden cisterns. On
this wall there are many shrubby climbers, in-

cluding various Clematises ; C. coccinea, a very

large C. montana grandiflora, and such varieties

as Countess Onslow. Ipomoea Leari flowers

The TERR.4.CES.

The terrace gardens are very attractive fea-

tures of Nuneham. Next to the house the ter-

race is paved with irregularly-laid paving stones,

and many lowly, sweet-smelling plants have
been placed between the stones. This terrace

is devoted to Roses, which are planted in large,

rectangular beds of one variety. The deep red
Hugh Dickson, the pink Caroline Testout, and
the white Frau Karl Druschki, are wonderfully
successful, and almost smother the Viola Maggie
Mott, which carpets the beds. The next terrace

is also fiUed with Roses, but here the terrace is

of gravel, and the beds are bordered with Mrs.
Sinkins Pink. In the centre there is a beauti-

ful bronze statue, and around the granite base

cluster the dainty flowers of Cecile Brun-
ner Rose. The beds on this terrace are also

restricted to separate varieties, such as Killar-

ney, Beaute Inconstans, President Carnot, An-
toine Rivoire, and L'Ideal. The retaining wall

is covered with Clematis Nellie Moser, and ha*

a border furnished with Rose Mme. Abel
Chatenay.

Below the Rose terraces there is the " Nym-
phiean Terrace," with a small, stone-enclosed

pool of Water Lilies, a paved walk, and beds

Fig. 13.—NUNEHAM PARK : SUNDIAL WORKED IN BOX.

well ; Acacia dealbata appears to be quite at

home ; Magnolia Campbellii flowered two years

ago, but does not seem to be quite happy.
Vitis Henryi, in an angle of the house, where
it is warm but shaded from the noon-day sun,

does extremely well. Magnolia macrophylla is

growing only moderately well. There are several

sorts of Ceanothus which have flowered pro-

fusely and now bear fruits, notably C. rigidus,

C. dentatus and C. papillosus. Actinidia Kolo-
mikta has uncommon leaves, the terminal halves
being coloured rosy-purple. Clematis iethusiaefolia

finds a place next to a Marechal Niel Rose. Many
of the wall shrubs which we are accustomed to

see in the gardens of Cornwall and other warm
districts are represented at Nuneham, and are
quite vigorous, e.g., Lapageria rosea, Carpen-
teria californica, Solanum crispum, Tricuspidaria
depeiidens, Trachelospermum jasminoides, Ed-
wardsia microphyUa, Akebia quinata, Solanum
jasminoides and Clianthus puniceus. There is

also a large plant of Wistaria chinensia which has
spread around the side of the house and embraces
a balcony. Myrtles flower and fruit alongside
the white and yellow Banksian Roses.

planted with shrubs. Standards of Hydrangea
paniculata grandiflora, which line the middle of

these beds, promise to be exceptionally fine.

The herbaceous borders around this garden are

gay with flowers, and the walls are clothed with

a great variety of shrubs, the most uncommon
being Distylum racemosum, Cestrum lucidum, C.

aurantiacum, Adenocarpus anagyrus, and
Coprosma lucida. Outside the terrace there are

more uncommon wall plants, and in the border

there are bushes of Leptospermimi scopariura

(L. bullatum) 3 to 4 feet high. On the other

side of the walk there stretches a long narrow
" Blue " border in which Anchusas, Del-

phiniums, Campanulas and Aconitums are in

fuU bloom. The path to a large croquet terrace,

which is bordered with pink Roses, overlooks

a bank covered with various Wichuraiana Roses,

which have grown rampantly. These terraces
are comparatively new features at Nuneham

;

it was a happy inspiration that prompted the
owner of Nuneham and Mrs. Harcourt to make
these charming additions to their home.
Under the guidance of Mr. C. E. Munday, the

able head gardener, who has cared for the
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gardens for the past 15 years, and who superin-

tended the extensive alteration at Nuneham, wo
reluctantly left the terraces, with their beautiful

Rose gardens and brilliant herbaceous borders,

but there were fresh attractions in store ; a long

walk, bordered with dwarf French Lavender,

disclosed a living sun-dial (see fig. 13). The
gnomon is a growing Box, pruned and trained

into correct shape, and is as tall as a man

;

the hours on the large dial are also of Box. We
next pass by large groups of Rosa rugosa. Rose

Gruss an Teplitz, a fine Rhus Cotinus, placed for

autumn effect, on our way to the " Wall Walk,"
which is nearly 700 feet long, and contains a

variety of Alpine and other plants. We passed

up the steps {see Supplementary Illustra-

tion), taking care not to unduly crush the

Pansies or the Pinks, or any of the Rockfuils

which luxuriate in them. In the sprmg time

many bulbous plants serve to brighten these

stone walls. Space does not permit the mention

of a tithe of tUe plants which grow so well, but

we feel that the names of some of the Cacti

which thrive under this method wUl be of

eepecial value. These are Opuntia camanehica
gigantea, 0. pachyclada roiea, 0. rhodantlia

pisciformis, 0. r. brevispina, 0. fragilis bracby-

anthera, and 0. Rafinesqui.

Below the wall walk there are many flowering

shrubs planted in bold masses, including Cornus
capitata, Enkianthus campanulata. Magnolia
Alexandras, and Styrax obassia.

The Dell and Boo Gabden.

The far end of this interesting walk brings

into view the " Pools of Silence," a series

of small ponds culminating in a beautiful garden

of Japanese Irises. On the left there is a col-

lection of Japanese shrubs, which has only re-

cently been planted. Leaving the Irises, wa
ascended to the bog garden, which has been made
in an open glade. Here many moisture-loving

plants flourish ; Gunnera manicata, Rodgersias

of several kinds, Spirseas and AstUbes, Poly-

gonum amplexicaule, and smaller patches of

Primula Cockburniana, and Cypripedium spec-

tabile. We paused to watch the brilliant flamin-

goes stalk majestically around the plants, and

then continued our upward way. On either side

there are large informal beds of rare trees and
shrubs. Magnolia glauca, M. Watsouii, Rom-

neya Coulteri, Olearia macrodonta, a standard
Fremontia californica, with stout-petalled

yellow flowers, Rosa sinica Anemone riot-

ing up Larch poles, a tall Eucalyptus ooccifera

The Rose Gaeden.
In a quiet place is an old-style R<ae garden of

semi-circular shape, enclosed by a tall hedge of
Box, which Tropaeolum speciosum adorns with

Fig. 15.—NUNEHAM park: the gardener's cott.\ge.

bearing masses of fragrant flowers, Eriobotrya

japoniea in the form of a vigorous, healthy bush,

many Rhododendron hybrids and a large group

of the pink-flowered Indigofera Gerardiana.

When nearly at the top, we turned and passed

along a fine avenue of Almonds towards the old

parish church, passing ' a tall JIaidenhair tree

(Ginkgo biloba), which promises to become a fine

specimen. Beyond the church is the Heath Gar-

den, with Liliums Jilanted amongst the Heaths.

trails of scarlet flowers. There is a fine Dorothy

Perkins Rose in the centre, and the many beds

and stone figures are all deserving of admiration.

Capability Brown originally designed the gardens,

but the alterations have destroyed much of his

work, although " Brown's Walk " still remains.

This is a delightful, gently-winding, gravel walk,

bordered, not too closely; with trees and shrubs

with " peeps " between them. The terraces in

front of the house have commanding views, but

they cannot compare with the view obtainable

fnini the highest point of Brown's Walk.
The brick pergola, which surrounds a small

Lily pond (see fig. 17), in front of the gardener's

house (see fig. 15), is now almost hidden by the

luxurious growth of the Roses and vines. In the

well-filled kitchen garden there is a long arch of

Roses and many herbaceous borders. The fruit

garden is entirely enclosed with |-incli mesh wire-

netting, which is supported by a large angle-iron

framework 20 feet high at the apex, 180 feet long

by 50 feet wide. In this structure we saw splen-

did crops of Cherries, Raspberries, Currants, cor-

don Gooseberries and Loganberries.

Much might be written of the crops in the

kitchen garden and the plants in the glasshouses,

but the chief interest of Nuneham lies in its out-

of-doors garden.

Fig. 14.

—

nuneham park : si OWING THE CREST AND MONOGRAM REPRESENTED
IN EVERGREENS.

Publications Received.— Scientific

Bulletin of the Royal Agricultural College,

Cirencester. Price Is. 9d.

—

The Management
of a Cottage Garden, with a Preface on the

Labourer and His Plot. (Belfast : Municipal

Technical Institute.) Price Id.

—

Report of Com-
mittee with a List of Subscribers, &c., of the

Gardeners' Royal Benevolent Institution. (92,

Victoria Street, Westminster, S.W.)~7'Ae Agri-

cultural Output of Great Britain. Report on

Enquiries made by the Board of Agriculture and
Fisheries in Connection with the Census of Pro-

duction Act, 1906. (London : Board of Agriculture

and Fisheries.) Price 9d.

—

Sub-Alpine Plants

of the Swiss Woods and Meadows, by H.
Stuart Thompson. (London : George Boutledge

& Sons, Ltd.) Price 7s. 6d.

—

Scheme of Agri-
cultural Education, Lancashire Education Com-
mittee, Cijunty Offices, Preston.
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The Week's Work.

PLANTS UNDEB GLASS.
By Thomas SrEVhNSON, Gardener lo K. Mocatta, Esq.,

Woburn Hlace, Addlestone, Surrey.

Hanging B as k e t s.—During hot, dry

weather plants in hanging baskets require an

almost unlimited supply of water. Those of a

vigorous habit of growth should be afforded

liquid manure freely, and, where necessary, a

dressing of artificial manure. Acalypha hispida

is one of the most beautiful of plants for grow-

ing in baskets, and if planted as advised in a

former Calendar (see p. 169), they should now be

carrying some fine inflorescences, which must

not be wetted with the syringe or the flowers will

turn a brown colour.

Layering "Malmaison" Carnations.—
Directly Souvenir de la Walmaison Carnations

h-Tve finished flowering they slioukl be layered.

If the plants are infested w'ith red spider, every

endeavour should be made to cleanse them before

the layering is done. There are several good

specifics on the market, and to make sure

of destroying all the insects, two applications

.should be made, the second at an interval of

two or three days. The plants should be layered

in a frame, using a light compost for plunging

them in and for covering the shoots after the

layers are made. The foliage should be removed

from the shoot up to the point where it is de-

sired to make the cut, this being started_ just

below a joint and finished at the next joint.

This length will ensure a good "tongue," from
which roots will soon develop, provided the

shoot is made quite firm in the soil. After the

shoots are layered, keep the frames rather close

for a few days, spraying the foliage once or

twice daily according to the condition of the

weather. But this treatment must not be main-
tained for too long a period, or the young foliage

will grow rank and soft, and be subject to attacks

of "spot" (fungus) during the autumn and win-

ter months. A little shade may be provided

during the early stages of layering, but as soon

as the shoots appear to be making roots, a

fairly hardy treatment should be given them, so

that' the plants will grow hardy and be

"stocky" when the 'time arrives for potting

them. To secure a batch of large plants for

next season some of the best of those in 5-inch

pots should be shifted into 9-inch pots, using a

compost of loam, lime rubble, and a little bone-

meal. The addition of peat or leaf-mould is by
. some considered necessary, but I am not greatly

in favour of adding either material, especially if

good fibrous loam is employed. The plants grow
best in a light house, shading the glass a little

during the hottest part of the day. Syringe the

foliage when the weather is favourable, but let it

be remembered that " Malmaison " Carnations do
not require a great amount of moisture, especially

during damp weather. Winter-blooming Carna-
tions should be stopped to induce a bushy habit

of growth, and if the plants are grown in suffi-

cient quantities, they should be arranged in two
batches, the one batch being stopped the last

time about the end of this month, and the

other, say, three or four weeks later. This prac-

tice will ensure a good succession of flowers dur-
ing the winter and spring.

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.

ToMATOS. —Plants which are fruiting in pots
will require an abundance of moisture at the

roots, also plenty of stimulants, and further top-

dressings if there is room for them. Should
white fly become troublesome, remove all the
fruits which are colouring and fumigate the
plants with a nicotine compound. Sow seeds
for raising a batch of plants for furnishing fruit«

during late autumn and winter. Sow the seeds

thinly in pans and germinate them in gentle

heat. When the seedlings are well above the

soil, place them on a shelf near to the glass

in a light, airy house. When large enough, pot
the seedlings into 3-inch pots, and keep them
growing near to the roof glass. For the first few
days the atmosphere should be kept rather close

and moist. When the plants have filled the pots

with roots, shift them into 6-inch pots, using a

compost consisting chiefly of loam mixed with a

little manure from a spent Mushroom bed and a

sprinkling of crushed mortar rubble. JIake the

soil firm, or the plants will produce soft, long-

jointed growth.

Cucumbers.— At this time of the year the

growths of Cucumbers require to be thinned and
.regulated frequently, otherwise they will quickly

become a tangled mass of weak, useless shoots.

To keep the plants in a steady fruit-bearing con-

dition, the growths should be stopped and regu-

lated about every 10 days. Do not allow more
fruits to develop than are required to muet the

demands of the establishment. Cut the fruits

when they are a medium size, and, if not required

for immediate use, place them in a cool cellar,

where they will keep in a good condition for

several days. Apply to the surface of the beds

frequent small top-dressings of loam and leaf-

mould or well-decomposed horse-manure. Plants

in full bearing must be given plenty of stimu-

lants ; liquid manure from the farmyard, alter-

nated with a sprinkling of fertiliser, will be suit-

able. Except during cold or wet weather, fire-

heat may be dispensed with at this time of the

year. When artificial warmth is necessary, be

careful not to heat tlie pipes to excess, as this

is very injurious to the plants, and will often

cause red spider to appear on the leaves. Syringe

the foliage twice daily, and, during hot weather,

promote a moist atmosphere by damping the

paths and walls of the house several times daily.

An occasional syringing with an insecticide will

keep the foliage" free from insect pests. Another

batch of plants should be raised for autumn

fruiting.

Cucumber in Unheateo FRAMES.-Cucum-
bers planted in cold frames will need careful

attention in regard to ventilation ; during un-

favourable seasons it is impossible to be successful

with this method of growing Cucumbei's, unless

the frames are ventilated intelligently. When
the plants are in full bearing, give them the same

liberal treatment as advised above. Keep the

growths well thinned and regularly stopped, and

remove old leaves when they are turning yellow.

An occasional fumigation with a nicotine com-

pound will keep the plants free from aphis.

THE HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
By F. Jordan, Gardener to Lady Nl NurfiNHOLME,

VVarter friory, Yorksliire.

Blackberries. — Such varieties of Black-

berry as Rubus laciniatus, Wilson Junior, and

the Mahdi may always be depended upon to

produce good crops of fruit, and might be more

often used, with profit, for covering unsightly

fences, &c. The old growths should be re-

moved as soon as they are cleared of fruit,

and the young canes trained in their places.

Apply liberal mulches of manure, especially to

plants growing near to walls or other dry places.

Even the common wild Blackberry is worthy a

place in any garden, and, when well grown, pro-

duces fruits superior in flavour to the named
varieties. They should be protected from the

birds.

Stone Fruits. -As soon as Peaches. Nec-

tarines, and Apricots have finished stoning, the

fruits should be thinned finally. Apricots are

an uncertain crop, and when a good set is ob-

tained it is a temptation to allow the trees to

carry too many fruits. But over-cropping ex-

hausts the trees, so that they require at least a

season to recover from the effects. At the com-

mencement of thinning, remove all badly-placed

fruits and those that are in contact with the wall

or wices, leaving the fruits rather closer

together than is recommended for Peaches.

In the case of varieties such as Large
Early, it always pays to liberally thin the fruits,

which, given good cultivation, are almost as

large as a Peach. The rains have thoroughly
soaked the borders, and water is not neces-

sai'y, unless the trees are protected by fixed

copings. Examine the trees at short intervals

while the fruits are swelling to see that the lat-

ter are not spoiled by being crushed against

the wall, but do not expose the fruits. Apricots

develop better when they are slightly shaded
with the foliage. Syringe the trees frequently,

as recommended in a previous calendar. Pinch
and repinch them as it becomes necessary, it

being important that the spurs and all shoots

should be fully exposed to sunlight and air.

Peaches and Nectarines require to be well

thinned, removing first those that are not well

placed. These fruits, unlike the Apricot, re-

quire to be fully exposed to the sun, and
the crop should be distributed over the tree

as evenly as possible. One Peach fruit to

each square foot of surface is a heavy
crop even for the most healthy specimens,

and the trees should not carry more than
this on the average when the stoning is finished.

The remarks on watering Apricots apply to

Peaches. Trees that are heavily cropped should

be assisted by an occasional sprinkling of some
artificial manure, just before rain falls. Examine
the trees frequently, and keep the laterals per-

sistently pinched, pushing the foliage on one
side, or removing a leaf here and there to expose
the fruits.

Pears.—There appears to be a good average

crop of Pears this season, and the trees are

looking fresh and healthy. Large trees which
have filled their allotted space should be kept

closely pinched, whilst young trees having fur-

ther space to furnish must be allowed to extend.

In some few cases even young trees may require

strong shoots to be stopped in order to preserve a

proper balance of the specimen. Thin the fruits

where they are too numerous, those of the

largest varieties most freely, as was recom-
mended in the calendar for June 29.

Morello Cherries.—The treei of Morello
Cherries may be pruned, and those who wish
may tie in the shoots, but nothing is gained
by tightly tying in young Jjranches. The trees

produce the finest fruits when the young growths
are allowed to extend freely. Protect the fruits

from birds before they change colour.

THE ORCHID HOUSES.
By J. Collier, Gardener to Sir Jeremiah Col-man, Bart.,

Gatton Park, Surrey.

Epidendrum.—Most of theEpidendrums have
but little garden value, but certain species are
well worthy of cultivation. One of the most use-

ful and decorative is E. prismatocarpum. As
plants of this species pass out of flower, they

should be given attention at the roots. The most
suitable receptacles to grow them in are pots or

deep pans. Specimens that are pot-bound, and,

having grown over the sides of their pots, are

somewhat bare in the centre, should be turned out

of their receptacles, and have most of the back
pseudo-bulbs removed, leaving only two or three

behind each lead. They should then be re-

potted, placing them so that the growths piint to

the centre. Any plants that are well furnished

with leaves and are in a healthy condition at the

roots may be shifted into larger receptacles.

Those that have sufficient root space for another

season's growth and with compost in a good con-

dition, should have some of the old materials

removed from the surface, and a top-dressing

afforded them. After repotting, the plants should

be watered with care, not letting moistiire settle

in the centre of the new growths, as it would

cause them to decay at the base. When the

roots have grown well in the new comnost,

they should be afforded water liberally until the

pseudo-bidbs have completed their growth. The
plants grow well in the coolest and lightest part

of the Cattleya house, and should be treated the

same as for Cattleyas.

Epidendrum bicornutum (svn. Diacrum
bicornutum).—Plants of Epidendrum bicornu-

tum and its many hybrids are difficult to cultivate

for many years in succession. At the present

time, just before the new growths develop roots

from their bases, they should, if necessary, be re-

potted. Shallow pans are the most suitable re-

ceptacles in which to grow this species, and they

should be well drained, as during the plant

season of growth liberal supplies of water are

needed ; later, when the pseudo-bulbs are fully

developed, the amount of moisture should be

diminished gradually until, during the resting

season, a very small quantity is required. The
plants should'be suspended or .staged near to the

roof-glass in the warmest Orchid house, or in an

ordinary plant stove.

Epidendrum vitellinum majus.—The win-

ter-flowering variety of this bright, coolhouse Or-

chid should be repotted or resurfaced when new
growth commences. Employ shallow pans pro-

vided with ample drainage and either suspend

or stand the plants on a stage near to the roof-

glass in a light, airy part of the Odontoglossum
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house. Afford water sparingly during the early-

stages of growth, but when root action is most
vigorous, give liberal supplies of moisture until

the pseudo-bulbs are completed. During the

resting season afford only sufficient water to keep
the growths firm.

SoBRALiA.— Plants of S. niacrantha, S. xantho-
leuca and its variety concolor; S. Lucasiana
and the hybrids S. Amesiana, S. Veitchii, S.

Wiganae and S. Colmante will need repotting

directly they pass out of flower. The pots or

pans should be well drained, and the compost
should consist of two parts good fibrous loam
(broken up rather roughly and with all the small
portions removed), and one part Al fibre or Os-
munda fibre with a quantity of crushed crocks and
silver sand added. Pot moderately firm, and
when the work is finished let the base of the plant
be a little below the rim of the pot. These are
rich-feeding, strong-rooted plants, therefore they
should be allowed ample pot room. Newly-potted
plants should be watered carefully until the
roots have grown well into the compost. Sobra-
lias should be grown in a moist position in a
house having an intermediate temperature. Being
subject to attacks of red spider, they should be
syringed freely on all favourable occasions, tak-
ing care to wet the undersides of the leaves.

The foliage should also be sponged occasionally
with a suitable insecticide.

if possible. This will be of great assistance in

keeping the plants in good health, and it

will improve the quality of the blooms to a
surprising degree. During times of drought they

Should receive copious waterings, especially if

the soil is hot and gravelly. Both Pansies and
Violas delight in a cool, rich rooting medium
and partial shade during the middle of the day.

THE FLOWER aARDEN.
By J. G. Weston, Gard Lady Northcotk,

Eastwell Park, Kent

RoMNEYA CouLTERi.—The Califomian Tree
Poppy is an exquisite plant when seen at its

best, and no pains should be spared to grow it

well. The species thrives best in a warm, shel-

tered situation. The shootG should be cut down
to the ground before very cold weather sets in,

and the plants given a good mulch of manure.
This will serve the double purpose of protecting
them from frost and supplying extra food to the
roots, resulting in strong shoots that will flower
next season over an extended period, especially if

the plants are assisted by copious waterings
during times of drought.

EscALLONiA LANGLEYENsis 'see figs. in Gar-
deners' Chrnnide, July 10, 1897, fig. 4; and
July 2, 1898, fig. 4).—This beautiful evergreen
shrub does not appear to be so widely known as
its merits deserve. It was raised by Messrs.
Veitch about 15 years ago, and is perfectly hardy.
The growth is of a semi-scandent habit, and the
flowers show to great advantage. The petals are
of a bright ro.sy •carmine shade, the blossoms
being produced in himdreds, on branchlets of the
previous year's growth. The hybrid is a quick
grower, and with good cultivation small plants

soon grow into fine specimens. The long, slender

shoots grow pendulous as they become older.

Even when not in bloom the graceful shoots,

furnished with small, oval, evergreen leaves, are

ornamental. I strongly recommend the plant

to those who do not already possess it. E.

exoniensis is another choice variety, with creamy-
pink flowers, and makes a suitable companion to

K .langleyensis.

Herbaceous Phlox See that the growths
of Phlox decussata are supported whenever
necessary, remembering that shoots of the most
sturdy-growing varieties are liable to become
broken at the base in windy weather. Border
Phloxes require a very liberal treatment, and
though established clumps do well in the mixed
border, their requirements can be better sup-

plied when grown in separate beds and borders.

Keep the iiround well hoed, and. as droui'ht is

very detrimental to them, a mulch should be
applied immediately after a heavy rainfall or the

roots have been well watered. During dry
weather the plants should be watered copiously.

Pansies and Violas.—The old blossoms and
seed-pods should be removed from Pansies and
Violas regularly, in order to prolong their

flowering. Neglect of this will soon cause a total

cessation of blooming, and the plants will appear

starved and untidy. On thin, hot soils, they are

very apt to become exhausted, and should be
afforded a light top-dressing consisting of a

little artificial manure with some sifted leaf-

mould or other light soil. The top-dressing

should be applied during duU, showery weather

formed in a cool, shady position out-of-doors.

The Mushroom house should be kept well

damped, and the walls syringed with cold water
as often as is necessary to promote moist con-

ditions. Slugs are very troublesome at this

season, and means- must be taken to destroy
them. Beds that pass out of bearing should be
removed and fresh beds prepared.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
n Beckett, Gardener to the Hon. Vica

Aldenbam House, Hertfordshire.

The Season.—At the time of writing the

weather is dull and, for the time of year, cold.

The crops generally are clean in growth, but
maincrop Onions, Beans, and many other vege-

tables require more seasonable conditions, need
more sunshine, although the dull weather has

suited recently-planted winter greens, and has
saved a considerable amount of labour in

watering.

Chicory.—Ply the Dutch hoe between the

rows of Chicory, and if the plants of the earliest

sowing have not been finally thinned attend to

this at once, allowing the plants a distance of

from 9 inches to 1 foot apart. Should the crop

have failed through any cause, or it is thought
insufficient to meet the requirements of the estab-

lishment during the winter, a sowing may be
made at once as recommended for the earlier

planting. Choose an open site, and if encouraged
to grow quickly the plants will prove of value

for late supplies.

Cucumbers.—Where plants have been in

bearing for several weeks it will be advisable to

make another sowing of suitable varieties for suc-

cession, and to supply a good crop of Cucumbers
during the autumn months. Sow the seed thinly

in the same way as advised for the earlier sow-

ings, and raise them in a warm house. Place

the young plants near to the roof-glass as soon

as they appear. Plants in full bearing must be
syringed regularly, and the growths stopped and
regulated, removing the oldest leaves. Top-
dressings of suitable materials should be afforded

at intervals—just a covering only to keep the

rootlets active. When water is needed thor-

oughly soak the roots and apply stimulants alter-

nately with the water, using liquid manure and
fertilisers. Damp the paths late in the evening,

and should red spider be present on the leaves

syringe the underside of the foliage just before

closing time with tepid, soft water.

Globe Artichokes.—As the flower-heads

become large enough for use cut them with a fair

length of stem, and place the stalks in water

until sufficient are secured for a dish. In this

way they may be kept fresh for a fortnight.

Every encouragement must be given the plants

to bear freely. Give them an abundance of

water and plenty of manurial assistance. Even
in showery weather water is essential, as the

foliage prevents a great deal of the rain from
reaching the roots.

Celery.—Continue to plant out the latest

batches of Celery if possible before the plants

become starved or drawn. Care should be exer-

cised in lifting, preserving as much of the soil

as po-sible about the roots, as this precaution

will do much to lessen the check to the plants

and hasten their recovery. Remove decayed

leaves, and guard against the Celery maggot,

removing any leaves that are infested with the

pest. For tJiis planting double rows are prefer-

able, therefore the trenches should be made wide.

Il is a good plan, especially when the weather

is warm, to form the trench or trenches between

rows of Early Peas, as the latter afford shade to

the Celei-y for a week or so after planting. Dust

growing plants of the earlier batches with soc)t

at intervals, and remove side growths and split

leaves.

Lettuce.— The rains have suited this crop.

Make small sowings wherever sufficient^ space

is available in shallow drills, and tliin the

seedlings as soon as they are large enough, trans-

planting the thinnings. For summer use the

varieties Superb White and Mammoth White

Cos may be selected.

Mushrooms.—For the next two months it

is a difficult matter to maintain a supply of

Mushrooms, excepting where a very cool struc-

ture is available. Failing that, beds may be

THE APIARY.
By Chloris.

Bees and Water.—During dry weather it is
very necessary, where streams do not exist, to
provide water tor the bees if brood raising is to
be carried on at the rate necessary to keep the
stocks sufficiently strong to yield a good har-
vest. Add a teaspoonful of salt to each pint
of water, placing the water in any vessel that
prevents all danger of bees being drowned. If
an open vessel is used, put some corks in the
water or large stones, so that the bees may have
plenty of foothold. A barrel with a very small
hole bored in its lower edge, from which a small
quantity of water can drip, makes an excellent
supply if allowed to fall on a sloping board.

Swarming—At this time of the year bee-
keepers are often very busy, and are aU the time
anxious to increase their stocks by swarming,
but the method is so uncertain that much time
is lost in watching and waiting for the swarm
to emerge, because bees are often prevented
from swarming by reason of our uncertain cli-

mate. Much time and worry may be saved by
artificially swarming the bees, and a few rules
are only needed for the guidance of those who
wish to do it successfully. When a colony is

very strong and crowded with bees, and honey
is coming in plentifully, then the bees may be
swarmed on any fine day that is convenient.

To Make Three Colonies from Two.—
Where a small increase of stock is desired, it may
only be necessary to form three colonies from
two. Choose a bright day, and at noon,
when most of the bees are out foraging,
remove six frames from a very strong hive,
brushing off all the bees ; crowd together in the
centre the combs remaining, and fill in the
empty spaces on each side with frames containing
fuU sheets of wired foundation. Take the six

frames of brood and eggs and place them in a
new hive, putting it on the stand where an-
other strong colony has worked, giving this
second a new stand. The flying bees will be
sufficient to people the new hive, and will set to

work to raise a new queen from the eggs in the
frames supplied. Put no new frames in this-

hive, but shut off the empty space by means of

the dummy. Much time may be saved if a ripe-

queen cell can be added, or, better still, a fertile

queen may be caged on one of the frames for

36 to 48 hours before being liberated, and then
add a frame containing a full sheet of foundation
each week until all the space is filled. Where a

number of strong colonies exist, say five, then
from each of four take two frames of brood and
eggs from the centre of the brood nest, brushing

off all bees, then on the site of the fifth place a

new hive, and in this put the eight frames taken,

allowing the flying bees of the fifth to supply
bees to raise a new queen as before, while the-

fifth occupies a new site. Supply each of the

four hives with two new frames of wired founda-

tion, which may be placed in the centre of the

brood chamber, and this will probably prevent

swarms issuing from the colonies so treated. In

this case, if a laying queen can be caged as

before, much valuable time may be saved ; fail-

ing this, a ripe queen coll may be placed in a

hole in the centre comb, fixed in by the aid'

of pins. In cutting and handling ripe queen

cells, always take great care not to cause un-

necessary jarring, or the occupants will be killed.

When it is desired to make one colony into

two, take the comb in which the queen is found,

place a new hive on the site of the old, and
put the comb, bees and queen in the centre of

the hive, filling in with frames of full sheets of

fomidation, and these, with flying bees, will form

the new colony or swarm. Those in the old hive,

removed to a new position, with the frames

closed up and an empty comb placed on the

outside, will raise another queen and form an

excellent colony for next year. Of course, time

can be again saved and honey stored if a young

queen can be added at once.
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EDITORIAL NOTICE.

ADVERTISEMENTS should be gent to the PUB-
LI5NBR, 41, Wellington Street. Covent Qarden,
W.C-

Letters lor Publication. a% well as zptctmem o/ plants

for naming, should be addressed to the EDITORS,
41, Wellington Street. Covent Garden. London.
Communications should be writtkn on onk side only of

THE PAPER, sent as early inthc week as possible and duly

signed bv the writer. 1/ desired, the signature will not be

frinled,'but kept as a guarantee of good faith.

Special Notice to Correspondents.—IVie Editors da not

urulertake to pay for any contributions or illustrations, or

to return unused communications or illustrations, unless by

special arrangement. The Editors do not hold thetnselves

responsible /or any opinions expressed by their correspon-

dents.

Local tiev/s.—Correspondents will greatly oblige bysendingto

the Editors early intelligence of local events likely to be o]

interest to our readers, or of any matters whichit is desirable

to bring under the notice of horticulturists.

titvspapers.—Correspondents sending newspapers should be

cate/ul to mark the paiagraphs they wish the Editors to see.

APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

Royal

lingha Horl.

TUESDAY, JULY 16-
Royal Hort. Soc. Coins, meet. (Lecture at Sp.m. by
M. E. A. Bunyard on "The Flowers of Applet and Their

Aid in Identifying Varieties.") Southam.
Hon. Soc. Jubilee Sh. (2 days). Brighton and Su
Hon. Soc. Rose and Violet Pea Sh. (2 days).

WEDNpSDAY, JULY 17-
Bishop's Storlford Fl. Sh. Cardiff and County Hort.

See. Sh. (2 days). Caterham Hort. Sh. Tooting,

Balham, Merlon and Mitcham Hort. Soc. Sh. Sussex
County Agric. Sh. (2 days). Saltaire, Shipley, and
Dist. Rose Sb.

THURSDAY, JULY 18—
Horticultural Club, annual Summer Outing. Dunferm-
line Fl. Sh. (2 days). Deal, Walmer, and Dist. Hort.

Soc. Ann. Sh.

FRIDAY, JULY 19-
Nat. Rose Soc. Sh. at Belfast.

Sh. 2 days).

SATURDAY, JULY 20—
Royal Bucks Sweet Pea and Hort. Soc. Sh.

Average Mean Temperature for the ensuing week
deduced from observations during the last Fifty Years
at Greenwich—63-3.

Actual Temperatures;—
I.OIIDOH.— Wednesday, July W (6 p.m.) : Mai. 78°;

Min. 60".

Gardeneis' Chronicle Ofice, 41, Vi^ellington Street,

Covent Garden, London —7"A«>-srfa>, /uiy 11

(10 a.m.) : Bar. 29-8°; Temp. 71°; Weather-
Sunshine.

Provikces.— Wednesday,July 10: Mai. 63° Cambridge
;

Min. 58" Ireland, S.W.

The gall-like malforma-
Eel-worms. tions which are set up in the

roots of plants by the eel-

worm (Heterodera radicicola) are, unfortu-

nately, only too familiar to gardeners,

though it is to be doubted whether even

they all realize the enormous extent of

damage that is to be attributed year in

year out to the activities of this pest.

When an outbreak of eel-worm mani-

fests itself in a crop of Melons, the gar-

dener realises to his cost the loss which

he suffers ; but in cases of less severe at-

tacks, undergone by plants out-of-doors,

the agent is apt to pass unnoticed, and the

partial failure of the crop is attributed

•often to poor soil or to some other ad-

verse cultural condition. Eel-worm dis-

ease, which was described first in the

pages of the Gardeners' Chronicle by

Berkeley in 1855, has been with us so long,

the disease affects so many different crops,

and its results ar'e so disastrous that it

is high time that a comprehensive investi-

gation into the methods of prevention

was undertaken in this country. Pending

such an investigation, we may profit by

the information which is forthcoming as

the result of researches made in other

countries, and in particular we may call

attention to the excellent work of Pro-

fessor Bessey,* of Michigan Agricultural

• Bulletin No. 217, Bureau of Plant Industry, U.S. Dept.
of Agricultuie.

College, on the distribution, life-history

and modes of destruction of this pest.

Although the eel-worm (Heterodera

radicicola) is now widely distributed

throughout the world, there is some reason

to believe, as Professor Bessey points out,

that it was introduced to Europe and

America from tropical countries, and that

the general trade in tropical plants, which

sprang up about a hundred years ago, was

the cause of the extensive introduction of

the pest into various European countries.

It is significant, in this connection, that the

pest originally discovered by Berkeley was

found in the roots of greenhouse plants.

If the eel-worm is a comparatively new-

comer, it has certainly made the most of

its time, for according to Professor Bessey

it is now at home in the roots of between

450 and 500 different species of plants. Of

these susceptible species, nearly 100 suffer

very severely indeed when eel-worms gain

access to their roots ; upwards of 100

plants serve as fertile breeding grounds

for the pest, but do not appear to suffer

markedly, and the remainder of the sus-

ceptible plants make light of the attack.

The first category includes many plants

—florists' plants, fruit and other trees, and
vegetables—which are in common cultiva-

tion. Among those plants which suffer

severely from attack by eel-worm the fol-

lowing may be mentioned :
—

Flowering and ornamental plants

:

Amaranthus tricolor, Musa, Antirrhi-

num, Carnation, Chrysanthemum, Cen-

taurea, Deutzia crenata, Eschscholtzia

californica. Gardenia jasminoides. Hibis-

cus Sabdariffa, Hollyhock, Ipomcea purpu-

rea, Lobelia erinus, Passiflora, Pseony,

Petunia, Sweet Pea, Stock, Nicotiana,

Thunbergia fragrans, Tuberose, Violet and

the Yellow Lupin.

Of the fniit and other trees, those which

are most badly affected when attacked

by eel-worm include Cherry, Elm, Fig,

Grape, Peach ; and among vegetables

those which suffer in a marked manner in-

clude Beet, Salsify, Carrot, Celery,

Cucumber, Egg plant. Endive, Lentil,

Lettuce, Melon, Potato, and Tomato. Bed
and White Clover, Rape and Bitter Vetch

are also highly susceptible.

A point well worth notice is that, where-

as few, if any, of our common weeds are

among the plants which are apt to be

destroyed by eel-worm, not a few are of

the second category ; that is, are aiders

and abettors of eel-worm, acting as
" nurse-plants " to the pest. In such

weeds the eel-worm increases and multi-

plies, passes out into and spreads through
the soil, and so is prepared to attack any
susceptible plants that may be grown on
the infected land. The moral is obvious,

and the clean cultivator perceives an
added reason for the success which
attends his unceasing war on weeds.

The list of immune plants is, unfortu-

nately, as short as that of the susceptible

plants is long. Among the commoner
plants which appear to resist the attack

of the nematode are some varieties of

Oats and Barley, Maize, Solidago,

Zinnia, and certain grasses, such as

Timothy—a list, be it noted, of poor com-

fort to the grower who is seeking for a
worm-proof plant to grow on his infected

soil.

Into the life-history of Heterodera
radicicola we need not go at any length,

although the habit of the worm in taking
up, as its first position in the plant, a sta-

tion just beyond the growing point of the

root, near the cells along which food sub-

stances are passing, must excite our ad-

miration, if not our applause.

The larva, which hatches from an egg,

is l-50th of an inch (or less) in length, of

cylindrical shape, with tapering ends.

The female matures rapidly, and the first

crop of eggs is produced within about
20-30 days of the entrance of the larva into

the root.

The root is stimulated to excessive

growth by the presence of the eel-worm,
and hence the gall-like malformations
which so often serve to indicate the pre-

sence of the pest. Unfortunately galls are

produced only after infection has been
established for some time, and hence
microscopic examination is necessary for

the detection of the early stages of the

disease.

The natural rate of spread of eel-worms

in soil is slow ; but, of course, there are

many means by which they may be carried

and disseminated. Chief of these means
are the planting of diseased stock, for

instance Potato tubers and cuttings from
diseased plants, the spreading of infected

soil from greenhouses and frames on the

open ground, and the dissemination of the

eggs of the pest during horticultural

operations, such as digging and watering.

It is noteworthy that the eel-worm has a

marked preference for light soils, and ac-

cording to Professor Bessey, it is found

but rarely on clays. Manuring with

potash manures has, at all events in many
instances, a detrimental effect on eel-

worm, and hence potash manures should

be tried in the garden when the soil is

kno\vn to harbour the pest. In spite of

their ubiquity, eel-worms are not very

resistent to unfavourable conditions.

Drought reduces their numbers in the soil,

and so also does excessive moisture.

Hence, eel-worm-infested soil, which has
been removed from a house, should, if no
more effectual means of sterilisation are
available, be spread in a thin layer on
boards, and left to the weather during the

winter before it is again used.

As to the best means of exterminating
eel-worm, there is a choice of methods,

though none may be regarded as ideal.

First, the worms may be starved by fallow-

ing the land for two years and keeping
it free from weeds. Second, they may be
killed by chemicals. Of chemicals, car-

bon-bisulphide is perhaps the most efii-

cient, but it is expensive. In spite of

the high price its use is favoured by
French cultivators, who employ a specially-

designed apparatus for bringing the car-

bon-bisulphide into contact with the soil.

Unfortunately, eel-worms can exist several

feet below the surface, and it is difficult to

destroy them.

In greenhouses, the general method is

to turn out the soil ; but soil sterilisation
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presents a more profitable alternative. A
suitable system of perforated pipes, about

12 inches apart, connected with a boiler

generating steam under pressure, has often

proved valuable. Potatos are buried in

the soil, and steam is passed through it till

the tubers are found on examination to

be cooked.

Instead of heat, formaldehyde may be

used. One part commercial formalin in

100 parts of water is applied at the rate

of l-l-i gallon per square yard of shallow

soil. Formaldehyde has also been used in

the open, and—so it is claimed—with suc-

cess.

Undoubtedly the most promising

measure is a preventive measure ; to wit,

the breeding of " eel-proof " varieties.

Horticultural Club The annual outing

of the Horticultural Club wiU take place

on Thursday, the 18th inst. Members
and friends will meet at Paddington Station

(G.W.R.) and proceed by the 10.40 a.m. train,

in saloon carriages, to Slough Station. Convey-

ances will be in readiness at Slough to carry the

party to Burnham Beeches, calling on the way

to see Stoke Poges Church. After luncheon at

the Beeches, the party wiU drive to Cliveden

and make a tour of the gardens, by the kind

permission of W W. Astok, Esq. Afterwards

Ea.st Burnham Park will be visited, where Sir

Hakry and Lady Veitch wiU entertain the

party to tea. Members are asked to write direct

to the Hon. Treasurer, Sir H.tRRY Veitch, East

Burnham Park, Slough, not later than the 13th

inst., intimating how many tickets they require.

The following have been elected members of

Fig. i6.—effect of eel-worms in roots of melon plants.

This has been done in the case of the

Cow Pea and Water Melon with striking

success, and there would appear to be no

reason why it should not be accomplished

in the case of other crops.

Horticultural College, Swanley, Kent.
—On Tuesday next, the 16th inst., ]Mrs.

RuKCiMAN will present the prizes to the students

at the Swanley Horticultural College. The

meeting will take place at 4 p.m., and the Hon.

Sir John Cockbuen, K.C.M.G., will preside.

Begonias at Holland House Show.—In

addition to the collections of tuberous-rooted

Begonias noticed in our report of the Holland

House Show, a fine exhibit of these flowers was

made by Messrs. T. S. Ware, Ltd., Feltham.

the Club since March 1, when the last list was

printed :—Messrs. Harold Beale. Gilbert Beale,

Arthur Bullock, George A. Bunting, Herbert F.

Cheese, William H. Dunnett, Reginal Farrer, B.

Mayo Haynes, Thomas Humphreys, Hugh Lewis,

William H. Jlorter, Victor J. Xeal, Leopold Salo-

mons, Hermann Spooner, W. J. Stevens, David

Swain, Charles H. Tandevin, Hugh V. Warren-

der, John G. Weston, E. T. Willis, and Henry

Stephenson Yates. R. Hooper Pearson, Hon.

Sec.

Mr. Edward Harriss, the present writer

of our weekly articles on the cultivation

of fruits under glass, will leave the Royal Gar-

dens, Frogmore, on the 27th inst. to take up his

duties at Lockinge, where he will succeed the

late ilr. Fyfe as gardener to Lady Wantage.

The many friends of Mr. Harriss will wish him

well in his new sphere of labour.

Southampton Royal Horticultural
Society.—The Jubilee Show of this society

will be held at the County Ground, Southampton,
on Tuesday and Wednesday, the 16th and
17th inst. The prizes offered are valued at

nearly £250, and include a Rose trophy, silver

cups, and medals. There are classes for Carna-

tions, Sweet Peas, miscellaneous plants, cut

flowers, fruit and vegetables. Particulars of the

show may be obtained from the secretary, Mr.

C. S. Fuiooe.

Presentation to a Gardener.—Mr. J. J.

Teasdale, gardener for the past seven years at

Milton HUl, Steventon, Berkshire, and for four

years hon. secretary of the local flower show, has

received a presentation from the Committee on

the occasion of his leaving the neighbourhood.

Mr. Alexander Dean, V.M.H.—Miss E. M.
Dean writes that her father wishes to thank

his many friends, especially his colleagues

of the R.H.S. Fruit and Vegetable Committee,

for the kind enquiries during his illness. Mr.

Dean is suffering no appreciable pain, other

than that which arises from bed weariness. He
gets no relief from the prostrate position other

than sitting up for an hour when his strength

will allow. Excessive debility makes him quite

unable to talk with friends.

Nursery Employes Outing.—The annual

outing of the members of the recreation club

of Messrs. James Backhouse & Son, Ltd.,

York, took place on the 29th ult., when a visit

was made to Edinburgh. After breakfast, the

party visited the castle and Holyrood Palace,

and later in the day the Forth Bridge. Many
took advantage of the opportunity to return

by steamer to Leith, thence by tram to Edin-

burgh for tea, after which a few of the party

journeyed to Glasgow for the evening. Others

went to Leith, Portobello, and other places in

the vicinity.

Rose Miss Flora Mitten. — We have re-

ceived flowering sprays of a very charming Rose

from ilr. H. Elliott, Hassocks, who very kindly

furnishes the following particulars :—The plants

are 8 to 10 feet high, and covered with large

sprays of bright pink, single blooms, which are

3 inches across. The variety is a very strong

grower, making shoots from 15 to 20 feet long,

and it is hardy in any situation. This variety

was raised by the late Mr. William Mitten,

a well-known botanist. One of the parents is

supposed to have been Rosa Brunoni. It is pre-

eminently a Rose for the open garden, being less

satisfactory when grown in pots, as it requires

plenty of root room.

Potato Diseases.—We are requested by the

Board of Agriculture and Fisheries to inform

Potato growers that a case of wart disease of

Potatos (Synchitrium endobioticum) has oc-

curred in Cheshire, and to remind them that all

cases of this disease must be reported to the

police or other officers appointed by the local

authority for the purpose. Notifications may

be sent to the Board, who will forward them to

the proper quarter. The Board desire also to

warn Potato growers that in view of the rainfall

of the past month, the Potato disease caused by

Phytophthora infestans may be expected before

long to attack the Potato crop, and they re-

commend that crops should be sprayed with the

Bordeaux mixture at once. This disease is not

required to be notified. Leaflets as to both the

above-named diseases may be obtained free of

all cost on application to the Secretary, Board

of Agriculture and Fisheries, 4, Whitehall Place,

London, S.W. Letters so addressed need not be

stamped.
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Flowers in Season. — Messrs. Kelwat &
Son, Langport, Somerset, have sent for our in-

spection several spikes ot Delphiniums. They

represent distinct shades of colour, the blues

being especiaUy beautiful.

The Wages of L.C.C. Gardeners.—The
proposals of the Parks Committee of the London

County Council for improving the conditions of

the gardeners employed by that committee, which

were described in our issue of June 22 last,

were discussed at a meeting of the Council on

July 2. Mr. Jesson, a Labour ilember, moved

an amendment instructing the Parks Committee

to submit forthwith supplementary proposals pro-

viding by means of special service allowance

or otherwise that all employes in the parks'

service, who have served over two years and

are in receipt of less than 30s. a week, shall

receive an immediate increase of one shilling a

week, rising by yearly increments of one shilling

to 30s. a week ; and that all employes at present

receiving between 30s. and 35s. a week shall be

granted, on similar conditions, increases of wages

equal in amount to those specified for employes

at present in receipt of less than 30s. a week.

Mr. LoBDEN, chairman of the Parks Committee,

stated that the committee's proposal would mean
an immediate rise of two shillings a week for

58 per cent, of the men. The amendment was
rejected by 55 votes to 45, and the committee's

scheme was agreed to.

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.

\,The Editors do not hold themselves responsible for

the opinions expressed by correspondents.)

A National Institute of Gardeners. -

Will you allow me to advise your correspon-

dent (see p. 430) that if he will use his influence

to persuade gardeners to join the " British Gar-
deners' Association," he will be doing his best

to obtain what he believes they require, and to

advance horticulture by ensuring that employers
will be able to get capable men to fill their situa-

tions? I do not see how gardeners can improve
their conditions if we have associations, insti-

tutes, and other concerns all running in opposi-

tion to one another ; better there be one strong

association with all gardeners joined together,

pulling the same way. As the B.G.A. is already

organised to obtain for the gardener that which
is so necessary for his well-being, every gar-

dener should endeavour to increase its member-
ship, so that it can be made " progressive but
not aggressive." E. H. Cliiitij.

If I read your corresixmdent aright (see

p. 430) he is desirous that an Listitute shall super-

sede the British Gardeners' Association. Any-
how, tile assertion he has made to the effect that

the existing association has failed to rope in a
large percentage of head gardeners throughout
the country is true, and the same applies to

the absence of sympathy on the part of employ-
ers. There is, however, nothing to prevent a

change of title from B.G.A. to N.U.G., and,
provided an institute was established on tho

right lines, nothing but good would follow the
change. What I feel in the matter is that pre-

sent-day gardeners are up-to-date from a prac-

tical and cultural standpoint, but the majority
are deficient in technical knowledge in other
directions. Is it not a fact that employers are

often obliged to call in a landscape gardener
when new gardens or extensive additions are

under consideration? Who will be bold enough
to credit gardeners genei'ally with a knowledge
of mensuration, land-aurveying and the principles

which govern landscape gardening? It may be
urged that the small wage gardeners command is

hardly likely to act as an incentive to acquire
such knowledge, but it should be remembered
that its acquisition would do more to command
respect and a status than everything else

combined. The authorities should consider

the suggestions offered by Mr. Divers (see

p. 7), namely, to establish classes at conven-
ient centres throughout the country to teach not
practical gardening but the sciences which
appertain to it. Granted this, head gardeners
and superintendents of public parks should, both
in season and out of season, impress upon their

assistants the importance of acquiring a technical

knowledge. It is a deplorable fact that garden-

ers are dubbed domestic servants by law. The
B.C. .4. intend to lodge an appeal at the earliest

possible moment with a view to the removal of

the slur. Signs are not wanting that horticul-

ture and those who are engaged in it profession-

ally are likely to receive a more full and gener-

ous recognition in the near future, and it is a

good sign when prominent representatives like

.Sir Fred. Moore and Sir Harry Veitch are

honoured with knighthood. It may be selfish to

suggest that public gardeners should stand alone,

but it is clear that they could demand their

rights provided they were hedged with an Insti-

tute and a diploma. What are the conditions

in public service to-day? Why in 95 cases out
of 100 the surveyor is at the head of affairs,

and can anything be more utterly farcical seeing

that, as a class, the surveyors are ignorant of

the work? The gardener has perforce to

knuckle under and wait upon this official,

whose legitimate duties are the maintenance of

on the eve of great happenings. Are we ready
to play our part? Mr. Weathers rightly says
" the British Gardeners' Association is the only
serious attempt made in recent years to weld
gardeners together." Then he loses heart. The
real reason why the B.G.A. is not 50,000 strong

is because the aims and objects of the Association

are not thoroughly understood. The new regime
is out to perfect the organisation, and to assidu-

ously push the cause of the B.G.A. in every
possible quarter. Already steps are being taken
to urge local authorities to provide facilities for

classes for the benefit of professional gardeners.

Another object in view is to obtain special

travelling facilities to enable its members to

visit shows and educational institutions. The
'quality of the work done depends entirely upon
the amount of support given. New members

. are coming in weekly, and there are ample signs

that in the near future the B.G.A. will be a
power for good in the horticultural world.

Honest employers have nothing to fear from this

Fig. 17.—PERGOLA AT NUNEHAM PARK,

(See p. 27.)

roads and sewers. It is true that many corpora-

tions, borough councils and even urban dis-

trict councils have formed separate departments,

and it is equally true that if a united effort were
made, backed up by an Institute and possibly

by the Royal Horticultural Society, public parks
and gardens and municipal surveyors would soon
know each other no more. W^e have witnessed
other callings and professions, by co-operation

and fi.xed detennination, obtain recognition, and
while we see the difficulties in our own path, the
peculiar conditions and the prejudice, vet we
know that something will have to be done where-
by the status of gardeners will be raised. Walter
H. Agtjetl.

Throughout the English • speaking
world there are signs of an awakening in

regard to horticulture. The powers and
the people are gradually realising the pos-
siljilities of horticulture as a means to
reach the full life. In clubs, on the terrace,
in councils and committees, the nupstimi nf horti-

cultural education is discussed. We are

Association, for it is willing to co-operate in

every possible manner for the advancement of

gardening. The B.G.A. hopes to persuade city

authorities to provide more parks, garden cities,

and open spaces. We aim at organisation and
inspiration. The co-operation of the whole pro-

fession is necessary. Cyril Harding (Secretary
British Gardeners' Association).

The Horticultural Department of the
Board of Agriculture.— I read your leading

article (see p. 428), and having had the oppor-

tunity of gathering some information bearing on

this matter, perhaps you will allow me to point

out one or two things. (1) Whether we agree

with it or not, the fact remains that the English

custom is to place a " layman " in as head of a

Government Department. We have not yet
reached the millennium when a Business Govern-
ment will be the order of the day. (2) Another
English tradition is that the Government is not
" parental." It does not bring into being and
nurse industries as do our Colonial Governments.
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" Things " grow until such a time as they obtain

general recognition, and consequently need Par-

Uamentary administration. (3) Therefore I take

it, from all I can gather, that the new Horti-

cultural Department is to be an Administrative

Deijartment concerned specially with " plants
"

as distinct, so far as is possible, from " animals,"

but also aeting as a registering and collecting

agency. Plant pests and diseases will come
naturally under its care—plant pests including
definitely horticultural pests. (4) Let us suppose

an ' expert " practical horticulturist, although

it would be difficult to find an all-round, first-

class man, is utticially appointed as head of the

department. How long would such a man remain
an " e.xpert " in practical matters? Taking into

consideration the progre,ss being made daily in

the experimental side of practical gardening, es-

pecially commercial horticulture, would not the

desk-chair very soon put him out of sympathy
with living progre.ssive horticultiu'e ? Adminis-
trators are needed—men in touch with " tra-

ditions," men with a knowledge of present-day

human activities, but also in " touch " with
experts " in the field." This applies to admirals,

bishops, and labour leaders, as well as to

leaders in agricultural and h<H'ticultural affairs.

(5) I conclude therefore, although I may be
wrong, that it is u.'^eless for us to knock our

heads against a brick wall. The new depart-

ment is not to initiate, not even to nurse, but

(a) to administer Acts of Parliament, (b) to

receive and gather up information, and (c) to

give official advice, utilising the services of " ex-

perts " all over the country. J. B. H.

Rose-budding. -At pp. 4 and 5 in the li' t

issue, I'rartics gives the whole art of budding
Eoses with most excellent detail. On one point

I should like to join issue with him. Why make
the process unnecessarily difficult by recommend
ing such an extraordinary length of bud ? " Cut
off the bark behind the bud, leaving about three-

quarters of an inch on that side and 1 incli upon
the other." This, including the short length
occupied by the bud itself, would make the

piece for insertion at least 2 inches. This is

quite unnecessary ; it would not matter much in

budding dwarfs, but would be absolutely wrong
with standards, as the object is to get the bud
so close down to the main upright stock that,

when the bud grows, it shall grow right over
the top of the standard stock, which it would
never do if it is budded an inch or more away
from it. I have budded Roses with some suc-

cess as an amateur now for more years than I

care to remember, and my rule is to leave about
a quarter of an inch behind the petiole, and
about three-eighths or so in front of the bud.
A slit in the jaark then of about an inch and a
half will be found ample for inserting the bud,
instead of the 2^ inches advised. The shorten-

ing of the inserted bud means less disturbance of

the stock, getting the bud into its proper place,

especially in standards, and making everything
much easier for the operator. liobt. P. S.

The directions I gave were specially

intended for the novice, and 1 purposely intended
them to be as plain as possible for the beginner.

The space occupied by the Rose-bud itself can
scarcely b« reckoned in addition to the lengths
upon each side of it, and an inch and three-

quarters is not much for an amateur to work upon.

What can BoU. P. S. mean by " the object is

to get the bud so close down to the main upright
stock that, when the bud grows, it shall grow
right over the top of the standard stock, which
it would never do if it is budded an inch or more
from it "? We cannot have any but the extreme
top bud s<5 close to the top as he apparently sug-

gests, and then never right over. My advice was
that 24 inches was ample for the slit in the bark,

and I doubt if many make less from point to

point. At all events, the extra half-inch would
be no impediment to healmg if properly tied in,

and woidd naturally assist in getting the Rose-

bud into position by slipping it down. Nor is a
quarter of an inch behind the bud enough to

secure the seat or heel being sufficiently promi-

nent to rest well upon the exposed wood as I

suggested. Practice.

The Golden Tulip Tree.— I send you some
flowers of the Golden Tul.p Tree (Lirioden-

dron tulipiferimi marginatum) blooming for the

first time here. I fancy the blooms are much
more golden than the type, but have not the

flowers of the old form for comparison. George

Pan!, The Old IVurseries, Cheshunt.

SOCIETIES.
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL.
HOLLAND HOUSE SHOW:

(Concluded from p. 17.}

Implements and Sundries.
JNIessrs. Robert Sydenh.vm Limited, Tenby

Street, Birmingham, filled a table with the
" Sydenham Rural Table Decorations," in which
Sweet Peas and Carnations were tastefully dis-

plaved
Messrs. T. Ceovvtheb & Son, 282, North End

Road, Fulham, London, exhibited a valuable and
interesting collection of old, iron garden gates;

some of them of exquisite workmanship, and in

splendid condition. Amongst an attractive set

of sundials, the bronze dial of one which bore

the " niottoe " " Amende to-day and slack not
"

was dated 1640, and looked it. Messrs.

Ckowther also exhibited magnificent stone

garden seats, vases, and many desirable leaden
vases.

The Leyton Timber Co., Trundleys Road,
Deptford, built lightly-designed, but strong,

pergolas, and rustic fencing made of Larch and
Oak poles. The well-designed summer-houses
were tiled with Oak shingles, which make a

waterproof and lasting roof. At the ends of

this exhibit the Leyton Co. fixed lengths of

Jarrah (Eucalyptus niarginata) fencing. Although
a trifle dearer than Oak the Jarrah lasts much
longer, and is now used extensively by the great

railway companies, who appreciate its value.

Messrs. C.iSTLES, Baltic Wharf, Mill'oank,

Westminster, London, made their customary
large display of Teak-wood garden furniture.

Besides these well-made articles Jlessrs. C.vstles

had on view immense figureheads from the old

battleships H.M.S. " Formidable " and H.M.S.
" Duke of WeUington," and a huge wooden steer-

ing-wheel.
Messrs. H.VKRY Freem.\n, Ltd., Mulgrave

Road, SuttoR, filled a large trellis-work enclosure

with rustic summer-houses, chairs and tables

treated with their preservative. The " Little

Folks " miniature set of tables and chairs would
be appreciated by many juvenile gardeners.

Messrs. Liberty & Co., Regent Street, London,
arranged many dwarf Japanese trees around a

central stand with Bamboo windscreens at right

angles. In another place this firm displayed

garden pottery in a variety of designs.

Messrs. Geo. Trolloke"& Sons, West Halkin

Street, Belgrave Square, London, fixed a fine

old Venetian well-head in a setting of greenhouse

Ferns, and partly surrounded by a few Roses and

foliage plants.

The Potters' Art Guild, Compton, Guild-

ford, showed a good selection of their garden

pottery.

Jeyes' horticultural washes and sprayers

were attractively displayed. As is well known
this firm manufactures excellent preparations fot

garden use as well as their noted disinfectant.

Messrs H. Hartgen & Co., Noble House,

Noble Street, London, demonstrated the value

of the " Holder " pneumatic sprayers.

Messrs. E. A. White. Ltd., di-^played their

non-poisonous " Abol " insecticide, which is so

useful for eradicating thrips. mildew, aphis, and

other pests. An attendant illustrated the

handiness of their garden syringe and sprayer.

Messrs. Cooper & Nephews, Berkhamsted,
exhibitfd various fuiT'icides and plant foods,

such as Apterite, VI Fluid and V2 K Fluid.

Messr.s. W.^keley Bros. & Co., Ltd.,

Honduras Wharf, Bankside, London, had samples

of their Hon manure.
The Three C's. showed the Chase Continuous

Cloche—a valuable article for advancing early

vegetables, or for protecting tender Alpine

plants.

The Folding Span Light Co., Slough, exhi-

bited their useful little seed and plant protector.

The Royal Society for the Protection of

Birds, 23, Queen Anne's Gate, London, showed

some nestim,' bo.xes and feeding trays.

Preserved Roses and Red Carnations were

shown by the Preserved Roses Co., Bourne-

mouth.
Miss Hilda Sewell, 67, Harcourt Terrace,

South Kensington, had a stand of jams and
jellies.

Excellent flow'er baskets were shown from the

Meath Home for Epileptics. Godalming.

Mr. M. Johnston. New Park. Cranleigh,

Guildford, showed excellent samples of loam.

Fleshly cut turves of medium loam suitable for
Carn.iticns. heavier samples for Roses, ani
mature turves were all in view. <

Mr. James MacDonald, Harpenden, Herts.,

laid out small turves of a great number of grasses

suitable for making tennis lawns, golf greens, &c.
The model croquet lawn of real grass, and the
baize and similar materials on which grass seed-

lings were growing, formed interesting parts of

this exhibit. The different species of grass so

weU shown had a great educational value.

MANCHESTER AND NORTH OF
ENGLAND ORCHID.

June 6.—The annual meeting was held on. this

date. The Rev. J. Crombleholme was re-ap-

pointed chairman ; Mr. Z. A. Ward, vice-chair-

man ; Mr. R. Ashworth, hon. treasurer ; Mr. H.
Thorp, hon. auditor ; and Mr. H. Arthur, secre-

tary. The committee was also elected. The
prizes were presented to the successful exhibitors

as follow :

—

Robson's Gold Cup, presented by the Executors
of the late Mr. John Robson, to W. R. Lee, Esq.

(gr. Mr. Branch).
Silver Trophy, presented by Jlr. W. R. Lee,

to Z. A. Ward, Esq. (gr. Mr. Weatherby).
Gold Medal, presented by Mr. W. R. Lee, to

J. McCartney, Esq. (gr. Mr. Holmes).

Gold Medal, presented by Messrs. J. Cypher &
Sons, to Z. A. Ward, Esq.

Messrs. Sander & Sons' Prizes to Mr. Luptoh
(gr. to Col. J. Rutherford, M.P.), and Mr.

We.itherby (gr. to Z. A. Ward, Esq.), equal

Ists, and Mr. Holmes (gr. to J. McCartney,
Esq!), 3rd.

Mr. Ed. V- Low's Silver Vase, to J. J.

Holden, Esq. (gr. Mr. Johnson).

Messrs. Stuart Low & Co.'s Prizes to J.

McCartney, Esq. (gr. Mr. Holmes).

The Society's Gold Medal (amateurs) to G. H.
Pe.vce, Esq." Monton Grange (gr. :Mr. Mace);

Silver-gilt .Medal to A. Warburton, Esq. (gr.

Mr. Dalgleish) ; Gold Medal (for amateurs not

emploving a gardener) to W. J. Hakgbeaves,
Esq.. Burnley ; Silver-gilt Medal to F. A.

Hindley, Esq., Bradford; Silver Medal to H.

Arthur. Esq.

A Gold Medal (given by a member of the

Society) was presented to the Rev. J. Cromble-

holme for his meritorious exhibits during the

SCOTTISH HORTICULTURAL.
July 2.—The monthly nieetiiii; of the above

A.ssociation was held at 5, St. Andrew Square,

Edinburgh, on this date. Mr. M.assie, the Presi-

dent, was in the chair, and there was an attend-

ance of 90 members.
Miss Burton. New Saughton Hall. Polton,

read a paper on " Pelargoniums." After explain-

ing that the so-called Geraniums used for bedding

and other decorative purposes were really Pelar-

goniums derived from P. inquinans, P. zonale,

and other species, most of which had been intro-

duced from South Africa, Miss Burton dealt

with the uses of the plants of the various sections,

with their cultivation, and the manner in which

thev should be employed with other plants in

house and garden decoration.

The exhibits included a collection of Regal,

zonal, sweet-scented, variegated, and other forms

of bedding Pelargoniums from Messrs. Dobeie &

Co., Edinburgh (cultural certificate). A variegated

variety named Show Queen was awarded a certifi-

cate of merit. A collection of Pelargoniums from

Mr. R. McAndie. Inveresk Gate, Musselburgh,

was awarded a cultural certificate, and a collec-

tion illustrating her paper was shown by Jliss

Burton. Other exhibits included six seedling

varieties of Delphiniums, from Mr. John
Eraser, The Old Manse Gardens, Inverkeithing

(highlv commended for strain) ; new sweet-

scented Pieony, Wm. Mesman, from Messrs.

Dickson & Co., Edinburgh; a seeding from Viola

Cornuta, shown bv Mr. Andrew Ogg, Knock-

dolian, Avrshire : "six vases of Pinks, from Mr.

C. Comfort, Broo~ifield, Davidson's Mains;

Carnation, showing reversion, from Mr. R.

McAndie ; and Culinary Peas in pots, showing

good results of inoculation with bacteria after

sterilisation of the soil, from Mr. Geo. P. Berry,

East of Scotland College of Agriculture.

At the meeting on August 6, a discussion will

take place on the training and education of

young gardeners.
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KEIGATE ROSE AND SWEET PEA.
June 29.—The seventh annual exhibition of this

Society was held in the Priory grounds, Reigate,
the residence of Somers Somerset, Esq., on
the foregoing date, and proved by far the finest

of the series. A very high standard of excellence

marked the exhibits in both the Rose and Sweet
Pea sections, the classes being well filled and the
competition keen.

Roses.

In the classes open to nurserymen, Messrs. D.
Prior & Son, Colchester, won the challenge cup
offered for 48 blooms, distinct. Prominent in this

collection were fine blooms of Mrs. Myles Ken-
nedy, Leslie Holland, Cynthia, Gloire de Chedane
Guinoisseau, Frau Karl Druschki, J. B. Clark,

Mrs. Cocker, White Maman Cochet, Her Majesty,
Gomte de Raimbaud, and Horace Vernet. 2nd,
Ben. R. Cant & Sons, Colchester.

In the class for 24 distinct varieties, Mr. Henry
Drew, Longworth, Berks., secured the premier
award, with Mr. Geo. Prince, Longworth, 2nd,

and Mr. Elisha J. Hicks, Twyford, Berks., 3rd.

For 18 distinct varieties of Tea or Noisette
Roses, Mr. Drew again excelled, having choice

blooms of Sirs. Myles Kennedy, MoUy Sharman
Crawford, White JIaman Cochet, Mrs. Foley
Hobbs, and Mrs. Ed. Mawley. 2nd, Mr. Geo.
Prince. 3rd, Messrs. D. Prior & Son.

For 12 bunches of garden Roses, distinct,

Messrs. Frank Cant & Sons won the 1st prize,

which included a challenge cup, with fine blooms
of Mrs. Herbert Stevens, Gardenia, Lady Hillin^-

don, GruKs an Teplitz, and Mrs. Alfred late : 2nd,

Messrs. W. Spooner & Son, Woking ; 3rd, Messrs.

Geo. Jackman & Son, Woking.
In tlie amateurs' classes, Alfred Tate, Esq.,

secured the challenge cup offered for the best

collection of 24 Roses, distinct, his best varieties

being Avoca, Mildred Grant, White Maman
Cochet, Mme. Melanie Soupert, Horace Vernet,
and Yvonne Vacherot. The last-named was
awarded the Silver Medal offered for the best

bloom in the amateurs' classes. 2nd, Mr. E. M.
EVERSFIELD. >

For 18 distinct varieties, John Haet, Esq.,
was placed 1st; Geo. R. Bonneb, Esq., 2nd;
and F. Slaughter, Esq., 3rd.

For 12 distinct varieties, open to growers of

fewer than 1,000 plants, Mr. E. Lehmann
secured the challenge cup, Mrs. Henry Balfour
being placed 2nd, and C. Davies, Esq., 3rd.

Sweet Peas.

In the open classes, F. A. Welleslet, Esq.,
won the challenge cup offered for 12 bunches,
di.stinct varieties, showing beautiful sprays of

Mrs. C. W. Breadmore, Thos. Stevenson, Freda
Elsie Herbert, and Elfreda Pearson. 2nd, Sir
Randolf Baker Bart., Blandford (gr. Rlr.

A. E. Usher).

For six bunches. Sir Randolf Baker led,

followed by J. W. Franks, Esq.

Non-competitive Exhibits.

Gold Medals were awarded to Mr. Elisha J.
Hicks, Hurst, Berkshire, for a collection of

Roses, and Messrs. E. W. King & Sons, Cogge-
shall, who displayed Sweet Peas.

Silver-gilt Medals were awarded to Messrs.
DoBBiE & Co., Edinburgh and Mark's Tey, for
Sweet Peas ; Messrs. Wells & Co., Merstham,
for Carnations, Roses, and rock plants ; and
Messrs. Bide & Son, Farnham, for Sweet Peas.
A Silver Medal was awarded to Messrs. Geo.
Jackman & Son, Woking, for Roses and hardy
flowers.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY
OF IRELAND.

At a recent meeting of the above society, the
schedule of the spring .show for 1913 was ap-
proved. Several new classes have been added,
notably for Calceolarias and herbaceous plants.

UNITED HORTICULTURAL BENEFIT
AND PROVIDENT.

This society is now approved under the
National Insurance Act. At the committee meet-
ing held on Monday, the 8th inst., 82 new mem-
bers were elected.

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL.
EXHIBITION AT DONCASTER.

July 3, 4, 5, 6.—The horticultural exhibits in

connection with the show of the Royal Agricul-
tural Society, held at Doncaster, on these dates,

were staged in three large marquees. Exhibi-
tors were at a disadvantage in getting their
collections from the station to the show-ground,
all the available horses being requisitioned for
the return of cattle, sheep, and pigs, in con-

formity with the Grovernment order that these
animals could not remain at the show. N'ver-
theless, the staging was completed well up to
time.

Competitive Classes.

There were four entries in the class for a
group of miscellaneous plants in and out of
bloom, arranged on a space not exceeding 350
square feet. Messrs. .James Cypher & Sons won
the premier prize with an excellent group, hav-
ing a background of lofty Palms and a series of
arches furnished with well-grown plants. The
foreground was occupied with bright, single-
stemmed Codiaeums (Crotons). interspersed w-ith
Carnations, Odontoglossums, Begonias, and other
flowering plants. (Gold ]\IedaI.) 2nd, Mr. W. A.
Holmes, Chesterfield ; 3rd, Mr. J. S. Sharp,
Almondbury ; 4th, Mr. W. Vause, Leamington.

Messrs. Cither & Sons were the only exhibi-
tors in the class for a collection of Orchids
arranged for effect, and were awarded the 1st
prize.

For a group of tuberous-rooted Begonias, in
pots, Messrs. Blackmore & Langdon led
easily with an admirable collection, in which the
varieties Duchess of Cornwall and the Hon.
John R. de C. Boscawen were especially fine.

Lena, a bright-scarlet variety, of free flowering
habit, was shown very effectively in baskets.

In a class for a display of hardy flowers, Messrs.
Harkness & Son, Bedale, excelled with a collec-

tion of much merit splendidly arranged. The
subjects included Delphiniums, with massive
spikes, Gaillardias, Poppies, Irises, Lilium um-
bellatum erectum, and L. u. grandifolium.
Messrs. W. Artind.ale & Son, Sheffield, were
placed 2nd for a good group, but it lacked light-
ness in arrangement.

Messrs. Harkness & Son led for a collection
of cut hardy flowers, having fine masses of
Papaver orientale Mrs. Perry, Gaillardias in
variety. Irises. Liliunis. and other seasonable
species. 2nd, Messrs. W. Artindale & Son.

In the class for a collection of stove and green-
house plants, Slessrs. James Cypher & Sons
staged Statice profusa, Ixora Pilgrimii, Clero-
dendron Balfouri, AJlamanda nobilis, and others,
and were awarded the 1st prize.

The best collection of cut sprays of Carnations
was shown by Mr. C. Engelmann, Saffron Wal-
den, the varieties Lady Northcliffe, Triumph, and
Sunstar being noteworthy.

The class for a collection of cut Roses brought
a grand array, the prize-winners being Messrs.
F. M. Bradley, Peterborough : Messrs. W. & J.
Brown, Peterborough ; and Messrs. R. W.
Proctor & Son, Chesterfield, in that order. The
variety Edward Mawley and some of the single
Roses were conspicuous in the premier collection.

Messrs. E. W. King & Co., Coggeshall, were
placed l.st for a collection of Sweet Peas, with
arches, piUaxs, and vases containing strong, well-
coloured spikes, artistically arranged.

Fruit and Vegetables.

For a collection of eight kinds of vegetables,
the Duke of Portland, \Velbeck Abbey (gr. Mr.
J. Gibson), was the only competitor. The ex-
hibit fully deserved the premier award that was
given. Peas Centenary and Onion Sutton's
Leviathan were extra fine.

The best decorative display of fruit, of 30
dishes, was shown bv the Duke of Portland,
who showed splendid black and white Grapes',
Brown Turkey Figs, Gros Mignonne and
Dymond Peaches, Spencer and Kirk's Plums,
Pineapple and Dryden Nectarines, Lady Sudo-
ley Apple, and Waterloo Strawberries. The
exhibit was pleasingly arranged with a
background of Carnations and foliage plants.
The same exhibitor was successful for four
bunches of Grapes; two bunches of "Mus-
cat" Grapes; two bunches of Black Ham-
burgh Grapes ; two bunches of IMadresfield Court

Grapes ; two dishes of Peaches, with fine fruits
of Goshawk and Dymond; and two dishes of
Nectarines, showing the variety Early Rivers.

For four dishes of Strawberries, Charles
Thellusson, Esq., Doncaster, was placed 1st.

Non-competitive Exhibits.

These were exceedingly numerous and formed
the bulk of the show. Herbaceous Alpines and
other cut flowers were staged by Messrs. S.
Broadhead & Son, Huddersfield. in which Cam-
panulas and water plants were effective. (Silver
Medal.)

Messrs. Seagrave & Co., Sheffield, had a fine
collection of Violas, Delphiniums, and Pelar-
goniums. (Silver Medal.)

Messrs. Kent & Brtdon, Darlington, showed
Delphiniums, Carnations, Liliums, and other
flowers. (Silver-gilt Medal.)

Jlessrs. R. Bath, Ltd., Wisbech, staged Del-
phiniums, Roses, and hardy cut flowers. (Silver-
gilt Medal.)

Mr. W. Sydenham exhibited Delphiniums,
Violas, and other hardy flowers. (Silver Medal.)

Mr. 6. Gibson showed a bank of Delphiniums,
'

Gaillardias, Carnations, Papavers, and foliage
plants.

Mr. W. J. Godfrey, Exmouth, showed border
flowers and Canterbury Bells. (Silver Medal.)

Messrs. Bakers, Wolverhampton, had a fine

group of hardy flowers. Conifers, and Water
Lilies. (Large Gold Medal.)

Messrs. Dickson & Robinson, Manchester,
showed a bold aiTay of Delphiniimis, Gaillardias,
Irises, Rambler Roses, and an imposing bed of
Ghent Azaleas. (Silver-gilt Medal.)

Messrs. W. & J. Brown, Peterborough, ex-
hibited Liliums, Gaillardias, and other seasonable
garden flowers.

Messrs. James Backhouse & Son, Ltd., built
a rock-garden, making a pleasing display.

Mr. H. N. Ellison, West Bromwich, showed a
collection of small plants of various Cacti, staged
against a background of Ferns. (Silver Medal.)

Messrs. Sutton & Sons, Reading, contributed
a group of their strain of Gloxinias, of which the
varieties King George V and Duchess of York
were good types ; they also showed a fine batch
of Nemesias, backed with Ferns, Palms, and
other greenery. (Silver-gilt Medal.)

Mr. Charles Thellusson staged in good form
Anthuriums, Dracaenas, and Palms. (Gold
Medal.)

Messrs. H. B. May & Sons, Upper Edmonton,
contributed Ferns. Nephrolepis Marshallii com-
pacta was especially good and plants of Ixora
Williamsii were seen to advantage amongst the
Ferns. (Gold Medal.)
Mr. C. J. Batchelor, Harrogate, also showed

Ferns, including Nephrolepis Batchelori. (Silver
Medal.)

The King's Acre Nursery Co., Hereford,
showed fruit trees, including Figs, Peaches,
Plums, Nectarines, and Apples. (Silver-gilt
Medal.)

Messrs. John Waterer & Co., Bagshot, made
a fine display with Rhododendrons and Kalmias,
relieved with standard HolUes, Bays, and other
foliage plants. Gold Medal.)

Messrs. D. Pennell & Son, Lincoln, had a good
assortment of Ivies, Hydrangeas, trees, "and
shrubs, and a collection of Delphiniums, Roses.
Carnations, and Irises.

Messrs. Kent & Brydon, Darlington, staged
Palms, Hydrangeas, Roses, &c. (Gold Medal.)

Messrs. Stuart Low & Co., Bush Hill Park,
had a pleasing collection of Orchids in good
variety, also Souvenir de la Malmaison Carna-
tions, of which the varieties Princess of Wales
and The Colonel were excellent. Rayon d'Or
Rose was also noticeable in their .stand "of Roses,
which together formed an effective display.
(Gold Medal.)

Mr. C. F. Waters, Balcombe, set up Carna-
tions, in which the variety Edith Waters was
very fine. (Silver Medal.)

Messrs. Young & Co., Cheltenham, had an ex-
cellent array of Carnations. Lady Henderson and
Duchess of Devonshire were in good form.
(Large Gold Medal.)

The Hon. Vicary Gibbs, Aldenham House,
Elstree (gr. Mr. E. Beckett), showed a fine table
of vegetables. (Large Gold Medal.)
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Messrs. Toogood & Sons, Southampton, had a
pleasing collection of vegetables, staged on
freshly-grown grass. (Silver-gilt Medal.)

Mr. R. Bolton, Warton, exhibited Sweet
Peas, &c. Stirling Stent and Sunproof Crimson
were fine in substance and colour. (Large Gold
Medal.)

Miss Hemus, Upton-on-Severn, showed Sweet
Peas, also Petunia Paradise Blue, which should
prove an acquisition. (Silver Medal.)

Mr. George Massey, Spalding, showed vege-

tables and hardy flowers. (Silver Medal).

Messrs. J. Buerell & Co., Cambridge, also

showed Roses, in which single varieties were well

represented. (Silver Medal.)

Messrs. B. R. C.\nt & Sons, Colchester, had an
imposing display of Roses, blooms of Juliet being
prominent. (Silver Medal.)

Messrs. Clibrans, Altrincham, had lofty vases

of well-known varieties of Roses. (Silver Medal.)

Messrs. W. & J. Brown, Peterborough, also

contributed Roses, including finely-coloured

masses of the Lyon Rose.

Messrs. Alex. Dickson & Sons, Newtownards,
had an e.xtensive display of good Roses in vases
and boxes. (Gold Medal.)

Mr. W. Artindale showed Pansies and Violas
in pots, making a very pleasing display.

Mr. Charles Warner, Leicester, had a
collection of hardy Fuchsias in variety. (Silver

Medal.)

Messrs. Whitelegg & Page showed their new
fruit, the Newberry.

Messrs. Jarman & Co., Chard, showed Cen-
taureas in delicate shades of colouring. (Silver

Medal.)

Mr. A. F. DuTTON, Iver, Buckinghamshire,
exhibited Carnations (Gold Medal). Messrs. J.

Cypher & Sons, Cheltenham, displayed speci-

men flowering plants (Gold Medal). IMessrs.

Henry Morse & Co., Norwich, were awarded a

Silver Medal for a floral group.

DURHAM, NORTHUMBERLAND, AND
NEWCASTLE - ON - TYNE BOTANICAL

AND HORTICULTURAL.
July 3, 4, 5.—The 88th annual show of the

above society was held in the Recreation
Grounds, Newcastle. The dates were earlier than
usual, and this fact prevented many local exhibi-

tors from putting in an appearance. The shows
at Holland House and at Doncaster on the

same day also had their effect. Exhibits of

special merit were contributed by Messrs.

Samuel Finney & Co., Newcastle-on-Tyne, who
showed floral designs and decorative fohage and
flowering plants; Jl€s.srs. Hugh Dickson & Co.,

Ltd., Belfast, who exhibited Roses; and Messrs.

Gibson & Co., Bedale, who showed border flowers

and Sweet Peas.

The exhibits of fruit, and especially of Grapes,
were much below the usual standard for these

shows, the classes being poorly contested. The
groups of miscellaneous plants were scarcely

worthy of the import-ant prizes offered for them.

Rain fell during the first day of the show, but
the attendance was good, and on the subsequent
days above the average.

Mr. H. H. Hillier, Darlington, was placed 1st

in the class for a group of miscellaneous plants ar-

ranged for effect, occupying 20 feet by 12 feet.

Several fine Codiseums were included in the

group, and at the back were coloured Acers,

Roses and foliage plants, but the quality

of the flowering plants was not equal to

the usual standard of this firm. 2nd, Messrs.

Carnegie & Co., Newcastle-on-Tyne; 3rd, Mr. T.

Wilkinson, Newcastle-on-Tyne.

Trade Exhibits.

Oold Medals were awarded to Messrs. G.

Finney & Co., Granger Street, Newcastle, for

floral designs ; to Messrs. Laing & Mather,
Kelso, for a rockery, ornamental trees and bor-

der flowers ; to Messrs. W. Lawrenson & Sons,

Newcastle-on-Tyne, tor a rock-garden, &c.

SiJ'ver Medals were awarded to Mr. F. J. Bell,

Whitley Bay, for an exhibit of Pansies, Violas

and border " flowers ; and Messrs. Ord Bros.,

North Shields, for tuberous-rooted Begonias,

Palms and decorative foliage and flowering plants.

NATIONAL SWEET PEA.
July 9, 10.—The twelfth exhibition of this

Society was held on Tuesday and Wednesday last

in the Royal Horticultui'al Hall, Vincent Square,

Westminster. The show was one of the best of

the series, but the new rule which reads " flowers

with double standards will disqualify in aU classes

except thosQ numbered 6, 9 and 12," caused end-
less trouble.

Exhibitors had not exei-cised sufficient scrutiny

of their spikes, with the result that numerous dis-

qualifications ajose from this cause. In many in-

stances, the best exhibits were passed over by
the judges and inferior collections awarded the
prizes. In the " Burpee " Challenge Cup Class,

tlie whole of the nine exhibitors transgressed,

whilst in another class there were no fewer than
13 disqualifications.

A speaker at the judges' dinner on the evening
of the first day said that this would be remem-
bered as the " double-standard year," but he was
sure it would be the first, the last, and the only

year when such a regulation could exist, a state-

ment that appeared to voice the feelings of those

present.

The trade exhibits, taken generally, were not
quite so good as usual, but the flowers in the

competitive classes were excellent throughout.
The exhibitors numbered 180.

The competitive exhibits were arranged against

tall green backgrounds, which prevented any
general view of the displays, except from the gal-

lery. Although this had the effect of throwing
the bunches into better relief, the general spec-

tacular effect was spoiled. The gallery was
prettily decorated with bunches of Sweet Peas
and greenery by iSLr. TiGWELL and the secretary,

Mr. C. H. Curtis, who is to be congratulated on
the excellent arrangements.

Amateurs' Classes.

In the first six classes traders were debarred
from competing. The Sutton Cup was offered in

Class 1 for the best collection of 21 bunches of

Sweet Peas, distinct, to be selected from the

varieties recommended by the Floral Committee
in the Society's Classification List. There were
six competitors, and two of the finest displays

were disqualified because they included flowers

with double standards. These were from Sir Ran-
DOLF Baker, Bart., Ranston House, Blandford

(i^. Mr. A. E. Usher), and A. Pitt Brooks, Esq.,

Rose HiU, Par Station, Cornwall (gr. Mr. W. H.
Prophet). Sir Randolp B.aker showed splendid

flowers of Edna Unwin, Earl Spencer, Mrs. R.

Hallam. Flora Norton Spencer, John Ingman,
Etta Dyke. Miss F. Nightingale, Evelyn Hemus,
Princess Victoria, and Mrs. W. J. Unwin. The
1st prize was awarded to A. W. Stirling, Esq.,

Holme Lea, Goring (gr. Mr. A. Moring), w-bo

showed a good collection, notably Evelyn Hemus,
Gladys Burt, Thomas Stevenson, Hercules, Elsie

Herbert, Florence Nightingale, Flora Norton
Spencer, Paradise Ivory. American Spencer,

Nubian, John Ingman, Mrs. Hardcastle Sykes,

Earl Spencer, and Helen Lewis. 2nd, C. Hopton,
Esq., Greenford (gr. Mr. E. W. Humphrey).
There were six competitors in the class for

24 bunches, distinct, and no fewer than four

were disqualified for including blooms with

double standards. It is to be regretted that the

fine exhibit shown by Sir Randolf Baker was

again one of those passed over, for he showed

splendid flowers. Still, the 1st prize collection,

exliibited bv Jlrs. A. E. Kensington, Haver-

bruck, Uck'field (gr. Mr. F. C. Beale), in-

cluded magnificent vases of Mrs. W. J.

Unwin, Winsome, Teimant Spencer, Dons
Usher, Maude Hohnes (a fine red variety),

Mrs. Routzhan, Thomas Stevenson, Nettie Jen-

kins (fine lavender), Barbara (orange), and

Menie Christie. 2nd, A. W. Stirling, Esq.,

Holme Lea, Goring (gr. Mr. A. Moring), with a

good display, his best varieties being Constance

Oliver, Helen Lewis, Senator Spencer, Zephyr,

Edna Unwin, John Ingman, and Hercules.

W. H. Rawnsley, Esq., Well Vale, Alford,

Lines, (gr. Mr. T. Vickeis), showed finely, but he

had double standards in his examples of Chas.

Foster and Elsie Herbert. He showed splendid

bunches of Audrey Crier, Mrs. R. Hallam, Helen

Lewis, Edna Unwin and Mrs. Hardcastle Sykes.

The Henry Eckford Memorial class required

12 bunches, distinct, to consist of named varie-

ties in commerce. Beside the Henry Eckford

Memorial Cup. the 1st prize included the Gold

Medal of the National Sweet Pea Society and a

sum of money. There was a good contest be-

tween 10 competitors, and the collective exhibits
made a beautiful display. The judges awarded
the 1st prize to E. G. Mocatta, Esq., Woburn
Park, Addlestone (gr. Mr. Thomas Stevenson),
for one of the grandest exhibits in the show.
However, after the award was made, a double
standard was detected in his bunch of Mrs.
C. W. Breadmore, and the award was withdrawn.
The varieties were Queen Mary, Thomas Steven- .

son (splendid), John Ingman, Melba, Hercules,
Efrida Pearson, Marjorie Linzee, Mrs. C. W.
Breadmore, Elsie Herbert, R. F. Felton, Edrom
Beauty, and Queen of Norway. The 1st prize
was awarded to Sir R. Baker, Bart., M.P.,
Ranston, Blandford (gr. Mr. A. E. Usher), who
also showed splendid spikes, the varieties being
Clara Curtis, Lavender George Herbert, Audrey
Crier, Edrom Beauty, M. Holmes, Tennant
Spencer, Edith Taylor (big deep rose), Eve-
lyn Hemus, Barbara (orange-salmon). King
Manuel (fine crimson), and Dora Usher. 2nd,
Capt. Ernest Twist, Early Lodge, near Reading
(gr. Mr. Thos. Bethell). In this exhibit were
choice blooms of Senator Spencer and Mrs. W.
J. Unwin (both marbled varieties), Nettie Jen-
kins, Sunproof Crimson, Clara Curtis and Mrs.
Hardcastle Sykes. 3rd, A. W. Perkins, Esq.,

Greenford Green, Harrow (gr. Mr. G. Baldwin),
for bright, clear flowers of well-known varieties.

There was a keen competition in the class for

six bunches of new Sweet Peas, distinct, selected

from varieties introduced into commerce since

the autumn of 1911. The 1st prize included the
" Dobbie " Silver Cup, to be won outright. The
judges made their awards as follow :— 1st, E. G.
Mocatta, Esq. (gr. Mr. Thomas Stevenson)

;

2nd, Mr. Edward Cowdy, Greenhall Mills,

Loughgall, Co. Armagh ; 3rd, Mr. Tom Jones,
Bryn, Peiiylan, Ruabon. Afterwards it w^
discovered that Mr. Mocatta had a flower with

a double standard of his variety Walter P. Wright
and Mr. Jones of Melba. The judging was,

therefore, done again, with the result that Mr.
CowDY was placed 1st. Mr. Mocatta showed
the following varieties, all of superb quality :—
Barbara, Walter P. Wright, Coronation, Edith

Taylor, Mrs. Cuthbertson and White Queen. Mr.

Cowdy's blooms possessed exceptionally long

stems, and the spikes were of tremendous

growth, but the petals were not quite so bright

in colour as those shown by Sir. Mocatta. The
best varieties were W. P. Wright, Prince George,

Dobbie's Cream, Mrs. Cuthbertson, King Manoel,

and R. F. Felton. R. P. Brooks, Esq. (gr. Mr.

W. H. Prophet), showed fine spikes of Mrs.

Cuthbertson, Dorothy and Lady Knox.

No fewer than 12 competed in the class for

three bunches of pink or cream-pink varieties

with waved standards. The 1st prize was awarded

to F. Chetwynd,' Esq., Stapylton, Englefield

Lodge, Englefield (gr. Mr. H. Langdownj, who
selected Mary Langdown, Miss Chetwynd Stapyl-

ton, and Mr's. R. Hallam. 2nd, R. B. Brooks,

Esq., for Gladys Burt, Hercules, and Mrs. H.

Dickson. 3rd, "Sir R. Baker for Dora Usher,

Mrs. H. Dickson, and Audrey Crier.

There was a similar class for three bunches, dis-

tinct, with double standards. Mrs. A. E. Ken-
sington, Haverbrack, Uckfield (gr. Mr. F. C.

Beale), was awarded the 1st prize for choice

blooms of Audrey Crier, Scarlet Emperor, and

Orange P^^fection. 2nd, Sir R. Baker, with

Dobbie's Cream, Mrs. Breadmore and Bertram

Deal. 3rd, Dr. J. E. Phillips, Malpas (gr. Mr.

W. Davies), with Mrs. Hardcastle Sykes, Maude
Holmes, and Mrs. Cuthbertson. There were

seven competitors in this class.

Open Classes.

Classification Class.-—This class was for a

coUection of 24 varieties to illustrate the colour

distinctions in the Society's classification list, and
to bring into special prominence the finest varie-

ties in the several colours. Sir Randolf Baker
exhibited the finest collection, but a bloom of

Prince George had a double standard, and the

exhibit was passed over in favour of Mr. J.

Stevenson, Poole Road, Wimborne, for the varie-

ties Prince George, Mrs. H. Dickson, Earl

Spencer, Nubian, Flora Norton Spencer, Mrs.

W. J. Unwin, Princess Victoria, Maud Holmes,

Elfrida Pearson, and others. No exhibit dis-

played the 2nd prize card, but the 3rd prize was

won by Mr. H. D. Tigwell, Greenford.

There were 13 exhibits in the class for 12

bunches, distinct, and the whole of them were

disqualified for the reason stated above. This

brought things to the same level again, and
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th« judges recommended the award of the priizes

to the thr^ee best colkctions. The finest blooms
were shown by Mr. F. G. Sealing, Burgess
Street Nurseries, Bassett, a selection of the finest

varieties being Mrs. W. J. Unwin, Elfrida Pear-
son, Stirling Stent, Othello Spencer, Tennant
Spencer, Thos. Stevenson, Asta Ohn, and Elsie
Herbert. 2nd, C. B. Gabriel, Esq., Easdale,
Horsell, Surrey (gr. Mr. G. Hewitt). 3rd, E.
Otter, Esq., Stanhope Park, Greenford (gr. Mr.
F. Fairbairn).

Eleven exhibits were forthcoming in the class

for three bunches of seedling varieties, distinct,

not yet in commerce, but no great advance was
Been in any of the collections. The 1st prize was
awarded to Mr. R. Bolton, Warnton, Carnforth,
who showed Andrew Aitken (very pale salmon-
rose), Agricola (blush on white), and Birdbrook
(crimson mottling on a grey ground). 2nd, A. W.
Stirling, Esq., Holm* Lea, Goring (gr. Mr. A.
Moring), for Cissie (white, suffused with laven-
der), Mrs. A. W. Stirling (a large, bright-rose
flower), and Hetty (like Agricola). The 1st prize
included a silver vase presented by Mr. F.
Herbert Chapman.
The "E. W. King" Challenge Cup was for

the besl 12 bunches of waved varieties, dis-

tinct, offered for sale and catalogued during the
autumn of 1911 or spring of 1912. Besides the
challenge cup, the gold medal of the Society was
included in the 1st prize. The trophy and medal
were at first awarded to Mr. Cowdy, but a
double standard in a bloom caused disqualifica-

tion, and they were finally won by Alfred F.
Blades, Esq.', Brookfields, Ileigate (gr. Mr. F.
CordeU), for a very fine collection. Edrom
Beauty, Mrs. HesUngton, Melba, Flora Norton
Spencer, Mrs. Breadmore, and Elsie Herbert
being especially good. 2nd, R. P. Brooks, Esq.
(gr. Mr. Prophet). 3rd, R. Julian Lemon, Esq..
Bransfield, Godstone (gr. Mr. J. G. Cowlard).

The class for si.x bunches, distinct, gave greater

opportunity to the smaller growers, and no fewer
than 24 competed. Of this number si.x were dis-

qualified for the same breach of the rules as

before. The 1st prize was awarded to R. P.
Brooks, Esq., for Doris Burt, Isobel Malcolm,
White Queen, Mrs. W. King, Anglian Orange,
and Dazzler. 2nd, Mr. Thomas Jones. Sir

Randolf Baker was at first awarded the 2nd
prize.

There was only one exhibit in the class for six

bunches, distinct, of varieties with double stand-

ards. It was shown by Mr. F. G. Bealing, Bur-
gess Street Nur».nies, Bassett, and the 1st prize

was awarded. The varieties were Bertram Deal,
Duplex Spencei', Sunproof Crimson, Clara Curtis,

Seedling, and Elfrida Pearson.

Burpee Cup Class.

The Burpee Challenge Cup and the Gold
Medal of the Society were offered for a display

of waved Sweet Peas, arranged on a table mea-
suring 8 feet by 3 feet. The eight tables occu-

pied much floor space, and, although they made
a pretty display, they occupied more room than
could well be afforded in a crowded exhibition.

Again all the exhibitors transgressed the rules,

and the judges recommended the award of the
1st prize to Mr. Alsen Denmead, Waterlooville.

It was a very fine collection, and embraced such
sterling varieties as Maude Holmes, Freda,
Black Knight Spencer, May Campbell, Mrs.
Cuthbertson, Senator Spencer, Mrs. W. J.

TJnwin, and Bertha Massey. 2nd, F. A.
Wellesley, Esq., Westfield, Woking (gr. Mr.
W. Hopkins) ; 3rd, I\lr. C. W. Breadmore,
Winchester.

DISTRICT CLASSES.

Amateurs Only.

London Covtiti/ Clnx>!.—There was only one
competitor and the exhibit was disqualified.

Scottish Clans.—There were only two exhibits
in this class for six bunches, distinct,

and one was disqualified. The 1st prize was
awarded to Mrs. Dunb.ar-Dunbar, Seapark,
Forres (gr. Mr. John A. Grigor).

The following six classes were for nine
bunches, distinct :

—

Irish Cla.'is. —Again there were only two ex-
hibits. The schedule required nine bunches, dis-

tinct, and the 1st prize was awarded to Mr.
CowDY ; 2nd, Mr. James Hall, Moy, Co.
Tyrone. Both exhibitors showed well.

Welsh Class.—The Principality was also repre-
sented by two exhibitors, Mr. J. E. Alan Gibbs,
Dinas Powis, Glamorgan, and Mr. Tom Jones.
Mr. Gibbs was awarded the 1st prize, Mr.
Jones, who showed best, being disqualified, but
recommended to receive the 2nd prize.

Northern Class.—There were six exhibits, and
four were disqualified. Dr. J. E. Phillips,
Malpas (gr. Mr. W. Davis), won worthily with
good blooms of Flora Norton Spencer, Clara
Curtis, Thos. Stevenson, Mrs. Cuthbertson,
Hercules, and others.

Eastern Counties Class.—This proved a good
class, there being 12 exhibitors. The 1st prize
collection, shown by Mr. F. E. Hall, Cumber-
land Cottage, Redbourn, was very choice, and
included the varieties Sunproof Crimson, Edna
Unwin, Mrs. Heslington, George Stark Im-
proved, Dobbie's Cream, Edrom Beauty, Her-
cules, Flora Norton Spencer, and Nubian. 2nd,
Sir M. Turner, Bedfords, Havering, Romford
(gr. Mr. A. Humphrey), with very clear flowers,

a vase of Elsie Herbert being of outstanding
merit. 3rd, Mr. H. Tysoe, The Lodge, Bedford.

Midland Counties Class.—The better of two
exhibits was shown by Mr. Robert Hallam,
Radcliffe-on-Trent, Nottinghamshire, blooms of

Nettie Jenkins, Clara Curtis, King Manoel, and
Hercules being very good.

^mMMm

Fig. i8.—odontonia "edna": flowers
white, blotched with brownish-yellow.

(Received R.H.S. Certificate of AppreciatioQ oa
the 2nd inst. See p. 17 ante }

Southern Counties.—This section was repre-

sented by six growers, and Mr. Moc.\tta won
the premier prize with excellent bunches, the
varieties Mrs. Routzhan. Edrom Beauty. Mar-
jorie Linzee, Edith Taylor, and Barbara being a
selection. 2nd, Sir R. Baker, who showed
Anglian Pink, Tennant Spencer, Moneymaker,
and Florrie uncommonly well.

Winners in the other principal classes were :

—

(a) Breadmore Challenge Vase for 12 bunches,
distinct: 1st, Mr. Cowdy ; 2nd, Marshall
Green, Esq., The Lodge, Eynsford (gr. Mr. W.
White). (6) The Breadmore Challenge Cup for
six bunches, distinct : 1st, Mr. W. H. Smith,
Hailsham. (<:) Havvlmark Challenge Cup,
offered by Messrs. Alex. Dickson & Sons

:

1st, Mr. Tom Jones. {d) Horace Wright
Challenge Cup: 1st, Mr. W. N. Hol-
LOWA¥, Percyville, Port Hill Gardens, Shrews-
bury, (e) Walter Voss Challenge Cup : 1st, Mr.
Ernest J. Gee, Broadway, Chesham. Bucking-
hamshire. (/) James Green and Nephew Chal-
lenge 3ovvl : 1st, Mr. E. D. Marshall, Reading.

Table Decorations.

In the lecture room upstairs 14 tables, each
measuring 8 feet long by 4 feet wide, were s«t
out for table decorations. These embraced
Class 35, and a conspicuous feature of most of

the exhibits was the use made of the silvered
rural flower stands representing little archways,
epergnes, gateways, and various other designs.
The 1st prize was awarded to Mrs. W. Fulcher,

juu., 21, Moulsham Street, Chelmsford, whose
centre-piece was the dominating feature. The
varieties used were chiefly of the soft pink
standard type with creamy "wings, and sprays of
Asparagus plumosus nanus, narrow and broad-
leaved Crotons and Ampelopsis Veitchii were
used as reliefs. 2nd, Mr. A. D. Ruff, High
Street, Sharnbrook, for a glowing display of
salmon-scarlet, relieved by sprays of Asparagus
plumosus. 3rd, Mrs. Alfred "Eveeett, Fair-
view, Chappel, Essex.

Awards of Merit.
The following varieties have received Awards

of Merit after cultivation in the Society's trials

:

E. F. Felton, a very large, mauve flower with
reddish-purple in the standards. '(From Mr.
Bolton.)

Agricola, a blush-white and pink variety,
(From Jlr. Bolton.)

Decorator, a red flower, from Messrs. G.
Stark & Son, Messrs. Doebie & Co., and
Messrs. Malcolm.
King White, a fine white flower, from Messrs.

A. Dickson & Sons.

Lady Miller, a very pretty, pink variety.

Bertrand Deal, a mauve flower, from Mr.
Berirand Deal.

NoN -competitive Exhibits.

Messrs. Aldersey & Marsden-Jones, Tilston,
Malpas, Cheshire, were awarded a SUver-gilt
jNIedal for a group of three dozen bunches
backed with half-a-dozen fine vertical columns
in tubes. " Rosemary " was one of the finest

rose Selfs, becoming brilliant cerise with the sun
on it.

Mr. W. O. Cantley, Bury St. Edmunds, was
awarded a Silver Medal for a small collection,

in which Seamew, a beautiful lavender, was a
conspicuous feature.

Messrs. S. Bide & Sons, Farnham, Surrey,
staged a magnificent collection, for which a Gold
Medal was awarded. The arrangement was
wonderfully bold and effective.

Messrs. Dobbie & Co., Edinburgh, made a
striking display by having upright battens fixed

to the back stage, and, from these, arms at
right angles standing out holding a vase, in

which a bunch of well-grown flowers was ar-
ranged, the vases being draped with sprays of
Asparagus Sprengeri. (Gold Medal.)
Messrs. J. K. King & Sons, Coggeshall, Essex,

were awarded a Silver Medal for a nood cJllic-

tion of standard varieties, decorated by means
of an arch, the uprights of which were covered
w'ith pink Gladys Burt and Smilax, the arch
with Jlasterpiece (mauve).
Mr. C. W. Breadmore, Winchester, was

awarded a Silver -gilt Medal for a group in which
Clara Curtis (primrose) and Marie Corelli (deep
rose-purple) were conspicuous varieties.

Messrs. E. W. King & Co., CoggeshaU, Essex,
were awarded a Silver-gilt Medal for a very
effective collection, in which the flowers were
arranged in vases, columns and Gothic arches.

Mr. T. Cross, Bury St. Edmunds, had a collec-

tion with a central bower and side archways, and
was awarded a Silver Medal.
Mr. W. J. Unwin, Histon, Cambs., secured a

Gold Medal for a collection containing about 40
fine masses of superbh -i;rown flowers.

Messrs. Jas. Carter & Co., Raynes Park,
Wimbledon, staged an excellent bower with con-
spicuous central masses hanging down and filled

with the lovely pink Mrs. Hugh Dickson. The
whole arrangement was unique and festooned
with "Smilax." iSilver-in'lt Medal.)
Mr. James Box, Lindfield Nurseries, Hay-

wards Heath, was awarded a Silver-gOt Medal
for a bold and very effective group.
Mr. W. E. Olsen, Denmead, Hants., was

awarded a Silver -gilt Medal for a collection of

some three dozen masses, remarkable for their
Ions stems and large blooms.
Mr. Robert Bolton, Warton, Carnforth,

staged a collection remarkable for its bold, up-
right pyramids and massive vases of flowers, for
which a Gold Medal was awarded.
Messrs. J.ARMAN & Co., Chard, was awarded

a Silver-silt Mediil for a very fine collection.

Mr. J. Stevenson, Wimborne, Dorsetshire,
staked a choice collection. (Silver "ih Medal.)

Messrs. Jones & Sons, Coton Hill Nurseries,
Shrewsbury, arranged a collection set off with
spravs of Asparagus Sprengeri. (Silver-gUt

Medal.)
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Robert Sydenham Limited, Birmingham, ar-

ranged a collection in silver stands that gave
a light and graceful effect. Lilian (pink), Prin-

cess Mary (blue), Orion (carmine-crimson), and
Edith Taylor (old rose) were shown well. (Sil-

ver Medal.)
Slessrs. Stabk & Son, Great Ryburgh, Nor-

folk, set up a collection decorated with trails of

Asparagus Sprengeri. (Silver-gilt Medal.)
Messrs. Waltee Voss & Co., Millwall, E.,

staged a bold collection of standard varieties,

for which a Silver Medal was awarded.
Messrs. Babe & Sons, Covent Garden, were

awarded a Silver Medal for a choice collection,

the chief features of which were purity of col-

our, size of blossom and length and strength

of stem.
ANNUAL DINNER.

Mr. Rob?rt Sydenham, president of the Society,

presided at the dinner held on the evening of the

first day. About 80 sat down, including several

visitors from overseas, Mr. Beatson (Sydney,
N.S.W.), Mr. Carey Hill (New Zealand), Mr.
Howard Earl (of W. Atlce, Burpee and Co.), Mr.
Lester L. Morse (California), and Mr. Trevethick
(New Zealand).

Mr. Sydenham, in proposing the toast of " The
National Sweet Pea Society," said it was gratify-

ing to note that the Society still maintained its

popularity. He said that the present show con-

tained many superb exhibits, but it was unfortu-

nate that some of the best were disqualified. It

had been suggested that a consolation prize

should be awarded to Mr. Thos. Stevenson, and
he had great pleasure in offering a Rose bowl.

Mr. Lester L. Morse, of California, responded.

He said that he had been anticipating this show
for the past eight years. Reality was better

than anticipation. He had been amongst Sweet
Peas since his youth, but he had to say that until

July 9, 1912, he had never seen Sweet Peas. He
had no idea that blooms could be like banners

and stems like flagstaffs.

Mr. Edward Sherwood proposed "The Judges
and Exhibitors," and Mr. Thomas Stevenson

replied.

Mr. S. B. Dicks proposed the health of " The
Visitors," and Mr. Cuthbertson the health of
" The Chairman." Mr. Sydenham, in respond-

ing to the latter toast, said that they owed a

debt of gratitude to the secretary, Mr. Curtis,

who had worked early and late ; also to Mrs.
Curtis; and Mr. and Mrs. Horace Wright.

NATIONAL ROSE.
July 9.—The summer show of the National

Rose Society was held at the Royal Botanic Gar-
dens, Regent's Park, on the ahove date. The
weather was almost ideal, and there was a very
large attendance of visitors. Queen Alexandra
and Princess Victoria paid an early visit to

the show, and, under the guidance of the presi-

dent (the Rev. J. H. Pemberton) and the hon.

secretary (Mr. E. MawlevK made a complete in-

spection of the exhibits, displaying a keen in-

terest in the new varieties and a knowledge of

many of the old favourites. The entries were
rather more numerous than last year, and there

were more new Roses, many of which received re-

cognition, and one of the varieties—the handsome
Mrs. Andrew Carnegie—was decidedly the " Rose
of the show." The varieties Queen Mary and
Old Gold were also greatly admired. The repre-

sentative groups of Roses were fewer than usual.

In one of the large tents sufficient floor space
might well be allocated for collections of pot
and cut Roses, to be arranged in the form of a
Rose garden.
The tents became verv hot and uncomfortable,

and, notwithstanding this, in many cases the ven-
tilating hoppers in the roofs remained closed dur-

ing the whole of the day.

NtTESERYMEN's ClASSES.

The championship class, which requires 72
blooms, distinct varieties, brought together many
magnificent flowers, and attracted a great amount
of attention from the visitors. The Trophy and
Gold Medal were awarded to Messrs. Alex.
Dickson & Sons. Ltd., Newtownards. Co. Down,
who staged the following varieties in exceedingly
good condition. The names of the finest blooms
are printed in italics. Conway Jones, Wm.
Shean, David Mt'Kpc, Marqnis of Londonderrv,
Duchess of Sutherland, Dean Hole, Berthe Gaulis,

Caroline Testout, Mrs. W. J. Grant, Mrs. David

McKee, Hugh Dickson, Mrs. Ed. Mawley, His
IMajesty, Frau Karl Druschki, George Dickson,
Florence Pemberton, J. B. Clark, Alex. Hill
Gray, Charles Darwin, Mabel Drew, Charles
Lefebvre, Mrs. Norman Thompson, Duchess of
Westminster, Lady Greenhall, Horace Vernet,
Her Majesty, Alfred Colomb, Mrs. Theodore
Roosevelt, Gustave Piganeau, Gloire de
Chedane Guinoisseau, Lady Barham, Geo.
C. Wand, Bessie Brown, La Galissieree, Ellen
Drew, Countess of Oxford, Robert Scott, Ober-
hofgiirtner Terks, Earl of Warwick, Mrs. Bate-
man, Lady Helen Vincent, H. V. Machin, Queen
of Spain, Gustaie (jriinerwald. Lyo:i Rose, Comte
de Sails, Mme. Leon Constantin, Leslie Hol-
land, -Mildred Grant, S. M. Rodocanachi, Mra.
Cornwallis West, Dxirhesse de Murnt/, Mar-
chioness of Dufferin, Dr. O'Donel Browne, Papa
Lambert. Marquise Litta, Countess Annesley,
Ubich Briinner, Mrs. Foley Hobbs, A. K. Wil-
liams, Juliet, Gladys Haikness, Ferdinand do
Lesseps, Lady Ashtown, Marquise Jeanne d© la

Chataigneraye, Mrs. John Laing, Mrs. G. F.
Kershaw, Brilliant, White I\Iaman Cochet,
Charles Grahame, and Duchess of Portland. 2nd,
Messrs. R. Harkness & Co., Hitchin, Herts.,
whose finest blooms were Countess of Ludre,
Beauty of Waltham, Mme. J. Bonnaire, Mildred
Grant, Claudius, Mme. Jules Gravereaux, Gus-
tave Piganeau, and Fisher Holmes. 3rd, Messrs.
D. Prior & Son, Colchester, who showed Mrs.
E. Mawley, (Jherhofgiirtner Terks, Due d'Or-
leans, and Mrs. .John Laing in splendid style.

The 1st prize for 40 distinct varieties, three
blooms of each, was awarded to Messrs. Ben. R.
Cant & Sons, The Old Rose Gardens, Colchester,
for an exceptionally good collection, which in-

cluded Ulrich Briinner, Her Majesty, W. E. Lip-
piatt. Lieutenant Chaure, Avoca, Dean Hole, and
Mrs. John Laing. 2nd, Messrs. Alex. Dickson
& Sons, who exhibited splendid blooms of such
varieties as Jlrs. Foley Hobbs. Mrs. Cornwallis
West. Helen Keller, S. M. Rodocanachi, and
Lyon. 3rd, Messrs. D. Prior & Son, Colchester.

The China Trophy exhibit of 48 distinct varie-

ties contained some weather-stained blooms, but
under the influence of the heat in the tents these

developed, and the damaged outer petals were
nearly hidden. Of the four collections, that of

Mr. Geo. Prince, Longworth. was decidedly the
best, and his blooms of fIrich Briinner, Mrs.
Amy Hammond, Bessie Brown, Mr. S. Crawford,
and J. B. Clark were excellent. 2nd, Messrs.

G. & W. H. BuRCH. Peterborough, whose stands
were uniformally good ; 3rd. Mr. F. Woolward.
The smaller class, requiring 24 blooms, was

not so stroncly contested, but many of the blooms
were exceedingly fine' 1st. Messrs. Chapman &
Collin. Thurmaston Road. Leicester, whose out-

standing varieties were Marie Baumann, Countess
of Rosebery, and Dean Hole. 2nd, Mr. .John
Mattock ; 3rd, Messrs. W. Crisp & Sons.
The premier award in Class 5, for 15 varieties,

three blooms of each, was v.Tm by Messrs. G. &
W. H. BuRCH. who staged Mildred Grant, Maman
Cochet, White Maman Cochet, Oberhofgartner
Terks, and J. B. Clark in good condition. 2nd,
Mr. .John Pigg ; 3rd, Messrs. .7. Bueeell & Co.
The best stand of 24 Tea and Noisette Roses

was that shown by Mr. Geo. Prince, in whose
collection the varieties Mme. Vermorel, Marechal
Niel. and Mrs. Ed. Mawley were very beautiful.

2nd, Messrs. D. Prior & Son. 3rd, Mr. John
Pigg.

Messrs. J. Bureell & Co., Cambridge, ex-

hibited the best 12 Tea Roses, and from this fine

exhibition we select Mrs. Dudley Cross. White
Maman Cochet and Bridesmaid as being the
best. 2nd. Mr. John Mattock, Oxford,
whose large blooms were just past their prime.
3rd, Mr. W. R. Chaplin.
Mr. Geo. Prince showed many fine sets in the

class for three blooms of 16 varieties : Marechal
Niel, Mrs. Foley Hobbs and Mrs. E. Mawley
were the best. 2nd, Mr. Henry Drew,
Faringdon, Berks.
The vases of exhibition Roses were dis-

appointing : this, however, was due to the great

heat, which caused the blooms to wilt. 1st,

Messrs. Alex. Dickson & Sons, who arranged
A. K. Williams, Duchess of Westminster and
Duchesse de Morny. 2nd, Messrs. D. Peioe &
Son. 3rd, The King's Acee Nursery Co.

Mr. Geo. Prince exhibited Tea and Noisette

blooms of White Maman Cochet and
W. R. Smith in a dainty fashion. 2nd. Mr.
Henry Drew, who had a good vase of Mme.
Constance Soupert. 3rd, Mr. John Mattock.

The President's prize for nine baskets of cut
Roses was awarded to Mr. VV. E.^slea, East-
wood, Essex, who showed Geo. C. Waud,
Duchess of Wellington, and Mrs. Alfred Tate
amongst his collections. 2nd, Messrs. Hugh
Dickson, Ltd, whose best baskets contained
Richmond and Mme. M. Soupert. 3rd, Mr.
John Mattock.
The class for five baskets of Roses was keenly

contested. Mr. W. R. Chaplin won the 1st prize,
employing the Lyon Rose, Harry Kirk and
Pharisaer. 2nd, Messrs. W. Spoonee & Son,
whose basket of. Mme. Ravary was splendid.
3rd, Mr. E. J. Hicks.
The 18 vases of Roses made a splendid display

and attracted much admiration. 1st, Mr. John
Pigg, Royston, Herts, whose outstanding varie-
ties were General McArthur, Mme. Abel
Chatenay and Richmond. 2nd, Mr. John
Mattock. In this exhibit the varieties Lady
Waterlow and Gottfried Keller were very
beautiful. 3rd, Messrs. W. Spoonee & Son.

Mr. E. J. Hicks, who showed Ecarlate, Lady
Hillingdon, &c. , exhibited vases of distinct

Roses in an attractive manner. 2nd, Mr. W.
Taylee, Hampton, Middlesex, in whose exhibits
the supporting wires were too conspicuous.
Mme. Pernet Ducher and Augustine Guinois-
seau were exceptionally good.
The boxes of exhibition blooms, with the

varieties arranged in lines, contained good
blooms. The 1st prize was won by Mr. W. R.
Chaplin, Waltham Cross, who showed Richmond,
Lady Hillingdon, and Mme. Alfred Tate in very
good condition. 2nd, Mr. E. J. Hicks. 3rd,
Mr. John Mattock.

Decorative Roses.

The nurserymen's exhibits of decorative Roses
made a beautiful feature of the show, and many
of the exhibits remained fresh throughout the
day. The competition was exceedingly keen.

The best 36 distinct varieties were shown by
Messrs. Frank Cant & Co. From this superb
collection we can only name Lady HQhngdon,
Rayon d'Or and Simplicity. 2nd, Mr. John
Mattock, Oxford, whose outstanding vases were
Gottfried Keller, Irish Glory and Hebe's Lip.

3rd, Messrs. W. Spooner & ,Son.

Mr. Chas. Turner, Slough, was the only ex-

hibitor in Class 17, and was awarded the 1st

prize for a fine collection, which included Le
Progres and Betty.

Messrs. W. Spoonee & Son were awarded the

1st prize in Class 18 for a fine arrangement. The
varieties American Pillar and Common Moss
were excellent.

The best nine new decorative Roses were
shown by Mr. E. J. Hicks, Hurst, Berks, whose
vase of Orleans Rose was most charming. 2nd,

Mr. Geo. Prince, who staged good vases of

Rayon d'Or and Carmine Pillar.

The 12 varieties of Wichuraiana Roses made a

beautiful display. Messrs. Frank Cant & Co.,

who included the varieties Leontine Gervaise,

Delight and Minnehaha, won the 1st prize. 2nd,

Mr. E. J. Hicks, whose flower Evangeline was
beautiful. 3rd, Mr. Charles Tuenee, Slough.

Groups op Roses.

The 1st prize representative group of Roses,

shown by Messrs. Paul & Son, The Old Nur-
series, Cheshunt, contained a great amount of

bloom, and well deserved the premier award.

The groundwork was imposing and well ar-

ranged, but the effect was marred by the stems

of the tall Wichuraiana standards, which were

ungainly. The 2nd prize group of Messrs.

Hobbies, Ltd., Dereham, was better balanced,

but the standards were too crowded.

The cut Roses arranged on stagings wire very

attractive, although these exhibits, of necessity,

owe their value to colour-mass. The 1st prize was
awarded to Messrs. W. & J. Bkown, on whose
stand the bright colours predominated. 2nd, Mr.

F. M. Bradley, Peterborough, whose blooms of

Simplicity and General Jacqueminot were charm-
ing. 3rd, Messrs. Stuaut Low & Co., Bush HUl
Park, Middlesex.

Messrs. H. Haekness & Co., Hitchin, who
showed good vases of Edu Meyer, Irish Elegance,

Lyon, Hugh Dickson, General McArthur, and
E^yon d'Or, were awarded 1st prize in Class 23.

2nd, Me.ssrs. G. Jackman & Son. Wtking. In

this exhibit the stands of Duchess of Wellington,

Liberty and Le Progres were beautiful.
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Of the six exhibits in the class for 24 Roses
in two varieties, 12 white and 12 red blooms, that
of Mr. Walter Bentley, Rosr Nurseries, Leices-

ter, was the best. He showed Mrs. Foley Hobbs
as the white variety, and the red was J. B. Clark.
2nd, Messrs. D. Priob, & Son, Colchester.

The Roses in baskets, although numerous,
were not of outstanding merit. In the class for

18 blooms of any H.P. the 1st prize was awarded
to Messrs. Hugh Dickson, Ltd. 2nd, Mr.
W.^LTER Stevens, Fair Oak, Radlett, for a

basket of Frau Karl Druschki. 3rd, Mr. Geo.
Prince, Longworth. The best basket of any
other type of Rose was also shown by Messrs.
Hugh Dickson. 2nd, Mr. W. Bentlet. 3rd,

Mr. W. R. Chaplin, Waltham Cross.

Mr. Geo. Prince exhibited the best basket of

Tea Roses. 2nd, Messrs. Frank Cant & Co.
The baskets of Rayon d'Or were almost

dazzling iir the richness of their colouring. 1st,

Messrs. Bide & Sons; 2nd, Mr. E. J. Hicks;
3rd, Mr. G. Prince.
The variety Leslie Holland was the best in the

open class for nine blooms of any new variety, and
was shown by Messrs. Hugh Dickson, Ltd. 2nd,
Ethel Malcolm, shown by Messrs. S. McGredy
& Son. 3rd, Mrs. CornwaUis West, shown by
Messrs. Ales. Dickson & Sons.
The 1st prize collection of 12 blooms of new

Roses was shown by Messrs. Hugh Dickson,
Ltd. The varieties Charles de Lapine, Duchess
of Shaftesbury, Marquise de Ganay, Mabel Drew
and Leslie Holland were exceptionally meritori-

ous. 2nd, Messrs. Alex. Dickson & Sons, Ltd.,
who also showed Leslie Holland in excellent
form and condition. 3rd, Messrs. S. McGredy
&. Son.

Amateurs' Classes.

The many classes for amateur rosarians and
classified according to the number of plants they
individually grow, were exceedingly well con-
tested. In many cases the blooms of the
small growers were quit© equal in point
of size and quality to those of the great
trade exhibitors. The champion trophy was
won by Mr. E. M. Everseield, Horsham, His
exhibit of 35 blooms was exceedingly fine. The
best flowers were Mrs, Theo. Roosevelt, Lady
Alice Stanley, Souvenir de Pierre Netting and
Juliet. The 2nd prize stand of Mr.. E. B.
Lindsell included splendid blooms of Helen
Keller, Hugh Dickson and Duchess of Bedford.
3rd, Mr. F. Dennison.
The best collection of 24 blooms was shown by

Mr. E. B. Lindsell. The varieties S. M. Rodo-
canachi and Mrs. J. Laing were superb. 2nd,
Mr. F. Dennison.

In the clas.s for growers of fewer than 3,000
plants, the best exhibit was that of Mr. W.
Boyes. Mr. E. M. Eversfield was placed 1st

in the division for growers of fewer than 2,000
plants.

Artistic Classes.

The dinner-table decorations, the vases of
Roses, sprays, and buttonholes, filled one tent
and made a charming display. In the open class
the 1st prize dinner-table decoration of Roses
was won by Mrs. A. Bide, who used the variety
Sunburst with purple Rose foliage. In the
2nd prize arrangement the variety Irish Ele
gance was tastefully employed by Miss M.
Foden. Mrs. Bide also arranged the 1st prize
bowl of Roses with the variety Mrs. Arthur R.
Waddell and Dr. F. H. Cooke.
Mr. Conway Jones attractively arranged the

exhibition Roses Mrs. R. G. Sharman Crawford,
C. J. Graharae, &c., in vases. The decorative
varieties Gottfried Keller and Phyllis were beau-
tiful in the vases exhibited by Rev. J. H. Pem-
BERTON. The collection shown by Mr. H. R.
Darlington was delightfully arranged. The
varieties Mrs. F. 6. Hill and La Tosca were
splendid.

Nevt Seedling Roses.

All the space in the tent set aside for Classes
31 and 32 was fully occupied, and, of the large
number of varieties presented, 13 received
awards. The great majority were H.T. Roses.

Gold Medals.
Mrs. Andrew Carnegie.—A most lovely Rose,

a cross between Frau Karl Druschki and'Niphe-
tos, in which the influence of both parents
could be traced. The very large blooms
are of a delicate lemon colour, with just

a suspicion of yellow at the base of the
petals, and are borne on very long, stout
shoots, which have plenty of rich green leaves.

The raisers say that this variety is an even better

bedding Rose than Frau Karl Druschki, and in

addition to this merit it has—what should be a

necessary qualification in all Roses—a delightful

fragrance. Shown by Messrs. James Cocker &
Sons, Aberdeen.

Old Gold.—The upper surface of the petals

of this beautiful H.T. Rose is of the colour of

Hemerocallis fiava, whilst the under-sides are of

a deep pink—a delightful combination. The
beautiful buds of this variety will make it a
popular " buttonhole " Rose. Shown by Messrs.
S. McGredy & Son, Royal Nurseries, Porta-
down.

Silver-gilt Medals.

Queen Mary.—An exceedingly beautiful H.T.
Rose. It is much after the style of the popular
variety Juliet, but is of better form and habit.
It is paler in colour than Juliet and not quite so

fragrant, but nevertheless is a valuable decorative
variety. Shown by Messrs. Alex. Dickson &
Sons.

Mrs. Frederick IF. VanderhUt.—T\i\& H.T.
Rose has many shades of colour, but it may best
be described as being deep salmon, suffused with
pink. The buds are also of a charming colour.

Mrs. Ethel Part.—A free-flowering H.T. Rose,
said to be as good for garden decoration as for

exhibition ; described by the raisers as deep
coppery pink.

Lady Mary Ward.—The centre of the flowers
of this variety are of a deep orange colour, which
fades to a pale yellow. These three varieties

were shown by Messrs. S. McGredy & Son.

Mrs. Charles S. Huntinij.—An uncommon
shade of rose-apricot, varying to pale salmon.
This H.T. Rose was shown Ijy Messrs. Hugh
Dickson.

Sunburst.—^The colour of this pretty variety is

apricot yellow. Shown by Messrs. G. Beckwith
& Son.

Mrs. E. Alford.—A pink-coloured variety
intermediate in appearance between Mm.e. Abel
Chatenay and La France. Shown by Messrs.
Lowe & Shawyer.
Mrs. C. Reed.—An H.T. Rose; the colour is

light pink with a salmon-pink centre. Shown by
Messrs. Lowe & Shawyer.

William Cooper.—A very bright red H.T.
Rose, with long stalks and good foliage, which
will probably rival Richmond and Liberty.
Shown by Messrs. Hugh Dickson.

SrLYER Medal.

Moonlight.—A beautiful single white H.T.
Rose ; a valuable decorative variety. Shown by
the Rev. J. H. Pembeeton.

Cakds of Commendation.

Dinah.—A hybrid Moschata variety, witli

numerous small rose-magenta edged flowers.

Shown by the Rev. J. H. Pembeeton.
Mrs. B. D. McClure.—A very beautiful pink

Rose, with globular buds. The young foliage is

ornamental, but this variety seems liable to
mildew. Other good new Roses shown were
Mrs. 6. Norwood, Mrs. S. T. Wright, Chas. K.
Douglas, Mrs. Archibald Gray, Colleen, and
Chas. E. Ingram.

Premier Blooms.

Six of the Society's silver medals were awarded
to the best blooms in the various sections :—
Nurserymen.—ll.P., A. K. Williams, shown

by Messrs. H. Lane & Son, Berkhamsted ; H.T.,
George Dickson, shown by Messrs. Alex. Dick-
son & Sons, Ireland; T., White Maman Cochet,
shown by Messrs. Ben. R. Cant & Sons, Col-
chester.

Amateurs.—H.P., Horace Vernet, shown by
Mr. Gulliver Speight, Market Harborough";
H.T., Avoca, shown by Dr. T. E. Pallett,
Earl's Colne; T., White Maman Cochet, shown
by Mr. A. Hill-Grey, Beaulieu, New Bridge,
Bath.

^

NON-COMPETITR'E EXHIBITS.

Sweet Peas were displayed by Messrs. Dobbie
& Co., Edinburgh, and bv Jliss Hemus, Upton-
on-Severn. Messrs. R. H. Bath, Ltd., Wisbech,
staged cut blooms of border flowers. Sweet Peas
and Carnations. Mr. H. H. Crane, Hig"

showed many pans of Violas. Messrs. Stuart
Low & Co., Bush Hill Park, Middlesex, exhibited
Caruations.
In the small flower-garden, the " New

Lawn Sprinkler " attracted a deal of atten-
tion and it appears to be a useful article.

This is a cheap and strong ajjpliance ; by a
simple and ingenious arrangement, the force of
the water regulates its area, of distribution.

Messrs. Jeyes' exhibited horticultural washes
and disinfectants. Messrs. T. J. Syer & Co.,

Wilson Street, London, e.xhibited garden seats

and tents. The Higginson Spraying Appli-
ances were also on view. Messrs. E. A. White,
Ltd., demonstrated the handiness of the Abol
spraying syringe, and displayed their insecticides.

Mr. D. Dowel & Son, Hammersmith, showed
various samples of ^garden pottery and tying

materials. Messrs. Wm. Cooper & Nephews dis-

played their insecticides ard weed killers.

GENERAL BULB GROWERS' SOCIETY
OF HAARLEM (HOLLAND).

The following Awards have been made at

recent meetings of the Narcissus, Tulip and
other Floral Committees of this Society :

—

First-class Certificates.

Narcvisus Mrs. Break.—A seedling variety

with white perianth and trumpet. A'. Master-
piece.—This variety has a white perianth,

and a red, flattish cup. Tulip Queen Alex,
andra.—An early single variety ; the rose-carmine
petals are spotted with green at the base.

T. Progression.—The brilliant dark-red flowers

of this single variety are unusually large. T.
Madame Gevers.—A clear-yellow, early, single

variety. T. Electra.—A double variety, with
dark carmine-red petals. T. Feu Brilliant
(Darwin).—This variety has scarlet flowers. T.
Frans Hals (Darwin).—The flowers are of a

violet-blue shade. T. Giant (Darwin).—

A

large-fiowered variety with violet-coloured

blooms. T. Zwanenburg (Darwin).—A white
variety. T. Carmen (Darwin).—The clear rose-

carmine petals are shaded with salmon, and have
light-blue spots at the base. T. Polyhymnia
(iteinhrandt).—A large-flowered white variety

with fiery-carmine petals striped with white
and brown. Eremurus robnstus Elwesianus
^Ibus.—A white variety. Iris regelio cyclus
Apollo.—The flowers are white veined with
violet, lip white veined with brown. /. r. c.

Castor.—Light violet-rose, dark brown lip.

I. r. c. Laos.—The white petals are veined with
violet. /. r. c. Safurnus.—Pale violet; the pure
white lip is veined with purple.

Awards of Merit.

Tulip White Beauty.—An early-flowered,
single variety ; the interior of the petals is pure
white with yellow centres ; the exterior bluish-
grey. 7".

I

Max Uavelaad.—The orange
petals are shaded with blue ; an early single
variety. T. Orange Beauty.—Another early
single variety ; the yellow petals are bordered
with orange. T. Grand Maitre.—A clear violet

double-flowered variety. T. Yellow Perfection.
—An early double variety which has pure-yellow
flowers. T. Cripuscule (Darwin).

—
'The flowers

of this variety are rose-lilac in colour. T.
Duchess of Westminster (Darwin).—A salmon-
red variety. T. , Jubilee (Darwin).—A dark
violet-blue-coloured variety. T. Mauve Clair
(Darwin).—The flowers of this variety are of a
lilac shade. T. Othello (Darwin).—"This well-
known Tulip is one of the best dark varieties.
7'. Anne Marie (Rembrandt).—The dark carmine
flowers are flamed with white. T. Cosette (Rem-
brandt), T . Borneo (Rembrandt). T . Suzon (Rem-
brandt).—All these varieties have flowers of

various rose shades, and are flamed with white.
T. Grisdelin Superba.—A large, early-flowered
single variety ; the flowers are dark-rose in

colour. T. Imperator Luteolum.—A double-
flowered variety with yellow petals. T. Pense-
rosa.—A dark-ljrown late-flowering variety. T.
Luna (Darwin).—A clear-yellow variety, with
black spots on the petals. T. Carrara (Darwin).
—Pure-white with yellow stamens. T. Herro-
gin von liohenherg (Darwin).—The flowers
have shades of blue and lilac. T . King George
V. (Darwin).—The flowers have scarlet petals
shaded with salmon. T. Prins der Nederlandin
(Darwin).—A fiery-red variety, flushed with
cherry-red. T. Marvel.—A late-flowering single
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Tulip, with orange-yellow petals, edged with a
deeper shade of the same colour. T. Sulferina.
—A dark-yellow, late-flowering single variety.

T. Carnation.—A late-flowering, pure-white,
single variety. T. Basonia (Breeder).—A dark-
violet-coloured flower. Caltha polypetala.—

A

much-improved Caltha palustris. Freesia Ame-
thyst.—A seedling Freesia with lilac-mauve
flowers. F. C/iapmanii.—A yellow-flowered
variety. Ixiolirion montanuni.—The flowers of

this varietv are of a clear blue shade. /ri's

reqdio cyclus Saga.—This Iris has violet petals,

with a sulphur-yellow lip and purple veining.

/. r. c. Osiris.—A unicoloured variety ; violet

on satin white base.

GLOUCESTERSHIRE ROSE AND
SWEET PEA.

July 5.—The annual show of the Gloucester-
sliire Rose and Sweet Pea Society was held in

the grounds of the Spa, Gloucester, on this date,
in beautiful weather. There was a record entry
in Roses, which numbered 199, or 50 more than
last year, and the show generally was the largest

and best held in Gloucester since the visit of the
National Rose Society some 9 or 10 years ago.

Rose Classes.

In the nurserymen's classes, Messrs. Alex-
ander Dickson & Sons, Newt/ownards, won the
first prize for 48 blooms, distinct, and four other
premier awards; while Mr. H. Drew, Faring-
don, Mr. George Prince, and Mr. J.

Mattock, were also first-prize winners. In
Messrs. Alex. Dickson's collection their new
Rose, George Dickson, a superb velvety-red Rose,
of great substance, was shown to perfection, and
other Roses that attracted general attention in

the show were Juliet and Lyon Rose. For ide-al

dark velvety Roses, however, Horace Ternet and
Victor Hugo appeared to hold their own in

competition with all the new varieties, and were
shown to perfection in most of the stands.

In the open amateur classes, Mr. CoNWAT
Jones, Hucclecote, Gloucester, succeeded in re-

taining for the second year, against very keen
competition, the silver challenge bowl, valued at

30 guineas, offered by the society for the best

36 varieties of Roses. Miss F. J. Gwilliam,
of Dymark, won the piece of plate offered by the

Mayor and Corporation of Gloucester for the
best table decoration.

In the classes open to amateur growers of not
fewer than 3,000 plants, silver cups were won by
Mr. Gulliver Spates, Market Harborough, and
Mr. G. R. Bonner, Barnwood, Gloucester.
The cottagers' classes were l>etter filled than

usual, the the quality of the blooms was excellent.

The piece of plate offered by the City Member
(Mr. Henry Terrell) for four v.ises of Roses \v,i-

awarded to Mr. C. L. Walker, Gloucester.

The National Rose Society's silver medals wer^

awarded to Mr. F. Dennison, Leamington, f'n

a splendid bloom of the variety, Horace Vernet :

Mr. Joshua Dodwell, Hereford, for a fine flower

of G. C. Waud ; Mr. C. Holbrook, Hucclecote,
for Melanie Soupert; and Mr. F. W. R. Price,
Gloucester for ilildred Grant.

Sweet Peas.—The entries for Sweet Peas num-
bered 192, and although there was a slight falling

off as compared with the number last year, the

display was a grand one, and tjhe quality well up
to the average of the best shows held anywhere in

the country. Sir Randolf Baker, Bart., Bland-
ford, Dorest (gr. Mr. Usher), won most of the

principal prizes, including the silver chal-

lenge cup offered by Mrs. Jarrett Thoi-pe, of

Hucclecote, for 24 distinct varieties, and the
National Sweet Pea Society's silver medal for

a vase of the variety, R. F. Feltofl, a delicate

lavender-coloured Sweet Pea. Lieut. -Col. G. D.
TlMMis, of Matson, Gloucester, won the Winfield
challenge cup offered for six distinct varieties.

A SAILORS' ROSARY.

The subject of fig. 19 is a portion of the Rose
garden the sailors attached to the Naval Gunnery
School at Whale Island have made in their leisure

time. During a recent visit of inspection, the
King and Queen admired this evidence of the
handyman's versatility, and to commemorate the
visit His Majesty planted a tree there. As the
illustration shows, the sailors are very successful

gardeners.

Abnormal Cattleta and Peaches : G. S. The
abnorniality is not an uncommon occurrence.
You will find much valuable information con-
cerning the sowing of Orchid seeds and the
subsequent treatment of the seedlings in
Orchids (Present Day Gardening Series), ob-
tainable from our publishing department, price
Is. 9d. post free. We suspect that the soil in

your Peach border requires the addition of

lime.

Apple Leaves : IF. L. The leaves are attacked
by the Apple leaf-spot (Sphaeropsis Malorum).
Clear away all the dead leaves during the
winter. Spray the trees with the Bordeaux
mixture next spring when the leaves are un-
folding.

Black Alicante Vine Diinq : C. S., Wrotham.
Eel-worm is present at the root. This is a very
difficult pest to eradicate, and insecticides are
of little avail. Your best plan is to burn the
plants, and remove the soil in which they

of plants. When syringing during the after-
noon, the house should be closed. This Coleua
is a fast, gross-growing plant, and should have
plenty of root room ; if large specimens are re-

quired, 8-inch pots should be employed. Small
plants intended for house or table decoration
should be rooted later in the season, say, June
or July ; in fact, shoots in bud may be rooted
in small 60-sizL. pots with success. When well
established and with plenty of roots, the plant
requires liberal feeding, liquid manure or soot
water being suitable. At no time should the
night temperature in which the plant is grown
exceed 50°. During winter few plants re-

main in flower for such a long period.

Cucumbers Unhealthy : IF. H., Earlswood.
There is no disease present. The dressing
applied has probably been too strong, as the
root development is poor, and accounts for

the flagging. Water the plants with a solu-

tion of nitrate of soda.

Fern : IF. G. The Ferns are attacked by a sub-
terranean mealy bug (Ripersia terrestris).

Growing plants which are infested by this pest
should be removed from the pots, and the roots
and soil sprayed with carbon-bisulphide, with
the use of a glass spraying apparatus. The
pots should be scalded, but the first scalding
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Fig. ig.

—

rose garden at the school of gunnery, whale island.

have been grown, either sterilising it by
baking, or burying it in some out-of-the-way

part of the garden (see also p. 30).

Book: J. S. E.H.S. Code of Jiules for
Judging. This work may be obtained from
our publishing department, price Is. 6d., post

free.

"Cinnamon Vine": IF. J. M. We do not

recognise the plant from the description you
enclose, but if you will send a spray we will

endeavour to assist you.

Coleus thyrsoideus : E. S. This winter-

flowering greenhouse plant does not require a

stove temperature. It is a very quick-growing

subject, and there is no need to start propaga-

tion until May, when cuttings may be rooted

readily in a warm propagating case. The
cuttings should be inserted singly in thumb
pots, and, when rooted, they should be potted

in 4-inch pots. When established, the plants

should be grown in an ordinary greenhouse,

and kept shaded during the hottest part of the

day, as the leaves are liable to become
scorched, especially if they are syringed when
exposed to the sun when the ventilators are

open, a common mistake in the cultivation

will not destroy all the eggs ; therefore, repeat
the process. The plants should be shaded
from the sun for a week after the treatment.

Flowers for Market: A. 11. P. Either
variety of Stock you mention should prove
remunerative, provided it is well-grown
and sent to th<i market in good condition. The
Gypsophila elegans may well . follow the Ten-
week Stocks, but we question if this would
pay you. \Ve should be inclined to try the
pink variety (G. elegans rosea). On the open
border, seeds of either of the annual Gypso-
philas may be sown in the autumn or in the
spring from the second week, in February on-

wards. You should ventilate the cool house
freely whenever the weather j^ermits.

Grapes : Y. Z. The brown rust on your Grapes
is due to scalding, caused by insufficient ven-
tilation. Open the ventilators sufficiently

early in the morning to allow the fruit and
leaves to become dry before the sun becomes
powerful.

IntfTrnode : Lancastrian. The space or portion

of stem between two nodes. The node is

known in gardens as a joint, being that part of

the stem from which the leaves develop.
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Melon and Cucumber Leaves : C. C. The
plants are attacked by a form of spot disease.

All diseased leaves should be burnt as soon as

the disease is detected, and if the attack is

very severe the plants should be burnt

The Bordeaux Mixture has not been found

of much use against this disease ; if applied

at an early stage it might do some good. A
mixture of carbolic acid and water in saucers

placed in the houses has been stated to check

the spread of the disease.

Melons Dying : W. G. Eelworm is present in

the roots. See reply to C. S., Wrotham, on

page 39.

Names of Plants: H. F. Z. 1, Amelanchier

canadensis; 2, Spiraea discolor (syn. S.

ariiefolia) ; 3, Cassinia fulvida (syn. Diplo-

pappus chrysophvUus) ; 4, Teucrium fruticans

;

5, Veronica Traversii ; 6, Cryptomeria

japonica ; 7, Spiraea Menziesii ; 8, Leycesteria

formosa ; 9, Deutzia crenata ; on the former

occasion your numbers must have been con-

fused.

—

Journeyman. 1, Bocconia cordata ; 2,

Chelidonium majus; 3, Davidia involucrata;

4, Veronica salicifolia; 5, Prunus cerasifera

atropurpurea ; 6, Ciipressus pisifera squarrosa ;

7, C. macrocarpa; 8, insufficient for purposes

of identification.—J. Brown. I, Periploca

grseca ; 2, Robinia hispida var. inermis ; 3,

Cistus monspeliensis.

—

H. V. 1, Sedum re-

fiexum ; 2, Antennaria dioica; 3, Geum coccin-

tum fl. pi. ; 4, Calycanthus floridus ; 5, Rhus
cotinus ; 6, Cudonopsis ovata ; 7, Lyciuni

Grevilleanum ; 8, Ribes alpina var. aurea ; 9,

Mentha sp. ; 10, Linaria repens ; 11, Lonicera

japonica aureo-reticulata.

—

J. B. 1, The Coni-

fer is Cupressus Lawsoniana. We cannot under-

take to name florists' var. of Fuchsias and Pel-

argoniums.

—

A. \V. H. 1, Vitis Thunbergii;

2, Santolina chameecyparissus (Lavender Cot-

ton) ; 3, Iris Monspur; 4, Vitis sp., cannot

name without fruit or infonnation of origin,

&c. ; 5, Jasniinum hiimile ; 6, Eryn-

giuni Oliverianum ; 7, Philadelphus Lemoinei-

erectus ; 8, Syringa japonica.

—

B. IF. V.

Common Hornbeam, Carpinus betulus.

—

N. L.

Spartium junceum.—Z;. F. 1, Hordeum
maritimum ; 2, Nephrodium Felix-mas ; 3,

Aspidium angulare var.

—

F. E. G. 1, Scolo-

pendrium vulgare var. crispum ; 2, Aspidium
angulare var. proliferum ; 3, the sporelings

are probably the Royal Fern, Osmunda regalis.

G. W. B. 1, Cotyledon sp. : send when in

flower ; 2, Senecio" (Kleinia) ;;rticulatus ; 3,

Stapelia variegata ; 4, Dendrobium undulatum ;

5 and 7, in the absence of flowers both appear

to be the variegated form of Glyceria aquatica ;

6, Crassula lycopodioides.

—

G. S. We cannot

identify such an incomplete specimen.

—

J. W.
We do not recognise the variety of Carnation.

Send to some grower who makes a speciality

of these flowers.

—

Orch. 1, Oncidiiuii candi-

dum ; 2, 0. pulvinatum ; 3, Cochlioda

vulcanica ; 4, Aerides quinquevulnera.

—

H. G., Bray. 1. Begonia foliosa ; 2, Pilea mus-

cosa ; 3, Peflionia Daveauana ; 4, Festuca ovina

glauca.—J. TI'., Liverpool. Cypripedium bel-

latulum.

—

S. M. It is quite impossible to reply

in the next issue unless the specimens are re-

ceived early in the week. Rules for correspon-

dents are found under the Editorial notices.

Next time send more matej'ial and pack the

flowers better. In the circumstances, we have

done our best, and believe the names given to

be correct. 1, Fi.sher Holmes ; 2, Mrs. John
Laing ; 3, Souvenir de Catherine Guillot ; 4.

see No. 6 ; 5, apparently Maman Cochet ; 6,

Dupuy Jamain ; 7, probably General Jacque-

minot.

Paint-destroying Fungus: TT'. J. M. The
fungus to which you allude is Phoma pigmenti-

vora. By the addition of carbolic acid (2 per

cent.) to paint, the spores are prevented from

germinating, and the work of painting the

house is not rendered useless by the pest.

Pear Leaves and Fruit Attacked : A. B. A.

The Pear leaves and fruit are attacked by the

Pear-leaf blister mite. The best thing to be

done now is to pick off as many of the diseased

fruit and leaves as possible and burn them.

In the winter spray the trees before the buds
open with caustic-soda solution, and later, )n

spring, with paraffin emulsion.

Peas Unhealthy : Eddiford. Bath, and Ptas,

Lancashire. There is no disease present : the

failure is due to excess of moisture following

a dry period.

Pinks Unhe.\lthy : H'. L. There is no disease

present in the plants you send : the failure is

due to some wrong cultural treatment.

Raspberry Canes Unhealthy : A. B.. Bedford.

There is no disease present. The unfavourable

condition of the plants is due to the drought

of the spring.

Rose Shoots : H. B. Your soil being so sliaUow,

and resting upon clay, is doubtless exhausted

after having been planted with Roses for 30

years continuously. A liberal quantity of the

poor subsoil should be removed, and replaced

with some of the top layer of soil from the

adjoining field. It wiU be better to allow the

turf to rot first, and employ some of the soil

for dressing the border in the meantime. In-

corporate a quantity of rich farmyard manure
and crushed bones with the lower portion of

the border when turning over the soil next

autumn. It will not be necessary to cart away
more than the worst of the subsoil, if you
improve the other in the manner we have

indicated. The whole border should be well

dug to a depth of at least 2 feet. Guai-d

against the presence of wire-wonn in the old

turf ; if the latter is clear of this pest, you
could scarcely do better than use it freely.

Rose Stocks. Miss M. G. We fear you will

find the Rosa Polyantha too rampant a grower

for culture in pots. It is not used for this

purpose by experienced growers. Seedling or

rooted Briar Stocks would be more suitable,

and these can be obtained from any large Rose

grower, either in small pots or suitable for pot-

ting up, according to the season. Any of the

Rose nurserymen who advertise in these pages

would supply the stocks, or you may root your

own. Full instructions will appear in our cul-

tural notes in due course.

Scots Pines : Pinvs Sylvestris. From your de-

scription, we suspect that the " Pine-shoot

tortrix moth " (Retinia buoliana) is causing

the trouble. These moths are frequently seen

during the present month. The female lays

her eggs between the terminal buds of the

Pine trees. The caterpillars hatch late in the

summer, and gnaw the buds so as to cause a

flow of turpentine, which gives them a slight

protective coating, and here they hibernate.

In the following spring, when the trees begin

their growth, the grubs attack the nearest

shoot. The caterpillars are at first dark brown
in colour, and later become paler in colour,

and on ceasing to feed they change to chrysa-

lids, and are to be seen during June on the

young shoots : about four weeks later the

moths appear. Unfortunately, it seems that

there is no cure beyond removing the affected

growths.

Seedling Camellias: A. F. G. In the warmer
parts of the country Camellia bushes fre-

quently bear fruits which resemble small

rosy-cheeked Apples. A fair proportion

of these fruits contain fertile .seeds, which
germinate freely. The seedling plants usually

bear single or semi-double flowers : if double

flowers are required, it is necessary to graft

them.

Seed Potatos Failing : Weekly Reader. The
tubers are badly diseased with "winter rot."

StravVBEreies : Cheloodgate. A leading Covent
Garden salesman informs us that the first

forced Strawberries to reach the market came
fronii Kent, and the earliest out-door fruits were

grown in the Southampton (Hampshire) dis-

trict. Your other question does not admit of a

conclusive reply.

Tennis Court : N. H. A double tennis court

for three or four players should be 78 feet

long and 36 feet wide ; for the single game the

court should be 78 feet long and 27 feet wide.

In addition, you should allow from 15 to 20
feet at each end for the convenience of the
players. The court should, whenever pc>s-

sible, run from north to south, Y^ou will find

diagrams of this and other games in the
Calendar of Garden Operations, obtainable
from our publishing department.

The Treatment or Cucumber Plants fob
Seedling Purposes : H. S. When the plants

have extended up three-parts the height of the

trellis pinch out the points of the individual

plants in order to promote strong lateral

growths, which shoidd be trained to the trellis.

Remove all flowers (male and female) from the

first lateral growths ; the object being to secure

an equal distribution of strong, well-developed
female flowers over the individual plants for

fertilising about mid-day when the poUen is

dry. This is done by removing the petals from
a male (small) flower and then inserting the

stamen well into the fully-expanded female
flower and letting it remain therein. When
the fruits begin to develop " club " ends,

select five or six of the most promising fruits,

distributed equally over the individual

plants, removing all others, as well as the

blossoms, so as to concentrate the full strength

of the plants into the development of

large fruits. Any fruit that does not

develop a club shape should be removed at

once. The above treatment is recommended
on the assumption that the plants are grown
specially for seeding purposes. But should you
only want to grow seed sufficient for raising

your own stock of plants all you need do is to

fertilise the flowers on one or more plants in

the manner indicated. As the seeding fruits

become fairly developed suspend them in a

horizontal position from the trellis with bands
of raffia in order to relieve the plants of their

weight. All lateral growths should be kept
well thinned out and shortened. When tlie

fruits become yellow they may be cut and
allowed to perfect the ripening process of the

seed in the pulp, that is, if a Ught crop of-

saleable fruit is desired after the seeding fruit

is cut and the plants are still healthy and
vigorous. The plants must be kept well sup-

plied with water at the roots and a moist atmo-
sphere should be maintained during the whole
period of growth.

Tomatos : J. E. G. F. The Tomatos are

affected with the sleepy disease (Fusarium
lycopersici). Water the plants with a solution

of sulphate of potash. Dress the land with
lime before another crop is planted.

Turnips Diseased : F. P. L. The Turnips are

affected with the club-root ' disease (Plasnio-

diophora brassicse), which attacks all sorts of

Brassicas, and many other species of cruci-

ferous plants as Radishes, Wallflowers, Shep-
herd's Purse and Charlock, The disease arises

from spores present in the soil. Plants are

most susceptible to the disease during the first

three weeks after germination, and it is there-

fore essential to form the seed-bed in soil that

is free from contagion. After an attack of

club-root, quicklime has been found to be a
good preventive against further outbreaks.

Thirty-five bushels of lime per acre will arrest

the disease, and in America it has been found
that Cabbages may be grown successfully at

intervals upon the same soil if an application

of 75 bushels of lime per acre is made every
year. When planting out from the seed-bed,

reject all plants whose roots are not in a

natural condition, burning the rejected ones.

Before planting the Turnips into their per-

manent positions, it is a good practice to dip

the roots of the plants in a puddle of thick mud,
soot, and a little sulphur.

Vegetables for Exhibition Purposes :

Anxious. The value of each of the vegetables

you name for exhibition purposes are, accord-

ing to the Code of Bules for Judging issued

by the Royal Horticultural Society, as follow :

Potatos, 8 points ; Peas, 8 points ; Cauliflowers,

8 points ; Broad Beans, 6 points ; Scarlet Rim-
ners, 8 points ; Vegetable Jlarrows, 6 points

;

Cabbages, 6 points ; Carrots, 6 points ; Turnips,

6 points ; Globe Beets, 6 points ; Onions, 8
points ; and Tomatos, 8 points. Exhibitors

usually select from the kinds in season those

which are capable of winning the maximum
number of points.

Communications Received T, B. G,_T. J. Cooper—
G. G._I, B. B,_A, H._W. P. K._W. P.. Twick»lilmm
_W. W., Nantwich—E. W.. Kins«vood—J, N. R—S. K

—

F. W..J., Renfrewshire—.J. W. P. M—A. E P G., India

—H.H W, E J, W, H E, H„ Aiistrttlia_H. & Son_
E A, B P, W, C—A. P. R._C. R._E. H, W,—W. A. M.
_J. B A.. P.-F. B.-E. J. Q— .7. W. B,_W. K._F. S.—
C. T. D.— A. R. H.—H. N. K.—A. B., Java—T. J. C-R, J.

_W. W,—S. A. _\V, A, B Anxious—Tencher T, S—
T,P, A,-Journeyman—E.G.-P. G. M. Bros.-W.R.H.
T. P._G. T. B.—G. N. S.—W. S. K.—F. E. H. -Disease,

Hendon-W. E., Llaniahen—Dr. K.—H. B. -T. H.—
J, L, S, (Japan)-H, S. (New Zealand)—K, W,-Ij, T

—

Ex Y R. T. L,_J. S.
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in •which he stated he had been em-
ployed by many noblemen and gen-
tlemen to obtain a secret of the author's

for the propagation and management
of trees. This, as well as some of

his own works, appeared under other
titles, and it is remarkable that so acute
a person as Loudon should catalogue one
of his books, issued in different years, as

three distinct publications. To add to the
confusion. New Improvements was re-

published in separate parts, in two or
more, with and without The Gentleman
and Gardener's Kalender, and the last-

named publication also separately. TJie

Virtue and Use of Coffee, which he calls

there are occasional, though very few,

Greek quotations in his works ; but of

Latin he made a more liberal use. It

must be remembered, too, that his books
on succulent plants have the titles and
descriptions in that tongue, and, writing
of the Fig in another treatise, he distinctly

says : "I have added such remarks
as I can gather from the Greek and Latin
authors." It has been assumed that he
may have been trained for the medical
profession. He claimed as " my worthy
friend, Sir John Colebatch," who was a
famous physician, and the fact of his ob-
taining very large numbers of plants from
several botanic gardens on the Continent

Fig. ao.

—

odontoglossum amabile " westonbirt variety": sepals and petals
WHITE WITH PURPLE MARKINGS, LIP TINGED WITH ROSE,

a drug, appeared also in 1721. This is a
pamphlet of 32 pages, as is also Neir
Experiments and Observations (1724). In
the last-named year he was chosen and
appointed Professor of Botany at Cam-
bridge, the appointment, if we are to

credit the Rev. T. Martyn, having been
obtained by means of a forged cer-

tificate and promises which Bradley
had no means of fulfilling. His know-
ledge of botany was so limited that
Dr. Martyn performed his duties, and
after his decease became his successor.

It is also recorded that Bradley was
unacquainted with Greek an.d Latin, yet

and giving medical lectures at Cambridge
all tend to countenance that assumption
as having a basis of fact, and this would
be suflBcient to show that the learned lan-

guages could not have been so strange to
him as some have stated.

But though Bradley was superseded in

his duties, the professorship was con-
tinued during his life, a remarkable certifi-

cation to the position he had attained, and
though, perhaps, the best of his work had
been accomplished previous to his ap-
pointment, it is certain that his name was
of value to the booksellers, and he con-
tinued to the very end of his life a kind

of literary hack. The Family Dictionary
(1726), usually attributed to Bradley, is a
translation from the French, with
plagiarised material from English works
incorporated. Bradley wrote an intro-

duction and that was all, except his name
on the title page. Houghton's Tracts on
Husbandry were reissued later, and
Dictionarium Botanicum in 1728. In 1729

he wrote an account of Cowell's Aloe, to

the latter's great displeasure, and in 1732

the letterpress of TJie Floivcr Garden
Display'd, to go with reproductions of 12

plates of flowers published two years
earlier. This book is usually attributed

to Furber or Sir T. Moore, but it bears
unmistakable marks of being Bradley's.

Tlie Fruit Garden Display'd seems to

have been his very latest work, for in-

stead of the 12 months, only those of June,

July and August have letterpress. To
this book his name as author is attached.

It remains to be said that a few books
have been attributed to Bradley which
are not his ; such as The British House-
wife and The Seedsmen's Catalogue, and
in 1733 a third issue of Cowell's Curious
and Profitable Gardener by the name of

The Compleat Fruit and Flower Gar-
dener. In this instance, R. Bradley, etc.,

is given as the author. The volume is of

\ alue as containing two scarce tracts, one
on Fruninij Fruit Trees, and the other on
The Improvement of the I'otatoe.

Bradley was the first writer to popu-
larise the science of his day. If not scien-

tific himself, he was an acute observer,

and was master of a popular style, which
enabled him to describe the newer views
regarding the circulation of the sap and
the sexual relationships of plants, cross-

fertilisation (of wliich Philip Miller was
an early exponent), and hybridisation, as

carried out by Fairchild in his experi-

ments at Hoxton. Some of his books
are full of interesting details of the

gardening of the period, early forcing,

dates, prices, names of nurserymen and
their specialities, and of gentlemen's
gardeners and their doings. He seems to

have been always running about visiting

gardens and nurseries and making notes,

so that we almost feel intimates of the
contemporaries whom he mentions. P.. P.

/Irothrrston.

ORCHID NOTES AND GLEANINGS.

ODONTOGLOSSUM AM.\BILK "WESTON-
BIRT VARIETY."

In the magnificent group (if Orchids stage 1 by
Mr. H. G. Alexander, Orchid grower to Lieut.

-

Col. Sir Geo. L. Holford, K.C.V.O., at the

International Exhibition, were many fine hybrid

Odontoglossums showing evidence of high culti-

vation, and among them the beautiful hybrid

illustrated in fig. 20, raised between a blotched

fonn of 0. crispum and 0. crispo-Harryanum
attracted much attention. The flowers are

white, all the segments except the lip being

tinged with rose. The inner parts of the sepals

and petals are beautifully marked with dark

purple, and around the yellow disc of the lip is

a band of deep red blotches. The reverse side is

purple in the case of aU the segments.

THECOSTELE ZOLLINGERI.

A FINE inflorescence of this rare species is sent

by Mr. C. Wright (gr. to the Hon. N. Charles

Rothschild, Ashton Wold, Oundle), and taken
from a plant received from Miri, Borneo. It
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appears never to have been recorded as flower-

ing in England. The plant in growth and in the

general appearance of its inflorescence resembles

a Gongora or Acriopsis, to which it is nearly

related. The pendulous scape is about 9 inches

in kngth, and bears numerous pretty flowers,

each over ^ inch across. The sepals and narrow

linear petals are white spotted with crimson,

the singular lip being yellowish, and the bilobed,

glandular, pubescent front pink. It has been

recorded from several places in the Malay
Archipelago, Tenasserim and Moulmein.

STAUROPSIS PHILIPPINENSIS
This singular little species was shown in the

group of Jlessrs. Sander & Sons, at the Royal

International Exhibition, together with other

pretty species.

It has always been rare,, the only specimen pre-

viously known in gardens being that for which

Mr. G. E. Day (now gardener to H. S. Goodson,

Esq., then gardener to Admiral Cator, King's

Langley, Herts.) obtained a Botanical Certifi-

cate at the Royal Horticultural Society's Chis-

wick Show on September 24, 1894

The plant is dwarf, resembling a small Renan-

thera Imschootiana. The flowers are solitary in

the axils of the leaves, rath«r more than an inch

across. The sepals and petals, which are nearly

equal, are red-brown, with whitish tips. The
fleshy lip is whitish with a hairy keel down the

centre. It is the Trichoglottis philippinensis of

Lindloy.

THE ALPINE GARDEN.

CAMl'ANULA CEXISIA.

This very beautiful and typical high Alpine

species has not always had the admiration it de-

serves, and is far too rare in cultivation. It is

never found except in the loose shinglc-slopes of

the highest Alps, from about 7,500 to 10,000 feet,

and is scattered freely, though locally, through
the central range, al%vays preferring sandstone or

schistose rock, and ceasing wholly in the southern,

eastern, and western ranges. Neither in th»

Maritime, Bergamask, nor Dolomitic ranges, to

the best of my belief, will any trace of it be

found. Indeed, it almost appears to regard lime

and granite with an impartial aversion. It is

among the few high Alpines of special interest

which a collector in Switzerland may fairly rely

on finding, at great elevations, on suitable rock.

It grows, for choice, with Viola cenisia, disliking

the finer and damper shingle affected by Andro-

sace alpina (glacialis) and the coarser stone tum-

bles that suit Geum reptans, whilst it does not

ascend to the exposed ridges of Eritrichium

nanum. On Mount Cenis it shares its

shingles with C. AUionii, a .':pecies which begins

at much lower elevations, and ranges south into

hills where C. cenisia is not found ; in the Ober-

land it is abundant and beautiful in certain high

glens, among constellations of all the other typical

high Alpines except Eritrichium. Above Arolla

I have seen it only sparingly. In cultivation I

have always found it surprisingly adaptable, free,

and briUiant, though there is, I think, no hope
of cultivating it except in a moraine. In nature

it is deciduous ; but in the garden, lacking snow,

it turns evergreen. The specimen shown in_ fig.

21 had not been translated into my moraine a

month before it was photographed ; thus cheer-

fully had it outlived its removal, and dismissed

its recent memory of Cenisian shingles. The
root-system is much finer, and the whole plant

much neater, frailer, and more elegant than the

coarse stolons of C. AUionii. The flowers are

very freely produced, wide-open stars of a pecu-

liar electric blue. A fuller description of C.

cenisia, its habit, habitat, cultivation and charm
will be found in my volume Among the Hills.

Kcginald Farrtr, IngleborovyJi.

NURSERY NOTES.

THE TRIAL GROUNDS AT RAYNES PARK.
The expression, " Carter's, of Raynes Park,"

is rapidly becoming familiar to the ears of

gardeners, just as " Carter's, of Holborn," has
been an every-day expression for many years.

Those who travel on the L. & S.W. Railway
have seen the conversion of an area of 122 acres

of meadow land close to Raynes Park Station

into a nursery trial ground, with a magnificent

building, providing not only the general

offices of the firm, but also accommodation
for cleaning, storing and packing seeds.

This work has taken nearly three years to

complete ; indeed, though the establishment

may be said to thoroughly meet the immediate
requirements of the business, at the same time
there are many features in course of develop-

ment which are needed to complete the scheme.

The fact is that a plan euch as that which
Messrs. Carter have had in hand needs an infinite

amount of work and a liberal expenditure of

capital. In these circumstances, .iny undue
haste in filling in the details of the scheme would

to be overcome in a " nursery in the making."
Messrs. Carter have a good soil at Raynes Park,
but it needs some humouring, owing to its being

rather stiff. Repeated cultivation and the

judicious addition of organic matter will render

the clayey ground suitable for most crops, but

in the meantime the cultivation of this particular

soil early in spring is not rendered easier by
such a drought as was experienced last April.

Consequently, some of the plants will flower

rather late this season, and the early days of Sep-

tember will be the time to see the nurseries at

their best. At the present (partly in consequence

of the lessons taught by the spring drought) an
elaborate system of irrigation is being carried

out, which will provide a plentiful flow of water

in every part of the grounds, for use when occa-

sion requires ; for the Mangolds and culinary

Peas no less than the showy flowers.

To return to the main building ; this is 320:

feet long and 110 feet wide ; and an annexe, con-

nected with the building by a colonnade with

18 massive pillars of Portland stone, has a length

of 280 feet. The basement of the main building

measures 180 feet by 110 feet, and is estimated

to be capable of storing about 1,2C0 tons of

Fig. 21. -CAMPANULA CENISIA GROWING IN THE MORAINE
AT INGLEBOROUGH.

lead to the commission of serious errors—such

errors as are easily preventible by the exercise

of care and consideration. Nevertheless, the

woik is proceeding apace, and on the occasion

of our second visit there, a few days ago, it was
evident that much progress had been made
during the past few months. From the railway

the view of the building has for a long time

been a very satisfactory one ; but it will be

surpassed by the front entrance to the offices and

nursery, which is approached from the main road

along which run the trams to Hampton Court.

Already there are well kexrt lawns and later there

will be gay flower beds. Mr. Harold Beale

pointed to a centre bed, in which preparations

are now being made to build a fish-pond with a

handsome fountain—this latter, by the way, was

purchased at the "International." Handsome
gates of wrought iron are in course of manufac-

ture, and other details, now receiving attention,

will combine to make the "garden-front" ex-

tremely attractive.

An inspection of the trials out of doors

—both of vegetables and flowers—reveals

some of the many difficulties which have

eeeds. The buildings are heated by means of

4-inch pipes, of which there are no less than

a mile's length; there are also 48 great

radiators, and a boiler with a capacity of

1,250,000 thermal units. The railway front of

the building is furnished with a sign, illuminated

by nearly 2,500 electric lamps, representing

25,000 candle-power concentrated in the letters

alone At night-time this sign is one of the con-

spicuous landmarks to travellers to and from

Waterloo. The interior of the building is light,

well ventilated, and it provides the healthiest

conditions for the staff, who may be congratu-

lated on escaping from the more confined pre-

mises at Holborn. The machinery for cleaning,

testing, and grading the seeds and other pur-

poses, is all worked by electricity. And there is

a complete absence of dust. The ingenious

labour-saving appliances are well worth close

study ; some of these are from designs by mem-
bers of the firm. A system by which the em-

ployees are able to get their meals without leav-

ing the premises answers extremely well. The

Kitchen is furnished throughout with the latesf

cooking apparatus, reminding one of the-
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equipment of a London hotel. There are four

dining rooms which accommodate from 150 to 150

empluyees at the midday meal. The total staff

numbers about 350.

We have said sufficient to indicate the scope

of this seed and bulb establishment, but the pro-

prietors, in common with others directly con-

cerned with liorticulture, perfectly well recognise

that the art of gardening—more popular to-day

in these Islands than ever—appeals successfully

to a larger public every year, and the needs of

to-day will be exceeded by the requirements of

SILENE HOOKERI.

This handsome species (see fig. 22) is a native

of California, and was first introduced into

cultivation by Professor Bolander, who sent

seeds to Mr. Thompson, of Ipswich, with

whom it flowered in the year 1873. It

was then figured in the Botanical Maqa-

zinc, t. 6051, but for some reason the plant

wae eventuaOy lost. Recently, however, it has

been reintroduced by Mr. Carl Purdy, and plants

have been exhibited at meetings of the Royal

Horticultural Society, and a fine group was shown

by Mr. Maurice Pricliard at the International

Show at Chelsea. S. Hookeri is one of a small

group, all natives of California and the Western

United States, remarkable for their brilliantly-

ciloured flowers. Others of this group are the

scarlet S. laciniata, S. californica and a recent

introduction with flowers of a deep-red colour.

S. Hookeri is usually found growing on wooded

hillsides, and is described by Nuttall as having

both white and rose-coloured flowers. It is a tufted

plant, with somewhat lax, short, decumbent

stems, and it ia very free-flowering in habit. The
oblong, lanceolate leaves are 2 to 3 inches long,

and the whole plant is softly pubescent or almost

woolly. The rose-coloured or pink flowers are

over 2 inches across, each petal being four-

cleft, while the underside of the flower is of a

light hug shade. It will probably not be hardy

in this country, except in well-sheltered and

somewhat dry situations. In its native habitat

the plant affects a stony soil. As a plant for

growing in pots or pans in a cold frame it is

a valuable acquisition, and since it pro-

mises to produce seed freely it would be worth

while to raise batches of plants and keep them

in frames for the winter, to plant out in the

spring in the rock garden. IF. I.

ABBOTSBURV CASTLE.

By reason of its sheltered position in the deep

valley formed by the sudden sieep slope of the

Dorset downs on the landward side and by the

long hill that provides a rampart against the

sea winds on the south-west, Abbotsbury

vies with the favoured gardens in Devon and

Cornwall in the beauty and health of the exotic

and sub-tropical plants and trees that flourish

within its confines. It is, perhaps, chiefly re-

markable for the great size attained by some of

the rare subjects—the dimensions of which are

probably unequalled in any other garden in this

country. Of late years the pleasure grounds have

been much enlarged, greatly to their ad-

vantage, and it is stated that further expansion

is contemplated. The gardens are guarded from

the sea by the lofty pebble barrier known as the

Chesil Beach, and are enclosed on all sides by

groves of Ilex (Holly), which render the spot a

placid sanctuary even when a gale is blowing off

Portland Bill, nine miles away. Of Magnolias

there are about 40 species and varieties. The
finest is M. Cainpbellii, 40 feet in height, which

TREES AND SHRUBS.

DRIMYS WINTERI.

A GOOD example of Drimys Winter! (Winter's

bark) may be seen on a wall of the Palm
House in the Cambridge Botanic Garden. The

specimen is 9 feet in height, and it flowered

freely during May. The flowers are creamy-

white, about 1^ inch in diameter, and are borne in

terminal bunches. The shrub is evergreen, and

has leaves 4-5 inches in length and 2 inches

broad, glabrous above and glaucous on the under-

surface. The young wood being bright red adds

to the attractiveness of the plant.

This shrub is not quite hardy, and requires

protection during severe weather. At Cambridge

a mat is nailed over it when the weather is very

cold, and the heat from a glasshouse at the back

creates a certain amount of warmth within the

mat, rendering a padding of straw unnecessary.

The genus Drimys consists of five species, D.

Winteri (see fig. 168 in Gard. Chron., June 13,

1885) being the most common. The species

was introduced by Captain Winter from

Chill and the Straits of Magellan ; it grows best

in sandy loam in a sheltered position. Propa-

gation may be effected by cuttings of half-

ripened shoots inserted in a cold frame. R.

atewart Lunch.

shrubs in the garden is a gigantic specimen of

Lagerstroemia indica, which is 24 feet high
and 18 feet in diameter, and was covered with
bloom at the time of my visit. As a rule, in the

south-west, this shrub is rarel}' more than hue
4 feet to 6 feet in height, and the Abbotsbury
example is probably unequalled. Another plant

that is rarely met with of any size is the New Zea-

land Pink Broom, Notospartium Carmichaeliie,

but at Abbotsbury there is a specimen 7 feet

6 inches in height and 6 feet through, which was
a mass of pink flowers when I was there. The
example of Philesia buxifolia is probably the

finest in the British Isles, being 5 feet across

and nearly 3 feet high, and is a marvellous sight

when bearing hundreds of its large, drooping,

rosy, Lapageria-like blooms. Athrotaxis sela-

ginoides was looking well, and is a very rare tree,

not more than one other being known in Eng-
land. Edwardsia (Sophura) microphylla, said to

have been planted 70 years ago, has a tree-like

trunk and is 25 feet high, and E. Macnabiana
is 18 feet. An unfortunate loss in the last

few years is the New Zealand Ribbon Tree
(Plagianthus betulinus), wL.cJ was supposed to

Fig. 22.—SILENE HOOKERI ON THE ROCK-GARDEN AT KEW : FLOWERS PINK.

one season bore 150 flowers. M. hypo-

leuca, which has flowered, is 24 feet in height,

M. tripetala 25 feet, M. stellata 12 feet high and

of equal diameter, and i\I. Kobus 20 feet. Acacia

dealbata is 60 feet in height and is probably the

finest specimen in the country, the splendid

example at Trebah being about 50 feet. Fifty

species of Acacias are grown, the majority of

them being at present small in size, as two con-

secutive hard winters killed many of the more

tender specimens. From seed ripened at Abbots-

bury plants have been raised of A. dealbata, A.

floribunda and A. melanoxylon. A seedling of A.

dealbata three years old is 12 feet in height. At
one time 52 species of Eucalyptus were grown, and

E. amygdalina, E. coccifera, E. Globulus and E.

cordata have been raised from trees that flowered

in the gardens. The hardiest species has proved

to be E. urnigera, which was unharmed through

the two severe winters which killed such num-
bers of Eucalypti and Acacias. Villaresia mucro-

nata, a native of Peru, is supposed to be the only

specimen in England. It is nearly 50 feet in

height and bears small yellow flowers very

sweetly scented. One of the most remarkable

be the finest specimen in the British Isles, and

was about 50 feet in height and 6 feet in girth.

Of Paulownia imperialis there is a splendid ex-

ample 40 feet in height, and the Fiddle Wood
(Citharexylum quadrangulare), a native of the

West Indies, is 20 feet in height, and in per-

fect health. Numbers of Benthamia (Cornus

capitata) are grown, and there is a fine specimen

of Carya laevigata 70 feet high, which possesses

very handsome foliage. Olea excelsa is 45 feet,

while Eugenia myrtifolia has developed into an

enormous bush 35 feet high, Catalpa himalaicus

has attained a height of 35 feet, and C. Keemp-

feri, which fruits freely, is 20 feet high.

Many species of Oaks are grown, among

which are Quercus bicolor, with large and attrac-

tive leaves ; Q. Phellos, 25 feet, Q. Aegilops, 60

feet high, and Q. glabra, 20 feet ; Andromeda ar-

borea, 60 years old, is 18 feet in height and 20

feet through. An interesting tree is StranvKsia

glaucescens from the Himalayas, which is 22 feet

in height, and Arbutus canariensis, a rare and

tender species sometimes met with in the south-

west, is 30 feet high. Drimys Winteri has at-

tained a height of 20 feet, D. aiomatica 15 feet.
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and Clerodendron trichotomum 18 feet. The
pale-yellow form of Callistemon salignus is

10 feet high, Dapliniphyllum glaueescens, covered
with pale blue berries, 12 feet, Tricuspidaria

lanceolata 12 feet, Halesia hispida and Melia
Azedarach the same height, while Cytisus
Alschingeri, which flowers later than the Labur-
num and remains in bloom longer, bears seed

pods over a foot in length. Of Olearias, 0.

Macrodonta 12 feet, 0. obovata, with narrow
leaves about an inch long, 0. virgata, and
0. myrsinoides are conspicuous shrubs. A
large collection of Wilson's Chinese plants

is grown, among which are Rhus vernici-

fera, Emmenopteris Henryi, Viburnum iliytido-

the petals. The Pomegranate (Punica granatum)
often flowers well, and Viburnum macrocephalum
blooms finely. Among other noteworthy sub-

jects were Syringa Emodii, 60 years old and
20 feet in height, Podocarpus andina 20 feet,

Vaccinium ovatum, charming in the spring,

Ehretia serrata, from the East Indies ; Dimor-
phanthus mandschuricus, which is making a fine

specimen, Aristolochia altissima, Azara crassi-

folia, A. Crippsii, Calycanthus floridus, C. occi-

dentalis. Citrus trifoliata, .Citharexylum cyano-

carpum, Drimys aromatica, E.'cochorda grandi-

flora, enormous specimens of Fatsia japonica, and
good examples of the Maidenhair Tree (Ginkgo
biloba), Knipboiia NortbisB, and fine specimens

Fig. 23.—DEUTZiA myri.\nth.\: flowers white.

phyllum, and Ailanthus Vilmoriana, with

leaves 5 feet in length divided into 24

leaflets. Juniperus tamariscifolia was fruit-

ing at the time of my visit, and the

Phormiums were flowering finely. There was

a good example of the Judas Tree, and the white-

flowered variety is also grown. Of Buddleias

there were B. Colvilei, the rare B. salvifolia and

B. auriculatus. A pretty shrub was Lindera

sericea, with srriall, pink flowers. Cornus macro-

phylla colours finely in the autumn, and 0. foliosa

has delicate foliage. Deutzia VUmoriniana, with

pure-white flowers, was very beautiful, as was
the rare and tender Philadelphus mexicanus and
P. Coulteri, also from Mexico, which bears large,

white flowers with pink blotches at the base of

of the Fan Palm (Trachycarpus excelsus), which
flower well. In the borders Lonicera involucrata,

from California was noticed ; it is a handsome
species, with orange-coloured flowers and crim-

son bracts. On the north wall Lapagerias do well

and flower abundantly.

The rock garden, which is at some little dis-

tance from the main garden, occupies a position

between Abbotsbury Castle and the Chesil Beach,

and is exposed to the full force of the westerly

gales, which fill the air with spindrift.

In spite of this apparent disadvantage, rock

plants succeed to perfection, and before the

severe winters of a few years ago the Mesem-
bryantliemums, of which the most complete col-

lection in this country, with the exception of

that at the Isles of Scilly, was grown, afforded

a superb sight in the spring. Unfortunately,
during the winter of 1906-1907, when 20°

of frost were registered, all these plants

were killed and, the next winter being equally
severe, the garden was for a time bereft of these

plants. In 1909, however, an entire collection of

plants was put out from pots, and these have
made good growth.

The rare Primula Palinuri thrives to perfec-

tion here, and is a charming sight in the

spring when in full flower, with its tall,

Cowslip-like heads held above the green
leafage. Hydrangea hortensis, in its pink and'
blue forms,. affords a lovely picture in the early

autumn, the walks being margined by large

bushes in full bloom.

In the main garden there are many Bamboos,
some of them having been imported direct

from Yokohama. All are in robust health, and
many of the great groups are very decorative in

the garden. Libertia formosa is perfectly happy,
and is grown in large numbers near the water,

where the sheaves of white blossoms have an.

especially pretty effect in the spring. The
Mexican Beschorneria bracteata also makes a,

fine show, and a pretty sight is a hedge—100.

yards in length—of Buddleia variablis Veitchi-

ana. Yucca gloriosa is giown in quantity, and
some years as many as 200 flower-spikes may be
seen simultaneously. Senecio Clivorum, S. elea-

ginfolium, and S. Petasites are very effective in

the moist soil by the water. The rare Cordy-
line indivisa and C. Parryi are grown, and Aralia

Maximowiczii.

In the winter garden, erected by the Countess
of Ilchester a few years ago, there is a fine col-

lection of flowering plants and shrubs, among
which are Mackaya bella covered with bloom, a
splendid plant of Lonicera Hildebrandii growing
over the roof ; Nicotiana wigandioides, with
flower racemes from 3 to 4 feet in length,

Passiflora Banksii, Bignonia aurea, B. jaa-

minoides, B. venusta, Bougainvillea glabra,

B. Sanderiana, Libonia floribanda. Eucalyptus
ficifolia, with scarlet flowers, Dracaena Draco,
Ipomsea Leari, Stephanotis floribunda, Jasminum
macrophyllum, J. simplicifolium, Trachelosper-

mum jasminoides, Solanum Wendlandii (a mass
of flower), Chorizema illicifolia, Passiflora atro-

purpurea, Tacsonia exoniensis, Hakea suaveo-

lens, Melaleuca hypericifolia, a collection of

scented-leaved Pelargoniums, and many succu-

lents.

There is also an Aloe house in which are

some enormous specimens. The water garden is

formed of five ponds connected by a streamlet,

which is spanned at intervals by rustic bridges.

In the pools are grown the best of Marliac's

Water Lilies, and the verges of the ponds are

fringed with the pretty, variegated grass,

Glyceria aquatica, Indian Rice {Zizania aquatica),

Arum Lilies, Papyrus, and great Uunneras.
Other noteworthy plants are Hex dipyrena, 30
feet high, Fagus betuloides, 60 feet, Litsea

japonica, 15 feet, Erica arborea, 15 feet, Podo-
carpus chilina, 25 feet, Lonicera tartarica and its

white variety, L. quinquelocularis, Vella pseudo-

cytisus and Cytisus aolicus. Eucryphia cordi-

folia and Viburnum Carlesii flower freely.

W]/7idham Fiizherbert.

DEUTZIA MYRIANTHA.

The hybrid Deutzia illustrated in fig. 23 is an

exceedingly floriferous plant obtained from a

cross between the Chinese species D. parviflora

and D. corymbiflora, and raised by Messrs. \".

Lemoine & Sons, Nancy. This hybrid makes a

very neat bush, and the small, white flowers are

relieved by their yellow stamens. As nearly all

the shrubby Deutzias thrive in ordinary garden

soil, the plant will prove a welcome addiMon to

summer-flowering shrubs.
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NOTICES OF BOOKS.
A New Edition.

The work on the Grape vine* by the late

A. F. Barron still holds the field as the most

complete book published on this popular fruit.

Mrs. Barron, who writes a preface to the fifth

edition, has had the help of Mr. W. P. Thomp-

son and ]\Ir. A. Ward in bringing it down to

date, and Mr. George Monro supplies a list of

prices which, by the way, shows the ruinous

state of the Grape-growing industry at the pre-

sent time. To the chapter on the " "Vine as an

Ornamental Plant" several varieties are added,

with illustrations, and a few new Grapes are de

scribed, e.g., Directeur Tisserand, Diamond .Jubi-

lee, Melton Constable, and Prince of Wales, the

last-named being illustrated from a photograph.

The selections for special purposes have had

several additions, but Mr. Barron's selections

remain unchanged. In this, perhaps, there is

room for disagreement. Thus, to the seven

black varieties for late keeping four are added,

making 11 in all. At least Gros Guillaume and

West St. Peter's might have been omitted from

the old list, and, of the new ones added. Diamond

Jubilee left out. Who grows Royal Ascot now ?

Yet, in the book, it is retained as a suitable

variety for pot culture. Then, surely the

lengthy notes on Phylloxera might very well

have been eliminated from the chapter on in-

jurious insects. Is it to be found anywhere in

Great Britain at the present day? I very well

recollect having to help to clear out a house of

young vines, borders, and attachments at the

time of the Phyllo.xera scare, but have always

been sceptical if the insect had ever been there.

A note on the system of growing Grapes by

means of the primary leaves only, and the conse-

quent suppression of summer lateral growth

would have been interesting. The practice is

perhaps more usual in the north than the south

of our island, but it is sure to extend as its

beneficial effects become known. But the value

of the book, no doubt, is in the list of varieties,

with their synonyms, history, and qualities. It

will be a long time before this list becomes archaic

and superfluous, and it must always remain a

monument to the painstaking care of its com-

piler. In this part, and elsewhere, a few of the

dates might have been corrected. What was
" 70 years ago " in 1883, when the book was first

published is 100 years now, and so with a few

other remarks of the same nature, which, to the

younger generation, are necessarily misleading.

But, notwithstanding these slight drawbacks, the

volume remains one of the few gardening books

that retains its vitality. B. P. B.

Mushroom Cultivation, f

In the preface of this excellent handbook, the

author wisely remarks that " Mushroom growing

for profit is not an occupation for leisure mo-

ments, as is often suggested by glowing essays

of the ' Back to the Land ' description." As
with all other crops, the profitable cultivation

of Mushrooms requires skill, knowledge, and un-

remitting care and attention. Even then the

grower is still at the mercy of the weather, for

should the climatic conditions be unfavourable,

much of his labour is lost. The various phases

of Mushroom culture are intelligently and con-

cisely dealt with by Mr. Bide, who knows his

subject thoroughly, and anyone who carefully

follows the instructions given in this book should

be able to grow good crops. The notes on grading

and packing for market are valuable, and should be

carefully read by the novice. Mr. Bide is rightly

pessimistic in the chapter on Mushroom culture

in meadows and orchards, and correctly insists

that the greatest success is met with when the

spawn is planted in meadows where the Mush-

room gi'ows naturally.

• "Vines and Vine Culture:' By Archibild F. Barron,

V.M.H.,etc. FiflhEdilion, revised and enlarged, (London:
Journal of Horliculture Office.) Price 5s.

Uashroom Cultivation, by J. Bide, 6d,

THE BISSAGOS ISLANDS.

SlTD.^TED some 1.800 miles from Li-sbon along

the west coast of Africa, facing Portuguese

Guinea, this group of some 20 islands may pos-

sibly be the nearest to Europe of any tropical

islands.

The traveller, after leaving Lisbon, sights no

land except the Canary Islands till he reaches

the mouth of the Geba, whereat the North At-

lantic is parted company with, and one swiftly

becomes aware of changed conditions, not the

least of which is a strong objection to warm
clothes.

The Bissagos Islands, as s&en from the mouth

of the Geba, present the appearance of a vast

series of hedges striking off in all sorts of

oblique angles. They seem to arise right out of

the sea. In point of fact, however, the coastal

line describes gentle undulations, giving a possible

rise of 50 feet over a shore of, say, a quarter of a

mile wide. On this low-lying shore the African

Oil Palm (Elseis guineensis) is seen to great per-

fection and in very large numbers ; often faced

right on the coast with dense Mangroves. Beyond

this thin marginal line is a table-land, obscured

often by the coastal vegetation, hence the very

general appearance of mere hedge-like lines.

In due course we reach Bolama, and speedily

find ourselves on the dry land of that island. It

is the third week in November, and consequently

the rains are definitely over.

It is nearly midday, dry as dust under foot,

hot, decidedly moist atmosphere, and perfectly

calm. Withal there is much activity and

pandemonium among a large and very pictur-

esque assortment of blacks of all ages and both

sexes, owing to the discharge of cargo from two

ships and the new arrival.

As we have to wait some time on the coast we
move under two fine trees, which give the

key to the giants of the islands. One is the silk

Cotton tree, the Kapok of West Africa (Erioden-

dron anfractuosum), the other the Baobab (Adan-

sonia digitata), both trees of economic importance.

Near by are fine specimens of Mimosa (Penta-

clethra rnacrophylla) ; they are loaded with bat-

talions of very large Bean-like seed pods. With
its fine spreading head of beautiful foliage, this

Mimosa makes a very fine tropical shade tree.

Presently we move oft, and light luggage is

deposited in a near store-keeper's capacious

rooms. I at once asked to S':>e th° storekeeper's

back garden. It is quite small, about 20 yards

square more or less ; knowing something of back

gardens at home, and seeing nothing but build-

ings from where I then was, I was surprised to

find a Cocoanut Palm in full crop. Then, and sub-

sequently, I was at considerable pains to count the

number of nuts, and made out 103, with no fewer

than 30 nuts on a single branch. Remembering
how large Cocoanuts are as seen growing,

this was a marvellous crop for a single branch

to carry, and I wished very much it could have

been severed intact, and exhibited in, say, the

No, 2 Museum at Kew.
I was assured that 12 years previously this

back garden was a coastal blank save for the two

Cocoanut Palms, which were said to be either

19 or 20 years old. Various other specimens

tend to !ihow these islands would grow Cocoa-

nuts exceedingly well. The sum of all coastal

line relative to internal area is enormous. This

back garden had also Bananas, thick-set dwarf

plants, thriving abundantly and producing mostly

small to medium-size fruits, delightfully scented,

sweet, and really excellent for dessert, in strik-

ing contrast with the bulky inferior fruit every-

where hawked in London.

In this garden are two kinds of Anona—
squamosa and A. muricata and the Cashew Nut
(Anacardium occidentale). I have seen this last

tree in India several times, but never had the

opportunity of studying it until I was delayed

at Bolama. It is immensely interesting at flower-

ing time and during the early stages of fruit and

nut production.

In full size this tree may be likened to a

Standard Apple tree, with a large but some-

what spreading head. The flowers are very

freely produced, but ridiculously small, of a

pinkish-red in colour. I think a short-sighted

person would fail to discover them. They are

produced in large, branching spikes or panicles.

I should say that quite 95 per cent, of the

flowers fall off. The average number which set

fruits seemed to be about 3 per cent.

Towards the end of the spike, as a rule, with

exceptions, however, a development begins and

a formation ensues, which, so far as I know,

has no like elsewhere in nature—an obtuse minia-

ture Pear like peduncle is produced, and from

the extreme apex of this peduncle is immediately

developed a naked Scarlet Runner-like bean or

nut.

The growth of the peduncle and seed, or nut,

in its infant slate is really phenomenal ; in so

short a time as 48 hours immense progress is

made. The primary stalk, very short though it

be, thickens greatly, and it is easily seen great

energy is focussed on the development of the two
or three fruits and nuts to each spike, as no

sooner is the formation begun than all the rest

of the numerous flowers die and fall from the tree.

It is not too much to say, as witnessed several

times a day for a few days consecutively, that so

far as size is concerned more than half the life

history of a Cashew Nut is accomplished in a

week ; the subsequent stage of maturing, how-

ever, takes much more time,

I sampled wine made from the peduncle with

a distinct Cashew flavour, but unfortunately in

this case far too much alcohol had bci'n

developed. The nut itself when roasted is ex-

cellent eating, and the peduncle and nut are

used in various ways.

The Mango—originally introduced firm Goa.
India—is a luxuriant success on the Island of

Bolama, producing large trees, and the Govern-

ment and people alike have combined to plant

many hundreds in all sorts of places, totally

oblivious of town planning schemes, and still

more oblivious of the indispensable necessity of

grafting Mangos if quality be desired.

It is a remarkable fact, save for a very

few inconsequential decorative plants, evrry

plant in Bolama is grown for its utility. Thus
almost everywhere in the town are to be

found Bananas, Oranges, Lemons, Mangos,

Cashew Nut, Pineapple, Figs, Coffee, Cocoa, Kola

Nut, and a variety of other minor econi.niic

plants, not the least of which is " Grains of

Paradise " (Amomum Melegueta). I venture the

opinion that this plant produces in its Chili like

seed pods the greatest amount of pungency in

quite the smallest compass known. It has all

the appearance of a small-leaved Chili plant

;

it, however, grows to the size of a large-s,.nad-

ing Black Currant bush and is perennial. It

becomes studded all over with many hundreds

of minute bright red fruits from { inch to -i, inch

long, and very small in size. As a condiment

its use is universal among black and white;

from an economical point of view the Chili

is quite outclassed by Amomum Melegueta. Our
manufacturers have long ago found out iis

merits, and probably without knowing it cattle

and humans who consume medicines, condiments,

cordials, wines, beers, and spirits are in tho habit

of taking microscopical quantities.

The very small garden attached to the

governor's palace, so-called, has a delightful

medley ; it is right on the street so that all may
see. Into this small space are crowded Roses,

Oranges, Coleus in full flower. Hibiscus, Acaly-

phas, Crotons, Vinca rosea. Castor Oil plants in

fuU seeds, Papaws, Marantas, Kola Nut,

Oleandra, and a most brilliant flowered shrub or

small tree unknown to me, possibly a member rf

the Proteacese from the Cape.

In the town is a small market place, where is

exhibited for sale everything produced in tb-'

way of live and dead animal and vegetable

;

an extraordinary jumble. Directly off this
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market place is a small square worth noting, for

the striking effect produced by a certain com-

bination of plants. It is loosely filled with the

African Oil Palm, Mangoes, a few species of

Bauhinia, Acacia, and Cashew trees.

The climate of this group of islands is rather

severely tropical the year round ; it is also on the

whole a rather standardised climate that takes

very little account of European theories of sea-

sons.

Thus there are two seasons only, of about si.x

months duration each : the hot, dry season from

November to May, and the hot, wet season from

May to November. Systematic use of a tropical

thermometer during November and December

showed a daily range of about 15° with a

minimum of 70° and a maximum of 85° F. This ob-

viously gives an average of 77^°, which, however.

wetting everything and passing over the islands

;

add to this the heavy fall in temperature after

midnight, and it is easy to understand why th3

Bissagus Islands have always a very heavy dew on

them in the early morning.

Characteristic of a great deal of Guinea weather

are the absolutely death-like calms ; these are

specially pronounced at sunset, but commence
after noon on most days—by the way, during

the dry p?riod the sun goes down a deep blood-

red. The most sultry weather of England is not

for a moment to be compared with these Guinea

coast calms ; even the thermometer refuses to

move a point for six hours at a stretch.

The rainfall is about 125 inches, which is rather

low for so tropical a quarter ; this fall is almost

entirely confined to the wet period.

The physical features are very much the same

Fig. 24.—PHiLADELPHUs "vikginal": flowers white.

is too arbitrary ; thus the daily average from, say,

9 a.m. to 9 p.m. will be quite 82°, the heavy fall

of 15° takes place after midnight and lasts until

sunrise.

The islands are set in a vast inter-oceanic

space, just off the North Atlantic ; consequently,

the island waters are of the nature of protected

bays and harbour waters. They are also subject

very fully to the action of the tides, and conse-

quently, every day sees many hundreds of acres

of blank island coast, and a perpetual change

of waters derived from the Atlantic Ocean, and

this fact has, I do not doubt, much to do with

the remarkable uniformity of climatic conditions.

It also gives rise to abundant moisture ; even in

the rainless period the humidity is considerable.

At sunset there almost instantly ensues a tre-

mendous amount of very warm sea vapour

in all the islands. The coastal lines are ex-

tremely irregular ; there are also numbers of

beautiful bay-like recesses of various sizes.

There are some reasons for suggesting a volcanic

origin. Thus in numerous places round the coast

are quantities of a petrified rock of very rugged

description. This rock is intensely hard, very

heavy, withal brittle.

Another significant fact is the paucity of the

fauna. There is no evidence of a single large

animal of any kind on any of the islands ; indeed,

during the whole time I spent investigating cer-

tain propositions, I failed to see a single animal,

large or small, or even a snake. I was informed,

however, that snakes exist, and there is evidence

of some kind of rodent of a small type.

The soil is everywhere an intense red-brick

colour. It is, however, impregnated with quan-

tities of very fine silica, and must, on no account,

be classed with clays or marls. It suggests a
fire-burnt soil, ivs mechanical features, from
the point of view of cultivation, are good ; it is

also a good absorber of water.

The depth of soil is enormous ; indeed, I was
nowhere able to gather with any accuracy what
the suhsoil might be, the only available evidenca

pointed to a grey type of pure sand.

Another curious feature of these islands is the

absence of stone of any sort—I nowhere came
across stone, large or small ; common-place pieces

of stone one can pick up on land nearly every-

where are not to be seen. On the surface and
near it are quantities of common-place sea shelb
in several places in the interior of the island,

which seems to suggest they must at some time
have been under water.

Opposed to volcanic origin is the fact that
these islands—apart from a certain amount of
purely coastal rise of a very gentle description^
are strictly non-mountainous ; indeed, the interior

can only be described as table-land, with here
and there the smallest of undulations.

Of the group, the small island Egcba is a sea-

level island all over. So much is this the case,

that the natives grow rice nearly all over the

island, and this, too, among many thousands of

matured Oil Palms; indeed, this particular

island might well have been named Palm Island.

Questioned as to whether the Rice was dry-land
Rice, I obtained the answer, " No, not exactly j

it is like this, during the wet weather this

island lies wet all over: after the rains or
rather by the end of them, the Rice crop is so
much advanced as to be able to ripen off." And
this I found to be so from personal observation.
This is the only island of the group that may

be .said to be an island of Palms, and it is signi-

ficant of the requirements of the Oil Palm as
such, further borne out by the fact that the
Oil Palm refuses to invade the table-lands of the
other islands, save in very limited numbers and
in a very irregular manner, the while being very
numerous to dense on the coast. From which I
gather that we have in Ela?is guineensis a Palm
akin to the Cocoa-nut Palm, which succeeds per-
fectly near the coast, or otherwise demands a
lowland or continuously damp situation.

The predominating feature of quite a number
of these islands is the African Oil Palm and no
other ; they exist, particularly near the coast, by
the million.

In the interior of many of the islands are
groups of Silk-Cotton and the Baobab tree.

The so-called Silk-Cotton tree (Eriodendron
anfractuosum) is surely in the front rank of tree

wonders. There are several marvellous specimens
on the Bissagos Islands, one of which I found
to be 50 yards in circumference at the ground
level. Of course, the striking feature of this

tree is the remarkable system of buttressing

from the ground-line up to as much as 15 feet

to 20 feet. One of these giants had a great

wealth of a species of Orchid freely intermixed
with Stag's-horn Fern growing on it. F. W,
Seers.

(To be continued.)

PHILADELPHUS " VIRGINAL."

The beautiful variety of Mock-Orange, illus-

trated in fig. 24, was raised by Messrs. V.
Lemoine & Sons, the well-known French nursery-

men. This variety received a first-class cer-

tificate when shown at the meeting of the

R.H.S. on June 28, 1911, by Sir Trevor

Lawrence, and a flowering spray was repro-

duced in Gardeners' Chronicle, July 8, 1911,

fig. 6, p. 6. The double, pure-white flowers are

nearly 2 inches across, and, as the illustration

shows, they are very freely produced.
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The Week's Work.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
By Edwin Beckett, Gardener to the Hon. Vicary Gibbs,

Aldenham House, Herlfordshire.

Watering the Crops.—To be effective in

hot weather, the watering of kitchen-garden

crops must be thorough, otherwise it is a waste

of time. During the evenings of hot days,

sprayings overhead greatly assist growth, and
also do much to keep the plants free from insect

pests. Wetting the foliage in this manner is

beneficial to all crops without exception. Should
aphis, mildew or other insects or diseases attack

the plants, spraying should be done before

the pest obtains too great a hold. Quassia

is an e.xcellent wash for Peas, Dwarf Beans,

and other crops, and is especially valuable

in checking mildew. The spraying or syringing

should be carried out in the evening time, an<i

the growth washed the following morning with
clear water. Give a thorough soaking of clear

water at the roots, if possible, immediately after

the syringing.

Dwarf Beans. — During the next few weeks
a few sowings of Dwarf Beans may be made at

intervals in cold frames. Frames in which crops

of early Potatos have been grown may be utilised,

and will need but little preparation. The soil

should be rich and deeply-worked, adding a small

iiuantity of manure from a spent Jlushroora bed.

The drills should be drawn at 3 feet apart, and
made 6 inches wide and about 2 inches deep.

The seed should be sown thinly in a double row,

and the seedlings thinned so that the plants

will stand alternately in the rows. The soil

and surroundings should be kept moist to assist

germination, and abundance of air afforded.

\Vhen the seed germinates a dusting of soot

over the soil will act as a deterrent to slugs,

and to ensure safety from this pest, a layer

of sharp cinder ashes should be placed around
the interior of the frame. When the first rough
leaves develop the points may be removed from
the shoots : this will add to the plants' pro-

ductiveness and cause them to grow dwarfer,

though it retards their fruiting. The plants

should be well supplied with water at the root.'!

and syringed frequently on the undersides of

the foliage. Afford supports to the growths by
inserting bushy twigs.

Spring Cabbage. — Between the 20th and
the end of the present month, but not eai-lier,

the first sowing of seed of the best varieties of

Spring Cabbage should be made. The excellent

varieties now obtainable are less prone to bolting

than those grown a few years ago. Select an
open situation and land that has not been
freshly manured or cropped recently with any
sort of Brassica. Break the surface soil down
to a fine tilth, and if very dry soak the ground
with water, then sow the seeds thinly and cover

them with fine soil, placing nets over the seed-

bed to keep off the birds. Until the seeds ger-

minate, damp the seed-bed through a rose-can as

often as is necessary.

Carrots.—The main crop of Carrots should
have the soil stirred with the Dutch hoe at

frequent intervals, especially during hot, dry
weather. Where means exist, during times
of drought, the crop will amply repay for good
drenchings of water by means of the hose-pipe

on warm evenings. During showery weather
sprinklings of soot and chemical manure will

prove beneficial. A further .small sowing or two
of quick-maturing, stump-rooted varieties may be
mad? on vacant borders for furnishing a supply
of young roots.

Turnips. — Prom now onwards up to Sep-

tember make small sowings of Turnips at intei-

vals for producing autumn and winter crops.

Much of the success with these sowings will

depend upon the weather. In hot, dry situations,

they are almost sure to become attacked wdtli the

Turnip fly. Their principal requirements are

frequent hoeings, attention to thinning as re-

quired, copious supplies of water, and dampings
overhead in the evening time. As recommended
for Carrots, dust the crop occasionally with soot

during the early morning or when the weather is

showery. Red Globe is a splendid variety for

hot, dry weather.

PLANTS UNDER GLASS.
By Thomas Stevenson, Gardener to K. .Mucatia, Esq.,

Woburn Place, Addlestone, Surrey.

Chrysanthemums.— I'hese plants are gener-

ally growing well this season, the exhibition

varieties having made a considerable growth.

JIany of the plants are, unfortunately, showing,

their flower-buds, but at this early date the

latter must be rubbed out and another shoot

selected for flowering. If it is desired to have
some early flowers, buds may be retained

towards the end of the month of those varieties

that open their flowers kindly, such as Master
James, Mrs. A. T. Jliller, White Queen, Col. E. C.

Converse, Mrs. G. Mileham, and Frances Jolliffe.

Many of the early potted plants have filled

their pots with roots, and a little mild stimulant

should be given them, say, twice a week. Cow
manure and soot water are suitable foods to

start with ; a little later in the season the plants

may receive a light dressing of soil to which has
been added a little artificial manure. Where
decorative varieties are being grown as dwarf
plants, the very latest of them will have been
pinched for the last time. To ensure a "stocky"
growth, the plants must not be over-watered,
nor receive any stimulant other than a little soot

water till they begin to show their flowers, when
this food may be applied rather freely. The
tying of the growths of all types of Chrysanthe-
mums must be attended to regularly, and the
plants sprayed to keep down aphis. Earwigs
should be trapped in short lengths of bamboos
placed against the stems of the plants. They
are particularly troublesome this season, and
much damage will be done by them unless they
are diligently sought for.

Euphorbia (Poinsettia) Pulcherrima.—
The last batch of these plants should now be
well rooted and ready for placing in a
frame or house. If plants of the earlier

batches are well rooted in 4-inch (54) or

42-inch (48) pots, they may be transferred
to 6-inch pots (large 32's). Though these
plants require a moderate amount of heat and
moisture during their growing season, a hot
temperature and close atmosphere are liable to

cause them to become drawn. Therefore, when
they are well established, subject them to a
moderate amount of fresh air, allowing as much
room between the plants as possible.

Euphorbia jacquini/eflora.— The treat-

ment given this plant should be similar to that
recommended for E. pulcherrima, but a warmer
temperature may be afforded. As mentioned in

a previous calendar, I prefer to root these
plants three in a pot, shifting them into

larger pots as they require increased root

room. If grown fairly hardy, they will

form good specimens in 5-inch (32) pots,

only needing the three shoots looped to a cen-
tral stake as they develop. After potting the
plants in their flowering pots, it is a good plan
to train them up the wires of a Melon house,
following a mid-season crop of Melons. In such
a position the wood ripens weJl, which is essen-
tial for the production of fine flower-spikes.

The syringe should be used freely to destroy
red spider, which sometimes attacks the plants
when grown near the top glass.

Freesia refracta alba.— If the old plants
have been saved, no time should be lost before
shaking away the soil, which will be in a dust-
dry condition. A good number of the corms
will bloom again, and likely ones should be
picked out for potting ; the second size corms
may be planted about 2 incJies apart in boxes,
and if grown in a cool house will furnish good
flowering corms for another season. The work
may be done some time during August. If new
stock is required, the corms should be ordered at
once. If pure-white flowers are in demand,
•Tersey or French cultivated corms are far the
best, the flowers being much more white an
graceful than the ordinary F. refracta alba.

LiLiUMS.— T.iliuniS are generally very early
in flowering this season. Where a continuous
supply of bloom is required, retarded bulbs
should be ordered at once. They should
be potted and placed in a cold frame, covering
the pots to a depth of 2 inches with some light
material, such as leaf-mould or short straw.
Bulbs growing freely and not expanding their
flower-buds should be given liquid manure. If
it is desired to prolong the season, some of the

plants should be placed on the north side of a
wall or building to retard them.

Violets.— If dry weather sets in, syringe the

plants well with soot-water two or three times a
week, and give them occasional applications
of soot-water or a light dressing of Clay's
fertiliser. In many instances Violet's last

season were badly infested with red spider,

and the pest may prove troublesome again
tliis year. The underside of the foliage should,
therefore, be very carefully sprayed with a
mixture of soft soap and sulphur, and if this

fails to do good, sulphide of potassium may be
tried. Spraying in this way may seem a some-
what tedious operation with such small, flat-

growing plants, but there are several good air-

pressure sprayers on the market, by means of

which the work can be carried out quickly and
easily.

THE ORCHID HOUSES.
AN, Bart.,.By J. Collier, Gardener to Sir Jeremia

Gdtton Park, Surrey.

Odontoglossum. — Plants of the dwarf-
growing section such as 0. Cervantesii, 0,
Galeottianium, 0. madrense, 0. Rossii, 0.

Humeanum, 0. aspersum, and 0, maculatum that
require repotting or resurfacing should receive

attention. They are best grown in shallow pans
—an ordinary Orchid pan without side holes is

the most suitable receptacle—and suspended from
the roof of a cool house. Use a compost con-

sisting of equal parts Csmunda fibre and Al fibre,,

chopped up rather short with a quantity of chop-

ped Sphagnum-moss and crushed crocks, mix-
ing the materials well together. Pot firmly,

placing the base of the plant just below
the rim of the pan, and finish off with a sur-

facing of living Sphagnum-moss. Aft'ord water
carefully until the roots have grown freelv in

the new soil, after which moisture should be liber-

ally supplied until the growths are completed.
While in full growth the plants will be benefited

by light sprayings overhead several times daily.

All those enumerated are moisture-loving plants,,

and this fact should be considered when affording

thbrn a position in the Orchid houses.

Ada aurantiaca.—This corl growing Oi h J

has just passed its flowering stage, and is

sending forth new roots from the half-devel-

oped growths. At the same time the new
urowths are pushing from their bases. At this

stage they should be given attention at the
roots. If there is room in the pot for the full

development of the season's growth, som? of

the old material should be removed and a little

fresh compost ap])lied. Others that require it

should be repotted, using a compost similar to

that recommended for the Odontoglossinns.
When well rooted, the plants require liberal sup-

plies of water.

Cochlioda.— Cochlioda Noetzliana, C. Vul-
canica and G. stricta are best grown in shallow
pans and suspended from the roof of the Odonto-
glossum house. Any repotting that is necessary
should be done when growth commences afresh.

The pans should be well drained as these plants
require plenty of water at the roots. They
should be potted in the same manner as advised
for the dwarf-growing Odontoglossums.

Trichosma suavis.—This is another cool-

growing Orchid of dwarf habit. The plants are
pushing forth new roots from the partially de-

veloped growths, and they should be repotted or
afforded new rooting material, as in the case of
the other plants mentioned.

Dendrobium.—The oool-growing species D.
Jamesianum and D. infundibulum should, as
they start into new growth, be repotted or re-

surfaced as is found to be necessary. These
plants may be grown in pans and suspended,
or in pots standing on the stage, but in either

case it is important that they are kept well up
to the roof glass, so that they may receive
plenty of light. They should be potted firmly
in a mixture composed of equal parts Osniunda
Al fibre and Sphagnum-moss chopped up rather
short, with a few crushed crocks and a little

coarse silver sand added. When growing actively
the plants should be liberally supplied with water
at the roots, but keep them rather on the dry
tide after growth is completed. They should
not, however, be allowed to become quite dry,
as at all times b ith the pseudo-bulbs and leaves
should be in a plump, healthy condition. V).

Victoria Regina should be grown in the same
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house as D. Jamesianum and D. infundibulum.
It grows best in shallow teak-wood baskets or
fastened on a raft, with clean Sphagnum-moss as

a rooting medium, and suspended in a moist,

shady position.

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.

Strawberries. — Preparations should be
made for potting the young plants, which will

be required for very early forcing, in their fruit-

ing puts as soon as they are rooted sufficiently.

Get ready sufficient soil for potting the whole
batch of plants, and place it under cover. That
which we find most suitable is the top 4 or 5

inches of loam from an old pasture. To each
barrowful of the soil are added an 8-inch potful

of i-inch bones and a sprinkling of soot, the whole
being turned two or three times. In the case of

very light soil, it is an advantage to mix with
it a quantity of well-rotted farmyard manure.
Heavy, retentive soil is improved by adding wood-
ashes or finely-crushed brick rubble. Most
of the plants may be potted in 5-inch

pots, which should be properly cleaned and fur-

nished with a few clean crocks for drainage pur-
piises. A little soot sprinkled over the crocks

will help to deter worms from entering the pots.

Guard against placing the plants too deeply in

the pots ; the base of the crown should not bo
lower than the surface of the soil, as this would
encourage the plants to form too many crowns.
Make sure that the soil is in proper condition of

moisture before commencing the potting, which
should be done firmly. After the potting is fin-

ished, the plants should be placed in a somewhat
shady position for a few days, to allow them to

recover from the disturbance at the roots, and
later in an exposed situation on a gravel or ash
bottom. Spray the foliage two or three times

each day until the plants are fairly well esta-

blished, and afford water with great care till the

roots are growing freely. Remove all runners,

and endeavour to keep the plants to one crown.

It is a good plan to syringe them with an insecti-

cide occasionally to keep the leaves clean.

Pineapples. — Tliere should now lie plenty

of strong suckers on the old plants of the Queen
variety, which are ripening their fruits. As
many as are required for the main batch should
be potted without delay in order that the plants

may be well established before the end of the

season. The compost should consist chiefly of

good fibrous loam, which should be pulled to

pieces by hand, shaking out the fine particles of

soil. If the soil is heavy in texture, a little

charcoal and coarse sand should be incorporated
with it. It is important that the soil should be
in a suitable condition for potting ; therefore, if

it is at all dry, it should be moistened two or

three days before it is required, turned several

times to ensui'e the moisture wetting all the par-

ticles, and afterwards covered with mats. Use
clean pots, and provide them with crocks for

drainage purposes. Those ranging between
5^ inches to 7 inches in diameter should be em-
ployed, according to the size of the suckers.
Prepare the latter by removing two or three of

the bottom leaves and cutting off a small por-

tion of the stem at the base. Place the suckers
fairly deep in the pots and ram the soil firmly.

The plants should be grown in a shallow pit and
plunged in a hot-bed quite near to the roof-glass.

The hot bed may be made of Oak leaves which
were thrown into a heap last year, mixed with
two-thirds to one-third of their bulk of stable
litter. Before plunging the pots, see that the
temperature of the hot-bed is not more than
90° ; it may afterwards decline gradually to 85°.

The plants shoidd be shaded during times of

bright sunshine for the greater part of the day
till the roots are active. They may then be
gradually inured to full sunshine, eventually
discontinuing shading altogether. Spray the
foliage lightly with rain-water two or three times
daily, and damp the bare surfaces in the house
frequently to promote a moist atmosphere. If

the soil is sufficiently moist at the time of potting,
no further water will be required till the suckers
have developed roots, and even at that stage
moisture must be afforded with great care. The
pit should ^be kept close and moist for the first

few weeks, till it can be seen that growth both
above and below ground is active. When the
T ts are growing freely they shnuh'. recei'o

more air and less shading. During very warm
weather, fire-heat may be dispensed with, and
even when artificial warmth is necessary, guard
against using it to excess, as that would prove
harmful to the plants. If the minimum tempera-
ture can be maintained at 70° by the sun's rays,

fire-heat will not be necessary. Suckers which
are becoming too large on plants of the varieties
Charlotte Rothschild and Smooth Cayenne should
be removed and potted in the manner advised.

SuccESSioNAL PLANTS OF PiN Es.— Plants
for successional fruiting should be encouraged to
grow as fast as possible, consistent with main-
taining strong, healthy foUage. The successful
fruiting of these plants next year depends, in a
great measure, on the treatment they receive
during the present growing season. Having
plenty of roots, they should be growing rapidly,
and stimulants may be applied with much more
freedom than hitheito. Admit air freely during
the morning, when the weather is warm, but
close the ventilators early in the afternoon after
syringing the plants.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
Lady Nouthcote,

\ent.

Ivy-leaved Pelargoniums in Beds.—
Few plants produce a more brilliant effect
throughout the summer months, especially in
warm and dry situations, than Ivy-leaved Pelar-
goniums. At Eastwell we employ them largely
for colour effects in the flower-garden, and
usually plant large pyramidal-shaped speci-
mens thinly over the bed, carpeting the
remaining surface with dwarf plants of

the same variety. This system is followed
where it is desired to have beds of one colour
only. But there aie many varieties and many
shades of colour, and they provide a diversity

when mingled. Tall plants that have been
trained to sticks, and with shoots looped up
loosely, must have a still stronger stick to sup-

port them when planted out-of-doors. The
larger tlie plant, the stouter should be the sup-

port, and the stakes shoidd be placed in position

directly the beds are planted. The growths
should be looped up regularly to show to the

best advantage, but should not be tied too

stiffly, or their greatest charm will be lost. Re-
move the old blossoms and decaying leaves.

SoLANUM CRISPUM. ^This beautiful shrub

has flowers of a light blue colour, a shade not

very common amongst flowering shrubs. The
plant is of vigorous growth, and, when well

established, flowers in profusion from May or

June till the autumn. In these gardens it is

planted in a warm situation, as a bush, in a

border with no other protection than a wall

behind it, and, so far, it has passed through
several winters without injury. It grows very
quickly, and soon makes a good specimen, suc-

ceeding in almost any soil. In cold districts it

would be advisable to grow it as a wall plant,

and it is well worthy of the position.

Sweet Peas.—On no account al'ow the old

flowers to form seed pods, for if seed is allowed

to develop the plants will cease to bloom ; they
should be removed at least once weekly. Give
a little reliable artificial manure at intervals,

choosing shower}' or dull weather for its applica-

tion. Place a mulch around the base of the
clumps or rows, to conserve the moisture in the

soil and to save watering. If late-sown plants

are required to be at their best condition at a

certain date, pinch every bloom off as it appears
until a short time before flovifers are wanted.

Dahlias.— Place stout stakes to Dahlias as

required, and thin the ehoots on old plants
where necessary. Tie the main stems securely

to the stakes and allow' the plants plenty of

room for development. The showery v.cather his
suited these plants, wh)ich are now making rapid
progi'ess. Destroy weeds by the constant use
of the hoe, and mulch the border if a drought
appears probable. Guard against the presence

of slugs, earwigs and caterpillars.

Ornamental Grasses.—Many grasses aie

very pretty and useful for decorative work in

the garden and dwelling room. These are best

grown either in the kitchen garden or in the

reserve quarter : they may also be sown in rows
across a border. The plants should be thinned
to 9 or 12 inches apart, according to

the variety, as certain species require consider-
ably more space than others. Hordeum juba-
tum, Eragrostis elegans and Briza maxima are
three ornamental species to be recommended.
Gypsophila paniculata. — This decorative

plant is a perennial that may be grown easily
from seed. The plants do not require mucii
room the first sea.son, but afterwards they
develop into bushy specimens requiring con-
siderable space. A few plants may be ir-

cluded in the mixed border, and a good be
planted in the reserve garden for purposes of
cutting. For use in a dried state, it should be
cut when at its best condition, and suspended in
a clean, dry place. The double-flowered variety
has become very popular, and should be included
in the mixed border or rock-garden.
Wallflowers.—Seedling Wallflowers should

be pricked out from the seed beds before they be-
come drawn and spindly. Plant them in rows
at 1 foot apart, and allow a space of about
9 inches between the individual plants. They
are best planted in firm and not over-rich soil,

which induces a solid growth that is able to
withstand the severe weather of winter. In
loose, rich soil, the growth is apt to be very soft,

and such plants do not transplant well, besides
being often harmed by cold.

THE HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
By F. Jordan, Gardener to Lady Nunburnholme,

Warier Priory, Yorkshire.

Layering Strawberries.— Having filled the
pots with soil so that all is in readiness when
required, the layering shcmld be done as soon
as the fruits are gathered. The use of pots is

preferable to allowing the runners to root in the
beds, being much more convenient. Runners
layered early become well established before the
winter sets in, and will furnish a fair crop the
following season. On light eoils, provided
they receive special attention, these young
plants produce the finest fruits. Runners
that are lifted direct from the ground with
a little soil attached to the roots, will furnish
fairly good plants, but they will not compare
with those layered in pots. Plunge the pots
partly iii the ground as this will save labour
in watering. Select the strongest runners only,
and pinch off all growth beyond the layer.
Secure the i-unners to the soil by means of peg.:,

or place stones on them to keep them in position
tin rooted. Plant out late forced plants if the
work is not already done, as the ground is in
a very suitable condition to receive them. See
that the roots are well watered a few hours
previous to the planting, when further waterings
will not be necessary unless very dry weather
sets in, in which case a mulch of manure from
an old Mushroom bed or similar material should
be applied. Old plantations which are not con.
sidered worth retaining should be gi'ubbed up at
once, and the ground prepared for some other
crops. Renwve all weeds and dig the soil, in-
corporating with it manure in quantity according
to the condition of its fertility. "Allow the
ground to settle for a few days'before planting
the next crop.

Pears and Apples.—The rains have not
only caused the fruits to swell, but they have
also cleansed the trees of insect pests. Trees that
are bearing heavy crops should be thinned of
superfluous fruits. This will increase the size of
those that remain and conserve the energies of
the trees, so that they wUl be in a condition to
bear again next year. When thinning the fruits,
take into consideration the characteristics of the
different varieties; thin those most that produce
the finest fruits, unless the trees are growing too
vigorously, when a heavy crop 'will assist in cor-
recting a gro.ss growth. Many failures in' th"
Apple crop are reported from "all districts, but
Pears appear to be an average crop.

Wall_ Trees. — The fiequent rains have
resulted in the trees making a quantity of weak
and sappy growth, therefore no mora' shoots of
the current year than are absolutely required
should be retained. Pear, Plum and Cherry trees
should be attended to, stopping and tj'ing the
shoots and spurring back the breastwood to allow
the sunlight and air to reach the shoots that are
retained, that the wood may become thoroughly
ripened. Trees of Morello Cherry should receive
attention, again securing the shoots where neces-
sary. Nets that have been used to protect Straw,
berries should be placed over the trees before
the fruits change colour.
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EDITORIAL NOTICE,

AUVERTI5KMHNTS should be seat to the FUB-
LiSnHR. 41, Wellington Street, Covent Garden,
W.C-

Letter£ for Piibllcation, as well as specimens of plants

for naming, should be a*ldressed to the EDITORS,
41, Wellington 5treet. Covent Gartlen. London.
Communications shottld be writtun on oNt side only of
THE PAPER, sent as early in the iveek as possible and duly
signed by the writer. J/ desired, the signature will not be

printed, but kept as a guarantee of good faith.

Local News.—Correspondents will greatly oblige by sending to

the Editors early intelligence oj local events likely to be o/

interest to our readers, or of any matters xvhichit is desirable

to bring under the notice of horticulturists.

Sevtspapers. —Correspondents sending newspapers should be

caje/ul to mark the paragraphs they ivish the Editors to see.

APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

TUESDAY JULY 23—
Nat. Carnaiion and Picotee Sh. at R.H.S. Hall.

Brighton, Hove and Sussex Hort. Soc. Sh.
WEDNESDAY, JULY 24—

Leamington Fl. Sh. (2 days). Normanby Fl. Sh. (J days).

Bishop's Wallham Fl. Sh. Royal Botanic Soc. meet.
Haywards Heath Fl. Sh. Tunbridge Wells and South
Eastern Counties Agric. Soc. Sh. Eastbourne Sweet
Pea and Rose Sh. i2 days),

THURSDAY, JULY 25—
St Ives (Hunt.) Fl. Sh.

FRIDAY, JULY 26-
Huddersfield Hort. Sh. (2 days). Cheadle Fl. Sh. (2

days).

SATURDAY, JULY 27-
Fife and Kinross Fl. Sh. Western Rose Soc, Sh.

ERAGE Mean Temi-erature for the ensuing week
deduced from observations during the last Fifty Years
at Greenwich^62-9.

Gardineii' Chiomcic Office, 41, Wellington Street,

Covent Garden, l^oaian—Thursday, July IS

(10 a.m.) : Bar. 29-8°; Temp. 68"; Wtalhcr—
Overcast.

Ma:. 7£° London

;

SALES FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
FRIDAY—

Specimen Selaginellas, Imported and Established
Orchids, 24 cases various Bulbs, at 67 & 68, Cheapside,
E.C., by Protheroe & Morris, at 12.46.

The Nursery, Horsenden Hill, Greenford Green,
Middlesex, with Glasshouses and Buildings and 9J
Acres of Land, at the Marl, London, E.G., by
Protheroe & Morris, at 2.

It could hardly be expected

Horticultural that the first attempt to
Output.

ascertain approximately

the horticultural production of the country

would prove entirely successful, and the

estimates included in The Agricultural

Output, published by the Board of Agri-

culture as part of the census of production

in Great Britain, cannot be regarded as

altogether satisfactory. The subject,

covering fruit, flowers, and all culinary

vegetables grown in the open and under

glass, is of very difficult investigation, and
requires to be conducted under the advice

of experts if trustworthy information is to

be obtained. Even then the inquiry into

production and money returns would de-

mand disclosures of business concerns

which comparatively few growers would

be willing to make. With ordinary farm

crops the case is different. While the

average is returned by occupiers of land,

and the yield is estimated by local officers

(if the Board of Agriculture, the values of

the principal Corn crops are divulged by
t'le Corn returns, collected for the annual
\ aluation of the tithe rent-cha,rge, and the

prices of most other products are collected

from market reports and summarised for a

great number of years, while the feeding

v; lues of crops, nearly all consumed by
l.ve stock on farms, are familiar to agri-

culturists generally.

Another reason why there is greater

difficulty in ascertaining the horti-

cultural than the agricultural output is

that the agricultural returns cover only
holdings over one acre, and the propor-

tions of horticultural products grown in

smaller holdings, including gardens, are

much greater than those of ordinary farm
crops. Then, in attempting to estimate

yields of such crops as small fruit,

vegetables, or flowers grown among fruit

trees, the produce cannot be regarded as

the yield per acre of the area of the

orchards, because these undercrops do not
occupy all the land. For example, the

Gooseberry bushes grown in an acre of

taller fruit trees (" top " fruit) would
not occupy an acre of land, and would
not be so numerous or productive as

bushes grown alone upon an acre. Again,
in attempting to ascertain the yields of the

several fruits per acre it would be neces-

sary to follow some definite rule as to the

respective ages at which fruit trees and
bushes should begin to count as bearers.

To take the total yield of Apples, if it

could be ascertained, and divide it by the

total acreage of that fruit, to get at the

yield per acre, would be misleading, be-

cause a considerable proportion of the

area is covered by trees too young to fruit

at all, and a still larger one by young trees

yielding only a trifling quantity of fruit.

There is nothing in the report to indi-

cate that any attempt has been made to

meet these difficulties in the way of trust-

worthy estimates of yield. Indeed, the

quantities given in relation to yield seem
to indicate that the peculiar difficulties

have been ignored.

One advantage is to be derived from the

report, namely, that it embodies details as

to the acreages of Gooseberries and Cur-

rants separately, instead of together, as in

the annual agricultural statistics. The
figures in the report relate to the year

1908, and to holdings over one acre in

Great Britain. Those for orchards are as

follow, in acres:—Apples, 172,751 ; Pears,

9,604; Cherries, 11,868; Plums, 15,683;

Nuts, 2,968 ; other orchards, including

mixed fruits, 37,423 ; total orchards,

250,297. This total covers 27,433 acres of

small fruit grown among the trees, and in

addition 57,447 acres were occupied by
small fruit alone, making the total for

small fruit 84,880 acres including 28,815

acres of Strawberries, 9,323 of Raspberries,

5,939 of Black Currants, 3,761 of Red and
White Currants, and 16,541 of Goose-
berries. If holdings of one acre or less,

including Orchards and gardens, the

quantities would have been much greater.

The following table gives estimates of

yields and values in 1908, a year in which
the crops are stated to have been under
average :

—

Yields
per acre
cwts.

Quantities Val
Crops. cwts. ;

Apples 4,486,000 1,490,000 26

Pears 183,000 90,000 19

Cherries ... 176,000 194,000 15

Plums 715,000 357,000 46

Others and
mixed ... 812,000 406,000 —

Yields
Quantities Values per acr»

Crops. cwK. £ cwts.

Strawberries ... 829,000 1,036,000 29
Raspberries ... 206,000 309,000 22
Black Currants 56,000 84,000 9
Red and White
Currants ... 68,000 69,000 18

Gooseberries ... 347,000 208,000 21

Others and
mixed ... 252,000 252,000 —

Total: small fruit 1,758,000 1,958,000 —

Total orchard
fruit ... 6,372,000 2,537,000

Totals : all fruit 8,130,000 4,495,000 —
The figures for Apples and Pears include

fruit used for making cider and perry.

Most of the yields per acre seem very
small even for a season in which the crops

were under average. Moreover, the

several yields show remarkable lack of

proportion one to the other. To put 46
cwts. per acre for Plums and only 26 cwts.

for Apples, and to make Red and White
Currants yield twice as much as Black
Currants is to stamp the estimates as
untrustworthy. It must be imagined that

estimates of yields were obtained for

limited areas, the totals being divided by
the figures representing acreages of the
several kinds of fruit, without considering

whether the trees and bushes were of bear-

ing age or not. Some inquiries were made
as to glasshouse products ; but the results

were not such as to allow of estimates

being given. The total area in Great Bri-

tain devoted to flov.ers and shrubs is put
at a little over 4,000 acres, and the value of

the products at £121,000. These figures

seem very small. Over one-eighth of the
area was under flowers a few years ago in

the Scilly Isles alone, and there are large

flower farms and shrub nurseries in various

parts of Great Britain. As for the value,

it would be surprising to learn that the

sale of British flowers in Covent Gaiden
Market alone did not exceed £121,000 per
annum.

National Carnation and Picotee Society
(Southern Section).—Tlie annual exhibition of

this Society will be held in the hall of the Royal

Horticultural Society, Vincent Square, Westmin-

ster, on Tuesday, the 23rd inst. Particulars may
be obtained from the Hon. Secretary, Mr. T. E.

Henwood, 16, Hamilton Road, Reading.

National Vegetable Society.—The secre-

tary asks us to announce that at the forth-

coming .show traders are excluded from com-

peting in Classes 26 to 39 inclusive, in which the

prizes are offered by Messrs. Dickson &
Robinson. Through inadvertance the con-

dition is omitted from the schedule.

National Gladiolus Society.—Tl e second

summer show of this society wiU be held in the

Royal Horticultural Society's Hall, Westminster,

on August 13. The schedule embraces only 11

classes, and the prizes consist of silver trophies

and medals. A silver cup is offered by Sir

Francis Burdktt, Bart., President of the

Society, for the best collection of Gladioli in the

show. K. Atkinson, Hon. Secretary, Tochslieath,

SouthamjHon.

Ringing Peach Trees.—Investir^ations made
at the experiment station, Bologna (Italy), appear

to show that the removal of rings of bark from

branches of fruiting trees results in larger and

more rapidly ripening fruit, and does not pro-

duce any ill effects in the trees themselves

(Quer,island Agr'u-tillural Journal, May, 1912),
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L/eho-Cattleya Rubens "The Kaiser.'

—In the neat group staged at Holland House by

E. H. Davidson, Esq., Borlases, Twyford (gr.

Mr. Cooper), this fine hybrid, which secured an

Award of Merit, was a prominent feature. The

plant, which is dwarf in growth, has abnormally

large flowers of a bright-rose tint, the lip being

intense ruby-purple with a yellow disc. It was

raised by crossing Lcelia pumila prsetans and

Cattleya Hardyana.

London Vacant Land Cultivation

Society.—The fourth annual meeting of this

society was held on the 12tb inst. at the resi-

Royal Appreciation of an Exhibit atthe
" International." —Messrs. Wallace & Co.

have received the following letter from Col.

Stre.whfield, private secretary to Queen
Alexandra :

—
" I am commanded by Queen

Alexandra to thank you very sincerely for the

beautiful water-colour and photographs of your

rock-garden at the International Horticultural

E.xhibition, which you sent to her Majesty,

through Sir George Holford, this morning.

Her Majesty thinks Miss Du Cane's picture

lovely, and is very glad to accept your kind

present. Queen Alexandra is very glad to

know that you won her Cup, and thinks the

How to Make Jelly. — Miss Margaret
McCall, a graduate of the Oregon Agricultural

College, has an article on making jelly in the

last number of Tha Oregon Countryman, pub-

lished by the students. She states that

the most common disappointments in jellv-

making are failure of the jelly to harden
and the candying of the jelly. Jelly is

made by combining sugar and fruit juice and
heating to the boiling point for a short time.

The ability of the fruit to form jeUy is owing
to a substance called pectin, present in all fruit

when ripe or nearly so. Pectin is similar to

starch, and it is the action of the pectin and

P-
AT^

^m^

Fig. 25.—L.EL10-CATTLEYA RUBENS "the kaiser": sepals and petals, rose colour; lip, ruby-purple with yellow disc.

denoe of Baron de Forest, M.P., St.

James's Place, W. .Mr. Frank Smith, L.C.C,
presided, and in an interesting speech stated

that the 500 plut-holders had in four years raised

produce worth £7,000 for use or sale. Exhibits
sent by the plot-holders were greatly admired.
Applicants for plots now number 500, and more
land is urgently needed. The hon. sec. is Mr.
Joseph Fels, 39, Wilson Street, E.G., and the

•uperintendent, Mr. R. L. Castle.

award most justly made, as she has a most

pleasing recollection of the beauty of your gar-

den when visiting the Exhibition at Chelsea."

Mr. R. Locke.— Mr. R. Locke, the Super-

intendent of the Government Gardens at Delhi,

has received the Kaiser-I Hind decoration for the

excellent work he carried out in connection with

the Durbar last year. Mr, Locke is the second

Kewite who has received this honour at Delhi.

the acid in the fruit which causes it to gela-

tinise. Fruit for jelly should be selected care-

fully, being not over-ripe, so that the pectin is

at its best. It should be freshly picked and

fre« as possible from defects. An acid fruit is

usually preferable for jelly, but some acid fruits

are deficient in pectin, and thus difficult

to make into jelly. This trouble may be over-

come by adding fruit juice containing a l.Tige

amount of pectin. The flavour will be modified.
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but in many eases the result is a very good jelly.

Some of the most desirable fruits for jelly-

making are Currants, Blackberries, Raspberries,

Loganberries, Grapes, Quinces, Peaches, Apples,

and Crab Apples. Juicy fruits, such as Cur-

rants and Berries, should not be gathered directly

after rain has fallen on account of the large

amount of moisture they absorb. They should,

for the same reason, be washed as quickly as

possible. They may be put in the preserving

kettle after washing, crushed slightly with a

wooden spoon and heated slowly, stirring them at

frequent intervals. When the fruit is hot it

should be crushed thoroughly with a wooden

vegetable masher. It should then be

strained through a double thickness of

cheese-cloth placed over a wire strainer,

which is over a large bowl. It should drain as

long as the juice will drip, and pressure should

not be used. The clear juice may be used at

once, or may be strained through a flannel bag

before use. When the juice has been measured

into a clean preserving kettle, a pint of granu-

lated sugar should be added for every pint of

juice and stirred until dissolved. When it has

been put on the fire and brought to a boil, it

should be drawn back and skimmed. This should

as they have set to prevent the growth of

moulds and bacteria, and to prevent evapora-

tion. When removed from the glass, the jelly

should be firm, but not tough. It should preserve

its angles when cut, and should have a good

colour and a distinctive flavour of the juice used.

L.C.C. Gardeners.—Consequent upon the

reorganization of the outdoor staff of the Parks
Department of the London County Council,

which has already been referred to in the

Gardeners' Chronicle., various pi'omotions have
been approved by the Coimcil, and the grading

of some of the officers has been altered so as to

be in agreement with the revised classification.

As regards the grades of men whose rate of

pay under the new scheme is on a rising scale,

it has been decided that the men concerned shall

be granted an immediate increase within that

scale when they have served one year or more at

the wages they respectively received when the

scheme came into operation.

Potato Moth in France. — In Var, a
southern department of France, the Potato moth
is causing great damage. As a remedy for its

ravages it is proposed {Horticulture. Nouvelle,

Fig. 26.—CAMPANULA ALLIONII ON MORAINE.

(See p 63.)

be repeated twice before pouring the liquid in

hot, sterilised jelly glasses. The glasses should be

fiut near a sunny window in a room {tee from dust

and covered with cheese-cloth until the jelly has

set. Large fruits, such as the Apple, must be

boiled in water until soft, and the liquid strained

^rom the pulp before making the jelly. The heating

of the fruit juice and sugar to the boiling point

serves three purposes : to sterilise the material

completely ; to concentrate it to the proper con-

sistency ; and to invert, by the combined action

of temperature and free acids, a large quantity

of cane sugar, preventing the jelly from granu-
lating. Precautions to be observed in jelly-

making are : Do not use iron or tin utensils ; the
fruit acids attack these metals and give a bad
colour to the finished product, and affect the
taste ; the kettle should be porcelain, lined or

enamelled, or of aluminium. Do not cook the
•fruit juice and sugar too long or the pectin will

lose its gelatinising power. Do not add too
great a proportion of sugar or the jelly will

crystallise. Hard boiling may also cause
•crystallisation. Jellies should be covered as soon

Bull. Commt., 1912, 40, 132) not to plant Potatoa

in the department for a period of two j-ears, and,

during that time, to treat the soil with injections

of carbon bisulphide, and it is recommended that

the same substance be placed in flat dishes to

impregnate the air where Potatos are kept, and
so kill the insects in the tubers. The larvffi of

the Potato moth mine the leaves in the summer
;

in autumn and winter they burrow in the tubers,

both when in the gi'ound and when stored. The
Potatos are so affected with the unpleasant odour

which the excrement of the larvae causes that even

cattle refuse them.

A New Fertiliser.—Reference is made in

the Board of Trade Journal to a new artificial

manure, which is being manufactured in Norway.
The new manure, which contains 25 per cent, of

phosphoric acid and 23.8 per cent, of nitrate of

lime, is a by-product formed in the course of

manufacture of nitrate of lime. We understand
that the fertiliser, which should prove of value

because of its phosphorus and nitrogen contents,

is not yet on the market, but that it can be pro-

duced at a low crice.

Scentless Roses.—A correspondent wlio

has very decided opinions upon the demerits of a

Rose that lacks perfume, asks us to publish the

following e.xtract from a report of the National

Rose Society's Show printed in the Daily

Telegraph (July 10, 1912) ;—" The improve-

ment of the Rose during late years has

been very considerable, but it is a matter of

serious reflection that it has taken place to the

neglect of fragrance.' In the catalogues of many
of the largest firms in the country fragrance is

hardly mentioned. Sometimes, when a Rose is

described which is pre-eminent for scent, that

important quality is not referred to by so much
as a word. It is true we are not like Eastern

nations in their fondness for sweet perfumes

;

our climate interferes. Still, in regard to all

flowers fragrance is more appreciated by the

general public than any other quality. What the

lover of sweet flowers may hooe for is that the

time will come when scentless Roses will be dis-

qualified at Rose shows, and that in catalogues

it may be plainly stated which are the flowers

that are only faintly or not at all impregnated

with this adorable attribute."

Lime-sulphur AND Potatos. — T/ic American

Florist (June 8, 1912) draws attention to the

results of experiments carried out at the New
York experiment station, which appear to show

that lime-sulphur, when used as a substitute for

Bordeaux-mixture, is injurious to Potatos. Plants

so treated were dwarfed by the insecticide, died

early and yielded about 40 bushels less to the

acre than the rows which were unsprayed. The
use of Bordeaux-mixture, on the other hand, re-

sulted in an increase of 60 bushels to 100 bushels

on the Bordeaux-mixture-sprayed plots, as com-

pared with 40 bushels on the unsprayed plots of

equal ai'ea.

Vine Mildew It is sometimes said that,

because infection of vine leaves by the

spores of Plasmopara viticola takes place

from their under-surfaces, spray fluids need only

be directed toward the lower surface of the

leaves. Observations made recently by L. Ravaz
and G. Verge indicate the necessity for spraying

l>oth upper and lower surfaces. For it is on the

upper surfaces that the spores fall. There they

germinate and produce motile spores (zoospores),

which find their way to the under surface of the

leaf and penetrat.6 into its tissues from that

surface.

Publications Received. — Report
on Economic Mycology for 1911, by Fj S.

Salmon. South Kastern Agricultural Colli ge.

Wye. Price Is. M.—Fatmersot Forty Centuiies,
or Permanent Agriculture in China, Korea,
anrfjlaoan, by F. H. King. (^fadiFon, Wisconsin:
Mrs F. H. King.) Price S'2 50.—Live Stock
Journal. Summer and Show number. (London:
Vinton & Co., Ltd.) Price id.— The Food of the
Bullfinch, and RemarkM upon an Apparently
New Apple Peat, by Waller E. Collinpe. Re-
printed fiom the Journal of Economic liioloriy.—
Dairy Farming for Smallholders and Others,
by James Long. (London : C. Artliur Pear.son,

Ltd.) Price 2s di.—Annual Report of the
Noth of Scotland Horticultural and Arbori-
cultural Association. Secretary, Mr. Wm. Reid,

8, Hadden Street, Aberdeen.

—

Farm, Garden,
and Birds. (London : The b'oyal Sosicty tor the
Protection of Bird-;, 2i, Queen Anne's Cale, S.W.)
Price Is..— Transactions of the Royal Scottish
Arboricutural Society. (Julv )

Pef rc'a-y. Mr.
Robert Galloway, 19, Castle Street, Pldiuburgh.
Price 33.

—

Prices of Corn, Live Stock, and
Other Agricultural Produce in Great Britain.
(London ; Board of Agriculture nlid Fisheries).

Price 4id.— Twenty-sixth Anna il Report of the
Commtssioneis for the Queen Victoria Niagara
Falls Park, 1911. (Toronto: L. K. Cameron).
— Quarterly Jourral of Forestry. July. (Lon-
don: Laughton & Co.) Price 2b.—The New
Gardening, by Walter P. Wright. (Loudoii

:

Ciant Richards, Ltd.) Price 6s.
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TWO GOOD MORAINE PLANTS.

CAMPANULA ALLIONII.

One of tl.o most showy of the plants that

flower in my moraine in the early part of May
is Campanula AUionii (see fig. 25). In this

garden it is the first of the " bell-flowers " to

come into blossom.

From rosettes of somewhat glossy-green leaves

rise on short stalks beautiful, purple, trumpet-

shaped flowers, reminding one of a refined Can-

terbury Bell. The species seems to be some-

what variable in the depth of colour and the

length of stalk. At the International E.xhibition,

a particularly large, dark form was shown by
Mr, Clarence Elliott, which seemed almost stalk-

less, whereas my flowers are usually supported

some 2 inches or 3 inches from the ground.

In the ordinary rock-garden soil, this plant is,

I believe, not too free, but in my moraine, con-

sisting of, approximately. 15 parts of stone chips

to one of soil, and with fresh water, more or less

in quantity, passing through the lower strata

from about March to October it thives apace.

a sheet of glass over the plants during winter

to preserve them from excessive moisture and
the dirt which accompanies it.

The conditions here in this respect, of course,

compare very unfavourably with those of gar-

dens in the open country, since my garden
is situated within eight miles of the City, and
well within its smoke zone. Beginald A. Malby,
South Woodford, Essex.

SCOTLAND.

THE FLOODING OF A MARKET
GARDEN.

Litigation has been in progress regarding the

flooding of a market garden at Restalrig, Edin-

burgh, Mr, W. B, Hanley, market gardener, Res-

talrig Gardens, Edinburgh, having brought an
action against the Corporation of Edinburgh for

£200 damages for the flooding of his garden on
two occasions. It was alleged for the pursuer that

a culvert belonging to a road under the con'rol of

the Corporation v.rs insufficient and caused the

able extension of the work of the Glasgow Parks
Department, At least nine additional parks and
open spaces will be transferred to the control of

Mr. James Whitton, the Superintendent of the

Glasgow Parks and Botanic Gardens.

PROPOSED FOREST GARDEN FOR
ABERDEEN.

The Forestry Committee of the Governors of

the Aberdeen and North of Scotland College of

Agriculture has decided to approach the Develop-
ment Commissioners for a grant towards the

cost of their proposed forest garden at Craib-

stone.

Fig, 27.—EDRAIANTHUS SERrVLLIFOT.IUS ON MR, M M py's MnPAINF.

Two years ago I planted three rosettes of this

lovely Campanula, and I now have (without hav-

ing in any way interfered with it in the mean-

time) over 70 rosettes, and this year it produced

something over 30 flowers, several of which ap-

pear to have set seed.

Seeing that this result has followed from the

employment of the moraine conditions which

Jlr, Farrer recently described in Gard. Chron. as

" not only entirely unnecessary, but even harm-

ful," it is, I think, somewhat remarkable, and

suggests that it is not altogether wise to be too

emphatic as to what plants appreciate.

EDRAIANTHUS SERPYLLIFOLIUS,
Another good plant which thrives in my

moraine is Edraianthus (Campanula) serpylli-

folius (see fig. 27), and a tuft is very pretty when
studded with tlie dainty purple flowers, which

rise from the rich, bronzy foliage. The blossoms

only last one and a half to two days. Still, the

plant generally produces a large number of

buds, so that it is decorative for some time.

In this case, as in that of C, Allionii, I place

flooding. The Corporation denied fault, pleading

that neither the culvert nor the channel and

banks of the watercourse below belonged to

them. In the Outer House of the Court of Ses-

sion the pursuer was successful. Lord Ormidale

having given decree for £150 and expenses, but

on appeal the Second Division reversed this

decision, and found that the pursuer had failed

to establish fault on the part of the defenders,

ABERDEEN CORPORATION GARDENERS'
WAGES.

Application having been made by the gar-

deners under the Links and Parks Committee of

Aberdeen for an increase of wages, the question

was referred to a eub-committee, which has

recommended that increases should be given in

several cases.

GLASGOW PARKS DEPARTMENT.
The forthcoming extension of the boundaries

of the city of Glasgow and the consequent

absorption into the city of many adjoining

burglis and public bodies will cause a consider-

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.

{The Editors do not hold themselves responsible for

the opinions expressed by correspondents.)

Exhibiting Sweet Peas with Double
Standards. -The new rul« which tlie National
Sweet Pea Society adopted in their schedule for;

the current year, and which reads: "Flowers
with double standards will disqualify in all;

classes except those numbered 6, 9 and 12," is a;

very necessary one. It evidently caused endless
trouble at the National Sweet Pea Show, but
this would not have been the case had competi-
tors respected the schedule. The large number of

disqualifications showed the necessity for the
rule, and the wisdom of the society in carrying
it into effect. I observe, in your report of the
show, that at the judges' dinner in the evening
of the first day of the exhibition a speaker said

that this would be remembered as " the doublej

standard year," but he was sure it would be the
first, the last, and the only year such a regula-

tion could exist, and this expression of opinion
seemed to find favour with those present at the
function. It may be that this rule will be
rescinded by the eociety, but in the interest of

the Sweet Pea I sincerely hope it wiU be allowed
to stand, I believe it leads to disquali-

fication if an exhibitor stages " grandiflora''

varieties in a bunch of flowers of the

Spencer - type. Why, then, should a com-
petitor be allowed to stage double standard, or
" duplex," flowers in a bunch of Spencers, or

what the National Sweet Pea Society has,

hitherto, taught us to recognise as Spencers?
We all know that the Spencer type very rapidly

ousted the old grandiflora flowers from popu-
larity, and the latter type is now seldom seen.

If the rule debarring double standard flowers is

cancelled, we may, possibly, rarely see a

Spencer flower at the shows in the near future.

It is quite evident that the duplex form is now
occurring with greater frequency, and many of

the best new varieties have this characteristic

in a very marked degree. I contend that if the

Spencer type is to be preserved, that is, if we
wish to retain flowers of the formation of

Countess Spencer, Helen Lewis, John Ingman,
Princess Victoria, and others, it will be necessary

to provide classes for it exclusively. From the

double we are getting on to the ti-iple and quad-

ruple standard slowly but surely, and if the

National Sweet Pea Society wish to maintain

the individuality of what is popularly terme4
the Spencer type of flower, there can be no ques-

tion as to the wisdom of the rule adopted on the

present occasion. No doubt it is very hard
to be disqualified for a brilliant lot of

flowers, but the schedule was explicit, and
it is as easy to prevent double standards

creeping into a bunch as it is to keep

out flowers of the grandiflora type. By all

means let us have classes for doubles, but it

appears to be almost imperative, if single flowers

are to be preserved, to have classes exclusively

for single standard flowers. The Sweet Pea is

evidently a plant in a rapid state of mutation ;

it has received much attention from the hybridist

of late years, and the response has been wonder-

ful. If the present methods of breeding are per-

sisted in, and no fresh element is added to the'

plant through hybridisation, it is fairly evident

that a race of doubles is certain, and that at no

distant date. George M. Taylor, Mid-Lothian.

The Education of Gardeners.— So far as

this matter has been dealt with in these

columns, no solution has been offered to the

problem of what is to become of gardeners,

however highly educated they be in the
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future. Mr. Harris (see p. 7) suggests a

National Union of Gardeners. This suggestion

is well worthy of consideration by all who have

the welfare and interests of the profession at

heart. Gardeners—the best of them—are but

human, and however devoted they may be to

their work, many of them experience bitter

disappointments. One of the chief disappoint-

ments of many men is found to be the great

and increasing difficulty in obtaining a situa-

tion. Naturally, the employer is looking out for

labour at as cheap a rate of wage as possible,

and, unfortunately, owing to force of circum-

Btances, many excellent men are bound to ac-

cept wages which a mechanic would refuse.

Then consider with what degrading conditions

many men have to contend. The long hours,

the great fear of causing some trivial dis-

pleasure and danger of loeiug his hard-earned

"character" in consequence. I agree with Mr.

Harris that the gardener already spends many
years in study. J\Ir. Divers is in favour of hav-

ing suitable young men apprenticed for a time

in private gardens. This system is excellent.

If every man had to produce his apprenticeship

indentures when applying for an appointment

the profession would soon become less crowded.

There are many points which could be intro-

duced in the matter. Finally, I would ask all

who propose a higher education for gardeners

what is to become of these men? Supposing the

gardeners of to-day are not sufficiently educated

for the purposes of their calling (a supposition

which I strongly deny), are there any indica-

tions that the future holds forth prospects suf-

ficiently alluring to induce suitable young men
to undergo the years of training on a small

wage that would be necessary ? I admit

that other professioiLS are not all "beds
of Roses," but, being a gardener who served

a term of apprenticeship, and has since

experienced many of the ups and downs of a

gardener's life, this matter appeals somewhat
strongly to me, as I venture to say it should do

to allwho have any regard to the interests of the

profession. Soamer.

The Board of Agriculture.—As an old

reader of your paper I was much interested in

your article in the issue of June 29 on the Horti-

cultural Branch of the Board of Agriculture. All

interested in horticulture have for a long time

desired that something should be done by the

Government for its advancement, and now that a

step has been taken in this direction, it seems

to me that all of us should do what we can by
way of encouragement. I cannot help thinking

that your article will not encourage the new
head of the horticultural department, and so in-

directly will not further the cause we all have
at heart. I refer particularly to your criticism

of the " staffing " of the new branch. You say

that the difficult work of organising the several

departments of horticulture can only be carried

out by a man who has had long experience of

horticulture from the inside. Many will under-

stand this as meaning such a man as a practical

gardener, but when one remembers what has been

done for horticulture by many men not strictly

speaking having this qualification, it seems
evident that a man who has not the special quali-

fication referred to may be of great use. I cannot
agree that our sympathy and co-operation can

only be secured by the appointment of such a

practical horticulturist as I have referred to, and
appeal to all to give the new department all the

sympathy and co-operation they can, so as to

make it," if possible, a great success. I should

rather say that any difficulty which may arise

will be from the inadequate provision made for

the expenses of the department by the Govern-

ment, and unless horticulturists show that the

department is appreciated this difficulty is not

likely to be overcome. Jno. Wm. Jessop.

The Gardeners' Problem.—What can a

Government Department do for gardeners?

There are those who believe that, because the

President of the Board of Agriculture recently

promised to start a sub-department of the Board

to look after horticulture we have only now to

wait and see what benefits it may bring. It will

not help gardeners in the way that help is most
needed, any more than the Board of Trade helps

the miners, or seamen, or the transport workers.

In such matters, we know, on the authority of

the present Prime Minister, Government cannot

do more than " keep the ring," in other words.

see that both sides in the dispute get fair play,

without favouring either. All the talk about
" education " for gardeners is quite beside the

question. What gardeners want is a little

more belief in themselves, to turn their

attention to methods for the regulation of

conditions of employment, in short, to set

their own house in order, and not ask or

allow others to do it for them. There are those

who still have faith in horticultural societies in

which professional horticulturists have no in-

fluence. These societies have been in existence

for many years, but they have never made it

their business to help the gardener ; and, seeing

how they are constituted, that is not to be won-
dered at. The Government, as represented

by the Board of Agriculture, will not, because,

for political reasons, it dare not, take up gar-

deners' grievances, and the sooner that is realised

the better it will be for all concerned. Gar-
deners want an institute ; then why, in the name
of common-sense, don't they set about making
one? They are dissatisfied with the emoluments
and status of their calling, but who will enforce

a remedy if they do not set about it themselves ?

Their present attitude appears to be that of the

drowning man clutching at any straw in the hope
of succour. They need not drown ; on the con-

trary, they have only to strike out and they can
save themselves. Gardening is a calling of con-

siderable account in this country, but it is a poor

one for the worker. Nothing will ever be done
to improve the lot of gardeners until they them-
selves set about it. Training, apprenticeship,

the abolition of bothy life, the betterment of

the journeyman's lot, higher wages, more reason-

able hours of labour, fixity of tenure : these are

questions which gardeners only can effectually

deal with. If gardeners generally are dissatis-

fied with their place among the workers of the

country, their way to salvation is not by going

begging to the Grovernment, or by cringing to

the employer, but by co-operation among them-
selves. Are there 20 leading gardeners ready to

take up the cause and make it a success ?

W. W.

Elliottia racemosa. — Tlje rare Elliottia

racemosa is flowering again this season in

Kew Gardens. It is a small, deciduous tree,

attaining, in a wild state, a height of about

15 feet. Of the Rhodora tribe, it forms more or

less pyramidal heads of oblong leaves, 3 or 4

inches in length, of a deep but lively green

when in health. Its white flowers are carried in

stiff, upright racemes ; each flower is an inch in

diameter, and consists of four petals, on a short,

tubular, hairy calyx of a ruddy hue. It has
hitherto failed to set any seed, and has resisted

all efforts at propagation from cuttings. A
layered branch, however, has rooted well, and
is now planted on the opposite side of the bed,

which is situated in a sheltered position, some-
what to the north-east of the temperate house.

The long spires of white blossom provide a very
attractive and interesting sight at the present

moment, and, in all respects, the plant is well

worth a visit. T. Arnold Hyde. [An in-

florescence, from a photograph by Mr. Raffill,

was illustrated in Gardp.ners' Chronicle, Janu-
ary 6, 1912, p. 11, fig. 10.—Eds.]

CoRNUS FLORIDA. — I am sending you a branch
of Cornus florida from a tree which has been

in flower for six or seven weeks. Perh.nps some
reader would inform me if it is a rare thing for

this species to flower so well as far north as

Cumberland. R. Just, The Gardens, Derwent
Hill, Keswich.

Another Species of Dipteronia.—In the

account of Dipteronia sinensis, Oliver, flower-

ing at Kew, given on p. 6 of your issue of

July 6, A. 0. states that Dipteronia is a mono-
typic genus. This is incorrect. In Gardeners'

Chronicle, xxxiii., 22 (1903), I described another
species, Dipteronia Dyerana, which was founded
on mv number 11,352, of which there is a speci-

men m the Kew Herbarium. This is a shrub or

small tree, extremely rare, having been seen only

once in the mountains near Mengtze in Yunnaji

at 7,000 feet altitude. D. Dyerana has remark-
ably large fruit, 2 to 2i inches in diameter, and is

very distinct from D. sinen.sis. It has not been

introduced, and apparently has not been col-

lected by any recent traveller in China. This

plant should "have been inserted, but was over-

looked in the list of Chinese plants published

in Journ. Linn. Soc. (Bot.) xxxvi., 475 (1905).

D. sinensis, which was discovered by me in

Central China in 1888, occurs in the moun-
tains of Hupch and Szechwan at 4,000 to 5,000

feet altitude, and is a large shrub or .small tree

attaining about 20 feet in height. A. Henry.

soci£:ti£:s.
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL.

JnLY 15.—The usual fortnightly meeting was

held on Tuesday last in the Society's Hall, Vin-

cent Square, V'V'estminster. The exhibits were

not so numerous as usual. The weather was

tropical, and very few, other than those in-

terested in the exhibits, put in an appearance.

Long after the exhibition had opened not a

single visitor had paid for admission, which was

most unusual. An outstanding exhibit was a

collection of Gooseberries, staged by Messrs.

James Veitch & Sons, for which a Gold Medal

was awarded. Another excellent exhibit in the

fruit and vegetable section was a collection of 20

Queen Pineapples from Lord Llangattock's gar-

den ; this also was awarded a Gold Medal.

In the floral section the principal exhibits

were Ferns, greenhouse flowering plants, Cacti,

Gladioli, Carnations, Nymphseas, and border

flowers. The Floral Committee recommended
two First-class Certificates and six Awards of

Merit. Orchids were exhibited by well-known

amateurs and traders, and although groups were

fewer than usual, they included the choicest sub-

jects in season. The Orchiu Committee granted

one First-class Certificate and two Awards of

Merit.

The Fruit and Vegetable Co.mmittee con-

ferred an Award of Merit on Peach Royal
Charlotte, an old variety.

At the 3 o'clock meeting in the lecture room
an address was delivered by Mr. E. A. Bunyard
on " The Flowers of Apples and Their Aid in

Identifying Varieties," but the attendance was
meagre.

Floral Committee.

Present : H. B. May, Esq. (in the Chair) ; and
Messrs. C. R. Fielder, W. Bain, C. Dixon, R. C.
Reginald Nevill, J. Dickson, H. J. Jones. C. E.

Shea, G. Reuthe, W. Howe, C. Blick, W. J.

Bean, W. J. James, W. P. Thomson, Chas. E.

Pearson, E. A. Bowles, Chas. T. Druery, John
Green, R. C. Notcutt, E. H. Jenkins and Arthur
Turner.

Messrs. James Veitch & Son, Ltd., Chelsea,

staged a miscellaneous group of flowering plants,

which included batches of the javanico-jasmini-

florum. Rhododendrons in shades of yellow,

orange and pink, Solanum Wendlandii, Sollya

Drummondii, Browallia speciosa major. Hibiscus
magniticus and Exacum macranthum. (Silver-gilt

Banksian Medal.)

Mr. CiiAS. Blick, The Warren Nursery,
Hayes, Kent, staged a good collection of border
Carnations. (Silver Banksian Medal.)

Messrs. H. B. May & Sons, Dyson Lane
Nurseries, Upper Edmonton, showed a number
of valuable Ferns representative of the genera

Cheilanthes, Adiantum, Nephrolepis, Davallia

and Nothochliena, with a few batches of flower-

ing plants. (Silver-gilt Banksian Medal.)

Messrs. Wm. Cutbush & Son, Highgate, N.,

made an effective display with a tastefully-

arranged group of Carnations, relieved with

Palms, Ferns, Codiaeums and Bamboos. Car-

nation Lady Coventry was conspicuous in the

foreground, Cecelia and May Day behind it.

(Silver Banksian Medal.)

Messrs. W. Wells & Co., Ltd., Mersthair

Surrey, staged a small collection of Phloxes.

Messrs. Stuart Low & Co., Bush Hill Park,

Middlesex, staged the only collection of Roses.

The group comprised columns of Frau Karl

Druschki and White Killarney and large bamboo
stands of Molly Sharman Crawford, Dean Hole,

Pink Liberty (new). Rayon d'Or, Lyon Rose and

others, with vases of less common sorts.

(Bronze Flora Medal.)
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Messrs. John Peed & Son, West Norwood,
staged a good batch of seedling Glo.xinias, show-
ing a fine range of colour and with Howers of

good substance. The strain of Streptocarpus
dxhibiied by this firm included plants with good
blue flowers. (Silver Flora Medal.)

.Mr. L. H. Russell, Eichmond Nurseries,
Richmond, Surrey, arranged on either side of a
centrepiece of Begonia Rex and B. Bowringiana
interesting batches of the crimson Iresine
Victor Bousillon and the rosy-bronze Goleus
Cordelia. Standard Fuchsias formed a back-
ground.
Mr. Philip Ladds, The Nurseries, Swanley

Junction, Kent, showed batches of his new-

Pelargoniums.

Messrs. H. Cannell & Sons, Swanley, Kent,
showed a repi'esentative group of Cacti. Those
in flower included Opuntia paraguayensis,
Mamillaria nigra, M. Rhodanthe, M. Foesteri,
M. pusilla and M. Wildiana. (Silver Flora Medal.)

Slessrs. Gunn & Sons, Olton, Warwickshire,
made a bold display of Phloxes, gaining effect by
the use of large masses of one colour. Especially
good were Elizabeth Campbell, GriippeTikiinigen,

Georg. A. Strohlein, Le Mahdi, Antonin Mercie
and Mrs. Jenkins. (Silver Banksian Medal.)

Mr. H. J. Jones, Ryecroft, Lewisham, set up
bold stands of the best Phloxes. Those with
blue-shaded flowers w^re especially good, in-

cluding Le Mahdi, A. Mercie, Distinction, Iris,

and Esclairmonde. (Silver Banksian Medal.)
Mr. Amos Perry, Hardy Plant Farm, Enfield,

Middles-ex, arranged one of the most pleasing
collections of water and waterside plants.

Senecio macrophyllus made a striking centre-
piece, and good effects were produced with
clumps of Romneya Coulteri, Buddleia variabilis

var. Veitchiana, and Delphiniums Belladonna
and Lamartin. (Silver Banksian Medal.)

Messrs. T. S. Ware, Ltd., Feltham, Middle-
sex, staged a miscellaneous collection of herba-
ceous flowers interspersed with varieties of

Phlox decussata. (Bronze Flora Medal.)
The Guildford Plant Nursery, Millmead,

Guildford, showed seasonable border flowers.

Mr. Maurice Prich.ard, Christchurch,
Hants., showed one of the richest collections of

herbaceous and rock plants. A group of Alpines
contained hardly a plant that was not note-
worthy, and included Lysimachia Henryi, Cam-
panula Warley, C. Zoysii, C. garganica, and ita

variety alba, Stachys Corsica, and Silene Pur-
pusii. (Bronze Fbra Medal.)

Fig. 28.- atrinia triloba: flowers yellow.
(See .\wards of Meiil.)

The King's Acre Nurseries, Hereford,

showed a remarkable collection of late-flowering

Eremuri imported a few years back from Khora-
san, N.E. Persia, where thev were found
at an elevation of from 3,000' to 6,000 feet

flourishing in a temperature that in summer
never rises above 85° F. and for three months
or longer in winter is well below zero. They
make better plants on rocky slopes than in the
richer valleys, and the young foliage is eat«n

by the villagers. Magnificent spikes were
shown, some exceeding 4 feet in length. They
included a considerable range of colour, but
could be easily separated into two groups, the

one of pinks resembling E. robustus and the

other of White's E. Olgae alba. Flowering at

least a month later than the common forms,
the race should prove of special value. (Silver

Banksian Medal.)
Mr. G. Reuthe, Fox Hill Hardy Plant Nur-

sery, Keston, Kent, showed an interesting col-

lection of rare shrubs and herbs in flower.

Campanula mirabilis and Anthropodium cirrha-

tum are seldom seen. (Bronze Flora Medal.)

Messrs. Robert Veitch & Sons, Exeter,

showed a few flowering shrubs. Especially note-

worthy was the strongly Musk scented and
beautiful single pure-white Rosa Souleiana.

Messrs. Phillips & Taylor, Lily Hill Nur-
series, Bracknell, Berks., arranged a pretty
group of hardy flowers. Nympha?as and water
plants on the ground. (Silver Banksian Medal.)

Jlessrs. Barr & Sons, King Street, Covent
Garden, showed a good group of hardy flowers.

A pretty combination was Lilium testaceum, w-ith

Salvia virgata var. nemorosa. Helenium autum-
nale Taplow Gem (dark brown), H. a. pumilum,
and Iris Kfenipferi were also well shown.

Mr. J. E. Lowe, Hatton. Warwick, exhibited

a small group of disbudded blooms of the early-

flowering Chrysanthemum Early Beauty, a
variety with lilac-pink flowers.

Messrs. Carter Page & Co.. London Wall,
staged a very pretty batch of Antirrhinums,
Scabious, and Violas. The Snapdragons were
grouped in baskets, and have seldom been shown
so effectively. The choicer varieties included

luteum, Golden Queen, Pink Queen, Crescia

(crimson), Defiance (orange), and Moonlight
(yellow and pink). (Silver Flora Medal.)

-Messrs. Wm. Fells & Son, Hitchin, Hertford-
shire, arranged a group of Phloxes.

Messrs. Bakers, Codsall, Staffordshire, dis-
played a small batch of Chrysanthemum maxi-
mum var. Mrs. Adams.

Messrs. Kelw-ay & Son, Langport, showed a
group of their hybrid Gladioli, which included
many novelties, but the older type was, for the
time, overshadowed by the delicate shades of
seedlings showing the influence of G. primulinus.
(Silver Flora Medal.)

AWARDS.
First-class Certificates.

Nephrolcpis exaltata var. mu^cosa.—A com-
pact-growing, vigorous Fern, with pale-green
fronds, which are less finely divided and not so
moss-like as in others of the newer varieties.

(Shown by Messrs. H. B. May & Sons, Dyson's
Lane Nurseries, Upper Edmonton.)

Plagianthus Lyallii (syn. Gaya Lyallii) see

Gardeners' Chronicle, June 22, 1911, p. 56, fig.

27.—The pure-white, frail-textured flowers, each
Ig inch in diameter, hang in threes, on slender
pedicels from every leaf axil. (Shown by Messrs.
Robert Veitch & Son, Exeter.)

Aw-ARDS OF Merit.

(Jludiolus, Lanij-priin strain.—Hybrids of G.
gandavensis, which gave size to the flowers and
a vigorous habit, and G. primulinus, which had
a marked influence on the form of the flower,

and, at the same time, gave a series of delicate

colour shades, ranging from lemon-white to
orange, suffused with red. Of the named varie-

ties, Ella Kelway was the most pleasing. It has
pale-yellow flowerSj suft'used with blush-pink.
Elf is pale orange, whilst Wraith showed
strongly the influence of G. gandavensis. The
spikes of bloom carried 12 or more flowers, which
were scarcely inferior in size to those of the
typical gandavensis hybrids. (Shown by Messrs.
Kelway & Son, The Nurseries, Langport.)

Patrinia triloba (syn. palmata, see fig. 28).

—

A Chinese herbaceous perennial, about a foot in

height. The leaves have the appearance of being
borne in a basal tuft, but are in opposite pairs,

separated by a few short internodes. They are

prettily palmate, with the lobes serrate, tough,
and glossy, shaded lightly with brow-n. The
flower-stem rises about 4 inches above the leaves,

and then branches into a loose corymb, from 2
to 6 inches across, of clear-yellow, short-spurred
flowers, each .about one-third of an inch in dia-

meter. This should prove a very useful summer-
flowering plant for the rockery. (Shown by
Miss Willmott, Great Warley—gr. Mr. C.
Fielder.)

Crossandra unduloijolia.—A i'are, rather than
new, stove perennial, with oalmon-apricot, self-

coloured flowers, borne freely in Wallflower
fashion at the top of an elongated raceme. The
leaves are leathery, glossy, lanceolate, and taper-
ing. The plant grows a foot to 18 inches in

height, and may be raised freely from cuttings
or seeds. It continues in flower from about May
to August, and deserves to be better known.
(Shown by Sir Trevor Lawrence, Bart., Bur-
ford, Dorking—gr. Mr. Bain.)

Astilbc lihtinania.—Another valuable hybrid
Astilbe, derived from the variety Queen Alexan-
dra crossed with Arondsii Ceres. Sturdy, free-

flowering plants were shown, with flowers of a
deep pink, w-hich becomes tinged faintly with
violet ae the petals age. (Shown by Mr. W.
PaoriTlLiCH, 'Twickenham.)

Xymphcea formosa.—A fine addition to the
hardy Water Lilies. The soft-pink-coloured
flowers are 8 inches in diameter, the colour in-

tensifying a little with age, and becoming
deeper at the base of the petals. The centre is

large and pure yellow. A flower exhibited
showed the inner petals pure yellow, even when
half-an-inch in diameter.

Nymphma " Attraction."—The flowers are

9 inches in diameter, deep crimson at the base
and paler towards the margin. (Both shown by
Leopold de Rothschild, Esq., Gunnersbury
House, Acton.—gr. Mr. Jas. Hudson, V.M.H.)
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Orchid Committee.

Present : J. Guiney Fowler, Esq. (in the

Chair) ; and Messrs. Jas. O'Brien (hon. sec), W.
Bolton, J. Wilson Potter, C. H. Curtis, A. Dye,

H. G. Alexander, J. E. Shill, W. H. Hatcher,

J. Charlesworth, T. Armstrong, F. Sander, W.
Thompson, Gurney Wilson, W. H. White,

Stuart Low, and F. J. Hanbury.
ilessrs. Stu.uit Low & Co., Bush Hill Park,

«taged a group, at the back of which were some
well-flowered Oncidiums, including a very com-

pact specimen of 0. macranthum ; some late-

flowering Gattleya Mendelii, several good

white Dendrobium Dearei, with plants of T>.

fimbriatum oculatum, and the singular little D.

bicameratum. A fine sjjecimen of Bulbophyllum
Ericsonii, also plants of Miltonia Bleuana,

Coelogyne asperata, a selection of Masdevallias,

Brassia verrucosa, Phalajnopsis Aphrodite, and

8ome Odontoglossums, Odontiodas, Stanhopea

tigrina, and Disa grandiflora were also included.

(Silver Flora Medal.)

R. G. Thwaites, Esq., Chessington, Streatham

(gr. Mr. G. M. Black), staged a small group of

Odontiodas and other hybrids raised at Chessing-

ton, and including some fine varieties of the lilac

and purple Odontioda Thwaitesii ; Laelio-Cattleya

Rubens, L.-C. Ingramii, the white Miltonia vexil-

laria Queen Alexandra, Odontoglossura Harry-

anum, and 0. Rolfese. (Silver Banksian Medal.)

Messrs. Chablesworth & Co., Haywards
Heath, staged a small group, in which were the

pretty rose-pink Eulophia guineensis, the white

Habenaria Susannse, Dendrobium amethysto-

glossum with two spikes, and two new hybrids.

(See Awards.)
Sir Trevor Lawrence, Bart., K.C.V.O., Bur-

ford (gr Mr. W. H. White), showed the pretty

Eria rhyncostyloides with three spikes of

flowers resembling RhyncostyHs retusa; and
Laelio - Cattleya ,\dolph - Harrisonias (L.-C.

Adolphus X "

C. Harrisonia?) with cream-white
flowers spotted with purple.

Baron Bkcno Schroder (gr. Mr. J. E. Shill)

Bent Cattleya Hardyana, The Dell var., a very
large and richly coloured form.

F. J. Hanbury, Esq., Brockhurst, East
Grinstead, showed his new Brasso-Cattleya
" Faith " (Brassia Perrinii X Cattleya Leo-

poldii), a pretty, fragrant flower, in shape par-

taking strongly"of B. Perrinii. Sepals and petals

pale-green marked with purple, lip blush-white

with rose spots.

Messrs. Sander & Sons, St. Albans, showed
Odontoglossum crispum Formidable, a noble

flower of great size ; sepals white, tinged with
rose and bearing an occasional dark spot

;
petals

broad, fringed pure white ; lip with a brown
blotch in front of the yellow crest.

AWARDS.
Gold Medal and First-class Certificate.

Cattleya Warscewlczii. a!ba var. Firmin
Lambeau, from IMonsieur Firmin Lameeau,
Brussels (gr. Mr. De Munter).—An absolutely

pure white form of C. Warscewlczii, the only
colour being a pale yellow disc to the lip.

The form, which appears to be the first true

albino of C. Warscewlczii, originated with
Messrs. Lager & Hurrell, Summit, New Jersey,

U.S.A. It gained a Gold Medal in the States.

The plant was illustrated and described in the

Gardener.i' Chronicle, July 16, 1910, p. 34. It

passed into the hands of Slessrs. Stuart Low &
Co., who sold it to Monsieur Lambeau, who is to

be complimented on his successful culture of such
a unique specimen.

AwABDS OF Merit.

Zygopetalum Brewii [Perrenoudii x
rostratuin), from Messfe. Charlesworth & Co.,

Haywards Heath.—Sepals and petals green

tinged with purple : lip very showy, the fleshy

crest pale blue, the blade rosy-carmine with
broad, white margin.

OfkiKtor/lossum Epicaste (Clytie X crispum),

from Messrs. Charlesworth & Co.—Broader in

all the segments than 0. Thompsonianum, almost
entirely blackish-chocolate, with very narrow,

Tose-coloured margin, and tips to the sepals and
petals.

Fruit and Vegetable Committee.
Present: Geo. Bunyard, Esq. (in the Chair;;

Messrs. W. Bates, George Woodward, Thomas
Coomber, J. Willard, H. Markham, Geo. Keif, A.
Bullock, Geo. Wvthes, J. Jaques, A. R. Allan,

J. Davis, A. W. "Metcalf, and P. C. M. Veitch.

The collection of Gooseberries exhibited by
INIessrs. James Veitch & Sons, Chelsea, included

100 varieties, and entirely filled one of the long
tables. At the back were pot treee of triple

and single cordon Gooseberries, interspersed with
a few standard plants and Red CuiTants. They
were all magnificently fruited, the fruit

hanging in clusters the whole length of the
stems. The dishes and baskets of gathered
frmts were arranged attractively, and every
berry had been carefully selected. Those follow-

ing are a selection of the finest for flavour :

—

Golden Gem, Langley Beauty, Warrington, Lang-
ley Gage. Whitesmith, Early Green Hairy,
White Champagne, Hedgehog, Leader, Keen's
Seedling, Surprise, and Whinham's Industry,
For prolific ci'opping the following are recom-
mended :—Lancashire Lad, Whinham's Industry,
Keepsake, Broom Girl, Warrington, Trumpeter,
and Speedwell (Gold Medal). This firm also

showed, for award, a sport from Jefferson Plum,
named Purple Jefferson, which the committee
desired to see again.

Lord Llangattock, The Hendre, Monmouth-
shire (gr. Mr. T. Coomber), exhibited 20 fruits

of The Queen Pine. They were of such superla-
tive quality a Gold Medal was awarded.

Messrs. J. K. -King & Sons, Coggeshall, dis-

played varieties of Cabbage, Lettuce, and 50
varieties of Peas. The Lettuces wilted quickly
in the intense heat, and the opportunity to com-
pare their merits was largely lost. The variety
All the Year Round was well hearted, also the
bronze Eclipse. The Peas Avere intended to show
their seasons of maturity. Earliest of All, Little
Hero, and King of the Earlies were brown and
over, Thomas Laxton, Daisy and Bountiful
almost past, whilst the Gladstone, Dreadnought,
Alderman, Quite Content, Royal Salute, Money-
maker, and Telegraph were in the pink of condi-
tion. The flat, undeveloped pods of Late Queen
and Latest and Best represented varieties that
continue the crop late in the season. (Silver

Banksian Medal.)
Messrs. S. Spooner & Son, Hounslow, showed

fruits of Mr. Gladstone and Early Red Margaret
Apples.

C. E. Baring Young, Esq., Oak Hill Park,
East Barnet (gr. Jlr. J. G. Walker), showed
stems of Red Dutch and Chiswick Red Currants
bearing heavy crops of fine berries.

A good sample of Shallots was shown by C.
Moore Kennedy. Esq., Keston. Kent (gr. Mr.
R. C. G. Hills). They were labelled Hill's Cham-
pion, but the Committee considered them merely
a selection of the old Russian variety. Fifteen
sets had produced 28^ fine bulbs. A Cultural
Commendation was awarded.
A sample of the variety of Shallot known as

All the Year Round was e.xhibited by Ernest C.
Arnold, Esq., Plymouth.

Award of Merit.

Peach lloyal Charlotte.—This is a well known
variety, resembling Noblesse, but with more
colour. The flavour was excellent and the fruits

of such fine quality a Cultural Commendation was
awarded the gardener, Mr. Bain (shown by Sir

Trevor Lawrence).

Scientific Committee.

June 1?,.—Present : Mr. J. W. Odell (in the
Chair); Sir J. T. D. Llewellyn, Messrs. J.

O'Brien, A. Worsley, W. Hales, G. Gordon, and
F. J. Chittenden (hon. sec).

Pscudo-hulhs on infloresrmce.—Mr. Jas.

O'Brien drew attention to a plant of Oncidium
abortivum (or 0. heteranthum), shown by Sir

Trevor Lawrence, K.C.M.G., V.M.H., bearing
on the many-flowered inflorescence some well-

developed pseudo-bulbs, each with two or three
flowers.

Thelymitra sp.—A terrestrial Orchid from
Tasmania, was also shown, which proved to be
a species of Thelymitra, probably T. carnea,
with pinkish flowers, rarely seen in gardens.

Polyijnnum sacchaliense varieijatcd. — Sir
EvERARD IM Thurn Sent from Scotland leaves
of Polygonum sacchaliense showing broad, yel-

low lines on each side of the midrib, and other
yellow marks. The plant had been cultivated
for several years in the garden, but had not pre-
viou.sly shown any signs of variegation.

Mulberry.—Mr. Luxmoore, of Eton, wrote
regarding a Mulberry tree in his garden which
showed a tendency towards dicecism. The sta-

minate flowers were all upon one part of the-

tree, with but few pistillate ones among them,
the pistillate flowers were mostly upon the other

branches, and the separation of the two forms of

flower was almost complete upon the different

parts of the tree. Jlr. Wilks stated that a tree

in his garden always produced the two forms on

separate branches, and the leaf colouring was
quite distinct, and had been so for many years.

Mr. PIales said the same was true of two trees

in the Chelsea Physic Garden, and was constant.

Delphinium sporting. — Mr. Chittenden
showed a piece of an inflorescence of a Del-

phinium bearing blue flowers, the greater part

of the inflorescence having produced white ones.

MANCHESTER EOYAL BOTANICAL
AND HORTICULTURAL.

July 12 and 13.—After a considerable inter-

val, this society held a Rose show, on these dates,

in the White City, but exhibitors did not sup-

port the show as in bygone days, with the result

that competition was very poor.

RosES^—In the class for 36 blooms, distinct,

Messrs. W. & J. Bkown, of Peterborough, were

the only competitors, and were awarded the 1st

prize.

Messrs. Brown also won the 1st prize for 12
Tea or Noisette varieties, staging good bhwnis
of Maman Cochet, Mrs. E. Mawley, and Mrs.

M. Kennedy ; and they also won in the classes

for 12 blooms of (a) any white or yellow Rose,

and (b) for any crimson variety.

In the amateurs' class for 24 trusses, distinct,

Mr. R. Foley Hobbs, Worcester, had the

premier stand, his best blooms being Frau Karl
Druschki, Gloire de Chodane Guinoisseau, J.

B. Clark, and Ulster; 2nd, Mr. R. Park, with
small, bright blooms.

For 12 blooms of any white or yellow Rose,.

Mr. Hobbs excelled with the variety Bessie

Brown. Messrs. Park and Holt were 2nd and
3rd respectively. JMr. Hobbs also showed best

in the class for 12 light blooms, with charming,

specimens of Her Majesty. For any crimson
variety, Mr. Park was placed 1st with the
variety A. K. Williams. "In the class for blooms
grown in the Manchester district, Mr. A. G.
Hogg, of Altrincham, showed the best collection

of 24 trusses, distinct, Mr. W. Cowley, of Bram-
hall, being 2nd. The prize-winners in the class for

12 trusses were :—1st, Mr. J. Holt ; 2nd, Mr.
A. M. Buxton ; and 3rd, Mr. C. E. JIarshall.

Mr. R. Foley Hobbs won the two Silver

Medals offered for the best blooms in the show
with Gloire de Chii-dane Guinoisseau and Mr.-;.

R. Foley Hobbs in their respective sections.

Sweet Peas.—These flowers were staged in

considerable numbers, the blooms being of good
quality. For a collection of not fewer than 50
or more than 100 vases, Mr. F. A. Robinson
secured the premier award with a choice exhibit,

his best varieties being Vermilion Brilliant,

Mrs. W. J. Unwin, Melba, Maud Holmes, and
Edna Unwin; 2nd, Messrs. Castle Bros., War-
ton ; and 3rd, Messrs. Faulkner & Aitken.

Groups of Plants.—For a group of planta
arranged in a space of 300 square feet, Jlessrs.

J. Cypher & Sons, Cheltenham, were awarded
the 1st prize for a choice exhibit. Mr. J. Sharp,
of Huddersfield, won the 2nd prize in this class.

Mr. J. K.\ullmann, Fallowfield, arranged the
best group in a space limited to 100 square feet.

The best display of cut flowers was made by
Messrs. Caldwell & Sons, Knutstord.

WEST SURREY HORTICULTURAL.
July 10.—The first annual show of this new

society was held at Camberley on the 10th
inst., and was a great success. The Presi-

dent, Sir Walter Peace, and Mr. Frederic

Robinson, who undertook the secretarial duties,

are to be congratulated on the results of their

efforts. Exhibits were numerous and included
non-competitive groups from the gardens of the
Duke of Connaught. Messrs. Bide & Sons, of

Farnham, staged a very fine exhibit, which was
highly commended. The President's cup, offered

for the finest exhibit in the show, was won by
Mr. Napier Church, Snaprails, Sandhurst (gr.

Mr. J. Evans), for a group of Cattleyas and
other flowers.
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WOLVERHAMPTQN FLORAL FETB.
July 9, 10, 11.—The 24th annual floral fete

was held at Wolverhampton in the West Park
on the above dates. The weather was delight-

fully fine during the whole of the time the ex-

hibition remained open to the public. It is

estimated that nearly 90,000 people visited the

show. The takings at the gate amounted to

£570, compared with £636 last year, and the

aggregate receipts of £2,011 are the second best

ill the history of the society. Cash prizes to the

value of nearly £900 were offered for competi-
tion. There were upwards of 700 entries in the
competitive classes and about 30 in the non-
competitive section. The exhibition was an all-

round success. Stove and greenhouse foliage

and flowering plants, Roses, herbaceous flowers,

table and floral decorations were excellent.

During the judges' luncheon on the first day,

a presentation, consisting of a silver tea and
coft'ee service and an address to Mr. W. E.

Barnett, together with a set of vases to Mrs.
Barnett, was made on behalf of the exhibitors

and judges. Mr. Barnett, who has held the

position of secretary of the Wolverhampton
Floral Fete for 21 years, has been obliged to

retire on account of ill-health, much to the regret

of all concerned with the exhibition.

Plants (Open).

The principal group class was one for a dis-

play of plants in and out of bloom, together

with cut flowers, arranged for effect on ground
space of 30 feet by 12 feet, down the centre

of a very large tent. A hundred pounds was
ofl'ered in four prizes, viz., £10, £30, £20, £10.

There were four entries, and the 1st prize was
won by Messrs. James Cyphek & Sons, Chelten-

ham, whose beautifully-arranged group was
much admired. It consisted principally of

richly-coloured, narrow-leaved Codiseums and
Drac»nas, well-flowered specimens of Ixoras,

Clerodendron fallax. Kalanchoe flammea. tall

plants of Humea elegans, and choice Cattleyas,

Odontoglossums, and long sprays of Oncidiums
over a pleasing groundwork of Caladium argy-

rites, Dracienas, Begonias. Sclaginellas, and
other ornamental foliage plants. In the 2nd
prize group, which came from Sir George H.
Kenrick, Whetstone, Edgbaston (gr. Mr. J. V.
Macdonald), excellent use was made of some
marvellously well-colour<'d Sclaginellas. This

group showed considerable artistic merit in ar-

rangement, but it was rather thin at the back,

and lacked the brightness characteristic of the

display made by the Cheltenham firm. 3rd, Mr.
W. A. Holmes, Chesterfield. 4th, Mr. W.
Vause, Leamington.

In the next class, which was reserved for

foliage plants and Ferns (flowers and plants in

flower excluded), arranged for effect on a space

of 250 square feet along the side of the same
tent in which the first-named groups were dis-

played, Messrs. James Cypher & Sons and Sir

George H. Kenrick (gr. Mr. J. V. Macdonald)
were placed 1st and 2nd respectively. The
plants in both groups were noteworthy for their

high culture, richly-coloured leafage, and artistic

arrangement. 3rd, Jlr. W. A. Holmes. There
were five entries.

Messrs. James Cypher & Sons also took the
lead in a class for 20 plants in pots not exceed-
ing 8 inches in diameter, at least eight to be in

bloom. They showed four Ixoras, three Clero-

dendron fallax, one C. Balfouriana. three Erica
ventricosa Bothwelliana, two Allamanda Wil-
liamsii, two Acalypha SanSeriana, one Chironia
ixifera, three Codiseums, and one Cocos Wed-
delliana. 2nd. H. B. jMander, Esq.. Trysull
Manor, Wolverhampton (gr. Mr. C. Weaver),
whose best specimens were Hydrangeas,
Codiaeums, Ixoras, and Calceolaria Clibranii.

3rd, Sir T. C. Mander, Bart, Tettenhall Wood
(gr. Mr. J. F. Simpson).
The 1st prize of £10, offered for a group of

one kind of flowering plants on a ground snace of

60 square feet was ^^11 won by Messrs. Black-
more & Langdon, Twerton-on-Avon, Bath, who
had a wonderfuUy-fine collection of Begonias.
The rich and delicately-coloured flowers were of
great substance, some being nearly 8 inches in

diameter. 2nd, H. Willcock. Esq., Wolver-
hampton (gr. Mr. S. Highfield). for Gloxinias.
3rd, E. Shaw HELLiER,"Esq.. Wolverhampton
(gr. Mr. F. T. Parnwell), for single and double
zonal Pelargoniums.

Mr. J. Knight, Wolverhampton, was the
only contestant in a class reserved for rock and
water gardens on a space of 30 feet by 14 feet,

and he was deservedly awarded the Is't prize of
£25. Huge blocks of grey stone were arranged
with the idea of providing all plants the light
and shade essential to their well-being. Dian-
thus, Aubrietias, Saxifragas, Sedums, Primulas,
Edelweiss, small-growing evergreen Coniferae,
and deciduous shrubs were well represented.
Nymphaea flowers floating on the surface of a
small sheet of water at the base of the rockery
added beauty and variety to this meritorious
exhibit.

Messrs. Jas. Cypher & Sons wera awarded the
1st prize in a class for six specimen Palms ; 2nd,
John Arthur Kenrick, Esq., Berrow Court,
Edgbaston (gr. Mr. A. Cryer).

Roses (Open).

Eleven classes were provided in the open sec-
tion, and competition was keen in most of them

;

a sum of £125 10s. was offered in prizes. There
were five competitors in the class for 72
blooms, distinct, for which the sum of £20
was offered as 1st prize. The success-
ful exhibitors, Messrs. D. Prior & Son,
Colchester, had first-quality flowers of Rich-
mond, Her Majesty, Rev. Alan Cheales, A. K.
Williams, Bessie Brown, J. B. Clark, Ulrich
Brunner, Lady Aslitown, J[rs. John Laing,
Duchesse de RIorny, Kaiserin Augusta Victoria,
Alfred Colomb, Uupuy Jamain, John Stuart
Mill, Mrs. W. J. Grant, Konigin Carola, Prince
Arthur, Gustave Piganeau, Liberty, Exquisite,
Countess of Gosford, Jlrs. Theodore Roosevelt,
Helen Keller, Suzanne Marie Rodocanachi,
Gloire de Chedane Guinoi.-iseau, Oscar Cordel,
and White Killarney. 2nd, King's Acre Nur-
SEHiE.s, Hereford. 3rd, Messrs. R. Harkness &
Co., Hitchin.

Thirty-six blooms of distinct varieties.—Of
the seven competitors in this class, the King's
Acre Nurseries led with very fine blooms of
-ilfred Colomb, Caroline Testout, Horace Ver-
net, Commant. Felix Faure, Juliet, Hugh Dick-
son, Helen Keller, Beauty of Wallhani. Gloire
de Chedane Guinoissean, Lyon Rosa, Gustave
Piganeau, Gladys Harkness, Dean Hole, Mrs.
John Laing, Alice Lindsell, and Claudius. 2ud,
Mr. W. T. Mattock, Headington. 3rd, Mr. W.
H. Frettingham, Nottingham.
The last-named exhibitor excelled in a class

for nine varieties of Roses, shown in separate
circular baskets, without handles, not to exceed
14 inches inside dianreter. The flowers ex-
hibited were beautifully fresh and well arranged.
They were as follow :—Ulricli Brunner, Hugh
Dickson, Lyon Rose, Mrs. John Laing, Horace
Vernet, Kaiserin Augusta Victoria, Mme. Jules
Gravereaux, Comtesse de Ludre, and Her
JIajesty. 2nd, IMr. John Mattock, Headington,
whose examples of the Lyon Rose were particu-
larly good. 3rd, Mr. W' T. Mati'ock.

Mr. John Mattock was placed 1st in a
class for the best dozen Roses introduced in

1909 and subsequently. The varieties exhibited
were Mrs. A. E. Coxhead, Mrs. Foley Hobbs,
His Majesty, W'alter Speed, Juliet, Mrs. M.
Sinton, Col. Lecteur, Jlrs. H. Taylor. Leslie
Holland, Mrs. A. Munt. Elizabeth, and Ethel
Malcolm. In the 2nd prize stand, which came
from the King's Ache Nurseries, the following
varieties were of outstanding merit :—Mrs. A.
E. Coxhead, Miss Alice de Rothschild, Claudius,
and Frances C. Seton.

In a class for 18 blooms of Tea Roses, distinct
varieties, Mr. W. T. JIattock and the King's
Acre Nurseries were placed 1st and 2nd re-

spectively. The first-named exhibitor had ex-
quisite blooms of Mrs. Foley Hobbs, Medea,
JIme. Constant Soupert, Muriel Grahame, and
Comtesse de Nadaillac.

Jlr. .Tohn JI.iTTOCK showed the best basket of
dark Ruses, and Mr. J. Barrow, Oadby, took
the lead in a similar class for light-coloured
Roses.

There appeared to be very little to choose
between Messrs. R. Harkness & Co. and Mr.
W. H. Frettingham, who were placed as named
in a class for 18 varieties of perpetual-flowering
Roses. " exhibition " or otherwise, not more than
seven stems of each variety, in vases, on a space
of 7 feet by 3 feet. Both exhibits were meri-
torious. The last-named exhibitor had the win-
ning stand of nine varieties of Roses, in vases.

occupying 5 feet by 3 feet. 2nd, Messrs. James
TowNSEND & Sons, Worcester; 3rd, Mr. John
Mattock.
In a class for 18 bunches of "decorative"

Roses, in not fewer than 3 or more than 12
trusses of each variety, to be shown in separate
receptacles, the last-named exhibitor beat i\Ir.

W. T. ilATTOCK and Mr. J. Barrow, who were
placed 2nd and 3rd respectively.

Roses (Amateurs).

Mr. R. F. Hobbs, Worcester, won 1st prizes
in classes reserved for amateurs, viz. : (1)
Thirty-six blooms, distinct

; (2) six varieties,
three blooms of each

; (3) 24 blooms, distinct

;

(4; 12 blooms, distinct; and (5) 12 Tea Roses,
distinct. The Rev. J. A. L. Fellowes, Attle-
borongh (gr. Mr. J. 0. Hinckley), also exhibited
well.

Mr. J. Egginton, Wolverhampton, was the
most successful exhibitor in a class for 18 Roses,
distinct, confined to growers residing within 12
miles of Wolverhampton, and in a similar class

for 12 Roses Mr. W. T. Bruford, Tettenhall (gr.

Mr. T. Finch), took the lead.

Mr. A. Yates, Worcester, was awarded 1st

prizes for (1) a bowl of Roses with Rose foliage

only, not more than 36 blooms, and (2) a vase
of Roses, any foliage admissible.

BOUQUKTS AND CUT FlOWERS (oPEN).

Messrs. Perkins & Sons, Coventry, were
awarded 1st prizes in classes for (1) one bouquet
composed almost entirely of Odontoglossums, i)n-

cidiums, Cattleyas, and Lilies of the Valley
; (2)

bridal bouquet (with Orchids) and two brides-
maids' bouquets (Orchids excluded) ; and (3) one
featherweight bouquet.

There were 10 splendid exhibits in a class for

decorative plants and cut flowers arranged en
table space of 6 feet by 4 feet. The 1st and 2nd
prizes were awarded respectively to iMtssrs.

James Cypher & Sons, Cheltenham, and Sir

George H. Kenrick, Edgbaston (gr. Mr. J. V.
Macdonald). Both exhibitors had choice cut
flowers, over and intermingled with small we'l-

grown highly-coloured foliage plants. 3rd, Mr.
W. Manning. Dudley.
The best exhibit of hai'dy border flowers (dupli-

cate or mixed bunches not allowed) ai'ranged on
four-tier staging 15 feet by 4 feet, came from
Messrs. Harkness & Sons. Bedale, who sh I'vcd

handsome bunches of Gaillardias, Delphiniums,
Liliums, Gladiolus, Irises. "Verbascums, Phloxes,
Centaureas, and Pyrethrums. 2nd, Messrs. G.
Gibson & Co., Bedale. 3rd, Messrs. Fred
Smith & Co., Woodbridge.

Messrs. G. Gibson & Co. gained 1st prize for

a collection of Delphiniums staged as grown on
three-tier staging. The unusually strong flower-

spikes, clothed with single and double flowers,

were very effective. 2nd, Messrs. Harkness &
Sons. 3rd, Messrs. Blackmorb & Langdon,
Bath.

Three tastefully-arranged collections of Pansies
and Violas on table space of 7 feet by 3 feet w-ere

placed before the judges, who awarded the 1st

prize to Mr. J. Bastock, of Moseley, whose
flowers were extraordinarily good. 2nd, Messrs.
W. Pemeerton & Son, Walsall. 3rd, Mr. A. R.
Dempster, Kidderminster.

E. Shaw Hellier, Esq. (gr. Mr. F. T. Parn-
w^ell), beat Sir Charles T. Mander, Bart. (gr.

Mr. J. F. Simpson), in a class for 12 trusses of

single zonal Pelargoniums, but in the next class,

which was for 12 trusses of double zonal Pelar-
goniums, the order was reversed.

La-dy Grey, Enville Hall, Stourbridge (gr. Mr.
F. Green), was placed 1st in a class for a display

of Carnations on a space of 6 feet by 4 feet.

This exhibitor ihad liaj'go, shapely Malmaison
blooms, and the best varieties wei-e Princess of

Wales, Maggie Hodgson, and Duchess of W'est-

minster. In the 2nd prize coUection, which came
from Mr. C. F. Waters, Balcombe, Sussex,

perpetual-flowering varieties of splendid quality
were arranged with Asparagus.

The best stand of cut flowers for table decora-

tion (not exceeding 18 inches diameter at the

base), open to amateurs only, came from Sir

GH.A.RLES T. Mander, Bart. (gr. Mr. J. F. Simp-
son), whose flowers of pink Carnations, borne on
long stems, were beautifully arrauged. 2nd,

Alderman Berrington, J.P. (gr. Mr. J. H. Phil-

lips). 3rd, the Marquis of Northampton, North-
ampton (gr. Mr. A. R. Searle).
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The winning exhibit of 12 kinds of cut hardy

flowers was sent by T. B. Adams, Esq., Compton

Hall, Wolverhampton (gr. Mr. E. Walker). In-

cluded in this exhibit were excellent Campanulas,

Calliopsis grandiflora, Liliums, Delphiniums, and
Phloxes. 2nd, the Marquis of Northampton
(gr. Mr. A. R. Searle). 3rd, W. B. Wilson,

Esq., Gompton.

DiNNEE-TABLE DeCOEATIONS (OPEN).

Dinner-table decorations are always a good fea-

ture at Wolverhampton, and the present occasion

was no exception to the rule. Of the 10 exhibits in

a class in which any flowers were admissible, the

1st prize was won by .Mr. W. T. Mattock, Head-
ington, who used Odontoglossums, Cattleyas,

Roses, and sprays of Selaginella. The 2nd prize

was gained by Miss A. L. Herbert, Acock's

Green, whose flowers of Viola cornuta purpurea

and Lilies of the Valley, intermingled with grace-

ful sprays of bronze-tinted Selagihella, created

a charming effect.

In the next class, for table decoration, confined

to Sweet Peas, there were 15 entries. 1st, Mis.

S. Hall, Norton Canes, who relied upon pale-

pink flowers, narrow, yellow Cudijeum leave.s,

and sprays of Selaginella. 2nd, Mr. E. DeaivIN,

Hay Mills. 3rd, Sir George H. Keneick (gr.

Mr. J. V. Macdonald).

Sweet Peas (open).

Robert Sydenham Limited offered prizes for

nine varieties, to contain certain specified varie-

ties. 1st, T. R. Caswell, Esq., Oaken (gr. Mr. H.
Smart), with clean, strongly-grown flowers. 2nd,

Mrs. E. Winchester, Birmingham. 3nd, Capt.

W. H. Staekey, Leamington (gr. Mr. G. L.

Blackburn).
The 1st prize in a class for 18 varieties dis-

played on table space of 8 feet by 4 feet, was
won by Messrs. Castle Bros., Carnforth. 2nd,

Sir R. Baker, Bart., Blandford (gr. Mr. A. E.

Usher).
Messrs. Webb & Sons' prizes were offered for

six varieties. Of the eight exhibits in this class,

the one from Sir R. Baker, Bart. (gr. Mr. A.
E. Usher), was awarded 1st prize. 2nd, Sir

Charles T. Mander (gr. Mr. J. F. Simpson)

;

3rd, Major Mayall, Oaken (gr. Mr. C. F. Mowl).

Fruit.

Fruit was not very extensively shown. The
1st prize of £10 offered for 12 dishes of fruit,

distinct, in not fewer than 9 kinds and not more
than 2 varieties of a kind, to occupy a space of

6 feet by 4 feet 6 inches, was awarded to Lord
Savile, Ollerton, Notts, (gr. Mr. J. Doe), whose
specimens of Brown Turkey Figs, Dryden Nec-
tarines, Muscat of Alexandria, Buckland Sweet-
water, Madresfield Court, and Black Hamburgh
Grapes, Apples, and Peaches were very meri-

torious. The 2nd award was gained by the Duke
of Newcastle. Worksop (gr. Mr. S. Barker),

who had good dishes of Apples. Grapes, Peaches,
Nectarines, Strawberries, Plums, and Figs.

Each collection was decorated with cut flowers.

Only two exhibits in the premier class for

decorated tables of 30 dishes of British-grown

fruit in not fewer than 12 distinct kinds, arranged
on separate tables, 10 feet 6 inches by 4 feet

6 inches, for which £55 were offered in four

prizes, were placed before the judges, who
awarded the 1st prize to the Duke of West-
minster, Eaton Hall, Chester (gr. Mr. N. F.

Barnes), who had good dishes of Triomphe de
Vienne and Williams's Bon Chretien Pears,

James Grieve Apples, Royal George and Barring-

ton Peaches, Lord Napier and Pitmaston Nec-
tarines, and Brown Turkey Figs. Grapes were
rather small in berry and bunch, and, in some
cases, imperfectly finished. The decorations

consisted of Carnations, Liliums, and Cattleyas.

2nd, The Earl of Harrington, Elvaston Castle,

Derby (gr.Mr. J. H. Goodacre), whose exhibit

included Black Hamburgh, Muscat of Alexan-

dria, Appley Towers, and Foster's Seedling

Grapes, Peaches, Nectarines, Figs, Melons,

.\pples. Cherries, and Plums. Pink "Malmaison"
Carnations and Francoas were used as floral de-

corations.

Lord Savile showed Grapes in splendid con-

dition. He was awarded 1st prize for ;

—

(11 Four bunches (two black and two
white) ; (2) two bunches of white Grapes

;

and (3) two bunches of black Granes.

His examples of Buckland Sweetwater, Black

Hamburgh, and Muscat of Alexandria were very

fine. Other prizew'inners in the Grape classes

included the Duke of Newcastle (gr. Mr. S.

Barker) and the Earl of Harrington (gr. Mr.

J. H. Goodacre).
Vegetables.

Prizes for vegetables were offered by seeds-

men. The seven exhibits in Messrs. Webb &
Sons' class, for eight distinct kinds, made a very

fine show. 1st, The Marquis of Northampton,
Northampton (gr. Mr. A. R. Searle), who had
excellent Tomatos, Cauliflowers, and Potatos.

2nd, H. Watson Smith, Esq., Stourbridge (gr.

Mr. H. Davis). The last-named exhibitor ex-

celled in the next class, which was for six dis-

tinct kinds, for which prizes were also offered

by Messrs. Webb & Sons. 2nd, Sir Charles T.

Mander (gr. Mr. J. F. Simpson).

Messrs. Sutton and Sons' prizes were for six

distinct kinds. Here again the Marquis of

Northampton (gr. Mr. A. R. Searle) was placed

1st; 2nd, H. Watson Smith, Esq., Stourbridge.

Honorary Exhibits.

Messrs. Clibr-\ns, Altrincham, had a prettily-

arranged collection of Sweet Peas, Violas, Poten-

tUlas, and Centaureas. (Silver-gilt Medal.)

Mr. C. F. Waters. Balcombe, Sussex, showed
Tree Carnations in tall vases. (Silver Medal.)

Messrs. Jarman & Co., Chard, Somerset, sent

Centaureas, single and double Zonal Pelar-

goniums, Roses, and Carnations. (Silver Medal.)

Messrs. W^EBB & Sons, Wordsley, occupied a

large space in the big plant group tent. They
showed Sweet Peas, Carnations, Gloxinias, pink

Spiraeas, Liliums, also Melons and vegetables in

variety, and of excellent quality. (Gold Medal.)

Messrs. Dicksons, Chester, had a large assort-

ment of hardy flowers. (Small Gold Medal.)

Mr. W. Lowe, Beeston, Notts., filled a table

about 30 feet long by 5 feet wide with a collec-

tion of beautifuUy fresh Roses in vases, tall

stands, and boxes. (Gold Medal.)

Mr. B. Ladhams, Shirley, Southampton, sent a

very large group of Gaillardias, together with

Coreopsis grandiflora. Campanulas, Scabiosa,

and Salvias. (Silver Medal.)

From Messrs. Sutton & Sons, Reading, came a

beautifully arranged collection of upwards of

100 varieties of Sweet Peas, including several

promising new varieties. (Gold Medal.)
Messrs. Bakers, Wolverhampton, had an im-

posing exhibit of cut flowers, arranged on a

dais, after the style of the Dutch exhibit at the

recent Royal International Horticultural Exhibi-

tion, and was much admired. (Gold Medal.)

Mr. F. A. Haage, Erfurt, Germany, had _a

collection of small Cactaceous plants plunged in

sand. (Silver Medal.)
Mr. H. N. Ellison, West Bromwich, con-

tributed a choice assortment of Ferns. (Silver

Medal.)
Lady Grey, Enville Hall, Stourbridge (gr.

Mr. F. Green), exhibited about 70 vases of
" Malmaison" Carnations. (Small Gold Medal.)

Messrs. Hewitt & Co., Solihull, Birmingham,
had a large group of hardy flowers, Roses, and
Hydrangeas. (Silver-gilt Medal.)

Mr. H. Masters, Handsworth, contributed

Violas in sprays and on boards. (Bronze Medal.)

The biggest and best collection of Pansies and
Violas came from Messrs. Seagrave & Co., Shef-

field. Delphiniums were also included in this

exhibit. (Silver Medal.)
Mr. C. H. Herbert, Acocks Green, Birming-

ham, contributed a very bright group of hardy

cut flowers, in which we noted some very fine

seedling Pinks. (Silver Medal.)
Messrs. W. H. Simpson & Sons, Birmingham,

made an extensive exhibit of Sweet Peas. (Sil-

ver-gilt Medal.)
Mr. A. F. DuTTON, Iver, Bucks., had a beauti-

fully-arranged collection of Tree Carnations in

large bunches. (Small Gold Medal.)

Messrs. Dobbie & Co., Edinburgh, showed
Roses, Violas, and Dahlias. (Small Gold Medal.)

Messrs. Dickson & Robinson, Manchester,

had a circular group of retarded plants. (Silver

Medal.)
Messrs. W. Cutbush & Son, Highgate, were

awarded a Silver Medal for Tree Carnations,

Roses, and Marguerites, and a Small Gold Medal
for clipped shrubs in tubs.

Mr. Fred Cross, Arnold, Nottingham, had

an arrangement of Sweet Peas and Ferns in rustic

stands. (Bronze .Medal.)

Mr. A. H. Welham, Bridgnorth, showed Sweet

Peas, Gaillardias, Verbenas, and annual Chry-

santhemums. (Bronze Medal.)

ROYAL SCOTTISH ARBORICULTURAL.
VISIT TO DEESIDE.

During the week ending June 29, the
members of the Royal Scottish Arboricultural

Society held their 35th annual excursion, the

district chosen this year being the Dee Valley,

Aberdeenshire. The number attending this year

exceeded 100. The first excursion was by motor *'

cars to Braemar, the extreme end of the Dee !
\' alley. t\
No more suitable place could be found in the

North of Scotland for such an excursion, for

there is to be found a happy combination of the

old and the new, of the original irregular forests

with those in which the intensive system of

culture has been adopted, and extensive planta-

tions where successful experiments have been

made in introducing exotic trees.

Ballochbuie Forest was the first place of call,

and Mr. John Michie, his jNIajesty's factor on

the Bahnoral estates, acted as guide. According

to an ancient tradition Ballochbuie Forest was
sold to a Farquharson of luvercauld for a

tartan plaid by a McGregor, the previous laird

of the forest. In allusion to this circumstance,

the late Queen Victoria, who purchased it from ,

Mr. Farquharson of Invercauld, erected a stone »
with the following inscription: " Queen Victoria U
entered into possession on the 15th day of May, T
1878. ' The bonniest plaid in Scotland.'

"

Ballochbuie is certainly one of the oldest forests

in Scotland, and even at the present day there

are giant Pines in it ranging from 250 to over

300 years old ; noble specimens of Scots Fir,

where the golden eagle is ofttimes found nesting

—trees, in short, which give ample justification

to the favourite designation, the noble Balloch-

buie Forest.

Leaving the cars the pai'ty took the Eagle's

Nest walk, where the Pines in their natural

habitat were seen to advantage. Passing along

the path now known as the Queen's Drive, Mr.

Jlichie halted the party before the thick stump

of a tree ri-sing to a height of some 12 to 14 feet,

and explained that the tree had been dead for ma

nearly 100 years : an old man, who was known S
by Mr. ^lichie, remembered seeing it alive when ^
he was a boy.

Throughout the tour, Mr. Jlichie enlightened

the party on many interesting points. He
showed the visitors the highest point at which

it was possible to grow trees. The trees which

he pointed out at an altitude of 1,400 or 1,500 feet

took a longer time to reach a marketable size

than those on the lower ground. He said the

fact was that they required almost two rotations,

thus reducing to a certain extent their com-

mercial value. He pointed out, however, that

there were exceptions, for in the Braemar and

Balmoral districts there were woods producing

commercial timber at elevations up to 1,700 feet.

a remarkable fact, seeing that the general

" timber line " is considered to be from 800 to

1,000 feet.
. ,

At this part of the forest Mr. Michie pointed

out the damage caused by herds of deer. He led

the party to an area where a high deer-proof I

fence was erected, and in which was growing a '^
capital crop of young Scots Fir. abundantly

demonstrating the suitability of the district for

the growth of those trees from natural seedings.

The party returned by the Garrawalt Falls,

and viewed' the fine specimens of natural Scots

Pine growing in that area. They had not been

thinned out beyond what was necessary, and

from the present appearance of the trees it was

evident that in bygone days the primary rules

of forestry had been followed. Coming to the

lower grounds, much interest was evinced in the

fine growth of Japanes? Larch witnessed here,

and comment was made as to the interesting

features connected with the whole neighbour-

hood, and especially as to the extraordinary

growth of timber at such a high elevation.

Luncheon was served at Braemar, after which

the party set off for Invercauld to inspect the

woods there owned by Mr. Farquharson, and

from thence to Mar Lodge, and through the

finely-wooded country which belongs to '/he

Duchess of Fife, on to the Linn of Dee.

Wednesday's proceedings were especially in-

teresting. In brilliant sunshine the party again

proceeded to the Royal demesne, where they

were once more met by Mr. Michie. They drove

to the base of Craig 'Deign, an eminence some
1.800 feet above sea level, and perhaps the

highest point in the district at which timber can
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grow. At the summit w^re spread out to view

the principal peaks of the Cairngorm range—

•

Cairiitoiil, Braeriach, Ben M'D'hui, Ben-a-

Bourd, and Ben Avon. Then to the north-east

was Morven, that mountain of snow, while to

the south-east stood JMount Keen in full

grandeur. To add further to the enjoyment of

the e.xcellent panorama there was a fine view of

Balmoral Castle and its policies. Garmaddie
Wood was then inspected, and on the way to

Balmoral Castle an ascent was made of Craig-
Gowan.

On this eminence a great variety of exotic

and home trees, all in vigorous growth, was
found. Conspicuous amongst them are the Picea
Douglasii, growing luxuriantly at a higher

altitude than can be found, perhaps, anywhere
else in the country. There were also fine clumps
of J'inus Cembra, P. monticola, and P. Strobus,

or Weymouth Pine, and e.xcellent specimens of

the comparatively rare Abies Houkeriana. A good
sprinkling of the native and Tyrolese Larches
was also seen, and a couple of specimens of the
Japanese Larch (Larix leptolepis)—the last-

named being among the first brought to this

country. Many were under the impression that
this Larch would supersede the European species,

but although it grows rapidly for the first 10
years or so, it gradually loses its vigorous char-
acter, and falls out in the race with the European
variety.

From Craig-Gowan the company were con-

ducted to the lawn near Balmoral Castle, where
luncheon was provided.

After luncheon the gardens were inspected.

Much interest was evinced in the memorial trees

planted in the grounds. These consist chiefly

of the Cembra Pine, which has been found the
most suitable for the district. There is a fine

avenue of the<-:e trees from the castle to the
stables. Other noteworthy trees noticed were
splendid specimens of the Pinus nobilis, Abies
magnifica, A. concolor, A. lasiocarpa, A. grandis,

magnificent examples of the Douglas Fir, and
Pinus orientalis.

Two trees were planted in the avenue which
leads from the principal entrance gateway to the
castle to commemorate the visit of the Society.

The first, Pinus leucodermis, provided by Mr.
Elwcs, of Colesborne, and introduced into this

-country by that gentleman in 1900, from its

habitat 6,000 feet high on the mountains of

Herzegovina, was planted by Sir John Stirling-

Maxwell. On the request of the president, Mr.
Elwes planted the other tree—a small but very
healthy specimen of the Picea Albertiana, from
Banff, Alberta, introduced to this country by
Mr. Elwes in 1906.

The company next inspected the Abergeldie,
Birkhall, and Lynn Woods, proceeding down the
valley to Banchory, which for the next two days
became the headquarters of the Society.

Thursday morning opened fine, and Ballogie

and Finzean, owned by Mr. W. E. Nicol and
the Right Hon. R. Faiquharson respectively,

were visited. The road taken was by Inver-
cannie (the point at which Aberdeen's water sup-

ply is taken in from the Dee) and Potarch. As
this part of the country is densely wooded, the
surioundings gi-eatly interested the company.
The growth of the woods is extremely thick, and
the trees with their long, straight stems were
much admired. At Ballnacraig, the visitors were
met by Mr. George Wyllie, manager of the Bal-
logie estate. The Potarch woods were then
visited, and a plantation of 200 acres, growing
about 2,500 trees to the acre, was traversed.

The previous crop was of old Scots Pine and
Larch, cut out in blocks of 50 acres. It was
here explained that the forester before planting
removed a thin turf for the purpose of giving
the plants more vigour, and thus enabling them
to withstand the attacks of the Pine weevil.

Another wood to the east, chiefly composed of

Scots Pine and Larch, and some 90 years old,

proved of much interest. The wood grew 200
trees to the acre, and gave 4000 cubic feet.

Proceeding towards Ballogie House, there were
seen some exceedingly fine Conifers of an excep-
tional height. Some of the outstanding trees

noticed were Abies nobilis, height 77 feet, cir-

cumference 5 feet 11 inches ; A. Nordmanniana,
height 79 feet 6 inches, circumference 9 feet

;

A lasiocarpa, height 74 feet, circumference 5 feet

10 inches.

At Powlair, Mr. Francis J. Cochrane, of Bal-
four, factor for Dr. Farquharson of Finzean, and

Mr. Donaldson, the ground officer, were in wait-
ing. Easter C'lune wood was first inspected.
Standing on the east of the River Feugh, the
district was in olden times the hunting seat of

the Bishops of Aberdeen. The present wood is

about 40 years old, and is composed of natural
Larch, splendidly grown. From an acre meas-
ured, it was a,<certained that there were about
1,800 cubic feet to the acre. Finzean House was
then visited, and here the most interesting fea-

ture, from a forestry point of view, was the
avenue of Scots Pines, known in the district as
" Dr. Farquharson's walking sticks." These re-

markable trees drew forth expressions of warm
admiration.

On the concluding day the extensive sawmills
of Messrs. A. and G. Paterson were visited,

where native-grown timber from the district

woods is dealt with. Mr. Donald Munro, the
head of the firm, showed the visitors round.
There was laid out for inspection a number of

planks of pine which had been damaged by
squirrels. A cross-section of Douglas Fir about
3 feet in diameter, from a tree 50 years old
grown in the district, was pronounced as spe-

cially fine by the foresters and wood merchants
of the company. Mr. W. Dallimore, of Kew
Gardens, secured some fine specimens of the

Douglas Fir. .\Ir. Munro provided refreshments,

and, in returning thanks for his kindness, Mr.
Elwes declared he had never seen a better-

equipped mill, nor had he in the course of all

his excursions in England obtained more practical

information about forest trees than he had that

day from Mr. Munro.
Crathes Castle was the next place of call.

Built in 1596, this fine old building, the

home of Sir Thomas Burnett, was much
admired. Here the party was met by Mr.
J. C. F. Dunbar, factor on the estate. Travers-
ing the avenue, remarkably fine specimens of

Thuya plicata, Cupressus Lawsoniana, Cedars and
Douglas Firs were met with. Much interest was
taken in the close avenue of tall Lime trees, in

capital condition, and in the splendid Yew
hedges. These hedges were planted over three cen-

turies ago, and their beautiful symmetry, finely

arched passages, and ornamental turrets, formed
of no fewer than five tiers geometrically arranged,

evoked great admiration. The gardens were in-

spected. The view of the lakes, with their

islands covered with masses of Rhododendrons
in blossom, was declared the best example of

landscape gardening the party had seen in the

course of their tour.

The Dtmsis Est.\te.

At the next and last place of call of the tour

—

Durris estate, owned by Mr. Baird—the party

found ample demonstration of what practical

sylviculture can be brought to. Much of the work
viewed here was done under the supervision of

Mr. John D. Crozier, now of the Irish Forestry

Department. For a number of years the pro-

gress of plantations of the Douglas Fir at

Durris has been watched with considerable in-

terest, their remarkable growth being the subject

of comment by all who have seen them. In addi-

tion, thero are excellent plantations of Japanese

Larch, as well as plantations of a number of the

European Larch, all of them showing how timber

can be grown to great advantage on Deeside. A
feature of the excursion was a visit to a couple of

plantations of Jlenzies Firs growing at an eleva-

tion of from 700 to 900 feet above sea level on
boggy ground surrounded by moorland. The
plantations are 34 years old, and aresaid to be

unique—a pronouncement made by the late Pro-

fessor Mayr, of Munich, when that forestry

expert visited this country two years ago. In

the first of the plantations visited the wood was
somewhat mixed, Menzies Spruce having been
planted along with common Spruce, Scots Fir

and a few Larch. It was evident that the

Menzies Spruce had practically suppressed the

other trees. They were planted in 1878, and in

the 34 years have given good promise of being

valuable commercial timber in the course of

about another 20 years. For hill-planting

IMenzies Spruce has proved its superiority over

Larch, Scots Pine, and Norway Spruce in a

marked degree, its power of resistance to high

winds and its general reliability on exposed

heights being notable. The timber is light,

straight grained, and easily dressed.

The policy grounds of Durris have been laid

out with great tast« and contain an extensive

collection of deciduous and evergreen trees and
shrubs ; many of these, however, have proved
unsuited to our northern climate. The Douglas
Fir of Oregon takes precedence of all others, and
owing to its free growth, freedom from disease,
and wonderful adaptability to a wide range of
soils, subsoils, and elevations has proved to be a
valuable asset to our limited number of com-
mercial timber trees. Its timber, whsn well
grown and matured, is of excellent quality,
admits of a beautiful polish, and is especi-
ally suited for house construction. Menzies
Fir takes second place and resembles the
Douglas Fir in its adaptability to soils, &c. It
braves the elements on the lower slopes of the
Grampian Hills, where Spruce and Scots Pine are
unable to make headway, but its timber is much
inferior to that of Abies Douglasii. The com-
mercial woods on the estate cover an area of
nearly 4000 acres, and are composed chiefly of
Larch, Scots Pine, and Spruce. Douglas Fir
and Menzies Fir have been freely planted in the
younger plantations ; Hardwoods have not
been planted extensively on the estate. With
the exception of the Dee valley, which is com-
posed of light sandy loam resting on gravel, all

the remainder of the estate rests on gneiss, the
soil alternating from a rather light loam on the
low ground to a stiff boulder clay at higher
elevations. Larch, Sprnce, Douglas and Menzies
Fir all do well on the cool bottom, but Scots Fir,

although growing rapidly in its younger stages,

does not continue its rate of growth.
The concluding walk was through the "den,"

where were found some magnificent old Oaks and
Larches, which were planted during the Duke of
Gordon's proprietorship of the estate in the early
years of the last century. Some of the Larches
measured 100 feet in height, and from 8 to 10^
feet in circumference at five feet from the
ground. A specially fine specimen of the Douglas
Fir, about 80 years old, was much admired, its

measurement coming out at 112 feet in height and
12 feet 6 inches in circumference 5 feet from the
ground.
To Mr. Robert Galloway, secretary and

treasurer, great praise is due for the admirable
arrangements he made for the comfort and en-

joyment of all concerned.

NATIONAL SWEET PEA.

INSPECTION OF TRIALS AT SUTTON
GREEN.

July 11.—The trial undertaken at The Times
Experimental Station, Sutton Green, were in-

spected by the members on this date, the party
numbering about 50, including Mr. Lester Morse
and Mr. Howard M. Earl, from America.

Contrary to the expectations of many, the

trials were in much better condition than last

year, for, despite the drought, the plants had
made excellent growth, whilst less disease was
noticeable, although it was seen to be gaining

a strong hold, and in some cases the plants were
rapidly withering. The colours throughout were
better than last season, and, despite the great

heat, few varieties showed damage by burning.

No great novelty was seen in the varieties, whilst

many of the seedlings were badly mixed. Stan-

dard varieties were not present at the trials save

for classification purposes, and of these only John
Ingman, Mrs. Hardcastle Sykes, Mrs. C.

Breadmore and May Campbell were giving

rogues. The novelties that gained the Society's

awards were in excellent condition. King White
is very pure, and the flowers are beautifully

placed, whilst the stems are of good length.

Lady Miller, a delightful salmon colour, equals

Mrs. Hugh Dickson for freedom in flowering,

whilst it is several shades deeper than Iris.

Decorator is not likely to be a great exhibi-

tion variety. The colour is rich cerise rose,

bright and teUing, but from the size of the

flower and habit of growth the variety will be
more suited for garden decoration than for the

show board. Three distinct stocks gained

Awards of Merit, and in the same class will be

embraced Aggie Elder, A. A. Fabius. KatliLen,

Rose Diamond and others, the difference be-

tween them being but slight. Bertrand Deal is

a grand lilac mauve variety, and the stock which
received an Award of Merit is an improvenif'^t

upon the original type. The variety E. F.

Felton stood out very strongly among the
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lavenders, but it possesses too much mauve in

the standard. Agricola will make a grand gar-

den variety, for it is strong and free, whilst the

flowers are of great size. The petals are blush

white suffused with lilac.

Among the 250 other stocks growing at the

trials there were several good, though not start-

ling varieties. Earl of Lovelace is a small white

variety, its narrow leaves, frequent doubling, and
the appearance of the buds suggested its being

related to the perennial Lathyrus. This variety

may prove of great value, as it blooms with free-

dom and has numerous four and five-flowered

spikes.

Stirling Stent was not outclassed by any sal-

mon, but a double-flowered stock No. 38,

assuredly Dobbie's Inspector, was very telling,

as it produced more doubles than the so-called

double stocks.

Thos. Stevenson, shaded, was not so good as

No. 43, which was unshaded.
Among the cream pinks there was nothing to

surpass Mrs. Eoutzahn for colour, but Zarina

Spencer, sent by iSIr. Robt. Holmes, was
especially fine.

Edith Taylor, a lovely salmon-rose variety,

was as deserving of an Award of Merit as

Decorator, but we assume it was not in such fine

condition when the Awards were made.
Dragon Fly, sent by Messrs. Aldersey &

Jones, is very quaint^ for it shows close connec-

tion with the ancient Captain Clark and
Columbia. The curious purple veins in the

standard are a feature, but its chief peculiarity

is that the flowers open cream and rapidly change

to rosy-purple, finally turning purple and mauve.
Margaret Madison is several shades paler than

Flora Norton, being a pretty blue colour.

No. 151, evidently Dobbie's True Lavender, was
superb, being easily the truest lavender at the

trials. Among dark varieties King Manoel was
perhaps the finest. It is an extremely dark

maroon and shows less purple than Nubian.
Brunette is smaller, but it is a maroon without

purple.

Quite a number of flaked and watered seed-

lings were on trial, but among deep bine flakes

none surpassed Loyalty, although No. 228, sent

by Messrs. E. W. King & Co., was very deeply

coloured.
No. 238, assumedly Deal's Minnie Orst, was

the best blue watered variety, being a true Helen
Pierce Spencer. Bouquet and Perdita were
pretty pink-watered forms, but, being small

grandifloras, they will not be in great requisi-

tion. Among the dozen or more double stocks no
variety stood out very prominently. Duplex
Crimson King was nearly equal to the scarlet

flower No. 54, sent by Messrs. Dobbie & Co.,

whilst the rest were producing fewer doubles

than some of the ordinary varieties.

KEIGATE HORTICULTUEAL.
July 10.—The twenty-sixth annual show of the

Reigate Horticultural Society wa« held on this

date in the grounds of " The Frenches," the resi-

dence of Mrs. Campion, the president. The show
was a great success, and held in beautiful

weather ; there was a large gathering of visitors.

The exhibits were numerous, and of a very high

standard of quality ; several nurserymen contri-

luted groups, not for competition, notably

Messrs. W. Wells & Co., Merstham, and Messrs.

J. Cheal & Sons, Crawley, Sussex. In a class for

a group of plants in a space of 100 square feet,

the 1st prize was won by Col. Sir B. W.
Inglis, Craigendowie {gr. Mr. F. Phillips). 2nd,

Mrs. C.4MPION, " The Frenches," (gr. Mr. W.
Rose). The collections of vegetables were excep-

tionally good, and in Messrs. Cheal & Sons'

classes competition was keen, only three points

dividing the 1st and 2nd prize groups shown by
Mr. W. M. Blackwood and I\Ir. F. Phllllps
respectively. The silver challenge cup offered

by Mr. H. Hemsley for eight distinct kinds of

vegetables was won finally for the third succes-

sive time by Mr. F. Phillips.

ivi: JLRK £: T s.

ELSTREE AND BOREHAM WOOD
HORTICULTURAL.

July 10.—The fourth summer show in connec-

tion with the above society was held on the above
date in Aldenhara Park by kind permission of

Lord Aldenham and the Hon. Vicary Gibbs, the

President, whose gardener Mr. E. Beckett.
V.M.H., staged two fine honorary exhibits, and
was awarded a Gold Medal. Those consisted of (a)

one of the largest collections of vegetables ever

staged by the exhibitor, and (b) a tastefully-

arranged water garden. E. Greenwood, Esq.,

(gr. Mr. G. Cafell) staged a fine group of
Hydrangeas, together with Coleus and other
foliage plants, for which a Silver Medal was
awarded. Mr. R. F. Felton, florist, Hanover
Square, arranged a table very beautifully with
Carnations not for competition.

The trade growers were represented by Messrs.
Frank Cant & Co., Colchester, who won the
Society's Silver Rose Bowl, defeating Messrs.
Harkness & Son, Hitchin, last year's winners.
Non-competitive exhibits were staged by

Messrs. \Vm. Cutbush & Son, Highgate, who
showed Roses; Messrs. Henry Newman & Sons,
Watford, who staged Sweet Peas and Violas

;

Messrs. Gleeson & Co., Watford, who exhibited
hardy flowers ; and Messrs. Thomson & Char-
man, who arranged a display of Alpine and
hardy flowers.

The show was favoured with excellent weather
and was a great success, to which the untiring
energies of the Hon. Sec, Mr. W. Pritchard,
and an increase of entries greatly contributed.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL OF
IRELAND.

July 11.—The summer show of the Royal
Horticultural Society of Ireland w-as held on

this date in the grounds of Lord Iveagh's resi-

dence. The Challenge Cup offered for a stand

of Roses was won by Dr. J. H. Hall, IMonaghan,

for the third time, so that the cup now become-^

his property. Dr. O'Donel Browne was awarded
the 1st prize in the class for a stand of hybrid

Tea Roses, whilst Mr. T. F. Crozier showed
much better than any other competitor in the

class for 12 Roses. In the classes open only to

nurserymen, Messrs. Alex. Dickson & Sons,
Newtownards, won three prizes, whilst Mr.
Hugh Dickson, Belfast, was awarded four
prizes. Messrs. Charles Ramsay & Son,
Dublin, were awarded a Silver Medal for

an exhibit of Carnation and floral designs.

Sir J. Gore Booth, Lissadell, was also

awarded a Silver IMedal. Other nurserymen who
received medals and prizes were Messrs. Watson
& Son, Clontarf, for Pelargonium " Watson's
Decorator "

; Messrs. Ellis, who showed a group
or rare plants ; and Messrs. Pennick & Co., Del-

gany, for hardy border flowers.

DEBATING SOCIETIES,
WARGRAVE AND DISTRICT GARDENERS^—

The annual ouling of the members of the above association
took place on the 10th inst., when Stralhheldsaye Park and
Rectory were visited. The Rev. F. Page Roberts invited
the members to visit his Rose gardens when he lectured lo

them in January last, and Mr. Martin John Sutton, of
Wargrave Manor, defrayed the expenses of the outing.
The party of 44, left Wargrave at 11.30 a.m., and after a
delightful drive through Twyford Hurst, Bearwood, Abor-
field and Shinfield, arrived at the Rectory soon after 1.30
where lunch was provided. The Roses were greatly admired

also Sweet Peas which are largely grown at Strath fieldsaye.
The gardens of the Duke of Wellington were next inspected
under the guidance of the gardener (Mr. A. Nicholls) the
glass houses, kitchen gardens, terrace gardens, and well
timbered park being each visited in turn.

STIRLING AND DISTRICT HORTICULTU-
RAL.-The second excursion of the season took place
on the 13th inst., when Montague Cottage, Blairlo^ie, the
residence of Colonel Hare, was visited. Montague Cottage
is situated midway between Stirling and Alloa, in grand
environment, nestling at the foot of the Ochils, which
forms a noble background, giving shelier from the north
and a certain protection from the east. Many tender
species succeed in the gardens, notably, Chaemerops humilis
planted 12 years ago, Phormium tenax—a colony of the
latter was raised from seed saved from a plant growing close
by; Choisva ternala, Laurustinus, Magnolias, Paulownia
imperialis, Styrax japonicum, Koelreuteria paniculata, Ere-
merus robustus and Romneya Coulteri.

DEVON AND EXETER HORTICULTURAL.-
The members of this society together with the members of
the Exeter Working Men's Society and the staff of Messrs.
P. Veitch & Son, recently visited Bournemouth on the
occasion of the annual outing. Gardens at Bournemouth,
Boscombe, and Christchurch were inspected, and also the
plantations of the Christchurch French Gardening Company,
where the intensive system was well exemplified. The
paity divided for a portion of the day, some taking steamer
to Swanage and Durlstone, whilst others proceeded to Poole
to see the celebrated public park there. In the evening an
excellent concert was provided in the Winter Gardens.

COVENT GARDEN, July 17.

accept any responsibility for the subjoined
reports. They are furnished to us regularly every
Wednesday, by the kindness of several of the principal

salesmen, wiio are responsible for the quotations. It

must be remembered that these quotations do not repre-

sent the prices on any particular day, but only the
general averages for the week preceding the date of our
report. The prices depend upon the quality of the

samples, the way in which they are packed, the supply
in the market, and tlie demand, and they may fluctuate,

not only from day to day, but occasionally several times
in one day.

—

Eds.]

Out Flowers, &c.: Average Wholesale Prices.

DIED.
Mrs. Olver, wife of Mr. Olver, of Miuterne

Gardens, Dorchester, and formerly of The
Rookery, Nantwich, on the 2nd inst.
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Plants In Pots, Sc. : Average Wholesale Prices (Contd.u

9 0-12

8 0-90
Fuchsias, pei

dozen
GeoMoma gracilis,

CiJ's, per do/en
— larger, each ...

Heliotropes
Hydian^eas white,

48's, pec dozen 18 21
— pink 8 0-12
— blue, each ... 2 0-50
— pauiculata, per

dozen 18 0-21

6 0-80
2 6-76
6 0-80

Ke Belu
a, pi doz 6 0-42

4 0-6060's, per dozen— — larger, per
dozen 18 0-63

l.aiaiiia borboiiica,
ner dozen ... 12 0-30

Lilian) lancifolium
rubrum in pts.,

per dozen .. 15 0-18 (I

— lane if olium
alba 16 0-18

Lili
flor

longl
per

dozen 12 0-15
Lily of the Valley 18 0-21
Marguerites, ill 48's,

per doz„ white 8 0-10
— yellow ... 10 0-12
Mignonette, 48's,

per dozen ... 6 0- 8
Pandanus Veitchii,

per doien ... 36 0-48
Pelargoniums, per

dozen 9 0-12
— Wyleaved ... 7 9
Phoenix rupicola,

each 2 6-21
Rhodanthi, per dz.

pots ... .. 6 0-60
Saxifraga pyrami-

48'f per
dozen ... .. 15 0-18

Spirasa japomca,
per dozen pots 10 0-12

- pink
Verbenas, pink

10 0-12

fi 0- 8
8 0-90

blue

Fruit: Average Wholesale Prices.

Apples:— English *bshl.
— T a s m a n i a n

per case
— Australian per

Ap
"'"

s.d. s.d.

2 6-30

9 6-15

9 6-15

7 6-10half sieves
Bananas, bunch
- Doubles ... 10 0-12
- No. 1 ._ ... 7 6-80
- lixtia 9 0-96
- (iiant 10 —
- Loose, p. doz. fi- 1

- Ked coloured.
- JainaicaGian

5 6-66

flO-£J2

5 0-12
4 0-60
4 6-60

4 0-50
8 0-90
5 0-66
3 0-46

per ton
— Jamaica Ordi-

nary, per bos
(9 doz.)

Cherries, Englith,
4 bushel— pecks

— Cooking^bslil.
Currants:
— (Englisb),Black,

— Black, i'bushi!
— Red,pr"jbshl.
— Red, pecks ...

Figs (Guernse/,
per dozen ... 3 0-80

— l-;iigli!ih ... 3 0-80
Gooseherries, per

i bushel ... 2 6-40— Dessert, J bshl. 3 6-40— Large desseit,
per peck ... 3 6-60

Grape Fruit, case

:

9-26
16-50
10-50
16-26

— 64s t 18 0-20

— 54's !!'

— F;nglifh (n

per lb
— Canon Hal— Muscats

— Black Alicante 10-26
— Madrestield

(curt 10-26
— Gros Maroc ... 10-20

Len
Me pec

2S 0-35
— ordinary, per

case 17 0-26
Limes, per case ... 4 —
Loganberries, per

chip 10- 1

Melons (Guernseys 10-60
(English) ... 10-50
Canteloupe ... 16-60

Nectarines, per

— be
lected ... 8 0-15
it 4 0-00
onds ... 2 0-30

Nuts, Almonds,per
bag 62 6 —

— Spanish, per
sack 40 0-42

— Barcelona, bag 35 6-36 6— Chestnuts, per
bag 3 6-19

— Cocoanuts, 100 18 0-23
— English Cobs

per lb 08 —
— Walnut s

(Naples), kiln
dried, cwt.

— Navels 16 0-18
— Cape, per case 20 --'5

Peaches

:

— French, 4 sieve 6 0- H
— bones 10-20
— Hnijlish, dozen:
— selected ... 10 0-18
— best 6 0-80

10-20
. ppl St.

Michael
Plums, French, *

sieve 5 6-76
— C herry, p.peck 2 0-30
Raspberries:
— punnets, per

dozen 6 0-80
— chips 2 0-26
— peck 3 6-40

Vegetables : Average Wholesale Pricaa.

Artichokes(Globe),
pel dozen ...

Aubergines, per

Be

2 6-36

2 6-30

— B

ins, Engl .

i bushel ... 3 6-50
Scarlet Run-

i bushel 3 0-60

bushel.
per

per— F
packet, lb.

Beetroot, New,
doz. bunches...

Cabbages, p. tally

Cariots (English),
pr. doz. bun...

— (French) per
dozen bunches

Cauliflov

16-20

4-06

2 0-30

4 0-60
per

Cliicory, per lb.

Celery, bundle ... 10-16
Endive, per dozen 2 6-30

bushel 16-20
Hi et).

Lettuce (English).
Cabbage, p. dz.

Marrows, per doz.

16-20

2 6-86

Mint, per do
bunches

Mushrooms, c

vated, i>ei

peck ...

Mnstardand Cress,
p. dz. punnets 10 —

Onions (Egyptian) 7 6 —
— (Spanish) ... 7 6 —
— (Spring), per

doz bunches 16-20
Parsley, J sieve ... 2 0-30
— per doz. bun. 2 —
Feas (English), per

bushel 2 6-46— bags 6 0-10
— shelled, per

quart 10-16
Radishes(English)

per dozen ... 10- 1 6

Spinach, pr bshl. 16-20
Toraatos, per doz,

lbs

pkts., p. gross 7 — — (Guernsey), ... 3 —
Horseradish, 12 -(English), ... 3 0-36

(A.... 12 0-16 — seconds ... 10-16
Leeks, per doz" .. 2 6-30 Turnips (English;,

Lettuce (English), perdz. bunches 3 0-40
" .penally... 2 6-30 Watercress, p. dz.— per dozen ... 10-13 bunches ... 6 —

Remarks.—The following varieties of home-grown Apples
are obtainable: Keswick Codlin. Lord Sutiield, Beauty of
Bath, and Quanenden. Pears of the variety known in the
market as Chalks are also available The rnminpntal

supply of Pears consists principally of the variety Jargonelle.
Tasinanian Apples are still oblainable. There are shorter
su|>pUes of Figs and Melons with an increased demand

;

which also applies to Peaches and Nectarines, especially
the latter. Strawberries are practically over. Raspberries
and Loganberries are obtainable in fairly large quantities,
the bulk of the former coming from the Blairgowrie distiict,
Scotland. Currants, both black and red, are still a good
supply, showing a slight depreciation in value. There is an
abundant supply of home't;rovvM and Channel Island CSrapes
of all varieties, which meet with a coi»sis|ent demand. A
fair assortment of Cherries are slill available. Continental
Gages, Plutns, and Apricots are fairly pleniiful and good.
We have received infoimation from a very reliable source
that the Kent nut crop will be an excellent one. Dessert
varieties of Gooseberries in strike baskets and punnets
are available, including the varieties Sulphur, White Lion
and various red sorts. Green Walnuts are making their
appearance in fairly large quantities. Tomatos are more
plentiful and have sold freely. It is anticipated that large
consignments of Tomatos from Bordeaux and Paris
will reach the London markets sliortly. Vegetables
include Scarlet Runner Beans, Vegetable Marrows and Peas
in variety, the quantities appearing to be suflBcient for all

demands. Cultivated Mushrooms are, as is usual at this
time of the year, very scarce. E. H. R., Covent Garden,
July 17, 7912.

Old Potatos.

Maincrop 3 0-36 per cwt.

New Potatoa.

per cwt.
I

s.d. s.d.

8 6-40 Blacklands
4 0- 6 0| Lincolns

per c\y

Remarks.—There is a plentiful supply of new Potatos,
but the demand is very poor and prices are very much
lower. Edward J. Newborn, Covent Garden and St. Pancras,
luly 17, 1912.

(I^bttuart).

Rev. F. D. Horner, V.M.H.—-Readers will

learn with deep regret of the death of this re-

nowned florist at his home, Greeta House, Bur-
ton-in-Lonsdale, on the 11th inst. He had

THF LATE REV. F. D. HOKNER. V.M.H.

been ailing for a few years, but he survived

many of his older friends. He was the son

of Dr. Horner, of Hull, a notable grower of

Tulips, Ranunculuses and other flowers, and an

able writer in the older floricultural papers, such

as the Gossip of the Garden. The love of flowers

and the ability to write about them were thus

born in him, and well he used both gifts, for his

knowledge was great and his writings inimit-

able. Whilst he had a catholic love for all

flowers, his favourites were Auriculas and
Tulips, and it is by them he will be best remem-
bered. In conjunction with his friend, Mr.
Simonite, he did great things for the Auricula,

and it is largely due to the efforts of these

two men that our Auriculas are so good to-

day. Mr. Horner was the secretary of the

Northern Auricula Society from its commence-
ment for over 20 years, performing similar duty

for the Northern Carnation Society for many
years, and when the Victoria Medal of Honour in

Horticulture was instituted he was chosen as
one of the first recipients. I fain would write
of his kindliness of heart, his love for all living
things, of his humour and rare power of expres-
ing his thoughts by voice and pen, but for the
present these few inadequate lines must suffice
as a tribute to the memory of my dead friend.
James W. Bcntley.

THE WEATHER.
THE WEATHER IN WEST HERTS.

Week ending July 17.

An extremely hot week.—Oa five consecutive days the
highest reading in the thermometer screen exceeded 80"
and on the hottest of those days (the 15lh) rose to 87». In
only three other Julys during the past 26 years has such a
high reading as 87" been recorded here. The nights
although warm, were not nearly as unseasonably warm as
the days. The ground is now 3" warmer at 2 feet deep, and
6° warmer at 1 foot deep, than is seasonable. Throughout
the past fortnight less than one-tenth of an inch of rain has
been deposited, and no rainwater at all has passed through
either of the percolation gauges during the last six days.
I he sun shone on an average for 8i hours a day, which is
Ij hours a day longer than is usual in the middle of July.
On each of the last two days of the week the sun was shining
brightly for over 12 hours. The winds were again as a rule
light, and during the last four days the direction was almo t

exclusively some point of the compass between north and
east. The mean amount of moisture in the air at 3 p.m. fell
short of a seasonable quantity for that hour by 6 per cent
E. M., Berkhamsled, /uty n, 1912.

GARDENING APPOINTMENTS.

\Ctriiiponilenl% nrirequcilrd to nrlf thtmmnif o/ptrfat
tad Bluets jis Itglbly ms postlble. No charge it

made for these announcements, but if a small contribution
IS sent, to be placed m our collecting Box for the Gardeners'
Otfh.in rund. it will be thankfully received, and an
achnoivled^mettt made in these columns.'\

Mr. C. WicKS, for the past 5J years Foreman at Col.
FoLLETT's, Woodside, Old Windsor, as Gardener to
H. J. Danieli-s, Esq., The Grange, Hillingdon, near
Uxbridge, Middlesex,

Mr. W. WiLLcocKS, for the past 5.J years Foreman at
Straffan House, Co. Kildare, as Gardener to Sir RnBEiiT
Hakvey, Bart., Langley Park, Slough, Bucks. (Thanks
for Is. 6d. sent foe R.G.O.F. box. - Eds.)

Mr. H. Bates, for the past SJ years Gar.'ener to Miss E.
Robertson, Sele Grange, Hertford, as Gardener to Mrs.
Hay, Sacombe Park, Ware, Hertfordshire.

Mr. F. I.. Westron, for the past 5 years Gardener to
L. Walker Munro, Esq., Rhinelield, Brockenhiirst,
Hants., as Gardener to A. Benson, Esq., Upper Gattou
Park, Merstham, Surrey. (Thanks for contribution of
Is. 6d. to R G.O.F. box. -Eds.)

Mr. .\. West, for the past 5 years Foreman at Duffryn,
Mountain Ash, as Gardener to F. St. Fair, Esq., Mili
Court, Alton, Hampshire.

urrrtiiponiknU

Ants ln Fruit Houses : A. V. Very often the
nests of ants are made in places where boiling
water can safely be poured over them, which
is sufficient to destroy these pests. If this
does not suffice, inject a little bisulphide of

carbon or Vaporite into their burrows, and the
fumes will kill tlie ants. The " Ballikinrain
Ant Destroyer," prepared by Messrs. Alex.
Cross & Son, Glasgow, is another effective and
poisonous remedy.

Bees : E. Cross. The bees had been dead for

too long a time to admit of investigation. Isle

of Wight disease is suspected. Please send
more bees, crawlers, and pr.ck them when
alive. In the meantime, burn all dead bees
and any excrement from them.

Begonias Diseased : G. T. B. Your plants are
attacked by one of the several species of

Pythium, causing the condition known as
" damping off." Water the plants with a
solution of sulphate of soda, and take preven-
tive measures against a recurrence of the

attack, such as keeping the, house and pro-

pagating frame dry and well ventilated and
drained. In some cases it is well to sterilise

the soil before planting.

CARNATION : H-ollandia, Hampton. A suitable

book is Carnations, Present-Day Gardening
Series, price Is. lOd., post free, from our pub-

lishing department. We do not know of any
magazine or periodical devoted to the Carna-

tion. Perhaps the National Carnation Society

could help you ; the address of the Secretary

is 15, Hamilton Road, Reading.
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Celery Decayed : J. M. The Celery has been

destroyed by a disease known as Sclerotinia

£clerotiorum. Remove and burn all diseased

plants. Take away the infected surface 6oil

and spread it over a grass lawn ; it will do no

harm to the grass, and there will be no danger

of it infecting the vegetable quarter. Replace

by soil mixed with quicklime.

CoTONEASTEE FRiGiDA : H. V. Under ordinary

conditions Cotoneaster frigida fruits regularly

every year. But where a lai'ge crop is pro-

duced one season, the plant becomes ex-

hausted, so that few fruits are produced the

following year. The same thing may often be

noticed with Hollies and many fruit-trees, par-

ticularly Apples.

Cucumber Leaves Spotted : T C. The leaves

are affected by a disease known as Cercospora

melonis, or Cucumber spot. The disease is a

most serious one, and as soon as the malady is

detected every affected leaf should be plucked

off and burnt: if the attack is severe, the

whole plant should be treated in this manner.

On the subject of pj'eventives you will find

articles in the Gardeners' Chronicle for

April 15, 1905, and June 23, 1906. Spraying

with Bordeaux Mixture has not been found

particularly successful, but watering the house

with carbolic acid solution has been found to

do good.

Eel-wor.m : F. S., Henley. You are not correct

in thinking that careless watering could ac-

count for the attack of eel-worm in your gar-

den, though over-watering might cause a

check to the plants, rendering them more
susceptible to attack from infected sources.

If the materials of the hot-bed were formerly

infested with eel-worm, the disease might
have been carried in this way ; it would be

advisable to steriUse aU your potting soil.

See p. 30 in the last issue.

Fence : Weehly Reader. If you consider a
higher fence of sufficient importance, and are

quite sure that your land is accurately mea-
sured out, and that the fence is your own, you
can give written notice to your neighbours
calling upon them to remove the projecting

boards within, say, seven days, and stating

that, unless this is done, you will have them
sawn off. It is to be hoped that this notice

will induce the neighbours to come to an
amicable arrangement, as otherwise you may
have to defend a lawsuit for "trespass."

This is often a long and complicated matter,

besides involving you in expense, even though
the verdict should be in your favour. If the

sheds have rested on the fence for many years,

you should consult your solicitor before cut-

ting off the projections, as the roofs may have
acquired a "prescriptive" right to support
from the fence. We assume that the sawing-
off would be done from your own side of the
fence.

Fish Manure : Correspondent. We are not
aware of any book which treats of the manu-
facture of fish manure from the point of view

of the manufacturer. Mr. A. D. Hall's

Fertilizers and Manures discusses the method
in a general way, but does not give any
methods of wholesale manufacture. We should

advise you to get into touch with some firm

which deals in this manure, such as Messrs. A.

Cross & Co., Glasgow, or the Humber Fish
Manure Co., Hull. The actual process con-

sists of extracting the oil by heated pressure,

then drying the material and putting it

through a disintegrator to reduce it to

powder.

Grapes Discoloured: W. A. B. There is no
disease present in your Grapes, but the vines

are evidently suffering from want of ventila-

tion. Take care to ventilate the houses well,

especially in the early morning, and you will

probably find that t^e discoloration will not

continue.

Grapes Diseased : H. W. B., S. If., /. S. D.,

J. P., Doncaster, and R. M. The Grapes
are suffering from a disease popularly

known as Grape Rot, which is caused by
a fungus, Gloeosporium ampelopha.gum. The
plants should be sprayed during the

resting season with a solution of sulphate

of iron, 1 ounce in a gallon of water. All the

diseased berries should be at once removed,
and the bunches dredged with flowers of

fiulphur.

Insurance : J. E. W., Kingswood. From your
letter, we gather that you and your father

work in partnership as florists and seedsmen,

and that you are part owners of the business.

If this is so, there is no question of employ-

ment of one by the other, and unless you em-

plov other men or women to woik for you, the

Act does not affect you. If you do employ
labour, you can obtain all particulars as to

payment's and benefits from the local post

office.

Lawn ; Verdant. Your experience with your
lawn is very similar to our own. The drought

of spring and early summer was very un-

favourable to the growth of seedling grasses,

and especially the finer varieties. As in your

case w© sowed a mixture of the best lawn
grasses, but, owing to the dry weather, only

the coarser kinds and the weeds survived, so

that the turf is very patchy. If you do as you
pi-opose, roU and mow the turf well and water

it frequently, this should put matters right,

especially as you did not destroy the old turf.

Lettuce Culture in Frames : T. B. G. The
unsuitable nature of your soil and the con-

fir.ed space of the frame are responsible for the

failure. Employ a compost consisting of equal

parts leaf-mould and loam with the addition of

a sixth part of decayed horse manure, as leaf-

mould uslmJ alone would cause the .soil to be too

light and open in texture. To be successful

with early batches of Cos Lettuce in frames

during the spring, the lights should be re-

moved on all favourable occasions; in fact, as

the season advances, the best results are ob-

tained when the plants are gradually hardened
and the lights eventually dispensed with.

Unless Cos Lettuces are specially desired, it

would be better to depend on Cabbage varieties

for the eailiest supplies.

Lily of the Valley Dying : J. G. B. The
plants have been destroyed by the Eucharis,

or Bulb-mite. The best preVentive of this

pest is good cultivation, for the mites are most
often found in bulbs which are in a bad con-

dition, and have been debilitated by ill-advised

treatment, such as periodic forcing and rest-

ing, in order to produce two or three crops a

year. We do not know of any perfectly satis-

factory cure, thougli you might try watering

with a solution of nitrate of soda. The best

way is to burn badly affected bidbs, and obtain

fresh, healthy stock, endeavouring to keep the

plants healthy by good cultivation. It is

stated that lime in the soil has a deterrent

effect on the mite.

Melon Plants Dying: A. E. The plants are

attacked by- a fungus known as Melon-rot

(Scoletotrichum melophthorum). Remove all

badly diseased plants, and spray the remainder

every day, until all trace of the disease dis-

appears. The best specific for the purpose is

liver of sulphur, at a strength of 1 ounce in

3 gallons of water. It is well to guard

against future attacks of this sort by avoiding

overwatering, especially in damp weather.

Melon Stem Injured : W. S. li. An examina-

tion of the stems you send reveals the fact that

the roots of the Melons have been destroyed by

eel-worms. See illustrated article on eel-

worms in the last issue, p. 31.

Names of Plants: 0. A. F. Erythrina Crista-

gaXW.—Millar Brothers. The quantity of wet

packing used had so rotted the flower that

there was no trace of colour left.— 7'. P. A.

1, Cimicifuga racemosa ; 2, Polemoniura

coeruleum album ; 3, Veronica longifolia ; 4,

probably Malva moschata {this specimen was

rendered unrecognisable by packing too

moist) ; 5, Campanula alliarisefolia ; 9, Detitzia

crenata.

—

F. T. B. 1, Acanthus mollis ; 2,

Gleditschia triacantha ; 3, Trachelium

coeruleum.— T'. J. M. 1, BrowaUia (Strepto-

solen) Jamesonii ; 2, Plumbago capensis ; 3,

Cestrum (Habrothamnus) roseum ; 4, not recog-

nised ; send when in flower ; 5, Acacia sp. (in-

sufficient for identification) ; 6, Maranta bicolor

var. (Brazil).—yfor/icr. Euphorbia, probably

E. helioscopia (specimen very scrappy).—?". .S'.

1, not recognised; 2, Veronica Teucrium_; 3,

SpiriEa filipendula ; 4, Campanula (specimen

too scrappy) ; 5, Veronica (imperfect speci-

men) ; 6, Origanum vulgare ; 7. Acalypha sp.

—

H. Good. Heuchera brizoides.—Georj/e

Cockle. Dracunculus vulgaris ; sometimes

know'n in gardens under the name of Arum
Dracunculus.

—

F. Dover. Dracunculus vul-

garis, a light- coloured form.

—

T. T. 1, Pteris

tremula ; 2, P. cretica ; 3, Adiantum formo-

sum ; 4, Asplenium bulbiferum ; 5, A. tricho-

manes.

—

Burt. 1, Odontoglossum crispum ; 2,

0. Lindleyanum; 3, Oncidium divaricatum ; 4,

Brassia brachiata ; 5, Ca?logyne fuliginosa ; 6,

Dendrobium bicameratum.

—

T. J. F. 1, Scolo-

pendrium vulgare ; 2, Panax Victorise, so far

as we can judge from the scrap received ; 3,

Nephrolepis rufescens Mayi ; 4, SelagineUa

viticulosa; 5, Nephrolepis rufescens ; 6. Pani-

cum plicatum.

Nectarine Diseased : W. E. Spraying is not

practicable while the fruit is ripening. The
only thing to be done this year is to remove all

the diseased fruits ; but next season, when the

buds are expanding, the trees should be
sprayed every fortnight until the fruit is set.

Bordeaux Mixture must not be used ; the best

spraying material is a solution of liver of

sulphur.

Peach Leaves Dying : H. H. There is no
disease present in the leaves of the Peach and
Nectarine trees you send us. The injury

appears to have been caused by unsuitable

water or by fumes of some kind. It might be

as well to overhaul the heating apparatus to

see whether there is any chance of sulphur en-

tering the house from the stokehold.

Rose La France: J. 1'. Your Roses are

attacked by the disease known as " Orange
Rust." In autumn the same disease, which
in summer takes the form now seen, appears

as little black spots on the leaves, which fall

prematurely. The two stages of the disease

.

are so opposite that they were at one time
thought to be distinct diseases. The best way
to check the disease is to burn infested leaves

and shoots, and spray the plants with
potassium sulphide.

Soil : T. J . C. So far as the analyses which
you furnish us with go, the soils in question

would appear to be well found in all the con-

stitutents of plant food, and from them alone

no conclusions can be drawn as to the manur-
ing. It may be taken, however, as a general

rule that London clay soils are the better for

liming and for dressings of basic slag. We
recommend an application of ground chalk at

the rate of 1 lb. per square yard, or quick-

lime at i lb. per square yard applied in the

autumn, followed with ^ lb. per square yard

of basic slag any time in the winter. The
effects of the lime lasts for many years, but

the basic slag had better be renewed each

year for .some time to come; with that and
ordinary farmyard manure thoroughly satis-

factory crops should be produced.

Sweet Peas Withering : F. F. There is no
disease present in your Sweet Peas, but you
have evidently overwatered them, and that is

the cause of their dying.

Weed on Pond : J. T. The weed you send us

is that known as " flannel weed," and is very

troublesome to eradicate. The best specific is

copper sulphate ; this has been found most suc-

cessful, notably in the case of the pond in St.

James's Park, "London, which has been entirely

cleared of weeds by this means in a very short

time. Ordinary commercial copper sulphate

should be used, and for a small pond sliould

be broken small, and enclosed in a bag of

loose texture, which should be tied to the end

of a pole, and dragged backwards and forwards

tlii-ough the water. In water with a tem-

perature of about 60° Fahr. about 100 lbs. of

copper sulphate can be so distributed in an

hour. If the water is very hard, or contains

much organic matter, a greater amount of

the copper sulphate should be used. It is

necessary to calculate the amount of water in

a pond in order to determine the amount of

copper sulphate which may safely be applied.

This is done bv multiplving together the aver-

age length, depth, and "breadth of the pond in

feet, and multiplying the result by 6^, the

approximate number of gallons in a cubic foot.

r^nmmiini^^tinn« Rorcived. p. Artderson, Johannes-
'^ Wr(X'n"*fri;. td-"'r'R.G.O.F.,^W^ E W. McC._
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T A. H.-K. & Son_B. M. W._A. H._C. S. VVrothain—

C H. 6xon_F. K. W._F. L. W,_A. H. C.-]. W. P. M.

_J. G._T. M._E. A. B._W. G. K._J. VV. Foreinan-
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ROSE SHOWS.

NOW that the summer Rose shows are

practically over it ma.'v be a con-

venient time to consider how far

they fulfil the object of theii- existence,

and what improvement may be possible

in respect to their nature and manage-

ment.

It may fairly be claimed that the chief

object of a show is to display the Roses

to the public in as perfect a condition as

the flowers can be staged. The competi-

tion for, and the awarding of, prizes

is only a means for attaining the end

already mentioned, and ought not to be

considered as anything more than a

valuable method of encouraging each

exhibitor to display h's flowers to the

best advantage. Competition is, there-

fore, merely a means to an end, and not

an end in itself. Of the 6,000 members of

the National Rose Society it was recently

computed that the total number of exhi-

bitors was fewer than 200, and in most

of the local societies the proportion of

exhibitors to members is but little higher.

The other members are, perhaps, not less

interested in the flowers, but what they

subscribe for is not the right to exhibit,

but to support the show and to enable

them to see and criticise the flowers when

That competition among the exhibitors

is a most eSicient means for attaining the

end in view few will deny. The public

have long ago discovered it ; not only do

they give their money for this purpose,

but it is common to find the most beautiful

and elaborate exhibits bearing the legend
" not for competition " entirely neglected

by visitors in favour of far less preten-

tious, and sometimes less beautiful,

competitive exhibits. In these classes it is

possible that the visitors may, in some
cases, find a pleasure in criticising the

decisions of the judges ; in others they

may find a satisfactory sense of the sound-

ness of their own judgment, when they

feel able to appreciate the stand marked
with the red strip appropriate to the

first prize ; whilst others, again, may have

come with an honest desire of informing

themselves as to what really are the best

Roses, and it is in the first-prize stands

they will naturally seek for this

information.

Various, no doubt, are the interests of

visitors at the Rose shows, but one and

all desire to see the Roses at their best,

and it ought to be our ideal of a Rose

show to satisfy this legitimate desire. Do
we really approach this ideal 1 I fear it

must be confessed that in many cases the

question cannot be answered in the

afiirmative.

The normal course of a Rose show,

whether in London or in the provinces, is

very much after the same pattern. Early

in the morning the exhibitors assemble,

most of them having necessarily cut their

flowers the day before. If the atmosphere
of the exhibition hall or tent is hot the

flowers that are obviously full blown are

replaced from the spares, but any that

have a chance of standing will be left tied

till the last moment. The exhibition will

be cleared for judging at about 10.30 or

11 o'clock and the task of judging will

usually occupy about an hour. If the

exhibition flowers will stand for this hour

of criticism, that is all that is requiied of

them. Later, when the prizes have been

awarded, the flowers may " fly " or fade

as they please, the exhibitor being

indifferent.

Towards 12 o'clock, when judging is

finished, the exhibition will generally be

thrown open to the public. In the

country a few enthusiasts will come at

that hour, and in London a somewhat

larger body will survey the show in toler-

able peace and contentment. Not so the

bulk of the visitors. They will not be

there for three hours or more, but from

3 to 5 o'clock the tents will usually be full

of visitors. In a normal year the 12

o'clock enthusiasts will probably have

little to complain of ; the Roses, for the

most part, will still be holding well, but

in many cases they will be rapidly getting

worse. It often happens that by the time

the greater part of the public arrive the

medal blooms have greatly deteriorated,

as many of them did this year at Regent's

Park, and then only a vivid imagination

can depict them in the state of growth

that looked so well at judging time.

The drooping and faded condition of

the flowers when so many of the visitors

inspect the shows in the late afternoon is

alike to be admitted and deplored. In

the case of the thinner blooms, which must

be shown young if they are to stand even

till the judging is completed, the opening

of the flowers accompanied by the loss of

form and apparent reversion to the
pristine condition of the single Rose has
become a common matter of remark,
and is much to be regretted, leading,
as it often does, to the visitors

forming a totally wrong idea of what the
flowers ought to be when seen at their
best. Is there no remedy ? I do not
despair of one. I believe that difficult as
the task may be it might certainly be over-
come if exhibitors would determine that
better things should be achieved.

I often think ' should like to see a
class or classes judged at a late hour

—

shall we say, 4 o'clock in the afternoon ?

—

the exhibitors not being allowed to alter

their exhibits after the tents are cleared
in the morning. There would, no doubt,
be some difliculty about such a class, and
it could only be used as an experimental
matter, just as one has seen classes for

table decorations adjudged by ballot of

the visitors attending the show. It would
not be practicable to postpone the general
awards in this way, because such a course
would neither be convenient to the
officials nor satisfactory to the visitors

who like to notice who have had the prizes

awarded to them.

The best cliance of improvement seems
to be with the exhibitors themselves. If

they could be induced to study their

flowers in the afternoon, and, feeling a
dislike to show flowers which are certain

to fade before the day is past, would look
some hours ahead when selecting their

flowers for staging, a great step would be
gained. Something in this direction might
also be done by the judges ; in fact, their

co-operation is essential. If they wei'e

willing always to prefer small, well-

shaped and fresh flowers to coarse,

loose blooms and those just on the point
of expanding, exhibitors would soon ap-

preciate the value of young flowers, and
follow the lead thus given. At present,

unfortunately, too great a value is set by
many judges on mere size. Blooms on

the point of expanding are necessarily

larger than those whicli are young and
fresh, but it is legitimate to hope for an

improvement of taste in this respect.

Again something might be done by the

officials and those responsible for the ar-

rangements at the show, if they would

take timely means to keep the tent or

building in which the exhibition is held

at a reasonable temperature. The best

course in the case of a tent is to take the

matter in hand early in the morning

before the atmosphere gets hot, and loop

the sides up to a greater or less extent

nearly to the level of the staging. By
this means the wind and sun do not

obtain direct access to the flowers, and

yet the tent is kept fairly cool. What
usually happens is that the tent is left

tightly closed till its occupants can bear it

no longer, and then portions of the sides

are ruthlessly torn down and the flowers

exposed to the elements ; wind and sun

then complete the discomfiture of the un-

fortunate Roses placed near the opened

sides, and the tent, having got thoroughly

hot, does not cool again.

While the evil is obvious to everyone,

we must look for its correction in no heroic
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measure, but in the combined efforts of

exhibitors, judges, and officials, together
with a general improvement in taste, all

being directed to one end, namely, the
preservation of the flowers in first-class

condition down to the close of the show.
If this conclusion is correct another will

follow, and that is that improvement
must only be looked for gradually. Yet,
when we consider how much has been
done of recent years in improved methods
of staging and arrangement, and how
much more graceful and pleasing many
of the decorative exhibits now appear
than the crowded bunches of a few years

ago, when the beauty of the individual

flowers was lost in a mere mass of colour,

we have, I think, some ground for hope
that the reforms we look for will

not be long delayed. White Eose.

THE FLORA OF KWAN6TUNG AND

HONGKONG.'

This book is a valuable supplement to the
somewhat copious recent literature on Chinese
botany, inasmuch as it is of a descriptive char-

acter. Since the publication of Bentham's Flora
Hnnglongensis in 1861, no work has appeared on
the general flora of any part of China that could

be used in the identification of the plants. The
plan of the book assumes some previous knowledge
of the subject. It is essentially a supplement to

Bentham's Flora, but covering a much wider
area. Hongkong itself is only about one-fifth the

size of the Isle of Wight, whUe the province of

Kwangtung is nearly a.s large ae Great Britain.

-Vpart from the new territory, comprising about
300 square miles of the mainland north of Kow-
loon. besides a number of islands, the province
of Kwangtung has only been partially botanised
along the main river-courses and over a few
outlying mountain peaks. The principal fact

established by this partial exploration of the
mainland is the existence of plants previously
only known from Hongkong, and of others whicli

are common to Central and Western China.
Some of the gazetteers describe Hongkong as

barren and desolate, and it has that appearance,
from some aspects, at least; but it is probabl.-

that it formerly had a much richer vegetation.
The great variety of many of the species still

existing points to fuch a conclusion. Messrs
Dunn and Tutcher have not summarised their

work in relation to the additions; but Bentham
gives some interesting statistics, and institutes

floral comparisons with other areas, as known
fifty years ago. We have roughly tabulated the
new flora, including a few introduced plants,

and wo are thus able to indicate with some ap-

proach to accuracy the numerical composition
of the vegetation as to families (Orders), genera,
and species, and in relation to Bentham's figures.

The totals are :

—

Families. Genera. Species.

Bentham 125 550 1003
Dunn & Tutcher 136 737 1518

A rigid comparison and the elimination of a few
colonised plants would not materially affect de-

ductions from a phytogeographical standpoint.

Numerically the flora is very rich, considering

the small area, comprising representatives of

more than three-fourths of the families of vascu-

lar plants—flowering plants, Ferns, and theiv

allies, usually recognised in the flora of the

world. Of course these figures give no idea cf

the vegetation, for, as already mentioned, many
of the species are very rare, and of some only
solitary individuals have been observed. As a

• Flora of Kwangtung and Hongkong, by S. T. Dunn
and W. J. Tutcher. Kew BulUlin, addiiional Series X,
pp. 870. Price Is. 6d. U12.

specimen of the constitution of the remnants of
primeval forest on low ground in Hongkong, we
extract the following paragraph from Dunn and
Tutcher's " Introduction "

:
" On an acre were

found 31 trees of Aporosa leptostachya ; the
same number of Poupartia Fordii ; 10 Antidesma
Bunius; 8 Nephelium Longana; 4 Eugenia
Jlilletiana; 3 Garcinia multiflora ; 2 each of

Bischofia javanica, Cinnamomum Burmannii and
Ardisia quinquegona, and single trees of Litsea
Sebifera, Helicia erratica, and Ficus chlorocarpa.
The ground in such woods is covered with
Scitamineae, Liliaceee, Piperacese, and various
Grasses and Ferns, while huge Lianes climb over
the trees and hang in weird festoons into the
semi-darkness of the underwood. These Lianes
comprise various species of Derris and Dalbergia,
besides numerous species of Apocynacese and
Asclepiadeae. On the higher ground the woods
are formed of Oak, Holly, Pine, Symplocos,

ROSE BENNETT'S SEEDLING.
The value of this beautiful, old-fashioned Rose

is well shown in fig. 30, which illustrates a
splendid example covering the front of Mr.
Edward Mawley's residence. The well-known
secretary of the National Rose Society was good
enough to give us a few particulars of this charm-
mg example, which he found on the house on
entering into occupation nearly 30 years ago.
During this long period Mr. Mawley
says he has never known the plant to

fail to produce an abundant display of its very
fragrant, white flowers. Although it is classed as
a summer-flowering Rose, this variety has a very
long flowering season. Bennett's Seedling belongs
to the Ayrshire class, and was raised by the
grower whose name it bears in 1840; it is also

known as "Thoresbyana." Its hardy constitu-

tion, vigorous habit, and free-flowering nature

J
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NOTICES OF BOOKS.

The Flora of Bristol.*

British botanists and others interested in

the rich flora of the Bristol district will not be

disappointed in the handsome volume which Mr.

J. W. White has recently issued to the public.

Its superficies may be computed, roughly, at

720 square miles, an area about equal to that of

an average-sized English county. . . About
one-third of this area lies in the Watsonian rice

country of West Gloucester; the remainder in

that of North Somerset.

This beautiful and closely-printed work of

does credit to British botanists, even if it does

to residents in the Bristol district. There is a

sad falling oft in the number of subscribers when
compared with such a work as Mr. Bagnall's

Flora of Warwickshire published nearly a

generation ago.

Nor is this book a mere catalogue of the flower-

ing plant.s and Ferns, with lists of localities for

the less common or more interesting species.

That type of local flora has well-nigh gone: the

student of to-day requires something more—he

wants notes upon the ecological features of a

district, upon plant associations and their relation

to the climate, geology, the physical features, and

kindred matters.

Fig. 31. - CATTLEYA ARTEMIS (c. IKIS X c. GASKELLIANA.)

700 pages, with map and three plates, is very

much more than a second edition of the author's

modest Flora of the Bristol Coalfield, which

was published by the Bristol Naturalists' Society

in 1886. The book before us is a completely new

one, and for the extent and thoroughness of its

contents it compares favourably with the very

best of the county or other local Floras. It is

cheap at 12s. 6d., or 10s. to subscribers, and

yet the subscription list of some 128 names hardly

* " The Flora n/ Hrislol," being an accoimt of all the

flowering plants, Ferns, and their allies that li:ive been found
in the diftrict of the Bristol coalfields, by James Waller
White, Bristol and London, 1912; 13s. 6d. net.

In addition to some interesting notes ot this

character in the body of the book, and to de-

tailed descriptions of some of the rarer and more
obscure forms found within the chosen area, tiie

Introduction, divided into 14 sections, gives a

valuable account of the topography of the dis-

trict, geology, elevation and surface, coast,

woodland, common lands, bog and peat, river

drainage, climate, &c. Not the least interesting

of these sections is that on the " Origin of the

Flora and its Modern Modifications," in which

Mr. White gives evidence of his extensive know-

ledge of the European flora, gained by numerous

visits to the Continent. The distribution of the

more noteworthy species, according to geological

form4tions, is also well done.

The 60 pages devoted to the history of Bristol

botany is not only interesting reading, but a valu-

able contribution to botanical biography. The
concise biographies start with Turner, Lyte, and
Cierard, and finish with tlie names of R. P.

Murray and four local botanists.

The late Prof. Babington is described as " the

greatest systematic botanist of his generation,

and it is feared the last systematist to occupy so

high a position in university education." The
author, who is special lecturer on systematic

botany in the University of Bristol, goes on

to say that " in planning a course of botany,

a mean must be sought between the older

methods, which gave too small an insight into

the principles of plant life and the problems of

living matter, and that newer nature study

which, seeing little save through a, microscope,

has no breadth of view."

The work is particularly free from typogra-

phical errors, and the type is good and clear.

H. S. Thompson.

PLANT NOTE.

SOLANUM WENDLANDn.
SoLANUM Wendlandii, a native of Costa Rica,

is one of the most attractive of all greenhouse

climbers, producing large, bold trusses of lilac-

blue flowfrs. It requires a moderately warm
temperature and a humid atmosphere during its

season of active growth ; but after the flowering

stage it should have a period of rest. The
most successful method of propagation is from

the dormant cyeg of the previous year's growth.

Cuttings with two or three buds root readily

in sandy soil if inserted during early spring and
grown in a warm, moist house. Growth is

very rapid, and the shoots being of a spiny,

tenacious character, become entangled if

neglected. The plants may be potted on as

required in a mixture of loam, leaf-mould, sand,

and a little artificial manure, and grown in a

temperature of about 60°. The flowering season

is from July onwards. After the growth Ls well

ripened, the plant may be dried off gradually,

and allowed to rest during the winter in a cool,

dry house. Before being started into growth

again, the side shoots should be cut back to

one or two buds. The plant is a gross feeder

when in full growth. Red spider is a very

troublesome pest, and must be kept in check

by the frequent use of the syringe. Attrac-

tive specimens may be obtained in pots by

cutting the plants back to one or two " eyes."

The shoots, if allowed to grow unchecked, will

produce large terminal trusses of bloom the

same summer; they have a tendency to grow to

a great length ; but they bend readily and may
be made to form circular loops or knots. The
plant is figured in the Botanical Magazine, tab.

5914, from specimens sent to the Royal Garden,

Kew, in 1882, by Dr. Wendland, Director of the

Royal Gardens at Herrenhausen, Hanover. B. 0.

WiJIiams.

CATTLEYA ARTEMIS.
A First-class Cbrtificatb was awarded this

fine hybrid (see fig. 31) when shown by Lieut.

-

Col. Sir Geo. L. Holford, K.C.V.O. (gr. Mr. H. G.

Alexander), at the Holland House exhibition.

The use of C. Iris (C. bicolor x C. Dowiana
aurea) has imparted a fine substance to the flower,

the segments being well displayed. The sepals

and petals are pearly-pink, with a slight rose

veining. The broad labellum is ruby-crimson,

with a distinct yellow disc on white ground.
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REPORT ON THE CONDITION OF THE OUT-DOOR FRUIT CROPS.
[FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENTS.]

The words 'Average," "Over," o
AND " Good,"

" Under," as the case may be, indicate the amount of the crop ;

'Very Good," or "Bad," denote the quality.

Fuller comments will be given in the following numbers. See also Leading Article on page 72.

COUNTY.
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CONDITION OF THE FRUIT CROPS -rcon(iM«ed;.
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CONDITION OP THE FKUIT C-RO-?^-(continued).
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CONDITION OF THE FRUIT C'RQV^~(contimied).

A, Midland Counties.

WARWICKSHIRE....

5. Southern Counties,

BERKSHIRE

DORSETSHIRE..

HAMPSHIRE..

MIDDLESEX..

Under; bad

Under
;
good

Under; gi

Under

Under ; good

Under

Average

Under; good

Average

Average
;

Under
;
good

Under ; very-

good
Average

;

good
Under ; good

Under
;
good

Under ;goo.i

Average
;

good
Under; good

Under
;
good

Average

;

good
Average .

good
Average

Average

;

good
Average

;

good
Under

Average

;

good
Average

Average

;

gool
Average

Over; good

Over; good

Average

Average

Average

;

good
Under

Under; bad

Under

Average

;

very good
Under; good

Under; good

Average

Average

;

good
Average

;

very good

Under; bad

Average

;

Average
;

Average

Average

Average
;

good
Average

Average

;

very good
Average

;

good
Under; very

good
AveraL'e;
good

Average

;

good
Average

;

good
Average

;

Over ; very

Over ; very
good

Over; very
good

Average

;

good
Average

;

good
Average

;

good
Average

Over
;
good

Over; good

Over; gocd

Average

Average

;

good

Average

Over; very

Over

Over
;
good

Over; gooJ

Under
;
good

Under; good

Aver.ige
;

good
Under

Over ; very
good
Under

Average

;

good
Average

Under

Under; very
good

Average
;

very good
Over ; very

Average

;

Average ;

very good
Over ; very

good

Under
;
good

Under ; very
good

Under ; good

Under

Under; good

Average

Under

Under; good

Average

Average
good

Average
good

Average
good
Under

Over ; good

Average

;

CHERRIES.

Average

;

good
Average

;

good
Average

;

good

Average
;

good
Average

;

good
Average

Under

Over ; very
good

Under; bad

Under

Average

Over; very
good

Average
;

good
Average

:

good

Average
,

good
Average

;

good
Average

;

good

Averagi
good

Average
; Over ; good

good
l^ver

; good Over ; good

Under

PEACHES
AND NEC-
TARINES.

Under; bad

Under; good

Average
;

good

Average

;

Over; very
good

Over ; very
good

Average

Under; good

Under

Under
;
good

Under
;
good

Average

;

good
Under

;
good

Under

Under

Under

Under

Average

;

good

Under

Average
;

bad
Average

Average;
good

Average

Under

Under
;
good

Under

Under

Under; bad

Under

Average ;

good
Average

Under

;

very bad
Under; bad

Under ;
good

Under; good

Average

Under; good
Average

;

good
Under; good

Average;
good

Over ; good

Average

;

good
Over ; very

good
Under; bad

Under; good

Under; bad

Under
; good

Under; good

Under; good

Average
;

good
Average

Under

Under

Under; good

Under ; fair

Good

Average;
good

Under; bad

Under ; good

Under ; bad

Average
;

very good
Average

;

good

Average
;

good
Over

Over; very
good

Average;
good

Average
;

good
Over ; very

Average

Under

Average

Average

;

good
Under

Under ; good

Average ;

verv good
Over; very

Over; good
Average

;

Under; good

Over ; very

Average
good

Under

Average

Average

;

good
Over ; good

Under

Under ; good

Under

Under ; bad

Under; bad

Under

Average

;

very good

good
Average

;

Over ; very
good

Average

Average

Average

;

very good
Over

Over
;
good

Over ; very

Average
;

very good
Average

Over ; very
good

Average

;

good

Under; bad

Average

Under

Under

Average

Under

Under ; bad

Under
;
good

Under; good

Under; bad

Average

Under

Under

Under; bad

Under; bad

Under; bad

Under; good

Average

;

good
Average

;

very good
Over ; very

good
Over

Average ; bad

Under; bad

Under
;
good

Under
;
good

Average
;

very good
Under

Under

Under; goo.

Under

Under; good

Average
;

very good
Under

Under; good

Average

;

good
Under; good

Average
good

Average

;

good

Average
good

Under; go

NAME AND ADDRESS.

Average

;

good
Average

;

good

Chas. Harding, Ragley Hall
Gardens, Alcester.

H. Dunkin. Mount Pleasant
Gardens, Warwick.

Jno. Masicrson, Westoa
oujc Gardens, Shipston-

H. F. The Garden

Average

;

Under

Over

Average

;

good
Over

Under

Average

Average
(Filberts

aver ; Wal-

F. Capp, The Garde Cha

Royal

Park

A. MacKe
dens, Wir

J. Howard, Benhar
Gardens, Newbury.

F. Freed, East Hcndred Gar-
dens. Steventon.

A. B. Wadds, Englefield Gar-
dens, Reading.

T. Turton, Castle Gardens,
Sherborne.

Thos. Denny, Down House
Gardens. Blandford.

J. Jaques, Bryanston Gardens,
blandford.

Kcmpshall, Abbotsburv
Castle Gardens.

, Shakelton, Forde Abbey
Gardens, Chard.

Olver, Mini6rne, Cerne
Abbas,

li. C. Parslow, County OflGces,
Dorchester.

H. G. Nichols, Strathfieldsaye
Gardens, Mortimer R.S.O.

Over ; good
j
Under; bad

\

Average

;

good
Over ; good

Average

Over ; very
good

Over
;
good

Over ; very
good
Over

Over ; very
good

Average;
good

Average

Under; good

Average

Under

Over ; good

Average

Over ; very
good

Average

;

good

Average

;

Average

Over ; very
good

Over; very
good

Over ; very
good

Over ; good

Over ; good
Over ;

good

Average

;

Over ; very

Under; bad

Under; bad

Under

Over; very
good

Under; goo i

Under; bad

Under

Under
;
good

Average

Average

Under; good

Under ; bad

Under ; bad

Average

;

bad
Under

Under; good

Under

Average

Under

Average

;

bad
Under;

very good
Under; good

Under ; very
good

Under; good

)ver ; good

)ver; good

Average

Over

Over

Average

Over

Average

Over ; good

Over
.
good

A. Legge, Dogmersficld Park.
Gardens, Winchficld.

Henry Martin, Hartley Lodg^?
Garde
npto

Cadnam, South-

Over ; very
good
Over

Average

;

good
Average

Average

;

good
Average

;

over

Average

;

good
Average

Over ; good

Over ; very
good

Average

;

good

Over
;
good

Average

;

good
Over ; good

A. W. Blake, The Castle Gar-
dens, Highclere, near New-

H. C' Dredge, The Gardens.
Chilworth Manor, Romsey.

iHenry Tullett. Ashe Park Gar-
! a=ns. Overton.
II',. Molyneux, Swanmore Park,
I

Bishop's Waltham.
George Woodward, Barham
Cou;t Estate Gardens,
MaiJbione.

Geo. Bunyard, Royal Nur-
series, Maidstone.

William Lewis, East Sutton,
Park, Maidstone.

Geo. Fennell, Bowden, Ton-
bridge.

Geo. Lockyer, Mereworth
Gardens, Maidstone.

John Thomas Shann, The
Gardens, Bettshanger Park,
Easlry, Dover.

Charles E. Shea, The Elms,
Foots Crav.

W. E. Humphreys, Blendoo
Hall Gardens, Bexley.

H. Cannell and Sons, Eyns-
ford.

J. G. Weston, Eastwell Park
Gardens, Ashford.

H, Markhara, Wrotham Park
Gardens. Barnet.

W. Poupart, Marsli Farm,
Twickenham.

John Weathers, Talbot Road,
Isle rth.

Hawkes, Osterley Park-
ens, Isleworth.
Ltes, Cross De€p Gar-
Twickenham.

S. T. Wright, R.H.S. Gardens,
Wisley, Ripley.

Geo. Kent, The Gardens,
Norbury Park. Dorking,
eo. Halsey, Riddings Court
Gardens, Caterham Valley.
'. H. Honess. Hopedene
Gardens, Holmbury St.

Mary, Dorking.
James Watt, The Gardens,
Mynthurst, Reigate.

Jam-s Lock, Oatlands Lodge-
Gardens, Weybridge.

Thos. Smith, Coombe Court-
Gardens, Kingston Hill,

hos. Tyson, Wykthursi Park
Gardens, Haywards Heath.

J. Muddell, Sedgwick J-ark

Gardens, Horsham.
, Wilson, The Gardens,
Eridge Castle, Tunbridge
Wells.

William E. Bear, Hailsham.
'. H. Smith, West Dean
Park Gardens. Chichester.

W. A. Cook, The Gardens,
Leonardslee, Horsham.
'. J. Langridge, Ote Hall
Gardens, Burgess Hill.
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CONDITION OF THE FRUIT G-&OVS,-(contimted).

5. Southern Couutiei

SUSSliX (continued).

WILTSHIRE..

7. England, N.W.
CUMBERLAND

LANCASHIRE

WESTMORELAND.,

8. Euglaud, S.W.

CORNWALL

DEVONSHIRE..

HEREFORDSHIRE.

MONMOUTHSHIRE.,

SOMERSETSHIRE...

Under
;
good

Under
; good

Average

;

good
Under : bad

Jnder; good

Average

;

very good

Under; bad

Under

Average

Under

Average

;

good
Under

;
good

Under

Average

Average

Under

Under

Under
Average

;

good
Average

;

good
Under

Average

Under; good

WORCESTERSHIRE

WALES:
CARNARVONSHIRE..

DENBIGHSHIRE,

FLINTSHIRE-

MERIONETHSHIRE

Under

Under; good

Average

;

good
Under; bad

Under; very
good

Average

Average

;

good
Over

; good

Average
good

Under; good
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Over
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;
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;
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;
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Average
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Over ; very
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Average :

very good
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good

.
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;
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Average

;

good
Average

;
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Over; very
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Average

;
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Over; good

Over ; good
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Over

very
good
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good
Under

Average
;
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Average
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good

Under

Under; good

Average

;

good
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Under
;
good

Over ; good

Average
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good
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Average

Average;
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Under

Average

Over; good

Under
Under

; good

good
Average

Under

Average

;

good
Average

;

Under

;

very good

Under; good

Under

Average

;

good
Under; good

PEACHIiS
AND NEC- APRICOTS.
TARINES.
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;
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Average
;

very good
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;
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;
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Under
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Average

;
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Average
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good
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Average
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good
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;
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Average
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good

Under ; very
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; good
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good
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Under

Under

Under
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;
good

Under

Average

Under

Under; bad

Over; very
good

Over ; very
good
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;
good

Average
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good
Average
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Over ; very
good

Average

;

good
Over ; very

pood
Over

Over; good

Over ; very
good
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;

good
Average

;

good
Average

Over ; very
good

Over ; very
good

Average

Over; good

Over ; good

Over; good

Average

;

good

Average
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very good

Average ;

Average

Average
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good
Average

;

good
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good

Over good

Average

;

Average

;
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Average

;

good
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Average
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Average
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NAME AND ADDRESS.

'er; very
good
Under

Over
;
go:d

Over ; very
good

Over : good

Under; g od

Under
;
good

Under; bad

Average
;

good
Under

Under; bad

Under

Under

Under ; good

Under

Average

;

good
Under; bad

Average

;

bad
Under ; very

good

Under

Under ; bad

Average

;

good
Average

;

very good

Average

;

good
Average

Under; bad

Under; good

Under

Average
bad

Average

Average

;

bad
Under; bad

Under ; bad

Under

Average

Over; good

Over

Average

Average
;

good

VV. Goaring, Agricultural and
Horticultural College.
Uck&eld.

Geo r tie Brown, Bowood Gar-
dens, Calne.

Chaliis, The Gardens.
Wilt

A. J. Moir, pton Bassett
IS, (_aine.
Sharp, Westburj-.

Average

Average

Average

Average

Average
Over ; vet

;

good
Over

Average

Over

Average

;

good

Average

;

very good

Average

;

good

Average

;

good
Over

Over ; good

Average
;

good
Average

;

good
Over

Average

Under; bad

Over; very
good
Over

Average

;

good
Average

;

V. B. Little, 40, Petteril
Street. Carlisle.

I. F. Howarth, County
Offices, Preston.

V. A. Miller, Underlev Hall
Gardens, Kirkby Lons'dale.

'. Clarke, Lowther Castle
Gardens. Penrith.

. Moorhouse, Dalton Hall
Gardens, Burton.

Walter Caton, Th^^ Lodge,
Helme Lodge, Kendal.

W. Andrews, Tregothnan Gar-
dens, Truro.

Geo. H. Maddern, Trewidden
Gardens, Buryas Biidge.

E, E. Bristow, Castle HiU
Gardens, South Molton.

Geo. Baker, Membland, New-
ton Ferrers, near Plymouth.

James Mayne, Bictoii Gardens,
Budlejgh Salterton.

William Keen, The Gardens,
Bowden Hall, near Glouces-
ter.

John Banting. Tortworth Gar-
•

lis, Falfield.
William Nash, Badminton
Gardens, Gloucester,
^m. J. Jefferies, Cirencester.

G. H. Hollingworth, County
Education Office, Gloucester.

F. C. Walton, Stanley Park
Gardens, Stroud.

Arthur Chapman, Westoubirt
Gardens, Tetbury.

^. Berry, Higham Court
Gardens, Gloucester,

i. Buckingham, Stanag:
Park Gardens, Brampton
Brian.

Thomas Spencer, Goodrich
C.'urt Gardens, Ross.

George Mullins, Eastnor
Castle Gardens. Ledbury.

Thos. Coomber, The Hendre
Gardens. Monmouth.

W. J. Grant. Unectorof Agri-
cultural Ed>ica ion. County
Council Office?, Newport.

George Shawley. Halswell
Park Gardens, Bridgwater.

J. T. Rushton, The Gardens,
" ons Down, Dulvcrton.

F. J. Little, Knowie Gardens,

John Eille,
Weston-siipi

uel Kidle

Stanley Grove.

denha

I

W^*;

. Hussey, Leigh House
dens, near Chard.
>ung. Willey Court Gar-
s, Worcester.

Bayford, Davenham
dens, Malvern.

W, Crump, Madresfield Court
Gardens, Malvern.

Thos. Watkins, The Grange
Garde Cla

Average

Under

Over

Under

James Udale, County Ex-
limenta! Garden, Droit-

J. S. Higgins, Glynllivon Park
Gardens.

J. A. Jones, The Gardens,
Chirk Castle.

J. Martin, Bryn Estyn Gardens,
Wrexham.

John Forsyth, The Gardens,
Hawarden Castle, Chester.

James Barnard, Mostyn Hall
Gardens, Mostyn.

i. Milner. The Gardens,
Margam Park, Port Talbot.

:. T. Warmington, Penllcr-
gaer Gardens, Swansea.

Holder, Rug Gardens,
Corwen.
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APPOINTMENTS FOR AUGUST.

THURSDAY, AUGUST 1—
Taunton Deane Fl. Sh. Mertliyr Fl. Sh. Usk Fl. Sh.
Royal Agrio. Soc. Sh. at Preston (4 days). Hoi) port
Cottagers' Hon, and Industrial Soc.'s Sh.

FRIDAY, AUGUST 2-Perthshire Sweet Pea Sh. (2 days).

SATURDAY, AUGUST 3—
Soc. Fran^aise d'Hort, de Londres meet.

MONDAY, AUGUST 6-
Wachen Fl. Sb. Bletchley and Fenny Stratford Hon.
Soc.'s Sh. CleveJen Hort. Soc.'s Annual Sh. in Herbert
Gardens.

TUESDAY, AUGUST 6—
,Barry Fl. Sh. Artindale's Sveet Pea Sh. at Sheffield.
Leicester (Abbey Park) Fl. Sh. (2 days). Scottish
Hort. Assoc, meet.

WEDNESDAY. AUGUST 7—
Bridgend Fl. Sh. St. Fagan's Fl. Sh.

THURSDAY, AUGUST 8-Harrogate Fl. Sh. (2 days).

SATURDAY, AUGUST 10— '

Aberdeen and Northern Counties Sweet Pea Sh.

MONDAY, AUGUST 12 -

United Hort. Benefit and Prov. Soc. Com. meet.

TUESOAY, AUGUST 13—
Royal Hort. Soc. Corns, meet, and Exh. of Gladioli.
(Lecture at 3 p.m. by Mr. Pulham on " The Construction
of the VVisley Rock Garden.")

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 21—
Shropshire Hort. Soc.'s Sh. at Shrewsbury (3 days).
Caerphilly Fl. Sh. Weston-super-Mare Fl. Sh.
Margam Fl. Sh. Cowbridge Fl. Sh.

THURSDAY, AUGUST 22—
Aberdeen Fl. Sh. (3 days). Peebles Fl. Sh. Preston
Hort. and Industrial Soc.'s Sh.

SATURDAY, AUGUST 24-
Wesl Hirmingham and District Hort. Soc.'s Sh. Co-
partnership Festival in the Brentham Garden Suburb,
Ealing.

TUESDAY. AUGUST 27—
Royal Hort. Soc. Coms. meet. (Lecture at 3 p m. by
Mr. James Hudson on "Recently Introduced Water
Lilies").

THURSDAY, AUGUST 29-Sandy Fl. Sh.

FRIDAY, AUGUST 80-
Dunfermline Hort. Soc.'s Autumn Sh. (2 days,

ERAGE Mean Temperature for the ensuing week
deduced from ob-^ervations during the last Fifty Vear=
at Greenwich-62'2.

TUAL TeMPKRATUKESI—
I.OHDOH.— Wednesday, July 24 (6 p.m.) : Max. 78°;

Min. 60°.

Gardeners' Chronicle Office, 41, Wellington Street,
Covent Garden, London — Thursday, July 25
(10 A.M.) : Bar. 29'7°: Temp. 74°: Weather—
Overcast.

Provinces.— ircrfntsrfrt;', July 24: Max. 74" Yarmouth
;

Min. 64*^ Liverpool.

The time has again come
The Fruit

,.qj,^^ -when it is possible to

form accurate estimates of the

harcJy fruit crops, and, following our usual

custom, we publish returns from corre-

spondents in all parts of Great Britain. It

may be pointed out that the reports aie

furnished by fruit-growers who have con-

tributed retiuTis for many years past, and
have thus become accustomed to make
accurate observations, and to estimate

average crops for their own localities.

Apples constitute the most important of

the crops reported upon, and it is dis-

appointing to find that they are almost the

worst crop of the year, comparing very un-

favourably with the yield last season. For
instance, out of 274 returns, as many as

151 compilers declare their crops to be
lower than the average, 107 have average
crops, and in only 16 instances are they

above the average. If we turn to the

different districts, we find that the

deficiency is very general. In Scotland,

the 53 returns consist of 19 average crops,

33 deficient, and only one over-average

yield. In England, out of 194 returns,

there are only 10 crops above the aver-

age ; 74 are average yields, whilst there

are 110 described as under the average.

In Wales, there are 6 average crops and
6 under average, whilst in no single case
is an abundant crop recorded. But in Ire-

land, with the same number of returns as

in Wales, there are as many as 11 average
or above the average crops, and only one
is described as " under "

; therefore, the

Apple crop appears to be more satisfac-

tory in Ireland than in England, Scotland,

or Wales.

Pears are more promising ; indeed, it

would appear as if they will compensate
for the loss on the Apple crop. The
returns number 273, and these include 112

average crops, 117 above the average, and
only 44 returns under average. This is

a better result than last year, when, out of

257 returns, 252 were average or below
average crops, only 5 cases in Great
Britain reporting yields above the
average. Reference to the summary will

show that the Pear crop is least satisfac-

tory in Scotland, where there are only 5

crops above the average, out of the 52 re-

turns in that country. On the contrary, in

England, out of 194 returns, there are 96

described as above the average ; in Wales
there are 7, and in Ireland 9 abundant
crops in a list of 12 returns from each
of these two countries.

Turning to Plums, the crop is neither
much better nor much worse than last

season. In 1911, out of 259 returns, there
were only 29 over-average crops, but as
many as 128 below the average. This year
the total number of returns is 272, com-
posed of 148 under, 86 average, and 38

over-average crops. It will be noted that
the Plum crop is much better in Scotland
and Ireland than in England or Wales.
Cherries have been more abundant than

in 1911. Out of 259 returns, there are 194

crops equal to or above the average, and
only 65 returned as deficient. In England,
where the Cherry crop is most consider-
able, out of 181 returns, there are 134

which describe average or above average
crops.

Apricots are almost a failure, and
Peaches and Nectarines rather below
average, although Peaches and Nec-
tarines are better crops than last season.

The returns published in these columns
from year to year upon Gooseberries, Cur-
rants, Raspberries, and Loganberries, in-

cluded under the rather comprehensive
heading " small fruits," go to show that

the risk of deficient crops in these cases is

not serious. Last year, out of 264 returns,

there were only 13 crops described as below
the average ; this year, out of a greater
number of returns, namely 274, there are
only 12 deficient crops. The figures for

both these seasons are better than in 1910,

when there were 40 crops described as

under the average out of a total return of

227.

The Strawberry crop suffered this season
from early frosts and from drought. Con-
sequently, the returns compare unfavour-
ably with those for either 1911 or 1910.

Out of 273 returns, there are as many as

174 which describe under-average crops,

and, whilst there are 88 average crops,

there are only 11 cases in which the crop
exceeded the average. Therefore, as was
stated in the article published last week,
the Strawberry season of 1912 was unsatis-

factory, particularly so from the point of

view of the commercial grower.

Nuts are not so generally grown as the

fruits we have referred to already ; at the

same time, they constitute important crops

in Kent and some other English counties,

and a few trees at least are grown in most
private gardens. In the yield tables,

Walnuts and Filberts are not shown
separately, or perhaps the figures for one

would indicate a superiority of crop over

the other. Out of 161 returns, 143 crops

are equal to or above the average, only 18

being described as deficient. These
returns are better than those for several

years past.

We need not attempt to explain in

detail the reasons for the comparative
failure of the Apple crop or the moder-
ately good yield of Pears, but, on the con-

trary, leave our correspondents to relate

their experience in succeeding issues.

At the same time, it is obvious that

in many cases Apple trees were bur-

dened with over-crops last season, and this

fact will explain some deficient crops this

year, as we have ourselves noticed, in the

case of Cox's Orange Pippin, for trees

which bore unusually heavy crops in 1911

have very few fruits this season, though
they are making more growth than they
have for several j'ears. Neither must we
forget the great drought of last summer
in our efforts to connect cause with effect,

for, in many instances, it was so pro-

nounced that the leaves wilted and fell

prematurely. Late spring frosts may have
injured certain varieties which happened
to be at a critical stage when the frosts

occurred, and the spring drought may
have had its effect upon the trees, for it

will be remembered that dry weather
continued throughout April, a month
commonly characterised by frequent
showers. Partly as a result of the
drought, aphis attacks have been un-
usually severe, as Southern Grower has
pointed out in his excellent articles on the
" Market Fruit Garden." The Codlin moth
has been as destructive as usual, and
Apples are still falling freely owing to the
attack of the Codlin moth maggot. On the
contrary, American blight has been rather
less prevalent than usual, and the ravages
of the winter moth are certainly less

severe than last season.

Royal Horticultural Society.—The next
meeting of the Committees will be held on the

30th in.st., in the Society's Hall, Vincent Square,
Westminster. At the three o'clock meeting of

the Fellows a lecture on " The Pollination and
Setting of Fruit Blossoms " will be delivered by
Mr. Cecil H. Hooper.

R.H.S. Bulb Show, 1913 .A special ex-

hibition of forced spring bulbs will be held on
Tuesday and Wednesday, March 4 and 5, 1913,

the object being to demonstrate the varieties best

suited for gentle forcing. Exhibits of small and
large collections are invited from amateurs and
the trade. Medals will be awarded according to

merit. The Council also offers (subject to the

general rules of the Society) prizes presented to

them by the General Bulb Growers* Society at

Haarlem in five classes, four of which are open to

amateurs ouly, the remaining one being for

traders.

"Clarence Elliott" Trophy for Rock-
garden Plants.—The Council of the R.H.S.
offers (subject to the general rules of the Society

and the special regulations indicated below) a
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silver trophy, presented to them by Mr.

Clarence Elliott, at the meeting fixed for Wed-
nesday, May 14, 1913. (The fortnightly show is,

on this occasion, to be held on Wednesday, Tues-

day being Whitsun Tuesday.) The trophy is

offered to amateurs for an exhibit of Alpines and

plants suitable for a rock garden, arranged with

rock-work as a small rock garden on a space

6 feet by 3 feet. There must be not fewer than

18, nor more than 24 species or varieties. Her-

baceous plants ordinarily exceeding 12 inches in

height, bulbs, and variegated or double-flowered

plants are excluded. The subjects shown need

not all be actually in flower. Tlie plants must all

have been grown by the exhibitor since March 1,

1913, at least. Beauty of arrangement, th«

suitability of the plants to rock-work, rarity, cul-

ture, and correct naming will be considered most

by the judges. It is suggested that the plants

should be grown in pots, not lifted from the open

ground ; but the pots should in all cases be re-

moved before staging. A background of dwarf

shrubs and Conifers may be added.

Royal Scottish Arboricultural Society.

—It might have been expected that the July

number of the Transactions of this society would

deal with the Report of the Departmental Com
mittee on Forestry in Scotland, but it merely

contains the report which was summarised in our

issue for April 20 last. This number of the

society's Transactions includes articles on
" Thorn Hedges," " Light in Relation to Tree

Growth," and "The Larch Saw-Fly."

Sarracenia purpurea at Home.— As show-

ing how delightful this plant is in its natural

habitat, the following letter, sent by a

correspondent to Mr. Amos Perry, is of

interest:
—"In a recent excursion along the

Batsto River I ran into a larger patch of

Sarracenias than I ever saw before. I thought

I appreciated the beauties of this plant, but I

really knew nothing of them. There are acres

and acres of them, hundreds and thousands, mil-

lions, maybe, of bloom, scattered and bunched,

here one and there a dozen. Every turn of the

river seemed to reveal a larger field. I always

thought this was a pretty plant for a

tub as a curiosity, but as seen growing wild

it is something a landscape man cannot afford to

overlook. On ground partially flooded along the

river banks in large estates it would be most de-

sirable. It wiU stand considerable flooding,

generally growing right in the water, but in

places one finds it on wet, sandy ground wherever

Sphagnum grows, needing only wet soil and some

shelter. Along the river banks, in association

with it, were several other plants that work in

most admirably in similar places. Two rare ones,

Lophiola aurea and Narthecium, are quite de-

sirable. Lophiola, with its ash-grey heads that

persist throughout the winter, is quite beauti-

ful en masse, though insignificant individually.

Narthecium, with its yellow spikes of flowers, is

said to be gorgeous in a like situation, but I have

never seen it at its best condition. It, too, has

persistent grey heads after the bloom, but they

are not so showy as Lopholia, which will grow in

semi-submerged flats, and in the only place I

have seen it the plant ascends the wet, springy

banks some distance from the river. I can think

of nothing prettier than a small spring by the

roadside ' On Skit,' where about a dozen heads

may be found at any time clustered around a little

pool less than a foot across. (' On Skit ' is a local

reference to ' Skit's Branch.') With it vfas also

growing a quantity of Calopogon. A note-

worthy plant growing with these is Nuphar
advena, which fills the deep, slack water all along

the stream and is gorgeous pnd golden at this

writing." Sarracenia purpurea may be seen

thriving in good colonies out-of-doors in the gar-

dens of Sir Edmund Loder, Leonardslee, Sussex.

Flowers in Season.—Messrs. V. N. Gaunt-
LETT & Co., Chiddingfold, Suirey, have sent us

flowering sprays of many interesting and beauti-

ful shrubs, which included Escallonia " Edin-

burgh," a very brightly-c<-'oured variety of E.

macrantha; Deutzia carminea, with large blush

flowers ; Azalea occidentalis, with flowers sugges-

tive of a large Honeysuckle ; Magnolia glauca

;

Olearia myrsinoidee ; Andromeda pulverulenta,

with exceptionally white undersides to the leaves
;

and CarmichaeUa australis, an interesting New
Zealand shrub with dainty, Pea-shaped flowers.

Mr. T. Smith Daisy HiU Nursery, Newry for-

warded a shoot of Acer Trautvetteri, a very

handsome Sycamore. The seedwings (samara)

have brilliant colouring, and the branchlets re-

tain their beauty for a considerable time.

Amaryllis "Hathor" (see Gard. Chron.,

May 4, p. 292, l^Iay 11, 1912, p. 322).—Mr.

H. H. B. Bradley, of Sydney, Australia,

points out that in his first communication on

[Fr( sketch by Ivy Massee,

Fig. 32.—AMARYLLIS procera: showing the
LONG-NECKED BULB AND GENERAL HABIT.

(See also Supplementary Illustration.)

this subject he described his white-flowered

variety of Amaryllis Belladonna as an Amaryllis,

not Hippeastrum, ae printed. In reference to

the note by If. n^ (Jlay 11, p. 322), Mr.

Bradley states that he believes " the plants

in Jlessrs. Sanders' nursery came from the

garden of the late Sir John Hay; at any rate,

a good white Amaryllis is grown there, but ad-

mittedly it is inferior to Hathor, and the white

Amaryllis known in Sydney as A. Baptistii, raised

by Mr. J. Baptist many years ago, is quite

common there, but this is inferior, again, to

that grown in Sir John Hay's garden, and has

more yellow in the lower part of the tube. Self-

crossed seedlings from A. Baptistii show a ten-

dency to a yellow longitudinal stripe, while seed-

lings of A. Baptistii X A. pudica so far are all

pink."

THE BLUE AMARYLLIS.

(See fig. 32 and Supplementary Illustration.)

The blue Amaryllis is one of the most interest-

ing plants in the whole Order Amaryllidese. It

grows wild on the Organ Mountains near Rio,

and nowhere else in the world, and it differs 60
much from all the members of the Amaryllis
family that one wonders no botanist has thought
fit to establish a new genus for it. Amaryllis
proper is now confined to a single species, the

Belladonna Lily of the Cape. Hippeastrum, as

it is now defined, includes Habrauthus, Phy-
cella, and the Western plants that were formerly

placed in the genus Amaryllis. There is a family

likeness in the several species which justifies this.

The blue Amaryllis, however, is a widely different

plant. It has a bulb with a stout stem-like neck
up to 5 feet or more in length ; the leaves ara

strap-shaped, falcate, with parallel nerves, and
thin semi-translucent margins, and they are with-

out midrib to the very base. Moreover, they

are not deciduous and they are always distich-

ously arranged. The flowers are roughly similar

to those of several genera, including Hippeas-
trum, Crinum and GrifEnia, still they have cer-

tain peculiarities, the most remarkable being

that of colour. I have not seen the seeds, but I

am informed by Mr. Worsley, who has seen this

plant growing wild in Brazil and has been most
enthusiastic in its cultivation in this country,

that they differ from those of Hippeastrum in

having a thickened corrugated margin. Attempts
to cross the blue Amaryllis with true Hippeas-

trums have been unsuccessful, and the plant i»

still the same as when it was discovered, about

50 years ago, by the elder Binot on a

mountain near Petropolis, at an altitude of about

4,000 feet. Binot used to call it Amaryllis Im-
peratrice, in honour of the Empress of Brazil,

for whom he used to collect plants. Duchartre
named it Amaryllis procera when it flowered in

a Continental garden in 1863 ; Hooker figured and
described it in the Botanical Magazine in 1871,

as Amaryllis Rayneri, in honour of Dr. Rayner,

of Uxbridge, in whose garden it flowered. It

was my intention to rename this plant again,

calling it Binotia procera, in honour of the dis-

coverer, but Mr. Rolfe forestalled me by naming

a genus of small-flowered Orchids after him. The
temptation is strong now to extend the compli-

ment to Mr. Worsley, a most devoted collector

and observer of Amaryllids, to whom we are in-

debted for a full knowledge of the blue

Amaryllis. He visited the plant in its mountain

home and collected a large number of full-sized

specimens, which he grew and flowered with con-

spicuous success in his garden at Isleworth. The

name of the plant would in that case be Worsleya

procera.

I am indebted to Mr. Worsley for the following

particulars of the blue Amaryllis: "It grows

mostly on little ledges of precipitous cliffs of

soft granite, in the crevices of which the roots

run, becoming somewhat flattened where they

cling to the moist rock. The long-necked bulbs

project from the cliff almost horizontally, or

even hang from it, the leaves curving elegantly

from the apex and always arranged in two series.

During the summer months heavy rain falli almost

daily on these mountains ; in some instances from

5 to 10 inches have fallen in a week. The ivet

season may last for about nine months. The

plant is cultivated in gardens in Petropolis, but

it never becomes established there. I have

known this species in cultivation here for about

30 years, but have never seen a specimen of it

that was really established and happy."

It may be, as Mr. Worsley suggests, that

plants raised in this country from seeds would

behave better, but there is the difficulty of ob-

taining the seeds. About halfta-dozen strong

plants produced good spikes of flowers at Kew
last year, but notwithstanding careful pollina-

tion, no seeds were developed. How magnifi-

cent these plants were when in flower ; their

long, silky brown necks supporting elegantly-
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curved glaucous green leaves and a short-stalked

umbel of hyacinthine blue flowers, each as large

as a White "Trumpet Lily but much more elegant

in outline and in waviness ! The plants ap-

p.a'ed to be well provided for by the conditions

i>f a sunny greenhouse and with the base of their

bulbs set in a sandy, loam soil. During the late

M. Binr't's life, at' least one large consignment

of bulbs of the blue Amaryllis arrived annually

in this country to be sold privately or in the

auction room, and I believe it is the intention of

his widow, who resides in Petropolis, to continue

to send bulbs of it for sale here. Vf . W

.

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.

\Jht Editors do not hold themselves responsible for

the opinions expressed by correspondents.)

Problems of Propagation (see p. 2).- As

an old propagator, I read with much interest

the report of Professor Bayley Balfour's lecture

on "Problems of Propagation," and especially

that part of it dealing with propagation by
cuttings, and the many curious features that

are brought to the notice of the propagator,

not the lea.st interesting being the success

attending the internodal cuttings of Clematis.

Cultivators in my young days looked upon a joint

at the base of a cutting as absolutely necessary

in nearly all cases, but experience convinced

me that "they were not essential, and by using

internodal cuttings I was enabled to increase

many subjects at a much more rapid rate than

was "formerly the case. A fact well-known to

propagators is that many subjects which are

difficult to root may be struck more readily from

weak cuttings than from stout ones, or even

from those of normal vigour. For this reason

a stock plant intended for propagating from is

often put into a warmer structure in order to

weaken the shoots before they are taken as

cuttings, which strike root more readily when
so treated than if they had grown in a natural

manner. This practice, which is technically

termed drawing out, is frequently followed in the

case of soft-wooded subjects, but it is also very

effective with other plants that are difficult U>

strike. With many hard-wooded plants the

greatest measure of success is attained when the

cuttings are covered with a bell glass, and on
this point I have often had a strange experience.

If the top of a cutting has been accidentally

bent down by the glass, it has generally been
the first one to root. The reason for this

I cannot understand. Cuttings should, if pos-

sible, never be taken from plants that have
been fed with manures of a stimulating character,

as though the shoots may be unusually vigorous

they take longer to root, and do not grow with
the same freedom afterwards as those obtained
from plants less liberally treated. This point is

too often overlooked ; indeed, I was recently con-

sulted as to the failure of a batch of Pelar-

gonium cuttings, which was no doubt owing to

the plants from which they were taken having
been fed liberally with stimulants. This has
long been recognised by Chrysanthemum special-

ists, who prefer to propagate from plants that

have been grown naturallv, but in the case of

many other soft-wooded subjects the fact is often

overlooked. 11'. T.

The Cardiff Parks.—The Cardiff Parks
Committee have further recognised the valuable
services of their Parks Superintendent and Cura-
tor, Mr. W. W. Pettigrew, by granting him the
facility of a motorcar. The constantly-increas-

ing areas of parks and playing grounds under the
management of the Committee are difficult of in-

spection, and it is by his personal contact at every
point that Mr. Pettigrew has won the hearts of

all classes of the people for whose pleasure and
benefit he caters. Welshman.

The Leamington Show.—This show opens
to-morrow, Wednesday. As I write, the staging is

well advanced, and it is fairly certain that the

quality and number of the exhibits will not

be behind those of previous years. There are six

large marquees—one devoted exclusively to table

decorations, which are always a special feature

at the Leamington exhibitions. Group builders

in the various classes are very busy, and in at

least one of these classes the competition will be
very keen. The Victoria Park is admirably
adapted for the holding of a flower show, and

lends itself to an effective and convenient ar-

rangement of the tents, with ample space for

promenading. The fixture is now well estab-

lished among the popular institutions and func-

tions of the Midlands, and the committee anti-

cipate large numbers of visitors on both days of

the show. A heavy thunderstorm prevailed this

afternoon, and the rain will probably clear the

atmosphere. Visitor, July SJ.

Longevity of Fern Spores (see p. 7)—
Many years ago at the Fisheries Exhibition in

London a model of the Pompei excavations was

exhibited, and in conjunction therewith a large

bell glass containing a fairly vigorous plant of

Pteris aquiUna, the common bracken, which was

definitely asserted to have arisen from a spore

dug up during the excavating operations, and

therefore dating from the period of the catas-

trophe. To those acquainted with Ferns, such

an assertion was, to say the least of it, amusing.

P. aquiUna is practically ubiquitous, and pro-

duces myriads of spores which are scattered far

and wide, and are peculiarly free in germinating

when they reach a cougeniallv moist surface.

In view of all this I would almost venture to

say that the plants mentioned by your correspon-

dent are P. aquilina, and that instead of there

being " no Ferns within miles of the place," a

little search will reveal the presence of this

species well within wafting distance on a windy

day. If a plant were sent to me I could settle

its parentage at once. Chas. T. Druery.

The Education of Gardeners.—We both

hear and read a great deal nowadays concern-

ing the education of gardeners, and the best

lines to be followed in the matter. It seems

to me that in the case of a great many gardeners

a very important part of their education would

be to teach them how to live on the miserable

pittance that so many employers pay them.

Small wonder that many leave the profession

for other callings, which, though less pleasant

than gardening, afford higher wages and regular

hours. Some employers, when engaging a

gardener, consider they have also a right to

the services of the gardener's wife. Further-

more, the term gardener is a most elastic one,

and includes the wniking of electric light plant,

the care of poultry, stock, and agricultural

matters in general, "as well as in some cases

singing in the church choir, and playing cricket.

That these are some of the multifarious dutiej

expected of a gardener may be seen by refer-

ence to the advertisement columns of the

horticultural journals. W. T.

Rose-budding —I regret I fai'ed to make my
moaning plain to Practice in regard to budding

standard Roses. The object should be to get

the inserted bud down in the slit in the bark as

close to the upright standard stock as may be,

so that when, in a year or two, the inserted bud

grows apace, it may callus right over the crown

of the stock and make a perfect tree, and so

prevent the perishing of the standard stock from

weather, as often happens. This could scarcely

happen if the bud is gibbeted out on a spur an

inch and more away, as recommended, by leav-

ing the shield an inch or | inch long behind the

bud. The next time Prciclire gets some good

hard buds, let him modify his practice and try

leaving them a i inch behind the petiole and,

say, i or ^ inch above the bud, or a little

over i inch over all ; he will find tuch a bud will

grow just as readily as his 2-inch ones, and be

not half the bother to insert ; two twists of the

raffia below the bud, and two, or at most three,

above are amply sufficient for holding the bud
and closing the bark. I have not the sliglrtest

intention to criticise or carp at Practice's admir-

able paper, only to join him in assisting the

novice to understand the charming mystery of

budding. Robt. Peel Sheldon.

1 also recommend the Rose bud to be

placed as close to the standard stock as possible.

I welcome criticism, because it often brings fresh

thoughts to bear upon the subject ; but I fail to

see how the bud worked upon standards can
" callus right over the crown " of the stock,

unless in a few instances with the top bud. Nor
can I understand how it can possibly " prevent

the perishing of the standard stock from
weather." In our establishment we work some
75,000 to 100,000 stocks annually, and the

greater number pass through my hands or under
my supervision. Practice.

The Moraine.—Mr. Malby's picturrs (see

pp. 25, 27) are charming, and so are his suc-

cesses. But what is he so anxious that they

should prove? I find it a little difficult to

decipher the paragraph which I think is aimed
in my direction, but I take it that the two
pictures are held to invalidate my experience that

cement bottoms are " not only entirely unneces-

sary, but even harmful." Be at peace, Mr.
Malby ; my experience has abundantly shown me
(and so, in good time, will yours) that both state-

ments are true. But from saying that a cement
bottom is unnecessary to all plants and mortal

to some, it is a very far jump (which I have
never taken) to go en and say that nothing will

ever flourish in a cement-bottomed moraine. Mr.
Malby's Campanula Allionii is very successful

in a cement-bottomed moraine ; in an uncemented
one close to London I have this year seen a

one-year-old clump that even surpassed it in

brilliancy and splendour. And as triumph can

be attained equally by both roads, the simple

and the troublesome—why should we pursue it

by the troublesome? I have not, indeed, any
intention of being " emphatic as to what plants

appreciate," nor do I see what bearing the

remark has upon the point at issue. I repeat

that cemented bottoms to a moraine are not only

entirely unnecessary (in all but most abnormal
situations), but even harmful (to many species

and in many sites, as I have painfully seen

proved). It is evident that in Mr. Malby's case

the extra precaution is, at the most, merely un-

necessary. He is greatly to be congratulated

;

but need surely not be quite so militant in

tone against thore whose wider experience or

better fortune has led them to greater profit by
a simpler and less expensive way. Reginald
Farrer.

The Week's Work.

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.
By E. Harriss, Gaid n;r to \ ady Wantagk, Lockinge

House, V\aiii...e, Berksli re.

Early Vines. - Vines which are affected

with mealy bug should be examined two or three

tim?s before they are pruned. The rods should

be thoroughly scrubbed with strong, soft-soapy

water, using a stiff brush for the purpose, and
well working the mixture into every hole and
crevice. As n uch of this work as possible should
be done not onlv on vines, but on all fruit trees

from which the fruits have been gathered. If

this work is persevered with now it will be
found that the pest will not be half as trouble-

some during the busy months of spring. Con-
tinue to give the foliage a good wa.shing by
means of the garden engine in the evenings
during hot weather. If the borders are well

drained, and the vines in a healthy condition,

much good may be done by watering with diluted

liquid manure from the farmyard. Vines which
have given unsatisfactory results should be ex-

amined at the loots, and, if it is considered that

the borders are in need of renovation the work
of reconstructing them may be commenced at

once. Should there be both inside and outside

borders, the inside borders only should be dealt

.

with this season, then there need not be any fear

of losing next season's crop. Before starting

make sure that sufficient loam and all necessary

materials are at hand, so that the work may be
brought to an early finish. If the con; lost

be dry it should be watered and turned

several times, afterwards leaving it in a heap

for a few davs covered with mats. The best

loam procurable should be used for making vine-

borders, and, if it is considered that the ^soil is

sufficiently rich without using artificial manure,

it will be better without it. At Frogmore we
used only a moderate quantity of a coarse vine-

border compound, which consists chiefly of

crushed bones. Artificial manure may be used

with more safety as a surface dressing when the

vines have commenced to carry fruit. Old
moitar rubble and wood ashes may be used liber-

allv in fruit borders of all kinds. In com-

mencing to dig out the roots it is necessary to

first take out a trench about 3 feet wide at the

outside of the border. Next carefully fork the

soil from about the roots, working towards the
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vines. Preserve intact as many roots as possible.

and be particularly careful not to damage any of

the main ones. In extreme cases it may be

necessary to lift the whole of the roots, but, as

a rule, it is not wise to do so. During the time

the roots are e.xposed they should be well

covered with mats and kept damped with a

syringe. The drainage materials should be

renewed entirely, and the drains made quite

clear. It is not good for the roots to enter the

subsoil ; therefore, to prevent this the bottom of

the trench should be covered with a few inches

of concrete. Tlie drainage materials should con-

sist chiefly of brick-bats placed closely together

over the concrete. Place the largest pieces at

the bottom, finishing oft with the finer particles,

so that the drainage materials are about 9 inches

deep. Cover the drainage with a layer of turves

placed closely together grass-side downwards.
Afterwards commence building the border in

layers about 1 foot deep, taking pains to make
each layer solid. The roots should be laid in

towards the. surface of the border. Examine
them carefully before planting them, and cut

away any damaged portions, shortening them
to ensure a clean-cut ^urface. The width of the

new soil should not be more than 4 or 5 feet

for the present Additions can be made to the

border at intervals of two or three years, when
it can be seen that the roots are in need of fresh

rooting material. The vines should be heavily

shaded for two or three weeks after planting, and
the atmosphere of the house must be kept close

and moist. Syringe the foliage two or three

times daily. When the new border is finished

give it a good soaking to settle the soil about the

roots. Vines thus treated should not be sub-

jected to hard forcing the next season.

THE HAEDY FRUIT GARDEN.

Raspberries.—Aut.imn-fruiling Raspberries

should have the canes secured to wires or what-
ever support is employed, and all suckers

removed as soon as they appear above the ground.

On no account must this latter operation \x

neglected, or the suckers will soon injure the

fruiting canes. Summur-fiuiting varieties should

have all the old canes cut away as soon as the

fruit is gathtred, at the same time reducing the

young canes to six or eight according to the space

available. This will allow more light and air to

reach the shoots that will furnish next season's

crop, and these can be reduced to the required

number next spring.

Hardy Vines.—Vines growing in hot. dry

positions should receive frequent waterings

;

those carrying heavy cixjps of fruits should be
afforded liquid manure on alternate waterings.

Thin the bunches, if considered necessary, and
stop the laterals at one joint beyond the bunch,
allowing the leading shoots to extend where there

is space to furnish. Secure the shoots, stop the

laterals as they appear, remove badly-placed

bunches, and expose the others to the light and
air that the berries may ripen ; syringing will

also assist in the ripening process.

Hoeing. — The soil of the fruit quarters

should be kept well hoed, as the rains followed

by brilliant sunshine have caused the soil to

become caked and hard. By using the hoe freely

at this season small weeds are kept in check,

and the moisture retained in the soil.

Insect Pests. — if the advice given in

the calendar for June 22 has been followed
much good will have been done in destroy-

ing injurious insects, and theii' numbers
should be less next season. CaterpOlars

have been very destructive this season, and
these are amongst the most difficult pests to

destroy, especially when the trees are bearing

fruit. Barren trees may be sprayed with Paris

green or some other poisonous insecticide.

American blight, or woolly aphis, requires

special attention at this season. It generally

attacks the stems and main branches of both old

and young trees. Its presence is often over-

looked at this busy season, and, when neglected,

it increases very rapidly. But it is in winter

that American blight can be best destroyed, as

then a caustic soda spray may be used ; how-
ever, do not neglect to combat it in the meantime.
Methylated spirits should be applied with a stiff

brush over the affected parts, or in the case of

badly infested trees an insecticide should be

sprayed over the branches.

THE ORCHID HOUSES.
By J*. Collier, Gardener to Sir Jeremiah Colman, Bart.,

Gallon Park, Surrey.

Oncidium. -Cool-growing Ouciilijms, such as

0. Forbesii, O. crispum, 0. ramosum, O. Gard-

ner!, 0. concolor, and O. Marshallianum, should

be repotted when the young growths are from

2 to 3 inches long. The flowers of all these species

are produced on pendulous racemes, and for that

reason it is preferable to grow the plants in

shallow pans, ordinary Orchid pans without side

holes being the most suitable receptacles. The
compost should consist of equal parts Al fibre

or Osmunda fibre (cut into rather short por-

tions) and half-decayed Oak leaves and chopped
Sphagnum-moss with a suitable quantity of

crushed crocks added. Place a few crocks in the

bottom of the pans for drainage purposes. Pot

rather firmly and leave space for a surfacing of

Sphagnum-moss. Suspend the plants from either

the roof of the cool-intermediate or Odonto-

glossum house. Let water be applied sparingly

until the roots have grown freely in ihe

compost, when the amount may be increased

slightly, but the compost should never be

saturated with moisture. O. lanceanum,

0. luridum, 0. carthaginense, and 0. tetra-

petalum should also be afforded fresh rooting

material. Employ a compost consisting of

Osmunda fibre and Sphagnum-moss cut into short

portions and a quantity of crushed crocks. See

that the pots are well-drained. Arrange the com-

post in a conical shape well above the rim of the

pot. Stand the plants near to the roof-glass in

the warmest house. When the roots are growing

actively thev should be supplied with plenty of

water, and the plants sprayed frequently

during bright days. During the resting season

water should be applied sparingly, but at no time

should the compost be allowed to become quite

dry, as the plants do not possess pseudo-bulbs.

The cool-growing 0. macranthum is developing

its flower-spikes, and should be supplied liberally

with water at the roots until the flowers are

expanded. The inflorescences should be removed
soon after the flowers are fully developed, as

they exhaust the energies of the plants. 0. am-
pliatum majus may also be attended to at the

roots. This plant grows best in a shallow, teak-

wood basket. Provide plenty of materials suit-

able for drainage purposes, but only a thin layer

of compost. The plant should be suspended from

the roof-rafters in a light position in the

warmest house.

Brassia (syn. Omcidium) verrucosa.—
This is a strong-growing plant that produces long,

arching spikes and may be grown in pots on the

stage. It should be afforded a light, airy posi-

tion in the house, and be sprayed frequently

overhead untU growth is completed.

Oncidium leucochilum.—After this plant

has passed out of flower it should be placed at

the coolest end of the intermediate house, and be

afforded very little water at the roots, although

frequent overhead sprayings ai-e beneficial in

causing the pseudo-bulbs to become plump, these

being usuallv in a more or less shrivelled condi-

tion after tte plant has blossomed. Repotting

should be done soon after the new growths have
started. Employ a compost similar to that recom-

mended for the other species. Place a few crocks

at the bottom of the pot and pot the plants as

for ordinary greenhouse plants.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
By Edwin Beckett, Ga

Aldenham '.

Asparagus.—One of the chief points to

observe in the cultivation of Asparagus is to

keep the beds perfectly free from coarse weeds,

and this necessitates hand-weeding periodically.

Though somewhat tedious, the work may never-

theless be maiiag--d easily when the beds do not

exceed 4 feet in width and are provided with wide

alleys between them. The Asparagus growths

should be kept upright, either by supporting

them with feathery Pea-sticks or stakes with

string stretched between them. In dry weather

thorough soakings of water and such stimulants

as liquid manure and artificial fertilisers are in-

valuable.

Capsicums and Chilies.—Plants grown in

pots, as recommended in a former calendar,

should now be flowering. The pots are filled

with roots, and watering must not be neglected :

the plants should also be given plenty of
manurial assistance so that they may perfect a
good crop of fruits in 5-inch pots, which are com-
paratively small receptacles. Later, if space in

the pots permit, a top-dressing of rich materials
may be applied. The plants should be exposed
fully to the sunshine and air : on warm days the

lights may be removed entirely, replacing them
at night. In the early morning and again
in the afternoon well syringe the plants and their

surroundings, as this will greatly assist in

keeping them free from aphis (green-Hy). Should
the presence of aphis be det/ected, the plants

should be fumigated lightly on one or two occa-

sions. Secure the growths as becomes necessary
with neat ties.

ToMATOs.—The plants are growing and bear-

ing freely, therefore plenty of water and
stimulant must be afforded the roots. Where
space permits, such as on vacant parts of walls

in fruit-houses, the growth may be allowed to

extend. It is surprising what a large quantity

of fruit a single Tomato plant will produce when
it is watered and fed liberally. The side growths
should be removed constantly and the leader

made secure. At this season quantities of good
fruits may be grown in cold frames on pLmts
trained to" a stake. Make one or two occasional

sowings for providing a succession of ripe fruit

during the winter months. Sow the seed thinly

and pot the seedlings before they become drawn,

elevating them well up to the light. Plice a

small stick to each plant as soon as a support

becomes necessary.

Maize or Indian Corn.—Encourage this

crop to grow freely by frequently hoeing the soil,

and, when the weather is dry, copiously watering

the roots. Give manurial assistance so that the

cobs may be ready for cutting towards the end

of August.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.

Layering Carn.xtions. — The earlier the

plants are layered now the sooner will they be
ready for transplanting to the beds, and the

advantage of early planting is obvious. Layering

pins may be purchased so cheaply that it scarcely

pays to use home-made wooden pegs for securing

the layers. A light compost consisting of loam,

sand and leaf -mould should be placed around the

old plants for the layers to root into. If the

weather is dry, the stock plants should be

watered thoroughly a day or two before coni-

mencing the work. After the incision is made in

the stern through a joint, the shoot should be

pegged firmlv into the soil, keeping the cut sur-

faces apart." Watjr the plants afterwards, and

damp them overhead durmg dry weather.

Propagating Pinks. —Pinks may be I lyered

in precisely the same manner as Carnations, but

the quicke"st method of increasing them is by

cuttings. The shoots used for the purpose are

termed pipings, and these should be inserted in a

cold frame, or under a handlight. A large number

may be inserted in a small space, and they de-

vefop roots with very little trouble. Keep the

cuttings damp and 'well shaded, but not too

damp, or the condensed moisture will cause them

to decav. Whenever the atmosphere of the frame

ifi exce"ssively moist admit a little air at night

time : this precaution will prevent damping.

Lavender. — The flower spikes should be

cut just before the flowers are fuUy expanded.

They should be tied into small bunches and laid

out at once to dry, turning them daily till the

stems are quite dry. After the spikes are cut

hedges of Lavender may be trimmed : the shoots

that develop afterwards wiU become well ripened

before winter.

Hedges.—All kinds of hedges in the o.-na-

raental garden should be kept clipped closely.

Those of Privet or the Myrobalan Plum should be

trimmed several times during the growing season.

Box-edging should also be kept neat and tidy,

for if the plants are permitted to grow unchecked

thj hedge will quickly become uneven, and re-

quire much trouble and time to be brought to its

proper form again. Box-edging is best clipped

during dull weather, as strong sunshine is liable

to scorch the shoots after they are clipped.

Both the Holly and Yew are splendid for the
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purpose, and well-kept hedges of either of these

plants are very ornamental objects in the garden.

The Cherry and Portuguese Laurels are exten-

sively employed as hedges or screens, but too

often they are allowed to grow out of all propor-

tion to their surroundings. It is a mistake to

train a Laurel hedge quite square, for after a

time it is almost impossible to keep it in a good
condition, the top ultimately growing so strongly

as to bulge over. If possible, hedges should be

trimmed wedge shape, so that they are broadest

at the base. Broad-leaved shrubs such as the

Cherry Laurel should never be clipped with

garden shears : they should be pruned with a

sharp knife and the shoots shortened to just

above a good leaf. The present is a suitable

time to prune them, as the season's growth
is 'practically completed. If the work is done
now, the hedge will require little further atten-

tion till this time next year. Any lateral growths
that may develop should be removed entirely.

Laurels planted as a screen should be pruned
to the ground level in front, so that the hedge

slopes gently back until a desired height is

reached.

PLANTS UNDER GLASS.
By Thomas Stevenson. Gardener to E. Mocatta, Esq.,

Woburn Place, AdJIeslone, Surrey.

Browallia speciosa. — Young plants of

Browallia speciosa raised in the spring and
grown on in ordinary greenhouse cunditions

are on the point of flowering. If the plants are

intended to bloom early ni the autumn they

should have all the points of the shoots removed
to below the Hower buds, and as soon as they

have broken into growth again they should be

shifted into 32-size pots.

Celosia plumosa.—Early batches of this

plant should now be carrying good plumes, and a

dry atmosphere should be maintained to keep the

inflorescences in a good condition. Plants of later

batches intended for autumn flowering should be

ready for transferring to their flowering pots
;

24's aro quite large enough ; indeed, plants in

32's are often the must useful.

Canna.—Continue to feed t'lese plants freely,

especially those that are throwing up their flower

spikes. The earlier plants that have bloomed
may be removed out-of-doors, but if some good
specimens are required for the autumn there is

stLU time to pot certain of those that have
flowered in 32's. Pots 9 inches in diameter will

be large enough and firm potting essential. These
plants soon develop flower spikes, as the growths

at the base are always fairly forward by the time

the first flowers are past.

Chrysanthemum.—During hot weather guard
against the Chrysanthemums becoming dry at

the roots. This precaution is especially necessary

in the case of dwarf plants growing in small pots,

and these may require watering three or four
times each day.

Hot-water System.—-There is no season of

the year better than the present for overhauling
the heating apparatus. In some instances a worn-
out boiler may have to be replaced by a new one,

or it may be one of the sections in a sectional

boiler or a tube in the more old-fashioned

tubulajr boiler has developed a leak. At this

time of the year such work can be carried out
without fear of the plants suffering injury, which
is always the cass where new boilers have to be
placed in position during the winter or spring

months. In cases where the boilers may not need
repairing it is as well to have all the flues, shafts

and furnace fronts overhauled and cleaned by a

thoroughly competent bricklayer.

Capsicums or Peppers.—These plants are

often grown for decorative purposes, and, pro-

vided suitable varieties are chosen, they are to be
commended. Plants raised from seeds sown in

April should now be setting their fruits, but
if it is found that they are shy in setting

they should be stood in the open, where, pro-

vided plenty of water is afforded the roots and a

spraying overhead once or twice daily, the fruits

should set freely. As soon as sufficient fruits are

set the points of the shoots may be pinched out.

Being quick-growing plants liquid manure may
be given them frequently, also a little nitrate of

soda or some other concentrated fertiliser once a

week during the time the fruits are swelling.

SOCIETIES.
EOYAL HORTICULTURAL.

Scientific Committee.

JULS l6.^Present : Mr. E. A. Bowles, M.A.,
(in the Chair) ; «ir J. T. D. Llewelyn, Dr.

A. B. Rendle, Messrs. W. Hales, W. Fawcett,

R. Hooper Pearson, and F. J. Chittenden (hon.

sec).

Delphinium consolida sporting.—Mr. W.
Hales showed inflorescences of D. consolida with
all the flowers on one side white. They had
appeared in a bed of the ordinary D. consolida

at Chelsea where no white forms had been seen
before.

Viresctnt Delphinium. — Mr. Chiiiekdbn
showed inflorescences from a blue garden
form of Delphinium, with all the flowers
vireecent, the foliose character of the parts (the

stamens were not affected) varying in degree.
In some the carpeUary leaves were still folded
and closed at their edges, the ovules being
represented by the serrate margins of the folded
edges : in others they were quite open.

Plants injured by fumes from smelting
worlcs.—Sir John Llewelyn exhibited leaves of

a number of different plants from cottage gardens
in the Swansea district showing very serious in-

jury, in the form of dead margins and patches.
This injury had appeared simultaneously with
the introduction of a new method of extracting
zinc from its ores in the neighbourhood, and it

was thought that probably the greater volume of
fumes emitted from the stacks, and possibly a
difference in the compcksition of the fumes were
accountable for the unusual damage. The speci-
mens were referred to Dr. Voelckeb.

Variation in Black Currant Boshoop Giant.—
Mr. Chas. Peabson sent shoots of black Currant
Boskoop Giant to illustrate a variation which
had suddenly arisen in several localities. In
the sport the leaves become much more dentate
and the bushes fail to fruit. Sometimes only a
portion of the bush is so affected, but frequently
the whole, and in one plantation 50 per cent. o"f

the bushes showed the variation. The Com-
mittee would welcome any observatioiiis that
would throw light upon the phenomenon. It has
been suggested that possibly hard pruning may
have brought about the result, but there is no
record so far of recovery to the normal form.

Eria rhynconttjloides.—A botanical certificate

was unanimously recommended to this beautiful,
though small-flowered Orchid, native of Java,
exhibited by Sir Tbevoe Lawrence, Bart.,
V.M.H.

Certificate of Appireciatioii.—A certificate of

appreciation was recommended to Messrs.
Chaelesworth & Co., Hjiywards Heath, on the
suggestion of the Orchid Committee, for work
done in raising Odontoma x Edna, exhibited at

Holland House Show.

POTTERS BAR AND DISTRICT
AMATEUR ROSE.

July 16.—The exhibition of this society was
held in conjunction with the Village Flower Show
on the above date. The nurserymen's challenge
cup offered for 36 varieties of Roses attracted five

competitors, and was won by Mr. John Pigg,
of Royston, who also secured the chief award
in tne class for 18 Tea Roses. Messrs. W. and J.

Brown won the cup for a group of Roses with
a tasteful display, Messrs. Harkness & Sons
being 2nd in this class. In the open class for

amateurs, Mr. W. 0. TnnES carried off the chal-

lenge cup with a box of 18 Roses, Mr. H. R.
Darlington taking the 1st prize for a box of

12 Tea Roses. The members' challenge cup and
replica, the principal local event, was won by
Mr. Stuart Hogg with a box of 12 Roses.
In the decorative classes Rlrs. Weber obtained
the 1st prize for five vases of Ramblers, Vis-
countess Enfield that for an arrangement of

Roses, and Mr. J. Hart for a group of Chinas
or Dwarf Polyantha Roses. There was a large

entry in the ladies' classes for baskets, bowls and
vases of Roses, the principal prizes going to Miss
Wilson Fox, Miss Wigram, and Miss Gordon
TnoMrsoN. The smaller classes, of which there

were several, were well filled. Among the grower.s

of fewer than 100 plants Miss Vaugh,\n Jack-
son had two very creditable boxes.

ROYAL SOUTHAMPTON
HORTICULTURAL.

July 16, 17.—The summer exhibition of this

Society, held on the above dates, was of

special importance. It was not only the Jubilee

Show of the Southampton Society, but the dis-

play took place in conjunction with the show of

the southern section of the National Carnation
Society in the County Cricket Ground. It is to

be regretted that competition was not very keen,

but many of the exhibits were of good quality.

There was a fine display of Sweet Peas, and the
decorated tables were very good, whilst fruit

and vegetables were well staged.

Carnations.

There were three entries for twelve vases of

Self, Fancy, and Yellow-ground Picotee varieties,

arranged in a space measuring 4 feet by 3 feet.

Mr. J. Douglas, Great Bookham, Surrey, was
.successful with choice flowers of John Ruskin,
Pasquin and Purity. Mr. A. R. Brown, King's
Norton, Birmingham, was placed 2nd. The
winning exhibit for four vases of Carnation
" Selfs " was also staged by Mr. Douglas; 2nd,
Mr. Hayward Mathias, Medstead. In the class

for Fancy Carnations other than the white ground
varieties, those best shown were exhibited by Mr.
Douglas, who also won in the class for four
vases ; 2nd, Mr. Brown. The last-named com-
petitor showed the best exhibit in the class for

White-ground Fancy Carnations. Mr. Douglas
staged the winning exhibit of Yellow-ground
Picotees. Dressed flowers were of an ordinary
type. For six Flake and Bizarre varieties and for

Fancy and for Self kinds, Mr. Douglas excelled.

Mr. H. Mathias was successful in the class for

Yellow and White-ground Picotees.

In the amateurs' section, competition was much
keener. For six vases of " Selfs " J. A. Fort,
Esq., The College, Winchester (gr. Mr. 6.
Cousens), was placed 1st for very fine flowers.

H. Parton, Esq., Studholme, Moseley, Birming-
ham (gr. Mr. R. G. Rudd), showed the best four
vases of Self Carnations amongst four other
entries. Dre<ssed Carnations were best shown by
C. A. Linzee, Esq., Bramdean, Alresford (gr.

]Mr. R. Ransom). In the class for Tree or
American varieties, in which Messrs. Dutton
offered prizes, W. H. Myers, Esq., Swanmore
House, Bishop's Waltham (gr. Mr. 6. Ellwood)
secured the leading award with an effective dis-
play of popular varietie-i.

Sweet Peas.

Messrs. Toogood & Sons provided the prizes
for nine bunches distinct, and the 1st prize was
won by Sir R. Baker, Ranstone, Blandford (gr.

Mr. A. E. Usher), with well-staged varieties.

2nd, Mr. F. G. Bealing. Bassett Nurseries,
Southampton. Mr. Sealing also won the premier
award in the class provided by Robert Sydenham
Limited, with grandly developed blooms
displayed with taste. _Sir R. Baker won Messrs.
Sutton's leading prize for six bunches. The
prizes offered by Messrs. Webb & Sons and
Messrs. Jas. Carter & Co. also fell to this exhi-

bitor.

Roses.

In the class for a group of Roses, Mr. .Iohn
Mattock, Headington, Oxford, won the challenge
cup offered by the Hon. Mrs. Yorke, Hamble
Cliff, with an attractive exhibit. The_
best twenty-four distinct varieties were shown
by Messrs. Perkins & Son, Coventry

;

2nd, Messrs. D. Prior & Sons, Colchester.

Messrs. Perkins won the 1st prize for twelve

Tea or Noisette varieties, Messrs. D. Prior
& Sons following.

Decorative Plants, Fruit, &c.

For a group of miscellaneous plants arranged
for effect, Mr. E. Wills, Winchester Road Nur-
series, Southampton, excelled with Orchids,

Palms, Crotons, and Begonias. 2nd, The Hon.
Mrs. Elliott Yorke, Hamble Cliff (gr. Mr.
Turner). Captain Dalgetty, Lockerby Hall,

Romsey (gr. Mr. W. Baxter), secured the win-

ning award for a collection of six dishes of fruit,

with handsome Grapes, Peaches, Melons. &c.

Ellen Lady Swaythlino, South Stoneham
House, Southampton (gr. Mr. T. Hall), staged

the best collection of four bunches of Grapes,

the variety Madresfield Court being especially

fine.

The LocKSHEATH Nursery Co., Southampton,

exhibited the best Peaches and Nectarines, and
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W. H. Myers, Esq., showed the best Melons

—

Emerald Gem variety.

Vegetables were shown well, Mr. W. H.
Myers being unapproachable in all the classes

for collections in which he competed, winning
the leading prizes offered by Messrs. Toogood,
Sutton & Sons, Carter & Co., and Webb & Sons.

Honorary Exhibits.

The trade exhibits added much to the attrac-

tiveness of the show. Messrs. B. Ladhams &
Son, Shirley, Southampton, arranged a large

garden of old English de-sign. (Gold Medal.)

Mr. H. B. May, Edmonton, showed Ferns in

quantity and much variety. (Gold Medal.)

Mr. Bennett, Guernsey, exhibited Carnations
effectively employed. (Gold Medal.)

Messrs. W. H. Rogers & Son, Ltd., South-
ampton, were represented by shrubs, Roses, and
herbaceous plants. (Gold INledal.)

Messrs. Toogood & Sons, Southampton, ex-

hibited vegetables. (Gold .Medal.)

Messrs. E. Webb & Sons, Stourbridge, showed
Sweet Peas, Melons, and Vegetables, all of desir-

able quality. (Gold Medal.)

Messrs. S. Bide & Son, Farnham, arranged
Sweet Peas in rustic baskets and vases effec-

tively. (Silver-gilt Medal.)

Mr. J. Stevenson, Wimborne, showed Sweet
Peas. (Silver-gilt Medal.)

Mr. Breadmore, Winchester, with new Sweet
Peas, secured a Silver-gilt Medal.

The Locksheath Nursery Co. arranged fruit

trees in pots.

SALTAIRE, SHIPLEY AND DISTRICT
ROSE.

,IuLY 17.—In conjunction with the North of

England Horticultural Society, the Saltaire

Society held its 10th show on the above date.

The North of England Society made various

awards to exhibits. Never has such a magnifi-

cent collection of Roses, Sweet Peas, and hardy
flowers been staged at Saltaire. The visit of

the northern society helped to make the show a

decided success, for the exhibits occupied two
large tents. There were 111 classes, besides the

exhibits of the N.E.H.S. Roses were extremely
good, both in the open and the local classes, and
many of the best new varieties were to be seen

in good condition, ilessrs. Alexander Dickson
& Sons,' .Newtownards, again won the 100-

guinea Northern Championship Challenge Rose
Bowl and Gold Medal in the open class for 60
blooms, distinct, while in the classes for 36, 24,

and 16 blooms, distinct, they also beat all

comers with remarkable displays of i>erfectly-

formed, fresh, and richly-coloured blooms. Other
exhibitors who were frequent prize-winners were
Messrs. D. Prior & Sons. Colchester ; Messrs.

Hugh Dickson, Ltd., Belfast; and Messrs.

Harkness & Co., Hitchin. Mr. Tom Park, of

Bedale, was the most successful local exhibitor,

and, considering the cold and wet June nortli-

country growers have experienced, this exhibitor

staged exceedingly good blooms.

In the Sweet Pea classes, Mr. Bolton, of

Carnforth, staged one of the best collections of

bright-coloured and well-grown flowers we have
seen, and the colours were arranged with great

taste. The N.E.H.S. was so impressed with
Mr. Bolton's exhibit that they awarded it their

Gold Medal.

Hardy flowers made a good display. A de-

cided improvement was noticed in the staging of

these flowers, but there still remains room for

lighter arrangement.

Roses (Open to All).

Sixty blooms, distinct varieties.—1st, Messrs.
Alexander Dickson & Sons, Ltd., Newtown-
ards; 2nd, Mr. Hugh Dickson. Belfast; 3rd,

Messrs. Harkness & Co., Hitchin. Amongst
th« blooms in the winning stand we noticed good
flowers of such varieties as George Dickson (new,
dark crimson). Lady de Bathe, Alice Lindseli,

J. R. Davidson, Beauty of Waltham, La Galis-

sicre, George C. Waud, Mabel Drew, Mrs. Foley
Hobbs and Lord Powerscourt. Thirty-six blooms,
distinct: 1st, Messrs. A. Dickson & Sons; 2nd,

Messrs. Chapman & Collins, Leicester ; 3rd, Mr.
H. Drew, Longworth, Berks. Sixteen blooms,
distinct : 1st, Messrs. A. Dickson & Sons ; 2nd,
Mr. Hugh Dickson; 3rd, Messrs. D. Prior &
Sons. Twenty-four blooms, distinct : 1st,

Messrs. A. Dickson & Sons ; 2nd, Mr. Hugh
Dickson; 3id, Messrs. D. Prior & Sons.
Twenty-four blooms of Hybrid Tea varieties :

1st, Mr. W. Bentley, Leicester ; 2nd, Messrs. A.
Dickson & Sons ; 3rd, Mr. Hugh Dickson.
Twelve blooms, Teas or Noisettes : 1st, Mr. H.
Drew; 2nd, Mr. H. Dickson; 3rd, Mr. A. H.
RiGG, Baildon.

Amateurs' Classes.

Thirty-six blooms, distinct : 1st, Mr. Tom
Park, Bedale ; 2nd, Mr. Conway Jones, Huccle-
cote; 3rd, Mr. H. V. Machin, Worksop.
Eighteen blooms, distinct : 1st, Mr. Tom Park,
Bedale ; 2nd, Mr. Conway Jones ; 3rd, Mr. F. J.
Harrison, Ulverston. In the local nurserymen's
class for 24 blooms, the winners were, in the
order named : Mr. A. H. RiGG, Baildon, Messrs.
H. Clark & Son, Radley, and Mr. W. Kershaw,
Saltaire.

Some excellent blooms were to be seen in the
local amateurs' classes. The Silver Rose Bowl was
awarded to the premier exhibit ; the Society's
Silver Medal and the National Rose Society's
Bronze Medal were awarded to the premier
bloom, which was a splendid specimen of the
variety Mildred Grant.

Local amateurs within a 20-mile radius.—For
24 blooms, in not fewer than 18 varieties : 1st,

Mr. L. Law, Hawksworth Hall ; 2nd, Mr. J. W.
Merrall, East Morton. Ten-mile radius, 24
blooms, 18 varieties : 1st, Mr. J. M. Tankard,
Roundwood ; 2nd, Mr. G. C. Waud, Baildon,
the winner receiving the Silver Rose Bowl and
the Society's Silver Medal. Five-mile radius,
and growers of not more than 250 trees, 12
blooms, in 9 varieties : 1st, Mr. J. H. Barron,
Bingley ; 2nd, Mr. S. Woodh.\ll.

Classes for smaller growers, cottage gardeners,
and allotment holders were well fiUed, and some
very creditable blooms staged.

Sweet Peas.

Eighteen bunches, distinct, with not fewer than
12 and not more than 20 spikes each, and own
foliage only.—1st, Mr. G. H. Garnett-Orme,
Slapton ; 2nd, Messrs. Castle Bros., Carnforth.
The winner is entitled to the Silver Sweet Pea
Bowl.

Twelve bunches, distinct.—1st, Mr. J.

Smellie, Busby ; 2nd, Mr. F. J. Harrison, Ul-
verston ; 3rd, Mr. Cecil E. Taylor, Carnforth.

The prizes in Class 29 were offered by Robert
Sydenham Ltd., for 18 varieties of Sweet Peas,
in bunches of 15 to 20 stems. The value of the
prizes offered was £32. The 1st prize of £10
was won by Mr. C. E. Taylor, Carnforth ; 2nd,
Mr. E. Keith, Wallington. 'The 1st prizes in

Classes 46 and 47, also offered by Robert Syden-
ham Ltd., were won by Mr. J. Shackleton,
Keighley, who also won the Silver Vase.

Local amateurs (20-mile radius), 12 bunches,
distinct.—1, Mr. S. Sh.\ckleton, Cross Hills;
2nd, Mr. G. H. Garnett-Orme.

Local nurserymen, 12 bunches, distinct.—1st,
Mr. W. HESLiNGTONy 2nd, Messrs. H. Clarke
& Son.

Decorativb Classes.

Some very artistic dining-table decorations
were arranged. The table arranged by Mrs. G.
Nicholson, with Rose Mme. Abel Chatenay
and its own foliage, was very attractive, and this

won the 1st prize and Silver Vase. The table

arranged with Sweet Peas and own foliage, ex-

hibited by Miss Borwick, Yeadon, in a space

6 feet by 4 feet, was very beautifid.

Mr. J. Smellie won the 1st prizes in all the

classes devoted to Pansies and Violas.

North of England Horticultural Society
Exhibits and Awards.

The excellence of the collection of Sweet Peas
arranged by Mr. Robert Bolton, Carnforth, nas
already been mentioned. (Gold Medal.)
A striking feature of Messrs. G. Gibson &

Co.'s (Bedale) collection of hardy cut flowers

was the freshness they exhibited, Delphiniums
and Roses being very good, and the arrangement
of the whole was excellent. (Large Silver-gilt

Medal.)
in another interesting group of hardy flowers,

that shown by Messrs. Harkness & Co., Bedale,

were noticed many interesting flowers. The Ver-

bascums, Gaillardias, and Oriental Poppy (pink,

unnamed) added much to the attraction of this

exhibit. (.Silver-gilt Jledal.)

For a large bowl of Roses, dwarfs and
Ramblers, Messrs. W. & J. Brown, Peter-
borough, were awarded a Silver-gilt Medal.
Another Large Silver Medal was given to

Messrs. A. J. Batchelor & Sons, Harrogate,
for an exhibit of Ferns. Many choice and rare
varieties were seen, the predom'inant genus being
Nephrolepis.

With Roses, Violas, and Sweet Peas, Messrs.
DOBBIE & Co., Edinburgh, made a valuable dis-
play. This exhibit was characterised by the
great variety of interesting flowers. (Large Sil-
ver Medal.)

For a stand of English Iris, Mrs. W. A. Simp-
son-Hinchcliffe, Mytholmroyd, was awarded a
Silver Medal. It was a pleasure to inspect this
harmoniously-arranged exhibit.

Mr. J. W. Unwin, Histon, Cambridgeshire,
was awarded a Silver Medal for a good repre-
sentative collection of Sweet Peas.

Messrs. Mawson Bros., Windermere, who ar-
ranged a large stand of hardy flowers, and Mr.
Wm. Kershaw, Saltaire, with a similar exhibit,
were awarded Large Bronze Medals.
A very large group of hardy flowers was

arranged on the floor by Messrs. J. Artin-
d.\le & Sons, Sheffield. Amongst the many
kinds which attracted our attention were
Phloxes, Delphiniums, Gaillardias, and Tri-
tomas. A better effect would have been obtained
in the arrangement if fewer flowers had been
used. (Large Silver Medal.)

_
Mr. Alva J. Hall, Harrogate, for his collec-

tion of choice rock and herbaceous plants,
judiciously intermixed with Maples, was given
a Silver Medal.

For a small stand of stove and greenhouse
plants, including a few Orchids, Messrs. A. J,
Keeling & Sons, Bradford, were awarded a
Bronze Medal.

Messrs. S. Broadhead & Sons, Huddersfield,
received a Large Bronze Medal for hardy flower
and rock plants.

Messrs. Conway's, Ltd., Halifax, were
awarded a Bronze Medal for a similar exhibit.

For a stand of Violas, Mr. F. J. Bell, Whitley
Bay, was awarded a Silver Medal. These flowers
were arranged in the form of sprays backed with
Ferns, which showed them to advantage.
Another exhibit of Violas was shown by

Messrs. Seaqrave, Sheffield. (Large Bronze
Medal.)

The Cookridge Nursery Co., Leeds, made a
huge display of Hydrangea paniculata and Ferns.
(Bronze Medal.)

A Large Bronze Medal was awarded to Messrs,
J. Backhouse & Co., York, for a collection of
hardy flowers.

Mr. John Brooke, Bradford (for a miscel-
laneous exhibit of flowers and garden sundries),
and Messrs. E. W. King & Co., Coggeshall (for

Sweet Peas, which had amongst them many
charming varieties), were awarded Large Bronze
Medals.

First-class Certificates were awarded to Gail-
lardia " Mrs. MacKellar " and Verbascum
"Flossie Clark." Both were shown by Messrs.
Harkness & Sons.

RAYLEIGH AND DISTRICT
HORTICULTURAL.

July 17.—Thi.s society held its annual summer
show. The most successful exhibitors were
(amateurs) Mr. W. Denver (six 1st and four
2nd prizes) ; Mr. E, Boyes (four 1st and four
2nd prizes) ; and Mr. J. W. Vickers (three Ist

and three 2nd prizes). In the ladies' classes

Miss Barnard and Miss Curnock were
1st and 2nd respectively for table decora-
tions. Miss Barnard made good use of pink
Sweet Sultan (Centaurea) and Gypsophila
elegans grandiflora alba ; the 2nd prize
arrangement consisted of pink Sweet Peas.
Mrs. J. W. Vickers and Miss Harris, The
Meadows, Thundersley, were successful in

the bouquet and buttonhole classes. Mr. E,
Boyes was 1st in the class of a group of mis-
cellaneous plants arranged for effect. Mr. S. H,
Brett, Hillcrest Nursery, Rayleigh, Mr. S.

Taylor, Alpha Nursery, Rayleigh, and Mr. J. C.

Jenner, Lynwood Nursery, Eastwood Road,
Rayleigh, arranged three good groups not foi-

competition.
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CAEDIFF AND COUNTY HORTI-
CULTURAL.

July 17.—The 24th annual show of the above
society is a great sotial event as well as being
one of the most important of the provincial horti-

cultural exhibitions. The entries were large, the
competition generally was very keen, and the
fine weather induced a great number of people
to attend the show, so that the committee have
every reason to congratulate themselves and their
secretary (Mr A. Maurice Bailey) on the un-
qualified success of their most recent exhibition.

The principal prize-winners in the open and
amateur classes were the Marquess of Bute, the
Marquess of Northampton, the Duchess of Somer-
set, the Earl of Plymouth, Lord Aberdare, Lady
Hill, the Mackintosh of JIackintosh, and Sir G.
Forestier-Walker. The decorated dinner-tables
attracted a deal of admiration, and the cottagers'

exhibits reached a high standard of excellence.

Geoctps of Plants.

The 1st prize group of plants, occupying a

space of 150 square feet in the open class, ar-

ranged by Messrs. J. Cypher & Son, Chelten-
ham, was characterised by the light and tasteful

grouping which marks Messrs. Cypher's exhibits
;

2nil, Lady Hill. Rcokwood.
The smaller groups in the class restricted to

amateurs were exceedingly well arranged, and
the competition wa<s keen. The 1st prize was
awarded to Mr. J. L. Morg.\n, Llandaff ; 2nd,
ExoRS. of the late Mr. James Howell, Cardiff

;

3rd, Mr. H. Pennell, Merthyr. The Exors. of

the late Mr. -J. Howell were placed 1st for

three stove and greenhouse Ferns ; 2nd,
Mr. A. Parsons, Cardiff. Mr. H. V. Pitcher,
Penarth, was awarded the 1st prize for six tuber-

ous Begonias ; 2nd, Dr. J. L. Thomas, Cardiff.

The best twelve Zonal Pelargoniums were shown
by Mr. W. Mellinos, Penylan, and the 2nd be«t

by Mr. J. OxENHAM, Cardiff. Mr. \V. S. Mel-
HUISH, Cardiff, showed the finest six Zonal Pelar-

goniums ; 2nd, Lady Hill. The class for six

plants suitable for table decorations was very
strongly contested ; the 1st prize was awarded
to Mr. J. L. Morgan for an exceptionally good
set of plants ; 2nd. Lady Hill ; 3rd, The Duchess
of Somerset. The 1st prize for three specimen
plants in bloom, other than Orchids, was won by
Mr. A. Parsons. Lady Hill showed the best

Fiicheias, and the XLvckintosh of Mackintosh
re'tived th^ 1st prize for Gloxinias.

Roses.

The few cool days which preceded the

show enabled the exhibitors of Roses to stage

their blooms in good condition, and the flowers

retained their freshness throughout the day. In

the open class fur 12 distinct varieties, thi-.ee

blooms of each, Mr. J. Basham, Bassaleg, won
the 1st prize ; 2nd, Messrs. S. Treseder & Son

;

3rd, Messrs. Jefferies & Son, Cirencester. The
King's Acre Nursery Co. were placed 1st in

the similar class for Tea or Noisette Roses

;

2nd, Messrs. S. Treseder & Son, who received

the 1st prize for 24 blooms, distinct. The
King's Acre Nursery Co. were awarded the

1st prize for 18 Tea or Noisette Roses. The
best 12 blooms of any variety other than Tea or

Noisette were shown by The King's Acre
Nursery Co. ; whilst Messrs. J. Jefferies &
Son were the successful exhibitors with 12 blooms

of any other variety. The 1st prize for a collec-

tion of Roses occupying a space 9 feet bv
4 feet 5 inches was awarded to Jlessrs. W.
Treseder & Son ; 2nd, Mr. J. Crosslino.
Penarth ; 3rd, Messrs. .J. Jefferies & Son. The
R.H.S.'s Silver Medal for the best exhibit In the

open classes was awarded to Mr. J. Bash.^m.
In the amateurs' class for 12 Roses of not fewer

than six distinct varieties, Mr. G. R. Bonner,
Barwood, was the most successful competitor;

2nd, the Duchess of Somerset ; and the same
exhibitors were similarly placed in the class for

12 Tea or Noisette Roses.

Sweet Peas and Carnations.

The exhibits of Sweet Peas were exceptionally

good. The premier prize for 18 vases of Sweet
Peas wa> awarded to Mr. A. E. Usher ; 2nd, Mr.
R. Edwards. The dinner-table decorations of

Sweet Peas were very popular : 1st, Mrs.
Gerhold, Penarth ; 2nd, Miss Violet Liddiard,
Cardiff. The best six vases of Sweet Peas were
shown by Mrs. Jenner. who was equally success-

ful in the classes for one vase and for 12 distinct

varieties of .Sweet Peas.

In the open class for 12 border Carnations and
Picotees Mr. Chas. Wall, Bath, was awarded
the 1st jirize, whilst Mr. T. W . Ihomas, Whit-
church, was the successful exhibitor m the similar
class for amateurs. The best collection of border
Carnations and Picotees was that shown by Mr.
C. Wall ; 2nd, Lord Aberd.aee. Mr. Wall
also showed the finest collection of tree and
" Malmaison " Carnations. Mr. R. T. Went re-

ceived the 1st prize for a collection of hardy
flowers, as well a-s that for six vases of hardy
flowers, ilessrs. W. Treseder & Son were the
most successful exhibitors in the open class for

a collection of hardy flowers.

Decobative.

A very keen competition prevailed in the
decorated dessert tables, 8 feet by 4 feet.

The 1st prize was awarded to Messrs. W.
Treseder & Son, Ltd., for an arrangement of
pink Carnations and mauve Sweet Peas ; 2nd,
Messrs. Sidney Case, Ltd., Cardiff, for a table
of pink Carnations ; 3rd, Mr. C. J. Ellis, Weston
Nurseries, Weston-super-Mare, who had a very
lightly-arranged table of Gilia coronopifolia'.

There were three other tables ; the flowers used
were chiefly pink Carnations, " Malmaisons,"
and Irish Elegance Roses ; Orchids were not per-
mitted.
The 1st prize for a bride's bouquet was won

by Mr. P. Thomas, Albany Road, with a
bouquet of Odontoglossums ; 2nd, Messrs.
W. Treseder & Son, Ltd., who showed a very
large bouquet of Odontoglossums and white
Cattleyas ; this bouquet would have been better if

it had been more loosely arranged, the choice
white Cattleyas were almo-t hidden.
In the class for two floral baskets arranged for

effect (Orchids excluded), Mr. 0. J. Ellis,
Weston-super-Mare, was awarded 1st prize

for a light and artistic arrangement of red and
white Carnations; 2nd, Messrs. Case Bros.,
Cardiff ; 3rd, Messrs. Sidney Case, Ltd. For a
basket of flowers arranged for effect Messrs. W.
Treseder & Son, Ltd., Cardiff, were awarded
the 1st prize ; their arrangement of Cattleyas,
Odontoglossums and Oncidiums was very taste-

ful. A very effective basket gained for Mr. C. J.

Ellis, Weston super-Mare, the 2nd pri/.'.

The best bouquet of Carnations was shown by
Messrs. Case Bros., Cardiff; 2nd, Mr. P.

Thomas ; 3rd, Messrs. Treseder & Son, Ltd.
For a bouquet of Roses IMr. P. Thomas. Albany
Road. Cardiff, was awarded the 1st prize ; and
Messrs. W. Treseder & Son, Ltd., were placed
2nd.

Fruit and Vegetables.

Two bunches of Muscat Grapes: 1st, Mr. E. H.
Ebsworth, Llandough Castle; 2nd, Capt. W. B.
Thurling, Lydney ; 5rd, H. Webb, Esq., M.P.
Two bunches of anv other white Grapes : 1st, Mr.
D. W. Graham, Ilelston Park ; 2nd, Mr. E. H.
Ebsworth; 3rd, Mr. R. P. England, Rumney
Court. Two bunches of Black Hamburgh Grapes;
1st, Mr. Godfrey L. Cl.^rk, Talygarn ; 2nd, Mr.
E. C. Lysaght, Chepstow.
The best dish of Nectarines was shown by Mr.

Fr.ink Bibby, Shrewsbury ; the same exhibitor
was also 1st with a dish of Peaches.
The Marquess of Northampton, Castle Ashby

(gr. Mr. Searle), was awarded the 1st prize for

a meritorious coUction of vegetables, nine dis-

tinct kinds : 2nd, Miss Bernard.

Forestry.

The exhibits of specimen boards of various

hardy, broad-leaved and Coniferous trees, and
the general exhibits illustrative of forestry,

attracted a great deal of attention. The Society's

Silver Medals were awarded to the Marquess of

Bute and the Earl of Plymouth for theirex-
hibits.

Noncompetitive Exhibits.

Messrs. Sutton & Sons, Reading, arranged a

large collection of Sweet Peas on an arched
trellis.

The King's Acre Nursery Co., Hereford, ex-

hibited many fruit trees and dwarf rambler Roses
in pots.

Mes.srs. W. Treseder & Son, Ltd., Cardiff,

arranged Conifers amongst Antirrhinums, and in

another part of the grounds showed Pelargoniums
and other flowering plants.

Messrs. C. Wall, Melrose Nursery, Bath, ex-

hibited tree and border Carnations.

Messrs. Young & Co., Cheltenham, and Mr.
C. F. Walton, Balcombe, Sussex, also ex-

hibited Carnations.

LIVERPOOL HORTICULTURAL.
July 17.—^The above Society held its annual

Rose and Sweet Pea Show in the Corn Exchange
on this date. The favourable weather kept the
flowers in fair condition throughout the day.
The entries were above the average, but, unfor-
tunately, many of the Roses were undersized.

Roses.

Eighteen hybrid Teas : This class brought only
one exhibit, from J. R. Dixon-Nuitall, Esq.,
Prescot (gr Mr J. W. Parker) , who was awarded
the 1st prize. This collection included good
blooms of the Lyon, Lady Ashdown, and Mrs.
W. J. Grant.

Eighteen blooms, distinct ; Mr. Parker was
again the Lst prize-winner ; 2nd, Mrs. Smith (gr.

Mr, G H. Kefford), Thelwell ; 3rd, W. A. RocK-
LIFT, Esq (gr. Mr. J Aindow), Formby.
Twelve blooms, distinct ; Mr. Aindow obtained

the 1st place with an excellent stand of blooms.

In the class for six blooms Mr. W. Foulkes was
the most successful exhibitor. In the amateurs'

class, which requires 12 blooms in not fewer than
six varieties, Mr L. Thomson won the 1st

prize with a good set of flowers. Mr. P. FiTZ-

PATRICK showed the best six blooms, and Mr.
Charles Green, Neston. arranged the best pair

of vases. In the local class' Mr. Chris Hackney
won the 1st prize.

Sweet Peas.

In this section the competition was very keen
and the flowers were of excellent quality.

Twentv vases ; This class induced a fine com-
petition." Dr. G. H. Phillips (gr. Mr. W.
Davies) won the premier award with a splendid'

collection. The varieties Elsie Herbert, Nubian,
and Maud Holmes were especially fine. Mr.
R. R. Anderson. Birkenhead, was a good second,

and was followed closely bv J. P. Heron, Esq.

(gr. Mr. W. Bond).
Twelve vases ; i\Ir. Davies won the 1st place

with a collection in which the varieties Thos.
Stevenson and Mrs. Hardcastle Sykes were especi-

ally good ; 2nd, Major F. M. RooME (gr. Mr. H.
Foulkes), Formby ; 3rd, E. Cozens Hardy, Esq.

(gr. Mr. E. T Barrett).

Twelve varieties with waved standards : Mr.
Foulkes was awarded the 1st prize for a very

good set of flowers ; 2nd, Col. Cornwallis West
(gr. Mr. W. Forder), Ruthin Castle; 3rd, T.
Henshaw, Esq. (gr. iNIr. J. George), Roby.
Twelve vases, distinct ; The prizes were

awarded to Messrs. J. George, A. Ratson,
Faz.U'Kerly, and R. T. Shepherd in the order

named.
One vase Sutton's Queen ; Messrs. W. Bond

and G. F.\ulkner were placed in the order men-
tioned for very fine exhibits.

Amateurs' Classes.

Twelve vases, distinct ; Mr. J. Robebts, Gres-

ford, won the 1st prize : 2nd, Mr. S. H. Curtis.

Six vases; Mr. R. Aindow won the 1st prize,

and, for the six vases of blooms with waved
standards, Mr. G. Faulkner was placed 1st.

In the section for members of the corn trade

Messrs. E. J. Procter and J. Tapscott each

won a 1st prize.

In the class for a dinner table decorated with

Sweet Peas INIiss Newsham was the successful ex-

hibitor, and in the competition for any other

flower Mrs. H. E. Marsh, who employed Rosea,

was awarded the 1st prize. There were 19 com-
petitors in these two classes.

Twelve bunches of cut herbaceous flowers ; 1st,

Mr. J. George, who staged a fine collection.

Mr. J. W. Parker won the 1st prize in the class

for six bunches.
For six bunches of flowers grown in the open

Mr. L. Thomson secured the premier honour.

Mr. J. Green won the 1st prize in the members'
class.

CARNATIONS -VND PiCOTEES.

Mr. J. Calder showed the best six varieties,

three blooms of each ; the variety Anne Hatha-
way was especially noteworthy.

"Twelve blooms arranged in vases : H. S. Bar-
rett, Esq. (gr. Mr. Mills), won the 1st prize

with fine flowers of such varieties as Lady Will-

mott and Miss Peggy.
Six blooms ; Mr. Calder showed the best

flowers in this class, and for six blossoms re-

stricted to amateurs Mr. R. Duke won the Isl

prize . In the class for one vase^ Mr. E.
Seroenson won the 1st prize with

the variety Cecilia, and in the memberi'
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class Mr. J. Grebn was the most successful
competitor.

Mr. E. TuRNBULL exhibixod the best six
Pansies and Violas.

Nok-competit:ve Exhibits.

Mr. R. Manson, Gateacre, made a fine display
with brightly-coloured Roses, the Lyon being
especially noteworthy. (Gold Medal.)

Messrs. R. P. Ker & Son, Aigburth, arranged
a fine banJv of miscellaneous plants, including
good Crotons. This firm also staged fruit and
vegetables. (Gold Medal.)

Messrs. Dicksons, Chester, exhibited an ex-
tensive mixed display of cut flowers. Gladiolus
being prominent. (Gold Medal.)
The Liverpool Orchid Co. contributed cut

Roses and a collection of Orchids. (Gold Medal.)
Jlessrs. Bees Ltd. arranged Alpines in pots,

cut Roses, and herbaceous flowers. (Gold Medal.)
Mr. H. MiDDLEHXTRST, Liverpool, showed a

pleasing stand of Sweet Peas. (Gold Medal.)
Mr. R. Wright also displayed Sweet Peas,

and included the variety Mrs, "Hettie Roome, a
promising seedling. (Gold iledal.l

Jfessrs. Aldersley and Marsden Jones also
had fine contributions of Sweet Peas. (Gold
Medal.)
Mr. C. A. Young, West Derby, arranged a

choice selection of Carnations. (Silver Medal.)
Messrs. Jones, Liverpool, exhibited various

cut flowers. (Silver Medal.)
Messrs. Aitken & Faulkner displayed Sweet

Peas, &c. (Silver Medal.)
Mr. W. Rowlands, 'Childwall Nurseries, con-

tributed cut Roses. (Silver Medal.)
Mr. C. Russell, Blundellsands, had a pleasing

display of Carnations, (Silver Medal.)
The Covent Garden Seed Co. showed cut

hardy flowers. (Silver Medal.)
Messrs. Fishlock Bro.s. arranged floral decora-

tions. (Silver Medal.)

HORTICULTURAL CLUB.
July 18.—The annual outing of the members

and friends of the Hnrticultural Club took place
on Thursday, the 18th inst. Despite the un-
seasonable lapse into chilly and jjlooniy weather,
the event proved t-o be an extremely enjoyable
one. Some 50 ladies and gentlemen journeyed
in two saloon carriages from Paddington" to
Slough station, proceeding thence in motor
brakes to Stoke Poges, where they visited
the old church sacred to reminiscences of
the poet Gray, whose tomb is in the
churchyard, and also as containing the pew of
William Penn, whose name is equally immortal-
ized as the founder of the now great State of
Pennsylvania. Leaving the church, the party
was driven through Bumhara Beeches and the
charming woodland of which they form a quota,
stopping therein to partake of an excellent lunch
at Wingrove's Restaurant. Mr. W. Goldring,
having submitted the toast of " The King,"
Mr. Druery proposed that of "The Visitors,"
coupling with the toast the names of Prof. Hutt
and Mr, Whyte, two Canadian gentlemen at
present visiting tJiis country. Both gentlemen
replied in appreciative t«rms as regards the
beauty of the places they were privileged to
visit in this country. Mr. Hooper Pearson re-
ferred to the regretted absence of Sir Harry
Veitch throufjh temporary indisposition, but ex-
pressed the delight of the members when they
saw that he was able to meet the party at
Slough station earlier in the day. Mr. Pearson
also read a telegram from the President of the
Club, Sir Frank Crisp, regretting his inability to
be present and wishing the party a pleasant
day. The lunch over, the party proceeded
to Cliveden, where, by permission of W. W.
Astor, Esq., they were conducted by Mr. Camm,
the head gardener, through the" magnificent
grounds and gardens, enjoying during the walk
innumerable glimpses of 'the Thames, which
passes the boundary of the estate. The visitors
greatly enjoyed the beauty of the many vistas
afforded in the woodland. From Cliveden the
party drove to Sir Harry Veitch's residence at
East Burnhara Park, where tea was provided by
Lady Veitch. The gardens were inspected, and
the party afterwards returned to Slough station,
where they took train for London. Unanimous
thanks were expressed to both Sir Harry and
Lady Veitch for their hospitality. C. T. D.

BIRMINGHAM BOTANICAL AND
HORTICULTURAL,

July 17.—The annual Rose and midsummer
flower show, held at the Botanical Gardens,
Edgbaston, on the above date, was the biggest
and best yet held under the auspices of this
society. The Exhibition Hall was filled with
Roses, Sweet Peas, hardy flowers and greenhouse
plants. The show was visited by a record num-
ber of visitors.

The Lapworth Nurseries, Hockley Heath,
had a bright group of hardy flowers, shrubs
and Roses, together with 'a capital strain
of Cockscombs. Included in the border flowers
were good examples of Campanula carpatica.
Phloxes, Geum Mrs. Bradshaw, Helenium pumi-
lum niagnificum, Bocconia macrocarpa, Liliums,
Gaillardias, Galegas, Anthemis tinctoria grandi-
flora, Verbascums, Pyrethrums, Hemerocallis,
Lathyrus and Pinks. Buddleias—variabilis
Veitchii and V. magnifica—were represented by
handsome bunches. (Silver Medal.)

Messrs. Gunn & Sons, Olton, occupied a large
space with Ro.ses in vases, boxes, and tall bam-
boo stands. A few of the best varieties were
Edward Mawley, Mme. Ravary, His Majesty,
Lyon (extra good), Harry Kirk, Pharisaer, Mme.
Melanie Soupert, Mildred Grant, Prince de Bul-
garie, Frau Karl Druschki, J. B. Clark, Liberte,
Hugh Dickson, White Killarney, and Mrs. Theo-
dore Roosevelt. (Silver Medal.)

W. P. WiLLCOX, Esq., Park Hill, Moseley (gr,

Mr. A. Hartwcll), exhibited a collection of well-

grown, double-flowered, tuberous-rooted Begonias.
The shapely flowers represented a wide range of
colour from white and yellow through shades of

pink-ro.se, salmon and scarlet to crimson. (Silver

Medal.)

Messrs. A.. R. Brown, Ltd., King's Norton,
contributed a collection of Roses. (Bronze
Medal.)

Messrs. W. H. Simpson & Sons, Birmingham,
exhibited a large group of good quality Sweet
Peas, in which the undermentioned varieties
were of outstanding merit :—Maud Holmes, Mrs.
R. Hallani, Edna Unwin. R. F. Felton, Her-
cules, Othello. Martha Washington, Thomas
Stevenson, Elfrida Pearson, White Queen, Nettie
Jenkins. Coronation, Afterglow. Edrom Beauty,
and John Ingnian. (Silver-gilt Medal.)

Mr. Douglas Leigh, Hampton-in Arden, had
a group of greenhouse foliage and flowering
plants and hardy cut flowers,

Mr. Elie Mahy, Chiswick. sent Gasterias, and
Mr. G. H. Baldwin, King's Norton, showed
Gooseberries,

Competitive Classes.

Competition in the competitive classes was
very strong. The 1st prize in a cla«s for six
varieties of Roses was won by C. B. WoRSEY,
Esq., Norfolk Road, Edgbaston (gr. Mr. A.
Davies), with superb flowers of Avoca, Mme.
Melanie Soupert. Frau Karl Druschki, Mrs.
Joseph Hill. Mrs. Stewart Clark and J. B.
Clark; 2nd. Mr. T. Horton, Bournville.

In a similar but smaller class to the last named
Mrs, C. E. Whitcomee. Bewdley (gr. Mr. W.
Thomas), was awarded the 1st prize ; 2nd. ill'. G.
H. Baldwin, King's Norton.

In a class for nine varieties of Sweet Peas Mr.
T. Batchelor, Hampton-in-Arden. gained the
1st prize with shapely flowers of Edna Unwin.
Florence Nightingale, Dobbie's Cream, Elfrida
Pearson, Nora Unwin, Maud Holmes, Mrs. C. W.
Breadmore, John Ingman, and Mrs. Hugh Dick-
son.

The class provided for six vases of hardy
herbaceous flowers, distinct, was very well sup-
ported. 1st, Mr. F. Anderson. Moseley, who had
clean, well-arranged, fair-sized vases of Cen-
taureas, ffinotheras, Galegas, Lychnis, Chrysan-
themum maximum and Salvias ; 2nd, Mr. H.
Anderson, Shirley; 3rd, Mr. E. Tilt, Erding-
ton.

There were 11 splendid entries in a class for

table decorations, cut flowers and foliage only
allowed, arranged on round tables about 30 inches
diameter. The 1st prize table was daintily ar-

ranged with pink Sweet Pea Mrs. Routzahn and
bronze-tinted sprays of Selatrinelln, exhibited
by Miss Deakin, Hall Mills: 2nd, Mrs. Fewkes,
Gravelly Hill, whose flowers consisted of pink
and heliotrope Sweet Peas and Gi.'psophila re-

lieved with Selaginella.

IRISH ROSE AND FLORAL AND
THE NATIONAL ROSE.

July 19.—The second annual show of the li Jsh
Rose and Floral Society was held ii. conjunction
with the National Rose Society on this date in
the Botanic Gardens, Belfast. These b<]tanio
gardens provide a charming place for the hold-
ing of a flower show, and visitors found It
difficult to believe that they were in the
heart of a great manufacturing city of nearly
half a million inhabitants. The city itself lies
in the junction of three valleys, and the spot on
which the show tents were pitched afforded a
glorious panoramic view of the whole country
around. The exhibits were of the hit;he«t
standard of merit, and throughout compared in
quality with those at the leading shows in Eng-
land.

The National Ilpse Society's tent was over
250 feet in length. It provided a grand ex-
hibition in itself ; besides this, there was a special
tent for seedlings.

N.R.S. Awards to New Roses.

The N.R.S. Floral Committee was represented
by the Rev. J. H. Pemberton, Messrs. E.
Mawley, Molyneux, Hammond, Easier, Brown,
Prior, Mattock, and Felton.

^

The following varieties received awards :

—

H. Veseij Machln, H.T.—A large blw ni
which, although of gigantic size and diep
texture, appears to open quite freely ; the colour
is intense crimson. Shown by Messrs. Alex,
Dickson & Sons, Ltd. [Gold Medal.)
Mrs. Muir McKean, H.T.—A variety of in-

tense crimson colour, very pure in colour. A
grand Rose for the florist.

Colleen. H.T.—This is an immense " Kilbr-
ney," but somewhat warmer in colour. The
petals possess great substance, and as the leaves
are hard and glossy, it will no doubt be pioof
against mildew. (Silver-gilt Medal.)
Lady .Mary Ward, H.T.—This Rose was

unanimously awarded a Gold Medal. It la

decidedly the strongest shade of all varieties
with flaming golden-bronze petals.

British Queen.—An enormous white Rose of
perfect form and delicate texture. (Silver-tilt
Medal.)

Mrs. Fred. VanderhUt, H.T.—This Rose did
not secure any higher award than was given it

at Regent's Park, namely, a Silver-gilt MedaL
These varieties were all shown by Messrs. Samuel
McGredy & Son, Portadown", who had also
Fmerald, H. T., a fine florists' Rose, that would
light up well, its colour being a brilliant cerise-
crimson, and Mrs. David Watt, H.T., which
the judges asked to see again.

Mrs. R. D. McOlure.—A beautiful, soft, roee-
pink variety with a fleshy sheen ; a bloom of fine

shape and general good quality. (Gold Medal.)

H. E. Richardson, H.T.—A most delightful
flower of velvety-crimson shading to brilliant

scarlet ; not over large, but of good texture and
superb quality. (Gold Medal.)

Coronation, H.P.—This Rose is a glorified
" Her Majesty," but warmer and softer in
colour, and with a better " point " and more
reflexed ; an easy Rose to open, and, judging
from the plant, a very robust grower. (Gc'ld

Medal.)

Mrs. James Lynas, H.T.—A well-formed
flower of palest rose shading to blush. (Silver-

gilt Medal.) These four varieties were shown
by Mr. Hugh Dickson, Belfast, who also sub-
mitted for award Mrs. Charles Hunting. H. T.
(the colour is warm apricot on beautifully smooti
petals, which are of elegant shape) and Mrs.
John Jamleson, H. T., which the committee
desired to. see again.

Other novelties of interest were :

—

B(yn
Accord. H.T.—A very pleasing shade of rose-

pink, but somewhat thin. This Rose should
prove a grand bedding variety, as the habit is

almost perfect. Shown by Messrs. Adam &
Craigmile. Florence Forrester.—A beautiful
creamy-white bloom : and Mrs. W. H. Rowe,
after the colour of Sharman Crawford, a large
flower of exceptional substance ; the best of its

colour. Both these shown by Messrs. S.

McGredy & Son, Portadown.

Competitive Classes. Cut Blooms.

The .Jubilee Challenge Trophy, a Gold Medal,
and a sum of money were offered as the 1st prize
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jn the class for 36 blooms. Hugh Dickson, Ltd.,

Uelmout, won the 1st prize worthily, with a

^and exhibit, including a bloom of Coronation,

which won the N.R.S. Medal offered for the best

Kose in the show and by the Society for the best

Kose other than a H.T." or Noisette variety ; also

ilildred Grant (a veritable giant), i\Irs. W. H.

Sargent, Caroline Testout, Rte. John Jamieson,

Leslie Holland, and H. D. Pinkerton (new) ; 2nd,

.Messrs. Alex. Dickson & Sons, Newtownards,
whose collection included fine blooms of Caroline

Testout, Sharman Crawford, and Queen of Spain ;

Jrd, Messrs. S. McGredy & Son.

For 72 blooms, distinct, the 1st prize was

again awarded to Hugh Dickson, Ltd., who
ihowed in wonderful form ; 2nd, Messrs.

Ale.x.vnder Dickson & Sons, who also showed

iplendidly, their bloom of George Dickson being

wortli a long journey to see.

HiTGH Dickson, Ltd., secured the 1st award in

the class for 24 distinct varieties, three bloomfi

of each; 2nd, Messrs. Alex. Dickson & Sons.

For 36 blooms, distinct, Mr. G. Prince,

Oxford, was successful; 2nd, Mr. J. Walsh,
Portadown ; 3rd, Mr. F. E. Smith, near Belfast.

Mr. Prince also won in the class for 16 dis-

tinct varieties, thi'e« blooms of each, with Mr.

F. E. Smith, 2nd.

In the class "for 18 blooms, distinct, Mr. G.

Prince again excelled with a grand show of Tea

Soses ; 2nd, Hugh Dickson, Ltd.

Mr. John Mattock was awarded the 1st prize

in the class for 12 blooms, distinct ; 2nd, Mr.

James Walsh; 3rd, Mr. F. E. Smith.

In the open classes Hugh Dickson, Ltd., was
incceesful for 12 blooms of new Roses, distinct

varieties; 2nd, Messrs. S. McGredy & Son; 3rd.

Mr. W. Bentley, Leicester.

Foi;^ 12 blooms of any new Rose, Hugh Dick-

son, Ltd., secured the premier award; 2nd, Mr.

G. Prince; 3rd, Jlessrs. S. McGredy & Son.

Messrs. Alex. Dickson & Sons excelled in the

class for 12 blooms of any H.P. variety; whilst

for 12 blooms of any Rose other than H.P., T..

or Noisette varieties, Mr. W. Bentley was suc-

cessful ; 2nd, Mr. H. Dickson in both classes.

Mr. Geo. Prince won the 1st prize in the class

far 12 blooms of any T. or Noisette ; 2nd, Messrs.

Alex. Dickson & Sons; 3rd, Mr. Walter
Bentley.
For 12 distinct varieties, five blooms of each

sort, Messrs. S. McGredy & Son won the 1st

piize with one of the most even collections in

the show ; 2nd, Hugh Dickson, Ltd. ; 3rd,

Messrs. Alex. Dickson & Sons.

Messrs. S. McGredy & Son. with grand

baskets of Lady Hillingdon, Lyon Rose and Mrs.

A. Tate, was successful in the class for five

baskets of cut Roses, five distinct varieties, each

variety in a separate basket; 2nd, Mr. E. Hicks
;

3rd, Sir. J. Mattock.
In the section devoted to decorative Roses, Mr.

John Mattock, with a charming display, secured

the leading award for 18 distinct varieties; 2nH.

Hugh Dickson, Ltd. In a similar class for 12

distinct varieties, Mt. E. Hicks was successful

:

2nd, Mr. G. Prince; 3rd, Rev. J. H. Pemeer-
TON. This was a very fine class.

In the amateurs' section. F. Dennison, Esq..

Leamington, secured the first award in the class

for 24 blooms, distinct, with a very creditable

exhibit containing many choice blooms.

For 36 blooms, distinct. Rev. J. H. Pemberton
was placed 1st with very fresh blooms, well

staged; 2nd, H. V. Machin, Esq., Derby.
F. Dennison, Esq., was awarded the 1st

prize in the class for eight distinct varieties,

three blooms of each ; 2nd, H. V. Machin, Esq. ;

3rd, Mrs. Dunlop. For nine blooms of aily Rose
except those of the Tea or Noisette sections. Dr.

G. Campbell Hall was successful ; 2nd, H. V.
Machin, Esq. ; 3rd, F. Dennison, Esq.

Mrs. Dunlop showed best in the class for 18
blooms, distinct varieties ; 2nd, Robert Thomp-
son, Esq.

Mrs. G. H. Brown excelled in the classes for
six distinct varieties, three blooms of each, and
for six blooms of any Rose except a Tea or
Noisette variety.

In the class for 12 blooms, distinct varieties,
J. F. Harrison, Esq., Ulverton, won the 1st
prize with finely-coloured blooms ; 2nd, J. F.
Croziee, Esq.
For nine blooms of distinct varieties, Col.

Sharman Crawford was successful, and in a
similar class W. Upton, Esq., excelled; and this

gentleman showed best in the class for four dis-

tinct varieties, three blooms of each.

In the class for six blooms of any Rose except

Tea or Noisette, the premier exhibit was stagsd

by J. H. Welch, Esq. ; 2nd, T. F. Crozieu,
Esq.

The best six blooms of new Roses, distinct,

were shown by W. BoYES, Esq. ; 2nd, Rev.
J. H. Pemberton.

J. F. Croziee, Esq., showed best in the class

for" 12 blooms, distinct, whilst H. V. Machin,
Esq., excelled in the class for nine blooms of

any one variety ; 2nd, F. Dennison, Esq.

Other prizes in the amateurs' section were
awarded as follows :—(a) For nine blooms, dis-

tinct varieties : 1st, W. Boyes, Esq. ; 2nd, H.
Whittle, Esq. (b) For six blooms : 1st, W.
Upton, Esq. ; 2nd, F. J. Harrison, Esq. (c) For
six distinct varieties : three blooms of each : 1st,

W. Upton, Esq. ; 2nd, F. J. Harrison, Esq. (d)

For six blooms of any one variety : 1st. H.
Machin, Esq. ; 2nd, F. Dennison, Esq. (e) For 12
distinct varieties, not fewer than 3 nor more than
12 trusses of each variety : 1st, Rev. J. H. Pem-
berton ; 2nd, H. Y. Machin. Esq. (f) For six dis-

tinct varieties, not fewer than 3 nor more than 12

trusses of each variety : 1st, F. A. George, Esq.,

Worcester; 2nd, Col. Sharman Crawford.

Champion Roses (Nurserymen).

The best Rose, other than a H.T. or Noisette
variety, was Coronation, shown by Hugh
Dickson, Ltd.
The best Rose H.T. variety, George Dickson,

exhibited by Messrs. Alexander Dickson &
Sons, Ltd. A wonderful flower.

The best Tea or Noisette variety, Mrs. Foley
Hobbs, exhibited by Mr. Geo. Prince.

Champion Roses (Amateurs).

The best Rose, other than H.T. or Noisette
variety, Gloire de Chedane Guinoisseau, ex-
hibited by Mr. William Boyes.
The best H.T. variety, William Shaw. Shown

by William Upton, Esq.

The best Tea variety, Mrs. Myles Kennedy.
Exhibited by F. Dennison, Esq.

All the champion blooms received special
Silver Medals.

Decorative Classes.

In the class open to ladies only, the best deco-
rated table arranged with any kind of flowers
was shown by Mrs. H. E. Rich.ardson, Lis-
burn, who employed pale pink-coloured Carna-
tions, with a profusion of foliage and a few-

crimson Dianthus ; 2nd, Mrs. F. Harrison, of
Ulverston with Rose Irish Flame, a very beauti-
ful but somewhat formal arrangement; 3rd, Mrs.
A. R. Bide, who employed Rose Lady Hilling-
don. This beautiful table was much admired.
For a table decorated with Sweat Peas, the 1st

prize was won by Mrs. Best, Armagh, with
Anglian Pink; 2nd, Mrs. D. Atkinson, for a
pretty but thin arrangement.
The best table decorated with Roses was ar-

ranged by Mrs. F. J. Harrison, who used Irish
Elegance very effectively ; 2nd. Mrs. H. P.
Pinkerton, who also contributed a very charming
arrangement of Irish Elegance. The centre vase
was a trifle heavy. For a bowl of cut Roses the
1st prize was awarded to Mrs. E. M. Bennett,
Southampton, who showed a charming arrange-
ment of Old Gold, a variety which was recently
awarded a Gold Jledal ; 2nd, Mrs. C. William-
son, Canterbury; 3rd, Mrs. A. Atkinson. For
a vase of cut Roses and foliage the 1st prize was
won by Mrs. Charles Williamson ; 2nd, Miss
Johnson ; 3rd, Mrs. Stewart. Mrs. Burnett
secured the 1st prize for a basket of Roses.

Messrs. R. F. Felton & Sons, Hanover
Scjuare, London, exhibited, in the Rose tent, an
enormous basket of Roses showing a .wheme of
colour ranging from the palest yellow tn the
deepest shades of orange and conp'^r, employing
successfully such beautiful varieties as jiiliet
and Beaute de Lyon. The exhibit was recom-
mended a Gold Medal, and at the close of the
show was presented by the Council to the Lady
Mayoress.

Sweet Peas.

Those who had visited the fine show of Sweet
Peas held by the National Sweet Pea Society
on the 9th inst. were surprised to find that the
blooms at Belfast were superior. There was
scarcely a weak exhibit in the whole of the com-

petitive classes, and many traders arranged mag-
nificent displays.

The 1st prize in the class for 12 distinct

varieties was won by the well-known Irish

grower, Mr. E. Cowdy, with an almost perfect
collection. Prominent among them was a vase of
the variety R. F. Felton, which experts agreed
was the finest in the show. Mrs. W. P. Wright,
White Queen, Edna Unwin, and Mrs. H. Sykes
were shown splendidly. The 1st prize was a
silver cup, presented by Lady Smiley, and a sum
of money. Lord O'Neill, Antrim, was awarded
the 2nd prize. Miss E. M. Field also showed a
most creditable exhibit.

In the class for 12 vases, restricted to certain

varieties, the 1st prize was awarded to James
Hall, Esq., Moy, who had grand vases of

Gladys Burt, Edna Unwin, Charles Foster, and
Marjorie Linzee ; 2nd, Miss E. M. Field, Shan-
kiU, Co. Dublin, whose blooms of Stirling Stent
and Tennant Spencer were prominent ; 3rd,

H. E. Richaedson, Esq., Lisburn.
For nine bunches John Smelling, Esq.,

Busby, N.B., led with a superb exhibit in

which it was difiicult to detect a weak spike
;

possibly Rosabelle, Thomas Stevenson and Mrs.
Cuthbertson were shown best in this fine ex-

hibit. 2nd, John H.arriss, Esq., Ulverston.

In the single-bunch classes the awards were

:

(blue), 1st, John Smelling. Esq. ; 2nd, Lord
O'Neill; (white), 1st, E. Cowdy, Esq., with

Etta Dyke ; 2nd, Mr. Smelling, with Wliite

Queen; (crimson), 1st, Mr. Cowdy, with Sun-
proof Crimson, grand in colour and superb in

quality generally; 2nd, J. Collen, Esq., Porta-

deen
;
(lavender), 1st, Mr. Cowdy, with a splen-

did vase labelled Lavender Queen, but it was
generally recognised as R. F. Felton ; 2nd, Col.

Wallace, Downpatrick, with Nettie Jenkins

;

(blush), 1st, Lord O'Neill, with Elfreda Pear-

son; 2nd, E. Cowdy, Esq., with i\Irs. H. Sykes;
(salmon), 1st, Mr. E. Cowdy, with a grand vase

of Earl Spencer; 2nd, Mr. H. D. B.a^rton, who
showed Barbara; (cream), 1st, Mr. John Smell-
ing, with Dobbie's Cream ; 2nd, Mr. Cowdy, with

Faulkner's Primrose ; (mauve), 1st, Lord
O'Neill, with Mauve Queen ; 2nd, Mr. E.

Cowdy, with Wenver Castle ; (cream-pink), 1st,

Mr. Cowdy, with Gladys Burt, a glorious vase;

2nd, Mr. James Hall, Avith Mrs. R. Hallam

;

(scarlet), 1st, J. H.\LL, Esq., Premier; 2nd, Mr.
Cowdy, with the same variety; (Picotee white),

1st, Lord O'Neill, with Elsie Herbert; 2nd, Mr.
Cowdy, with the same variety ; (carmine), 1st,

Mr. Cowdy, with John Ingman ; 2nd, Lord
O'Neill, with the same variety

;
(picotee

cream), 1st, Lord O'Neill, with Mrs. Bread-
more; 2nd, Mr. H. Barton, with the same
variety; (fancy varieties), 1st. Mr. CowDY, with
a wonderful vase of Prince George ; 2nd, Col.

Wallace, with Charles Foster
;

(orange), 1st,

Lord O'Neill; 2nd, Mr. Cowdy ; (pink), 1st,

Lord O'Neill ; 2nd, Jfr. Cowdy', with Marjorie

Linzee; (maroon), 1st, Mr. James Hai.l, with
Nubian); (stripe,! or flaked variety), 1st. INIr.

Cowdy : 2nd. Miss Field; both exhibitors

showed Mrs. W. J. Unwin. In several of these

classes no fewer than ten exhibits were staged,

and the masses of colour produced was most
effective.

The cup presented by Mr. Calvert for 24

bunches in not fewer than 18 varieties, was won
by R. D. M. Barton, Esq., Antrim ; 2nd, H. B.
Richaedson, Esq.

Carnations, &c.

The Irish climate is evidently well-suited to the
cultivation of perpetual-flowering Carnations, as

the blooms shown were finer than are generally

exhibited by amateurs in England. For nine

vases of six or more varieties, H. E. Richardson,
Esq., was successful. He showed choice vases

of Carola, Marmion, Jessica, and Rose Dore ; 2nd,

J. AcHESON, Esq., with R. F. Felton and Mrs.
Burnett as his best vases. For three varieties,

distinct, the 1st prize was awarded to F. J.

Crozieh. Esq. ; 2nd, W. J. Richaed.son, Esq.
Lord Dunleath showed the best Souvenir de

la Malmaison Carnations, having splendid blooms
of Princess of Wales, Sir Charles Freemantle,

and Blush Malmaison ; 2nd, Lord O'Neill.
For six vases of border Carnations or Picotees,

the 1st prize was won by H. E. Richardson,
Esq. ; whilst for three vases Robert Boyd, Esq.,

was successful.

Tuberous-rooted Begonias were well shown
by Dr. Adams. H. B. Murray, Esq., and H. E.
Richardson, Esq.
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Exhibits of Pelargoniums produced a bril-

liant effect, Mrs. Hughes, Colonel Sn-taMAN
Crawfobd, H. B. Murray, Esq., and R. BosD,
Esq., being the principal prize-winners.

Mrs. Green, of Belfast, was placed 1st in the

classes for a group of stove and greenhoose plants

and sii table plants respectively, both exhibits

being well staged and of excellent quality.

Some idea of the general interest which was
taken in the show locally may be gathered from
the fact that a tent over 200 feet long was prac-

tically filled l)y three principal Belfast nui'sery-

men and florists—Jlessrs. Alexander Dickson
& Sons., Ltd., Messrs. Frank E. Smith, Ltd.,

and Messrs..AaTHUR Ritchie, Ltd.—with artistic

designs, displays of stove and greenhouse plants,

liardy flowers and Sweet Peas. These were all

staged effectively. Me.«srs. Alex. Dickson &
Sons also showed an instructive e.xhibit demon-
strating the germination of seeds.

Prominent amongst iMeesrs. Ritchie's exhibits

was a representation in mosses and flowers of

Shaws Bridge, with a river flowing beneath it.

This was a very clever piece of work. Messrs.

Smith's exhibit contained fine bouquets of Sweet
Peas and a design representing a horse-shoe

made with Cornflowers, with four nails of White
Carnations.

BIRMINGHAM HORTICULTURAL.
July 19, 20.—The Handsworth Horticultural

S*x;iety held an annual flower show in

tlie Victoria Park, Handsworth, on the confines

of Birmingham, for many years, iut the associ-

ation was recently reorganised, and it is now
known as the Birmingham Horticultural Society.

The show of the new society was held on the

above dates at Handsworth. Stove and greenhouse

plants, hardy flowers, Roses and table decorations

were largely and well exhibited, but fruit was
poorly represented. Unfortunately, the arrange-

ments were deplorably bad, and caused exhibi-

tors a very great deal of trouble and annoyance.

It is to be hoped that the committee will give

serious attention to this matter in the future.

Plants (Open).

The principal class was one for a group of

jihuits arranged for effect on a space nut exceed-

ing 300 square feet. The 1st prize of 20 guineas,

together with a Silver Challenge Cup value 10

guineas, was won by JNIessrs. James Cypher &
Sons, Cheltenham, who had a well-arranged

group, in which Clerodendron fallax, Ixoras,

Kalanchoes, Francoas. Ericas. Orchids, richly-

coloured Codiseums, Dracaenas, Acalyphas, Alo-

casias, Marantas, Strobilanthes, and choice

Ferns were the principal plants employed. A
rustic arch clothed with beautiful foliage and
flowering plants marked the centre of the group.

The 2nd prize was awarded to Sir George H.
Kenrick, Whetstone, Edgbaston (gr. Mr. J. V.
Macdonald), whose artistic group was fashioned

on pretty much the same lines as that of Messrs.

Cypher & Sons. 3rd, Mr. W. Vatjse, Leaming-
ton.

The winning exhibit of 12 stove or greenhouse
plants was also arranged by Messrs. James
Cypher & Sons. Their best specimens were
Statice profusa, Clerodendron Balfouri, Alla-

manda. Hender.sonii, and Codiseums Warrenii
and The Countess. 2nd, Mr. W. Vause. 3rd,

Mr. W. Manning.
Colonel Walker, Acocks Green, gained the

1st prize for a group of tuberous-rooted Begonias
arranged on a table space of 12 feet by 3 feet.

The best exhibit of half-a-dozen Coleus plants

came from John Arthur Kenrick, Esq.,

Berrow Court, Edgbaston (gr. Mr. A. Crjier),

who also took the lead in a class for six

Caladiums.

J. Boston, Esq., Handsworth (gr. Mr. T.
Perks), was awarded the 1st prize for six

Fuchsias.

There were only two exhibits in the class re-

served for rock and water gardens arranged on
a space of 20 feet by 20 feet, near the centre of

the large circular tent, with double frontage.

The 1st prize of £10 was secured by Messrs.
Gunn & Sons, whose plants were not all, strictly

speaking, rock or water garden subjects.

Nevertheless, it was a very striking exhibit, and
much admired. Messrs. Child & Co., who had
a less-imposing exhibit, were placed 2nd,

Cut Flowers (Open),

Messrs. Perkins & Sons, Coventry, were
awarded the 1st prize in a class for 48 Roses, dis-
tinct varieties. The blooms exhibited were large,

fresh, and of excellent quality. The following
varieties were noteworthy :—Captain Hayward,
William Shean, Marie Baumann, J. B, Clark,
Mme. Melanie Soupert, Gladys Harkness, Ed-
ward Mawley, Mildred Grant, W. R. Smith,
Frau Karl Druschki, Avoca, Suzanne Marie
Rodocanachi, Lyon, C. J. Grahame, Gloire de
Chedane Guinoisseau, and Mrs. David McKee.
2nd, Mr. John Mattock, Headington ; 3rd, Mr.
W. T. Mattock, Headington.

In the next class, for 24 Roses, distinct,
Messrs. Perkins & Sons were again placed
1st. 2nd, Jlr. Henry Drew, Longworth, Berks.

Messrs. Perkins also excelled in a class for
18 Roses, distinct, showing grand blooms of
Jlrs. Joseph H. Welch, Frau Karl Druschki,
Mrs. Theodore Roosevelt, Captain Hayward,
and Pharisaer, 2nd, Mr. Henry Drew.
The best stand of 12 Tea Roses, in not fewer

than six varieties, came from Messrs. W. & J.
Brown, Stamford, who had shapely blooms ot
White Maman Cochet and Mme. C. Soupert,
2nd, Mr, Henry Drew.

Messrs. GuNN & Sons, Olton, were awarded
the Silver Cup, value 5 guineas, presented by
W. G, Grifllths, Esq,, and £4, offered by the
society, for the best collection of Roses arranged
on table space of 10 feet by 4 feet.

The best exhibit of 12 vases of Carnations or
Picotees, 3 blooms of each, with their own buds
or foliage, came from Messrs. A. R, Brown,
Ltd., King's Norton, whose flowers of Black
Douglas, Alba, Rhea, Lord Steyne, Kaffir Chief,
and iMargaret Thurston were large, handsome,
and effectively staged. 2nd, Mr. W. H. Parton,
.Moseley (gr. Mr. G. R. Rudd).

In another class for a collection of Tree Carna-
tions, arranged on a space of 6 feet by 4 feet,
Mr. A. F. DuTTON, Ivor, Bucks., won the 1st
prize with shapely flowers, principally of the
rose-shaded varieties.

In a class for a display of Sweet Peas, occupy-
ing a space of 20 foet by 4 feet, Messrs. Herd
Bros., Penrith, were awarded the Silver Chal-
lenge Cup, value 20 guineas, and a Gold Medal
value £5. The flowers were of splendid quality
and beautifully arranged.

Messrs. T. Grovb & Son, Sutton Coldfield,
beat Messrs. Seagrave & Co., of Shefliield, in a
class for 24 bunches of hardy border flowers, in

not fewer than 18 varieties (annuals and shrub.<
excluded).

Mr. J. Bastock, Moseley, had the most taste-
ful arrangement of Pansies and Violas, and
Messrs. Harkness & Sons, Bedale, showed the
best collection of Delphiniums.
Mr. Stephen Sims, Derby, won the 1st prize

for table decorations. Other successful ex-
hibitors of cut flowers included Sir Richard
C<RAHAM, Bart., and Messrs. W. J, Godfrey &
Sons, Exmouth.
Among the successful exhibitors of fruit we

noted the Manor Frutt Farm, Knowle (black
and white Grapes) ; F. E. Muntz, Esq., Um-
berslade (Melons) ; and Captain W. H. Starkey,
Leamington (Black and Red Currants and
Strawberries).

Honorary Exhibits.

Messrs. Young & Co., Cheltenham, con-
tributed a grand lot of Tree Carnations.

Messrs. R. J. Barnes & Son, Malvern,
showed Roses, Sweet Peas, and Violas.

Messrs. Hewitt k Co., Solihull, had a large
bank of hardy flowers.

Messrs. Bakers, Wolverhampton, displayed a
selection of hardy flowers in a formal gaj'den,

Messrs. Webb & Sons, Stourbridge, exhibited
Sweet Peas, fruit, and vegetables.

Messrs. A, R. Brown, Ltd., King's Norton,
showed a bright collection of Roses.
Mr. J. Stevenson, Wimborne, and Messrs. G.

Stark & Sons had collections of Sweet Peas.
Mr. A. F. Dutton, Ivor, Bucks., sent choice

Tree Carnations.
Messrs. Jarman & Co., Chard, showed Roses,

Sweet Peas, and Centaureas.
From Messrs. Peed & Son, West Norwood,

came a choice collection of well-grown Caladiums.
Messrs. W. J. Godfrey & Sons, Exmouth,

sent Pentstemons and Poppies.
Messrs. Rich & Co., Bath, showed a large col-

lection of hardy flowers.

NATIONAL CARNATION & PICOTEE.

^
July 23.—The annual exhibition of the

Southern Section of this Society was held ob
this date at the Royal Horticultural Hall. The
exhibits were much more numerous than last
year (when it will be remembered the exception-
ally hot weather caused the plants to finish
flowering at an unprecedentedly early date), and
compared very favourably, in point of numbers,
with previous shows. The vases of flowers in the
classes for " Flowers Shown as Grown " made a
very attractive display, notably those in Classes
33 to 38, inclusive. There was a very fair atten-
dance, and, whilst the greatest amount of ad-
miration was bestowed on the flowers already
mentioned, many of the visitors were keenly in-

terested in the florists' Carnations and Picoteee,
and were very anxious to learn their various
" points." It was a matter for regret with the
exhibitors that the date was again too late for
some of the southern growers. The season u
unusually early, but this could not be foreseen.
The Silver Cup for the highest aggregate of

points in Division 1 was won by Mr. jAiasi
Douglas, Great Bookham. The greatest num-
ber of points in the second division was ob-
tained by Mr. R. Morton, Woodside Park, who
receives the Cup offered for that division.

Flowers Shown on Cards.

These classes are divided into two division! :

the trade growers can only show in the first

division, and amateurs who exhibit in this divi-
sion are debarred from competing in the second
division. The competition in these classes was
very good; four of the five classes in Division 1
each had five competitors. In each class 12
blooms must be shown, in not fewer than 9 varie-
ties and not more than 2 blooms of any one
variety.

Bizarrts and FlaK-cs.—lfl, Mr. C. F. Thurs-
ton, Wolverhampton, who showed a splendid set
of very even blooms. The varieties were :

—

Gordon Lewis (two blooms), Ophelia, Admiral
Curzon, Meteor, Ethel Macrae, Recorder, Torch-
light, J. S. Hedderley, and Flamingo. 2tnd, Mr.
James Douglas, Great Bookham, Surrey, whos«
exhibit contained several exceedingly finehlooms,
notably of the varieties Torchhght (which was
the premier Flaked Carnation), Gordon Lewis,
Ajax, and Master Fred ; but they were not so
even as those on the winning board. 3rd, Mr.
H. Mathias, Stubbington, Hants.

Sclfs.—In this class there were many beautiful
flowers shown. Mr. H. Mathias was decidedly
first, and his bloom of the yellow variety Maud
Allan, which was adjudged the premier Self Car-
nation, was a delightful flower. The other
varieties shown were Tubal, Daffodil, Theodore
Galton, Titan, Mrs. H. Green, E. Shiffner,
Irma, Delia, Wyatt, Mrs, E, Hambro, and a red
seedling, 2nd, Mr. C. F. Thurston, who
showed good blooms of Tubal, Cardinal New^
man, and Sir Galahad. 3rd, Mr. J. Douglas.

Fancies.—Mr. H. Mathias also won the lat
prize in this class. His stand contained very
large flowers of good form and colouring. The
varieties were :—Donald McDonald (2 blooms),
Bombardier, Erl King, Becky Sharp, Linkman,
Devonian, Hecla, Hercules, Mrs, Leo Hunter,
Queen Eleanor, and D. O'Connell. 2nd, Mr. C.
F. Thurston, whose blooms of Sir Walter and
Linkman, though smaller, were very good. 3rd,
Mr. J. Douglas.

Picotees : White ground.—The Picotees reached
a high standard ; in most cases the ground colour
was very pure. 1st, Messrs. A. R. Brown,
Ltd., King's Norton, who showed Mrs. W. H.
Twist, Myra, Dorothy (2), Edmund Shorthouse
(2), Lady Maud (2), thos. William, Janet, Mrs.
H. Hoskin, and Violet. 2nd, Mr. J. Douglas,,
whose purple-edged premier white-ground Pico-
tee Amy Robsart was a charming flower. 3rd,
Mr. H. Mathias.

Picotees: Yellow grountl.—1st, Mr. TT

Mathias, whose collection comprised Ariel, five

seedlings, Corona, Gloria, F. W. Goodfellow,
Puck, Onward, and Santa Claus. Two of the
seedlings were especially desirable, 2nd, Mr.
J. Douglas, whose finer blooms were Mrs. J. Jj

Keen, Goblin, and John Ruskin.
In the second division the flowers were, is

some cases, but little inferior to those in the
first. Here the requirements were six blooms of
dissimilar varieties.
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. Bizarres and Flalcs.—1st, Mr. H. R. Tavlor,

Cheam, who showed the varieties Gordon Lewis,

Zebra, and the premier Bizarre Black Diamond
especially well. 2nd, Mr. D. W.ilker, Kilmar-

nock.

Selfs.—lsi, The Rev. C. A. Gottvvaltz, Droit-

wich, whose best blooms were Major Galton and
Crystal.

Fancies.—Ist, Mr. H. R. Taylor. The blooms

of Linkman and Margaret Thurston were very

noteworthy. 2nd, Mr. E. G. Price.

PicoUcs: White ground.—1st, Mr. H. R. Tay-
lor. From this board we selected Dora Knight
and Kathleen as being the best.

Picotees: Ydlow ijruund.—Mr. H. R. Taylor
was again the most successful e.xhibitor. In this

elass he showed Her Majesty, Peter Pan, and
Agnes especially well. 2nd, Mr. W. H. Parton.

Flowers Shown as Grown.

In the first division the competition was not

BO keen as was the case with the flowers shown
on cards ; only two classes attracted five exhibi-

tors. In these classes, which are, presumably,
intended to show the flowers in a natural man-
ner, the supporting wires were far too much in

evidence. The following classes each stipulate

that four varieties, three blooms of each, shall

be shown, in vases, with Carnation foliage.

Selfs.—There were five e.xhibits in this class,

and, whilst the 1st prize collection from Mr. J.

Douglas contained the finest blooms, the super-

abundance of foliage and flower-buds detracted

from their decorative value. The 4th prize col-

lection, shown by Mr. H. Mathias, was very
much more ornamental. The flowers of the
variety Bob Acres shown by Mr. Douglas were
very bright and fresh. There was no 2nd prize

awarded, but Mr. F. W. Goodfellow and
Messrs. A. E. Brown, Ltd., were placed equal
3rd.

Fancies, other than white ground.—Mr. Doug-
las was also the most successful e.xhibitor in this

class, but the attraction of his exhibit suffered

again from the sunerfluous foliage. The flowers

of the varieties Liberte, Lord Steyne, and Pas-
quin were exceedingly good. 2nd, Messrs. A. R.
BROv^^f, Ltd., who showed four very dainty sets

of blooms. 3rdj Mr. H. Mathias.
Fancies : )V!iite ground.—There were only two

competitors in this class. Mr. J. Douglas was
awarded the 1st prize. His more noteworthy
varieties were The Bride and Montrose. 2nd,
Messrs. A. R. Brown, Ltd.

Picotees: Yellow ground.—1st, Mr. J. Doug-
las, whose outstanding varieties were Her
Majesty and Exquisite. 2nd, ]\Ir. H. Mathias,
who showed Santa Glaus in especially good form.

Class 10 required nine distinct varieties, Selfs,

Fancies and yellow-ground Picotees, three
blooms of each variety. 1st, Mr. J. Douglas,
who arranged Liberte and Linkman in splendid
condition. 2nd, Mr. H. M.athias. 3rd, Messrs.
A. R. Brown, Ltd.

Open Classes.

There were ten classes, open to any exhibitor,
and each class required nine blooms of one variety
of a specified shade of colour, shown in a vase with
Carnation foliage. These exhibits formed a very
attractive feature of the show. The Cartwright
Challenge Cup and a silver medal were awarded
to the best individual exhibit in these classes.
These trophies were, awarded to Mr. Jambs
Douglas for an excellent vase of the apricot-
coloured Self Carnation Mrs. G. Jones. Mr.
Douglas was very successful in these classes ; he
was placed 1st no fewer than six times.
Pink or rose: 1st, Mr. J. Douglas, with Rosy

Morn. White: Mr. H. M.ithias was placed 1st
with Titan. Dark-red or maroon : 1st, Mr. H.
Lakeman, Thornton Heath, who showed Mrs.
George Marshall. Yellow : Mr. H. Lakeman,
whose blooms of Carnation Daffodil also
received the premier card. Red or scarlet :

1st, Mr. J, Douglas, for Bob Acres. Buff
or terra-cotta : 1st, Mr. J. Douglas., with
the variety Mrs. G. Jones. Any other Self Car-
nation : Mr. H. Mathias, who showed Helen.
Mr. Douglas was placed 1st in the remaining
classes with the following varieties :—John Rus-
kin (yellow-ground Picotee), Pasquin (vellow or
buff fancy). The Bride (any other fancy).

In the second division, for amateurs only, three
blooms of each variety were similarly shown. The
competition was exceedingly strong, and many

very good blooms were staged. The chief prize-

winners were the following, the names of the

varieties shown are placed in parentheses :—Pink
or rose ; Mr. D. VV.alkee (Lady Hermoine).
White: Mr. R. Morton (Mrs. Eric Hambro).
Dark-red or maroon ; Mr. R. Morton (Mrs. Geo.

Marshall). Yellow : Mr. R. Morton (Daffodil).

Red or scarlet: Mr. W. H. Parton (Etna). Yel-

low-ground Picotee : Mr. R. Morton (Exquisite).

Buff or terra-cotta : Mr. R. Morton (Elizabeth

Shiffner). Y'ellow or buff-ground fancy : Mr.
G. D. Ford (Mrs. Penton). Any other fancj'

;

Mr. W. H. Pabton (Ivo Sebright). White-
ground fancy : Mr. R. Morton (The Nizam).
Any other Self: Mi. D. Walker (Jim Bludzo).

There was a strong competition in the class for

six varieties of Picotees. 1st. Mr. R. Morton,
who showed Mrs. Geo. Marshall and Margaret
Lennox especially well; 2nd, Mr. W. H. P.ab-

TON ; 3rd, Mr. E. J. Price, Bournville.

The Martin Smith Cup, offered to the amateur
for the best 12 distinct varieties in separate vases,

three blooms of each, was won by Mr. Robert
Morton. Woodside Park, whose vases of Mrs.

G. A. Reynolds, Mrs. G. Marshall, and Etna
were splendid ; 2nd, Mr. W. H. P.\kton, Moseley.

In the classes for smaller growers there were
many meritorious flowers shown. Messrs. J. B.

Willetts, of Yardlej', were exceedingly success-

ful ; thej' w'ere the chief winners in three of the
four classes. i\Ir. E. W. Painter was the 1st

prize winner in the other class.

Table Decorations.

There were only two tables arranged for com-
petition. Mr. E. J. Price, Bournville, won the

1st prize with May Day Carnation and trails of

Selaginella ; 2nd, Miss C. Blick, Hayes, Kent, in

whose vases' the sprays of Asparagus plumosa
nana seemed a trifle heavy.

Mr. L. H. Hart, Hertford, showed the best

three sprays, and Mr. W. H. Parton was simi-

larly successful with three flowers for buttonhole
wear. The vase of seedlings which won the 1st

prize for Mr. A. Spurling, Borough Green, was
a very charming arrangement.

Premier Blooms.

Suitable cards were awarded to the exhibitors
who showed the blooms which were adjudged to

be the best in the show of their sections. These
were as follow :

—

Bizarre: Black Diamond, shown by Jlr. H. R.
Taylor.

Flake : Torchlight, shown by Mr. .1. Douglas.

Fancy: Becky Sharp, shown by Mr. H.
Mathias.

Self : Maud Allan, shown by Mr. H. Mathias.

Heavy-edged While-ground Picotee: Amy
Robsart, shown by Mr. J. Douglas.

Light-edged White-ground Picotee : Fair
Maiden, shown by Mr. Price.

Heai-y-edqed Yellow-ground Picotee: Mrs. J.

J. Keen, shown by Mr. Douglas.

Light-edged Yellow-ground Picotee: Eclipse,

shown by Mr. Taylor.

Bizarres or Flukes: 1st. Mesars. A. R. Brown.
who showed Joseph Jester, a very good scarlet

flaked bloom.

Selfs: 1st, Mr. H. Mathias, whose plum-
purple variety Irma is a decided acquisition.

Fanciex: 1st, Mr. Taylor, Cheam. This
bloom, which was unnamed, is very large, of
good shape, and has heavy crimson marking on
a yellow ground.

White-ground Plrotee : 1st, Mr. H. M.^THIAS,
for the variety "Bill." which has a lighC edge
and clean ground.

Yellow-ground Picotee: Mr. H. Mathias
also won the 1st prize in this class. The variety
Dago is a splendid flower, and was selected for "a

Certificate.

Certificates.

Dago.—A Yellow-ground heavy-edged Picotee,
with a bright crimson margin ; an exceedingly
good bloom. Shown by Mr. H. M.whias.

Gloria.—A pale Yellow-ground heavy-edged
Picotee. The pale pink edging makes this a
very charming flower. Shown by Mr. H.
Mathtas.

Ecliji.^c.—A Yellow-ground Picotee, with light
crimson edge. This desirable variety was
shown by Mr. H. R. Taylor.

Mrs. J. J. Keen.—A heavy-edged yellow-
ground Picotee, with a good rose-pink margin. A
very delightful flower. Shown by Mr. J.

Douglas.
Peggy.—A White-ground light-edged Picotee.

A very good form, with red-purple margin.
Shown by Mr. H. il.MHiAS.

Non -competitive Exhibits.

Mr. Maurice Prichard, Christchurch. Hants.,
made an effective display with border flowers.

Mr. Chables Turner, Slough, also made an
attractive exhibit of border flowers ; the her-

baceous Phloxes were exceedingly bright.

Messrs. Phillips & Taylor, Lily Hill Nur-
series, Bracknell. Berks., floated blooms of vari-

ous hardy Nymphieas in a shallow tank, and ex-

hibited cut blooms of border flowers. On a side

table they also showed a great variety of cut

Carnations, ilr. H. Lakeman, Thornton Heath,
Surrey, arranged blooms of Carnations with
sprays of Asparagus and Gypsophila paniculata.

Messrs. Webb & Brand displayed exceedingly

well-flowered cut spikes of Hollyhocks.
Messrs. H. B. May & Sons, Upper Edmonton,

exhibited a great number of their greenhouse
Ferns, and a few Ixoras.

BRIGHTON EOSE AND SWEET PEA.
July 23. 24.—The twenty-tirst annual exhibi-

tion of this society was held on these dates in

The Dome and Corn E.\change. Owing to the

vagaries of the season, the show was not so suc-

cessful as usual. The late date proved unfortu-

nate, for although the entries in the various

classes were numerous, many exhibitors were com-
pelled to withdraw their entries.

ilr. Frank Woollard, Brighton, was the chief

prize-winner in the open classes, his successes

including the silver cup, silver-gilt medal, and 1st

prize for a group of Roses (either plants or plants

and cut blooms), gold medal and 1st prize in the

cla.«s for 35 cut blooms, distinct, 1st prize in tliMt

for 24 blooms distinct, the premier award in the
classes for 18 blooms. Teas or Noisettes, for 25
long-stemmed Roses, five sorts in separate vases,

and the silver medals for the best H.P. and best

H.T. in the show. In the class for a circular

group of miscellaneous flowering and foliage

plants, S. C. Witting, Esq., was 1st, for th.'

third successive time, thus winning outright the

handsome silver cup offered in the competition.

This e.xhibit also received the Corporation chal

lenge bowl, to be held for one year.

In the Sweet Pea classes, Mr. VV. R. Hammonh,
Burgess Hill, was placed 1st for 24 varieties in 24
vases. For 12 varieties, Mr. W. H. Smith won
the 1st prize and the silver medal. Mr. H. Rams-
BOTTOM won the premier awards in the classes for

30 stems of crimson or scarlet flowers and for 30
stems of blue or mauve Sweet Peas, showing the
variety Maud Holmes in the first and Flora Nor-
ton Spencer in the latter class. For 30 stems of

pink Sweet Peas, Mr. W. H. S.mith was 1st with
very fine sprays of Hercules. In the class for

wliite varieties, Mr. C. A. Wood was awarded
the 1st prize for the variety Etta Dyke.
For the non-competitive exhibits the following

well-deserved awards were given;—Messrs. Bal-
CHIN & Sons, Brighton, and Messrs. Sutton &
Sons, Reading, received gold medals, the former
for a beautiful arrangement of stove and green-

house plants and the latter for a magnificent- dis-

play of flowers. Melons, and vegetables. .Silver-

gilt medals were awarded to ifessrs. Wells &
Co., Merstham, for Carnations and Phloxes; the

Clury Nurseries, Langley, Bucks., for Carna-
tions ; the Barnham Nurseries, Ltd., for Rosea ;

Mr. Frank Woollard. Brighton, for Roses; and
Mr. G. W. Piper. Uckfield, for Ro&es. Messrs.
Cheal & Son (Sweet Peas and miscellaneous
flowers), and Messrs. Blackmore & Langdon
(Begonias), were awarded silver medals.

CHELTENHAM SWEET PEA
July 11. 12.—A Sweet Pea show, inaugurated

by the Cheltenham Tjooker-on, was held in the
Montpelier Rotunda, on these dates. The prin-

cipal prize was won by Mr. W. Jarratt, Thorpe,
and the Challenge Bowl for the best bunch of

Sweet Peas in the show was aw-arded to Mr.
John Player, of Thirlestane Hall, for the
variety Mrs. Breadmore. Non-competitive ex-

hibits were made by Miss Hemus, Messrs.

Cypher & Sons, and Messrs. Y'oung & Co., of

Hatherley.
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William Comfort.— We regret to record tlie

death of Mr. William Comfort, which occurred
on the 15th inst., at the age of 65. He
\va.s one of five brothers, all of whom, like their

father and grandfather, followed gatdenin* as a
profession. He served his time in his native
iiiiinty of Aberdeen, and afterwards became
furenian at Altyre, near Forres. Mr. Comfort
served as head-gardener at Maryhill, Elgin

;

Aberlour, Banffshire; Farnley Hall. Otley, York-
.^hire ; Knovvle Hall, near Birmingham ; and Kyle-
more Castle, Co. Galway, first under the late

Mr. Henry, M.P., and latterly under the Duke
of Manchester. About seven years ago he re-

tired from service, and has since resided in

Berwick-on-Tweed, where he carried on a busi-

ness as fruiterer and seedsman. He leaves a
H idow, but no family. One of his brothers, Mr.
Charles Comfort, is gardener at Broomfield,
Davidson's Mains, Midlothian.

Arthur Hatton.—This well-known florist

and fruiterer, of High Street. Tonbridge, died on
the 9th inst., at tlie age of 54 years. Before en-

gaging in business fur hi.iiself Mr. Hatton was
gardener to Mrs. Swanzy, at The Quarries, Seven-
oaks, for more than 20 years. For 30 consecu-
tive years Mr. Hatton had acted as one of the
judges at the Sevenoaks flower show, and he
frequently officiated in that capacity at Margate
and many other places.

DEBATING SOCIETIES.
READING GARDENERSV

for

igest muster of

ip lo Welleck Abbey in 1907, assembled on
ibe IHth in<^t, wlien Cliveden, ihe beautiful gardens and
giouuds cf ^.'r, Waldoif Asior, near Maidenhead, were
vi-ited. The committee chartered the steam lautich
" .VIrij( Stic " ft r the conveyance of the party, which, accom-
pauitd by the president, Mr. Alderman Parfill and Mr. W.
Pole Roulh, started from Caversham Lock at 9.30 a.m. | ick-
iui! upoutlyiuKHienibersatstveral locks and at Henley, until
the numbei of guests was 150. Cliveden was reached at 1.40
I>.iu. At the lauding stage the party was met by the gardener,
^!^. W. Camm, a' d under his guidance at once proceeded
by the steep wit din^ path lo the summit of the hill, thei ce
lo tlie huge covered tennis coLtt, where luncheon was served.
The mansior, which is situated immediately above the
word famous LliyeJen Woods which lender the Thames
at this point so singularly beaulifcl, claims as its founder
Giorge Villieis, Duke of BuckiuRliam, and was for a
time occupied by Frederick I mice of Wales, father
of Ge-oige III. Two former mansions having been de-
slioyed by fire, the p.e eiit handsome structure in the
I'Mlidian style was deiigiied and erecle.l by the late Sir
CI ales Baiiy, and -lands in a beautifully limbered paik of
301 acies. Ihe gardens and glasshouse; were inspected
and the vi^iiors were impressed with the delightful scenery
and eLcellenl crops.

GARDENING APPOINTMENTS.
. John B. Ckichton, of Mr. John Downie's Nursei ies,

Ed nburgh, and previously Gardener to Earl Cai..(SS,

Farleigh House, Balh, as Gardener to Charles Buook,
Esq., Kiumount, Annan.

. F. Ciioshv, for the past 4) years in Mr. L. O. Waltek's
Nurseiy, St John's Wood, London, and formerly of
Dane House Gardens, Shentield, as Gardener to A. J.

Van Pkaach, Esq., Arabin Dower House, High Ueech,
Essex.

, for 3i years Gardiner to the late Mr. J,
s, Wood Hall, Shenl.y. Ba

for 13 n.onlhsGardensr at Wood Hall, He
and prev

el He
is of Mr
LiSSA, Esq.,

. H. F. CoMP
npshi,

tad, and for 8
FoDtN, as Gardener to .Author
Mistletoe Farm, Eastcote, Pinner.

. F. Lake, for the past 3§ years Garde]
TON, Esq., Minstead Manor, Lyndhu
Gardener to the Hon. H. A. MlLLES Lade, N'ash Con
Faversham, Kent. (Thanks for contributicn of Is. 6d!
for R.G O.F. boM.l-EDS.

!. H. PhNKELLS, tor the past 5 years Gardener to T. P.
Jacomb, Esq., Hatch House, Winchfield, Hampshire, a-

Gaidener to C. G. TuKBtRviLi,, Esq., Tilton, Catslield,
Battle, Sussex. (Thanks for contribution of Is. 6d. foi

R.G.O.F. box.) -Eos.

SCHEDULES RECEIVED.
Kent Commercial Fruit Slow Asscciation. — The

second annual show uill be held at the Corn Evchanpe,
Maidstone, on Ti.e d.iy and Wedneday, October 29 and 30.
Secretary, Mr. R. Wellingion, The College, Wye, Kent.

Kingswood, Walton and Tadworth District Horti-
cultural Society.—Tlie nineteenth annual exhibition of
f.uit and flowers will be held in the grounds of Kingswood
Manor, Kingswood, on Wednesday, August 7. Hon. Secre-
tary, Mr. W. Cooper, Kingswood Manor Lodge.

Women's Agricultural and Horticultural Interna-
tional Union.—The show and sale of farm and gardin
produce and live poultry will be held at the Royal Horti-
cultuial Society's Hall, Vincent Square, Westminster, S.W.
on Wednesday, October 23. On the Sime day at the Hall
Ihe National Poultry Diploma Examination will be held,
Secretaiy Miss Ella Gill, 15, Queen Anne's Chambers,
Westminster, S.W.
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G- 2
Achillia, per doz.

bunches
Alstroemeiia ... 3 0-40
Arums (Kichardias) 20 —
Asters, white . . 2 6-30
Bouvardia, per dz.

bunches ... 6 0-70
Carnations, p. doz.

blooms, best
. 6-10

per
doz. blooms ... 4-08

— Carola, crim-
son, extra large 1 fi- 2

— Malmaisoiis,p.
doz. blooms:

pink
blush
red

Centaurea, (sweet
Sultan) mauve
and white, per

cbes... 2 0-30

4 0-80
3 C- 4

3 0-40

1 mChrysanlh

doz. bunches...
Coreopsis, per doz,

bunches
Cornflower, p. doz.

bunches :— pink— while
— blue

Delphuiuin, p. dz.
bunches:

— light and dark
blue

Eucharis, per doz.

Gaillardia, per doz.
bunches

Gardenias, per box
of 15 and 18
blooms

Gladiolus:
_ Brenchleyensis

per doz. spikes
— Bride, w h i t e

per dz. bnchs

:

— Hybrids, p. dz.
spikes

Gypsopbila, p. dz.
bunches

:

— white
— paniculata
Lai agerias. white,

per dczen

16-20

10-16

9-10

9-10
9-10
9-10

6-09

2 6-30

16-20

2 6-50

3 0-40

Lilii

— extra special... 15 0-18— special 10 0-12— ordinary ... 8 —
Marguerite, per

doz. bunches:
— while 3 0-40
— yellow 1 6- a
Mignonette, per

doz. bunches .. 4 0-50
Myosolis (Forget-

me-not), p. dz.
bunches

Orchids, Catlleya,
3 0-40

9 0-10

3 0-40

2 6-30

per do
— Odoiiloglossum

Pancratiums, p. dz.
blooms

Pelargoniums,
p.doz. bunches 3 0-40— Double Scarlet 4 0-60

Roses, 12 blooms,
— Brides maid, 09-10
— C. Mermet

Karl
Druschki

— General Jac-
queminot

— Liberty

9-10

9-10

Chaieney
— Niplietos
— Richmond ...

— Sunburst

— President Car-
not

— Lady Roberts
— Lady Hilling-

don
— Fraiiz Deegan

9-20
10-16
10-26
16-20
6-09

10-16
10-16
9-18

Scabious cau
per doz. bnchs. 2

Spiraja(Astilbe) ia-

Statie per do

3 0-40— mauve,
— while & yellow 3 6-46
Stephanotist72

P'P5)
per dozen

1 6 —

short
— lancifolium

alba, long
— — short ..

— speciosum rub-
rum, p. dz., lug.

bunche
— whi e

weet Peas, pr. dz.
bunches

:

— coloured
Tuberoses, p. doz.

blooms, long ..

shoit
Violas, small blue,

p.doz. bunches

3 —

Cut Collage, Ac: Avtraga Wholesale Prices

Adianlum Fern
(Maidenhair),
best, dz. bnchs.

Agrostis (Fairy

,
per dz.

bunch!
Aspa ag u I plu-

doz.

4 0-50

2 0-40

bunches ... 12 0-18
— Sprengeii ... 10 12
Carnation foliage,

doz. bunches... 4 —

CrotOD foliage, var-

ious, per dozen
bunches ... 12 0-15

Cycas leaves, arti-

Eulalia japou
3 0-12

per bu
.
per gri

Iz. bchs.
' (English).
small-leaved...

— French
iiiiilax, per bunch

of 6 trails 9-10

Plants In Pots, Ac. : Average Wholesale Pilces.

AraliaSieboldii.dz
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consist principally of Orleans, Royals and Violets, with
some Gages, which are also arriving from Spain, some
of the boxes containinti very fine fruii. Of English Cherries,
Black and White Napoleons, Turks and Nobles, are ihe
varieties now on sdle ; the former are of excellent quality.
Raspberries and Currants are still plentiful. Gooseberries
consist of the following varieties, Warrington, Sulphur,
White Lion and Reds, and are to be obtained in half-
sieves, strikes and punnets ; these are a much better
crop than was anticipated during the early part of the
season. Grapes of all varieties are very plentiful and cheap.
Peaches and Nectarines have been a short supply, especially
tbe latter. Supplies of Melons and Figs have been
fairly well maintained during the past week, Canteloupe
Melons are very plentiful. Tomatos have been a full supply
from all sources and are selling readily. Mushrooms are
scarce and expensive. Vegetables sell profitably all round.
E. H. R., Covent Ganiefi, July 24. J9I2.

New Potatos.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

cklands

Remarks.—At the beginning of the week Potalos were
scarce and their prices advanced considerably, but supplies
are now more plentiful again. We learn that ihe blight has
appeared in Lincolnshire. Edward J, Newborn, Covetit
Garden and St. Pancias, July 25, tyi2.

THE WEATHER.
The Following Summary Record of the

weather througliout the British Islands, for the
week ending July 20. is furnished from the
Meteorological Office:

—

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS.
The K'M/fe)-.—The general conditions remained fair and

dry throughout a large area in Scotland, Ireland and the
north-west of England ; but towards the end of the period
they became unsetlled over England generally, and some
rain was experienced in almost all localities. Thunder was
heard on Ihe 14lh at Douglas, Dungeness and Kew, and a
thunderstorm occurred at Alnwick Castle on the 20th.
The temperature was above the normal generally, the

greatest excess (4-30) being experienced in England S.W.
In Iceland N.. however, it was below it, and in Scotland N.
and E. and England N.E. it was in c ose agreement with the
average. The Highest of the maxima were re(;islei ed on the
14th in most Scottish localities, but on the llilh in most parts
of England and Ireland. In Scotland E. and in some
English districts the thermometer rose to 87° or 88°, but in
Ireland N. it only touched 75°, and in Scotland N. 74°. At
Camden Square the insttumenis enclosed in a Glaisher's
screen touched QO". The lowest of the minima occurred at
most stations in Great Britain on Ihe 19th, but in Ireland on
vatious dates. The .values ranged from 37° in Scotland W.
and 38" in Scotland E. and England S.E. to 46° in England
N.E., and to 64° in the English Channel. The lowest grass
reidiugswere 83° at Marlborough and Wisley, and 34° at
H impstead. West Linton and Llangainmarch Wells. The
thermometer sunk in the earth showed a temperature in
excess of the normal both at 1 foot and 4 feet.

The ramfall was less than the average in all districts
except England N.E. In Scotland and the north-west and
south-west of England the fall was very slight. On the 19th
as much as 1-2 inch fell at Canterbury, and on the 20tb the
thunderstorm at Alnwick Castle yielded 14 inch-
The bright sunshine exceeded the normal except in Eng-

land N.E. and Scotland E., but except in Ireland the excess
was not very great. In Scotland E. and England N.E. tbe
mean daily duration was less than 6 hours, but in Scotland
W. and England S.W. it was more than 8 hours, and in
Ireland abo t9*ho

THE WEATHER IN WEST HERTS.
Week endim July 24.

A welcome rain after the previous hot and dry week.—Tie
past week was quite cool, both during Ihe daytime and at
night. On the coldest day (the I9th) the temperature in tlie
thermometer screen at no lime rose higher than-SB", which
IS 14° below the average maximum temperature for the
month, and an unusually low reading for the time of year.
On the two coldest nights the exposed thermometer fell to
within 7° of the freezing point. The ground, which had
previously been very warm even for July, has become
mucli colder, and is now rather below the average tempera-
ture, both at 1 and 2 feet deep. Rain fell on four days to
the total depth of nearly an inch, which is equivalent' to
4 gallons on each square yard of surface in my garden.
Previous to this there had been no rain worth mentioning for
over a fortnight, and the weather had been, as a rule during
that time, very warm. This fall has not affected the soil
gauge on which short grass Is growing, but during the last
two days half a gallon of rainwater has come through t'.e
bare soil gauge. The sun shone on an average for only
2* hours a day, which is 4 hours a day short of the mean
duration for the same period in July. On the first day the
sun was sbiningbrightly for 12J hours, but on two days there
was no sunshine at all recorded, and on two others the sun
shone for less than half-an-hour. This was a calm week;
in fact, on the windiest day the mean rate of movement of
the air at 30 feet above the ground was only 2i miles an
hour. The average amount of moisture in the air at 3 o'clock
in the afternoon exceeded a seasonable quantity for that
,°!"'.^'',„^^, '"""'^ "^ 1^ P" '=^"'- -S- *'• Berkhamsted,
July 24, 1912.

'

CATALOGUES RECEIVED.

T. Smith, Daisy Hill Nursery, Newry— Hardy Bulbs.
Charles Turner, Slough— Strawberries.
Christopher Bourne, Simpson, Bletchley- Daffodils.
John K. King & Sons, Coggeshall, Essex—Seeds.
T. E. Hallam, Moseley, Birmingham—Sweet Peas.
Stewart & Co., 13, South St. Andrew Street, Edinburgh-

Bulbs.

Antirbhinctms Diseased: G. T., Wallington.
The plants are injured by a fungus which is

present in the soil. The ground should be
treated with some fungicide, preferably gas-
lime, before anything else is planted. The
injured plants should be destroyed by burning.

Begonias : B. H. T. You should have sent your
name, not necessarily for publication, but as a
guarantee of goud faith. The rust on your
Begonia leaves is caused by the Begonia mite.
Dip the foliage in Tobacco water, or, if the
leaves are too large, syringe them witli a
nicotine extract, taking care to wet both sur-
faces.

Book : H. G. T. A suitable book for your pur-
pose is Swut Peas, by Horace J. Wright (Pre-
sent-Day Gardening Series). The work con-
tains eisjht coloured plates and a chapter on
Sweet Peas for exhibition, by Mi-. Thomas
Stevenson. It can be obtained from our pub-
lishing department, price Is. 9d. post free.

Bottled Peas and Tomatos Fermenting :

J. H. The reason the Tomatos and Peas
fermented after having been bottled for six
days may be due to either of the following
causes :—1, the bottle's Uange—upon which the
rubber ring rests—being faulty, perhaps
chipped

; (2) the using of rubber rings made
of a composition, instead of pure rubber

; (5)
insufficient sterilising. Special varieties of
Peas are not necessary, those which are ten-
der, and about half-grown, are considered the
most suitable, and shoiJd be cooked for two or
three minutes before bottling, in a copper
saucepan with a Little salt addetl to the water.
Many who bottle vegetables make a practice of
sterilising them two days in succession. Green
Peas are considered the most difficult of aU
vegetables to preserve.

Carnations Unhealthy : R. W. The Carna-
tion is injured by aphis. Spray the plants
with an insecticide. The other plants should
be sprayed with liver of sulphur—1 ounce in
3 gallons of water.

Celery Le-^^-es : C. H., Oxon. The Celery
leaves should be sprayed with the Bordeaux
Mixture.

Crassula coccinea : T. H. This plant re-
quires abundant light and air. Very little

moisture should be afforded the roots during
the winter season. The cuttings should be in-

serted as soon as the plants have finished
flowering, and they should be kept on the dry
side, in a light and airy house, where they may
be allowed to remain throughout the winter,
affording only sufficient heat to keep out the
frost. If too much moisture is afforded the
plants will grow freely but will not flower well.
Specimens frequently fail to bloom until they
are two j'ears old.

Crotons : A. B., Bristol. There is no disease
present. The plants require more air and less
water at the root.

Domestic Servant : Enquirer. Although the
courts have decided that head gardeners are
"domestic servants," so far as concerns a
notice of dismissal, yet a gift of a legacy
stands on a different footing, and a legacy by
a man to his servants will not include "out-
door " servants, unless these are specially so
described. For instance, in a lawsuit decided
last year, the Court of Appeal held that where
a man bequeathed legacies to each of his "

ia-
door and out-door servants," a head gardener,
a cricket-ground man, under gardeners, estate
carpenters, estate labourers, a lodge-keeper,
and an odd job man were all included in the
gift. Every such case is decided on the sup-
posed intention of the testator as expressed in
the wording of his will.

Ferns Diseased: Albert. The injury is caused
by eel-worm. Your best plan is to dust the
surface of the soil and the stems when damp
with a mixture of tobacco powder and flowers
of sulphur.

Gooseberry Bushes: H. B. The cause of the
leaves falling is evidently Botrytis ; as the
fungus disease is present in the wood, there is
no cure.

Grapes: Anxious and L. S. (Foreman). The
fungus disease attacking yotir Grapes is known
as " Brown Rot." Spray the vines with liver

of sulphur, and next spring with the Bordeaux
Mixture before the flowers appear.

Mildew on Onions: C. H., Oxon. Spray the
plants with a 3 per cent, solution of sulphate
of iron in water, or with the Bordeaux Mix-
ture at half strength. It is rather late to
adopt remedial measures, as most of the
damage is ab-eady done.

Names of Fruits : Correspondent. Peaches :

1 and 2, decayed ; 3, Crimson Galande ; 4,
Alexandra Noblesse ; 5, Dr. Hogg ; 6, Dymond.

N.iMES OP Plants : L. IK., Norfolk. Spiraea
Menziesii, Echium vulgare.

—

Sir ArcK.
- Buchan-Hephurn. X, Staphylea Bumalda ; 2,
The Geranium appears to be a form or hybrid
of G. sylvaticum. It does not agree at all with
G. rivularis.

—

J. Mason. 1, Thalictrum
Cornuti ; 2, Lysimachia cUiata (Steironema) ; 3,
Nicotiana rustica ; 4, Eubus xanthocarpus.

—

Horticist. 1, Anthemis tinrtoria; 2, Helxine
Solierolii.

—

Millar Bros. Lathyrus sativus.

—

M. 0. 1, Ceanothus indigo ; 2 and 3, C,
garden var. The varieties of Ceanothus are
now so numerous that we cannot profess to
recognise cut sprays of them. No. 2 looks Like
" Gloire de VersaUles." The unnumbered
shrub is Spiraea canescens.— W. T., St Albans.
Rose Mnie. Hoste (sent out in 1887).— IF. IK.

1, Saxifraga sp., unable to name without
flowers ; 2, S. csespitosa var. ; 3, Campanula
abietina ; 4, C. rhomboidalis ; 5, Lamium macu-
latum ; 6, Saxifraga Geum var. crenatum ; 7,
Sedum pruinatum ; 8, S. rupestr« ; 9, S. oppo-
sitifolium ; 10, Saxifraga sp. ; 11, Sedum maxi-
muni ; 12, LUium Maitagon album.—?". //. D.
1, Silene Armeria

; 2, Phacelia campanularia ; 3,
Lysimachia punctata.—iiJ. T. 1, Oncidium
pubes

; 2, Brassia verrucosa ; 3. rirlia triptera;
4, Leochilus cochlearis.

—

0. 11. 1, Adiantum
hispidulum; 2, BlecLmum occidentale ; 3,
Doodia aspera; 4, Lomaria I'Herminieri ; 5,
Cyperus laxus.—y. B.. Wimbledon. Primus
myrobalana (Myrobalan Plum ; Virginian
Cherry).—^. J. G. Pavia oalifornica ; 2,
Achillea Ptarmica " The Pearl "

; 3, Tropso-
lum, probably T. Vesuvius, the specimen was
crushed.—7?. Smith. 1, Acer rubrum

; 2, Vera-
trum nigrum.

Onions: P. P. The Onions are injured by the
Onion mould (see reply to 0. B., Oxon). The
maggot present is not the Onion maggot, and
is not injurious.

Pjsony : 11. It., Twlckel. Pteonia albiflora is
sweetly scented, and especially its varieties
DecandoUe, fragrans, festiva, and maxima.

Potatos : Journeyman. The millipede attack-
ing your Potatos is Blanjulus guttulatus.
Liming the soil appears to be the only treat-
ment of practical use on a large scale ; dusting
the seed tubers with soot and lime is also
beneficial. Poisoned baits formed by soaking
Cabbage leaves in Paris green have also proved
satisfactory in gardens, or the pests may be
trapped by placing pieces of Mangjl Wurzel
just under the groimd near the plants the milli-
pedes are attacking.

Sterilisation of Soil : Foreman. This subject
is fully dealt with in the issues for February
17, p. 97 ; 24, pp. 113, 130 ; and March 2, p. 146,
of this year.

Strawberries: C. H., Oxon. We have handed
your query as to the best first early varieties
for your soil and neighbourhood to an experi-
enced grower similarly situated, who recom-
mends

_
Vicomtcsse Hericart de Thury, Royal

Sovereign, Monarch, and Kentish Favourite,
in the order named, remarking that these
varieties usually give satisfaction, but the
variety Monarch is not so consistently a good
cropper as the other varieties, although our
correspondent has had very satisfactory crops
of large, good-flavoured fruits. The new
variety, Tuckswood Early, is said to be valu-
able. The variety Black Prince is one of the
best for bottling.

Tomatos Diseased: C. S., Wrotham. Eel-worm
is present in the roots ; soak the soil with a
solution of sulphate of potash.

Communications Received.—W. R._F. E. C J. M.—
Anxious—Carnation, Leamington—E. A. ri S. D Esor
—J. A—W. B—S. M Constant Reader_P. C C. R
W. L.—W. D Subor—A. J. G., <alne_E. T. W. _
Nottingham_Grinstead_W. L. M Amaleur_A. W. W.
—P. W. E._C., Norwich_U. S.—J. H., Holland_J. S._
M. B., Java_I. B. B.—A Well-wisher_F. K. W._J. P. W.
— L., Brothers^T. E. W._A. H._G. M. T._K. & Son_
H. V. F.. Sweden_A. T. B._J. G. F._A. H. S.-S. H. K.—C. R T. S A. P H. E.
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LILIUM GANDIDUM.

The white Madonna Lily (see fig. 34), em-

blematic of purity and one of the finest of our

garden flowers, is endeared to us, especially by
old associations. The " Lilies " of our childhood

were Madonna Lilies. The Lilies we saw in pic-

tures or read of in books were the same
species, or were unhesitatingly classed as

identical. In the old manor-house and rec-

itory gardens, with their sundials, sombre Yew
iiedges, and ancient Mulberry trees, the white

Lily grew in stately lines, while in the cottage

gardens the clumps flourished of yore as they

do at the present day, for there is no site where

the fair Lily of the Annunciation shows such

perfection of beauty as in the gardens of thi'

poor. In such gardens, various kinds of soil and

situation seem alike to suit L. candidum, for in

sunshine and shade, in light and heavy soils, in

tlry and damp positions, it seems equally con-

tented. To account for this the pretty conceit

The beauty of the Madonna Lily is so pre-

eminent that it retains its claim to be the queen
of the garden, even though its blossoms come
at midsummer, when Flora showers her gifts

with lavish hands. All too short is its season

of beauty, during which the tall, white flower-

spires are in perfection and, in the dewy
summer twilight, fill the air with perfume. For
indoor decoration no flower can be used with
better effect, yet one is chary of denuding the

Lily-bed of even a portion of its charm and of

diminishing the fragrance of the open air.

Wyndham Fitzhtrhert.

lime trees in the arnold arboretum,

Jamaica plain, u.s.a.*

The largest genus of summer-flowering trees

here is Tilia (the Lindens). The genus is widely

and gen<;rally distributed in all the temperate

the Arboretum, or have been tried here during
such a short time that they need not now be

considered. The Linden of the north, T.

americana, is a splendid tree, growing to

its largest size on rich hillsides and moist

bottomlands, and showing its greatest beauty in

the forests of New Brunswick, northern New
England, and the valley of the St. Lawrence
River. This tree may be easily distinguished

from the other Lindens by the green and shining

lower surface of the leaves, which has no hairy

covering, with the exception of rather conspicu-

ous tufts in the axils of the principal veins.

This tree has been planted in eastern Mas-

sachusetts, but less frequently than in the neigh-

bourhood of more northern cities. Here,

especially in dry summers, the leaves are some-

times made brown by the red spider, which,

however, is easily controlled by spraying. Tilia

spectabilis, which is believed to be a hybrid be-

tween this tree and Tilia tomentosa of eastern

Fig. 34.—LILIUM CANDIDUM IN A DEVON GARDEN,

lias been su^'g-.-,led that the Lily, following the

example of her whose name it bears, loves rather

to brighten the lives of the lowly and needy

than to add its charms to the pomp and circum-

stance of the rich.

In almost all the allusions of poets to the

Lily the Madonna Lily is evidently indicated.

Shelley's

' Wand-like Lily that lifted up
Like a Maenad its moonlight-coloured cup,"

is without doubt the Lily in question. So are

the " Lilies fair, the flower of virgin light," and
" the milk-white Lilies that lead from the

fragrant hedge," while the individuality of the

flower that was in the writer's mind when the

following verse was composed admits of no doubt

:

" And the stately Lilies stand

Fair in the silvery light.

Like saintly vestals, pale in prayer

;

Their pure breath sanctifies the air

As its fragrance fills the night."

parts of the northern hemisphere with the

exception of western North America and
the Himalayas. Between 40 and 50 species

and several hybrids are recognised, for hybrids

and supposed hybrids in Tilia are common, and

among these hybrids are some of the handsomest

and most rapid-growing of all Lindens. Although

Lindens are much planted for the embellishment

of parks and as street trees, there is great con-

fusion, especially in the United States, in regard

to the different forms which are cultivated, and

this confusion, in so far as it relates to the

European species, was imported from Europe

with the trees, for Linnaeus and many botanists

after him believed that the Lindens of northei'n

and western Europe were only forms of one

tree, and so started the trouble.

In eastern North America there are seven

species of Linden trees ; four of these are from

the extreme south, and either are not hardy in

• BulUlin of Popular Information, No. 30. lArnoW
Arboretum, U.S.A.)

Europe, is a very vigorous and fast-growing tree

of much promise. In some European nurseries

it is sold under the name of Tilia Moltkii. Tilia

flavescens. usually found in nurseries under the

name of T. floribunda, is a supposed hybrid be-

tween T. americana and the European species T.

cordata. This tree is remarkable for its rather

small, thick, and very lustrous leaves, and large

flowers. Plants only a few feet high flower

profusely.

The second North American Linden tree, T.

alba, or, as it is often called, T. Michauxii,

although it was first distinguished and made
known nearly a century ago, was long over-

looked or misunderstood by botanists ; and it is

only in rec«nt years that this handsome tree has

been found to be widely distributed from the

valley of the St. Lawrence River to Georgia and

Arkansas. It may be distinguished from T.

americana by the pale lower surface of the

leaves, which is more or less covered with star-

shaped clusters of white hairs. This tree is now
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well established in the Arboretum, although the

plants are not old enough to flower.

The third of our northern Lindens, T. hetero-

phylla, is a species of the Appalachian Moun-
tains, and is distributed from western New
York to northern Alabama, and through Ken-

tucky to southern Indiana and Illinois, growing

to its greatest beauty and to its largest size in

the forests which cover the slopes of the moun-

tains of North Carolina and Tennessee. The
leaves of this tree are larger than those of the

other Lindens, and as they are silvery-white on

the lower surface, and hang on long, slender

stalks, the slightest breeze makes them turn

first one surface and then the other to the eye.

This hardy and beautiful tree appears to be

rarely cultivated.

All the European Lindens succeed in the

eastern states, where they have been more gener-

ally planted than the American species, and

where there are large and old specimens of some

of the species in the neighbourhood of the sea-

board cities. There are five European Lindens,

and it is among these and their hybrids that

e.\ists the greatest confusion in the minds of the

cultivators of these trees. Probably the most

widely distributed of the European species,

especially in the south, is Tilia platyphyllos.

This tree may be recognised by the yellow tinge

of the leaves and the thick covering of short

hairs on their lower surface and on their stalks,

and by the prominent ribs of the fruit. This is

the earliest of all Linden trees to flower here,

and it is this tree which now appears to

be most commonly sold in American nurseries as

the European Linden. There are varieties with

leaves larger than those of the type (var. grandi-

folia), with erect branches forming a broad,

pyramidal head (var. pyramidata), and with

variously divided leaves (var. lanceolata and

vitifolia).

A more beautiful tree is Tilia cordata, the

common Linden of northern Europe, where it

sometimes grows to a very large size, the old

historic Lindens of the northern and central

parts of the Continent being usually of this

species. This tree is distinguished by its small,

thin, more or less heart-shaped leaves, which

are pale on the lower surface and furnished with

conspicuous tufts of rusty-brown hairs in the

axils of the principal veins. It appears to have

been little planted in the United States, and in

the neighbourhood of Boston it is the rarest of

the Lindens of western Europe. It is, however,

a hardy and desirable tree, especially valuable

on account of its late flowers, which supply the

bees with food after those of all other Lindens
have passed. There is a large-leaved form of

this tree (var. cordifolia), from western Europe,

in the collection, which is a handsome and
vigorous plant of much promise. This is some-

times sold in European nurseries as T. europaea

or vulgaris.

The third European Linden, called variously

T. vulgaris, T. europa?a, T. intermedia, and T.

hybrida, is considered by some of the best ob-

servers of European trees a natural hybrid be-

tween T. platyphyllos and T. cordata. Although
widely distributed in Europe, it appears to be

much less common than either of its supposed
parents, and the variation in the size, shape, and
colour of the leaves makes its hybrid origin pos-

sible. On some individuals the lower surface

of the leaves is quite green, and on others it is

bluish, or even whitish, but leaves on different

parts of the same branch differ in this respect,

and on shoots produced from the bases of old

trees the large leaves are quite green. T. vul-

garis is a fine, round-headed tree, with rather

small, somewhat pendulous branches, and it ap-

pears to have been more often planted in the
neighbourhood of Boston than any other Linden.
There are a number of large specimens in front

of an old house in Centre Street, near Orchard

Street, Jarraica Plain, and in Olmsted Park.

In its flowering time it is intermediate between

its two supposed parents. There is another sup-

posed hybrid of the same parentage and a

native of Hungary, known as T. vulgaris var.

pallida. This tree has larger leaves, pale on

the lower surface, and in habit and general ap-

pearance resembles T. platyphyllos more than

the commoner forms of T. vulgaris. It is propa-

gated in some of the Dutch nurseries, where it is

lold as T. vulgaris or europiea, and in the Ar-

boretum collection it is the most rapid growing

and the most shapely of all the species and

hybrids, giving promise of becoming an excellent

street tree for this region.

Two Linden trees are found only in eastern

Europe, the Silver Linden, T. tomentosa or

argentea, as it is sometimes called, and T. petio-

laris. The Silver Linden is a tree with erect

branches forming a broad, compact, round-

topped formal head, and large erect leaves, dark

green and lustrous above, and white and covered

below with short thick felt. This distinct and

handsome tree has not been much planted in

eastern Massachusetts, but it can be often seen

in the neighbourhood of New York and Phila-

delphia, and there are a number of good speci-

mens in Central and Prospect Parks. T. petio-

laris is a more beautiful tree ; this also has leaves

which are silvery-white on the lower surface, but

they hang down on long, slender stalks, and

flutter gracefully in the breeze. The branches,

which are also pendulous, form a rather narrow

but open head. This tree is not known in a

wild state, and all the plants in cultivation have

been derived from a single individual found 90

years ago in a garden in Odessa. This beautiful

tree appears to have been more often planted

near Boston than the Silver Linden, but is still

rare and little known here. A supposed hybrid

of this tree with T. americana, and sometimes

sold in nurseries us T. alba spectabilis, is one of

the most rapid-growing of the Lindens and a

very handsome tree, with the leaves of the size

and shape of its American parent, but silvery-

white on their lower surface. Plants raised at

the Arboretum from the seeds of a tree of T.

petiolaris which was growing in the neighbour-

hood of T. americana, the two flowering at the

same time, are identical with trees of this hybrid

found in European nurseries. T. vestita is

probably the proper name for it.

!Much attention in late years has been paid in

Europe to another supposed hybrid Linden, T.

euchlora, or, as it is more generally known, T.

dasystyla. This is a pyramidal tree, with large,

dark-green leaves, lustrous on their upper sur-

face. It grows rapidly : its habit is good, and it

is now largely planted as a street tree in Ger-

many and Holland. Its origin is uncertain,

although usually considered a hybrid of the
little-known T. rubra of the Caucasus. T. euch-
lora is perfectly hardy here, and promises to be
a useful tree in New England.
As a rule the trees of eastern Asia grow much

better in the eastern United States than the
related species of Europe, but this is not true of

the Lindens. All the European Lindens flourish

here, but none of the Asiatic species gives mucll
promise yet of being handsome or valuable trees
in this climate. Those which have been tried
here are hardy, but they suffer from various
fungal diseases and are short-lived. It is too
soon, of course, to form an opinion on the value
of the Lindens recently discovered in western
China, but of those of eastern Siberia, northern
China and Japan, only T. japonica has proved
really satisfactory here. This is a small tree
with pendulous branches, related to T. cordata,
of which it has sometimes been considered a
variety. It has no special ornamental value,
although it is perfectly hardy and healthy, and
flowers and produces fruit in the Arboretum
every year.

THE ROSARY.

CULTURAL NOTES FOR AUGUST.
Budding may be continued throughout the

whole of August, but it is well to complete this

work before September arrives as then the

nights become cold, with heavy dews, that do
not favour a quick and complete union of the

stock and bud. Examine the earliest-budded

stocks, making good any failures with fresh

buds, and releasing the tying material on those

that have "taken," to allow for the swelling of

the stock. Remove all flowers as soon as they

fade, as they weaken the plant, so that the

successional crops of blossom are not so good.

In most cases, I prefer to cut back the wood
a little below the exhausted flower, as this not

only results in stronger growths, but the plants

retain a desirable shape.

It is necessary to cut away the old trusses of

dwarf-growing Polyantha and China Roses,

taking care not to injure the succeeding crop

which develops below the older trusses. A little

trouble in these matters will secure clean

trusses throughout the summer and autumn.

The summer-pruning of climbers will be

general now, and the work must be done with

the utmost care. For a long time the summer-
pruning of these Roses was almost ignored,

but now it is practised far too rigorously. The
main object in pruning is to provide increased

room to the shoots so that the others may gain

strength. It is better to practise a little judicious

thinning-out now than encourage a mass of com-

paratively useless growth that must be cut away
next spring.

In most seasons water should be more
liberally supplied to Roses during August than

in July, as a deficiency of moisture at the roots

often results in mildew putting in an appear-

ance ; and this is the worst pest of Roses in late

summer and autumn.

Cuttings of most free-growing varieties will

root freely now if inserted in sandy loam in a

partially-shaded border. If the ground is dry,

I have found it an excellent plan to pour water

into the hole before inserting the cutting. This

is a great aid to callusing, and much more
effective generally than applying water after-

wards. Tread the soil firmly about the cutting,

taking care not to bruise the bark. As the

growth will be that of flowering wood, there

is no need to remove the bottom eye, as in the

case of stocks. In the present case, these lower

eyes will form the most valuable part of the

future plant.

I do not advise the insertion of cuttings of

the various stocks until next month, when the

wood of these stronger growers will be in a

better condition for rooting. If it is intended to

plant new beds of Roses, there is no better time

than the present for preparing the ground, pro-

vided the site is vacant. Before commencing the

work, ascertain the nature of the soil, especially

at about 2 to 3 feet down, as the whole question

of preparation depends upon this. If it is of poor

quality at the bottom, remove a portion, and re-

place it with good loam obtained from a meadow.
Thoroughly incorporate farmyard manure with

the soil at about 18 inches deep, and, if poor

below that, add a good quantity of crushed or

half-inch bones. The bones provide valuable

food for a long time. The object should be to

secure a rich and fairly well-drained medium,
not less than 2^ feet in depth. Do not make the

top soil over rich with animal manures, at the

same time avoid using artificial fertilisers at

this stage. Food may easily be applied to the
surface roots when they are in need of it, but
the lower portion of the soil can only be made
suitable before planting is carried out.

After the ground has settled, it will be bene-

ficial to turn over the top spit again, leaving it

rough, so as to expose as much soil as possible to

the influences of the air. But this second digging

should be done in ample time for the ground to
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settle again before planting. The advantages of

preparing the ground eai'ly are obvious : it nut

only permits of earlier planting, but also, by
being amongst the first purchasers, the early

planter is likely to secure the best plants from
the nurseries.

But these are not the only points in favour of

early planting. The soil sets firmer about the

roots before winter, with its drying winds, ar-

rives, and undue shrivelling of the wood is

obviated. Practice.

NOTES ON EARLY-FLOWERING
RAMBLERS.

For the guidance of intending planters I give

a short list of what I regard as the most desir-

able varieties for early flowering. Some will say

that this is not the proper time to give lists for

planting, but it is quite the right time, because

preparations will have to be made shortly and
the list selected, whilst those who order early

get the pick of the nurseries.

Carmine Pillar is one of the earliest to open'

its rich, rosy-carmine, single blossoms. Although

this Rose was distributed by Jlessrs. George Paul

& Son so far back as 1896, it still retains its

popularity. It shows to advantage when grown
as a standard on the lawn, and is very beautiful

either rambling over a pergola or climbing a

tall pole.

Paul's Single White makes a charming com-

bination with Carmine Pillar
;

growing in

clusters the pure white, single flowers are freely

produced, and in contrast with the deep greon

leaves make an attractive display. Although this

variety is generally regarded as a climber, it may
be planted in a bed in a mass and grown as a

dwarf plant. By close pruning, as in the case of

Hybrid Perpetual varieties, it may be induced to

make vigorous shoots and continue flowering

well into the autumn.

The Dawson is a rosy-pink variety that gives

a full crop of flowers quite early. It makes a
free, yet neat growth.

Aglaia, a Polyantha of a vigorous rambling
habit of growth, was distributed in 1896,

and it flowers especially freely when once
the plant is e.'itablished. Some are dis-

appointed with its behaviour in this respect

the first season or two, as it takes longer to

become established than most varieties. When
it does bloom it often gives more flowers than
any other Rose. The bright yellow, shell-shaped

flowers have a strong "Tea" perfume.

Claire Jacquier is the best of yellow-flowered

ramblers, the compact buds are suffused strongly

with orange.

Climbing Caroline Testout gives blooms as fine

as the dwarf type, and its floriferousness is re-

markable. The satiny-rose colour is especially

pleasing early in the season.

Gardenia cannot be omitted from any list, no

matter how small it is. I consider this

Wichuraiana variety as the most useful of all

Roses. A well-established tree will furnish not

. only early blossoms but also late ones, as the

flowering continues into November. The rich

yellow buds are useful as cut blooms, especially

when accompanied by the dark green leaves. As
the flowers e.xpand they become pure white. For
a piUar plant or for training over a screen or

pergola no other Rose is superior.

Reve d'Or will flower abundantly quite early

in June if given a position on a south wall.

When closely pruned to induce late flowering the

blooms become much deeper in colour, and the

foliage assumes a coppery tint which harmonises
well with the deep-yellow petals.

Reine Olga de Wurtemburg was introduced

by Nabonnand in 1881. It is a free and
continuous bloomer of a vivid red colour, being
more remarkable for its shade than for the shape
of its blossoms.

Euphrosyne is a pretty carmine-tinted, single

variety that produces its flowers freely in

clusters. E. Molyneux.

THE FORESTS OF PROVENCE.
The coast and hills o£ Provence are as attrac-

tive to the botanist interested in the distribution
of vegetation as to the lover of striking
scenery and a glorious climate. Within a space
of little over 30 miles all transitions between the
typical Mediterranean vegetation of the coast
and that of the high Alps may be traced. Leav-
ing out of account the alluvial plains, the stream-
sides, and the cultivated land in general, the
rock of which the country is composed, with
a few notable exceptions, is almost every-
where limestone, and the hillsides present the
same general type of habitat, so far as soil con-
ditions are concerned, over and over again.
Consequently the main factors differentiating
the vegetation are climatic, and correspond with
a decrease of temperature and an increase of
atmospheric moisture as we pass from the low
hills of the coast to the high mountains of the
Maritime and Proven9al Alps. The influence of
aspect is very striking, the cooler and moister
northern slopes frequently bearing quite a dif-

ferent flora fiom that of the tunnv southern ones.

authorities not to be native in the western
Mediterranean, but, however this may be, there is

no question that now it is the characteristic and
well-nigh universal dominant of the limestone
coastal hills of Provence, from the Rhone delta to
the Italian frontier, and beyond. Associated with
the Aleppo Pine are the common " Holm-Oak,"
(Quercus Ilex), and Quercus pube.scens. The for-

mer, though exceedingly widespread and perhaps
rightly considered the most characteristic
Mediterranean tree, does not, so far as my ex-
perience in Provence goes, form extensive woods,
and prefers somewhat sheltered places such as
the sides of ravines. It also inhabits the clefts

of steep rocks at considerable altitudes, where it

is frequently no more than a shrub. In both
these types of habitat it probably obtains more
water than on the frequently very dry hillsides.

Quercus pubescens (lanuginosa), the shoots of

the current year of which are characteristically

covered with a thick pubescence, is an occasional
cor.stituent of the pine woods. In tlie mild
climate of the coast its leaves sometimes remain
green till January, while in the most sheltered

situations the new buds burst at the end of

Fig. 35.—FORESTS of pkovence.
of Aleppo Pinewood on limestone plateau: "garigue" on slope: Olive cuUivatii

Near Rognac, Rhone Valley, 100 m. alt.

Broadly speaking, we can recognize four main
zones of forest :—(1) The Mediterranean types
of Finns halepensis and of Pinus maritima (with

Quercus suber locally)
; (2) a belt in which Quer-

cus pubescens. a deciduous Oak closely allied

to Q. sessiliflora. is dominant, (3) a belt of Pinus
sylvestris extending into the sub-alpine region,

and (4) forest of Picea excelsa and Larix
europa\a which form the uppermost forest belt, at

least on northern slopes. These zones, of course,

are all much influenced by aspect and there is a

good deal of mingling in the transitional regions,

but on the whole the zonation is exceedingly well

marked.

1.

—

^The Mediterkanean Coniferous Forests.

Three species of Pine, apparently native, occur

on the coast : each is dominant and forms pure

woods in appropriate habitats. By far the most

widespread is Pinus halepensis, the Aleppo Pine

(figs. 35 and 36). This is the characteristic tree of

the limestone hills of the coast and cxtendj* about

15 miles inland, where it reaches an altitude of

400 500 metres. Nearer the coast it may go con-

siderably higher. This tree is considered by some

March. Further inland, at higher altitudes, the
tree does not come into leaf till the end of April.

Pinus halepensis itself is not a very large tree,

seldom exceeding 8 to 10 metres in height when
full grown. It does not cast a deep shade and
many of the Mediterranean shrubs flourish be-

neath it. While absolutely characteristic of the

limestone, it grows quite well on siliceous soils.

Thus in the neighbourhood of Hyeres (e.g., on
the southern edge of the Maurettes and on the

island of Porquerolles), of St. Raphael, and of

Cannes it is dominant on siliceous rocks, but it is

noteworthy that these places are in the neigh-

bourhood of great areas of limestone, from which
the tree may well have invaded restricted

siliceous areas or the edges of more exten-

sive ones ; it may also have been planted in such

situations. I have never seen it in the interior of

extensive siliceous areas, such as the Mont-
agnes des Maures or the Esterel. In Algeria, it

is true, Pinus halepensis is dominant on
siliceous tracts such as the Foret de Bainen,

near Algiers, but there it has probably been

planted, according to Prof. Trabut.

The shrubs accompanying the Aleppo Pine on
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the coastal limestone hills include most of the

common Mediterranean evergreen species, with

the exception of those, such as Erica arborea

and Arbutus Unedo, which are confined, or

nearly contmed, to siliceous soils. Kosmariiius

officinalis, Cistus albidus, Juniperus oxycedrus,

Spartium junceum, and (in western Provence,

where it is frequently dominant below the Pines)

the low spiny shrub Quercus coccifera, are the

most abundant and characteristic (fig. 36). The
grass Brachypodium ramosum is very abundant
and characteristic of the more open places.

Thymus vulgaris, too, is often very abundant.

The Aleppo PLne-woods pass into garigue. the

Pinus maritima (Pinast«r) is as characteristic

of siliceous soils as its close ally, P. halepensis, is

of calcareous. It dominates the woods of the

siliceous regions, such as the Maures and the

Esterel, where it is regularly exploited. Pinus

maritima is a larger tree, and with its longer and
stouter, darker green needles it casts a consider-

ably deeper shade than its congener, and conse-

quently when growing in close canopy there is

little undergrowth. Quercus Ilex, Q. suber, and,

to a less extent, Q. pubescens are the most com-
monly associated trees. In the more open parts

of the woods and where the trees have been
clear-felled, most of the Mediterranean shrubs

Fig. 36.—FORESTS of peovence.
Aleppo Pinewood on limestone talus : Undergro

flower in front; Pinus halepensis and Q
Western portion of Ste. Baunie rar

Provencal name for the shrub association of the

barer limestone hillsides. This, according to

Professor Flahault, is often derived from forest

by wholesale felling of the trees, and such cer-

tainly seems to be the case (see figs. 35 and 35).

At the same time it may well be that where the

soil is very scanty and shallow, woodland asso-

ciations have never existed, and garigue is the

original association. The garigue shrubs are on
the whole identical with those of the under-

growth of the more open Pine woods.

linly of Quercus coccifera: Cistus albidus in
Ilex in the clefts of the cliff above.

>r Gemenos. 200 to 400 m. alt.

occur, but, in place of Rosemary and Cistus
albidus (which occur but are rarely abundant).
Erica arborea, the beautiful tree Heath, usually
growing to a height of 1^ metre, but in sheltered

places attaining a greater stature, is very
generally dominant, and in March fills the woods
with the scent of its flowers. This plant, as is

well known, is exploited for the making of
" briar " (bruyere) tobacco-pipes, which is a con-
siderable industry in some places, for instance at
the little town of Cogolin in the Maures.

Arbutus Unedo is also very abundant in the shrub
association of the siliceous soUs, scarcely occur-

ring on the limestone. Other abundant shj-ubs

are Calycotome spinosa, CLstus salviifolius and

C. monspeliensis and Pistacia lentiscus, all of

which are also very common on calcareous soils.

The characteristic climbers are Smilax aspera

and Lonicera implexa, each occurring on both

types of soil. .1. G. 7'uiishy.

(To be continued.

J

REMARKS ON THE CONDITION OF THE

FRUIT GR0P8.

(See Tables arid Summaries, ante, pp. 66-71.)

0, SCOTLAND, N.

Ross-SHLRE.^The hardy fruit crops vary

greatly, for whilst some kinds are remarkably
good as to amount and quality, others are poor in

these respects. Apples, for instance, though of

great promise at the flowering period, are

not equal to the average yield ; the best

varieties are Bramley's Seedling, Mr. Glad-

stone, Worcester Pcarmain, Blenheim Pip-

pin, and Stirling Castle. Pears are even

a worse crop than Apples, but Jargonelle,

Louise Bonne of Jersey, Colniar d'Ete and
Williams's Bon Chretien are amongst the most
fruitful. Plums are an excellent crop, and re-

quired thinning. Cherries, with the exception

of Morellos, are poor. Small fruits, particularly

Gooseberries and Raspberries, are fine average

crops, whilst Strawberries were all that could

be desired. It is difficult to account for

the inequalities of the different varieties of fruits.

The weather during the summer and autumn of

1911 was all tliat could be desired for the proper
maturation of the wood and buds. The
frost of February 5 (32^° Fahr.) must have
caused considerable damage. Fine weather
prevailed during April and part of May when
Plums were in flower, and the fruits set well.

The latter part of May and the whole of June
was cold and wet, which adversely affected

Apples, Pears and Cherries ; thousands of

the young fruits were destroyed by these
unseasonable conditions, and 2° of frost

on June 17 still further increased the
damage. The walls in these gardens are

devoted exclusively to Pears, Plums, and
Cherries, Apples being grown either as dwarf
standards or espaliers. The soil is a stiff loam,
resting on a hard pan. The average rainfall is

42.04 inches. The fruit crops are this year a

week to ten days later than usual. William L.
Minty, Ardross Castle Gardens.

StJTHERLANDSHiRE.—Strawberries were only
about half the usual crop. Gooseberries also are
very scarce, but Black Currants, Red Currants,
and Raspberries are more than average crops.

Apples vary ; some trees have a fair number of

fruits, whilst others have none, or very few.

The out-door fruit crops generally are below the
average. D. Melville, Dunrohin Castle Gar-
dens, Golspie.

1, SCOTLAND, E.

Aberdeenshire.—All the fruit crops are three
weeks later than last year. Gooseberries are a
poor crop, having been much damaged by frost.

Black and Red Currants are very heavy crops,

but Strawberries were only an average quantity,
and much later than last year. In some parts of

this district the Strawberries were damaged by
Lost. Our soil is a medium loam, on a cold sub-
soil. James Grant, Rothienorman Gardens.

In this late district it is impossible to

say yet what the quality of the fruit will be ; it

is far from matirrity, and much will depend on
the weather. In the early part of the season

there were indications of heavy crops of alt

kinds of fruits, the blossom being unusually
plentiful, owing, no doubt, to the fine season

last year ; but during the latter part of May we
experienced several severe frosts, which damaged
many of the blooms. In consequence, the fruit

crops generally wiU be much below th •

average. W . Henderson, Meldrum House.

Banffshire.—The prospect of a good fruit

year was very good in the early spring, but we
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experienced four nights of frost from May
22 to 25, which destroyed most of the

blossoms. George. Edwards, BallinduUoch.

The fruit crops of all kinds, with the

e.xception of Ptars and Victoria Plums, are

disappointing after the fine show of blossom, and
the exceptionally line weather whilst the trees

were in flower. I attribute the scarcity this season

to the heavy crops borne by the trees last year.

Chas. Webster, Gordon Castle, Fochahers.

Taking the crops generally this is a very
good fruit season. The Apple crop is alone

deficient, and it is difiicult to account for

this, as there was plenty of blossom and
fairly good weather whilst the trees were in

flower. I noticed that the foliage on the trees

was in a more advanced state than is usual at

the time of flowering, and possibly that had some-
thing to do with the deficiency of fruits. I

noticed the same thing obtain a few years ago.

Our soil is a dark loam of a loose nature. Alex.
Morton, Cullen House Gardens, Cullen.

Berwickshire.—The Apple crop is a partial

failure owing to late frosts damaging the bloom.
Never before have I seen better prospects at the
time of blossom. The soil here is very light in

texture, and the subsoil is gravel. The fruit

crops generally in this district are very good.
Peter Smith, Duns Castle Gardens.

The Strawberry crop was a poor one.
Frequent frosts between May 18 and May 27,

when the thermometer registered from 3° to
8° of frost, wrought much mischief while
the plants were blooming and coming into
bloom. What fruit developed was very small and
late in ripening. Raspberries gave promise of a
heavy crop, while Gooseberries and Red Currants
are about an average quantity, but Black
Currants are ahnost a failure. The drought of

April and May had much to do witli the failure

of the Black Currant crop. Cherries and Plums
are average crops : the fruits of early Cherries,
such as Early Rivers and Elton Heart, were
especially fine in quality. Apples, with the ex-
ception of wall trees, are lightly cropped. Our
soil is a red loam resting on a clay subsoil.

Robert Stvart, Thirleslane Castle, Lauder.

The fruit crops of all kinds promised well
when in blossom, the flowers being exceptionally
large and healthy. The fruits apparently set

well, but later they dropped, after an unusual
period (about six weeks) of verv dry weather.
The Strawberry blossoms witherea as they opened
owing to the drought. Our soil is of a light

nature with sand and gravel subsoil. R. Hender-
son, Ayton Castle Gardens.

Haddingtonshire (East Lothian). — With
the exception of Strawberries there was an abun-
dance of blossom on all kinds of fruits, and, with
the exception of Plums and Black Currants, there
are good crops of all kinds. The foliage is

healthy and scarcely affected by any kind of

disease or insect. Peaches are a failure in some
cases, and Strawberries were, in general, a

deficient crop. The soil is rather light, but that
does not seem to have affected the crops as a
whole. E. P. Brotherston, Tyninghame, East
Lothian.

Owing to the drought of last summer
Strawberry crowns did not develop properly, and
man)' plants were almost killed by the excessive

heat. Black and Red Currant bushes were
greatly damaged by aphides, and in consequence
many of these fruits dropped. Cherries promised
exceedingly well at the flowering stage ; the trees

set a heavy crop, but one-third of the fruits

dropped at the stoning period. Apples are good
and clean. Apricots are a very heavy crop and
of good quality. The soil of the district is

mainly a medium loam of great fertility over-

lying,' for the most part, gravel on the old red
sandstone formation. A small portion of the

county overlies a clay formation. Thomas
Macphail, Archerfield Gardens, Dirleton, East
Lothian.

Fifeshire.—AU fruit trees were smothered in

blossom, but owin^ to the cold, wet spring the

Apple. Plum and Strawberry crops are very dis-

appointing. The night temperatures were very

low (from" 40° to 46°) until the middle of July.

We have a good depth of rich garden soil, but,

unfortunately, a cold clayey subsoil. A July

such as that of last year is best suited to this

district. W. Henderson, Balbirnie Gardens.

Midlothian.—All fruit trees gave great pro-

mise at the blossoming stage, but the good pros-

pects were not realised, whether owing to the

long drought of last year or the exceptionally dry
months of April and March of this year, it would
be hard to say. ' The trees have suffered badly

from aphis. Yet there were heavy rains in the

month of June, 7.39 inches being recorded

for that month alone ; 2.26 inches of rain fell

on June 12, no less than 1.87 inch being mea-
sured in 2^ hours on that date. The shortage

of fruit cannot, therefore, be attributed to the

absence of rain or the prevalence of frost. The
month of May was cold, the wind coming from
an easterly direction all that month. June again

was very damp and sunless, the daily maximum
and minimum temperatures being 57.19° and
50.21° against 64.1° and 39.12° respectively of

last year. Strawberries were a complete
failure. Black Currants are a thin crop, but

the fruits are good in quality. Red Currants
are deficient and inferior, but Gooseberries are

plentiful and exceptionally good. The soil

here seems to suit aU fruits, being a fine rich

deep loam principally on gravel, but the subsoil

is at a good depth. To simi up we have (omitting

Strawberries) good average crops. Benjamin
A'ess, The Gardens, Oxenfoord Castle, Ford,
Midlothian.

All fruit trees produced an extraordinary

quantity of blossom. The Pear crop, which was a

very poor one last year, is good this season. Frost

and a succession of cold nights when the trees

were in flower spoilt the Apple crop, and the ex-

treme dryness in April and May gave Apple trees

a miserable appearance through infestations of

insect pests, which the heavy rains since have
cleared off. The general failure in the North of

the Strawberry crop seems accounted for by the

extreme dryness of the previous summer and
autumn. Our soil is of a light nature on a
gravel subsoil. James Whytocic, Dalkeith Gar-
dens, Midlothian.

Peeblesshire.—The fruit crops in this high

district are better than was at first anticipated.

The wood of fruit trees and bushes, owing to the

hot, dry summer of 1911, ripened prematurely,

with the re.sult that, although there was an
abundance of blossom, a large number of the

flowers appeared to be defective. A spell of cold,

wet, sunless weather, during the time the Apples
were in bloom, prevented the bees and other

insects from pollinating the flowers, hence rather

small crops ; but the quality is all that could

be desired. Pears and Plums are both good

crops. Small fruits are, on the whole, good.

Gooseberries set well, but a severe frost on
April 15 caused numbers of the fruits to drop.

Black and Red Currants and Raspberries are

very plentiful. Strawberries bloomed exceed-

ingly early this season ; the thundery weather,

accompanied with torrential rains and hail-

storms, prevented the flowers setting. Later

varieties fared a little better, but taken generally

the Strawberrv crop was a light one. All fruit

trees and bushes are at present healthy, and
growing luxuriantly. George Haig, Garrald
Gardens, Dolphinton.

Perthshire.—Late frosts on April 12 damaged
the Pear and Apple blossoms, which until that

date looked promitiing. Early Strawberries were

scarce on account of the drought of last year, as

the crowns were very weak. Raspberries are a

good crop. Our soil is of a heavy nature.

Andrew McAndie, Evthven House Gardens,
Meigle.

6, SCOTLAND, W^
Argyllshire.—Apples are the most dis-

appointing crop. There was a great display of

fine blossom, but the fruits failed to set. due,

I think, to frost and cold winds. Strawberries

are a heavy crop and of fine quality. Rasp-

berries also promise well. D. S. Melville, Pol-

talloch Gardens, Lochgilphead.

Ayrshire.—Strawberries were, for some un-

accountable reason, a poor crop. Raspberries

and Currants are plentiful, whilst Plums are

better than they have been for some years past.

Apples look very well, and are a good average

crop. William' Priest, Eglinton Gardens,
Kilwinning.

Up to the month of April all kinds of
fruits promised exceedingly well for splendid
crops. Cold and dry weather, however, set in
about the middle of that month, and lasted well
into May, doing considerable damage to Straw-
berries and Black Currants especially ; while
7° of frost on May 23 caused further harm to
Strawberries, most' of the plants being then ia
flower. Other fruits are good average crops. D.
Buchanan, Bargany Gardens, Dailly.

Dumbartonshire.—The Apple, Pear and
Plum crops are practically failures in this dis-

trict, owing to east winds prevailing during-
the flowering period. Raspberries, Currants,
and Gooseberries are very heavy crops, and of
,t;ood quality. Strawberries were plentiful, but
lacked flavour, owing to an absence of sun-
shine. Our soil is a cold, shallow tilth on whin
rock. D. Stewart, Knockderry Castle Gardens.

DuMFRiESSHlRE.^The Strawberry crop is

decidedly below the average, and the Apple crop-

is below expectations, as the trees were covered
with flowers. Small fruits are plentiful and
good. John Urquhart, Hoddom Castle Gardens,
Ecclefechan.

Small fruits are fair average crops, especi-

ally Raspberries and Red Currants. Gooseberries
are very irregular, some bushes bearing heavy
crops whilst others of the same variety are not
so good. Warrington and Whinham's Industry
are the best cropped varieties. Strawberries
were a poor crop, the worst we have had for

years past. Apples are poor compared with
last year. Pears do not vary so much aa
Apples year by year. Plums are a fair crop, but
a great many of the fruits are badly shaped and
rusty-looking. We have fair numbers of both
Sweet and Morello Cherries. Our soil is a sandy
loam. James McDonald, Dryfeholm Gardens,,
Lockerbie.

The Apple crop is far short of last year,

but certain varieties, such as Lane's Prince
Albert, which is always a sure cropper, are bear-

ing well. Pears do not do well in this locality

outdoors. Raspberries and White, Black and
Red Currants are very fine. Victoria Plums are
good on walls, but Damsons are a failure.

Strawberries were good: Givon's Late Prolific

and Dumbarton Castle do well here. David
Inglis, Drumlanrig Castle Gardens, Thornhill.

Kirkcudbrightshire.—The fruit crops are ex-

ceptionally heavy. Apples and Pears required

vigorous thinning to reduce them to normal
quantities. All small fruits, with the exception

of Strawberries, are very heavy crops ; Currants-

being of the finest quality I have seen for several

years past. James Deuchars, Kenmure Castle

Gardens.

Lanarkshire.—Strawberries looked promising

at the end of May, but the excessive rainfall of

June had a disastrous effect on the crop. Many
fruits damped off before they reached the ripen-

ing stage. On some of the large fruit farms in

Scotland the Strawberry crop was little short of'

a failure this season. Black Currants are a fine

crop where the plants are healthy. " Big bud "

still causes much harm in this district. June,

1912, will long be remembered as the wettest June
on record. Rain fell on 27 days. The rainfall of'

the month being 7.43 inches, or three times the-

average quantity. Jas. Culton, Dildawn Gar-
dens, Castle Douglas.

A severe hailstorm on June 11 did great

damage to Apples, Strawberries, and other small

fruits in the open. John Shiells, Carstairs Gar-
dens, Carstairs Junctio7i.

Stirlingshire.—If the amount of blossom

were an indication of the crops, fruit this year

should be abundant, but the prolonged drought
during May was detrimental to the swelling of

the young fruits, and numbers dried and fell to

the
" ground. Apples suffered most in this,

respect. Strawberries have proved disappoint-

ing on certain soils. On light soils the crop was
never promising owing to last year's drou,ght, but

on heavy soil, such as clay, the long period of wet

weather during June was injurious, and tended

to produce too much foliage at the expense of

the fruit. J. Middleton, Callendar House,

Gardens, Falkirk.

(To be continued.)
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The Week's Work.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.

Climbers.—All kinds of climbers are growing
vigorously, and attention should be given them
at intervale. They may need only the .slioots

looped out of harm's way, or the superfluous

growths removed. In the wild or natural garden,

where the plants are climbing over stumps of

old trees or on rocks, the less the shoots are

trained the better. Also where they are growing
over tall gateways, or on terrace walls, but little

attention is necessary unless the strong growers

are encroaching on their weaker neighbours.

But those on verandahs, porches, or the windows
of dwelling-houses or pavilions must be re-

stricted. In such cases it is advisable to thin

and train the shoots regularly, as they would
otherwise soon become a tangled mass.

Climbing Roses.—The intense heat ex-

perienced pretty generally during the greater

part of July, shortened the Rose season consider-

ably, blooms of the later varieties lasting but a

few days, and losing their colour immediately
after opening. Aft*r the plants have ceased
blooming, some of the old growths should
be cut out, to allow the young basal shoots

to be trained in their places. There are usually

many more shoots than are required, and the

weaker ones should be cut clean away, retaining

only sufficient of the stronger branches to furnish

the wall or trellis. It is a mistake to tie in

too many shoots, for, unless they are ripened
properly, the results will not be satisfactory next
season. Climbing Roses are unequalled for

garden decoration, and there is now a pro-
fusion of charming varieties to select from. They
rarely appear inappropriate, but are perhaps seen
at their best when allowed to ramble at will up
an old tree stump, or over a steep bank or wall.

Many charming effects may be arranged, by intro-

ducing them freely into shrubberies, beds of

Rhododendrons, and amongst evergreens of all

kinds. In such surroundings they give a beauti-
ful colour effect, at a time when the Rhododen-
drons and other shrubs are out of bloom. They
should be planted in rich loam to enable them
to get a good start.

Antirrhinum. — These are amongst the
most sati.sfactory of bedding plants, and are now
making a splendid show ; they should not be
omitted from any garden where masses of
colour are required. Varieties can now be
procui-ed in many shades, ranging from
whjte to crimson. Two especially charming
varieties are Coral Red and Carmine Pink. Beds
of these, edged with dwarf white or yellow varie-
ties, make a pleasing combination. One great
advantage in using the Aritij-rhinum as a bedding
plant is that it does not require the protection
of a glass house or frame in winter. By sowing
seeds in January or February, strong plants may-
be had in April, and, if they are planted in the
beds early, the plants have a long season in which
to establish themselves, and are then sufficiently

strong to give a good display the whole of the
summer. To ensure continuity of bloom, the old
flower spikes must be cut off as soon as the
flowers have fallen. If the capsules are retained
for the seed to mature on the plant, it will at once
cease blooming. Lateral growths develop quickly,
and it will greatly assist to this end if water "is

afforded the roots during periods of drought.
The Antirrhinum thrives and makes a good show-
in shrubberies and other places, unsuited for
many flowering plants, but in common with most
things they repay for a generous treatment.

THE HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
By F. Jordan, Gardener to Lady Nunburnholme,

Warier Priory, Yorkshire.

Newly-grafted Trees. -When the scion
and stock have united thoroughly and the graft
is growing well, remove the tying material en-
tirely, but take care to see that the young shoot
is secured to a stake to prevent it being damaged
by strong winds. Remove suckers directly they
»ppear.

Budding Fruit Trees.—August is the best

month for carrying out this operation. It is not

much practised' in private gardens except in re-

storing the symmetery of trees that have become
bare of fruiting wood. Where trees are bare at

their bases they may be easily furnished with
growth again by inserting a bud here and there

on the branches. Budding fruit trees is a more
simple operation than grafting, and it should

be carried out in a similar manner as in

budding Roses. Select a plump bud from the

middle portion of a shoot of half-ripened wood,
take it off with a shield about one inch long, and
remove the wood carefuUy with the handle uf

the budding knife. After the shield is inserted

as low down as it w-ill go, bind it liglitly round
with raffia, leaving only the bud exposed. Select

dull or showery weather for performing the work,
and first see that the bark will part freely from
the stem. If hot, dry weather follows the opera-

tion, syringe and shade the bud. If in a fort-

night or three weeks the buds are still green, the

ties may be loosened, and later removed alto-

gether. The buds will remain dormant this sea-

son, but as soon as the sap commences to flow-

again next spring they will grow freely.

Black Currants.—As soon as the fruit is

gathered the bushes should be partially pruned
to encourage the young shoots to grow stronger

from the base. No bush fruit responds better

for severe pruning than the Black Currant : the

plants produce a greater weight of fine fruits when
pruned at this date than if left until the autumn
or spring, as the shoots become better matured.
No shoots should be. allowed to remain more tlian

two years ; by this system strong, vigorous

growths are produced each year from the base,

and early thinning greatly assists the ripening

of the wood. Collect all prunings and burn tliem

to destroy any insect pests that may be present,

including the mite that causes "big bud."
The Black Currant is one of the best bush fruits

to plant on a north border or other moist posi-

tion, and w-hen grown in such situations the

season of fruiting is prolonged. The richest

manure available should be spread over the roots

liberally during the winter months and lightly

forked into the soil.

Red and White Currants. — These are

excellent fruits to plant on a north wall. Keep
all the superfluous side shoots removed or a mass
of foliage -w-ill be produced and prevent the

ripening of the w-ood and the fruits from keeping
well.

Gooseberries. — Bushes growing against

walls will require attention. Where there is

still space to fill, the leading shoots may be

allowed to extend, while in other cases

young shoots should be encouraged to grow from
the base to take the place of worn out branches.

Where the wall space is already filled, shortening

the shoots so that the fruits may be fully

exposed to the light is all that is necessary at

this season.

PLANTS UNDER GLASS.

CvcLAMEN.—Old corms of Cyclamen that

have been rested for a time may be repotted.

A considerable quantity of the old soil should be
removed from them, taking care not to injure

the strong, fleshy roots. They should be potted

in receptacles a size larger than they previously

occupied. Prepare a fairly rich compost of loam,

rotted horse droppings, leaf-mould, sand, and
a little old mortar rubble, and pot firmly.

Grow the plants in cool conditions at the
start, a cold frame placed in a semi-shaded
position being suitable, removing the lights

at night to give the plants the benefit of

dews. By this date the young plants should
be in their flowering pots. They should be
afforded similar conditions as recommended for
the older corms. If. however, they are grown in

frames exposed to sunshine, shade must be pro-
vided. Spray between the pots both in the morn-
ing and afternoon of fine days, as moist condi-
tions are essential to keep down yellow thrips.
If this pest increases, notwithstanding spray-
ings, the plants must either be dipped in an in-

secticide or fumigated.

Cinerarias. - .'Needling Cinerarias are large
enough for transferring from the seed-pans to
small pots. I prefer pans to boxes, which are
used by some growers, as the foliage is not so

liable to turn yellow during the winter as is the
case when they are allowed to grow to a fairly

large size in boxes.

Calceolaria. — Seedling Calceolarias also

may be pricked out when the plants are large

enough to handle. No advantage is gained by
leaving them in the seed pots or pans, and a
change of soil is beneficial. Both Cinerarias and
Calceolarias require for some time to come as

cool a treatment as it is possible to give them.
When the young plants are well rooted, the
lights should be removed at night : this treat-

ment will help to keejj them sturdy. The lights

should be placed in position during stormy
weather.

HuMEA elegans.—Seedling Humeas should
be potted-up singly. If the seed was sown
early, they may be in a fit condition
for shifting into 4-inch pots. They should
be grown in a cool, moderately dry pit or frame,
as the foliage of plants with soft growth often
suffers injury during the winter.

Hydrangea ho rt en sis The single-

stemmed specimens grown in pots may be dis-

carded after they have flow-ered, unless they are
required for purposes of stock, or to furnish large

specimens capable of producing five or six heads
of blooms. If saved, they should be cut down
to three or four pairs of leaves, and as
soon as they have started well into growth, pot
them into large 32's, or even small 24 pots. If
placed out-of-doors till the time for frost ar-

rives, the young growths should mature suffi-

ciently for each of them to develop a good head
of bloom next spring, or early summer. Cuttings
may be inserted to furnish single-stemmed
plants. They may be rooted either in pots or
in light soil in a frame. Fairly hard shoots
should be selected, and they should be made very
firm in the soil. After one good watering, slight

dampings overhead daily should provide suffi-

cient moisture till such times as the shoots are
rooted. A slight shade is necessary during the
day till roots have formed, at which stage the
plants may be allowed all the light and air pos-
sible. Those rooted in frames should be potted
in 48 size (5-inch) pots, in which they will flower
successfully.

THE ORCHID HOUSES.
By]. Collier, Gardener to Sir Jerbmiah Colman, Bart.,

Gatton Park, Surrey.

L/ELIA PUMILA.— Plants of Lcclia puinila and
its varieties are making new growth, and as

young roots are produced from their bases they
should be repotted or have fresh material applied
at the surface as may be necessary. These plants
require liberal supplies of water at the roots

during their season of growth, therefore it is im-
portant that the rooting material be sweet and
in a porous condition. Shallow pans without
side holes are the most suitable receptacles to

grow them in, and these should be fitted with
copper wire handles for suspending the plants.

Place a few crocks in the bottom of the pan with
a few short pieces of Fern rhizome over the top

;

press the potting material moderately firm, leav-

ing sufficient space when finished for a surfacing
of living heads of Sphagnum-moss. A mixture of
equal parts Osmunda fibre, Al fibre, and
Sphagnum-moss cut into short portions, with
crushed crocks added to ensm-e porosity, provides
a suitable compost. Plants that have sufficient

rooting space for another season's growth and
with compost in a good condition may have a
little of the old soil removed from the surface,

replacing it with some of the new compost.
Water should be applied sparingly to newly
potted plants until the roots have become re-

established, when the plants should be dipped
in tepid rain water. The plants should also be
sprayed overhead whenever the weather is

favourable. This treatment should be continued
till after the plants have passed out of flower,

when they should be kept slightly on the dry
side, and this treatment continued throughout
the resting season.

Dendrobium. — If the cultural conditions

have been favourable, these plants should
have made good progress this season
Many of the early species, such as L.
Wardianum, D. crassinode, D. chrysanthur

,

D. aureum. and D. primulinum will have
completed their growths, and very soon after

the terminal leaf appears the plants should
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be removed to a light, airy house where the
plants will not make further growth, as
the object is to have the new pseudo-
bulbs ripened thoroughly. A vinery that
has been cleared of its fruit is a suitable
structure for them, as partial shade will be
afforded them by the foliage of the vines. The
plants should be syringed once or twice daily in
order to keep down insect pests. Water should be
applied to the routs whenever the compost ap-
pears dry, until the foliage begins to show signs
of decay, when syringing should be discontinued
and the supply of water at the roots reduced
gradually. The new pseudo-bulbs may be loosely
tied to neat stakes, or they may be allowed to
assume their natural depending habit; D.
Wardianum in particular flowers more freely, and
its flowers are shown to better advantage" when
the pseudo-bulbs are permitted to droop natur-
ally. Other species of Dendrobium and their
.numerous hybrids should be treated according to
their stages of development

;
plenty of heat and

moisture should be afforded growing plants.
Aerial growths sometimes push forth from the
pseudo-bulbs ; these should be taken off, and if it

is desired to increase the stock may either be
potted singly in small pots or placed several
together in larger receptacles. Cuttings that
were inserted as advised in the calendar for
March 30 last are developing roots from the new
growths, and should be dealt with in a similar
manner. After being potted they should be
placed in a ^h^ldy position in the' house until
they are rooted in the compost, when they should
receive similar treatment to the e.st,iiblished

plants. The growths of V>. Phalienopsis are in
an advanced stage of development, and the
plants should be supplied liberally with moisture,
both at the roots and in the atmosphere. They
.should also be well (syringed overhead on the
afternoons of bright days, and the blinds should
be drawn up after closing the ventilators, so aa
to promote a hot, humid atmosphere.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
By Edwin Beckbtt, Gardener to Ihe Hon. Vicarv Gibus,

Aldenham House, Herlfonlsliire.

HOEiNQ.—This is a ve y important operation
at this season, when the ground is dry. and be-
tween growing crops. The frequent stirring of
the surface soil between the various subjects not
only destroys weeds and prevents their multipli-
cation, but loosens the surface and forms a
natural mulch against drought. The dutch hoe
is the most suitable implement to use between
all kinds of small crops where the surface is

fairly even, but for maincrop Potatos the draw
hoe will be found the best tool for eradicating
the larger weeds.

Chervil. — Occasional sowings of Chervil
should be made at intervals. Select a piece of
ground on a south border, and sow the seed
thinly in drills drawn 10 inches apart. When
large enough thin the seedlings until they are
6 inches apart.

Herbs.—Such herbs as Paje, Mint, Thyme,
and Marjoram may now be cut, dried, tied in
bunches and hung in an open shed for use during
the winter months.
Gourds and Pumpkins.—To obtain large

handsome fruits and a good growth, the plants
should be provided with plenty of water at the
roots and fed with drainings from the farmyard
and artificial manures. The young fruits ehould
be e.\posed to the light and air as much as pos-
sible, and, in the case of plants grown on
trellises, supported before they attain too large
a size. When grown on the ground like Marrows,
the fruits may be elevated on boxes or pots.
Aphis is often a troublesome pest to these plants.
Place a fresh mulching of rotted manure if the
materials of the former mulch are exhausted.
The edible varieties are very palatable when
cooked in a green state like Vegetable Marrow,
and the largest of the Pumpkins, when thoroughly
ripened and preserved, are often eaten during the
winter months, being considered a great delicacy.

Autumn Sown Onions.— It is too early
to sow the seed, but none too soon to select and
get in readiness the piece of ground intended for
the seed bed. The soil should be well and deeply
dug, but no manure should be added, although a
liberal dressing of soot and wood ashes mav be
applied, especially to the surface. Leave" the

fround in the rough state for the present, to
e trodden down and raked level before the seeds

are inserted. Draw drills at 9 inches apart
and sow the seeds tliinly but evenly. The following
varieties are all excellent for sowing at the end of
the present month :—White Leviathan, a splendid
variety for exhibition purposes and immediate
use, but not a good keeper ; White Emperor,
quite distinct from the former, and Giant Red
Roccas, which is perhaps the best for keeping,
whilst the bulbs attain to a good size.

Onions for Pickling.— Onions that were
sown in March or April on poor ground are
quite ripe and ready for lifting. In addition to
their usefulness for pickling, their attractive
silver skins make them well adapted for inclu-
sion in salads. Improved Queen is an excellent
variety.

Endive. — Another good sowing of Endive
should be made to maintain a supply during the
winter months. The seeds may be sown either
in the open ground in drills or broadcast in a
shallow frame, transplanting the seedlings when
large enough. Oftentimes the seed fails to ger-
minate freely, but frequent dampings will do
much to as.sist in this respect. When grown in
frames the damping and shading may be kept
under better control.

Celery.—Fxci pting perhaps a small Ir,tj sow-
ing for flavouring, the whole of this crop should
now be planted, and the various early and late
batches will require periodical attention. During
dry weather too much water can hardly be ap-
plied to Celery, whilst drainings from the farm-
yard should be given when the plants are well
established. The Celery fly is usually trouble-
some about this season : frequent dustings of soot
and pinching of the maggots between the finger
and thumb or picking off the affected parts are
the best methods of dealing with the pest.
Continue to blanch the earliest supplies with
brown paper as advised in a previous calendar.

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.
By r. Harriss Garden n- lo I aly Wantage, LockinRe

House, \Va„tate, lierk-liire.

Early Peaches and Nectarines.- Atten-
tion must now be given to the ripening of the
young fruiting wood. If the trees have
not been pruned, the pruning should be
done at once. Old-established trees will
require a totally different treatment in this
matter to younger ones. To keep old
trees well furnished with good, fruit-bearing
wood, it is necessary to cut out some of the older
branches which are becoming bare at their bases.
This will afford room for plenty of young
growths, that will keep the lower parts of the
trees furnished. All growth which will not be
required next year should be removed. The re-
mainder of the young shoots should be loosened
from the trellis to expose them thoroughly to the
light and air. During hot weather the foliage
should be syringed freely late in the afternoons.
See that the roots do not suffer for want of
moisture. Old-established trees may be given
diluted liquid manure occasionally.

Early Pot-trees.—The culture of fruit trees
in pots is becoming very popular, which is not
surprising, as. provided a suitable house is avail-
able, no system of indoor fruit-culture is more
satisfactory. A house of pot-trees will give far
more fruits, and furnish them over a longer
period, than a similar house with trees planted
permanently. The fruits may not be quite so
large, but their colour and flavour are all that
could be desired. Trees which were forced early
in the spring may be repotted so that they will
have time to make plenty of fresh roots before
they are started again. Old-established trees
may be repotted in the same receptacles. The
roots should be shaken out carefully and the ball
of soil reduced so that there will be plenty of
room to ram the new soil firmly about the roots.

.\ suitable rooting medium consists of loam,
mixed with a good sprinkling of old lime rubble,
crushed bones, wood ashes and soot. The trees

need to be shaded till they have recovered from
the disturbance and syringed three or four times
a day. Afford water with great care till the
roots are again active.

Mid-season Trees.—When all the fruifs are
gathered give the trees a thorough soaking with
clear water. The foliage should be subjected to

a vigorous washing with a hose or garden en-

gine every afternoon, and should red-spider be

present, spray the trees well with an insecticide'
several times at intervals of two or three days.
Afford them the same treatment in regard to
pruning as advised for the early trees. Examine
the ties on the main branches, and cut those
which are becoming too tight. The shoots of
young trees swell rapidly during the autuma
months, and, unless there is ample room for ex-
pansion, the ligature will cut into the bark and
do great damage. Canker often follows upon
neglect in this matter.

Late Trees.—Trees carrying heavy crops of
fruit require stimulants till the fruits ar»
approaching the ripening stage. During hot
weather the foliage should be well syringed with,
rain-water twice daily. The walls and paths
should be damped frequently to promote a moist
atmosphere. Admit plenty of air to the trees at
all times unless it is necessary to hasten the
ripening of the fruits. Even in these circum-
stances the houses should not be closed entirely.
Fruits which are nearing maturity should be
shghtly shaded; certain varieties, especially of
Nectarines, are very liable to injury from scald-
ing, but a little lime-wash syringed over the o-Jass
will provide suitable shade. The fruits on°the
latest trees should be propped up to the light,
if this has not alreadj/ been done. The crop will
be more satisfactory in every way for this little
extra trouble. When the fruits are ripening
they should be examined every morning and
gathered before they become over-ripe. When
perfectly ripe they will keep longer if placed in
a cool, airy room than if left on the trees.

THE APIARY.
By Chloris.

Honev at Shows.—The time of the year
has arrived when agricultural and horticultural
societies are holding annual exhibitions. Bee-
keepers should lend a helping hand in this
good work for two reasons : (a) to a.ssist the local
society and to help in educating the public in the
pleasures of beekeeping and the utility of honey
as a food, and (b) to advertise their own wares,
and thus create a market for the products of the
apiary. The prizes may not repay for the out-
of-pocket expenses incurred, but a good market
for the honey may more than compensate
the exhibitors for many years to come. Some are
afraid to exhibit because they are only learners,
but so were all the greatest exhibitors once, and
everyone must make a beginning. It is a good
plan to visit the shows to judge the exhibits, so
that one's own shortcomings may be rectified in
the future; further, most beekeepers are very
pleased to discuss beekeeping with anyone in-
terested in the art, so difliculties that have
cropped up in the past may be told to men
who have, perhaps, overcome them. Those
beelseepers who are more advanced than
their brethren may render shows more attractive
and of greater educational value by giving lec-
tures and demonstrations in the manipulation of
bees by rigging up a demonstration tent. Fur-
ther, people should be taught that honey is a
useful and necessary food.

The Second Koney Flow.—The raira of
June, followed by the present warm weather,
are causing the Clover to come into bloom,
and the blooms will secrete a good quan-
tity of valuable nectar. Those who have
sections or frames containing dark honey
will do well to extract and ripen this and replace
the drawn-out combs for the bees to refill with
delicious Clover honey. Those who wish to pre-
vent the issue of a swarm, which often happens
after a prolonged wet speU followed by very
warm weather, should ventilate their hives by-
placing a wedge under each corner. Take off all
sections as soon as they are completed, for they
will become travel-stained if left on, and, to avoid
injury to the sections, place the super clearer
underneath the crate to be removed ; this opera-
tion is best performed at noon, when fewer bees
are in the hive and use as little smoke as pos-
sible. Shallow frames should be removed to a
warm room and there extracted, while the honey
is thin and very liquid. The combs should be
returned to be refilled or cleaned during the
evening, to prevent robbing.

Wax Moth.—This pest is very troublesom*
everywhere this season. Quilts should be cars-
fully examined and all grubs killed, also anjj

moths that are discovered.
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EDITORIAL NOTICE.

ADVERTISEMENTS should be sent to the PUB-
LISHER. 41, Wellington Street. Covent Qardeit,

VN'.C

'Editors and PahWsher.—Our Corrtsbondenis would obvi-

alt delay inoblaining answers lo their ccmmunicattms,
and save us much lime ciml trouble, if they would kitfJIy

observe the ntlice printed weekly to the effect that a. I

letters relating lofinancial matters and to advertisements

should be addressed to the Publisher; and that all

communications intended for publication, or referring to

the Literary department, and. all plants to be named,
should be directed to the Editors. TIte two depart-

ments. Publishing and Editorial, are distinct, and much
unnecessary delay and confusion arise wtien letters aic

misdirected,

"Ustters for Publication, as well as specimens of plants

foi naming, should be addressed to the EDITORS,
41. Wellington Street. Covent Qarden, London.
Communications should be written on onk side only op

THR PAPER, sent as early in the week as possible and duly

signed by the writer. If desired, the signature will not be

printed, but kept as a guarantee of good faith.

-Special Notice to Correspondents.—T^e Editors do not

utuiertake lo pay for any contributions or illustrations, or

to return unused communications or illustrations, unless by

special arrangement. The Editors do not hold themselves

responsible for any opinions expressed by their correspon-

dents.

tllustrations.- The Editors will be glad to receive and to select

photographs or drawings, suitable for reproduction, of

gardens, or of remarkable plants, flowers, trees, Src, but

they cannot be responsible for loss or injury.

Local ticv/a.—CorrespomUiils will greatly oblige bysendingto

the Editors early intelligence of local events likely to be of

inteiestto our readers, or of any matterswhichit is desirable

to bring under the notice of horticulturists.

APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

WON DAY, AUGUST B-
Machen Fl. Sh. Bletchley and Fenny Stratford Hon.
Soc.'s Sh. Cleveden Hort. Soc.'s Annual Sh. in Herbert
Gardens.

TUESDAY, AUGUST 6—
Leicester (Abbey Park) Fl. Sh. (2 days). Scottish

Hort. Assoc, meet. Barry Fl. Sh. Artindale's Sweet
Pea Sh. at Sheffield.

"WEDNESDAY. AUGUST 7-
Bridgend Fl. Sh. St. Fagan's Fl . Sh.

THURSDAY, AUGUST 8-Harrogate Fl. Sh. (2 days).

^SATURDAY, AUGUST 10—
Aberdeen and Northern Counties Sweet Pea Sh.

'. during the last Fifty Year;:
Average Mean Temi

deduced from ob=;e

at Greenwich-62-1

-Actual Temperatures:—
London.— IlVii««ii<iy, July 31 (6 p.m.) : Mai. 66°;

Min. 61°,

Gardeners' Chronicle Office, 41, Wellington Street,

Covent Garden, London.—Thursday, August J

(10 a.m.) ; Bar. ag-S"; Temp. 66°; Weather—
Overcast.

Provivcss.— Wednesday, July 31: Max. 63° Oxford;
Min. 66" Preston.

pjpst The author of this particularly

steps in interesting book, describing
Fruit the best American practice, is

Culture.. ^ member of the staff of the

Massachusetts Agricultural College. The
work is full of sound practical advice

=for the fruit grower of any country,

although of course it is to be borne in mind
-that some practices usual in the United

States are not quite suitable to other

<!0untries, particularly where bush fruit is

"grown among the taller trees. This latter

method of cultivation is not common in the

United States, and is not mentioned in the

book under notice. Indeed, Mr. Waugh
•does not include bush fru'it in the scope of

his book.

The author begins by describing fully

and clearly some of the best methods of

grafting, putting root-grafting first, as

one of the most commonly practised in

his country. The stocks are taken up,

grafted in the autumn, and stored in a
•cool cellar through the winter in damp
sawdust, to be planted out in the spring

in nursery beds. It might be supposed
that the uprooting of the stocks would

"• Beginners* Guide to Fruit Growing, by F. M. Waugh.
^London: Kegan Paul, Trench, Trabncr& Co.) Price 3s. 6d.

check severely the vigour which they im-

part to the scion in the first instance ;

but, probably, this tendency is counter-

acted by the advantage of grafting on to

roots instead of on to stems. When
planted in the nursery beds, they are

covered with soil nearly to the tops of the

scions, leaving only two buds above the

surface. They are usually ready for

planting out in their final quarters after

two years' growth, but in fertile soil they

may be ready in one year. Budding is also

described, and, as with grafting, the de-

scription is helped by illustrations, as

also are other branches of fruit growing.

Among his references to stocks, Mr. Waugh
does not mention the Crab. Nor does he

refer to the selection of some favourite

stock for grafting, such as Northern Spy.

The stocks most commonly used are ob-

tained by the bad practice of sowing mixed

Apple pips from the cider mills, and this

is not condemned, although the author

believes that the stock influences mate-

rially the character of the variety raised

upon it.

Mr. Waugh prefers maiden Apple trees

to older ones, and urges, rightly, we think,

that trees over two years old should be

avoided. The old plan of planting trees

three or four years old has gone quite

out of favour in the United States. The

fancy for leaving trees not cut back until

the second season from the planting

obviously does not find favour in that

country, cutting back before planting

being usual. In the case of a maiden

tree, cutting back to the main stem at

the height at which it is desired to form

the head of the tree is advised, while

for two-year-old trees cutting the young

branches back to from 1 inch to 3

inches of the trunk is recommended. The

preference for low-headed trees has grown

greatly in the United States, and young
Apple trees are frequently headed back to

straight sticks 18 inches above the ground

level, while stems 2}< feet to 3 feet are

perhaps more common at present, though

some growers prefer high-headed trees.

It is usual to prune severely also in the

second season ; but after that there is as

much diversity of treatment in the United

States as there is in this country,

advocates of non-pruning being found
there as here. Mr. Waugh recommends
continuous attention to pruning, with

care for keeping the centre of a tree open
to sun and air, and he is a strong advo-

cate of summer pruning, which appears
to be no more common in his country
among commercial growers than it is in

our own.
The author strongly recommends the

cultivation of orchards in preference to

allowing grass to grow around the trees,

although good results are obtained from
the " sod and mulch " system when liber-

ally pursued. He greatly prefers culti-

vation with the growth of cover crops
sown in August to stand until the
following spring, when they are ploughed
in. This plan, of course, cannot be
adopted where bush fruit is grown among

. the trees, and ploughing where trees are
as shallow-rooting as are those on the

paradise stock in this country could

hardly fail to injure the roots. Presum-
ably, when a crop of Tares or Clover is

ploughed in, the ploughing must be done
twice, once in each direction, for other-

wise there would be a wide row of the

cover crop left in each row of trees. Even
with cross-ploughing, there would be a

square of the cover crop left untouched
around each tree, and, presumably, this

has to be dug in. Mr. Waugh strongly

recommends the regular manuring of

fruit orchards, but seems to us to under-

rate the value of farmyard manure, and
to over-rate that of artificial fertilisers.

It is hardly necessary to state that

the importance of spraying against insect

and fungous pests receives due attention.

Flower Show 80 Years Ago.—The first

show of the combined Swansea and Neath Horti-

cultural Societies was held in the Assembly

Room at Swansea just 80 years ago. The
Cambrian, in its report of the sho-w, remarked:
" A stage, 24 feet long, was well filled with

about 100 choice plants in pots, interspersed

with bouquets of beautiful flowers, and a table

of the same length had laid out on it 70 dishes

of fruit." As with so many other societies, the

Swansea and Neath Horticultural Society has

grown and the amount of staging which sufficed

for the first exhibition would be totally inade-

quate nowadays.

Geffrye's Garden.—London's latest open

space, the garden attached to Geffrye's Alms-

houses, was formally opened for the use of the

public on the 27th ult. by Mr. J. W. Lorden,

Chairman of the Parks Committee of the London
County Council. The Council in May, 1910,

sanctioned an expenditure of £24,000 in respect

of the acquisition of the property, and in Decem-
ber of the same year a supplemental estimate of

£10,000 was approved in respect of the purchase

of adjoining property in Maria Street, Hagger-

ston, which was acquired as an extension to the

garden. It is now reported that the total ex-

penditure incurred to date, has amounted to

£34,289, the excess expenditure being due chiefly

to the legal costs incurred being greater than

was anticipated. To cover this excess expendi-

ture the County Council has voted an additional

sum of £300.

Austrian Horticultural Exhibition.—
We have received the announcement of an exhi-

bition which is to be held at Vienna in May.
1913, under the auspices of the Vienna Botanical

.Society. There will be awards for all classes

of exhibits, and the show is expected to be one
of considerable importance.

The National Poultry Organization
Society.—The July number of the Journal of

this society should be in the hands of all persons

seriously interested in poultry-keeping. The
notes on such subjects as "Egg Trains," "Brown-
shelled Eggs," " Autumn and Spring Chicken

Rearing," and " Infertile Eggs for Eating," are

exceedingly good reading, and, to the thoughtful

reader, cannot fail to suggest improvements in

his methods. There is also a well-written article

on " The Value of Poultry in Fruit Culture,"

and, at the end of the Journal, current poultry

literature i.s reviewed.

The Womens Agricultural and Horti-
cultural International Union. — This

month's leaflet (price 2d.) contains a report of

the annual meeting of the union and various

short notes. The spelling of plant names needs

greater attention, in order to prevent such
obvious errors as Ceinum Rattrayi and
Gypsophilam paniculatum.
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Loganberry Juice.—Prof. C. T. Lewis, of

the Oregon Agricultural College, explains his

method of making a delicious drink from

Loganberries. " To prepare the juice, put

the berries on the stove with just enough
water to keep the fruit from scorching.

Heat slowly, mixing and crushing occasionally

with a large spoon. Be sure not to allow the

berries to boil ; 180° would be, probably, as much
heat as necessary. After the berries have soft-

ened, put them in an ordinary cloth bag and
drain out the juice. The proc^ass can be much
simplified by using a small fruit press. In

choosing the berries try to get those thoroughly
ripe. Add one-third the amount of sugar when
the juice is put on the stove, and stir occasion-

ally imtil it is thoroughly heated, but
if it boils the vinous flavour and high

books and articles on fungi and plant dis-

eases. His botanical works number upwards
of 100, and contain many thousands of illus-

trations from his own drawings. The eight

volumes of his best-known work Illustrntions of

British Fungi contain 1,200 full-page drawings
prepared by himself for lithographic reproduc-

tion. His last published work. Fungoid Pests

of Cultivated Plants, was issued by the Royal
Horticultural Society in 1906 when the author

was 81 years old. Dr. Cooke was born at Horn-
ing in Norfolk, and at nine years of age he left

home to live with an uncle, a dissenting clergy-

man in Ilford, with whom he remained for three

years, during which time his uncle taught him
Latin, Greek, and algebra, and " laid the foun-

dation of every quality he was able to display in

the way of work in after life." Dr. Cooke's

obtained a position in the Indian Museum, and
when this museum was abolished he was trans-

ferred, at the instance of the late Sir Joseph
Hooker, to the Kew Herbarium. He retired from
Kew in 1892, after having been first cryptogamic
assistant for a number of years. In addition to

writing so many books Dr. Cooke contributed
frequent articles to the weekly Press, including

the Gardeners' Chronicle. Of the many honours
conferred on him, mention may be made of the
Gold Medal of the Linnean Society and the
honorary M.A. degree of the Yale University.

Manchester and North of England
Orchid Society. — The secretary writes to

inform us that the next meeting will be held on
the 22iid inst., and not on the 8th inst. as stated
in the report of the last meeting.

I~IG. 37.—BEGONIA FLORENCE NIGHTINGALE: FLOWERS WHITE.

(Received R.H.S. Award of Merit, See Gardeners* Chronicle for July 6 last, p. 15.)

aroma are destro,yed. In bottling the juice drive
the cork in slightly and fill the space (above the
cork) with hot, liquid fat. The juice makes a
most healthful beverage. Half an inch to 1 inch
in a glass of water will be enough. Some may
wish to add more sugar, though the acid flavour
is pleasant. It is, I believe, superior to Grape
juice."

Dr. M. C. Cooke,—A recent number of the
Morning Post contains an appreciation of Dr,
MoRDECAi CuiiiTT CooKE, who Celebrated his

87th birthday on the 12th ult. Dr. Cooke is well

known to our readers and the botanical and horti-

cultural world generally as being the oldest

mycologist in Europe, and the author of many

uncle used to send him for daily walks down the

Barking Road with instructions to make collec-

tions of the plants and flowers that grew by the

wayside, and to classify and name them after-

wards with such assistance as he could obtain

from his small botanical Ubrary. Lat«r on, after

working at various callings, such as assistant in

a drapery establishment, as a lawyer's clerk, and

teacher in a National school, he obtained employ-

ment in the Indian department of the great

exhibition of 1862 to compile a catalogue of the

Indian exhibits, a work for which his previous

studies on the economic value of Indian food

plants particularly fitt?d him. After this work
in connection with the exhibition was finished he

Harrogate. — In their newest series of

guide books, of which Harrogate is the first

number, Messrs, A, & C, Black claim that these

guides are constructed on an entirely original

plan. The book is arranged alphabetically, so

that the information needed can be easily found.

In addition to 7 maps and plans of Harrogate

and its environs, there are 12 attractive

colour illustrations. This little guide book, pub-

lished at the low price of one shilling, contains

a deal of interesting information set out in an

attractive manner. Nothing of importance

seems to have been overlooked and the reader is

informed how and when to take the famous
Harrogate waters.
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"The Botanical Magazine."—The iss'ie

(No. 91, new scries) for July, 1912, contains illus-

trations and descripliuns of the following

plants :-,

Agave .mariiorata, tab. 8442.—This species

was collected by RoEZL, in the province of Tehua-

can, Mexico, and is rather rare in collections.

Healthy leaves of A. marmorata are described

as being glaucous, nearly white ; they are ex-

tremely rough, especially on the undersides and

near the points ; the marginal and terminal spines

are also tubercular and rough. The Indians of

Mexico are said to use the leaves in veterinary

medicine. The inflorescence is about 12 feet high,

with a relatively slender scape. The bright

yellow flowers, which have a somewhat unpleasant

smell, are rather small, and are produced in

dense clusters.

Erica ciliaris, tab. 8443.—The only counties

in the United Kingdom in which this beautiful

hardy Heath is to be found in a wild state are

Dorset, Cornwall, and Galway. It extends thenc?

to France, and is plentiful in Portugal and Spain.

E. ciliaris was the subject of tab. 484 in the

Botanical Magazine, and that figure of 112

years ago shows the species as found in

the British Islands, in France, and in

Spain, but the illustration in the present

number depicts a form of E. ciliaris which is

found in Portugal, and, although it has

no botanical difference, is a much more desirable

garden plant. This form, with large and brighter

flowers, was introduced from Portugal by the late

Mr. G. Maw in 1872. Ten years later this strik-

ing plant was re-introduced, and was described

by Mr. Backhouse as E. ilaweana. At this

time most of the plants of the earlier introduc-

tion were lost, but, fortunately, some were

preserved in " "an Edinb'ufgh nursery, and

plants were purchased for Kew. This

Heath has since been largely propagated by
cuttings, and has been planted in masses in

various parts of the grounds, where, from July

to October, they" give bright displays of rich

colour. For soils that are free from lime, Mr.

Maw's Heath may be recommended as being per-

haps the showiest of all the late-flowering sorts.

Styrax Wilsonii, tab. 8444.—Of the half-a-

dozen species of Styrax in , cultivation,

S. japonicum is the hardiest and most desirable.

S. Wilsonii has yet to be tested, and, should it

prove to be generally hardy, will be a decided ac-

quisition to our summer-flowering shrubs. Whilst

being distinct from any other specien, it

comes nearest to S. japonicum, which was figured

as S. serrulatum at tab. 5950, but is only one-

half the size of that speci;s. S. Wilsonii is

described as being a compact shrub of shapely

form, and flowers at a remarkably early age. A
specimen at Kew flowered when only 17 months

old. Although it is probably not quite hardy, it

is recor.ded that during last winter, when 18° to

20° of frost were registered, young plants in the

Kew nursery only sustained injury to the tips of

the twigs. The alternate, elliptic-ovate leaves

are a little over ^ inch long, and are irregularly

toothed. The white flowers are borne in short,

few-flowered terminal and axillary racemes. Pro-

pagation may be effected by layering, but since

the seedling shrubs flower so freely at an early

age, it will be preferable to rely on seeds.

Cotyledon subrigida, tab. 8445.—The illustra-

tion of this species shows a very handsome and
distinct plant. The stout, glaucous-green leaves

are about 4 to 6 inches long by 2 to 2i inches

wide, and have very attractive red margins. The
flower-spikes become about 18 inches high, and
the three to five secund racemes bear large yellow

flowers with brilliant colouring on the spreading

segments. C. subrigida was first discovered by
Mr. C. G. Pringle in 1892, growing on ledges of

cliffs in Tultenango Canon, in Mexico. It grows

vigorously, and, like other species, thrives well ii

placed out-of doors in a sunny position during

the summer, and removed to a dry, frostproof

greenhouse or frame for the winter.

Pseuderanthemum lilactnum, tab. 8446.

—

This dwarf tropical shrub is a native of Selangor,

and is amenable to similar treatment to that

afforded tropical Begonias. Its flowering sea-

son is usually in April, and, as a garden plant, it

is of equal value to the other species of Pseud-

eranthemum, which have been longer in cultiva-

tion. P. lilacinum produces an erect panicle of

long-tubed, lilac-blue flowers, which have a white

or yellowish blotch with a number of minute red

spots on the mid-lobe of the lower lip.

The ' Birmingham Show and Others.—
At the first exhibition of the newly-constituted

Birmingham Horticultural Society Messrs.

Sutton & Sons were awarded a Gold Medal for

an exhibit of fruit and vegetables, and Mr. H. N.

Ellison, Nurseryman, West Bromwich, was
awarded Silver-gilt Medals for exhibits of

Cactaceous plants and Ferns. These are in

addition to the exhibits remarked upon in our

last issue. Mr. Ellison also exhibited Cactaceous

plants at the Cardiff Show (Gold .Medal) and at

Southampton, where he gained the award of a

Silver .Medal.

Overhanging Branch of a Tree.—The
daily Press have reported an action recently

brought before the .Shoreditch County Court to

recover £3 for trespass and damar^e from a neigh-

bour. It appears that part of a tr^'e which grew

in plaintiff's garden overhung defendant's gar-

den, throwing a shade on a considerable portion

of the ground. Plaintiff stated that the defend-

ant " cut off a large branch, injuring the wall

at the same time. - Some 30 or 40 feet was cut

away, and the leaves on the remainder of the

tree are fading, and the sap is running out."

The usual recriminations ensued, and resulted

in the County Court action. The report of the

case in the Daily Express, dated July 24",' states

that it was submitted that a man had a right

to go on another man's land in order to abate

a nuisance. Judge Smvly, in imposing a nominal

penalty, without costs, agreed that this was so

if it was absolutely necessary, but he did not

think it was so in this case, and that the branch
could have been cut off without getting on the

trunk of the tree and cutting between it and the

wall. Questions relating to the right of a person

to remove portions of trees which overshadow
their ground periodically reach this office, and
so recently as July 20, in reply to a question

relating to projecting portions of a fence, our

legal correspondent pointed out that all cutting

should be done from the operator's own side of

the fence.

A Kent Estate for the Nation. It is

reported that the owner of the house and 25-acre

estate known as Chippens Bank, Hever. Kent,

who does not wish her, name to be published,

has endowed the estate and willed it to the

nation, in memory of the late Miss Emma Cons,
the first woman alderman.

Packing and Grading of Apples.—A repre-

sentative association of fruiterers petitioned the

Board of .Agriculture to take steps to secure

uniformity in the methods adopted by British

grow'ers in packing and grading their fruit and
vegetables for market, in order that the British

grower might be enabled to compete mure effec-

tively with foreign and colonial producers. As
regards the packing of Apples, the Board recom-

mended that the fruits should only be purchased

in ^ cwt. boxes of the same type as those used

in California, which state the name and address

of sender, the net weight of contents, and name
of Apple on each box. As regards grading it

was recommended that when purchasing prefer-

ence should be given to packers or growers who
gi-ade their Apples as firsts and seconds. It was
also suggested that retailers should confine their

purchases of cooking and eating Apples to a
certain number of specified varieties in order to

make grading practicable. The Board took the

view that if a considerable majority of retail

fruiterers were in favour of given methods of

packing, their views should be brought to the

notice of the growers, and they accordingly insti-

tuted an inquiry on the suggestions. In the

course of this inquiry it was unfortunately found

that there was considerable difference of opinion

on the subject, and they decided to postpone

further action until, by means of conferences or

otherwise, they could ascertain with certainty

the views of retail fruiterers.

Queen Wasps.—In respon: a to an offer of 28.

per 100 dead queen wasps, no fewer than 3,850

were brought to the recent flower show at Witley

(Surrey). The first prize-winner showed 1,205

specimens.

Taxation of Land.—The following com-

munication is addressed to us by the secretary of

the Land Union ;
—" The Horticultural Advisory

Committee of the Land Union, consisting of prac-

tical men engaged in the horticultural trade, em-
phatically protests against the proposal to impose
further taxes on land (as distinct from other forms

of property), and states without hesitation that

the practical result of such taxation would in-

evitably be to compel many British growers, who
necessarily cultivate considerable quantities of

land, to close down (they being already hard-

pressed by the competition of growers in other

parts of Europe). The Committee further desires

to point out that this result would not only ruin

many nurserymen and market growers, but would
throw out of employment many thousands of

workpeople employed by them, and would also

render it impossible for persons of moderate
means to enjoy the benefits of a garden. Finally,

the Committee urgently claims that land should
be relieved from the crushing and increasing

burden of rates and taxes at present imposed to

cover the cost of various public services, which
should properly be borne by the Imperial Ex-
chequer."

Flower Shows in Ireland.—According to
a correspondent, flower shows appear to have
an increasing popularity in Ireland. The exhibi-

tion at Belfast, reported in our last issue, was a
great success. At Killarney a successful exhibi-
tion of Sweet Peas and other flowers was held
on the 25th ult. At the recent Longford Show
there were more classes than last year; North
Kildare had also a splendid exhibition of fruit,

flowers and plants, which was held in the grounds
of Leixlip Castle ; and an excellent horticultural
show was held at Cavan in conjunction with the
Cavan Agricultural .Society's exhibition. Im-
portant shows will be held at Portumna on the
7th inst., Ballinasloe on the 13th inst., and
Nenagh on the 15th inst.

Destruction of Water Weeds.'— In con-
sidering the question of the eradication of water-
weeds from ponds, it is necessary to draw a dis-

tinction between the larger weeds, such as
American water-weed, water crowfoot, duck-
weed, &c., and the smaller algie. The larger
weeds are not only the most obnoxious, but are
also the most difficult to eradicate, as they can
only be kept down by cutting and dragging them
out. In fmall shallow ponds this may be done
by men wading in the water and using hand-
scythes; or scythe-blades may be attached to
ropes, which can be dragged thiough the weedi
from a boat or from opposite banks of the pond.

" The Journal of the Board of Agriculture*
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not swell up to any large size ; hence, when it

has been once or twice picked, the remaining
fruits are small, and do not finish well. " Sir

Joseph Paxton," so long the standard maincrop
variety, is nothing like, either in constitution,

size, or crop, what it was 20 years ago. " La.\-

ton's Latest '*
is still one of the best lates,

following Givon's by a few days. Of the per-
petuais, " St. Antoine " and ** Laxton's Per-
petual " are the two best. " St. Antoine "

should be planted in the spring and the bloom
pinched out, and it will throw a large crop in

Septpmber and October. " Utility " and
" Rival " have both done well. " Utility

"

should be grown by all, as it is a very fine late

variety, and, we think, better than ** Givon's
Late." The new variety, "George Monro,'* sent
out by Messrs. Veitcli as a forcing variety, is a
very free cropper, but the fruits are small. Of
the new ones, " King George V " has proved
all that was expected of it as an early forcer,

similar in all respects to " Royal Sovereign,"
but it is sweeter and four or five days earlier

forced. It should, in the course of a few
years, make its mark as a standard forc-

ing Strawberry. " Maincrop " has done well
as an out-door mid-season variety. " The
Earl " (Waterloo x Royal Sovereign) is a finely-

flavoured, dark Strawberry, very similar in

foliage and colour to " Vicomtesse Hericart de
rhury," but larger. " The Queen " (Waterloo
X Queen of Denmark) is an enormous cropper,
and of a flavour equal to the " British Queen,"
but will grow on any soil where Straw^berries
can be grown. Edward Laxton, Bedford Nur-
series.

Strawberries v. SuuGs.-On p. 41 East
Sussex says, " It is no exaggeration to state that
on the heavier soils tons of fruit have been spoiled

by slugs alone, and the grower is practically

powerless so far as preventive measures are con-
cerned." This is rather a gloomy view to take
of the situation, and I do not think we are quite
so helpless in the matter. I cannot lay my hands
on the paper now, but some years ago I saw
galvanised netting recommended for the purpose
of supporting the fruit and keeping it out of the
way of the slugs, and the idea was considered a
good one. True, it cannot be applied in the
neighbourhood of large chemical factories, where
the acid impurities in the air would act on the
zinc and cause it to be injurious to plant life, but
most Strawberries are grown in the comparatively
pure air of country districts. I have not grown
Strawberries for many years, and have had no
opportunity of putting the idea into practice,

but the plan I should suggest would be something
like the following : Plant the rows in pairs, 2 feet

apart, leaving a space of 3 feet between one pair

of rows and the next one. Procure what is called

galvanized sheep netting 3 feet in width, and
place it over two of the rows in the spring when
growth is commencing. Cut some stout wire,

say about -^ inch in diameter, into lengths of 15
or 18 inches, and bend one end in the form of a
shepheixl's crook. Stick these wires in the
ground about 1 yard apart, and rest the netting
on the crooks. At first the netting should only
be 2 or 3 inches from the ground, and be after-

wards raised as the leaf-stalks and flower-stalks

lengthen by merely raising the supports up to

the required height. With the above arrange-
ment there will be a width of 2 feet between one
breadth of netting and another, which will be
partly covered by the overhanging leaves and
fruit. Stout netting of 4-inch mesh, 3 feet in

width, with strong twisted wire running straight

through the centre can be had for about 2^d. a

lineal yard, 10s. 7d. per 50 yards roll was quoted
to me to-day, and private growers should cer-

tainly use sometliing of the sort. It would be an
expensive item for trade growers to start with,
but they would be recouped the first wet season.

There would be no litter required, the fruit would
be coloured all round, the flavour and quality

would be better, the gathering would take
less time because of the absence of vermin,
the fruit would be sooner dry after a shower,
ind owing to the circulation of air under
the foliage there would be less mildew

;

ilso there would be no fruit crushed by
the feet of the gatherers, and the plants would
fill less lateral space. If a stray slug should
have the audacity to climb up a leaf-stalk, it

would not be likely to cross the zinc-covered wire,

for zinc is a perfect barrier against such an
enemy. Where galvanized netting cannot be

used, straw run through a chaff-cutting machine
with the knives set about 2 inches apart will be
found useful for covering the ground. Of this

I have had practical experience, and where there
is a machine driven by steam or gas it is an easy
matter to get this done. Slugs do not like travel-

ling over anytliing which moves under them.
Wm. Taylor.'Bath.

Vine Culture.—R.P.B., in his review of

Vines and Vine Cvlttirr. the 5th edition, p. 46,

mentions a system practised in the north of grow-
ing Grapes by means of the primary leaves only.

Will he explain what he means by this? As a
successful Grape grower for 20 years, I have
always allowed the leading growth to extend a
fair amount, with the view of encouraging root
action. I also pinch the sublaterals at the first

leaf, which is, I believe, the system followed by
the leading market growers. We are anxious
to acquire improved methods, and the Gardeners'
Chronicle is our means of learning of them.
Arthur W. Witt. [It is a very simple method,
and consists of the repression of all lateral

growth, or, in order words, covering the trellis

with primary leaves only, the one method which
e.xposes the foliage to every possible rav of light.

R. P. B.Ji

Campanula Allionii.—The illustration which
accompanied iMr. Reginald Malby's interesting
note on Campanula Allionii on p. 53 proved that
even if the system of subterranean irrigation

which he has arranged in his moraine is unneces-
sary, at least it is not harmful. In my own ex-

perimental moraine, composed of half very sandy
loam and half granite chips, with no other
provision for moisture than an occasional summer
watering—from a can—and its own retentive
properties, I find that Campanula Allionii grows
with extraordinary freedom and flowers fairly

well. A .small specimen planted two summers ago
has formed a carpet of foliage 2 feet across. So
closely are the leaf rosettes packed that it would
be difficult and tedious to count them, but on a
rough estimate they must number between two
and three hundred. Thie summer the plant bore
only six or eight flowers, but it has spread much
since then. At present I am cultivating three
distinct forms of C. Allionii. The first bears
flowers of a curious pinkish-lilac, and the bells

are rather long and narrow, and pinched into a
slight waist at the centre. The leaves are quite
glabrous on both sides, but fringed with a dis-

tinct edging of soft, curved hairs, which are re-

flexed towards the base of the leaf. This form I

collected at Mt. Cenis, where, with slight varia-

tions, it is the universal type. I have also a
variety which I bought from Mr. Farrer's nur-
sery, under the name of C. nana. It is the fine

form of C. Allionii. which Mr. Malby saw on
my rock exhibit at the International Show.
The leaves are almost identical with my
Mt. Cenis form, but the flowers are larger

and fuller, and of a deep violet-purple
colour. Lastly, I have a superb variety which
came to me from Ireland. In this the leaf

rosettes are very large and robust, and the leaves
themselves, instead of being glabrous, and with
hairy edges as in the two former varieties, are
thickly covered with short, curved hairs lying
close back in the direction of the base of the
leaf. These hairs give the plant a silvery and
very prett.v appearance. The flowers are of
enormous size, and of a glorious deep violet-

purple. This last form of C. Allionii is, of course,

by far the finest of the three. It is a strong
grower, and I hope by next year to have sufficient

of the plant to show it. Some time i^ince I pur-
chased a plant of C, Allionii alba, which arrived
dead, or so nearly dead that even my. moraine
failed to revive it ; but I doubt if it would have
been as beautiful as my rosy-lilac and purple
fin-ms, Fortunatelv, all three of my C. Allionii

forms are short stemmed, the flowers never rising
more than a couple of inches from the eround.
and I sually keeping down to an inch. M". Ma'by's
ran up to 2 or 3 inches, and at the Temple
Show a year or two ago I saw one with flowers
on stems quite 4 or 5 inches high. The
plant had lost half its charm, which lies in a

characteri-stic alpine dwarfness. I have planted
several plants of C. Allionii in quite ordinar.y

loam in different parts of my rock garden, and
they have all gi-own and flowered well, though
they have not run about and spread with the
easy freedom of my moraine plant. Last winter
I built a rock garden in Yorkshire, one section

of which was moraine. For this I used blue
limestone chippings, the mast easily procurable
material in the neighbourhood. As an experi-

ment I put in a plant of C. Allionii, but as I had
alway.s understood that it was a lime hater, I

little expected that it would do much good, even
if it survived. I visited this garden a week ago,

and was both delighted and surprised to find that
C. Allionii had grown amazingly, and formed a

good sturdy colony of healthy rosettes. C.

Allionii is easily propagated by division of the
underground stems in July. I have also raised

a batch of seedlings, from seed which I collected

at Mt. Cenis last September, and sowed in ordin-
ary loam in the open. Clarence Elliott, Steven-
age. ^_____^^____

SOCIETIES.
ROYAL HOETICULTURAL.

Jui-Y 30.—The usual fortnightly meeting of the
Royal Horticultural Society was held on Tuesday
last in the Society's Hall, Vincent Square, West-
minster. The exhibits were fewer than usual.

Delphiniums and Sweet Peas, which have been
shown so finely, gave place to Gladiolus, her-

baceous Phloxes, and Pentstemons.
There were fewer Orchids than usual, and the

Orchid Committee made no award to a novelty.

The Flor.\l Cojimittee awarded ten medals
and nine Awards of Merit to novelties.

The Fruit and Vegetable Committee
awarded one First-class Certificate and tw-o

Awards of Merit to new Potatos.

At the threo o'clock meeting in the Lecture
Room, Mr. Cecil H. Hooper, F.S.I., delivered a
lecture on " The Pollination and Setting of Fruit
Blossoms,"

Floral Committee.
Present; H. B. May, Esq. (in the Chair);

Messrs. C. T. Druery, John Green, E. Bowles,
R. C. Notcutt, W. J. Bean, R. Hooper Pearson,
C. R. Fielder. C. Blick, John Jennings, J. F.
McLeod, F. H. Chapman, J. T. Bennett-Poe,
Chas. Dixon, H. J. Jones, Chas. E. Pearson,
W. P. Thomson. E. H. Jenkins, W. Cuthbertson,
and C. J. Lucas.

Messrs, H. B. May & Sons, Upper Edmonton,
placed small groups of flowering plants amongst
their exhibit of Ferns. The dark flowers of
Heliotrope Madame Rodrigues and the mediuni
blue shade of Campanula isophylla Mayi were
enhanced by the pale-green fronds of the sur-
rounding plants of Nephrolepis Neubertii and N.
Whitmanii. (Silver Flora Medal.)

Messrs. Stuart Low & Co., Bush Hill Park,
Middlesex, contributed a small group of Clethra
arborea, also the Australian Lomatia silaifoUa,

and cut blooms of Carnations.

Messrs. J. Veitch k Sons, Ltd., Chelsea,
again exhibited Fuchsias, Cannas and hybrid
Rhododendrons. The small, blue BrowaUia
viscosa is ornamental when the plants are massed.
At the end of the table several plants of the
hardy perennial Thalictrum dipterocarpum bore
tall, erect racemes of pale-mauve flowers, with
yellow anthers. (Silver Flora Medal.)

Messrs. H. Cannell & Sons, Swanley. Kent,
set up a good group of Cannas, double-flowered
tuberous Begonias, and Chironia exifera. (Silver

Banksian Medal.)

Messrs. W. Cutbush & Son, Highgate, had
an attractive table of Carnations just inside the
entrance. The varieties Mrs. Mackinnon, Gold-
finch, and Miss Winnie Pryor were fresh and
good.

A small collection of Coleus was shown by
N. L. Davidson, Esq. (gr. Mr. F. Cooper), Bor-
lases, Twyford.

Gladiolus.

Messrs. Kelwat & Son, Langport, Somerset,
exhibited a large number of spikes of their

Gladioli. From the many desirable varieties

we noted Countess of Suffolk, Queen Wilhelmina,
Queen Mary, Cybele, Lady Regnart, America,
Princess Maud, Duke of Teck, Lady Muriel
Digby, La Parisienne, Golden Measure, and
Princess Louise as being exceptionally fine.

Messrs. Kelway also showed a few of their
" Langprim " hybrid Gladioli, which have
smaller flowers of delicate shades. (Silver-gilt

Flora Medal.)

Collections of Gladiolus were also shown by
several Dutch firms.
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Messrs. P. Vos Firmem, Sa^serheini, Holland,

staged the blue-purple Baron Joseph Hulo.\, Ida
(yellow, with crimson blotch), Mrs. Francis
King, and other varieties.

Messrs. G. Zeesteaien & Soxs, Oegstg€est,

Holland, showed, amongst other varieties, the
bluish-mauv'i Badenia.

Messrs. Je.\n B.\rth Bos, Overeen, Holland,
staged Fanny, Peace, and several other good
varieties.

The largest collection was from Messrs. C. F. V.
Z.vnten, Hillegom, Holland, which included thr

citron-yellow variety Glory of Noordwyk; Libes-
feuer, a brilliantly-coloured flower, Badenia, and
Empress of India, this b.-^t with rich, dark
flowers.

Messrs. Aldersey & M.\esden .Jones, Tilston,

Malpas, Cheshire, arranged a collection of Sweet
Peas, amongst which the salmon-coloured variety

Tortoiseshell was very conspicuous. {Byonze
Bauksian Medal.)
Mr. Maubke PRicgARD, Chi'istchurch. Hants .

arranged a large bank of Phlo.xes, Delphiiiium.*.

Lindfield Beauty, Baron von Dedem, Fr:)U Ant.
Buchner, and Le Mahdi. Smaller quantitie*^ (.A

Walter Wright, Josephine Gerbeaux, Ring-
stroom, &c., were also finely slwwn. (Silver-

gilt Bank.siar Medal.)
Messrs. T. S. Ware, Ltd.. Feltham. Middlesex,

made a very attractive display with Pentstemons
and herbaceous Phlo.xes. Such varieties of PhUix
as Gruppenkonigin, Selma, and Le Mahdi were
arranged in tall bamboo stands, whilst other

equally good varieties were placed between blocks

of Pentstemons of great merit. (Silver-gilt

Banksian Xledal.)

Messrs. W. Wells & Co., Merstham, Surrey,

also exhibited a collection of herbaceous Phlox in

many varieties, and a few stands of Carnations.

(Bronze Flora Medal.)

Messrs. H. J. Jones, Ltd., Ryecroft Nurseries,

Lewisham. arranged many line varieties of

herbaceous Phlox in bold stands of distinct

colours, which made an imposing display. The
pale mauve Madame Paul Dnhrie was especially

good. (Bronze Banksian Medal.)

Fig. 40.—CLETHRA AEBOREA (HALF SIZE) : FLOWERS WHITE.

(Received R.H.S. Award of Merit on Tuesday lasl.)

Gladiolus and other hardy flowers. Amongst
the herbaceous Phlox the white-flowered variety

Frau Ant. Buchner, the rosy G. Strohlein, and
the lilac Albert Larteau wevs conspicuous. A
few pot plants of Lysimachia Henryi amply dis-

played the creeping habit of this yellow-flowered

species. The collection of Gladiolus contained

some choice varieties. The purple shades of

colour ehow a great advancement, and it seems

that the day is not far distant when we shall

see a real" blue-flowered Gladiolus. (Silver

Banksian Medal.)
Messrs. Webb & Brand, Saffron Walden,

Essex, exhibited denselv-flowered spike* of splen-

did double Hollyhocks. Lady Bailey (flesh

pink), Salmon Queen, Princess (rose-pink), Mrs.

L. King (rich yellow), Peri (pure white), Exul-

tim (rich maroon), and Apple Blossom are only

a few of the varieties shown.
Mr. James Box, Lindfield, Sussex, arranged an

enormous quantity of herbaceous Phlox, chiefly

in very bold groups of distinct varieties, such as

Mr. G. Reuthe, Keston, Kent, exhibited many
interesting and uncommon plants, including

Feijoa Sellowiana, bearing its pretty flowers,

the sweetly -scented Chimaphila maculata.

Geranium Endlicherianum, Primula capitata,

and several interesting Campanulas.
Messi-s. Bees Ltd., Liverpool, exhibited a

group of Lobelia " Blue Bees." The colour is

excellent, but there were not sufficient flowers to

make this an attractive variety. Alongside the

Lobelia Messrs. Bees placed a few well-flowered

pLmts of Dracocephalum Forrestii.

The Guildford Hardy Plant Nursery Co.

exhibited a varied collection of hardy f.owers.

The inflorescence of Yucca served to remind
visitors how freely tbe-members of this genus are

flowering «this year. Other interesting flov ers

were those of Hemerocallis, Veronica, and
Helianthus.

Messrs. Rich & Co., Bath, exhibited a great

variety of cut blooms of Pentstemons and herba-

ceous Phlo.xes.

Awards of Merit.

Lijshiiachia Henry!

.

—A Chinese Loosestrife

with sturdy but prostrate growths and dense
terminal whorls of large yellow flowers. Shown
by Mr. M. Prichard.

Gladiohii " Crown Jfwel.**—A large, closely-

flowered spike of soft pink flowers, which have
lemon-yellow blotches on the iowe/ segments.
This beautiful variety was shown by Messrs.
Kelway & Son.

Bi'gonla " Decorator.'^—A double-flowered
tuberous-rooted variety, with an uncommonly
free-flowering habit. It is a very desirable
variety for growing in baskets or for conservatory
decoration. The flowers are scarlet. Shown by
Messrs. H. C\nnell & Sons.

llhudodendron Clorinda.—This is an addition
to the javanico-jasrainiflorum hvbrids which r^--

quire cultivation in a w^arm greenhouse. The
parents were R. javanico-carminatum and R.
Minerva. The plant bore good trusses of beau-
tiful rose-pink flowers of good form, and larger

than most in its section. Shown by Messrs. J,
Veitc'h & Sons.

C'Ulhra arborea (see fig. 40).—A well-known
greenhouse shrub, introduced from Madeira in

1784. The plants shown were- very good ex-
amples, and bore many racemes of beautiful
white flowers. Shown by Messrs. Stu.abt Low
&Co.
E^ckichoHzia " Mikado " caniculata.—A valu-

able and very striking variety. The petals of the
flowers are prettily crumpled. The dark-red
colour shades to fiery orange in the centre 'of the
flower. Shown bv Mr. W. H. Gardiner, Mill,

St. Osyth.

Hose " Dance"—A free-flowering variety with
neat, shining foliage, and small, double flowers.

The buds are of a soft yellow colour, which fades
to nearly pure white in the outer petals of fully-

open flowers. This beautiful Rose was shown by
ilie Rev. J. H. Pemberton.

A-ifiIhe simplmform (.see fig. 41).—A pretty
little Alpine species from Japan ; the delicate
white flowers are borne on slender, curving
panicles, which stand clear above the dwarf, com-
pact foliage. The plant, which is said to be quite
hardy, is only 6 inches in height. Shown by
Mr. G. Reuthe.
Uiemanthui " Andromeda."—The seven plan's

shijwn were \^ry h-ealthy specmieus, and each
Ijure a stout umbel of beautiful salmon-piiik
flowers, reminding one of H. Katherinae (.s3e

Supplementary Illustration, Gard. C'hron.j
February 1. 1908). Shown bv ilessrs. Harkn±.ss
& S0NS,"Bedali.

Orchid Committee.
Pre.<.'nl: .1. Giuiiev Fowl.'r, Esq. (in the

Chair) ; and Jas. O'Brien (hon. s.c). Sir Harry J.

Veitch, Sir Jeremiah Colman, Messrs. J. Charlis-

worth, W. il. Hatcher, J. E. Shill, Arthur Dye,
W. Hf'White. Gurnev Wilson, de B. Crawshay,
F. J. Hanbury, R. G. Thwaites, F. Sander, t.
Armstrong, and C. J. Lucas.

H. T. Pitt. Esq.. Rosslyn, Stamford Hill (gr.

Mr. Thurgood). staged an interesting group, for

which a Silver Flora Medal was awarded. Three
good specimens of the clear, white-petalled

Cattleya Warscewiczii Frau Alelanie Beyrodt,
with two, three and five flowers respectively, were
arranged in the middle of the group. Cattleya
Dowiana aurea with five flowers : several hybrid
Cattleyas ; Cypripedium Maudia?. C. Chas.
Rickman. and other Cypripediums ; Odontioda
Charl3sworthii ; Angra?cum Scottianum ; Bulbo-
phyllum barbigerum and a good selection of

Odontoglossums were also included.

Jlessrs. Stuart Low & Co., Bush Hill Park,
were awarded a Silver Flora Medal for a group.

At the back of the exhibit were good specimens
of Oncidiura macranthuni. O. varicosum, and
other Oncidiums. With them were the scarlet

Renanthera Imschootiana ; the pure white
Miltonia vexillaria Lambeauiana aiKl M. v. Queen
Alexandra; Dendrobium Dalhousianum, D.
Falconeri, and other Dendrobiums ; Cattleya
Warscewiczii and hybrid Cattleyas ; a selection

of Odontoglossums, including the white-lipped O.

UroSkinneri album ; Masdevallia calura,

M. Pei'isteria, M. simula ; Disa grandiflora

;

Cycnoches maculatum ; Vanda coerulea : and
Brasso-Cattleya Marpnse.

Messrs. Charlesworth & Co., Haywards
Heath, were awarded a Silver Bauksian Medal for
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a select group, the most remarkabk plant in

which was their new Odontioda Madeline
(see fig. 42), a worthy companion to the

favourite 0. Charlesworthii. with flowers of good
size and shape and of a deep red colour slightly

tinted with a golden hue. In front of the yellow
crest of the lip is a blood-red disc, the apex being
freckled with rose colour. Other good plants
noted were Habenaria Siisannse, a fine specimen
of Grammangis Ellisii, also Brassavola Digbyana.
Miltonia vexillaria superba. Platyclinis filiformis,

Bulbophyllum saurocephalum, hybrid Odonto-
glossums, and Cattleya Warscewiczii.

E. H. Davidson, Esq., Borlases. Twyford, was
awarded a Silver Banksian Medal for a select

group, containing Vanda Sanderiana " Borlases

variety," a very large and handsome form, darker
than the Chillingham variety ; a fine plant of

Cattleya Rex with two spikes; Odontioda Cook-
.xmise with two flower spikes; Odontoglossiim
Harryainim, 0. ardentissimum with a six-

branched spike ; and the white 0. a. xanthotes.

Messrs. J. & A. A. McBean. Co, kshridge,

were awarded a Silver Banksian Medal for an
effective group, in front of w'-ich were some
superbly-grown scarlet CochKlda Noezliana,

Odontioda Diana, 0. Charlesworthii, Miltonia

singular little Maxillaria rufescens. Warsce-
wiczella discolor, and a pretty hybrid Cattleya.

Cultural Commendation.
A Cultural Commendation was awarded

to Mr. W. H. White, Orchid grower to Sir

Tre%'or Lawrence. Bart., K.C.V.O., for a mag-
nificent specimen of Cypripedium W. R. Lee
(Rothschildiana X superbiens) bearing five flower

spikes, bearing altogether 13 flowers.

Fruit and Vegetable Committee.
Present: Owen Thomas, Esq., in the Chair;

Messrs. Edwin Beckett. J. Willard. Wm. Pope.
A. R. Allan, A. Bullock. A. Grubb, J. Jaques,

J. Harrison, and -J. G. Fowler.

Three collections of vegetables, grown in the

near vicinity of the hall, were exhibited by the
Westminster Church Army City Gardens
Association. These collections contained many
meritorious vegetables. The largest collection wa.s

labelled Stillington Street No. 1, and included
Kohl Rabi. several sorts of Lettuce. Red Cab-
bage. Shallots, and Mushrooms. Stillington Street
No. 2 collection contained such veget.ables as

Cabbage, Peas, Beans, Vegetable Marrows, and

(No. 16).—A pebble-shaped tuber, with smooth
skin and very shallow eye. Both shown by Mr
W. E. Sands, Hillsborough, co. Down.

Imperial Beavly (No. 61).—A long, kidney
shaped Potato, with clean, smooth skin. Shown
by ^Iessrs. Barr &. Son, Covcnt Garden, London

Fig. 41.—ASTILBE SIMPLICIFOLIA ; FLOWERS WHITE.

(See " Awards of Merit " p. 100.)

vexillaria superba, Cattleya Gaskelliana alba, C.

Hardyana, and some good hybrid Odonto-
glossums.

Mes.srs. Jas. Veitch & Sons. Royal Exotic

Nursery. Chelsea, showed Brasso-Cattleya Thfsis

(B. Digbyana x C. Aclandise). a quaint flower

with greenish sepals and petals and white lip,

tinged with rose on the fringed front lobe.

De B. Crawshay, Esq., Rosefield, Sevenoaks,

showed Odontoglossum Eth.?lreda (Edwardii x
triumphans) of a reddish-chocolate colour with a

pink margin to the lip ; also a very fine foi m of

0. Jasper.

Messrs. Sander & Sons. St. Albans, showed
the new Laelio-Cattleya x Mauretania (Martinetii

X Canhamiana). a beautiful large flower with
silver-white sepals and petals tinged and veined

with bluish-lilac, and fine violet-purple lip with a
narrow margin of lighter .shade.

Mr. Sidney Flory, Tracy's Nursery. Twicken-
ham, staged a small group, containing the pretty

Bulbophyllum cocoinum with three spikes ; a gocd
Cattleya Gaskelliana alba. Anguloa eburneum
Tracy's variety, a large pure white flower ; the

exceptionally good Brussels Sprouts. The col-

lection from" Elverton Street contained very good

Beet. Runner Beans, and Parsnips. These com-

bined collections fully deserved the Silver

Knightian Medal awarded them.

A dish of Apples, " Padnall Seedling," was
submitted for inspection, and the committee ex-

pressed a wish to again see a dish in about a

month's time.

Two Melons and a dish of Peas were also

shown, but did not receive any award.

After cultural trials at Wisley several new
varieties of Potato were submitted to culinary

test, and the following received awards ;

—

First-class Certificate.

WitchliUl Seedling (No. 73).—A kidney
Potato of almost perfect shape, with shallow

eyes and a slightly rugged skin. Shown by
Messrs. Smith & Son, Aberdeen.

Awards of Merit.

Kin/) George V (No. 341.—A kidney Potato,

with shallow eye and rough skin. Jri.^h Gem

HUDDERSFIELD HORTICULTURAL.
July 26, 27.—The seventh annual exhibition

of the above society was held on these dales.

Three large tents were well filled with good ex-

hibits. The exhibition was held in the Green-
head Park, which occupies a fine site in the town.
There were four large groups of plants, all of

them tastefully arranged. Messrs. J. Cypher &
Sons, Cheltenham, were awarded the 1st prize;

Mr. W. Holmes, Chesterfield, being placed 2nd

;

and Mr. J. S. Sharp, Almondbury, 3rd. For 12
stove and greenhouse plants, to include six
specimens in flower, Messrs. J. Cypher &
Sons were again placed 1st with an e.x-

cellent selection. Mr. J. S. Sharp, nursery-
man, Almondbury, excelled in the class for

six Palms, with fine Kentias in variety. These
exhibits were placed in the centre of the tent
in which the " Nature Study " exhibits were ar-

ranged. There was good competition in the
classes for table plants and exotic Ferns. Mr.
Sharp won the 1st prize in the former, and Mr.
W. Simpson Selby in the latter class. For 36
bunches of Sweet Peas, Messrs. Castle Bros.,
Carnforth, were a good 1st. with a fine exhibit.
Exhibits of cut Roses were splendid. Messrs.
Alex. Dickson & Sons, Ltd., Newtownards, ex-
celled in the three classes for 72 blooms, 24
blooms, and 12 Tea varieties, respectively.

Messrs. H.^rkness & Co., Hitchin, were placed
2nd in each case, and Mr. G. Gibson, Bedale,
3rd. Good collections of hardy cut flowers were
exhibited by Mr, G. Gibson and Messrs. Broad-
head & Son, Huddersfield. Excellent stands of
Cacrus, Show, and Pompon Dahlias were shown.
Mr. B. Stringer. Cross Gates, was placed Ist

in the larger classes for Dahlias, followed by
Messrs. Bottomley & Burton, EUand. There
was a good competition in the c>pen classes for

fruits. Mr. J. Brennand, Baldersby, Thirsk
(gr. Mr. HathawavJ, was placed let for eight
dishes of fruit, and he was also 1st for black
and white Grapes and Peaches. His dish of Belle-
garde Peaches was exceptiorialty fine. Lady Beau-
mont (gr. Mr. NichoUs), and Mr. G. H. Shaw
Howden (gr. Mr. Blakey) were the other prize-

winners in these classes. In the vegetable classes

there was also a good competition. The Hon.
ViCARY Gibes. Aldenham House. Elstree (gr.

Mr. E. Beckett), won the leading prizes, followed
by Lady Beaumont. Mr. G. H. Shaw, and Mr.
Collins, a local amateur grower, who was also

a successful exhibitor in the amateur classes.

Both in the latter and in the local cottagers'

class fine produce was staged.

SCOTTISH HORTICULTURAL.
July 27.—The annual excursion of this associa-

tion took place on the above date, when, on the

invitation of the Honorary President, Captain
Archibald Stirling, 100 of the members, includ-

ing the president, Mr. Massie, and several of the

other office-bearers, visited the beautiful grounds
of Keir. On arrival at Keir, the visitors were
received by Captain and the Honourable Mrs.
Stirling, and afterwards they were entertained

to luncheon in a marquee on the lawn. Captain

Stirling presided at the luncheon, and, after the

loyal toast had been duly honoured, extended a
hearty welcome to the party, and gave the toast

of prosperity to the association. The toast was
acknowledged by Mr. Massie. who said that the

future success of the association was already as-

sured by the result of the appeal sent out during

Captain Stirling's year of oflSce, which would be

remembered as a red-letter year in the annals of

the association. He conveyed to Captain and

Mrs. Stirling the hearty thanks of the party for

their hospitality. Thereafter Captain and Mrs.

Stirling conducted the party over the principal

apai-tments of Keir House, and the weather,

which unfortunately had broken down early in

the afternoon, having now improved somewhat,

the gardens and grounds were afterwards

inspected
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LEAMINGTON AND COUNTY
HORTICULTUKAL.

July 24, 25.—The fourth annual show of

tlie above society was held in Victoria Park,

Leamington, on these dates. The exhibits of

Carnations have never been equalled at Leam-

ington, either in quality or quantity. Roses,

Sweet Peas, hardy flowers, groups of plants and

fruit and vegetables were all excellent. Ama-
teur exhibitors appeared to be better represented

than on previous occasions, but fewer trade

growers were present. Unfortunately, many
blank spaces were observed in the tents, but

tliis we were informed was due to heavy rain-

storms.

Additional interest was given to this year's

chow by reason of a deputation from the Council
of the Royal Horticultural Society attending and
making awards to meritorious exhibits (see list

printed below). The arrangements made by
Alderman Holt (chairman) and Mr. J. T. Hayes
(hon. show superintendent) gave general satis-

faction.

Plants (Open Classes).

The large group clfiss is one of the features at

Leamington. Each group occupied a space of

20 feet by 12 feet down the centre of a large

tent. A rustic arch, decorated with choice

foliage and flowering plants, was the central fea-

ture of each exhibit. The 1st prize of £20 was
awarded to Messrs. James Cypher & Sons, Chel-

tenham, whose wonderfully fine exhibit was re-

markable for the rich, reddish-coloured, narrow
leaved Codiseums and other choice foliage plants,

displayed with great skill. Of flowering

plants Ixora Dufiii, Kalanchoe fiammea, Clero-

dendron fallax, Liliums, Humeas, Ericas, Fuchsia
triphylla, Francoas, and a number of Orchids
(^ave pleasing colour and variety to this meri-

torious group : 2nd, Sir GEOBnE H. Kenrick,
Whetstone. Edgbaston (gr. Mr. J. V. Mac-
donald), whose effectively-arranged group lacked

the brightness and warmth of colour charac-

teristic of the 1st prize exhibit ; 3rd, Jlr. Vause,
Leamington.
There were four exhibits in the next class,

which was for 12 stove and greenhouse plants dis-

tinct, at least four to be in flower, in pots not ex-

ceeding 10 inches in diameter. The 1st prize was
gained by iMessrs. James Cypher & Sons, who
showed the following specimens in good condi-

lion:—Codiseum Queen Victoria, C. Warrenii,

Phoenix Roebelinii (extra good), Ixora regina,

Statice intermedia, S. profusa. Erica ventricosa

Bothwelliana, Stephanotis fioribunda, Cleroden-

dron Balfouri, Chironia ixifera, AUamanda Wil-

liamsii, and Rondeletia speciosa ; 2nd, Mr. W.
Vause ; 3rd, Mrs. Rayson, Newstead House,
Leamington (gr. Mr. W. G. Jones). .•

The three best Fuchsias were exhibited by Mrs.

Jenkins, Holly Walk, Leamington.

A. Cay, Esq., Kenilworth (gr. Mr. R. Denton),

was awarded 1st prizes in classes for (1) three

Coleus plants, distinct, and (2) a group of Fern.?,

arranged for effect on a space of 20 feet by 4 feet.

The 1st prize in the last-named class consisted

of a challenge cup, value 20 guineas, presented

by H. Huggins, Esq.

The best of half-a-dozen exhibit*, in a class

for six tuberous-rooted Begonias, distinct, came
from Mrs. Rayson (gr. Mr. W. G. Jones), who
also had the winning exhibit in a class for six

Gloxinias, and in another for three Zonal Pelar-

goniums, distinct.

There were seven entries in a class for six table

plants, distinct, in pots not exceeding 6 inches

diameter. The successful exhibitor was Mr. W.
Vause, who showed four narrow-leaved Codiieunis

and two Dracienas ; 2nd, J. H. Bueley, Esq.,

The Grange, Leamington (gr. Mr. H. J. Finch),

who had three Codiseums, two Palms, and one

Aralia ; 3rd, Sir George H. Kenrick, Edg-
baston (gr. Mr. J. V. Macdonald).

i\Ir. Vause's specimen of BougainviUea glabra

was the best of six in a class for a single plant

in flower; 2nd, Mrs. Rayson (gr. Mr. W. G.

Jones), with a large Statice; 3rd, Alderman
Holt, Leamington (gr. Mr. J. Fisher), with
Begonia President Carnot.

Good plants of Cycas revoluta gained 1st and
2nd prizes respectively for C. C. Shaw, Esq.,

Leamington, and the Misses Robinson, Leaming
ton (gr. Mr. A. J. Friend), led in a similar class

for one foliage plant.

Roses and Other Cut Flowers (Open).

Roses.

Six classes were provided for Roses in the open
section, and there was spirited competition in

all of them. A silver challenge cup, value 25
guineas, presented by J. F. Shaw, Esq., was
offered as 1st prize in the principal class, which
was for a group of Roses, ai-ranged on a space
of 12 feet by 4 feet. The trophy was won
by Messrs. Gunn & Sons, Olton, Birmingham,
who.se beautifully-arranged group contained bold

masses of Liberie, George C. Waud, Irish Ele-
gance, White Killarney, Gottfried Keller, Lyon,
White Maman Cochet, Mme. Abel Chatenay,
and Richmond. Tall pillars, decorated with
Dorothy Perkins, Dorotfiy Dennison, and Excelsa
were very effective ; 2nd, Mr. W. Lowe,
Beeston, Nottingham; 3rd, King's Acre Nur-
series, Hereford.

The next important class was one for 24 Roses,
distinct. The premier award was made in favour
of Messrs. Perkins & Sons, Coventry, who
showed grand blooms of J. B. Clark, Fran Karl
Druschki, Lycm, Horace Vernet, Claudius,
Suzanne Marie Rodocanachi, Bessie Brown,
Edward Mawley, William Shean, Gustave Piga-
neau, Mrs. Theodore Roosevelt, and Comte de
Raimbaud ; 2nd, Mj-. Henry Drew, Longworth,
Faringdon, whose specimens of Ulrich Brunner,
Alfred Oolomb, Earl of Warwick, and Gladys
Harkness were noteworthy ; 3rd, King's Acre
Nurseries.

Messrs. Perkins k Sons, excelled in a class

Fig. 42.— odontioda Madeline: flowers
deep red, slightly tinted with gold.
(See Rejiort of R.H.S. "Orchid Committee," p. 101.)

for 12 H.P. Roses, distinct; 2nd, King's Acre
Nurseries.

Messrs. Perkins & Sons also took 1st prize in
the next class, which was for six H.P. Roses, one
variety. They showed Horace Vernet in splen-
did condition.

The best exhibit of 12 Tea Roses, distinct,

came from Mr. H. Drew, who showed exquisite
blooms of ilrs. F'oley Hobbs, W. R. Smith, and
Mrs. Herbert Tavlor; 2nd, Mr. W. T. Mattock,
Oxford.

Miscellaneous Cut Flowers.

In a class for 20 bunches of hardy flowers,
distinct kinds (mixed bunches not allowed),
the 1st prize—a silver challenge cup, value
25 guineas, presented by F. A. Chandler,
Esq., Leamington, was awarded to last year's
winners, Messrs. Gunn & Sons, Olton, Birming-
ham, who had a wonderfully fresh, well-set-up
collection, in which Phlox Josephine Gerbeaux,
Gaillardia Vulcan, Anthemis Kelwayi, Verbascum
hybridum, Heliopsis H. B. Ladhams, and Lvsi-
niachia clethroides were of superior merit

; 2nd,
Frank Bouskell, Esq., Nuneaton.
The last-named exhibitor was awarded Ist

prize for 12 bunches of hardy herbaceous flowers,
distinct kinds, (bulbous plants not allowed). All
the specimens were clean and fresh and well dis-

played ; 2nd, Mr. W. Lowe, Beeston.

Messrs. Perkins & Sons won the 1st prize for

(1) a bouquet for the hand, and (2) a bridal

bouquet.
Messrs. Kimberleys, Kenilworth, were the

only exhibitors in classes for (1) three sprays,

suitable for a lady's dress, and (2) three button-
hole bouquets.

Messrs. W. Pembeeton & Son, Walsall, ex-

celled in classes for (1) 24 Dahlias, distinct, and
(2) six varieties of Violas.

The class provided for Carnations, on a
space of 10 feet by 4 feet, arranged for effect,

produced strong competition. The coveted silver

challenge cup, presented Ijy C. T. Garland, Esq.,

and i34, offered by the Society, was won by
.Messrs. Young & Co., Cheltenham, whose flowers

were arranged in bold masses. Such varieties

as Duchess of Devonshire, May Day, Hon. Lady
Nield, Enchantress, Rose Enchantress, Britannia

and Lady Henderson were splendidly shown;
2nd, Mr. C. W. Wall. Bath. The outstanding
varieties in this collection were Carola, Winsor,
BeEcon, Mrs. C. W. Ward, Mikado, and Rose
Doree; 3rd, Mr. C. F.'Waters, Balcombe, Sus-

sex. Exhibits in this class were also made by
Mr. C. Engelmann, Saffron Walden, Mr. A. F.

DuTTON, Iver, Bucks., and J. B. Akboyd, Esq.,

Rugby.
The best of four exhibits in a class for 12 vases

of Carnations in not fewer than six varieties, with
Carnation foliage only, came from Mr. A. F.

DuTTON, Iver, Bucks. The Varieties exhibited

were of the American type, long-stemmed,
nearly all pale-coloured varieties, and pleasingly

arranged. The 2nd prize was awarded to W. H.
Parton, Esq., Moseley, whose large, refined,

heavy-petalled flowers were much admired; 3rd,

Messrs. A. R. Brown, Ltd., King's Norton.
Mr. C. H. Herbert, Acocks Green, took the

lead in a class for 12 fancy border Carnations
in vases; 2nd, W. H. Parton, Blsq., Moseley.

Sweet Peah.

The winning exhibit of 12 varieties of Sweet
Peas came from Jlr. W. H. Holloway, Port Hill

Gardens, Shrewsbury. The flowers were large,

sub.'itantial, and of splendid quality ; 2nd, H. G.
iTwist, Esq., Coventry.

In the principal class for Sweet Peas, for col-

lections occupying spaces of 20 feet by 4 feet, only

two exhibits were placed before the judges, who
awarded Alderman Holt's challenge cup, value
20 guineas, to Mr. T. Jones, Ruabon, whose long,

strong-stemmed flowers were very meritorious.

Eleven entries were made in the " Robert
Sydenham Limited " class for nine varieties of

Sweet Peas. 1st, Mr. W. H. Holloway, Port
Hill Gardens, Shrewsbury, for a very handsome
set of flowers, prettily arranged ; 2nd, J. Booth,
Esq., Claverdon (gr. Mr. W. V. Wall).

Messrs. Webb & Sons offered prizes for eight

bunches of Sweet Peas. 1st, J. W. Lamplough,
Esq., Leamington; 2nd, Mr. A. Taylor, Olton

Table Decorations.

Three classes were provided for table decora-

tions, which were accommodated in a tent speci-

ally set apart for those popular exhibits. All

the tables were 8 feet by 4 feet. In tlie first

class exhibitors were allowed to use any kind
of flower. The 1st prize was gained by Mr.
W. T. Mattock, Oxford. The centre vase was
decorated with lovely sprays of Odontoglossums,
Francoas, and Gloriosa superba, relieved with
sprays of SelagineUa and Asparagus. Smaller
vases contained Orchids. Francoas and sprays of
SelagineUa ; 2nd, Mrs. Batchelor, Hampton-in-
Arden.
In another class for table decorations, to con-

sist of not more than two colours of Sweet Peas,
ten very handsome tables were placed before
the judges, who awarded the 1st prize to Miss
Deakin, Hay Hall, Hay Mills, for an arrange-
ment of pink Sweet Peas, relieved with
slender sprays of SelagineUa. The 2nd
award was gained by Mrs. Macdonald, Har-
borne, who also used pink flowers and SelagineUa
sprays, but the latter were rather overdone;
3rd, Miss A. S. Herbert, Acocks Green, Bir-
mingham. The prizes in this class were pro-
vided by Robert Sydenliam Limited.
The next class was reserved for ladies residing

in the county of Warwick. Here, again, Miss
Deakin, Hay Mills, took the lead wtth beauti-
fully fresh Sweet Peas, lightly arranged; 2nd,
Mrs. H. Anderson, Shirley, with pink Sweet
Peas and white Centaureas.
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Fkuit (Open).

In a class for eight dishes of fruit, ripe and fit

for table, decorated with plants and cut flowers,

the Duke of Poril.\nd, Welbeck Abbey,
Worksop (gr. Mr. Jas. Gibson), was the only ex-

hibitor, and he was deservedly awarded the
challenge cup, value 25 guineas, presented by
R. E. L. Naylor, Esq., together with £7 given
by the society. The collection \\as as followi.

:

Muscat of Alexandria and Black Hamburgh
Grapes (two bunches of each), uncommonly good
Barrington Peaches, Pineapple Nectarines, Wil-
liams's Bon Chretien Pears, Brown Turkey Figs,
large, well-coloured fruits of Apple " Rival,"
and Welbeck Seedling j\lelon. The decorations
consisted of pink '* Malmaison " Carnations and
Humea elegans.

The Duke of Portl.4ND also gained 1st prizes
in classes for (1) four dishes of fruit, distinct, with
superb dishes of Peaches, Nectarines, one Melon,
and a .shapely bunch of Grapes

; (2) two bunches
of Black Grapes, showing well-berried bunches
of Black Hamburgh ; (3) two bunches of white
Grapes with very fine Muscat of Alexandria; (4)

six Peaches with handsome specimens of Barring-
ton

; (5) three dishes of dessert Apples ; and (6)

one dish of Plums.
Lord North, Wroxton Abbey, Banbury (gr.

Mr. E. R. Jones), showed the best dish of
Nectarines, as well as the best-flavoured Melon.
Lord WiLLOUGHBT DE Broke, Comptou

Verney, Kineton (gr. Mr. J. Lloyd), won the 1st

prizes in classes for (1) Red Currants and (2)

Cherries.

H. E. Wise, Esq., Shrubland HaU, Leaming-
ton (gr. Mr. W. H. Casley), had some splendid
Apricots.
The Manor Fruit Farm, Knowle, had the

leading exhibits of (1) single dishes of dessert
Apples and (2) kitchen Apples. W^ J. Gresson.
Esq., Pershore (gr. Mr. T. Parry), took the lead
in a class for Black Currants ; and Mrs. E. W.
EvERiTT (gr. Mr. E. Allaway) showed the best
White Currants.
Mr. P. Lucas, Esq., The Oaks, Leamington

(gr. Mr. W. Wright), beat 12 contestants in a
class for Gooseberries.

Vegetables (Open).

The society's prize of £4, offered for 10 distinct
kinds, was won by Hugh Andrews, Esq.,
Toddington Manor, Winchcombe (gr. Mr. J. R.
Tooley), who had splendid Tomatos, Cauliflowers,
and Parsnips ; 2nd, Lord North, Wroxton Abbey,
Banbury (gr. Mr. E. R. .Jones).

Messrs. Sutton & Sons offered prizes for six

distinct kinds of vegetables. The best of seven
collections came from M. P. Lucas, Esq.. The
Oaks, Leamington (gr. W. Wright), whose Celery
and Tomatos were excellent ; 2nd, Mr. E. Deakin.
Hay Mills.

Messrs. Webb & Son's prizes were offered for

si.\ distinct kinds of vegetables. 1st, Mr. E.
Winchester, Rubery ; 2nd, Hugh .-(ndrews,
Esq. (gr. Mr. J. R. Tooley).

Messrs. Dickson & Robinson's prizes were
offered for six distinct kinds. 1st, W. J.

Gresson, Esq., Birlingham House, Pershore (gr.

Mr. T. Parry), who had excellent Tomatos and
Onions. Cauliflowers were rather past their best

:

2nd, Lord Willoughby de Beoke (gr. Mr. J.

Lloyd).

Captain W. H. Stabkey, Leamington (gr. Mr.
G. L. Blackburn), won 1st prize in Messrs.
Clibran's class for six distinct kinds of vegetables.

Plants, Flowers, Fruits, &c. (Open to
Amateurs Residing in the County op

Wabwick).

The challenge cup, value 10 guineas, together
with £5 offered as 1st prize, was again won by
the Misses Robinson, The Newiands, Leaming-
ton (gr. Mr. k. J. Friend), whose beautifully-
arranged group contained an excellent variety of
foliage and flowering plants. The centrepiece
consisted of a tall mound clothed with choice
plants, surmounted with a graceful Palm. 2nd,
Alderman HoLT. J.P., The Oaklands, Leaming-
ton (gr. Mr. J. Fisher).

Mr. Frank Dennison, Leamington, showed
Roses of superb quality, and was aA'arded the 1st
prizes in classes for (1) 12 varieties

; (2) six Tea
Roses ; and (3) six Roses, one variety. A few of
Mr. J)ennison's best varieties were C. J.
Grahame, J. B. Clark. Horace Vernet, Earl of
Warwick, Mrs. John Laing, and Ulrich Brunner.

In a class for six varieties of Sweet Peas J.

Booth, Esq., Claverdon (gr. Mr. W. V. Wall),

was placed 1st with excellent blooms ; 2nd, Hugh
Mitchell, Esq., Hampton-in-Arden (gr. Mr. T.

Batchelor).

The class provided for six bunches of hardy
flowers, distinct, brought spirited competition,

no fewer than 10 really good exhibits being
placed before the judges. 1st, J. Booth, Esq.
(gr. Mr. M. V. Wall) ; 2nd, Mrs. E. W. Everiit
(gr. Mr. E. Allaway).

The Rev. J. W.'Mason, The Firs, Warwick,
was awarded the 1st prize for six magnificent
spikes of Gladioli.

Fruit and Vegetables.

The principal class for fruit was one for four
dishes, distinct kinds, for which a challenge cup,
value 15 guineas, offered by Messrs. F. Benson
and F. J. Land, to which the society added £2
as 1st prize, was w'on by Mrs. E. W. Everitt,
Leamington (gr. Mr. E. Allaway), who had large,
well-finished Black Hamburgh Grapes, hand-
some Hale's Early Peaches, Brown Turkey Figs,
and Blenheim Orange Melon ; 2nd, Rev. F.
Hodgson, Clopton House, Stratford-on-Avon (gr.

Mr. W. Nichol)—the winner of the cup on two
previous occasions—had very fine crimson
Galande Nectarines and Bellegarde Peaches ; 3rd,

Mr. C. Randall, The Lunes," Leamington.
Alderman HoLT, J. P. (gr. Mr. J. Fisher), beat

five contestants in a class for two bunches of
black Grapes. The variety exhibited—Black
Hamburgh—was remarkable for its shapeliness,
large berry, and good finish ; 2nd, Mr. C.
Randall ; 3rd, Captain W. H. Starkey, Bei i-

cote House, Leamington (gr. Mr. G. L. Black-
burn).

Mrs. E. W. Everitt (gr. Mr. E. Allaway) ex
celled in a class for two bunches of white Grapes,
He had Buckland Sweetwater in splendid con
dition ; 2nd, Rev. F. Hodgson (gr. Mr. W,
Nichol) with Muscat of Alexandria ; 3rd, Mr. C.

Randall.
The winning dishes of Peaches—Royal George

—came from the Hon. Edmund Parker, West-
field House, Rugby (gr. Mr. J. Glen); 2nd,
Captain W. H. St.arkey (gr. Mr. G. L. Black-
burn). The last-named exhibitor had the best
dish of Nectarines.

Mr. T. Stevenson, Manor Farm, Blackdown,
brought the best dessert Apples, and Lord
Willoughby de Broke (gr. Mr. .J. Lloyd) took
the lead in classes for Plums and kitchen Apples.
Of the nine exhibits in a class for six kinds of

vegetables, Mr. E. Deakin, Hay Mills, Birming-
ham, and Lord Willoughby de Broke (gr. Mr.
.T. Lloyd) were placed 1st and 2nd respectively.
Both exhibitors showed wvll.

Royal Horticl'ltural Society's Awards.

The following awards were made by the depu-
tation from the Royal Horticultural Society :

—

Gold Mtdals,—Messrs. James Veitch & Sons,
for stove and greenhouse plants ; Messrs. James
Cypher & Sons, for group of plants; Sir
George H. Kenrick (gr. Mr. J. V. llacdonald),
for group of plants.

Silver-gilt Flora Medals.—Messrs. James
Cypher & Sons, for stove and greenhouse plants

;

Mr. W. Vause, for group of plants ; Messrs.
GuNN & Sons, for Roses ; the Misses Robinson
(gr. Mr. A. J. Friend), for group of plants;
Messrs. Young & Co., for Carnations; Mr. W.
Wall, for Carnations ; Mr. C. F. Waters, for

Carnations.

Silver Flora Medals.—Messrs. Dicksons, for
hardy cut flowers ; Messrs. W. H. Simpson & Sons,
for Sweet Peas and Antirrhinums; Mr. T. Jones,
for Sweet Peas ; Messrs. Aldersey & Marsden
Jones, for Sweet Peas ; Messrs. Gtjnn & Sons,
for hardy flowers ; Mr. W. Lowe, Beeston, for
Roses.

Silver Knightian Medals.—Hugh Andrews,
Esq. (gr. Mr. J. R. Tooley), for vegetables ; Mrs.
E. W. Everitt, for fruit ; Mr. G. C. Wabr. for
vegetables ; Mr. G. H. Hawkins, for vegetables.

Silver-gilt Banl-sian Medal.—Alderman Holt,
J.P. (gr. Mr. J. Fisher), for group of plants.

Silver Banisian Medal.—Frank Bouskell,
Esq., for hardy herbaceous flowers.

Bronze Knightian Medals.—Mr. E. Deakin,
for vegetables ; Mr. T. Noon, jun., for vegetables.

HAARLEM BULB GROWERS'.
We are informed that the following awards

have been made at recent meetings of the Floral
Committee of tlie above Society. The descrip-
tions are those of the Society's officials :

—

First-class Certificates.

Iris "Anton Mauve."—The standards are
blue-white and the falls white, with a yellow spot.

/. " Van Everdingen."—The standards are
pearl-white and the falls light yellow, with a
dark-yellow spot.

/. "Judith Lyster."—The standards are dark
sky-blue and the falls light sky-blue, with a
dark-yellow spot.

/. neglecta " Tamerlan."—^A very large
flower, of exquisite form, with clear-bine

standards and purplish-blue falls.

/. hispanica "Em/press of The Blues."—The
standards are blue, and the falls blue, with yel-

low spot.

/. h. "Giant."—The standards and falls are

of clear yellow.

Astilie Ceres.—The green leaves have brown
margins ; the panicles of the flowers are bright
lilac-rose.

Hemerocallis luteola major.—A strong-growing
variety, which has round, golden-yellow flowers.

Lilium Thunhergianum " Peter Barr."—The
flowers of this Japanese variety are bright
orange-yellow, almost free from spots.

Awards of Merit.

Allium albo-pilosum..—A silvery-white lilac

variety.

Anemone "Don Juan."—Fiery scarlet, flower

extra, very floriferous, peduncle very long.

A. ** Cornflower."—A very large flower, pure,
raised from seed.

A. *' Dul-e of Clarence."—Of a purplish-blue
colour, and large in size.

A. "Feu brillant."—A single variety, with
fiery-scarlet and orange-coloured flowers, paler
in the centre.

Dodecatheon "Eveline."—^Flowers white,
shaded rose.

D. "James Cook" and D. "Sir John Fox-
burgh."—The flowers of these varieties are rose
coloured.

Iris hispanica "Bucephalus."—The standards
are light violet-blue, and the falls blue, with
orange-yeUow spot.

/. h. " Leoiiidas."—The standards are light

blue, and the falls are dark blue, with yellow
spot.

/. h. " General Gordon."—The standards and
falls are dark blue.

/. h. "Pearson."—The standards are dark
blue, and the falls a lighter shade of the same
colour.

/. " Adriaan van Ostave."—The standards are
light blue, and the falls white, with dark-
yellow spot.

/. " Bachaert."—The standards are dark blue,
and the falls light blue, with orange-yellow spot.

/. " Pieter de Hoog."—The standards are
bluish-white, and the falls yellow, with dark-
yellow spot.

/. hispanica " Glory of Overveen."—The
standards are light blue, and the falls dark
yellow with orange spot. A sweetly-scented
variety.

/. h. " Sofus Jacobsen."—The standards are
white and the falls light yellow, with darker spot.

Iris amocna " Rhein-Nixe."—The standards
are nearly pure white, and the falls dark violet-
blue.

/. squalens " Isolina."—The flowers of this
variety are very large ; they have silvery-rose
standards, and falls of rich mauve.

/. 5. " Nihelungen."—The standards are olive-

coloured, and the falls dark purplish-violet ; a
very large-flowered variety. i

/. s. "Prosper Laugier."—The standards are
claret-coloured, and the falls dark velvety-brown.

I. ** Joh. Bosboom."—^The standards are
white ; falls very light blue with yellow spot.

/. "Rembrandt."—Standards dark blue; falls

greyish-blue with dark yellow spot.

7. albicans " Riviera."—The flowers of this

variety are pure white, and are larger in size thai)

those of I. albicans.
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Piirethrum Exaliior.—A seedling variety

with rose-coloured flowers.

Ranvitculm Turbar liomano " Bouh d'Or."

—A pure yellow flower, the outer petals of which

e.\liibit aii orange shade.

Astilbe plunwsa alba.—A good, pu)e-white,

fuiving variety.

.1. Vesta.—The foliage is surmounted by large

panicles of very bright, lilac-rose-coloured

.4. Juno.—The large panicles of this variety

,
are o£ a clear violet colour.

A. Kriemhilde.—The panicles are salmon-rose

coloured.

.1. Lachskoniijin.—The flowers of this variety

are also salmon-rose.

Knip/iofia Goldfinch.—A golden-yellow variety.

A'. Orange Queen.—An orange-yellow-coloured

variety.

K. Prince, of Orange,.—The flowers of this
' Variety are clear orange-red.

These Kniphofia are said to be hybrids from

K. ruta X K. MacOwanii and corallina. The
peduncles are smaller than those of K. Jlac-

Owanii, and the flowers more useful for decora-

tion.

Phlox decussata Alphons Diipenbroclc—Clear

rose, with carmine eye.

P. d. Bernard Tweers.—Soil lilac, with white

eye.

Ranunculus {French) " Carnation."—A rose

seedling, from the white R. Mathilda Christina.

Gladiolus nanus " The Queen."—The flowers

of this variety are of a clear rose colour.

G. n. "La 7'raicheur."—The interior of the

flowers is of a pale rose colour ; the outer sur-

faces of the petals are dark rose.

G. ramosus " Prins Hendrik."—The petals of

the orange-scarlet flowers are spotted with white.

G. Pink Progression.—The rosy-white flov/ers

have a dark carmine spot ; a seedling from G.

Pink Beauty.

G. "Adeline Paltij."—A violet-blue seedling.

G. "Belle Mauve."—The mauve flowers have

creamy-yellow spots.

G. Cajanus.—The flowers are salmon-red, with

cherry-red spots.

G. gandavensis " Empress of India."—The
dark brown-red flowers have numerous darker

spots.

G. "Ideal."—The salmon-red petals have red-

brown spots.

G. gandavensis "La perlc du Jardin."—

A

creamy-yellow-flowered variety.

G. "Queen of the Whites."—T\\e very large,

ro.se and white flowers are very freely produced.

KILLAKNEY SWEET PEA.
July 25.—The second annual show under the

auspices of the above society was held on this

date, in the grounds of Killarney House, the

reiideuce of the Earl of Kenmare, from the ter-

races of wliich very beautiful views of the

Killarney Lakes are obtained.

The various clas.ses were well filled. Some of

the collections of Sweet Peas were exceptionally

good, and, combining, as they did, great size of

bloom, length of stem, and brilliance of colour,

showed cultivation of a very high order.

There were excellent collections of annuals,

hardy plants, group« of stove and greenhouse
plants, vegetables and fruits.

The principal prize-winners in the various

classes were the Earl of Kenmare (gr. Mr. A. J.

Elgar) ; Mrs. A. Vincekt, Muchross Abbey (gr.

Mr. Nelson) ; Mrs. Le.vhy, R. Colus Sandes,
Esq. ; Mrs. MacSweeny, who also won the special

prize offered for the best amateur's e.xhibit in the

show ; Mrs. D. W. O'Brien, Mrs. Palmer, Mrs.
Britten, Mrs. MacGillicuddy, and Miss God-
frey. T. D. Ceosbie, Esq., showed the best

Among the trade exhibits was one shown by
Messrs. Alex. Dickson & Sons, of Newtownards
and Dublin, of seeds in various stages of germin-
ation ; this firm also .staged a collection of Sweet
Peas. Messi-s. .Jones, of Kildenny, staged a

magnificent e.xhibit of Gladioli and border flow-

ers; and Messrs. B.\ylor Hartland. of Cork,
were represented by a stand comprising Orchids,
Carnations, and Alpine plants.

MANCHESTER AND NORTH OF
ENGLAND ORCHID.

July l\.—Ciiiiim'ilii'<- pnsi-id : Rev. J. Croni-

bleholme (in the Chair) ; iiessrs. R. Ashworth,

H. Thorp, J. C. Cowan, D. McLeod, J. Bamber,

C. Parker, Z. A. Ward, A. J. Keeling, \V.

Holmes, A. Warburton, and H. Arthur (secre-

tary).

A large Silver Medal was awarded to R. Ash-

WORTH, Esq., Newchurch (gr. Mr. Gilden), for

a mixed group of Odontoglossums in variety

;

Silver Medals to Col. J. Rdtherford, M.P.,

Blackburn (gr. Mr. Lupton), for a group of Catt-

leyas ; J. McCartney. Esq., Bolton, who showed
a group composed principally of Cattleyas ; and a

Bronze Medal to the Rev. J. Crombleholme,
Clayton-le-Moors. for a group of Cypripediums.

Other exhibitors were R. Le Dodx, Esq., West
Derby (gr. Mr. Fletcher) ; Messrs. Ch.4RLES-

worth & Co., Haywards Heath; and Messrs.

Stuart Low & Co., Enfield.

AWARDS.
First-class Certificate.

Catlleya callistoglo.'S-m sphnden.' " Morlfield

variety."—A large, well-set flower, with bril-

liantly-coloured Up, exhibited by R. Le Doux,
Esq.

Awards of Merit.

Odontoglossum X Miss Arline King (parentage

unknown) and Lalio-Cattleya " Purple Queen "

(L.-C. lona X granulosa), both from R. Le
Doux, Esq.

Catlteija Gaskelliana " Delicata" from J.

McCartney, Esq.

Sophro-Lidia " Leda" (L. pumila X Sophni-

Lalia Gratrixue), from Messrs. Stuart Low k Co.

TRADE NOTICE.

HfESSRS. J. CARTER & CO.
During the past week several notable visitors

have inspected ^lessrs. Carter's trial grounds at

Raynes Park. These included M. de Keyser,
Belgian Minister of Agriculture, also the Under
Secretary of the French Board of Agriculture
and Mr. Lloyd George and Miss George. H.

GARDENING APPOINTMENTS.
. H. Best, until recently Gardener to F. D. Levland,
Esq., and nrevionsly in tlie gardens at Bowood, Deep-
dene, and Sandbecli, as Gardener to W. Vestev, Esq.,
Bessemer House, Denmark Hill. S.E.

. 1. W. Chapman, for tlie past 2 years Gardener to

H Pkatt, Esq., Cleethorp^s, Grimsby, and previously
Foreman at Enio Park Gar Jens, Portarlinjton, Queen's
Co., as Gardener to Col. Kemmis, Evertou Grange,
Lyminglon, Hampsliire.

:. R. C. Kauris, for 2 years Gardener to Lady Fox,
Bitlsw.'ir House, Gloucestershire, as Gardener a, Stau-
disli Hous.-, Stoneliouse, Glouce t-.-rshire.

. Wm. Euwakds, for 6 years Gardener to G. A. McLean
BcCKLEV, Esq., Worth Hall, Crjwley, Sussex, as
Manager of the Shuna Estate, Toberonochy, Argyllshire,
for the same gentleman.

John W. Habt, late Instructor in Horticulture and
Rural Science, County Inlermediale Schools, Towyn,
Merionethshire, as Horticultural Assistant to the Botani-
cal Department, Bedford College, Loudon.

-. G. Hills, for 10 years Kilchen-garden Foreman at East,
well Park, Kent, as Gardener to the Right Honour.ljle
Lacbence Hakdv, M.P., Sandling Park, Hythe", Kent.
(Thauks-for contribution to the R.G.O.F. box.— Eds.)

-. Jas. RtcHARDSON, fot ucarly 6 years Gardener at Hare-
field, Romsey, as Gardener to Mrs. MocNVcoMmv
P.ATERSON, Easlley End, Thorpe, Surrey. (Thanks for
Is. for R.G.O.F. box.—Eos.)

:. G. H. Tansley, of Messrs. Kent & Brydon's Nur-
series, Darlington, and previously Gardener to Charlfs
Brook, Esq., Kinmo'mt, Annan, as Gaidentr to R.
Eaton White, Esq., Bou'ge Hall, Woodbridge, Suffolk.

DEBATING SOCIETIES.
BRISTOL AND DISTRICT GARDENSRS'.-A

meeting of this association was held on Julv 25, at Si. John's
Parish Rooms, Clifton. Mr. Thoday pr.--sided. The even-
ing was devoted to the asking and answering of questions on
horticultural topics. There was also a coinpelition for the
be-t bouquet of Sweet Peas arranged at the meetin,.; by
under gardeners, for which prizes were offered by Mr.
E. T. Parker, Mr. Coombs won ihe firs: prize, and Mr.
Willshiie Ihe second p ize. .\l the next meelme, to be
held on the 29th inst., Mr. Rich will give a lecture on
'• Hardy Flowers."

CLEVEOON AND DISTRICT HORTICUL-
TURAL.—The members of tins association visiied the
Mendip Nurseries, at Langford, on the 12lh ult., being the
occasion of the annual outing.

I^ARKE T S.

COVENT GARDEN, July 31.

't cannot accept any responsibility i<j

reports. They are fuiuistied to us
Wednesday, by tbe kindness of severii

salesmen, who are responsible for the qu
Diust be ceinembeied that these vjuo

sent the prices on any particuiar

genetal averages for tbe vveelv preceding the date of out
report. The prices depend upon the quality of the

saiiipies, tlie way in which they are pacl<ed, the supply
ill the market, and the detnaiid, and they may fluctuate,

not only from day to day, but occasionally several times
in one day.—EOb.l

Cut Flowers, Ac: Average Wholesale Prices.
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Hants In Pots, ftc: Average Wholesale Prices

Ficcis elaslica, pet

Geonoina gracili<;,

60's, per dozen— larger, each ...

Heliotropes
Hydrangeas white,

4a's, per dozen
— pink
— blue, each ...

— panicalata, per

Ken Beln

60's, per dozen
larger, per

LiUum lancifoliun
rubrmn in pts.

— lancifoliun:

s.d.
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Blue Hydranqea: HorUnsia. A reply to a

similar question was published in the issue for

June 22, page 422. Watering the plants twice

weekly with a solution of anunonia alum

(^ ounce in 1 gallon of water) is recom-

mended. It is desirable to water with this

solution in the autumn until the plants pass

into their resting stage. DurinL; their flower-

ing period the plants should not be grown in

the full sun, or the blue colour will become

blotchy. Other cultivators have obtained

similar results by the use of such substances as

alum, iron, and slate chippings mixed with the

soil.

BORONIA MEGASTIGMA AND P-EONY FROM SeED :

O. N. Knox-Davies, Johannesburg. We have

never before heard of anyone having continual

failure in raising Boronia megastigma from

seed. Probably the cause of your failure lies

in the conditions in which the seeds have

been sown. Too much or too little moisture

just a« the seeds are about to germinate would

be sufficient to cause failure. Perhaps you

have buried the seeds too deeply : a common
mistake. A useful rule is to cover seeds

the same depth as their narrowest diameter,

which, in the case of fine seeds, means

to sow them thinly on the surface, pressing

them lightly with a flat piece of wood. The

Pieony seed has probably received a check,

either by drought or too low a temperature.

All seeds, when germinating, are easily in-

jured by excess of moisture, drought, or sudden

fluctuations in the temperature.

Carnations Diseased: P. IF. E. The injury

has been caused by a fungus (Septoria dianthi).

All diseased parts should be removed, and the

plants sprayed with a solution of liver of

sulphur, using 2 ounces in 3 gallons of water.

Chrysanthemums: J. E. Ilatlon. A fungus,

Sclerotinia, is present on the collar of the

plants, and is ascending the stem. Infection

has probably resulted from the soil. Your

best plan is to water the plants with a solution

of sulphate of potash ; sterilise the soil when

tlie plants are removed.

Employment in the London Parks: J. T. In

the case of the parks and gardens under the

control of the London County Council, applica-

tion .should be made to the Chief Officer, 11,

Regent Street, London. If you wish to enter

the Royal Parks, which include Hyde Park

and Regent's Park, application should be made
to the respective superintendents.

Flag Irises : C. As a manure for your soil,

which is deficient in lime, basic slag would be

preferable to superphosphate.

Grapes Unhealthy: A. M. S. There is no

fungus disease present. The injury is due to

some wrong conditions at the roots.

Grapes : II'. G. L. Spray the vines twice a week
with liver of sulphur, using 2 ounces in 3 gal-

lons of water; also spray them again next

spring before the disease appears. Soak every

part of the house thoroughly when the plants

are resting during the winter, with a solution of

1 lb. of sulphate of copper in 25 gallons of

water. This specific must only be used when
the vines are bare of leaves.

Iron as a Manure : B. M. W . It by no means
follows that the yellow appearance of the leaves

of your Pear trees is due to a lack of iron : it

may arise through a deficiency of nitrogen.

Iron sulphate should be added if you are cer-

tain that the soil is deficient in iron, but not

more than 1 ounce to each square yard of

ground. Light, chalky soils require liberal

supplies of nitrogenous manures.

IVT-LEAVED PELARGONIUMS : C. W. If you send
a specimen of the affected plants we will en-

deavour to assist you.

Melons Unhealthy : A. D. and W. L. Eel-

worm is present. This is a very difficult pest

to eradicate and insecticides are of very little

avail. The best plan is to burn the plants

and remove the soil in which they have been
grown, either sterilising it by baking or bury-
ing it in some out-of-the-way part of the
garden. The house should then be cleaned
thoroughly with carbolic in solution, washing
the woodwork with soft .soap and carbolic acid

in warm water. A correspondent in Gardeners^
Chronicle, July 8, 1911, page 7, recommends
top-dressing pot plants with rape dust, which

acts as an exterminator of eelworms and as a

fertiliser of the soil at the same time. See

also an article in the issue for July 13 last,

page 30.

Names of Fruits : F. E. C. All the specimens

were decayed. Send fresh samples not so ripe,

and pack them better.

Names of Plants: IF. D. 1, Indigofera Gerard-

iana ; 2, Chimonanthus fragrans ; 3, Rhus
Cotinus ; 4, Colutea arborescens.— H'. Lodge.

Buddleia variabilis var. Veitchiana.— iS. Hum-
phrey. 1, Cassinia fulvida ; 2, Cupresfius

pisifera plumosa aurea ; 3, Spiraea species; 4,

Sambucus racemosa laciniata ; 5, Phillyrsea

media ; 6, Cupressus Lawsoniana erecta ; 7,

Plea-se send a better specimen ; 8, Nepeta
Mussinii ; 9, Polygonum amplexicaule ; 10,

Sedum oppositifolium ; 11, Rhodotypos kerri-

oides ; 12, Berberis Wallichiana.—A\ T.
_
W.

Astilbe simplicifolia (see Gardeners* Chronicle.

Oct. 22, 1910, p. 294, fig. IZZ).—Anxious.

1, Santolina chamscyparissus ; 2. Tunica
Saxifraga; 3, Hypericum elatum.

—

Cice-^ter.

1, Calamagrostis epigeios ; 2, Apera Spica-

venti ; 3, Stachys betonica ; 4, CEnothera

fruticosa.

—

Juurneijman. 1, Dactylis glome-

rata variegata ; 2, cannot name without flowers
;

3, Funkia Sieboldiana; 4, 5, 6, forms of F.

ovata; 7, Berberis vulgaris f oliis-pui-pureis

;

8, Cornus alba.

—

Esor. 1, Ligustrum lucidum

;

2, Spirsea japonica; 3, Lythrum salicaria ; 4,

Neillia opulifolia ; 5, Veronica longifolia ; 6,

Ligustrum vulgare aureum. — Constant
Header. 1, Anthemis tinctoria; 2, Phlomis
fruticosa ; 3, Anaphalis margaritacea ; 4,

Nepeta Mussinii.

—

.iniitm.'>. Lotus siliquosiis

and Matricaria Chamomilla.

—

M. S. P. A,

Caladium argyrites ; b, Helxine Solierolii ; c,

Sedum Sieboldii variegatum ; d, specimen too

scrappy to identify; e, Rhceo discolor; f,

Nepeta Glechoma variegata; g. Begonia
semperflorens.—X. Y. 1, Bulbophyllum cala-

maria ; 2, Pleurothallis picta ; 3, Masdevallia
Simula ; 4, Octomeria diaphana ; 5, Oncidium
barbatum ; 6, ilaxillaria rufescens.

—

T. II. 1,

Selaginella Mertensii ; 2, Pteris longifolia ; 3,

Begonia manicata.— F. J. P. Lygodium
scandens. a climbing Fern.

Nicotine Extract : Nicotine. You will require

a special permit from the Board of Inland Re-
venue before you are allowed to undertake the
extraction of nicotine from your Tobacco plants.

See Gard. Chron., AprU 20, 1912, p. 260.

Nymph^as Damaged : IF. E. It is somewhat
difficult to account for the injury to the Nym-
phiea leaves. It is probably due to insect

pests, which may be water snails or other in-

sects that abound in the water, or that have
alighted upon the leaves. Water beetles are

sometimes a source of trouble. There is also

an aphis which infests both the flowers and
foliage of hardy Nymphseas. This pest may
be found upon flowers only one day old. It

is also found on the lower and upper sides of

the leaves, which seems to point to its being
of an amphibious character. It is advisable
to thoroughly spray the plants three times a
week with a strong solution of quassia and
soft-soap. This should be applied to the

under as well as the upper surfaces of the
leaves. To do this the syringe should be
held about 1 foot below the water, then
the insecticide will, to a great extent, rise

to the under-surfaces of the leaves. At the
same time force the insecticide downwards
in the direction of the crown itself. If the
presence of water snails is suspected, some
finely-ground lime should be shaken under the
leaves, so that some may sink towards the
crown ; some rising to the surface will reach
the under sides of the leaves. Ground lime
is much better for this purpose than slaked
lime, the latter being too buoyant. It is ad-
visable to remove all damaged and decaying
fojiage where the same is in any way dense
and likely to impart disease to healthy growth.
If waterfowl are kept on the lake these may
account for the injury to the crowns. It has
been proved beyond question that both swans,
with their long necks, and ducks that dive,
do irreparable harm to the crowns by pecking
out the centre of the plant, thus causing pre-
mature decay, •

Peach Leaves Dropping : Suhor. There ia no
disease present. The marks are caused by the

use of too strong an insecticide which has

caused the leaves to fall. To destroy red

spider use equal quantities of liver of sulphur

—2 ounces in 3 gallons of water—and ordinary

quassia wash. This wash should be applied

with some force; repeat the spraying next

>pring before the pest appears.

Peach Tree : I. S. E. There i.s no disease pre-

sent. The wounds and rusty spots are caused

by excessive growth of the shoot.

Pears : IF. P. The injury is caused by thripg

puncturing the fruit when very young. The
thrips cannot be destroyed by spraying, but

as they pass part of their time in the soil, a

dressing of some ground insecticide, such a«

vaporite, may do good.

Plums Diseased : /•'. E. G. The Plums are at-

tacked by gumming or gummosis, which occurs

in trees that have been worked on unsuitable

stocks and in specimens growing in unsuitable

or badly-drained soils, and sometimes in

rich soils that cause them to make strong

growths, which later have to be cut back.

The cause of gummosis is not yet known,

but it has been attributed to a fungus

or bacterium, and is a common result of injury.

A preventive is to afford the trees proper

cultivation and to maintain a well-balanced

growth in them, preventing any rupture of the

bark. Remove all diseased leaves, and spray

the shoots with self-boiled lime and sulphur

wash. The other fruits were crushed in the

post.

Rose Crimson Rambler : A. C. M. This Rose

was introduced from Japan by a Mr. Jenner,

of Edinburgh. It was first named " En-

gineer," and afterwards " paniculata," before

it appeared as Crimson Rambler.

Tennis Court : J. M. You do not read your

Chronicle I The measurements of a tennis

court were given on p. 40 of our issue for

July 13 last.^

Tomato Fruits: Amateur. The failure of yLui-

Tomato fruits to set is due to imperfect fertili-

sation. Tomato flowers rarely set unless they

are well exposed to the light, which accounts

for the bottom trusses often dropping. Being

near to the damp soil, the conditions are not

dry enough for the pollen to disperse, and, in

the early stages, there are few insects abroad

to effect' pollination. You will find that, as the

season advances, the upper trusses will set

satisfactorily. Maintain fairly dry conditions,

and tap the rods during the brightest part of

the day to disperse the pollen.

Tomato Growing for Profit: 0. S., London.

A glasshouse, 200 feet long, of ordinary width,

would not yield 8 tons of saleable Tomatos in

one season. Indeed it is doubtful whether

the 4 glasshouses would together yield a crop

of 8 tons of marketable fruit. It is also

doubtful whether Tomatos would realise £35
per ton, say, during the months of July,

August, October, and November. This figure

works out at 3|d. per lb. or 3s. 9d. per peck of

12 lbs. This price is above the figure returned

by the salesmen for one ton of graded Tomatos,

including firsts, seconds, and thirds. A success-

ful grower of Tomatos for the London Market
once obtained 13 tons of Tomatos from plants

growing in 12 houses, each 150 feet long and

15 feet wide, but he has never since been able

under the same management to secure a similar

weight of crop from the same number of

houses. Two skilled men would be sufficient

to attend to the cultural requirements of the

Tomato plants growing in the 4 houses. The
success or failure which would be likely to

attend the purchase and working of the pro-

posed acreage of land would depend on many
circumstances.

Wooden Labels : Wholesale Buyer. Write to

either Messrs. William Wood & Son, North
British Wharf, Wood 'Green, London, or

Messrs. Corry & Co., Ltd., 13, Finsbury Street.

London.

Communications Received.—A. H—E. A. B—M. B

—

Miss P S. H. K.. Cambridge—A. H. P.—A. H. S
J. B R. J. W ]. G. F G. F H. von F.. Swedtn—
C. R.—G. D. G._J. T. R._J. L.—R. O. F.—J. E. T._
G. T., Versailles—P. S. K., India—G. E—A. T. B
W. R.—B. C Yorkshire Gardener—T. S—J. W

—

A. H., KiWare—C. H. P„W. G. L.—Hibernicus—
W. B C. A. M., Bray—W. W. W H. A.—J. H
H. G.-Old Subscril er_T. J. M., Cheshire—D. C
J. H., Axbridee-W. A. B._F. D. Herault—Enquirer—
F. E. C._C. W.
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Continued Apple Dropping.

From all parts of the country complaints

of the profuse dropping of Apples, even

when the wind is light, continue to be cur-

rent. In my own case. Duchess of Olden-

burgh, which was a good crop, was
gathered on the last day of July, because

the fruits dropped daily. Such mid-
season Apples as Lord Derby, Warner's
King, and Worcester Pearmain are also

falling from the trees more or less, while

a moderate wind brings down late fruits.

Many observers continue to attribute this

dropping to the effect of the frost which
occurred in most parts of the country

when Apples were in blossom. But the

evil could not well be worse than it is

hore, and no frost 4 feet above the ground
level was registered by me after Apple
blossom was expanded. In my opinion,

the severe drought in May and the par-

tial one in July should be held accountable

for the misfortune. Allusion was made
last month to Beauty of Bath as a variety

peculiarly liable to dropping in any year,

and doubt was expressed as to any fruit

reaching full size this season. This fear

was only too fully realized. Even when
every coloured or sti-iped fruit was
gathered at frequent intervals, the ground
under the trees was found strewn with

fruit on the morning succeeding each par-

tial picking, and at last the trees were

relieved of the crops before any fruit had
attained its full size. A portion of one

orchard devoted to Beauty of Bath
brought in over £48 last year, the trees

being then 11 years old from the planting.

This season, although more Apples than

in 1911 set on the trees, the return was
less than £13. From younger trees it was

a mere trifle. On the other hand. The
Gladstone and Irish Peach remained on

the trees well, and the former was very

fine fruit. Irish Peach was fine also on

old trees, but half spoilt by scab

and aphis on young trees. This variety

is one of the worst for scab, and

needs spraying for that disease two or

three times. Duchess of Oldenburgh is

also very subject to scab, and, although a

great and regular bearer, it is not worth

planting, partly on account of its liability

to scab, and further because it is not big

enough for cooking and not sweet enough

for dessert.

Injury from Aphis.

The loss of value in the Apple crop due

to aphis is probably even greater than

that caused by dropping. Large propor-

tions of my crops of Beauty of Bath, Irish

Peach, Worcester Pearmain, Lord Gros-

venor, and two or three other varieties

less extensively grown were nothing bet-

ter than what are termed " scrimps," and

worth next to nothing for sale. As for the

damage to young trees, it is pitiful. The
trees have been gone over in my young
plantations in order to thin out or spur

superfluous shoots, and where shoots

needed for permanent branches were found

twisted and densely covered with leaves

and spurs—common results of aphis attack

—they have been cut back just below the

twist, or at the bottom of it, and

will be cut back to a sound wood
bud on an untwisted part in the winter

pruning. Many of the young trees of

Worcester Pearmain and Beauty of Bath
win need to be cut back to within a few

inches of the trunks, if they are to have
any chance of growing into trees of even
fair size. This policy was pursued on the

last occasion when there was a very
severe attack of aphis, and the results

were satisfactory. If the mutilated
portions of trees are left to grow, the

trees will never approach their proper
sizes at maturity, while their shapes will

be unsatisfactory.

Trees Stunted by Overcropping

Last autumn it was found that a num-
ber of Domino Apple trees, six years from
the planting, were in danger of becoming
permanently stunted in consequence of

having fruited too pi-ofusely in three sea-

sons. It was decided, therefore, to cut

them back severely. Young shoots in the

inside parts of the trees (Domino being
liable to a great profusion of lateral

growth) were cut out entirely or back to

fruit buds, while those needed for exten-

sion growth were pruned just above the

first or second wood, but from a main
branch. The result exceeds expectations,

though it must be mentioned that the

trees had a liberal dressing of rotten cow
manure. Vigorous young shoots have
grown out this season, and the trees, or

most of them, are beai'ing a moderate crop

of very fine fruits after severe thinning.

Some years ago a much more severe

treatment of stunted Apple trees gave

good results, in spite of the dis-

advantage of transplanting them. They
were removed from the orchard in which
they had been growing for four or five

years, because it was believed that they

were stunted beyond recovery, and they

were planted thickly in the corner of

another field on the chance of their bear-

ing enough fruit to render them profit-

able. After being planted, or, rather, in

the following spring, the trees were cut

back to little more than stumps, and in

many cases to wood buds so thoroughly

dormant as to seem hopeless as sources

of extension growth. The results ex-

ceeded the most sanguine expectations.

Thickly planted as they were, the trees

have had to be pruned somewhat severely

to keep them from growing into each

other. Otherwise they have had hardly

any attention, and until this year they re-

ceived no manure, while grass was allowed

to grow around them three or four years

after the transplanting. Yet, in propor-

tion to area, this corner of once-despised

trees has cropped as well as any other

part of the fruit farm.

Suggested Meddling and Muddling.

Alarmed by the statement in the Gar-

deners' Clironicle of August 3 to the effect

that the Board of Agriculture had made
enquiries respecting a suggestion that

Apples should be purchased only in

J cwt. boxes, and that retailers should

confine their purchases of cooking and
eating Apples to a certain number of

specified varieties, in order to make grad-

ing practicable, I wrote to the Board on

the subject. The reply is to the eiTect

that the Board did not recommend the

proceedings referred to, but only made en-

quiries in order to ascertain whether they
were desirable or not, which resulted in

a general verdict against any such intoler-

able meddling and muddling. Growers
would certainly resist any attempt to com-

pel them to pay 6d. for a box, instead of

^d. or jd. for rail carriage or salesmen's
baskets, in which to pack Apples worth,
perhaps, only 2s. to 3s., the net prices per
bushel received for great quantities of

cooking Apples in many seasons. The
boxes, it is to be borne in mind, are non-
returaable, so that the grower, by usin?

them for cooking Apples, would lose one-

fourth to one-sixth of his return. The
extra weight of boxes over that of

wicker baskets would make his extra

rail carriage about equal to the trifling

reduction in salemen's commission.

The uniform testimony of the salesmen

whom I have consulted is that a given

lot of Apples will not make a half-

penny more in a box than in a wicker

sieve or half-sieve. Indeed, they say thai

retailers, as a rule, prefer the wicker bas-

kets. This fad for packing in boxes is

an imitation of American and Colonial

examples. For ocean transport of thous-

ands of miles a rigid package is absolutely

necessary, whereas for home transport of 5

to 50 miles, or even 100 to 200 miles, it is

not necessary, and it would be a waste
of money to adopt it in this country. Pack-
ing choice dessert Apples and Pears taste-

fully in boxes holding one dozen or two
dozen fruits is a very different matter.

As for the suggestion that retailers should

boycott all but a small number of varieties

of Apples, it is, fortunately, impracticable.

If such a boycott could be established and
sustained, it would necessitate the grub-

bing-up of thousands of acres of fine trees

not in the list of selected varieties.

Uniform Grading.

We do not want uniform grading of fruit

in this country any more than we need
the like grading of Wheat. We grow too

many varieties of Wheat here for grading

to be practicable, as is universally ad-

mitted, and to grade Apples by size alone,

firsts being such as would not pass through

a ring of specified size, and seconds such

as would be classed by means of a ring of

a smaller size, would be equally unsuit-

able to our circumstances. Here, again,

the demand for a strict system is an
imitation of American and Colonial

methods, without regard to circum-

stances. When dealers have to buy
large quantities of Wheat or fruit un-

seen they must have precise grades to

guide them. But in this country Wheat
is bought by sample and fruit by bulk on

sight, so that strict grading is not neces-

sary. It is undesirable, because an Apple
of medium size, if free from blemish, is a

much better " first " than a bigger but
imperfect Apple. No excuse is made
for the unfair packing known as " top-

ping." My own practice is to pack
equally all through, but not with

such strict uniformity as the tedious

use of rings would involve. More-
over, I have not found it profitable to be
too strict as to size, for on many occasions

lots of fruit, all good enough for exhibi-

tion have realized no more than other lots

less carefully selected. This applies to

cooking Apples particularly, as buyers as

a rule will not go beyond a certain price,

even when every Apple is a fine specimen.

When selling by the pound, retailers find

it a convenience to have a few Apples of

less than full size to make exact weight.

Southern Grower.
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GAULTHERII OPPOSITIFOLIA.
*

Although nearly 60 years have passed since

this beautiful evergreen was first described by
Sir Joseph Hoolcer, it is etill very rarely seen in

gardens. We are indebted to Mr. T. Smith, of

flowering growths. The flowers are white, urn-

shaped, g inch long, very abundantly produced
m a terminal panicle supplemented by axillary
racemes, the whole forming a pyramidal in-

florescence 3 to 4 inches long, and as . much
through. The fruit is a dry capsule.

I

Fig. 43.—GAULTHERIA OPPOSITIFOLIA: FLOWERS WHITE.

Newry, for the opportunity of illustrating the

flowering spray shown in fig. 43. The species is

found in mountainous situations in the northern

island of New Zealand, and is only likely to be
hardy in the milder parts of the British Isles,

where it thrives in a soil and climate that suit

the more tender Rhododendrons.

It is an evergreen shrub of dense, sturdy habit,

found sometimes up to 8 feet high in its native

habitat. From the other New Zealand Gaul-

theriaa it is distinct in having opposite leaves,

which are sessile, heart-shaped, 1^ to 2^ inches

long, concave, bluntly and sometimes doubly
toothed. It may be added that, whilst the leaves

are opposite on most of the shoots, they appear
sometimes in whorls of three on the stronger,

• Hooker fil. in Flom 0/ New Zralatid, i, p. 162.

RURAL DEPOPULATION AND ITS ARREST

IN ENGLAND AND WALES.'

Although in England and Wales the tend-

ency of the population of the rural districts to

migrate into the towns or to emigrate abroad

presented a serious problem during the latter

part of the 19th century, the expression " rural

depopulation " can only be applied to this

movement in a relative sense. The population

of the rural districts did not actually decrease,

though it grew very slowly as compared with
the urban population. Thus in 112 registration

Inttlliemct
AgricuUun

districts, which in 1901 were purely rural, there

were 932,364 inhabitants in 1801," 1,324.528 in

1851, and 1,330.319 in 1901. Making a similar

cfimparison for 105 of these districts which were
still purely rural in 1911, we find that the popu-
lation rose from 852,513 in 1801 to 1,212,548 in

1851, and 1,306,565 in 1911.

Meanwhile the population of England and
Whales as a whole was growing with great
rapidity, and, consequently, the proportion of

the population living in towns was steadily be-
coming higher. In 1881 this proportion had
already reached 67.9 per cent., and it rose to

72 per cent, in 1891, 77 per cent, in 1901, and 78
per cent, in 1911. It will be noticed that the
increase in this proportion between 1901 and 1911
was only an additional 1 per cent,, as compared
with much larger increases in the two previous

decades. It is apparent, therefore, that during
the period 1901-11 the rate of increase in the
rural districts can only have been slightly less

than the rate of increase in the urban districts.

The change which had taken place is, indeed,

Bomewhat remarkable. Between 1891 and 1901
the population of the rural districts increased by
2.9 per cent., while the urban population in-

creased by 15.2 per cent. Between 1901 and
1911 the rural population increased by 10.2 per
cent., while the rate of increase of the urban
population declined to 11.1 per cent. The rural
depopulation had been arrested.

The significance of the foregoing facts is dis-

cussed in an article of which the first part
appeared in the May issue of the B-ulhlin of
Economic and Social Intelligence, published by
the International Institute of Agriculture. The
first part of the article endeavours to trace the
causes of the slow growth of the rural population
in the 19th century ; the second part will discuss
why the growth has been accelerated in the
present century.

It was not on account of any diminution in the
natural increase that the rural population grew
so slowly, since the birth-rate is higher and the
mortality lower in the country than in the towns.
There was an actual exodus, a strong movement
of population from the country to the towns or
abroad.

The beginnings of this exodus are to be found
in the " Enclosures " which took place in the
18th and early 19th century and completely
revolutionised the agrarian system in England.
Separate enclosed holdings were substituted for

the old system of open fields divided into strips

and common lands upon which all the villagers

enjoyed rights of grazing cattle. The process was
greatly accelerated by the introduction of im-
proved agricultural methods—which could not
have been successfully adopted on the scattered

strips—and by the high prices which prevailed
during the period of the Napoleonic wars. When
lands were enclosed, many villagers were deprived
of grazing rights of which they could not adduce
legal proof, and others were obliged, for want
of capital or tempted by the high price of land,

to sell the holdings allotted to them. As a result,

a large proportion of those who had previously
had rights in the land became mere wage-earning
labourers.

It was from this class that the rising industries

of the towns drew their supply of labour', and
though, as long as the prices of corn remained
high, there was a large demand for agricultural

labour, a movement towards the towns set in.

When, at the close of the Napoleonic wars, the
price of Corn fell, the industrial development
became even more rapid. At the same time
the demand for agricultural labour tended to

decrease, since meat-production became more
remunerative than Cereal-growing, and much
land was laid down to grass.

It was not, however, until towards 1875 that

the prices of Corn began to fall very seriously.

About this time, owing to the development of

the means of transport, the United .States and
other great Corn -producing countries began to

send enormous quantities of Grain to England,
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and prices rapidly dropped. The conversion of

arable land into pasture became accelerated and,

in the cultivation of Cereals, machinery or sea-

Bonal labour was largely substituted for the em-
ployment of regular labourers. Following upon
foreign competition in Corn, came the importa-

tion of frozen or chilled meat, and an agricul-

tural crisis resulted, in which much land went
out of cultivation altogether.

The fluctuations in the fortunes of agriculture

inevitably reacted on the rural population, but

other causes were also at work to check its

growth, ^^mongst these the article mentions the

disappearance of manufactures from the rural

districts owing to the centralisation of industry

in the towns, and the decline of milling and
other industries subsidiary to agriculture. The
rise in wages tended to reduce the amount of

labour which the farmers could profitably era-

ploy, while the spread of education and the

general rise in the standard of living produced

9k discontent with rural conditions, which was
aggravated by tbo dulness of rural life and the

superior attractions of the towns. Yet another

cause of the exodus has been a serious want of

proper housing accommodation in the country

districts.

more of the rings forking (fig. 47). I have found

a specimen in which no fewer than four of the

bands had the form of the letter Y. Equally

liable to variation with the brandling is the

green worm (Allolobophora chlorotica). In colour,

shape, size, activity or sluggishness, and other

particulars it is one of our most protean species.

In addition to the more patent variations, there

are others relating to the internal organs and the

external tubercula on the girdle. Twenty years

FACTS ilND FANCIES RESPECTING

EARTH-WORMS.

Much attention has been paid to the study of

the earth-worm during recent years. This is in

part due to the interest aroused by Darwin's

work on Vegetable Mould ; in part also to the

wonderful fillip which has of late been given to

nature study. One of the old fancies which has

given way before the march of science relates to

the number of species. A few years ago it was

,

popularly imagined that all earth-worms belonged

to one species. This was called the earth-worm,

the lob-worm or the dew-worm, and was entered

by the learned in the up-to-date text-books as

Xumbricus terrestris. It would surprise our

grandfathers if they looked round our gardens to-

day and heard us speaking, not of Lumbricus
only, but of Allolobophora, of Octolasium also,

and Eisenia, of Dendrobiena and Aporrectodea

;

while they would probably regard the statement

that British earth-worms number no fewer than
40 species with open-eyed incredulity.

It is still popularly supposed by many people

that, when a worm is found which has a swollen

part near the mid-region, it is an indication that

the creature has grown together after having

been cut in two. We now know that this swell-

ing is composed of special cells, and has as its

function the secreting of a chitinous substance

which forms the egg capsule or cocoon. We
call it the girdle, or ditellum, and the position it

occupies, the number of segments it covers, to-

gether with the presence or absence of tubercula

on the ventral surface, are among the most reli-

•able means of enabling the student to determine

the genus and species. In each of our four

«pecies of Lumbricus, as well as in the genus

Octolasium, the girdle always covers six seg-

ments, and has a band on each side ventrally.

Some of the most curious facts which have

come under my notice relate to the variations

and abnormalities to which worms are liable.

The variations are frequently of value as sug-

gesting how different species may have arisen

;

and it is curious to observe the stability of some

of the species as contrasted with the instability

of others. Some of our annelids are still in such

an unstable condition that it is very difficult to

draw up a satisfactory list of characters, while

others, once seen, may be infallibly relied upon to

turn up again true to type.

Sometimes one finds that the rings undergo

fission. If the brandling—well known on ac-

count of its brown and yellow bands—is ex-

amined, it will be pretty sure to show one or

Fig. 44.
—" HARE-LIP " IN

ALLOLOBOPHORA CHLOROTICA

relating to two specimens of earth-worms with

bifid hinder ends, published in 1885, and a Note
on a Double Earth-worm, by Mr. C. Robertson,
which appeared in 1867, together with other

similar notices.

But perhaps the most exhaustive account of

bifurcated annelids that has ever been published

is that by Mr. E. A. Andrews, which appeared
in 1892 in the American Naturalist. His list of

authors, which is far from complete, contains 15

items, and since that time the list has been
greatly extended. The illustrations which
accompany the article show twin heads as well

afi forked tails, and further illustrate the fact

that the abnormalities are to be found among
water-worms as well as among earth-worms, and
among marine polychsets as well as terrestrial

oligochsets. Broom and Andrews both attempt
an explanation of the phenomena, but many
points still remain obscure, and it is much to be

hoped that our readers who may have the good
fortune to find peculiar specimens will forward
them to some expert for record, examination,

and preservation. The bifurcations assume
various forms, suggesting that the causes which
underlie their formation are also various. Some-
times both tails point backwards (fig. 46) ; at

other times one has the appearance of a for-

ward-pointing branch (fig. 45). Most usually

the two ends are of similar length, but occasion-

ally they are not paired. This may be best

understood by means of the illustrations.

Up tm the present I have never met with a

case in which the abnormal worm has reached

maturity, which is determined by the presence

of a girdle. This would seem to suggest that

twin forms are not the best for success in life.

It is easy to see that in most cases the double

tail would be a serious handicap, and expose the

animal to unusual perils. Hence we may assume

Fig. 45.—ALLOLOBOPHORA
LONGA, WITH FORWARD
POINTING OUT-GROWTH.

ago Woodward published some papers on the

subject in the Proceedings of the Zoological

Society of London, in one of which he gives the

following list of species studied :

—

Allolobophora longa Ude. 23 specimens : 17

normal, 6 abnormal. Allolobophora turgida

Eisen, 13 specimens : 9 normal, 4 abnormal.

Lumbricus terrestris Linn., 8 specimens: 6

normal, 2 abnormal. Lumbricus rubellus Hoflm.,

4 specimens : 2 normal, 2 abnormal.

It is possible that some of the variations are

induced by the action of parasites, of which a

large number of different kinds are now known
to infest all the various species of annelids.

Some years ago I discovered a specimen of the

green worm which showed a peculiarity, whose

character is best expressed possibly by the term
" hare-lip " (see fig. 44). But perhaps the form

of abnormality which mo.st frequently occurs is

that of the double-tail, or bifurcation. From the

letters which I have received, the observations

I have made, and the papers to which I have had

access, I should say that one or other of these

anomalous forms is not excessively rare. So
long ago as 1779 Dr. Bonnet drew attention to

such peculiarities, and from that time till this

frequent allusions have been made thereto in

English, Continental, and American literature.

In 1888 Mr. Broom, of the Glasgow University,

wrote an article on a Monstrosity of the

Common Earth -worm. Like a good many other

students in those times he confused Allolobo-

phora longa with Lumbricus terrestris, but his

details clearly indicate that it was not the latter.

He alludes to a paper by Prof. Jeffrey Bell,

FlGi ^6.—BIFURCATED ANNELID.

Fig. 47.—BIFURCATED BANDS IN BRANDLING.

that only a small percentage of abnormal forma

come under the observation of gardeners and

others, since their span of existence is usually

much shortened.

As I have indicated, the subject is not without

its value to the physiologist and others, and I

will again express the hope that those whose

attention is arrested by the sight of unusual

forms will help us to make the study complete.

It would be well to place specimens direct into

wide-mouth bottles with strong methylated

spirits, or a five per cent, solution of formalin.

Hilderic Friend.
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TREES AND SHRUBS.

XANTHOCERAS SORBIFOLIA.

An exceptionally fine specimen of this tree,

22 feet in height with a bole of 16^ inches in

circumference, may be seen in the Cambridge
Botanic Garden on a wall of the Curator's

house. It is, perhaps, the tallest specimen to

be seen anywhere. Mr. Meyer, who has had a

wide experience in plant collecting in Jlongolia

and Northern China, was greatly surprised at the

height of this specimen, and told me that in its

native country, namely, Mongolia, although it is

often seen with a larger bole than the Cambridge
specimen, it never becomes anything more than a

stunted tree. When grown in the open ground

in this country it generally forms a bush.

It is a valuable spring-flowering shrub, besides

being a very handsome foliage plant throughout

the summer. In April it produces a profusion

of lateral racemes 8-10 inches long. The flowers

are white, 1 inch in diameter, and the petals

have a reddish tinge at the base. The leaves

are of a fresh green colour. 12 inches long, oppo-

site, pinnate, and the leaflets deeply serrated.

The species was first discovered by Dr. Bunge
about 1827. It was not, however, until 1867

that the plant was introduced, when Abbe
David sent plants to the Jardin des Plantes,

Paris. In its native habitat it is found growing

with Koelreuteria paniculata.

On account of its hardiness and free-fiowering

properties it is a very valuable plant for

forcing. Small, sturdy plants 2-3 feet high

may be lifted from the open ground in the

autumn, potted up, and brought into the forcing

house, and will be found very useful for decora-

tive purposes during the early months of the

following year.

Propagation may be effected by means of root

cuttings or by seeds ; the latter, however, are

very scarce in this country. Stem cuttings are

seldom successful.

Xanthoceras sorbifolia apparently is no more
particular about soil than a Wistaria. The
specimen at Cambridge flourishes with its roots

beneath a gravel path. It. Stewart Lynch.

ABUTILON VITIFOLIUM.

Tfere is something especially attractive about

this handsome Abutilon {see fig. in Gard. Ckron.,

Sept. 29, 1894, p. 373), with its elegant habit of

growth and the graceful manner in which its

lovely lavender or lilac-coloured flowers depend

from the branches. It is of doubtful hardiness in

-many places, and even in the south of Scotland it

can only be planted in favoured districts and
specially-selected positions. There is a well-grown

specimen of great beauty in the gardens of Sir D.

Carrick-Buchanan, at Corsewall, Stranraer,

where many reputedly tender shrubs and trees

grow to perfection. W^hen in bloom it was very

beautiful with its profusion of softly-coloured

flowers. Personally, I prefer the type to the

variety with white flowers, and, though I have

failed to establish it in my own garden, which

is not so favourably situated as Corsewall, I was

delighted to see it flourishing so well there.

DESFONTAINIA SPINOSA.

The congenial character of the climate of a

coneiderable part of the west of Scotland is

particularly evident in the south-west, especially

along the coast line, and in Wigtownshire there

are many gardens which reveal this mUdness of

climate very strongly. For example, in the

gardens of Corsewall House there are some fine

plants of Desfontainia spinosa. The plant flowers

yell annually. S. Arnott.

THE ROSARY.

ROSE LADY WATERLOW.
Lady Wateslow, wXile one of the most

beautiful, is also quite one of the most distinct

of the perpetual-flowering climbing Roses. It is

an H.T., said to have been raised as a seedling
from La France de '89.

The foliage is a light shade of green, as also

are the young stems ; hardy, most attractive

and unlike that of any other Rose. The buds
are specially beautiful, of a very striking

colour, which may perhaps be described as

a brilliant mixture of orange and cherry colour;
this changes entirely as the flowers open
to a soft salmon blush edged and tinted with
carmine. The flowers look very fresh, but are
best before they are fully open, as they are only
semi-double and when fully expanded are rather
wanting in form.

It is one of the earliest of garden Roses,
Ihe first ciop of bloom appearing usually about
the last week in ilay and lasting till the third
week in June. The second crop comes into

flower in the middle of July, and a third crop of

flowers is produced early in September. Its

Fig. 48.—EUCALYPTUS GLOBULUS AT TORQUAY.
(Height 32i feel.)

normal periods of flowering just miss the usual
dates of Rose shows, and consequently it is

seldom seen, but this year has proved to be an
exception to the general rule, ily first crop of

flowers began to appear on May 11 and the second
crop the end of the first week in July. In conse-

quence of the early season the flowers became
available for the July shows, and so I was able

to notice a good many fine bunches of this beau-
tiful Rose in the decorative classes.

Lady Waterlow was distributed by Nabonnand
as long ago as 1903, but has not become nearly so

well known as it deserves. No doubt this is in

part owing to its period of flowering, which is

adverse to its being often seen by the public who
frequent Rose shows, and partly to the fact that

it never looks its best in a bunch. I think, in

order to appreciate it at the exhibition one must
have the memory of the charming combination of

flower and foliage to be found upon the plant. Be
this as it may, it cert.ainly deserves a good place

in the garden were it only for its freedom from
diseases and pests. A French writer recently

stated that it is happy in the sun and does not

fear the shade, and, while quite exempt from
disease, " whether white or red," its foliage is

the first to come and the last to fall, and that

even insects do not trouble it and neither aphis
nor caterpillar will touch either leaf or flower. So
far as my author goes I am with him, for I have
never found Lady Waterlow to suffer much from
mildew or ru.st, and though I should not like to
speak positively about the caterpillars I certainly
have noticed it is wonderfully free from aphis.
But though proof against white or red disease, I
must regretfully admit that it is not incapable of
attack from the black one. Black spot is one of
the worst and most infectious diseases that
trouble the rosarian, and I have occasionally
found it even on the variety Lady Waterlow.
On their recent visit to this country, some of

our American friends told us the ravages of this
fell disease were so great in their country that
they had been driven to growing their Roses
principaUy under glass. The English rosariaa
should take warning and lose no opportunity o£
combating this insidious and disfiguring enemy.
But though not immune. Lady Waterlow is not

badly subject even to this disease, while its
record in other respects is almost unique. Beside
this it is wonderfully hardy. My French friend
mentions that he grows 30 trees of this Rose in
a garden fully exposed to the north, and has
never lost a plant. It is equally hardy in this
country, and I have never found any of my
plants the least troubled by the harder winters.
Then it is not at all particular as to soU. l
have it growing excellently in a fairly rich south
border against a low wall, and in an abnormally
dry and poor soil against a west fence a young
plant is making fair growth and holding its own
among the roots of fruit trees, and, again, it will
do well on an open piUar. I think it is best,
however, where it can be managed, if the plant
is trained more or less fan-wise. By this method
the wood is better ripened and more flowers are
produced from the joints than is the case when it
IS tied to a stake. But this is of comparatively
little importance : it matters less where you
grow it than whether you grow it, for it is very
fairly accommodating.
In common with nearly all Roses of this soft

pink colouring. Lady Waterlow is somewhat
readily spoilt by rain. But it never balls, its
thin flower prevents this, nor are the buds much
damaged, and if the injured flowers are cut off
the numerous buds soon supply their places, and
curiously enough it is the early and late flowers
which are best, not the summer flowers, when
fine weather is most to be expected.

It may be thought strange that a Rose witb
the good qualities and beauty I have referred to-

should have found no place in the Nickerson
awards, but it is to be remembered that from
the conditions in which these were determined
they necessarily went to well known Roses which
have proved their value beyond dispute, and
that is perhaps not the case with Lady Waterlow.
To sum up, the strong points of this Rose ar»

its fine and attractive foUage and the beautiful
colouring of bud and flower, specially lovely
when contrasted with their own foliage; and its
hardiness and freedom from pests and diseases.
The weak ones lie in the want of form in th*
expanded flower and its liability to damage by
rain. White Rose.

EUCALYPTUS GLOBULUS IN THE OPEN.

The large specimen of Eucalyptus Globulna-
illustrated in fig. 48 is growing in the gardens
at Manor House, Torquay, the residence of Sir

Francis Layland Barratt. We are indebted to-

Mr. George Paul for the opportunity of figur-

ing the plant, also for the following parti^

culars :
—"The circumference of the trunk at

2 feet from the ground is 4 feet 6 inches ; th«

height is 32 feet 6 inches, and the diameter ol

the head 25 feet 6 inches. The tree would grow
much higher if the top branches were not broken
periodically by the wind, as the situation is ail

e-xposed one. I understand that the tree was
planted more than 25 years ago."
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THE FORESTS OF PROVENCE.

(Contiimed from p. 90.)

QUEBCOS suber, the Cork Oak, not only occurs

as isolated trees among the maritime Pines, but

also forms pure woods which are reRularly

exploited for their bark, and the prepara-

tion of bottle corks and sheet cork forms the

staple industry of such towns as CoUobrieres,

Grimaud, and La Garde Freinet in the Maures.

I have seen no Cork Oak tree either in the Maures

oT the Esterel which was not exploited for its

bark. The Cork Oak is apparently strictly con-

fined to the siliceous tracts.

Just as " garigue " corresponds with Aleppo

Pine-woods, so does " maquis " (in which

Erica arborea is frequently dominant, but

which is often a mixed association of many

shrubs) correspond with the woods of maritime

Pine and Cork Oak. On some of the drier hill-

sides the "maquis," like the "garigue," does

not form a close scrub, but has its constituent

bushes growing separately with bare soil or rock

between. Where the soil conditions are better,

however, the scrub is often thick, though never

so high and luxuriant on the coast of Provence

as it is said to be in Corsica and other

Mediterranean islands. Galluna vulgaris is quite

abundant in the maquis and the more open woods

in many places.

Pinus maritima is not confined to siliceous soils

in Provence, though it is often stated to be one

of the most pronounced 'of " calcifuges," and

Fliche and Grandeau confii-med by experiment the

antagonism of the tree to calcareous soils. Never-

theless, in eastern Provence at a certain height

above the sea, near the altitudinal limit of P
halepensis, on limestone soils giving a strong

calcareous reaction, P. maritima flourishes in

considerable numbers, forming woods some-

times pure, sometimes mixed with P. halepensis.

This fact has been observed repeatedly, though

what its significance may be I am unable to

suggest.

I do not know if hybrids between the two

closely-allied Pines, P. maritmia and P. hale

pensis, have been recorded. I have repeatedly

examined the trees where the two species grow
together, e.g., on the siliceous soil of the island

of PorqueroUes off Hyeres, and on the limestone

hills just mentioned, but apart from one or two

obscure cases I have been unable to find any

trees with a clear mixture of characters. It is

true that P. halepensis flowers earlier than P.

maritima : thus near the coast the former flowers

in the middle of March, and by Uic end of the

dehisced ; and at 500 metres altitude, 15 miles

from the coast, the pollen of the former species

was still being distributed, and the male cones of

the latter, though not open, were evidently on

the point of opening, while the female cones were

Fig. 50.—THE FORESTS OF PROVENCE.

; trees (Alders, Willows, &c.) aloni; the banks of the AiUe, with Pine rood on each side

month this year (1912) the male cones were dry

and shrivelled, while in similar situations on

siliceous soil the cones of P. maritima were not

yet ripe. At the end of the first week in April,

however, at six or seven miles from the coast and

at an altitude of 300 to 400 metres, where the

two species were growing together neai" Vence,

the male cones of P. halepensis had not lost all

their poUcn, while those of P. maritima had just

Fig. 49.—the forests of provence: isthmus de giens.

Wood of Pinus Pinea (Stone or Umbrella Pine) on maritime sand with salt lagoon in foreground.

apparently receptive. Hence we may conclude

that in these latter habitats at least there is a

certain overlap in the period of flowering, and it

would indeed be strange if two such closely-

allied species did not cross.

The third species of Pine which occurs wild on

the coast of Provence is P. Pinea, the Stone or

Umbrella Pine. This forms very characteristic

woods (fig. 49) on the littoral sands at several

places, e.g., at La Bocca and La Napoule west of

Cannes, at La Foux (near St. Tropez) on the

coast of the Maures, and at La Plage d'Hyeres
and on the neighbouring isthmus leading to the

peninsula of Giens. The umbrella-shaped tops

of these Pines cast a very dense shade, and little

or nothing will grow beneath them. Both the

other species, P. halepensis and P. maritima,

also occur on the sands, often accompanied (e.g.,

on the Giens isthmus) by a luxuriant growth of

the "maquis" or "garigue" shrubs, e.g.,

Pistacia Lentiscus and Juniperus phoenicea,

reaching a height of five metres, Spartium

junceum, three metres, and so on. No doubt the

maritime sands have some peculiar features in

their vegetation, but I have only examined them
in winter when the plants which perennate under-

groimd were not visible, and at that time the

vegetation, with the exception of the conspicu-

diis woods of Stone Pine, is much like that of the

coastal hills. Pinus Pinea is not quite confined

in Provence to the coastal sands. I have seen

it apparently wild (at least in situations where

it is unhkely to have been planted) on shales

several miles inland, near Les Arcs and Le Muy
in the valley of the Argens.

The banks of the rivers near the coast show a

most striking difference in their vegetation from

the coastal hills. Instead of forests of Pine and

evergreen Oaks with evergreen shrubs they are

lined with deciduous trees—Poplars, Willows,

Elm, Ash, and Alder, just as in central and

northwestern Europe (see fig. 50).

If one ascends a hill 800 metres high a few-

miles only from the coast, the vegetation
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undergoes a certain change as the summit is

approached. Some of the common Mediterranean
shrubs become scarce and disappear, and along-

side of those which persist other species appear.

Thus while Juniperus oxycedrus remains, J.

comnumis comes in. Rosemary and Cistus

albidus remain, while C. salvifolius and C. mon-
speliensis disappear. Lavandula Stoechas goes

and is replaced by L. spica ; and Genista cinerea

and Cratsegus appear. Thus a distinctly modified

garigue in which northern types are represented

is established. The appearance of Pinus
maritima mixed with P. halepensis has already

been mentioned. Sometimes, on the northern
slopes, isolated trees of P. sylvestris occur, and it

is rare for P. halepensis to co-exist with the

northern species, though such co-existence does

occur. The appearance of the former is

usually the signal, so to speak, for the departure

of the latter.

On such a hill, then, we have distinct indica-

tions of a zonation in many respects parallel to

that which is developed on a large scale further

inland as the general level of the country rises.

2.

—

The Deciduous Woods of the " Montane "

Region.

Quercus pubescens, which has already been

mentioned as an occasional tree of the typical

Mediterranean forests, acquires a much greater

vegetational impoitance as we pass inland. The
low hills (circa 350 m.) to the south of Vence,

about five miles from the sea, have this species

freely mixed with Pinus halepensis, and in places

pure woods of it are met with. The undergrowth

is still purely Mediterranean. On northern slopes

the Pine disappears, and mixed with the Oaks

we have Ostrya carpinifolia in considerable

quantity. Quercus Ilex is also associated in such

situations. The same vegetation is met with

on the sides of narrow ravines running north

and south, such as the famous Gorge du
Loup, Ostrya occupying the sites most protected

from the sun. Further inland still and

at higher altitudes Pinus halepensis disappears

altogether, even on slopes with full south ex-

posure, though it penetrates for some distance

further along the sunny slopes of the larger

valleys, such as that of the Var. Quercus pubes-

cens is now the dominant tree, forming woods on
the plateaux at 1,000 metres altitude, 10 miles

from the coast. The true Mediterranean flora

has practically disappeared, and the ever-

green bushes are replaced by deciduous shrubs,
such as Corylus Avellana, Prunus spinosa,

Crataegus, Viburnum Lantana, Rosa and Rubus
spp., with Lavandula spica, Helleborus foetidus,

Mercurialis perennis, Anemone hepatica. Primula
veris, Potentilla verna, and Viola odorata on the
ground.

On northern slopes at this level Beech is met
with, and accompanying it Holly and Box, the
latter being extremely abundant from this point
northwards. The Beech forms local woods on
these northern slopes, replacing Quercus pubes-
cens, but its finest development belongs to a
slightly higher zone, where on very steep

northern slopes protected from the south by pre-

cipitous rocks it replaces Pinus sylvestris. as

in the famous forest of Ste. Baume, not far from
Marseilles. When denuded of timber a very
characteristic plant association, a kind of modi-
fied garigue, occupies the rocky hillsides for

many square miles. Ninety-nine per cent, of

the low, shrubby vegetation, consisting of

isolated bushes with bare rock between and
rarely exceeding 2 or 3 feet in height, is com-
posed of three plants, Buxus sempervirens,
Lavandula spica, and Genista cinerea (fig. 51).

A. G. Tansley.

(To be concluded.)

NOTES FROM LEONARDSLEE.

Amongst rare and uncommon plants in flower

at Leonardslee Gardens, Horsham, Sussex, is

Osteomeles anthyllidifolia. This interesting

Chinese evergreen grows from 6 to 10 feet high,

and bears graceful, pinnate foliage and white
flowers, resembling those of the Hawthorn, but
with a pink eye. The flowers are succeeded by
berries, which turn a hoary-black colour when
ripe. Philadelphus purpureo-maiulatus, a cross

between P. Fantaisie and P. Coulteri, has large,

pure-white flowers with rosy-purple centres, be-

ing altogether a very distinct and pretty shrub.

Cornus Kousa is bearing a mass of its lovely

white, four-petaUed flowers. A tree in the

neighbouring garden at South Lodge, from 15 to

18 feet in height, is a beautiful sight.

Cornus florida rubra has been extremely
beautiful this season, and, when gently shaken

Fig. 51. THE FORESTS OF PROVENCE.

Garigue of Boi, Lavender, and Genista cinerea at 1,370 in. (South slope of Montagne de Cheinm..

by the wind, the blooms look like so many pink

butterflies. Several trees have bloomed finely in

these gardens this season.

Chionanthus virginica, the North American
Fringe Tree, is very pretty with its long, pen-

dant clusters of pure-white flowers. The plant

requires partial shade. Styrax Obassia is one
of the finest flowering trees of Japan. It

forms a tree of roundish shape from 10
to 15 feet high, and bears waxy-white Snow-
drop-like flowers in long, dropping racemes.
The blossoms are very fragrant and freely-pro-

duced, being set off by the large, lustrous-green

leaves 6 to 8 inches across. It forms a beautiful

shrub or tree for the background of a large

border, and is apparently quite hardy ; it does
well planted in loamy soil. Styrax japonica is

a dazzling mass of bloom ; one specimen, 15 to 18

feet high, has many thousands of flowers, like

pendant Snowdrops. The plant flowers when
quite young.

Freraontia californica, against a wall, is flower-

ing profusely nearly 20 feet high. The bright
yellow, wax-like flowers are cup-shaped, being
2 to 3 inches across. The shrub remains in

bloom for a long time.

Plants of Viburnum tomentosum Mariesii have
been very full of bloom. The branches grow
horizontally, and the flowers vertically, so that
a flowering specimen may be likened to a table

of flowers. A plant of Crinodendron Hookeri
growing in an exposed position is covered with
its brilliant coral-red, wax-like flowers. It is

planted on a fairly high and well-drained situa-

tion. The plant requires plenty of water at the
roots, but resents a stagnant soil. Carmichslia
flagelliformis is covered with its pretty, small.

Pea-shaped flowers. The beautiful Plagianthus
Lyallii forms a fine ornamental plant ; the
flowers are white and 2 inches across, with a tuft

of golden stamens. The rare Californian shrub
Dendromecon rigidus has bright, glaucous foli-

age and yellow. Poppy-like flowers. It does best
when planted in poor loam against a
south wall. Olearia Gunniana has been
splendid, and 0. macrodonta and 0. myrsin-
oides are wonderfully well flowered. 0. nitida

has flowered profusely, whilst 0. insignis,

which requires a warm and sheltered position, is

just opening its flowers. We have also 0.

Forsteri, 0. purpuracea, 0. Haastii, 0. nummu-
larifolia, 0. stellulata, 0. moschata, 0. odorata,

0. dentata, 0. illicifolia, O. pannosa, 0. argo-

phylla, 0. Traversii, and 0. oleifolia. A tree of

Sluartia grandifolia nearly 30 feet high is just

opening myriads of large, waxy-white flowers.

Ozothamnus thyrsoides has flowered so abun-
dantly as to hide the graceful, narrow foliage.

The species is perfectly hardy, and can be prop.v

gated easily from cuttings. The New Zealani
Celmisias. C. Munroi, C. holosericea, C.

speciabilis, C. Mackayi, and C. hieracifolia, have
survived two winters and flowered very well.

The large, Daisy-like flowers are very attractive

in suitable positions in the Alpine garden. Th&
extreme dampness of our climate will, I think,

prove harmful to the plants.

Hudsonia ericoides is flowering freely in the

Alpine garden. The plant has a partial trailing

habit, and produces pretty yellow flowers.

Hypericum fragilis is a very free-flowering

species, but not too robust. H. Coris grows

about 18 inches high and produces myriads ot

small, golden-yellow flowers. H. Moserianum,

H. Henryi, and H. cernuum are other desirable

St. John's Worts. Fabiana imbricata, a Chilian

evergreen, Heath-like shrub, produces largo,

waxy-white, tubular flowers whiih are developed

in clusters on every shoot. Specimens at-

Leonardslee, from 6 inches to 6 feet high, are

all bearing flowers. W. A. Cook, Leonardslee

Gardens.
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The Week's Work.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
By J. G. Weston, Gardei.er lo Lady Nuuihcote,

Ejstwell Park, Kcnl.

Campanula pvramidalis. — Although the

chimney Campanula is largely grown in pots for

conservatory decoration, this old-fashioned

biennial is also a valuable plant for the flower-

borders. It is quite hardy, and will succeed in

any good garden soil; but if a little rich loam

is added to the soil at planting time the plants

will grow more luxuriantly. Seedling plants

uf Campanula pyramidalis exhibit slightly dif-

ferent shades of blue, and have a long flower-

ing season. C. pyramidalis alba is also a

desirable border plant, and may well be grown

in association with the blue varieties. There is

a dwarfer form known as C. pyramidalis com-

pacta ; this variety, is useful for placing at the

front of borders, and in other situations where

the taller varieties would be inappropriate. The
flower-spikes should be secured to slender but

firm stakes, or they will be in danger of being

snapped off at the 'base during stormy weather.

As thev have no decorative value during the

first year, it is advisable to grow the seedlings

in the reserve garden where they should be

encouraged to make strong plants for placing in

the permanent positions in the autumn. Keep
the ground clean, and occasionally dust the

plants with soot during showery weather.

MoNAROA didvma (Bergamot). -- This

favourite plant is now very ornamental in the

hardy flower border. A few good clumps add

a warm note of colour, in deep contrast

to the many plants with yellow or white

flowers which often predominate at this

season. The improved variety " Cambridge

Scarlet " has larger heads of deeper-coloured

flowers than those of the type. On cold and

wet soils the Bergamot has sometimes a tendency

to die during the winter. In such situations

a reserve stock should be lifted in the autumn,

planted in boxes, and placed in a cold frame

during inclement weather. In the spring this

reserve stock of plants should be divided into

small pieces and replanted in the borders.

Advantage should be taken of this opportunity

to add some rich soil before planting, as the

Bergamot readily responds to generous treat-

ment.

Gladiolus.—The flower-spikes of Gladiolus

should be secured to suitable stakes without

delay. Hoe the ground at frequent intervals,

and, if very dry weather is experienced, apply

copious waterings whilst the spikes are still

developing, drier conditions being desirable

when the flowers are actually open. Let the

watering be followed hy a mulch of some light

material to conserve the moisture in the soil.

Good varieties to name are procurable at rea-

sonable prices, and when these are arranged in

groups towards tlie front of the mixed borders

they have a very fine effect.

Hollyhocks.—For some years the' cultiva-

tion of the Hollyhock was next to impossible owing
to the rust fungus " Puccinia malvacearum,"
which seemed cliiefly to attack the old stools. In
many gardens it is now found that, by growing
fresh stock each season, the plants are not so

badly affected by the di.sease. Though fairly

good results can be obtained by sowing early in

spring, stronger plants are obtained for early

planting by sowing in August or September.
The seed should be sown in pans of light soil,

and placed in a cool, shady frame till germina-
tion has taken place. Prick out the seedlings in

boxes and grow them quite hardy j as soon as

the plants are large enough pot them into 5 or
6-inch sized pots, so as to obtain strong plants
for planting early in April of next year.

The Water Garden.—Frequent attention
"hould be given to Nymphjeas and other wat^er

ylants, removing all decaying leaves and flowers
at frequent intervals. Where strong-growing
plants, such as the sweet flag, Acorus calamus,
and Cyperus longus. are associated with
Nymphfeas, care must be taken that the latter

plants do not suffer from encroachment. Where
space permits Arundo conspicua should he
planted by the waterside, as this plant gives a

fine effect long before the Pampas grass comes
into flower.

THE HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.

Summer Pruning.—The work of summer
pruning should be completed as soon as possible

after this date, so that sun and light may have
free access to all parts of the trees. If the direc-

tions given in previous articles have been
carried out, little now remains to be done
with the exception of removing any super-
fluous shoots which were overlooked at the time
of pruning. Some of the trees will be found to

be throwing out one or two extra t^trong exten-
sion shoots, and as these absorb a great deal of

the sap they should be pinched back to above
the sixth leaf, which will cause a more general
diffusion of the sap and a proportionate exten-
sion of the trees : for if these grosser shoots are
left to grow they destroy the balance of the
tree. Cleanliness being essential to the health
of the plants, thoroughly wash the trees with
water from the hose at short intervals to rid
them of insects.

Peaches and Nectarines.—It is necessary
to frequently look over these trees and keep the
lateral shoots persistently pinched in at the first

leaf. The fruits should be fully exposed to the
light and air by removing a few of the leaves
covering them, or by fastening them back. Trees
that are carrying heavy crops should be assisted
occasionally with either liquid manure or appli-
cations of an approved artificial manure at short
intervals after the fruits have been gathered,
the best time to apply these stimulants being
just before rain is expected. Carefully tie in afl

growths that are required for fruiting next season,
and remove any other shoots that have been
overlooked, in order to avoid overcrowding. The
trees should be syringed every afternoon about
4 or 5 o'clock with soft water, and occasionally
with an insecticide, to keep them free from the
attacks of red spider, until the fruits have
changed colour. The earliest varieties of
Peaches require to be thjnned freely in order to
obtain good-sized fruits. In gathering the fruits
these must be most carefully handled or they
will suffer from bruising.

General Work. — The recent unsettled
weather has been against the gathering of ripe
fruits for preserving, and it is necessary that
the fruit should be gathered for this purpose
when dry. Extra help is needed when the
weather is favourable, so that the fruit may be
gathered quickly. All ripe and ripening fruits
should be adequately protected from birds. A
good washing with some approved insecticide
should be afforded to sweet Cherries and other
trees from which the fruit has been gathered,
using an approved insecticide to destroy in-
sects. Weeds have been very numerous' this
season, and much labour has been expended on
hoeing to keep them in check. Examine all
trees affected with American blight, and dress
them as recommended in the calendar for July
27. It will be well to guard against earwig's
on Apricot trees, as they are very destructive
to ripening fruits. The'y may be trapped by
means of pots and boxes 'filled with hay,
examining the traps each morning to destroy
the insects lodged in them.

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.
By E. Harriss, GardcBT lo I ady Wantage, Lockinee

House, Wanlage, Berkshire.

Early Muscat Grapes. — When most of
the Muscat Grapes have been consumed, the
remaining bunches should be cut with a portion
of the shoot and placed in bottles in a cool room,
where they will keep in good condition quite as
long as if left on the vines. The house can
then be thrown wide open and the foliage sub-
jected to vigorous syringing. If the leaves are
affected with red spider or thrip, no effort
should be spared to destroy these pests, it
being important that the vines should retain
their foliage as long as possible. Give the roots
a good soaking with clear water, and follow this
with some diluted liquid manure, provided the
roots are in a healthy'condition.

Late Muscat Grapes.— During cold, wet
weather the hot-water pipes must be kept fairly

warm to encourage a buoyant atmosphere. The
weather during the past month has been very un-

favourable for late .Vluscat Grapes, and should it

continue for any length of time, every means
must be adopted to encourage the bunches to

finish well by the end of September. Where the
foliage is so dense as to exclude light from the

bunches, it must be drawn aside so that they

may be partially exposed to the sun's rays. All

lateral growths must be removed before they
become too large. Do not distribute excessive

quantities of water in the house during sun-

less weather, nor open the ventilators without
e.xercising extreme care. When the roots are in

need of water, let this be afforded on a warm,
sunny day, when the ventilators can be thrown
wide open. Outside borders should receive some
protection during heavy and continuous rains,

especially if the natural' soil is heavy and reten-

tive.

Other Late Grapes.—There is not much
difficulty in ripening such varieties as Black
Alicante, Appley Towers, or Gros Maroc, but
Lady Downe's Seedling, Gros Colmar, and Lady
Hutt need a longer season in which lo ripen

their fruit. I have found Lady Hutt far more
difficult to finish than Muscat of Alexandria, and
it requires to be perfectly ripe in order to be

capable of keeping over a long period ; indeed, I

have never known it to keep longer than the

Muscat. It is inferior in every way, and cannot

be recommended as a late, white Grape. Lady
Downe's and Gros Colmar should be grown in

houses by themselves. Gros Colmar will con-

tinue to ripen its bunches right up to the end of

the year. Any outside borders should be covered,

as recommended for JIuscats.

The Orchard House.—Place the pot-trees

out of doors in a sunny situation when the

fruits have been gathered. Plunge the pots in

ashes, to prevent damage by rough winds and to

keep the roots cool and moist. All lateral

growths may be shortened, and where the

branches are becoming too thick they should be
thinned, so that the young fruiting wood may
get thoroughly ripened by proper exposure to the
sunshine and air. During hot weather the trees

must be syringed frequently, and the roots will

need plenty of moisture ; diluted liquid manure
may be afforded about twice a week. Later trees

on which the fruits are swelling will require

an abundance of moisture at the roots. Stimu-
lants also must be given frequently till the fruits

are actually ripening ; at this latter period en-

courage a free circulation of air in the house, dis-

continue syringing, and keep the atmosphere
somewhat drier. During cold, wet weather, the

hot water-pipes may be slightly lieated to en-

courage a more buoyant atmosphere. Young trees

which were potted up as maiden trees last season

may be given weak stimulants now that the f ots

are filled with roots. These young trees may be

expected to carry moderate crops of fruits next

year.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.

Cucumbers.—Seeds of Cucumber should be
sown within the next ten days for raising plants

to fruit in late autumn and winter. Sow the
seeds singly in small pots, and place the pots
in a hot house. For winter fruiting a free bear-

ing variety that produces fruits of only moderate
length .<-hoidd be chosen. After the young plants
are orce above the soil, every means should be
taken to induce them to form a robust, sturdy
habit of growth before they are planted in their

final quarters. Immediately the pots have be-

come full of roots, repot the plants into 6-inch-

pots, which should be well drained. Use a
moderately light compost. Let the plant* be
afforded considerable heat, elevating them as
near the glass as possible. They should be
ready for planting out on well-prepared beds
during the first half of September. Plants in

full bearing should receive frequent surface
dressings, and the young growths should be
thinned and regulated frequently, whilst over-
cropping should be prevented. Damp the sur-

faces in the house and close the ventilators

early in the day. in order to conserve all

the sun heat possible. Those plants which are
growing in portable frames on hotbeds will nee<l

much rare and attention if the fruiting period
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is to be prolonged as far into the autumn as

possible, thinning out the old gi'owths to prevent
overcrowding. Apply a surface dressing over
the soil, using a compost of two parts Hght loam,
one part decayed leaf-mould, and one part half-

spent horse droppings. An abundance of tepid
water ehould be applied to the roots during hot
weather. Ventilate early in the morning and
syringe and shut down early unless the weather is

extremely hot. If cold weather should occur, the
outside of the frames should be lined with stable
litter, and the glass covered with mats or other
suitable material at night.

ToMATOs.—In order to ensure a good result
during the winter months, similar attention must
be given to the Tomatos as I have recommended
for Cucumbers. Stout, sturdy growth is essen-
tial at this season of the year ; the plants should
now be in a good stocky condition and ready to
be transferred to their fruiting pots. JIaintain a
moderate temperature and a fairly dry atmo-
sphere, e,xposing the plants to all "the possible
light. By the middle of September they should
be ready for transferring to an intermediate
house where it is intended they should fruit.
Late-sown plants are seldom useful for supplying
fruit in mid-winter.

Mushrooms.—Where Mushrooms are in con-
stant demand, large supplies of horse droppings
should be reserved at this season. Place them
together in an open shed and turn over the heap
at regular intervals. It is not necessary to be
too particular in removing the straw, for a pro-
portion of this mateiial is beneficial rather than
otherwise. All vacancies in the Hushroom
house should be fiUed up forthwith as the supply
of material becomes ready. Beds that are in
full bearing will be much assisted if good drench-
ings of diluted farmyard manure are given them
on the first signs of exhaustion. Maintain a cool,
humid atmosphere, damping the walls and paths
a;t least twice daily.

CAULiFLOvifERS. — The a'.itunin varieties of
Cauliflowers will now be turning in for use.
Down to the time of writing, these'have not been
so good in quality as usual, but there is every
indication that the supply will improve. The
surface soil should be stirred frequently with the
draw hoe, in all the growing quarters, and to en-
sure fine, white heads those plants that are turn-
ing in should be supplied liberaUv with manure
water from the farmyard. Tie the leaves
together directly a plant shows signs of develop-
ing a curd, in order to have the heads white
and of the best quality. When it is found that
they are coming into use too fast, some of the
plants should be taken up and placed in a cool
building where they will keep good for many
days.

Seeds—In order to provide for winter sup-
plies, sow seeds of Endive, Lettuces. Radishes,
Parsley and Short Hora Carrots at intervals.

THE ORCHID HOUSES.
By J. Collier, Gardener to Sir Jeremiah Colman. Bart.,

Gatlon Park, Surrey.

Cleansing Operations. — At the present
season, when very little repotting requires to be
done, all spare time should be devoted to cleans-
ing the plants, pots, and general surroundings.
Cattleyas, Laelias, and their hybrids should be
overhauled. The leaves should be sponged, and
any scale insects detected on the rhizomes re-
moved by an approved insecticide applied with
a moderately stiiT painter's brush, taking care
not to injure the dormant eyes and rhizomes.
Much damage may easily be done in this way by
an inexperienced operator, but such injury "may
not become apparent until later when the buds
are lost and the rhizomes turn black and decay.
Where insects are not present the plants should
be sponged with a weak solution of soft soap
dissolved in tepid rain water ; this is the safest
and best wash for general puriMses. Occasional
fumigation of the houses should be carried out
as a preventive measure. Periodical sprayings
overhead with a solution of quassia extract at
the rate of half a-pint to 5 gallons of tepid rain
water will, in most cases, keep insects in check.
These sprayings should be done on fine afternoons
when evaporation is likely to be quick, so that
harm is not caused by any quassia water remain-
ing too long in the partly developed growths.
The above 'treatment applies to all Orchids.
At this season a large number of young shoots

are in various stages of development ; support
should be given to any that are Ukely to bend
over by loosely tying them to small, neat stakes,
which may be removed after the growths have
attained their proper size and strength.

Matters of Watering and Ventilation.—At this season plants that are in full

growth and well-rooted into the compost, require
more liberal supplies of water at the roots than
at any other period. This more especially ap-
phes to such subjects as Cypripediums, Calauthes,
Angraecums, Vandas, Aerides, Saccolabiums,
Renantheras, Bulbophyllums, Cirrhopetalums,
iNIegacliniums, Bolleas. "Pescatoreas. Phaius and
Cymbidiums. Although the atmosphere must be
moist, a little ventilation should be given to
the warmest houses on all favourable occasions.

The Heating Apparatus. — During the
early part of August is a favourable time for the
overhauling of the hot-water system, as the fire
heat may be dispensed with for"a few nights even
in the warmest houses. During this time the
daniping down might be lessened, the plants kept
drier at the roots, and the blinds drawn up an
hour or so earlier in the day than usual. Any
points in which the heating arrangements have
proved unsatisfactorj;, such as the water not
circulating properly or an insufficient num-
ber of pipes, must be remedied. The
boilers and pipes should be emptied and cleared
of all sediment. If a new boiler is needed, select
one larger than is recommended for the quantity
of piping to be heated. This prevents the neces-
sity of having to drive the fire at high pressure
during frosty weather. Of the many types of
boilers now on the market, I prefer one' of the
sectional kinds for heating Orchid houses. They
are easy to clean, very economical, and quick in
action. Give all flues and chimneys a thorough
cleansing, and see that everything i"s put in work-
ing order ready for the winter season. Towards
the end of the month a great many plants, such
as Odontoglossums and others, will require re-
potting. Sufficient quantities of potting mater-
ials should be prepared ready for mixing.

PLANTS UNDER GLASS.
By Thomas Stevemson, Gardener lo E. Mocatta, Esq

Woburn Place, Addleslone, Surrey.

Mignonette.—Sew a hatch of Mignonette
for flowering early in spring, and if a succes-
sion is desired, it will be necessary to make a
further sowing after two or three weeks. I
prefer to sow the seeds in 3-inch pots, and later
shift the seedlings into 6-inch pots to flower.

Schizanthus.—Seeds of Schizanthus should
be sown at the present time, and another sowing
may be made early in September, in order to
obtain two distinct batches of plants which will
flower successively in the spring. There are
very many strains to choose from, but for or-
dinary decorative purposes the " pinnatus " type
of flower is most useful, while for dwarfer pla'nts
" retusus roseus " is to be recommended. Schi-
zanthuses require a cool treatment, and for a
month or so after germination the seedlings
should be given partial shade.

Roman Hyacinths and Paper-white Nar-
cissus.— .4 number of bulbs sliould be potied
up at the present time for very early forcing,
and others may be kept for another "month or
six weeks, to provide a long season of bloom.
After potting, plunge the pots in ashes in a
cool position, taking care first to soak the soil
w-ith water, especiaUy if the soil is on the dry
side at the time of potting. If Narcissi are de-
sired very early, pot up a few hundred bulbs of
the varieties Golden Spur. General Gordon, and
Van Sion, or any other of the well-known early
varieties, as soon as they can be procured.
These subjects are especially welcome for decora-
tive purposes early in the year, when it is a diffi-

cult matter to obtain flowers with fairly long
stems.

Zonal Pelargoniums. — Plants of Zonal
Pelargonium for winter blooming should now
be well established in their flowering pots. Fol-
lowing upon the hot weather recently experi-
enced, it may be desirable to give them a little

soot-water, but do not give the roots much in
the way of manure at the present season. The
strongest shoots may be stopped to keep the
plants shapely and bushy, but general pinching
should now be discontinued if the plants are re-

quired to commence blooming in October.

Salvia SPLENDENS.-The early dwarf varie-
ties, such as Gloire de Zurich and Boule de Feu.
should be allowed to flower at will, but the
later varieties should still be pinched over a
time or two, treating the various batches at
different dates, in order to make sure of having
a good succession. These plants are particularly
effective in the winter garden or conservatory
during the autumn months. If the plants are
thoroughly well rooted in their flowering pots,
they must be well cared for in regard both to
water aiid manure, and treated the same as
Chrysanthemums.
CoDi/EUM (Croton).—If small but brightly-

coloured plants are required in autumn and win-
ter, the present is a suitable time for propagat-
ing a batch of Crotons by means of cuttings
Select young growths and insert them in sandy
soil in a propagating case in the stove. They
will soon make roots, and may then be hardened
gradually to the air of the house, placino- them
on a shelf for a month or two. These wiTl form
serviceable little plants that may be used for
small vases on the dinner-table or on any other
arrangement where a little bright colouring is
desired. "

CoLEUs.—Ciittings of Coleus may also be
rooted at this date, some singly, in 3-inch pots,
and others three in a pot. The plants, if given
plenty of light after rooting, will develop fine
colour, and if a httle grouping i.s anticipated in
the autumn months, whether at home in the
conservatory, or at exhibitions, they wUl be found
to be invaluable, as the quaint colouring of the
leaves associates well with many varieties of
Chrysanthemums.
WiNTER-BLOOMiNG CARNATIONS.—The per-

petual or winter-flowering Carnations are now
growing apace, and if they are not already
staked, this work should be done as time per-
mits. Light bamboo stakes are probably the
best to use, and these should be chosen from 2
to 3 feet m length, so that they will last the
whole time the plant is growing. Lightly loop
up all the leading growths sufficiently to keep the
plant shapely, and in making the ties keep them
below the point where the stems are likely to be
cut otherwise the process of cutting the "blooms
will be hindered. There are various wire ar-
rangements on the market for attaching the
plants to the stakes which save labour and lastmany years.

Chrysanthemum. — Cultivators of large
blooms should now select the necessary buds as
they appear, removing all others. This will
ensure a good display of flowers from the second
week m October onwards.

THE APIARY.
By Chlor.s.

The Show. --Observatory Hive.—At
horticultural shows exhibitors should be en-
couraged to show observatory hives of home
make. Generally it is best to make one
so as to accommodate three brood combs,
which should be straight and wired, tiered
one above the other, and above these room
for three sections on a shallow frame. Those
who contemplate making such a hive should
employ oak, or, better still, mahogany. The
hive should be very neatly made, and the side
walls should be of double glass to secure greater
warmth in the interior. Unfortunately some
makers of observatory hives forget that it
is necessary to provide" ample ventilation. The
space between a fully drawn-out comb and the
glass should be a bee space and no more, so
that bees may not be encouraged to build out
brace combs, which is always the case when too
much space is left. The tunnel through which
the bees pass to the open should be covered with
glass, so that the bees entering and leaving the
hive may be closely observed by the visitors.

Since the object is eclucational every phase of bee
life should be visible. The top comb should
be stored honey, and the two lower ones should
have brood in every stage of existence, drone
and worker, and the hive should show a queen,
drones and workers. It is not uncommon to
find observatory hives queenless.

Bee Products. — JIuch might be done in

educating the public if local bee keepers could
be induced to stage a trophy of honey. In the
e.xhibit tablets of wax of varying sizes should
find a place, but care must be taken to use the
best and cleanest.
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EDITORIAL NOTICE.

ADVEKTISeiVlBNTS ihouiil be seat to the PUB-
LI5nhR. 41, Welllnirton Street, Covent Garden.

Letters lor Publication, as well as ipecimens of plants

tor naming, should be addressed to the EDI TORS,
41, Wellington 5treet, Covent Garden, London.
Communicattvtts should be writtkn on onk side onlv of
THK PAPRR, sent as early in the iveeli as possible and duly
sj/^ned by the writer. J/ desired, the stenature will not be

pttrtted, but kept as a guarantee 0/ good faith.

special Notice to Correspondents.— T/is Editors do not

undertake to pay for any contributions or illustrations, or
to return unused communicatiom or illustrations, unless by
special arrangement. The Editors do not hold themselves

responsible for any opinions expressed by their correspun-

Illustrations.- The Editors will be gladto receive and to select

photographs or drawings, suitable for reproduction, of
gardens, or of remarkable plants, flowers, trees, Src, but

they cannot be responsible for loss or injury.

Local ficvi/s.—Correspomients will greatly oblige by sendingtn
the Editors early intelligence of local events likely to be of

itiletest to our readers, or of any matters whichit is desirable

to bring under the notice of horticulturists.

APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

'TUESDAY, AUGUST 13-
Royal Hort. Soc. Corns, meet, and Exh. of Gladioli.
(Leciure at 3 p.m. by Mr. Hulbam, Jun., on "The
Construction of the \\i5ley Rock Garden.")

AVERAGE Mean Tempera-
deduced from observati
at Greenwicll-62-4.

Actual Tfmprratures:—
LonDOK.— Widiiesday, August 7 (6 p.m.) : Mai. 68°;

Min. 6;)".

Gardcneis' CHronicU Office, 41, Wellington Streei,

Covent Garden, London.

—

Thursday. August 8
(10 A,M.) : Bar. 29-6»

: Temp. 63" ; Wtathcr—
Fair.

Provincf^.— Wednesday. August 7 : Max. 59" Windsf^r
;

Min. 56*^ Aberdeen.

The The garden at the height of

Colours of summer is full of rich and
Flowers, varied colour. To achieve

this result has required long and arduous
work, dating back it may be not to

last season only but to many years
ago. Even though the enchanting hues,

delicate shades and masses of colour are

produced from sundry annuals, yet the

brilliance now enjoyed owes its origin to

the enterprise and skill of the florists and
the seedsmen who have devoted their lives

to the improvement and purification of

what, at first, were perhaps wayward
weeds, the decorative possibilities of

which none but a trained eye might
realise. Now, with the results of his and
others' forethought before him the

gardener may enjoy one of those all too

rare and brief pauses from his engrossing

work and feast his eye on the loveliness

which .his labours have produced. Per-

chance he is content in his enjoyment,
and is not concerned to vex his mind
with questions as to the processes

which plants employ in the compounding
of the pigments, which result in so many
perfect garden pictures. Or he may be
of philosophic turn of mind, and ask him-

self to what are these flower colours

due ! How is it that some kinds of plants

are so conservative, so constant to one
shade of colour ; whereas others are so

catholic, that from a packet of mixed
seed they will yield all the colours of the

rainbow and more besides !

Though the former class of garden-en-

thusiasts care, like Galleo, tor none of

these things, yet they are as acute as are

the latter class to notice not only the

beauty of the garden but also a hundred
facts of seasonal change ; of the effects of

bright light, or of cloudy skies, reflected,

us it were, in the colours of the garden.

They, however, accept the fact of such

variability as a decree of nature, or as an
expression of capriciousness on the part

of the subjects over which they reign ; but
to the lips of the curious, ever asking ques-

tions, the eternal "why" comes constantly

as they note the daily change in their

charges, or compare the effects of this

year with those of former seasons.

Far be it from us to play the part of

the worst of bores—those who impose in-

struction .on folk unwilling to receive it!

When we visit the gardens of the in-

curious we make a practice of disguising

our interest in the scientific features, and
devote ourselves to the pleasant occupa-

tion of admiration ; but on our visits to

friends of the enquiring minds we are

often happy in passing a pleasant hour ex-

changing speculations as to the causes

which undeilie the manifestations of

colour-range and tint presented by their

gardens. In this way we learn many facts

which the observant gardener has noted
;

facts which have not found their way into

the text books, which contain much about
certain fashionable aspects of science, and
have the air of being both infallible and
complete. In return we are sometimes able

to surprise the gardener by showing him
that, although with respect to the origin

of colour, much remains to be known, yet

even now, in Nature's infinite book of

secrecy, a little may we read. We know,
for example, that flowers form their

colours on two models ; some adhering ex-

clusively to one, others to the other, and
others yet again building their colours on
both.

The models are known to the expert as
" sap " and " plast " respectively. In the

former style the pigment which gives rise

to colour is in solution in the watery sap
of the surface layer of petal-cells. In the

latter it is of a more solid consistency and,

strange as it may seem, is produced from
the same granular bodies or plastids which
foiTn the chlorophyll granules and give

rise to the green colour of the leaf.

The sap pigments may produce a
wide range of colours from blue to red.

The plast pigments are never blue, but
range from bright yellow through orange
to an equally bright red.

To say much of the chemistry of the

plast pigments would caiTy us far into

the jungle of organic chemistry, in which
only those bred therein may travel easily

;

but this we may say:—that the red plast

colours which occur in flowers, and also in

fruits and autumn leaves, are interesting

because they lend a certain confirmation

to the recent discovery that the green pig-

ment of plants is a close chemical relation

to the red colour of the blood of animals.

We know more, however, about the

origin of the sap. colours, and what we
know is not so very difficult to tell in plain

language. There is reason to believe that

each sap pigment is produced by an oxida-
tion process ; that is, one brought about
by the union of oxygen with some other
constituent of the plant. The substance
which unites with oxygen to foi-m pigment
is a colourless body, and this colourless

mother of pigment is termed a chromogen.
The chromogens are liberated but giitdg-

ingly from the living substance of the

plant, and as they are liberated they

become oxidized. Yet such is the intensity

of the colouration of the pigments that,

although they occur as a mere film in the

surface layer of the flower, they suffice to

produce the most brilliant colour effects.

A recent discovery, and one of far-

reaching importance, seems to show that

the exact colour presented by one of these

sap pigments is deteiTnined ultimately by
the presence of minute quantities of some
third substance in the sap. Thus, for ex-

ample, if a chromogen is oxidized it gives

rise to a blue sap-pigment ; but in the

presence of a trace of a certain other sub-

stance the colour of the pigment becomes
red. It is not improbable that the com-
mercial dyes of the future will be obtained

by copying Nature in this respect. Again,
the rate and extent of the oxidation count
also in the determination of the colour of

the sap pigment, and the rate of oxidation

depends upon the amount of the special

oxidizing agents present in the cells of the

petals and other parts of the flower.

Furthermore, it can now be proved that
not only does the kind and depth of colour

depend on the amounts of oxidizing agent
and of chromogen present in the cell, but
also on the conditions of light and heat to

which the plant has been exposed. Thus
we begin to understand how the colour of

this year's flowers may be richer or poorer
according to the weather not only of this

.year, but also of the preceding season.

The student of these matters recog-

nises that as a dyer is part'cular to use pure
materials of certain kinds, and to employ
them under conditions which experience
shows to give the best results, so the plant

is meticulously careful of its chemical
operations, leaving nothing to hazard, but
bringing together within the minute space
which constitutes each of its cells the
mother of pigment, the oxidizing agent,
and the substance which acts as a con-
troller of the hue. But, even so, the sun
which rules the destinies of gardens exer-

cises also an influence in determining the

colours which these plant chemicals
produce.

And what of the white flowers which
lend an especial grace, and give a sense of

sacredness to the garden >. They are white
for the double reason that they form no
pigment, and that below the surface of the

petals are layers of cells with air-spaces

between the neighbouring cells. So the
Lily owes its whiteness to the same cause
as that which makes white a mass of

powdered glass. In either case the air

entangled between transparent particles

bends and rebends the waves of light out

of their several courses. Bent and scat-

tered, these light waves retura to the eye,

and produce upon our sense the effect

which we describe as whiteness. But not all

white flowers are true albinos. Some, ar.
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Fig. 52.—Basket of Nelumbium flowers presented to Queen Mary.
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seeds will often break off, and, falling on the

water, float away until it lodges in some quiet

spot, by which time the seeds have germinated,

and the head becomes a little nursery of young

plants, which eventually separate and fix their

roots wherever circumstances permit.

Royal Horticultural Society.—The next

meeting of the Committees of this Society will

' The Construction of

the Wisley Rock Garden "

Mr. PuLHAM, Jun.

vill be delivered by

we have said, lack chromogen, the

mother of pigment, and so cannot form

pigmented products. Others possess this

chromogen and also the agent_ which

oxidizes it, but they possess also in their

sap another substance which puts a veto

on the action of the oxidizing agent, and

so prevents the formation of the pigment.

As a cheek may be pale for lack of blood take place on Tuesday, the 13th inst. In the

or by reason of a thick coat of powder, so afternoon ajecture on " I'l-" nnn<=t.r„M;nn nf

a flower may be white from lack of pig- " "' '- " "' '^--'-

ment or because some substance masks

the fact that the producers of pigment are

present. Which is the kind of whiteness

present in any plant may be discovered by

crosa-breeding with a colour variety of

the plant. If the whiteness be due to

lack of pigment the ofispring are all

coloured ; but if it be due to the masking

action of an interferer with the pigment-

making processj the offspring are all white.

So by their fruits ye may know them.

pying

Imported Flowers of Nelunibium
SPECiosuM (see figs. 52 aud 53).—Owing to

the enterprise of Mr. R. F. Felton, the well-

known florist, fresh flowers of the Sacred Bean

(Nelumbian speciosum) have been imported from

a distance of 1,500 mUes. At first efforts were

made to import the flowers by means of cold

storage, but without success, and, finally, Mr.

Felton, being convinced that rapidity of transit

was the only method by which he could hope to

get over the difficulty, gave instructions for a

trial batch to be sent by the quickest

route possible, the shortened journey occu-

five days. This consignment arrived

good condition, and Mr. Felton at once placed

it in a large van, and brought it in triumph to

the Gardi-ncrs' Chronicle oflnces, so that we might

have the first opportunity of admiring the lovjly

flowers direct after their long journey from the

East. Queen M-\RY was graciously pleased to

accept the basket of blossoms shown in fig. 52.

The rich rose-coloured flowers were placed in a

basket, and together the basket and flowers were

6^ feet in height whilst the bouquet measured

5 feet across. The largest individual flower had

a diameter of 11^ inches, and the segments were

reflexed, owing to the flower opening whilst in a

cut state, giving the bloom a distinct appearance

from those shown on the Kew plants on p. 119.

The leaf shown with the flowers in fig. 52

measured 35 inches across. Mr. Felton states

that in favourable circumstances the im-

ported flowers remain fresh in water from

10 to 14 days. Warm-house and tropical aquatics

are not generally grown in private gardens,

and the visitor must go to such botanical estab-

lishments as that at Kew to see the Nelum-

biums growing and flowering as they are shown

in fig. 53, which is reproduced from a photograph

taken recently by Mr. R.iFriLL. The large,

round-table-like
'

leaves, from which water will

roll off like quicksilver, are borne high above

the water on slender stalks ; they have a lustrous

green colour, and possess very great beauty.

After the flowers have faded and the petals have

fallen, there still remains the curious wasp-nest-

like fruit to interest plant lovers. The oblong

nut-like seeds, commonly called Beans, which

are said to have the flavour of Almonds or

Filberts, are imbedded in the circular cavities of

the torus or receptacle, and are either eaten

when young and tender or are dried; in the

latter state the shells become very hard. These

are the Beans which the disciples of Pythagoras

were forbidden to eat. The Nelumbium has

been an Eastern emblem of fertility from

remote periods. When mature the head nf

Calaoiums at the Leamington Show.—
At the Leamington Horticultural Show, of which

a report was pubUshed in our last issue, Messrs.

John Peed & Sons, West Norwood, were

awarded a Silver Challenge Cup, presented by

Alderman Holt, for a very fine collection of

Caladiums. Some of the principal varieties were

as follow :—Silver Queen, Comtesse de Brosse,

Oriflamme, Rufus, Ville de Hambourg, Nai Lek,

and Duchess of Teck. C. argyrites formed a

pretty edging to the group. Messrs. John

Waterer & Sons were awarded a large Gold

Medal for a group of hardy shrubs in tubs. The

group comprised Gold and Silver Hollies, Golden

English and Irish Yews, a central group of

Cedrus atlantica glauca, and various other speci-

men Conifers.

The Weather at Chatsworth,—Mr. F
Jennings has sent us interesting particulars of

the abnormal rainfall and the temperatures regis-

tered by him in the Chatsworth Gardens during

the past month. The total rainfall measured

8.49 inches ; rain fell on 21 days, the greatest

rainfall in 24 hours was 2.48 inches on July 27.

The maximum temperature was 85° regL-^tered on

the 12th, and the minimum temperature was 58°

on the 22nd and again on the 31st of the month.

Central Chamber of Horticulture.—

We are informed that there is a movement on

foot in influential circles to establish a Central

Chamber of Horticulture on lines similar to the

Central Chamber of Agriculture. It would in-

clude representatives from the leading horticul-

tural societies and be representative of every

branch of the business, and in addition Members

of both Houses of Parliament, who are interested,

would be invited to become members, so that

when necessary direct Parliamentary influence

could be exerted.

Nursery Employes Outing. — The em-

ployes of Messrs. W. P. Laird & Sinclair,

Ltd., Dundee, held their picnic on the 3rd mst.

The company, which included the shop and nur-

sery staff to the number of 50. drove in brakes

to Red Castle, Lunan Bay, a distance of about

23 miles. After luncheon the younger members

engaged in games of cricket and football.

Importation of Potatos into South

Africa. -Although verv stringent measures are

to remain in force with the object of excluding

from the Union Potatos infected with black scale

or wart disease, it is notified that since July 1

last sorting has been discontinued, but each

consignment is fumigated with formaldehyde gas.

Spraying for Scale Insects. —Fa mers

and fruit-growers troubled by scale insects are

advised by Mr. A. L. Lovett. assistant entomo-

logist at the Oregon Agricultural College, to

spray with lime-sulphur, kerosene emulsion,

and whale oil soap as follow :—" For scale

insects of such a type as the San Jose

use the lime-sulphur spray of winter strength.

For the soft scales, such as occur on the

Blackberry, Prune and Plum, use the kerosene

emulsion or whale oil soap. Kerosene emulsion

is prepared as follows: Heat a gallon of water

(soft if possible) to boiling; shave i lb. of

soap into it (whale oil is preferred), and stir till

the soap is dissolved. Remove from the fire and

add 2 gallons of kerosene. Agitate vigorously

till it is creamed, which is best done with a hand

pump, forcing the solution through the hose and

back into the container. For use in the dormant

season this mixture should be diluted with 7

gallons of water, but for summer spraying, at the

time the young insects emerge, with 11 gallons

of water. To 1 lb. of whale oil soap 4

gallons of water may be used as a summer spray

for soft scale. For plant lice on Roses and garden

crops any of the tobacco solutions may be used.

For plants having smooth foliage, or a specially

bad attack of aphides, there should be added

1 lb. of fish oil soap dissolved in a gallon of

hot water to each 8 gallr)ns of the spray. On

fruit trees, as the Apple and Peach, the spray

used in early spring when the buds are starting

should be a combination of winter strength lime

sulphur and ' Black Leaf 40,' using one part of

the Black Leaf to 800 of solution."

TheBoardof Agriculture AND Fisheries.

—Mr. RuNCiMAN, President of the Board of

Agriculture and Fisheries, has appointed Mr.

A. S. Gaye to be his private secretary in th.-

place of Mr. H. G. M.iurice, promoted to be

Assistant Secretary of the Fisheries Division of

the Board.

Publications Received.—Brazil in 1911,

by J. C. OakenfuU. Februar>-, 1912. (London:

Butler & Tanner.)

LAW NOTE.

ALLEGED DEFECTIVE FLOWER-POTS.
At the Nottingham County Court Samuel

Barratt, of Radrlifte-on-Trent, a cual merchant,

claimed from his cousin and namesake, Samuel

Barratt, a nurseryman, also of Radcliffe, the

sum of £33 4s. 7d., which he alleged was due to

him as the price of goods sold and delivered.

The plaintiff, who .^aid that he was the owner

of a brick-yard at Radcliffe, declared that his

cousin opened an account with him, and he

delivered goods until a large sum was owing, and

the defendant paid sums of £10 and £5 on

account.

The defendant, in evidence, said that he had

been in the nurseryman's business all his life.

He used a large number of plant pots, and after

his cousin had started in the " pot trade " he

bought some from him. So long as the pots were

made under the supervision of Ogden (formerly

the plaintiff's manager) they were suitable, but

after he left the defendant found them to be soft.

None of them was of service to him a second

time, whereas a good pot could be used time after

time. The defendant produced a number of

pots, and showed by demonstration how those

that were said to have been made by the plain-

tiff were not of the proper size and shape, and

how they broke very easily.

Richard Mansey, formerly in the employment

of defendant at Radcliffe, said he superintended

the general work. About 100,000 pots were used

a year. Witness called defendant's attention to

some pots which were soft and which came to

pieces.

George Ogden, a practical pot maker, said he

was formerly employed by plaintiff as manager.

Witness had been over defendant's nursery, and

found a number of pots badly made, of wrong

shape, and badly burnt.

Horace Chas. Mea, a nurseryman, of Sherwood,

said he inspected samples of various sized pots

supplied to him by plaintiff. Witness would not

have them at any price.

Judgment was given for the plaintiff for the

sum of £24 and costs.
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REMARKS ON THE CONDITION OF THE

FRUIT CROPS.

(See Tables and Summarkf, aide, pp. 66-71.)

(Continued from p. 91.)

2, ENGLAND, N.E.

DnRHAM.—Being engaged in horticulture gen-
erally throughout Durham, my report concerns
the whole county. Durham is a great mining
centre, and wherever Currants and Gooseberries
are grown, or, in fact, any hardy t'ruits, in the
neighbourhood of a coal pit. the fimies given off
from coke ovens and the like fumigate the crops
so well that big-bud. Gooseberry-mildew, and
American blight are very rarely found. John
S'm,tli. r,„tnt\j Couiic'd Lrrluru; The Shire
UaU, DiL,:...,,.

The Pear crop in places is verv heavv.
Apples are much under the average. "

Plums,
which are somewhat extensively cultivated, show
heavy crops in only a few places. Gooseberries
have been plentiful. Black Currants, owing to
the Black-Currant mite, other insects, and
fungous diseases, are generally very bad ; the
bushes, from these causes, have, in many places,
made but little grow-th during the past few
years. The Strawberry crop was unsatisfac-
tory ; many of the early flowers were destroyed
by spring frosts, and the fruits have been much
damaged by rain. Raspberries have done well.
The character of the soil in the North Riding of
Yorkshire is very variable. JIuch of it is un-
suited to fruit culture. The best soils for Apples
and Pears, and, in a greater or lesser degree,
also for other fruits, are to be found in the Valp
of York, e.-itending eastward to Malton ar.J

Black Currants are a failure, but all other bush
fruits are good. Raspberries and Loganberries
are the best crops I have had for some vears past.
Peaches in the open are an average crop. Straw-
berries looked very promising during the flower-
ing and early stages, but owing to the continueil
and heavy rains during .June, many of the berrie.s
rotted before they commenced to colour. A. £
Sutton, Caith Howard, Welhurn.

The hardy fruit crops in this district are
very uneven. Apples and Plums are under the
average, but since rain fell both trees and fruit
have improved greatly. AH small fruits have
been heavy crops and of excellent quality.
Strawberries ripened late and suffered in tfeu
early stages of ripening from the heavy rain.s
and sunless days, but they improved later. 1
have never seen so much blossom on fruit trees,
but the dry weath;r in April and May was all

Fig- 53-—NELUMBiuM speciosum in the lily house at kew : colour
(See p. 118.)

iOEKSHiRE.—The promise in iMay for a good
fruit year was generally favourable." Apple trees
bloomed freely, but set comparativlv scanty
fruits. Pear trees flowered freelv and the fruits
set well. Gooseberries and small fruits generallv
promised weD. In all but e.xposed areas sprinl'
frosts did less damage than usual. Areas in the
smoke screen escaped. A S. Gait, Huiherglen,
Lidgett Park Boad, Roundhatj. Leeds.——Pears on walls and small fruits are the only
really satisfactory crops in this district. Goose-
herries are the heaviest crop for 10 vears past.
Kaspberries developed very few canes last season,
so that this crop is short. Apples and Plums
bloomed well, but frost damaged the flowers and
prevented fertilisation. J. G. WUaon, Chevet
Park Gardens, Wakefield.

Pickering, and along the banks of the Ouse to
the Humber. Alfred Gaut, The Universltn,
Leeds.

-^

The fruit crops, with the exception of
Apples and Nuts, are weU up to the average.
Pears and Gooseberries are very heavy crops.
.\pple trees showed a scarcity of bloom, and those
that developed plenty were damaged by late
frosts. The soil here is a heavy loam, overlying a
layer of clay on red sand. J. E. Hathaway.
Baldersby Park Garden.i. Thirsk.

Apples are generally a very thin crop, but
the varieties James Grieve, King of Tompkins
County, American Mother, AUington Pippin,
.\dams's Pearmain, and Worcester Pearmain are
very good. Pears are plentiful. Plums, especi-
ally ^'ictorias, and Damsons^ are very plentiful.

iPhotagraph by C. P. R.i

OF FLOWERS, RICH ROSE.

against a good set of fruit. The almost tropical
heat during these months, with sudden changes
to cold, favoured the spread of aphis and mag-
gots, which did much damage to the foliage and
fruits. These are amongst the possible causes
of failures in the Apple and Plum crops in this
district. The trees are now making excellent
growth, and promise to thoroughly mature their
buds and wood. Our soil is light and shallow,
and the subsoil chalk. F. Jordan, Warier
Prtorij Zrardens, York.

3, ENGLAND, E.

Camdbidgeshibe.—The Apple crop, with few
exceptions, is rather light, and the same may be
said of Pears. Most of the Plum trees on walla
have set enormous crops, and the fruits had
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to be sevtrely thinned. Standard trees are

carrying average crops. MorcUo Cherries set

their fruits well, but many afterwards feU.

Peaches are an average crop, and clean. Apri-

cots failed to set well owing to frost when
the trees were in flower. All bush fruits are

carrying heavy crops of good fruit. Strawberries

were a poor crop on young plantations,

but better yields were obtained from two-

year-old plants. Both Cobs and Walnuts
iire plentiful. The soil in these gardens is

a heavy, retentive loam, resting on clay. TV. J

.

Snell, li-'impoZe Hall Gardens, Boyston.

The fruit crops generally are equal to the

average, with the exception of Plums and Straw-

berries, which were damaged by the frosts when
in bloom. The drought of spring caused a great

many Strawberry plants to dry ; the fruiting

season was a very short one. Walnuts are a

good crop. Our soil being light and not very

retentive, the drought caused many Apples and

Pears to drop. The former could be well spared,

owing to the exceptional quantity which set.

Raspberries generally were a very heavy crop and

of good quality. Arthur Sewell, The Palace

Gardens, Ely.

^The fruit crops generally are under the

average, particularly stone fruits. Greengages,

for which this garden is noted, are very scarce,

also Apples, of which more trees are being

planted every year. The soil is inclined to be

heavy, with a chalk subsoil, and never suffers

from drought, being situated in the valley of

(he Cam, which is several miles in width in this

district. T. Spooner, Meldreth Court Gardens,

Boyston.

Early Victoria and Lord Grosvenor Apples

r.re very plentiful; Bramley's Seedling, Lord
Uerby, Aliller's Red Victoria and Worcester Pear-

main "are also satisfactory. Owing probably to frost

on May Day, combined with the drought, many
fruits have fallen. Pears are a disappointing crop

after a full show of blossom. Doyenne d'lilte is,

however, a full crop. Plums Victoria, Czar,

Monarch, and Belle de Louvaine are all failures.

Rivers' Early was the only variety to bloom
freely, but all the fruits dropped. Small fruits

and Gooseberries are extra good. Raspberry

Superlative is a particularly heavy crop. Straw-

berries Royal Sovereign and Sir Joseph Paxton
both fruited freely. Black Currants are disap-

pointing, after a very fine show of bloom, the

failure being due to 4° of frost which occurred

on May 1. Walnuts, even on young trees, are a

very heavy crop. All small fruits, both on the

open market and under contract, are higher in

price than last vear. There is a scarcity of labour

in the distnH. Stephen Castle, Walpuh St.

Andrew's, Wisbech.

Essex.—The fruit crops are not so good as

they promised earlier. Apples are disappointing.

In the case of trees that have set well, much of

the fruit is deformed and drops easily. But
Pears are an excellent crop, and Peathes and
Nectarines fair. Plums are a failure, and Apri-

cots are scarce. Morello Cherries are an average

crop. Of small fruits. Black, Red and White
Currants are extra good. Raspberries and Straw-

berries were abundant. INlost of the fruit trees

showed plenty of bloom, but east winds and
frosts, which prevailed at that time, prevented

Plums from setting freely. Probably, too, the

drought of last year had its effect upon them.

Our soil is a stiff, yellow clay. Arthur Bullock,

Copped Hall Gardens, Epping.
All out-door fruit crops are very free from

insect pests this season. The Apple crop is a
very thin one Ecklinville Seedling and Lord
Suffield being the best cropped varieties. Straw-

berries Royal Sovereign and British Queen have
fruited well, but the season was soon over, owing
t3 the dry weather. Gooseberries and Currants
Iiave been abundant, and very fine in quality.

Pears are a fair crop, and the trees are looking

well. The soil is rather heavy in texture. John
Arihurton, Debden Hall Gardens, Saffron
Walden.

The Apple crop is a very light one, except
in the case of a few varieties, such as Ecklin-
ville Seedling, Stirling Castle and Sturmer Pip-
pin. Most varieties of Pears are very promising.
Stone fi'uits seem to have been thinned by frosts

during the flowering period, but trees of Plums
here and there are laden. Cherries are very good.
Gooseberries and Currants have been clean,

heavy crops. Strawberries were soon over. Our

soil is a strong loam overlying boulder clay.

C. Wakehj, County Gardens, Chelmsford.
Taken all round, the fruit crops are much

below the average. In the spring there was a
fine display of blossoms, as might reasonably be
expected following such dry, semi-tropical

weather as prevailed during the summer and
autumn of 1911, and the consequent complete
maturation of the wood of all kinds of fruit ti cos.

But late frosts spoiled the promising prospect.

Apples are a poor crop, and Pears only a little

better; Plums also are very scarce. Bush fruits

are average crops. Strawberries have been a

light crop and were severely damaged by the
heavy rains experienced during the ripening and
harvesting stages of the fruit. King of the Pip-

pins, Ecklinville Seedling, Stirling Castle and
Early Julyan Apples are bearing fair crops, while
a very large tree of Hambledon's Deux Ans,
which during the last 14 years has borne heavy
crops of good fruit, has only about a dozen fruit

on it this year. The soil is a sandy clay resting on
a substratum of clay, and the ground slopes

gently to the south : an ideal soil and situation

for all kinds of fruit and vegetable crops. H. W.
Ward, Lime House, Baylciijh.

Apple trees flowered early, but the fruits

failed to set on several sorts, and the ntheis that

did set are dropping badly. Pears are an abun-
dant crop and look like finishing well. Plums
seem to have set well on some sorts, whilst other

trees have scarcely any fruit. Cherries are a
fairly good crop : Morellos are extra fine. Very
few Peaches and Nectarines are grown out-of-

doors in this district, and the same may be said

of Apricots. Gooseberries, Raspberries, Red and
Black Currants are all good crops. Strawberries
were scarce in most places, owing to the drought
of last summer. Nuts seem to be an abundant
crop everywhere. W. Johnson, Stansted Hall
Gardens, Stansted.

LiNCOLNSHiKE.—Apple trees which had heavy
crops last year are in many cases barren this

season, especially dessert varieties, although I

thinned the fruits severely last year. The trees

flowered but little, and this I attribute to the

dry weather in 1911. Bush Pear trees suffered

severely from late frosts. Plums are scarce but
Damsons more satisfactory ; Strawberries failed

to make a satisfactory growth last autumn owing
to drought, and they have been but a poor crop.

The sod. is a brown loam on either clay or iron-

stone. H. Vinden, The Gardens, Harlaxton
Manor, Grantham.

. The Apple crop is extremely good, but
unfortunately on Wednesday, June 19, a terrible

hailstorm visited the district ; the hailstones

measured in some instances 1^ inch across. In
the village, which has a population of some 800
people, between 450 and 500 panes of glass were
either destroyed or badly cracked ; the damage
was done chiefly to windows facing the west.

This storm verv seriously affected the crops.

Apples, in particular, on the west side of the

trees, had pieces literally cut out of them, and
others were badly bruised. Pears, too, suffered

-to some extent. Plums are scarce. Sweet
Cherries are a fair crop, and Morellos are

plentiful. Apricots are very L'ood. but the crop is

under the average. Black Currants and Goose-
berries are very good. Strawberries were ex-

ceedingly poor, excepting the variety Givon's
Late Prolific. C. Franhish, Waltham Hall
Gardens, Grimsby.

The condition of the hardy fruit crops

here is, on the whole, satisfactory. The only
failure is in the case of Apricots, which flowered
well, but were destroyed by the early spring
frosts. Small fruits are specially plentiful and
good. Strawberries suffered from the excessive

rains, otherwise they were a good crop. The soil

here is light and sandv. and the ^ubsofl white
clav. Fredk. Barton, ' Hninton Hall Gardens,
Lincoln.

This has been a disappointing season, and
April and May gave us sunshine far too hot
for that early "time of the year. Apple blossom
proved very weak and failed to set fruits except
in isolated instances. Black Currants failed from
the same cause, and Royal Sovereign Straw-
berries were nearly all blind. Can anv reader
suggest the cause? (see p. 98). The soil here is

a heavy loam resting on yellow clay. H. Louth.
Boothbij Hall. Grantham.

Norfolk.—The fruit crops here are very good.
The soil is a good sandy loam. Late frosts in

April and May never exceeded 3°, although

the east winds at the time were very trying,

blistering the tender leaves of Peaches and
Currants, both red and black, severely. April

proved a dry and sunny month, the rainfall

unly amounting to 0.32. In .May the rainfall

was 0.83, whilst June gave us 3.67. The foliage

of fruit trees, also other trees and Roses and
shrubs, I have never seen so clean and good

;

this must be owing to the two dry and sunny
months, followed by a copious rainfall. With
fine dry weather from this time, the prospect for

excellent fruit crops and a good harvest are

promising. Wm. Allan, Gunton Park Gardens,

Norwich.

The Apple crops this season are very

irregular, some of the early varieties such as

Emnoth Early, Stirling Castle, and the old

Hawthornden are bearing heavily, whilst matiy

are without fruit. Pears are in most places the

crop of the year, being plentiful everywhere.

The Strawberry crop was the most disappoint-

ing ; in many places the yield was only a quartei-

of what was expected. Small fruits are plentiful

and good. WiU'iam Orr, Slow Hall, Downham
Market.

SDFFOI.K.—In this district the crops are very

irregular. On some rather light soils Straw-

berries .were a complete failure- With the dry

season of last year Apple and Pear trees ripened

the buds we"ll, and this season there was
an abundance of strong blossom which .set well

in these gardens. A mde or so from here,

on heavy soil. Apples failed to set, owing, the

grower thinks, to the very dry conditions existing

when the trees were in flower. Trees mulched
and watered well during the dry period of last

summer have set a better crop this year than
trees which were not given the same attention.

.Thus. Simp-ion, Hcnham Gardens, Wamjford.

After the fine summer of last \ear a

bountiful fruit crop was expected, and all kinds

of fruit trees blossomed profusely this spring.

Sharp frosts when the Plums were flowering have
in most cases, resulted in a scanty crop. Apples
are generally bearing a fair crop, but the growth
has been badly crippled by Aphis. Strawberries
were a disappointing crop, the drought of last

summer killed many old plants or stunted the

crowns. Very few new plantations were made
owing to the difficulty experienced in procuring

runners. E. G. Creek, East Suffolk County
Education Office, Ipswich.

There was every prospect of an exceed-
ingly good fruit crop when all kinds of fruits

flowered freely last spring, but owing to cold

winds and drought, many kinds of fruits failed

to set, and many of those which succeeded in

setting, fell from the trees subsequently. Plums,
Peaches, Nectarines, Cherries, and Apricots
suffered most in this respect. Our soil is light,

sandy loam, overlaying gravel. IT'. Messenger,
Woolverstone Park Gardens, Ipswich.

The soil in these gardens is inclined to

be heavy, making it necessary to make special

preparations for the planting of Pears, Cherries,

and some other fruits. This season, bush fruits

generally are good crops, but cold winds in the
spring caused much harm to Black Currants.
Plums are an extra good crop, and the fruits

are of good quality. Pears are plentiful and
good. They are principally young trees and
doing remarkablv well. Apples are a deficient

crop owing to tlie trees bearing so freely last

year. Morello Cherries succeed here, but Sweet
Cherries are not satisfactory. H. Coster, Ick-

worth Gardens, Bury St. Edmunds.
The soil here is of a light description,

consequently we suffered from the droughts of

1911 and this season, which account in a great

measure for the sparse crops of Apples. Plums,
Strawberries, and Raspberries. George Taylor,
The Gardens, Shrubland Park, Coddenham,
Ip.iwich.

Pears are an excellent crop. Gooseberries
are a very fine crop. Cherries, both bush
and fan-trained trees, are also good. Some
varieties of Apples are well cropped, and others
are carrying only a few fruits, but Strawberries
were a light crop of very fine fruits. Plums are

satisfactory, all the choice varieties of the Gage
type being heavily cropped. The soil here is light,

sandy loam, with a subsoil of gravel and chalk.

B. Goodacre, Moidton Paddocks. Xeirmarket.

The year 1912 is not a good fruit year

in this district. The heavy rains of March
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encouraged the fruit buds to develop quickly, and
the trees were in full bloom three weeks earlier

than usual. The frosts experienced several nights

early in May caused enormous damage when
the trees were exposed, but Plums escaped, being

protected by foliage where set. Strawberries
were a failure, owing, probably, to the six weeks
drought in April and May. Black Currants are

scarce, and Raspberries good. The soil here is

a mixed loam. Nuts promise well, and the

harvest of the hedges is distinctly good. B.

Evans, Gl. Barton, Bury St. Edmunds.

In sending a report for this district, I

must say it is astonishing we are able to furnish

one so satisfactory, after the severe drought of

last year and the early summer drought this

season. Apple trees are casting their fruits very

fast, and Plums are a failure. We cannot lay

the blame of the latter to late frosts or cold

winds, as the conditions here this spring were
almost perfect. Peaches are an excellent crop.

The following table of the rainfall recorded here

during the past six months may be of interest,

and will go far to show the cause of failure with

crops on the light lands of this district. It will

be seen that the total for the last three months
is only 2.89 inches :—January, 2.53 inches; Feb-

ruary, 1.20 inches; March, 2.89 inches; April,

0.28 inches ; May, 0.69 inches ; June, 1.92 inches.

A. K, Turner, Orwell Path Gardens, Ipsxoich.

(To he continued.)

SCOTLAND.

PERTHSHIRE FRUIT CROP.

The disastrous weather of the past week or

two has had a bad effect on the fruit crops ill

Perthshire, which is the leading district in Scot-

land for Raspberry culture, and this crop pro-

mises to be sadly deficient. Prices have been
stiffening, and as much as £35 is said to have

been asked for immediate delivery. Low weights

are being chronicled, and the pickers complain

that they are only able to earn small wages.

Severe storms on the 4th and 5th inst. caused

great losses. Much fruit was blown down and a
great quantity otherwise injured.

LOCKERBIE SHOW.

In association with the annual show of the

Mid-Annandale Agricultural Society a good ex-

liibition of fruit, flowers, and vegetables was

held in the show ground, Lockerbie, on
August 2. The general horticultural exhibits

were arranged in a large marquee, and a smaller

tent was set apart for Sweet Peas.

Cut flowers were the strongest section in the

gardeners' classes, and the principal prizes fell to

Mr. T. W. James, Stainton, Carli.^e; J. Wyllie,

Esq., Elmbank, Dumfries (gr. Mr. Jas Hender-

. son) ; Mr. D. Whitelaw, Locharbriggs ; Misses

Dobie, Broombush (gr. Mr. J. Tweedie) ; Mr. J.

Crosbie, Dalswinton; Mr. J. Wilson, Eskrigg;

Mr. J. French, Hetland Cottage ; Miss Jardine,

Dryfeholm (gr. Mr. J. -M'Donald) ; J. Davidson,

Esq., Summerville, Dumfries (gr. Mr. J.

Wilson), and Messrs. Adamson & Hunter,

Lockerbie.

The Sweet Pea classes were thin, owing to the

stormy weather, but 6. L. Moffat, Esq., May-
field. Lockerbie, was an easy winner in the prin-

cipal class, winning several 1st prizes in addi-

tional classes with grand flowers of new varieties

and others. Pot plants were not numerous, and
the principal prizes fell to Miss Jardine, Dryfe-

holm. Grapes were well shown, J. Wyllie, Esq.,

taking most of the prizes for these ; Miss Jardine,

Dryfeholm, and Mr. J. Wilson, Eskrigg, leading

in other classes. Miss Jardine, Dryfeholm {gr.

Mr. J. M'Donald), had the finest collection of

vegetables.

Non-competitive exhibits consisted of florists'

flowers from Mes.srs. E. F. Fairbairn & Sons,

Edentown. Carlisle, and Messrs. Palmer & Son,

Annan. S. A.

EDINBURGH PARKS' EXPENDITURE.
Fkom the statement made by the City

Treasurer to the Town Council of Edinburgh, it

appears that the estimated expenditure in the

Parks' Department will exceed that of last year

by about £1,000.

GLASGOW PARKS' DEPARTMENT.
Fbom the accounts of the City of Glasgow

for the year ending Jlay 31, we l:'arn that the
ordinary revenue of the city parks amounted to

£88,214 as against £88,294. The ordinary ex-

penditure was £79,613 as compared with

£76,500. The balance sheet shows that the

estimate for the year was within £5 of the actual

amount expended. From a statement of the

assets and liabilities of the department it appears

ORCHID NOTES AND GLEANINGS.

STANHOPEA OCULATA.
A PHOTOGH.U'H (see fig. 54) of a very fine

specimen of this attractive species has been for-

warded by C. Koettgen, Esq., Ceres, Bromley,
Kent, with the following particulars, which sup-
port the opinion often expressed in our. columns
that, for many Orchids, a special Orchid house
is not absolutely necessary. Mr. Koettgen says :

" This plant has been grown in an ordinary
conservatory. In the winter I keep the tempera-
ture at about 55°-60^ Fahr. In 1909 the specimen
had two spikes, bearing three and five flowers

respectively ; in 1910 it did not bloom ; in 1911

Fig. 54.- -STANHOPEA OCULATA IN MR. KOETTGEn's COLLECTION.

that the assets amount to £1,154,837, and tne

liabilities to £940,416. It is explained, however,

that the latter amount includes the sinking fund

of £248,848.

DEATH OF A KEITH GARDENER.
A SAD drowning affair took place at Keith

recently by which Mr. William Fleming, a gar-

dener, aged 74 years, lost his life. For some
time deceased had been suffering from giddiness.

He left his house shortly after 10 o'clock in the

morning, stating that he was going for a walk.

Some time afterwards as a man was passing

along the bank of the Isla, he saw a coat lying.

and on looking observed a body in the water.

On the body being taken out it was identified

as that of Mr. Fleming.

it had one spike of six flowers. This year the

plant has borne altogether six spikes ; one with

nine flowers, two with eight each, the others

having seven, six, and five flowers respectively.

The illustration shows the plant in a basket

with four fully-expanded spikes of flowers, and

two others not yet fully developed. A very

interesting selection of Orchids is grown in

the same conservatory with the most satisfactory

results. For the conservatory, Stanhopeas and

other Orchids which may be grown suspended

from the roof are specially good. For the

warm greenhouse, the strong-growing Seleni-

pediums, Sobralias, Ansellia africana and Cym-
bidiums are valuable plants. Cymbidium
Lowianum often flowers better in a conservatory

than in the Orchid house."
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HOME CORRESPONDENCL

{The Editors do not hold themselves responsibls for
the opinions expressed by correspondents.)

Horticulture and Manchester. — Th3
time is now ripe for a big movement at Man-
chester. What seems to be wanted is :—1, The
Botanical Society to free itself from its round-
about shows and menagerie ; sell up, and
" realise." 2, A horticultural hall for Lancashire
and Cheshire in the town. 3, A library. 4, A
home for the Manchester Orchid Society. If

Lancashire and C'hesire would take the matter
up, I feel sure that with the requisite amount of

energy, patience and tact the thing could be
done. /y. B. J.

The Education of the Gardener.—
Mr. Aggett (p. 32) mentions the fact of employers
calling in landscape gardeners when new gardens

are to be made as a proof of the inability of the

gardener to do this kind of work. In this con-

nection the following incident may be of in-

terest. The owner of an estate contemplated
making extensive alterations in the grounds.

A head gardener was wanted, and upon an
application bein^ made for the post the

candidate was informed that it was feared

his experience of landscape work was in-

sufficient to enable him to carry out the work
in hand. Eventually a firm of landscape gar-

deners were engaged. Meanwhile the applicant

for the post of gardener had obtained employ-

ment with the firm of landscape gardeners,

and this man was sent by the firm to

supervise the whole of the work. I admit

that many gardeners are not good draughts-

men, but others can produce excellent work

as landscape gard.eners. Many would be

delighted with an opportunity to show their

abilities in this branch. If employers would but

have confidence in their men, and give them en-

couragement, this branch of the profession could

often be carried out successfully, and with ad-

vantage to themselves by their own gardeners.

It is well known that many gardens have been

designed by private gardeners. Who would take

more care and interest in the laying out of

grounds than the man who expects to be en-

trusted with their future maintenance? Roamer.

William Penn. — C T. D., who reported

the outing of the Horticultural Club (see p. 79)

is in error when he states that WiUiam Penn, the

founder of Pennsylvania, had a pew at Stoke

Poges Church. The great William Penn left the

Establishment when quite a young man, and

joined the Quakers. It was his son Thomas who
resided at Stoke Poges. This fact is quite plain

by the inscription on the monument in the

cnurch. L. Graveson.

The Bissagos Islands.—I regret that a

mistake has been made in the name of the small

Chili mentioned! on page 46, col. 3. For

Amomum Melegueta, read Capsicum frutescens.

F. W. Seers.

Black Currant •• Boskoop Giant.' —The
writer has had a similar experience to Mr.

Pearson (see p. 76). Out of a dozen good

bushes, planted four years ago, three became

barren, and were dug up last winter and thrown

away. Beyond a slight thinning of the branches

they had no pruning. My opinion was that per-

haps the variety was a sport at first, and the

barren form a reversion. The bushes are prac-

tically free from the Black-Currant mite. I

mav mention that for several years I have

noticed some Black Currant bushes growing

freely at the edge of a Willow bed. They are

covered overhead with water at times in

the winter, when the adjacent River Wharf
overflows its banks. Being shaded by a Willow

tree they do not fruit as a rule, though this year

I noticed a few fruits on the top branches. No
doubt they have grown up from seeds carried by

birds or water. I have often thought it plight

bs worth while trying a plantation on similar

land exposed to sunshine. The main drawback

would be keeping down the free undergrowth of

strong grasses and other weeds. This would he

best done by small sickles. Hoeing is out of the

question. I have never seen any big-bud on

the bushes under the Willow, though this pest is

only too prevalent in the district. Yorlishire

Gardener.

Daphne Mezereum.— This is one of the

most cheerful of hardy shrubs, flowering, as it

does, when most other plants are still resting.

Like other members of the family, however, it

is somewhat capricious, succeeding best in a fairly

light loam which is well drained and porous.
When the soil is suitable, a low temperature does
not materially injure the plant. The beautiful
variety alba rarely attains much size or age, but
occasionally one finds an exception to this rule.

One such plant I found recently flourishing in a
mixed shrubbery at Shavington Hall, in Shrop-
shire. This plant is 8 feet high and 4 feet or so
through ; a charming plant in the best of health.

The Mezereum suffers quickly from drought, and
should be well mulched during summer with
farmyard manure to prevent the evaporation
which inevitably takes place when the soil is

fully exposed. D. E.

Branched Sweet Pea. -I enclose a photo-

graph of Sweet Pea Mrs. Wm. King (see

fig. 55), grown by iMr. T. Ryder, market
gardener, Buiton. From oiij t:,:;-.i there

FlGi 55.—BRANCHED INFLORESCENCE
OF SWEET PEA "MRS. WM. KING."

were 17 flowers. At the ninth flower the

stem branched, but there was no sign of

leaves. The plant was raised from seed saved

from a specimen which carried a similar stem
last year, with 18 flowers, which branched at the

12th' flower. Of the other stems three carried

foirr blooms each. The plant was grown natur-

ally, not disbudded. J . Herdman, Under Fell

Gardens, Burton, Westmorland.

Vine Culture (see p. 99).— The method
advocated by R. P. B. is very interesting, but I

do not think it would prove successful for mar-

ket purposes. We market-growers pinch the sub-

laterals at the first leaf, and thus main-

tain a good root-action. Grape-growers, in

private gardens as well as in trade establish-

ments, practise different methods, and much

may be learned by visiting different vineries and
noting the results obtained. I am of the opinion
that the " simple method " of repressing all

lateral growth will usually mean the breaking
or bursting of the main eyes. In the case of the
Muscat varieties, which need so much light, I

have had the eyes break down to the joint above
the bunch of fruit. I have stopped the sub-
laterals three or more times, leaving one leaf at
each stopping, but my experience convinces me
that it is not good practice to confine the growths
of the laterals to main leaves only. The experi-
ence of other growers would be valuable.

Stephen Castle, Walpule St. Andrews.

-R. P. B.'s system of growing Grapes
by means of primary leaves only and the sup-
pression of all laterals is a step in advance of a
method which I have practised for some years
with much success. Personally, I allow two
primary leaves to develop beyond the bunch

;

then the subsequent laterals formed are pinched
at the first leaf, thus there are four leaves beyond
the bunch, two primary and two secondary. All
other laterals as they are formed are rubbed off

(not pinched) weekly, and in a house 30 feet by
17 feet all the laterals can be held in one hand,
so persistently are they watched to prevent them
from making much growth. .'V few good,
healthy leaves will do better work than a lot of
small ones clustered together, which form a
hiding-place for mealy bug. The berries of
Muscat of Alexandria respond remarkably well
to this treatment, but Madresfield Court is liable

to crack if suppression is too close. If Mr.
Arthur W. Witt will give this method a trial, I

am sure he will not go back to the old practice
of pinching sub-laterals, for in the method I

advocate only laterals are allowed to form. P.
C'lapham.

Secret Commissions.—The warning which
you were good enough to publish twelve months
ago with i-egard to secret commissions offered by
foreign firms had the effect of setting many em-
ployers on their guard. 1 regret to find, how-
ever, from catalogues which have been sent to
me that some firms abroad are still attempting
to get round the provisions of the Prevention of
Corruption Act ; and, as the law is powerless to
reach such offenders, who have neither offices

nor agents in England, I hope you will allow me
once more to suggest that those who own gardens
should take steps to prevent their gardeners
being tempted by bribes. If only a little trouble
were taken, dishonest traders would soon have to

abandon malpractices which handicap honest
firms and cost employers dear. The Secretary of
the Secret Co?nmissions and Bribery Prevention
League, Incorporated.

SOCIETIES.
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL.

Scientific Committee.

July 30.—Present : Mr. E. A. Bowles, M.A.
(in the Chair) ; Messrs. E. M. Holmes, C. H.
Hooper, A. Worsley, G. Wilson. J. T. Bennett
Poe, J. O'Brien, A. W. HiU, and F. J. Chitten-

den (hon. sec).

Injury from smelter fumes.—Dr. Voelckeb
reported that the leaves sent to him from the
last meeting were damaged by smelter fumes,

probably by hydrochloric and sulphuric acids in

the fume^. Zinc and manganese were also pre-

sent.

Hybrid Orchid.—Mr. O'Brien drew attention

to a hybrid Orchid, Brasso-Cattleya X Thetis,

shown by Messrs. J. Veitch & Sons. It was
raised between Brassavola Digbyana and Cattleya
jiclandise, but practically all the spotting of the

latter species had been eliminated by the cross.

Caterpillars on Hops.—Mr. E. M. Holmes
remarked upon damage done to Hops by the

larvae of the peacock Butterfly, Vanessa lo, in

Herefordshire; Vanessa C. -album frequently

damages them, but he had no doubt whatever
that fn this case V. lo was the culprit.

Mimulii.-i moschntus almost scentless.—Mr.
A. W. Hill showed .specimens of Mimulus
moechatus to draw attention to the almost scent-

less condition of the plants. It would appear
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that under certain cultural conditions this plant
fails to produce the essential oil to which its

characteristic odour is due in any great quantity.

Delphinium, macrocentron.—Mr. Bartholo-
mew, of Reading, .sent a specimen of this un-
common species of Delphinium from his garden.
It is a native of Uganda and is somewhat poorly
figured in Bot. Mag., tab. 8151.

BISHOP'S WALTHAM HORTI-
CULTURAL.

JtJLT 24.—The 38th annual exhibition of this
society was held in the Palace Ruins, at Bishop's
Waltham. This site is conveniently near to
the railway station, and picturesque in its sur-

roundings. The display was a remarkable one,
especially in the floral department, in which
this society excels. Much encouragement was
given to decorators of tables, vases, &c., sub-
stantial prizes being offered for these ex-

hibits.

Floral Classes.

Four classes were provided for decorated
dinner-tables. The principal class was for a table
6 feet by 3 feet, in which the use of Orchids,
Carnations, and Roses was prohibited. There
were eight entries, and each exhibit made a fine

display. Mrs. E. C. Pern, Droxford, Hamp-
shire, was awarded the 1st prize for an arrange-
ment of Sweet Pea " Melba," very harmonioasly
combined with suitable foliage, such as Berbens
purpurea, Croton leaves, Asparagus grasses, and
Selaginella. The effect produced was very
pleasing, and the decoration was not too
crowded. Miss Taylor. Bemerton Rectory,
Salisbury, was 2nd, with pink Larkspur and
Francoa raniosa prettily blended.

In the class fur a table decorated with Roses
or Carnations, Mrs. A. Bide, Highlands, Farn-
ham, was successful with a gorgeous display of
Lady Hillingdon Rose, relieved with its own
dark foliage. Mrs. R. G. Bealing, Bassett Nur-
sery, Southampton, came 2nd, with pink Carna-
tions and suitable foliage.

There were eight competitors in the class for a
table of Sweet Peas, Mrs. A. Bide won the
premier award with a rich combination of yel-
low, white, and red blossoms, associated with
Asparagus and richly-coloured trails of Ampe-
lopsis. Mrs. Parvin, Winter's Hill, Bishop's
Waltham, who was 2nd, used pink and white
flowers.

Miss Taylor was successful with a prettily-
arranged table of Clarkias, in the class confined
to lady members, in a keen comitetition. Mrs.
Pern, who was placed 2nd, arranged purple and
white Centaureas. For a basket of flowers, Mrs.
A. Bide was awarded the 1st prize, for a charm-
ing arrangement of Roses, including Mrs. A.
Goodwin and a pretty, single-flowered variety
named Mrs. W. Alassey. Wild flowers were quite
a feature of the show. Miss Tayxor won the
1st prize in this class with a delightful collection,
prettily arranged in a basket. There were nine
competitors in the class for a vase of flowers

;

Mr. Ellwood won the premier award with Lark-
spurs and Tamarisk.

Mr. Bealing showed the best vase of Carna-
tions, presenting Enchantress in fine form.
Sweet Peas in vases were numerous. Mrs. Bide
won the 1st prize in this class with some high-
class blooms, well arranged. In the class for a
bowl of Roses, Mr. Bealing was successful with
a glorious mass of Mme. Abel Chatenay. Mrs.
Bide won the 2nd prize with Sunburst.
Entrants in the class for cut flowers were, as

usual, very numerous. Among other competi-
tors. Dr. Pern, of Droxford, was placed 1st for
12 vases of Sweet Peas, showing excellent flowers.
Mr. J. Pepplee, Bishop's Waltham, won the
prize for six vases, and Miss Gladstone, Hamp-
ton Hill, Swanmore (gr. Mr. A. Cooper), won
Messrs. J. Carter & Co.'s prize for six bunches.
Mrs. Macrae, Meon.stoke House (gr. Mr. H.
Childs). won Mr. Robert Sydenham's prize for six
varieties, and T. C. Wilson, Esq., The Thickets,
Bishop's Waltham (gr. Mr. G. Barnes), was
equally successful in Messrs. Toogood's class.

In all classes the blooms were of good quality.

Annuals made a great display. W. H. Myers,
Esq., Swanmore Park. Bishop's Waltham (gr.

Mr. G. Ellwood), won the 1st prize for six varie-
ties with a charming collection of Mallows, Lark-
spurs, Godetias, &c.'

Mrs. Macrae won the premier award for 18
varieties of hardy flowers, 'and also for 12
bunches. Roses were numerous and good,
especially Ramblers, which are here particularly
encouraged. Mr. JIyers won the chief award for
six varieties with long trails of Lady Gay, Minne-
haha, Flower of Fairfield, and Excelsa, and was
also 1st in the class for six bunches of any other
variety.

Cactus Dahlias, in bunches of four varieties,,
were distinctly good. Miss Gl.\dstone won the
1st prize ; there were five other competitors.

Fruits were not numerous, but the quality was
good. For four kinds of fruit (Grapes excluded),
Mr. Myers was successful with Peaches, Nec-
tarines. Melons, and Plums. Mr. Macrae won
the chief award for four dishes of fruit grown out-
of-doors—a very commendable collection.
In the vegetable classes, which were a strong

feature of the show, Mr. Myers was again suc-
cessful in all classes in which he competed. This
exhibitor secured the leading awards for collec-
tions in which the prizes were provided by
Messrs. Sutton & Sons, Toogood & Sons, Carter &
Co., Webb & Sons, and Dickson & Robinson. The
Onions, Peas, Tomatos, Potatos, Cauliflowers, and
Carrots he showed were remarkably fine.

Mrs. Macrae won the premier "place in com-
petitions arranged by Messrs. Daniels Bros, and
."Messrs. E. HiUier & Son, Winchester.

TAUNTON DEANE HORTICULTURAL.
July 25.—The 45th annual show of this

society was held at Vivary Park on the above
date. The weather, after the preceding day's
heavy rainfall, was favourable, and the society
can still boast of- always having had fine weather
for their show.
In the open class for groups of plants. 13 ft. by

10 ft., arranged for general effect, Messrs. J.
Cypher & Sons, Cheltenham, won the 1st prize
with a tastefully-arranged group ; 2nd, Mr. W.
Vause, Leamington, whose group was not so
bright. but contained fine single-stemmed
Codiaeums (Crotons) ; 3rd, Jlr. W. Brock,
Exeter.

In the class for amateurs' groups. Mr.
Cornelius, Weston-Super-Mare, won the 1st
prize.

The best group of 12 stove and greenhouse
plants in flower was shown by Messrs. J. Cypher
& Sons ; Mr. W. Vause was 2nd ; and Mr. A. W.
Brock, Exeter, 3rd.
In the class for six stove and greenhouse plants,

three specimens in flower, Messrs. J. Cypher &
Sons were again placed 1st ; very closely followed
by H. Cornelius, Esq.. Weston-super-Mare.

For 36 varieties, distinct, Messrs. Perkins,
Coventry, were awarded the 1st prize, and also
for 18 varieties, distinct, and for 18 blooms
(Teas), in not fewer than nine varieties.

In the class for 24 blooms grown in the county
of Somerset, Mr. Rowland Adams was placed
1st and Mes.srs. J.4RMAN & Co. 2nd.
The class for dinner-tables arranged with

decorations of fruit and flowers, and laid for
dessert for eight persons is always keenly con-
tested, and in this instance two equal Istprizes
were awarded to Mr. C. J. Ellis, Weston Nur-
series, Weston-super-Mare, and Sir W. Howell
Davies, Stoke Bishop (gr. Mr. Curtis). The
arrangement of Mr. Ellis was the more novel

;

a looped centrepiece had at either side neat
candelabra-like stands containing lightly-arranged
bouquets and trailing foliage ; the chief flowers
used were Cattleyas, Oncidiums, Francoa, &c.,
whilst the other table contained a rustic epergne
as a centrepiece, and the usual four corners
with Cattleya Harrisonias and brown and yellow
Oncidiums. In the circumstance of equal 1st
prizes there was no 2nd prize awarded, and Mr.
W. Cole. Bath, was placed 3rd. The fruit on
the two first tables was of superb quality.

Fruit and Vegetables.
The display of fruit in the open classes was

excellent. Mr. Harold St. Macr. of Stover
Park, Newton Abbott (gr. Mr. G. Richardson),
gained the premier honours for a collection of
eight dishes, which included fine bunches of
^Muscat of Alexandria Grapes. Violette Hative
Nectarine, Superlative Melon, and splendidly-
finished Black Hamburgh Grapes. F. J. B.
Wingfield Digby, Esq. (gi-. Mr. Turton), 2nd,
whose Grapes were hot quite so good.

For a collection of four dishes, Mr. H.- St.
Maub was again placed 1st with equally good
quality ; 2nd, F. J. B. Wingfield Digby, Esq.
The same e-xhibitor was also 1st with three
bunches of Black Hamburgh and for Muscat of
Alexandria Grapes.
For three bunches of any other black Grape,

Mrs. Balliscombe Worle, Weston-super-Mare,
was 1st with massive bunches.
For a collection of vegetables, of 10 distinct

kinds, Mr, B. C. Shepherd, Bridgwater, was
awarded the 1st prize for a magnificent collec-
tion ; Mrs. Bernard was a close 2nd ; and the
Earl of Devon, Powderham, 3rd. The whole of
the vegetables reached a very high standard of
excellence.

NONCOMPETinVE EXHIBITS.

Messrs. Robert Veitch & Son, Exeter, ar-
ranged a magnificent display of herbaceous and
Alpine plants, hardy shrubs and new and rare
plants.

Messrs. A. A. Wallace showed Phlox in a
choice and great variety, arranged in masses of
each colour. Roses and herbaceous plants were
also a fine collection.

Messrs. Young & Co., Cheltenham, exhibited a
noteworthy collection of Carnations.

Messrs. W. E. & T. Cousins arranged floral
designs. Carnations, &c.

Messrs. Rich & Co. staged Pentstemons in a
good range of colours.

MIDLAND CARNATION AND PICOTEE.
July 31, August 1.—The weather on the

opening day of the 22nd annual exhibition of the
above society, held at the Botanical Gardens,
Edgbaston, was very wet and cold. The classes
were well filled with flowers of good size
and general excellence. Fancy Carnations

—

both dressed and undressed—have rarely been
seen in better condition. The show wa's more
extensive than that held a year ago. The
non-competitive exhibit of Roses and Phloxes
from Messrs. Gunn & Sons well deserved the
Gold Medal awarded.

Flowers Shown on Cards (Open).

Single BloO-ms.

The schedule required 12 varieties to be sTiown
in each of the first five classes.

Self Carnations.—1st, Messrs. A. R. Beo-wn,
Ltd., King's Norton, who had exquisite flowers
of the following varieties :—W. H. Parton,
Albion, Wyatt, Theodore Galton, Alba, Scarlet
Gem, Modesty, Daffodil, Burlington, Cambria,
Longfellow, and Jlrs. George Marshall. 2nd,
Mr. H. Mathias, Stubbington, Hants., whose
best varieties were DaffodU, Titan, Mrfe. G.
Howard, Elizabeth Shiffner, Kappa. Theta, and
Irma. 3rd, Mr. C. F. Thubstan, Wolverhamp-
ton.

Fancy Carnations.—The stand which gained
the 1st prize for Mr. H. Mathias was particularly
good. All the specimens were large, shapely, and
of good substance. The varieties exhibited were
Mrs. Leo Hunter, Vandyck, Lord Steyne, Father
O'Flynn. Donald Macdonald, Bombardier, Her-
cules, Erl King, Hecla, Zeta, Daniel O'Connor,
and Linkman. 2nd, Mr. C. H. Herbert, Acocks
Green, whose exhibit contained superb flowers of
Lord Steyne, Jlrs. Penton, Forester, Linkman,
Alice Byron Stuart, Rony Buchanan, and Father
O'Flynn. 3rd, Mr. A. W. Jones, Yardley.
There were seven exhibits.

YeUoio-ground Picotees.—Mr. H. Mathias also
won the 1st prize in this class. He showed magni-
ficent blooms of Ariel. Onward, Corona, Gloria,
Santa Claus, F. W, Goodfellow, Gamma, Togo,
Delta, Dago, Beta, and Alpha. '

2nd, Mr. C. H.
Herbert, whose blooms of Margaret Lennox,
John RiLskin, Santa Claus, Onward, Togo,
Corona, and Ophir were beautifully clean and
fresh. 3rd, Messrs. A. R. Brow-n, Ltd.

White-ground Picotees.—Mr. C. H. Herbert
excelled in this class. He showed the following
varieties in splendid condition :—W. E. Dixon,
Pride of Leyton, Mrs. Payne, Beaty, Fair
Maiden, Mrs. Twist, John Smith, Hon. Mrs.
Kenyon, Amy Robsart, Thos. William, Lady
Louise, and Mrs. Openshaw. 2nd. Jlr. C. F.
Thurstan, whose exhibit contained dainty
blooms of Molly, Carrie Goodfellow, Mrs. Gor-
ton, Myra, Lavinia, Excelsior, and White
Heather. 3rd, Messrs. A. E. Brown, Ltd.
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Flake OT Bizarre Carnations.—Mr. C. H. Her-

bert again led with an even lot of blooms of

the following varieties :—Master Fred, Peter

Pan, George Rudd, J. S. Hedderley, Admiral

Curzon, Wm. Skirving, Bobbie, George Melville,

S. S. Thomson, Sportsman, Gordon Lewis, and

Meteor. 2nd, Mr. C. F. Thurstan, whose stand

included very fine specimens of Sir Kenneth, Gor-

don Lewis, J. S. Hedderley, Mrs. T. Lord, Ad-

miral Curzon, and Sportsman. 3rd, Mr. H.

Mathias, whose flower of Peter Pan was par-

ticularly good.

Undressed Flowers Shown in Trebles (Open).

Six varieties were required in each of the four

following classes. The flowers were staged in

vases, and Carnation foliage and buds only were

allowed.

In a class for Self Carnations there were six

exhibits, against two last year. Messrs. A. R.

Brown, Ltd., were the most successful exhibi-

tors, show'ng the undermentioned varieties in

sart, and Cynthia. 2nd, Mr. C. H. Herbert,
whose best specimens were Mrs. Chaundy and

Mrs. Payne. 3rd, Mr. H. Mathias.

Flowers Shown on Cards (Amateurs).

The best of eight exhibits m a class for six Sell

Carnations, dissimilar, came from the Rev. C. A.

Gottwaltz, Hadzor Presbytery, Droitwich,

whose flowers were remarkable for their even

size, form, and good colour. The varieties ex-

hibited were H. J. Thornton, Iberia, Albion,

John Pope, Dean Swift, and Snow White. 2nd,

Mr. C. F. Budenbero, Marplo, with good blooms

of Tubal, Cardinal, and Mrs. Howard Green.

3rd, Mr. F. Bayliss, Walsall.

The Rev. C. A. Gottwaltz won the 1st prizes

offered in classes for (1) Yellow-ground Picotees

and (2) White-ground Picotees. Sylph, John
Ruskin, and Lady Douglas Galton were the best

varieties in the first-named class. Margaret, Fair

Maiden, and Lady Sybil were the best of the

White-ground Picotees. Mr. C. F. Budencero

Fig. 56.— begonia "decorator'

(R.H.S. Award of Merit on the 30th ull. when si

excellent condition :—Mrs. George Russell,

Sappho, Wyatt, Britannia, H. J. Thornton, and
Albion. 2nd, Mr. A. W. Jones, who showed very

good blooms of Daffodil, Mrs. George Marshall,

and Mrs. Flight. 3rd, Mr. R. G. Rudd.
Messrs. A. R. Brown, Ltd., again took the

lead in the next class, which was for Fancy Car-

nations, with exquisite blooms of Nomad, Queen
Eleanor, Billy Barlow, Clement Jupiter, and
Mandarin. 2nd, Mr. R. G. Rudd, whose best

blooms were Lord Steyne, Pasquin, and Rony
Buchanan. 3rd, Mr. C. H. Herbert.
Mr. R. G. Rudd was placed 1st in a class for

Yellow-ground Picotees. He had spltMidid

flowers of Agnes, Lady Gascoigne, Exquisite,

Peter Pan, Santa Claus, and John Ruskin. In

the 2nd prize stand, which came from Mr. C. H.
Herbert, the varieties Togo and John Ruskin
were superbly shown. 3rd, Messrs. A. R.
Brown, Ltd.

In the next class, which was for White-ground
Picotees. the last-named exhibitors gained the 1st

prize with refined flowers of Mrs. Hammond,
Silas Osbaldison, Dorothy, Scribonia, Amy Rob-

: rni.otiR of flowers, scarlet.

iwn by Messrs. H. Cannell & Sons. See p. 100.)

was placed 2nd in the first-named class, and
Mr. W. H. Clements, King's Norton, 2nd m
the latter class.

The winning exhibit of Fancy Carnations, dis-

similar, came from Mr. A. II. Birchlet, Selly

Oak, who showed handsome flowers of Hercules,

Lord Steyne, Linkman, Mrs. Leo Hunter,

Gaiety, and Margaret Thurstan. 2nd, Mr. F.

Bayliss, Walsall. 3rd, Mr. B. J. Wllletts,

Yardley.

Undressed Flowers Shown in Trebles

(Amateurs).

Mr. C. F. BuDENBERG won the 1st prizes in the

classes for (1) three varieties of Self Carnations

and (2) three varieties of Fancy Carnations. Mr.
W. H. Parton was 2nd in each class. Both ex-

hibitors had flowers of great merit.

Mr. W. H. Parton beat five contestants in

the nex^ class, which was for Yellow-ground

Picotees. His flowers of John Ruskin, Santa

Claus, and Exquisite were uncommonly good.

2nd, Mr. A. H. Birchlet. 3rd, Mr. C. F.

BuDENBERG.

The Rev. C. A. Gottwaltz showed the best
three varieties of White-ground Picotees. 2nd,
Mr. C. F. BuDENBERG. -:»

The most successful exhibitors in the classes

reserved for those who do not grow more than
300 plants were Mr. W. Rogerson, Mellor ; .\Ir.

H. J. Thornton, Sutton Coldfield ; Mr. E. J.

Brookes, Bearwood ; and Mr. F. Woodward,
Bournville.

Premier Flowers (Dressed).

Bizarre Sir Kenneth, shown by Mr. C. F.

Thurston ; Fluke Peter Pan, shown by Mr. H.
Mathias ; Hcavy-tdged White-gronnd Picott't

Margaret, shown by Rev. C. A. Gottwaltz
;

Light or Wire-cdijed White-ground Picotee Fair
Maiden, shown by Rev. C. A. Goitwaltz

;

Heavy-edged Yellow-ground Picotee Gloria,

shown by Mr. H. Mathias ; Light edged Yellow-

ground Picotee Onward, shown by Mr. H.
Mathias \Yellow-ground Fancy Hercules, shown
by Mr. A. H. Birchley ; Self H. J. Thornton,
shown by Rev. C. A. Gottwaltz.

Premier Flowers (Undressed).

Helj Wyatt, shown by Messrs. A. R. Brown,
Ltd. ; Fancy Linkman, shown by Mr. O. 0.

Weiss ; Yellow-ground Picotee John Ruskin,
.shown by Mr. W. H. Parton ;

White-ground
Picotee Fair Maiden, shown by Mr. F. Wood-
ward.

First-class Certificate.

Scarlet Self Carnation H. J. Thornton.—
Shown by Rev. C. A. Gottwaltz.

Winners of Medals.

The Silver Medal ofiered to the most suc-

cessful exhibitor in the open classes was won
by Mr. C. H. Herbert, with 144 points. Messrs.

A. R. Brown, Ltd., gained the Bronze Medal
with 143 points. Mr. C. F. Budenberg wf.s

awarded the Silver Medal offered in the amatettr

class, with 84 pomts. The Bronze Medal was
won by Rev. C. A. Gottwaltz, with 79 points.

The above medals were given by the Birming-
ham Botanical and Horticultural Society. The
Midland Carnation Society's Silver Medal,
offered in the smaller classes, was won by Mr.
W. Rogerson, with 58 points, and the Bronze
Medal by Mr. H. J. Thornton, with 52 points.

Sweet Peas.

Robert Sydenham Limited offered prizes lor

12 varieties of Sweet Peas and the 1st prize was
won by Mr. A. Taylor, Olton ; 2nd, Mr. E.

Deakin, Hay Mills; 3rd, Mr. J. Sceaney, Hsr-
borno.

Honorary Exhibits.

Messrs. Gunn & Sons. Olton. had an exten-

sive and exceedingly pretty exhibit of Roses,

each variety being represented by bold masse«.
Messrs. Gunn k Sons also contributed a grand
collection of Phloxes (Gold Medal.)

Messrs. Dicksons, Chester, sent a large as-

sortment of Roses and hardy herbaceous flowers.

(Silver-gilt Medal.)
Messrs. W. H. Simpson & Sons, Birmingham,

showed about 30 varieties of Sweet Peas, to-

gether with Antirrhinums. (Silver-gilt Jledal.

)

Robert Sydenham Limited, Birmingham, ex-

hibited Carnations in rustic stands. (Silver

.Medal.)

EOYAL LANCASHIRE AGBICUL-
TURAL.

August 1-5.—The annual exhibition of the

above society was held this year at Moor Park,
Preston, when the horticultural section, which
is now one of the most important in the county,

fully upheld its traditions by making a very fine

display, although unfortunately many entrants

were for various reasons compelled to withdraw
their entries.

Plants.

For a group of mi.'^cellaneous plants arranged
in a space not exceeding 300 square feet, Messrs.

James Cypher & Sons, Cheltenham, who were
awarded the 1st prize, arranged with their cus-

tomary skill an admirable group, in which
highly-coloured Crotoi;.*, healthy Kentias,

Liliums, and a variety of Orchids were pro-

minent. Mr. W. A. Holmes. Chesterfield, was
2nd, and Mr. J. Shabp, Aldmondbury, 3rd. The
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values of the prizes were £25, £20. and £15 re-

spectively.

Twdvt stove and greenhouse plants, not fewer

than seven in bloom.—Messrs. Cypher & Sons
were the only exhibitors. Their specimens of

Kentia Fosteriana, Croton " Queen Victoria,"

Statice intermedia, Ixora Regina, and Cleroden-

dron Baltouri were very fine.

Twelve stove or greenhovse plants in pots not

exceeding 10 inches in diameter.—Here again the

1st prize was awarded to the Cheltenham firm.

Twelve table plants.—This class brought five

competitors, the awards going to Messrs. W. A.
Holmes, James Sh-irp, and Jam.es Cypheb &
Sons in the order named.

Six Orchids.—Messrs. Ctpheb & Sons obtained

the premier award ; the plants of Lselio-Cattleya

Wellsiana, Epidendrum prismatocarpum, and
Anguloa Clowesii were especially noteworthy.
Messrs. W. A. Holmes and C. Parker, Preston,

received the remaining awards.

For the single specimen Orchid Messrs.
Cypher won the 1st prize with Laelio-Cattleya

callistoglossa ; Messrs. Holmes and Pakkee
were 2nd and 3rd respectively.

Cut Flowers.

Mr. W. G. E.iSTHAM, of Preston, won the Ist

prize for a table of cut flowers showing a fin©

display ; the Liliums were especially good.

Messrs. W. J. Garner, of Altrincham, and J.

Saul, of Preston, received the remaining awards.
Mr. W. J. Garner arranged the best bridal

bouquet, in which Odontoglossums were prin-

cipally used ; the best ball bouquet was that
shown by Mr. W. G. Eastham, and Jlr. P. W.
Heyes exhibited the best bouquet of Roses.

Mrs. J. NrxoN and Miss Newsham were the
chief winners in the class for dinner-table decora-
tions (Orchids excluded), and in the open class

Messrs. W. J. Garner and F. Newsham were
the most succes.=ful exhibitors.

In the class for 18 vases of Sweet Peas, J.
Herron, Esq., Freshfield (gr. Mr. W. Bond),
showed the best exhibit ; 2nd, Sir R. Graham,
Bart., Carlisle (gr. Mr. G. T. Hallett).

The best 12 vases of Sweet Peas were shown
by Mr. G. T. Hallett; Mr. F. A. Robinson,
Manchester, was the most successful exhibitor in

the similar class reserved for amateurs ; and
for another set of the same number, Mr. R.
Kellett was the winner.
For a collection of cut Carnations, Mr. W.

Waters, of Balcombe, won the 1st prize with
a fine display; J. Brennard. Esq., Thirsk (gr.

.Mr. J. Hathaway), being a close 2nd.
For a collection of hardy perennials arranged

in a space of 15 feet by 5 feet, Messrs. Harkness
& Sons. Bedale, won the 1st prize with a grand
display well staged ; Mr. G. Gibson, Bedale,
was 2nd.
For 12 bunches of hardy flowers (the trade ex-

cluded), Mr. R. L. Garnett was the most suc-
cessful exhibitor.

Twenty-four cut Roses.—Messrs. A. Dickson
& Sons, Newtownards, won the 1st prize in this

c]ass. their blooms of Mr. George Dickson being
especially fine ; Mr. G. Gibson wa.s 2nd. These
two exhibitors received similar awards in the
class for 12 blooms ; and for a like number (the

trade excluded) Mr. R. L. Garnett and Mr. E.
Brooks were placed as named.
The Silver Cups offered as special prizes to

amateur competitors residing in the county for

the most successful aggregate exhibits in their
various sections were awarded to the Rev. A. R.
TOMLINSON, of Bolton-le-Sands, for Sweet Peas ;

to ]\Ir. W. G. Eastham, of Preston, for hardy cut
herbaceous and bulbous flowers : and to Mr.
R. L. Garnett, of Wyreside, for cut Roses.

Feuit.

The Duke of Portland, Welbeck (gr. Mr. J.

Gibson), won the 1st prize for a collection of 12
varieties of fruit, showing an admirable collec-

tion, which contained Grapes Muscat of Alex-
andria and Madresfield Court, Peaches Barring
ton and Crimson Galande, a seedling Melon,
Kirke's Plum. Brown Turkey Fig, Nectarines,
and a Pineapple. Mr. J. Hathaway, who was
2nd, showed well-coloured Muscat of Alexandria
Grapes.

Vegetables.

The exhibits in this section were somewhat
below the average. Mr. R. Moss, Preston,
showed the best collection of nine distinct kinds ;

2nd, Mr. G. Barrow, of Carnforth.

Six varieties.—The 1st prizes offered by
Messrs. Sutton & Sons and Messrs. E. Webb &
Sons were awarded to Mr. G. F. Hallett.

Non-competitive Exhibits.

The Horticultural Station, Hutton, of the

Lancashire County Council, staged a collection

of growing Peas, fruit trees bearing fruits, and
vegetables well staged on a white groundwork.

(Gold Medal.)
Messrs. Blackmore & Langdon, Bath, ex-

hibited excellent Begonias. (Gold Medal.)

The Kino's Acre Nursery Co., Hereford,

displayed a fine collection of fruit trees in pots,

the Apples and Pears being heavily laden. (Gold

Medal.)
Messrs. C. M. YouNG & Co., Cheltenham,

made a fine display with Carnations, the variety

A. S. Montgomery being especially good. (Gold

Medal.)
Messrs. A. Dickson & Sons, Newtownards,

arranged cut Roses in pillars and boxes ; a new
variety, Mr. Edward Bohanne, received a First-

class Certificate and Silver Medal. The variety

Mr. G. Dickson was conspicuous for its good
colour. (Gold Medal.)

Messrs. H. B. Mat & Sons, Edmonton,
arranged a fine bank of Ferns ; the specimens
Davaliia tenuifolia Veitchii was very pretty.

(Gold Medal.)
Mr. R. Bolton, Warton, showed a large col-

lection of Sweet Peas. (Gold Medal.)
Messrs. Dickson & Robinson, Manchester,

arranged cone-shaped collections of Sweet Peas
and culinarv Pears in considerable variety.

(Gold Medah)
Messrs. Sutton & Sons, Reading, exhibited a

verv fine collection of vegetables and fruits.

(Gold Medal.)
Messrs. Dickson, Beown & Tait, Manchester,

set up a fine collection of Potatos. (Gold Medal.)
Mr. J. Saul, Preston, built a rock and water

garden at the chief entrance, in which fountains.

Water Lilies, with foliage and flowering plants,

were utilised. (Gold Medal.)
Mr. H. Middlehurst, Liverpool ; Messrs.

Castle Bros., Carnforth; and Mr. W. Wright,
Formby, were awarded Silver Medals for collec-

tions of Sweet Peas.

Mr. S. R. Crompton. Macclesfield, displayed
Violas and Pansies. (Silver Medal.)
Mr. H. N. Ellison, West Bromwich, arranged

a collection of Ferns. (Silver Medal.)
The following firms had effective displays at

their several stalls overlooking the ring:

—

Messrs. Dicksons, Chester ; Messrs. Dickson &
Robinson, Manchester; Messrs. Toogood &
Sons. Southampton ; Messrs. E. Webb & Sons.
Stourbridge ; and Messrs. Dickson, Brow'N &
T.UT. Manchester.

PERTHSHIRE SWEET PEA.
August 2. 3.—There was a large attendance

at the third annual exhibition of the Perthshire
Sweet Pea Society, which was held on these

dates in the New City Hall, Perth. There was
a record entry, but owing to a severe storm of

wind and rain about a week before the show, a
great number of competitors could not fulfil

their obligations. Notwithstanding this, the
Hall contained many exhibits, and a fine display

of Sweet Peas—certainly the best in Scotland

—

was to be seen. With few exceptions, the flowers

were weather-stained, but the quality throughout
was of a very high order. On this occasion there

were no non-competitive exhibits from England,
as at this late date most of the best flowers in

the south are over.

The principal class was for a display of Sweet
Peas arranged for effect, no restriction being
made as to space, style of arrangement, vases, or

number of sprays, and open to the trade

only. The 1st place was awarded to Mr. D.

McOmish, Crieff, for a pretty display of the

most useful varieties in commerce ; all the flowers

were well grown and attractively staged. The 1st

prize included the societ.y's Gold Medal. Messrs.

Thynt; & Son, Dundee, were 2nd, and received

the Silver-gilt Medal for a circular table, en
which a large number of varieties were shown.
Too many varieties, a great many of them differ-

ing only in name, were staged, and many of the

flowers were weather-beaten. The 3rd prize was
awarded to Messrs. Herd Bros., Penrith.

The Scottish Challenge Cup, presented by the

National Sweet Pea Society, was easily won by

Jlr. John A. Grigor, Forres. His outstanding

varieties were Dobbie's Cream and Debbie's Sun-
proof Crimson, both varieties showing remark-
able colour. The Rev. Harold Mayall, Coni.-ie,

was 2nd, and received the society's Silver Medal
for 12 vases, very slightly inferior to the winning
exhibit. The varieties "May Campbell, Elfrida
Pearson, and Dobbie's Cream were exceptionall.v

fine. Third prize and the society's Bronze Medal
were awarded to Mr. John Maciur, Forfar.

The Challenge Cup presented by Sir Jobn
Dewar, Bart., M.P., induced a good competition,

and the cup was awarded to Mr. Shaw, Boquhan,
who showed 12 vases of flowers of even quality.

The 2nd prize and the society's Silver Medal
were won by Mr. Jas. Kennedy, Moness, his

blooms of Edrom Beauty and Mrs. Cuth-
bertson being especially noteworthy. Mr. J.

Faequharson, Kinfauns Castle, received 3rd

prize and the society's Bronze Medal.
In the class for six bunches, the Rev. Harold

Mayall was easily 1st ; the Rev. Stewart Crabb,
Cupar, 2nd; and Mr. Jas. Kennedy, Moness,
third.

The National Sweet Pea Society's Silver

Medal, offered in addition to the 1st prize in a

class for small growers who do not grow more
than 15 yards or clumps of Sweet Peas, was
awarded to Mr. H. Rose, Aberfeldy.
In the class for a decorative display of Sweet

Peas arranged on a table 4 feet 6 inches by

3 feet, the Rev. H. Mayall was Isl • Mr. Shaw,
Boquhan, 2nd ; and Mr. G. Reld, Downfield,
3rd.

There was keen competition in the class for the

decorated dinner-tables. The 1st prize wa-
awarded to Mrs. F. JIcKenzie, Perth, for a

pretty arrangement of pink and white flowers;

2nd, Miss Morrison, Perth ; 3rd, Miss King,
Perth. Messrs. Thyne & Son, Dundee, were 1st

in the bouquet class ; and Mr. H. Sinclair, Aber-
deen, 2nd.
The 1st prize presented by Mr. Robert Bolton,

of Carnforth, was won by Mr. John A. Grigor,
Forres, and Mr. Crossly, of Comrie, won the

principal prize offered by Messrs. Dobbie & Co.,

Edinburgh. In the open class for the prizes

offered by Robert Sydenham Limited, Mr.
Drummond Hay, of Geggieden, had the best ex-

hibit.

There were many other classes and all wer«
contested.

Non-competitive Exhibits.

Messrs. Dobbie & Co., Edinburgh, filled the

whole of the space in front of the platform of

the Hall with a large and comprehensive display

of their novelties, and older varieties of Sweet
Peas. The same firm showed a small table of

Collarette Dahlias. (Gold iWedal.)

Messrs. R. Henderson & Sons, Perth, staged

cut flowers, Ferns, and various fruits. (Gold

Medal.)
Mr. M. H. SmcLAiR, Aberdeen, showed a

small table of well-grown border flowers dis-

played in glasses. (Silver Medal.)

WEST DERBY HORTICULTURAL.
August 5.—This Bank Holiday exhibition wa«

weU supported in splendid weather. The entries

were well up to the average, the show being
held in the Rectory Grounds, Liverpool, by the

kind permission of the president, the Rev Percy
Stewart.

In the cut-flower section special interest waa
taken in this year's exhibition on account of the
presentation of a handsome challenge cup by
Messrs. W. Wright & Sons, for 12 bunches of

hardy herbaceous cut flowers, which was well won
by the Rev. Percy Stewart (gr. Mr. T. Edgar)
with fine bunches of flowers ; 2nd, Jlr. G.
Osborne. For 12 bunches of hardy and half-

hardv annuals the winners were Drs. Tidsdale
and Ingle (gr. Mr. G. Osborne); 2nd, Mr. C
Crossthw'aite. Mr. G. Osborne was successful

with 12 Gladioli, showing good spikes. The saroa

exhibitor also won in the class for 12 Roses and
12 vases of Sweet Peas. Mx. T. Edg.ae exhi-

bited the best 12 Cactus Dahlias, and Mr. R. S.

Shepheed showed the best Carnations. In

the class for a miscellaneous group of plants

arranged for effect, Mr. G. Osborne was
awarded the 1st prize. For one foliage plant

Mr. G. Osborne excelled with a good Croton,

Mr. Leith being placed second for a Palm.
For a single specimen flowering plant, D. Cun-
ningham, Esq. (gr. Mr. Leith), secured the 1st
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prize with a well-bloomed Fuchsia; 2nd, Mr. G.
Osborne, who was successful in the classes for

two Pelargoniums, for two Palms and for four
stove or greenhouse plants, in which there was a
well-flowered Lilium, Mr. Leiih was placed 2nd
in the latter class.

In the vegetable section, Mr. G. OsBOBNE ex-

celled in the class for nine distinct varieties ; 2nd,
Mr. Leith. For six varieties, Messrs. T. Edgak
and S. Basfoed were placed 1st and 2nd respec-
tively. Mr. Leith showed the best exhibit of

Cucumbers and Tomatos, the latter being splen-

did fruits.

For the special silver cups offered for Sweet
Peas the prize-winners were Mr. J. B. Nicholls,
Mr. J. Skitt, and Mr. R. L. Shepherd. Jlrs. V.
Young proved to be the winner in the classes

for a basket of flowers, and for dinner-table
decorations. Mrs. Young was successful with
Carnations.

01)ituarjj.

John Allgood Pettigrew.—The Florists'

Exchange reports the death of Mr. J. A. Petti-

grew at Boston, Mass., on July 2 last, at the age

of 68 years. Mr. Pettigi-ew was one of the fore-

most park superintendents in America. He was
born near Newcastle, England, on April 25, 1844,

and gained experience at some of the principal

English nurseries. Later he was at Berkeley
Hall with the celebrated \V. B. Latham, the

raiser of Cypripedium Lathamii. The training

thus received, combining, as it did, nursery work
and practice with the management of roads and
pai'k, was invaluable in his future calling of

park work. In 1865 j\lr. Pettigrew left England
and engaged in commercial floriculture in

Chicago until he was selected to control several

combined quarries near Chicago, and for some
years was engaged in this enterprise, which
brought him into close relation with contractors

and their work. He left this position to assume
tho management of Lincoln Park, Chicago, which
he superintended with conspicuous success.

Diu'ing his term the sea wall was buHt, with a
lagoon skirting it for its whole length. It is a
mile long, and, with the work necessary to grade
the lagoon, build roads and plant trees, cost

about 400,000 dollars. He also designed and built

the celebrated Palm house at a cost of about
80,000 dollars. Notable instances of his ability in

garden work were the Lily ponds in Lincoln

Park, one of them being artificially heated, and
the planting and rockwork in the great Palm-
house. Mr. Pettigrew remained in charge of

Lincoln Park for many years before going to

Milwaukee for a year or so, where he laid out
Milwaukee Park. He was called from that ser-

vice to Brooklyn to take charge of Prospect Park,
which he made one of the notable parks in the

country. On January 1, 1897, he proceeded to

Boston as superintendent of parks, a position

which he filled with signal distinction until he
was stricken with his last illness.

William Bishop.—This well-known gardener

died at Hemsley, Norfolk, on July 18, at the age
of 87. Mr. Bishop was born at Burnham. For
many years he had charge of several important
gardens in Norfolk, notably at Bylaugh Park
and Shotesham. He was a successful ex-

hibitor of plants and vegetables in his early

days, and frequently acted as a judge at

the flower shows at Norwich. Yarmouth,
and other places. At one time Mr. Bishop was
also an occasional contributor to the Gardeners'
Chronicle. In his declining years he was a
pensioner of the Gardeners' Royal Benevolent
Institution.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Autumn Gi.int Broccoli Clubbing WermhHe.
The fungus attacking the roots of your Broc-

coli is club-root (Plasmodiophora brassicse).

The disease is caused by a slime-fungus, and
the infection arises from spores present in the

soil ; when infected, the roots of the plants

develop wart-like swellings or nodules.
_
The

plants are most susceptible to the disease

during the first three weeks after ger-

mination, and care should be taken that the

soil in whicli tlie seed bed is formed should be

free from contagion. Following an attack of

club-root, quicklime has been found to be a

good cure, using 35 bushels of lime per acre,

which will be found sufficient to arrest the
disease. Every plant affected with the disease

should be rejected when planting out from the

seed bed, and those that are thus rejected

should be destroyed by burning. Before plant-

ing these green vegetables in their permanent
positions, it is a good practice to dip the roots

in a puddle formed by mixing together mud,
soot, and a little sulphur.

Berries : J . T. E. 1, The Lowberry generally

ripens from the middle to end of August, a

little earlier than the wild Blackberries. 2,

The Phenomenal Berry has a little less

core than the Loganberry, w-hich it greatly

resembles. 3, The Wineberry is an excellent

fruit for cooking, prolific in bearing, and pos-

sessing a distinct flavour. 4, The American
Blackberries are rather uncertain in this

country, but many of the Black Cap varieties

do well on heavy soils. On the whole they
are generally reported upon unfavourably.

Wilson Junior is one of the best varieties.

Cyclamen: 11'. II. Eelworm is present in the

roots. Treat the soil by heat or with gaslime.

See answer to .4. Z^. and W. L. in last week's

itsue (August 3) in the first column of page 105.

Douglas Fir: U'. E. A. A root fungus is pre-

sent. Your best plan will be to remove the

soil and expose the roots as far as practicable.

Then dust the exposed roots w.ith a mixture of

sulphur and quicklime in equal quantities, and
mix same with the soil when filling in.

Gladioli Dying : F. C. The Gladiolus plants

were killed by the fungus Heterosporium

gracile. It is too late to spray the remaining

plants, but next spring spray them with liver of

sulphur. If the corms are left in the ground

permanently, remove the surface soil 2 inches

deep, during the winter, and replace with fresh

soil mixed with lime.

Grapes Diseased: Anxious Enquirer. Brown
rot is attacking your vines. Nothing can be

done at present whilst the fruit is on the vines,

but during the winter spray every part

thoroughly with sulphate of copper, using 1

lb. of sulphate of copper to 25 gallons of

water. This spray fluid must only be used when
no green leaves are present.— 11'. G. L.

_
The

mildewed Grapes should be sprayed twice a

week with liver of sulphur, using 2 ounces of

sulphur in 3 gallons of water. Spray again

next spring before the disease appears. For

the treatment of brown rot see reply to

Anxious Enquirer.
MiMULUS, Polyanthus and Antirrhinums :

J. D. S. Plants of Mimulus which have only

recently been raised from seed will be much too

soft to withstand the winter out-of-doors, and

it is advisable on the approach of severe

weather to place the seedlings in a cold frame

or make another sowing next year in February

or March. The Polyanthus, if pricked off in

light soil, will probably live through the win-

ter, but it would have been much better to

have sown the seed last April, as the seedlings

would now have been good plants, which

would flower weD next season. Antirrhinums

will occasionally live through the winter in

the open air, but the usual practice is to give

the seedlings the shelter of a cold frame, plant-

ing them in their flowering quarters in April.

Antirrhinums which have wintered in the

open will often grow from the base in the

spring, but they are not really hardy in all

districts.

Names of Plants : Tl". W. 11'. Kindly send

fresh specimens ; those received are too scrappy

to identify.—7. H. 1, Stachys grandiflora ; 2,

Laniium maculatum ; 3, Coronilla varia ; 4,

Tradescantia virginica ; 5, Macrotomia echi-

oides ; 6, Stachys Betonica rosea.

—

H. G.

1, Aspidium angulare; 2, Asplenium Tri-

chomanes; 3, Arundinaria Fortunei ; 4, Urtica

sp. ; 5, Sedum Sieboldii variegatum.

—

Old

Subscriber. 1, Centranthus ruber; 2, send

in flower ; 3, Nephrodium moUe ; 4, Begonia

Weltoniensis ; 5, Veronica longifolia ; 6,

Bocconia cordata.—y. J. M., Cheshire. 1,

Asplenium bulbiferum ; 2, Euphorbia splen-

dens ; 3, Arundinaria sp., material insufficient

for identification ; 4, Bougainvillea glabra ; 5,

Stephanotis floribunda ; 6, Asparagus scandens

;

7, Abelia grandiflora.

—

H. A. 1. Lycium
chinense ; 2, Achillea Ptarmica : 3, Campanula
carpatica ; 4, Platycodon grandiflorum ; 5,

Buphthalmum salicifolium ; 6, Statice tar-

tarica.

—

A. H. L. 1, Veronica virginica; 2,
Hyssopus officinalis (Hyssop) ; 3, Saturoia mon-
tana (Winter Savory) ; 4, Origanum vulgare
(Wild Marjoram).—jP. Deni.-<, . Balarue,
France. Lavatera assurgentiflora, Kell.

—

D. C. 1, Sequoia sempervirens ; 2, Abies Pin-
sapo ; 3, A. Nordmanniana ; 4, A. Nordman-
niana (diseased) ; 5, A. nobilis ; 5, Cupressns
Lawsoniana var. erecta ; 7, Tsuga Pattoniana
glauca ; 8, Cupressus pisifera var. fililVra ; 9,

Libocedrus decurrens; 10, Cupressus Law-
soniana; 11, Actmidia arguta.

—

A. E., Kent.
1, Adiantum Pacotii ; 2, Osmunda regalis ; 3,
Nephrolepis Piersoni var. ; 4, Cuphea ignea ; 5,
Acacia armata; 6, Coronilla glauca.

—

N. E.
1, Lathyrus sativus ; 2, Inula ensifolia.

—

J. H. J . Heliopsis lasvis.

—

Miss Pike. Lea!

:

Funkia subcordata : flower : Anchusa semper-
virens.

—

H. II. Epipactis latifolia, common in
marshy districts in some counties.

—

F. W. B.
Lygodium scandens, a climbing Fern.

—

B. 0. r. 1, Pteris aquilina (Bracken); 2,
Athyrium FUix-fcemina ; 3, Lastrea rigida ; 4,
Asplenium viride.

—

G. M. M. Calycanthus
floridus.

Nymph.sas and their Propagation ; F. E.
Hulchin.%on. Nymphaeas may not only be
propagated by seeds, but also by division of
the tubers and rhizomes. Propagation by divi-

sion is usually adopted in the trade. It should
be carried out at about the end of April when
growth has commenced. By lifting the tubers
it will be seen that in nearly every instance
small offsets are formed upon the main stem.
These should be cut away with a sharp knife,
with some of the young rootlets attached at
the base. Make these firm in small punnets
rather than in pots by tying them in, over,
and abov3 the soil. Root action will soon take
place, after which these young plants may be
sunk in rather deeper water. N. Daubenyana
—a pale blue variety—may also be propagated
by the young plants that form on the top of
the leaf close to the leaf stalk. We do not
know of any other species that has this

characteristic.

Oncidium Leaves : Carnation, Leamington. The
Oncidiums are attacked by the " Spot " dis-

ease which is often spread by the presence of
moisture on the leaves at a time W'hen the atmo-
.spheric temperature is falling. The difference
between the day and night temperatures is too
extreme. If any of the Oncidiums are badly
affected, they had better be destroyed by burn-
ing, for it is cheaper to buy healthy young
plants than make attempts to bring the un-
sightly and diseased specimens back to health.

Pelargoniu.m : ir. B. The Pelargonium leaves
are infested with the fungus Cladosporium
epiphyllum, which can only attack plants when
they are very moist. Spray the plants with
a rose-red solution of permanganate of potash.

Potatos : .M. C. S. The stunted habit of the
Potatos is due to the use of diseased tubers.

Roses: Hibernicus. The fungus, Botrytis
cinerea, is present on the Roses, and its spread
is favoured b\^ the flowers being too wet.

Spraying : S. 0. F. Whilst forcible spraying
with clear water will remove aphis, it is gener-
ally advisable to spray with a decoction of
quassia or some other approved insecticide.

Stocks : W. B. The soil in which your Stocks
are growing is infected with the fungus
Sclerotinia, and should be treated with gas-
lime.

Sweet Peas : G. G. Even the best-grown Sweet
Peas usually produce three-bloom sprays at
first. It is probable that your plants will pre-
sently give four-bloom sprays in abundance.
The culture you describe is excellent ; we should
have said it is too rich, but for the fact that
you are on sandy sod. You say you have some
of the best varieties. Doubtless you are aware
that some varieties are more prolific of four-

bloom sprays than others, and for next year's
sowing you should select such varieties if you
wish to have a greater proportion of these
flowers.

Sweet Peas Diseased: S. D., " Plympton,"
and //. G. T. The soil is affected with the
fungus Thielavia basicola. In future, sterilise

the SOU before sowing the seed.

Communications Received—B. G—Hiirlcck—J. H

—

Ansioiis_H. G Rubrum_La Cloche_A. P. R ]. D. H.
_J. L._E.W. & Son5_R. P. B._M. A. K., Hilversum_
E. M._R. G. W J. N. R B. C._P. C.—S. C S. & Sons
_H. & D J. H F. E. H._J. H. B W. H K. & Son—
F. K. \V A. H._J. G. F R. J. W.
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almost entirely of a deep maroon tint. O.

crispum Bumble-bee (see fig. 57). shown by Lieut-

Col. Sir Geo. L. Holford, K.C.V.O. (gr. Mr. H.

G. Alexander), at the Royal International Show,

and of which we give a representation half

natural size, is a variation in the same direction,

an occasional dark spot appearing on the sepals,

while the lip bears a bee-like, brownish-purple

blotch, w-hich occupies the greater part of its

surface, the fringed margin being white.

POLYCYCNIS LEHJfANNII.
This singular species of a very remarkable

genus was first flowered by Sir Trevor Lawrence,
Bart.. K.C.V.O., who received a botanical certifi-

is white, spotted with rose-purple at the sides, tie
blade bearing numerous long, hair-like spines.

The arched, slender column is green with an
enlarged purple apex. It is nearest to P. barbata,
and very distinct from P. muscifera, a fine plant
of which with three spikes was shown from Lord
Rothschild's collection, July 9, 1895, when it also

secured a botanical certificate. The genus origin-

ally was included in Cycnoches, with which
it has but little in common. The singular

fiow^ers, produced like a flight of insects, are very
attractive, and to anyone interested in speculat-

ing as to the meaning of the singular arrange-

ment of the lip, and its bearing on fertilisation

by insect-aid, it affords useful study.

Fig. -WATSONIA MERIANA AKDERNEI : FLOWERS WHITE.

cate when it was shown at the Royal Horticul-
tural Society, on Aug. 13, 1895. Tliat plant was
the sole specimen received from the late Consul
Lehmann, and the spray was illustrated in the
Gardeners' Chronicle, Aug. 31, 1895, p. 245. A
single plant has again appeared and is flowering
in Tracy's Nursery, Twickenham, with an ele-

gant spray of 23 insect-like blooms, larger in size

than shown in the illustration mentioned. The
raceme is pendulous, after the manner of Gon-
gora. The flowers, each about 1 inch across, are
borne on downy, purple stems. The reflexed sepals
and petals are whitish, evenly spotted with red-
dish purple ; the very singular labellum, expanded
•n the middle and narrowed to a point in front.

WATSONIA ARDERNEI.

Watsonias are nearly allied to the Gladioli,

and though their flowers are not so large as

those of the majority of that race, they are very

beautiful plants, well worth the attention of gar-

dening enthusiasts. Curiously enough, however,

they are almost entirely neglected, and it is rarely

we see any of the species in the open, except in

the south-west. It is true that, being natives of

the Cape of Good Hope, they are not perfectly

hardy, but if they are treated in the same manner
as the Gladioli—namely, Hfted in the autumn,
stored in sand during the winter, and replanted

in March, there is no reason why they should not

succeed. In certain spots, however, such as
South Devon and Cornwall, Watsonias may b«
left permanently in the open bed through the
winter, though even in Devon this method does
not always ensure success. The first white Wat-
sonia was found by an employe of a Mr. Upjohn,
a nurseryman living at Rondebosch, near Cape
Town, on the slopes of Table Mountain, and
eventually some of the produce of this bulb passed
into the hands of the curator of Port Eliza-
beth Botanical Gardens, who consigned corms to
Mr. .lames O'Brien, which led to their distri-
bution under the name of Watsonia O'Brienii.
Later on, Mr. H. M. Arderne, of Cape Town, an
enthusiastic gardener, found a white Watsonia
near Worcester, about 80 miles from Cape Town,
and the produce of this corm has come into com-
merce under the name of Watsonia Ardernei.
Practically speaking, the two may be considered
identical, since both are white-flowered varieties
of W. Meriana (syn. iridifolia), and were
found growing among numbers of the pink-
flowered type. However, some nurserymen
catalogue them separately and at different
prices, but it would be far better if the
white forms were known simply as Watsonia
alba. I have myself seen a white Watsonia grow-
ing at the Cape among masses of the common type
some hundreds of miles distant from where \V.
O'Brienii and W. Ardernei were found, and in-

tended to collect it on my return, but, unfor-
tunately, never passed that way again. In a
note on Watsonias which I read a short while
ago, the writer stated that wet was fatal to the
corms, but here the plants have not the slightest
protection from the excessive winter rainfall, yet
are in the most vigorous health, and Mr. Arderne
found his white Watsonia growing in a " bo^gv
marsh," so that I venture to think that this
correspondent's theory on the culture of Wat-
sonias stands in need of revision. This is, how-
ever, a favoured spot for the culture of Cape
bulbs, Nerines and others growing and flowering
well in the open, and I would not for a moment
advocate planting Watsonias permanently in the
open in cold districts. In such localities lifting
and replanting in March is the only safe plan.
Wyndham Fitzherbcrt, Kingswear, Devonshire.

NURSERY NOTES.

THE WARGRAVE HARDY PLANT FARM.
The title of this firm being unfamiliar to

some readers, it may be remarked that the
owner is Mr. Bernard Crisp, a son of Sir
Frank Crisp, of Friar Park, Henley-on-Thames.
The Wargrave Hardy Plant Farm is situated a
little over a mile from Twyford railway station,

opposite a right-angled turn in the main road
leading to Henley, where the passer-by cannot
fail to notice the long, broad herbaceous bor-

ders on each side of the entrance drive, which,
for many months of the year, have been
gorgeous with beautiful flowers. It is diffi-

cult to realise that previous to last October the

site of these borders and nursery was pasturage,
and that, owing to the continued rains of the
autumn and early winter, but few of the subjects
were planted in position until the spring of the
present year. It may be admitted that goodly-
sized clumps were used, but the old-established

appearance of the borders is largely due to

the excellence of the soil. "We can dig two
spits deep," said Mr. Richardson, the mana-
ger of the farm, "and not come to the
end of the good, heavy loam, which suits so

many herbaceous plants." Even the most casual
visitor could not fail to be impressed with four
of the plants in these show borders : these are

Polygonum orientalis (Mr. Bowles's variety),

which may be termed an improved P. amplexi-
caule ; the bright-golden variety of Achillea eupa-
torium ; Helenium cupreum, not more than 18

inches high and profusely flowered ; and H.
pumilum. " It would be difticult," remarked
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Mr. Crisp, as we expressed our admiration for

these plants, " to name four equally valuable

border plants, for these are all very showy sub-

jects, are useful for cutting purposes, and wiU

remain in flower for fully four months."

On either side of the entrance gate there are

masses of Nepeta MUtonii ; cuttings were dibbled

in the ground in the spring at 6 or 8 inches dis-

tant, and now the plants have completely covered

the ground and are smothered with masses of

pretty lavender-coloured tlowers, which indivi-

dually are not showy, but in the aggregate

produce a delightful effect. In the middle of the

border a huge mass of Anchusa italica " Drop-
more variety " was just passing out of bloom,

and the spent flower-racemes told of the wealth

of colour which had been present a short time

ago. In the background there are 150 Michael-

mas Daisies for autumn blossoming.

We leave the show borders to inspect the stock

of plants, of which there are 50,000 ready for

dispatch, and, all being well, the number will

have increased to 80.000 by the spring. Inci-

dentally, we learn that the nursery has already
outgrown the owner's original intentions. His
idea was to commence in quite a small way and
gradually build up a business. But even as the

plants in the rich ground decline to spread slowly

so the owner soon found it impossible to confine

the nursery to the original limits. Walking be-

tween the nursery beds, we were impressed with
the vigour of the plants, and the keen knowledge
the promoter and his manager appear to possess

of the characteristics of each species. In these

beds are to be found practically every Alpine
or herbaceous plant worth growing—many of

them rare and valuable; prominence is given
to improved varieties of old favourites, such
as Anemone pusilla grandiflora, which has

flowers twice the size of those of the type
and of richer colour. Gypsophila dubia is a

little gem for the rock-garden : the tiny, trailing

stems become blood-red in colour early in the

spring. Very many Violas are grown, and there

is a good batch of the uncommon Pelargonium
Endlicherianum, so brilliant when in flower. Of
German Irises there are 150 new varieties, with

dozens of each variety, besides very many of the

standard sorts. Pentstemons of a splendid strain

occupy a large piece of ground. There are a host

of plants suitable for the " grey border "
; water

and bog plants are also largely grown ; the Nym-
phieas are cultivated in long cement tanks,

framed so that lights may be placed over them
when necessary.

Half-hardy Sheubs.

One of the heavy showers which have been all

too frequent this summer forced us to seek

shelter, so we took refuge in the glasshouses,

where there are many seedling and other plants,

chiefly of species suitable for growing against

warm outside walls. As is the case out-of-doors,

the plants almost seem to grow themselves ; the

seedlings of Carpenteria californica and Fremon-
tia californica will be embarrassing in their

number.s. The propagating frames contain a host

of desirable plants, the popular Lithospermura
*' Heavenly Blue " is present in great numbers,
and there are also many plants of the true Saxi-

fraga Boydii. In a warm border against the

walls of the propagating house a trial is being
made of various plants to test their hardiness.

At present a batch of Salvia Grahamii seems to

be perfectly hardy, but it has not yet wintered.
This species may almost be termed a gloi'ified,

bu^hy Salvia rutilans.

Foresight and forethought—two indispensable

qualities for success—are evident in this latest

hardy-plant establishment. During periods of

drought local water is not available for garden
purposes, so Mr. Crisp sunk a deep well, in-

stalled a pumping engine, and built a large

cistern at a considerable height, so that, what-
ever the weather may be. he has the command
of an abundant water supply.

ANNUALS AT READING.
Passengets by the Great Western Railway

Co.'s main line trains cannot fail to have noticed

the llnze of colour in Messrs. Sutton & S-n's seed

trial grounds at Reading. As seen from the rail-

way coaches, the predominant floral features are

the long central borders which bisect the trial

grounds ; the glorious mass of dwarf Nasturtiums,
which adjoin the railway, and the varied hues of

the Snapdragons which, grown in so many dif-

ferent parts of the grounds, testify to the popu-

larity of these valuable annuals.

The weather, on the occasion of our visit,

was stormy, but this fact afforded an
opportunity of determining the varieties of

annuals which have the greatest value for

dull seasons, and many flowers which are

beautiful during bad weather are even more
attractive when the conditions are enjoyable.

The masses of dwarf Nasturtiums seemed to

revel in the heavy showers ; the rain-

drops glanced off the shining leaves, and the

abundant flowers immediat<?ly recovered them-
selves, flaunting their rich colours. This huge
bed of Nasturtiums provides a valuable object-

they are growing ; the plants, which have beeo
well thinned, are not more than 3 feet high.

Each bears a surprising number of flowers, aver-

aging 7 inches across. The annual Chrysanthe-

mums also showed up well : the soft, yellow

Morning Star and its rich, golden companion.
Evening Star, are still the most desirable varie-

ties of their type. Clarkia elegans Scarlet

Beauty, about 15 inches high, was a blaze of

colour, in spite of the unpropitious weather.

Close by a large bed of a beautiful rose-coloured

annual Larkspur was very effective. The
seeds of this Stock-flowered Larkspur may
be sown out-of-doors in September, or at

about the second week in April. The plants grow

to 2 feet 6 inches in height, and produce many
spikes of delicately -scented flowers. The two
varieties of Marigold chiefly grown. Lemon Queen
and Orange King, are splendid sorts, being

great improvements on the old garden Marigold.

Candytufts of several kinds, notably improved
Carmine ; Linarias, hybrid Dimorphothecas, and

the annual Lupins are other valuable annuals for

dull and wet seasons. Delphinium Queen of

Blues, if sown in the flowering quarters in

FiG. 59.^FORESTS OF FROVENCE.

Bois de Cheiron.

lesson, showing the essential condition for obtain-

ing plenty of flowers on the plants. The soil at

the trial grounds is naturally very poor, shallow,

and stony—gravel and sand are quarried on the

nursery ; at one end of the Nasturtium bed the

soil was enriched last autumn for growing Nar-

cissi, and the position of this ground can be defi-

nitely outlined, for here the Nasturtiums have
grown luxuriantly, the leaves being rich and
green, but the crop of flowers is only a moderate
one. On unmanured ground the flowers quite

hide the leaves, and on a bright, sunny day the

brilliance would be dazzling. Lines of Go^letia

"Crimson King" in the central borders were very

floriferous, and it is interesting to notice that

the rains had caused the older petals to assume
a pleasing magenta tint. The rose-coloured

Godetia " Marquis of Salisbury " is another de-

sirable variety, whilst Godetia Dwarf Pink makes
exceedingly floriferous plants not more than 15

inches high. Godetia (double rose) is still

the best of the taller-growing type. Behind
the Godetia Crimson King there is a
long row of dwarf, single Sunflowers. We
were informed that they were sown where

April, make dwarf plants and flower freely.

Asters which were sown in the open in

April, and transplanted, were just com-

mencing to flower. The beds of Stocks provided

masses of showy, sweet-scented flowers. A large

bed of seeding Lobelias showed an interesting

variation ; many of the dwarf spreading varieties

would be useful for filling temporary blanks in

the rockery, as also would the dainty little

Eschscholtzia "Miniature Primrose." The varie-

ties of Lobelia tenuior, which are generally

restricted to greenhouse cultivation, thrive

splendidly at Reading in the open, making
good, compact, very floriferous plants about

9 inches high.

Contrary to some gardeners' opinions, the

hybrid Schizanthuses frequently make satisfactory

plants as hardy annuals, and at Reading may
be seen a large bed of these plants flowering

freely. As a general rule the Eschscholtzias are j

not so satisfactory this year as usual ; they require j

plenty of bright sunshine to be seen at their
|

best, but the variety JIandarin, which hears j

large, yellow flowers, with deep-orange reverse, :

provided a fine patch of rich colour.
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THE FORESTS OF PROVENCE.

{Concluded from p. 113.)

3.

—

Montane and Sub-alpine Coniferous
Forests.

In the right angle made by the valley of tlit

Var, where it turns from an easterly to a

southerly course, the country js formed of lime-

stone strata, dipping steeply (40-45°) and regu-

larly to th-e north, and the rivers have dissected

this region into a series of steep, parallel ridges

running east and west, whose tops are from 1,000

to 1,700 metres above sea level, and intervening

valleys whose bottoms are about 400 or 500 metres

above the sea. The sides of these valleys, except

round the small towns and villages where Olives

are cultivated, are thickly clothed with wood.

Here the influence of aspect is extremely well

seen. The north sides of the ridges bear forests

of Pinus sylvestris, with Beech and deciduous

Oak. and often with considerable tracts of Ostrya,

while the southern slopes bear Quercus Ilex and
many Mediterranean shrubs. Towards the mouth
of a large valley, such as that of the Ksteron,

Pinus maritima and P. halepensis also appear,

the last-named gradually becoming dominant as

the slopes of the Var valley are reached.

The montane woods of Pinus sylvestris (see fig.

59), which, as has been said, mainly occupy steep

slopes of north aspect, contain Quercus sessili-

flora, Fagus sylvatica. Ilex aquifolium, and Ostrya

carpinifolia. The shrubby undergrowth consists

of Buxus, Daphne laureola, Juniperus communis,

while Anemone hepatica and Erythronium dens-

canis are the two most conspicuous'ground species

in early spring. Mosses are abundant, and Ferns

moderately so. Cowslips and occasionally Prim-

roses also occur.

On steep northern slopes protected fi-om the

south by vertical rocks, as at Ste. Baume in

Western Provence, the Beech becomes dominant,

replacing the Pine. The famous forest of Ste.

Baume (700 900 metres) consists of a considerable

area of finely-developed Beech, continuous with

Pinus sylvestris on one side and Quercus pubes-

cens on the other. The great feature of the

Beech forest is the abundance of Yew and Holly,

which form a regular layer below the crowns of

the Beeches. Associated are Acer campestre,

A opulifolium, Prunus avium, Viburnum
Lantana, Euonymus europteus, and on the ground

Daphne laureola, Ruscus aculeatus, Heracleum
sphondylium. Mecurialis perennis. Anemone
hepatica, Sanicula europoea, Euphorbia amygda-
lyides. Primula veris, Ranunculus ficaria, Poly-

gonatum verticillatum, &c. Ivy is abundant on

the ground and climbing on the trees, whose bark

is thickly covered with mosses and lichens. If

one climbs to the sunnnit of the ridge, which
reaches a height of 1,000 metres, one comes out

on pure Mediterranean vegetation on the southern

slopes.

The forests of Pinus sylvestris extend from the

region described northwards into the sub-

Alpine region, with but little modification

of the undergrowth. As the Alps are ap-

proached, however, e.g., in the neighbour-
hood of St. Martin Vesubie, at an eleva-

tion of 1,200 to 1.500 metres, in the narrower
east and west valleys, the Pine woods are con-

fined to the southern slopes of the hills, while on
the northern slopes the woods are composed of

Picea excelsa aud Larix europtea (see fig. 60). On
these southern slopes the pine woods form the

actual tree limit at a height of 1,700-1,800 metres.

The ground vegetation includes Buxus, Genista
cinerea, Juniperus communis. Anemone hepatica.

At the time of my visit (end of March) the
ground vegetation of the Spruce and Larch woods
on the northern slopes was entirely covered with
snow from 1 .400 metres upwards, while the
southern (Pine wood) slopes from a similar height
up to 1,800 metres at least, were quite free from
snow (see fig. 60). A. G. Tansley.

NOTICES OF BOOKS.
A New Carnation Treatise.*

A VOLUME, extending to more than 200 large
octavo pages, with 20 or more full-page illustra-
tions, devoted to one section of this popular
flower, is a proof of the interest that the author
deems the flower-loving people of Great Britain
entertain for it. That he is an enthusiast no one
who reads its pages can doubt, and almost every
page bears witness to the fact that, like all en-
thusiastic florists, he believes that the cultural
practices he pursues can alone give the very
best results ; else it might be asked, Why another
book on a subject that most gardeners know
pretty well ? They know all that can be told
about cuttings and their rooting, pottings,
stopping on the short and long system, venti-
lating and other simple items of manage-
ment. Some gardeners, it is true, and it is said
they are an increasing number, are giving up
propagation from cuttings for layering, but that
system the author does not mention. Yet it is

a point that requires to be settled, because
plants rooted from cuttings and layers fre-

quently exhibit marked peculiarities, and whether
the new system will give as good results
as the old remains to be proved. It will

tions that may become monuments of our want of
prescience. The author disclaims any literary
merit, which he need not have done ; the one
fault of his book from that point of view being
a looseness of style which leads to repetition, and
here and there incorrect conclusions. He refers to
a Carnation house, the limit of which it is stated
should be 250 feet by 40 feet, and it is to contain
eight benches and about 16,500 plants ! A very
simple problem in arithmetic will show the
absurdity of the number. The author's brother,
who writes a chapter on Carnation growing in
America, proposes houses 200 feet by 47 feet, to
contain about 7,000 plants, which works out more
satisfactorily. The illustrations are from photo-
graphs, and many of them will prove practical
helps to the fuU understanding of the text.

R. P. B.

Fern Culture.*

Messrs. H, B. May & Sons have published a
third edition of this useful book. The text wa"
originally written by John Birkenhead, and the
present edition is revised by Mr. F. Parsons.
The little book is well arranged, and the advice
on soils, potting, rockwork, light, &c., is excellent,

as might be expected from such a capable culti-

vator as the reviser. The selections of Ferns for
various purposes are most happy and judicious.

Fig. 6o.—forests of provence.
are at 1,500-1,700 metres. Pinus sylvestris on south
Picea exce sa and Lari-t decidua on northern, sn

Col St. Martin, near St. Martin Visubie.

probably happen that most of us, as in other
things, will determine the matter experimentally
each for himself. A suggestive chapter is that
on cutting the flowerV. which the author
insists must be done when the blooms are
half-developed, their further expansion taking
place in a cool room. He remarks " I venture
to say that all the best blooms at our leading
perpetual-flowering Carnation shows which carry
off premier honours have been cut from three to
six days previous to the show, the water being
repeatedly changed, and stems recut at least
every 24 hours." That is a point well worth the
consideration of every grower. We all know how
soon colours deteriorate, and shade our flowers ac-
cordingly, but we do not know that so simple a
method, where it can be carried /)ut, will give
such good results. Mr. Allwood seems not to
have quite made up his mind if the bench system
is superior to the pot system. The former
method of cultivation is no doubt spreading in
private gardens, and a decisive opinion would
have been welcomed by many of us who do not
care to be responsible for the expense of altera-

• The Perpetual- fliiwt>:ttc Carnation, by Mont igue C.
Allwood. (London: TheC-ible I'r nting and Pub ishing Co.)

Exception may, perhaps, be taken to the inclu-
sion of such plants as Adiantum Capillus-veneria
and Dicksonia antarctica among Ferns for the
cold greenhouse, so far, at any rate, as regards
the less genial parts of the country. The illus-
trations are numerous, and many of them are
exceedingly effective, although "all are not of
equal merit. It is a pity that some attempt has
not been made to indicate the s,cale of drawing,
as this is very unequal. A glaring example of
thifi disparity occurs on p. 43, where Osmunda
regalis and Davallia parvula are shown as of
approximately the same size.

There are a few mistakes, such as the use of
HymenophyllEB for the plural of Hymenophyllum,
although in most cases the ordinary English
plural is wisely and properly used. Opposite
p. 112 is a fine figure of Polystichum aculeatum
pulcherrimum, which is misnamed P. angulard
pulcherrimum. The distinction is important as
the two Ferns in question are entirely different.

Nevertheless, the book will be found useful not
only to the beginner, but to many more advanced
cultivators of Ferns. F. W. Stansfidd.
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HARDY FLOWER BORDER. RICHARD BRADLEY.

CAMPANULA PETR^A.
Yellow is a rare colour in Campanulas, and

I have only cultivated tvjo species which can bo

said to have flowers of this colour. C. petrfea

(see fig. 61) is a native of the South of France,

and I procured seeds from that district two years

ago. These have given me a good batch of

plants, but they include two distinct forms.

One of the varieties has not yet flowered,

and I am unable to identify it, as the foliage

and habit are distinct. The other is G.

petriea, and its small yellow flowers, closely

set togetlier in short spikes, are now at their

best. 1 find this Campanula thrives best on a

ixirder facing west, and the plants have the

benefit of a half-shady spot, whieli seems to suit

them admirably. I grew the young plants in

small pots, and wintered them in a cold frame,

planting them in their present position in the

spring. The soil in the border was taken away
and in its place was used a mixture of two

parts turfy loam, one part well-decayed leaf-

Amonost the horticultural writers of the early

years of tlie eighteenth century, the name of

Richard Bradley tjtands in high relief for simple

and graphic accounts of gardening.

A welcome and interesting epitome of his work

has been lucidly portrayed in these columns (see

p. 41) by Mr. 15rotherston, a savant in horticul-

tural matters. The subject is a large and in-

tricate one, pregnant with matter for discussion,

verification, and correction.

The man himself, as Mr. Brotherston observes,

has an unknown pedigree. The one that might

have been able to make it known was Dr.

Thomas Martyn, his successor at Cambridge, but,

BO far as I can trace, the only notice taken of

Bradley by him was that he Binned in the means
employed in procuring the professorship, that

John Martyn might have had earlier.

G. W. Johnson gives an account of the affair

from Pulteney's Sketches of Botany. Following

the extracted account, Johnson says that Brad-

ley laboured indefatigably and successfully to

promote the improvement of horticulture, and

Fig. 6i.—campanula petr^a : flowers pale yellow.

mould, and one part rough " sandstone chips."

C. petraea is a beautiful Campanula, and ex-

tremely rare in cultivation. If seeds can be
procured, the present is, I think, the best

time to sow them, in order to get strong plants

for flowering next season. I am afraid that in

Scotland the saving of seed will be a matter of

great difficulty, more especially when the

kind of weather we are experiencing is con-

sidered. It may, I imagine, be easily propa-

gated by division of the plant after the flower-

ing season is over, and I intend to try this

method of increasing the stock during the

present autumn. The other yellow form of

Campanula I have grown is nuich more com-
mon. Apart from its colour, it has nothing to

recommend it. I refer to C. thyrsoidea, a

native of the Alps of Europe, with its dense

pyramidal spikes of small, greenish-yellow,

fragrant flowers. It seems to thrive best on

the rock garden, and by the end of June its

flowers are over for a season. George M. Taylor,

Midlothian,

" however we may d,fspise the man we should

respect the benefactor." Eminent bibliographers

seem to give full particulars of his works, but

they leave the reader impressed with the fact

that Bradley was a voluminous writer on garden-

ing and agriculture, and somehow their descrip-

tions of the respective works do not always tally

with each other.

Anent Mr. Brotherston's article, I might say

that possibly Loudon could not describe exactly

what he had. as it was issued in another form,

for instance :
—

New Imprincmcits of Ptnuting and Gardening, in three

parts, bound in one. 5th Edition, 1726, each with separate

and distinct title pages; Part 2. 1725; Part 3, 17C6.

This edition has also the rare Herefordshire

Orchards by Dr. Beale, with a postscript letter

to Samuel Hartlib, Esq., followed by an appendix

and having distinct title pages.

Part I was dedicated to Prince Henry; Part IT wag
dedicated to Lord Parlier; Part III was dedicates] to Earl
of Carnarvott; Appendix was dedicated to Knox Ward. Esq.

Mr. Brotherston states inter alia that :

—

The Seedmen's Catalogue was attributed to Bradley and

I have not seen or heard of the title exactly like

that. Does Mr. Brotherston mean

—

A Catalogue of Seeds and Plants, mentioned in Town-
send's Tract, and to be found in a Seed.-iman's Shop, London,
1720. Vide Johnson's Hist. Card., p-ise 187, under Bradley.

Or again t'j:-Johuson, not uiid^'r Uradlev, page

202 :—
//,,' c.mpUu Seedsman's Monthly Calendar, sliowing the

u I III. Ill' .1 of raising and cultivating every sort of'I III the Kitchen and Flower Garden, with
h I tiiins for sowing of Berries, Mast and
Si

i
. i I, 11 Hint, Forest Trees, and such as are proper

tor liic luipiuWMB of land.
Written at tlie command of a person of honour.
London, 8vo.. Anonymous.

The title page of the second, given as anony

mous, is almost identical with my edition, thin

8vo., 1738, 63 pp., the difference being as follows:

The word " complete " is spelt " compleot,"

after the line

—

" Written at the Command, &c."

My copy has

—

By Richard Bradly, F.R.S.

(no " e " in Bradley.)

Tlic Second Edition,

London.

Printed for W. Mears, at his Ware-House at the

Lamb on Ludgate Hill, 1738.

(Price One Shilling.)

.\nd before beginning the article with Dr. Brad-

ley's (with " e ") on the third page, the second

page has ;

—

Advertisement.

The profitable usefulness of this little treatise snfficieutly

recommends it to the public.
The faults which escaped the Press in the former are

in this Edition carefully corrected, and the whole piece

has been re\'ised and in many places improved by the
late Author, Dr. Bradly (no " o "1.

This has been thought proper to intimate in justice to

his memory the name of Mr. Townsend. a gardener, being
only put to it by the Autiior, to do him a servioe, by
bringing him into business.

Your obedient servant,

The Bookseller.

At the end of my copy of New Improvements,

etc., 1726, an advertisement of books published

l3y W. Mears appears, giving a copy of the title

page of the

—

Compleat Seedsman (as I have already given in full—J.M.)
and following the lit

~ mmand,
XJrd M .

catalogue of Seeds. Plants, etc.. mentioned in the Tract

and to be found in the Seedsman's Shop.
Recommended by R. Bradley, F.R.S.

So it is not surprising that the records we
have are at variance, as the edition with Town-

eend's name might be the only copy known to

the bibliographers, and Johnson has considered

one of them " Anonymous." If Bradley really

wrote the book, and for reasons explained "by

the bookseller it may be taken on good faith

that he did, I think Dr. Bradley is entitled

to the credit the publisher gives him. You will

remember the Abercrombie-Mawe arrangement

for authorship of Every Man hi': own Gardener,

was a similar act of non-fraudulent collusion.

The Seed.tman's Calendar is a most interesting

and instructive book dealing exhaustively with

.'^pecies and varieties of garden seeds. Many
sorts of Peas and Beans have curious names, and

in numerous instances are prefixed by the name
of Knight.
" Various Rounceval Peas, grey, blue and white,

also the green Pea, for boiling when the Pea
is dry ; this is the same Pea as is eaten in Hol-

land, cods and all, like Kidney Beans, and must
be stick'd up for it grows high. The Bow Dye
Pea is very hardy and stands the winter."

In a foot-note it is explained that Sti-atford-le-

Bow, near London, is " a place famous for Dying
Scarlets," also that Knight was a " curious nur-

seryman in Bedfordshire and a great collector of

Peas." As an example of numerous details given

by Bradley, I might pick out one on the Small

Speckled Dwarf Kidney Bean. " I brought this

from Holland and gave it first to the late Mr.

Fairchild. It is a good Bean to boil, with smooth

coat. Mr. Beacon, nephew of Mr. Fairchild,

now has it." J. Murison.
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NOTES ON HARDY PLANTS.

Is Geranium cinereum album a product of

the garden or does it occur wild? Messrs. T. S.

Ware, Ltd., had a fine patch of it in their rock

garden exhibit at the International Show. G.

cinereum lias been blooming freely at Llanishen

ever since the third week in May. Silene

Hookeri was shown well by this firm and others

:

it is a more beautiful plant than S. EHsa-

bethsB. I understand it is a native of the Rocky
Mountains, and should much like to hear other

peoj^le's experience with it, especially with re-

gard to its capacity for witlittanding English

winters and the conditions which suit it best.

Everyone who inspected Messrs. J. Backhouse

& Son's rockery must have been impressed with

the beauty of Ranunculus Lyallii, and have subse-

quently welcomed the beautiful Supplementary
Illustration that appeared with the Gardeners'

Chronicle of June 29. The lover of hardy plants

who had not before seen this Ranunculus, will

also welcome the fact that the writer of the note

accompanying the illustration suggests planting

it on the moraine, although in Nicholson's

Dictionary it is described as a greenhouse plant.

Another feature of this exhibit was a spur of

great limestone boulders, planted with the

Queen of Saxifrages, the true S. longifolia, and
Ramondia pyrenaica snugly lodged in the

crevices. Looking at this spot alone, one would

well imagine one was in the Gorge de Luz or by

some tributary torrent near the Cirque de

Gavarnie, rather than in the gi-ounds of Chelsea

Hospital.

The Caraway Thyme—shown by Mr. Clarence

Elliott—will be very useful as a distinct aromatic

plant for crevices in paths. It appears

extraordinary that such a distinct scent should

be borne by two euch different plants as Thymus
and Carum Carvi.

Libertia ixioides made a fine display in Mr.
Maurice Prichard's rockery : it Is taller, freer

flowering, more elegant, and better in every way
than L. formosa.

I made notes of the following German Irises

in Messrs. Barr & Son's beautiful exhibit : Her
Majesty, as near a true pink colour as any

variety I have seen ; Edward Michel, reddish

purple ; Ossian, with standards deep yellow and

falls red ; Princess Victoria Louise, pale yellow

and red ; Princess Beatrice, like a large pallida

dalmatica and King of the Irises, with large red-

dish brown and yellow flowers.

Of the many striking plants in Messrs. Jas.

Veitch & Sons' exhibit of new Chinese plants,

perhaps Deutzia Veitchii will become the most

popular. Deutzias are so easily grown, and this

variety is of a beautiful pale pink—always a

popular colour. Populus lasiocarpa, with great

heart-shaped leaves a foot long, will make a most
effective tree.

On the rockery at Kew Gardens, Erodium
amanum, with white flowers and lovely silvery

leaves, attracted my attention. Anemone syl-

vestris had evidently been flowering very pro-

fusely, which in some gardens it persistently

refuses to do. At Kew the plant was labelled

var. ochotensis, which may be freer than the

ordinary form. I should be very glad to learn if

this is the case. I believe Mr. Farrer in one of

his books mentions a variety (major) which he

states is freer than the type. Viola gracilis was
very fine. Erodium supracanum, white with pink

veins, was attractive, and E. guttatum. with

large white flowers, the two top petals blotched

and green leaves, is well worth growing.

In the Alpine House at Kew I was much im-

pressed with the beauty of two Linums—L. sal-

soloides and L. s. nana—both pure white. I have

since seen the former plant growing rampantly

(but quite low) : it seems a most desirable plant,

having a long season of blooming. Caltha.

The Week's Work.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
By ]. G. Wkston, Gardeiiec 10 Lady NoRTHcOTE,

Eastwell Park, Keiu.

Propagating Bedding Pelargoniums,—
Where large quantities of bedding plants are

required annually, their propagation should not

be delayed any longer. Many practical men have
their own peculiar method of propagating and
wintering bedding Pelargoniums, adapting their

methods to the circumstances in which they are

placed. At Eastwell Park, we propagate some
thousands of these plants, and invariably use
boxes, which we find particularly suitable for

handling, enabling a large number to be moved
in a very short time. These boxes, which hold
about 50 cuttings each, are about 24 by 12 by
4 inches. The plants are wintered in the boxes
till the potting is commenced in January. Any
ordinary soil for filling the boxes will suit the
plants, provided it is sweet, and made light and
sandy. The gardener must use his discretion
when removing the cuttings from the plants, or

unsightly gaps will be made. A moderate num-
ber should first be secured from each bed, after-

wards examining the beds each week or 10 days
for further cuttings. After the cuttings have
been taken from the plants, remove all decaying
leaves that are exposed, hoe the beds over, and
if the weather is dry apply a good watering. If

the cuttings are very sappy, allow them to get
dry before inserting them in the soil; flagging

will not harm them. The cuttings should be
planted firmly in the boxes or pots, and a
moderate watering will settle the soil round them,
after which they should be kept moderately dry.

If the weather is hot and dry, the cuttings may
safely be left out-of-doors and in the sun j but if

frames or staging in empty fruit houses are avail-

able, these may be utilised, which will prove safer

should wet weather prevail. If the cuttings
are placed out-of-doors, provision should be made
to protect them from heavy rains, or probably a
large percentage will fail to root properly.

Alterations in the Flower Garden.—
All through the summer, when the different sec-

tions of plants are at their best, notes should be
taken of any intended alterations, whether in

tlie shape and disposition of the flower-beds, or

in discarding old varieties of bedding plants in

favour of improved forms, or different plants

altogether. There is no satisfaction in growing
inferior varieties of flowering plants when there

is SBch a wealth to select from. An important
point to remember in considering any alterations

is whether the staff is so constituted that the
suggested alterations can be efiiciently carried

out. It is far better to undertake only a little,

and to do it thoroughly, than to neglect the
routine work in the flower-garden, which is sure

to cause disappointment.

General Work.—Where carpet bedding is

practised, the pegging-down and pinching of

shoots must be undertaken at frequent intervals,

in order to preserve the design. The beds should

be kept scrupulously clean by hand weeding. All

turf edges and grass must be kept in perfect

order, as the best of flower-beds lose much in

appearance if tlieir immediate surroundings are

not in keeping. Vioiets are now making capital

progress. Pinch off all side shoots and runners

as they appear in order to encourage the develop-

ment of strong crowns for flowering in the frames
during winter.

Pentstemon.- -Pentstemons are proving one
of the most satisfactory bedding plants this sea-

son. Each year we grow them in increasing num-
bers, and. given good cultivation, very few plants

provide a more striking display. There are now
such splendid varieties, giving long spikes, with

large flowers, ranging from white to purple, that

some may be chosen to suit all tastes. The scar-

let and pink varieties are very effective, and the

following selection includes a dozen of these beau-

tiful shades :—Crimson Gem, George Home. Mar-
quis of Linlithgow, Lady Noble, Lady Forbes,

Garth, JWrs. Michie, Thomas Hay, William Bull,

Alexander Brown, Sir Dighton Probyn, and
Southgate Gem. Pentstemons can be strongly

recommended for providing blocks of colour

over a long period, whether grown alone
in beds and borders, or in patches in the
mixed flower-border. The main spike should be
removed when it has finished blooming, which
will allow the secondary shoots to make a good
growth, and these will give a display till quite
late in the autumn. Pentstemons are gross
feeders, and revel in good soil. Manurial assis-

tance should be given at intervals, and abundant
waterings in dry weather.

THE ORCHID HOUSES.

Miltonia vexiularia.—Many plants of this

species are now developing new growths, and at

this stage are subject to the attacks of

small yellow thrips, which secret themselves low
down in the axils of the leaves. If these in-

sects are not destroyed at once, the plants will

suffer serious injury, the new leaves being per-

manently disfigured. When yellow thrips are
found to be present, flowers of sulphur should
be dusted into the axils of the leaves by means
of a soft camel's-hair brush when the foliage is

quite dry. This will have the effect of driving
the pest nearer to the point of the leaves. The
leaves of the plants and young growths should
then be immersed in a solution of Quassia ex-

tract, the proportion being half-a-pint of extract
to 3 gallons of tepid, soft water. After dipping,
the plants should be laid on their sides in such
a position as to allow the liquid to drain from
the leaves without in any way coming into con-
tact with the roots or compost, the leaves after-

wards being rinsed with clean water. Any re-

potting that is necessary should be carried out
at this stage of growth. The plants should be
lifted from their pots, and all the old, loose

material shaken from the roots, cutting away any
which are decayed. Select pots of a size just

large enough to accommodate each plant. The
pots should be furnished with clean crocks to
about three parts their depth for drainage, cover-
ing the crocks with a thin layer of Sphagnum-
moss. Keep the base of the plants just above the
level of the rim of the pots, and work the com-
post between the roots, pressing it moderately
firm, and finishing with a surfacing of living heads
of Sphagnum-moss. A suitable rooting medium
for these plants consists of Osmunda fibre. Al
fibre, and Sphagnum-moss in equal quantities.

The whole should be cut rather short, and a
liberal addition of crushed crocks incorporated
with the compost. After potting, the plants

shoidd be staged well up to the glass in a light,

airy position in the intermediate house, shading
them from the sun's rays. Water should be
afforded only very sparingly at the roots, allow-

ing just enough to cause the moss to keep green
until the new roots are well into the new com-
post, when the supply should be gradually in-

creased. The plants will be benefited by a light

spraying overhead at least twice daily during
bright weather, using clear, soft water for the
purpose. They should also receive an overhead
spraying once in every two weeks with Quassia

extract water in rather a weaker form than re-

commended above for dipping.

Sophronitis grandiflora. — This cool-

growing, bright-flowering Orchid is now develop-

ing its new growths, and at this stage any plants

that require resurfacing or repotting should bo
given attention. The ordinary shallow Orchid

pan, without side holes, is the most suitable re-

ceptacle in which to grow them. These should be-

fiUed to three parts their depth with small, clean

crocks for drainage, using a compost of equal

parts Osmunda fibre. Al fibre, and Sphagnum-
moss, cut up in small portions, to which should

be added some crushed crocks. Pot the plants

moderately firm, witli a surfacing_ of clean

Sphagnum-moss, and suspend them in an airy

position in the oool Odontoglossum house. Dur-

ing the growing and rooting season, sufficient

water should be afforded to keep the surface moss
in a healthy condition, and when the

plants are dormant they should not be allowed

to become sufficiently dry at the roots to cause the

pseudo-bulbs to shrivel. Sophronitis Rositeriana

and S. cernua require similar treatment. Many
of the hybrids of Sophronitis grandiflora, such as

Sophro-Cattleya saxa, S.-C. Warnhamensis, and

others, and Sophro-Lfelia hybrids, such as S.-L.

Marriottiana, S.-L. Psyche, and S.-L. Valda, are

making new growths, and should be repotted
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or resurfaced as is found to be necessary ; they
need a similar compost to tliat mentioned for

Sophronitis. Tlie smaller-growing kinds are best
grown in shallow pans and suspended from the
roof, while those of larger growth may be culti-

vated in well-drained pots on the stage, keep-
ing them well up to the light. These plants are
usually grown in a cool, airy position in the
Cattleya or intermediate house, but many of our
hybrids at Gatton are suspended from the roof of

a seedling Odontoglossum house, where they grow
and flower very satisfactorily.

PLANTS UNDER GLASS.
By Thomas Stevenson, Gardener to E. Mocatta, Esq.,

Woburn Place, Addleslone, Surrey.

TvD>EA AMABiLis.—The dark, rose-coloured

flowers {see fig. 62) of this beautiful and interest-

ing stove plant resemble miniature Glo.xinias

in form, but are borne on slender stalks, and,
like tlip remainder of the plant, are hairy. Spring

of layering may gradually be removed. It is a
good thing to cut the layers free from the parent
plant a few days before potting. The compost
to receive the young plants should consist of gooil

loam, lime-rubble, sand, and a little wo(jd
ash. A small quantity of manure from
an old Mushroom bed or some leaf-soil is

often found advantageous to keep the com-
post porous, but neither is necessary if the
loam is of the right quality. The potting
should be done firmly, but the collar of tile plant
should not be too deeply buried. After potting,
the plants should be placed, if possible, in a cool
house. If this is impracticable, a cold frame is

an efficient sukstitute, but the advantage of the
house lies in the fact that the foliage retains a

hardier nature, and is more likely to be immune
from spot and rust throughout the winter than
is the case with plants which have been kept in a
frame, even for a few months. The plants should
be well watered after potting, and light over-
head sprayings are good for them until they are
well rooted.

Fig. 63.—TYD.EA AMABILIS, A NEGLECTED STOVE PLANT,

is the natural flowering season for Tyda;as, but
their period of usefulness can be prolonged by
starting small batches of plants into growth at

intervals until about midsummer. As most of

these plants have now finished flowering water
should be gradually withheld, and when the
foliage has ripened the plants should be stored
in the pots in a dry and warm place. As with
the nearly-allied genus Gesnera, propagation is

best effected by increase of the tubers in the
spring. Leaf-cuttings readily form plants, and,
in many instances, it is not yet too late to adopt
this method of propagation.

Carnation Souvenir de la Malmaison.
—Those plants which were first to be layered
will soon be ready for potting. The young plants
Bhould be sunplied with plenty of light and air,

and the shading which was necessary at the time

HipPEASTRUM (Amaryllis.) — The early-

flowering specimens of this plant will by this

time have finished their growth, and the
amount of water to be given them should be
lessened. For a time the plants should be
allow-ed al! the sun and air available ; the best

position for them is a shelf in a cool house, but
if this is not to be had, a dry frame in the full

sun will do quite well. Some of the later flower-

ing plants may not be showing as yet any signs

of drying off ; these should be separated from the
others and kept watered until the foliage begins
to turn yellow. Seedling plants should be kept
growing freely in a fairly warm temperature.
It may be found necessary to shift them into

larger pots for the winter : if so, they may be
re-potted now into a slightly larger size, and
again shifted (say. into 32-pots) in the early

spring. This should ensure the plants attaining

full flowering size by next autumn, if generous
treatment is accorded them throughout the
season.

SOLANUM. — The brightly-berried Solanum
capsicastrum is of high decorative value. If
planted out in frames or in the open ground,
the plants should be well watered, as the
flowers set much more freely when the roots
are kept fairly moist. This also applies to plant.-,

in pots, but thcsp latter need rather more manure
than those which are planted out. In order to
secure good-eized berries, the points of the
shoots should be taken out as soon as sufficient
berries are set. Towards the end of the month
those planted out should be cut round with a
knife or a sharp spade, preparatory to liftin;^

them early in September for potting.

The Conservatory.—It often occurs that
when the owners of a garden are in residence for
a long time, the conservatory cannot be
thoroughly overhauled, especially if it is

near the house. When the opportunity
occurs, therefore, give it a thorough turn-
out. The climbers are apt to become very
dense, and these sliould be thinned out
and tied, but not too stiffly—climbing plants
always look best when left a little free. Many
conservatories contain large Camellias in tubs

—

after these have made their growth, they may
be placed out-of-doors for a month or so. If

they are placed in a position where the sun will

not be too powerful for them, they will be as-

s"lsted considerably in the ripening of their wood
and the setting of flower-buds. At this time of
year, many plants may be introduced into the
conservatory without fear of injury—for instance,
large Crotons, some of the hardier Caladiums,
Acalyphas, and Dracaenas. These may often be
left in the conservatory until they are unfit for

further service, and then destroyed—that is, un-
i -'ss they are required for stock purposes. It is

'

r rtainly an advantage to clear out some of the
I.age plants from the greenhouses before the
winter, and thus make room for younger speci-
mens.

THE HAEDY FRUIT GARDEN.
By F. Jo

Hardy Vines.—The maturing of the fruit

has been hampered of late by the wet and
sunless weather. Mildew is attacking the
fruit and foliage, and little can be done
beyond cutting off the bunches, as the
foliage is hardly ever dry for any length of time.
It is well to cut off all laterals one leaf beyond
the bunch, and leave only one bunch to a shoot

;

the bunches and foliage are thus as fully as pos-

sible exposed to the light and air. Leading
shoots should also be checked or tied in, accord-
ing to space, to encourage the ripening of the
wood for next season's crop.

Raspberries.—Any old caues still remaining
should be removed, and the number of canes
for fraiting next season reduced. Those
retained should be secured to stakes or wires to

prevent any damage by strong winds. All
suckers must be removed from autumn-fruiting
varieties, and the canes tied up lightly, so that

sunshine and air may reach all parts.

Strawberries.—Now tliat the fruit is re-

nioved from the young plantations, the sooner
all runners, weeds, and damaged leaves can be
cleared from those beds which are to remain until

next season the better. It is well to avoid
removing more foliage than necessary ; but leav-

ing the plants clean will encourage fresh growth,
and good, healthy leaves will be produced
before winter. Many of the plants have suffered

badly from mildew this season, and all straw
mulchings and mildewed leaves must be removed
to the rubbish heap and burnt. The beds should
afterwards be dusted over with a mixture of

lime and soot, which will destroy mildew, slugs,

and snails, and also stimulate the growth of the

plants. Old plants which are to be destroyed
should be taken away from the beds and burnt
at the first opportunity. Runners which have
been layered as recommended in a previous article

will now be well rooted and ready for planting
out. If the ground is well prepared, the soil in

good condition, and the weather favourable, the
sooner the planting can be done the better. A
few plants might be planted on a south bor-

der, 15 inches apart each way, in cold frames.
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These will be found very useful, as the fruit will

be ready just before the ordinary crop is

gathered. Two feet to 2 feet 6 inches should be
allowed between the rows for general planting,
according to the variety, and 1 foot between the
plants ; and next season, as soon as the fruit is

cleared, every other plant should be removed.

Nuts. — Remove all suckers from the Nut
bushes, and keep a sharp look-out for squirrels,

or these creatures may soon clear the whole crop.

Figs.—These trees should be examined at
short intervals, and all weak shoots removed.
Short-jointed shoots should always be selected
in preference to long, sappy growths, as the
joints of the latter are generally injured in
a severe winter. Trees carrying heavy crops
of fruit should be watered with liquid manure,
if growing in well-drained borders ; but young
trees which are making too much growth should
not be allowed much moisture. The fruits

should be protected from birds and wasps with
muslin.

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.
Ey E. Harriss, Gardener lo Laiy Wantage, Lockinge

House, Wantaee, Berkshire.

Pot Vines.—Young vines which have been
grown for fruiting in pots next year should be
strong canes by this time. In these circum-
stiinces the chief consideration now will be to
get the wood well matured by the end of the
season. For very eaily forcmg it is essential
to get the canes ripened as early as possible, or
they will not respond kindly to forcmg ; there-
fore, during cold, dull weather, it is desirable to
slightly heat the hot-water pipes. On such
occasions syringing should be discontinued
and the atmosphere kept less moist. Let there
always be a free circulation of air, more or less

in degree, according to the condition out-
of-doors. When the vines have made suffi-

cient growth and the wood is fairly w-ell

hardened, the ripening process will be
greatly accelerated by placing the vines out-of-

doors in a sunny situation, partly plunging the
pots in ashes. The roots will still need frequent
supplies of moisture, and stimulants must also be
given them two or three times a week. The
longer the foliage can be retained in a healthy
condition, the better it will be for the vines.

A sharp look-out must be kept for red spider,

and, should it appear, syringe the foliage with a
strong solution of soft soap and sulphur.

Figs. — There will be no difficulty in ketpirg
up a Continual supply of ripe fruits all through
the autumn if the trees are allowed to de-
velop a second crop. This crop will be as satis-

factory as the fij-st, except that the fruits

will not be so large. Do not let the trees
get overcrowded with growth, and give the fruits

a further thinning if it is considered they are
too numerous. Afford water and stimulants to
the roots as often as appears necessary, discon-
tinuing the stimulants when the fruits copimence
to ripen. During dull or wet weather, slightly

heat the water pipes, and ventilate the house
with extra care. When the fruits are ripening,

it will be necessary to have a little heat in the
pipes during cold nights, also in the day time
when the weather is unfavourable.

Fig Trees in Pots.—The earliest trees re-

quired for placing into heat in November or
December, with a view to obtaining ripe
fruits early in the spring, should be overhauled
now, and those which are in need of repotting
treated in this manner without delay. Figs do
not require to be repotted every year, therefore
those which are already in very large pots or tubs
will need only to be top-dressed with some rich

eompost. The drainage must be examined, and.
if necessary, made good. Remove as much of the
old soil as convenient to make room for the new-

materials. The compost should consist chiefly of

fibrous loam, with a liberal mixture of lime-

rubble, wood ashes, and crushed bones. A little

well-decomposed horse manure will also be bene-
ficial if the loam is poor. Young, healthy trees

which need repotting may be given slightly

larger receptacles. The roots will not then need
so much disturbance as is the case when the

trees are repotted into the same-sized pots. See

that the nots are thoroughly cleaned and well-

drained. The compost mentioned above for top-

dressing will be suitable for the potting. If the

compost is in proper condition, the soil must he

rammed quite firm, and, to ensure that the whol**

of the space between the side of the pot and the
ball of roots is perfectly filled with soil, a thin

rammer should be used for the purpose. After
potting, place the trees in a shady position until

they have recovered from the check. They must
be carefully watered till the roots are again

active, but the syringe must be freely used dur-

ing hot, dry weather. If heavy rains occur fre-

quently, the trees should be given the shelter of

a house.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.

Onions.—In many districts Onions sown in

heat and planted out early in the year will now
be Hearing maturity. It is a mistake to allow
these to remain too long on the land, though
the showery weather may cause them to continue
green and in a growing state. One of the princi-

pal points in relation to their keeping properties

is that they should be ripened and lifted early,

certainly during the present month, and they

should be handled very carefully, so that the

bulbs do not become bruised. The beds should
be examined and aU deformed bulbs taken
out. also the rough skins carefully removed
from the perfect bulbs to prevent them holding
w'ater, when the outer skin will ripen to a nice

brown colour, which is so important to the future

of the bulb. By about the 20th of the month the

whole of the crop should be lifted and carefully

harvested. Those that were sown in drills in the

open ought by now to have their tops turned
down, which is best done with the hands, ex-

posing the bulbs as much as possible to the

Late Peas.—These are doing remarkably well

since the wet weather set in. To prolong the
season as far as possible thin out the growths, and
keep them well supported in an upright condi-

tion. Should there be dry weather keep the roots

well supplied with moisture and damp over the
growth late in the afternoon. Autocrat and
ilasterpiece are still amongst the best varieties

for late supplies.

Runner Beans. — Runner Beans do best

when the growths are not allowed to be-

come overcrowded. After the top of the sup-

ports is reached, the shoots should be stopped

to induce some of the bottom growths to break
away strongly. Never lose sight of the fact

that the bean is a moisture-loving plant, and it

can hardly be given too much water at the roots,

even though the w'eather may be showery. Ex-
cepting those required for seed purposes, the

pods should be gathered immediately they be-

come fit. as nothing tends to weaken the plants

more than allowing the seeds to mature.

Spinach. - Continue to sow seed of the best

varieties, at frequent intervals, on well-manured,
deeply-dug ground in different parts of the gar-

den. The ground should be broken down very
finely, and the surface thoroughly dressed with
soot and burnt garden refuse, and the whole
raked down to a very fine tilth.

Parsley. — ITake another good sowing on
finely-prepared ground on a south border. These
will furnish good plants for placing in cold
frames for winter use. Thin out earlier sowings,

and apply frequent dustings of fresh soot.

Lettuce.—Continue to pknt out seedlings of

both Cos and Cabbage varieties in the most shel-

tered parts of the garden, and make further

sowings in skeleton frames for a winter supply.

Amongst the best varieties of Lettuce for pre-

sent sowing and later are three old favourites,

namely. Hick's Hardy White Cos. a good selec-

tion of Brown Cos. and the old Hammersmith
Cabbage. So far as I know, the latter variety is

still the most hardy in cultivation, and may be
successfully grown in almost any locality.

PoTATOS. — I hear most unfavourable ac-

counts from many districts as to the prevalence

of the Potato disease, the low temperature and
continued rains being all in favour of this

scourge spreading. Lose no time in liftins all

varieties as fast as they mature, and place them
under cover, sprinkling a little fresh lime between
each layer of tubers.

Beetroot. — Immediately the roots of this

crop become of a fair size they should be lifted

and stored away in sand or fine cinder ashes for

future use. It is a mistake to leave them in the

ground after August.

THE APIARY.
By CHI.ORIS.

Hints to Exhibitors. — In exn biting

honey the first point to attend to is the flavour.

This should be of a definite nature, mellow, and
so well defined that the judge, on tasting it, can
tell its source. The colour is important, for the
novice often enters his honey in the wrong class
through having no guide to enable him to judge
it correctly. A mistake of this kind can be
avoided by purchasing two grading glasses of
the British Bee Keepers' Association. Ono
piece of glass, held up to the daylight,
not sunlight, gives the lightest shade
desirable, and the two pieces together the
darkest shade allowed in the medium -coloured
extracted honey. Some imagine that water-white
honey is the correct colour for the lightest class,

but this is an error, bright amber being correct.
The density needs attention, for the honey
should be as thick as possible j thin honey has
no chance of being placed in the successful
division. There should be a delicate aroma
observable immediately the cap is removed,
so much so that a good judge can recognise from
what plants the bees gathered it. For tliis reason
the exhibitor should use screw-top jars, not tie-
over, and insert a wad beneath the cap to make
them airtight when screwed down, so that the
delicate aroma may not evaporate. The honey
for show purposes should have remained on the
hive until it is quite ripe, i.e., sealed, and if un-
granulated honey is desired the earliest produc-
tion will supply this want. In order to secure the
required density above mentioned, care must be
taken to wipe the uncapping knife every time it
is used after putting it in the hot water. Thor-
oughly strain the honey as it runs from the ex-
tractor. Care must be taken not to fill the
honey with air globules as it passes into the
bottle, and this can be best prevented by holding
it at an angle. The air bubbles would eventually
rise to the top and cause a scum, which judges
regard a fault. Immediately after bottling place
the honey in a cool, dark room or cupboard. The
general finish of the exhibit tells in its favour

;

lor this reason the bottles should be well
polished before use, the metal caps should be
similarly treated, and all tarnish rubbed off just
prior to the show. When granulated honey is

aimed at, it should be the very best and quite
ripe. 'To make the honey granulate, avoid heat-
ing it, if possible, and place it, when bottled, in
a cool, light place. When granulation has com-
menced turn the jars occasionally and stir it, as
this makes it of a smoother grain. The process
wiU take a year, and if warmth is applied in
any way it may cause fermentation to take
place. The best honey for granulation is ob-
tained from Turnip flowers, Clover, Mustard or
Charlock. When granulation is complete it

should be pure white. If there is any tendency
to fiakiness this will tell against it. Sections
should not be travel-stained, so those for ex-
hibition should be removed as soon as they are
capped. To prevent the bees puncturing the
cappings use as little smoke as possible, and
never omit to employ the Porter escape super-
clearer for the purpose. The cells should be of
the worker type in pi'eference to those constructed
on drone base. There should be as few holes as
possible, and should be w-orked to the wood all

round if it can be managed. The cappings must
be transparent, raised a little, and thin. If

possible select sections of one colour of cappings,
e.g., Sainfoin honey have yellow, while Clover
and Heather have white cappings. The wood
must be thoroughly freed of stains and propolis
by scraping, and this can be best done by using
a piece of glass rather than a knife. The
sections are then ready for glazing, and in

doing this an edging of white paper lace may
be used by w-ay of ornamentation, with a
uniform width not exceeding § inch. To pro-
duce a good wax exhibit, cappings should bo
saved ; when these are carefully melted there
will be no sediment, and the resulting wax will

be pale yellow. Cast the wax in pound cakes
in plain moulds. Place the mould in a basin

of hot water, and strain the molten wax into

the floating mould. When the wax has set on
the top of the mould, pour in more warm water
to completely cover the wax. When the block

floats out allow it to remain in the water until

it w quite cold.
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EDITORIAL NOTICE.

AOVERTIAEMBNTS should be seat to the PUB-
LI5HHR, 41, WelUnjfton Street. Covent Garden,
W'.C.

Letters for Publication, as well as specimens of plants

for tiamifig, should be addressed to the EDITOR*,
41. Wellington 5treet. Covent Garden. London.
Communica/tons should be writtkn on onk side only uf
THK PAPRR, sent rts early in the week as possible and duly
signed by the writer. 1/ desired, the signature will not be

printed^ but kept as a guarantee of good faith.

Special Notice to Correspondents.—r^ Editors do not

undertake to pay for any contributions or illustrations, or

to return unused cotnviumcalions or illustrations, unless by
special arrangement. The Editors do not hold themselves

responsible for any opinions expressed by their correspon-

Illustrations.- The Editors will be glad to receive and to select

photographs or drawings, suitable for reproduction, of

gaidens. or of remarkable plants, /lowers, trees, &c., but

they cannot be responsible for loss or injurv.

Local NewB.—Correspondents will greatly oblige by sendingtn

the Editors early intelligence of local events likely to be of

intetest to our readers, or of any matters which it is desirable

to bring under the notice of horticulturists.

HeyvBpapers.—Correspondents sending newspapers should be

careful to mark the paragraphs they wtsh the Editors to see.

APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 21—
Shropshire Hon. Soc.'s Sh. at Shrewsbury (3 days).

Caerphilly Fl. Sh. Weston-super-Mare Fl. Sh.

Marftam Fl. Sh- Cowbridge Fl. Sh.

THURSDAY, AUGUST 22—
Aberdeen Fl. Sh. (3 days). Peebles Fl. Sh. Preston
Hort. and Industrial Soc.'s Sh.

SATURDAY. AUGUST 24-
Wesl Birmingham and District Hort. Soc.'s Sh. Co-
partnership Festival in the Brentham Garden Suburb,
Ealing.

AvFRAGE Mean Tei.)peraturk for the ensuing week
deduced from observations during the last Fifty Year^
at Greenwich-61-3.

LOTiDort.— IVednesilayt August 14 (6 p.m.) : Max. 63°;
Min. M".

Cardimti- Chiomclt Office, 41. Wellington Street,

Covent Garden, London —r;ni>-Sifa;>, August 15

(10 a.m.) : Bar. 29-6'': Temp. 60°; Weathtr—
Fair.

SALES FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
^MONDAY-

Special Sale of Bulbs, &c., for the Trade, at 67 & 68,

Cheapside, E.G., by Protheroe 4 Morris, at 6.

MONDAY. WEDNESDAY, and THURSDAY-
Great Trade Sales of Dutch Bulbs, at 67 & 68, Cheap-
side, E C, by Protheroe & Morris, at 10.

Double
The disqualifications which

standards took place at the recent Shew
in of the National S'weet Pea

Sweet Society have brought into
Peas. sudden prominence the subject

of double standards. Rightly or wrongly,

the Society determined that in most of the

classes the presence of flowers possess-

ing more than one standard should be
treated as a disqualification, an explicit

direction which left the judges no option
in the matter. Numerous groups of

flowers, including some of the finest in the

show, were ruled out of order for non-

complance with the regulation, and some
of these were staged by well-known ex-

hibitors, who have but little appreciation

for double-standard flowers, and may be
credited with having taken considerable

pains to eliminate them from their

collections.

The matter is certain to be brought up
at the future meetings of the Society, and
members should utilise the interval to

think out what is best to be done in a
situation of extreme difficulty. It may
very well be urged that it is impossible

to divide Sweet Peas into two clearly-

defined classes consisting in the one
case of varieties that have one standard
only and in the other of varieties in which
the standard is duplicated, for these
characteristics are not fi.xed. There is no

variety that can be depended upon to give

double-standard flowers with anything like

persistency ; the so-called duplex varieties

have disappointed those to whom this type
appeals most, for they have always a

tendency to produce single < flowers.

Whilst it may be claimed that, the con-

ditions being equal, certain varieties are

more capable than others of producing a
greater proportion of flowers with double
standards, nevertheless this particular

duplication is very often merely an indi-

cation of high cultivation attended with
a very liberal use of manures. There is

no reason why the attempt to produce
varieties with fixed habit of doubling
should not be pursued by those cultiva-

tors thereto inclined ; and pr^ovided such
flowers are found to be popular for mar-
ket and decorative purposes, a prominent
place will doubtless be found for them
in exhibition schedules. In the meantime
it is irritating to exhibitors that a fine

bunch of flowers of such varieties as Mrs.
C. W. Breadmore or ELfrida Pearson
should be disqualified because in a very
few instances the specimens are found to

possess twin standards. We have men-
tioned these two varieties on acx;ount of

their proneness to produce double-stand-
ard flowers, .and because they cannot be
dispensed with for exhibition pui-poses,

for they are the best of their respective

classes.

We know that many object to the hard-
and-fast rule contained in the schedule
because they regard the presence of

double standards as a sign of good
culture ; indeed, it has been said by
those who opposed the inclusion of the rule

that its adoption put a premium on bad
cultivation. The opposite view is that in

so far as doubling is the result of cultiva-

tion it is also the index of excessive

culture. There are very few Sweet Pea
lovers who would be willing to sacrifice

beauty of form, grace and colour in their
flowers in order to obtain mere size.

Coarseness in any shape or form can
never be tolerated in Sweet Peas, yet
there is the danger of its appearance in

the collections of those who seek after
great size in their blooms, the frequent
result being a collection of badly-placed
flowers, too far apart on the stems to
appear graceful or natural. We have
heard of a proud grower who boasted that
he had flower stems 27 inches long ! Such
an abnnnnality is most undesirable, and
Sweet Peas have everything to lose and
nothing to gain by high feeding.

It is not altogether impossible that the
public will some day prefer double Sweet
Peas to single flowers ; indeed, many
profess to think that if the regulation
were withdrawn the single flowers would
soon form but a minor feature at the ex-
hibitions. Alterations of taste are not to
be prevented by even such a stringent
regulation as that of the Sweet Pea
Society, but unless the fear referred to
can be shown to be groundless the Society
can scarcely relax the rule without some
misgiving. At present there are three
classes reserved expressly for double
flowers.

Whilst writing on the subject of Sweet
Peas, we may refer to the streak disease.

From time to time, an outcry is raised in

one quarter or another that the disease

has broken out, and for a while there is a
scare lest it assume the proportions of an
epidemic. When, however, a visit is paid
to the Royal Horticultural Society's

garden at Wisley, and it is seen how
splendidly Sweet Peas are grown on the

light soil there, without a trace of disease,

and when it is remembered that similar

excellent results are attained by the best

growers in every county of England, we
suspect that methods of culture have more
to do with the attacks of the disease than
is commonly believed.

An interesting account is

^ J*""'.''-, given by Mr. Sohmitt inGardening in °, •'
. n . e

America, the American t lorist of

the progress of park gar-

dening in America, as illustrated by
Fairmount Park, Philadelphia. The
account, which is based on a paper
read by Mr. Schmitt before the Florists'

Club of Philadelphia, describes the

change which has come over park manage-
ment in recent years, since the time
when " keep off the grass " was the in-

variable order, to the present day, when
visitors are not only encouraged but lured
to inspect and study the plants grown for

their pleasure. Fairmount Park exhibits

all the various styles of gardening, from
carpet-bedding to water-gardens. The
tendency in recent years with respect to

the former is to adopt na,rrower borders
or beds than were in vogue formerly. The
advantages of the newer method consist in

economy of plants and reduction of the
difiiculty of preserving the formal shapes.

Cluster beds of evergreens for colour
effect enter largely into the scheme of

gardening adopted at Fairmount Park.
Such beds, planted along the drives and
interspersed with beds of annuals and
perennials, make for the enjoyment of

those who pass daily along the walks. The
requirements for the annual bedding in

this park are given in detail, and in-

clude :
—

Pelargoniums (in eight varie-

ties) 22,700

Coleus (in four varieties) ... 10,000
Ageratum 1,400

Alternanthera 47,000
Tulips 135,000

and correspondingly large numbers of such
subjects as Echeverias (11,000), Sedum
aureum, Eranthemum atropurpureum,
Abutilon, Acalypha tricolor, Salvias,

Cannas, Pansies, Chrysanthemums (4,000),

and many others.

Among the aquatics are Nymphaeas
and Nelumbiums. Cacti and other succu-
lents are grown largely (500 species and
hybrids), and prove of fascinating interest

to visitors. Rambler Roses are employed
for covering embankments and unsightly
cliffs, the chief varieties being Lady Gay,
Dorothy Perkins, Gardenia, Evergreen
Gem, and, indeed, all the Wichuraiana
hybrids, as well as many others.

Mr. Schmitt concludes his interesting
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article wjth the following wise remarks :

—

I believe from an educational point of

view the public park and its system has
much to do with the education of the peo-
ple, as well as of that of the children of the

many schools in and around our city. They
visit the park very frequently by entire

classes accompanied by their teachers, to

study plant life from nature. The visitors

imbibe civic pride, and adopt, as nearly

as means will permit, better conditions

surrounding their own homes. The re-

creational value of the opening of the
whole park to the public and allowing the

freedom of every part of the grounds for

public use (with us there are only a few-

places where people are not allowed on the
grass) cannot be over-estimated from the

point of view of the health of the com-
munity. Park gardening requires many-
sided abilities, which, when practised by
the up-to-date gardener, give to the visi-

tors from other cities impressions deep and
lasting.

National Hardy Plant Society. — The
second annual conference of the National Hardy
Plant Society will be held at Shrewsbury on
Thursday, 22nd inst., the second day of the
Shropshire Horticultural Society's show, at the
George Hotel, at 3.30 p.m. Mr. T. W. S.^nders
will read a paper on " Are Flower Shows Ad-
vancing Hardy-plant Culture as They Might and
Ought to Do? " There will also be a discussion

on the herbaceous species and varieties of the
genus Veronica. All visitors to the show in-

terested in hardy plants are cordially invited.

Particulars of plants entered for certificates

should be sent to the secretary, Mr. F. Bocs-
KELL, Market Bosworth, Nuneaton, not later

than the 20th inst.

"The Botanical Magazine." — The issue

(No. 92, fourth series) for this month contains

illustrations and descriptions of the following

plants ;

—

Hydr.ingea Saegentian-i, tab. 8447.—This

distinct species was introduced by Mr. E. H.
Wilson from Western Hupeh, where he found
it at an elevation of 5,000 to 6,000 feet above sea-

level in 1907, but, unfortunately, it does not
appear to be hardy, for several young plants at

Kew failed to withstand the cold of the
winter of 190910. Since then winter protection
has been afforded the species, and it is just pos-
sible that older and more woody plants may sur-

vive winters out-of-doors. As its flowering
season is towards the end of July, when
flowering shrubs other than those with
yellow flowers are scarce, the present ten-

derness is very unfortunate, for Hydrangea
Sargentiana would be a valuable acquisition.
From the gardener's point of view, this species

is distinct on account of the conspicuous, bristle-

like hairs which cover its stems and petioles,

but, botanically, it is very near to H. Rosthornii.
At maturity, H. Sargentiana becomes 6 to 7 feet
high ; the ovate-acuminate leaves are unequally
toothed, and are often 12 inches long by 6^ inches
wide. The corymb is composed of numerous
flowers

; some, .sterile and white, are 1 to 1^ inch
across.

Aloe Steudneri, tab. 8448.—The portion of
inflorescence figured shows this to be a remark-
ably beautiful Aloe, the individual flowers being
about 2 inches long, the three outer segments
deep red, the inner ones recurved at the tip.

rose-pink below with dark yellow on the recurved
portions and with red veins. The species was

originally discovered by Dr. Steudneb in the

Ghaba Valley at about 11,500 feet altitude.

Its affinities have greatly perple.xed botanists :

one authority believes the plant to have
a close relationship with A. Scholleri. A speci-

men in the Kew collection has failed to produce
flowers ; but a plant in the Cambridge Botanic
Garden flowered in March, 1901, and another at

La Mortola, Italy, in April, 1911. Notwithstand-
ing its shyness in blooming, it is, like most other

Aloes, a handsome plant, and well worthy of cul-

tivation. The leaves are about 2 feet long, and
margined with a narrow band of rose colour.

MuEHLENBECKiA coMPLEXA, tab. 8449.—This
is an old plant in gardens, but it does not ap-

pear to be generally known ; specimens are fre-

quently received by us for naming. The plant
is not perfectly hardy in Great Britain, but it

survives the winters in favoured districts. It is

usually met with as a climber in the rock garden,
but there are forms which have a dense tufted

growth several feet in diameter. Plants at Kew
are liable to partial injury from frost, but the
species grows well in Mr. Hill's garden at Herm
Island, Guernsey, and this gentleman supplied
the material for the Botanical Magazine plate.

The stems are reddish-brown, and bear small
roundish leaves, from the axils of which the
spikes of greenish-white flowers are produced.

Pycnostachys Dawei, tab. 8450.—This species
was first described by Mr. N. E. Brown in

Gardeners' Chronicle, January 12, 1907, p. 18.

The flowers are blue, of the shade seen in Coleus
thyrsoideus, and produced in terminal elliptic-

ovoid spikes from 1^ to 5 inches long and from
I5 to 1| inch across.

Agave disceptata, tab. 8451.—This plant was
presented to Kew Gardens in 1893 by the late

-Mr. W. B. Kellock, of Stamford Hill, under
the name of Agave Leopoldii, and was regarded
by that gentleman as a hybrid between A. fili-

fera and A. princeps. On flowering, there was no
evidence of any such parentage, but the charac-
ters pointed to the plant being a distinct species.

The scape is about 5^ feet high, the flowers being
borne in a rather loose spike. The perianth
lobes are greenish with rosy-purple edges. The
plant grows well in the Succulent House at Kew,

A Neglected Garden. — The Parks Com-
mittee of the London County Council have had
under consideration a memorial from some of the
occupiers of the houses surrounding the garden or
ornamental ground between Blenheim Crescent
and Elgin Crescent, Kensington, praying that
the Council will take charge of the garden, in

accordance with the provisions of the Gardens
in Towns Protection Act. The garden is

neglected, and the Council is under a statutory
obligation to comply with the request of the
memorialists. It will eventually be vested in a
committee of the rated inhabitants of the sur-
rounding houses for the use of such inhabitants,
the cost of maintenance, &c., being raised by the
Kensington Royal Borough Council, by an addi-
tion to the general rate assessed upon the occu-
piers of the houses or in the borough council for
the use of the public.

Importation of Beeswax into South
AFRICA.-It is ni tified that the prohibition whit h
has for some time past existed in regard to the
importation of beeswax and foundation comb
into the Union has now been annulled, but its

introduction is still contingent on the issue of a
permit by the Department of Entomology, which
before doing so wdl require very definite and
precise information regarding its purity and free-

dom from disease. Honey and second-hand bee
appliances remain absolutely prohibited, and the
right to introduce bees is reserved exclusively to
the Government.

Winter Work in London Parks The
General Purposes Committee of the London
County Council recently asked the Parks
Committee to consider what works at parks
and open spaces under the control of the
Council can be offered to the Central (Unem-
ployed) Body tor London for execution during
the winter of 1912-13. A list of works, con-
sisting chiefly of digging, levelling, and re-

turfing playing and other grounds, has accord-
ingly been prepared, but as such works could
not be regarded as being required, or likely to

be undertaken either in the immediate future or

at any other time, the Council do not propose to

make any contribution towards the cost of such
works.

Influence of Light and Temperature
on the Germination of Seeds Accoiding
to the Journal of the Board of Agriculture, in-

vestigations recently carried out at the Munich
Institute have shown many valuable and interest-

ing facts concerning the behaviour of different

seeds. Fresh seeds of Nigella sativa did not ger-

minate in a seed bed when exposed to the light,

but when darkened all the seeds germinated in 10

days. The seeds of many Liliacese behaved simi-

larly, but in these cases germination was only
seriously hindered by light when the temperature
was over 68° Fahr. On the other hand, about 200
.species (including Veronica officinalis) did not

germinate in the dark; when brought suddenly

into the light, however, after being kept for

three years in the dark, they germinated in a

very short time. In many cases only a small

amount of light was necessary for germination.

Lights of different colours were noticed to produce

different results. A blue light was found to

have the same influence as darkness, and had the

additional effect of preventing the growth of

harmful fungi and bacteria ; 100 seeds of Tofieldia

were kept for four years under a blue light and
not one died. Germination ensued immediately
on changing the blue to a red or white light.

A blue light seemed to favour germination in the
case of seeds which germinate in the dark, whilst

red was unfavourable. The sudden appearance
of large numbers of some varieties of weeds in

fields seems to be explained by the fact that in

many cases germination is more complete and
rapid where seeds have been kept for a consider-
able time in unfavourable conditions, and then
brought suddenly into conditions which favour
germination. Thus it was found that seeds
of Digitalis purpurea took eight months for the
whole to germinate in the light in the ordinary
way ; but where they had been kept in the dark
for three years the whole germinated in ten
days after the admission of feeble light. Species
of Veronica behaved similarly ; only 50 per cent,

germinated in three years, when the seeds were
exposed to the hght. but when kept in the dark
for some time, and then suddenly placed in the
light, the whole of the seeds germinated. In
the case of Verbascum nigrum, 21 per cent, of the
seeds kept in the light for three years germinated,
while 75 per cent, germinated where the seedsi

had been kept in the dark for three years and
then placed in the light. Rostrup's and Dorph
Petersen's experiments have established the fact

that the seeds of 350 species of wild plants need
frost for germination. Gentians (as a rule) and
Primulas are well-known examples of seeds re-

quiring frost before germination can take place.

It is considered to be practically certain that all

species of Gentiana can be caused to germinate
by a long period of frost if sufficient moisture is

present, but if kept in a dry condition the full

effect is not produced. A frost which lasted over
eight days in April caused Cuscuta europsea and
C. VicisB to germinate. It is stated that a frost

lasting over a whole winter would doubtless

result in the germination of many species of seeds

which had lain dormant for some considerable
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time. A noticeable point in connection with

these experiments was the different behaviour of

different species of the same family, and it is

evident that seeds are able to adapt themselves

to varying conditions of climate, soil and light.

Publications Received.— Vines and How
to Grow Them, by William C. McCollom.
(London : William Heinemann.)

—

Insect Pests
of the Lesser Antilles, by H. A. Ballou, M.Sc,
(West Indies : Imperial Department of Agricul-

ture ) Price Is. 3d.—Popular Official Guide to

the Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew. (London :

The Royal Botanic Gardens.) VnceQi—Monthly
Magazine and Circular ofthe North of England
Horticultural Society. August— Directory for

Higher Education, 1912-1913. Staffordshire

County Couiieil Kducatiou Committee. — The
Philippine Agricultural Review. July. (I'hilip-

pine Islands ; Bureau of Agriculture.)

—

Growing
Crops and Plants by Electricity, by B. C.

Dudgeon. (London : S. Reutell & Co,, Ltd.)

Price Is. net.

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.

fruits. Those of the firi^it-named variety were
gathered the third week in July, being of excel-

lent flavour, quality and colour. This variety is

a groot improvement on the old early sorts, which
have flesh of a woolly nature and poor flavour.

The variety Peregrine is now ripe. The
tree is a strong grower, and bears good-

sized, well-flavoured, highly-coloured fruits.

There is no other variety at present ap-

proaching ripeness out-of-doors, which is due to

the unfavourable season. The fruits of Peregrine
seem to withstand the effects of the wet weather.
Hale's Early will not be ripe for a fortnight,

but the trees are carrying good crops of fruit.

Waterloo, which is one of the earliest, and Early
Grosse Mignonne, we have discarded as useless

both for kitchen and dessert purposes. Other
sorts which are doing well in these gardens are

Royal George, Crimson Galande, Violette Hative,

Dymond, Stirling Castle, and Barrington. The
variety named last is one of the best late Peaches.

The trees have been afforded no protection since

the fruits set, and are free from blister, which is

probably owing to the protection afforded them
in spring. The soil is loam or heavy clay. A. B.
Wrnhlf. EiHjlrfield Gardens, Reading.

moist, shady situation. It is a lovely plant, with
browny-green, velvety, hirsute foliage. The
moisture clings to the leaves all the winter, pro-
ducing a glistening appearance. The species is

much hardier here than Meconopsis integrifolia.

T. Young, Bclvoir Park, Belfast.

Cassia corymbosa.—A fine plant of Cassia
corymbosa was exhibited at the annual show of

the Howden Horticultural Society, held recently.

It was growing in a 12-inch pot, trained as a

large bush, with a flattened upper surface,

which was almost covered with the very effective

yellow flower-spikes. I do not remeral>er seeing

the plant grown in this way before. The exhi-

bitor was Mr. Charles Lawton, gardener at Wel-
ton House, Brough, who is probably the oldest

grower of specimen stove and greenhouse plants

in this county. This was the 41st year he
had exhibited at the show in question. My first

knowledge of Cassia corymbosa was gained in

the late fifties of last century from a specimen
growing up a part of the roof of a warm con-

servatory in a Yorkshire garden. Its cultural

requirements are simple. It should be planted'

in a mixture of friable loam, a little good leaf-

(The Editors do not hold themselves responsible for

the opinions expressed by correspondents.)

The Weather at Lambay Island. -On
Monday, August 5 we registered 2.04 inches of

rain. The rain and strong winds were most
disastrous to vegetation. Many plants in

exposed positions, such as Antirrhinums, Gladio-

lus, and Dahlias, were broken. The v.eather

continues showery, the amount of sunshine

is small, and the conditions generally seem more
in keeping with the month of October. The
Apple crop is good here. Small fruits have been
heavy crops, with the exception of Strawberries,

which were only moderate. Potatos are a heavy
crop aiKl of excellent quality. All the Brassica
family are now growing freely. Some time
ago tliey were standing for want of lain,

the land being light and poroi^s. C. Bu.n

.

Lambay Island, co. Duhlin.

Storm of Rain and Hail at Redditch.—
Tl>e district of Redditch was visited on tlie 4th

inst. by the most se\>ere storm that the " oldest

inhabitant " can remember. The crops of dif-

ferent kinds were almost battered to pieces. Just
before 1 p.m., rain started to fall in such torrents

that it was difficult to see any object even a few

yards distant. Thjs was followed by large Iiail-

stones. I managed to get five, and the largest

measured Ig inch long; the fi\>e placed in a

row measured just 6 inches. .Such plants as

Brussels Sprouts have been completel.y broken
down, and tender leaves, like Vegetable Marrow,
have been riddled with large holes. Out-door
Tomatos have had their leaves cut to shreds : the

pods of culinary Peas have been pitted in a ,vay

that is difficult to describe. During the storm,
which lasted 20 minutes, my rain gauge regis-

tered just 1 inch of rain. The course of the

storm seems to have been a somewhat narrow
tract of country, not exceeding 2 miles in width,

from south-west to north-east, and in its greatest

severity extended about 10 miles. Owing to the
drought last summer, and the rains this year,

these have been the most difficult seasons of my
lifetime. The rainfall for this year to date
(August 10) has been 26.31 inches, and for the

same period last year 7.62 inches, divi<led as

follow :

—

1911.
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AN AUSTRALIAN BUSH HOUSE.

The illustration in fig. 64 represents a bush

house, which is utilised for the cultivation of

Ferns in Mr. Hutchinson's nursery at Brighton,

Victoria, Australia. The roof is built on posts

and Ti tree (Cordyline australis) branches laid

on the top, but the sides are open to all weathers.

It speaks well for the climate here when I say

that Palms and hardy Ferns are grown in beds

all the year round, as they are shown in the illus-

tration. The Palms in the foreground are seven

years oM. Both the Palms and Ferns are lifted

as required, and potted and established in pots

before they are sold. Last year the extremes of

temperature were 110° in the shade in summer
and 29° in winter. B. Hayhr, Brlijliton, Vic-

REMARKS ON THE CONDITION OF THE

FRUIT CROPS.

(See Tables and Summaries, ante, pp. 6G-71.)

(Continued from p. 121.)

4—MIDLAND COUNTIES.
Bedfordshire.—Must of the Apple trees pro-

duced a good crop of bloom, but many
flowers were destroyed b\' frost early in May.

The deficient crop of Strawberries is, I believe,

due to the poor season we had last year,

which prevented good crowns being formed,

hence there have been many " blind

"

plants this year. The soil is Oxford clay. The
nut crop is the heaviest I have ever seen. W

.

H. Neild, Jiidgmont, Asplty Guise.

The soil in these gardens is inclined to be

of a light, loamy nature, with a very heavy sub-

soil of clay. It is difficult to keep fruit trees in

a healthy condition more than three or four

years, unless they are lifted and root-pruned, for

as soon as they reach the clay the foliage shows
signs of yellowing, and growth is greatly

diminished. Currants and Gooseberries grow

on the single-stem system do not answer hire but

for a short time, so young trees are grown with

out being disbudded, with the result that they

last longer and fruit bett«r. Strawberries

generally do very well, but this season they

were scarce, owing to the drought of last season.

Two varieties provided good crops, namely, Bed-
fordshire Champion and Waterloo. Fruit trees

of all descriptions are very free from blight this

year. Wm. Clayton, The Gardens, Melchbourne
Park.

The season of 1912 is exceedingly disap-

]Kiinting to the majority of those having the

management and care of fruit trees. Pears, Plums
and Cherries flowered abundantly up to the late

frosts of April, and gave the cultivator high pro-

mise of record crops. But, alas ! sanguine hopes
were shattered after registering 10°, 11° and 13°

of frost. The garden soil here is of a sandy loam,
resting on a subsoil of sand and gravel. George
Mackinlay, The Gardens, Wrest Park, AmpthdI.

Buckinghamshire.—The fruit crops in this

district are greatly below the average this season,

with the exception of Pears, Cherries, and bush
fruits. There is an exceptionally large quantity
of Filbert Nuts. I have counted as many as 18
in a bunch on a single stalk. The soils of this

district include gravel, clay, and chalk. G.

Boston, Butler's Court Gardens, Beaconsfidd.

Practically all the fruit crops in this
neighbourhood are much under the average,
the spring frosts having destroyed the greater
part of the blossom. With the exception of

green fly, the trees are fairly clean, and the
growths healthy. At the time of writing, the
Gooseberry trees in these gardens are entirely

free of the dreaded American mildew, there
being not the slightest sign of its presence. The
trees have been kept under close observation for
several months past. Our soil is of a very cold,

heavy nature;-, resting upon clay. W. Hedley
Warren, Aston Clinton Gardens, Tring.

The fruit crops in South Bucks, are under
average. Cherries, which are largely grown, are
not more than half a crop. Apples are a deficient

crop, but the fruits are fine and the trees clean.

Pears are a full crop, the fruit clean and good.
Doyenne du Comice, Pitmaston Duchess, Duron-
deau. and Conference are good on pyramids and
standards. Plums are very scarce, the only
variety carrying a full crop here being Rivers's
Early Prolific. Damsons are good in places.

Strawberries were very scarce owing to the plants
suffering from the intense heat during the
autumn of 1911. The soil in this part of Bucking-
hamshire varies from light loam over gravel to
strong loam overlying brick-earth. In this garden
our Strawberries are grown on soil of the latter
description. They were a good average crop of

very fine fruit. Chas. Page, Dropmore Gardens,
Maidenhead.

Cheshire.—The fruit crops in Cheshire appear
fairly satisfactory, with the exception, in many
cases, of late Apples and Plums. While these
were in flower, exceptionally cold winds were ex-
perienced, and these hindered the process of

average ones A. N. Jones, Uarlury Hall,
Northwich.

Derbyshire.—In this district the fruit crops
were much damaged by the heavy rainfall

and storms of June. I measured rain on 24 days ;

there was 5.91 inches for the month. On the
10th, a very heavy hailstorm did much damage to
Apples, Pears and Loganberries, and the leaves
of many plants looked as if they had been
riddled with shot. Royal Sovereign and other
early varieties of Strawberries were most
damaged by the wet weather. Black Prince
and Givon's Late Prolific were the least damaged.
The growth of plants since the end of Jane has
been very rapid. Peas, Beans, Potatos, and
other vegetables are looking remarkably well.

Bailey Wadds, Uttoxeter New Boad, Derby.

Apples are a good average crop, and Pears
are far above the average. Plums also are very
good. Strawberries were less than an average
crop, and the berries were small and deficient in

flavour. Gooseberries are a heavy crop and doing
well. Raspberries, Black and Red and White
Currants are plentiful and good. Cherries also

Fig. 64.—METHOD OF CULTIVATING FERNS AND PALMS IN AUSTRAUA,

fertilisation. Charles Flaek, Cholmondebj Castle
Garde ns, Maipas.

This is a fairly representative Cheshire
fruit district. Apples, Pears, Gooseberries, and
Damsons are grown in large varieties. Pears are
our best crop this season. Some varieties, such as

Jargonelle, Hessle, Pitmaston Duchess, Easter
Beurre, Louise Bonne of Jersey and Marie Louise,
are laden to the breaking point. Apples were a

grand show when in bloum, but the cold winds
which occurred about setting time kept the bees
in, and the blooms consequently, to a great ex-

tent, remained unfertilised, the result being only
a very moderate crop. Plums, especially Vic-
torias, are very good, also Damsons. Greengages
set shyly, but are good in quality. Bush fruits

flowered and set well, particularly Gooseberries
and Black Currants. Strawberries set well, but
the damp days early in June caused many fruits

to rot whilst they were still green. Raspberries
are a first-rate crop. Loganberries have fruited

well, but the Loganberry is not earning a good
reputation locally, being too acid. It may be
noted that birds do not interfere with it. Morello
Cherries are one of our st.-iple fruits, hardlv ever
failing, and always good in quality. Sweet
Cherries are adversely affected in this neighbour-
hood by the chemical fumes, as also are Peaches,
Nectarines and Apricots. On the whole, the
fruit crops in this part of Mid-Cheshire are good

are a heavy crop, and the trees this season are
wonderfully free from blight. The soil is of a
light, gravelly nature, and the subsoil light clay
and gravel. /. Tully, Osmaston Manor Gardens.

Hertfordshire.—Fruit trees generally never
looked better than during the flowering season;
but no doubt the sharp frosts on the mornings
of April 11 and 12 seriously affected the crops.

With the exception of black fly on the Cherries,
crops are clean and fairly free from pests.

Strawberries, especially early varieties, suffered
greatly in 1911, the result being that they pro-
duced very light crops this season. Later varie-
ties, such as Givon's Late Prolific and Trafalgar
have succeeded better. Gooseberries, Currants,
and Raspberries are good. Nuts (Filberts and
Cobs) are excellent. Walnuts are also good. Our
soil here is chiefly a heavy, retentive loam on a
clay subsoil. Thomas Nutting, The Gardens,
Childwickbury, St. .ilbans.

The fruit crops here are the best for
several years. Apples and Pears are abundant
and good. Small fruits are also heavy crops,
especially Red Currants. Strawberries were
almost a failure. Peaches are a moderate crop.
The large-petalled varieties set like Damsons,
whilst the small-petalled varieties almost failed.

Twelve large trees of the latter, covering 18 feet
by 16 feet of wall each, do not average a dozen
fruits each. Luckily, they are in the minority
numerically. I attribute this failure to set to a
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hailstorm which occurred just as the flowers were

opening, the smaller petals giving insufficient

protcctiiin to the essential organs. The soil is a

medium loam on a gravel subsoil. J. G. Walker,

Oak Hill Park, East Barnet.

Apples at first promised to be Ijetter than

they actually are. The fruits set freely, but

many are deformed and are falling. However,
there appears to be sufficient good fruits for a

fair crop. Pears are a fine crop of very good
iiuality. Stone fruits generally are good.

Cherries particularly so. The early varieties

ripened earlier than usual. Owing, possibly, to

the hot, dry weather last year, and to the dry

spring tliis year, when we registered only .92

rainfall fiom March 31 to May 31, Strawberries

never remember seeing Pears more plentiful,

both on the walls and bush trees. Apples
are a good crop. Amongst the best are 131en-

heim Pippin, Ecklinville Seedling, Lane's

Prince Albert, Scarlet Pearmain, Keswick Codlin,

Dumelow's Seedling, King of the Pippins, and
Small's Admirable. The rainfall during April

and Jlay was much below the average, and we
have had to afford water copiously. The soil

is a stiff, retentive clay. Edwin Beckett, Aldcn-

ham House Gardens, Ehtree.

Leicestershire.—Tlie fruit crops are not up
to expectation after the wealth of bloom in the
spring, and this is due to frosts which occur-

red in April. Raspberries are a full crop.

Apples and Pears are variable ; some trees have

Fig. 6s-— uovvkeria gerardian.\ flowering in a Devonshire garden.

were only half an average crop, though some
fruits were remarkably good. The Bedford,
Utility, Givon's Late Prolific, and Laxton's
Latest were amongst the best varieties. H.
Prime, Satfield House Gardens, Hatfield.

The fruit crops generally in this district

are quite up to the average, especially Apples
and Pears. The trees bloomed abundantly, and
I never remember seeing the foliage so healthy
at this season. The Plums on walls suffered

much more severely from spring frosts than
standard trees in the open, on which we have
good crops of Monarch, Desire, Early Rivers,

Victoria, and all kinds of Damsons. Peaches
and Apricots, though protected, failed to set

.sitisfactorily. Strawberries were good, though
the season was somewhat short. Gooseberries
and Currants were plentiful and good. I

fruits, others none. Bramley's Seed-

ling has failed completely. The best flowers

of Strawberries were blackened by frost, con-

sequently the crop was limited to the secondary
flowers, which were small. Of stone fruits,

Peaclies and Cherries are the best. The soil is

of rather a heavy loam, with a subsoil of red
clay. D. Roberts, Prestwold Gardens, Lough-
borough.

The soil here is a heavy clay on middle lias

formation, and the situation—250 feet above sea-

level—is sheltered by timber trees, &c. Apples
flowered abundantly, as did all other fruit

trees. The partial failure of Apples and Plums
is not easily explained ; very little frost occur-

red during the flowering period, and the weather
was bright and dry. Pears are the heaviest
crop we have had for several years. Plums on

walls have good crops, but standard trees in

orchards have very few. Damsons have a heavy
crop. Peaches and Nectarines are bearing well.

Apricots are a thin crop, with the exception of

the Roman variety, which generally bears well.

Cherries have the heaviest crop we liave had for

a long time. Strawberry plants were much ex-

hausted by the drought last year, and a large pro-

portion of the fruit decayed, owing to frequent
rains. Raspberries and Loganberries are bearing
heavily. All kinds of fruit trees are remarkably
free from insect pests. 11'. H. Divers, Bdvoir
Castle Gardens, Grantham.

Nottinghamshire.—Apples are an average

crop. Pears are a very heavy crop, and the fruits

are of good quality. Apricots, Peaches, Nec-
tarines, and Plums are scarce, although all the

trees were covered with blos.som, and at one
time promised to yield heavy crops. Owing to

the cold winds which prevailed the flowers

failed to set. Strawberries looked well for

a time, but, owing to the wet weather when they
were ripening, many of them rotted. Sweet
Cherries were a heavy crop, but Morello Cherries

and Black Currants are only average. All other

small fruits are plentiful and of good quality.

Early Potatos were injured by frost while com-
ing through the spil, consequently the crop is de-

ficient ; second earlies are splendid. All crops are

quite a fortnight earlier this season than usual.

Our soil is light and porous, and rests on a sandy
subsoil. James B. Allan, Osberton Gardens,
Worksop.

There was an immense set of nearly all

hardv fruits, but most of the fruits fell off during

the drought in April and May. J. B. Pearson <fc

Sons, Lowdham . Notts.

(To be continued.)

BOWKERIA GERARDIANA.

This rare South African shrub was formerly

known as Bowkeria triphylla, owing to its leaves

being borne in threes, and this name is such a de-

scriptive one that it seems a pity that it has been

superseded by that of B. Gerardiana. The

leaves, borne in groups of three, are lanceolate

in shape and deeply corrugated. The flowers are

pure satin-white and shaped somewhat like those

of a Calceolaria with a hood and a lip. The blos-

soms are borne at the axils of the leaves on the

old wood, sometimes singly and sometimes as

many as seven on a branching raceme. The lower

lip is three-lobed, the three lobes being closely

folded over the tube of the corolla, thus effectu-

ally preventing the access of insects. The pollen

is shed while the flower is still in the bud. The
blooms measure an inch across and the same from

the top of the hood to the base of the lip, and

are flattened in shape, being not much over

i inch in depth. Plants flower in a very small

state ; my specimen bloomed freely when it was

only a foot high. To show the freedom with

which it flowers, it may be stated that a spray

13 inches in length, which was cut, carried 30

fully-expanded flowers and 21 buds. The Ecw-

keria is a very rare shrub and, as far as I know,

is catalogued by only one firm. Kew possesses

a plant which is grown in the temperate house,

but it does not appear to flower freely. The
species is a native of Natal, where it is said to

flower in the month of December. Here it gener-

ally blooms early in August, but this year it was

in full flower before the end of July. The

blossoms, which are gummy to the touch, have

a pecuhar faint odour, disliked by some people.

The specimen illustrated in fig. 55 has been in

my garden for eight years, and is rather over

8 feet in height and 7 feet through. It is fairly

hardy, as the severe frost which was experienced

here on February 2, though it killed numbers of

rare and tender plants, including two examples

of Leonotis Leonurus, also a native of South

Africa, had no injurious effect upon the Bow-

keria. It is said that this species was cultivated

at Messrs. Bull's nursery at Chelsea 20 years ago.

Wyndham Fitzherbert.
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SOCIST'ISS.
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL.

August 13.—The Vincent Square Hall, on the
occasion of the fortnightly exhibition of the
Royal Horticultural Society, on Tuesday last,
was much better filled than was tlie case at the
previous meeting. The outstanding floral fea-
tures were the large collection of cut shrubs
shown by the Hon. Vicaby Gibbs ; the magnifi-
cent iMuntbretia "Star of the East," which
evoked the greatest admiration and was awarded
a First-class Certificate, and Messrs. Felton's
imported Nelumbium blooms. The Flobal Com-
JIiTTEE awarded seven medals, one First-class
Certificate, three Awards of Merit, and one card
of Cultural Commendation.
The Orchid Committee awarded one Silver

Banksian iledal, two First-class Certificates, and
four Av/ards of Merit.
The Feuit and Vegetable Committee

awarded one medal, two First-class Certificates,
and four Awards of Merit.
With the exception of three pairs of Vegetable

JIarrows from the Wisley trials, which received
Awards of Merit, there was no exhibit of vege-
tables.

The exhibits of the affiliated National Gladio-
lus Society made a very attractive display.

Floral Committee.

Present: Henry B. May, Esq. (in the Chair);
and Messrs. G. lleuthe, Chas. T. Druery, John
Dickson, E. H. Jenkins, J. T. Bennett-Poe,
\y. P. Thomson, R. W. Wallace, W. J. Bean,
George Gordon, John Jennings, John Green,
Chas. E. Pearson, R. Hooper Pearson, and C. R.
Fielder.

The Hon. Vicary Gibbs, Aldenham House,
Elstree (gr. Mr. Edwin Beckett), filled one end of
the Hall with an enormous collection of sprays
of flowering and fruiting shrubs. The varieties
of Buddleia variabilis, with long, densely-
flowered spikes of sweetly-scented blossoms, were
one of the features of this very large exhibit

;

the varieties rosea, lUacina, and superba were
especially fine. There were also sprays of vai'ious

sorts of Ceanothus, such as C. azureus " indigo
"

with flowers of a beautiful shade of blue. The
branches of a Bladder Senna (Colutea) bore very
large bladder-like fruits, and Coriaria terminalis
was well furnished with its interesting racemes
of transparent, yellow berries. The true Service
Tree (Pyrus domestica) had plenty of its distinct
fruits, and other species of the same genus pre-
sent were P. lanata and P. baccata ; the latter
bears large, rose-coloured fruits. Sambucus pul-
verulenta has more silver-white on its leaves
than green. (Silver-gilt Flora. Medal.)

Messrs. R. Wallace & Co., Colchester, staged
some exceedingly fine Montbretias. The varie-
ties Hereward, Lady Hamilton, King Edmund,
and Gem, which have shades of rich yellow, and
Nelson and Germania, deep orange-yellow, are
splendid varieties. (Silver Flora Medal.)

Messrs. T. S. Ware, Ltd., Feltham, Middle-
sex, again showed many of their splendid Pent-
stemons. (Silver Flora' Medal.)
Mr. L. R. Russell, Richmond, staged many

Fuchsias, growing in relatively small pots.
These were mostly of the varieties seen so
often in the milder parts of the country, and
included F. americana elegans, F. pumila Thomp-
sonii, and F. coccinea Florian : of the small-
flowered section, 'F. Riccartonii Elysee, F. Brigh-
toniensir. and F. myrtifolia minor have larger
flowers. The rare F. globosa, which is a valu-
able plant for the rock-garden, w'as also repre-
sented, and at the end of the collection there were
several plants of Tecoraa grandiflora.

In another part of the HaU Mr. Russell fur-
nished a table with Celosias growing in 6-inch
pots. The plants represented a very good strain
of this prettv flower and exhibited excellent cul-

tivation. (Silver Flora iMedal.)

Mr. Amos Perry, Hardy Plant Farm, Enfield,
Middlesex, exhibited a large quantity of cut
flowers of Delphinium and Gladiolus. Consider-
ing the time of the year, the Delphiniums were
excellent.

Mr. A. Ll. Gwillim, Cambria Nursery, Sid-
cup, Kent, staged border flowers and many
excellent double-flowered tuberous Begonias

;

the varieties Lady Cromer, Seashell and Dragon
were especially good.

Mr. G. Reuthe, Keston, Kent, exhibited a
selection of hardy plants and shrubs, amongst
which were Clethra alnifolia, Robinia neo-mexi-
cana, and Serissa foetida, a neat-growing Japanese
shrub with small double-white flowers; the
specific name denotes the smell of the crushed
leaves.

The Guildford Hardy Plant Nttrsery
staged a very pleasing variety of border flowers,
which comprised good spikes of Dracocephalum
virginicum, Tritoma (Kniphofia) Yellow Hammer,
Phygelius capensis and various Phlo.xes.

Messrs. Warnhaar & Co., Sassenheim, Hol-
land, exhibited a dozen vases of decorative
Dahlias; the flowers were large, but had not
travelled well.

Messrs. Wm. Fells & Son, Hitchin, arranged
a small rock-garden and planted it with appro-
priate plants.

Jlessrs. W. Wells & Co., Ltd., Merstham,
Surrey, contributed stands of various cut border
flowers such as herbaceous Phloxes, Heleniums,
Linaria dalmatica and Gaura Lindheimeri.

Messrs. S. Bide & Sons, Farnham, Surrey, e.x-

hibited a beautifully fresh display of fine Sweet
Peas interspersed with pot plants of Kochia tri-

phylla. The most noteworthv varieties of Sweet
Pea were R. F. Felton, Prince Edward of Wales,
Lancashire. Edna Harland, Edrom Beauty, Mrs.
St«wart Champion and Jlrs. Hardcastle Sykes.
(Bronze Flora Medal.)

Messrs. A. & iU. Jones, Tilston, Malpas,
Cheshire, also exhibited a collection of Sweet
Peas.

llessrs. Felton, Hanover Square, London, ex-
hibited imported Nelumbium blooms in varying
stages of development, which attracted much at-
tention ; these were similar to those illustrated
and described in the last issue of the Gardeners'
Chronicle. (Silver Flora Medal.)
Messrs. H. B. May & Sons, Upper Edmonton,

arranged a fine collection of shrubby Veronicas';
the varieties Pearl (shaded rose-liiac), Lavinia
(blue, large spike), Violette, Favourite (rich dark
leaves), Conquete (mauve). Admiration (stout
spikes of pale purple), Mont Blanc, and Eveline
(rose) are especially desirable. (Sdver Banksian
Medal.)

Messrs. H. Cannell & Sons, Swanley, Kent,
exhibited very attractive foliage Begonias of such
good varieties as Mme. Jlarie PerneUe, Mrs.
H. G. Moon, Marshaltin, Reta Schmeiss, and
Meteor. Besides the Begonias, the firm showed
various Coleus hybrids.

Messrs. Stuart Low & Co., Bush Hill Park,
Enfield, showed a small collection of highly-col-
oured Codiieunis (Crotons), Dracfenas, and cut
blooms of Carnations arranged with fronds of
Nephrodiums.
Mr. Philip Ladds. Swanley Junction, staged

a bright group of his new zonal Pelargonium
'• Champion."

AWARDS.
FntsT-CLAss Certificate.

Monlbret'ia, Star of the East.—This splendid
variety marks a great advance in this beautiful
border flower. The widely-opened flowers, which
are accompanied by stout foliage of correspond-
ing size, measure 4 inches across, and are of a
rich yellow colour, with a slightly paler shade in
the centre. The under sides of the petals are of
a deep orange-yellow. Shown by Mr. Davison,
Westwick Gardens, Norwich.

Awards of Merit.

Kniphofia Unique.—A very floriferous
variety, with medium-sized spikes of coral-red
flowers. Shown by Messrs. Wallace & Co.

Cosmos White QutPii.—A pure-white variety,
with round flowers of good substance and
3i inches across. Shown by Messrs. Dobbie &
Co., Ltd.

Bhodostachijs andina.—A Bromeliad of com-
pact growth, bearing a small head of rosy-lilac
flowers with orange-coloured stamens. Shown by
J. T. Bennett-Poe, Esq.

Cultural Commendation.

Messrs. Barr & Sons were awarded this
honour for well-grown specimens of Acsna micro-
phylla, a rare and attractive dwarf, shrubby
plant, suitable for culture as an Alpine in the
crevices or flagstones of paths. The plant makes
dwarf, cushion-like growths surmounted with
round heads of crimson burr-like fruits.

Orchid Committee.
Present: J. Gurney Fowler, Esq. (in the

Chair), and Jas. O'Brien (hon. sec.) ; Sii- Harry -J.

Veitch, Messrs. Gurney Wilson, W. Bolton, W
H. White, A. Dye, H. G. Alexander, J. E. ShiU,
W. P. Bound, W. H. Hatcher, W. Cobb, T.
Armstrong, A. McBean, and W. Thompson.

Sir Trevor Lawrence, Bart, K.C.V.O., Bur-
ford (gr. Mr. W. H. White), staged a small
group of rare species, which included the pretty
little Theodorea gomezoides, with ten spikes of
small greenish flowers with white labellums, a
splendid specimen of the scarlet La;lia mono-
phylla, Dendrobium glomeratum with 65 pretty
rose flowers, a singular Bulbophyllum with com-
pressed spikes of small flowers concealed in chaff-
like bracts, a good specimen of the while Bulbo-
phyllum odoratissimum, and two hybrids,
namely, Odontioda Thwaitesii and Brasso-
Cattleya Joan.

E. H. Davidson, Esq., Borlases, Twyford, was
awarded a Silver Banks'ian Medal for a neat'
group of e.xceptionally well-grown plants. We
noticed L«lio-Cattleya Feronia superba, a distinct
flower of good shape and substance; Odontioda
Thwaitesii Davidson's variety, the largest form
with deep claret-coloured sepals and petals,
and lilac-tinted lip ; Lailio-Cattleya Venus Golden
Queen, with flowers resembling a good Cattleya
Dowiana aurea; L.-C. Colmaniana ; two forms
of Odontioda SchriJderi, one of a very deep red
colour, and several hybrid Odontoglossums.

Messrs. Charlesworth & Co., Haywards
Heath, staged a select group, in which were
noted Vanda Sanderiana, the rare and singular
Stanhopea convoluta with yellowish flowers of
peculiar construction, Platyclinis filiformis with
many spikes, Angrsecum Chailluanum, the true
Oncidium Im'idum guttatum, Cypripedium Ros-
settii and C. Maudias. Among other hybrids was
an interesting cross, Oncidioda cinnabarina, said
to be raised between Oncidium monachicun'
metallicum and Cochlioda Noezliana, with red
flowers about equal in size to the latter parent,
but with stalked, Oncidium-like segments.
Mr. Sidney Flory, Tracy's Nursery, Twicken-

ham, staged a small group, in which were
Cattleya Gaskelliana alba, a white flower
with a slight pink tinge on the lip, the dwarf
Brazilian Oncidium Crcesus, Dendrobium
Regium, a large form of Brasso-Lselia Helen with
greenish sepals and petals and large white
fringed lip prettily veined with purple, and a
dark coloured Lselio-Cattleya.

AWARDS.
First-class Certificates.

Loelio-Cattleya Glaneus (L. imrpurata X
L.-C. Rubens), from Lieut.-Col. Sir George L.
HoLFORD, K.C.V.O., Westonbirt (gr. Mr. H. G.
Alexander).—A remarkable and showy hybrid,
adhering closely to the dwarf habit and
perfect shape of L.-C. Rubens, but superior to it

in every way. The sepaJs and petals are bright
rosy-mauve with darker veining, and the lip in-

tense ruby-red, with bright, yellow disc.

Lalio-Cattleija Godmanii (C. Iris x L.-C
callistoglossa), from F. Ducane Godman, Esq.,
South Lodge, Horsham.—Flower of fine sub-
stance, large, and very distinct, especially in its

massive, plain-edged labellum. Sepals and
petals broad, of a deep purplish-rose. Front of

the lip ruby-crimson, with yellow disc.

Awards of Merit.

Lailio-Cattleya himinosa var. Mandarin (L.
ti'iiehrosa Walton Grange variety X C Dowiana
aurea), from Lieut.-Col. Sir George L. Hol-
FORD, K.C.V.O.—A darker form of the Weston-
birt L.-C. luminosa aurea, which previously
secured a First-class Certificate. Sepals and
petals bright chrome-yellow, lip claret-purple
lighter towards the margin.

Brasso-Catlleya llene (O. Dowiana X B.C.
Mme. Chas. Maron), from Messrs. Jas. Veitch
& Sons, Chelsea.—A grand flower, showing the
advantage of second crossing of good primary
hybrids. The large and well-formed flowers
have the sepals and petals of a clear i-ose colour,

with obscure silver veining. The broad-fringed
lip is of a light rose tint with yellow disc, and
pui-ple rays from the base.

Odontor/lii.^xiim Empress Eugenie (parentage
viirecordid), from E. H. Davidson, Esq., Bor-
la.ses, Twyford.—A large flower of beautiful
shape, and probably a secondary hybrid of 0.
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Rolfeffi. The wax-like sepals and petals are

white with a pale mauve or heliotrope ray and

darker spotting. The lip is broad and flat white,

with showily-arranged bluish spots in front of

the yellow crest.

Odontoglossiiin 7i!gre$cens (Edwardii X
clrrkosum), from Jlessrs. J. & A. WcBean,
Cooksbridge.—A very remarkable, small-flowered,

attractive hybrid, unique in colour. In form it

Qhows 0. cirrhosum, but the segments are

shorter and broader. The sepals and petals

are velvety black, the recurved apiculata tips

white at the backs, the petals also having small,

white bases. Lip bronzy -chocolate with white

tip and yellow disc.

CULTUR.VL COM.MEND.iTION

to Mr. H. G. Alexander, Orchid grower to

Lieut. -Col. Sir George L. Holford, K.C.V.O.,

for a magnificent plant of Cattleya Tacitus (bi-

color Grossii x Germania supcrba), showing

rapid increase in stature and bearing a fine

flower-spike on a growth 4 feet long.

Fniit and Vegetable Committee.

Present : Jos. Cheal, Esq. (in the Chair) ; and
Messrs. W. Bates, H. H. Williams, J. Willard,

Henry Hooper, A. W. Metcalfe. A. R. Allan,

A. Bullock, James Vert, H. Markham, Owen
Thomas, and Edwin Beckett.

Messrs. S. Spooner & Sons, Hounslow, dis-

played a meritorious collection of hardy fruit.

The Apples included gwd samples of Early

Strawberry, Worcester Pearmain, Red Quarren-

den, Ladv Sudeley, and Williams' Favourite.

The fruits of the Japanese Strawberry-Rasp-

berry possess rich, deep-red, vinous colouring.

The American Blackberry had suffered some-

what from the persistent rains. {Silver Banksian

Medal.)
Mr. H. Chandler, Easebourne, Midhurst, Sus-

sex, submitted fruiting branches of "a natural

hybrid between the wild Raspberry and the wild

Blackberry." The exhibit, which was accorded a

vote of thanks, did not appear to be of sur-

passing garden value, but in a better season may
prove to be desirable.

The Superintendent, Mr. S. T. Wright,
showed eight varieties of Melon that had been

grown under trial at the Society's garden at

Wisley.
AWARDS.

First-class Certificates.

Melons Hero of Locldnge and Frogmore Scar-

let.—These well-known varieties were sent for

trial by Messrs. J. Veitch & Sons, Ltd.

Awards of Merit.

Melon Royal Favourite.—A richly-flavoured,

green-fleshed variety, sent by Messrs. Sutton
& Sons.

Vegetable Marrows Moore's Cream (shown by

Messrs. R. Veitch & Son), Bush Green (shown

by Messrs. Bark & Sons), and White Bush
(shown by Mr. Nutting, Southwark Street,

London). The two last varieties are described

by their names : the fruits shown were exceed-

ingly good samples. The variety Moore's Cream
appears to have all the merits of a popular exhi-

bition variety. All these Awards were made
after trial at Wisley.

Trials at Wisley.

A sub-committee of the Floral Committee in-

spected trials at Wisley, on the 26th ult., and

recommended Awards of Merit to the following

plants, which were subsequently confirmed by

the Council :

—

Hollyhock "Newport Pink" (strain) (Messrs.

Dreer, Philadelphia. U.S.A.). Sweet Peas : "Her-

cules" (G. Stark & Sons). Great Ryburgh ; "Iso-

bel Malcolm " (Dobbie & Co., Edinburgh) ; "Mrs.

Routzahn " (Dobbie & Co.): "Premier" (G.

Stark & Sons) ; and " Tennant Spencer (Dobbie

& Co.). Violas: "Bessie" (A. Dickson &
Sons); "Edina" (Dobbie & Co.); "John Quar-

ton " (J. Forbes & Co.. Hawick); "Jubilee"

(Mr. Cuthbertson. Rothesay); "Kingcup" (A.

Dickson); "Lavender Queen" (Mr. Cuthbert-

son, E-othesay) ; "Maggie Mott " (Dobbie &
Co.); "'Mrs. Chichester" (Mr. Cuthbertson,

Rothesav) : "Mrs. Davidson" (John Forbes,

Ltd., Hawick); "Palmer's White" (Mr. Pal-

mer,' Derby) ; "Snowflake" (Mr. Cuthbertson,

Rothesay); "Walter Welsh" (Dobbie & Co.);

and " W. H. Woodgate " (John Forbes, Ltd.).

THE BORDER SWEET PEA.
August 3.—This northern society held its

second annual show at Coldstream on the above
date. The entries were double the number of

last year, and the exhibits showed a high stan-

dard of excellence.

The Landreth Silver Cup, open to all members,
was won outright by Mr. J. Loan, Bughtrig.

The Challenge Cup oft'ered by Mrs. Ronald
Milvain, of Eglingham, for competition amongst
amateurs only was won by Mr. W. T. Landreth.
The medal offered for seedling Sweet Peas was

won by Mr. G. Little, of Ladykirk, for a dark
purple variety with violet keel and named "Lady-
kirk."

Open Classes.

The best 12 bunches of Sweet Peas were shown
by Mr. J. Loan, Bughtrig (who won the Land-
reth Cup); 2nd, Mr. J. J. Elliot, Pallinsburn.

In the class fur six bunches of varieties put in

commerce in 1911 and 1912, the Gold Medal was
won by Mr. J. Loan, and the Silver JMedal by
Mr. J. J. Elliot.
Mr. W. T. Landreth arranged the best table

decoration of Sweet Peas, and also won the 1st
prize for a basket of Sweet Peas.

Amateurs' Classes.

Mr. J. D. Logan showed the premier collec-

tion of this year's novelties. The best three
bunches of varieties taken from a published list

were shown by Mr. J. J. Elliot.

This year classes for Carnations and Roses were
included in the schedule. Mr. W. T. Landreth
won the 1st prize for Carnations in the open as
well as in the amateurs' class. Mr. J. Loan
was the most successful exhibitor of Roses.

Messrs. Laing & Mather, Kelso, were
awarded the society's Silver Medal for an ex-

hibit of herbaceous Phloxes, new varieties of

Sweet Peas and Roses.

BRITISH PTERIDOLOGICAL.
August 5.—The annual meeting of this

society was held at the Albion Hotel, Arnside,
Westmoreland, on the 5th inst. ; Mr. Alex.
Cowan, Penicuik, presided. Many of the mem-
bers assembled on the Friday preceding the
meeting in order to arrange Fern-hunting ex-

peditions in the vicinity, but owing to the dis-

tance which it was necessary to travel to reach
good ground, and still more to the cold and
wet weather which prevailed during their stay,

no " finds " of any special note are to be re-

corded. It was resolved that Devon or Dorset
should constitute the area for hunting on the
occasion of the next meeting, since the species in

those counties are far more numerous than in the
north. At the meeting the hon. secretary, Mr.
Chas. T. Druery, reported that the membership
was 150, and that the funds were in a very

satisfactory position, fully justifying the estab-

lishment of the British Fern Gazelle. A vote

of thanks to the president and officers was sup-

plemented by a special vote to the Editor, to-

gether with a testimonial in recognition of the

services rendered by him to the society. A large

number of fronds of very beautiful Ferns were
exhibited. The hon. secretary's address is 11,

Shaa Road, Acton, London, W.

DUMFRIES AGRICULTURAL.
August 6.—In conjunction with the show of

the Dumfries Agricultural Society, which took

place on the above date, a Sweet Pea exhibi-

tion was held in a marquee. There was

a good competition, and in the leading

class confined to professional gardeners, the

flowers were excellent for the season, especi-

ally after the torrential rains. In the other

leading class—that for those who had not

won a first prize previously—there was also

a good competition and some capital flowers. In

the former class, the 1st prize was won by H.

Keswick, Esq.. Cowhill Tower, Dumfries (gr.

Mr. C. Murray) ; 2nd, Mrs. Rankin, Dalswinton

(gr. Mr. R. A. Grigor) ; 3rd, C. R. Dudgeon,
Esq., Cargenholm (gr. Mr. T. Carruthers). In

the other leading class, J. Smith. Esq.. Nether-

holm House, was 1st, with J. M. Wyllie. Esq.,

Cresswell Pl?ce, Dumfries, 2nd.

SCOTTISH HORTICULTURAL.
August 6.—The monthly meeting of the above

Society was held on this date, at 5, St. Andrew
Square, Edinburgh. Mr. Massie presided, and
60 members were present.

The evening was devoted to a discussion on the

training and education of young gardeners ; the
proceedings were opened with short papers by
Mr. C. Comfort and the Secretary, on the practi-

cal and technical sides respectively.

Mr. Comfort stated that fewer lads were now
offering themselves as apprentices than was the
case some years'ago. He suggested that they
should be engaged at an earlier age than was
usually the case. Lads who intended to become
gardei^ers often became engaged at odd work
for two or three years after they left school,

until they reached the age at which they were
generally taken as apprentices, with the result

that the best of them often turned their attention

to something at which a start could be made at

an earlier age. The only reason for this putting

back of the age in gardening, so far as he (Mr.

Comfort) could see, was in order to obtain the

services of a lad who was able to do a man's
work at a boy's pay. There were few gardens,
however, in which a boy of fifteen could not be
profitably employed. The change suggested
would be of great advantage to the young
gardener, and if it were to come into vogue, the

term of apprenticeship might, with advantage,
be extended to four years, instead of three as

at present.
Having secured his apprentice, the head

gardener should realise that, not only had he
taken upon himself the responsibility of teaching

the lad his craft, but also of looking after his

moral and physical welfare. The bothy, the place

in which the young gardener had to live, and
which for the time being became his home, should

be in keeping with modern ideas of health and
comfort, and a place to which an intelligent

young man would not be ashamed to take his

friends. Bothies should also be provided with
some literature, and there should be facilities for

recreation. During part of his time the appren-

tice should have the opportunity of seeing every-

thing that is to be seen in the establishment,

though it might not be practicable in a four

years apprenticeship to take part in every opera-

tion. 'The establishment in which the young
man serves his apprenticeship need not neces-

sarily be a large one. In a well-appointed

moderately-sized garden, under the charge of an

efficient gardener, more would be found than the

smartest apprentice could take advantage of.

even in a four years apprenticeship. There was
often a diffidence about asking questions, which
might arise from natural shyness or from the

fear of being considered ignorant. But those

having the charge of young lads should so culti-

vate their relationships with them that they
would have no fear of asking what might appear

to the older per.son a silly question, so long as

it was asked sincerely. His apprenticeship being

completed, it would, as a general rule, be w-ell

for the young gardener to spend some time in

other establishments where certain subjects

calling for skill in their cultivation were treated

as specialities. He should also visit other estab-

lishments and interchange views with his fellow-

gardeners, whilst visits to flower shows should

be made from time to time. The student should

read at least one good gardening paper.

After contrasting the position of the young
gardener of to-day, as regards the advantages

which he enjoyed in the way of technical edu-

cation and cheap literature, with forty to fifty

years ago, the Secretary said that, though they

had to find out many secrets of their success as

cultivators by rule of thumb methods, and their

knowledge was therefore largely empirical,

the old gardeners would hold their own with

the younger ones, either as cultivators or other-

wise. Their average education, too. when they

left school was better, he thought, than that of

the average of boys leaving the elementary

schools at present, and their efforts at self-in-

struction afterwards were more persistent than

those of the present-day gardener. Mr. Comfort

said it was a mistake to assume that teachers

of practical subjects, such as horticulture.

should be merely college graduates. All the

better if thev were college graduates, perhaps,

but they should first of all be practical men.

and the" better they knew the practical part of

their subject, the "more successful would they

be as teachers.
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-^ Awards to Exhibits.

The exhibits were :—A new Pentstemon, " Mrs.
P. Fulford," and spikes of Kalanchoe flammea,
cut from plants raised from leaf cuttings, inserted
in July, 1911, and grown on in 3-inch pots,

shown by Mr. F. Fulford, Montgonierie Castle
Gardens, Tarbolton, Ayrshire (awarded a Cul-
tural Certificate for Kalanchoe) ; Acalypha
Sanderiana, from Mr. James Fraseh, Bonaly,
Colinton (awarded a Cultural Certificate) ; Ox-eye
Daisies, from Mr. F. Baillie, Liberton ; Straw-
berries, Gooseberries, and Black Currants from
the City of Edinburgh Distress Committee's
Farm at Murieston, Mid-Calder, per Mr. Cairns
(awarded a Cultural Certificate) ; new Tomato,
from Mr. G. N. Simpson, Edinburgh ; Nephrolepis
todeoides Smithii and Pteris incisa, from Messrs.

James Grieve & Sons, Edinburgh (awarded a
Cultural Certificate)

;
plants of Onopordon

Acanthium and Dipsacus fullonnm, each about
6 feet high, from Messrs. Todd & Co., Edinburgh.

Seven life and 69 ordinarjy members were
elected, being the largest number enrolled at

any one meeting since the foundation of the
association.

At the meeting to be held on September 3,

Mr. J. Highgate, Hopetoun Gardens. South
Queensferry, will read a paper on " How to

produce effective displays with hardy plants."

nations ; and Messrs. Charleswohth & Co.

,

Haywards Heath, for a small but choice collection

of Orchids.
Large Bronze Medals were awarded to Messrs.

DiCKSONS, Chester, for hardy flowers ; Messrs.

Kerr & Sons, Liverpool, tor greenhouse plants

;

and Messrs. Jos. Firth & Sons, East Keswick,
for a new Zonal Pelargonium named Rising Sun.

NORTH OF ENGLAND HORTI-
CULTURAL.

August 8, 9.—The a!x>ve society held a show
at Harrogate on these dates. The weather was
beautifully fine, and as Harrogate was filled with
visitors there was a good attendance. The ex-

hibition was not of large dimensions, but the

quality of the exhibits was better than was
anticipated, in view of the unfavoui-able season.

Mr. H. Webster, Chairman of the Harrogate
Local Management Committee, offered a cup for

the best exhibit from Yorkshire. There was no
stipulation as to what class or kind of exhibit,

and it was won by Messrs. Mansell & Hatcher,
Rawdon, for a choice group of Orchids. In addi-

tion to the cup, Messrs. Mansell & Hatcher
also received a small Gold Medal from
the Orchid Committ«e. Lord Faber's Cup,
offered for the best exhibit of fruit shown by
an amateur employing a regular gardener, was
won by J. Brennand, Esq., Baldersley Park,
Thirsk" (gr. Mr. J. E. Hathaway), and a small

Gold Medal was also awarded this exhibit. The
Challenge Cup, presented by Mr. Webster for the

test exhibit put up by an allotment holder in

the borough of Harrogate, was awarded to Mr. T.
Wardman, St. George's Cottage.

Awards to Novelties.

First-class Certificate to Hybrid Tea Rose
Danae, and Third-class Certificate to Hybrid Tea
Rose Moonlight, both shown by Rev. J. H. Pem-
berton. First-cla^s Certificate to Cattleya Gas-
kelliana alba magnifica, and Second-class Certi-

ficate to L<elio-Cattleya Ivernia Muriel Wilson,
both shown by W. P. Burkinshaw, Esq. (gr.

Mr. J. T. Baker).

Trade Exhibits.

Gold Medals were awarded to Messrs. E. J.

Batchelor & Sons, Harrogate, for a group of

well-grown Ferns, Liliums, and Spiraeas, and to
Messrs. Sutton & Sons, Reading, for an exhibit
of flowers, fruit, and vegetables.
Large Silver-gilt Medals were awarded to

Messrs. Young & Co., Cheltenham, for a collec-

tion of Carnations, including A. S. Montgomery,
a variety of a beautiful shade of lilac-pink ; Mr.
A. J. Hall, Harrogate, for a collection of hardy
and other flowers ; Messrs. W. & J. Brown,
Peterborough, for a group of Roses; Messrs. Jas.
Backhouse & Son, Ltd., York, for a rock gar-
den; Messrs. G. Gibson & Co., Bedale, for a
group of hardy flowers, in which varieties of
Chrysanthemum maximum were shown well

;

Messrs. Clibrans, of Altrincham, for a collection
of vegetables ; Messrs. Harkness & Sons,
Bedale, for a collection of hardy flowers (Gail-

lardia Mrs. MacKellor was well shown in this

exhibit) : and Messrs. Wm. Bonsall & Son,
Harrogate, for Carnations. "^

Large Silver Medals were awarded to Messrs.
DoBBiE & Co., of Edinburgh ; and Messrs. Dick-
son, Brown & Tait for Carnations.

Silver Medals were awarded to Mr. Wm.
Lawrenson, Yarm-on-Tees, for Phloxes and Car-

SOCIETE ROYALE D'HORTICULTURE
DE BRUGES.

August 11-18.—The exhibition of this Belgian

Society, opened on the 11th inst., was a most re-

markable one. The cultivation, as evidenced

throughout the show, was of a high degreo of

merit, and the extent of the exhibits was specially

noteworthy. Bruges is renowned for its cultiva-

tion of the Bay Laurel (Laurus nobilis), but Palms
were also exhibited in large numbers, these rival-

ling the Bays in health and vigour. Large num-
bers of Orchids were shown, although these

plants are not usually seen at their best in

August. The nurserymen around Bruges excel

in the cultivation of plants suitable for terrace

gardens; the Pomegranate, Clethra, Eugenia,

Orange, Metrosideros, Jlyrtle, Araucaria, and
allied subjects were shown in large numbers. Of
other choice foliage plants there were many fine

examples of Cordylines, hardy Palms, and Phor-
miums. The hardier plants were chiefly arranged

within an enclosure fenced off in the market
place, which provided ample room for diversity

in arrangement, the effect being enhanced by the
picturesque appearance of the houses surround-
ing the square, with the well-known belfry of

Bruges on one side. The stone-paved square was
covered by a good depth of sea sand, which
afforded some assistance in the grouping and
effective display of the plants by means of broad
walks and turls laid down to form the beds.

This large square was lighted by electricity at
night, and presented a gay appearance. An over-

flow exhibition of hardy plants was held in the
courtyard of the building connected with the
belfry. The tender or exotic plants were all

arranged in the large rooms of the same build-

ing, which suited the purpose admirably, the
only disadvantage being the inadequat-e light

during the evening.

In the section for Bay trees 20 classes were
provided. Messrs. Sander & Sons, St. Albans
and Bruges, were awarded the 1st prize in the
class for specimens of diverse forms and sizes,

showing a magnificent collection of plants; 2nd,
The Flandria Co.. Bruges, who also won prizes
in other classes. Messrs. Sander & Sons were
also successful in several other classes for pairs of

Bay trees grown as standards and varied forms
of pyramids. J\I. Vincke-Dujabdin exhibited
large specimens of Laurus nobilis, not for com-
petition. Messrs. Sander & Sons exhibited the
best specimens of hardy Palms, terrace plants,

and specimen Cordylines. The Flandria
Co. exhibited the finest collection of diverse
varieties of Cordyline australis and its fonns

:

this was a fine exhibit, and the plants were well

grown, 0. lentigino;a, C. lineata, C. Parryi, and
C. Doucettii being conspicuous. The best pair

of plants of Clethra arborea was shown
by M. Ch. Steinmetz, the same exhibitor being
successful in the classes for Pomegranates, Euge-
nias and Myrtles. Specimen Palms staged in the
large rooms entered by the belfry were of im-
mense size and in the most robust health. The
1st prize was won by Messrs. Sander & Sons in

the class for a collection of 10 specimen plants

;

these included Latania aurea, L. borbonica
robusta, Phcenix canariensis, Raphis flabellifor-

mis, Kentia Belmoreana, K. gracilis, and Phcenix
Roebelinii. The Flandria Co. were placed 2nd
with well-grown plants, consisting, for the most
part, of Kentias. These exhibitors won in the
same order in the class for 10 new or rare Palms.
Messrs. Sander & Sons included in their exhibit
Linospadix Petrickiana, the young leaves being
of a beautiful bronzy-red colour), Kentia Bel-
moreana gracilis, Chamaedorea stolonifera, Pty-
choraphis sp., and Rhopaloblaste hexandra, with
narrow leafage closely set upon the leaf-stalk.

The Flandria Co. exhibited the very distinct
Cyrotostachys Renda " variety Duvivier," with
the stems and base of the leaves of a bright-red
colour, the rare Veitchia Johannis, Kentia Lin-
denii, Ravenia Hildebrandtii, Phoenicophorium
Sechellarum, and Kentia compacta.

Classes for Palms were also provided for ama-
teurs. Mons. DuMON DE Menten showed
well in the class for 10 specimens. In the classes
for single specimens of Palms, the Flandria Co.
and Messrs. Sander & Sons were keen competi-
tors, whilst M. Vincke-Dujardin showed largo
plants of Rhapis humilis in the best of condition.

Orchids.—In the section devoted to Orchids,
the finest individual group was shown by Messrs.
Sander & Sons, part of this group being for
competition and part non-competitive. This firm
also excelled in the class for 50 Cypripediums

;

they also showed the finest Cattleyas and Lselias
and the best single specimens of a Phalsenopsis
and of a Cypripedium. This firm had also plants
in flower of Dendrobium superbiens and a new
species of Acineta. Messrs. Charlesworth &
Co., Hayward's Heath, exhibited a group of
choice hybrid Cattleyas and Lfelias, also Odcn-
tiodas and Odontoglossums. The plants had all

travelled well. Fine plants of Miltonia vexil-
larium were shown by M. Vuilsteke and M.
Jules Hye. M. Lameeau exhibited hybrid Cat-
tleyas. A good group of Orchids was also showa
by .M. Vincke-Dujardin.
Besides many new plants Messrs. Sander &

Sons showed specimens of Disa grandiflora,
Dendrobium Sanderi, and Crossandra undulas-
folia, all freely flowered. With these were Four-
croya Watsonii, a fine plant of Dracaena Broom-
fieldii, a distinct Alocasia, a good plant of C-occo-

loba pubescens, another of Dracaena Sanderi, and
Vanilla aromatica variegata.

Cut flowers were not shown in large variety.
There were, however, several fresh and bright
collections of Roses and Gladioli. Those who ex-
hibit cut flowers at Bruges need a little more
insight into the best methods of staging them.
Bottles were used in many instances, and these
receptacles, unless placed on the ground, are not
attractive.

Fruit and vegetables were scarcely represented.
J. Hudson.

ABERDEEN SWEET PEA.
August 9, 10.—A successful exhibition was

held under the auspices of the Aberdeen and
Northern Counties Sweet Pea Society on these
dates in the Music Hall Buildings, Aberdeen.
The entries e-xceeded those of last year,
wht=n the first exhibition of the society was
held. In a speech made at the opening ceremony.
Major Davidson, of Dess, deplored the loss of

scent in the newer varieties, and expressed the
opinion that when two exhibits were otherwise
of equal merit preference should be given to the
more fragrant flowers.

Despite the exceedingly bad v\eather, the
blooms shown were of excellent quality. The
silver cup presented by Lady Fleming, and offered

for the 12 best vases of waved Sweet Peas, was
won by Lady Burnett, Crathes Castle, Aber-
deenshire (gr. Mr. .T. Petrie), with a very fine

collection, which included such varieties as R. P.

Felton, Nubian, Elfrida Pearson, Thomas Steven-
son, Edrom Beauty, and Charles Foster. Mrs.
Dunbar Dunb.\r, of Seapark, Forres (gr. Mr.
J. Grigor), was placed 2nd. 3rd, Mr. A. M.
Williamson, Monboddo (gr. Mr. J. Tullo).

In most of the other professional classes, Mrs.
Dunbar Dunbar was very successful.

For the best three vases of novelties for 1911-

1912, Lady Aberdeen was awarded the Isl prize.

Amateurs' Classes.

The Rev. E. V. Kissack, Aberlour Orphanage,
Banffshire, won the 1st prize in every class but
one, that for the best bunch of white Sweet Peas,
when Mr. James JIitchell, Arbeadie Terraco,
Banchory-Ternan, was the successful exhibitor,

with exceedingly choice flowers.

The section devoted to floral decorations, which
was restricted to ladies and judged by ladies,

proved to be one of the most attractive features

of the show, many good arrangements being dis-

played. In the class for best decoration of a din-

ner table, the premier awa^d was won by Miss
May Fleming, Dalmuinzie, for a simple and at-

tractive arrangement. The flowers used were all

of creamy-pink-coloured Sweet Peas, interspersed
with sprays of Gypsophila. 2nd, Mrs. Porter,
Monaltrie Gardens, Ballater, Aberdeenshire.

Mrs. Sinclair. Wellbrae Terrace, Aberdeen,
who was placed 1st in the class for the

best bowl of Sweet Peas, showed a good arrange-
ment of lavender and mauve varieties.
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Good taste was sliown in the class for the best

display of Sweet Peas arranged for effect. Mrs.

DuNBAii DuNBAB was placed 1st.

NATIONAL GLADIOLUS.
August 13.—An exhibition of late-flowering

Gladioli was held at the Royal Horticultural

Hall, under the auspices of the National Gladiolus

Society, in conjunction with the R.H.S. fort-

nightly meeting and exhibition. The show was
far better than the exhibition last year ; the Con-

tinental exhibits, especially from the Dutch
Society, were especially good. The management
of the Gladiolus Society leaves much to bo de-

sired ; the judging was not completed until a

late hour, and in many cases there was np indi-

cation of the classes to which the exhibits be-

longed.

Messrs. Kelway & Son, Langport, Somerset,

were awarded a Gold Medal and tlie Silver Cup
offered for the premier group for a splendid col-

lection of 24 varieties of named late-flowering

Gladioli. Amongst the choicer varieties were
Princess Louise, John Churchill Craigie, Prince

of. Orange, Lady Francis Cecil, and Brooklands.

The Silver-gilt Medal offered in the same class

was awarded to Mr. Wilkelm Pfitzer, Stutt-

gart. This collection included Goldquelle, a yel-

low-flowered variety, and " Schwaben," a

Gandavensis hybrid of much merit.

Messrs. Warnaab & Co., Sassenheim, were
awarded the Silver Trophy offered for the best

collection of 12 varieties. The varieties Prin-

ceps, Willy Wigman, America and Ida were
especially fine.

The Silver Cup offered for two spikes of a new
seedling Gladiolus was awarded to Mr. Pfit-

zer for the variety Goldfinder, a beautiful yellow

flower.

Mr. K. Velthuys, Hillegom, Holland, received

Awards of Merit for Gladiolus Empress of India,

a very dark variety, and Baron Hulot, a fine

flower of a blue-purple shade.

A Silver-gilt Medal was awarded to Mr. E.

Stewart, U.S.A., for Michigan, a bright-red

variety with purplish lines on the falls.

The Dutch Gladiolus Society sent an ex-

ceedingly fine exhibit, which was attractively

arranged ; the spikes of the varieties Badenia,
Ilosea superba, Faust (uncommon crimson shade).

Empress of India. Willy Wigman and Sulphur
King were splendid.

K Silver-gilt Medal was awarded to Mr.
WiLHELM Pfitzer for a very good group of

Gladioli arranged in their different shades of

colour.

Messrs. Barr & Sons, Covent Garden, dis-

played numerous varieties of Gladioli pleasantly
arranged with sprays of Bocconia cordata, Gypso-
phila paniculata fl. pi., and purple Statice. The
Gladioli were nearly all hybrids of G. ganda-
vensis, and included such valuable sorts as

La Comete. Etincelle, Michigan. Vedrines, and
Safrano, a nankeen-yellow flower with crumpled
petals. The Primxilinus hybrids, which are de-

rived from that species crossed with G. Nanct-
arius and G. Lemoinei, are very dainty flowers
of chaste and attractive colouring. Messrs. Barr
exhibited good stems of Lilium sulphureum, L.
tigrinum splendens and .several Crinums.

Messrs. Kelway & Son, Langport, Somerset,
displayed a great variety of large-flowered
Gladioli, filling two lengths of tabling.
Of the many sterling varieties shown in this
collection, Capt. Clive Coates, Alexander Edward,
Hazelbeech, Richard Milner, Lady Haddo,
Pius X., Lemberg and Rienzn were amongst the
best. The large, stout spikes bore very large
flowers of clear and distinct shades of colour.

Premier Spikes.

In four classes a Silver Medal was awarded
as a 1st prize and a Bronze Medal as a 2nd prize
for the premier spike of Gladioli grown naturally
without shade. The awards were as follow :

—

Yellow.—1st, Schwaben, shown by Mr. W.
Pfitzer; 2nd, Golden Measure, from Messrs.
Kelway & Son.

Pink.—1st Panama, exhibited by Mr. F.
Bannins ; 2nd, Evolution Perfection, shown by
Mr. H. H. Grogg, Canada.

White.—1st, Europa ; the exhibitor's name was
not given.

Blue.—1st, Badenia, shown by Mr. Velthuys
;

2nd. La Nuit, shown by Messrs. Kelway & Son.

STREATHAM SWEET PEA AND ROSE.
July 11.—The fourth annual exhibiliun of this

society was held on the above date in the Streat-

ham Town Hall.

The Challenge Gup, open to competition
amongst all growers in the British Isles, was won
by Messrs. D. Prior & Sons, Colchester; 2nd,
Messrs. F. Cant & Co., Colchester.

The best collection of 12 Hoses was shown by
Mr. W. Hall, who also exhibited the best two
vases of Roses, and Mr. W. Martin won the

1st prize in the class for six distinct varieties.

In the class for 18 bunches of Sweet Peas, the
President's Cup was awarded to Mr. A. Winter;
2nd, Mr. W. Hall.

Mr. J. W. Ayres showed the best nine bunches
and the best six bunches of Sweet Peas.

There was very keen competition in the class

for a vase of 25 sprays of Sweet Peas, in which
Mr. Winter won the 1st prize ; 2nd, Mr. Martin.

In the class for a miscellaneous group of plants,

excluding Orchids, Mr. F. Stanley exhibited the
best arrangement ; 2nd, Mr. W. Weatherby.

In the ladies' classes, Mrs. A. Curtis won the
1st prize for a decorated basket of any flower and
foliage, and Miss Mary Rathbone arranged the
most tasteful cpergne.

ClASS

Fig. 66.

—

bottle for preserving grapes.

UNITED HORTICULTURAL BENEFIT
AND PROVIDENT.

August 12.—The monthly committee meeting
of this society was held at the Royal Horticul-
tural Hall, Westminster, on this date. Ninety-
one new members were elected, making about 300
enrolled since July 8. Mr. W. Collins is resign-
ing the secretaryship on September 9, and Mr.
A. C. Hill, of 35, Alexandra Road, West Ken-
sington, W., has been appointed temporary secre-

tary.

NEW INVENTION.

A NEW GRAPE BOTTLE.
Mr Wm. Taylor, of Bath, has provisionally

protected a very ingenious receptacle for
preserving cut bunches of Grapes in a
fresh condition (see fig. 66), which appears to
be an excellent contrivance. The bottle measures
only 3 inches high, and is about 1^ inch wide.
A rubber cap, which closes the niouth of the
bottle, has a small perforation to admit of the
Grape stem, and the bottle is then perfectly
water-tight, so that it. can be safely tilted at any
angle. Evaporation is said to be very trifling, so
that time is not expended in refilling, and there
is no likelihood of the berries being rubbed,
which often happens when replenishing the water
in ordinary bottles.

THE WEATHER.
The Following Summary Record of Ibe

weather throughout the British Islands, for tlie

week ending August 10, is furnished from the
Meteorological Office:

—

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS.
The weather.—The general condilion was again very incle-

ment. Rain fell daily in the south-east of EiiKland, and on
most days over the Kingdom as a whole. Thunderstorms
occurred frequently in some parts of the country, and were
fairly general over England on the 4th, 7tb, 8th and 10th.

The temperature continued below the average, the deficit
being more than 6" in Ireland, and about V over all the
southern and souih-western counties of lingiand. The
highest of the maxima were registered on various dates,
and raneed from 72" in England S.E. and 71" in England

hsh Channel. The lo

Markree Castle, 83" at Dubhn and Cratiies, and 34° at
Balmoral. At 1 foot below the surface of the soil the tem-
perature was considerably below the normal, and at nearly
all places it was also below it at a depth of 4 feel.

The rauijail exceeded the average, and in Scotland E. and
most of the English districts the excess was very large.
Falls of an inch or more in 21 hours were experienced in
many parts of the Kingdom. On the 4th 1'4 inch fell at
Douglas (I.o.M.) and Crieff, 1-5 inch at Dublin, 1 6 inch at
Armagh, and 1'7 inch at Crathes; on the 5th 1-9 inch at New-
quay and Plymouth, and 2-0 inches at SciUy; on the 6lh.
1-2 inch at Arlington ; on the 7th, 1-3 inch at Killarney ; and
on ihe i;th, TO inch at Wick.
The bright sunshine was much below the normal. The

percentage of the possible duration ranged fiom 34 in the
English Channel and 25 in England S.E. to below 20 in Ire-
land. Scotland, and the north-east of England, and to only 5
in Scotland E. In the last-mentioned district the mean daily

and in Scotland generally
rs in all

THE WEATHER IN WEST HERTS.
Week ending August 14.

Another exceptionally cold and gloomy week.—Since the
present month began there has not occurred a single un-
seasonably warm day, and only one warm night. During
the past week the temperature in the thermometer screen
never rose above 66°, while on the last three nights ihe
exposed thermometer fell respectively to within 1", 7" and
5" of the freezing-point. At 2 feet deep the ground is at
the present time i° colder, and at 1 foot deep 6" colder,
than is seasonable. Rain fell on each of the first five days,
but the total measurement only amounted to about half-
an-inch. On the morning of the 7th rain was falling for
eight minutes at the average rate of nearly 1 inch an hour.
During the week IJ gallons of rainwater has passed through
the percolation gauge on which short grass is growing, and
2 gallons through the bare soil gauge. The sun shone on an
average for less than 31 hours a day, which is only about
half the usual duration tor the second week in August. The
winds proved, as a rule, light, the mean velocity in no hour
exceeding 9 miles. The average amount of moisture in the

xceeded a seasonable quantity for that hour by
6 per c E. A/., Berkhanisted, August t , 1912.

GARDENING APPOINTMENTS.

'.trritpondints artrequfsted to wrltt tht mamtm ofpanmnt
Mad plmctM at Itzlbly as posaihit. No charge is

made for these announcements, but if a small contribution
is sent, to be placed tn our collating Box for the Gardeniis'
Orphan Fund, it will be thankfully received, and an
neknoivledgment made in these columns.'\

t. S. GiLTHORPE, for 14 months Gardener at Yeo Vale.
Fairy Cross. Devonshire, as Gardener lo G. S. Lys.\ght.
Esq., Nynehead Court, Wellington, Somerset.

r. W. Adams, from Viitch & Sons, Chelsea, and late of
Dorin Court, Warlingham, and Weir House, as Gar-
dener to J. A. Lew, Esq., The Mount, Maidenhead,
Berks. (Thanks for Is. 6d., which has been placed in the
R.G.O.F. box.-Eos.)

r. C. J. Jones, for the past 6 years Gardener to G. Kiebv,
Esq., Woodview, Watford, as Gardener to J. W. Fvman,
Esq., Railhwaite, Penanh, S. Wales.

r. Wm. Atkin, for 20 years Gardener to the late R. W.
Monro, Esq., Oakaeld, Kingston Hill, as Gardener lo
Mrs. KvRLE Chapman, Shillingslone Grange, Blandford.

r. T. Warrington, for the past 3 years General Foreman
to His Grace the Duke of Sutherland, Lillieshall Gar-
dens, Newport, Salop, and previously at Osmasti n
Manor, and Temple Newsam, as Gardener to H.S.H.
Princess Hatzfeldt, Draycot House, Chippenham,
Wiltshire.

r. W. G. Newman, for the past few months temporary
Gardener to the Hon. A. G. Davey, Esq., Ockford
House, Godalming, and rreviously at Fullbrooks, Wor-
cester Park, as Gardener to G. W. Stephens, Esq..
Cuckoo Hill, Pinner, Middlesex.

r. J. Radley, for the past 10 years Gardener to J. Hel-
lerby, Esq., Alderslade House, Aston.on-Trent, as
Gardener to P. Swindell, Esq., White Cottage, Aston-
on-Trent, near Derby.

DEBATING SOCIETY.
CARDIFF GARDENERS'.-The annual outing of

the members of this association took place on the 12th inst.,
when a visit was made to The Hendre. the seat of Lord
Llangaltock. The party lunched at Abergavenny, and Ihen
drove to The Hendre, a distance of 14 miles. Mr. Coomber
conducted the party through the residence and gardens.
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IVi: JLRKS T S.
COVENT GARDEN, August li.

[We cannot accept any responsibility for the subjoined
reports. They are furnisiied to us regularly every
Wednesday, by the kindness of several of the principal

salesmen, who are responsible for the quotations. Ii

must be remembered that these quotations do not repre-
sent the prices on any particular day, but only the
general averages for the week preceding the date of out
report. The prices depend upon the quality of the
samples, the way in which they are packed, the supply
in the market, and the demand, and they may fluctuate,

not only from day to day, but occasionally several times
inoneday.-Eos.l

Cut Flowers. «c. : Avarage Wholesala Prioti,

s.d. s.d.l s.d. s.d.

AcbiUia, per doz

Aruu
Astei
Boui

16-20
lemeria ... 3 0-40
slKichardias) 20 —
i, while . . 16-26

jnches ...' 6 0-70

alle

9-13

4-08

8 0-lS

doz. blooms
— Carola, crim-

son, extra large 1 li- 2
— Malmaisons, p.

doz. blooms:

Centaurea, (sweet
Sultan) mauve
and white, per

- yellow .. ."!

Chrysantheumms,

— vellow'."
"'.

— white, per doz.
bunches

— maximum, per
doz. bunches ..

Coreopsis, per doz.
bunches

Cornflower, p. d:}z,

bunches:

— white

Delphinium, p. dz.
bunches:

— light and dark

10-20
10-20

4 0-60

9-10

6-09

Gardenias, per box
of 15 and Itj

blooms... ...

Gladiolus:
— Brenchleyensis

per doz. spikes
— Bride, white

per dz. bncbs:
— Hybrids, p. dz.

spikes
Gypsophila, p. dz.

— white ._
— paniculata

Lapagerias, white,

alba.

6-09

2 6-30

2 0-26

3 0-40

3 0-40

2 0-30
3 0-40
6 0-80

16-20

4 0-50

1

Lilium spsciosuin
rubrum, p. dz.,— long 18-16

— short 9 —
Lily ol the Valley,

pr. dz. bnchs.

:

— extra special ... 15 0-18
— special 10 0-12— ordinary ... 3 —
Marguerite, per

doz. bunches

:

— white 3 0-40
— yellow 10-16
Mignonette, per

doz. bunches ..

Montbretia, pr. dz
bunches

Myosotis (Forget
nie-nol), p. dz.

4 0-50

4 0-60

per doz.
— Cattleya Hai

rissonii,p.doz
— Odontoglossui

crispuiu
Pancratiums, p. dz

blooms
Pelargoniums

— C.Meniiel— F r a u K
Druschki

— General

_ queminot

— Madame
Chateney

- Niphetos
- Richmond
- Sunburst

President Car-

3 0-40

12 0-15

10-40

16-30

9-10

9-20
10-16
10-26
16-20
6-09

bcabiouscaucasica
per doz, bnchs

SpirKa(Astilbe) ja
ponica, per dz

— white & yellov
Stephanotis(7

pips)
Stock, p. d. bnchs

Tuberoses p. doz

Violas, small blue
p. doz. buiiche

\'iolet?, per dozer

10-16
10-16
9-16

0-3

6 0-00

16-20

4 0-60

4 —
3 —
9-10

16-20
Out Foliage, Sic.: A

s.d. s.

iiantum Fern
(Maidenhair),
best.dz. bnchs

jrostis (Fair)
Grass), per dz

pin
lone

,pr.ido;

rage Wholesale Prices.

bunche

4 0-50

2 0-40

ediun
12 0-18

— Sprengeri ... 10 12
Carnation foliage,

doz. bunches... 4 —

i.d.s.d.

bchs
( E n g 1 i

small-leaved...

Sinilax, per bunch
of 6 trails ...

Plants In Pots, tie. : Average Wholesale Pric
s.d. s.d. s

aliaSieboldii,dz. 6 0-70
aucaria excelsa,

... 18 0-21
Asparagus plu

sus nanus, p.dz. 10 0-12
— Sprengeri ... 8 0-90
Aspidistra, p. dz.,

green 21 0-30
— variegated ... 30 0-60
Asters, per dozen 4 0-50
Chrysanthemum

per dozen ... 6 0-12
Coleus, per doz. ... 3 0-40
Croton, per dozen 18 0-30

folii
,
per do

per dozen ... 10 0-12
rns, in thumbs,
per 100 8 0-12

onoma gracili

60's, per dozi
larger, each

Plants In Pots, Sc. : Average Wholesale Prices rCoitM.).

s.d. s.d.
I

s.d. s.d.
Ficus elastica, per Lilium longi-

dozen 9 0-12 1 florum,per
[

dozen 12 0-15

5
0- 8 Lily of the Valley 18 0-21

Marguerites, ill 48-s,

per doz., white 8 0-10
— yellow ... 10 0-12

Mignonette, 48"s,

per dozen ... 6 0-80
Pandanus Veitohii,

per dozen ... 36 0-48

Pelargoniums, per
dozen 9 0-12

— Ivy.leaved ... 7 9

Hydrangeas white
4«'s, pec dozen 18 21— pink 8 0-12

— blue, each ... 2 0-50
— paniculata. per

. 18 0-24

1 6 0-42

I 4 0-60

. 18 0-63

12 0-30

Kentia Belmoi
ana, per doz.

Liliun

, borbonic:
dozen
lancifoliui

Pha

- pink

Verbenas, pink

.. 2 6-21

zen .. 15 18
ifolium

15 0-18

Fruit: Average Wholesale Prices.

10 0-12

6 0-80
8 0-90
8 0-90

Apples;
— English ibshl. 2 0-26— Cooking, bshl. 2 —

ubles
. 1 ._

.. 10 0-12

.. 7 0-80
,. 8 6-10
. 12 0-11

10-20
10-20
16-40

6 0-80
2 0-30

- Rede
- Jama
per ton
Jamaica Ordi
nary, per bo.\

(9 doz.)

gs (Guernsey),
per dozen
English

ape Fruit, case:

£10-£I2

4 0-50

English (new)
per lb

Canon Hall ..

Muscats

9-26
16-60
10- 3
12-16
8-16

— Gi
— Black AlicSnt
— Madre sh e 1

Court 10-26
— Gros Maroc ... 10-20
Greengages,} sieve 14 0-18
— Cooking ... 6 0-6
Lemons:

Me

E n g 1 i

e -. . . 20 0-22 6
linary, per
e 17 0-25

Vegetables : Average Wholesale Prices

Melons (Guernsey)
— (English)
— Canteloupe ...

Nectarines, per

— selected— best ...
I— seconds )

Nuts, Almonds,per
bag 52 6 —

— Spanish, per
sack 40 0-42

— Barcelona, bag 35 6-36 C— Cocoanuts, 100 18 0-23
— English Cobs

per lb 03 —
— Filberts, pet IL. 2-03
Oranges

:

— Italian percale 20 0-22 6
— Cape, per ca-e 20 0-25

Naartjees, per
box

Peaches
— French, boxes— English, dozen:
— selected— best ...

I

— seconds j
Pears

:

— Fiench, per

English',' J
bushel.,
neappl St.

Plun

4 0-46

10-20

6 0-80
2 0-30

3 (>- 4 6

3 0-36

2 6-50

5 —

s.d. s.d.
Artichokes(Globe),

per dozen ... 2 0-30
Aubergines, p. doz. 2 6-30
Beans

;

_ French, J bshl. I 0-1 6— Scarlet Run-
ners, per bushl. 2 —

Beetroot, per
i bushel ... 2 0-26

Cabbages, p. tally 5 0-70
Carrots (English),

pr. doz. bun. .. 2 0-30
Cauliflowers, per

.„ 3 6-40

.
per do

bunches
ulti-

: —

uberi
flat

per
4 0-60

Celery, bundle ... 6-08
per dozen 2 6-30
p. bushel 16-20

et),

packets
gross ... ".. 7 —

Horseradish, 12
bundles ... 12 0-16

Leeks, per doz. .. 16-20
Lettuce (English),

Cos, per box ... 10-16
Cabbage, per
box 10-16

Marrows, per tally 2 0-30

Mil

Mu
vated. per lb. 10- 1— field, per lb. ... 4-06

MustardandCress.
p. dz. punnets 10 —

Onions (English)
per bushel ... 5 6-60— (Spring), per
doz, bunches 16-20

Parsley, J sieve ... 2 0-30
— per doz. bull. 2 —
Peas (Eiigish), per

busnel 3 6-50
bags 6 0-90

lied, per
10-16

shelled, per
quart

Radishes(English)
per dozen ... 10- 1 6

Turnips (English),

per dz. bunches
Watercress, p. dz.

bunches

2 6-3
3 6-40
10-16

6

Remarks.— English culinary Apples appear to be a very
heavy crop, 2s. per bushel lieing the highest price obtain-
able. Dessert varieties consist principally of VVorcesler
Pearmain, Qiiarrenden (a record crop), Ladv Sudeley and
Langley Pippin. All early varielies of English and French
Pears are very plentiful, and meet with a good trade.
English and Channel Island Grapes remain a very heavy
supply. The holiday season and cold, wet neither are un-
forlunalely limiting the demand for Melons and Figs, and
the supplies are exceeding the demand. Cherries are
finished, with the esceplion of a few Morellos. Filberts
and Cobnuts are arriving. The consignments of Peaches
and Nectarines are much in excess of the demand. To-
matos, both home-grown and from the Channel Islands,
have been a much shorter supply, with a consequent rise in
prices. The market is well supplied with Plums, Victoria
and Prince of Wales, which appear to be much larger crops
Ihan was anticioated. English and Dutch Scarlet Runner
Beans and outdoor Mushrooms have been very plentiful
during the past week. E. H. R., Covcnt Garden, August 14.

Remarks.—Trade is quieter this week. There is a good
supply of tubers, and prices remain about the same as last
week. Edward J. Newborn, Covcnt Garden and St. Pancras.
August 14, 191 2.

LAW NOTE.

CLAIM FOR HEDGE TREES.
At the Godalming County Cotirt on ths 8th

inst., Robert Doiikin, nurseryman, Cranleigh,
sued F. H. Barrodale, architect, of Waverley,
Cranleigh, for £11 14s., the price of 78 trees
at 2s. 6d. each, and £1 19s., for the labour of
planting tliera.

It appeared from the evidence that defendant
purchased from plaintifi trees to make a hedge.
The trees, or most of them, died, and
plaintiff attributed this to the bad season,
and to the lacli of proper attention. Defen-
dant, on the contrary, alleged that Jlr. Donkin
was negligent in the planting of them, the ground
not being properly prepared, with the result that
under the roots, when the trees were taken up,
were found large lumps of clay and turf, so hard
that it would be impossible for the trees to take
root. After evidence had been given at Eome
length on behalf of both parties, his Honour
Judge Harrington said it seemed to him
that the plaintiff's responsibility for the
state of the trees ended as soon as he
planted them. It appeared that a month
or so after they were planted they began to die,
and it was found when they were removed, a long
time afterwards, that the condition of the ground
was such that it might have been due to bad
planting, or it might equally have been due to
other circumstances. The onus was on the de-
fendant to satisfy him {the judge) that there
was neglect, but he had failed to ijischarge his
onus. On the other hand, plaintiff failed to
supply trees of the stipulated height, and there-
fore, a reduction would be made in the amount
claimed. He gave judgment for the plaintiff for

£7 8s. lOd.

ENQUIRY.

Nymph^a Flowers.—Can any reader recom-
mend me a good means of preventing Nymphsea
flowers closing? I know that when a solution of a
salt, unknown to me, is injected with a syringe
into the flower-stalk closely beneath the cut
flower, the flower is made very durable. Are
there any other means of preventing the closing
of Nymphajas? P. W. Matjdeburg

„ Jo
u)TmipoTuknL

AcALYPHA Leaves: H. G. The punctures are
due to some insect pest. Spray the plants with
an insecticide, or, if practical, dip the foliage
in the specific. If this treatment proves un-
successfiil, send us fresh specimens for a more
critical examination.

Books : G. D. G. Fruit Ranrlihq in British
Columbia, by J. T. Bealby.—/'. H. P., Oxon.
A Handbook of Tropical Gardening, b'y H. F.
Macmillan, 12s., or Gardening in the Tropics,
by G. Marshall Woodrow, lis. Either may be
obtained from our publishing department.
~~J . D. H. The best ine.xpensive work
of value to teachers and lecturers on prac-
tical gardening is The Calindar of Garden
Operations (price 7d.). Other u.seful works
are The Book of Garden Pests (price 2s. lOd.),
A Primer of Horticulture (price Is. l^d.), and
The Chemistry of the Garden (price Is. l^d.).
These may be obtained from our publishing
department. The price includes postage.

Cyaniding Glasshouses : Dianthvs. This can
be done by the use of either potassium cyanide
or sodium cyanide, but it is preferable to
use the latter. Hydrocyanic acid is liberated
when sulphuric acid is poured on to the cya-
nide of soda. The operation requires great
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care, owinu to the (.rtrciwlij jioifiouou.-^

nature of the acid. The chemical is placed

in an earthenware vessel, and the acid ar-

ranged above it in a bottle or other glass re-

ceptacle, with a string attached leading out-

side the building, say, through the keyhole.

This is to enable the operator to liberate the
acid from the outside. For delicate subjects,

and for vines in full leaf li ounce of the
cyanide, 3^ ounces of sulphuric acid, and lOj

fluid ounces of water may be used with safety.

The work should be done in the evening and
not in the strong sunlight, whilst the tem-
perature of the house should not e.Kceed 60°,

and the plants and surroundings should be dry.

The glasshouse should be kept closed during
fumigation from three-quarters of an hour to an
hour, and then the ventilators and doors should
be opened from the outside, the operator tak-

ing care not to inhale the escaping fumes. It

is best to do the work on a calm day. Close

any crevices in the house through which the
fumes might escape. The horticultural sun-

driesmen supply outfits and material for the

purpose.

' E IPLOYMENI IN Kew CiBDENS : .-1. A'. Applica-
tion for admission as gardener in the Royal
Botanic Gardens, Kew, must be made on a

form furnished by the Director of the Gardens.
Applicants must be unmarried, between the
ages of 19 and 24, and must have been em-
ployed for not less than four years in good
gardens or nurjeries. They must be healthy,
free from physical defects, and not below
the average height. Applicants are informed
whether theii' names have been entered for

admission, and on a vacancy occurring will re-

ceive a notice to that effect. Should an appli-
cant not be appointed within three months
after the date of his application, he should
write again, if he still desires admission. Those
.selected for appointment as gardeners, who
are British subjects, if they render approved
service, are eligible to remain at K?vv for a
period of two years from the date of joining.
At the termination of two years' experience in

.the Royal Botanic Gardens, a gardener cease^
to be employed at Kew, unless he has in the
meantime been selected for service as a sub-
foreman for a further definite period of strictly

limited duration. Gardeners whilst at Ke\\'
receive an allowance of 21s. per week to meet
the cost of subsistence. Sub-foremen are
paid 27s. per week.

E.-CHIEITING H.tRDY HeRB.ICEOUS FlOWERS :

Anxious. It is not correct to exhibit Hydran-
gea hort«nsis in a class for six bunches of
hardy herbaceous flowers. Hardy herbaceous
flowers, for some reason or another, are gener-
ally regarded as perennials, notwithstanding
the fact that many annuals and biennials are
both hardy and herbaceous. According to the
R.H.S. Code of JRules for Judging, annuals
and biennials are excluded from a class en-
titled hardy herbaceous plants.

German G.uideners' Society : H. Z. The
Secretary is Mr. E. Morell, 41, Upham Park
Road, Chiswick, London, W.

G SAFES Spotted: F. C. N. Probably the
minute punctures are caused by some winged
insect, or it may be the commencement of a
fungus disease. If the spotting spreads send
further specimens, when the fungus disease
may be identified.

How TO Hake a L.iwn: Dianthu.i. After
having selected the site for your lawn, it will

be advisable, unless the soil is naturally well-
drained, to provide for the free passage of
superfluous water. The soil should be well
worked, bearing in mind that good cultivation
is as necessary for grass plants as for those
in the borders. Bastard -trench it, and add
well-rotted farm-yard dung at the rate of
15 cartloads to each half-acre of land. If
chemical manures a»e preierred, use super-
phosphate of lime. Peruvian guana, and bone-
dust, or one of the special lawn manures sold
by the nurserymen. Whenever possible it is a
great advantage to allow the land to lie fallow
for a short period before sowing the grass seed.
When dealing with very weedy soils we have
found it usefid to plant the ground intended
for lawns with early Potatos in the spring
so as to thoroughly clean the soil before sow-
ing the grass seed in the autumn. The surface

of the ground must be levelled perfectly and
made fine, so that the seed may be lightly

covered with fine soil. About two bushels of

seed will suffice for half an acre of land.
Choose a dry, calm day for sowing, and when
this is done lightly rake over the sui'face again
and roll it. It is often necessary to cover
newly-sowii lawns with fish-netting to protect

the seeds from birds. Mice, especially field

mice, must also be guarded against. The
kinds of grass (for a mixture of several different

species is advisable) to sow will depend on the
nature of your soil, and the use for which
you intend the lawn. You should send a
small sample of the soil to one of the leading
nurserymen who specialise in lawn mixtures,
telling him the kind of lawn you intend
making, and seeking his advice as to the selec-

tion of the seed. The after-treatment of the
lawn consists of weeding, rolling, and mowing.
At least the first and second cuttings should be
done with a sharp scythe, and not with a

machine.

Insects Feeding on Ntmph.i;a Leaves: G. W..
Surrey. From your description we suspect

that you are troubled with the larvae of the

Caddis fly, but if you will send specimens of

the insects we will identify them for you.

Fig. 67.—SEEDS of carica germinating
WITHIN the fruit.

Lobelia Sporting : J. H. A batch of seedling

Lobelias generally exhibits a wide range of

colours in the flowers. The specimen received

was too faded to recognise the depth of the

mauve colouring, but as the plant has a desir-

able habit, and is free flowering, you should
perpetuate the variety. Pot the plant, and
winter it in a cool house. Next spring it should

furnish a plentiful supply of cuttings.

Manures for Sweet Peas: A. G. As a dress-

sing for Sweet Peas, nothing is better than
basic slag, finely ground, used at the rate of

10 to 12 lbs. to the square rod, and kainit at

the rate of 5 to 8 lbs. per square rod, which
should be applied in the autumn. In the
spring use sulphate of potash at the rate of

3 lbs. to the square rod, and superphosphate
at the rate of 6 lbs. to the square rod. If the
£oil needs nitrogen mix sulphate of ammonia
and nitrate of soda in equal proportions, and
use 3 lbs. to the square rod, forking these ma-
terials into the top 8 inches of soil in the
spring. Soot may be applied to the rows
before the blossoms have opened.

Marl : H. F., Worcester. The sample of marl
you send is not at present suitable for top-
dressing a lawn. If you use it, it will be ad-
visable to first expose it to the influence of the
sun and winter frosts, but unless the soil of

your laAvns is of an exceedingly light nature,
we should not recommend you to use any of
the substance. Any finely-sifted soil that ia

free from the seeds of weeds would be prefer-
able as a top-dressing. Your sample bears
otUy a superficial resemblance to the Not-
tingham marl which is used for top-dressing
cricket pitches.

, ,

Melon Seeds Germinating within the Truit :

/. E. C. Intracarpellary germination is not
unusual in Melons. It also often takes place
in other plants, including Carica (see fig. 67),
Citrus, and Pernettya.

N-A.MES OF Fruits : W . Ecaiis. Emperor Alex-
ander.

—

J. M. Ireland. Mr. Gladstone.

—

C. H. P. Mr. Gladstone.—Jci/j«r Horton.
1, Decayed ; 2, Dymond.

Names of Plants : Bubrum 1. Sedum hy-
bridum ; 2, S. stolonifernm ; 3, S. hispani-
cum; 4, Oxalis curymbosa.—/. H. a, Lychnis
coronaria ; 6, Geum coccineum ; c, Veronica
spicata alba ; (/, Sedum spurium ; e, Vincetoxi-
cum japonicum

; /, Epilobium angustifolium.—F. B., Warblington. The tree is the com-
mon Hornbeam, Carpinus betulus. The other
specimens were insufficient. If you send again
please pack them so that they will reach this
office in a fresh condition. Certain kinds of
herbaceous plants in flower wither very quickly
after packing in dry materials.

—

Hurlock. The
Carnation blooms were faded beyond recogni-
tion. Send fresh specimens, packed in damp
moss, to some grower who makes a speciality
of these fiowers.

—

P. II. R. Gongora arme-
niaca.—F. T. 1, PleurothaUis Barberiana ; 2,
Octomeria diaphana ; 3, Gongora portentosa

;

4, Odontoglossum aspidorhinum ; 5, Bulbophyl-
lum rufinum.

—

(Jrrhis. Dendrobiuni Pierardii.—R. v., Exeter. The form of Morsea iridioides
well illustrated in the Gardeners Chronicle,
February 8, 1908, and a variety of Tritonia
crocata.

Orchid Leaves Diseased : Anxious. The leaves
are affected with "spot," which generally
arises from some defect in the houses or un-
suitable temperatures, and more particularly
excessive warmth at night-time. Non-observ-
ance of drier and cooler conditions during the
plant's resting season is a contributory cause.
Remove the damaged leaves and old "pseudo-
bulbs. After the plants have completed their
growUi, afford less water to the roots.

PoTATOs: A. K. n. The Potatos are affected
with the warty disease (CEdomyces leproides),
which is illustrated and described in Gard.
Chron., July 31, 1909, p. 79, figs. 33. 34. You
cannoj save affected tubers by any treatment.
Remq\'e and burn diseased plants before they
produce resting spores.

Rose : B. Powell. Sherring. The variety ap-
pears to be that known as Cloth of Gold, and
the foliage is particularly healthy.

Sweet Pea "Countess Spencer": M. A. P.
The unusual number of blooms on your spike
of Countess Spencer Sweet Pea is due to fasci-
ation, an abnormal development resulting
from a monstrous growth of several stems into
one. Fasciation is often found in Sweet Peas,
and is common amongst many other plants.

Tomatos Diseased : /. B. The unhealthy con-
dition of the plants is due to a disease, most
probalily "sleepy disease." It is too late to
adopt remedial measures, but to prevent the
spread of the disease the plants should be de-
stroyed by burning. Do not grow Tomatos in
the same house again mitil the old soil has been
removed and the house disinfected by spraying
with a solution of iron sulphate or some other
strong fungicide.

Worms in Lawns; //. T. y.) Dissolve half-an-
ounce of corrosive sublimate (poison) in 15
gallons of water, and apply it over the lawn

;

when the worms come to the surface sweep
them up. Do not allow fowls to eat the dead
worms as they are poisonous. (2) If you mix
a peck of freshly-made quicklime in 4(3 gallons
of water, allowing it to stand until clear, and
then apply the liquid from a rose watering pot,

it will serve to bring the worms to the surface,
and the fowls may eat them.

Cotntnunications Received. — A, Haru-ood fmany
thanks, but the information arrived late)_D. C T. S
R. V. & S H. M _Ajax_A. G. B._A. E. J.—W. M.,
Buisted_Dr. M J. W. T G. H._S. G._J. H., Burton—L. M W. B.. Cornwall_M. A. K._A. H. S._C. H
E. W. & Scn^—E. A. B R. A. M._E. C,
E. G. W. H._T. C,_\V. E. H._F. K. W.
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Three species were observed : our native

Viscum album, a very similar species but

with much larger leaves, and lastly, and
most beautiful of all, a deciduous-leaved

species bearing great numbers of almost

orange-coloured berries in dense terminal

spikes.

Many, perhaps all, species of trees were
attacked, especiaUy Poplars, Willows,

Walnuts, Pears and Persimmons, the cul-

tivated fruit trees being commonly at-

tacked most viciously of all, though the

Poplars also ran them close in this respect.

The large-leaved species seemed to occur

exclusively on Willows, but the other two
species were much less fastidious and oc-

curred indiscriminately everywhere and
frequently both together on the same host.

Viscum album was, however, the com-
monest of all. Continuing northwards over

this secondary, though more lofty ridge,

we descended to the Loess plain of Shensi,

where these parasites again became far

less common, and crossing the plain from

east to west, eight days' journey, I

noticed very few plants of V. album on

the Persimmon trees. Even when plunging

once more into the Sin-ling range further

west I came across no such outbreak

again, but here the range was much
higher and wilder, and covered with vap»

Conifer forests. Once, indeed, I camt
across a fourth species with beautiful

scarlet berries like Holly.

The interpretation of the facts is by no

means easy, though we may be tolerably

sure, since Mistleto is distributed exclu-

sively through the agency of birds, that

any explanation is likely to be bound up
with problems of bird distribution.

In this connection I may mention that no

sooner did we cross the pass, than star-

lings, which we had not seen since some
distance down the Han liver, suddenly ap-

peared again in flocks, and it was just

these birds which invaded the Mistleto

trees. Their absence from the mountains

on the other side of the pass may account

for the lack of Mistleto there, but will not

alone account for the peculiar distribution

of Mistleto over China and its absence (I

believe) from the whole Yangtze valley.

Moreover, the starling is of course capable

of crossing this low range when it likes,

hence the problem of the restriction of the

range of the plant, though connected with

that of the birds, is at present only par-

tially solved. F. Eingdon Ward, F.E.G.S.

Laxm, and K. minor, Hemsley. It mnst there-

fore be regarded as new, and as such I have

pleasure in associating it with the name of one

intimately connected with the exploitation of the

Chinese and Formosan floras.

K. Henryi exhibits affinities to the species

hitherto confounded with it, but is easily dis-

tinguished by the smaller, fewer-leafletted leaves,

the absence of any indumentum on the midrib

and lateral nerves of the leaflets and th'e reduced

state of their axil-tufts, the shorter, less-

spreading panicles and much smaller capsules and

correspondingly smaller seeds. Flowering speci-

mens may subsequently reveal additional corre-

lative differences.

Its salient characters are incorporated in the

following diagnosis : A spreading tree 50 feet

high ; ultimate branchlets stout, glabrous and

terete towards the base, slightly puberulous and
angulate at their extremities, rich reddish-brown,

dotted with conspicuous pale brownish lenticels ;

leaf scars broadly oval-crescentic, buds small,

depressedly hemisph3ric with densely ciliolate

NEW OR NOTEWORTHY
PLANTS.

KOELREUTERIA HENRYI,* DUMMER,
SP. NOV.

While examining the material appertaining to

the genus Koelreuteria at Kew, my attention was
drawn to a fruiting specimen gathered by Dr.

Augustine Henry on the Bakinsing Mountains,

in Formosa (No. 1594), which was identified

by him as K. bipinnata, Franchet, but

which, on comparison with the type specimen of

the latter species, appears to be wholly distinct,

nor does it afford any agreement with the re-

maining species known, viz., K. paniculata,

K. bipinnatae, Franch., affinis sed foliolis paucioribus
snbtus Costa el nervis lateralibus glabris, paniculis abbre-
viatis, capsulis seminibusque minoribus distal.

Henrv, List Plants of Formosa, 28 (1898). Malsumura and
Hayata, Enum. PI. Ins. Form., 94 (1906).

PLANT NOTES.

BROWALLIA VISCOSA.

A BaowALLiA that has advanced a good deal

in popular favour within the last few years is

B. speciosa major, a native of Colombia. It

is of a half shrubby character, and flowers with

more or less freedom throughout the greater

part of the year. The flowers, which are about

1 inch in diameter, are, when first expanded, of a

.
purplish-blue colour, but they become pale some-

what afterwards and also increase in size. For

the embellishment of the greenhouse during the

summer, or of a somewhat warmer structure

at other seasons, this Browallia is of consider-

able value, while it is also sometimes used in

mixed beds for summer bedding. The species

which is the subject of this note (Browallia

viscosa) is not nearly so well known as the other,

but it is quite distinct therefrom and decidedly

attractive. The flowers are smaller than those of

B. speciosa major, and of a much deeper and

Fig. 69.—TWO species of mistleto (viscum album above) on a persimmon
TREE IN southern SHENSI.

Ecales. Leaves bipinnato ; rachis compressedly

tetragonous, dorsally ridged, 9 inches long,

reddish brown, glabrous except for a minute

yellowish pubescence in the vicinity of the nodes ;

secondary axes opposite, 5 inches long, composed

of 5 to 11 leaflets, entirely glabrous or pubescent

at the insertion of the leaflets. Leaflets alternate

petiolulate, obliquely narrowly ovate, caudately

and acuminately cuspidate, 3 inches long, 1 to

1 l-12th inch broad, subcoriaceous, wholly

glabrous except for the reduced axil-tufts on the

lower surface, the margin coarsely serrate with
slightly incurved serratures, entire towards the

base (rarely quite entire on the posterior

margin) ; petiolule l-12th to 1-lOth inch long,

crimson-red. Panicle short, sparingly branched,

4 to 5 inches long, minutely puberulous.

Capsules borne on short pedicels, ^ inch long,

membranous, three-winged, when compressed oval

and rounded or almost orbicular, 1 to I5 inch

long, 1 to 1 1-lOth inch broad ; seed solitary

in each loculus, ovoid-globose, smooth and
black, -| inch diameter, i?. A. Diimmer.

richer blue, with a small clear white centre. The
habit of growth is somewhat looser than that of

B. speciosa major. The contrast between the two
colours forms a notable feature of B. viscosa.

It has been referred to as an annual, but though

it can be raised from seed, cuttings may also

be employed for propagating purposes. B.

viscosa is a native of Colombia ; indeed, nearly

all the members of the genus occur in the Andean
region of South America.

ISOLOMA HIRSUTUM.
This is a comparatively old-established garden

plant, having been introduced from Colombia

and distributed by the late Mr. William Bull,

of Chelsea, in 1881. It is an exceedingly useful

decorative plant, and one that has of late gained

many admirers. By some authorities the Tydseas

are merged into the genus Isoloma, but from a

garden standpoint they may well be kept dis-

tinct, though the cultural requirements are the

same for both. The flowers of the Tydaeas grown

in gardens keep the mouth of the tube open, the

spreading lobes are usually marked with dots or
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flakes. Isoloma, on the other hand, has a more
contracted mouth, with small lobes and a more
uniform colouring. I. hirsutum forms an upright-
growing plant, which will flower freely when
from 18 inches to 3 feet in height. The "flowers,

which are 2 inches long, are of a bright vermilion
colour, and are consequently very attractive
when seen in masses. A notable feature of this
Isoloma is the fact, that the entire plant—stems,
leaves, and blossoms—is thickly covered with
brownish hairs. Its flowering season is not
limited to any particular period of the year ; its

bright-coloured blossoms being produced at
almost any time. Throughout the summer the
plants will bloom in the greenhouse, but in
winter an intermediate temperature suits them
best. Propagation is readily effected by division
of the underground rhizomes or by cuttings,
which strike readily in a gentle bottom heat.
Before removing thoni from the propagating case
care must be taken that they are well rooted,
as they often grow at the points before any
roots are produced. A compost made up of
equal parts of loam and leaf-mould with a liberal
dash of sand suits this Isoloma and its numerous
allies. Though the specific name of hirsutum is
in common use in gardens and in manv works of
reference, it is, according to the late Col. R.
Beddome, in^ Gunnrartae, Annotated List of
Genera and Species, published a few years ago in
the Journal of the Royal Horticultural Society,
not the true hirsutum of Humboldt and
Bonpland, but really I. erianthum.

PAVETTA CAFFRA.
This is a very pretty, freely-flowering green-

house shi-ub. introduced from South Africa about
90 years ago. Though seldom seen, it is well
worth employment for the decoration of the
greenhouse or conservatory. It forms a freely-
branched bush, clothed with smooth obovate
leaves, while the flowers, which are borne in
compact, rounded, terminal heads, are white,
with long, prominent anthers. The usual season
of blooming is during the summer months, and
extends over a considerable time. The plant
is not at all difficult to cultivate, and succeeds
n\ an ordinary greenhouse during the summer.
In winter it should be given a minimum tem-
perature of 50°. A mixture of loam, peat, and
sand will suit it well. Though now a little-
known plant it was formerly grown fairly fre-
quently in the form of large specimens. In the
Floricultural Cabinet for 1845, in a descrip-
tion of the summer show at Chiswick, mention is
made of a specimen of P. caffra, shown by Jlr.
Robertson, gardener to Mrs. Lawrence, of
Ealing Park. The specimen referred to was
3 feet high and 4 feet in diameter. These
ancient specimens must have demanded a good
deal of attention a,nd trouble. 11'. T.

NEWLANDS, HARRBW ON THE HILL.
Sir Arthur Fenton Hort's charming garden

at Newlands, situated on a sunny slope of the
hill, is very interesting to the lover of rare hardy
plants. A friend of the late Sir Michael Foster,
and sharing with him the love for Irises and the
interesting pursuit of crossing the different
species. Sir Arthur has of late years brought
together a remarkable and beautiful collection of
Irises, which in the springtime furnish a most
varied and delightful spectacle. The genus
being widely distributed and the different
species requiring different conditions, it
IS only in the garden of an enthusiast
who studies each of his subjects that a
general collection is to be found in a thriving con-
dition. In his efforts to get the best results. Sir
Arthur Hort is materially aided by his knowledge
of the, conditions in which many of the species
grow in their native habitats, and some of the
most beautiful Irises and other Alpine plants in
the garden have been collected wild by Sir Arthur
and Lady Hort. Earlier in the year there was a
fine show of Oncocyclus Irises, together with

some charming hybrids ; large clumps of the
germanica section produced a wealth of showy
flowers ; I. juncea and its allies ; I. Albertii, in-

troduced to England by the late Sir Michael
Foster, aJid some promising hybrids ; I. ensata,
I. kashmiriana, I. Hookeri, I. longipetala,
I. balliana, I. LeichtUnii and variety vaga, I.

Korolkowii, and scores of other species and
pretty hybrids have continued an interesting
show of flowers. The garden has spacious borders
for the stronger-growing hardy perennials, with
beds of flowering shrubs, rockeries arranged to
suit the requirements of the plants, and lately a
moraine has been arranged which promises to be
a great success.

Earlier in the year the Tulips m.ade a tine shovf,
some of the species, such as T. Sprengeri, seeding
freely and coming up in patches between the
clumps of Iris.

The old walled-in garden is mainly devoted
to the Irises, every section being well repre-
sented, and hybrids of some of the most
important arranged with the species. Several new
crosses have flowered for the first time this year.
A huge mass of a large form of I. ochroleuca,
which had a dozen or so heads of bloom all open
at the same time, was a charming object.

The soil of the district is clay, hence the
advantages of the rock and moraine garden, which
provide nooks with suitable aspects. On the
occasion of a visit. Rosa indica ochroleuca.
growing against a wall, was well furnished
with its large, salver-shaped blooms, the bright-
scarlet Pentstemon cordifolius was blooming
freely, and other interesting wall shrubs were
noted.

On the terrace, with many lesser beauties, was
a fine specimen of Lactuca Bourgaei, with large
heads of stellate, pale-blue flowers.

In the rockery and moraine the most striking
objects were the large collection of species of
Saxifraga of the S. Aizoon and S. longifolia
class, many of which, from small scraps, have
now become dense tufts. Gentians, also col-

lected wild, brought experience, for those
planted in the grassy tufts as collected soon got
smothered by the grasses, while those from which
the grasses had been removed became strong
tufts. One of the arts in growing G. verna, G.
acaulis, and others of the class, is to keep them
firm in the soil and to sprinkle a little gritty soil

among the growths when they tend to run up.
G. septemfida was well in bloom.
The Alpine Pinks have made a fine show, and

were still blooming in great masses ; a charming
set of dwarf Campanulas gave a profusion of
flowers ; C. carpatica (white and blue), a fine form
of C. rotundifolia collected in the Pyrenees, and
others of the 0. pulla class being specially bright,
while in a sheltered nook a patch of Platycodon
grandiflorum JIariesii gave bright-blue colour.

AH the hardy Primulas thrive well ; P. Auricula.
P. rosea, P. Cockburniana, P. japonica, and P.
farinosa have all bloomed unusually well. On one
side of the rock-gardens is an interesting collec-

tion of varieties of Iris Pseudacorus, a common
species which is not supposed to vary much, but
specimens of which here show the most extra-
ordinary dissimilarity in the width of the leaves
and in the size and colour of the flowers.

Among a large number of very interest-
ing plants noted as being unusually well
represented were Meconopsis Wallichii, with
6-foot stems of blue flowers ; Geranium pratense
flore pleno; G. Robertianum alba, studded
with white blooms; (Enothera Nuttallii,
with its pretty flowers nestling among its Fern-
like foliage, Catananche caerulea alba, a mass
of white flowers ; some showy Potentillas and
scarlet G*ums; a collection of Cistus, a batch of
Cyclamen europium in bloom ; Veronica salici-

folia, a bush with narrow, green leaves and
slender sprays of white flowers

; patches of
blue Sisyrinchiura Bermudiana, and S. chilense

;

fragrant cushions of the different rock Thymes,
Silenes, and Androsaces ; the bush Convoivolus
Cneorum ; and innumerable other floral treasures.

THE ROSARY.

ROSES m SOOTHERN SCOTLAND.
In previous contributions I have occasionally

endeavoured to emphasise the value of many of
our older Roses—especially at this season—such
as La France, Caroline Testout, Capt. Hayward,
Clio, Viscountess Folkestone, and Margaret Dick-
son. They are for the most part distinguished
by vigorous growth, floral reliability, and
freedom in flowering. Some of the newer
varieties, which, when they appeared, were
greatly overrated, by reason probably of
their brilliant colouring, have not since given
evidence, after adequate culture, of possessing
the essential attributes to which I have referred.
There are, nevertheless, among comparatively
recent introductions, some notable exceptions

;

these include Pharisaer, General McArthur, Vis-
count Carlow, and Florence Haswell Veitch.
Pharisaer is a very desirable variety, and even
in the month of September its flowers are often
very beautiful. No sooner are its first blooms
over than its beautiful chocolate-coloured shoots
appear for the approaching autumnal bloom. As
much may be said of a Rose of radiant colour
and wondrous floriferousness, General McArthur,
to whose great merits I was attracted last
autumn by a eulogium by White Rose in the
Gardeners' Chronicle, which, as I have since
discovered, did not over-estimate the importance
of this Rose. Florence Haswell Veitch, though
not quite so full in the centre as its predecessor
Salamander, is an extremely beautiful and trust-
worthy Rose. Among Irish Roses of this colour
that have achieved great distinction, my
favourites are Hugh Dickson, Lady Helen
Stewart, and the radiant Leslie Holland, which,
for intense colour, fine form, and exquisite
fragrance, could not easily be excelled.

Noisette Roses do not, as a general rule, suc-
ceed well in the south-west of Scotland. I have
tried both Cloth of Gold and Marechal Niel in
my garden without success ; their constitution is

much too delicate and exacting for our cli-

mate and in this region they require con-
servatory cultivation. Some years ago there
was a splendid specimen of the lovely Marechal
Niel at Chapel Rossan, the residence of
Mr. David A. McClew, factor on the Logan
Estates, which in one memorable season had
several hundred glorious flowers, but it was
grown under glass. Lamarque, I have found, is
much more satisfactory, and has been grown
here very successfully for many years on a shel-
tered .south wall. Very reliable also are Aimee
Vibert, Reve d'Or, Bouquet d'Or, L'Ideal,
Mme. Pierre Cochet, and William Allen
Richardson. Among Tea Roses the most
effective this season have been the White I\faman
Cochet, a large and exquisitely-tinted Rose,
though somewhat sparing of its beautiful
flowers; Lady Roberts, which may be similarly
described

; Anna Olivier, almost equally beauti-
ful, and much more floriferous, and Comtesse de
Nadaillac, extremely effective, but difficult of
culture, unless the weather be exceptionally fine.

No Roses are more valuable, especially at this
season, than the Hybrid Teas. It is hardly too
much to say that they have, to a great ex'tent,
superseded the so-called Hybrid Perpetuals, by
reason chiefly of their marvellous flowering
facility, their splendid dimensions and attractive
fragrance

; qualities strikingly exemplified in such
varieties as Viscountess Folkestone, Caroline Tes-
tout, Clara Watson, and the incomparable La
France. The latest acquisition is a white Caroline
Testout, recently introduced by Messrs. Dobbie
and Co., which, though not so commanding in
aspect as its parent, is nevertheless a beautiful
and fascinating Rose. The chief glories of our gar-
dens at the present period are the Wichuraianas,
of which some of the loveliest and most luxuriant
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»re Hiawatha, Christian Ciule (pale salmon -pink

in colour). Dorothy Pcrljins, the White Dorothy

Perkins, and the graceful I>ady Gay. Darid R.

Williamson, Manse of Kirkmaiden, Wigtown-

shire..

HYBRID WICHURAIANA ROSE
MINNEHAHA.

In the Dorothy Perkins shade of colour I know

of no Rose amcng.st the Hybrid Wichnraianas

that stands better, and flowers in greater pro-

fusion, in cold and exposed situations, than

Minnehaha. It thrives and blossoms in posi-

tions where neither Dorothy Perkins nor Lady

Gay are capable of giving a good account of

themselves. In the National Rose Society's

Annual tor 19U, this Rose is described as a

sport from Dcrothy Perkins. It is fairly obvious

that this cannot be tlie case, as the wood and

foliage are dLitinct from the reputed parent, and

the characters of the two Roses are altogether

different. I have made .some enquiries regajd-

ing the parentage of Minnehaha, and find that

it was distributed by Walsh, the raiser, as a

Hybrid between R. Wichuraiana and the Hybrid

Perpetual Paul .\eyron. There is strong evidence

:n the general character of this Rose of such a

parentage, and the strong, broad foliage is

altogether different from that of Dorothy Per-

kins. I am quite aware that Hybrid Perpetu.il

blood is reputed to be present in Dorothy Per-

kins, for Mme. Gabriel Luizet has been credited

as the pollen parent, but on this point there

does not appear to be any satisfactory evidence.

Minnehaha is a very vigorous grower, and is

earlier in flowering than Dorothy Perkins. There

is little, if any, difference between the colours of

the two Roses, but, on the whole, I think Dorothy

Perkins is the brighter of the two. Minnehaha,

however, is the better variety where a Rose is

required for an unsheltered position, either upon

an arch or grown as a hedge. In a very cold,

open aspect in Midlothian, this Rose never

fails, and is decidedly more attractive than

Dorothy Perkins upon an adjoining pillar.

George M. Taylor, Midlothian.

REMARKS ON THE CONDITION OF THE

FRUIT CROPS.

(Se.e Tables and Summaries, ante, pp. 6G71.)

(Continued from p. 140.)

4, MIDLAND COUNTIES.

Oxfordshire.—Apples are a poor crop, but

Gooseberries, Raspberries and Currants were fine

and plentiful. Pears, Plums and Peaches are

disappointing. Strawberries, owing to the ex-

treme dryness of last year, were only half a crop.

but the fruits we have are very fine. The soil

here is a light loam, on gravel and chalk. J.

A. Hall, Shiplake Court Gardens, Henley on-

Thames.

The hot, dry summer of last year was

very favourable for the formation of fruit buds,

and the result was an abundance of bloom on all

kinds of fruit trees—especially Plums and Pears

—but the cold winds and frosts damaged the blos-

som. The dry spring was also harmful, especi-

ally to stone fruits. A heavy crop of Straw-

berries could not be expected when it is remem-

bered that the plants were dried up last July

and August ; but the quality was good. The
Raspberry crop is very good and prices are

high. Gooseberries and Currants also are good

and clean. The Apple crop is variable ; occasion-

ally one sees a tree well cropped, but usually

fruits are few or nil. A. J. Long, Wyfold Court

Gardens.

All kinds of fruit trees bloomed freely,

but were badly damaged by the spring frosts,

except those that were protected. Morello Cher-

ries, on a north wall, were not in flower, and so

escaped the frost. The first blooms on the

Strawberries were all killed before opening, and

owing to heavy rains many of the Strawberry

fruits rotted. The soil here is a light loam.

C. E. Munday, Nuneham Parle Gardens.

We have a very heavy clay soil, and the

drought of last year was very detrimental to

the Strawberry plants, but the buds of fruit

trees ripened well. Apple trees promised to

give good crops, but many failed to set their

flowers. Pears are not a heavy crop owing to

the ravages of the Pear midge (Diplosis pyrivora),

which pest destroyed quite three-quarters of the

fruits. The winter wash (alkali) does not seem

to prevent the fly from attacking the fruit.

Plums are almost a failure, and, owing to the con-

tinuous wet weather, the trees are forming large

shoots, which will not ripen, and will result in

next season's crop being small. Cherries cracked

very badly ; this also was due to the wet weather.

The trees of Peaches and Nectarines are also

making more growth than usual ; these fruits are

good, as also are Apricots. Gooseberries, Rasp-

berries and Loganberries are very heavy crops.

Currants of all kinds are not so good, and

Strawberries proved the most disappointing crop

of all. F. W. Pearce, Eynsham Hall Gardens,

Witney.

With the exception of Pears, the orchard

trees, which carried good crops last year, are dis-

appointing. There was a splendid show of bloom

and plenty of fruit set, but it dropped later.

The soil here is of a very sandy nature. T. W.
Whiting, Shotoi-er Park, Wheatley.

Shropshire.—On April 1 we registered 6° of

frost, followed by dry, cold winds. On April 6

there was a little frost, and on the 8th 2° of

frost. These periods of cold were followed on

the 10th by storms uf hail and rain. On April 11

the thermometer registered 6° of frost after

rain, and on the 12th 8° of frost. Many fruit

trees were in full bloom during those 12 days,

and, excepting those on walls or such as were

sheltered from winds, they suffered severely.

Later blossoms gave a small crop on many trees,

whilst others are almost fruitless. As usual,

there are exceptions ; the varieties Bismarck,

EcklinviUe Seedling, and Duchess of Oldenburgh

are laden with good fruit. In one orchard there

are no Damsons, whilst in gardens two miles

away trees are bearing an immense crop. The
soil is a fairly heavy, clayey loam. Alex.

Ilaggart, Moor Park. Ludlow.

Pears are the best crop of the season.

Damsons are good in some districts, but very

scarce in others. The crop of Apples is

disappointing after the great promise in the

spring. Young trees planted about 18 months ago

set fruits so heavily that it was necessary to thin

them severely, hut the ground around them was

hoed regularly during the dry weather of 1911.

The poor crop of Apples this year may be attri-

buted to dryness at the roots. Apples and

Plums have suffered from attacks of aphis, and

autumn spraying will be necessary as soon as

the crops are gathered. The soil is a stiff loam

and better suited to Apples and Plums than to

Pears, and Black Currants, Raspberries and

Strawberries thrive better than Gooseberries and

Red Currants. G. T. Malthouse, Harper-Adams
Agricultural College, Newport.

Apples are scarce generally in this neigh-

bourhood ; the trees bloomed well, but the

flowers did not set. The trees which are carry-

ing good crops are those that did not bear well

last year. It is many years since I saw standard

and bush Pears so heavily fruited. A remark-

able crop of Damsons is reported throughout this

locality. Strawberries were a complete failure

owing to the effects of the drought last year.

Insect pests have been very troublesome ;
we

have used different insecticides, some of which

have done more harm than the insects. J . Tay-
lor, Hardwicke Grange, near Shrewsbury.

Staffordshire.—The fruit crops are. on the

whole, below the average. Apples are only

a moderate crop, and Pears are scarce. The
Strawberry crop has been very good ; the berries

were large and of good quality. Small fruits,

such as Gooseberries, Currants, Raspberries and
Morello Cherries, are satisfactory and of good
quality. The soil here is of a light nature, and
the subsoil is gravelly. E. Gilman, Ingestre

Gardens, Stafford.

Of Apples, Cox's Orange Pippin, growing

on medium loam, is a failure this year. King
of the Pippins is bearing moderate crops. The
varieties Newton Wonder and Bramley's Seed-

ling fruited magnificently last year, but sue

bearing no fruits this season. AUington Pippin,

James Grieve, and Warner's King are very good.

Lane's Prince Albert and Blenheim Pippin are

both poor crops, whilst EcklinviUe Seedling is a
moderate crop. Gooseberries were plentiful but
poor in quality, and were a failure in many gar-

dens. Of Pears, Doyenne du Cornice is very

good, but there are only moderate crops of Pit-

maston Duchess and Williams's Bon Chretien.

The crops in the county experimental fruit plot

are practically a failure. Most varieties of

Apples and Pears flowered splendidly, but many
varieties failed to set fruit, and in other in-

stances the fruits dropped after setting. The
soil is of a gravelly nature. J. Stoney, Hor-
ticultural Instructor, Staffordshire County
Council.

Warwickshire.—The continued wet, colu

weather just after the fruit had set was very
unfavourable to Apples ; the swelling of the

fruits was delayed, and, in consequence, maB.y
dropped. The crop was further thinned by the
sawfly grub, and in some districts by leaf-curl-

ing aphides. The prospects are therefore not so

good as earlier in the season. As a rule, the
only varieties of Plums cropping well are

Magnum Bonum and Pershore, but in the Bid-
ford-on-Avon district the Plum crop is in many
instances a heavy one, including the varieties

Victoria and Early Prolific. Black and Red
Currants and Raspberries are in splendid con-

dition. H. Dunkin, Warwick.

The fruit crops generally in this locality

are very disappointing, especially those of

Apples, Pears, and Plums, but Damsons are a

heavy crop, and bufh fruits are good. Straw-

berries were an average crop, but owing to the

wet, sunless weather the fruits rotted. Our soil

is light and sandy, with a gravelly subsoil. The
gardens are situated 150 feet above sea level.

Chas. Harding, Bayley Hall Gardens, Alceater.

The fruit crop generally promised
well. The Apple crop is not nearly so heavy
as last year, but it appears to be much earlier.

Pears are very plentiful, being the heaviest cro'.i

in this district for some yeaxs. Plums and
Apricots flowered freely, but were spoilt

by frost and east winds" Strawberries wer.-

good in quality, but the quantity was much
under the average. Small fruits are plentiful,

and very good in quality, especially Black Cur-

rants and Gooseberries. //. F. Smale, Warwick
Castle Gardens.

5, SOUTHERN COUNTIES.
Berkshire.—Pears here being grown chiefly

on walls escaped the frost, but standard .\pples

suffered greatly. Ten degrees of frost, just as

the trees were in full bloom, damaged large

numbers. The sweet Cherries suffered from
the same cause, but Morello Cherries on north

walls are very good. I had scarcely a Black

Currant ; this crop being destroyed in the same
way. Red Currants, Raspberries and Logan-

berries are very good. Figs outside, on a south

wall, are fruiting well. Our soil is a mixture

of gravel and clay. AVith the aid of farmyard

manure we usuallv have an abundance of fruits

of the finest quality. F. Capp, Charters, Ascot.

The fruit crops generally vary in the im-

mediate neighbourhood, but although there arc

a few exceptions, .\pples are very much belov

the average. In these gardens they are very

deficient, even Lane's Prince Albert (a depend-

able variety) is almoft a failure. Most kinds of

stone fruits promise well. Bush fruits are good

crops, although Black Currants dropped freely.

Raspberries are a good crop, but Strawberries

were much below the average, and owing to the

unsettled weather many rotted before they came
to maturity. Walnuts are very scarce with me,
but Cobnuts and Filberts are both fair crops.

J. Howard, Benham Valence. Newbury.

The fruit crops generally are fairly

good. Apples are not a heavy crop, but

the quality is good. This also applies

to Strawberries ; the earliest blooms here were

destroyed by the frost. Pears are a good, clean

crop, especially the variety Doyenne du Cornice

on cordon trees. Peaches and Nectarines are
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rather thin but amid ; all bush fruits, including
Raspberries, are good and clean. The soil here
is light on a day subsoil. A. B. Waddi,
Engle/ield Gardens, Rpoding.

Dorsetshire.—Apple trees which failed to
crop last season are heavily laden, whereas
those which fruited well are carrying few fruits.

As cider orchards generally were heavily
cropped last season, the crop is now a partial

failure. The Pears are in every respect better
than last season ; and this applies more particu-

larly to such varieties as Doyenne du Cornice,

Thompson, Marie Louise, Glou Morceau, and
Josephine de Malines. Of Plums, the varieties

Victoria, Early Prolific and Czar are heavily

cropped, but the choicer dessert kinds are not

so good. Sweet Cherries are an enormous crop,

but Morellos are under the average. Peaches.
Nectarines and Apricot.* are disappointing after

the fine autumn of 1911. Of small fruits, Goose-
berries are an enormous crop, as also are Red
Currants. Raspberries are the best crop that I

can remember. This I attribute to tho continuous
rains. Young plantations of Strawberries wer-j

the greatest failure I have known. The hot, dry
wea'ther at planting time last season prevented
the plants making satisfactory growth, with the
result that they lacked sufficient foliage to pro-

tect the bloom from the severe frosts in April.

Nuts of all kinds are abundant. T. Turton,
Castle. Gardens, Sherborne.

Apples of such sorts as Beauty of Bath,
Belle de Pontoise, Coronation, Duke of Devon-
shire, James Grieve. Keswick Codling, Houblon,
Irish Peach, Lady Henniker, Lord Derby, Peas-

good's Nonesuch. Ribston Pippin, Rival, and
Striped Beefing are very good. Pears are mostly
a heavy crop, the varieties Beurre Alexandre
Lucas. Beurre Diel, Catillac. Le Lectier, Fondante
de Thirriot, Glou Murceau, JIarie Louise.

Madame Treyve, and Williams's Bon Chretien

are all bearing well. Plums of the culinary sorts

are a very heavy crop ; such varieties as Orleans,

Pond's Seedling. The Czar, and Victoria are

very plentiful ; and tlrere is a fair crop of

Belgian Purple, which hardly ever fails. The
variety Golden Drop and the Gages are not so

plentiful. Damsons an* an enormous crop. Both
Sweet and llorcUo Cherries are heavy crops.

Gooseberries bear exceptional crops ; Cnrranta
are very fair. Black Currants being especially

fine. Strawberries, owing to the drought last

season and to the frosts when the plants were m
flower, have been a light crop, fair in quality,

but soon over. Thos. Denny, Down House
Oardens, Blan^ford.

Black Currants are nearly a failure, but
Red and White Ourrants are plentiful, and
Gooseberries and Raspberries very plentiful.

The Apple blossom made a splendid show,
but the fruits set badly, and many have
dropped since. This is, I believe, due to the
extraordinary weather experienced in April and
in early May, when hot sunshine and east winds
in the daytime were followed by frost at night.

Pears promise well, as also do Figs. The Pears
are on walls. This garden slopes sharply to the
south-east. The soil is rather shallow, with sub-
soil of chalk and flints. J. Jaques, Bnjanston
Gardens. Blandfurd.

The fruit crops are very uneven. In a
few cases good all-round crops, with the excep-
tion of Strawberries, whiih were a failure gener-
ally, are seen. Apples flowered splendidly, but
in most cases the greater number of the blooms
either did not set or tell shortly after setting.

This is, I think, attributable to exhaus-
tion, the result of general overcropping
and the climatic conditions of 1911. In
most districts the weather was favourable at

blooming time, but in a few cases the flowers of

Pears and Plums were badly frozen. Goose-
berries are a very heavy crop, and Raspberries
and Currants are well above the average. In
those few gardens where thinning was practised
during 1911, the top fruit is a good crop, and
where labour conditions allowed effective water-
ing, the Strawberries were fairly satisfactory,

although lighter than usual. E. C. Parslow,
Dorchester.

There are many complaints of a shortage
in the Strawberry crop, due, no doubt, to the
drought of last summer. Our best results have
been obtained from young plants, which were
well looked after, the variety Louis Gauthier ex-

celling all others. Gooseberries have been plenti-

ful, also Raspberries. Currants have been much
infested with aphides, owing, no doubt, to
drought and cold weather in the early part of

the season. Apples looked splendid when in

blossom, but the trees have not all set fruits

freely. There was an abundance of Pear
blossom, but we experienced from 5'^ to 8° of
frost on several occasions when the flowers were
fully out ; still, many Pear trees look well.

Plums seem to be our lightest crop. Peaches and
Nectarines are not grown out-of-doors here. Our
soil IS fairly light in texture and on . fiiable
clay. A. Shahelton, Forde Abbey Gardens,
Chard.

H.tMPSHiRE.—Strawberries suffered from the
effect of last season's drought, and have been a
light crop ; the quality was good. Royal Sove-
reign and Sir Joseph Paxton are still the best
sorts, although the latter does not succeed so
w^ell as formerly. Plums are variable. In some
plantations the crop is a very heavy one ; in

others there is a deficiency. Apples also are
variable; the trees suffered much from infesta-

tion of aphis. The best crops are on trees of
Lord Grosvenor. Worcester Pearmain,Warner's
King, Bramley's Seedling, Golden Spire, Ailing-
ton Pippin, and Ben's Red. Black Currants
(Boskoop Giant) have borne extra heavy crops of

fine fruit. Red Currants and Gooseberries are
also verv .satisfactory. The soil in this neigh-
bourhood is very variable, being heavv, light and
chalky in different places. E. MoUnienx. Swan-
more Park Farm, Bishop's Waltham.

The Apple crop generally is, after such
fine promise at the blooming season, somewhat
disappointing. We have a good average crop
of Apples, but more particularly of the earlier

and more regular-bearing varieties, such as

Ecklinvillo Seedling, Stirling Castle, and Lord
Derby. The trees are very clean and healthy,
and growing strongly. Pears are a full average
crop of good, clean fruits, as also are Plums.
Apricots are a failure. Peaches and Nectarines
are not grown outside. Small fruits were good,

especially Gooseberries and Raspberries. Straw-
berries were the worst crop I have known during
the twelve years I have been here. This may be

attributed in part to the drought of last season,

which very much enfeebled the plants, and to

the frast during the blo.ssoming period. Our
soil is of a clayey nature, resting on London clay.

H. G. Nichols, Strathfieldsaye Gardens, Mor-
timer, R.S.O.

The Apple and Strawberry crops were
badly damaged by severe frosts during April.

Small fruits are abundant crops, with the ex-

ception of Raspljerries, which suffered through
drought in April and May, The soil is gravelly,

resting on clay. B. ' Learmonth, Sherfield,

Basingstoke.

Our general fruit crops are especially

good. Pears are a splendid crop and of good
quality. Apples are fairly plentiful, but the

fruits of many sorts are of inferior quality.

Plums are an average crop ; much of the early

blossom was spoiled by frost in April. Straw-

berries were a good crop, but the rains damaged
the berries considerably. All small fruit crops

are abundant and of excellent quality. The soil

is light and sandy with a subsoil of sand and
gravel. A. Legge, Dogmersfield Park Gardens,
Winchfield.

Apples are on the whole below an
average quantity, but Pears are very plentiful.

Loganberries, Raspberries, and Gooseberries

were all very good, whilst Filberts and Cobnuts
are both heavy crops. Figs are the heaviest

crop we have had for many years past. Henry
Martin, Bartley Lodge Gardens, Cadnam,
Southampton.

The Apple crop varies considerably ; in

some districts the fruit is very plentiful, whilst

in others the crop is almost a failure. Plums,
Peaches, and Nectarines flowered well, but, as

usual, far too early to ensure a good crop.

Cherries, with the exception of Morellos, have
not done well this season. Apricots never do
well out-of-doors in the Isle of Wight, and are

not planted in quantity. Owing to the long

spejl of dr9ught last summer the crowns of

Strawberries did not develop sufficiently to pro-

duce a good crop this season. Gooseberries
have done exceedingly well on gravelly soils

;

the heavy rainfall during June assisted the crops
to develop far above the average in size. Rasp-
berries and Loganberries also have done splen-

didly. Pears in many instances have had
to be very severely thinned. Charles Martin,
County Council Gardens, Nexvport.

Nearly all varieties of Apples flowered
well, but only the early sorts set a crop. This ap-
plies to the varieties "EcklinvUle Seedling, Stir-
ling Castle, Lord Grosvenor, The Queen, Mr.
Gladstone, Irish Peach, Worcester Pearmain,
James Grieve, and a few young trees of Cox'b
Orange Pippin that carried a thin crop last year.
Late sorts, such as Newton Wonder, Bramley's
Seedling, and Annie Ehzabeth, are a complete
failure. Plums, Pears, and Cherries on walla
are full crops, as also are bush fruits and nuts.
W^ith regard to Strawberries, Royal Sovereign
gave only one-third a usual crop ; 10° of frost

at the end of April blackened all flowers that
were open and a quantity of the most forward
buds. Givon's Late Prolific, Utility, and
Laxton's Latest gave full crops. Laxton's
Latest, which is at its best about the middle of

July, does well in our garden, which has a rather
retentive soil overlaying clay and flint. A. W.
Blake, Castle Gardens, Highclere.

(To be continued.)

THE MARKET FRUIT GARDEN.
Fruit Crops in Kent.

A DRIVE through a large fruit district in

Kent, and visits to some fruit f.arms,

have confirmed the impressions as to the
fruit crops described in my recent notes.

Cherries, not gathered were thick on the

trees, but long rows of Plum and Apple
trees, practically destitute of fruit, were
passed repeatedly in the course of the

journey, whOe here and there a good
crop was to be seen. In the excellent

orchards thoroughly inspected it was found
that, as in my own, crops of early Apples
were good, and those of late varieties very

thin or non-existent. Some fine crops of

Early Julyan, Domino. Lord Grosvenor,
and early dessert varieties were seen,

while very little fruit was found on Lane's
Prince Albert, Bramley's Seedling, New-
ton Wonder, and other late sorts. In one
orchard there were liundreds of very fine

trees of the variety last named quite bare
of fruit. Worcester Pearmain was bearing
freely wherever it was seen, but was sadly

attacked by the aphis in some cases.

Warner's King, Lord Derby, and Que ^n,

which may be termed mid-season varieties,

were fruiting fairly in some instances, and
only moderately in others. A somewhat
striking exception to the shortness of fruit

on late varieties was noticed in the case of

the Royal Jubilee, the latest of all Apples
to develop foliage and blossom. In two
orchards excellent crops were found on it,

as there are in my own plantations. The
explanation probably is that rain came in

abundance just before Royal Jubilee was
off blossom, whereas other late varieties

suffered from the full severity of the spring
drought when their blossom was setting.

The Plum crop as a whole was found to be
miserably light, great numbers of trees of

Early Prolific, Victoria, and Black Dia-
mond being quite destitute of fruit, while

the crops on Monarch and President were
generally very thin. Czar was the only

variety found to be fruiting well on the

whole, though some exceptions to the

shortness of Victoria and Monarch crops
were noticed. Damsons were fairly cov-

ered with fruit, and so were Pears. The
few Black Currants seen bore very light

crops. Strawberries had proved short, and
the few Raspberries seen were only
moderate. Nuts were promising. Southern
Gro wer.
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THE EUGENIAS OF SOUTH AFRICA.

(Continued from p. ISS.)

2. E. Geeeardii, Sim, Forests and Forest

Flora of Cape Colony, 226, 1907.

A spreading, densely-leafy tree, about 15 m.
higli, with a whitish trunk about 1.2 m. in

circumference ; third year's branchlL'ts sub-

terete, greyish, scaly-barked, the ultimate

branchlets short, conspicuously angular or obso-

letely winged, brownish, glal)rou,s ;ind densely

leafy. Leaves opposite, shortly petiolate, ascend-

ing or spreading, elliptic, ovate or rarely obovate,

acuminate-cuspidate, with the cusp either

obtuse or acute and often recurved, tapering

from the middle and ending somewhat abruptly

into the grooved petiole, which is 5 to 10 times

as short as the blade, Sj to 5 cm. long, 1^ to 2^-

cm. broad, coriaceous, minutely puberulous at

first, subsequently glabrous, dark green and
shining above with a sunken midrib, paler and
dull green on the lower surface, with the mid-

This species, like E. Zeyheri, Harvey, flowers

in January, and occurs in the wooded ravines

in the localities cited, and according to Sim is

not uncommon in the Egossa Forest in Eastern

Pondoland and the Drakensberg, Natal, where
its white trunks (not unlike the Cape Holly,

Ilex capensis, whence the name Forest " Water-
wood " is doubtless derived) form a con-

spicuous feature of the landscape. To the Kaffirs

it is known as Urajom and Umjomi-bomva. Its

timber is reputed to be similar to that of Eugenia
cordata, Lawson. The fruits are purplish when
ripe, and have a sweet flavour, but are not eaten

by birds or baboons.

3. E. FouRCADEi, Diimmer, sp. nova, ah E.

G«rrardii, Sim, foliis longioribus late lanceolatis

acuminatis aut cuspidato-acuminatis nervis

lateralibus distantioribus, inflorescentiis gracili-

oribue distinguitur.

An evergreen, glabrous, small (?) tree or shrub

;

third year's branchlets terete, ashy-grey, rough.

e.xpansion of the stamens, the latter about 30 to 35
in number, 8 to 10 mm. long, with rounded fila-

ments and yellow, ellipsoid anthers. Style erect,

filiform, nearly equalling the stamens in length.

Fruit unknown.

A species exhibiting affinities to the preceding

but differing from the latter in the longer,

broadly-lanceolate leaves, with acuminate or cus-

pidate-acuminate apices. The principal lateral

nerves, which are 2 to 3 mm. apart in E. Ger-

rardii, are more distant in this species, usaally

3.6 to 4 mm. I have pleasure in associating this

species with the name of Mr. H. G. Fourcade,
who has added considerably to our knowledge of

the Natal forests.

Specimens of a closely-allied and undescribed

species, hailing from Natal, Zululand and the

Transvaal, with dark, chestnut-brown twiga,

relatively shorter and broader leaves (5 to 8 cm.
long. 2 to 3 cm. broad), and more spreading pani-

FlG. 70. COLCHICUM AUTUMNALE : DOUBLE WHITE VARIETY.

(See p. IBS.)

rib prominent ; lateral veins parallel, close, more

conspicuous on the lower surface and inter-

spersed with inconspicuous dark glands ; margin

slightly undulate and recurved, but scarcely

thickened. Flowers numerous, white, subsessile,

crowded in 3 to 10 flowered heads, which are

disposed in a trichotomously-branched panicled

cyme scarcely exceeding the upper leaves,

2.5-7.5 cm. through ; a.xis compressedly four-

angled or obsoletely winged, glabrous, dark

brown. Receptacle depressedly turbinate, gla-

brous, with the sepals rounded, erect or repand.

Petals glandular about the middle, unitedly

calyptriform, falling off at the expansion of the

stamens. Stamens numerous, 1 to 6 mm. long.

Style stout, erect, subulate, exceeding the sta-

mens J
stigma minute. Immature fruit not unlike

the hip of a Dog Rose, 12 to 13 mm. long.

Wood in Trang. Ptil. Soc. S. Africa, X\Tn, ii, 1908. 157.

Aomena Gerrardii. Harvey. Otn. S.A. rianls. 112, 1868.

3im in Cape of Good Hope Asricultural Journal. XVI.
41, 1900. BurltrDavy in Transvaal Agricultuiat Journal,
V. 1906-07, 429.

Eastern Region.—Natal. Gerrard and M'Ken, 1571.
Gerrard. 1571. Inanda, Wood. 1205. Znlnland, Gerrard,
1571. Entumeni, Wood, 3965?

Kalahari Region.—Transvaal. Forbes'e Reef Bash, Bartt-
Dary, 2758.

Swaziland, Devil's Bridge, 1360 ra. Galpin. 1338.

and scaly-barked, marked with conspicuous oval-

cresoentic leaf-scars ; twigs flattened, sub quad-

rangular, obsoletely winged, dark grey. Leaves

opposite, ascending, spreading, coriac-eous, with a

deeply-grooved, stout petiole about 5 mm. long

;

blade broadly lanceolate, acuminate-cuspidate,

with an obtuse cusp, narrowing from below the

middle into the petiole, 6 to 10 cm. long. 1.5 to 3.5

cm. broad, dark green, and shiny on l!ie upper

surface, with a sunken midrib, paler dull green

and obsoletely glandular below, with the mid-

rib correspondingly raised and the principal

lateral veins 3.5 to 4 mm. distant ; margin
slightly undulate and recurved. Flowers w-hite

or cream-coloured, subsessile, invariably in

tlu-ees, disposed in terminal trichotomously-

branched. cymose, depressed panicles, usually 3
to 5 cm. in diameter, ordinary leaves subtending
the lowest branches of the inflorescence, smaller

and deciduous bracts ; the axis, like the
branchlets, flattened and sub-quadrangular,
but more slender. Receptacle obconic, rugulose
and inconspicuously glandular, 5 mm. long.

Sepals broadly triangular and thickish,

scarcely exceeding 1 mm. Corolla calyptrate

dotted with large, dark glands, falling oft at the

cle, are to hand at Kew, but, owing to the abortion

of the flowers, due in each case to fungous or in-

sect attack, the status of this plant must remain
doubtful until more complete material is received.

4. E. zuLHENsis, Diimmer, sp. nova., E. natal-

itia, Sender, affinis sed fohis costa uti inque

prominente (baud superne impresso-costatis),

floribus paucioribus breviter pedicellatis, pelalis

eglandulosis, fructibus majusculis distingueuda.

A divaricately-branched and densely-leafy

glabrous shrub or tree, wiitli opposite or whorled,
ascending or spreading branches, which are

terete and ashy-grey, the bark exfoliating in

small, thin scales ; twigs short, compressed, angu-
late, brownish. Leaves opposite, ascending and
subimbricate, elliptic, narrowing abruptly from
the middle into a very short grooved petiole, ob-

tusely cuspidate, 2.5 to 3 cm. long, 1 to 1.5 cm.
broad, subcoriaceous. green and scarcely shining

above, paler below, with the midrib conspicuously

elevated on both sides, the lateral nerves scarcely

prominent ; margin slightly undulated and re-

curved. Flowers axillary, few, white, invariably

solitary (rarely in pairs) ; pedicels 2 to 3 cm. long

and with the receptacle and calyx glabrous

;
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bracteoles two, triangular, shorter than the recep-

tacle and appressed to it. Caljx cruciate : sepals

concave, ovate, eglandular, ciliolafce. Petals

spreading, ovate to oblong, 3 mm. long, twice

as loiig as the sepals and like them, withoot
glands, ciliolate. Stamens 8 to 10. Style erect,

stout, slightly e.xce«ding the stamens. Fruit glo-

bose, purplish, tolerably fleshy, 1.5 cm. in dia-

meter ; stone large, globose, brownish.

B. nataUtia, Wood in Trans. Phil. Soc. XVm, ii, 157.

1908 (in part).

Eastern Region.—ZuJuIand, Qudeni Forest. 1800 m.
Daviea 95. Ex Herb., M. Wood and Kew. 9022, 8275.

Allied to, and with the facies of E. natalitia,

Sond., but differentiated by the leaves, which
have an elevated midrib on both stirfaces, fewer

flowers borne on shorter pedicels, eglandular

petals, and relatively larger fruits, which appear

to be of a more fleshy consistency. The species

was collected by Mr. G. H. Davies in the Qudeni
Forest in Zululand at elevations of 1,800 metres,

but, unfortunately, no information accompanies
the specimen as to the appro-ximate height of the

species or its value in forestry. The flowers

appear in November, and are of a dingy white.

R. A. Diimmtr.

(To he ntum ')

diately the flowers died down in the autumn.
I paid no attention to them in the spring, but,

on looking at them in the summer, found that

not a single Colcliicum had pierced through the

carpet of Arenaria, but that a few had thrown
up growth around the edges of the green cover-

ing. I came to the conclusion that the growth
of the Arenaria was so close that it prevented the
air from reaching the soil, and that this was the
cause of the Colchicums failing to throw up
foliage. I at once removed the Arenaria, but
in the autumn the only flowers that were pro-

duced were a few where the leaves had appeared
round the edge of the Arenaria, in place of the
many dozens that generally brightened the

ground in the autumn.
Of the various species, C. Bornmuelleri (see

fig. 72) is very handsome and effective. It is

very pale mauve-pink, height 10 inches, length

of petal 3^ inches, breadth of petal 1| inches.

This is the earliest of the Colchicums,
being at its best here on September 5. Colchi-

cum autumnale album plenum (see fig. 70)

IS another very beautiful form. It is 5 inches

in height, pure white, flowers very double, about
5 inches aci-oss, petals long and strap-shaped.

iflwtograph by S. Atnott.

Fig. 71.—THE WHITE VARIETY OF COLCHICUM SPECIOSUM.

COLGHIGUM.

Meadow Sai'Frons or Colchicums are, with

the autumn-flowering Crocuses, the most valu-

able of our bulbous plants that brighten

the concluding months of the year with

their blossoms. The common Meadow Saffron

(Colchicum autumnale), which bears single,

narrow-petalled flowers of a pinkish-purple tint,

looks well in the grass, as, indeed, do all the

members of this family ; but the rarer species

are too scarce for plantini.' except in tilled

ground. As the flowers are produced in the

autumn, and the leaves do not follow until the

succeeding spring, the blossoms have the bare

earth for a setting, which somewhat detracts

from their appearance, and it is therefore ad-

visable to surface the ground in which they are

planted with some dwarf, loosely-growing sub-

ject. I say loosely-growing, because I have
found that a particularly close-growing carpet-

ing plant, such as Arenaria balearica. is injurious

to them. Some years ago I surfaced colonies of

several species of Colchictims with this Arenaria.

lifting large patches of it, and fitting the patches

together above the groups of Colchicums, so

that they were entirely covered with an un-

broken mass of green. This was done imme-

and ^- inch in breadth. Each bulb of this

variety produces numerous flowers, so that a

colony of two or three dozen bulbs will bear a

hundred or more blossoms. Though a compara-
tively old introduction, the plant is still scarce,

budbs bein^ usually catalogued at about Es. each.

C. speciosum usually comes into flower about
the second week in September. In colour it is

rose-purple, height 9 inches, length of petal

3 inches, breadth 1 inch. The white variety of

this species (see fig. 71) is an extremely beautiful

flower, and corms may be purchased at a rea-

sonable price,

C. speciosum maximum, which is supposed to

be a variety of C. speciosum. is the queen of

the race, but as its foliage does not appear above
the ground until that of C. speciosum is fully de-

veloped, it is probably a distinct species. It is

also quite a fortnight later in blooming. Its

flowers resemble a port wine glass in shape,

and are fully 3 inches across at the top, while

those of C. speciosum are more like a sherry

glass in contour, and less spreading. In colour

it is a rich rose-purple, with a well-defined

white base to the cup. It is 9 inches in height,

the petal being 3 inches long, and 2 inches

broad. The petals are of great consistency, and
the flowers retain their beauty for a consider-

able period, often imtil the middle of October.
The widespread, cupped blossoms have ahnnst
the appearance of Tulips, and are excellent for

indoor decoration. It is a rare plant, and
scarcely ever met with in catalogues. Wyndham.
Fitzherbert, Kingswear, Devonshire.

TREES AND SHRUBS.

FENDLERA RUPICOLA.
Fendlera RUPICOLA is One of the many beau-

tiful spring-flowering shrubs which are as yet

little known in gardens. During the past three

weeks a fine specimen in the Cambridge Botanic

Garden has been the subject of much admiration.

The plant is about 7 feet high, and the white,

tour-petaUed flowers which are borne in arching
sprays are its chief attraction.

There are two known species of this genus, the

other being F. utahensis, Greene (Whipplea
utahensis, S. Wats.). Professor Greene describes
F. rupicola as being " a beautiful shrub of the

mountains of Texas and New Mexico, putting
forth in May a profusion of large white or rose-

coloured flowers, which give it the aspect of a

small Peach tree." The flowers produced at

Cambridge are pure white, and about 1^ inch

across. The leaves are | to 1 inch long,

scabrid above and silky on the under-surface, and
are often borne in clusters upon short lateral

shoots. The plant is a native of Texas, Utah,
Arizona and Mexico, and is found growing
in the dry arid regions, consequently it likes a

warm, sheltered position and a sandy, stony
soil. The specimen in question is growing on
the south side of the plant houses. It thus gets

the full benefit of the sun, and is also sheltered

from cold winds.

Fendlera belong to the natural order Saxifra-

gaceee—tribe Hydrangete. B. Stewart Lynch.

NOTICES OF BOOKS.

A Year'8 Gardening.*

This is a serious attempt to apportion the

work of the garden throughout every day of the

year, Christmas day excepted, on which day the

amateur is requested to rest from his exacting

labour. The method of the volume, Uke some of

the methods it embodies, is quite novel, " A
Calendar " occupying more than a third of its

pages. There are brief chapters on Alpine, rock
and wall gardens, the wild garden, fruit trees,

and insect and other pests, succeeded by moiith-

by-month details for the vegetable garden, and
a list of flowers. The novelty and value of its

teaching will be gathered from extracts culled

here and there from its pages. On February 5,
" Make a fresh potting of Strawberry plants

for fruiting in April." February 15, " Sow
seeds of Tomatos in pans and apply water care-

fully day by day until the young plants appear."
Endive, " Sow in April in moderate heat."

September 15, " New plantations of Asparagus
may suitably be made." September 30, " Plant
out prickly Spinach." In July "Sow Spinach
to stand the winter." November, " Leeks should

now be earthed up." December 7, " Start some
young vines now. Pot the roots carefully in leaf

moidd." Eryngium giganteum is recommended
for its brilliant colouring, and—passing to

philology—the author assures us that Pansy is

Pan's-eye, and that Heart's-ease should be
Heart's-eye. It is only fair to would-be pur-

chasers to say that they must not expect to find

every page of the book filled with the author's

special instructions. Some are on old-fashioned

lines, and the reader must judge for himself

which he will foUow, the old or the new, as here
described in very plain English. The volume is

illustrated with 48 half-tone reproductions.
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FRUITS UNDER GLASS.

The Early Vinery. — Vines which were

started at the beginning of November will re-

quire attention to encourage the ripening of the

wood. The shoots should be shortened to about

one-third of their present length, and all laterals

cut away as they appear. If the rods are in-

fested with mealy bug or red spider, they should

be scrubbed several times during the autumn
with a stiff brush, dipped in a strong mixture

of soft soap and sulphur. Mealy bug is very

difficult to eradicate when once established, but

if the remedy is persevered with from now-

onward, it will save a great deal of time during

the spring months, when other work is more
important. The mixture must be well worked
into all holes and crevices, care being taken not

to damage the buds. If the roots are in need

of moisture, the borders should receive a good

watering with diluted liquid manure.

Cucumbers.—The weather during the past

few weeks has not been favourable to Cucum-
bers growing in cold frames, and the plants

have needed more than ordinary attention in

respect of ventilation and watering. If they

have not succumbed to unfavourable condi-

tions, they may be expected to supply good

fruits for some time to come. The growths

should be pinched regularly, and all exhausted
leaves removed. A light top-dressing of some
rich materials should be applied about once a

week, and the plants should be given manure-

water frequently. Discretion must be used in

admitting air to the frames, and when the

nights are unusually cold (which has been the

case on several occasions during the present

month), the lights may be covered with mats.

Another batch of plants should be raised for

supplying fruits during late autumn and early

winter. The seed should be sown in a mixture

of loam and leaf-mould, placing the seeds singly

in 3 inch pot.';. The soil should be sufficiently

r.iuist to ensure germination without the further

addition of water, and should be placed in a

warm house, to become thoroughly warmed. A
sheet of glass placed over the top of the pots will

assist germination. When the seedhngs appear,

they should be placed on a shelf near to the

roof-glass in a house having a minimum tem-

perature of 70°. Keep the seedlings growing in

a moist atmosphere, syringing them twice daily

with luke-warm water. Red spider must be

guarded against, for if this pest should esta-

blish itself on the young plants they will

suffer irreparable damage. When the plants

have "'made sufficient roots they should be
planted out on a hot-bed, which she- VI be pre-

pared several days in advance, so as to allow

of the escape of injurious gases from the ferment-

ing materials. A suitable hot-bed may be made
with short stable litter and decayed leaves in

equal parts. These ingredients should be well

mixed together, thrown into a heap, and left for

several days to become heated. The materials

should be turned at intervals to sweeten them.

The bed should be placed as near to the trellis as

possible, so that the plants may be quite near to

the glass when they are planted. A few inches of

decayed leaves placed all over the bed will be
highly beneficial to the roots, which will at once
permeate them. The plants should be planted in

small mounds made of turfy loam and leaf-

mould mixed together. Although it will be

necessary to keep the plants in a brisk tempera-
ture whilst they are growini;, fire heat should
be used with discretion. '* Dreadnought " and
" AB-the-Year Round " are two excellent varie-

ties to grow for winter cropping.

Melons in Frames.—The season has been
most unfavourable for this method of Melon
culture, and the plants will need constant care

and attention if the crop is to be successful.

Air should be admitted to the plants with dis-

cretion during bad weather, and water should
be applied sparingly. When the fruits are ripen-

ing the atmosphere must be kept quite dry
ta they will crack.

THE HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
By F. Jordan, Gardener to Lady Nunburnholme,

Warier Priory, Yorkshire.

Apricots. — These fruits are ripening, and
should be protected from birds and wasps;
woodlice also must be guarded against, as these

insects damage the best fruits, especially those

growing on walls which have faulty joints. The
best plan is to trap and kill the pests before the

fruits are ripe. Apricots always form an accept-

able dish for dessert, but it is a difficult matter

in dull, sunless seasons to obtain them in a

thoroughly ripe condition. If the fruits are to

be used for bottling, it does not matter whether
they are perfectly ripe ; if bottled when not
quite ripe they are not so liable to fall to

pieces. The ripest and finest fruits should be

gathered every other day, and placed in a box
with a closely -fitting lid. The box should be
laid in a warm, dry room, when the fruits will

soon become thoroughly ripe. The branches
should be trained well apart, and all laterals

which are not required should be closely pinched
to induce spurs to form. The roots sliould not
be watered whilst the fruits are ripening unless
moisture is absolutely necessary, but they may
receive a liberal watering afterwards, especi-

ally, if the borders are planted with vegetables.

Succulent vegetables should never be planted
close to Apricots, as excess of manure causes
fruit trees to make gross wood, which is often
followed by canker.

Plums.— Tiie trees have been badly attacked
with aphis this season. All sub-laterals should
be removed, and barren trees and those from
which the fruits have been gathered syrin!;ed
with an insecticide. Unless the foliage "is kept
clean and fresh, the flower-buds cannot be ex-
pected to mature properly for the following
year.

IMorello Cherries. -These fruits are, for

the most part, ready for bottling, and the neces-
sary quantity should be gathered as soon as
possible, since when over-ripe they are quite use-
less for the purpose. Those which are retained
on the tree should be protected from the attacks
of bii-ds and insects.

Fruit Room.—If this has not been cleansed
already, the shelves and other woodwork should
be well washed, and the walls limewashed or dis-

tempered in readiness for storing the fruit.

General Work.—At this season of the year,
when fruit-trees are in fuU growth, notes
should be taken concerning their condition.
Hardy fruit trees have seldom made better or
cleaner growth than this year, and, although
the season is a somewhat late one, the wood and
buds have still time to ripen well. Peaches and
Nectarine trees have made unusually clean
shoots, and if they are closely trained "and all

crowding of the branches avoided, they should
be in a splendid condition by the" end of
October. Apricots also are clean, but the wood
is getting a little too strong as the trees have
so few fruits. However, with careful atten-
tion to pinching and training the wood should
ripen properly before the end of the season. Any
trees which are growing too strongly should be
noted that they may be lifted or "root-pruned
later. Those which seem to be growing weakly
should be attended to in the early autumn, when
a good portion of the top soil should be removed
and replaced by a rich compost to encourage a
stronger growth.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.

Vases These ornaments are usually placed
in prominent positions in the garden, therefore
it is essential that the plants in them should be
maintained in the best possible condition. All
subjects will not thrive in vases, and only those
which have been found suitable should be era-

ployed. Very frequently vases are placed on
walls or terraces, where the plants are exposed
to strong winds. In such cases plants of tender
growth should not be employed, but should
rather be used for sheltered corners and enclosed

positions, where they will thrive and be attrac-

tive. Daily attention should be paid to plants
in vases, removing all decaying leaves and old
flower-heads. Water should be afforded the
roots as often as required ; and especial care is

necessary in this respect during hot weather,

for, as a rule, plants which have once suffered

from dryness at the roots when in full growth
rarely recover their vitality, and are unsatisfac-

tory for the remainder of the season. WeU-
furnished vases contain a mass of roots in a small

space, so that the soil soon becomes exhausted.

It is therefore necessary to afford diluted manure
water or some chemical plant food on frequent

occasions. If the latter is used, it will be well

to mix it with a little fine soil and apply as a

top dressing.

Plants in Tubs.—Plants in tubs should be

treated like those in vases. Many plants, such

as Palms, Myrtles, Cordylinee, Phormiums,
Oranges, Agaves and Camellias, which are

grown in tubs for furnishing corridors, winter-

gardens and conservatories, are usually placed

on terraces or broad gravel paths during the

summer months. As these plants usually occupy
the same receptacles for several years, the soil

Becomes filled with roots, and frequent supplies

of water and stimulants are necessary to their

well-being. But such subjects must not be

stimulated by too much manure in the autumn,
or growth will be made at a time when the

plants should be approaching the dormant stage.

Budoleia variabilis.—Tills beautiful

flowering shrub, and its varieties Veitchiana,

magnifica and superba, are becoming very popu-

lar in gardens. The majority of other choice

flowering shrubs bloom in the spring or early

.summer, therefore these Buddleias, which flower

during the late summer and autumn, are especi-

ally valuable. The variety magnifica has

flowei^ of a deep, rose-purple colour ; superba is

alsi) a very desirable variety ; Veitchiana has

flowers of a bright mauve shade, with a yellow

throat. B. Colvilei is recommended for planting

at the foot of a warm wall, but a specimen in

these gardens, planted for some years in such a

position, has flowered very sparsely. B. globosa

is a distinct species, the flowers being round and
of an orange-yellow colour, a shade which con-

trasts well with that of the other species and
varieties.

Hydrangea paniculata. — This is also a
very useful late-flowering shrub, and should be
grown in quantity in suitable situations in the

garden. The plant does best in a rich, moist
soil. It looks particularly well by the water-

side, especially against a dark background, such
as is provided by a Yew or Holly hedge. In

such situations the stately white panicles of

bloom are very attractive.

PLANTS UNDER GLASS.

HiPPEASTRUM. — As the earliest batch of

Hippeastruras have completed their growth,
water should be gradually withheld, and the

plants exposed to the sun in order to ripen the

bulbs. At this period a lower temperature is

iidvisable, and fresh air should be admitted
freely whenever the conditions permit. The foli-

age of later-flowering plants is still green, and
these should be watered till the foliage com-
mences to turn yellow. Seedling plants should

be grown in a moderate temperature throughout
the winter, and, if necessary, repotted into

slightly larger receptacles.

Solanums.—In gardens where berried plai ta

are valued for winter decoration, the Solanums
are especially useful. At this season the plants

must not be allowed to become dry at the roots,

a.s the flowers set much more freely when in a

fairly moist condition. Plants which are grow-
ing in pots require more manure than those

which are planted out. To secure large berries

the points of the shoots should be taken out

as soon as sufficient fruits are set. Towards
the end of the month cut with a knife or sharp

spade around those plants which are growing in

the open ground, preparatory to lifting and pot-

ting them early in September.

Souvenir de la Malmaison Carnation.
—As the earliest-layered plants wfll soon be
ready for potting, the young plants should be
given plenty of light and air, gradually remov-
ing the shading supplied at the time of layering.

It is advisable to cut the layers from the parent

plants a few days before lifting them. The
compost for the young plants should consist of

good loam, lime rubble, sand, and a little wood
ashes ; some growers add leaf-mould or a little
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manure from a spent Mushroom bed, but
these ingredients are not necessary if the
loam is of the right texture. Pot very firmly,
keeping the collar of the plant above the soil.

When possible, the plants should be placed in
a cool house after they are potted, but, failing
this, a cold frame will do ; the advantage of the
house is that the foliage grows hardier and is

more likely to remain free from spot and rust
throughout the winter than is the case with
plants grown in a frame. Water the plants well
after potting, and spray them lightly overhead
until they have recovered from the check to the
roots, when overhead moisture should be gradu-
ally withheld.

The Conservatory.- The conservatory can-
not often be overhauled thoroughly, especially
when the structure adjoins the dwelling-house,
but the fullest advantage should be taken of any
opportunity which offers. Many of the climbers
have become dense, and should be thinned and
regulated, but the thinning should be done
judiciously, so that the plants do not look bare.
In many conservatories Camellias are grown in
tubs, and plants so cultivated when they have
completed their growth should be placed "out-of-
doors for a month or two to ripen wood and set
the Hower-buds. But the shrubs must not be ex-
posed to the full sun or their leaves may be
scorched. At this season there are many subjects
which may be introduced into the conservatory
without fear of injuring them, such as large
CodiKums (Crotons). certain of the more hardy
Caladiums, Acalyphas, and Dracaenas. If they
are not required for stock purposes, these plants
may be left in the conservatory until they are
unfit for further service.

THE OECHID HOUSES.
By J. Collier, Gardener to Sir Jeremiah lolman, Bart.

Gatton Park, Surrey.

CCELOGYNE CRISTATA.—Plants of Ccelogyne
cristata and its varieties are making rapid
growth, and established specimens will need a
copious supply of water at the roots whenever
the compost shows signs nt dryness. An occa-
sional watering with a weak solution of liquid
cow-manure will also be beneficial. Plants which
have been potted recently should be watered
rathei sparingly until the new roots have become
established in the compost, and, during the whole
of the first season after potting, they should be
afforded only clear water. The sun'oundings of
the plants should never be permitted to become
di'y. These conditions should be maintained un-
tU the pseudo-bulbs are mature and the flower-
scapes are pushing forth, when the supply of
water should be gradually lessened.

Calanthe.—The d ciduous Calanthes are in
full growth and forming new pseudo-bulbs. If
healthy and well rooted, they will require more
water at the roots at this season than at any
other time of the year. It is important that
they should be exposed to as much light as pos-
sible, without being scorched by the sun. They
should be placed near to the roof-glass, and when-
ever possible should be allowed plenty of fresh
air.

CvpRiPEDiu M.—Cypripediums, including
- C. insigne and many of its varieties and
hybrids, are in full growth ; these plants should
be freely supplied with water at the roots, and
on bright days should be syringed overhead. As
much fresh air as possible should be admitted
to them during the day, whilst on warm nights
both the top and bottom ventilators may be
opened. If the plants are in too close an atmo-
sphere, the growths will become soft and the
flowers weak.

LfLiA ANCEPS and its varieties are fast de-
veloping their pseudo-bulbs, and the flower-
scapes are also making good progress. Liberal
supplies of water at the roots and overhead
syringings should be afforded twice during bright
days. A light shading may be required, but only
for a few hours during the hottest part of the
day ; the shading material should be removed
at about three o'clock in the afternoon, when
the ventilators should be closed. The latter may
be opened again later in the evening if the
weather is warm, as the night air is very
beneficial to these plants.

Catti-eya Bowringiana.— Plants of Tattleya
Bowringiana and its many hybrids, including C.
Portia, C. Wendlandii, and C. Mrs. J. Whiteley

are in full growth, and require plenty of water
at the roots until the new pseudo-bulbs are
formed. Care must be taken that the water does
not settle in the bracts that surround the bot-
tom of the young pseudo-bulbs, as such deposits
of water would inevitably cause them to rot at
the base

Pleione.—The various Pleiones are complet-
ing their growth, and should be increasingly
exposed to the light. They should also be allowed
more liberal ventilation than heretofore ; they
will need just sufficient water at the roots to
keep the compost moist until the foliage falls.
After this occurs, they will need very little
moisture until the flower-buds appear, when the
supply should be increased until the blooms are
fully developed. After the flowers have faded,
the plants should be given just enough water to
keep the pseudo-bulbs from shrivelling, until
they recommence their growth in the spring.
Cooler-growing species, such as P. Hookeriana
and P. humilis, will require liberal supplies of
water at the roots until the season's growth is
rompleted.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
By Edwin Be, k, tt. Gardener to llie Hon. Vicarv Gibbs

Aldeiiham House, Henfordsljire.
'

French Beans.—To ensure a succession of
pods as late in the season as possible seeds of
a quick-fruiting variety should be sown singlv
in .^imall 60-sized pots, planting the seedling's
either in heated pits in a sunny position or in
forcing houses. Plants raised from seeds sown
last month in cold frames should be afforded as
much warmth as possible during the night, clos-
ing the lights fairly early in the afternoon. The
plants, however, should not be coddled, and air
should be admitted early in the mornings.

Winter Onions.—Tlie ground, having been
maniired and deeply dug or trenched some time
previously, should be raked level, and made very
firm by treading. Afterwards the surface should
be thoroughly dressed with burnt garden refuse.
.Sow the seeds in shallow drills, made from 12
to 15 inches apart. Two sowings should be
made, one towards the end of the present month
and another early in September ; if the .sowini;
is made too early in the season many of the
plants win run to seed prematurely in the spring.
Leviathan, Lemon and Blood Red Rocca are all
excellent varieties for sowing at this season.
Many of the summer varieties will do as well
as those I have named in favoured parts of the
tonntry.

Carooons.— The plants have made splendid
growth during the past few weeks, and means
should be taken to blanch them; but before
doing this the roots should be well watered.
The bottom foliage should be removed, and the
remaining leaves drawn fairly closely together
with strong raffia. Place brown paper round
the base of the plants, and bind it closely with
hay bands, after which the soil should be banked
up. It takes a long time to blanch Cardoons,
and the banding and binding must be done at
least three times till the top of the plant is
reached.

Cabbages.—Ground should be got in readi-
ness to receive plants of the earliest sowings
of Cabbage. The soil should be enriched
with good farmyard manure, and either trenched
or dug deeply. This crop generally does remark-
ably well on land that has carried a crop of
Onions. Plant the seedlings as thick again in
the rows as is necessary, to allow for failures.
Plant very firmly, and I'ake the soil level.

Maize or Indian Corn.—Though the plants
have made splendid growth, the dull weather
has been unfavourable for the development
of the cobs. Remove as much foliage as
can be spared to allow the air and sunlight to
reach the cobs. During hot, dry weather this
crop will be much benefited by 'liquid manure
from the farmyard.

General Work.—All exhausted crops should
be removed and burnt. The ashes ivill provide
excellent material for dressing the soil later.
The growing crops should be hoed constantly, and
everything, including the paths and roadways,
kept neat and tidy. The watering of the crops
must not be neglected, even should the weather
continue showery, and liquid manure should be

given freely to such plants as Celery, Leeks,
Runner Beans, French Beans, and Cauliflowers.
\Vhere seeds of special stocks are required they
should be gathered when ready on a dry day,
and placed under cover to ripen. If a superior
'^tock of any kind of vegetable is obtained, means
should be taken to secure the seeds for perpetuat-
ing the stock. This applies especially to Beans
and Peas. Frequent small sowings of 'the varions
kinds of winter and spring vegetables should be
made to ensure constant supplies.

THE APIARY.
By Chloris

Seasonable Hints.—Tbe weather is so very
bad that there is not much hope of more
honey being stored in the supers. Hence
there is a danger that stores may be so low in
the brood chamber that the bees vi'lU be driven to
rob the supers to meet the daily wants of the
hive, because during this wet season it is impos- _ -

sible for the bees to venture out to gather nectar.
In exposed situations where little honey is stored, H,
there is a further danger that the bees wUl be
compelled to make excursions on undesirable
days, and get so buffeted that they may fall from
sheer exhaustion. It will be wise to remove the
supers, and after taking them indoors, the
shallow frames should be extracted without -

delay. If the honey has been allowed to get
chilled, it should be placed in a temperature of
70° or more, so that it may become liquid.
When the beekeeper attempts to extract honey
after it is cold, a great deal remains in the cells
to be cleaned out by the bees, thus entailing
considerable loss.

The sections should be thoroughly cleansed by
scraping off all propolis, taking care to remove
it from the top and bottom, sides and edges. It
will be found most convenient to do this with
a piece of glass. Sometimes small balls of
propolis are found in the corners of the sections :

this may best be removed with the point of a
very sharp knife. .The best place to store the
sections is a warm, clean, dustproof cupboard.
It is well to wrap them in paper parcels, allow-
ing the sections to stand in a similar position to
that in which they stood in the hive.

Feeding.—No time should be lost in feedii g
the bees so that they may have 20 to 25 lbs. of
sealed stores in the hives "before the cold weather
arrives. Further, if breeding ceases in conse-
quence of shortness of food, cold weather, or any
other cause, it may be impossible to cause the
bees to recommence feeding the queen on the
stimulating food which is necessary to excite the
ovaries to action, for she is fed by her retinue,
during the active season, on pre-d'igested honey
and pollen, to which one or more liquids are
added, at will, from four separate glands ; when
the queen ceases to oviposit her retinue disperse
and she roams about the hive unattended, sipping
honey, &c., like any other occupant of the hive.

Food.—Since disease has been so common, it

will be prudent to take care that cane sugar only
is used for feeding. 'RTiere colonies have suffi-

cient sealed stores, stimulations may be resorted
to with advantage, because it is necessary to
make stocks strong with young bees that are" not
worn out with foraging, so that the colonies may
come out strong next spring, because the bees
raised now are those which will live through the
winter. Take 10 lbs. of lump cane sugar, add
7 pints of water, 1 ounce of vinegar, "and tbe
same quantity of salt. Boil the whole for a
few minutes, taking care not to allow it tj
burn. Use a proper feeding bottle, giving the
bees access to one or two holes, so that' only
enough syrup is carried down for each day's
needs, because this syrup is too watery for
storing. Where bees are being fed because" their
larder is low, use 5 pints of water instead of 7,
and i ounce of salt instead of 1 ounce. In either
case feed in the evening, use warm syrup,
take care to contract the entrances, and spill no
syrup, because while feeding is proceeding, theie
is always a danger of robbing.

Quilts.—Whether feeding is resorted to or
not, the bees should have plenty of warm quilts
These should be so cut that they leave no gapino;
spaces at the corners. If robbing has commencctl
take care to check it at once and exercise con-
stant vigilance, for neglect to do so may r«sutt-
in complete demoralisation of the apiary.
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EDITORIAL NOTICE,

ADVERTIABMRNTS should be seat to the PUB-
LISItHR. 41, Wellington Street, Covent Garden,
w.c.

i-ctters for Publication, as well as specimens of plants

/or naming, should be addressed to the RDITORS,
41. Wellington street, Covent Garden, London.
Coiinitunicafwtis slinuld be writtkn on onk sina only of
Tiiit PAPER, sen! as early in the week as possible and duly

signed by the writer. 1/ desired, the sigttulure wUl not be

printed, but kept as a gua>,uilec of good lailh.

Apecial Notice to Correspmulfnt ^. / - l-ldttoys do not

undertake to pay for air. ;..'ir

ed c

special arrangevitnt.
tespousible for any opt their i

'iless by

lllustrationfi. - The Editors will be glad to receive and to select

photographs or drawings, suitable for reproduction, of

gardens, or of remarkable plants, flowers, trees, &c., but

they cannct be responsible for loss or injury.

i-ocnl tieVi-8.—Correspondents will greailyoblige bysendingto
the Editois early intelligence of local events likely to be oj

interest to our readers, or of any matters whichxt is desirable

foh/ing under the notice of horticulturists.

APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

TUESDAY. AUGUST 37—
Royal Hort. Soc. Corns, meet. (Lecture at 3 p.m. by
Mr. James Hudson on "Recently Introduced Water
Lilies.")

THURSDAY, AUGUST 29-Sandy Fl. Sh.

IFRIDAY, AUGUST 3«-
Dunfermline Hort. Soc.'s Autumn Sh. (2 days).

Average Mean Temperature for the ensuing week
deduced from observations during the last Fifty Years
at Greenwich— 60'6.

•Actual Temperatures ;-
LotiDOti.— lVednesday, August 21 (6 p.m.) : Max. 61°;

Min. 48".

Gardeniis' Chronicle Office, 41, Wellington Street,

t Garden, London —TAursrfa^, August 23

(10 , J-O": Temp. 61°

Fair.

Provinces. — M^erf«csi/flr, August 21:
bridge; Min. 64° Scotland N.

Weathir—

' Cam-

SALES FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
IMONDAY, WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY, and FRIDAY—

Trade Sales of Dutch Bulbs, at 67 & 68, Cheapside,
E C, by Protheroe & Morris, at 10.

WEDNESDAY-
ISO Phirnix Canariensis, at 67 & 68, Cheapside, E.G., by
Protheroe & Morris, at 6.

We have already drawn the
Crown Gall attention of our readers to the

Cancer, remarkable and thorough-

going investigations made by

Dr. Erwin F. Smith, of the U.S.A. Bureau
of Plant Industry, into the cause and dis-

tribution of the plant disease known as

crown gall. Dr Smith has shown that this

disease is of parasitic origin, that it is due

to the presence of a micro-organism,

Bacterium tumetaciens, in the plant, that

the micro-organism gains access to its

victim through wounds in the latter, and
that it may affect a large number of

different kinds of plants.

In a recent publication on " The Struc-

ture and Development of Crown GaU

"

(Bureau of Plant Industni, Bull, iv, 255,

June, 1912), Dr. Smith reviews the evi-

dence which he has brought forward in

support of his view that the progress

of this disease is such that it must
be regarded as of the nature of a
vegetable cancer. Dr. Smith is properly
careful not to suggest that the cause
of cancer in animals is by any means
the same as that responsible for this

vegetable cancer ; but he is emphatic in

pointing out that, inasmuch as the cancer-

ous crown gall has been demonstrated to

be of parasitic origin, the cancers of

human beings and of animals may prove
also—despite the general view to the con-

trary—to be due to a parasite.

The evidence on which Dr. Smith relies

in support of his hypothesis cannot be

reviewed at length here, for the reason

that it would involve a description

of the phenomena presented by the

disease, but we may mention the

striking fact that in both crown gall

disease and in cancer the cells of the plant

or animal affected with the disease are

characterised by an extraordinary and
abnormal growth. This overgrowth leads

to the formation of aggregates of cells

which express themselves as tumours.

Further, from the primary tumour, strands

of affected tissue may be found spreading

through the organism and giving rise to

secondarj' tumours in situations far re-

moved from the primary tumour. Dr.

Smith regards the excessive growth of the

affected cells as the outcome of a symbiosis

and a struggle, as it were, between the

cells of the organism and the micro-

organisms which have gained access to

them. The parasite secretes substances,

probably acids, which stimulate the cell to

abnormally vigorous growth. The secreted

acids are poisonous to the bacteria them-

selves. Hence the development of the

bacteria is checked and some are killed.

On their death the bacteria liberate other

poisonous substances which pass into the

vegetable cells. Under the stimulus of

these poisons the cell nucleus divides,

and the material of the nucleus, passing

during the division of the latter into the

general protoplasm, awakens the sui"viv-

ing bacteria to renewed activity. Thus a

vicious circle is established. The bacteria,

resuming activity once again, stimulate

excessive cell growth ; once again the

bacteria are checked and in part killed,

and, liberating their toxin, provoke once

again cell division.

Whether Dr. Smith's parallel between
crown gall and cancer will prove to be a
true parallel or not it is premature to say ;

but it cannot fail to have a considerable

effect in directing the attention of the

medical profession to the possibility that

cancer may prove, in spite of all the evi-

dence to the contrary, to be—like crown
gall—attributable to a micro-organism.

The conclusion of immediate horticul-

tural importance with respect to crown gall

at which Dr. Smith arrives is that nursery-

men should be careful to plant on unin-

fected land ; for if they are not, the disease

is bound to make its appearance in their

trees.

xha It is a fact well known to fruit-

Bearing growers that a tree which
°* bears a heavy crop one year is

Apples.
g^p(_ i^Q prove relatively barren

in the following year. This alternation of

fruitfulness and untruitfulness is exhibited

not only by fruit, but also by forest trees.

The Beech, for example, may require

several years before one large crop is suc-

ceeded by another. The gardener has this

phenomenon in mind when he intervenes

to prevent young fruit trees from ripening

more than a nominal amount of fruit, and
when, as was practised formerly more
often than now, he sacrifices altogether

the year's crop by cutting back young and
recently-planted vines.

Whereas it is easy to understand that in

the case of annuals seed-production spells

exhaustion and death to the plant, it is by
no means easy in the case of trees to ac-

count for the sterilising effect of luxuriant

fruit-production. The annual plant lives,

as it were, from hand to mouth. Within
one brief season it must perforce crowd all

the incidents of its life, and its flowering

period follows close and restlessly on its

growing period. Hence it follows that all

the constiTJctive materials which it has

succeeded in collecting from the air and
soil are used in manufacturing food-stuffs,

which in turn are all employed in the work
of building the plant and of forming the

seeds and fruits. So pressing are its daily

needs that the annual is never in a position

to put by a portion of its income in the

form of material savings against the needs
of the future. Wherefore its scanty re-

sources fail it in the hour of seeding, and
when its fruits are set it dies.

The tree, on the other hand, lives more
spaciously, and more time is vouchsafed to

it before it is called upon to justify itself

by its works of seed production. During its

years of immaturity the tree is enabled to

save. The sugar and other manufactured
food-stuffs which it makes from the in-

gredients of the air and soil more than
satisfy the immediate needs of the tree,

and accordingly they are placed on deposit

in the wood cells and other convenient

elements of its tissues. Nevertheless, de-

spite these large reserves, on which it may
draw at need, the tree, no less than the

fugitive herb, experiences the strain and
exhaustion incident upon fruitfulness.

Why this should be is not known. It

may be that certain precious and scanty

materials, made by the tree with difficulty

and in small amounts, are used up in the

formation of fruit and seed ; if so, appro-

priate manuring might repair the loss and
restore the missing substances. But it is

more likely that the fruit-bearing condi-

tion is attended by a change of state in the

tree, and that this change of state is

antagonistic to active work : that it leads,

as it were, to a kind of languidness which

rest alone may dispel.

Whatever be the cause, the fact is

notorious, and is illustrated in the most
forceful manner by the records kept by Mr.

Macoun, the Dominion horticulturist, and
published in the annual report of the Ex-
perimental Farms, Ottawa (1911). We will

cite but one example given by Mr.
Macoun of the fluctuation in fertility of

Apples. The produce of a certain tree of

the variety Wealthy, planted in 1888, was
recorded from the 10th to the 22nd year of

the life of the tree. The yields were as

follow :

—

Year ... lOlh 13th 14th 16th 18th 20th 22nd
Gallons ... 33 62 93 111 96} 75 118 = 678,

Year ... 11th 13th 15th 17lh 19th 21st

Gallons ._ 2 22 IJ S = SO)

Or, omitting the 10th year, 545 gallons in

the six fat years and 30i gallons in the six

alternating lean years.

No matter how much we may be disposed

to put all crop-failures to the account

of the weather, no one will suggest

that the even, heavy years were all fine
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and that the odd, light years were all bad.

Evidently the cause of the striking fluctua-

tion is to be sought not in external but in

internal conditions, not in the weather, but
in the alternating state of the tree itself.

No less interesting are Mr. Macoun's
statistics of the individual yields of dif-

ferent trees of the same variety (Wealthy).

The data extend over 11 years (1899-1910).

Of 14 trees kept under observation, the

total yield in the case of the least fruitful

was 57 gallons and that from the most
fruitful 203 gallons. The yields from each
of four other trees totalled less than 100

siallons ; five yielded each from 100-125

gallons and three from 125-150.

There is no doubt that similar results

would be obtained if corresponding records

were kept in this coimtry, and if the differ-

RovAL Horticultural Society.—The next

meeting of the Committees will be held in

the Society's Hall, Vincent Square, Westminster,

on Tuesday, 27th inst. At the 3 o'clock meeting

of the Fellows, Mr. J. Hudson, V.M.H., will

give a lecture on " Recently Introduced Water
Lilies."

The Women's Agricultural and Horti-
cultural UNiON.^The articles of horticultural

interest in the monthly leaflet of the above
union, dated August 15, 1912, deal with the

Potato wart disease and the Union's Diploma Ex-
amination in Practical Horticulture.

Mr. Harry Foster.—Mr. Haekt Foster,
Director of the Timtts Experimental Station.

Sutton Green, Guildford, has been appointed
assistant to Mr. Walter P. Wright, Horticul-

tural Superintendent and Instructor in Practical

Gardening to the Kent Education Committee.

of Potomac species to five ! An interesting fact
in connection with the later investigations of
fossil plants is the very wide distribution recoi;-

nised of not only generic but also of specific
types.

The Propagation of Conifers. — The
second of a series of Saturday evening lectures
to the working clas-ses to be given during the
present month by the Regius Keeper of the
Royal Botanic Gardens, Edinburgh (Professor
Baylet Balfour), was delivered on Saturday
-August 17, in the lecture hall of the gardens.
The subject of Professor Balfour's address was
the propagation by cuttings of coniferous and
other plants. The lecturer, as reported in Thr.

Scotsman (August 19), pointed out that many
Gymnospermous plants do not callus freely

—

Pine trees, for example, do not form stool

shoots because the healing by callus is replaced

by healing by resin. The two critical points in

striking cuttings of such resinous plants are;

—

Fig. 72.—COLCHICUM bornmuelleri : flowers mauve-pink.

(See p. 153.)

ences in yield of our trees are at all com-
parable with those of the Canadian trees of

which we have the records, it will be evi-

dent that practical means are at hand for

augmenting the produce of our orchards.

We hope that the fruit stations which are
in course of establishment in this country
will direct their attention to this subject

and will undertake a statistical inquiry into

these fluctuations of fruitfulness. The in-

quiry must be planned with care and asso-

ciated with experiment in various direc-
tions, especially in relation with different

modes of treatment, manurial and other.

Properly planned and carried out, such an
investigation should prove of no small
practical value.

Fossil Plants.—The naming of fossil plants

by paliBOntologists, from Unger's NtulwUand
in Europa, down to Professor Fontaine's des-

criptions of 40 " species " of Thyrsopteris, from

a deposit " not over 15 feet in diameter,"

has been a puzzle to students of the living

vegetation of the world. Therefore any attempts

to bring the nomenclature of fossil botany more
in harmony with that of modern systematic

botany is to be welcomed. Among others

Mr. E. W. Berry, of the John Hopkins
University, Baltimore, is very active in this

direction, especially in the revision of the

plant fossils from the Potomac group. His
latest paper is on Fei-ns which have been re-

ferred to the genera Cladophlebis and Thyrso-

pteris. Following Prof. Seward, Mr. Berry
refers the fossil Thyrsopterides of Fontaine and
others to Onychiopsis, and reduces the number

To prevent the drain upon the plant's resources

through excessive outflow of resin when the cut-

ting is made—this may be achieved by plunging

in boiling water ; and to provide easy exit for

new roots by scraping off the protecting resin

skin. Photographs and specimens of callussed

and rooted cuttings of species of Pinus were ex-

hibited, special attention being directed to them
because, alike in gardening and botanical books,

the striking of Pinus by cuttings is said to be
impossible. The cuttings were struck by Mr.
Laurence Stewart, plant propagator of the

Botanic Garden. Professor Balfour also drew
attention to the differences between monoco-

tylous and dicotylous plants with respect to

their behaviour as stem cuttings: In Dicoty-

ledons the cut segment of the paient plant

elongates as the new plant, but in Monocotyle-

dons the upper part dies off, except in the few
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genera which produce cambium, and a basal

latent bud gro\ys out as the new plant. This has

a double interest—practical and phyletic. It ex-

plains possibly the reported failure of propaga-

tion of such plants as Bamboos—the rotting of

the top having been regarded as evidence of

failure to strike—and it is reminiscent of the

seedling development in the groups, terminal

plumular growth characterising the dicotyledon,

lateral plumular growth the monocotyledon. In-

arching as a propagative method has been learned

from its occasional appearance in nature. The,

seedling inarch is now of recognised economic im-

portance because of the rapidity with which de-

sirable fruit plants can be brought to the bearing

stage. Grafting is an offshoot from inarching.

and the occurrence of graft hybrids, such as

Laburnum Adamii, of which specimens are nut

uncommon in gardens about Edinburgh, raises

interesting biological questions of transmissinn

of characters. Roots and leaves, like stents,

may be used as cuttings, and recent work in

propagation by leaves seems to suggest a corre-

lation between alkalinity of medium and rnut

development on the one hand, and acidity and

stem development on the other. The environ-

mental conditions required for successful vege-

tative propagation will be the subject of the

next lecture.

The Growth of School Gardens.—Some
interesting particulars concerning scho<jl gardei s

are contained in the volume of Statiftics nf

Public Education in England and Wales for

1910-11, which have recently been issued as n

Blue Book. In England the number of schools

in which boys received instruction in gardening

was 2,175 as against 1,816 in the previous year.

The instruction was given at 14 centres. The
number of boys who attended the classes was

38,066 as against 32,173 in the previous year.

and of the boys who qualified for grant 11,164

attended at least 20 hours but less than 40 hours,

and 21,437 for at least 40 hours. Gardening for

girls was taught at 176 schools and one centre as

against 111 schools in the previous year. The

total number of registered scholars was 1,465 as

against 1,022, and of the number who qualified

for grant 465 attended for at least 20 hours antl

less than 40 hours, and 518 at least 40 hours. Iti

Wales, scholars at 106 boys' schools receive 1

instruction as against 80 in the preced-

ing year. The number of boys registered

was 1,692 as compared with 1,307, an:!

of the number who qualified for grant 77..'

attended at least 20 hours but less than 40 hours,

and 666 at least 40 hours. In Wales gardeiiiti;,'

was taught to girls at 19 schools as against nine

in the previous year. Altogether 171 girls re-

ceived instruction as against 71, and of the num-

ber who qualified for grant 84 attended at least

20 hours and less than 40, and 53 at least 40

hours. In every county in England gardening

was taught, but in the Welsh counties—Anglesey,

Brecknockshire, and Moimiouthshire—there were

no gardetiing classes for boys or girls.

The North American Species of Nyim-

PH/EA. —Mr. Gerrit S. Miller. Jun.. atiJ

Mr. Paul C. Standlet are the authors of a mono-

graph bearing this title (Contributions from llie

United Slates National Herbarium, xvi. (1912),

pp. 63-108, with illustrations in black and white

and maps), in which 16 species are defined,

including 10 regarded as new. It should be

explained that these so-called Nymphsas belong

to the genus Nuphar, as generally understood

in this country, and current in horticultural

literature. An explanation of the reasons givei?

for thee changes would fill half-a-column, and
the name Nuphar would still survive in our

gardens, just as Getanium does duty for some
of the Pelargoniums. On the other hand, it

should be mentioned that Linnasus included out

Nuphar lutea and our Nymphaea alba in his

genus Nymphaea, and the first American Nuphar

cultivated in this country was described as

Nymphaea advena by Alton, 1789, and was

figured under the same name in the Botanical

Magazine, plate 684. A second American species

was figured and described in the Botanical

Magazine, plate 1243 (1809), under the name of

Nymplia'a Kalmiana. Both were soon trans-

ferred to Nuphar (founded on N. lutea by J. E.

Smith in 1808) ;
probably before they were

known outside botanic gardens. In the work

before us, Nuphar Kalmiana bears the obscurj

name of Nymphaea microphylla. Should a florist

use this name without explanation, it might

cause disappointment and dissatisfaction.

Nuphar, as, for the sake of intelligibility, we

must continue to call it, has been little cultivated

as compared with Nymphaea, and practically still

awaits the cultivator's skill. Judging from the

variety exhibited by the American forms good re-

sults might be expected, and this monograph

Fig, 73.—PEAR BORNE ON MATUKE WOOD.

should prove very useful to the intending culti-

vator. The leaves of the American species are

cither erect or floating, and from narrow oblong

(a foot long by 2 inches wide) to orbicular, and a

foot to 18 inches across. The flowers and seed-

vessels vary in size from less than an inch to 3

inches in diameter, before the sepals are spread

out. Colour is the first thing required, especially

the development of red.

Foot and Mouth Disease in Sussex.—
The existence of foot and mouth disease has

been confirmed by the Chief Veterinary Officer

on the premises of two small-holders at Hurst

Green, near Etchmgham, East Sussex. The
rjoard of Agriculture and Fisheries have issued

:tn order prohibiting the movement of animals

along, over, or across a highway in a wide area

surrounding the new disease centre. Up to the

present no information is available as to the

manner in which infection has been carried to

infected places.

The Dahlia Show,—The annual exhibition

of the National Dahlia Society will be held at

the Crystal Palace on September 17 and 18. This

is the first special floral show of the year, and

in spite of the general unfavourable climatic

conditions, Dahlias appear to be quite equal to

the standard of former seasons. Every year new
specimens of the Dahlia are produced, and,

judging from this year's catalogue, the Septem-

ber exhibition will prove no exception. The
Society has three distinguished patrons in Sir

Tp.evor Lawrence, Bart., K.C.V.O., V.M.H.,

Sir John T. D. Llewelyn, Bart., D.L., F.R.S.,

F.L.S., and Leopold de Rothschild, Esq. Tha
president is Geo. Gordon, Esq., V.M.H.

What to Do with the Hay Crop. — In

view of the unsettled character of the weather,

and of the consequent difficulty in securing the

Hay crop in some districts in which the crop is

late, the Board of Agriculture and Fisheries in-

vite the attention of farmers and others to

Leaflet No. 9, which describes the process of

making ensilage. Copies of the leaflet may be

obtained free of charge and post free on appli-

cation to the Seci'etary, Board of Agriculture

and Fisheries, 4, Whitehall Place, London, S.W.
Letters of application so addressed need not be

stamped.

Publications Received.—Mushrooms and
How to Grow Them, by John F. Barter, i'hiid

ediiiou. (London; John F. Baiter, Ltd.) Price

Is. 2d. post iiee — Chrysai themums and How
to Grow Them, by I. L Powell. (London:
William Heinenmn.)—TAe Alpine Flora, by H.
Correvon and P. Kobert. (London : Methuen &
Co.) Price 16s.—Z,au;n 5oi7» a:.d Lawns, U.S.
Department of Agriculture, Farmers' Bulletin
184. (Washington ; Government Printing Office,

1912.)— Circulars and Agricultural Journals of
the Royal Botanic Gardens, Ceylon. Cacao
CultiTation in Ceylon ; The Rubber Planting
Industry of Ceylon; The Henaratgoda Experi-
ments for 1911. Parts I. and II. The ESect of

Shade in Caeao Cultivation. By R. H. Lock.
German Central Africa Expedition, 1907-
1908, Botanical Section. (VVissenschaftlicho

Ergehnisse der Deutschen Zentral Afrika Expedi-
tion, 1907-1908, Band 11, Botanik). Klinkhardt &
iJiermann, Liebigstrasse 2. Leipzig, 1911. Eco-
nomic Protection of the India Rubber. Decree
No. 251,3a, of January 5, 1912, and Begulatious of

April 17, 1912. (Paris; Soci^t6 Gto^rale d'lm-
pression, 21, Rue Ganneron.) Published for the
Jdin^itry of Agriculture of Brnzil.

ADVENTITIOUS PEAR FRUIT.

In tropical countries it is not an uncommon
occurrence to see fruits growing on the trunks
of trees ; in fact, some trees, such as the Cocoa
and Coffee, often bear many flowers on the
mature wood, and these, in due course, are fol-

lowed by fruits. Other examples may be cited,

such as trees of Grias cauliflora, various
Browneas and Theophrastas. But in this

country the phenomenon is not so common. In

the Oard€7ie}'s' Chronicle of September 10. 1904,

w© illustrated an Apple growing on a trunk of a
14 year old tree of the variety Potts's Seedling
in the Frank Fruit Farm, Maidstone, and, in

the same issue, we record&d an instance of a
vine bearing a perfect bunch of Grapes on its

main stem. In fig. 73 we show an f'xnmple of

a Pear growing on mature wood. The photo-
graph from which the illustration is made was
taken in the garden of Mr. G. G. Covington, .Tt

Kettering.

The Judas Tree (Cercis siliquastrum), which
has this year flowered so abundantly, may, in

some gardens, be seen with Us redfii--li. Pea-like

fruits hanging from the trunk and main branches,

and the observant gardener will recall other
similar instances, chiefly i-' ith leguminous trees.

Trees of the genus Pinus, especially of the species

insignis. -iften bear clusters of cones, at least 25
years old. on their branches, but it must b«
remembered that these are instances of persist-

ence of fruits, and not of their production from
adventitious buds.
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CAMPANULA SPECIOSA.

This is one of the many beautiful members of

the Campanula family that are so useful and
welcome in the rock garden during the summer
months, after the majority of the spring flowers

are over for the season. It is a Pyrenean plant,

and belongs to the same section of the genus
as the charming C. Allionii and C. barbata. It

is more closely allied to the former and possesses

the same type of rambling root system. C.

speciosa (see fig, 74) grows from 6 inches to 1

foot in height, and is a beautiful plant with
Btout, erect stems branching from the base up-

wards. The radical leaves, which, like the stems,

are hairy, are long and linear-lanceolate, narrow-

ing towards the base and have undulate mar-
gins. The leaves are produced in rosettes close

to the ground, and die off with the flower stems,

othfer rosettes being formed some distance away
for flowering the following year. The large

flowers, solitary on single stalks, are produced in

June, and have bell-shaped corollas, which vary
n colour from light tu deep purple. C. speciosa

nly found in the Pyrenees, where it grows
n high lime.stnne cliffs and rocky places among
debris, in which situations the roots wander
about amongst the loose stony soil. Although a

strong-growing perennial in its native habitat, it

is not often met with in good condition in gar-

dens, for in ordinary soil it has an unfortunate

tendency to die off. To grow it successfully, C.

speciosa should be planted in strong, well-drained

soil, moraine conditions being very suitable for

its cultivation. It is easily raised and increased

from seed, which it sets freely. A plant is

figured in the Botanical Magazine under the

name of C. speciosa, at tab. 2649, but it is evi-

dently a form of C. glomerata, known as var.

dahurica, and also as C. a^^gregata. W. I.

SCOTLAND.

MONTBRETIAS.
Last winter appears to have been an unusually

trying one for Montbretias left in the open

ground, and, as a consequence, plants have prac-

tically disappeared from many gardens this

season. This has been a great disappoint-

ment, as there were many Scottish gardens

in which the Montbretias have previously

wintered for many years without loss. Of

those which have survived the cold, H. Pottsii

seems to be the most common. The newer varie-

ties have proved the least hardy, and. as a rule,

it is only in gardens where they were wintered

in frames that they have survived, though plants

at the foot of south walls have often lived where

those in the open have been killed. The wet

-winter, rather than the frost, which was not so

prolonged as in many seasons, is probably respon-

sible for most of the losses. As a result

of the past season's experience, it will be advis-

able to lift the newer and finer varieties, and

winter them in frames, a practice already

adopted by many Scottish cultivators of this

flower.

SWEET PEAS.
The cultivation of the Sweet Pea has greatly

increased in Scotland, and has induced the forma-

tion of a number of Sweet Pea societies in all

parts of the country. The untoward weather,

however, greatly restricted the number of ex-

hibits, and, in more than one show of im-

portance, the exhibits have been disap-

pointingly small. Still, the number of growers

is on the increase, and in every district the

Sweet Pea is receiving special attention in the

way of cultivation. The new varieties are keenly

Bought after, and in some shows varieties were
exhibited which are not in commerce. King
White is a variety which may be named as having
been shown in excellent form.

HOME CORRESPONDENCE

{The Editors do not hold themselves responsible for

the opinions expressed by correspondents.)

" Nettleleaf" or " Reversion • in Black
Currants (see pp 1'2-J. 13S).—It s:ems uncertain
if this may be considered a new " disease," or
if it is merely that more attention is now paid
to such matters than in former days. Too much
stress cannot be laid upon the point that more
facts are needed as to its distribution and de-
vel(iitnient before any opinion can be formed as
tu its cause. In the hope that a suggested ex-
planation may stimulate the production of these

and it is these shoots which show the well-
known " nettleleaf " appearance. Conversely
it, of course, holds that in no case is it seen on
a main shoot which has its leading bud growing
and undamaged. (6) A similar leaf variation
may be seen occasionally in Red Currants. One
other consideration must be put forward, and
that is that the Black Currant is subjected to a
very severe method of pruning, and all fruit is

borne upon vigorous wood of the current year.
The explanation I suggest is this :—The damage
to the leading bud may be caused by various
means, of which no doubt the " big-bud " mite
is the chief. The twig-cutting weevil (Rhyncliites
cocruleus) mav also cut a "whole shoot across

FlC, 74.—C\MPANULA SPECIOSAi

facts, I venture to place before your readers a
tentative solution of this question. The facts

which I have observed and gleaned are as fol-

low :—(I) It may be seen in one-year cuttings
and in bushes of all ages. (2) It is not confined
to any one variety. (3) It is often followed by
" big bud." (4) It is reported to have a ten-
dency to spread from a given centre in a planta-
tion, that is, where in one year one bush may be
affected, the following years show neighbour-
ing bushes also suffering. (5) A close examina-
tion shows that in all cases (in the writer's
experience) the leading bud of that shoot
has been damaged by birds or breakage, and this

has caused the side buds to develop fresh shoots.

whilst soft and growing. When this is done th'

side buds at once send forth weak branche,

instead of developing into fruit buds, and these

are the so-called '" reverted " branches. The
fruit which may appear on these secondary

shoots will naturally be small and weak, as there

has not been time to mature fruit-buds, such as

would have been prodnced naturally on the

strong main branches. If the bud damage is

caused by mite, its spread to neighbouring trees

is easily understood. It is unfortunate that the

term "reversion." with its imnlication of throw-

ing back to a remote or " wild " ancestor, has
been used, as it begs the question entirely. The
idea of a single bud variation is well known, but
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I doubt if a case of a whole tree " reverting " in

one jump has ever been known to occur. I sug-

gest that what has happened is that the normal

course of pruning and bud development having

been upset, the fruit suffers in size. If this is

so, it would follow that entire removal of old

branches and the resultant forcing up of young
growth from below would overcome the " rever-

sion," and the tree would, in the absence of a

recurrence of the cause, produce fruit once again

of a normal size. It will be interesting to know
if any of your readers has tried this remedy,

which, if it proved successful, would offer a con-

clusive proof of the truth or falsity of the above

suggested e.\planation. E. A. Bunyard.

Preserving Ripe Grapes.—Many growers

must have observed that when they have bottled

Grapes during the summer the stems do not keep

fresh for so long a time as when the bunches

are cut later in the season. I think I have dis-

covered the reason of this. In experimenting

with a closed vessel from wliich no water could

evaporate, I found that about a tablespoonful

of the water was taken up during the first two

or three days, and -after that there was no visible

loss. The trial has now lasted three weeks, and

the stems are commencing to shrivel a little,

but not so much as is the case with bunches

which had been cut three days before

being placed in water. These bunches an

exposed in a shop window, so the tesl

is rather severe. It is only a partial

test so far, but I suggest that owing to the

vines being still in vigorous growth, the sap in

the portion cut off is so abundant that in its

downward passage it clogs the pores at the cut

end and prevents the absorption of moisture.

The suggested remedy is to cut the stem afresh

after it has been in the water a couple of days

or so. In using open-mouthed bottles, there

would be continual evaporation of the water into

the atmosphere, especially during warm weather,

and the quantity taken up by the Grapes could

not be ascertained. Another lesson has

been taught me by my experiments. The end of

a stem on which there was a fully-sized leaf was

inserted in a closed vessel, and 1^ fluid ounce

of water was taken up in 24 hoiu's. Whilst

a stem on which there half-a-dozen leaves, some
of them quite young, was inserted in water in

the same way, and the water was taken up so

fast that the rubber covering was drawn down
in the shape of a deep cup, there being no air

to fill the vacuum. I have frequently said that

vines require more water during the ripening

of the fruit than at any other time, and it would
appear that my assertion was only halfway to-

wards the truth. TFm. Taylor, Bntli.

Melon King George V.—I should like to

call the attention of your readers to the new
Melon known as " King George V." It is one of

the best of which I know ; a most luscious fruit,

in flavour something like a Pineapple. The fruits

set well, grow to a good size, and are extremely
numerous. It is a very early variety. We have
had two crops here this season, and have found
the fruits far better flavoured than any of our
other varieties. It was sent out by Messrs. James
Carter & Co. W. A. Cooh, Leonardslee Gardens,
Horsham.

Richard Bradley. ^— If Mr Murison (see

p. 132) will look under " The Mushroom," where
" The manner of making the beds—may be found
in Mr. Bradley's book," and under Sweet
William—" But 'Mr. Bradley calls them Mules,"
he will find evidence that Bradley was not the
author. Besides, a comparison of the hook with
those books known to be Bradley's affords con-

vincing proof from the style that whatever part
he played in its production he could scarcely
have written it. Edition 1750 has merely " By
a Gardener " on the title page. I have met
with five editions, or so-called editions, because
a new title page served in many cases for a new
edition in those days when bookselling was a

notoriously corrupt business. See The Duijciad
for notices of Mears. One is " Mears, Warner,
Wilkins, booksellers and publishers of much
anonymous stuff." Bradley, I am afraid, was
one of those who, unfortunately for his reputa-

tion, lent himself to practices from which some
of his contemporaries kept themselves free, and
after his death they traded on his reputation as

a professor. R. P. Brothcrston.

iSbituarjj.

Alexander Dean, V.M.H.—By the death

of Mr. Alexander Dean—which took place on
August 20—there has passed away one of the

most venerable and distinguished of horticul-

turists, and a gap which will not be filled has

been left in the ranks of gardeners. For Alex-

ander Dean was not only a great practical ex-

ponent of the art of growing plants—he was a

man of striking and unique personality. Although
throughout his long life he was absorbed by the

engrossing work of his profession, he displayed,

both in his personal character and in the ver-

satility of his talents, that indefinable quality

which is known as culture. It was the rare

combination of skill in growing plants, with
an artist's appreciation of the science of

horticulture, which made him so remark-

able. Such a man—devoted passionately to

his profession and possessed of a natural acute-

ness of mind sharpened by continual observation

—could not fail to be at times a severe critic.

His criticisms, expressed both in these pages—to

which he was for many years a valued contri-

butor—and elsewhere, tliough they may have
given momentary pain, never rankled. For
Dean's criticisms always were made in good

faith. He possessed a mastery of his subject

soon after his return he settled down to garden
work—first in Bucks., next in Berks., and then
for some years at Shirley, in Hampshire. At the

last-named place he established the Shirley Hor-
ticultural Society, which existed till 1912.

Later on he went to Bedfont, in Middlesex, and
took charge of Mr. R. Dean's seed-growing
grounds, which position he occupied for 20 years.

During that time he exhibited frequently at the

R.H.S. and other shows, and acted as judge at

various exhibitions, gradually becoming known
as a recognised authority on the culture of fruit

and vegetables. He was for 20 years a member
of the Fruit and Vegetable Committee of the

R.H.S., and, needless to say, was one of its most
active members. Dean also served on the com-
mittees of the National Dahlia and National

Potato Societies, and was instrumental in found-

ing the National Vegetable Society, of which he

acted as chairman. Alexander Dean was a pro-

lific writer, and although the volumes which he

published were confined to his special subject

—that of vegetable culture—his miscellaneous

writings treated of so many aspects of gardening

that it might be said of him with truth and

without ill-nature that " omniscience was his

foible." The future historian of horticulture

will be amazed at the frequency with which he

meets with the initials A. T). in the files of 19th

and 20th century horticultural journals, and

will not fail to recognis'e that the writer for

whose name these initials stood played an iin-

portant and valuable part in dii-ecting the horti-

culturist and in advancing the horticulture of his

time. Dean's most remarkable journalistic feat

was to contribute for 32 years, without intermis-

sion, the weekly article on gardening which ap-

pears in the pages of our contemporary, Rey-

niiki<' Ncwsiiajier. Dean rendered noteworthy

services to the cause of horticultural education as

assistant instructor, under Mr. John Wright, to

the Surrey Education Committee. Alexander

Dean received the Victoria Medal of Honour for

his distinguished services to horticulture ; and his

name will be held long in remembrance by hor-

ticulturists as that of one of the most devoted and

distinguished members of their profession.

William Frederick Thompson.—We regret

to record the death of the eldest son of Mr.

William Thompson, the well-known nurseryman

of Sheen, Richmond. Mr. Thompson, junior,

was on his holidays at Heyst, in Belgium. On
Tuesday, the 13th inst., he was bathing, and

allliough a proficient swimmer, he was seized

with cramp and drowned. The body has not yet

been recovered. Mr. Thompson, who was only

37 years old, leaves a wife and two children to

mourn his loss.

James Shepperd.—We regret to record the

Heath of Mr. James Shepperd, gardener at

Shannaburn House, Maryculter, N.B., as the

result of an accident on August 15.

THE LATE ALEXANDER DEAN, V.M.H.

which sometimes betrayed him into impa-
tience ; but we—who, in common with many
others, have had our words and actions

criticised by him—are able to look back on his

comments with gratitude, and to recognise that

the vigour of the criticism was but the sign of

the depth and sincerity of his convictions. Dean
was especially severe on the man of science who,
lacking, it may be, a thorough appreciation of

the technical side of the problems under con-

sideration, intervened in horticultural discussions.

Nevertheless, it is a fine tribute to the character
of Alexander Dean that almost as many of

his friends were to be found among men of science

as among gardeners, of whom he was the chosen
champion. He expressed the point of view of the
gardener with a completeness and directness

which was equalled by few, if any, of his

contemporaries. In his own domain he was
supreme ; and it is no undue tribute to his quali-

ties to say that he would have been distin-

guished in whatever walk of life he might have
chosen. But his career was marked out for him
from birth. He came of a family of gardeners,
and was, as it were, dedicated to the profession

from his earliest years. Born on March 22, 1832,
at the nursery at Hill, near Southampton, Dean
was the son of the foreman of that famous
establishment. At Hill, under his father,

and afterwards with John Colthart. he received
his first training in the art of gardening. As a
young man, he travelled in the West Indies, and

SOCIETIES.
EOYAL HORTICULTURAL.

Scientific Committee.

August li.—Present : Messrs. E. A. Bowles,

M.A., F.L.S. (in the Chair). J. P. Bennett-Poe,

Su- Everard im Thurm, Jas. O'Brien, and J. W.
Odell.

Black Currants sporting.—Messrs. J. R.

Pearson & Sons wrote that their plants of

Black Currants were similarly affected, but that

the trouble was not due to pruning. A letter

on the same subject was read, in which

the writer suggested that forcing by too

much manure or too hard pruning was the cause

of the "throw back" in Black Currants, and

that the trouble is common amongst the

Worcestershire growers.

BazrJ.—Mr. O'Brien showed Hazel Nuts
with very large foliaceous bracts, a condition he

had found fairly common in the neighbourhood

of Haywards Heath.

Primula pycnoloba.—Messrs. H. Veitch &
Sons showed a new Western China Primula, P.

pycnoloba, a species with small, dark purple

flowers, very large sepals, and foliage resembling:

Dinanthe.—Mr. Bennett-Poe showed open

flowers of the genus Dinanthe ; the flowers

are a deep blue, somewhat like Meconopsis
Wallichii in form.
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SHROPSHIRE HORTICULTURAL.
Exhibition at Shrewsbupif. Rugust 21 and 22.

The thirty-eighth annual exhibition of the
Shropshire Horticultui-al Society was opened on
Wednesday last in the Quarry Grounds, Shrews-
bury, in excellent weather. So far as the
general exhibition is concerned there was
every indication that the Society has still the
fuU support of the numerous exhibitors who have
contributed to the Shrewsbury Shows for many
years past, and have made them amongst the
most important exhibitions held in this

country. With their help the committee and
their excellent secretaries, Messrs. Adnitt and
Naunton, have produced a standard of exhibi-

tion that is unequalled in the provinces, and one
of which the county of Salop may be justly

proud. It is this fact that makes it exceedingly
difficult for the committee to introduce features
of novelty from year to year. The schedule has
been amended from time to time with the view
of making it the best possible for the month of
August, and the compilers have so far succeeded
that they find it almost impossible to introduce
changes with the certainty that they wiU be im-
provements. They are well aware that many of

the better-informed visitors desire novelties in

the effects presented, but they do not see how to
provide them without altering the season of the
show.

Therefore it is that the Shrewsbury Show of
1912 is that which we are accustomed to see in the
Quarry Grounds, maintained as well as ever it

was, and representing many of the horticultural
products of this country and its wealth of August
flowers at their very best. We have always said
that the Shrewsbury Show provides the best dis-

play of indoor fruits to be seen at exhibitions in
these islands, and the statement is justified by
the exhibition now under notice. Allowing for
the character of the season, the dull skies and
lack of seasonable warmth, the exhibition of
Grapes was all that could be desired. Some of
the bunches showed a slight deficiency of
finish, as is pointed out in our remarks, but
in all other respects they were magnificent speci-
mens, and in so far as the 1st prize exhibit in the
class for 12 bunches is concerned we have no
criticism to offer, even in regard to the quality
just referred to—the finish of the berries. Nor
could anyone be other than delighted with the
standard of quality exhibited by the fruit shown
in the 1st and 2nd prize displays of the fruit

table competition. The groups of plants arranged
for effect were as attractive as usual, but they
had no suggestion of novelty.

Roses were as good as we ever remember to
have seen them at the Shrewsbury Show. On
the present occasion the president, Mr. G. W.
Phillips, offered a Silver Rose Bowl in the prin-
cipal class for cut blooms, which was won in

a very keen competition by Messrs. Gunn &
Sons, of Olton. Although the bowl was offered

after the publication of the schedule, it was com-
peted for by some of the principal growers, so

that next year it may reasonably be expected
tTiat the number of competitors will be even
gi'cater. Reviewing the show as a whole, we
cannot do better than quote the official report
of the judges, who said :

— '* We think the ex-

hibits generally are above the average, and the

taste in arranging shows a decided advance on
that exhibited in previous years."

Champion Decorated Fruit Tables.

This popular class for decorated tables of

choice fruits was represented by three exhibits.

The tables were placed, as usual, near one of the
entrances to the large fruit tent. A disposition

is shown sometimes to criticise this class be-
cause it IS not a dessert table, inasmuch as room
is allowed only for fruit and flowers, but as
the word " dessert " no longer finds a
place in the schedule in the description
of this competition, the tables must be re-

garded merely as " displays " of choice fruits

suitable for dessert and for floral decorations
that, with modifications, are also suitable for

the adornment of the dinner table. The 1st prize
was won by the Duke of Portland, Welbeck
Abbey, Nottinghamshire (gr. Mr. James Gibson).

The quality of the fruit generally was beyond
praise. In the first place the Grapes were grand,
especially two bunches of Prince of Wales, shown
with an extraordinary amount of "bloom,"
Madresfield Court represented by three bunches
was heavy, shapely and well finished, and Mus-
cat of Alexandria heavy and fairly well coloured.
We proceed to enumerate the varieties of fruit
contained in the exhibit and the points awarded.
Apples Washington, Rival, Gascoyne's Scarlet
Seedling, and James Grieve (6 points each) ; Figs
Brown Turkey and Negro Largo (6 and 5|)

;

Grapes Muscat of Ale,\andria (8, 8, Y an 7^),
Buckland Sweetwater (6^ and 6), Madresfie'ld
Court (8, 7, 7^ and 7^), Prince of Wales (8| and
7|), Mrs. Pince (7^ and 7); Melons Ringleader,
Seedling and two Royal Sovereigns (7, 7, 7, and
6^) ; Nectarines Humbolt, Pitmaston Orange and
two dishes of Pineapple (7, 6, 5^- and 4j) ; Peaches
Crimson Galande, two dishes of Bellegarde and
Royal George (7, 7, 6 and 6|) ; Pears : two dishes
of Souvenir du Congres, Marguerite Marihat and
Triomphe de Vienne (6, 6, 5^ and 5^) ; Plums :

Kirke's (4). For beauty of flowers and foliage,

5^ points were awarded. ?,nd for general arrange-
ment for effect 5i pomt,:,. The tctal number of
points was ?.. _. The 2nd prize was awarded
to the Earl of Hajikington, Elvaston Castle,
Derby (gr. Mr. J. H. Goodacre). The judges
found it almost impossible to separate tlie two
exhibits

: so excellent were the details in the
fruit display that the number of points awarded
was almost exactly the same in each case, the
point that eventually determined the 1st prize
being lost to the Earl of Habrington in the floral
decorations. There were three glass vases
holding huge bouquets of Lilium speciosum and
Francoa ramosa that dwarfed the fruit, almost
hiding it. The Duke of Portland's decorations
were quite full enough, but they were held well
above the fruits, and were niore appropriate
from every point of view. But these remarks
must not prevent us from commenting on the ex-
cellence of the Grapes, Apples, Pears, Plums,
Peaches, Figs (Osborne's Prolific and Brown
Turkey) and Melons, for these deserve every
praise. The 3rd prize was awarded to Lady
Henry Somerset, Eastnor Castle, Ledbury, who
gained a total of 235^- points.

Collections of Fruit.

The arrangements for collections of fruit
showed no alterations from those which have
obtained at previous exhibitions. Substantial
prizes were offered tor collections of 12 dishes and
nine dishes respectively. Each collection was
decorated with flowers or plants to produce a
good effect, but the decorations constituted a
competition in themselves for additional prizes.

Collectjon of twelve dishes.—This class was for
twelve distinct varieties of fruit in not fewer than
nine kinds, and no exhibit to include more than
two varieties of a " kind." Black and white
Grapes were considered distinct " kinds." Pine-
apples were not admissible in these collections.
Of the four exhibits presented for judging, that
from the Duke of Newcastle, Worksop (gr. Mr.
S. Barker), was adjudged the best, and it

worthily won the 1st prize of £10. For Grapes,
the exhibitor selected Madresfield Court, Muscat
of Alexandria, and Black Hamburgh. The Black
Hamburghs were heavy, well shouldered bunches
of rather uneven-sized" berries, moderately well,
but not perfectly, " finished." and the Muscats
were good-sized "bunches, lacking the best colour.
The fruits of Madresfield Court, on the contrary,
were rather small, certainly below good exhibition
weight, but each bunch possessed the appearance
of refinement so universally admired in this hand-
some variety, and, except for a few berries at
the top of the bunches, the colour and " finish

"

were admirable. Of the fruits arranged on the
table in front of the Grape stands, Ribston Pippin
Apple and Triomphe de Vienne Pear stood out
prominently for their large size and good ap-
pearance ; Dymond and Goshawk Peaches were
excellent; Pineapple Nectarines slightly above
the ordinary size, and brilliantly coloured ; Negro
Largo Figs of extraordinary size : nnd Kirke's
Seedling Plum completed the exhibit, except for

two tine iUelons, Royal Sovereign and Jubilee.
The 2nd prize was awarded to Lord Biddulph,
Ledbury Park (gr. Mr. H. Cotton), for another
very fine exhibit, in which Madresfield Court
Grape wa.s shown grandly in large, well-berried
bmiches of superb colour ; Muscat of Alexandria,
was less good, owing to unevcnness and lack ot

perfect ripeness ; whilst Black Hamburgh, though
fairly heavy, of large berry, and well coloured,
had not the correct shape for this variety, losing
in consequence much of its attractiveness. Cox's
Orange Pippin Apple was represented by half-a-
dozen very large brilliantly-coloured fruits (we
have but seldom seen more excellent specimens)

;

Pineapple Nectarines were good ; Brown Turkey
Figs, superlative ; and the exhibit also included
Kirke's Plum, Bellegarde Peaches, Marguerite
MariUat Pears, Ringleader and Emerald Gem
Melons, and a moderate bunch of Duke of Buc-
cleuch Grapes. 3rd, Alderman Bewley, Rathgar
(gr. Mr. D. M. Mcintosh), who exhibited large
bunches of Mrs. Pine© Grapes and very fine

fruits of Emperor Alexander Apples as promi-
nent features in his collection. 4th, Lord
Belpek, Derby (gr. Mr. \V. H. Cooke).
The prizes for floral decorations were awarded

as follow :—Isl, Lord Biddulph (Francoa ramosa
and Montbretias) ; 2nd, Duke of Newcastle
(Cattleyas and LUy of the VaUey) ; 3rd, Alderman
Bewley.
Collectkm of nine dishes.—There were four

exhibits in this cla^s, and the premier position
was obtained by Captain Heywood Lonsdale,
Shavington (gr. Mr. J. Mills). He had very
heavy bunches of Muscat of Alexandria Grapes
and large-berried examples of Madresfield Court.
Nectarines included Pineapple and Stanwick
Elruge, Peaches Barrington and Royal George,
Apple Rival, Melon Countess, and a dish of un-
named Figs, probably Brown Turkey. The 2nd
prize fell to A. H. Heber-Pebcy, Esq., Hodnet
Hall (gr. Mr. W. Catt). 3rd, Col. Mainwaring
Jacson. The 1st and 2nd prizes for floral decora-
tions were won in the same order as already
given.

Grape Classes.
Champion Grape Class.—The most important

of the 18 classes for Grapes was for 12 bunches
in four or more distinct varieties, but not more
than four bunches of any one variety. The 1st
prize was £20, the 2nd £16, and tfie 3rd £12.
There were six prizes in all. The bunches were
required to be shown on boards arranged on a
table-space measuring 8 feet by 4 feet 6 inches.
in two tiers. The judging was by points, a
maximum of 11 points being allowed for Muscat
of Alexandria, 10 points for all other Muscat
varieties and Black Hamburgh, and nine points
for all other varieties. Each collection was re-

quired to be decorated with flowering and foliage
plants in pots, not exceeding 5 inches in dia-
meter, and cut flowers and foliage in glass-ware
or loose at the discretion of the exhibitor. Prizes
were offered specially for the decorations.
There were seven exhibits, and it may be im-

agined that collectively they made a very impos-
ing and attractive display, the floral decorations
being all in good taste.

The 1st prize was awarded to the Duke ot
Westminster, Eaton Hall (gr. Mr. N. T.
Barnes), who also won the 1st prize for decora-
tions. The bunches and points awarded were as
follow :—

Maximum
No. of Points

No. Variety. poinls. awarded.

1 Black Hamburgh ... 10 7^
2 Muscat of Alexandria ... 11 10
3 Applev Towers 9 7
4 Applev Towers 9 7
5 Mu.^cat ot Alexandria ... 11 10
6 Black Hamburgh ... 10 7J
7 Madre^^field Court ... 10 9
8 Madresfield Court ... 10 8

9 Muscat ot Alexandria ... 11 10
10 Muscat of Alexandria ... 11 9
11 Madresfield Court ... 10 8

12 Madresfield Court ... 10 8

Total 122 101
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It will be seen that the Muscats were the

finest bunches ; their quality was superb, the

bunches being well shaped, with berries not

over-large, but admirably finished. Madresfield

Court was also shown splendidly, and the Black

Hamburgh were very large bunches.

The decorations included small glass vasea of

Gloriosa flowers with Asparagus Sprengeri and

a single spike of Francoa ramosa, interspersed

with similar vases of the mauve Laelia anceps,

with taller vases at the back, furnished with

sprays of Oncidium, Francoa, and Chelone bar-

bata.

2nd, Earl of Hakkjngton, Elvaston Castle (gr.

Mr. J. H. Goodacre). whose strongest bunches

were hia black varieties. The varieties and
pointing were as follow :

—

Black Hamburgh
Black Hamburgh
Muscat of Alexandria
Muscat of Alexandria
Madresfield Court
Muscat Hamburgh
Muscat Hamburgh
Muscat of Alexandria
Madresfield Court
Muscat Hamburgh
Muscat of Alexandria
Black Hamburgh

TutjU .

Maiimiim
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Wolverhampton, whose group was arranged on
circular lines. Mr. T. B. Hayes, Keswick, wen
the 3rd prize. The general arrangement was
good, but the plants of Nertera depressa, set

across the middle of the pool, were incongruous
and not strictly permissible. Special prizes were
awarded to Messrs. W. Artindale & Son, Shef-
field, and to Mr. W. Vause, Leamington; the
conception of the Sheffield group pleased us most
of all, but sufficient attention was not paid to
detail.

As usual, the 1st prize in the class for 15 stove
and greenhouse plants, not fewer than 10 in

bloom, was won by Messrs. James Ctphee &
Sons, Cheltenham, and it is difficult to imagine
anyone exhibiting better examples of the
particular skill and art required for the
production of first-class trained plants. The
specimen Statice intermedia was an immense
plant, and carried an enormous quantity of

flowers. The Ixoras shown were two plants of

I. Duffii, with large trusses of scarlet flowers,

and I. Shawii. The large plant of Chironia ixi-

fera was a dainty and graceful specimen, and
amongst the Crotons C. Mortefontainensis was
very highly coloured. The 2nd prize was
awarded to Mr. W. Vause, Leamington, who
arranged smaller but fresh specimens. Plants
of Dipladenia and Bougainvillea were especially

meritorious. 3rd, Mr. W. R. Manning, Dudley,
who showed a good specimen of Taberna?montana.
Messrs. James Cypher & Sons arranged six

magnificent stove and greenhouse plants in bloom
or foliage. The six were all flowering plants, and
each specimen deserves mention : Ixora Duffii,

r.ondeletia speciosa major, Statice profusa, S.

Gilbertii, Clerodendron Balfouri, and Allamanda
nobilis. 2nd, Mr. W. Vause. 3rd, Mr. W.
Manning.
The two exhibits of 30 stove and greenhouse

plants (Orchids excluded) in pots not exceeding

10 inches in diameter were one of the brightest

and most attractive features of the show. Almost
every plant was a model of skilful cultivation,

and the arrangement was excellent. As else-

where, Messrs. Jas. Cypher & Sons won the

1st prize ; in this class their most noteworthy
plants were Croton inimitabilis, C. Sunset,

Phcenix Roebeliiiii, Chironia ixifera, and various

Ixoras. 2nd. Mr. W. Vause, who included two
large-flowered Bougainvilleas in his exhibit.

The best 12 stove or greenhouse plants in pots

not exceeding 10 inches, also excluding Orchids,
were shown by Lord Harlech, Brogyntyn (gr.

Mr. T. Lambert). Specimens of Ixora amabilis

and I. Duffii were very fine. 2nd, Jlr. Jas.

Farrant, Shrewsbury; 3rd, G. Burr, Esq.,

Oaklands, Shrewsbury (gr. Mr. A. Jones).

In the class for four exotic Ferns the 1st prize

was awarded to Lord Harlech; 2nd, Capt.
Heywood Lonsd.\le ; 3rd, Mrs. Jowett.
Lord Harlech was awarded the 1st prize for

Dracaenas, his specimens being very fine ; 2nd,
Tr. W. R. Manning. Lord Harlech also
> 'lowed the finest six Caladiums; 2nd, Mr. B.

IIOWSON.
There was only one exhibitor in the class re-

quiring greenhouse Ferns to be arranged in a

space of 80 square feet. The 2nd prize was
awarded to Capt. Heywood Lonsdale, Shaving-
ton Hall (gr. .Mr. J. Mills), who exhibited a

pleasing group.

The 1st prize for four Fuchsias was won by
Messrs. J. Wright & Sons. Leicester ; 2nd, Mrs.
Jowett, Henston (gr. Mr. E. Bridge) ; 3rd, Mr.
J. F.4RRANT.
The zonal Pelargoniums were especially good;

both the singles and the doubles were nearly all

large, healthy plants bearing very many trusses

of bright flowers. Mrs. Jowett was 1st and
Messrs. J. Wright & Sons, Leicester, were 2nd
in eac!. class.

The groups of tuberous-rooted Begonias, ar-

ranged for effect on a table 15 feet by 4 feet,

contained amazingly fine plants. All ihe
Begonias shown had double flowers. The 1st

prize was awarded to Messrs. Blackmore &
Langdon, Bath, whose collection was decidedly

the more effectively arranged. This delightful

collection included splendid hanging baskets of

the varieties Golden Shower and Lena. The 2nd
prize group, set up by Messrs. T. S. Ware,
Ltd., Feltham, Middlesex, contained even larger

blooms, but the arrangement was not so good.

The six tuberous-rooted Begonias shown by
i\Iessrs. Blackmore & Langdon were excellent

plants, the crested varieties being splendid ; 2nd,

Mr. T. Hammonds.

The best 12 Gloxinias were shown by Lord
Harlech ; 2nd, Col. F. W. Robinson, Claremont
(gr. Mr. S. Harding)

; 3rd, .Mr. J. Farrant.
There was a very strong competition in the

class for dinner-table plants. Lord Harlech,
who won the 1st prize, exhibited 12 splendid
plants in pots, 6 inches in diameter; 2nd, Mr.
W. Vause; 3rd, F. B. Dixon Nuttall, Esq.
(gr. .Mr. J. W. Barker), Eccleston Park, Prescot.
There were three exhibits of Rock and Alpine

plants staged in the ground on a space of 100
square feet. The 1st prize was awarded to Mr. T.

R. Hayis, Keswick, Cumberland, for an unosten
tatious, gently-sloping rockery, in which such
plants as Erica cinerea atrosanguinea and Dian-
thus Mrs. G. Bradshaw were very effective.

2nd, Mr. Robert H.ates, Grasmere, who showed
many interesting plants. 3rd, Messrs. W.
Artindale & Son.

The classes open only to exhibitors in the
county of Salop were well contested. The prize-

winning groups were very dainty, and contained
excellent specimens. The collections of 12
miscellaneous plants in small pots were very fine,

and showed evidence of high cultivation.

The group of plants which won the 1st prize

for B. DowsoN, Esq., Market Drayton (gr. Mr.
A. Townsend), was admirably arranged; 2nd,
Mrs. Bird, Shrewsbury ; 3rd, Mrs. Drew,
Oswestry.

The 1st prize for six stove and greenhouse
plants was awarded to Lord Harlech, who
showed good examples of Clerodendron Bal-

fouri and Acalypha hL^spida ; 2nd Mr. J.

Farrant.
The best four Begonias were shown by Mr.

E. W. Cooke ; 2nd, Mrs. Drew.
In the class for three double Pelargoniums, the

2nd prize was awarded to Major B. A. Nevill.

The 1st prize for three single Pelargoniums
was won by Lord Harlech; 2nd, Major R. A.

Ne\ill.
In the class for 12 miscellaneous plants, grow-

ing in pots not exceeding 5 inches in diameter.

Lord Harlech showed excellent plants, especi-

allv of Ixoras and Cordylines ; 2nd, B. HowsoN,
Esq., Market Drayton ;'3rd, Sirs. Drew, Oswes-

try.

Sweet Peas.

The exhibits of Sweet Peas were accommo-

dated in a special tent, which was crowded with

visitors at all times. In the premier class for 18

distinct varieties, arranged in a space of 8 feet

by 3 feet 6 inches, there was a splendid com-

petition amongst 10 exhibitors. The 1st prize

collection was probably the best ever exhibited

at these shows, the flowers being large, clean and
very bright. The varieties King Alfred, White
Queen, Lady Evelyn Eyre, Thomas Stevenson,

Prince George, Hercules and Scarlet Emperor
are deserving of special notice. The exhibitor

was Mr. G. Bowness, Busby, Glasgow. Mr.
John Smellie, Busby, Glasgow, followed

closely. He showed grand vases of Hercules.

El^ie Herbert, Thomas Stevenson, May Campbell
and Florence Nightingale; 3rd, Lord O'Niell,
Shane's Castle (gr. Mr. \y. G. Wadge). This
also was a fine collection, but the effect

was marred by the inclusion of two vase-

of very stale blooms. Mr. T. Jones, Bryn
Penylan, Ruabon, also showed well, and wr s

awarded the 4th prize, but his flowers showed
the effects of the unfavourable w-eather. Blooms
of Wenvoe Castle, Charles Foster and Dorothy
exhibited splendid colours. 5th, Mr. G. L. MoF-
fatt, Lockerbie. N.B. ; the stems were of ex-

ceptional length, but the flowers were not corre-

spondingly good.

In the class for 12 varieties, the competition

was not so keen, but the flowers were good. The
1st prize was awarded to Mr. D. Gardiner, The
Manse, Lockerbie, N.B. Rosabelle, Hercules

and Prince George were the best varieties ; 2nd,

Mr. E, Price, Skipton-in-Craven ; 3rd, P. Davis
Cooke. Esq., Mold.

For six bunches there was again a very strong

competition, and the 1st prize was well won by
S. Robinson. Esq., The Ovals, Kington. He
showed excellent bunches of Elsie Herbert,
Nubian, Mrs. Hugh Dickson, John Ingman, El-

frida Pearson and .4ista Ohn : the 2nd prize was
awarded to Mr. W. H. Holloway, Port Hill

Nursery ; this exhibitor showed Melba and Mrs.
Routzhan in fine form ; 3rd , Mr. E. Price,
Skipton-in-Craven.

' Roses.
The Rose classes again proved to be exceed-

ingly popular, and in spite of the fact that the
month of Roses has long since passed and that
heavy thunderstorms have been very general
during the last few days, the exhibits were ex-
ceedingly good. The class requiring nine baskets
of cut Roses did not attract an exhibitor, but the
class which allows a space of 12 feet by 4 feet for

a collection of cut Roses attracted a very strong
competition. The quality of all the many ex-
hibits was good, ^lessrs. Gunn & Sons, OltoD,
who were awarded the 1st prize in this very
strongly-contested clas3, arranged a great num-
ber of exceedingly fine blooms. The arches of

Lady Hillingdon and Arthur R. Goodwin con-

tained many richly-coloured flowers. The let

prize included a silver bowl, given by the Presi-

dent, Mr. G. W. Phillips. 2nd, Mr. John
Mattock, New Headington, Oxford, who made
a special feature of the varieties Irish Elegance
and Lady Pirrie; 3rd, -Messrs. W. and J. Brown,
Peterborough.

Messrs. Alex. Dickson & Sons were awarded
the 1st prize for 12 vases of decorative Roses.

The vases of Lady Pirrie and the Lyon Rose
were especially noteworthy. 2nd, Mr. John
Mattock, New Headington.
The best 18 Roses were shown by Mr. G.

Speight, Market Harboro'. The blooms of the
Lyon Rose, Caroline Testout, and Hugh Dickson
were very fresh and good. 2nd, Mr. A. W.
Meakin, TUlington, Stafford.

Miss H. Leeke showed the best 12 Roses in

the County of .Salop class ; 2nd, Lord Harlech.

Cut Flowers.
The best 12 trusses of single Zonal Pelargon-

iums were shown by Mr. A. Myers, Shrewsbury ;

and Mr. A. Bewl.ay was the most successful ex-

hibitor in the class for a similar number of

double and semi-double Pelargoniums.
Messrs. J. Mair & Sons showed 24 very meri-

torious spikes of Gladiolus in a class for those
flowei s, and easily won the I'st prize ; 2nd, Messrs.

Harkness & Son. The best 12 spikes were shown
by the Marquis of Northampton, Castle Ashby
(gr. Mr. A. R. Searle) ; 2nd, Capt, Heywood
LoNSD-ALE ; and in the county class Lord Hab-
LECH was the most successful exhibitor. Mr.
W. A. Ballard, Leicester, was awarded the 1st

prize for 12 bunches of summer-flowering Chrys-

anthemums.
The 1st prize in the class for 12 bunches of

cut flowers of annuals was won by Mr. W. H.
Banks, Kington; 2nd, Mr. A. W. Meakin.
The best 12 bunches of stove and greenhouse

cut flowers were shown by Mr. B. Cromwell,
Hunts Cross ; and Mrs. Jowett won the 1st

prize for the best six bunches in the amateurs'

classes.

There were splendid collections of 24 bunches

of hardv flowers. The 1st prize was awarded

to Mr. 'H. Bull, Fiome; 2nd. Messrs. Hark-
ness & Sons, Bedale ; 3rd, W. H. Banks, Esq.,

Kington. Mr. R. Hayes won the 1st prize in

the class for six herbaceous Phloxes, tferee spikes

of each.

The best 12 bunches of hardy flowers weio

shown bv F. Bibey, Esq., Hardwicke Grange;

2nd, Mrs. F. Alderson, Welsh Frankton.

Carnations.

The collection of cut Tree Carnations which

won the 1st prize for Mr. Charles Wall, South

Down, Bath, contained a great number of ei-

ctrdingly good, fresh blooms; 2nd, Mr. Wal-
lace, Saffron Walden.

Messrs. M. Campbell & Son, High Blantyre,

N.B., were awarded the 1st prize for a collection

of cut Carnations and Picotees.

The best amateur's collection was shown hy
Mr. W. H. Banks, lungton ; 2nd, Mr. R. B.

W-AiTE, Birmingham.
Mr. C. Wall, Bath, showed 12 excellent

vases of Carnations and Picotees ; 2nd, Messrs.

M. Campbell & Son.

Dahlias.

The class for a collection of Cactus or decora-

tive Dahlias arranged on staging with a frontage

of 8 feet 6 inches was a splendid success. There
were six beautiful collections, all staged very
effectively, and containing choice blooms. The
1st prize was won by Messrs. Keynes, Williams
& Co., Salisbury, who had large exhibition boxes
filled with choice blooms and epergnes attractively
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arranged. A selection of the varieties includes
G. E. 'Wilkins, Success, H. L. Brousson, Glory
of Wilts., Mary Furrier, Sweet Briar, Mrs. A.
Dyer, Arthur Pickard, Ethel Yeatman, and Dr.
Q. Kendle. 2nd, Mr. John Walker, Thame.
In this exhibit we noticed Conrad, lolanthe, Red
Admiral, Snowdon, H. Peerman, Aviator, Beryl,
Evenuig Star, and Ivy Shoesmith. 3rd, Mr. H.
WoOLMAN, Shirley, near Birmiughiim.
The Dahlias shown on exhibition boards were

exceedingly fine, and many of the blooms, espe-
cially of the Cactus varieties, were quite as good
as we have seen at the autumn shows. The best
24 blooms of sliow or fancy Dahlias were ar-

ranged by Mr. D. Walker, Thame. 2nd, Messrs.
BoTTOMLEY & BuRTON, Elland, Yorkshire.
Colonel CoRNWALLis West, Ruthin Castle, was

the most successful exhibitor in the class for 12
show or fancy Dahlias.

The 24 Cactus Dahlias shown by Mr. H. Wool-
man, Shi/ley, Birmingham, were exceedingly
good, and the 2nd prize exhibit of Messrs.

iVEYNES, Williams & Co, Salisbury, was also

good.

In the class for 18 Cactus blooms, Mr. H
Pbebman was awarded the 1st prize.

The 1st prize for 12 Cactus Dahlias (trade ex
eluded) was awarded to Mr. H. Peerman, Nant
wich. 2nd, Mr. F. Bunn.

Messrs. Bottomley & Burton staged a splen

did collection of 12 varieties of Cactus Dahlias,

six blooms of each, and were deservedly 1st

Mrs. Scott, Beeton Strange, was awarded the

1st prize for 12 refiexed Asters, and Messrs.
Hakkness & Sons, Bedale, Yorkshire, showed
the best six bunches of Gaillardias.

Decorative Classes.

The best display of floral designs, arranged for

effect on a space measuring 12 feet by 3 feet

6 inches was made by Messrs. DicKSONS, Chester.
The exhibit included bouquets, baskets of flowers,

floral harps, and other devices. The top was
surmounted by a crown and the King's monogram
worked in white Asters and red Carnations. 2nd,
Mr. F. W. .Johnston. Manchester. 3rd, King's
Acre Nurseries, Ltd.
The best bouquet of flowers for the hand was

arranged by Messrs. R. F. Felton & Sons
Hanover Square, London. It was a delightful

posey, composed of Orchids, including Odonto
glossums, Odontioda Charlesworthii, Phalaenop
sis Rimestadiana, Lfelias. and Cattleyas. 2nd
Mr. A. Adshead, Gatley, Cheshire, who em
ployed Oncidiums.
Of the numerous stands of cut flowers for table

decorations, the best was shown by Mrs. Jno.
Nixon, Alderley Edge, who arranged a charm-
ing epergne with flowers of Gloriosa superba,
Croton leaves, and Asparagus plumosus nanus.
2nd, Mr. W. J. Garner, Altrincham.
There were 16 dinner tables arranged with cut

flowers, and the 1st prize was won by Miss F.
Jenks, Codsall, who used pink and yellow Roses,
with red Rose shoots and trails of Selaginella.

2nd, Mrs. J. Nixon, for an arrangement similar

to that in the previous class.

New Plants.

First-class Certificates were awarded to Mont-
bretia "Star of the East," shown by Mr. G. D.
Davison, Westwick Gardens, Norwich, and im-
ported blooms of Ndumbuim speciosum, ex-

hibited by Messrs. R. F. Felton & Sons,
Hanover Square, London.

Vegetables.
Open Classes.

The Society offered four prizes, the 1st of £10,
for a collection of 12 distinct kinds, arranged on
a space measuring 6 feet by 4 feet. There were
seven exhibits. "The Hon. Vioaey Gibbs was
placed 1st with the following points :

—
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Messrs. Caldwell & Sons, Knutsford, staged

a small collection of hardy border flowers. (Gold

Medal.)

King's Ache Nurseries, Ltd., Hereford,

showed splendid Roses set up very attractively,

with arches of Ramblers at the back, also

border flowers and a fine collection of pot fruit

trees, with baskets of choice-gathered fruits.

Apples, Pears, Plums, Peaches, Grapes, Figs

and Nectarines were all good. Emperor Alex-

ander Apple was magnificent, some of the

fruits having a circumference of 15 inches.

(Large Gold Medal.)

Messrs. John Forbes, Ltd., Hawick, showed

fine Penfcstemons, border Phloxes, border Carna-

tion, Pelargoniums, and miscellaneous border

flowers. (Silver-gilt Medal.)

Messrs. Harkness & Sons, Bedale, had re-

markably good vases of Gaillardias in the newer
varieties. (Bronze Medal.)

Messrs. G. Gibson & Co., Leeming Bar,

Bedale, showed border flowers and Roses, all of

choice quality. Chrysanthemum maximum Mrs.

F. David was prominent in this fine exhibit.

(Silver Medal.)

Messrs. Isaac House & Son, Westbury-on-

Trym, Bristol, showed a rock-garden exhibit

and varieties of border flowers ; a comprehensive

collection of border Phloxes was a feature of this

group. (Gold Medal.)

Miss S. S. Thompson, Alfred Road, Hands-
v.'orth, showed Cactaceous plants in variety,

ilammillaria bocasana cristata was unusually

good.

Messrs. H. B. May & Sons, Upper Edmonton,
arranged a choice selection of stove and green-

house Ferns in a very tasteful manner. In the

centre of the pot plants were specimen fronds

of different forms of Nephrolepis exaltata, vary-
ing from the mossy Marshallii compacta to the
plain fronds of Rooseveltii. (Gold Medal.)

Mr. L. R, Russell, Richmond, Surrey, filled

a long stretch of staging with excellent Celosias
growing in relatively small flower-pots. The
colours of the dwarf and exceedingly floriferous

plants were very clean and distinct. At one end
of the Celosias, Mr. Russell arranged some
baskets filled with small pot plants of varieties
of hardy Fuchsia. (Silver -gilt Medal.)

Mr. Edwin Murrell, Shrewsbury, showed
vases of Roses against a rather too-formal back-
ground of lattice-work, which was insufficiently

furnished with Ramblers. The quality of the
blooms is deserving of high praise. The firm
also showed Clematis in variety. (Silver-gUt
Medal.)

Messrs. Ed. Webb & Sons, Wordsley, Stour-
bridge, put up a very imposing exhibit of flowers,
fruits and vegetables. High-quality produce
showed to the best advantage in a pretty setting
of flowers and greenery, a triumph of fine exhibit-
ing. (Large Gold Medal.)

Messrs. Jones & Sons, Ltd., Shrewsbury,
showed floral decorations, in which skill in ar-
rangement and colour blending was evidenced in
-a high degree. This finn also showed beautiful
Ferns of the type used for indoor decorations and
a group of tuberous-rooted Begonias. (Gold
Medal.)

Messrs. R. F. Felton & Sons, Hanover
Square, London, exhibited an imposing vase of

the beautiful Nelumbium speciosum, magnificent
bcwls and vase of Roses and, at the back,
epergnes of the fine white and yellow Chrysan-
themums Countess and Mercedes. (Silver
Medal.)

An exhibit of unusual interest was a collection
of 25 varieties of Grapes from the Royal Horti-
cultural Society's Gardens at Wisley. The
varieties were White Frontignan, Grizzly Fron-
tignan, Muscat Hamburgh, Duchess of Buccleuch,
Black Hamburgh, Bowood Muscat, Alnwick Seed-
ling, Gros Maroc, Foster's Seedling, Syrian,
Madresfield Court, Appley Towers, Golden
Champion, Chasselas Napoleon, Lady Hastings,
Trebbiano, Black Prince, Muscat Champion,
White Tokay, Prince of Walea, Directeur
Tisserand, Buckland Sweetwater, Lady Hutt,
Mrs. Pearson, and Duchess of Buccleuch.
Taking the collection as a whole it was a remark-
able one, all the bunches being shown superbly,
and it only needed to have been shown a little

later in the season, when some of the varieties

would be better finished. The Grapes were pre-

sented by the Council of the R.H.S. to the local

hospitals. (Large Gold Medal.)

Messrs. Clibrans, Altriucham, showed mag-
nificent vegetables ; the exhibit being crowned
by a mammoth bundle of Clibran's Pink Celery,

Blood Red Onions, Cabbages Winningstadt Im-
proved, Lettuces in variety, Walcheren Cauli-

flowers, Peas, Beans, Carrots, Globe Artichokes,
Aubergines, and many other kinds were all

shown'splendidly. (Large Gold Medal.)

Messrs. Barr & Sons, King Street, Covent
Garden, showed choice vegetables, displayed in

the best exhibition style. There was a great
assortment of subjects, including Carrots, Beets,
Cauliflowers, Radishes, Potatos, Chilies,

Tomatos, Lettuces, Beans, Cucumbers, Onions,
and Marrows. (Silver-gilt Medal.)

A large exhibit of vegetables was shown by
Hon. Vicary Gibbs, Aldenham House, Elstree
(gr. Mr. Edwin Beckett). The sterling quality,

method of staging, and variety of subject are all

deserving of the highest praise ; not only was it

an object lesson in high-class culture, but it was
representative of all the best kinds and varieties.

(Large Gold Medal.)

Messrs. Dickson & Robinson, Manchester,
made a very imposing display of flowei's, fruits,

and vegetables. There were large stands of

Lilium longiflorum giganteum, L. auratum, and
many different Carnations rising from a ground-
work of Nephrolepis Whitmaimii, amongst which
were arranged Melons, many mounds of excellent
Peas, and other good vegetables. (Gold Medal.)

Beautiful Roses were shown by Messrs. Alex.
Dickson & Sons, Ltd., Newtownards, co. Down.
The Lyon Rose, George Dickson, Lady Ursula,
Bertha Gaulis, Lady Hillingdon, Viscount Car-
low, and G. C. Waud were displayed with others
in large numbers. (Gold Medal.)

Messrs. Jabman & Co., Chard, Somersetshire,
had a varied and interesting exhibit, which con-
sisted of Dahlias, Roses, Pelargoniums, fruit and
vegetables. The attractive arrangement was en-

hanced by the graceful sprays of Humea elegans,
which arched ever the fresh, sweetly-smelling
Roses and the Dahlias. (Gold Medal.)

Mr. W. A. Manda, New Jersey, U.S.A., ex-

hibited good plants of the large-fronded Poly-
podium Mandaianum, the delicate-leaved Aspara-
gus elongatus, and various stove foliage plants.

(SUver Medal.)

Messrs. Isaac House & Son, Westbury-on-
Trym, Bristol, showed hardy cut flowers. (Gold
Medal.)

Messrs. Fred Smith & Co., Woodbridge, ar-

ranged a large quantity of cut flowers of hardy
herbaceous plants. Achillea millsefolia rosea,

Montbretia " Greorge Davison," Scabiosa cauca-
sica and Rtimneya Coulteri were very attractive.

(SUver-gilt Medal.)

Messrs. Rich & Co., Bath, exhibited cut sprays
of border flowers. (Silver Medal.)

Messrs. Young & Co., Hatherley, Chelten-
ham, displayed a splendid collection of cut Car-
nations. The bright-pink variety Lady Hender-
son contrasted finely with the dark-crimson
Duchess of Devonshire and the orange-yellow
Golden Glory. Older varieties, such as Mrs.
C. W Ward, Rose Enchantress, Mayday, and
Royal Purple were also exceedingly good. (Gold
Medal.)

Messrs. Thomas Rivers & Son, Sawbridge-
worth, Hertfordshire, showed many excellent

fruit trees in pots. The trees were all examples
of cultural skill, and bore good crops of splendid

fruits. The Peaches included the varieties Crim-
son Galande and Dymond. Amongst the Nec-
tarines, Humboldt and Milton call for especial

mention. A seedling black Plum (No. 135) had
a very attractive appearance. In the front of the

group there were two boxes of immense fruits

of Apple Peasgood's Nonesuch and a basket of

excellent Clapp's Favourite Pears. This splen-

did exhibit was, unfortunately, cramped. (Large

Gold Medal.)

Messrs. R. Wallace & Co., Colchester, gave
especial prominence to a large number of cut
spikes of the magnificent Montbretia " Star of

the East," which received a First-class Certifi-

cate at the last R.H.S. meeting. Besides other
varieties of Montbretia and many good spikes of

Gladiolus, there were flowers of Tritoma, many
Liliums, and hardy Cinerarias. (Silver-gilt

Medal.)

Messrs. Gunn & Sons, Olton, Warwickshire,
made a fine exhibit, composed solely of herba-
ceous Phloxes. The trusses of bloom were ar-

ranged on large stands of distinct colours har-

moniously blended. (Gold Medal.)

Messrs. Pbitchard & Sons, Shrewsbury,
showed small plants of various Alpines attrac-

tively arranged in Cocoanut fibre and separated
into compartments by pieces of cork-bark. The
scarlet flowers of the many pot-plants showed
well against the background of greenhouse Ferns.
(Silver-gilt Medal.)

The exhibit from Mr. Amos Perry, Enfield,
Middlesex, filled a bay in one of the large tents.

A spacious tank contained many fresh blooms of

various hardy Nymphajas. The front of the pool
was screened by a rockery planted chiefly with
hardy Ferns. In the background very many ex-

cellent varieties of Delphinium and other border
flowers were attractively displayed. (Large
Gold Medal.)

Messrs. Webb & Brand, Saffron Walden,
Essex, exhibited many stems and single flowers
on showboards of their excellent double-flowered
Hollyhocks. (Silver Medal.)

Messrs. Hogg & Robertson, Mary Street,

Dublin, showed many good spikes of Gladioli.

(Silver Medal.)

Messrs. Hewitt & Co., Ltd., Solihull, War-
wickshire, arranged cut blooms of such shrubs as
Genista tinctoria. Spiraea Anthony Waterer and
Hydrangea Lindleyana and of many hardy her-
baceous plants.

Mr. Robert H.ayes, Grasmere, showed many
good varieties of herbaceous Phloxes and vases
of Heather arranged amongst dwarf Japanese
Maples. (Silver Medal.)

Messrs. Conways, Ltd., Halifax, arranged a
group of hardy border flowers, including stands
of Roses. (Silver Medal.)

Mr. Reg. Prichard, West Moors, Wimborne,
displayed an interesting collection of Alpines,
such as Androsace lanuginosa, Linaria alpina
rosea, and Wahlenbergia vinc«eflora. (Bronze
Medal.)

Mr. Vincent Slade, Staplegrove Nursery,
Taunton, arranged a very attractive collection
of Zonal Pelargoniums and a batch of Polypodium
cambricum. (Bronze Medal.)

The LiPwoRTH Nursery Co., Hockley Heath,
exhibited a good collection of Pentsbemons.
(Silver Medal.)

Mr. Fred. Cross, Daybrook, Nottinghamshire,
exhibited stands for floral decorations. (Bronze
Medal.)

Mr. J. H. Marsden, Malvern Link, displayed
early-flowering Chrysanthemums and other hardy
flowers. (Bronze Medal.)

Messrs. Robert Sydenham Limited, Birming-
ham, displayed rural table decorations filled

with Carnation blooms. (Bronze Medal.)

Mr, W. L. Pattison. Shrewsbury, exhibited a

great variety of Viola flowers. (Silver Medal.)
Mr. Geo, Underwood and Messrs. J. R.

CoMPTON & Sons, Macclesfield, also showed
Violas. (Silver Medals.)

Messrs. Rich & Co., Bath, displayed a collec-

tion of border flowers, in which prominence was
given to spikes of Gladiolus and Pentstemons.
(SUver Medal.)

Messrs. A. R. Brown, Ltd., King's Norton,
Birmingham, showed many Carnations and
Picotees in a light and graceful manner. (Silver

Medal.)

Mr. A. W. Thorpe, Lichfield, was awarded a
Silver-gilt Medal for Chrysanthemums.

Mr. Robert Bolton, Warton, Carnforth, put
up a large exhibit of Sweet Peas, comprising
most of the leading varieties ; Lancashire,
Hercules, Agricola, Tom Bolton, Thomas Steven-
son, and Nancy Perkins were, with others, shown
in excellent condition. (Silver-gilt medal.)

Messrs. S. Bide & Sons, Farnham, Surrey, also
had an excellent exhibit, pleasingly relieved with
small plants of Kochia ; the following varieties
of Sweet Peas were of outstanding merit: Scarlet
Emperor, Dorothy Thomas Stevenson, Aquita,
Mrs. Stewart Champion, Premier, Orange King,
Elfrida Pearson, and Stirling Stent. (Silver
Medal.)

Mr. G. W. Miller, of Wisbech, showed Apple
" Miller's Red Victoria," sprays of Viola cornuta,
and Pyethrum " Queen Mary." (Bronze Medal.)
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A Legal Point : Conatanl Reader. You are
not entitled to leave on the Saturday, and you
are certainly liable to do any work necessary
to preserve the greenhouse plants on Sunday.
Strictly speaking, you should not leave

until the Monday evening, but your employer
ought not to stand in the way of your entering

your new situation on the ^Ionday morning if

you cannot arrange to start on the Tuesday.
Try and settle the matter amicably with him,
as the question of a few hours can scarcely

make any difference to him, and may mean a

great deal to you. We assume that there is no
special custom in your locality affecting the

point.

Antibrhinums Diseased ; Reader. The plants

are so badly affected by fungus derived from
the soil that it is advisable to burn them and
treat the soil with gas-lime. Do not plant

Antirrhinums in the same soil next year.

Caenation Leaves: A. G. B. The leaves you
send show the early stage of the Carnation rust

(Uromyces caryophyllinus). As a preventive
of this disease, spraying with potassium sul-

phide is recommended. You should remove,
with a sharp knife, all diseased leaves and pay
especial attention towards keeping the foliage

on the plants perfectly dry. During the com-
ing winter, the plants should be kept moder-
ately dry at the roots, but they should at no
time be allowed to suft'er from want of water.

C.iTTLE Poisoned : H. P. The specimen was
withered

;
plants sent through the post should

be packed in damp moss ; but there is little

doubt that it is the common Chicory
(Cichorium Intybus). We have never heard of

this plant being poisonous to cattle. If you
have any trees of Laburnum, Yew or other
Conifers we should rather suspect these as the
cause of the trouble.

Celeky Diseased: J. A. The leaves sent are

badly affected with the fungus Septoria pet-

roselini, which also affects the leaves of Parsley.

We fear it is too late to save this year's crop.

Next season the Celery plants should be
sprayed with a solution of ammoniacal carbon-

ate of copper when they are young, repeating

the sprayings occasionally during the period

of growth.

GoosEBERKY Shoots for Examination : J. H.
Gooseberry-mildew is not present on the speci-

men submitted. The appearance of the shoot,

however, suggests the presence of Botrytis.

LlLKTM AUiiATUM : W. N. C. After your
plants, which are growing in pots, have
finished flowering you should afford plentiful

supplies of clear water, with an occasional

application of weak liquid manure, until the

foliage commences to turn yellow, when water
should be gradually withheld. When the
leaves have fallen, cut away the stem to

within 3 or 4 inches of its base and store the

pots in a dry, frost-proof place. In the spring,

carefully shake the bulbs free from soil, and
repot them in suitably-sized pots, keeping the

bulbs low, and leaving ample room for applying
top-dressings, which should be done when the

stems are about 1 foot high.

Melons Failing: Anxious One. We suspect

that the plants are affected with eel.worm,
and if you care to send portions of the Melon
roots we will definitely inform you. An illus-

trated article dealing with eel-worms appeared
on pp. 30 and 31 in the Gardeners' Chronicle

of July 13 last.

Names of Plants : P. B. R. The Black Broom
(Cvtisus nigricans).

—

La Cloche. Symphytum
officinale variegatum.

—

M . C. Euphorbia
Lathyris, " Caper Spurge."

—

The Coiintry
Gentleman Association. The name of the

plant sent is Spergulaarvensis, "Corn Spurry,"
a common Cornfield weed. It is an annual,
and can be got rid of by the usual means of

clearing the land, hoeintx, &c. The nature
of the soil has little to do with its presence,

which is due to lack of attention in weeding.

—F. C. L. 1, Possibly Ranunculus sceleratus
;

2 and 3, it is not possible to name umbelliferous
plants from description only ; send specimens.—F. U. Lychnis Haageana.—//. Mantori.

1, Monarda didynia ; 2, Calamintha alpina.

—

J. W. 1, Lysimachia quadrifolia ; 2, Veronica
austriaca var. prenja; 3, Inula Helenium ; 4,

Phacelia tanacetifolia.

—

A. E. J. Ranunculus
bulbosus.

—

Enquirer. 1, Carthamus tine-

torius; 2, Erigeron canadensis.— II'. E. J.,

Hull. Lysimachia vulgaris.

—

W . M. Not re-

cognised ; send when in flower.

—

J . McD.
Oncidium flexuosum and Gomesa planifolia.

—

R. 0. 1, Epidendrum polybulbon ; 2, Epiden-
drum fragrans ; 3, Oncidium barbatum ; 4,

Stelis ophioglossoides ; 5, Dendrobiiuii monili-

forme; 6, Brassia verrucosa.

—

A. F., Cardiff,
1, Catalpa bignonioides ; 2, Magn<jlia con-

spicua.

—

F. W. C, Ware. Vanda coerulea

;

not a rare species, but one of the most beau-
tiful of the Vandas.

—

T. T. 1, Pteris longi-

folia ; 2, Adiantum trapeziforme ; 3, Blechnum
corcovadense ; 4. Pteris cretica.

—

Co. Longford.
Aconitum Napellus. J . F. J ., Bromley. Your
Pelargonium is very bright in colour, but
probably not sufficiently distinct from some
varieties already in cultivation to make it of

special commercial value.—/. H. S., Carnar-
von. Clematis Flammula.

—

P. E. C., Yald-
ing. The Potatos you mention will probably
have acquired a bitter, somewhat stringent
flavour, which will render them disagreeaWe.
They are certainly not poisonous, and if peeled

rather thickly, so as to remove all the dis-

coloration, may be used.

Patent: A. P. Your best plan would be to

consult a reputable firm of patent agents

—

there are several such—who would tell you if

there is a similar article already patented. If

there is not, they would advise you as to

future procedure, and would undertake to place

the article with a reliable firm of manufac-
turers. Inventions are often provisionally

protected (in which case the fee is much less

than when the invention is fully patented), and
the inventor or his agent then approaches a
manufacturer who, if he undertakes to make
the article, completes the patenting and pays
the inventor a royalty, or offers to buy the
invention outright.

Pears Diseased: Miss R. W. The fruits are
badly affected with the Pear scab (Venturia
pirina pirina). If possible remove and burn
during the winter all diseased shoots, since it

is on them and on the leaves that the fungus
develops and produces spores which infect
the fruit. During the winter thoroughly
syringe the trees with a solution of sulphate of
iron, and in the spring spray them with
Bordeaux Mixture at half strength when the
buds are beginning to open, repeating the
operation when the petals are falling from the
flowers, and again when the fruits have at-

tained the size of Peas. If the trees are very
old, it would be advisable to replace them by
young specimens.

PHAL.SNOPSIS Esmeralda : A. E. If the roots of

your imported plants are sound, they should
not be cut away from the plant. The best re-

ceptacles in which to grow this plant are teak-
wood baskets, shaped similarly to ordinary
flower -pots. Place as many of the roots inside
the baskets as possible, leaving sufficient

room for the potting material, some of which
should be worked in between the bars, and the
remainder may hang over the sides. Place
short portions of Fern rhizomes between the
roots in the lower part of the basket as drain-
age, and fill with a mixture of Osmunda fibre

and Sphagnum-moss, cut rather short, with the
addition of broken crocks, and finish with a
surfacing of living heads of Sphagnum-moss.
These plants may also be grown in pans about
4 inches deep withoat side holes. Use clean
crocks for drainage, and, in potting, place
small lumps of charcoal amongst the compost;
otherwise use the compost as for baskets. The
plants may either be suspended from the roof
or stood on the stage near to the roof glass, on
inverted pots, standing in saucers of water.
Phalasnopsis require a summer night tempera-
ture of 70°, rising from 75° to 80° by day, and
during the winter a temperature of from 60°
to 65° by night, rising to 70° bv day. The
plants should at all times be shaded from bright
sunshine. After being potted, they should be
watered very sparingly, until the fresh roots

have entered the compost, when water should

be given freely. Syringing between the pots

should be done at least twice daily during bright

weather, at the same time directing a little

water on the under -sides of the leaves. These
plants flower in spring and early summer.

Rose Diseased : M. B. G. The leaves are

affected with "black spot" (Actinonema
rosae), due largely to the wet summer. Spray
the plants with potassium permanganate

—

—5 grains to 1 gallon of water—and col-

lect and burn all affected fallen leaves.

Samples of Sand: Plants. We do not consider

either of the three samples of sand you submit
suitable for general use ; they are all too fine,

but we place them in the following order of

merit:—red, white, grey.

Shrubs fob a Pergola : Gloster. The following

is a list of 20 hardy shrubs, other than Roses,

which will be suitable for your pergola :

—

Actinidia chinensis. Clematis montana, C. m.
rubens, C. Flammula, C. Jackmanii rubra, C.

Mme. Baron Veillard (lilac-ruse), C. Princess

of Wales (bluish-mauve), C. La Lorraine (rose),

Jasminum oflicinale, J. revolutum, Lonicera

sempervirens, L. Late Dutch. Vitis Coignetise,

V. Henryana, V. Thunbergii, Wistaria sinen-

sis, W. multijuga, Ceanothus Veitchianus,

Laburnum Vossii, and Eugenia Ugnii.

Silver Elm : .S'. G. Trees and shrubs with
variegated foliage frequently revert to the

green-foliaged types, and probably the very

wet season is largely responsible for the ex-

cessive reversion displayed by your example.

Branches which have reverted rarely, if ever,

again produce variegated leaves, so your best

plan would be to remove as many green-leaved

branches as you can without disfiguring the

tree.

Twin Dahlia : J . C. The example is interest-

ing and somewhat uncommon. It results from

an abnormal development of the growing point

of the flower-bearing shoot. The latter under-
went division, branching, as it were, at its tip,

with the result that two inflorescences were
formed instead of one. The evidence that this

took place at a very early stage is to be found

in the closeness of the two apposed flower-buds.

Uncommon Shrubs for Quadrangle ; Arbor.

The selection of rare trees and shrubs for your
Oxford garden would depend on the size of the

ground at your disposal ; there are very many
interesting species with which you may ex-

periment. The Gardeners' Chronicle contains

numerous lists and descriptions of rare, half-

hardy trees and shrubs. So recently as August
10, in " Notes from Leonardslee," and July 13,

in the description of " Nuneham Park," which
is in your immediate neighbourhood, mention
is made of many such plants. As you
intend planting Ginkgo biloba, you should in-

sist on having seedling trees, as grafted speci-

mens and those raised by layering are never
satisfactory. The Gleditschia is preferable

to the so-called Acacia. Wistaria multijuga
produces much larger racemes than W. sinen-

sis, but it does not flower so freely. Acer
palmatum atropurpureum, A. p. dissectum,
A. p. linearilobium atropurpureum. and A. p.

sanguineum are good forms of Japanese
Maples.

WooDLicE in Glasshouses : G. S. Traps may be
made to catch this pest by hollowing out pieces

of Potato, Turnip, &c., and placing them
hoUow-side downwards. If the baits are ex-

amined every morning it will be found that
they contain woodlice, which must be killed,

afterwards replacing the baits. Another
method of killing woodlice is bv placing baits

which may be poisoned with i*aris green or
white arsenic. There are also other effective

poisons on the market :—Steiner's " Vermin
Paste" is recommended by Mr. H. W.
Ward, who has used it in his nursery at
Rayleigh. The paste should be mixed with
Barley-meal or middlings and set on pieces of

glass, wood or tin, and then placed in the
haunts of the woodlice. This means has been
found sufficient to eradicate the pest in a week
or ten days.

Communications Received P. S.-W. H. B.—W. M.
— F. H. C—D. C.-D. H. M.-E. G. VV.—G. C—C. I.—
R. W. T.—Co-parlnership, Bloomshiirv-A. H.-A. and B.
—S. C, Wisbech-P. M.,Tolnes—W. and McC—E.H.J.
—Herd Bros.—G. B. G.—Scy. Haarlem-S. R.—d'A. de
Gand.
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species of which are valuable as food for

stock and fruit for man.
The Orange family is represented at La

Mortola by the most complete collection in

existence, which is enumerated by Mr.
Berger under 10 species, comprising many
varieties and sub-varieties. Of these, the

most curious, perhaps, is the Bizarria

(Citrus Aurantium, var. amara, sub-var.

Bizarria), which is said to have originated

before 1674 as a graft hybrid in Florence.

The leaves are very varied, while the fruits

show mixed characters of Orange, Lemon,

and Lime. This plant was lost to science

for a long time, but was found by Prof.

Straslnirger in the Royal Horticultural

School at Florence.

The conifers, which succeed best at La
Mortola, are certain species of Pine. The
finest is Pinus canariensis, one example of

which is 77 feet high and 8 feet in girth.

This tree is remarkable for producing
epicormic branches on the trunk, after the
manner of P. rigida. The native or Aleppo
Pine, P. halepensis, now covers with a
dense forest the western slope of the val-

k'y, and is a good instance of the recu-
perative power of a forest when not inter-

fered with. It has grown from a few
sparse trees without other care than pro-
tection from man and goats, cutting

or grazing having been prohibited for

many years. There are many species
of Araucaria, Cupressus and Juni-
perus. It is I'emarkable that of the three
Cedars, it is the Deodar which succeeds
best in the climate of La Mortola, which is

noted for its long-continued summer
drought. Cedrus atlantica and C. Libanii

Fig. 76.—LA MOKTOLA, SHOWING ITS SITUATION ON THE SHORES OF THE MEDITERRANEAN.
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are apt to die suddenly. The Silver Firs
which are most thriving are Abies cilicica

and A. Pinsapo. Pioea exoelsa manages
just to exist in the shadiest part of the
\-alIey, and is not so successful as the
Himalayan P. Smithiana.
There is a large collection of Roses at

Lia Mortola, among which may be seen
Rosa damascena trigintipetala, fi'om the
Rose fields of Kasanlik, in Bulgaria, where
it is cultivated for the production of Attar
of Roses (see Gard. Chron., April 20, 1912,

p. 253).

The Catalogue is accurately printed,

the only error which I have noticed
being on p. 277, where the varietal name
of the Rose just mentioned is wrongly
given. In conclusion, we thank Lady
Hanbury for the style in which this book
has been printed and for issuing it at a
price so low as to make the Catalogue
accessible to working botanists and gar-
deners ; and we also congratulate the

author, Mr. Berger, on a work of signal

merit. A. Henry.

SOME REGENT DEVELOPMENTS IN

SWEET PEAS.

(See Supplementary Illustration.)

The variety Charles Foster, distributed by
Mr. Robert Bolton some two or three years ago,

is quite distinct in form and growth from the

Spencer varieties, the flower being of e.xceptional

size and substance, though very prone to produce
double standards. The colouring of Charles

Foster marked it at once as a distinct break, and
several varieties, including Afterglow, Dorothy,
Prince George, Red Chief and Florrie, that have
emanated from it bear the same characteristics

insomuch that the colours are totally distinct

from anything we have had previously. Tlie

habit of growth is also distinct, the plants being
probably from 1 foot to 2 feet dwarfer in growth
than such varieties as Mrs. C. W. Breadmore
and John Ingman. In addition, the haulm is

considerably stronger and shorter jointed. Un-
fortunately, all these varieties require somewhat
cool conditions to bring them to perfection. But
given such conditions their colouring is ex-
tremely beautiful, and for decorative effect they
are unsurpassed.

Another very decided break in colour was
obtained by Messrs. Dobbie and Co. a year or
two ago in the variety May Campbell (see

Supplementary Illustration), for although there
was a cream-ground flake of the old grandi-
flora type, May Campbell was, I believe,
the first of its type of the Spencer class

to be distributed. When well grown, May Camp-
bell is a wonderfully striking variety, as, apart
from the unique colouring, which is rose or car-
mine flake on a cream ground, the form of the
flower is so good as to commend it to all lovers
of Sweet Peas. It is a first-class exhibition
variety, as well as being suitable for decorative
purposes. For some reason or another the
striped or flaked varieties do not appeal to all

growers of the flower, and many judges do
not regard them with favour in competitions.
Nevertheless, several of them, such as Mrs.
W. J. Unwin, Birdbrook, Spencer America, Miss
B. Gilbert, Loyalty and Aurora Spencer, furnish
exceptionally good bunches, which are not sur-
passed in size, quality, or form of flower by the
best of the self-coloured varieties.

Another decided break in coloirr was obtained
in the deep-orange variety Stirling Stent, which
is even deeper in colour than Earl Spencer,
though the blooms are somewhat smaller. It is

regrettable that all varieties of this colour need
to be shaded from brilliant sunshine. There are
already signs that in the near future raisers
will give us sunproof varieties in this colour.
Thomas Stevenson.

DIMORPHOTHEGA EGKLONIS.

This plant, generally treated as a greenhouse
subject, is far more effective in the open than
under glass. In the open air it makes sturdier
growth and flowers profusely. Growing rapidly,
effective plants for the outdoor bed may
be raised from cuttings in one year it occasionally
stopped. Good plants 2 feet in height and as
much through can be easily lifted in the autumn,
placed in large pots, kept where severe frost
wUl not harm them, and planted out in the
spring. This practice is quite applicable to any
district in the British Isles. In favoured sites

in the south-west the Dimorphotheca may be left
undisturbed in the open through the winter,
though if the weather should prove unusually

bush has a pretty effect when in full bloom,
being covered with Marguerite-like flowers, each
rather over 3 inches in diameter. When ex-
panded, the ray florets are pure white, and
form a pleasing contrast with the violet-purple
of the central disc. The golden anthers which
appear in the purple discs enhance the beauty
of the flowers. The reverse of the petals is
purple-blue, and when some flowers are fuUy ex-
panded and others are in bud, the contrast of
colour is very pleasing. In dull weather the
blossoms remain closed, but even then a plant
covered with countless, tapering, purple buds is

by no means unattractive. A good bush will bear
some hundreds of flowers. The foliage is not un-
like that of some of the Candytuft family, and is

inclined to be fleshy. This species is easily raised

SmW saMMk
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SEZINCOT HOUSE.

Sezincot House {see fig. 78), the residence of

J. T. Dugdale, Esq., is situated in one of the most

picturesque parts of the Cotswold Hills, at a dis-

tance of three miles from Moreton-in-the-Marsh.

It is approached by a long, winding drive which

crosses a richly-timbered and undulating park ;

on either side of the roadway overhanging trees,

mostly of Oak and Elm, form an avenue of strik-

ing b«auty. Here and there in the park clumps

of Oaks have been planted so closely that from

a distance each group resembles one huge tree

with several trunks. The mansion was erected

by the late Sir Charles Cockerel], Bart., in the

early part of the 19th century, and is in the

style of an Indian palace. It is surmounted by

a magnificent copper dome, from which exten-

sive views of the Warwickshire hills may be

obtained. Attached to the mansion is an im-

posing conservatory, of a semi-circular shape

(see fig. 79). Growing in this conservatory are

nnusuall;, fine specimens of Clethra arborea (the

Lily-of-the-Valley tree) and Brugmansia san-

guinea, whilst baskets of Achimenes in variety

are suspended from the roof.

Proceeding from the conservatory, the visitor

enters the flower garden, which is situated tc

the south of the mansion. Since Sezincot be-

came the property of Mr. Dugdale, the flower

garden has been largely remodelled, and, at the

time of my visit, was a mass of bloom. The

owner is a great lover of gardens, and has a

wide knowledge of plants. Roses are largely

employed in the scheme of decoration, and

the Rose beds are in several instances car-

peted with Violas. I noticed fine beds of Lady
Ashtown, Caroline Testout, Lady Roberts and

Richmond, whilst the Lyon, Hugh Dickson, and

Molly Sharman Crawford are also extensively

planted. One large semi-circular flower-bed was

planted with such subjects as Calceolaria Bur-

bidgei, Abutilon Andersonii, Eucalyptus globu-

lus, Chamaepeuce Casabonse, Iresine Lindleyi and

Cirieraria maritima, creating a beautiful effect.

Two beds filled with Begor^ia Corbeille de Feu

and carpeted with Veronica Andersonii were

especially noteworthy. Various other subjects,

including Lantana salvifolia and standard Helio-

tropes are also largely utilised, the latter for

their fragrant perfume. During the spring bul-

bous plants and other early-flowering subjects

provide a bright display of colour. One of the

features of this garden is a handsome stone foun-

tain. The beds are all surrounded by grass,

which invariably gives a more restful and pleas-

ing effect than a gravel setting. Well-flowered

specimens of Hydrangea hortensis in stone jars

on a terrace-wall adjoining the mansion contri-

bute largely to the floral display. From this

point Mr. J. H. Dines, the head gardener,

pointed out a handsome specimen of Quercus

lucombeana, and a well-shaped tree of Araucaria

imbricata, while near by was an unusually fine

plant of Magnolia Soulangeana.

An ornamental stone bridge spans a wide

stream, which feeds a seven-acre lake (fig. 81)

some distance below. The bridge affords one

of the most charming views in these de-

lightful gardens. On the high ground in

the distance stands an Indian temple, containing

a stone idol and overlooking a sparkling stream,

which is widened into three pools at intervals,

with a fountain (see fig. 80) playing in

the centre of each. On either side of the temple,

two figures of oxen, exquisitely carved, keep

guard in solemn silence. Near the water's edge,

Japanese Irises, Spiraea palmata and S. Aruncus

grow with especial freedom ; while lower down
plants of Gunnera manicata and Saxifraga pel-

tata have developed to an enormous size. In

tho background tall specimens of Cedrus atlan-

tica glauca, C Libani, and Cupressus Law-
Boniana elegans attract attention, whilst near

the stream is a beautiful plant of Arundinaria

nitida. Near this is a young tree of Ginkgo

biloba in splendid growth, and Clematis montana

rambles freely on the adjacent forest trees.

Large breadths of Erica carnea and E. stricta

have been naturalised on the slopes towards the

left, while in the spring the broad expanse that

meets the eye is gay with countless bulbs. On
the lower side of the bridge the banks have
been planted with Bambusa palmata and such

Rhododendrons as Pink Pearl, Cynthia and
Cunningham's White, all of which are flourish-

ing in specially -prepared soil; while Hypericum
calycinum and Viola cornuta purpurea luxuriate

on the adjoining slopes. This portion of the

pleasure grounds is known as the " Thorncries."

Beyond it is a representative collection of

U'httogiaph by J. II'. Fan.iU.
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sezincot house, Gloucestershire,
THE residence of J. T. DUGDALE, ESQ.

Japanese IMaples, and near them fine beds

of Deutzia crenata fl. pi. and Diervilla

rosea. A specimen of Pinus Cembra, 72 feet in

height, is a notable object, and there are fine

trees of Taxodium distichum, Abies nobilis

glauca and A. Pinsapo. A collection of hardy

Ferns adds to the interest of this portion of the

grounds. Among other subjects noted were Ley-

cesteria formosa, Escallonia macrantha, Cytisus

nigricans and Spiraea Lindleyana, all flowering

freely.

noticed Spirsa ariosfolia, Rhus Cotinu.-, Olearia

Ilaastii, Crataegus Crus-galli and a large bed of

Berberis Thunbergii near to the lake side. Ad-

joining the wild garden a picturesque rock and

water garden has been formed beside an over-

flow from the lake. This is furnished with

plants for successional flowering. On the higher

portion, Gentiana acaulis appeared in excellent

health, while Senecio clivorum and S. tanguticus

were growing freely near to the water. Large

masses of Primula japonica have been natura-

lised, and contribute a rich display of bloom.

A picturesque summer house is located in

this part of the grounds, from which a view

is obtained of woods beyond the lake. Numerous
weeping standard Roses are planted hereabouts,

some of the varieties, such as Mrs. F. W. Flight

and Blush Rambler, growing over forest trees.

The glasshouses are situated on rising ground

some little distance to the south-east of the man-

sion. Upon entering them one is impressed by

the high standard of cultivation of the various

subjects. Scutellaria Mociniana especially at-

tracted my attention, and a fine batch of seed-

ling Amaryllis appeared promising. Vinca rosea,

'Jrowallia speciosa major and Verbena Miss

Willmott were flowering freely. In addition to

the plants named, batches of aU the more use-

ful decorative subjects are grown, including a

"arge quantity of Chrysanthemums. Grapes and

Peaches are well cultivated. Young vines of

JIuscat of Alexandria and Madrcsfield Court,

planted in 1908, were bearing large, well finished

bunches. Peaches are grown out-of-doors on a

south wall furnished with glass copings. Mr.

Dines informed me that the varieties which sue

ceed best are Waterloo, Royal George, Belle

garde and Dymond. There are numerous flower

beds near to the plant houses filled with Carna

tions, Pentstemons and Celsia cretica.

The herbaceous borders in the kitchen garden

(see fig. 82) are planted in bold masses, and

among the subjects in flower I noticed Cimici-

fuga racemosa, Anchusa' italica Dropmore
variety, Geum coccineum Mrs. Bradshaw, and

a number of Gaillardias. Some fine specimens

of Hydrangea paniculata and Buddleia varia-

FlG. 7g.—CONSERV.ITORY AT SEZINCOT HOUSE.

brida

vild garden was comple"ted about 12 years

It is approached over a rustic wooden
• spanning a streamlet overhung by ever-

greens. The trees include Liquidambar styraci-

flua, Quercus coccinea, Abies pungens glauca

and Retiuospora squarrosa, while of shrubs I

bills magnifica were about to produce their beau-

tiful blossoms. Buddleia Colvilei was flowering

freely on a west wall. Clematis Jackmannii in

several varieties and climbing Roses are grown

on poles at the back of a long flower border, and

form a pleasing feature. J. G.
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THE ROSARY.

CULTURAL NOTES FOR SEPTEMBER.
Roses nowadays often make a good display

throughout the month of September. A few of

the best varieties for autumn blooming are found

in the following list, and I have an-anged them
according to their primary colours as a guide to

intending plant-ers.

Vtrtj dark: Victor Hugo, Chateau de Clos

Vougeot, Fisher Holmes, Sarah Bernhardt, and
The Dandy. Dark red: Captain Hayward, Mme.
Victor Vcrdier, Marquise de Salisbury, Griiss

aa Teplitz, General ilcAithur, and Etoile de

Pernet-Ducher, Beryl, and Harry Kirk
Salmon-yellow : G. Nabonnand, Betty, Dr
Grill, Jacques Vincent, Theresa, and Safrano
White: Frau Karl Druschki and Molly Shar
man Crawford. Flesh-white : Viscountess Folke
stone, Countess of Derby, and La Tosca.

The preparation of the ground was dealt with
last month, but as planting can often be done in

October, it should be continued wherever possible.

The preparation of stocks for Roses is of great
importance, and the present is an excellent time
to take cuttings of the Manetti or any of the
Briars which are fairly ripe. Regarding the
latter, I favour cuttings from the seed-

lings rather than from the shoulders of

Fig. 8o.- -THE SERPENT FOUNTAIN,

(See p. 170.)

[[•hMo!;,.i;h by J.

SEZINCOT HOUSE.

France. Bed: Ulrich Brunner, Dupuy Jamain,

Lady Battersea, Corallina. Richmond, Liberty,

Ecarlate, Mrs. B. R. Cant, Tom Wood, Oscar

Cordel, Hugh Dickson, and Ben Cant. Pink:
Lady Ashtown, Caroline Testout, Mme. Abel
Chatenay, Killarney, Mrs. John Laing, Mrs.

R. G. Sharman-Crawford, Zephirine Drouhin,

Mrs. Edward Mawley, Mina Barbanson, and
William Shean. Orange-yellow : Mrs. Aaron
Ward, Lady Hillingdon, Mme. Ravary, Duchess
of Westminster, Edu. Meyer, Lady Roberts,

William Allen Richardson, Gustave Regis, Mme
FaJcot, Mme. Hector Leuilliot, and Reve d'Or,

Pure yellow : James Coey, Miss Alice de Roth
schild. Souvenir de Pierre Notting, Le Progres

Mrs. Peter Blair, Senateur Mascurand, Mme.

standards. There appears to be consiaer-

able difference between these two, and as

the majority of our seedling briar stocks are

purchased from the Continent, there is probably

something in it. At all events, although cut-

tings from our own hedge briars when cultivated

in standard form callus very freely, and look

promising for a time, they do not give nearly

the same percentage of successes in the end :

many failing to withstand the early spring

winds. Another advantage in cuttings rooted

from the seedling briar stocks is that they not

only provide a straighter barrel upon which to

work the Rose-buds, but also contain scarcely

any of the pith found in the cutting-stocks ob-

tained from hedge briars.

It is well to take the cuttings of stocks before
the sap descends too much ; this ensures a quick
and almost certain callus. Nine inches is not too
long, and it is important to make sure that the
lower eyes are cut out. Two sound buds left

at the top are ample. Set the cuttings in fairly

firm soil ; at any rate, they should always rest

well upon the bottom of the trench or hole. The
following is an excellent routine :—Turn over

—

not deeply—enough of the soil to allow of a line

being set. Then cut down beside this, and be-
fore removing the spade draw it towards you.
Having opened .this slit-like trench, put in" the
prepared cuttings 3 inches apart, carefully press-

ing them to secure a firm bottom. Should the
soil not be naturally of a sandy nature, it is

well to put a little sand into the bottom of the
trench, or slit, before the cuttings are inserted.

Now put up a little of the soil towards them,
and tread 'irmly. Proceed to turn over more
of the soil until there is sufficient to allow of

the line being reset 15 inches from the first row.
The soil should then be dug over about 18 inches
from where the line was first set, and a fresh

row of cuttings inserted. Continue this process

until the desired number is planted. Cuttings
of De la Grifferae and Polyantha stocks may be
rooted in the same manner.

Should the ground be dry at the time of in-

serting the cuttings, pour water into the trench
before putting them in. This is far better

than any subsequent watering.

The planting out of stocks will be dealt with in

due course. Here we frequently begin to insert

our cuttings while a great deal of foliage remains,

provided about three parts of the shoot be par-

tially ripened. The leaves are easily stripped

off with an old glove of fairly stiff leather. Grasp
the glove firmly, and work from the point of

the shoot downwards. A little damage to the

eyes does not matter, since they are to be cut

out immediately.

The Wichuraianas, also most of the climbing

Polyanthas, can be rooted easily now. In this

case it will not be necessary to cut out any of

the eyes or buds ; nor need the cuttings be made
longer than 5 inches. They should be planted

9 inches to a foot apart in the rows, the latter

2 or 3 feet away from each other, according to

the habit of growth of the several varieties.

A few ripe plants may be lifted by the end
of the month, and (if carefully potted, kept well

sprinkled overhead, and placed in some cool,

shady, and preferably close position, such as a
deep pit or frame), they will be very useful for

late forcing next spring.

Remove the leaves at once if they are at all

succulent ; otherwise they quickly absorb the

sap, and cause injurious shrivelling of the wood.
The pruning and after-treatment of these will

be dealt with later on.

A small batch of established plants in pots

may be pruned at once, and placed for a time
in a similar hous« to that advised for newly-

lifted plants. They will soon start into growth,

and will develop under a gentle treatment much
better than if hurried at first and started later.

As the season gets colder, this first batch will

need a slightly warmer atmosphere. I should

advise a choice of such readily-opening varieties

as those generally utilised by the large growers

for market. Any suspicion of doubleness will

end in the buds damping off and failing to ex-

pand from lack of light during the winter. Kil-

larney, White Killarney, Richmond, Mrs. W. J.

Grant, Molly Sharman Crawford, and Lady Hill-

ingdon afford a good range of colour. Climbers

growing in borders under glass should be well

ripened by the end of this month, if not kept

too wet at their roots. These will be almost

sure to grow a little quicker than those in pots

in the open. There is little to do as regards

pruning if thinning out the wood was done in

the late spring, as suggested in previous notes.

Any immalured tips, however, should be cut

away. I do not favour the plan of cutting oft

the leaves of these unless they are more than half-
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ripened. They will naturally be forced off as the

buds develop.

All pot Rosea need a general overhauling

now, whether they have been in pits or in the

open. Worms and drainage are the chief things

to look to; and it is a good plan to finish all

necessary repotting.

It will be advisable to look over all budded
Roses and loosen any ties that have not rotted

or are not already loosened. Practice.

NOTICES OF BOOKS.
A New Guide to Kew Gardens.*

The official and semi-official publications of

Kew are numerous and comprehensive, meeting

almost every possible want in connection with

the Establishmtrnt and in relation to hortioul-

tiu:e and economic or applied botany generally.

!;ut a very large percentage of the 2,000.000

annual visitors require something which, though

less expensive, covers as wide a field as the com-

bined special guides and catalogues. This want
has now been met in most particulars, except in

the price of the new guide. Sixpence is not

much, yet many thousands of the visitors, who
would like to possess the book, cannot afford

even so much as sixpence. At half the price the

sale would probably be so much larger that the

cost of production would be more quickly

realised. The cost of maintaining ICew is a very

small item in the nation's expenditure, and a

small increase which would render the treasures

of Kew yet more widely instructive would be

amply justified.

The authorship of the present guide does not

appear, but the book is evidently the work of a

person, or persons, intimately acquainted with

every nook and corner of the gai-dens, with every

notable tree, shrub and herb, with every museum
object of importance, and with the history of

it all ! Yet we miss any reference to the noble

specimens of the Evergreen Oak, which consti-

tute a striking feature in the vicinity of the

North Gallery, and are the admiration of so

many visitors, especially those from foreign parts.

A few pages are devoted at the beginning of the

guide to the main facts of the history of the gar-

dens and its buildings and departments, its

functions and its duties. Then follows a

description of the "Botanic Gardens," as

distinguished from the "Arboretum," which
appears to us not quite a happy distinction

to maintain, since the dividing fences between

the old botanic garden and the "Pleasure

Grounds" disappeared long ago, and some
very fine trees of the old arboretum still exist

near the main entrance. Further, the new
arboretum is essentially botanical. The visitor

is supposed to enter by the main gates on Kew
Green, and is thence conducted over the lawns

to the interesting plantations, trees and struc-

tures. The wild garden, the herb garden, the rock

garden, the pond, the Iris garden, the aquatic

garden, and the like ar© visited in succession, and
their treasures and peculiarities pointed out. The
glasshouses come next, and their principal

attractions are reviewed, prominence being given

to plants of economic value. The same may
be said of the four museum buildings, the con-

tents of which are skilfully summarised, about

30 pages being devoted to this section. Finally,

there is a description of the arboretum or collec-

tion of trees and shrubs arranged in families.

We welcome the appearance of this excellent,

popular guide, which is sure to be in great

,
demand.
A few misprints have been noted, and the

somewhat frequent employment of the expression

"with its'* as: " Hippophae rhamnoides, with
its orange berries, should be noticed,'* is a
blemish.

• Popular Official Guide to the Royal Botanic Gardens,
Kew, including an Historic Notice and Descnplinns of the
Collections in the Botanic Gardens Proper, the Glass
Houses, Muf;eunis and Arboretum. Small 8vo., pp. 108
with a key-plan. Price 6d.

REMARKS ON THE CONDITION OF THE

FRUIT CROPS.

(See Tables and Summaries, ante, pp. CG-71.J

{Continued Jrom p. 151.)

5, SOUTHERN COUNTIES.

Kent.—The fruit crops generally are quite up
to the average. Two or three varieties of

Apples, viz., Lord Suffield, Stone's and Ecklin-

vilJe Seedling, which have been condemned as

worn out, are carrying first-rate crops of

fruit, very free from scab, although the

trees were not winter washed. A slatey-

colourcd aphis has done much damage to the

young growths. As a remedy I have been

a heavy crop, but Plums are scarce. Rasp-
beiries, of which there are several acres ne;ir

here, are an enormous crop. Gooseberries al.M.

are very plentiful. George Woodward, Bar-
ham Court Estate, Maidstone.

The soil is derived fi'om the lower green-
sand. The frost of April 10-11 was fatal to many
Apples and Plums. Strawberries were so driid
up in 1911 that they were not strong enough to
fruit, and consequently were the shortest crop for
30 years. Geo. Bunyard, Maidstone.

The fruit crops in these gardens are very
good, but they are indifferent in manx
places in the district. Apples are not looking
healtliy, but Pears and— in sheltered places

—

Plums are good, wliilst rhcn-it-s were very fine.

Strawberries were poor iu places owing, no

IPIuitograph by J. W. Fan all.

Fig. 8i.—view of the lake at sezincot.

(See p. 170.1

obliged to dip the young growtlis in a nicotine

wash ; and in some cases washing has had to be

practised. Lane's Prince Albert is caiiying

heavy crops, even after having fruited heavily

last season. Other varieties doing weU include

Golden Spire, Lord Derby, Stirling Castle,

Worce.ster Pearmain, Barnack Beauty, Tower
of Glamis, Charles Ross, Bismarck, and
Cox's Orange Pippin. I have never seen Pears

looking better. The variety Doyenne du Cornice

has not only set well, but the fruits promise to

be large specimens. Michaelmas Nelis is of

splendid flavour, but will not keep more than a
few days when ripe. Le Loctier is not so well

known as it should be. It is in good condition
during December. January, and February.
When ripe it is of a straw-colour. Damsons are

doubt, to the dry summer of 1911 and the late

frosts this spring. Rasjiberries are excellent.

Gooseberries were extra fine. Figs out-of-doors
are a fine crop. J. H. Shann, Bettcshamjer Park-

Gardens, Eastry.

Some varieties of Apples, and Blenheim
Pippin particularly, are bearing abundantly.
Others, Cox's Orange Pippin, for example, are
almost a failure. Although a considerable num-
ber of Pears dropped their fruits after the late

frosts, the crop generally is above the average,
and the trees are clean and healthy. In many
instances there are no Plums, and tlie foliage is

badly infested with aphis. Strawberry plants
suffered from the severe drought of last year.

Cobnuts are, perhaps, the heaviest crop on re-

cord. Geo. FcnncU, Bowden, Tonbridge.
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Black and Red Currants were very good.
This is the case everywhere. Strawberries were
much under the average. The causes are two-
fold : (1) late frosts of considerable severity

; (2)

the persistent drought of 1911 when the runners
put out, and the one-year-old plants suffered im-
mensely. Runners were planted out in what was
practically dry dust, so they and the older plants
made no growth. They simply struggled through
the year. Usually I annually destroy all the
plants and replant early with very early-rooted
runners ; but last season, anticipating the
probable effect of the drought on the planted-out
runners, I left a number of one-year-old plants,
and it was these which gave this year's crop.
The runners scarcely bore at all, but what fruit
there was was very fine both in size and flavour.
The soil here is stiff, deep loam. Exposure, N.
and N.E., but with plenty of light. Charles E.
Shea, The Elms, Foots Cray.

Strawberries were about a third of a crop
in this district, and not of good flavour, proba-
bly owing to the cold and drought. Raspberries
were very fine ; Gooseberries were a large crop

;

Currants were more abundant than usual and
were very clean. Two very late frosts caused a
shortage and, in some cases, almost entire loss of
crops, especially in the case of Strawberries, and,
during the protracted drought, many breadths
had their foliage lying on the ground. It is not

Middlesex.—As an all-round good season, this
is one of the best I have e.xperienced for many
years. Peaches and Nectarines have never been
better. Early Apples are good, but late varieties
are not so plentiful. Pears are numerous on most
trees. Plums very fair. Strawberries were plen-
tiful, but lacking in flavour. Raspberries were
good ; in fact, all small fruits were good average
crops. I never had better Gooseberries. Nuts
are an average crop ; Apricots are poor. Our
soil is light, and the roots of all fruit trees re-
quire much feeding. H. Markham, Wrotham
Park Gardens, Barnet.

All over the county of Middlesex there
seems to be a very heavy crop of Apples—good,
clean fruit on the whole. Pears are much under
the average, due, I believe, more to attacks from
the Pear midge maggot (Diplosis pyrivora) than
to frost. I have examined many trees in
various parts of the county this season, and
found this pest in great abundance in the young,
swelling fruits. Morello Cherries in the Feltham
and Ashford districts have been excellent, and
sweet Cherries in the western parts have been
abundant. Gooseberries and Currants are below
the average, but Raspberries appear to be up to
the average and of good quality. John Weathers,
Ishworth.

The fruit crops in this immediate neigh-
bourhood are somewhat disappointing, especiall

Fig. 82.—FLOWER borders in the

surprising, therefore, that this season will be
noted for lack of flavour in the fruits. Pears
are the best crop of the year. Apples are a good
average crop, and the fruits are clean. Bush
fruits of all sorts are abundant, but the flavour is

poor. The soil is loamy, overlaying gravel. W,
B. Humphreys, Blendon Hall Gardens, Bexley.

The Strawberry crop suffered in a great
measure from the drought of last summer ; many
plants never recovered their vitality, and if not
actually killed, were so weakened as to be un-
productive. The amount of the crop was there-
fore considerably reduced. On the other hand,
the weather in Jlay and June was favourable tor
the development of the crop, and we had a few
fine fruits of good flavour. The season was two
or three weeks in advance of the average. Plum
bloom suffered severely from late frosts, but
where the trees are protected by walls from
frosts they are carrying heavy crops. Pears are
an exceptional crop ; the trees are very healthy,
and the fruit large and clean. Although an aver-
age crop. Apples are not uniform, and the trees
have suffered from an attack of aphis. Nuts
are a very large crop, the hedgerows being a
mass of fruii,. The soil in this district is a
rather heavy and retentive clayey loam. /. O.
Weston. Eastwell Pari- Garden's. Ashfnrd.

[Photograph by /. If. Farrall.
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Strawberries, which was the worst crop for 18
years. The failure may be attributed to the
excessive heat of last autumn. Newly-purchased
plants gave no better results than our own run-
ners. The variety Epicure did fairly well, also
the new Utility. King George V did not come
up to expectation, either in earliness or cropping
qualities. Amongst Apples, Lane's Prince Albert
has failed this season. Peacli^ out-of-doors are
a failure. Pears are a very good crop. Souvenir
du Congres and Pitmaston Duchess being
among the best varieties. Many Plums dropped
from the trees in April and May owing to the
drought. The soil in these gardens is a light
loam overlying gravel. Jas. Hawkes, Osterley
Park Gardens, Isleworth.

Surrey.—The fruit crops are below the aver-
age, owing, no doubt, to late spring frosts. Aphis
has been most troublesome this spring, especially
on Apples, Cherries, Peaches, and Nectarines.
As a result, much of the new growth is damaged,
especially on Apple trees. The Strawberry crop
was a very erratic one, late varieties ripening
with the early ones. We grow Royal Sovereign,
Givon's Late Prolific, Louis Gautier, St. Antoine
de Padoue, Waterloo, The Leader, Sir Joseph
Paxton, Vicomtesse Hericart de Thury, Laxton's

Latest, and Bedford Champion. The last-named
variety gave the best crop of any. Plants of this
variety withstood the intense heat of last sum-
mer better than any other sort, developing the
best crowns. Laxton's Latest was our second
best variety; this also withstood the great heat
of 1911 fairly well. Stone fruits generally out-
of-doors are below the average. Cherries being
the most numerous. Small fruits are only aver-
age crops. Gooseberries being the best. Nuts
of sorts are a large crop. Our soil is a very
porous light loam, with a gravel subsoil. Geo.
Kent, The Gardens, Norbury Park, Dorkinr/.

The early prospects of a good fruit year
were practically ruined by frosts in April and
May. In some cases trees that were entirely
covered with bloom have not set a single fruit,
but, generally speaking. Pears are a little better
than last year. With the exception of Straw-
berries, all small fruits were good crops, par-
ticularly Gooseberries. Sweet Cherries were a
poor crop, but Morellos were satisfactory. The
season has been very favourable for early vege-
tables. W. H. Honess, Hopedene Gardens,
Holinbury St. Mary, Dorking.

Royal Sovereign Strawberries on light
soil were a poor crop owing to the drought in
April, but Leader and later sorts on clay land
were very fine. Small fruits are very goo'd, but
Plums are a failure. Last season's drought dis-
abled the trees. Pears set a splendid crop, and
Apples required thinnmg. Birds destroyed the
buds of Peach and other trees where the latter
were not protected. Apricots do not succeed
here, owing to the heavy rainfall in winter.
The Black Currant mite is not so pronounced on
bushes that receive plenty of manure water from
cow sheds. James Watt, Mynthurst Gardens,
Beigate.

The fruit crops are very indifferent,
although at one time the prospects were
good. Strawberries were badly injured by
spring frosts ; almost before the flower trusses
could be discerned the frost had done damage.
Apricots gave full promise for a fine crop, but
frost destroyed the prospects. Plums are worse,
with the exception of two early trees of the
variety Rivers' Early. Apples are an average
crop, but fruits of several varieties, Blenheim
Pippin for instance, are very scarce, and the trees
generally have suffered from blight. To say
that the Pear crop is good is rather misleading,
for though many varieties set well, the fruits
show signs of injury from frost, presenting a
rusty appearance. Currants are an average
crop, but Gooseberries were damaged by late
frosts. James Lock, Oatlands Lodge Gardens,
Weybridge,

We registered 5° of frost on April 10 and
11°. on the following day, which destroyed the
greater part of the early Pear blossom and prac-
tically the whole of the flowers on Cherry and
Plum trees. No frost was registered during the
period when late Pears and Apples were in
flower, consequently these are full crops. Straw-
berries were seriously injured by heavy rains in
June ; many of the early fruits decayed before
they were ripe. Raspberries and Black Currants
have been heavy crops of first-class fruits. The
soil here is a medium to sandy loam with a clay
subsoil. I'lios. Smith, Coombe Court Gardens,
Kingston Hill.

(To be continued.)

ORCHID NOTES AND GLEANINGS.

BRASSO-CATTLEYA MONETA.
A vert beautiful hybrid between Brasso

Cattleya Mme. Chas. Maron (Brassavola
byana X C. Warscewiczii) and Cattleya Gas-
kelliana, under the above name, is flowering
with H. S. Goodson, Esq., Fairlawn. West Hill,
Putney (gr. Mr. G. E. Day). The plant bears a
spike of three very large and finely-shaped flowers,
of better substance than most Brasso-Cattleyas
the superiority in that direction being attained
through C. Gaskelliana, which has a good repu-
tation for imparting fine proportions and firm
texture to the flowers of its hybrids, as well as

fragrance. The flowers are of a delicate
mauve-pink on white ground, which shows
at the base of the segments and in a thin veininp
on the petals ; the broad, fringed lip is bright
rose colour, with a white ba.se and greenish
vellow disc.
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The Week's Work.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.

The Unseasonable Weather.—The dull

weather has been very unfavourable for

operations in the kitchen garden. Up to the

time of writing (22nd inst.) rain has fallen on
all but seven days of the month. Notwith-
standing this, only 2.36 inches have been regis-

tered, the ma.ximum being on the 18th inst.,

when .44 was recorded. On several days re-

cently, there have been thunderstorms with heavy
showers, and the nights and early mornings have
been cold, with scarcely a gleam of sunshine.

But Runner Beans have grown well and carry

abundant pods. The plants are remarkably
clean. The Celery crops are looking satisfactory,

and also the crops of Winter Greens. Weeds
have grown freely, and on heavy land hoeing

has been of little use in their destruction. The
first favourable opportunity should be taken to

stir the surface of the soil between the various

crops.

ToMATos.— Doubtless after last season's suc-

cess with outdoor Tomatos, large numbers have
been planted this year, but the results have
been ahiiust a failure, even where the plants

have had the protection of a wall or fence. Un-
less the weather changes soon, very few fruits

will be obtained. The growth should be kept

well thinned, and the leaves, where too dense,

shortened to admit of a free circulation of air

amongst the trusses and to mitigate the attacks

of disease. As soon as the fruits commence to

colour, they should be gathered and placed on a

shelf in a dry, warm structure to ripen. Water-
ings and stimulants have been quite unnecessary,

but, in the event of a change ne.\t month, the

plants should be given some assistance to encour-

age the crop to mature. Stop the leading

growths.

Celeriac The showery weather has suited

this vegetable, and every encouragement should

be given the plants to complete their growth
within the next week or two. Take every oppor-

tunity to loosen the surface soil, first giving a

light dusting of soot over the foliage. Towards
the middle of next month, when growth is com-

pleted, the plants should be lifted and" stored

in fine ashes or sand. This is much better and
much less trouble than lifting a few plants at

intervals. All the leaves should be taken off

except those in the centre of the crown.

Brussels Sprouts.—Keep the hoe at work,

especially amongst the eai'lier plantings, and
support the plants if necessary, at the same time
removing any yellow or decaying foliage. If

plenty of sewage water is at harid. tlie plants

will greatly benefit by an occasional soaking.

THE ORCHID HOUSES.
By J. Collier, Gardener to Sir Jeremiah Colman, Bart.,

Gatton Park, Surrey.

Catasetum, Mormodes and Cycnoches.
—Plants of these genera which have bloomed or

completed their growth should be removed from
the warmest house to a cooler one, where they

may be allowed air d"iring the hottest part of the

day. The roots should be supplied with water

whilst the foliage remains green, but after the

leaves have fallen, and the growth is fully ma-
tured, very little water will be needed, and the

plants sho'ild be given a long season of rest in a
dry, sunny position in an intermediate tempera-

ture.

Ooontoglossum crispum.—From now on-

wards for the next few weeks, many plants of

0. crispum and its hybrids will need atten-

tion at the roots, either re-potting or replenish-

ing the surface materials as may be neces-

sary. Plants that have grown to the sides of

the pots, and those in compost that is exhausted,

should be re-potted. The best time for the oper-

ation is when the young growths are from 2 to

3 inches in length, as at this stage young roots

are developing. The plants should be turned
out of the pots and the old material shaken from
the roots. Any of the latter that are decayed

should be cut away ; also the old, leafless pseudo-
bulbs, leaving 2 or 3 behind the young growths.
Select a clean pot of a size that will accommodate
the plant for two seasons, and fill it to one-
quarter of its depth with clean crocks, to ensure
efficient drainage. Over the crocks jjlace a layer

of Fejn rhizomes cut into short portions. Hold
the plant in position, keeping the back part near
to the side of the pot and the base just level

with the rim. Work the compost firmly between
and around the roots to within ^ inch of

the top and on the surface place a layer of

chopped Sphagnum-moss. On no account should
the front portion of the rhizome be buried ; it

should rest on the surface of the moss so that
when the new roots develop, they can enter

the material at once. The plants should be
sprayed overhead on bright days, and the sur-

roundings kept moist at all times. Plants
which are growing satisfactorily and have
sufficient room in the pot for another sea-

son's growth, may, if the compost is good,
remain undistnibed, but some of the old moss
should be carefully picked from the surface and
replaced by fresh. This will be a great aid to

the new roots. A good rooting medium for Odon-
toglossums consists of short pieces of Osmunda
fibre and Al fibre, in equal proportions, with a
liberal addition of chopped Sphagnum-moss,
crushed crocks, and a little coarse silver sand.
After the potting is finished, the plants should
be watered through a fine rose and stood in

the shadiest part of the house. Watering must,

be done with extra care until the roots have
grown well in the new compost. The compost
should be kept moist and this may best be ac-

complished by spraying the surface each morn-
ing ; this will cause the moss to grow, an
important factor to the well-being of the plant.

Many other Odontoglossums, including 0.

Pescatorei, 0. triumphans, 0. Harryanum, O.

cordatum, 0. polyxanthum, 0. cirrhosum, 0.

luteopurpureum and their hybrids, will need
attention at the roots from now onward through
the autumn months, and should be potted in the

same manner as advised.

Ooontoglossum Seedlings. — Seedling

Odontoglossums, in their many stages, should
also receive attention at the roots, and should be
potted in a similar mixture to that recommended
above with an equal proportion of half-

decayed Oak leaves added. Young plants should
not be potted so firmly as the older speci-

mens. When new moss is used, slugs frequently

make their appearance and should be trapped by
Lettuce leaves placed on the stages among the

plants. The slugs should be sought with a Ian-

tern when it is dark.

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.
By E, Harriss, Gardener to Lady Wantage, Lockinge

House, Wantage, Berksliire.

Pineapples.—Young plants which require rc»

potting should be attended to at once. If they
are plunged in a fairly warm hot-bed they will

form roots before the winter arrives. Keep the
atmosphere moi.st by frequently damping
the paths and walls in the house, and spray the

plants two or three times daily with tepid rain-

water. Watering must be done with extra care

for some time to come. Suckers of the Charlotte

Rothschild and Smooth Cayenne varieties which
are large enough to place in pots should be
taken off and potted. They will be better for

planting out, or potting into larger pots, if they
are taken from the parent stock directly they
are ready. If they are left too long on the old

plants, they become drawn and weak, and this

may delay the fruiting of the plant for a whole
season. The young plants, when potted, should

be plunged into a hot-bed and kept in a close,

moist atmosphere. During hot weather they
should be shaded, and syringed frequently with
tepid rain-water. They should not require

watering till they have roof :d ; even then
moisture must be afforded with extreme care.

When the winter-fruiting plants are producing
their Pines, they must be liberally treated in

regard to watering and feeding. Liquid manure
from the farmyard and guano-water are both
excellent stimulants for Pines, and may be given
alternately, increasing the strength as the growth
of the fruit advances. A top-dressing of fibrous

loam, mixed with a little well-decomposed horse
manure and concentrated fertiliser, will also be
beneficial.

Queen Pines.—In the fruiting of Pinea, so

much depends on the amount of progress which
the plants make during the season preced-
ing the fruiting time, that growers wiU be
alarmed at the continued dull, sunless weather
which has been generally experienced through
the greater part of July and August. This will

undoubtedly have a prejudicial effect on the
plants, and probably a large percentage of them
will fail to fruit next year. They will

need much care during the remainder of the
growing season. Every effort should be made
to create a suitable atmosphere in the house by
careful attention to ventilating the house, the
damping of all bare surfaces, and the pro-
per use of artificial heat. During fine, sunny
weather, a little air should be admitted to the
plants early in the morning, gradually increasing
the aimount as the sun gains power. Close the
ventilators early in the afternoon, after spraying
the plants and charging the house with moisture.
The temperature should not be allowed to fall

below 70° until the growing season is finished.

The pots will now be full of roots, therefore the
plants should be examined frequently to ascer-

tain if water is needed. Stimulants may be
given more frequently and with increased
strength.

PLANTS UNDER GLASS.
I
Esq.,

RiCHARDiA africana.—These plants are very
useful for decorative purposes during the winter
and early spring, and they are well worth any
pains which are bestowed on them. Plants
whii'h have been resting in pots should be
shaken free of the soil surrounding the roots
and potted in a fairly lich compost, consisting
of a mixture of loam, well-rotted manure, and
sand ; adding, if desired, a little charcoal and
bonemeal. The exact size of the pots should be
determined by the use to which the plants are
to be put; but, generally speaking, one good
tuber in a 6-inch and three in a Gg-inch pot
would be right. Where the plants are to be
used in a conservatory or winter garden, the
former wiU probably be found the most con-
venient receptacle. Firm potting is an impor-
tant point, and with regard to drainage, I
always provide plenty, although the roots will

live in water. The variety "Little Gem" is,

as its name indicates, a small plant, and does
not require so much pot-room as the others. A
single tuber will grow well in a 4^-inch pot, or
three to five in a 85-inch pot; small, well-grown
specimens are often more useful for ornamental
purposes than larger plants. Plants which have
been put out in the open ground after flowering
should be lifted before the roots have had time
to spread too far ; otherwise, if the weather
after lifting is very warm, much of the foliage

may be lost. The pots to be used for

these plants must be decided chiefly by the
size of the ball of soil on the roots. Any small,

superfluous growths should be pulled off the
flowering stems ; if desired, these may be potted
up separately for increase of stock. After
potting, they usually do very well when placed
under the shade of a wall, but they should be
removed under cover at night when the weather
is cold.

Rehmanniaangulata.—This plant is not diffi-

cult to cultivate, and it serves a useful purpose
during May and June. Plants may be grown
in a cold frame up to the time when the flower-

spikes begin to show, which is a great advan-
tage to those who have only a limited amount
of house-room. Seedlings raised during the
early part of the summer should be growing
freely, and an endeavour should be made to
get them into 4i-inch pots by the end of Septem-
ber. Early in the spring they should be trans-

ferred to 6-inch pots. A fairly light, fine

compost suits them, and they are materially
assisted by a little shade during the first stages
of growth.

Gloxinia. — The earliest - flowered plants of

Gloxinias are losing their foliage, and the pots
may be turned on their sides in a pit. After
thoroughly drying off the tubers may be removed
to the shed or house where they are to be stored

until the spring. Plants of later batches will

also be showing signs of maturing, and these

must be gradually inured to less water at the

roots.
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Tuberous - rooted Begonias. — If these
plants are requii'ed to continue in flower for

some time longer, they must be given frequent
supplies of liquid manure, as well as a little

artificial manure. If cold, damp weather con-
tinues a little fire heat should be provided, in

order to keep the air dry ; the plants are very
liable otherwise to rot at the stem. Seedlings
which are planted out in beds should be regu-
larly inspected as they come into flower, and
labelled according to colour. In the event of

any exceptionally good variety being perceived
the plant may be lifted at once, and placed in

a pot where it may be more convenient to keep
it under close observation.

THE HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.

Autumn -FRUITING Strawberries.—These
plants have grown rather freely this season
and made a good deal of foliage. Two-year-
old plants will begin to ripen their fruits, and
will continue to give a supply until the seedling
plants commence to bear. It' the damp weather
continues lights should be placed over the plants
where po.ssible, or many of the best fruits will rot

before they are ripe. Fix the lights well above
the plants, so that the air may pass in freely.

Remove all runners until the fruits are set,

and keep the surface of the ground lightly

stirred between the plants to keep down weeds.
Apply a sprinkling of soot before the fruits

ripen to protect the plants from slugs, and place

a light mulching of short straw or similar
material between the rows to keep the fruits

clean. If necessary, the trusses may be thinned,
removing all small and malformed fruits. Gather
the fruits carefully into small baskets, and send
direct to the table to avoid handling more than
is necessary.

Gathering Fruit. — Extra care should be
taken in gathering Apples and Pears. Early
varieties of both these fruits should be gathered
before they are quite ripe. Later varieties

which may be worth netting should be pro-

tected from birds ; Apples especially will be
of extra value this season on account of their
scarcity. Early Pear trees should be frequently
examined ; it is a great mistake to gather all

the fruits at once. It can easily be ascertained
which fruits are ready for gathering; if care-

fully lifted to one side, a ripe fruit parts freely

from the wood. Later fruits should be exposed to

sun and air, and the largest fruits, which may
be required to hang late, should be secured to
the tree by placing a piece of raffia around
the stalk. This will prevent their being blown
off by the wind. If extra large specimens are
required feed the trees with liquid or artificial

manure. Protect the fruits from birds with
netting, or many of the best specimens wUl be
spoiled. Plums should be examined at short in-

tervals, for they soon crack and are spoiled,

especially during showery weather.

General Observations. — It is too early

as yet to commence root-pruning or root-lifting.

There will be more of this work than usual tius

season, as all fruit trees, especially those that
are lightly cropped, are making too much wood.
A good deal may be done by getting together
materials of all descriptiotns, including loam,
lime-rubblo, wood ashes, and bonemeal, ready
for use when required. The heavy rains have
penetrated both south and west borders, and
wall-trees generally are making a great quantity
of wood, which renders it all the more neces-
sary to keep the shoots thinly trained to ensure
them ripening well. Those who are contemplat-
ing planting during the coming season should
not delay any longer the selection of the trees.

It is a great advantage to order early, and it

should be borne in mind when making the
choice that the strongest and largest trees are not
always the best. IModerately-grown trees should
rather be selected, as the wood of very strongly-
growing trees seldom ripens satisfactorily.

\Veeds have been unusually numerous this
si^ason, <flnd have been most difficult to destroy.
E\ery effort should be made during next month
to clear all fruit quarters by hoeing while the
weeds are small, as each week of delay means
extra labour and expense in carrying out the
work.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
By J . G.

Herbaceous Borders.—The continued wet,

dull weather experienced during the past few
weeks has caused all late-growing plants to
make soft, weedy growth. Late-sown annuals
are often used in mixed borders to fill up the
gaps caused by the removal of early-flowering
plants, such as Lupins, Poppies, and Del-
phiniums. These annuals are making a lot of

soft growth, and it is necessary to look over
the borders at frequent intervals to see that
they do not encroach on any plant of small,

weak growth. These may be extremely valu-

able, and will be much injured, if not killed

outright, by being allowed tK) become smothered
by grossly-growing annuals. Where the border
has an edging of turf all plants must be kept
quite clear of the grass. Constant attention

is necessary during stormy weather to see

that all stakes and ties are secure. Much
damage may result from a single night's storm
if this is neglected. Cut off all decaying flower-

spikes and stems at frequent intervals, and, if

the ground is not sufficiently dry to hoe, weed-
ing must be done by hand in order to keep the

beds clean and attractive. Seedling weeds grow
very rapidly during wet weather.

Perennial Asters.—The early varieties of

perennial Asters, more especially those of the
Amellus type, are now making a good show, and
the main batch will soon be in full bloom. With
the great number of varieties now in existence

the flowering period has been extended ov( r

several months, and if the weather improves
the later varieties will be charming in October
and November. The heads of the strong
growers get very heavy as the season advances,

and good, firm stakes must be supplied to keep
them secure ; these should be kept out of sight

as much as possible. The prolonged damp
weather has caused the plants to grow very
strongly, abundance of moisture being particu-

larly suitable to perennial Asters, so that if the

weather is favoui-able there should be a mag-
nificent show of bloom in September. They
thrive in almost any situation, but are seen to

the best advantage when cultivated in a border
entirely by themselves, where a comprehensive
collection may be grown, and the varieties

tefled and compared. Such a border is par-

ticularly interesting, even if only on a small

scale. They are also indispensable in the mixed
border, especially the blue and lavender varie-

ties. These provide a shade of coloui which is

a pleasing relief from the yellows, scarlets, and
whites of the average border.

Early Bulbs.—If the usual supply of bulbs

for early outside planting has not already been
procured, no time should be lost in sending the

order, as those who order early have un-

doubtedly the pick of the season's stock.

Daffodils. -In garden-^, bulbs often have to

be lifted from the beds before they are properly

ripened in order to make room for the summer
bedding plants. They are usually laid thickly

in ashes or soil, and when thoroughly dry are

cleaned and stored till planting time arrives.

Owing to the extra rainfall recently the ground is

unusually soft for the time of year, and where
planting in turf or woodland walks is contem-
plated, the present affords a good opportunity to

carry out the work. It is a good plan to plant

any which are already in stock as early as pos-

sible ; not only are they thus safely out of hand
before the press of autumn planting comes, but
the bulbs will otherwise deteriorate, and the

flowering will not be nearly so satisfactory.

Daffodils of all sorts, Muscari, and Crocuses
may be planted now.

Lilium tigrinum Fortunei. — This mag-
nificent autumn-flowering Lily may be recom-
mended as a most satisfactory variety, and one
worthy of ex-tended cultivation. It is very
hardy, and will thrive almost anywhere and in

any ordinary soil. Even if planted in a garden
where Liliums do not thrive as a rule, the price

of the bulbs is so moderate that a supply can
be procured annually at a small outlay. The
plant has a very strong habit, growing to a
height of from 4 to 6 feet, and bearing irnmense
spikes of orange-scarlet flowers. Whether

planted in clumps in the mixed border, in tho
shrubbery, or in the wild garden, this Lily is

nost effective, and is one of the most satisfac-
tory varieties flowering out-of-doors just now.

THE APIARY.
By Chloeis

Position of the Apiary. — Since some may
desire to commence beekeeping at this season of

the year, a few notes may be of great assist-

ance, because a good beginning will be essential
to success. Provided that it does not contain a
river or lake, the lower part of a valley is best.

The disadvantage of the water is that when bees
are returning home heavily laden during stormy
weather, they are liable to be beaten down and
drowned, whereas if no water existed, after taking
a rest, the bees would be able to resume their
journey. If possible, there should be good pro-

tection on the north and east, such as a thick
hedge, copse or high wall. This shelter has two ad-
vantages : it prevents the bees from being tossed
about when nearing home in an almost ex -

hausted condition, and it is a great protection
in the coldest part of the winter, thus helping to
economise the internal heat of the hive. A high
position is very unsuitable because it is exposed,
and the bees during the busiest portion of tho
Buabon would be unable to rise to the height
necessary to reach home. If possible, the hives
should be situated near a clear brook or spring,

failing this water must be supplied, because a

large amount of water is required to raise

brood, and if a pure source is not at hand, then
that from a tainted source, such as manure
heap, will be utilised, and this cannot be good
for the successful raising of healthy brood

.

The ground under and around the hives should
be cleared of all grass and weeds, and if a good
coating of fine ashes be strewn on each side occa-

sionally, hoeing will suffice to destroy all weed.s.

It will be found a good plan to drive tarred stakes
into the ground, and to nail on them four batten.^,

making all four perfectly level, about 1 foct

above the soil, by the ;;id of the spirit level-

When this plan is adopted the hives may be
securely roped to the stands, and there is no!

the slightett danger of them being blown ovci
during the stormiest portion of the winter, as

often happens when hives are on four legs. By
having the ground cleared of weeds, should the
queen be lost during manipulation, she can be

easily found. It is necessary that the path

should be formed at the back of the hives so

that work may be performed in the apiary with-

out interrupting the workers as they pass m
and out of the hives.

Suitable Sites.—It is useless to choose a
good position as far as climatic conditions, &c.,

are concerned, if there is not suitable foraging

groundj or better still, a succession of nectar
yielding plants near. Early breeding will be en-

couraged where there is an abundance of early-

flowering pollen-bearing trees, such as Hazel and
Willow. These should then be followed by fruit

trees, Apple, Pear, Cherry, Gooseberry, Rasp-
berry, &c. The fruit trees yield honey which,
in the estimation of many experts is without
equal. These will be foRowed by the Plane
tree, Clover (white), Sainfoin, Mustard, Alsike

Clover, and Lime. Then to make all complete, if

Heather be within easy access, an excellent har-

vest will be assured, and of Heather honey,
that from Ling is better than that from the com-
mon bell Heather.

Fitting up Hives.—After driving the bees

place them in a hive with five or six drawn-out
combs, and feed the bees on good syrup, mado
as directed in our issue of the 24th inst., place

in a dummy board, and see that the bees crowd
the frames, then place on plenty of warm quilts

and never allow the feeding l/ottle to get empty
until the bees have stored and sealed between 20
and 30 lbs. of syrup. This must be thick, or they
will not seal it, and thin food at this season.,

when stored, will cause dysentery. Keep the

entrances as narrow as possible to ensure greater

warmth and to prevent robbing, which is very
con^mon when bees are being fed with sjTup.

It will be a great advantage if a suitable shed
to serve for storage purposes is near the hives

In it the honey may be extracted and the framt--"

quickly returned to the hives to be cleaned out.
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EDITORIAL NOTICE.

ADVERTISEMHNTS should be sent to the PUB-
LISHER. 41, Wellington Street, Covent Garden,
W.C-

Letters lor Publication, as well as spectmem of plants

for naming, should be addressed to the EDITORS,
41, Wellington Street. Covent Oarden, London.
Coftimunicattons should be writtkn on onk sipe onlv of
THK PAPER, sent as early in the week as possible and duly
signed by the writer. J/ desired, the stgttature will not be

printed, but kept as a guarantee of good faith,

Special Notice to Correspondents.— 77(0 Editors do not

undertake to pay for any contributions or illustrations, or
to return unused communications or illustrations, unless by
special arrangement. The Editors do not hold themselves

responsible for any opinions expressed by their correspon-

lllustrationA.- The Editors will be glad to receive and to select

photographs or drawings, suitable for reproduction, of
gardens, or of remarkable plants, /lowers, trees, &c., but

they cannot be responsible for loss or injury.

Local News.—Correspondents will greatlyoblige by sendingto
the Editors early intelligence of local events likely to be of
interest to our readers, or of any matters tahichit is desirable

to bring under the notice of horticulturists.

fiewBpapers. — Correspondents sending newspapers should be

cate/ul to mat k the paragraphs they wish the Editors to see.

APPOINTMENTS FOR SEPTEMBER.

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 8-Scotlish Hort. Assoc, meet.

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 4-
Glasgow and West of Scotland Centenary Sh. (3 days).

Carlisle and Cumberland Hon. Assoc. Fl. Sh. in con-
junction with Northern Counties Fruit Congress (2 days).

British Assoc, meet at Dundee.
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 6-Dundee Fl. Sh. (3 days).

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 7—Soc. Fran?aise d'Hort. de
Londres meet.

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 9—
Nat. Chrys. Soc. Floral Com. meet. United Horl.
Benefit and Prov. Soc. Com. meet.

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 10-Royal Hort. Soc. Corns.
meet. (Lecture by Miss Troyte-BuUock on "Cape
Pelargoniums.")

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 11—
Royal Caledonian Hort Soc. Autumn Sh. (2 days).

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 12-
Nat. Rose Soc. Sh. at R.H.S. Hall. Westminster.

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 17—
Nal. Dahlia Soc. Sh. at Crystal Palace (2 days).

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 18- North of England Hort.
Soc. Sh. at Leeds.

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 23-
Nat. Chrys. Soc. Floral and Executive Corns, meet.

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 24—Royal Hort. Soc. Corns.
meet Vegetable Sh. (Lecture by Mr. C. Hermann
Senn on " How to Cook Some of the Root Vegetables.")

ERAGE Mean Temp
deduced from observations during th

at Greenwich-69-6.

;TUAr. Temperatubes;—
-Wtdmsday, August 2S (6

Mil 45",

Ma 64°

Gatdrmri.- Chronicle Office, 41, Wellington Slreei,

Covent Garden, 1.nndon.—Thursday, August 29

(10 A.M.) : Bar. 29'4''; Temp. 64"; Weather—
Raining.

oviNCES. — IFcrfiKsifnv, August 2S : Mai, 69° Cam-
bridge; Min. 64" Scotland N.

SALES FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
MONDAY TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY

AND FRIDAY—
Dutch Bulbs, at 67 & 68, Cheapside, E.C., by Protheroe

S: Morris, at 10.30.

MONDAY, WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY—
Dutch Bulbs, at Stevens' Auction Room, 38, King Street,

Covent Garden, at 12.30.

WEDNESDAY-
Trade Sale of Bulbs, &c., at 1 ; Palms and Plants, at 4,

at 67 & 68, Cheapside, E.C., by Protheroe & Morris.

A year ago, and we were all

The Havoc complaining of the heat

°Raitu ^°d drought, and longing

for the gentle tronble of the

rain. The whirligig of time has indeed

brought about its revenges, and we have

now and with even greater reason to de-

plore the havoc of the rain. Following

on the finest August on record, we have

one which is without doubt the foulest ex-

perienced within living memory. Already

it rivals the infamous years of 1860 and

1879, and the forecasts of the meteorolo-

gists, as cheerless as the weather itself,

give no hope of immediate improvement.

During the first 24 days of this month
the rainfall in London was almost

200 times as great as that of the whole

month of August last year. The rain has

fallen with a pitiless impartiality in the

north and in the south, though, as is natu-

ral with the prevailing wind, the western

part of this country has received most. In

Southport, the rainfall for 24 days was 5j

inches ; at Rhyl this amount was exceeded
by I inch ; Jersey recorded 6| inches

;

Bournemouth slightly more ; in parts

of Cornwall the rain gauge measured
during the 24 days Tj inches. In those

western outliers, the Isles of Scilly, there

has been no less than 7J inches. Even
this amount was surpassed in Dar-
wen, where the rainfall has been 8

inches. As we write we receive the

news that East Anglia, which had hitherto

fared better than other parts of the coun-

try, has been visited by a rainstorm, the

severity of which may be gauged from the

fact that in 12 hours, 6 inches of rain fell

at Norwich. There is a certain grim
humour in the reflection that in ruling

the fruit-farms of East Anglia out

of bounds during the manoeuvres, the War
Office, with prophetic insight, ordered

them to be regarded as impassable

swamps. We fear that this wiU en-

tail but little imagination. From all

parts of the country come the tales

of disaster: rivers overflowing their

banks, hay floating over hedges, Potatos

blackened by blight, and Corn sprouting

in the ear. Lack of warmth and sunlight

has conspired with the rain to work this

damage on the crops. Indeed, the tem-
perature readings and sunshine records

for this woeful month are no whit less de-

plorable in their defect as is the reading
of the rain gauge in its excess. Thus the

maximum shade temperatures during the

present month are as much as 20°, 25°,

and, in one case, 32° below those of August
of last year. For example, the maximum
shade temperature on August 9, 1911, was
97°, and that for the corresponding day of

this year was 65°. The extent of the actual

loss due to the intemperate weather is

hard, if not impossible, to estimate, but
there is reason to fear that our agricul-

turalists will suffer to the extent of mil-

lions of pounds. These losses will, of

course, be felt in enhanced prices and
shorter supplies by all members of the com-
munity. The blight has taken a heavy toll

of the Potato crop, and with the prospec-

tive rise in the cost of food-stuffs, commo-
dities such as bacon are advancing already

in price. With the continuation of the pre-

sent weather the outlook for fruit in the

coming year is not propitious, and having
regard to the fact that all Western Europe
lies under the dark pall of the rain, it

would seem probable that many seed crops

will be light and that the price of seeds

will rule high. Even now, however, were
the weather to take a turn for the better,

we might be spared some of the worst
evils which threaten, and, despite the ad-

verse prognostications of the weather
office, we must continue to hope that such

a change will come soon. It is but a
poor comfort to the grower who sees his

produce and profits washed away to be
asked to observe how different are the

effects of the present weather on the

growth of the various plants of the garden.

Nevertheless, a rapid visit to the garden
made during the intervals between the

well-nigh incessant showers shows that,

whereas many flowers are hanging their

heads in despair of any lightening of the

grey skies above them, others persist in

being beautiful in spite of the gloom of

their surroundings. Many of the later

Roses are the pale ghosts of their true

selves. The Sweet Peas have ceased, at

all events in the garden we have in mind,

from attempting to develop their proper

colours. The fragile flowers of Petunias

and Mimulus are shrivelling in the bud
;

but, on the other hand, masses of dwarf
Antirrhinum have never been more beauti-

ful, and sturdy plants like Zinnias bear
their prim heads of blossom bravely. In

the vegetable garden the root and stem
crops are growing with amazing luxuri-

ance, and even Runner and Dwarf Beans
are bearing far better than might have
been expected. Perhaps the most re-

markable effect of the present spell of

rain and greyness is shown by the Grass
under trees. Where in normal years are

bare or brown patches there is at present

a rich greensward extending to the foot

of the trees. This is in part due to the

plentiful supply of moisture in the soil

;

but it would appear to be due also to the

fact that the cloudy skies, scattering the

light of the sun in all directions, provide

the ground under the trees with so much
diffused light that, although the days are

so sunless, the Grass beneath the trees

actually receives in a diffused form more
light than falls on it in summers with a
far greater amount of sunshine. Be this

as it may, the non-professional gardener
may at all events derive a certain slight

cold comfort from the contemplation of

the diverse behaviours of the plants which
he cares for, though we cannot expect re-

flections such as these to divert the mind
of the grower from the gloomy breedings

on the losses which threaten him. To
offer such consolation to him were but a

form of insolence, and all that may be
done is to deplore with him his losses and
to admire the fortitude with which he
bears them.

R.H.S. Spring Bulb Show.— Subject to

the general rules of the Society, the R.H.S.
Council offer prizes presented to them by Mr.
Robert Sydenham in three classes, open only to

amateurs, for bulbs grown in moss-fibre or

similar material (not earth) and without drainage.

The classes are (a) for six single Hyacinths, in

separate vases, not exceeding 6 inches in

diameter, to be selected from any one of th© fol-

lowing varieties :—Boerhave; City of Haarlem,

Enchantress, General Vetter, Innocence, Ivanhoe,

Jacques, Johan, King of the Blues, Koh-i-Noor,

Lady Derby, La Grandesse, Queen Mary, Schotel,

Totula, and Victory
;

(b) for six vases of Tulips

(vases not exceeding 7 inches in diameter, no
restriction a« to the number of bulbs in a vase),

to be selected from the following :—Fabiola,

Joost van Vondel, Keizerskroon, Le Reve, Mon
Tresor, Pink B<?auty, Prince of Austria, Queen

of the Netherlands, Red Admiral, Rose Luisante,

Van der Neer, Vermilion Brilliant, and White
Joost van Vondel ; (c) for six vases of Narcissi

(vases not exceeding 7 inches in diameter, no

restriction as to the number of bulbs in a vase),

to be selected from the following;—Albatross,
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Bianca, Blood Orange, Bullfinch, Cardinal,

C. J. Backhouse, Cresset, Dairymaid, Diadem,

Emperor, Firebrand, Glitter, Gloria Muudi,

Golden Bell, Goldfinch, Horace, Mrs. H. J.

Veitch, Lilian, Lucifer, Lulworth, Mme. de

Graaff, Seagull, Victoria, Wheatear, White
Lady, and WiU o' the Wisp. Five prizes are

offered in each class, and if there are more than

six exhibits and not less than eight in either of

the classes, an extra prize of 7s. 6d. will be

given ; a further 7s. 6d. if there are 10 exhibits,

and so on in the proportion of one prize for every

two exhibits exceeding six in each class.

Viola Trials. — The Royal Horticultural

Society has tliis season carried out a trial of

Violas at Wisley, and the report of the Floral

Committee is now before us. Fourteen varieties

have been honoured with awards of merit—not

novelties, but already known varieties which

have proved their superior merit in com-

petition with other varieties. The society has

granted in all since 1897 twenty-nine awards of

merit to Violas, and with very few exceptions

all the varieties are still in commerce, showing
that the decisions of the society have been con-

firmed by the experience of cultivators. The
most useful colours in Violas are the whites,

yellows, blues, and purples. In whites,

iVtarchioness (A.M. 1898) was largely grown for

several years, but Snowflake (A.]\L 1912) and
Palmer's White (A.M. 1912) are purer in the

flowers than Marchioness. White Swan, so

largely cultivated around London, has never been

recognised by the society, possibly because it

has never been sent to the trials. Pencaitland

(A.M. 1899, confirmed 1912), is a white flower

with a large yellow eye, and the plants have

almost a perennial habit. In yellows, two excel-

lent varieties received the award of merit this

summer—Kingcup and Walter Welsh—the latter

giving an especially rich note of colour. Royal
Sovereign (A.M. 1905) is also one of the best of

the yellow varieties. Mosley Perfection (A.M.

1911) is the largest yellow Viola obtainable, but it

is most to be recommended as an exhibition variety

as is A. J. Rowbery (A.M. 1895). Archibald

Grant (A.M. 1899) has remained practically un-

challenged as the best of the violet-purples for

a long time, but Edina (A.M. 1912), which seems

a better grower, will prove a serious rival. We
should like to know if it is an earlier bloomer?

Councillor Walters (A.M. 1905), like Archibald

Grant, is likely to liave its supremacy challenged.

Jubilee (A.M. 1912) is a crimson-purple self of

undoubted value, having a better spreading habit

than Councillor Walters. Among light blues

Maggie Molt has no compeer, and it is remark-

able that this most beautiful variety was awarded
the A.M. at the trial last month for the first

time. W. H. Woodgale (A.M. 1912) is a charm-
ing and distinct shade of blue and possessed of

a good habit. John Quarlon (A.M. 1912) is

another good blue flower' which is largely grown
for market, and this is an undoubted testimonial

to the value of any flower. Mrs. Chichester

(A.M. 1912), though not a self, is a flower of

many good qualities, and popular alike with

market cultivators and amateurs. The Royal
Horticultural Society's trials serve to call atten-

tion to varieties of flowers and vegetables which
can be relied on to give good results, and we
are glad that the Floral Committee has had the

courage to commend varieties of Violas for other
reasons than novelty.

Gardeners Fatal Accident. — William
John Smith, aged 46, a gardener, lately living at

Carew Place, Northwood, Middlesex, died in

the University College Hospital on the 22nd inst.

from lockjaw, following injury through a stake

entering his arm whilst picking Peas.

National Gladiolus Show. — We have

received the following letter from Mrs. K.
Atkinson, the hon. secretary of the National

Society:
—"I have noticed that in the report

of the Gladiolus Show, held on August 13, there

appear several errors, and I have been asked

by one or two of the competing members to cor-

rect them. I should, therefore, be greatly

obliged if you will publish the enclosed official

list. Considerable confusion was occasioned

by the fact that one of the members who com-

peted for, and won, several of the prizes, re-

moved his exhibits and award cards from the

society's stand to another part of the hall, and

this made it very difficult for members of the

Press to obtain a correct list. Steps have been

taken to prevent this occurring again."

The following is the official list of awards :

—

The President's Cup for the best collection in

the show, Messrs. Kelwat & Son.

Class 1, for 24 varieties : 1st, Messrs. Kelway
& Son ; 2nd, Mr. Wilhelm Pfitzer. Class 2, for

12 varieties : 1st, Messrs. Waarner & Co. Class

3, for new seedling variety : 1st, Mr. Wilhelm
Pfitzer, with ' Goldfinder

'
; 2nd, Mr. E. E.

Stuart, U.S.A., with ' Michigan.' Class 7, for

the best group : 1st, Mr. Wilhelm Pfitzer.

Class 8, for the best yellow spike : Ist, Messrs.

Kelway & Son, with ' Golden Measure
'

;

2nd, Mr. Wilhelm Pfitzer, with ' Schwa-

ben.* Class 9, for the best pink spike: 1st, Mr
Frank Banning, with ' Panama

'
; 2nd, Mr.

H. Groff, with 'Evolution Perfectus. ' Class

10, for the best white spike : 1st, Messrs.

Kelway & Son, with ' Duchess of Welling-

ton'; 2nd, Mr. K. Velthuys, with 'Europea.

'

Class 11, for the best blue spike : 1st, Mr, K.
Velthuys, with 'Vadenia'; 2nd, Messrs.

Kelway & Son, with 'La Nuit.'

The Shrewsbury Show.—The attendance

on the first day of the show at Shrewsbury was
very good, and the receipts amounted to

£938 IBs. Id., as compared with £799 13s. Id.

last year- The record takings on the first day
was £1.203 3s., in 1907. The weather this year

was fine throughout the day, but, unfortunately,

rain fell heavily in the evening. On the second

day it was very fine throughout, and the takings

were £1,632—just £650 below the record amount
of 1907. Most of the visitors seemed to be town-

folk, and it may be inferred that fine weather

has been so rare this year that agriculturists

feel bound to take the fullest advantage of the

few fine days which do occur. The Sltrewsbury

Chronicle Cup, offered for the highest aggregate

points made by a county of Salop exhibitor, was
won outright by Mr. T. Lambert, gardener to

Lord Haelech, Brogyntyn, Oswestry.

The late Mr. Alexander Dean. — The
funeral of the late Mr. Alexander Dean took

place on jMonday last in the Kingston Cemetery.

Notwithstanding the inclemency of the weather

a large company attended the ceremony. In

addition to the members of the family and

representatives of the Kingston Corporation, in-

cluding the Mayor (Councillor G. E. J. Street,

J.P.) and the ex-Mayor (Alderman G. HucKLE,
J. P.), the following members of the horticultural

profession were among those present :—Messrs.

J. Cheal (representing the Royal Horticultural

Society), John Crook, Owen Thomas, E. H.
Jenkins, T. Gibbons, W. Hayw^u^.d, W. G.

Smith, S. Mortimer, W. J. James, W.
PoDp.uiT, W. Bates, W. Haywood, Brian
Wynne (secretary of the Royal Gardeners'

Orphan Fund), E. G. Quick (secretary of the

National Vegetable Society), F. W. Harvey
(Editor of The Garden), A. E. Burgess, H. J.

Wright, J. Naylor, J.P., Wimbledon (repre-

senting Gardening Illustrated), and G. F.

Tinley (Gardeners' Chronicle). There was a

large number of wreaths and other floral tributes

from members of the family, the National

Vegetable Society, Sir Haery J. Veitch, the

Editor of The Garden, The Kingston Humani-
tarian Society, The Kingston and District Liberal

Association, The Kingston Coffee Tavern Co.,

members of The Old Kingston Saturday Popular
Entertainment Committee, the Kingston trades-

men, Mr. and Mrs. Crook and family, and Mr.
E. H. Jenkins.

Northern Counties Fruit Congress and
Show.—A fruit show and congress will be held

at Carlisle, on Wednesday and Thursday,
September 4 and 5, in conjunction with the

Carlisle and Cumberland Horticultural Associa-

tion's annual show. The congress meetings will

be held in the Arcade Room, adjoining the

markets. The subjects for discussion include

demonstrations in " The Bottling of Fruit," by
Mr. J. S. Chisholm, Horticultural Instructor to

the Northumberland County Council, and Mr.
G. P. Berry; " Soils, in Relation to Fruit Grow-
ing," by Mr. G. P. Berry, Horticulture In-

structor, Edinburgh and East of Scotland College

of Agriculture; " The Washing and Spraying of

Fruit Trees as a means of Combating Insect Pests

and Diseases," by Professor F. V. Theobald,
Wye College, Kent; "Canker and other Bark
Diseases of Fruit Trees," by Mr. F. J.

Chittenden, Director R.H.S. Laboratory,

Wisley; and " The Pruning of Fruit Trees and
Bushes," by Mr. Chisholm. Spraying demon-
strations will be given by various firms during
the mornings of both days in the Victoria Park.

Potato Imports in Jersey.— The Board of

Agriculture and Fisheries desire to inform Potato
growers and merchants that the States of the

Island of Jersey have adopted an Act authoris-

ing the importation of Potatos from the United
Kingdom, as from the 17th inst., on the follow-

ing conditions :—Each consignment must be ac-

(ompanied (a) by a declaration by the shipper,

indicating the farm where the Potatos were
grown, and certifying that no case of wart
disease of Potatos has occurred on such farm

;

and (b) by a certificate of the Board of Agricul-

ture and Fisheries, the Board of Agriculture for

Scotland, or the Department of Agriculture and
Technical Instruction for Ireland, as the case

may be, to the effect that no case of the said

disease has occurred within five miles of the farm
where the Potatos were grown. Intending ex-

porters of Potatos to Jersey should forward the

declaration from the grower of the Potatos re-

ferred to above, when applying to the Board for

a certificate. The declaration should state the

name of the farm on which the Potatos were
grown, the parish in which it is situate, and the

nearest post town, in order that its exact posi-

tion may be readily identified.

Agricultural Appointments in Uganda
and Nigeria.—ilr. S. Simpson has been appointed
Director of Agriculture, Uganda, in succession

to Mr. P. H. Lamb, who has been appointed
Director of Agriculture, Northern Nigeria. Mr.
F. Evans, Curator, Royal Botanic Gardens, Trini-

dad, has been appointed Assistant Superintendent
in the Agricultural Department, Southern
Nigeria.

Hospital Charities and Vegetable
Marrows.— A writer in the Pall Mall Gazette

describes a novel method of collecting funds for

St. John's Hospital at Twickenham. A huge
Vegetable Marrow is exposed in the window of

a shop in the neighbourhood, and the public is

invited to make a guess—at a small charge—as

to the weight of the monster Marrow. The best

guesser gets the Marrow and the hospital the

proceeds.
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Research Scholarships in Agricultural
Science.—'Ih 'Board of Agriculture andFisheries

have awarded research scholarships in agricul-

tural science to Messrs. A. W. Ashby, Univ.

Dip. Economics and Political Science (Oxford),

(Economics of Agriculture) ; W. Buddin, B.A.,

Univ. Dip. Agric. (Cambridge), (Plant Nutrition

and Soil Problems) ; A. E. Camekon, M.A.,

B.Sc. (Aberdeen), (Agricultural Zoology) ; F.

Cook, B.Sc, M.B., B.S. (London), (Animal

Nutrition); A. Cunningham, B.Sc., Agric.

(Edinburgh), (Bacteriology) ; J. Davidson,

M.Sc. (Liverpool), (Agricultural Zoology) ; F. C.

MiNETT, M.R.C.V.S. (London), (Animal

Pathology) ; P. A. Murphy, A.R.C.Sc. (Dublin),

(Plant Pathology) ; M. S. Pease, B.A., Univ.

Dip. Agric. (Cambridge), (Genetics); W. W. P.

PiTTOM, B.A., Univ. Dip. Agric. (Cambridge),

(Animal Nutrition); J. A. Peescott, B.Sc.

(Manchester), (Plant Nutrition and Soil Pro-

blems); and F. Summers, B.Sc. (London), M.Sc.

(Liverpool), (Plant Physiology). The scholar-

ships, which are of .the annual value of £150 and

are tenable for three years, have been established

in connection with the scheme for the promotion

of scientific research in agriculture, for the pur-

poses of which the Treasury have sanctioned a

grant to the Board from the Development Fund,

and they are designed to provide for the training

of promising students under suitable supervision

with a view to enable them to contribute to the

development of agricultural science.

School Gardens in Monmouthshire.—In

a paragraph in last week's issue of the Gardeners'

Ckronide dealing with a recently-issued Blue

Book, " Statistics of Public Education," it was

stated that there are no gardening classes for

boys or girls in Monmouthshire. Though this

is to be inferred from the tables published

on pages 353 and 354 of the Blue Book,

we are glad to hear from Mr. W. J. Grant,

Director of Agricultural Education to the Mon-

jiiouthshiire Education C-ommittee, tihat, as a

matter of fact, gardening instruction has been

given in that county for 20 years. Rather than

be hampered, however, by the restrictions

under which they would have to work for the

purpose of obtaining a small grant at each school

from the Board of Education, the Monmouthshire
Education Committee have provided all the

necessary funds for the work. This, presumably,

is the reason why the Board of Education's Blue

Book contains no reference to the work. At the

beginning of the present year, horticultural in-

struction was being given at 30 schools in the

county, at which 466 lads were receiving practical

lessons. The gardens are worked on the one

general plot and single-plot systems, and the boys

receive instruction on the raising and growing of

fruit, flowers, and vegetables upon the most

modern and approved principles. The instruc-

tion is given and the general arrangements are

made in such a manner as to fit in with the work

of each individual school. We are glad to learn

from Mr. Grant the true position of affairs.

Gardens and Ha\N to Sell Them. —
Messrs. Watkins & McCombie, who will be re-

membered by visitors to the International Ex-

hibition as the printers in charge of the sta-

tionery section, have published a booklet, which

bears the ingeniously-attractive title of Gar-

duns and How to Sell Them. Among the illus-

trations are numerous colour -prints and pictures

in half-tone representing some of the more strik-

ing gardens which were laid out at Chelsea dur-

ing the time of the Exhibition. Thus, in so

far as colour photography can represent the

natural beauty of these admirable works of horti-

cultural art the illustrations of this booklet help

to carry out the wish expressed by Her Majesty

the Queen during her visit to the Exhibition

that those gardens might be permanent.

Rainfall at Dolgelly.—Mr. F. G.Bkewee,
of Bryntirion Gardens, Bont Dhu, Dolgelly,

sends particulars of the rainfall measured at

Bryntirion during the present month. Up to the

morning of August 26 the total rainfall was

10.29 inch. A measurable quantity of rain fell on

24 of the 26 days, and more than 1 inch fell on

each of three different days. The greatest fall

in one period was 4.60 inches, which fell in 36

hours on the 23rd and 24th inst.

The Worlds Corn Crops.—The August

number of the Bulletin of Agricultural Statistics

published by the International Institute of Agri-

culture, contains four tables showing preliminary

estimates of the production of Wheat, Rye, Barley

and Oats for aU countries from which estimates

had been received up to the time of publication.

The total of the estimates for Wheat amount to

543,664,789 quintals as against 562,141,600 quin-

tals in 1911 (96.7 per cent.), the countries con-

sidered being: Prussia, Belgium, Bulgaria, Den-

mark, Spain, England and Wales, Hungary, Italy,

Luxemburg, Switzerland, Canada, United States,

India, Japan, Egypt and Tunis. Some of the

principal variations as compared with last year's

figures are ; Spain 30,595,000 quintals (40,414,000

quintals in 1911); Hungary 49,968,000

(51,737,000) ; Italy 47,108,000 (52,362,000) ; Canada

51,145.000 (58,746,000) ; United States 185,069,000

(169,100,000) ; India 99,862,000 (102,016,000). The

production of Rye amounts to 102.5 per cent,

of last year's production, being estimated at

134,300,000 quintals against 131,065,000. The

countries included in the estimate are : Prussia,

Belgium, Bulgaria, Denmark, Spain, Hungary,

Italy, Luxembui'g, Switzerland, Canada, United

States, and Algeria. The estimated production of

Barley is 144,557,000 quintals or 99.9 per cent,

of last year's production (144,747,000) in Prussia,

Belgium, Bulgaria, Denmark, Spain, England and

Wales, Hungary, Italy, Luxemburg, Switzei-

land, Canada, United States, Japan, Egypt, and

Tunis. The production of Oats is estimated at

353,038,000 quintals as against 298,707,000 quin-

tals, i.e., 111.5 per cent, of last year's production

in Prussia, Belgium, Bulgaria, Denmark, Spain,

England and Wales, Hungary, Italy, Luxemburg,

Switzerland, Canada, United States, Japan,

Algeria, and Tunis. Estimates are, however,

stUl missing for a few important countries, among

which Russia should be specially mentioned. The

totals and percentages given above will, there-

fore, undergo -further changes when estimates for

these countries are received. In two tables which

are given showing the area and production of

Maize and Rice, this year's production in the

United States is estimated for these two crops

respectively at 714,022,000 quintals (111 per cent,

of last year's production) and 4,695,000 quintals

(100.3 per cent.), and in Egypt at 19,418,000

quintals (112.6 per cent.) and 2,960,000 (76.9 per

cent.) respectively. Short reports as to the pro-

gress of the crops in a number of countries fol-

low the tables ; among these, that for Russia

is of special interest, and states that, although

the weather has not been very favourable in

European Russia, an over-average yield is

anticipated for all the cereal crops. The Bulletin

also contains five other tables showing the area,

crop condition, and, for a few countries, a pre-

liminary harvest estimate for Flax, Sugar Beet,

Vineyards, Tobacco, and Cotton. Among others,

the production of linseed in the United States is

given as 7,112,000 quintals, i.e., 144.6 per cent,

of last year's production, and the production of

Cotton in Egypt as 3,828,702 quintals (133 per

cent.), the production of Grapes in Spain as

24,134,551 quintals (89.5 per cent.), and the pro-

duction of Tobacco in the United States as

4,445,182 quintals (108.3 per cent.). A table

relative to the sUkworm industry reproduces the

date published in the Bulletin for July, with

the addition of the figures showing the production

of summer cocoons in Japan, which amounts to

17,195,000 kilogrammes or 86.9 per cent, of last

year's production. The total pr<jduction of

cocoons in 1912 is given as 157,574,000 kilo-

grammes, as against 161,901,000 in Austria, Bul-

garia, Spain, Huhgary, Italy, Switzerland, Japao

and Algeria.

Flowers in Season.—The wet, cold summer
has had very serious effects upon many of the

flowers which are usually at their best this

month ; but Sweet Peas seem to have suffered but

little. We have just received a large box of

these popular flowers, comprising over 40 of the

finest varieties, showing an excellence of culture

and condition seldom equalled, even in Essex.

The flowers were grown by Mr. G. B.

Blackvpell, of the Wood Green Park Estate,

Cheshunt, and Mr. Blackwell is certainly to

be commended for the care he has bestowed upon

them. Rainbow Spencer is a particularly fine

mottled variety, of a delicate shade of pink.

MasUn Spencer is a self-coloured flower of a

deeper shade of pink, very suitable for decora-

tive purposes. Of the purple selfs, Arthur Green

gives a fine effect, especially when blended with

Helen Pierce, a mottled purple variety with well-

marked, irregular streaking. All the flowers are

particularly well developed, with fine, upstand-

ing stems, and graceful, well-shaped blossoms.

One variety, an interesting sport from America
Spencer, with bright pink standards and wings,

and white keel, is specially noteworthy.

Australian Botanists.—Mr. J. H. Maiden
is indefatigable both as a systematist in botany

and as a historian of Australasian botanists. He
has now published (Australasian Association for

the Advancement of Science, iii., pp. 224-243,

with four portraits) the first supplement to his
" Records of Australian Botanists." The pre-

sent contribution consists largely of additional

information respecting botanists previously

noticed. It also contains an alphabetical list of

aU the botanists mentioned in the seven pre-

vious papers published by the author, with refer-

ences to the places of publication. The portraits

are : Amalie DrETRiCH, Ronald Gunn, Cart,

WiLHELMi, and Sir William Macaethue.

Sun-dried Strawberries. -A berry grower

of the State of Washington is stated, in an Ameri-
can Consular report, to have discovered, after

many experiments, a sun-drying process for

Strawberries which has proved so successful that

he now receives orders for the product from

many States in the Union, and also from Alaska,

He intends later to organise a company, and
turn out the fruit on a large scale.

Publications Received.— yAe Harvest of
the Hives, by the Bev. Gerard W. Bancks, M.A.
Second edition, price 6d. (Loudon: U.;win
Brothers, Ltd., 27. Pilgrim Street, E.G.)—Su»ar
Cane Experiment* in the Leeward Islands.
Reports of Experiments conducted in Antigua and
St. Kitts in the season 1910-11. Pare I, Experi-
ments with Varieties of Sugar Cane. Part II,

Manurial Experiment; witli Suga:- Cane. Im-
perial Department of Agriculture for the West
Indies. Barbados. Issued by the Imperial Com-
missioner for the West Indies, 1912. Price Is.

—

Bulletins of the Agricultural Experiment Sta-
tion of Nebraska, USA 123, Results of the
Douglas County Cow Testing Association, by A. L
Haeckerand J. H. Frandsen ; 130, Forage Rations
for Growing Horses. Report of Experimental
Substation. North Platte, Nebraska, by W. P.
Sn\djr and E. A. Burnett ; 128, Studies in Water
R.'quirements of Corn, by E. G. Montgomery and
T. A. Kiesselbach ; 127, Competition in Cerea's,

by E. G. Montgomery ; 126, Native Seed Corn, by
B. G. Montgomery; 125, Wheat Breeding Ex-
periments, by E. G. Montgomery ; 123, 124,

Fattening Hogs in Nebraska, by W. P. Snyder
and E. A. Burnett; the Germination Test for

Seed Corn, by T. A, Kiesselbaoh, &o.
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THE EU6ENIAS OF SOUTH AFRICA.

(Continued from p. 1.53.)

5. E. NiTALiiiA, Sender, in Harv. and Sond.
Fl. Cap. n., 522.

An erect, divaricately-branched, glabrous
shrub, 1.5 to 3 m. high ; second and third year's
branches, slender, roundish, greyish-white, and
marked with longitudinal striae, the ultimate
twigs short, flattened and subangulate, brownish,
densely leafy. Leaves opposite (rarely alternate
or ternate), patently spreading, usually twice or
three times as long as the intemodes, elliptic,

narrowing to the base into a very short, grooved
petiole, apex obtusely triangular, or obtusely cus-
pidate, 3 to 4.5 cm. long, 1 to 2.5 cm. broad, mem-
branous or thinly coriaceous, dark lustrous green,
smooth or slightly puckered above, the midrib
sunken, but the lateral veins slightly elevated on
both sides and coalescing into an intra-marginal
band, the lower sm'face pale and dull green,
dotted with minute glands ; margin undulate and
usually recurved towards the apex of the leaf,

fynaes or racemes, axillary or appearing in fas-

Whether the fruit is edible or not I am unable
to say. An excellent figure of this species is

given by Thonner in his Blutenpflaiizen Afrika's,
t. 115, 1908.

6. E. SlMii, Diimmer, sp. nov. (see fig. 85)

;

E. Zeyheri, Harvey, affinis sed ramulig baud
dense foliosis, foliis fere duplo longioribus
tenuioribus, marginibus recui-vis baud incrassatis,
floribus saepe solitariis longe pedicellatis, sepalis
corollisque glandulosis faciUime distinguenda.

An evergreen tree ? Ultimate branchlets,
straight, slender, subquadrangulate, smooth,
whitish and dotted with blackish lenticels.

Leaves opposite, subsessile, patently spreading,
twice or three times as long as the internodes,
narrowly elliptical, obtuse or rounded at the apex,
gradually tapering from the middle to the base
into an almost imperceptible flattened petiole,

5 cm. long, 12 to 13 nun. broad, shiny green
above, paler and dull beneath, with the midrib
and reticulations prominent on both sides, thinly
coriaceous and glabrous, the margin slightly un-
dulate but not thickened. Inflorescence axillarv.

41
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Fig. 83.—EUGENIA SIMII, DUMMER.

cides on the older wood, 3 to lOflowered, or by
abortion one flowered, with the slender, com-
pressed and angular, brownish peduncles 2 to 5

ram. long. Flowers white, staminate or perfect, 5
to 8 mm. in diameter, subtended by two minute,
deltoid, concave bracteoles. Receptacle obconic,

glandular ; sepals four, ' broadly ovate, concave,

rounded, slightly exceeding the receptacle.

Petals spreading, oblong or broadly ovate,

rounded, and, Uke the sepals, dotted with large

glands, ciEolate. Stamens, 20 to 25. Style stout,

erect, exceeding the stamens ; stigma subcapitate.

Fruit globose, thinly fleshy, 1 to 1.3 cm. in dia-

meter ; stone large, globose and pale brown.

Wood in Tram. S.A. Phil. Soc.. XVIU, ii, 1908, 157 (in
part).

Eastern Region.—Natal, Port Natal, Gueinzius. 3C. Mrs.
K. Saunders. Gerrard, 558. 73. 1644. Inanda. 540m.,
Wood, 1145. Zululand. Qucieni Forest, 1800 m. Davies 54
Ex Herb. Medley-Wood, 7893.

E. natalitia, Sond., appears to be confined to
Natal and Zululand, where its flowering season is

from October to December. Its omission, both
from Sim's and Fourcade's contributions to the
Forest Flora indicates that it does not play an
important part in the economy of that region.

invariably one-flowered (rarely cymose). Flowers
white, with a slender peduncle 5 to 10 ram. long ;

bracteoles two, opposite, deltoid, acute subtend-
ing the receptacle and about half as long as it.

Sepals four, concave, dotted with spherical
sessile dark glands, two broadly and shortly

ovate, rounded and about 2 mm. long, the
remaining broadly oblong and nearly twice as
long

; petals four, glandular, broadly oblong with
rounded apices, 4 mm. long ; stamens about 15,

as long as the petals ; anthers oval with blackish
connectives. Style erect, subulate; stigma capi-

tate. Fruit not seen.

Natal. Gerrard, in Kew Herbarium and British Museum,
47.

More material and information are required
as to the habit of this species, the nature of its

timber and whether it forms an important con-
stituent of the forests of Natal. It is not unlikely

that Sim and also Wood, in stating that E. Zey-
heri, Haivey, extends to Natal, are alluding to

this species, which is, however, quite distinct
from the preceding, differing mainly in the less

leafy, ultimate branchlets, longer and thinner
leaves, which are not thickened and recurved at

the margins, and in usually solitary flowers with
conspicuously glandular calyces and corollas.

7. E. iNCEETA, Diimmer, species nova distincta,
E. Woodii, maxime affinis sed ramulis juventutc
albidis, foliis longius petiolatis majoribus cauda-
to-cuspidatis tenuioribus fere bullatulis, racem-i
5-10 floris distat.

A shrub or small tree ; second and third year's
branches terete and brownish, with prominent
nodes and cicatrices ; ultimate branchlets straight,
subcompressed, whitish, dotted with brownish
lenticels, 10 to 15 cm. long; internodes 3 to 4
cm. long. Leaves opposite, shortly petiolate,
spreading, thinly coriaceous and glabrous; blade
5.5 to 8 cm. long, 3 to 3.7 cm. broad, elliptic,
caudately and obtusely cuspidate, with the cusp
1 to 1.5 cm. in length and narrowing from below
the middle into the grooved petiole, which rarely
exceeds 5 mm. ; dark green and shining above,
with a sunken midrib and the principal lateral
veins 4 to 8 mm. apart, slightly raised and loop-
ing into an intra-marginal band, which is suc-
ceeded by a secondary band in closer proximity
to the margin of the leaf ; lower surface duU and
paler green, with the costa and nerves more
prominent, obscurely glandular-dotted, and
irregularly puckered, the margin slightly undu-
late. Racemes or cymes 5 to lO-flowered, much
shorter than the leaves, axillary, and with the
exception of the stamens and style, glandularly
puberulous; bracts small, ovate, and concave.
Flowers whitish, 8 to 10 mm. in diameter, borne
on slender pedicels 5 to 8 mm. long. Receptacle
obconic or uifundibuUform, subtended by a pair
of small, thickish, ovate, concave bracteoles,
united at the base. Sepals unequal with rounded
apices. Petals free, spreading, broadly ovate
concave and dotted with large glands rounded
at the apex. Stamens 20 to 30, rarely exceeding
the petals, with flattened filaments and small'
oblong anthers. Style filiform, erect or slightly
uncinate, 2.5 to 3 mm. long.

NaUl Botanic Gardens. Block, B2. Medley-Wocd, 1813.

The uncertainty as regards the precise origin
of this plant is implied by its specific name. It
IS cultivated in the Natal Botanical Gardens, and
was raised from seed probably gathered on one of
tlie periodic excursions into the interior of the
colony, which have been instituted to investigate
Its flora. At first I was inclined to suspect its
nativeness, believing it to be like E. Fambos.
Lmn., one of the species introduced in the early
days by the East Indiamen from India, but this
IS not supported by an exaraination of foreign
material.

8. E. CAPENSis, Harvey, Genera South African
Plants, 416 (1838).

A much-branched, densely-leafy, evergreen
shrub, averaging 1 to 2 m. high, usually with
opposite branches, which are roughly striate or
scaly-barked and ashy grey or brownish in the
second or third year; twigs short, distinctly
flattened and four-angled, chestnut-brown, with
short, minute, erect pubescence. Leaves small,
imbricate or patent, opposite or sometimes iii
threes, very shortly petiolate, shortly elliptic or
rarely obovate or orbicular, rounded at both
ends or subcordate at the base, 8 to 20 mm.
long, 5 to 13 ram. broad, coriaceous, glabrous,
glaucescent and shining above, paler and dull
below, with the midi-ib and reticulations up-
raised on both surfaces, but most prominent on
the lower surface, which is, moreover, thickly
dotted with obscure pellucid glands; margin
thickened and reflexed, but scarcely undulate.
Flowers white, axUlaiy, or appearing on the old
wood, solitary, in pairs or threes (rarely more),
about 1 cm. in diameter, disposed on slender,
glabrous, ascending, nude peduncles, 5 to 15 mm.
long. Receptacle shortly obconic, with two small
ovate bracteoles subtending it. Sepals concave,
rounded, sparingly glandular and ciliolate.
Petak spreading, broadly ovate or oblong, eglan-
dular. Stamens numerous, as long as the corolla
or exceeding it. Style stout, erect, equalUng
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the stamens, with a peltate oval stigroa. Fruit

oblong or globose, purplish, 1 cm. long, crowned

by the persistent sepals ; stone large.

Sonder. I.e., 522. Sim in Aoric. Jour. Capo of Good
Hope, XVI, 1900, 41; Forest Fl. Cape Col., 227, pi. Ixxi,

I. ii; Wood, I.e., 156; Sim, For. Fl. Port, East A/ric, C8.

Memecj'lon capense, Ecltlon and Zeyh. Fnum., PI. 274.

Myrtu3 capensig, Harvey. I.e., 99 {not ol Burmann).

Coast Refrion.—Uitenbage Div. ; at the moutli of the

Bushman's Kiyor, Ecklon and Zeyher, 1772; sandhills near

the seashore, between the Zwurtkops River and the Oiega

River, Zeyher, 7; 8. Lineh Post, Bowie. Bathnrst Div.,

near Port Alfred, Bnrchell, 3810. At the mouth o! the

Great Fish River, on the western side, Eurcliell, 3749.

Albany Div., Albany, Bowlrer. Grahamstown, MacOwan.
Eastern Region. Transkei; Kentani, near Rock Cove.

Miss Alice Pegler, 872. Natal: Gerrard, 93. Near Durban,

Haygarth, ex Wood, 1629.

Vab major, Sonder, I.e. 523.

Leaves 22 to 25 mm. long, 13 to 22 mm. broad.

I^lowers 1.3 cm. in diameter.

Eastern Region. Natal; between Umzimknlu River and
tJmkomanzi River. Drf^ge, 5367b. Natal, Cooper, 1261.

nnrban, Rehmann, 8970.

This shrubby species is of considerable im-

portance as a sand-dune binder, and forms a

conspicuous feature of the maritime vegetation

along the eastern coast from Uitenhage to Natal,

where it usually covers the dunes, down to water-

mark. The variety- frequents a similar locality,

and is only distinguishable from the type by the

broader, longer leaves and slightly larger flowere.

The latter appear between February and May,

and are succeeded by oblong, purplish drupes,

which are, however, not edible, according to

Sim (I.e.). Sim also remarks that the species

abounds on the sand-dunes in Portuguese East

Africa up to Inhamhane, where the natives know
it by the came of Ngoba. B. A. Dummer,

(To be concluded.)

FLORISTS' FLOWERS.

PRIMULA SINENSIS.

Primula sinensis and its many varieties can

be had in flower over an extended period. Seeds

may be sown as early as March, and with proper

treatment the resulting plants will flower in the

following autumn. Later sowings may be made
until the end of August ; if properly attended to,

the seedlings from the later sowings will supply

good plants for flowering during the following

spring. For general purposes it is best to sow

the seed during June. The seed should be sown

thinjy in shallow, well-drained pans, filled with

a light compost, consisting of leaf-mould and

sand, with the addition of a little loam ; the pans

should be placed in a warm frame or pit, and
shaded until the seed germinates. If sown
thinly, the seedlings may remain in the seed-

pans until they are large enough to pot into

thumb-pots; but if they show any signs of

damping they must be at once pricked off into

fresh soil. During their earlier stages they

should be kept in a warm pit, for preference on

a shelf close to the glass, as it is essential that

the plants should be kept sturdy.

When well established they may be placed in

cold frames, where they should receive ample

ventilation during mild weather, and the plants

be dewed with the syringe and the frames shut

early in the afternoon.

When the plants have filled the small pots

with roots they should be shifted into 3-inch

pots, using a light, rich compost, consisting of

two parts loam to one each of spent manure from

a Mushroom bed, and leaf-mould, with the addi-

tion of sufficient sand to render the whole porous.

Some old mortar rubbish is also excellent. The
final shift should be into 5-inch or 6-inch pots;

the former size is best, unless large plants are re-

quired. In potting, the base of the plant should

be kept well down, as if this is neglected the

plants later on will tumble over if not kept sup-

ported. During their growing season success de-

pends on proper attention to watering, shading

and ventilation. During the summer the plants

will require plenty of water, especially when well

established; during autumn and winter they

will need less, and care must be taken not to

over-water at that time. Some slight shading

will be required during the hottest part of the

day, but this should not be too dense, or the

plants will become weak and drawn, and venti-

lation must be given according to the weather,

but it should always be ample. During winter

and spring, when the plants are in flower, a

temper,ature of 50° to 55° will be most suitable.

When the plants are growing and the pots are

well filled with roots, frequent applications of

liquid manure or soot-water will be found bene-

ficial. The above treatment will be suitable for

most of the other greenhouse Primulas, such as

P. obconica, P. malacoides, P. kewensis and P.

verticiUata.

CINERARIAS.

Like Primulas, these plants may be sown over

an extended period. If wanted in flower during

November and December, they must be sown as

early as April ; but for general purposes June is

sufficiently early. The seed should be sown in shal-

low pans, containing a light compost, and stood

in a cool frame or on the shady side of a green-

house, shading until the seeds germinate. When
large enough to handle, the seedlings should be

potted singly into thumb-pots, returning theim to

a close frame, where they should be syringed

mornings and afternoons until they are estab-

lished, when more air should be given. When
the pots are filled with roots the plants should

have another shift into 5-inch pots. Cinerarias

are rapid, coarse-growing subjects, and, there-

fore, require frequent repottings ; in fact, at no

time during their growing period must they be

suffered to become pot-bound, but should be

potted on, whenever necessary, until they are in

their flowering pots, which may be 8 inches or

10 inches in diameter if large specimens are

required.

The potting compost should consist of rough,

lumpy loam, with leaf-mould and spent manure

from a Mushroom bed, or well-decayed farmyard

dung. The plants should be grown on in cold

frames during the summer, keeping them closed

for a few days after repotting. At all other times

ample ventilation, with shade during the hottest

part of the day, should be afforded, syringing

freely mornings and afternoons, except during

dull weather, when care should be exercised in

applying water, as Cinerarias are subject to mil-

dew, though this is generally caused by over-

crowding. A sharp watch must he kept for

aphis, which must be destroyed by fumiga-

tion. The plants may be kept in the cold

frames until the end of September, when they

should be removed to a cool greenhouse, where

abundance of light and air may at all times be

admitted. When the flowering pots are well

filled with roots the plants must be afforded

plenty of liquid manure, alternated with some

approved artificial fertiliser. Cineraria* do not

generally come true from seed, so, if it is desired

to increase any particular sort, it is best done by

means of cuttings, which are thrown up from

the base of the old plants.

SCHIZANTHUS.

For flowering in pots during early spring,

seeds should be sown during September in pots

or pans of light compost, and stood in a cold

frame, where they should be shaded until they

germinate. When large enough to handle, the

seedlings may either be pricked off singly into

thumb-pots or into pans or small seed-boxes,

until they are large enough to be transferred to

3-inch pots. Schizanthus are easily grown in

cold frames, or, better still, on a shelf close to

the glass, in a cool greenhouse. The secret cf

success is to keep the plants strong and sturdy

from the beginning, and for this plenty of air ia

necessary at all times, though the amount

must be regulated according to the out-door

temperature. A too-close and warm atmo-

sphere ruins the plants, especially during

mid-winter, when they should be kept grow-

ing as little as possible, as during the dull days

growth is weak and spindly. The young plants,

when well rooted, should be transferred from the

thumbs to 4-inch pots, using a light, rich com-

post; this size should be large enough to carry

them over the winter. When a few inches high

the plants should have their growing points

pinched out to induce a more bushy habit. In

the case of S. Wisetonensis this is not neces-

sary, as it is naturally of a bushy habit. Early

in the new year the plants should be shifted into

their flowering pots, which should be 5 inches or

7 inches in diameter. They should have a posi-

tion in a cool greenhouse, where they can have
ample light and air. They should also have
plenty of room, as overcrowding soon results in

weak, drawn growths.

In the London area lack of light during the

winter months renders it almost impossible to

grow these or any other annuals with hopes of

good results ; thus it is best to start in the new
year, sowing the seed early in January. The re-

sulting plants, if grown on without any check,

will not be much behind the autmnn-sown ones

in point of size and time of flowering- They can

be successfully grown outdoors during the sum-

mer months, sowing the seeds in an open, sunny
position towards the end of April or early in

May. When thinning, care should be taken to

allow plenty of room, as, in common with all

annuals, they are not seen at their best when
overcrowded. J. C.

PLANT NOTE.

POTERIUM OBTUSATUM.
This species, which was recently introduced

from Japan, is a desirable addition to summer-
flowering border plants. Poterium obtusatum
has handsome pinnate foliage of a pleasant

light green colour. The flower stems grow to a

height of about 3 feet, and bear charming droop-

ing inflorescences of rose-pink flowers from July
to September. It is quite hardy, and will flourish

iif ordinary garden soil. Iris.

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.

(The Editors do not hold themselves responsible for

the opinions expressed by correspondents.)

A Family of Gardeners. — Reading the

obituary notice of the late Mr. Alexander Dean,
I was reminded of another family of gardeners

who received their early training at tlie same
then well-known. Hill Nursery of Mr. Page,
Southampton. Some of them were contem-
poraries of the late brothers Dean. They, too,

were sons of a gardener long connected with the
same firm. I first met their father, James Barter,

when I was at Hackwood Park, in the late

'sixties of last century. He was then manager
of the cemetery at Basingstoke, having been sent

to carry out the plan supplied by Mr. Page.

On its completion, the authorities engaged him
permanently. He had five sons, all gardeners,

viz., Charles, Frederick, Walter, Edward and
William, four of whom I knew personally.

Charles went out from Kew about 1858 on a
botanical expedition up the river Niger, in West
Africa. He died there, and his body was in-

terred by his comrades under a Palm tree. I

believe one or more soft-wooded stove plants he
sent home were specifically named Barteri, but

as I am writing from memory, I forget their

generic name or names. Frederick also had a

Kew training, and was sent out from there first

to the Isle of Ascension, with a view to estab-

lish arboreal vegetation thereon, and so attract

moisture, and bring about a supply of fresh

water for the Pacific fleet. I believe the idea

came from the late Dr. Lindley. On his return

home, he was sent out to Bengal, India, in

order to establish experimental plantations of

Cotton, and to teach the natives how to cultivate

this crop. This was about 1870. A few years

after he was invalided home, but died on the s.s.

Seenda, and was buried at sea. Walter was gar-

dener to the Earl of Gosford, in Ireland. After-

wards he became gardener at Culzean Castle, in

Ayrshire. Later he became manager of an estate

aiid garden near Rio de Janeiro. He, too. died

abroad. Edward was for a time gardener at
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Bolton Hall, Bedale, in this county, about 1871.

William was gardener to the late Mr. Mark Firth,

near Sheffield. I have lost sight of them for

many years. Such are the chances and changes
in some gardeners' lives ! Yorkshire Gardener.

Storm at Henham Gardens, Wangford.—
Great damage was done by a storm which visited

this district on the 26th inst. Rain com-
menced to fall about two o'clock in the
morning ; the wind increased in strength as

the day advanced until, about 11.30 a.m., it

blew with hurricane force from the north-

east and it was at about that hour that most
damage was done. A fine tree of Ailanthus
glandulosa, standing at the east side of the resi-

dence, was uprooted and blown down. Its height
was 75 feet, and at 6 feet from the ground it was
12^ feet in circumference. It has been teen at

various times by the leading arboriculturists of
England, and only two years ago was inspected
by Sir Hugh Beavor, of Norfolk, and Mr. H. J.

Elwes, F.L.S., of Colesborne Park, Gloucester-
shire, who considered it the finest specimen north
of the Thames, if not the finest in England.
Various other trees on the estate were blown
down, including a row of 11 very fine Poplars.
In the kitchen gardens bush Apple trees planted
seven and eight years ago, and carrying heavy
crops, were blown on their sides and almost up-
rooted. Bushels of Apples and Pears were strewn
aU over the ground, all kinds of green vegetables
were laid flat, whilst plants of Paul Grampel
Pelargonium were blown completely out of the
ground. To-<iay we have picked up nearly a

ton of Apples which have been blown off the
trees. The rainfall for the 24 hours was 3.77
inches, a record for the past 10 years. Thos.
Simpson., Henham Gardens, Wangford, Suffolk.

House Flitting by Wasps.—A powerful nest

of wasps established itself among the Alpines
last July in the garden of H. T. Mennell, Esq.,
Park Hill Rise, Croydon. One afternoon, as

hundreds of the insects were flying in and out,

Mr. Mennell and his daughter stood within two
yards for some while, unmolested and unmolest-
mg. They decided to treat the nest that night
with boiling water and paraflin oil. for it was in

level ground. Coming back a quarter of an
hour later, they were astonished to find the
wasps busier than ever, but all flying off in

one direction over a fence, laden with eggs,

grubs and pieces of the ncBt. In about an
liour the place was practically deserted, as it

lias remained to date (August 22), though the
hole has not been touched. /. Edmund Clark,
Asgarth, Riddlesdown Road, Purley, Surrey.

Apples in Prize Collections of Fruit.—
I notice in tlie report of the Shrewsbury show
that the first prize collection of dessert fruit

contained four varieties of Apples, these receiv-
ing as many, and in some cases more, points
than Figs, Grapes, Pineapples, and Peaches. I
am not suggesting that more points were given
them than they deserved, but I ask : can a dish
of Apple Gascoyne's Scarlet Seedling be in any
way compared to any of the fruits named above
for dessert purposes? At this time of the year
and for some time to come this Apple has little

to recommend it beyond its brilliant colour.
I note also that Apple Emperor Alexander was
included in one collection of twelve dishes. But
this is an Apple of little worth beyond its beauti-
ful appearance. If these inferior sorts of Apples
had been replaced by Cox's Orange Pippin
no objection could be raised. The R.H.S. code
of rules in judging fruit allows more points for
Apples than for Plums, and as many as for
Figs. No one, I think, wUl say Apples are equal
to either of these fruits when in equally good
condition. I would reduce the number of dishes
and restrict Apples to two dishes, which are
quite sufficient in a collection. E. M.

Reversion in Gladioli. — When walking
through the gardens at Grimston Park recently,
Mr. Bound, the gardener, drew my attention
to two rows of Gladioli Lemoine's Sfeedling.
The corms were purchased in the spring of 1911.
They flowered well, and were very varied and
interesting. This year, fully nine-tenths of them
have thrown flower-spikes very much alike, but
not nearly so good as last year. The corms were
lifted last November, stored in a dry place, and
planted on fresh ground last spring.' Is this de-
generation a usual occurrence? H. J. O.

A New Carnation Treatise (seep. 131).

—

In reply to Mr. R. P. Brotherston's somewhat
unfavourable review of my new book. The Per-
petual Flowering Carnation, I would point out
that he, out of 19 reviewers, stands alone in his
opinion. My first book, of which 5,000 copies were
sold, is now out of print, hence this new and
enlarged work, which is selling far in excess of

our expectations. My brother and I have spent
32 years in the cultivation of Perpetual-flower-
ing Carnations with some of the leading firms in

England and America. At the recent Inter-

national Horticultural Exhibition, Chelsea, our
firm beat every British firm in the premier Car-
nation competition class, receiving the silver

cup. We also won the American Floral Societies'

Medal, offered for the best American Carnations
in the show. This indicates that our methods
must be fairly reliable, and we question if any
combination can claim such wide experience of
the subject. Montagu C. Allwood, IJaywurds
Heath.

Rose Minnehaha (see p, 150).— Mr. Taylor
describes the colour of Minnehaha and Dorothy
Perkins as being almost identical, whereas the
former is of a pure salmon shade, and the lat-

ter rose-pink. A beautiful and harmonious com-
bination of colour is obtained by planting Minne-
haha and Hiawatha together, but the charm
would be lost by substituting Dorothy Perkins
for Minnehaha. The writer does not mention
that Minnehaha possesses strong flower stems,
thus enabling the large panicles to be gracefully
displayed. That much maligned variety, Veil-
chenblau (or so-called Blue Rambler), when
planted in combination with Debutante (mauve-
pink) will appeal to sesthetic tastes, both being
in flower at the same time. R. W. Proctor,
Junr., Chesterfield.

Preserving Ripe Grapes.—With reference

to Mr. Wm. Taylor's experience, if he will

turn to my paper on " The Absorption of Rain
and Dew by the Green Parts of Plants

"

{Journal, Hoy. Hort, Soc, 1908), he will find fi

quotation of Dr. Hugo de Vrics, and a
paragraph on Sach's observations on the wither-
ing of plants, which may perhaps explain the
phenomena he exper'ienced. I have also added
my own experience of leaves on cut flower shoots
absorbing water. It is recommended to leave
one or two leaves on the stalk below the water.
In striking certain cuttings, it has also been
suggested to bury a leaf or two to assist the
cutting to absorb water. George Benslow.

The Bearing of Apples.—Your leader on
this subject (p. 156) furnishes interesting food for

thought to fruit growers. From my own ex-

perience, extending over a period of 25 years, I

incline to the belief that some varieties of
Apples are not strong enough in constitution
to produce and mature annually the necessary
fruit buds to bear a crop of fruit every year.
I am of the opinion, however, that annual crops
of most leading sorts grown in this country
can be secured provided the trees are treated
properly and judiciously fed in the autumn when
the fruit buds are maturing. On taking charge
of these gardens several years ago, I found that
the majority of the Apple trees were in an un-
satisfactory condition. But by lifting, root-
pruning, branch-pruning, and attending to their
annual wants as to feeding, &c., we have not
failed to secure good crops of Apples from the
majority of the trees every season for the past
nine years, and it is only in the case of two or
three varieties that average crops are alternated
with light ones. »The variety you cite,
" Wealthy," is no doubt of delicate constitution.
[ planted trees about 10 years ago, and they soon
died from canker. The variety Lady Henniker
grows well here, is unaffected by canker, but
bears good crops only in alternate years. Another
variety of this character is September Beauty.
Among varieties which have borne good crops
continuously for the past nine years here are Irish
Peach, Worcester Pearmain, 'The Queen, Ameri-
can Mother, Keswick Codlin, Duchess of Olden-
burgh, Bramley's Seedling, and Tower of Glamis.
Other sorts might be mentioned which have done
equally well, but the variety last mentioned has
never ceased to bear very heavy crops of Apples
each year during the above period, and this year
is 110 exception, the trees being covered with
fruit, necessitating thinning, which has also been
done during past years. One constantly comes

across fruit trees that are badly pruned, but
if the roots are attended to and the branches
thinly and properly trained, much can be done
towards assuring average crops of good fruit
annually, excepting in the case of a very few
varieties. Wilmot H. Yates, Botherfield Gar-
dens, Alton, Hants.

Pavetta Cecil/e.—On p. 149, W. T. recom-
mends Pavetta caffra for the greenhouse or con-
servatory, and it may interest your readers to
know of another very pretty Pavetta, which I
was fortunate in finding in South Africa, and
which, so far as I know, has not yet been grown
in England. The species was named at Kew after
me, Pavetta Cecilae (see Kew Bulletin, No. 4,
1906, Diagnoses Africanae, xvi., description No
832, N. E. Brown). I fouad it in Rhodesia, near
Selukwe, in 1889. I have often thought that
the plant would be found useful if grown in the
same manner as the Bouvardia, which it greatly
resembles. It has wliite flowers, in loose terminal
heads, with long, conspicuous styles. I should be
interested to hear if anyone has met with thi,s

plant in cultivation in this country. Alicia M.
Cecil, Weycombe, Haslemere, Surrey.

Double Standards in Sweet Peas.—In
your interesting leader (see p. 136) on the above,
the following passage occurs: " Whilst it may
be claimed that, the conditions being equal, cer-
tain varieties are more capable than others of
producing a greater proportion of flowers with
double standards, nevertheless this particular
duplication is very often merely an indication of
high cultivation attended with "a very liberal use
of manures." The first part of this sentence is

entirely in accord with my experience; the latter
is not. In a soil notoriously poor and shallow—
we touch giavelly marl at 15 inch deep, and may
then descend 12 feet into nothing but gravel and
sand—and which in times of drought is rendered
into dust-dry particles by reason of the excessive
and rapid filtration of all moisture, a great
number of flowers having double standards have
appeared this year on plants grown in the
ordinary unmanured soil. The chief offenders

—

if this duplication is to be regarded as an offence
-yhas been Aurora (.Spencer), though other varie-
ties have contributed their quota. Nor is it a
question of standards alone ; there are evidences,
if in lesser degree, of duplication in other parts
of the flower. Hence one not unnaturally in-

quires whether these increased floral parts do
not rather represent a stage in evolution which
the very absence of uniformity or fixity vponld
suggest is as yet but in the infantile stage? I

think so. To what extent high cultivation might
develop the sportive tendency is a moot point.
At the moment, however, experience tends to
show that it is inherent in the plant. E. E.
Jenhim.

SOCISTXSS.
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL.

Adgcst 27,—The Hall in Vincent Square,
Westminster, was well filled at the meeting held
on Tuesday last, and there was a much larger
attendance than is customary at this time of the
year. The chief interest was centred in the
magnificent collections of hardy fruits growing
in pots. The Fruit and Vegetable Com-
mittee awarded the Hogg Memorial Medal,
one Gold, three other Medals, one First-class
Certificate, and one Award of Merit. The
Orchid Committee granted five Medals, five
Awards of Merit, and one Card of Cultural Com-
mendation, The Floral Committee awarded 12
Medals, one First-class Certificate, and, in con-
junction with the National Dahlia Society, seven
Awards to Dahlias,
The Chairman of the Fruit and Vegetable

Committee, in pi-oposing a vote of condolence
and sympathy with the relatives of the late Mr,
Alexander Dean. V.M.H., expressed the great
loss which horticulture in general and that Com-
mittee in particular had sustained by his death.
At the 3 o'clock meeting in the Lecture Room

Mr. James Hudson, V.M.H., read a paper on
" Water Lilies."

Floral Committee.
Present : Henry B. May, Esq, (in the Chair)

;

and Messrs, Chas, T, Drnery, John Green,
George Gordon, W. J. Bean, G. Reuthe,
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W. Bain, John Dickson, Charles Dixon, H. J.

Jones, J. T. Bcnnctt-Poe, Chas. E. Pearson,

W. P. Thomson. Lleorge Paul, VVm. J. James,

E. A. Bowles, E. C. Notcutt, F. Herbert Chap-

man, C. Blick, and E. H. Jenkins.

Leopold de Rotiisciiild, Esq., C.V.O., Gun-
nersbury House, Acton (gr. Mr. J. Hudson,
V..M.H.), exhibited blooms of tropical blue-

flowered Water Lilies. These were the Berlin

variety of Nymphaea stellata and N. pulcherrinia,

with large, long-petallcd flo\vers,and N. gigantea

var. Hudsoniana, which has large, round flowers

;

the circular, golden filaments nestling in the

middle of the broad-petalled, blue flowers were

very charming. For this exhibit and the large

number of blooms used to illustrate Mr. Hud-
son's lecture a Silver Flora Medal was awarded.

Mr. L. R. Russell, Riclunond, made a very

large display of Celosias, in blocks of distinct

colours, and many excellent foliage Begonias.

At the end of the hall under the clock, Mr.

Russell exhibited a group of exceedingly good

standard plants of the lemon-scented Verbena,

Alovsia citriodora. These well-grown plants,

which were in flower, attracted considerable

admiration, and illustrated an excellent means

of providing a change from the standard Fuchsias

and Heliotrope whiph, beautiful though they be,

are too frequently used in summer bedding

schemes.
Messrs. John Piper & Sons, Barnes, Surrey,

showed a large number of Lilium speciosum mag-
nificum in pots. The plants were exceedingly

fine examples, but the sage-green colour of the

Ijackground did not enhance their beauty. (Sil-

ver Banksian Medal.)

Messrs. James Veitch & Sons, Chelsea, fiUed

a long table with ornamental greenhouse plants.

A batch of Streptocarpus, raised from seed sown
seven months ago and arranged in distinct

shades of colour, was excellent. Standard plants

of Fuchsia " Thalia " displayed the floriferous-

ness of this variety. The greenhouse hybrid

Rhododendrons were quite as good as ever ; the

flowers of R. Ne Plus Ultra were exceedingly

rich in colour. The large block of Cannas in

very small flower-pots bore astonishingly fine

heads of bloom. (Silver Banksian Medal.)

Messrs. H. B. May & Sons, Upper Edmonton,
arranged sturdy plants of Ixora Williamsii, \.

Fraseri, I. salicifolia and Codiseum edmon-

toniense amongst many excellent Ferns and

Selaginellas. Ixora salicifolia is an uncomnaon

and very ornamental species. As the specific

name suggests, the leaves are long and narrow,

and the bright-red flowers are borne in a large

truss. '(Silver Banksian Medal.)

Mr. James Box, Lindfield, Sussex, made a

very pleasing show with large stands of herba-

ceous Phlox tastefully disposed and many other

hardy border flowers. The small white Gladio-

lus-like spikes of Watsonia Ardernei alba were

unusually good. Other desirable flowers were

those of'Galtonia (Hyacinthus) candicans, many
Gaillardias (including the clear-yellow Lady Rol-

leston). Lobelia cardinalis Queen Victoria, and
Aconitum Wilsonii. The Phloxes, which formed

the chief feature of this fine exhibit, were ex-

ceedingly good, and the colours were skilfully

arranged. (Silver-gilt Banksian Medal.)

Messrs. Wm. Cutbush & Son. Highgate, Lon-
don, had an imposing collection of cut border

flowers. A very large vase of the teri'a-cotta-

coloured Gladiolus HoUandia was especially note-

worthy. Other large stands contained Crinums,
Pentstemons and Tritonias, whilst the ground-
work was composed of various Heleniums,
standard bushes of Rose "Jessie"— rising above
small fruiting bushes of Skimmia japonica—Rud-
beckias and Gaillardias. In the front there were
choice flowers of hardy Nymphaeas. (Silver

Flora Jledal.)

Mr. Ernest Dixon, Putney, showed hardy
flowers edged by a row of Viola cornuta pur-
purea.

Messrs. Geopge Bunyard & Co., Maidstone,
Kent, displayed border flowers in great profu-

sion. The spikes of Tritoma (Kniphofia) Star
of Baden. T. nobilis and T. erecta were very
fine, as also were the spikes of Delphiniums.
(Silver Banksian Medal.)

Messrs. W. Wells & Co., Merstham, Surrey,
arranged many spikes of Delphiniums, Phloxes,
and other border flowers.

The Hon. Vicary Gibbs, Aldenham House,
Elstree (gr. Mr. E. Beckett), showed an interest-

ing tollection cf ppe' i 's and varieties of Buddleia,

mostly of B. variabilis, which bore very large

racemes of honey-sweet flowers. (SUver Banksian
Medal.J
The Rev. Chalmers Hunt, Willian Rectory,

Hitchin, contributed a very fresh collection of

Roses. Some vases of Asters contained fine but
somewhat weather-strained flowers, a regrettable

but not unexpected condition.

Mr. A. Ll. Wwillim, Cambria Nursery, Sid-

cup, Kent, showed many blooms of this year's

seedling tuberous- rooted Begonias set out on ex-

hibition boards. The flowers, which had been
grown in the open ground, showed signs of the
weather, but were of large size and distinct

colours. A few pot plants of named double
Begonias were very good specimens. At the end
of the Begonias there was a collection of border
flowers in vases. (Bronze Banksian Medal.)
Mr. G. Ueuthe, Keston, Kent, arranged small

pot plants and cut sprays of various hardy shrubs
and plants. Amongst the lesser-known plants

there were Linaria alpina, Gentiana bavarica.
Campanula grandiflora Mariesii, and Polygonum
Brunonis.

Messrs. Wm. Fells & Son, Hitchin, Herts.,
showed Violas, various cut border flowers, and
arranged a small rock garden, in which they
planted Origanum hybridum, the rich purple-

tiowered Myosotis azorica, and Tunica saxifraga^

Mary Countess of Ilchester, Holland House,
Kensington (gr. Mr. A. Di.xon), contributed a
collection of fruiting branches of ornamental
Crabs. The sprays of Pyrus Malus, P. M.
pendula, P. prunitolia, P. Niedzwetzyana, with
large pui'ple fruits ; P. Dartmouth and P. spec-

tabilis, which have smaller rosy flushed fruits,

and the green-fruited P. salicifolia were very
ornamental.
Mr. Amos. Perry, Enfield, Middlesex, ar-

ranged a very attractive collection of Delphinium
sprays. The blue and purple-coloured varieties

Perfection and Mrs. Brower ; the pale blue Per-
simmon and Lizzie and the darker flowers of

King of Delphiniums, Lemartin and Sister Lug-
den were attractive. The group was lighter by
a row of Achillea "The Pearl" at the front

and Japanese Maples in the background.
The Misses Hopkins, Shepperton-on-Thames,

contributed a small rockery in which were
planted Hypericum olympicum, various half-

hardy Mesembryanthemums and Convolvulus
althaeoides.

Dahlias.

Messrs. H. Cannell & Sons, Swanley, Kent,
arranged a very attractive collection of Dahlias
in stands of different varieties. The single-

flowered varieties Mrs. L. de L. Simonds, Mr.
Walter Jackson, Carmell's Favourite, and Hall
Caine were especially good. The blooms of the
Cactus and decorative varieties were exceptionally
fine. Messrs. Cannell also showed plants of

Crassula falcata with heads of vivid scarlet

flowers, and many good blooms of double and
single tuberous Begonias. (Silver Flora Medal.)

Messrs. J. Cheal k Sons, Crawley, exhibited
many varieties of Dahlias. The Cactus Mrs.
Winstanley, Mrs. Edward Mawley, Avoca, and
the Pajony-flowered blooms were very large, and
such varieties as Eleanor possessed good colour-

ing. At one end there was also a collection

of Collarette and single-flowered varieties and
three heavily-fruited plants of the Siberian Crab.
(Silver Banksian Medal.)
A representative collection of cut blooms of

Dahlias was sent by Reg. R. Cory, Esq. The
Paeony-flowered and Collarette varieties arranged
in large Bamboo stands with branches of Japanese
Maple and Taxodium distichum were exceedingly
decorative. There were also many good examples
of Pompon Dahlias. (Bronze Banksian Medal.)

Jlessrs. Dobble & Co., Edinburgh, showed a
splendid collection of Collarette Dahlia blooms in

a large number of distinct varieties of the many
sorts. Antwerpa (crimson, with yellow collar).

Queen Mary (rose-purple, with white collar),

Holyrood (red and yellow, with yellow collar).

Princess Louise (carmine, with pale yellow
collar). Queen Bess (fiery orange, with yellow
collar), and the now well-known Maurice Rivoire
are a representative selection.

AWARDS.
First-class Certificate.

Cotoneaster divaricata.—A low. compact and
spreading bush, from China, with a profusion of
erect, oval, bright-red berries. Shown by the
Hon. ViCAEY Gibbs, Aldenham House, Elstree.

Dahlias.

A joint sub-committee of members of the
Floral Committee, R.U.S., and the National
Dahlia Society inspected a large number of

Dahlia blooms, and each of the following varieties

received the Award of Merit of the Royal Horti-
cultural Society and the First-class Certificate of

the National Dahlia Society ;

—

Princess Louise.—A collarette variety which
has rich crimson florets and a pale primrose
collar. Shown by Messrs. Dobbie & Co., Ltd.,
Edinburgh.

Edith Carter.—A long-petalled Cactus variety
with a yellow centre, merging to rosy-purple at
the outside. Shown by Mr. H. Shoesiuth,
Woking.

Leopold.—A deep-crimson, single-flowered

variety.

Marion.—A buff and rose-coloured single

variety.

Irene.—A mauve Pompon. The three foregoing
were shown by Messrs. J. Cheal & Sons,
Crawley.

Pegasus.—A compact-flowered Cactus variety ;

the rose ground is striped and spotted with
crimson ; the centre greenish-yellow. Shown by
Messrs. J. Steedwick & Son, St. Leonards-on-
Sea.

Antwerpa.—An exceptionally good collarette

variety of crimson colour set oft' by a yellow
collar. Shown by Mr. Riding, Chingford.

Orchid Committee.
Present : J. Gurney Fowler, Esq. (in the

Chair) ; and Messrs. Jas. O'Brien (hon. sec),

W. Bolton, Gurney Wilson, de B. Crawshay,
A. Dye, W. Cobb, H. G. Alexander, J. E. ShiU,
W. H. Hatcher, A. A. McBean, T. Armstrong,
F. J. Hanbury, Stuart Low, R. A. Rolfe, Sir

Jeremiah Colman, Bart., and Sir Harry J.

Veitch.

E. H. Davidson, Esq., Borlases, Twyford,
staged the most remarkable group, for which a
Silver-gilt Flora Medal was awarded. The
plants were very \vell grown, and included
several new hybrids, which will show their
beauty more fully in a year or two. Three of

the best received Awards of Merit. In the
centre of the group was a fine specimen of

Odontoglossum Rolfe* with three branched
spikes, a perfect fountain of bloom ; 0. crispo-

Harryanum had two spikes each 4 feet long ; a
small plant of the new 0. Nathaniel bore an in-

florescence of well-formed, dark claret flowers
with white margins. 0. Ceres "Davidson's
variety " is a pretty hybrid of 0. Rossii. 0.
peroultum, 0. ardentissimum and other hybrid
Odontoglossums were included. Sophro-Cattleya
Pandora had a large, rich red flower; Lselio-

Cattleya Lord Rothschild "Borlases variety"
is a good white-petalled form; L.-C. Cohnaniana
"Borlases variety" resembled a dark Cattleya
Hardyana, and there were good varieties of C.
Fabia, G. Adula, and C. Dowiana aurea.

Messrs. Sander & Sons, St. Albans, were
awarded a Silver Flora Medal for an effective

group, principally hybrids, among which were a
very pretty form of La?lio-Cattleya Walter Gott,
with a remarkably broad mauve lip ; L.-C.
Wellesleyae (C. Warscewiczii x L.-C. Martinetii)
of very rich colour and good shape ; L.-C. Fabius
(L.-C. Bletchleyensis X L.-C. elegans), a bright
flower and very distinct; Cattleya nobilis

(granulosa x Warneri) ; varieties of C. Lord
Rothschild ; Brasso-Cattleya Mme. Chas. Maron,
and other Brasso-Cattleyas ; and a showy selec-

tion of Odontoglossums and Odontiodas. Among
the species noted were Bulbophyllum virescens,

B. galbinum. B. cylindraceum, B. congoense,
Catasetum ma<:'ulatum and others.

H. T. Pitt, Esq., Rosslyn, Stamford Hill (gr.

Mr. Thurgood). was awarded a Silver Banksian
Medal for an interesting group, in which were
noted Cattleya Source d'Or (Forbesii x Pittiana),

a distinct and pretty hybrid, C. Dowiana, C.
Suavior, C. Clarkise ; Lslio-Cattleya Argus (G.

intricata x L.-C. Ingramii), and L.-C. Delicia

(C. Harrisoniana alba x L.-C. Constance Wigan),
white with yellow disc to the lip ; a selection of
good Cypripediums, including Baron Schroder
var. Ardens. Neptune, Maudife, Wootonii, Chas.
Richman, Felicity, and Fascinator; Miltonia
vexillaria rubella. Brassia brachiata and B.
Lawrenceana longissima. Chondrorhyncha Ches-
tertonii, Bulbophyllum barbigerum, Angraecum
Scottianum, and hybrid Odontoglossums.
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Messrs. Chablesworth & Co., Haywards
Heatli, received a Silver iianksian Aledal for a

very select group of rare species all in fine con-

dition, and including Houlletia Wallisii, with
four spikes of its large yellow flowers spotted
with purple ; the singular Polycycnis muscifera
with two tall spikes densely set with its curious

insect-like blooms; the white jMorniodes
luxatuni ; a grand specimen of the rare Miltonia
Schroderiana ; Angraecum falcatum, with a head
of pure white flowers ; Coelia macrostachya ; the
violet Calanthe violacea ; two fine forms of

Pescatorea RoezUi ; a noble specimen of Aerides
Lawrenciae Sanderiana, with three spikes;
and various Cypripediums.
Messrs. Stu-ajit Low & Co., Bush Hill Park,

received a Silver Banksian Medal for an effective

group, at the back of which were graceful plants

of the white and mauve Oncidiura incurvum and
the yellow 0. varico.sum. In the centre was a
fine spechnen of Laelia crispa. with good
Dendrobium, Phaltenopsis Schruderianum and
various Cattleyas and Lselio-Cattleyas. We also

noted good plants of Odontioda Charlesworthii,

Anguloa Ruckeri, Physosiphon Loddigesii, and
Catasetum Darwinianum.
Messrs. J. & A. A. McBean, Cooksbridge,

staged Vanda Sanderiana, with two spikes;
three plants of good varieties of Cattleya
Dowiana, C. Iris, Maxillaria grandiflora, with
eight large white flow-ers ; a very brilliant

scarlet Cochlioda, Noezliana ; two Oncidium
Mantinii ; and some pretty Odontoglossums.
Messrs. A. J. Keeling & Sons, Westgate Hill,

Bradford, showed the rare and pretty Eria rhyn-
cnstyloides, four plants of Vanda coerulea,

Cattleya Harrisoniana violacea, Cj'pripedium
A. de Lairesse, and C, Ultor.

Messrs. Armstrong & Brown, Tunbridge
Wells, showed Cypripedium Clara Armstrong
(Germaine Opoix X Prewettii), a finely-formed
large flower near to C. Germaine Opoix.
The large dorsal sepal is yellowish at the base,

from which ascend feathered and dotted dark
purple lines into the rose-coloured zone below
the white margin. The petals and lip are pale
yellow, veined and tinged with purple ; and C.
Memoria Alma Gevaert {La\vrenceanum Hyea-
num X Maudise), larger than C. Maudi«,
emerald-green, with pure white upper part to

the dorsal sepal.

J. Gurnet Fowlee, Esq., Glebelands, South
Woodford (gr. Mr. J. Davis), exhibited a grand
plant of Cypripedium Daisy Barclay (Godefroyse
leucochilum x Rothschildianum), white, beauti-

fully marked with claret purple.

J. S. Bergheim, Esq., Belsize Court, Hamp-
stead (gr. Mr. H. A. Page), showed a very
singular Bulbopliyllum of the B. Calamaria
section, with a black fringed labellum, the petals
whitish spotted with black ; also Angraecum
O'Brienianum. {See Awards.)

J. J. Neale, Esq., LynwooJ, Park Road,
Penarth (gr. Mr. H. Haddnn), sent the curious
Epidendrum laterale, with two spikes of greenish
flowers produced from rudimentary growths as in

E. Stamfordianum.
Messrs. Mansell & Hatcher, Rawdon,

Yorks, showed Brassia caudata, Trichopilia laxa,

and the clear yellow Acineta denaa.

AWARDS.
Awards of Merit.

Ofjnntioda Euterpe "Davidson's variety'*
(Odontoglossum Vro-Shinneri x Cochlioda
Nopzliana), from E. H. Davidson, Esq.,
Borlases, Twyford.—A very free-flowering
hybrid, with the sepals and petals dark bronzy-
red, the showy labellum vermilion-red, with a
whitish zone on the front lobe.

LaliO'CattUya amahile "Borlases variety" (C.
Luddemanniana x L-C. Fascinator), from
E. H. Davidson. Esq.—The large flowers are of
fine substance. The sepals and petals are broad,
white with a pearly blush. Front of lip purple,
disc yellow.

Odontoglossum Helens (parentage unre-
corded), from E. H. Davidson, Esq.—A fine

hybrid of the 0. Lambeauanum class. Flowers
heavily blotched with claret colour ; front of lip

\7hite.

Loelio-Cntthya Golden Fleece (L.C. Golden
Gem X C. Dowiana aurea), from Lieut. -Col.
Sir Geo. Holford, K.C.V.O. (gr. Mr. H. G.
Alexander).—A beautiful, bright yellow flower,

with dark red markings at the base of the lip.

Angrmcum O'Brienianum, from J. S. Berg-
heim, Esq., Belsize Court, Hampstead (gr. ^Mr.

H. A. Page).—A fine specie* from Western
Uganda. It is a strong grower, with broad,
strap-shaped leaves borne on stout, erect stems.
The plant had six spikes, five of them bearing
arching racemes of pretty, pure-white, wax-like
flowers, with curved spurs tinged with cinnamon-
brown. The segments are recurved, and lip in-

cluded nearly equal. A single plant of this

species was shown by Messrs. .Sander & Sons on
June 21, 1892, since when it had not appeared
again until now.

Cultural Commendation

to Mr. H. G. Alexander, Orchard Grower to
Lieut.-Col. Sir Geo. L. Holford, K.C.V.O., for
a splendid plant of Cattleya Euphrasia " Weston-
birt variety" (superba x Warscewiczii), with a
spike of 10 rose-coloured flowers with showy
ruby-crimson labellums.

Fruit and Vegetable Committee.
Present : Geo. Bunyard, Esq. (in the Chair)

;

and Messrs. A. H. Pearson, W. Poupart, John
Harrison, Owen Thomas, George Wythes, A.
Scrubb, James Vert, Joseph Davis, George Keif,
A. R. Allan, W. E. Humphreys, J. Willard,
Edwin Beckett, George Woodward, and Jos.
Cheal.

Slessrs. James Veitch & Sons, Ltd., Chelsea,
arranged a magnificent collection of hardy fruit
trees in pots. All the plants of this superb col-

lection, which was composed chiefly of Apples
and Pears in a variety of shapes—as bushes,
standards, pyramids, cordons and espaUers—had
the short-jointed wood and firm foliage w-hich
tell so eloquently of first-class cultivation. The
tall standard John Downie Crab trees in the back
row had a profusion of bright fruits. The many
varieties of Apple, among which were wonder
fully prolific bushes of the variety the Rev. W.
Wilks, bore splendid fruits, and the Pear tree*
were heavily laden. The Apples in boxes, placed
along the front of this group, included the fol-

lowing varieties :—Worcester Pearmain, Lady
Sudelev, and Feltham Beautv. (Hogg Memorial
Gold Medal.)

Messrs. Bunyard & Co., Maidstone, showed
many splendid fruit trees in pots. The fruits of
one young tree of the variety Rev. W. Wilks were
of great/ size. Other fine examples were the trees of
Emperor Alexander, Gascoyne's Scarlet Seedling,
Cox's Orange Pippin, Wealthy, Golden Noble,
and Baumann's Red Winter Reinette. The Pears
of such varieties as Beurre Superfin, Beurre d©
Jonghe, Marguerite Marillat, and Fondante
Thirriot were especially good, and the Plums
were heavily laden with yellow and deep-red
fruits. At the end of the group there was a
heavily-fruited Black Hamburgh vine in a pot.

On a side tabl-e Messrs. Bunyard exhibited many
baskets of very good Apples and Pears, and in

the annexe a collection of Filberts, Cob-nuts, and
fruits of Crabs. (Gold Medal.)

Messrs. H. Cannell & Sons, Swanley, Kelit,

staged a collection of hardy fruit. The dishes of

such Gages as Jefferson's, Denniston's Superb,
and Decaisne were superb examples. Amongst the
many splendid Apples, the dishes of Duchess of

Oldenburgh, Worcester Pearmain, Zitowka,
James Grieve, and Lady Sudeley were of more
than ordinary merit. (Silver Banksian Medal.)

The Hon. Mrs. Merry (gr. Mr. G. Keif),

Danesbury Park, Welwyn, Herts., exhibited 1*7

varieties of Plum which had been grown out-of-

doors. The boxes of .Jefferson's, Kirke's and Bel-

gian Purple Plums and Transparent and Green-
gages were especially good in this fine collection.

(Silver Banksian Medal.)

Messrs. Stuart Low & Co., Bush Hill Park,
Middlesex, exhibited a large number of good pot
fruits. The Grapes included Royal Muscadine
and the Sloe-black variety Strawberry. Amongst
the varieties of Figs Black Ischia. Brunswick,
Bourgasotte Grise, and Brown Turkey bore
plenty of fruit, as also did the Apples Stirling

Castle, Bismarck, and Duchess's Favourite.

(Silver Knightian Medal.)

The Rev. L. C. Chalmers Hunt, Hitchin,
showed nine dishes of Runner and French Beans
and four of Peas. There were fine pods of

Gladstone, Sutton's Selected, and Duke of

Albany Peas. Of the Beans, Prize Winner,
Best of All, and Scarlet Emperor were very
large and succulent, and the small pods of Ne

Plus Ultra and Canadian Wonder were equally
good. (Bronze Banksian Medai.)

A verv meritorious collection of Potatos was ex-

hibited by S. Hardy, Esq. (gr. Mr. G. H. Chitty),
Highgate. The tubers were clean, of good shape,
and free from grossness. The coloured varieties
included King Edward VII, Mr. Bresse, and
Reading Russet

; prominent amongst the white-
skinned sorts were noted Express, Duchess of
Cornwall, and Ringleader as being especially

good. (Vote of Thanks.)

A collection of Carrots shown by Mr. G.
Gray, Sandy, was composed of perfectly-formed
roots of rich colour, and included the varieties

Early Market, Gray's AU the Year Round, and
Carter's Red Elephant.

AWARDS.
FmST-CLASS CERTiriCATE.

Melon John Massey.—A scarlet-fleshed, well-

netted Melon, which has been grown for trial at
Wisley. The Committee were unanimously of

the opinion that this variety, which has a very
rich flavour, is one of the best Melons submitted
to them for a long time. From Messrs. Wm.
Rowlands & Co., Liverpool.

Award of Merit.

Apple " Padnall Seedling."—The fruits of
this culinary variety so favourably impressed the
Committee when shown on August 3 last that a
deputation visited Chadwell to see the tree, when
its vigour and tremendous crop amply justified

the Award. Shown by Mr. R. Roberts, Chad-
well Heath.

Roger Leigh, Esq., was awarded a Card of
Cultural Commendation for a dish of Brown
Turkey Figs.

THE LECTURE.
Mr. E. A. Bowles occupied the Chair, and

some 60 members were present. Mr. Hudson
dealt with the newer as well as the older
varieties of Water Lilies. Of the newer varieties

he enumerated a dozen that had been tested at
Gunnersbury House Gardens. These were
Nymphsea Mrs. Richmond, Formosa, Attraction,
Conqueror, Newton, Escarboucle, Meteor, Masa-
niello, Colossea, Somptuosa, virginalis, and
suavissima. He classified the hardy hybrid
NjTnphasas into various sections, including those
of vigorous, medium and smaller-growing
habits, and gave advice respecting insect pests
and remedies. Mr. Hudson also treated u[Kin

the floral beauty produced by collective group-
ing in various colours. An exhibit of some 36
varieties of hardy hybrid Water Lilies grown
at Gunnersbury House served to illustrate the
lecture.

CO-PARTNERSHIP FESTIVAL SHOW.
August 24.—There were between 800 and 900

exhibits at the Co-partnership Flower Show held
on the above date at the Brentham Garden
Suburb of the Ealing Tenants Ltd. The 1st

prize for the best-kept garden on the estate was
awarded to Mr. E. J. New, 23, Meadvale Road,
Ealing, who is one of the hon. secretaries of the
Ealing Tenants Horticultural Society. In addi-
tion to the exhibits for competition, Leopold de
Rothschild, Esq., Gunnersbury House, Acton
(gr. Mr. James Hudson), sent a beautiful dis-

play of Ferns, Palms and other decorative
plants. In the open classes there was a fine

show of table decorations. The 1st prize for

annuals was won by Mr. W. Nye, Acton ; %vhile

iliss B-4SHF0RD, of Carshalton, arranged the best

epergne of cut flowers. The table decorations

of fruit and cut flowers on spaces of 8 feet by
4 feet were particularly fine, the prize-winners,
who were local e.xhibitors, being Mrs. Mole, Mr.
W. Owen, and Mrs. Whitmore in the order
named. The most successful exhibitors of vege-

tables were Mr. D. W. Bedford, of Berkham-
eted, and Mr. J. Fossey, of Hendon. The classes

restricted to members of Co-operative and Co-
partnership Societies attracted entries from Har-
borne, Leicester, Ealing, Letchworth and Hamo-
stead. Some excellent collections were sub-

mitted. The prizes offered by Messrs Sutton

& Sons for collections of vegetables were won by
Messrs. D. W. Bedford, Berkhamsted ; J. Row-
lett. Leicester ; W. Gulliver, Leicester ; and
W. Owen, Ealing. The first three of these ex-

hibitors also won the prizes offered by the Agri-

cultural and Horticultural Association. ,
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HAAELEM (HOLLAND) GENERAL
BULB GEOWERS'.

The following awards were made at the recent

meetings of the Gladiolus Committee :

—

FlEST-CLASS CeBTIFICATES.

Gladiolus Glory of Noordwyk.—Flowers soft-

yellow.

G. Bed Emperor.—Flowers scarlet-red, shaded

brownish-red.

G. Panama.—Flowers of an exceedingly fine

form, colour pink, shaded lilac ; imported.

G. Sieger.—Flowers orange-vermilion, the

lower petals lilac with white ; a cross from G.

Brenchleyensis x 6. princeps.

Cactus Dahlia "Richard Box."—A large, soft

canary-yellow variety.

Awards or Merit.

Gladiolus Darlinr/.—Flowers violet, spotted

white ; raised from seeds in 1905.

G. Eldorado.—Flowers clear yellow, spotted

reddish-brown.

G. Loveliness.—Flowers creamy-white, shaded

rose and pink ; obtained from seeds.

G. MHior (Pfitzer).—Flowers orange-scarlet,

spotted velvety-red.

G. Apollo.—Flowers dark salmon-rose, shaded

carmine.

G. Badenia.—The clear, lilac-blue flowers are

striped with dark blue.

G. Johanna.—Flowers dark brown-red.

G. Martha.—Flowers purplish-violet.

G. L'l-niviaculee.—Flowers white, the lip yel-

low ; raised from seeds.

G. Princepine.—Flowers bright scarlet-red,

with a large white spot.

G. Sulphur King.—Flowers clear yellow.

G. Carmen.—Flowers dark violet.

G. Dr. Dotter.—^Flowers clear sulphur-yellow.

G. Empress.-—Flowers dark red ; raised from
seeds.

G. Scheybeek.—Flowers orange-red, spotted

white and carmine ; obtained from seeds.

Cactus Dahlia "Florid."—Flowers bright scar-

let.

C. D. "Flossie Wells."—Flowers violet-red.

C. D. "Stability."—^Flowers lilac-red.

Pitony-flowered Dahlia " White Lady."—
Flowers white, in the centre creamy-yellow

j

raised from seeds.

Montbretia "Fire King."—Flowers bright

scarlet, shaded orange. Obtained from seeds by
E. H. Krelaoe & Son, Haarlem. Shown by
E. H. Krelage & Son, Haarlem, and N. H.
RoozEN & Co., Overveen,

PORTUMNA HORTICULTURAL.
August 7,—The members of Portumna

(County Galway) Horticultural Society held

their annual exhibition of fruit, flowers, plants

and honey on the above date. The exhibits in

all the classes were exceedingly good, and en-

tries were more numerous than usual. The
"Jones " Challenge Cup, offered for Sweet Peas,

was won by Mrs. Segb.ive, Partlaw House.

The cup offered for nine varieties of hardy

herbaceous plants was won by Capt. G. H. Bur-

DETT, Coolfin (gr. Mr. W. R. Maxwell), who also

excelled in the class for annuals.

COUNTY GALWAY HORTICULTURAL.
.\UGUST 17.—The second exhibition of this

Irish society was held at Ballinasloe on the above

date, when there was some splendid exhibits of

plants, floAvers, fruits and vegetables. The com-

petition in the several classes was very keen.

Silver cups were awarded to Lord Clonbrock
for 12 vases of hardy flowers, and to Miss Arm-
strong, Ballinasloe, for hardy annuals.

Sir J. Mahon, who excelled in the classes for

fruit, showed some magnificent bunches of Mus-

cat of Alexandria and Black Hamburgh Grapes.

ROTHESAY HORTICULTURAL.
August 15.—The entries at the annual show

of the above society were more numerous than
last year. Considering the unfavourable season

the exhibits in the flower section were very
meritinious; there was not so much fruit shown
as usual, but the quality of most of the e.xhibits

in this section was excellent.

The John Reid Cup was won by Mr. S.

Thurndurn ; Mr. John Kirkhope proved to be
the wnmer of the Harry Hope Cup ; and Sergt.
Alex. Gray won the Lamont Cup.

Open Classes.

Th« best display of cut flowers was shown by
Messrs. A. Lister & Son ; 2nd, Mr. M. CuiH-
bertson. In the class for 12 bunches of Sweet
Peas the 1st prize was awarded to Mr. John
Smsllie. The 1st prize for 12 vases of early-
flowering Chrysanthemums was awarded to
Messrs. A. Lister & Son, who also won the 1st

prizes in the classes requiring 24 Show Fansics-
24 Fancy Pansies, 24 Cactus Dahlias, and 36
Roses. The best 12 vases of Carnations w©re
arranged by Mr. Duncan Penney.

Amateurs' Classes.

The 1st prize for a shower bouquet was
awarded to Mr. Duncan Macfie. Mr. S.
Thobnburn won the premier prize in the class
for three lady's sprays and for the best epergne
of flowers. Mr. John Gillies was the most
successful exhibitor in the classes for 12 Roses.
12 D.ahlias, and 12 Pompon Dahlias. The most
effective group of plants was arranged by Mr.
Daviu Penney, who also exhibited the best six
table plants.

In the fruit classes Mr. John Davidson was
the most successful exhibitor ; he won the let
prizes in the following classes : two bunches of
black Grapes, two bunches of white Grapes,
one bunch of Grapes, one Melon, dish of Red
Currants, six dessert Apples, dish of red Goose-
berries, dish pf green Gooseberries, and collec-
tion of fruit.

The 1st prize for a collection of vegetables
was awarded to Mr. Duncan Macfie.

LANCASTER AGRICULTURAL.
August 21.—There were more entries than

usual in the horticultural section of the above
society's exhibition. Unfortunately, the death
of Mr. R. L. Garnett, of Wyreside, deprived the
Rose classes of some of the best exhibits. The
Sweet Peas were especially fine. Cactus Dahlias
and herbaceous flowers were also good. The
table decoration arranged by Miss Foster,
of Hornby Castle, who used various Orchid
blooms, was especially good. She also gained
the 1st prize for an epergne of Sweet Peas.
Fruit testified to the backward season, but the
vegetables, especially the collections, were very
fine.

Messrs. Shand exhibited a capital display of

floral designs. In the centre was a crown of
purple Asters outlined with white Chrysanthe-
niiuns. On either side were bouquets of Raby
Castle Carnations, Lilies of the Valley, &c.
Ferns and Conifers were grouped on each side.

(Gold Medal.)
Another fine exhibit was of Violas, shown by

Mr. S. Pye. of Bowgreave. There were 80 varie-

ties, including the following:—Jessie Greenwood,
Miss Fulton. Mrs. Morrison, Rob Roy, Gladys
Finlav, Bessie Finlay and Mr. Pell. (Gold
Medal.)
Mr. Robert Bolton, Warton, showed many

splendid Sweet Peas, including the varieties Mrs.
Hardcastle Sykes, Clara Curtis, Queen of Nor-
way, Tom Bolton, W. R. Beaver, and Charles
Foster.

Messrs. Castle Bros., Warton, also exhibited
Sweet Peas.
Mr, Bolton also exhibited a splendid collec-

tion of British Ferns. (Gold Medal.)
Messrs. Mawson, of Windermere and Lancas-

ter, had an artistically-arranged stand of hardy
flowers, including Gladioli, Liliums, and Phloxes.

Open Classes.

The 1st prize in the class for Cactns Dahlias

was won by Mr. A. E. Corless, Lancaster, who
also had the best Show Dahlias. Mrs. E. Hunt-
ington, Bay House, was the most succes.sful

exhibitor in" the class for the Pompon Dahlias,

and she also won the 1st prize for a collec-

tion of decorative Roses, 'i'he best 12 Roses
were shown by the Rev. A. R. Tomlinson, and
Mr. R. B. Jackson won the chief prize offered

for six Roses. The best collection of hardy
herbaceous flowers was arranged by Mr. W.
Robinson. The 1st prize in the class for 12
vases of Sweet Peas was won by the Rev. A. R.
Tomlinson. Miss H. L. Foster, Hornby Castle,

arranged the best epergne of Sweet Peas, and
she also won the 1st prize for a decorated table.

The best three dishes of culinary Apples
were exhibited by Mr. W. Robinson, whilst

Mr. A. E. Corless showed the best dessert

Apples. Mr. W. Robinson won the 1st prize

offered for a collection of vegetables; 2nd, Mr.
W. Goodwin.

NATIONAL HARDY PLANT.
SECOND ANNUAL CONFERENCE.

August 22,—The second annual conference of

the above Society was held at the George Hotel,

Shrewsbury, on the second day of the Shrewsbury
Show. Mr. W. H. Paine presided over a large

attendance. A letter was read from the Chair-

man, Mr. A. J. Macself, regretting his inability

to be present.

Mr. T. W. Sanders, F.L.S., read a paper on
" Are Flower Shows Advancing Hardy-plant
Culture as They Might and Ought to do? " Mr.
Sanders contended that horticultural societies and

those responsible for flower shows were not doing

justice to hardy plants, and that substantial

prizes should be offered to trade, professional, and
amateur growers for hardy plants. He advocated

the formation of new classes, and stated that in

this direction the National Hardy Plant Society

had been already of some assistance with their

model schedule. Prizes might be offered, said Mr.
Sanders, for a collection of hardy flowers staged

in various colours, say six of each colour. Such

a class would be of value to people who visited

flower shows for the purpose of selecting new
plants to add to their borders. Classes might
also be included for a group of hardy plants.

Classes for Alpine and otlier plants grown in cool

houses would show the amateur the number of

beautiful subjects which might be grown without

the expense of a heated glasshouse. The present

methods of showing and judging were also dis-

cussed.

Mr. G. Gibson, who agreed with most of the

suggestions, thought that with regard to the

colour scheme it would be a difficulty, owing to

the limited number of colours available in any one

month, but Mr. J. Harkness thought that the

difficulty as to a colour scheme could be sur-

mounted. The wording of the schedules should

be absolutely definite, and in the big classes he

considered that the money should be pooled and
allotted to all the exhiiritors by points. Culture

should be considered first and effect second.

Mr. Edgington thought that the large classes

of hardy plants were badly defined, and, as the

schedules were framed at present, it was impos-

sible to exhibit in a space of 300 feet for natural

effect. He criticised the wording and the judging

of several classes at recent shows, and instanced,

as examples of natural effect, the exhibiting of

Gladiolus America in May, and Lilium umbella-

tum cut down to 6 inches in height. He thought

that rock-gardens would be more natural if mads
on a space of 600 square feet, with two fronts,

and containing the same number of plants which

are at present crowded into 300 feet. Back-

grounds of Bamboo should be discarded.

Mr. T. R. Hayes agreed with the lecturer, and

also endorsed ilr. Edgington's remarks. He
thought that the National Hardy Plant Society

should communicate with the Shrewsbury Com-
mittee as to more clearly defining their grouped

class.

Mr. Bouskell also agreed, and thought that

from the exhibits at " Shrewsbury, any large

grower could have arranged a colour-scheme

class. Individual members of the Society should

endeavour to influence societies in their districts.

Mr. Quick thought that it would be a step in

the right direction if non-competitive, as well as

competitive, exhibits were judged on their

merits, and if it were the rule that no trade

cards be displayed until after the judging is

finished.

The Chairman said that they should demand
proner treatment for hardy flowers. Gladiolus

America exhibited in May was not advancing
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hardy-plant culture, and would be calculated to
deceive persons who would regard the group as
typical of plants in bloom at the period. He
should like to see a class for Delphiniums, 12
spikes of each, staged for natural effect. With
regard to the wording of a class, he thought it

would be better to have a given number of sorts,

with a given number of spikes of each.

AWARDS.
The following Awards to new plants were

made :

—

Awards of Merit.
Erica cinerea atro-coccinea.—Shown by

Messrs. Hayes, Keswick. Bidtns dahUodes.—
A fine plant, with pink flowers, very similar to
those of Cosmos. Shown by Messrs. Artindale.
Gaillardia Mrs. MackeWa.—^A large, yellow
bloom, with carmine centre. Shown by Messrs.
Harkness, Bedale. Primula japonica " Au-
tumnale."—A local variety from Japan, which
flowers in the autumn ; robust habit and fine

flower trusses. Shown by the Tully Nursery
Co., Kildare. Lobelia " Glon/ of St. Ann's,"
L. "Glow," and L. "IF. H. Pain,:."—The last-

named was considered the finest of recent intro-
ductions. As only one spike was exhibited, the
Committee expressed a wish to see it again. The
Lobelias were shown by the Tully Nursery Co.
Thalictrum dipterocarpum, which was intro-

duced by Messrs. James Veitch & Sons.

Messrs. J. Kelway & Son exhibited some fine

spikes of Delpliiniums, which the Committee de-
sired to see again.

There was a discussion on the herbaceous
species of the genus Veronica, about 50 species
and varieties being exhibited. The confusion
in the genus was pointed out by Messrs. Bous-
kell and Paine, who had made a list of every
species exhibited at the show, many of which
appeared under several names, and many under
wrong names.

ABERDEEN ROYAL HORTICULTURAL.
AnousT 22, 23, 24.—The annual show of this

important north of Scotland society was held on
these dates in the Duthie Public Park, Aberdeen.
Favoured with magnificent weather—the best
since August came in—and situated in ideal sur-
roundings, the exhibition proved very successful.
The entries numbered over 1,600. The secre-

tary is Mr. J. B. Remiett, advocate, Aberdeen.

Pot Plants.

There was a very fine display in this section.
Pelargoniums, Fuchsias, Begonias, Gloxinias,
and early-flowering Chrysanthemums making a
capital show. One gratifying feature here was
the fact that the majority of the exhibitors took
some place in the prize list, proving the general
equality of the exhibits. For the four best speci-
men plants in flower, Mr. Alexander Leding-
HAM, S.S.C, Queen's Road, Aberdeen (gr. Mr.
W. Dick), won the 1st prize with a very meritori-
ous exhibit. Both the 1st and 2nd prizes in the
class for a specimen plant in flower were won by
Colonel W. S. Gill, Dalhebity, Aberdeenshire
(gr. Mr. A. Brebner), with well-grown specimens
of Disa grandiflora. There was a somewhat keen
difference of opinion amongst the experts over
the placing of Mr. Thomas Ogilvie, Kepple-
stone, Aberdeen (gr. Mr. A. Douglas), 3rd
in this competition, the feeling beinp; that the
fine Eucharis grandiflora entered by that gentle-
man deserved higher honours. The plant was
well grown, and showed eight spikes, but the
writer once saw a specimen at this show with
48 spikes, grown by the late Sir William
Henderson, of Devanha, Aberdeen (gr. Mr.
John Proctor). Foliage plants were a very
attractive feature, there being shown some fine
Palms (Phcenix canarensis), Dractenas, and
Asparagus deflexus and A. decumbens. The 1st
and 2nd prizes for Palms were won by Mr.
Oglivie, of Kepplestone. Colonel Gill, of
Dalhebity, showed the best Ferns ; his Adian-
tura cuneatum and gracillimum varieties and
a fine "Nt-phrolepis Whitmanii were parti-
cularly good. Professor Baillie, of Norwood,
Aberdeen (gr. Mr. J. Elder), showed the best
four foliage plants. Mr. J. W. Brechin, Ardo,
Belhelvie, Aberdeenshire, led for best specimen
foliage plant. Lord Provost Maitland. Rubis-
law Den House, Aberdeen (gr. Mr. A. Duncan),
won the 1st prize for hardy Ferns. Zonal Pelar-
goniums were well shown

; premier honours were

won by Mr. Brechin, Ardo. Mr. Lemngham,
Queen's Road, was successful with Pelargoniums
and Begonias (single and double). The Summer-
field Hospital Committee (gr. Mr. James
Burnett) won the 1st prizes for Fuchsias and
Petunias. Mr. James Anderson, Constitution
Street, Aberdeen, was 1st for early-flowering
Chrysanthemums. Sir Thomas Burnett, Bart.,
of Ci-athes Castle (gr. Mr. John Petrie), was 1st
and 2nd in the class for six plants for dinner
table decoration.

.Cut Flowers.
The effects of the adverse weather were most

noticeable in this section. Nevertheless some
very fine exhibits were shown in the pro-
fessional classes. Roses were good, and Colonel
Gill, of Dalhebity, won the SUver Challenge
Cup presented by Messrs. James Cocker & Sons,
Aberdeen, with very choice blooms. The other
honours for Roses were divided between Sir
Thomas Bur.sett and the Summerfield Hos-
pital Committee. Mr. Lockhart, Cragie-
buckler Cottage, Aberdeen, was 1st for Tea or
Noisette Roses. Sweet Peas have always been a
good feature at Aberdeen, and despite the un-
toward season there were some very fine entries.
Sir Thomas Burnett had a very meritorious
collection, the intense colouring of the blooms
evoking much admiration, especially of the
varieties Dobbie's Cream, Scarlet Empress,
Thomas Stevenson, Rosabelle, Hercules, Edrom
Beauty, and R. F. Felton. Mrs. Dunbar Dun-
bar, of Seapark, Forres (gr. Mr. J. A. Grigor),
was placed 2nd, while Mr. T. Ranken, Dals-
winton,^ Dumfries (gr. Mr. R, A. Grigor), was
3rd. The last-named was 1st for six bunches,
Lady Aberdeen being 2nd. Mr. A. Gumming,
Rubislaw, Aberdeen, also showed well in
the Sweet Pea Classes. Dahlias were well
shown. Mr. J. W. Brechin, Ardo, Mr.
W. Lockhart, and Mr. J. M. Dunn, Aber-
deen, won the leading prizes, whilst Mr. Brechin
was also principal winner for Gladioli and
Asters, his entries being specially noteworthy.
Marigolds were very good, Mr. John Grieve,
Woodside, Aberdeen, leading. Colonel Gill's
Pelargoniums were much admired. For 20
varieties of cut flowers and fine foliage bedding
plants Mr. Ledingham, Queen's Road, had a
greatly-admired exhibit, which won the 1st
prize. Sir Thomas Burnett gained simi-
lar honours for his fine stove and greenhouse
cut flowers. Mr. Lockhart's Carnations well
deserved their prize, as also did the Becjonias
shown by Mr. J. McCombie Brown," Park
House, Aberdeenshire. Phloxes, Stocks, Pansies
(show and fancy), Violas, and Chrysanthemums
were well shown, the leading prizes being won
by Mr. Brechin and i\Ir. John Garden,
Inverurie.

Fruit.
The display here was very good. For the best

collection of hardy fruit Mr. W. Harper,
TuUiebelton, Perthshire, won the 1st prize, his
collection including Peaches (Hale's Early),
Pears (Beurre Boussoch), Plums (Victoria and
Kirke's Purple), Apples (Stirling Castle), and
Cherries (Morello). Mrs. Dunbar Dunbar, of
Seapark, was placed 2nd. Neither Apples nor
Pears were numerous ; the leading prizes were
won by My. .John Davis, Ballathie, Perthshire,
Mr. W. Harper, and Mr. H. B. Smith,
Burdshaugh, Forres. Gooseberries were of great
size, but owing to the wet season the berries were
soft ; the chief prizes were won by Messrs.
Pegler, Aberdeen, and Mr. Taylor, Inchgarth,
Aberdeen. Sir Thomas Burnett and Mr. J.
Ferguson, Linton House, Cluuy, Aberdeenshire,
showed the best Red and Black Currants.
Grapes, both black and white, were very good,
the chief honours going to Mr. T. Ranken,
Dumfries, and Sir Thomas Burnett; Lord
Aberdeen made a good 2nd. Melons were poorly
shown, the best by jNIisses McLennan, Spring-
hill, Aberdeen (gr. Mr. W. Scorgie). Many
of the Peaches had but little flesh on them,
but those from Ballathie, Perthshire, were very
good. Nectarines were fairly good ; the best
were shown by Lord Sempill, Fintray House,
Aberdeenshire (gr. Mr. W. Smith). Tomatos
were very well finished, those from Mrs. Dunbab
Dunbar's garden being the best.

Veget.ables.
This section was undoubtedly the outstanding

feature of the show, the excessive moisture being
suited to the crops. Mr. T. Ranken, Dals-
winton, Dumfries (gr. Mr. R. A. Grigor), had a

very meritorious win in a class for a collection

;

Cauliflower (Autmnn Giant), Turnips (Golden
Ball), Peas (Gladstone), Purple Beet, Potatos
(Abundance) and Cabbage were especially good.
For Salads the Misses McLennan, SpringhiU,
won the 1st prize; Mr. W. Harper, TuUiebelton,
Perthshire, who has in past years shown remark-
ably fine produce at Aberdeen shows, was suc-
cessful for Carrots and Cauliflower, while
Mr. J. Davidson, Aberdeen, had the best Cab-
bages. The Turnips were good, clean, well-
grown examples, and Mr. Ferguson, Linnton
Gardens, won the 1st prize. Peas were good.
Leeks well grown, and Onions were specially fine,
the prize-winners being Mr. W. Harper and Mr.
T. Ranken. Beetroot were well shown, Mr.
John Garden, Inveruiie, having fine roots.
Celery was also good, and little difl'erence could
be detected between the 1st and 2nd exhibits,
which were shown by Mr. T. Ranken and Mr. J.
McCombie Brown. As usual at this show, the
outstanding feature in the vegetable section was
the excellent Potatos ; the display evoked great
admiration. The chief prize-winners in these
admirable classes were Mr. J. McCombie
Brown, Mr. J. W. Brechin, Mr. John Yule.
and Mr. Ferguson, Linton House.

Nurserymen and Florists.

The section devoted to the trade growers was
one of the most delightful in the show. For
the fourth year in succession Messrs, Cocker i,

Sons, SpringhiU Nurseries, Aberdeen, won the
Silver Cup in the class for 36 Roses, H.P. and
H.T., or either, named, distinct varieties, with
a magnificent entry. Last year the same exhibi-
tors gained outright the cup offered as a prize in
the premier class. Messrs. Adam & Craigmilb,
Fernielea Nurseries, Aberdeen, were a very
close 2nd.

Amateurs' Classes.

These made a very creditable display in all de-
partments. For pot plants the honours were di-
vided between Mr. John Davidson, Hardgate,
Aberdeen ; Mr. Alexander Gillespie, Northfield
Place, Aberdeen ; and Mr. Alexander Kemp,
Stoneywood, near Aberdeen. In the cut flowers
section, the competition was very keen. Some
capital arrangements were shown by Mr. G.
Maclennan, Forres, N.B. ; Mr. George Har-
per, Huntly, Aberdeenshire ; Mr. W. Fabqu-
harson, Cults, Aberdeenshire; Mr. John David-
son, Mr. John M. Dunn, Aberdeen; Mr. J.
M'Laren, Aberdeen ; and Mr. R. Mabnoch,
Kintore, Aberdeenshire.
The cottagers' exhibits were, as usual, exceed-

ingly meritorious.

Non-competitive Exhibits.

The local florists, nurserymen and seedsmen
had capital displays. Messrs. Cocker & Sons,
SpringhiU Nurseries, Aberdeen, showed a mag-
nificent and greatly-admired collection of her-
baceous and hardy perennial flowers and Rosea.
INIessrs. W. Smith & Sons, Burnside and Silver-
hillock Nurseries, Aberdeen, had a very promi-
nent exhibition, as had also Mr. M. H. Sinclair,
seedsman, Aberdeen ; Messrs. Ben Reid & Co.,
Aberdeen; Jlr. James Robertson, seedsman,
Aberdeen ; Messrs. Leslie & Macdonald, West
End Nurseries, Aberdeen ; and Mr. P. McHaedy,
Green, Aberdeen.

©bituarjj.
Harry Dood—The death of this promising

young gardener is announced in the Kew Bulle-
tin. Mr. Dodd entered Kew as a gardener in
March, 1904, and left in July, 1906, to take up
the post of curator at Onitsha, Southern Nigeria.
Before entering Kew he spent some three years
in the Liverpool Botanic Gardens. He resigned
his post in West Africa in June, 1910, at the close
of his fourth year of service, partly with the
object of obtaining a post in theJEast; In Feb-
ruary, 1911, Mr. Dodd was ap[f)intea a proba-
tioner gardener in India, and, after spending
some time at the Royal Botanic Garden, Cal-
cutta, was transferred to Delhi, where he died
of enteric fever on July 3. a

R. L. Garnett. — The death occurred on
Monday, the 19th inst., of Mr. Richard Lawrence
Garnett, Wyreside, Lancaster. Deceased, who
was aged 56, was a well-known rosarian, and a
prominent exhibitor at the Ulverston shows.
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ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

ACBEAOE UNDEE FkUIT AND 'VEGETABLE CeOPS :

F. A. GlaefcT. We regret the delay in answer-
ing your letter, but we have been awaiting
a reply from the Board of Agriculture, to whom
we sent your query. They say, however, that
there are no official statistics of the acreage
under fruit and vegetable crops grown in nur-

series as distinct from other kinds of laoldings

in this country. The Board of Agriculture and
Fisheries inform us that the areas under small
fruit and orchards in Great Britain and the
Channel Islands, as returned on June 5, 1911,

by occupiers of more than one acre of land,

were 84,574 acres and 251,974 acres respec-

tively. Of the area under small fruit, 29,320

acres were returned as being grown between
the trees in orchards.

Begonias : P. M. The plants from which the
Begonia leaves were taken have been subjected

to excessive moisture and insufficient ventila-

tion.

Begonias and Steeptooaiipuses Unhealthy :

W, Moore. There is no trace of any fungua
or insect on the specimens of Begonia and
Streptocarpus ; the scorched appearance of the
leaves must be due to some cultural fault.

Begonias Unhealthy : Ensi/jn. The rusty-
looking spots are not due to disease or insect

pests, but to excessive atmospheric moisture.

Caenations Diseased : R. E. The stem sub-
mitted is injured by the maggot of the Ca;'na-

tion fly (Hylemia nigrescens), and the roots by
the maggots of the crane fly (Tipula oleracea)

—

both of them deadly pests to the Carnation.
In potting the young plants, do not employ
fresh turf or the outsides of old compost
heaps, as such material often contains

the grubs of the crane fly. Destroy all the
old plants so soon as the young layers have
been removed.

Celeey Diseased : H. F. Z. Your Celery plants
are badly affected with Septoria. See reply
to J. A. in the last issue.

Celosias rOR Examination : Ajax. The speci-

mens of Celosias have not been injured by any
fungus or insect. It seems probable that, as

you suggest, wrong cultural treatment has
been the cause of injury.

Cheysanthemdms : W . H. M. On some of the
leaves of the Chrysanthemum there are pustules
of spores of the rust (Puccinia chrysanthemi).
Spray the plants with liver of sulphur solu-

tion (1 ounce dissolved in 2 gallons of water).
Use the solution as soon as it is mixed, and
take care woodwork painted white is not
wetted, as livor of sulphur blackens white
paint. The blackened Chrysanthemum leaves
do not show any fungus.

CoNiTERS : D. C. The branch of Abies nord-
manniana is infested with the bark-louse
(Chermes pini), and it is highly probable that
this insect has caused the injury to the trees
in question. We would strongly advise you
not to plant other species of Abies between
the infested trees, as this pest also attacks
other species of the genus, notably A. nobilis

and the Silver Firs.

French Gardening Journals : C. F. P. Jar-
dinage, 90 bis. Avenue de Paris, Versailles;
Le Jardin, 84 bis, Rue de Grenelle, Paris
(Vile Arr) ; or Sevue Horticole, Rue Jacob,
26, Paris—6.

Grapes: E. G. IF., Dorset. There is no
mycelium in the tissues of the Grape ; the
roughness of the .'.kin is probably to be at-

tributed to the action of the spray fluid.

(There is a surface growth of purely saprophytic
fungi.)

Growing Cut Flowers for Market in an
Acre of Land: C. T. In the circumstances
indicated in your letter there is every chance
of your making a living by growing flowers on
an acre of suitable land for cutting for market
purposes. In the first place, the ground
should be ploughed deeply, the cultivator
should then be worked over it lengthwise and
crosswise in order to thoroughly cleanse the
ground of all deep-rooted weeds, these being
picked up and burned in the process of scarifv-
ing. harrowing, and re-harrowing of the land.
Previous to planting perennials the soil should
receive a good dressing of manure. Land

intended to be used for selected annuals should
not be attended to in these respects

until a week ur so of planting-out time.

Meanwhile you should carefully consider

and determine what kinds and varieties

of flowers—perennials and annuals—are most
suitable to grow for cutting for marketing,
bearing in mind in doing so the kinds and
varieties that find a ready sale in the towns
referred to in your letter, growing must, as a
matter of course, of the flowers in greatest

demand. The following, among other peren-
nials, should be grown in more or less quan-
tity : Pyrethrums (double and single-flowered

varieties), Scabiosa caucasica. Phloxes, Gail-

lardias, Coreopsis grandiflora, Delphinium
(approved varieties), Gypsophila paniculata
alba plena, Centaurea montana (perennial

Cornflower), Aster (Michaelmas Daisy)
ericoides, Decorator and other approved
va.'ieties; Chrysanthemums (Shasta Daisies)

King Edward VII, Mrs. Head, and Mrs.
Charles Bell, Rudbeckia nitida niagnifica,

early and mid-season Chrysanthemums ; yel-

low Marguerites and red and white Dahlias
are also desirable plants to grow for cutting
from for marketing. Annuals which pay for

good cultivation are Asters Comet (tall sec-

tion), Ostrich Plume, Vick's Branching Late
White, Snowball or Princess White, Daybreak
and Salmon Queen ; Centaurea (Sweet Sultan)
Imperialis hybrids. Sweet Peas, Sweet Sca-
bious, and a good bed of Mignonette (new Giant
Crimson). The utilisation of your glasshouse,
as suggested, is quite right and practicable,
though you could very well avoid the expendi-
ture involved in the purchase of flower-pots
by planting your late-flowering Chrysanthe-
mums out-of-doors and transplanting with
good balls under glass in October, when
cleared of the Tomatos.

Grubs Infesting Fruit Trees: B. Gallop. The
so-called " gi'ubs " are the caterpillars of the
common vapourer moth (Orgyia antiqua). The
female is wingless and sedentary, remaining
upon the cocoon from which she emerged, and
thereon she also lays her eggs. Collect the
cocoons within the egg masses and destroy
them. The caterpillars are easily destroyed by
spraying the trees with Swift's arsenate of

lead in paste form. Instructions ai'e issued
with this preparation.

Lilac Dise.ased : Foliage. The disease on the
Lilac foliage is caused by the fungus Clados-
porium herbarum. This fungus attacks leaves
weakened by adverse weather conditions (con-

tinued wet weather and cold nights). The
trouble will disappear under normal weather
conditions. It would not be worth while to
spray ; the damage done will not be sufficient

to affect next season's growth.

Names of Fruits : F. E. C. Plums : 1, Guth-
rie's Golden ; 2, Early Blue ; 3, Early Mira-
belle ; 4, Prince Englebert.

—

J. Smith. "Apples:

1, The Queen; 2. EcklinviUe Seedling; 3,

Duohess of Oldenburgh ; 4, Bismarck ; 5,

Nanny ; 6, Worcester Pearmain.

—

Alttj.

Apples : (a) Tippet's Incomparable
; (b)

Duchess of Oldenburgh; (c) Old Hawthor-
den.—/. S., Ross-shirc. 1, Lord Napier ; 2,

Peach, not recognised.

—

J. MacD. Plums :

Yellow, Oullin's Golden; Red, Prince of
Wales.

—

F. Denny. Plum, Pond's Seedling.—

•

T. .•iummerfield. Plums : 1, Diamond ; 2, "Go-
liath ; 3, Pond's Seedling.

—

Anxious. Pear,
Jargonelle.— W. C. Bishop. Pears : 1, Hessle

;

2, Green Chisel. The Apples are too small to
name.—Correspondents sending Peaches and
Nectarines for naming should enclose leaves
of each variety, and state whether the flowers
are large or small, and if the trees are grown
under glass or in the open.

Names of Plants : J. MacD. 1, Steironema
ciliatum ; 2, Cornus sanguinea.— IF. H. Baker.
1, -Acanthus mollis ; 2, Kerria japonica varie-
gata ; 3, Aca'na microphylla.

—

C. J. 1,

Spiraea japonica ; 2, Sauromatum guttatum

;

3, Artemisia vulgaris ; 4, Viburnum Tinus ; 5,

Symphoricarpus racemosus ; 6, specimen too
scrappy to identify.

—

Ceux. Either Fab-
vier or Crimson China ; the bloom was
too shattered to determine which.

—

W. H. J:

Co. Hippe.i.strum equestre.— IF. G., Sid-
mouth. 1, Abelia floribunda ; 2, Myrtus Uyni
(commonly known in gardens as Eugenia
Ugni); 3, Indigofera Gerardiana.

—

Fulford,
Castle Eden. The Pelargonium with the

lightest coloured flowers is the variety King
of Denmark.

—

J. M. Chelidojiium majus.

—

J. S., Ross-shire. 1, Tecoma jaj>minoides ; 2,

Asparagus scandens.

—

C. M. 1, Crataegus
tanacetifolia. The plant may be propagated
by seeds or by budding on stocks of the com-
mon Hawthorn or Quickthorn; 2, Ailanthus
glandulosa (Tree of Heaven) ; 3, Cupressus
sempervu-ens. — C'orrespondtnl. Cratiegus
nigra.

—

21. A. fS. Oncidium longipes (syn. 0.
janeirense).—fl'. T. 1, Trichopilia luxa; 2,
Oncidium truUiferum; 3, O. pubes.

—

F. 0.
1, Pteris geraniifolia ; 2, Adiaiitum hispidu-
lum ; 3, A. formosum ; 4, Dracicna con-
gesta ; 5, Cyperus laxus ; 6, Caladium argy-
rites.— IF. H. Lee. Aneimia (Anemidictyon)
phyUitidis.

—

B. F. Z. Clethra alnifolia.

—

/. R. Humulus lupulus (" Common Hop ").

—

P. P., Crawley. 1, Polygonum affine; 2,
Spiraea japonica; 3, Leycesteria formosa; 4,
probably Cornus sp, specimen too scrappy ; 5,
Stephanandra fle.xuosa; 6, Rhus cotinus ; 7,
Neillia opulifolia; 8, 8pir;ca

Rhododendrons : I. W. T. The leaves are in-
fested with a small species of plant-bug
belonging to the family Tingididie, charac-
terised by the large reticulations of the wings
and thorax. The adults are very few in num-
ber and not in very perfect condition, but we
believe that they are referable to Derephysia
foliacea, which is usually found upon Ivy.
Spray the undersides of the leaves with a
rather weak paraffin emulsion.

The Mummy Pea : O. E. F. The specimen
which you send has the characters of the
Crown or Mummy Pea. This variety occuis
in two forms—a white and a pm'ple-flowered
race. The peculiarity of the race consists in

the fasciation of the stem near the top, and
in bearing on the fattened and thickened
upper part of the stem a close bunch of many
flowers. The legend that the Mummy Pea
was derived from seed found in a mummy
case and brought to England is as old as it is

absurd, and was, as it would seem, first pro-
mulgated by a ilr. Grimston. As is stated in

an article in these pages [Gardeners*
Chronicle, p. 45, 1873), " it is really most
amusing to find with what circumstantiality

this tale is .."epeated—how that the retailer

knows somebody who knows somebody else

who knew the party who actually picked the
Pea out of the mummy." We should recom-
mend you to draw the attention of your friend

to the article from which we have quoted, and
can assure you that the idea that the seed

came from the source ascribed to it is erron-

neous. It is as certain as things in this un-
certain world can be, that no Pea or other

seed ever taken from a mummy case proved
capable of growth unless it had been put there

after the case was opened. Certain seeds

possess the power of retaining their vitality

for a considerable number of years. Thus in

experiments made with seeds stored in a
museum, some know'n to be over 80 years old

were found to germinate. It is a far cry,

however from 80 years to many centui'ies, and
the legend of the viability of Peas from mummy
cases must be put in the same category with

that of toads hopping out of quarried stone,

wherein we are asked to believe they had re-

mained potentially lively for hundreds of cen-

turies.

Under Gardener's Notice: F. B. In the
absence of an agreement, custom rules the
length of notice which must be given or taken
to terminate an engagement. The general

rule is a month's notice in the case of head-
gardeners, a fortnight's notice for foremen,
and a week's notice for under-gardeners. The
periods at which the wages are paid is im-
material. In the future you should have the
terms of any engagement set down in writing.

Vine Lea^'es Spotted : D. C. The variegation

of the vine foliage is not due to fungous or
insect pests. The appearance suggests scald-

ing.

Linications Received.—H. W—W. H. J. S

—

I H. M S. S F. P.. C A. J. J. G._E. J. B. & Sons-
Mrs. A. D M. J. G., Cheskire-J. E. C L. H. B

—

Barr & Son5_S. M. C _A. C O. T E. J. W J. B

—

S. r W. P A. D D. P. & Son_W. C._F. A. G.—
R. W. T Hon. Mts. E. C F. B._C, L _W. K W. P.
_E. M. M J. H F. McC M. M. K N. & Sons—
P.A._J. A.
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that Battersea and Gravesend were the

chief centres for its production, and tha,t

the finest was grown in the vicinity of

Pontefract. Size was everything, and
though no data are supplied from which

a comparison may be made, it is obvious

from the immense labour involved and the

care taken that very fine growths must
have ensued. The beds were 2 feet wide,

excavated to a depth of 2J feet, and filled

with a compost that took two years to

prepare. The ingredients were " two
loads of river or pond sludge, one load

soft peat-mould, one load loam, two loads

rotten dung, and two loads sand. When
the materials had settled seeds were
sown, and as soon as the seedlings were

GIANT CHINESE PRIMROSES.

The giant strains of Primula sinensis charac-

terised by massive foliage and large heads of im-

posing flowers are well known and widely grown ;

but, as is so often the case with interesting gar-

den subjects, little is known as to the origin of

these giants. That they breed true is appre-

ciated by all seedsmen, as is also the fact that

they owe their gigantism to nature and not to

nurture : in other words, the gigantic habit is

not induced by, nor dependent upon, methods of

cultivation. A recent article by Dr. Keeble in

the Journal of Genetics gives an account

of the origination of a giant race from an

ordinary normal-sized race of Primulas. Tlie

variety from which the giant originated is a

white-flowered race of " stellata " habit known
as White Queen Star (fig. 84). Plants of this

Fig. 84.—PRIMULA SINENSIS "WHITE QUEEN STAR," NORMAL VARIETY.

large enough they were thinned to a

proper distance apart. At the end of

each year the beds were covered with a

layer of compost tUl 12 inches had
been added to the bed as at first made.

Cutting commenced in the third year,

though Kennedy preferred not to cut tUl

the fourth. The space between each bed

was 3 feet in width, and this was highly

cultivated to afford a suitable root-run

as the plants gained in age. The remarks
on Cabbages and Carrots e,xhibit the

same capacity for taking pains, and the

tone of the book as a whole demonstrates
that though its methods have changed,
gardening was no less in Kennedy's day
than it is in our own an exacting and
laborious profession. B. P. Brotlterston.

variety were grown at Reading for .some years,

and seed was saved from flowers which possessed

more than the usual number of petals. After

several years of " selection " from plants bear-

ing six or seven-petalled flowers, there arose sud-

denly and in one instance a giant variety. Eleven

plants grown from the seed of one capsule taken

from a normal plant all exhibited the giant habit.

An examination of figs. 84 and 85—which by the

courtesy of the Syndics of the Cambridge Univer-

sity Press we are enabled to reproduce from the

Journal of Genetics—shows that the giant race

is distinguished from the normal not only by

larger and more massive flowers, but also by the

fact that its petals meet and overlap. The giant

race which originated in this way breeds true

to its habit. No difficulty is found in obtain-

ing seed from its flowers ; but what is remarkable

is that, though many attempts have been made

to cross it witli otlii^r varieties of Primula sinensis,

all have failed. Even when crossed with normal
White Que«n Star it fails to produce seed. In ad-

dition to putting these facts on record, the article

produces evidence both from the experiments of

the author and from those carried out by Messrs.

Sutton and Suns at their Trial Grounds to show
that the character of gigantism in Primula sinen-

sis depends on no fewer than three Mendelian fac-

tors, and that the gigantic appearance is pro-

duced only when the plant contains at least two
of these factors in the pure state, or, to use the

ordinary terminology, when the plant is homozy-

gous for these two factors. If it is also pure for

the third factor, the giant breeds true ; but if

the plant is impure for the third factor it throw.s

when self-fertilised both giant and normal off-

spring. This behaviour may throw light on the

failure of certain races of giant P. sinensis to

breed true, for the imperfect giant presents much
the same appearance as the true-breeding giant,

and it is only by their respective offspring that

the one may be distinguished from the other.

The results of crossing giant with normal varie

ties are by no means always the same. Some-
times the first generation of the cross presents

the gigantic appearance of the one parent ; some-

times the giant habit appears to be lost alto-

gether. The key to the explanation of this appa-

rently capricious inheritance of the habit is to

be found in the fact that certain so-called normal
races of P. sinensis are semi-giants, and carry,

say, two of the factors concerned in the produc-

tion of the giant character. In that case the

first generation of the cross between giant and
*' normal " has the giant habit. Other normal
varieties lack at least two of the factors for

gigantism. Hence when they are mated with a

giant the offspring do not possess the necessary

two pure factors, and so cannot exhibit the giant

character.

NEW OR NOTEWORTHY
PLANTS.

GAULTHERIA VEITCHIANA.*

The Chinese plant for which the name Gaul-

theria Veitchiana is here proposed is a very close

ally of the Sikkim G. Hookeri. So closely allied

are they that, from a purely systematic point of

view, the Chinese plant might be regarded as a

geographical race of the Sikkim one. The best

distinguishing character noticed by the writer in

the herbarium specimens is to be found in the

calyx lobes, which in G. Veitchiana are acumin-

ate and acute, and slightly longer than the rather

obtuse lobes of G. Hookeri. Unfortunately, the

Sikkim plant is unknown in cultivation—at

least, so far as the writer is aware—but, accord-

ing to the collector's field notes, the corolla is

pinkish, whei-eas in the Chinese plant it is white.

G. Veitchiana was collected in W. China by
Mr. E. H. Wilson, who sent seeds of it to

Messrs. Jas. Veitch, in whose nurseries it has

flowered and fruited. The description has been

drawn up partly from the herbarium specimens

and partly from specimens grown by Messrs.

Veitch. tV. G. Craib.

• Gaulthebia Veitchiana, Cbaib, sp.n., G. Hookeri,
Clarke, persimilis sed calycis lobis acumin^tisacutis differt.

Suffruticulus 0-3-1-8 m. alius; ramuli priino parce longe
brunneo-setosi, tenuiter compressi, mox glabrt, leves vel

setarum basibus persislentibus verrucosi. Folia obovata,
obovalo-oblanceolata vel fere oblonga, apice breviter obtuse
punctata, basi late cuneata vel cuneato-rolundata, 2-9-5 cm.
longa, 1-3-8 cm. lata, subcoriacea, supra glabra, viridia, sub-
nitentia, subtus setosa, pallidiora, nervts lateralibus utrinque
cilciter 4 longe ascendenlibus subtus prominnlis supra
leviter inipressis, nervis transversis subliis conspicuis supra
leviter inipressis, margine setoso-serrulata, peliolo brevi

supra caiialiculato suflFulta. Inflorescentia e racemis circiter

3 cm. longh simplicibus axHIaribus vel tenninalibus vel

siinpliciter paniculatis constituta; bracteae ovato ellipticae,

ad 6 mm. longae et 3'5 mm. latae, acuminatae, acutiusculae,

ciliatae; bracteolae 2, cucullatae, 8 mm. longa^ vcutae,
ciliolatae; pedicelli breves. Calycis lobi deltoidtft, acumi-
nati, acuti, ciliolati, circiter 1-75 mm. tongi el 1 mm. lati.

Corolla, stamina pistiHiinique iis G. Hookeri f^imiiia nisi

corolla alha baud puniceo-alba. W. China. 1800-3000 m.,
Wilson, 3916. Herb. Kew, et cult. Hort. Veitch, Wilson, 1627.
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THE ROSARY.

AUGUST ROSES.

The Rosea of August are quite different from
those of early summer, which we find in June
and the first weeks of July, and they differ

ngain from the autumn Roses, though in a way
they seem to be approaching the latter. In

August we less often see the voluptuous form of

the exhibition or specimen Rose. The Hybrid
Perpetuals. save for a few belated blossoms, are

over, and the Hybrid Teas, many of which in the

June flowering put up single-flowered shoots

carrying fine flowers, now ofttn push up strong

panicles carrying, if they are allowed, numerous
and small flowers, coming into bloom in succes-

sion from the top. We might almost fancy these

Roses as conscious of an obligation to provide ma-
terial for our exhibition boxes, exhibiting a cer-

London, absorbed in their profession or

business, much as they may love their

gardens, may catch but few and hurried

glimpses—possibly in some week-end visit—of

their Rose beds in June and Jxily. In August,
however, they hope to enjoy their garden and
their Roses, in a short but doubtless well-earned

leisure, and for these it is of some importance
that they should take care to obtain varieties of a

sort which will naturally flower freely during
the holiday month.
This will rule out all or nearly all the Hybrid

Perpetuals. If there are to be exceptions, they
must be found in Frau Karl Druschki. which
gives a few August flowers, in Hugh Dickson and
Commandant Felix Faure, and perhaps Mrs.
R. G. Sharman Crawford. These will afford no
wealth of blossom in August, but all will give

a certain number of flowers from time to time,

particularly if instructions have been given for

Fig. 85. PRIMULA SINENSIS " WHITE QUEEN STAR," GIANT VARIETY.

(See p. 188.)

tain restraint in their first flowering, but now
that the shows are over throwing off the restraint

and revelling in exuberant flower produc-

tion. The Teas are now even more prodi-

gal of flower-buds ; no sooner is the crowm
bud formed than two or three side buds are

pushed out, which soon get beyond the crown
bud, and are in turn attended by satellites of

their own. In a normal year we find plenty of

flowers and plenty of colour in our August Rose

beds, but the flowers are small and generally

inferior in quality to both the June and
autumnal blossoms. As compared with the

autumn flowers, however, those of August are

often of better colour. The days are longer, the

Roses get more sun, and in most years (not in

this) they have less rain falling upon them to

wash, as it were, the colour out of the petals.

Many who are compelled by the calls of duty to

spend the early part of the summer in

the removal of all the early buds as they form.

Most of the Ramblers, also, will be over, but

Dorothy Perkins and Minnehaha will often last

till the middle of the month, and Coquina even

later, while in some seasons Hiawatha may still

be in flower at the close of August.

Chief reliance, however, will be placed on the

Hybrid Teas, Teas, and Chinas. Can I pick out

a small list of good garden Roses among the

H.T.s, practically certain to be in flower through

the greater part of the month? I am by no

means certain that I could do so for all gardens,

but I know what I can reasonably count on in

my own. For red Roses I should take without

hesitation Richmond and Ecarlate ; both are

nearly continuously in flower throughout the

season, while Gruss an Teplitz could be also

counted upon in three years out of four. Some
of my friends, whose gardens lie on heavy land,

would substitute General MacArthur for Rich

mond. It is a stronger grower, but not so

beautiful a flower. In the pinks I think the

two most certain to be in flower the

month through are Dr. J. Campbell Hall and
Mrs. E. G. Hill. The first is as continuously in

flower as Richmond, and. being dwarf, is an ex-

cellent bedder, but it should be syringed care-

fully early in the year with some fungicide, such
as Abol, tx> check the first approach of mildew.
If this is done, it gives no trouble, at all

events with me. Mrs. E. Ci. Hill is, I think,

best in a cool, moist position in half shade ; it has
the advantage of fine foliage, nearly mildew-
proof, and its loosely-arranged trusses require no
disbudding. Very reliable, too, is Gustav
Griinerwald, which has the advantage of a de-

lightful perfume; the fuU flowers ihang their

heads, and, but for this, which seriously detracts

from its value, it would be a first-rate garden
Rose. Princess Marie Mertchersky has been
specially good with me this August. At this

time its flowers, thinner and smaller than those

of June, have a particularly charming effect

when arranged on the breakfast table. The
petals have a curious translucent appearance,

which enhances their soft and delicate colouring.

Lady Ashtown has this year been in flower most
of the month, but in many years there is a con-

siderable gap between its first and secord flower-

ing, which often includes the early part of

August.

In shades of blush I would take three Roses as

reliable in August : Pharisaer, Mine. Leon Pain
and La Tosca. The first two are special favourites

in this garden, for the upright carriage of their

flowers and the beautiful contrast between flower

and foliage. I must make another group for

Roses with a deeper shade of salmon than the

last, and I will select two from this group,

namely, Betty and Mrs. Alfred Tate. Both are

with me first-class garden Roses, and, if Betty is

the freer in bloom, ^Mrs. A. Tate has the merit of

being less readily spoilt by wet, a consideration

in an August such as this. Irish Elegance will

appear some time during the month, but is not

quite continuous. It is a charming Rose for a bed

of tall Roses, and pays for being massed into a

large bed. I think it the best of its class, and
would place' next to it Irish Glory.

Of the yellows I will take but two also : Mme.
Ravary and Duchess of Wellington. Both are

good bedding Roses. Mme. Ravary is the better

flower and less easily spoilt by wet, but the

Duchess keeps her colour better, and is, I think,

even more free and continuously in flower. The
attraction here lies chiefly in the half-open buds.

Of the Teas I must write more briefly, and, in

fact, the number of really good garden Teas is

few. Pre-eminent among them all is Molly Shar-

man Crawford. It blossoms continuously the

season through, carries its flowers erect, and is,

in my opinion, the best white bedding Rose at the

present time. It may find a rival in Mrs. Foley
Hobbs, but I have not yet grown this Rose in

sufficient quantity to judge. Mme. Antoine Mari
is also a good garden Tea, and may be relied on
to flower during most of the month, so, too. wiU
Mme. Henri Berger, and in a normal year ^Ime.
Lambard and Mme. Jean Dupuis. This year,

however, they came too soon, and I have had few
flowers since the beginning of August.

Lady Hillingdon is quite worth growing for its

brilliant colour, which contrasts charmingly with

the brown or chocolate tint in the foliage. Tt

seems to be fairly vigorous and of quite good
enough a habit for the garden. The colour, un-

fortunately, varies, and when the deep apricot

is absent the flowers look washed-out and unin-

teresting, but they are well carried on the plant.

I will conclude with the China Roses. Perhaps
the two or three which we may count on with

most certainty are Comtesse du Cayla (orange

red), Queen Mab (pale apricot pink), and Char-

lotte Klemm (scarlet). I think Charlotte Klemm
is more showy in the garden than Fabvier and

quite as reliable. Some time in the month we shall

also get Mme. E. Resal and Laurette Messimy,
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both good garden Roses. A very brilliant-red

China is Leuchtfeuer, but at present it is hardly

so free flowering as Charlotte Klemm; it may,

however, improve in this respect.

In this selection I have tried to confine myself

to varieties that ha\« proved in my garden gener-

ally to be counted upon to flower weU for a con-

siderable part of the month, and to be really of

value for the adornment of the garden. There are

many other good Roses which will often flower

then, but I hope the Roses in my list will always

be more or less trustworthy for the purpose I

have in view. ^^''Kit^ Rose.

FitUIT REGISTER.
PLUM REINE CLAUDE COMTE

ALTHAN.
To those about to plant Plums, I would recom-

mend this choice Gage as one of the finest

RUSTIC ARCHES.

An ill-built and badly-placed arch or arbour

is nothing but an eyesore in the garden ; super-

fluous in summer and emphasising the inevitable

forlornness of winter. When new and bare of

vegetation, such a structure exposes its stark

ugliness all the year round, and when climbers

have at last succeeded in clothing it with gracious

foliage and blossom, the ill-built arch decays and

collapses. On the other hap.d, it is becoming

recognised more and more that arches, arbours,

screens, and pergolas may, if made well and em-

ployed judiciously, add very considerably to the

amenities of the garden.

Even though such structures had not been used

in gardens previously, the recent introduction of

so many beautiful climbers from China and else-

where would have forced the garden architect to

evolve them for the support of these most desir-

able aliens. No one who seeks to introduce into

the garden the effects of semi-tropical luxuriance

and of autumnal colour can dispense with repre-

luchias, Ivies of many kinds, Jasminums, Loni-

ceras, Passifloras, the quick-growing Polygonum

baldschuanicum. Wistarias, and, last, but not

least, the Wichuraiana Roses, demand to be repre-

sented in the garden, and riot in the ample spaces

of pergolas and arches. It is true that the most

effective of garden structures are often thosa

which are built on the most simple lines. Never-

theless, it must not be forgotten that arbours and

arches and the like must be strongly constructed,

and in contriving that they possess these two

quahties of simplicity and strength, the designer

has his opportunity to produce works of art. A
simple, average style of rustic work is illu.strated

in fig. 86 (a), an examination of which will at

once reveal the fact that the design suffers from

the close monotony of the panels. If the lattiT

were reduced in numbers and spaced out more,

a better effect would be produced. Further im-

provement without oppressive elaborations could

be brought about by the introduction of simple

designs in the spandrel pieces and of a double rail

at the top, thereby producing a frieze-like ap-

O't^ylvcOr'boJjr'Frferf:

sorts for culture out-of-doors. I lately saw in a

nursery bush trees not more than a yard high

crowded with fruits. The plants were growing

in the open nursery quarter. The flavour of the

fruits was all that could be desired.

GRAPE PRINCE OF WALES.

I WAS glad to see how well Mr. Gibson staged

this Grape at Shrewsbury; he evidently under-

stands its requirements. I note he received

more points for that variety than he did for

its parent, Mrs. Pince. Prince of Wales was

sent out by Messrs. J. Veitch & Son many years

ago, and has taken a long time to come to the

front as an exhibition variety, although its fine

quality is undeniable. It should receive similar

teeatment to that which is given, under favour-

able conditions, to its patent, viz., a restricted

rooting space in an inside border, whereby the

roots are under full control in the matter of both

moisture and warmth. E~ M.

Fig. 86.

—

(a-f) designs for rustic arches.

sentatives of the newer species of Vitis and

Clematis ; for instance, Vitis armata, V. armata

Veitchii, V. Cognetise, V. Thomsonii, the ever-

green C. arinandii, C. montana Wilsonii, which

Fig. 87.

—

(g-h) details of designs
(in fig. 86 AND TEXT).

flowers in August, and all the array of coccinea

hybrids.

These and others of the climbing kind, Aristo-

pearance. These additions are shown in the de

signs illustrated in fig. 86 (b-f), wherein the tim

bers are represented as being halved, pinned to

gether, or notched on to one another and nailed

Seats for work of this kind should be mad(

of fairly straight timbers, which should bi

dressed smooth, and not, as is so often the case

left rough.

Larger arches of designs similar to those iUus

trated in fig. 86 (b-f) serve as admirable boun

dary screens. The arches shown at E and F are

double, as is illustrated by the plan in fig. 86 (e).

Needless to say, the double arch is not only

stronger, but has also a better appearance than

the single structure. If the latter be used, it

requires struts, as shown in fig. 87 (o). Or a

good combination may be effected by making the

arch itself in single work across the centre and

providing the structure with square ends, as

shown in fig. 87 (h). Thereby a better effect and

fiiMsh are produced than is possible by the use

of the model illustrated in the preceding figure.
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NOTICES OF BOOKS.

The New Gardening.'

One need not extend one's researches beyond
last century to discover that gardening is sub-

ject to ever-changing fashion. The authoress of

Tht Florist's Manual thought she had dis

covered in "The Mingled Flower Garden" the

ultimate in garden design, her queer-shaped
flower-beds being like nothing imaginable.

Donald Beaton, in the same way, imagined that

the style of bedding he did so much to extend

could never be superseded. The carpet bedders,

a few decades later, were happy in having

reached perfection, and then came the struggle,

renewed after a long armistice, between the

natural stylists, who seem to have believed them-

selves inspired, and the severe formalists who
to-day are triumphing over the suppression of

endless curves and the re-introduction of

straight lines. It need not therefore be re-

marked that " new " in gardening is a vague
expression. There have always been men who
work out ideas which the gardening public

scramble to put into practice, the leaders mean-
while advancing, or not impossibly retrograding,

but anyhow working apart from the vast ma-
jority. What was novel last year may therefore

be thrown aside this, and both may embody
principles and methods that were known and

practised long ago. In this new book of Mr.

W. P. Wright's, the reader will discover much
that is old, 50 to 3CX) years old or more, and not a

little that is novel. It is in the nature of things

that it should be so, and no one need grumble

that every plant that is named is not a recent in-

troduction, nor every practice that is recorded

should mark a new development. But if, in the

strict sense of the word, he does not find every-

thing brand new, the reader will at least have it

presented in a new way, burnished and shining,

after Mr. Wright's best manner, and his best

manner, as his readers are aware, is very good,

ilr. Wright has developed a picturesque style

and, apart from the gardening notes, his books
are always a pleasure to read. No other of his

books is quite so fascinating as The New Gar-
cli.nitig. It is more starred with epigram than

any former production. He assures us that
" Formalism is not dead," that " Humanity is a

being of form," *' Beautiful gardens come from
beautiful plants." It is conventional to "talk
flowers." " W^hat is design but the harmonious
arrangement of plants? " " The sum of achieve-

ment is invariably in inverse ratio to the amount
of inefficient labour applied to it." " Garden-
ing is living art." It is true that we may dis-

agree with many of his propositions, e.g., that

in large places nothing save grass and trees

should be close to the windows, or that in border

planting, every group must stand clear of the

next and every plant in a group must show its

individuality. The new border gardening in-

sists, on the contrary, that there shall be no clear

spaces, and no plant individuality in groups.

There may be for the single plant, but not when
the plants are employed in numbers. Exception
might also be taken- to the lists of novelties.

The Carnation man, the flower gardener, the

Alpinist, and the shrub grower will look in vain

for the latest and the best achievements with his

favourites ; but those novelties which are recom-
mtnded are, so far, good, and it is one of the
impossibilities that one person can be up-to-date
with everything.

The best chapters in Part I are those on Rose
growing and Sweet Pea growing. In this

part, besides many chapters pn other phases of

gardening—Alpine, Japanese, water, &c.—is

one on the new gardener which is interesting,

but in endeavouring to do justice to the new,
the old gardener has been painted in colours
that do him injustice. Of course, an indi-

* The New Gardening : A Guide to the most Recent
Developmenf! in the Culture of Flowers. Fruits and Vege-
tables, by Walttr P. Wright. (London: Grant, Richards,
Ltd.) Price Cs,

vidual is to you just what you think him to

be, and it is the old gardener, as seen by Mr.
Wright, that is presented to us in this chapter ;

but the writer cannot say that he ever met him.
Part II is devoted to new fruit growing, cordon
and quick-fruiting bushes being lavishly praised

for their extraordinary cropping qualities. But
the system was not new 50 years ago. and 250
years ago it was not unknown, and even with
the better stocks now employed it has failed to

hold its own in gardens where large supplies are

demanded. In Part III, "French" gardening
is rather severely handled ; none too severely

perhaps, because not a few have suffered from its

too hasty adoption. Mr. Wright reckons it re-

quires £1.000 per acre to equip^ a " French "

garden, with three men to work it, but these
figures are perhaps exaggerated. At the same
time, the light in which the system as a com-
mercial undertaking is presented can do nothing
but good to those who with a little capital might
be tempted to invest their all in a rash under-
taking. The volume is profusely illustrated in

half-tone reproductions of photographs of un-

equal merit, and six in colours which are not
worthy the rest of the book, the get-up of which
is otherwise deserving of all praise.

Dairv Farming for Smallholders.*
This book is full of interesting and practical

information, and is written in plain, concise

language, a feature which will appeal to the
class of reader for whom it is intended. We are

convinced that the less that is said with regard
to bacteriology and the fewer the technical terms
employed the more a work of this kind is ap-

proved by the practical man. Also, while the

compounding of albuminoid ratios is instructive

to the student it is exceedingly difficult, and in

many cases impossible, for the smallholder to

grasp its intricacies. The advisability of keep-
ing milk records has been well impressed, and
this is a subject which to our minds is of para-

mount importance to all cowkeepers, as there is

unlimited evidence to prove that a cow yielding

less than 500 gallons per year, when adequately
fed, is unprofitable. The hygienic treatment of

milk is another feature with which the book
deals in able manner. The varieties of cheese

referred to are somewhat numerous. Hard-
pressed and blue-veined cheeses, such as Ched-
dar. Stilton, and Wensleydale, peculiar to

certain districts, can undoubtedly be made with
advantage by smallholders in those districts,

but it is rarely that they are in a position to

deal with a sufficiently large quantity of milk
to warrant their engaging to any extent in this

branch of dairy farming. We agree with the
author with regard to his remarks on soft cheeses,

such as Pont I'Eveque, Coulommiers, Cambridge,
and Cream Cheese, all of which are easily made
and prove highly remunerative. The book is of

a type that should prove useful to gardeners
who are responsible for the management of small
private dairies.

TREES AND SHRUBS.

ARUNDINARIA ARISTATA.
The heavy rains experienced this season have

suited Bamboos admirably, and plants of

Arundinaria aristata have made exceptionally

vigorous growth. The erect culms have grown
to a height of 16 feet, which is probably a record
growth for this plant. It is a distinct and hand-
some Bamboo, with purplish stems and tesselated

leaves, and is perfectly hardy. In the North-
eastern Himalayas, A. aristata is found
growing at an altitude of 11,000 feet above sea-

level. In common with the other species of

Arundinaria, it resents drought, which necessi-

tates planting it in a moist situation. This fine

Arundinaria is deserving of extended cultivation.

/. Onrdncr, Batsford Parle Gardens, Glcu-
cestersJnre.

COLONIAL NOTE.

THE GENUS FICUS ON THE GOLD COAST.
This genus is well represented on the Gold

Coast, and there must be a considerable number
of distinct species and varieties as yet unde-
termined. Ficus Vogclii seems to be the most
common ; it grows on many of the large forest
trees, developing very quickly, and its roots soon
strangle its host. Birds carry the seeds and
drop them in the branches or crevices of large
trees, where they quickly germinate under the
very favourable tropical conditions. The genus
iijcludes F. elastica, the Indiarubber tree, which
yields a rubber of only fair quality. AU the
trees in the genus yield latex, but it contains
only a very small percentage of rubber, and
the trees are very hard to tap. It is thus of
little importance from a commercial point of
view. Ficus carica, the Fig, does not appear
to be distributed in this part of Africa.

" HORTICULTURAL EDUCATION."
I HAVE read with interest the views expressed

by Mr. W. H. Divers on this subject, in the
issue for July 6, p. 7. Surely it is not essential
for a lad to pass through a secondary school in

order to qualify for training as a professional
gardener. This is hardly a practical view to

take, and it does not say much for the education
obtained in the council schools, which have
made considerable progress of recent years. I

con.'iider that a gardener's education begins, not
always at school, but with a love for Nature.
The horticulturist who combines scientific and
practical experience gained from observation is

the successful one. The experience may have
been gained under varied conditions, but pro-
vided it begins on a practical basis and there
is a desire for knowledge, things will work out
all right. From my own experience in private
gardens, I am aware that very few trouble to
gain a knowledge of the scientific side of their

profession. In our Colonies, agricultural and
horticultural education is making rapid strides,

even on the West Coast of Africa. .1. Ji. Gould,
Curator, Aijr;,:. Drpt., Coomassie, Gold Coast.

PLANT NOTE.

MIMULUS ROSEUS.
MiMULUS EOSEUS (syn. M. Lewisii) is said to

be a native of California, but I have found it to
be quite hardy in Scotland, and have grown it

in the open border for nearly 20 years. I ob-
tained my plants from an old florist in the West
of Scotland, and he informed me that this

Mimulus was of garden origin. I am inclined to
believe this statement, because I have raised
seedlings from my stock of plants, and I find

that they vary considerably from the parent,
and one or two forms of M. luteus were present
when the young plants flowered. No other
Mimulus, other than M. roseus, was under culti-

vation when the seed was saved, so that cross-

fertilisation was impossible. This fine Mimulus,
be it hybrid or species, is at its best during
August, and is a very attractive and beautifij
plant in the flower border. It does not appear
to be much grown, and it is evident that it is not
known as well as it should be. The pale rose-

coloured flowers, with their white throats, have a
decided resemblance to Regal Pelargoniums, and
the pyramidal habit of the plant is very pleasing

and pretty. On a light soil, exposed to full

sunshine, I have had plants 2 feet high, with the
foliage almost completely hidden by flowers.

Well-flowered specimens always compel atten-

tion, this Mimulus being distinct from any
other. I find that a mulch of welldecayed
manure applied in early summer is of great bene-
fit to the plants, and they do not appear to need
the same moist conditions as other kinds of
Mimulus. A stock may be propagated easily

from cuttings inserted now anil made from
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shoots at the base of the old plants, and these

are readily rooted in a cold frame. Under the

name of Mimulus Lewisii I obtained a few plants

last spring, as they were catalogued as synony-

mous with M. roseus. I was anxious to grow
the two varieties together for trial in order to see

if any difference exists between them, but both
seem similar in every respect. George M.
Taylor, Mid-Lothian.

THE EUGENIAS OF SOUTH AFRICA.

(Concluded from p. 180.)

9. E. Zetheri, Harvey, Genera of South

African Plants, 416 (1838).

A shrub or small, umbrageous, evergreen tree,

attaining to a height of 9 m., with a ehort trunk

36 cm. in diameter; bark thin, grey, longitudi-

nally rent and exfoliating into thin scales, the

second and third year's branchlets terete and

striate, and the ultimate subquadrangulate,

ashy-grey or chestnut-brown, dotted with

blackish lenticels. Leaves opposite, very shortly

petiolate, spreading, (emitting a perceptible

odour when rubbed), elliptic or narrowly elliptic

(rarely obovate), obtuse or rounded at the apex,

shortly attenuate at the base, 2 to 3^ cm. long,

J to 14 cm. broad, at first minutely puberulou.s.

ultimately glabrous, coriaceous, dark green and

lu.strous above with an impressed midrib, paler

and dull green on the lower surface with the

midrib prominent; lateral nerves approximately

six pairs, coalescing into an intramarginal band

most conspicuous above, more or less obsolete

below ; margins slightly thickened and re-

curved. Inflorescence axillary or terminal, short,

1 to 12 flowered with the shortly pedicelled white

flowtrs cymosely or racemosely arranged;

peduncle rarely exceeding 1 cm. Flowers

staminate or perfect, white. Receptacle glab-

rous, subtended by a pair of appressed subulato

bracteoles equalling it. Sepals short, rounded;

petals spreading, four, or occasionally with ac-

cessory smaller ones, broadly ovate or oblong,

obtuse, 6 to 7 nerved, 3.5 mm. long; stamens 13

to 20, as long as the petals, with oval anthers ;

style very short, conic, with a minute stigma.

Fruit globose, crowned by the persistent calyx-

lobes, 1 to 2 cm. long, scarcely fleshy, bright red

or purplish ; stone invariably solitary, large,

globose, horny ; kernel black, cotyledons unequal

in size.

SoDder. in Harvey and Sooder FI. Cap., II, 522: Pappe
Silm Capenais, 19; Sim in Cape of Good Hope Agric. Jour.,

XVI. 1900, 41. and Forest Flora Cape Col.. 226. pi. Ixxi,

t. 1; Forest FI. Portngueae East Air.. 68, 1909. Memecjlon

Zeyheri. Harvey. I.e. 99

This handsome small tree, owing to its simu-

lation (both in flowers and foliage) of the Myrtle,

has been named, not inappropriately, the Wild

Fambos or Wild Myrtle by the colonists, and to

others it is known as the Black Tea Bush, but

for what reason, is obscure. Sim records the

Kaffir name as Isiduli-we-hlati.§ The flowers

appear from December to May, and are followed

by fruits not unlike a email Cherry, which are

edible and have a slight acidulous flavour, but.

owing to the largeness of the stone, they are not

much in demand. The trunk and branchlets are

often encrusted with Lichens, such as Usnea bar-

bata, &c.

The species abounds in light forests along

streams in the coastal regions of Cape Colony,

extending from Xlitenhage to Natal (Sim), and

is also frequent in the Egossa forests in Pondo-

land, where it reaches an elevation of 1.200 m.,

but, being a poor wood-producer, is not included

in the Conservation Act; its more precise geo-

graphical distribution is suggested by the speci-

mens quoted, which are in the Kew Herbarium,

Sim records it also for Portuguese East Africa.

where it occurs sparingly along the coast from

Maputa to M'Chopes, but the author may be

alluding to a different species, as herbarium speci-

mens do not suggest so northerly a distribution.

Coa«t Region.—Uitenhage Div., Forests near the
Vanstadensberg River, Zeyher. 681. Drege, 5366a. II Port
Elizabeth Div., around Krakakamma, Burchell, 4558.

Bathurst Div., near Barville Park, between Rietfontein
and the source of the Kasuga River, Burchell. 41S2. Near
Barville Park, between Rietfontein an<l the seashore,

Burchell, 4061. Albany Div., Albany, Zeyher, 681. In
woods near Grahamstown, 600 m. iVIacOwan, 280.

Central Region.—Carnarvon Div., at Carnarvon, Sohiet-
fontein, Burchell, 1553. Somerset Div., Soiiierset, Bowker.

Of its wood Pappe (I.e.) states:—"Wood
white, hard, heavy, fine-grained, somewhat re-

sembling white Maple; fit for the manufacture
of carpenter's tools, ploughs, axles, &c." Wood-
cutters claim that for spokes it is not excelled

(Sim, I.e.). It takes a good polish and with age
becomes a pale ochre-yellow. A block in the

Kew Museum, presented by Governor Wode-
house, of a pale chocolate colour, may belong to

a different species.

Burchell's specimens (Nos. 4,061 and 4,152)

from Barville Park, must be taken with reserve

owing to the absence of flowers ; of its fruit (No
4,061) the collector says :^" Fructus driipa gra-

tissima ab abstringens avide quasitur ab omni
bus (Wilde Abrikoos)? " viz., Wild Apricot
The habit of these specimens of Burchell i^

eminently suggestive of E. albanensis, Sond.

rounded and emarginate), tapering from the
middle to the base into a stout, short, grooved
petiole ; the blade 3.5 to 5 cm. long, 2 to 3.2 cm.

broad, glaucescent green and lustrous above, the

midrib sunken and correspondingly raised on

the reverse side, which is a dull green and more
prominently reticulated ; margin slightly wavy
and reflexed. Cymes or racemes solitary, axil-

lary, or appearing on the older wood, two to six-

flowered (rarely one-flowered), peduncles 5 to

10 mm. long, and with the receptacle covered

with white appressed hairs. Flowers white,

subsessile or shortly pedicellate, 5 to 7 mm. in

diameter, invariably in pairs, subtended by two
minute, lanceolate, acute bracteoles. Receptacle

obconic, with whitish appressed hairs. Sepals

unequal in size, half as long as the receptacle,

thickish, broadly ovate and concave, rounded,

ciliolate. Petals spreading, oblong, or broadly

ovate, with a rounded apex, almost eglandular,

ciliolate. Stamens usually 10, half as long or

equalling the petals. Style stout, subulate, erect

or slightly uncinate, 3 to 4 mm. long. Fruit not

seen.

Natal and Zululand. Without precise locality, Gerrard,

Fig. -EUGENIA PUSILLA: BROWN.

Var. ANGusTiFOLiA. Diimmer, sp. nov., a typa
foliis angustioribus recedit.

Eastern Region.—Bathurst Div.. at Rietfontein and
vicinity, between the Kasuga River and Port Alfred,
Burchell, 3948.

Habit of the species: Leaves shortly petiolate,

elliptic, lanceolate, averaging 2 cm. in length,

^ cm. broad, shiny above, with a recurved
margin.

10. E. WooDii, Diimmer, species nova, E.

zuluensi, Diimmer, peraflinis nisi foliis late

ellipticis vel obovatis, supernc costa impressa

(hand elevata), gemmis calycibusque sericeis.

A shrub with opposite branchlets, the second

and third years' terete, ashy-grey and eventually

brownish ; the ultimate slender, flattened and
slightly angular, brownish and slightly serice

towards their apices ; buds appressedly

pubescent. Leaves opposite (rarely in threes),

spreading as long or longer than ths internodes,

subcoriaceous and entirely glabrous, elliptic to

obovate, broadly and bluntly cuspidate (rarely

Durban, 15

This species approximates most closely to E.

zuluensis, Diimmer, but is easily distinguished

by the larger, broadly elliptic or obovate leaves,

which have a sunken and not elevated midrib
;

the vegetative buds and receptacles of the

flowers are, moreover, covered with whitish ap-

pressed hairs, which constitute an additional dis-

tinctive character. In its general fades the
species is not unlike the Mascarene E. cotini-

folia, Jacq., and was first detected by Gerrard,

and subsequently on the sand dunes near Durban,
in October, 1883, by Director Medley-Wood, in

whose honour I have named the species.

11. E. PUSILLA, N. E. Brown, in Kew Bulle-

tin, 1912.

A plant scarcely exceeding 16 cm. in height,

with a profusion of annual, leafy, flower-

ing shoots, which arise from a perennating

twisted root-stock ; shoots ascending, slender,

terete, and glabrous below, flattened and incon-

spicuously serice above, brownish (fig. 88). Leaves
opposite, subcoriaceous, light shiny green,
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subsessile, ascending, twice or three times as long

as the internodes, narrowly lanceolate to lanceo-

late, tapering at both ends with an obtuse apex,

2 to 3 cm. long, 2 to 3 cm. broad, glabrous at

maturity and conspicuously gland-dotted on both

surfaces, with the midrib sunken on the upper

surface, and correspondingly raised on the lower,

the margins strongly revolute. Flowers axillary,

solitary, white, borne on slender, flattened,

glabrous and warted pedicels, 5 to 10 mm. long

;

bracteoles two, opposite ; filiform and recurved,

at the base of the I'eceptacle, and nearly equalling

it in length. Receptacle abbreviate, appressedly

pnberulous. Calyx about 5 mm. in diameter;

sepals spreading, broadly ovate and concave,

acute, tuberculate and glabresoent, with cilio-

late margnis. Petals white, exceeding the sepals.

sitic on the latter, which Mr. G. Masses identi-

fies as Pestalozzia decolorata, Speg.

12. E. ALEANENSis, Sonder, I.e. 522.

A plant resembling E. pusilla in habit j

shoots ascending, simple or rarely branched,

subwoody and slender, 10 to 18 cm. high,

flattened and sparingly covered with ap-

pressed hairs above, terete, glabrous and
chestnut-brown towards the base. Leaves
opposite (rarely alternate or ternate), sub-

sessile, imbricate, or occasionally equalling

the internodes, coriaceous and glabrous, nar-

rowly elliptic to elliptic (rarely obovate),

broadly cuspidate with a blunt cusp ; blade 2.5

to 3.3 cm. long, 1.3 to 1.7 cm. broad, olive or

bluish lustrous green and smooth above, with a

-MALVASTRUM CAMPANULATUM

fPhologmph by J. A. Ja

FLOWERS PURPLISH-ROSE.

Kalahari Region.—Transvaal, Ermelo District, Amster-
dam, Athole, ISI. O. Forbes ex. Col. Herbarium, Transvaal

Department ol Agriculture and at Kew, 6748.

Var. l.\tior, Diimmer, ' var. nova, a typa

foliis latioribus recedit.

Eastern Region.—Natal : without precise locality,

Gerrard. 1645.

The photograph reproduced in fig. 88 conveys

a good impression of the general tacies of this

species, which was discovered by Mr. M. 0.

Forbes, in December of the preceding year, on the

farm *' Athole," in the Transvaal, where it is

known in the vernacular as Lomo : it is suspected

of being concerned in the poisoning of sheep. The
variety, which has not been rediscovered since

the time of Gerrard, in Natal, differs only in the

relatively broader leaves, viz., 4 to 5 mm. broad,

and slightly larger flowers. A fungus is para-

sunken midrib and obsolete lateral veins, dull

and pale green on the lower side, with the costa

and veins more prominent ; margin slightly

thickened and recurved (glands inconspicuous on

older leaves). Peduncles solitary, axillary, flat-

tened, 10 to 20 mm. long, one to three-flowered.

Flowers white, often staminate, 10 to 15 mm.
in diameter, the obconic puberulous receptacle

subtended by two lanceolate acute bracteoles 2

to 4 mm. long. Sepals coriaceous, four to five,

ovate, with involute margins. Petals spreading,

oblong, or broadly ovate, nervate and eglandular,

ciliolate above. Stamens 25 to 30, equalling the

petals or exceeding them. Style often reduced

to a slight protuberance. Fruit unknown.

Wood, I.e., 15G.

Central Region.—Somerset Div., Somerset, Mrs. Bowker.

Eastern Region.-Natal Div., Natal, Sanderson. Gerrard,
48. On the Dmbilo River. Field's Hill, Sanderson, S23.

Inanda, Wood, 1020, partly.

Medley-Wood remarks that this plant is com-
mon on hillsides and sandy flats in the coast and
midland districts of Natal. It is figured in his

Illustrations of Natal Plants, III, t. 205.

13. E. GuEiNzii, Sonder in Harv. and Sond.

Fl. Cap n, 523.

A glabrous plant, developing short, annual,
flowering shoots from a woody, perennial base

;

shoots unbranched, about 20 cm. high, ascending,

flattened above, terete below, dull brown and
striate. Leaves opposite or ternate, coriaceous,

subsessile, patently spreading, elliptic or

broadly ovate, obtuse or rounded at the apex,

rounded or subcordate and nearly clasping the

base, 3.5 to 6 cm. long, 2.5 to 4 cm. broad, as

long as the internodes or longer than them,
bluish-green and lustrous on the upper surface,

paler and dull green on the lower, and dotted

with conspicuous glands, the midrib and veins

slightly elevated on both sides ; margin undu-
lated and slightly recurved, but not thickened.

Flowers white, solitary, geminate or ternate,

1 em. in diameter, pedunculate, not perfectly

axillary, but arising from just above the axil,

the peduncles ascending, slender, compressed, 8

to 15 mm. long, bracteoles two, deltoid, minute.
Receptacle obconic. Sepals four, concave, un-

equal in size, ovate, rounded, with ciliolate mar-
gins. Petals spreading, broadly ovate, like the

sepals, dotted with large, dark glands. Stamens
about 20 to 30, with terete filaments. Style

scarcely exceeding the stamens, or occasionally

aborted. Fruit unknown.
Wood in Trans. Phil. Soo., 8. Africa, XVni, ii, (19081,

Natal. Port Natal. Gueinzius. Gerrard. 205. Inanda.
Wood, 1020, partly.

A dwarf species with the peculiar habit, shared

by several of its congeners, of developing an-

nual flowering shoots from a woody rootstock,

characterised by the shortly petiolate, broad,

patently-spreading leaves, which are invariably

rounded or subcordate at the base. Medley-
Wuod's No. 1020 is evidently a mixture, the

Kew portion being E. albanensis, Sonder, the re-

maining, the species above, which is at the

British Museum. R. A. Diimmer.

MALVASTRUM CAMPANULATUM, NICHOLSON.

This beautiful plant (see fig. 89) is but seldom
seen in British gardens. A fine plant has thriven

well for some years past under a south wall in

Canon EUacombe's garden at Bitton. It is

also grown at Glasnevin, but I have not seen it

elsewhere. The plant illustrated belonged to the
late Mr. W. E. Gumbleton, and I purchased it

last autumn when his plants were offered for

sale. I believe it came to him from Glasnevin.

M. campanulatura appears to be difficult to in-

crease, for neither here nor at Bitton have I seen
good seed formed, and every growth that appears
above ground rapidly develops into a flower-stem

and is useless for cuttings. Lindley states in

the Botanical Register that it increases very little

by the root, but produces seeds in dry seasons.

He described it under the name of Malva pur-

purata, and in t. 1362 it is shown somewhat
larger than the form I know, and also rather

deeper in colour, the lilac being redder than in

my plant. It is also figured in the Botanical

Magazine in t. 3814, but the illustration,

although quite true as to size, is too blue in colour.

A charming plant for a choice spot, it begins

to flower in June and continues throwing
up fresh flower-stems until stopped by autumn
frosts. The flower-stems soon fall over and trail

on the ground, forming a mass some 2 feet or

more across. It was raised in the R.H.S. garden
from seeds collected by Mr. McRae in the Cum-
bre, a pass in the Chilian Andes, in November,
1825. There is another figure of it in vol. ix,

p. 173, of Paxton's Magazine of Botany ; but

here also the tint is too blue. E. A. Bowles.
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The Week's Work.

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.

Pot Fruit Trees.—The chief consideration

in connection with this method of cultivating

fruit is to grow the right varieties ; the grower

should aim at securing a few good varieties of

each kind rather than too many sorts. Nectarines

seem to do more satisfactorily than Peaches, and
the yellow varieties are especially suitable for

pot culture. Rivers' Early Orange, Darwin,
Pineapple, and Humboldt are all excellent

yellow sorts. Cardinal and Dryden, too, will be

found suitable for the purpose ; their fruits,

especially those of the former variety, ripen

much earlier than those of the yellow kinds.

Of Peaches Duke of York, Royal George,

Crimson Galande, Bellegarde, and Marchioness
of Downshire are all reliable varieties. Plums
will give great sa.!s(action if the best varieties

are chosen. Brandy Gage, Early Transparent

Gage, Jefferson, Kirke's Green Gage, and

Coe's Golden Drop are all suitable for put

culture. Of Apples Lady Sudeley, James
Grieve, Emperor Alexander, Cox's Orange
Pippin, Ribston Pippin. Peasgood's Nonesuch,

and Gascoyne's Scarlet S>;edling are some of the

most useful varieties to grow in pots. Pears,

Williams' Bon Chretien, Souvenir de Congres,

Triomphe de Vienne. Marguerite Marillat, and
Doyenne du Cornice may all be relied upon to

give good results. If it is intended to purchase

the trees from a nursery they should be procured

at once. A good plan is to obtain a few maiden
plants each year, as this enables the grower to

maintain a good stock of trees without much ex-

pense. Most fruit trees growing in pots need

to be repotted annually. Trees which have been
grown in pots for several years may be potted

in the same receptacles, reducing the ball of old

soil to make room for a good quantity of fresh

compost. The removal of the old soil is best

done with a pointed stick, and requires care and
patience. Younger trees may be afforded

slightly larger pots, and their roots need not be

•disturbed quite so much as in the case of larger

specimens, although they should be carefully
" teased " out. Before commencing the potting

procure a sufficient quantity of soil to repot the

whole of the trees and place it under cover. For
convenience of working, the .soil should be on
the dry rather than the wet side. For Peaches.
Nectarines, and Plums the compost may consist

chiefly of good fibrous loam, manure from an old

spent Mushroom-bed, old lime-rubble, wood
ashes, and crushed bones. A little artificial

manure may be included if the loam is of poor
quality. For Apples and Pears less lime rubble
should be used. Pot firmly, and when the work
is finished place the trees in a position where
they will be .sheltered from bright sunshine.
Water must be applied to the roots with extra

care for some time after the potting is finished.

Strawberries in Pots.—The plants should
not be too much crowded together, or they will

not be well ripened by the end of the autumn.
Let the pots stand quite clear of each other, so

that the sunshine and air can circulate freely

about them. Remove all runners and side

growths, and turn the pots occasionally to pre-

vent the roots from growing through the drain-
age holes. During continuous spells of wet
weather, the pots should be placed on their sides
to prevent the soil from becoming too wet. The
earliest-potted plants will now be sufficiently well

rooted to need stimulants. This may be given
in the form of weak liquid-manure and soot-

water, the strength of which may be increased
as growth proceeds. An occasional syringing
with a mixture of soft soap and sulplmr will

keep the plants free from red spider and mildew.

Tomatos.—When the autumn-fruiting plan'js

have set three or four trusses of fruits the lead-

ing growths should be stopped, and some of the
stronger leaves removed. A rich top-dressing
will be of great assistance in swelling up the
fruits, and the plants .should be given plenty of

stimulants. Plants intended for winter-fruiting
are large enough for placing in their fruiting

pots or for planting out. The latter is much the

better method for growing the latest batch of

these plants. They set their fruits for a much
longer period than when grown in pots, and in

consequence give a far larger supply of Tomatos.

The plants should not be allowed much soil at

first, or they will grow too strong. It is better

to leave space for occasional top-dressings as the

crop develops. Strict attention must be given

to the setting of the fruits. Fumigate the plants

occasionally with a nicotine compound to keep
them free from the white fly.

PLANTS UNDER GLASS.
ByTH IS Stevenson, Gardener to E. Mocatta, Esq.,

Woburn Place, Addlestone, Surrey.

Lachenalia, — A quantity of these useful

spring-flowering bulbs should be potted at once,

using, for ordinary decorative purposes, 42-inch

pots. Where the plants are required for fur-

nishing vases in the dwelling-house small pans
may be used, according to the size of the vases

to be filled. For hanging baskets, these plants

are particularly suitable. There are many
varieties under cultivation ; tricolor, aurea,

Delight, Cawston Gem, and Milsonii are the

most useful ; L. Milsonii is perhaps the most
attractive of all. After potting, the plants

should be placed in a cold frame and watered.

They should not be covered with ashes, as is the

practice with most bulbs. The lights may be placed

over them during very wet weather. A cool

treatment suits them best until the turn of the

year; then, if they are wanted early, they may
be moved to the intermediate house ; but it is

best, if possible, to leave them where they are.

If the pots are well filled with roots, a little

liquid manure should be given every time

they require water—this, of course, does not

occur often during the winter months. If this

treatment is pursued, and the bulbs are of a

fair size, they will produce strong flower-spikes,

which will last for a considerable time.

Roses.—The cultivation of Roses under glass

becomes more popular year by year. There are

not many large establishments without at least

one house which is devoted to the production of

these flowers from Christmas onwards, and in

many instances even earlier than this. Twenty
years ago. Tea Roses were perhaps the most
popular for pot culture, but the craze for long

stems has, in many in.^tances. caused them to

be supplanted by the Hybrid Perpetuals and
Hybrid Teas, which, being of stronger growth,

furnish the class of flower which is desired.

Certainly, such varieties as Captain Hayward,
Mr.^. John Laiiig, Frau Karl Druschki, Mrs.

R. G. S. Crawford, Joseph Lowe, Mme. Abel
Chatenay, Lady Hillingdon, Liberty, and
Kaiserin Augusta Victoria all respond well to

this system of cultivation, and, with proper care

and attention after blooming, will continue to

give good crops of blooms for many years. A
friend of mine—a noted grower of pot Roses

—

informed me this spring that his best crop of

flowers is produced when the plants are from six

to nine years old ; an age at which a great many
cultivators are thinking of discarding their

plants. In the present month, all pot Roses

should be taken in hand and prepared for next

season. It may not be absolutely necessary

to repot them every year, but it is an advan-

tage ; and if the time can be spared it

should certainly be done. A fairly binding
compost of good rich loam, well-matured horse

droppings, lime rubble, wood ashes, and a little

bonemeal .'uits Roses well. It mav be used for

all kinds, whether Teas, Hybrid Teas. Hybrid
Perpetuals, or climbing varieties. For produc-
ing cut blooms for ordinary purposes, such varie-

ties as those enumerated above will do well in

9 or 10-inch pots ; there is no great advantage
in having lartrer ones, except in the case of very
big plants. When repottinc. a fair amount of

the old soil should be carefully remove<l, to allow
the plants to go back into the same -size pot as

before. The potting should be done firmly, and
a fair amount of room should be allowed for

water. During the later part of the season
Roses require a good deal of moisture at tlie

roots. The dwarf Polyantha Roses are much
used for decorative work, but they should be
kept in as small pots as passible ; those having
diameters of 6 or 8^ inches are the best recep-
tacles. The size of the pot in which the
climbers are to be grown must naturally be

governed partly by the size of the plant, and
partly by that of the vases in which they will

be stood when in bloom. There is no advan-
tage in having the pots too lar^e, as Piose« are
plants which can be given a good deal of manure
dur-ing their growing season. At the time o£
potting, if the work has not been done already,
the climbers should be pruned, leaving only
those shoots which are required for blooming.
These should be re-staked ai-.d tied. After pot-
ting, it is well to plunge the pots up to the
rims in ashes, allowing plenty of room between
each plant to admit the light and air. The
plunging induces increased root action, and the
plants soon recover from the disturbance at the
roots. They require very little water when once
the soil has been thoroughly soaked ; in fact, as
the autumn advances, it is wise to cover the pots
with straw or some such material to ward off

the rains. As advised some time ago, every
effort must be made to keep down mildew, as,

if it is avoided now. there is little likelihood
of its appearance in the spring. Plants of the
variety Marechal Nicl, which have been cut back
after flowering, should now be making good
growth, and every inducement to drvclopment
must be given, until the space allotted to them
is covered. When this is accomplished, more
air must be admitted in the house SC' as to thor-
oughly ripen the wood. This is quite essential
if a good crop of bloom is wanted in the spring.

Housing Plants.—The cold, wet weather of
the past month has been very detrimental to many
plants which are usually left out-of-doors till the
middle or end of September. If wet weather
continues, such plants as Carnations, Zonal
Pelargoniums, and Salvias will be better for
being placed immediately under cover.

THE ORCHID HOUSES.
By J. Collier, Gardener to Sir Jeremiah Colman, Bart.,

Gatton Park, Surrey.

Masdevallia.—September is the most suit-
able month for repotting or resurfacing the
majority of Masdevallias, as the roots are more
active during September and October than at
any other season. In addition the weather con-
ditions are cool and moist, favouring a quick re-

establishment of the plants. New leaves are
developing and young roots will soon be pro-
duced ; the latter will quickly grow into the new
compost and establish themselves firmly before
the winter arrives. Healthy specimens that
have sufficient room in their receptacles for
another season's growth will, provided the com-
post is in a good condition, not require re-
potting. This will be an advantage if well-
flowered specimens are required, as the plants
seldom flower well the first season after they are
potted. Where the soil has become sour it

should be picked carefully from between the
roots down to the drainage materials and sub-
stituted with fresh, taking care not to disturb
the roots more than is unavoidable. Large
plants which have lost a number of their leaves,
and have in consequence become bare in their
centres, may be divided, and the dead portions
having been cut away, they may either 'oe

potted for increase of stock or made up into
specimens again. Masdevallias of the stronger
growing kinds are vigorous-rooting plants, and
require plenty of rooting space ; they are best
grown in pots or deep pans. M. Veitchiana,
M. ignea. M. Lindenii, M. coriacea, M.
macrura, M. elephant iceps, M. torta, M. Gar-
gantua, M. Mooreana, and the numerous varie-
ties of the Harryana type are plants of this
class. Others that have not such a vigorous
habit, such as M. Courtauldiana. M. chelsonii,

and M. stella, should not be allowed too much
rooting space. All those I have mentioned
may be grown on the stage, and near to the
roof-glass. The dwarf-growing kinds, such
as l\f. Arminii. M. Shuttleworthii. M. Estrada;,

M. picturata. M. niuscosa. M. melanopus. M.
Wageneriana. and M. O'Brieniana, should be
placed in shallow pans, and suspended close to
the roof. M. platyglossa. M. leontoglossa, and
those of the Chima?ra section that develop their

inflorescences in a downward direction should be
grown in teak-wood baskets. A suitable compost
for Masdevallias consists of half-decayed Oak
leaves rubbed through a ^-inch sieve, Osmunda
fibre, Al fibre cut up rather roughly, and Sphag-
num-moss in equal proportions, with a quantify

of crushed crocks and coarse silver sand,
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incorporated well with the other materials. In
repotting, fill the pots to within half their
depth with clean crocks to en.sure efficient
drainage; place a thin laver of Sphagnum-
moss over the crocks. Keep the base of
the plants level with the top of the pot, and
carefully work the compost among the roots,
pressing it moderately firm but not so hard as
to prevent the water from passing through
freely. Fill the pot to within half an inch of the
nm, and finish with a layer of peat and
Sphagnum.mo.ss cut into short portions. During
the first few weeks after potting afford water
very sparingly, sprinkling it around the edges of
the pot. As the plants become re-established
the amount of moisture should be gradually in-
creased. During the late autumn and winter
the plants should not be watered until the soil
has become quite dry, for if the plants are in a
saturated condition "at those seasons the leaves
will become spotted and unsightly. Newly-
potted plants should be shaded from the bright
sunshine and grown in a moderately moist atmo-
sphere, damping the house two or three times
dail.y according to the weather. If a special
house is not available for these plants, thev may
be placed in the warmest and shadiest part of
the Odontoglossum house. The white-flowered
M. tovarensis, the yellow-flowered JI. Davisii,
and those of the Chimiera section are best re-
potted in February, and may be kept rather
warmer during the winter months than the
others.

the plants must not be expected to produce much
fruit next season. By planting early the roots
have a much better chance of becoming well
established, and the crowns ripen before winter
arrives. If delay in planting is unavoidable,
the runners should be planted in nursery beds
where they will be fully exposed to sunlight and
air. Allow about 6 inches between the plants
and 9 inches between the rows. Permanent beds
may be made from these plants the following
spring.

By Edwin Be
THE KITCHEN GARDEN.

, Gardene

THE HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
By F. Jordan, Gardener to Lady Ncnduknholme,

Warier I'riory, Vorksliire.

Peaches and Nectarines. — The fruits
of the earliest varieties of Peaches growing on
south walls, such as Alexander and Amsden
June, having been gathered, the trees should,
if necessary, be syringed with an insecticide.
This will clear them of red spider and other
insect pests. Additional free syringings with
clear water each afternoon when the later varie-
ties are sprayed, will be of much benefit. The
fruits of both Peaches and Nectarines are of
good average size this season and of splendid
colour; Nectarines, especially, are clean of skin
and finer than usual, especially those that have
had the leaves partially removed or turned aside
to expose the fruit to the sunlight. Late varieties
are carrying good crops, and the fruits will be
exceptionally useful this season, owing to a
scarcity of good dessert Apples. Such varieties
is Walburton Admirable should be afforded
every attention to obtain the best results. All
breastwood should be removed to let in the
sunlight and expose the fruits as much as
possible. Leading shoots with fruits that are
swelling may be shortened if they are not re-
quired for extension ; this will increase the size
of the fruits and let in more light to the remain-
ing growths. Both Nectarines and Peaches
should be gathered early in the day. a little

time before they are ripe. They should be
handled with the greatest care and placed on an
airy shelf in the fruit room until they are ready
for consumption. When a Peach becomes
dead ripe, it is past its best condition, and this
applies also to Nectarines. Guard against
woodlice. earwigs, and other insect pe.sts, as they
soon spoil many of the best fruits."

Figs.—Many of these trees have cast nearly
all their fruits and are. in consequence, making
too many gross shoots, To counteract this the
spade should be inserted deeply in the soil at
some little distance from the stem, to sever some
of the stronger-growing roots, and fresh soil of
a calcareous nature applied. Lime rubble or
brick rubbish mixed freely with the soil is very
beneficial to Fig trees.

' The harder this is

rammed into the trench the better will be the
results, provided the soil is in a good condition
at the time of carrying out the work. JIulches
of animal manure should be cleared awav.
Suckers and weak, useless shoots should be
removed to prevent overcrowding. Young Fig
trees must not be planted in rich soil nor be
given stimulants to excess, as this would cause
them to form gross and unfruitful wood. The
grower should aim at securing short-jointed
shoots that will ripen well, and thus be capable
of withstanding severe winters.

Strawberries. — Strawberries may still be
planted, but unless the runners are extra strnnt;
and the soil dry and in a good condition genernllv.

the Hon. Vicarv Gibbs,
Aldenbam House, Kertfordsliire.

POTATOS.—The main crop of Potatos is some- .

wliat late in maturing, compared with that of '"^ of str

last season, and I hear reports of disease in
""* ""' '

various districts. As soon as the haulm has
ipened, it should be cut off and removed at once

straw has been removed, and the rank gases
allowed to escape by turning the bed as often as
necessary, should be placed very firmly together
by treading or ramming, and the beds formed not
less than 2 feet in thickness. Insert a ther-
mometer, and when the heat begins to decline
spawning may be done. Break the cakes of
spawn into pieces about as large as a hen's egg
and insert them 3 or 4 inches deep and about
9 inches apart over the bed. A day or two after-
wards soil should be spread over the beds, usin-
hne loam to the depth of about 2 inches The
soil should be well beaten down. Cover the sur-
face with clean straw to prevent evaporation < f
moisture; if this is done water will not; be re-
quired until the beds come into bearing. As soon
as signs of ilushrooms appear, remove'the mulch-
ing of straw. In gathering the Jlushrooms do
not cut them with a knife, but twist them out
of the ground and cut the ends of the stalks
afterwards. Endeavour to maiutain an even tem-

to the garden fire to prevent disease, should it
P/^'^ature ot from 55° to 60°. Trap or search fo

be present, from spreading to the tubers. Do i '?^' ™oodlice, and other pests at night-time
not hesitate to lift the tubers as soon as they
are fully matured, choosing fine weather, if
possible, for the work. If tubers are required for
exhibition purposes at a later date, they should be
selected now. They should not be exp'osed to the
air a minute longer than is absolutely necessary,
but stored at once in fine soil in a cool, dark
place until required. They should then be
washed, and will be found equal to newlv dug
tubers. Where large quantities have "to be
stored, the best method is to pit or clam.p them,
and in such a season as the present, it is' a good
plan to scatter a little freshly-slaked "lime
between them as the work proceeds. The small
tubers, and those required for seed, should be
stored in a cool but frost-proof shed and laid
as thinly as is convenient. The value of a change
of seed, and especially Irish or Scotch grown, 'is
most apparent this season; reports show that
where new seed was planted the disease is much
less prevalent. This was also the case where the
tubers were sprouted before planting ; it is well
worth the little extra trouble to sprout the sets
before they are planted.

Cauliflowers.—The sowing of Cauliflowers
during September, and wintering the plants in
cold frames are not nearly so much practised now
as formerly, owing to the numbers of new varie-
ties that may be raised in heat during the early
spring and quickly forced. But the results from
autumn-sown plants are infinitely better than
finni th).--? raised in the spring. "For this reason
I make two sowings, one about September 1 and
aniilher towards the middle of that mop'h in a
cold fr,Tme. Both sowings should be made thinly
in shallow drills and in poor soil. As soon as the
seedlings are large enough, they should be trans-
planted in cold frames ; they 'should not be set
deeply, but should be planted in sufficient soil of
not too rich a nature. The chief aim is to pro-
cure sturdy plants : therefore, whenever possible,
the fullest amount of air should be civen, even in
the winter. We grow the varieties Walcheren and
Duancourt. The last-named is of exceptional
merit. The weather has suited Cauliflowers, and
we have cut curds, which are first-rate in every
respect. Examine the plants frequently, and
bend the foliage over the flowers. Those "not re-
quired for immediate consumption should be
pulled up by the roots and placed in a cool shed
before they get too old ; they will keep fresh for
a week or two.

Capsicums and Chides. — Plants that
have been grown in cold frames should, ere long,
be removed to a warm house. This will be
especially necessary in cold districts, so that the
fiuit may continue to swell and ripen freely.
They should receive plenty of stimulants, and if
there is any trace of aphis on them the plants
should be lightly fumigated with a nicotine com-
pound. Keep the plants as near to the roof glass
as possible, and admit air freely on warm days.

Mushrooms.—Continue to collect and pre-
pare the materials for fresh beds, which should
be made as soon as suflicient manure and leaves
are procured. These beds will furnish a supply
of Mushrooms during the late autumn and winter
months. The Mushroom house should be requisi-
tioned for this crop, as artificial heat may be
necessary, though the greatest caution should be
exercised in turning on the hot-water valves, for
the less fire heat that is used at any season the
better. The materials, after the longest nf t'i»

Beds may also be constructed in the open at this
seasouj and even in the winter plentiful crops may
be cut from beds out-of-doors, provided a suit-
able covering be afforded them. Good results
may be obtained by the free use of freshlv-fallcn
leaves, preferably of Oak or Beech. The direc-
tions for spawning are much the same as for
indoor beds. Make the beds ridge-shaped with
the base slightly above the level of the soil •

5 to 6 feet will be found a convenient width!
iMake the materials very firm as the work pro-
ceeds, gradually narrowing the heap towards the
top. Good spawn is essential for earlv cropping
and productiveness. Sutton's Twentieth Century
spawn is to be highly recommended.

THE ELOWER GARDEN,
By J. G. WEsroN, Gardejier to Lady .Sobihcote

Eastwell Park, Kent.
'

Standard Fuchsias. — Standard flowering
plants are very popular for both indoor or outdoor
decoration, and few subjects are so well adapted
for this style of training as Fuchsias. These
plants are employed largely for furnishing beds
and borders. They are very effective in large
beds as dot plants, with suitable dwarf plants
underneath, and a groundwork of Violas of the
lighter shades. Those who intend to employ
I' uchsias for this purpose next season should lose
IK) time m inserting the cuttings. Stron"
healthy shoots should be dibbled in 60 pots, filled
with a light, sandy soil. The cuttings "should be
phiced in a propagating house, and "rooted in a
lit lie bottom heat. Roots will develop quickly,
and a few days after the cuttings have been taken
from the propagating frame, thev may be potted
singly in a suitable compost. Place "the plants
in a light position near to the roof-glass. Select
the stronger plants for training as standards
and do not stop the leading shoots until thev
have grown to a sufficient height. They shoul'd
then be pinched, and the resulting shoots'pinched
again as soon as they are sufficiently advanced
Keep the plants growing in a warm," light house
all through the winter, without a check. The
temperature of the hon.se should be maintained at
50 . Plants once trained may be retained for
years, lifted from the beds each autumn and re-
potted. During the winter thev should be
stored m a cool and moderately dry house. A
fruit-house with the trees at rest is' a very suit-
able place in which to winter them.
Hardy Fuchsias. — The wet season has

suited these plants, and they are now a mass
of bloom. The flowers are" not damaged by
heavy rains. Greater use might be made of
hardy Fuchsias, as they grow well in almost
any soil, and under all so"rts of conditions. Young
specimens planted in good soil make rapid pro-
gress, and when once established, are best left
undisturbed. A quantity of well-rotted manure
and leaf-mould shuukl be forked in the soil
amongst the roots during the winter or early
spring. The variety M. Corneillson is very at-
tractive, the scarlet and white flowers being
produced in great profusion. Other good varie-
ties are Riccartonii, coccinea, sanguinea micro-
phylla, and Thompsonii. These plants are suit-
able for the mixed border, and the front of shrub-
beries ; they may als'o be planted in clumps in
woodland walks. The plants may be increased
bv division, by root cuttings, anil by cuttings.
Division is not the quickest method of securing
larcre plants.
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APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 9-
Nal. Clirys, Soc. Floral Com. meet. United Hort.
Benefit and Prov. Soc. Com. meet.

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 10-Royal Hort. Soc. Corns.
meet. (Lecture by Miss Troyte-Bullocli on "Cape
Pelargoniums.'')

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 11—
Royal Caledonian Hort Soc. Autumn Sh. (2 days).

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 12-
Nat. Rose Soc. Sh. at R.H.S. Hall, Westminster.

at Greenwich-68-2.

ITUAL TEMPEIiATLIRES:—
l^otiDOK.— Wednesday, StpUmbcr4ii p.m.) : Max. 68°;

Min. 66°.

Gardtntis' Chtonicli Olfice, 41, Wellington Street,

Covent Garden, London—r*ii«i(nv, September 5
(10 ».M,) ; Bar. 29'9'' ; Temp. 69° ; Weather—

SALES FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
MONDAY—

Twenly-seventli Annual Sale of Pot Plants, at the Nur-
series, Chingford. By order of Messrs. H. B. May &
Sons, by Protheroe & Morris, at 11.

MONDAY, TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY
AND FRIDAY-

Dutch Bulbs, at 67 & 68, Cheapside, E.G., by Protheroe
& Morris, at 10.30.

MONDAY AND WEDNESDAY—
Bay Trees and Palms, at Stevens's Auction Rooms,
38, King Street, Covent Garden, at 3.

MONDAY, WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY—
Dutch Bulbs, at Stevens's Auction Rooms, 38, King
Street, Covent Garden, at 12.30.

TUESDAY—
Tr.ide Sale of Winter-blooming Heaths, at the Burnt
Ash Road Nurseries, Lee, Kent. By order of Messrs.
B. Mailer & Sons, by Protheroe & Morris, at II.

WEDNESDAY-
Trade Sale of Dutch, French and other Bulbs at 1;

Palm« and Plants at 4 ; at 67 and 68, Cheapside, E.C., by
Protheroe & Morris.

WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY—
Sale of Winter-flowerin!! and other Plants, at the Nurseries,

South Woodford, by order of Mr. John Eraser, by
Protheroe & Morris, at 11.

THURSDAY—
Thirty-first Annual Trade Sale of Winter -blooming
Heaths and Ferns, at Longlands Nursery, Sidcup. By
order of Messrs. H. Evans & Sons, by Protheroe &
Morris, at 11.

FRIDAY—
Imported and Established Orchids in variety, at 67 & 68,

Cheapside, E.C., by Protheroe & Morris, at 12.4S.

History is silent as to the
The Book

circumstances which led a

.
.**,

. . distineuished politician of a
the Links."

,
" , , , , ii. -nbygone day to utter the ill-

natured epigram, " Life would be very

tolerable if it were not for its amuse-

ments." Nevertheless, it is not difficult

to imagine the kind of conditions which

might provoke a man of caustic wit

to give vent to the outburst. An indif-

ferent caddie, several lost balls, an

August such as that of 1912, and a course

of golf conversation in the club smoking

room—none of these misfortunes might

justify the cynicism. But if after escape

from this sea of trouble he sought

to whil'= away an hour before the train

by dipping into the volumes on the game

of golf which lie on the tables of every

well-equipped club-house, then might this

golfing Job at last lose patience and con-

demn even life's amusements. For there

is a curious dreariness of repetition in the

literature of games in general and of golf

in particular. To the enthusiast, indeed,

this repetition is an essential charm of

games ; for is not a game itself a constant

repetition, and do we not in playing games
resume our childhood and revel in repeti-

tion, like children who clamour for an oft-

told t^le to be repeated yet once more ?

« The Book of the Links. A Symposium on Golf, edited
by Martin H. F. Sutton, F.L.S. (W. H. Smith & Son, Fetter
Lane.) 10s. 6d. net.

Wherefore, though to write a book on golf

for the enthusiast would appear to be easy,

to produce one which will appeal not only

to golfers, enthusiastic and normal, but

also to those who never touch a club, would
seem at first sight impossible. This all but
impo.ssible task Mr. Martin H. F. Sutton

has accomplished with brilliant success in

his substantial and well-illustrated volume
entitled The Book of the Links. It was a
happy inspiration which led Mr. Sutton to

conceive the idea of inviting a number of

prominent experts in the various aspects

of golf and golf links to join with him in

this symposium on golf. The result is no
less happy than tlie inspiration, and we
predict with confidence that The Book of
the Links will provide a wide circle of

readers with both pleasure and instruction.

The enthusiast will delight in such chapters

as that contributed by Mr. Bernard Darwin
on what may be called the august triviali-

ties of the game. The normal golfer, the

man in charge of the links, and those who
take delight in the perfection of green

swards, will find most pleasure in the

articles which deal with the horticultural

aspect of golf links. The authors of these

latter chapters are to be congratulated no
less than the editor on the excellence of

their several contributions. Among these

authors are A. D. Hall, F.R.S., who writes

on the manuring of golf greens and
courses ; H. S. Colt, who contributes two
chapters on the construction of new
courses and on golf architecture ; W.
Kirkpatrick, who supplies a valuable
essay on green keeping ; an anonymous
writer, the style of whose article on
" The Vegetation of Golf Links " enables

us to make a shrewd guess of the identity

concealed by the signature " Golfing

Botanist ;
" and M. H. F. Sutton,

whose chapters on grasses and grass seeds
and on the formation and maintenance of

putting greens, &c., are among the most
valuable of all. As we have said, each of

these articles is excellsnt, and we could

have wished to be able to notice them all.

Lack of space, however, prevents us from
doing more than making a passing mention
of the striking bird's-eye view presented by
"Golfing Botanist" in his description of the

vegetation of golf links. Nor can we give

the attention they deserve to the excellent

chapters written by Mr. Colt on what may
be described as the landscape gardening of

links. Nevertheless, we are constrained to

express our delight in learning that the

stupid and ugly formality which used to be

the ideal aimed at by so many golf archi-

tects is becoming a thing of the past. The
primness of the pot bunker is giving place

to the picturesqueness of the grass hazard,

and the links of the future, thanks largely

to Mr. Colt's influence, will look less like

remains of Roman encampments and more
like untouched landscape. Of the articles

which demand fuller notice, that by Mr.

Hall is altogether remarkable. None but a

master, both of his subject and of expres-

sion, could have compressed within the

narrow limits of the space allotted to him a

luminous essay on the philosophy of manur-
ing, together with a precise and thoroughly

practical description of the uses of artificial

manure on grass land.

Mr. Sutton's account of grasses and grass

seeds is well and simply written, and con-

tains a large amount of valuable informa-

tion. Both the layman—whose knowledge
of grasses is equal with that of Mr. Colt's

fellow committee man, who thought that

grasses are of two kinds, Eye grass and
other grass—and also the experienced gar-

dener will derive profit from a careful

study of this article. The brief descrip-

tions of the species employed in mix-
tures show how remarkably the vari-

ous grasses differ from one another, and
demonstrate that it is only by taking
advantage of these differences that the

putting greens and fairways of golf courses

may be clothed with suitable herbage.

One grass differs from another in habit

and habitat, in rate of growth and time of

flowering, in depth of root and extent of

spreading, in resistance to drought and in

toleration of shade and moisture, and in a

hundred other ways. Moreover, each
species of grass has a certain wayward-
ness, and refuses, except in certain con-

ditions and on certain soils, to behave in

a perfect and normal manner. Even the

perennial Rye grass refuses on certain

soils to justify its name, and dies down
every year or two. In other soils it grows
so coarsely as to draw down upon it the

scorn of golfers, and where it takes on this

habit, though it may serve as a covering

grass to give protection to the finer and
more slow growing grasses, it must be
allowed no place on the putting green.

Facts, many and precious to green keepers
and lawn makers, are to be found in these

pages, and in taking leave of them we con-

gratulate Mr. Martin Sutton on the admir-

able manner in which the third generation

of tliat name has sustained the reputation

of the first as an authority on the difficult

subject of grasses. Mr. Kirkpatrick's

essay, to which reference has been made,
shows that the writer has profited by his

long experience as green keeper at Rye.
The essay is written with a simplicity and
directness which will appeal to all prac-

tical men. It may even produce a bene-
ficial effect on that bugbear of green
keepers, the over-sure secretary or member
of green committee who is prepared out
of the inexhaustible fund of his inspired
omniscience and in his leisure moments to

advise tlie green keeper how to do his

work. No better antidote could be found
for this sort of poisonous self-confidence

than Mr. Kirkpatrick's essay, and were it

not that we are sure that he is far too tact-

ful to adopt the suggestion, we would
recommend him to prefix his essay with
Oliver Cromwell's famous rebuke to the
over-confident— " I beseech you . . .

to think that you may sometimes be mis-

taken."

The scheme of a symposium adopted by
Mr. Sutton is adapted admirably for the

purpose of The Booh of the Links. What
is generally a defect of this method—a cer-

tain amount of repetition and overlapping

—is in the present instance by no means a

defect but rather an advantage, for it is

well to hear the opinion of several authori-

ties on the vexed and difficult problems

connected with the establishment of

proper grasses on the fairways, tees, and
putting greens of links.
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Supplementary Illustration. — Amongst

the numerous kinds of aquatic plants in the

Water-Lily house at Kew Gardens the most con-

spicuous is Typhonodorum Lindleyanum, which

belongs to the natural order Aroidaa. The
plants which are shown in the Supplemen-

tary Illustration are growing in a large

bed of rich loam and cow manure beneath

the water, and are only 2^ years old, having

been raised from seed produced by a plant

obtained from the Botanical Gardens, Dalilem,

in 1905. The plant on the left-hand side flowered

when two years old, by which time it was 10 feet

high to the tips of the centre leaves, which at

first are almost erect. From a distance it greatly

resembles Musa Cavendishii. The large, stout,

stem-like structure which supports the leaves is

formed of the sheathing leaf bases, exactly the

same as in the Banana. The stem proper is only

5 inches or a foot high, and conical in shape.

The leaf blades are from 3 to 4 feet long, and

nearly 2 feet broad. They are broadly ovate,

acute, with a sagittate base. The upper surface

of the leaf is of a rich, dark-green colour,

and there are prominent veins on the

underside, which is dull green. The mar-

gins are wavy. The petiole is stout, terete

in the upper part, the long sheath being

carried up to within a few inches of the

leaf base. The false stem formed by the sheath-

ing leaf .^talks is about 10 inches in diameter,

the upper part green, striped with dull violet,

and the lower part is covered with the brown re

mains of the older leaves. The peduncle is a foot

or 15 inches long, stout, terete and green. The
spathe is 18 to 24 inches long, erect, lanceolate,

arching at the tip. and of primrose-yellow colour.

The lower part is saccate ; the upper part re-

flexed. The spadix is slightly shorter than the

spathe, erect, the upper sterile portion being

bright orange-yellow, and some 8 or 9 inches

long. The basal portion of the spadix consists,

for some 2 or 3 inches, of female flowers, and
then follows an inch or so of neuter flowers,

and above this are the male blossoms. After

fertilisation the peduncle becomes pendulous,

and the upper part of the spathe falls away, but

the lower saccate portion surrounding the female

flowers persists, closes tightly around the de-

veloping seeds, and becomes filled with mucilage.

The seeds are closely packed together, broadly

ovate in outline, and 1 to 2 inches long when
mature. They possess the unusual character of

germinating on the plant, a large amount of the

endosperm being used up in the formation of a

roundish mass of tissue long before germination

takes place. This tissue disappears at quite an

early stage in the development of the young
plant. The genus is monotypic, the solitary

species growing in swamps and other wet places

in Madagascar. Under cultivation the plant

grows luxuriantly, when planted a few inches

deep in water, and kept at a temperature of

70° F. When bearing three or four of its large

primrose-yellow spathes it is a very interesting

plant. The species is well figured in the

Botanical Magazine, tab. 8307, but in the accom-

panying description it is incorrectly described as

a shrub !

Royal Horticultural Society.—The next

meeting of the Ployal Horticultural Society will

take place on Tuesday, the 10th inst. At 3

o'clock a lecture on Cape Pelargoniums will be

delivered by Miss Troyte Bullock.

American Embargo on Potatos.—Mr. Wil-
son, U.S.A. Secretary for Agriculture, has an-

nounced his intention to prohibit, from September

16, the importation of Potatos from Newfound-
land, St. Pierre and Miquelon, England, Scot-

land and Ireland. Germany and Australia, on

Account of the wart disease.

National Vegetable Society's Show.—
The annual exhibition of the National Vegetable

Society will be held in the Clarendon Hall, Wat-
ford, on Wednesday, October 2. Prizes of the

value of nearly £200 are offered in the various

classes. Entries close on the 23rd inst. Copies

of the schedule and full particulars concerning

the show may be obtained from the hon. secre-

tary, Mr. E. G. Quick, Kelmscott, Lockett Road,
Wealdstone, Middlesex.

Autumn Rose Show.—The National Rose

Society's autumn exhibition will be held in the

Royal Horticultural Hall, Vincent Square, West-
minster, on Thursday, September 12. There is

promise of a magnificent display of autumn-
flowering Roses, which are by far the best and
most satisfactory Roses to grow, and those that

have made the greatest advances in recent years.

Full jiarticulars may be obtained from the hon.

secretary. Mi-. Edward JIawley, Rosebank,

Berkhamsted, Hertfordshire.

Flowers in Season.—A number of hardy

Heaths have been sent us by Dr. MacWatt,
Morelands, Duns, including Erica cinerea and its

variety alba, E. ciliaris, E. vagaris and Calluna

vulgaris in many varieties. In a note which
accompanied the flowers. Dr. MacWatt refers

to the value of hardy Heaths for the border,
'* seeing they are so easily grown in any good

garden soil, and may be had in flower prac-

tically throughout the year." The box also

contained a fruit of Podophyllum Emodii and
flowers of the double Primrose. A new dwarf

decorative Dahlia named " Marianne " has been

sent us by Messrs. Dobble & Co., who state that

it is not only a new variety but it represents a

new and in every respect a desirable type. The
plants are from 18 to 20 inches in diameter and
about 2 feet tall to the top of the flowers. The
blossoms are rather loosely formed, of the decora-

tive type, about 4 inches in diameter, and of a

distinct buff-orange colour. In any stage, when
quite young or full grown, they are charm-

ing as cut flowers. They are produced on wiry

stems of good length, and are carried quite up-

right. With a range of bright colours in this

new type, we venture to predict a greatly-in-

creased interest in Dahlias.

The Food of .the Bullfinch.— That the

increasing numbers of Bullfinches are a serious

nuisance to fruit growers, few will be inclined

to doubt ; nevertheless, in these days of law and
order, no individual may be condemned unless

the evidence is overwhelmingly conclusive.

Hence Mr. Walter E. Collinge has undertaken

to collect the necessary evidence, with the result

that out of the bird's own mouth—or stomach-

—

it is judged and found guilty. The precis of the

evidence is published by Mr. Collinge in the

Journal of Economic Biology (June, 1912). It

is based on an examination of the contents of

the stomachs of 484 birds, and demonstrates that

during 5 months of the year the Bullfinch feeds

largely on fruit-buds and young fruits. Nor
does there appear to be much to be said

in favour of the defendant. It is true that the

Bullfinch devours the seeds of certain weeds,

but even this Mr. Collinge will not allow to

count as a mitigatory fact, for the bird helps

materially to spread the weeds. Finally, and
worst in the catalogue of the Bullfinch's misde-

meanours is the notorious fact that this bad
bird glories in his destructive naughtiness. He
not only devours the buds of Plums, Currants,

Gooseberries, &c., but wantonly tears off more
fruit-buds than he can eat. The indictment

appears to be complete, and we fear that, not-

withstanding his charming appearance, measures

must be taken to reduce the numbers of this

aggressive bird.

Mr. Forrest's Chinese Plants. — Notes

fiom the Royal Botanic Garden, Edinburgh, for

July, 1912, contain the numerical catalogue of

all the plants collected by Mr. G. Forrest
during his first exploration of Yunnan and
Eastern Tibet in the years 1904, 1905, and 1906.

The catalogue is the result of the labour of Pro-
fessor DiELS, of Marburg, who has undertaken
the task of naming Mr. Forrest's plants and of

describing new species. The catalogue contains
1120 numbers.

The Ubiquitous Aphis.— Mr. F.V.Theobald
has issued a pamphlet naming 69 species of the
family Aphididie found in or near Hastings, and
he hopes that the publication of the list will

stimulate the collecting of these insects in the
district, in which case he expects that many
more species will be added. With the list a

leaflet has been issued describing a new Straw-
berry aphis, named by him Myzus fragarice,
discovered at Hounslow in Middlesex, and Rudg-
wick in Sussex.

Clearing Land in Western Washington.
—The attention of the Bureau of Plant Industry,
U.S.A., is directed in Bulletin No. 239 to the
problem presented by the " logged-off " lands of
Western Washington. These lands represent
sometime forests, left derelict after the operation
of the lumberman. The latter strips off the
timber from the forest land, and leaves the
stumps standing, with the result that the
land can only be brought under cultivation
at the expense of considerable time and money.
Thus it is that in a State which is increas-
ing in population at a rapid rate there is a
large area of land so thickly studded with
'' stumps, snags, and trees unfit for lumber " that
it remains out of cultivation. Recognising the
lack of economy in a sy.stcm which, on the one
hand, causes utilisable land to lie idle, and
which on the other requires the importation of
vast quantities of farm produce, the Bureau of
Plant Industry has made a careful examination
of the problem of clearing the "logged-off" lands
and of bringing them into cultivation. It finds
that the expense of clearing is so considerable,
averaging about .£40 per acre, that it cannot be
undertaken by the poor settler, and the opinion
is expressed at the conclusion of the Bulletin
that the work of reclaiming this land ought to
be done on a large scale, at a small profit, for
the public good. Readers in this country will

find the Bulletin of considerable value, owing to
the fact that it goes with thoroughness into the
question of methods of clearing land of tree-

stumps. Among the methods which were tested
are the char-pitting method, slow burning with
the aid of a blowing machine, blasting by
powder, and hauling the stumps by means of

a new type of donkey engine. Where the soil

is favourable the char-pitting or charcoaling
method appears to be the most economical ; but
it can only be practised in places where the soil

contains a considerable proportion of clay ; this,

of course, because sandy soils, when used as

covering for the fire round the stump break up
and run, and so put the fire out. In this method
the bark is removed some time before the fire

is lit, kindling is put around the stump, and
covered with earth to a depth of 2 or 3 inches.

The small opening left in order to allow of the

lighting of the kindling is covered in about

half an hour after the fire has been left. The
burning stumps require attention for the first

two or three days, the addition of more clay

being necessary for covering in the stump. The

success of the method depends also on the amount

of water in the wood of the stump. The Firs aro

readily destroyed, but Cedars, of which the roots

are wetter, are less amenable to the treatment.
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NURSERY NOTES.

BEGONIAS AT BATH.

FaoM the railway station at Bath to the foot of

Twerton Hill is a short ride on the tramcar.
Leaving the car and passing through a short street

one comes to the bottom of Twerton Hill. To the

top, where Messrs. Blackmore & Langdon's nur-

series are situated, it is a continuous ascent. In

many of the cottagq gardens which line the road-

way are to be seen Begonias—excellent varieties

thoroughly well grown. It is only about 10 years

since Mr. Blackmore and Mr. Langdon entered

into partnership, but what has been done in this

short time is remarkable. Messrs. Blackmore &
Langdon have made a strong position for them-

lelves by concentrating their efforts on the culti-

vation of ore flowrr. At all the great exhibitions

the open with 100,000 seedlings. Two beds of

scark't double seedlings are remarkably effective,

quite a number of the plants giving flowers equal

to William Marshall. For many months each

summer these beds are one mass of brilliant

colour, and the many visitors in September and

even in October express their wonder and delight

at the brilliant show which the flowers present.

The named varieties are for the most part

grown under glass, and one secret of their fine

condition is that at no time of their growth are

they forced in any way. Mr. Langdon believes

in slow growth, because the sturdier the plants,

the finer is the display of flowers. He is also

a strong believer in the practice of picking

off all flower-buds as they appear until

the plants are well established. Twelve of

the finest doubles in flower at the time

of our visit last autumn were Duchess of Corn-

is dwarf and stocky, and the flowers, which are

of good form and medium in size, are produced in

great profusion. The colours embrace crimson,

salmon, pink, scarlet, white and yellow—three of

the very best being Argus (bright scarlet), Hilda

{deep salmon), and Marquis of Stafford (deep

crimson). These formed perfect pictures in their

respective beds, the height of the plants to the

top of the flowers being about 15 inches. A
class of Begonias which was most charming was
that for hanging baskets. Nothing is more effec-

tive in suitable situations than this type of

Begonia—graceful in form and attractive in

colouring. One of the varieties, named Fleur de

Chrysantheme, is a Continental introduction.

The flowers are a lovely salmon-pink shade, and
the foliage is a bright vivid green. Carminia is

a carmine-red. Mrs. Bilkey is salmon-orange, and
a novelty not yet sent out is Golden Shower.

Fig. go.

—

begonias at twerton hilL nursery, bath.

each year, from the Temple onwards, their col-

lections of Begonias are a feature.

What has been the secret of such a rapid and

certain success? It is not only Mr. Langdon's

30 years' practical experience, but it is that ex-

perience backed by Mr. Blaokmore's keen com-

mercial instinct ; for to-day the latter quality is

as essential as the former to success in nursery

work.

Beside working incessantly to perfect the types

already in commerce, Messrs. Blackmore & Lang-

don work for new types, believing that novelties

contribute largely to keep up the interest in any

flower. In the ordinary single and double forms
every effort has been made to obtain varieties

which persistently give good flowers on erect stiff

stems. Thousands of crosses have been made and
records carefully kept. It generally takes five

years to work up a sufficiently large stock from a

seedling before the variety can be offered for

sale. Three acres are planted each season in

wall, dark crimson, of fine form, A.M.. R.H.S. ;

Kennerley Rumford. rich apricot ; Mrs. W. Wes-
ton. Indian yellow ; Rose Queen, rich bright rose,

slightly serrated petals, A.M., R.H.S. ; Empress
Marie. Camellia shaped, white, A.M., R.H.S.

;

Pink Pearl, lovely salmon-pink, A.M., R.H.S.;
Winsome Partner, reddish-salmon; Milliceut,

flesh-pink, A.M., R.H.S. ; Mrs. J. Booth, pale

salmon blush, rose-like form, grand habit and
foliage; Purity, pure white, with frilled petals,

A.M., R.H.S.^ William MarshaU, a beautiful

scarlet flower ; and Yellow Hammer, pure clear

yellow on long stiff stems.

Messrs. Blackmore & Langdon do not offer

single varieties to name. They make selections

and grade them from the finest exhibition sorts

to the different classes for beddings. Crested and
frilled singles are treated in the same way.

Special attention is given to double-flowered

plants for bedding, and about tw'o dozen sorts are

grown in large quantities in long beds. The type

Though Begonias are the leading feature of

these splendidly managed nurseries, a number of

other subjects are grown well—Cannas, Carna-

tions. Delphiniums. Violas, and Violets being
much in evidence. Traveller.

NOTES ON THE HISTORY OF THE

JARGONELLE.

The name "Jargonelle" has been stated by
Menage and Duchat, who have been freely copied

in England, to be derived ultimately from
grsecum ; and Merlet, unable or unwilling to

raise damaging philological objections, identifies

the well-known Pear with the Pyrus tarentinum

of Cato Major, Columella and Celsus, the Numidi-
auum griecum of Pliny and the Grsecum of Macro-

bius. This view cannot be held in the light of

modern knowledge. Professor Skeat follows Littre

(who was no doubt helped by personal
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acquaintance with the grittiness of the French
Jargonelle), and derives the word from jargon, a

yellow diamond or small stone, " perhaps from
Persian zargun, gold coloured." This, however,
does not quite exhaust plausible conjecture. The
French word jargon, which occurs in English with
identical form and meaning, is of quite uncertain
origin ; all that we know about it being that it

occurs in Old French. I suggest that it is this

word, and not the descendant of the Persian zar-

gun, which forms part of the name ; and that it

YiBz applied to a Pear introduced from a country
where "jargon" was spoken, which country was
probably Italy.

It has long been recognized that the Jargonelle
of old French writers was not the Pear we know
to-day. Hogg and other authorities agree that

our variety is the French Grosse Cuisse Madame

;

but the adjective *' grosse " seems to be a late

addition, almost certainly applied within the last

150 years to an improved form of the Cuisse

Madame, to which we have abundant references

far back into history. We may, I think, safely

assume that in tracing this Pear we are also re-

searching into the origin of the modern Jar-

gonelle.

Jacques Dalechamps (1513-1588) imagines the

Pirum onychinum of Pliny {Hist. Nat. XV, 16)

to be the Cuisse Madame, and Hordouin, a cen-

tury later, adopted his view. With regard to

the speculations of Merlet, it is enough to say

that the " Tarentine " sort is definitely stated by
Celsus {III 24, IV 19) to be a keeping Pear.

It is not, of course, impossible that Dalechamps
may be right ; but his statement is only an in-

teresting guess. There is no doubt that the

Italian sorts were introduced by ecclesiastics

into Northern Europe, and there rapidly im-

proved. We have a list, dated 812, of Charle-

magne's Pear trees, but no definite names, the

sorts being merely classified. In The Care of
Garde n-s, a poem by the monk-horticulturist

Walahfrid Strabo (d. 849), he tells us he picked

in July " Volemian " Pears, each of which quite

filled his hand. They may have been Cuisse

Madame.
Reverting for a moment to Skeat's derivation

of the name, it is interesting to note the mention

of " caloel " Pears in a late 13th century

account of the manors of the Earl of Lincoln.

The name appears frequently elsewhere as

cailloel or callaewell. evidently the French
caUlou ; but this fact does not help Skeat's

theory in the least, since Quintiorge (17th

century) mentions the Pear as distinct from

either Cuisse Madame or Jargonelle.

John Parkinson (1629) speaks of " Pear
Gergonell." This is the first definitely English

mention I have been able to find ; the honour i.=

ascribed by Hogg to Switzer, a century later.

The fruit referred to was probably the Pear

called by that name in France, not the Jargon-

elle we know ; the same Pear, indeed, which is

included by Quintiorge in a list of those not

worth planting. Our form was. according to

Richard Bradley {A Ge n eral Treat ise of
Husbandry and Gardening, ii, 63), called in

France " La Supreme, i.e., the Supreme,

or Poire de Figue, 'or Fig-Pear, or Grosse

Jargonelle, i.e.. Great Jargonelle, or Giberish

Pear. It is a large, long Pear of a reddish-

yellow ; its juice very sweet, and not subject to

be stony ; it must not be overripe for eating, for

too much ripeness makes it mealy." From the

correctness of the French and comparison with

Bradley's other efforts in that language, I

imagine the names to have been copied from
some French work. It will be noticed that he

thinks it necessary to translate the name Jargon-

elle, which he would scarcely have done bad it

been very familiar in his day. In this connec-

tion it is interesting to note that Miller does not

mention the name ; nor does Mortimer include

it in the somewhat long list in his Whole Art
of Husbandry, 1707. The adjective grosse

would seem to indicate an improvement of an
older kind ; the Supreme may have found its

way to England, and from its general similarity
in shape and date of ripening have become con-
fused with the Cuisse Madame, then known here
as " Kiss JIadam." In thjs case minor distinc-
tions of colour and size possibly yielded to wider
and more constant points of resemblance.
St/dnry H. Kenwood, B.A.

/ETHIONEMA AMSNUM.
The genus ^-Ethionema consists of about 40

species of somewhat low-growing plants, native
chiefly of the Orient, although one or two are
found in Southern Europe. Many of them are
of great beauty, very free-flowering, and well
suited for dry, sunny petitions in the rock gar-
den. Perhaps the best-known member of the
genus in cultivation is ^E. grandiflorum, one of
the best perennial kinds. It forms a bush 1 foot
or more in height, and during the summer months
gives a profusion of rich, rose-coloured flower.s

in long racemes. Another well-known species is

the beautiful little Lebanon Candytuft. M.
cordifdlium, one of the dwarfest of the family.

REMARKS ON THE CONDITION OF THE

FRUIT CROPS.

(See Tables and Summaries, ante, pp. 06-71.)

(Continued from p. 173.)

4, MIDLAND COUNTIES.
Hertfohdshire.—The late frosts destroyed

the prospects of good crops of stone fruits both
on the walls and in the open, except in a very
few cases where there was special shelter or pro"-
tection by large trees. Our wall trees were pro-
tected with a double cr treble thickness of
netting, yet the frost did harm. Pears were the
least affected. The drought of ilay and early
June ruined the Strawberry crop ; there was air
aliundance of bloom, and we protected the plants
from frost, yet the fruits failed to swell. Our
soil is of a very heavy nature, overlying a
thick bed of tenacious clay. The garden is on
the flat, and exposed to the south and south,
west. E. F. Hazellon, Norlh Mumms Gardens
Hatfield.

5, SOUTHERN COUNTIES.

Sussex.—A splendid show of bloom on all fruit
trees was completely spoilt by the excessive rain-

[.' • , .'/ ,
II indhum Filzlicrbin.

Fig. gi.

—

,ethionema amcenom on the rock-garden at kew : flowers pale-pink.

with fleshy, glaucous leaves, and dense, flattened

racemes of delicate pink flowers. The Armenian
-E. pulchellum is probably one of the freest-

flowering species, growing about 8 inches high,
with glaucous leaves and flowers, also of a pinl;

shade. JS,. amoenum (see fig. 91) is a new' species,

also from Armenia. It is similar in habit to Jl.

pulchellum, but has rather longer foliage, and
much larger flowers of pale-pink. Commencing
in April, its racemes of flowers are produced
throughout May and June, making it a very
attractive plant for a sunny ledge. Except in

the case of the annual kinds, seeds are not pro-

duced very freely, but all the perennial species

may be increased by means of cuttings inserted

in the summer as soon as the flowering season is

over and the plants commence to form fresh

shoots. The cuttings should be inserted in pots

in sandy soil, and kept in a close frame till they
are rooted. Thorough drainage is essential for

all the members of this family, otherwise they
frequently die off in the winter. JE. Kotschyi
is another new species. The plant is only a:i

inch or two high, but very free-flowering, and is

well worth growing IT. /.

fall of March (4.41 inches) and the heat of April,
when only 0.03 inch of rain fell. We have only
half crops of Apples, Apricots, Peaches and
Plums. Small fruits were plentiful and good,
with the exception of Strawberries, which
ripened very early and were soon over. Our best
results were obtained from runners one year
plant^ed. We had little or no frost during the
blooming season. Our soil is a strong loam over
clay. Tlwi. Tij-^on, Wykehurft I'ark Gardens,
flaijwards Heath.

Our soil varies from lightish loam over
sand to somewhat heavy loam over a mixed clay
and sand subsoil. Apples have been badly in-

jured by the worst attack of aplfis ever known.
I'he setting of fruit was prevented to a great
extent by the spring drought, which severely
damaged late varieties, and a very large pro-
portion of the fruit has since been spoilt by
attacks of aphis. Further, there is extensive
dropping of the fruit of some varieties, and
others showed hardly any blossom. The yield
of late Apples is the worst I have ever had.
Pears are generally the best crop ever grown
her,'', although some varieties were badly damaged
by the midge maggot. Some varieties of Plums
were devoid, or almost devoid, of blossom. I
have good crops of Czar, Victoria, and two or
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three dessert sorts, and very light ones of all

other varieties. Gooseberries and Red and Black

Currants were very full crops and the fruit was

very fine. Strawboriies had not recovered from

tho effect of the drought of 1911. Raspberries

fruited well. There is a full crop of nuts. Wil-

liam E. Bear, Hailsham.

The Apple crop is an erra,tio one, but

Pears are the best crops we have ever had. The
trees are grown in a Held with no shelter. The
soil is of a heavy, tenacious nature. 1)'. Goaring,

Agricuilural and Horticultural College,

Uckfidd.

Hardy fruits all round are very good this

season, Strawberries being the worst crop. The
drought of last season and of April tliis year is

responsible for the failure of the Strawberry

crop : Royal Sovereign and Givon's Late Prolific

gave the best results. Apples are a fine crop,

but not regular, some varieties being destitute of

fruit, whilst others required an e.\tra amount
of thinning. Fortunately the better varie-

ties are cropping well, if we except Cox's

Orange Pippin, which is scarce in places. Pears

are a fine crop of splendid fruits. Cherries were
excellent, though not regular, but of very fine

quality. Gooseberries and Currants were im-

mense crops and of fine quality. Raspberries

also were very good. Peaches and Nectarines are

only average crops, but promise well. Much
labour was entailed in keeping the trees clean in

the early stages. Cobnuts and Filberts are very

plentiful ; Walnuts are not so numerous. The soil

is a heavy clay. IK. A. Cook, Leonardshe Gar-

dens, Horsham.
Generally speaking the fruit crops are

very satisfactory, the only exception being
Strawberries, which, in my opinion, failed

through the effects of the contiiuied drought of

last season, thougli in this district it was not

so bad, as the soil is in most cases of a
heavy, retentive nature. There is no doubt but
that this season has proved the value of deep and
thorough cultivation for Strawberries. Pears,

Plums, Nuts, and the majority of small fruits

are very satisfactory, and these crops have more
than compensated for the loss of the Strawberry
crop. IK. J. Langridf/e, Ote Hall Gardens,
Burgess Hill.

Wiltshire.—Pears are extra good, the result

of dressing the ground under the trees in winter

for the Pear midge, which was increasing

rapidly. The early blossoms of Strawberries were
destroyed by frost and drought in April and
May, consequently we had a very poor crop.

Currants, Raspberries and Gooseberries are extra
good. Our soil is shallow, rather heavy, and
overlies a cold, yellow clay. Henry Gandy,
Longleat Gardens, Warminster.

Nearly all fruit crops in these gardens are

poor. The garden slopes due north, and we
suffered very much from frosts on April 7 and 8,

and more so on April 23 and 24, when 9° and 10°

were registered. The soil is a medium to heavy
loam on a subsoil of chalk. Potatos in the district

are very badly attacked with disease, and in

many instances the foliage is already entirely de-

stroyed. A. J. Morris, Comjilon Bassett Gar-
dens, Cable.

7, ENGLAND, N.W.
CuMBERL.iND.—In Spring the Apple trees pro-

mised to furnish a good crop as blossom was
abundant, but from various causes, such as spring

frosts and dry weatlier, the fruits failed to set.

This applies to Apples on heavy, light and lime

soils. In several districts I noticed that the un-

opened flower-heads of Bramlev's Seedling Apples
were completely frozen, whilst other varieties

took no harm. The noted Kendal Damsons,
which aro grown on the limestone in Lyth, pro-

mise to be abundant. Gooseberries are very
abundant and of good quality. Black Currants
were severely damaged by attacks of aphis.

Strawberries were unsatisfactory owing to tlie

wet weather. IF. B. Little, Carlisle.

Lancashire.—^The general prospects of the

fruit crops were good in the spring, hut, owing
to late frosts and severe attacks of insect pests,

the crops generally are small. The dry weather

in April checked the development of all fruits

considerably. The soil in Lancashire is of a very

varied character, and on the east side it is mainly
of a cold, clayey nature. S. F. Howarth,
County Offices, Preston.

Westmoreland.—Pears and Plums flowered

abundantly, and some varieties of Pears are

heavily fruited, whilst Victoria Plums are a

heavy crop. Apples are very disappointing after

last year's brilliant summer. Black Currants

and Raspberries were plentiful and clean, but

Strawberries were very poor, due to continuous

rains for six weeks. IK. A. Miller, TJnderley

Gardens, Kirtby Lonsdale.

The Apple crop at one time looked most
promising, the trees having an abundance of

bloom, but cold winds and low temperatures ex-

perienced at the end of April and early in .May,

as well as the C'odlin moth, were the principal

causes of the failure. Black Currants are very

thin and poor, being the worst crop we have had
tor years; the bushes were badly infested with

insects during the time of flowering. Straw-

berries were a good crop of fine fruits. Rasp-

berries also were a full crop, as well as Bed
Currants and Gooseberries. Plums on walls,

especially the variety ^'icto^ia, and Gages are

heavily cropped, but standards and bush trees in

the open are a failure. Morellu Clicrries were a

full crop. Loganberries are a good and useful

crop. Our soil is a heavy loam resting on clay.

F. Clarke, Lowther Castle Gardens.

We liad good prospects for abundant
crops of all fruits when the trees were in bloom.

The trees also were free from blight. There w^as

not much frost in spring, save in March when
Apricots were in bloom, consequently this crop is

almost a failure. In May we had heavy showers

of rain and hail which thinned the fruits very

much. The Apple crop varies ; King of the Pip-

pins, Lane's Prince Albert, and Keswick Codlin

have full crops, other sorts have about half a crop,

and many sorts have none. Small fruit is not of

the best quality with the exception of Rasp-

berries, the variety Superlative being very fine.

Black Currants were a light crop. Our soil is on

the limestone gravel. /. Moorhouse, Dalton

Hall, Burton.

8. ENGLAND, S.W.

Cornwall.—The hardy fruit crops are very

disappointing. Apples, with a few exceptions,

are a failure. Plums and Morello Cherries are

thin. Peaches are poor, the variety Dymond
being the best. Pears are the only crop that is

at all satisfactory ; most varieties are very good,

and the fruits promise to be of good size. Bush
fruits are more satisfactory, with the exception of

Red Currants. Strawberries were a poor crop

owing to the drought of last summer ; the plants

are small, and the continued rains early in the

season caused many of the berries to rot. IK.

Andrews, 7'rcgotJrnan, Truro.

Apples in this district are an average crop,

and probably would have been better but for the

fact that when the trees were in blossom we ex-

perienced strong winds varying from south-east

to south, accompanied with sea fog, which is very

detrimental to the foliage and fruit (of Apples

especially), and causes many fruits to become de-

formed. The Codlin moth (Carpocaspa pomonella)

is very prevalent this season, and has caused

much damage. It should be the duty of every

grower to .see that all small fruits are picked up
and burnt, as thereby thousands of the larvae are

destroyed. The Government should do some-

thing to assist in the destruction of the moth
early in the season, and see that it is properly

carried out in everv orchard throughout the

country. The majority of Pears dropped when
of a good size ; Pears trees are more healthy than

Apples. Respecting small fruit. Gooseberries

were a splendid crop and of good size. Rasp-

berries were an average crop ; the young canes

grew well and Tiealthily. but the berries were not

of good flavour. Currants of all kinds were fair

crops of good fruit. Strawberries were an aver-

age crop, the flavour being good, and size and
colour excellent. The plants are doing well.

The soil in this district varies ; some places

have rich loam with a fair amount of drainage,

while others have decomposed granite. The soil

generally is of good quality. G. H. Maddern,
Trewidden, Buryat Bridge.

The fruit crops in this district are variable,

especially the Apple crop. In these gardens we
have a fair crop of these fruits, whilst in others

they are very thin. Jlany of the trees were

badly attacked by aphis early in April and May,
and on these the "fruit is small and deformed, but

since the change in the weather the trees are

making a more healthy growth. The following

varieties are carrying good crops: Lord Gros-

venor, Grantonian, Bismarck, Brainley's Seedling,

Small'.s Admirable. Sandringham, Stone's Isyn.

Loddington), White Transparent, Early Vict<jria,

Lady Sudeley, Jas. Grieve, and Worcester Pear-

main. Peaches are about average, also Pears.

Williams' Bon Chretien Pears are more numerous
than usual. Plums, with the exception of

Victoria, are light crops. Strawberries were
rather below the average, many of the yearling

plants being barren, owing I think to the heat

and drought of the previous year. Gooseberries

and Currants werQ good crops. Raspberries were

extra good, both in quantity and quality. The
soil here is light, resting on a slatey subsoil.

IK. Brown, Prideaux Place Gardens, Padstow,

Cornwall.

Devonshire.—With the exception of Straw-

berries (which suffered from drought during April

and early May) the fruit crops in this district are

good. Plums are very satisfactory. The Apple
orchards were a record as regards blossom ; the

fruits are clean and are swelling freely. The soil

is mostly of a sandy nature yet a good loani,

resting on the old red sandstone so prevalent in

Devonshire. James Mayne, Bicton Gardens,

Budleigh Salterton.

Gloucestershire.—The Apple crop in these

gardens is under the average ; numbers of trees

are bare of fruit. Pears are better than for several

years past, whilst Gooseberries were aburidant

and good. Raspberries also were very satisfac-

tory, but Red Currants were deficient. Straw-

berries suffered from wet weather, and many
berries rotted on the ground, esiiecially those of

the variety Royal Sovereign. The rainfall for

June was 5.11 inches, which fell on 24 days. The

soil of the kitchen garden is a friable loam over

the old red sandstone. Cider fruits are planted

in clay land. Soils near the Severn generally

produce good crops of these fruits, which make ex-

cellent cider. John Banting, Tortworlh Gar-

dens, Falfield.

In some districts good crops of Apples are

recorded, but in others they are light. Blenheim

Pippin, a favourite orchard Apple in Gloucester-

shire, is yielding well on trees that cropped

lightly last year. Bad attacks of insect; pests,

particularly the Apple blossom weevil, spoiled the

prospects in many orchards. Cider Apples appear

to be an average crop. Pears are very good.

Perry Pears which bore lightly last year will be

an abundant crop. Plums, particularly the

variety Victoria, were damaged by frost in

some 'districts, lout other varieties and other

localities escaped injury and an average croj)

of stone fruit is expected. Gooseberries and

Currants were very plentiful ; Black Cur-

rants being good in both gardens and planta-

tions, and the bushes free from " big bud."

American Gooseberry-mildew does not appear to

be spreading much ; only one or two fresh cases

are reported this season. Strawberries were

disappointing, bad weather being chiefly respon-

sible for light crops and poor flavour. Prices, how-

ever, have been good. G. H. Hollingworth.

Gloucester.

The fruit crops in this district are fairly

satisfactory. Pears are above the average,

whilst Apples are a fair crop. Cherries were

above the average, and of good quality. Apri-

cots are verv scarce. Plums are carrying good

crops of fruit, and the trees are very free from

blight. Small fruits were much above the aver-

age. Raspberries being especially abundant.

Strawberries were very good in these gardens,

whilst in the neighlxiurhood the Strawberry crop

was a failure. /''. Walton, Stanley Park Gar-

dens, Stroud.

Some Apple trees are bearing good crops,

but the majority of the trees are bare. Lane's

Prince Albert, Stirling Castle, and Worcester

Pearmain are the three best-fruited varieties.

Pears are an abundant crop, and it has been neces-

sary in many instances to thin them freely.

Peaches and Nectarines are, up to the present,

bearing good crops. Bush fruits are also good, biit

the Strawberi-y crop was the worst I have experi-

enced for years past. Givon's Late Prolific is

still our best late sort. Apricots are bad. al-

though I never saw the trees more promising

;

but the late spring frosts crippled the blooms.

Plums are abundant, particularly on wall trees.

Arthur Chapman, Westonhirt, Tctbury.

(To he continued.)

\
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HOME CORRESPONDENCE.

[The Editors do not hold themselves responsible for

the opinions expressed by correspondents.)

Rainfall at Davenham Gardens, Mal-
vern,—The rainfall for August in these gardens
is the heaviest on record. Rain fell on 27 days
to the total depth of 8.73 inches. The heaviest
fall in 24 hours ending at 9 a.m. occurred on the
6th ult.. when 1.04 inch was recorded. On the
25th and 26th the amounts were 0.97 inch and
0.84 inch respectively. C. A. Bayford, Daven-
ham Gardens.

The late Alexander Dean. — In the
obituary notice of this eminent florist it is said

that he was " especially severe on the man of
science," &c. Personally, I never found him so.

I remember discussing with him the advantages
of self-fertilisation over continued crossing. He
told me that the latter ended in failure to produce
seed, and that he lost a whole stock of Primulas
in consequence. I put the same question to Mr.
H. B. Smith, of Ealing, as to Cyclamens. He
corroborated Dean, and added that he always
kept a stock of the most " weedy " Cyclamens,
as they were so abundantly self-fertile. From
these, by crossing them, he kept up a constant
supply of the best kind. George Henslow.

Viola "Edina."—The query is raised in the
note on Viola trials (see p. 177) as to whether
the variety Edina is earlier in blooming than
Archibald Grant. It is earlier by two or three
weeks. Archibald Grant is one of the latest
blooming Violas, and that quality has always
been, in our consideration, an objection to an
otherwise fine flower. Dobbie tfc Co., Edinburgh.

The Bearing of Apples (see p. 156).— The
varieties of Apples vary in respect to their
cropping amazingly. Some, such as Warner's
King, seldom fail to crop, whilst others, even
when thinned regularly year by year, are inter-

mittent croppers, and others, whether thinned or
not, consistently produce a crop. It is clear,

therefore, that no dependence can be put upon
figures which are confined to one variety.

Wealthy, which fails altogether here, is a variety
which from the data should be discarded. There
are, too, the local proclivities of varieties. I do
not mean local in the sense of districts, because
a variety may be a success or a failure in gardens
a mile apart, .so that absolute dependence cannot
be placed upon Apple trials, just as one cannot
say because a Strawberry succeeds in one garden
it will be equally successful throughout a county
or a parish. There is yet another determining
factor, the cultivator. Just as a nurse has by
her good or bad management an influence which
lasts the life of her charges, so the grower, by
the treatment of fruit trees, influences their

future, and this personal equation %vill always
remain. Though I have no dislike to a
large Apple, I imagine the preference for large

fruits has in many cases been carried to ex-
tremes. Than the small Cockpit there is, in our
collection, no more delicious Apple for stew-
ing. The tree hardly ever fails to bear a large

crop, and it is singularly free from Apple
afflictions ;

yet how many if planting a garden
would think of including this variety? Northern
Greening is almost as fine in quality, though
possessed of similar disabilities. Still, though I

question the wisdom of discarding old and tried

sorts, I have to confess to introducing novelties
which on trial may prove unworthy, and
the place for this work is the home garden.
While on this subject the question of colour
crops up. I have never seen deeper-coloured
fruits of Apricots than are ripening this

year, and such Apples as King of the Pippins are

showing colour quite as intense as last season,
when the high colour was attributed to the great
amount of sunshine. Apricots for a few years,

like the Apples in question, are growing in

grass, or, in other words, the borders are in

grass with Narcissus ; can it therefore be that
the grass is the sole predisposing cause of deep
colouring, or is it the excessive amount of rain ?

The value of water, and especially manure
water, as an agent of colouring may be proved
from the behaviour of black Grapes ; a light
crop if deprived of a sufficiency of water at the
roots will fail to colour, while a heavy crop, if

freely watered, will colour deeply. Here,

too, the question of locality comes in, because a
heavy soil will require much less water than a
light soil and give perhaps better results ; never-
theless, the fact remains that water with suffi-

cient manure is essential for the production of
colour. li. P. BrothcTsion, Tyninghame Gar-
dens, Prestonhirh.

Reversion in Black Currants (see pp. 1-22,

138, 159).—I was interested in Mr. E. A. Bun-
yard's letter on this subject, but I fear I cannot
follow his conclusions in all points. Neverthe-
less this is a subject of such importance to
growers that any facts, or even suggestions bear-
ing upon it, must be welcome. I quite agree
with his points (1) I have found it amongst one-
year cuttings and bushes of all ages, but only a
very minute proportion. (2) It is not confined
to one variety, though by far more frequent in
Boskoop Giant than any other. (3) I cannot
speak so confidently about, though in the trees
I have personally examined there is no big bud
present, either before or after this "reversion."
(4) The plantation in question (about | acre) had,
in 1911, the second year from planting, some 12 or
15 reverted bu.shes. which were allowed to stand.
This year quite 50 per cent, followed the be-
haviour of these 12 or 15 trees. The trees were
not pruned last winter, and were only shortened
when planted in 1909, so hard pruning is quite
out of the question, and I think I may say that
the shoots have not been injured. "The' trees
under my observation bore a grand crop of fruit,
for young bushes, last year, and gave every
promise of cropping Well "again this season, but
after an absence from home, I found on my re-
turn that the so-called reverted bushes had
dropped every particle of fruit, and nothing but
the stalls of the bunches remained. This occur-
red whilst the fruits were green. I thought at
first that the long drought was the cause, but
upon examination found that the bushes which
had not " reverted " were carrying good crops,
which came to perfection in due course. This is
my first experience with trees planted out for
market. But during 40 years of growing young
stock I can never remember seeing trees go off
in this way before, nor can my foreman, who is

a good observer, and has been with us 62
years. I hear from market growers that no
treatment they have tried has been successful
in restoring their reverted trees to a normal con-
dition. One grower has lost half his trees from
this cause, but most of them sav that their loss
is 5 to 10 per cent. So far, all the cases re-
ported have been of recent date, and the majority
of bushes of the Boskoop Giant variety. As your
paper is read by many of the leading market
growers we should all be greatly interested if

they would relate their experience of this sub-
ject through your columns. A. H. Pearson,
Lowdhani.

BowKERiA Gerardiana. — Your correspon-
dent, Wyndham Fitzherbert, page 140, may rest
assured that this plant is correctly said to have
been cultivated at Messrs. Bull's nursery at
Chelsea, 20 vears ago. In the catalogue of" Mr.
William Bull for the year 1892 it is," under the
name of Bowkeria triphyUa, announced as a new-
plant with the following description :

—" A hand-
some ornamental flowering plant, with lanceolate
corrugated leaves, arranged in threes on reddish
stems. The flowers are white, nearly an inch
long, inflated and bi-labiate, suggesting Scrophu-
laria, to which the genus is allied ; these are
borne in subtermmal cymes, usually nine flowers
on each cyme. The plant is a native of Natal,
where it flowers in December, so that it will

doubtless prove a very useful winter-flowering
plant for the greenhouse. Price, half-a-guinea."
The description, which is fairly accurate, was
drawn up from dried specimens forwarded with
the seeds about two years before the plants
were distributed. Being of very easy propa-
gation by means of cuttings, Mr" Bull had an
extensive stock of it. but the demand was so
small that it was gradually dropped. I question
if a dozen plants were sold during the 10 years
or so that it was kept in stock. They "were
given ordinary greenhouse treatment, and, as
bushy plants in 5-inch pots, they used to flower
freely in the summer. Another plant that your
correspondent may be surprised to learn was at
one time stocked by hundreds in the same nursery
is the Chilian Nut (Guevina Avellana), which
would be very difficult to obtain nowadavs.
W. T.

Weather and Market Gardeners. — Owing
to the heavy rains the market gardens in this
district are flooded and no work is possible. For
four days we have not gathered any fruit for
market, and the employees are absent. Corn is

still uncut, and the "fields are covered with
water. Potato furrows are filled with water, and
the outlook is hopeless. Stephen Castle, Walpole
St. .indrew's, Wisbech, August 37.

High Colour in Hardy Fruits. — Last
autumn there was a very interesting controversy
in these columns on the colour of hardy fruits
in wet and dry seasons. Various theories were
advanced by correspondents, but no decisive
view was expressed. Surely after the record
heat of last summer and the abnormal rainfall
this season some definite conclusion may be
arrived at. After having compared the
fine fruit, both in this neighbourhood and
that of North Devon with that of recent
years, I consider that the coloration of
fruit this year is equal to that of last. It
would prove of great interest if gardeners and
fruit growers would contribute to this journal
their views, and so settle a problem which has
hitherto remained obscure. Amongst the fruits
here which particularly attract attention for
brilliant colouring are Worcester Pearmain, Red
Astr.ichan, Red Quarrenden, Beauty of Bath,
Scarlet Nonpareil, Fearn's Seedling, Mere de
Menage, Bismarck and Lady Sudeley. Peaches
and Nectarines have splendidf colour, though they
have not good flavour, owing no douljt to the con-
tinuous rains and the soddened cold condition of
the soil. Grapes, under glass, have both good
colour and flavour. Judging also from various
reports of the leading shows, there is no appa-
rent deficiency in the colour or quality of the
fruit exhibited. This supports the the"ory that
high colour is as pronounced in a wet as in a dry
season. ,S'. Gilthorpe, Nynehead Court Gar-
dens, Wellington, Somerset.

Senecio Smithii.— I siw this plant at the
end of July in the garden at Park House,
Banffshire. It was in full flower on the bank
of a brook, and formed a most striking and
picturesque subject for such a position, growing
about 3 feet high in the rough grass and weeds
by the brook-side. Unlike the small figure of
the whole plant in the Bot. Mag., tab. 7531, it

carries its corymbs of large, wite-rayed flowers
on stout stems well above the foliage. The plant
is a native of Tierra del Fuego and seems to like
the cool, moist climate of Banffshire, but it would
probably do well as a water-side plant further
south. Alfred 0. Walker, F.L.S., Uleombe
Place, near Maidstone.

SCOTLAND.
PERTHSHIRE FRUIT GROWERS AND THE

INSURANCE ACT.
By an order of the Scottish Insurance Com-

missioners, issued in June, fruit pickers were
exempted from the operation of the Act, but
persons who were insured persons, or were
possessed of the exemption certificate to Irish
migratory labourers were not so exempt, and the
employers are liable for the contributions in the
ordinary way. Objections to this order were
lodged by Messrs. Keay & Hodge, Blairgowrie, on
their own behalf and that of other fruit growers,
and they asked that all fruit pickers should be
exempted from the operation of the Act. An en-
quiry was held by Miss M. M. Paterson, one of
the Commissioners, at Perth on August 29. A
strong case was presented on behalf of the objec-
tors, and Miss Paterson adjourned the enquiry,
stating that the question would be fully gone
into by the Commissioners, who, with the joint
Committee, might determine to continue it in
some other district. Cnrnspondei't.

GARDENING APPOINTMENTS.

WiL .

Staffordshii

Mr. H. F. War

Esq., Walton Grange,
ner to

I, for the past 13 years Gardener I

late F. M. Burton, Esq., Higlifield, Gainsbor
Lincolnshire, as Gardener to William Rose, Es
the same place.

Mr. L. F. Vesev, for the past 12 months Garden
Mr. C.J. BiLLsoN, Silchester House, Silchester,
Reading, as Gardener to Mr. Billson, at the !'

Martyr Worthy, near Winchester.
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SOCISTIJBS.
EOYAL HORTICULTURAL.

Scientific Committee.

August 27.—A. W. Hill, Esq., M.A., in the

Chair.

Sivcet Peas from Mr. Dipnall.—Mr. Odei.l

reported as follows:
—" The specimens submitted

to the Committee were damaged by the ' Streak
'

disease, due to Thielavia basicola. Many if

the leaves and parts of the stem had also patches

of Botrytis cinerea growing on them. The
roots were poorly developed, and showed signs

of some check earlier in the season, probably

caused by overwatering in the early summer. As
a method of preventing the attack, deep and
early-autumn cultivation of the soil intended for

next season's crop of Sweet Peas is recom-

mended ; also a very moderate use of organic

manure, thin seeding, and frequent u&e of the

Dutch hoe in place of watering during early

droughts."

Epitlendrum latcralc.—Mr. O'Ehfen showed
for Mr. Neal, Penarth, a plant of Epidendrum
laterale (Central America), and remarked that

the inflorescence is produced on a rudimentary

pseudo-bulb, as in E. Stamfordianum (probably

the only similar case), a peculiarity that seems

to show that the normal mode of flowering is

from the base of the mature pseudo-bulb. A
Botanical Certificate was awarded to this plant

on the proposition of Mr. O'Brien.

Mummtj Pea.—Mr. A. Sutton showed a series

of photographs illustrating several cros.-^es with
the so-called Mummy Pea, Pisum umbellatum.

£i7i/ fa.irinted.—Mr, Bowles presented a re-

markable photograph of Lilium candidum show-
ing a fasciated double form, a condition figured

in Dr. Masters' Teratology.

Aimeria: abnormal.—Mr. Van der Wyre
sent specimens of Thrift with abnormal pollen

and petals.

Variation.—Rev. Geo. Henslow wrote with

reference to non-scented Musk, a condition due
to the cold and wet weather. Mr. Henslovf
also drew attention to the tendency to variega-

tion in Aspidistra when removed from a partly-

shaded position to the full light of a conserva-

tory.

Pear with axial growth.—Mr. Ockenden sent

a Pear with elongated axis, showing the forma-

tion of three fruits, as a result of the elongation.

Messrs. Bunyard sent a drawing of a Pear fruit

showing a similar elongation, resulting, however,

in a tuft of leaves beyond the fruit.

EOYAL HORTICULTURAL OF
IRELAND.

August 27.—The attendance at the autumn
show of the above Society was much greater

than usual, and the exhibits were so numerous
that the capacity of the tents was taxed to the

utmost. 'The chief features of the exhibition

were the displays of Roses, Gladioli and the col-

lection of vegetables shown by Mr. Nathaniel
Hone in the " Mackey " Challenge Cup class.

Amateurs' Classes.

The 1st prize in the class for 12 stove and
greenhouse flowering plants was won by the

Right Hon. T. W. Russell, M.P.
Alderman Bewley showed the best six Zonal

Pelargoniums; 2nd, Mr. S. Soden.
The best Fuchsias were shown by Mr. F. V.

Westey ; 2nd, Mr. S. Soden.
In the class for four specimens of Coleus the

1st prize was awarded to Mr. Goodbody ; 2nd,

Mr. Westby.
The Rev. H. Kingsmill Moore won the 1st

prize for six British Ferns ; the 2nd prize was
awarded to the Right Hon. T. W. Russell,
M.P.
The challenge cup presented by Lord Ardi-

laun, and Ist prize in the class for 24 Cactus
Dahlias was won by Mr. Meehan ; 2nd, Mr. R.

H. Stubber.
Mr. R. .T. C. Maunsell won the 1st prize in

the class for 12 Cactus Dahlias.
Mrs. Meehan was the most successful exhibi-

tor in the class for six vases of Cactus Dahlias
;

the best 24 Show varieties were shown by Mr. R.
H. Stubber, who also won the 1st prize in the
class for six vases of Pompon Dahlias, and for

24 blooms of double-flowered tuberous-rooted

Begonias. Lady Clonbrock showed the best 12

blooms of double-flowered, tuberous-rooted Be-
onias.

The 1st prize for 12 vases of China Asters
was won by Mr. E. Kelly ; 2nd, The Rt. Hon.
T. W. Russell, M.P.
There was a strong competition in the class

for a collection of hardy cut flowers (excluding
Sweet Williams and Antirrhinums), to be showp
in vases on a space not exceeding 16 feet by
4 feet. The 1st prize was won by Captain
Lewis Riall ; 2nd, Mr. C. M. Doyne ; 3rd, Mr.
Keith.
Mrs. Beaumont Nesbitt won the 1st prize in

a strongly-contested class for 12 vases of

annuals; 2nd, Dr. O'Donnel Browne; 3rd,
Colonel Claude Cane.
The best 12 trusses of single Zonal Pelargo-

niums were shown by Judge Bird ; 2nd, Alder-
man Bewley, who won the 1st prize in the class

for 12 double or semi-double trusses of Zonal
Pelargoniums ; 2nd, Mr. E. C. Hardman.
The Watson Challenge Cup, offered for the

best 12 vases of Carnations or Picotees, which
was won outright by the late Andrew Armstrong,
Esq., J. P., and re-presented by him. was won
this year by Mr. R. T. Harris; 2nd. Mrs. H.
Hutchinson ; 3rd, Mrs. M'Intosh. There was
also strong competition in the class for 12 vases

of Carnations or Picotees, containing three

blooms of one variety only. The 1st prize was
won by Mr. E. C. Hardman ; 2nd, Mrs. B.

Nesbitt; 3rd, Mr. R, H. .Stubber.

Roses.

Mr. Hugh Dickson, Belfast, won the Society's
.Silver-gilt Medal offered in the class for 72
blooms of Roses ; 2nd, Messrs. .\le.v. Dickson &
Sons. Ltd., Newtownards. The Silver-gilt Medal
offered as 1st prize in the class for 12 Roses intro-

duced since January 1, 1909, was won by Messrs.
.\lex. Dickson & Sons ; the Silver Medal was
awarded to Mr. Hugh Dickson.

In the class for 24 Roses, not more than three
of any one variety, Mr. T. J. Crozier was
awarded the 1st prize and Dr. O'Donel
Browne 2nd, and these two exhibitors were simi-

larly placed in the class for 12 Hybrid Tea Roses.
In the class for 12 Tea and Noisette Roses, Mr.
E. D'Olier and Mr. Crozier were placed 1st

and 2nd respectively. The best six vases of

Rambler Roses were shown bv Mrs. Butler
;

2nd, Colonel Sir W. H. Poii, C^B.
The championship prize for a collection of 18

bunches of Sweet Peas—a Gold Medal—was won
by Lord O'Neill, Shanes Castle. The challenge

cup presented by Sir J. G. Nutting. Bart., for

nine bunches of Sweet Peas, was won by Miss
Field; 2nd, Miss Rowley; 3rd, Mrs. McVeagh.
The Rev. A. Davis showed the best 12 bunches
of Sweet Peas; 2nd, Mr. R. E. Odlum. The
be^t six bunches of Sweet Peas were shown by
Mr. S. Browne ; 2nd, the Rev. J. Griffin. In
the classes for single bunches of Sweet Peas, of

different colours. Lord O'Neill won most of the

1st prizes. Miss J. Rowley, Miss Osborne, Miss
Markey and Alderman Bewley also won 1st

prizes in these classes.

Fruit and Vegetables.

In these classes the competition generally was
exceedingly keen, and the judges awarded many
extra prizes. Alderman Bewley was awarded
a Silver Medal for a splendid collection of fruit.

The Earl of .Meath won the 1st prize in the

classes for two bunches of white Grapes and
for two of any black variety except Black Ham-
burgh ; Alderman Bewley was awarded the 2nd
prizes in these classes. The 1st prize for Black
Hamburgh Grapes was won by Lord Decies

;

2nd, ^Ir. Langley. In the class for six Peaches,
Lord Decies was placed 1st ; Viscount De
Vesci was 2nd ; and the Earl of Meath, who
won the 1st prize for six Nectarines,
3rd, Lord Decies won the 2nd prize for

Nectarines. The best green ^lelon was shown by
the Earl of JIe.4TH, and the best scarlet-fleshed

variety by Lady Talbot, The 1st prize for six

dishes of Apples grown in the open was won by
Lady Ann.\ly ; 2nd, Jlr. Tedcastle, Mr, A",

Claude Ellis showed the best dishes of (a) Eck-
linville Seedling, (b) Early Victoria, and (c) any
variety of cooking Apple not mentioned in the
schedule. The best dishes of Beauty of Bath
and Lord Grosvenor Apples were shown by
Lady Annaly. Mrs. Markey showed the best

fruits of Lady Sudeley : whilst Mr, \V. T.

Steward excelled with Irish Peach Apple. The

1st prize for five dishes of dessert Pears was won
by Alderman Bewley; 2nd, Mr. R. Tedcastle.
The Marquis of Ormonde won the 1st prizes for

(a) black or purple Plums and (b) red Cur-
rants. Lord Rathdonnell won the 1st prize

in the class for a dish of red Plums.
The silver challenge cup offered for the best

collection of vegetables was won by Mr,
Nathaniel Hone; 2nd, Mr. S. Brown. The
1st prize for six distinct kinds of vegetables was
won by Dr. O'Donel Browne ; 2nd, Miss Field.

Noncompetitive Exhibits.

Messrs. Robert Jameson & Sons, Royal Nur-
series, Sandymount, exhibited a group of floral

designs, for which the Society's Gold Medal waa
awarded. Messrs. S. H. Jones, Kilkenny, made
a splendid display of Gladioli, attractively ar-

ranged with sprays of Gypsophila (Gold Medal).

A Silver Medal was awarded to Messrs. Hogg &
Robinson, for a collection of Gladioli, Messrs.

Charles Ramsey & Son. Ballsbriage, received a
Silver Medal for a collection of flowering and
foliage greenhouse plants. Messrs. W. Drum-
mond & Sons arranged a stand of hardy flowers,

shrubs, &c, (Gold Jledal,) Messrs, Pennick &
Co., Delgenny, were awarded a Bronze Medal
for a collection of hardy flowers. Messrs.
B.\kers, Wolverhampton, were awai-ded a Bronze
Medal for a collection of early-flowering Chry-
santhemums and Dahlias.

MANCHESTER AND NORTH OF
ENGLAND ORCHID.

August 22.—Cumin itlrr prr.^mt : Rev. J.

Crombleholme (in the Chair) ; Messrs. J. C.

Cowan, J. Evans, W. Hatcher. W. Holmes, J.

Lupton, D. McLeod. Z. A. Ward, A, Warburton,
and H. Arthur (secretary).

Silver Medals were awarded to Z. A. Ward,
Esq., Northenden (gr, Mr. Weatherby), for a
group composed of Cattleyas of the Iris section ;

Rev. J. Crombleholme, Clayton-le-Moors (gr.

Mr. Marshall), for a group of Cypripediums j

Eric F. D.ividson, Esq., Twyford, Berkshire
(gr. Mr. Cooper), who showed Cattleyas; Messrs.
Charlesworth & Co., Haywards Heath, for a
group of Cattleyas ; and Messrs. A. J. Keeling
& Sons, Bradford, who showed a mixed group of

Cypripediums.

A Bronze Medal was awarded to Col. J.

Rutherford, M.P., Blackburn (gr. Mr. Lupton).
Other exhibitors were J. McCartney, Esq.,

Bolton (gr. Mr. Holmes) ; Messrs. Sander &
Sons, St. Albans; and Messrs, Hassall & Co,,
Southgate,

AWARDS.
First-class Certificate.

Cattleya Aston iw (C . Harri.^onice X C.
gigasj, shown by Z, A. Ward, Esq.

Awards of Merit.

Cypripedium Leyburnense magnifievm and
O. Frau Ida Brandt, exhibited by the Rev. J.

Crom bleholme.
Cattleya Iris var. " rubra," Odontoglossum

Einpre.ss ?Jugenie (unrecorded parentage),

(Jduiitioda Thwaitesii " Davidson's " variety.

and 0. Srhi-iideri " Davidson's " variety, all

shown by Eric F. Davidson, Esq.

Cypripedium Hassallii fC. bingleycn.^e x C.

Charlesworth ii), exhibited by Messrs. Hassall
&Co.

BRITISH GARDENERS' ASSOCIATION.
A meeting of this society will be held in the

Goold Hall, St. Andrew's Square, on the evening
of the first day of the Royal Caledonian Show,
the nth inst. Addresses will be given b'y Mr.
James Harris, Liberton ; Mr. W, B, Little, Car-
lisle ; the Secretary, ]\Ir. Cyril Harding, and
others.

FINCHLEY CHRYSANTHEMUM.
August 29.—.4t a special general meeting of

the Finchley Chrysanthemum Society, held on
the above date, a timepiece was presented to

Mr, J, Kirkwood (who is moving to Hampshire
to take charge of the gardens at Wallington,
Lymington) as an appreciation of his services

to the society, Mr, Kirkwood was a member of

the committee for many years, and one of the
society's most successful exhibitors.
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I

Professor John Craig. —We learn witli

profound regret of the death of Professor John
Craig, one of the best-known horticulturists of

the United States. Professor Craig, who at the
time of his death occupied the Chair of Horticul-
ture in the New York State College at Ithaca
(Cornell University), was both a keen practical

horticulturist and a cultivated man of charming
personality. Born in 1864 at Lakefield, Quebec,
Mr. Craig was educated at the Iowa State Col-

lege, in which he subsequently held the post of

professor of horticulture. From Iowa he pro-
ceeded to Ottawa, acting for some time as horti-

culturist in the Central E.xperiment Station
which post he relinquished in order to take up
the professorship at Ithaca. Professor Craig pos-

sessed a wide and thorough knowledge of horti-

culture, and t\'as active in promoting the interests

of that science. He was editor of the National
Kurseri/rnan, secretary of the American Pomo-
logical Society, and his services were in great
demand as a judge at exhibitions. He was the
author of J'rarl!-a/ Horticulture and other scien-

tific works. John Craig will be remembered by
his friends in Europe no less for his scientific at-

tainments than for his genuine kindness and cour-
tesy, which made a visit to him at Cornell an
event not readily to be forgotten.

Francis A. Baller.— r/w American Florist
records the death of Mr. Francis A. Bailer,
wholesale tiorist, of Bloomington, Illinois,

U.S.A., from heart failure at his home July 10.

Mr. Bailer was a native of England and was
formerly engaged in the BotanicaT Gardens, Bir-
n;;n h:im. Aftsr settling in America he was en
gaged at diffiu-ent times at Eochister, N.Y.,
Niagara Falls and finally Bloomington. He
started in business for himself ]n 1871. He was
a proficient botanist and was known throughout
the conntrv as an authurity on American
horticulture!

Thomas White. — Mr. Thoma,s White, for

many years superintendent of Riverside Ceme-
tery, died at his home in Fairhaven, Massachu-
setts, U.S.A., after a long illness. Our American
contemporary Hnrt'n-ultura states that he was a
nidmber of the New Bedford Horticultural
Society and contributed articles to several of the
horticultural magazines, including Horticulture.
Mr. White w-as a native of England.

William MclNrosH.

—

Horticu'twe also an-
nouncss the death of William Mcintosh, fiorist

6. Percy Street, Charleston, U.S.A. He was a
native of Scotland and 79 years of age. He re-

tired from business some years ago. He is sur-
vived by two sons and two daughters.

John W. Richmond.—Mr. John W Bichinord
fiorist and landscape gardener, died at New York
on July 22. He was a native of England, and
emigrated to America 20 years ago.

Qmntm

Lorre^ldoncknU

Address: H. E. Messrs. Van Tubergen, Bulb
Growers, Haarlem; Holland.

Begonias: A. J. F.. B;rl-s. The plant you send

I

is affected with the Begonia mite. Dip the
foliage in Tobacco water, or, if this is imprac-
ticable, syringe the leaves with a nicotine e-\-

tract, taking care to wet both surfaces.

Cklery UnhE-Althy : F. E. C. The Celery
leaves sent are quite free from any insect or
fungous disease. The injury is due to some
external influences.

Dec.\y in Tree Trunks : P. J. In an article by
Mr. W. J. Bean in the Garrleriers' Chronidc
for April 21, 1906, p. 244. on pruning trees and
shrubs, he states that all. or as much as pos-
sible, of the decayed wood should be removed

;

then the surface should be washed with a strong
solution of carbolic acid, and. after this has
become quite dry. the surface should be smeared
with coal tar. This antiseptic treatment is in-
tended to destroy parasitic fungi and arrest the
decaying process. The hole should then be filled

" stopping " is formed of a piece of Oak made
to fit ; but large holes should be filled with
cement. In eitiier case a final coating of tar
should be given. Except when the hole is very
large, a new layer of bark will grow over the
cavity when treated in ths way described.

Eucalyptus: J. S. H. The pendulous, strap-
shaped leaves represent the adult foliage, and
when Eucalyptus trees reach this stage, they
are generally hardier than usual. Such
species as E. coccifera, E. coriacea, and E.
Gunnii often develop three distinct forms of
Isaves on the same tree.

Gloxin:,\s : P. J. There are a few thrips present
on the leaves of Gloxinia sent, which may pos-
sibly have done the damage. A nicotine wash,
such as Nicotine " Woburn Wash," will kill
these pests.

Gr.vpes DISE.A.SED : n". II'. The berries are
aff»ctjd by " Cirape rot " or Anthracnose
(Gleosporium ampelophagum). which attacks
the shoots, leaves and fruit, and mav generally
be detected first en the leaves in the form of
greyish spots bordered by a dark line. Flowers
of sulphur may be dusted on to the leaves and
shoots at intervals of 10 days while the dis
ease appears to be spreading'. On the second
application, a small quantity of quicklime should
be mixed with the sulphur, and the quantity
of lime should also be increased on every suc-
cessive occasion until the proportions of lime
and sulphur are nearly equal, but always with
just a little more sulphur than lime. The
branches should be washed thoroughly with a
solution of sulphate of iron in winter, "and rich
stable manures should be employed very
sparingly. Leaves, shoots and friiit which
show signs of disease should be removed from
the tree and burnt.

Grapes Unhealthy: S. S. The discoloration
of the berries is not due to disease.

Lily of the Valley: E. B. The Lily of the
Valley roots are suffering from a rot caused by
bacteria. Various saprophytic fungi are present
as secondary agents in causing the decay. It
is not possible to say if the bacteria" were
present in the plants before storage or not. All
affected stock should be destroyed by burning.

Melons Failing : HiUfieUl and H. W. In both
cases the stems of the Melon plants contain a
fungus, the spawn (mycelium) of which is very
abundant in the large " vessels " of the stem
and root. No other stage of the fungus is pre-
sent, consequently identification is impossible.
Send a whole diseased plant in a tin or wooden
box, when we will make a further investiga-
tion and suggest remedies.

Names of Fruits : Correspondents sending
Peaches and Nectarines for naming should en-
close leaves of each variety, and state whether
the flowers are large or small, and if the trees
are grown under glass or in the open.—./.

Tiihin. Red Astrachan.— IF. T. S. 1. Grosse
Calabasse : 2, Williams' Bon Chretien : 3, ifarie
Louise ; 4, Catillac ; 5, Malster ; 6, Potts's
Seedling.

—

Budf. The fruits were too
ripe when packed, and arrived in a con-
dition of pulp.

—

M. M. K. The Plums
arrived in a very bad condition. So far as we
were able to judge, they are not superior to
varieties already in commerce.

—

H. H. Doy-
enne de Merode (svn. Dovenne de Buussoch).
—J. G. ir., Goring. 1, Dean's CodUn ; 2,
Cox's Pomona ; 3, Duchess of Oldenburgh ; 4,
Stirling Castle ; 5, Peasgood's Nonesuch ; 6,
Fearn's Pippin.

Names of Plants: J. A. You should number
your specimens (white-flowered climber)
Trachelospermum (Rhynchospermum) jas
minoides, (Orchid) Laslia anceps, (Honey-
suckle) Lonicera affinis var, hvpoglauca,
(Herbaceous plant) Brickellia cardiophyUa.

—

A. B. C. 1, Sedum spurium ; 2, S, specta-
bile ; 3. Escallonia rubra; 4, .^spidium angu-
lare; 5, Polypodium vulgare.

—

J. S., Norfolk.
Agrostemma flos-Jovis.

—

A. E. 1 and 2,
tuberous-rooted Begonias of no special merit ;

3. Origanum Tournefortii.—i7. A. C. Rubus
spectabilis.

—

N. F. P. Polygonum dume-
torum.—7?. V . cC- Son. Antholyza paniculata.
The Moraea is probably M. iridioides, which
varies much in size and also in its distribution.—F . F . 1. Sonhronitis violacea ; 2, Hart-
vvegia purpurea ; 3. Ccclia macrostachya ; 4, On-
cidium longipes ; 5, Masdevallia simula ; 6,

Pleurothallis conanthera. E. W. S. Olearia
Haastii.

Peaches and Nectarines Dropping: C. G.
There are no traces of any fungus present in the
unexposed tissues of the Peaches, Nectarines
or Grapes. In the case of the Peaches and
Nectarines, after the skin cracks or is punc-
tured various " moulds " enter and cause
rotting. With regard to the Grapes some cul-
tural error is probably responsible for the
discoloration.

Water Lilies Failing : 11'. W. Either of
the following may have been the cause of the
Water Lilies tailing to grow, (a) The plants
may have been weakly, with but few routs when
planted ; (b) they may have been put into run-
ning water, which is very prejudicial to the suc-
cessful establishment of "the plants; (c) the un-
favourable summer. Y'our best plan is to take
them up carefully about the end of September,
if by that time no growth has been made, and
store them for the winter in tubs sufficiently
large to receive them. They should be
wintered in a cool greenhouse. It is advis-
able to plant Water Lilies not later than the
end of iMay. When the conditions are not
altogether favourable at the time of receiving
them from the nursery it is best to keep them
in tubs of water in a greenhouse or similar
structure until they are fairly established in
the baskets into which they have been planted.
With fine weather in September the plants
may yet make a certain amount of growth.

White Flowers for Easter : E. U. U. The
following is a list of white-flowered plants that
may be had in bloom at Easter :—Eucharis
grandifiora. Pancratium fragrans, P. expansum.
Gardenias, Schubertia grandifiora, Stephanotis
floribunda. Orchids: Cattleya intermedia alba,
C. Trianae alba, Coelogyne cristata alba, Cym-
bidium eburneum, Dendrobium Kingianum
album, Laelia albida, L. purpurata alba. Mil-
tonia Candida, Odontoglossum citrosmum
album, 0. gloriosum album. O. Roezlii album,
Thunia alba. Plumbago alba, Lapageria alba,
Jasminum nitidum, Pleroma Candida. Nerine
white vars., Hiemanthus candidus. Clethra alni-

folia, Rhynchospermum (Trachelospermum) jas-
minoides. Azaleas, including Daviesii, Deutsch
Perle alba plena. Mile. Marie Planchon. Niobe,
Perle de Ledebery, Perle gendbrugge, Raphael,
and Sakuntula, Camellia japonica alba plena,
C. Sasanqua alba, Rhododendrons (green-
house varieties), Cunningham's white, albes-
cens, exoniense. Lady Alice Fitzwilliam, and
nivale. Spiraea astilboides, S. compacta multi-
flora, S. floribunda, Lilium lancifolium album
L. longiflorum Harrisii (Ea.iter Lily), L. specio-
suni album, L. candidum, " Lily-of-the-
Valley, Richardia (Calla) africana. Tuberoses,
white-flowered Carnations (including white
Enchantress and Gloire de Nancv), and Pinks
(Mrs. Sinkins, Her Majesty, a"nd Modesty).
Shrubs include Deutzia graciiis, Lilac,=; Madame
Casimir and Madame Lemoine, Philadelphus
hybridus Lemoinei. Prunus sinensis alba
plena. Of bulbs you may select white-flowered
Hvacinths. and Tulips alba maxima, Boule de
Neige, Albion (White Hawk), Snowball, La
Candeur, and Royal White ; Narcissus albo-
pleno-oderata and others; Iris hispanica (Span-
ish Iris), British Queen, and Blanche Fleur ; Iris

Anglica (English Iris), Mont Blanc ; Gladiolus
Colvillii alba (The Bride), and Freesia refracta
alba. No time should be lost in obtaining and
potting the bulbs. East Lothian white
Stocks and dwarf white Chrysanthemum-
flowered Asters—Comet (dwarf),' Bridesmaid,
and Empress Frederick, Comet Empress.
Early Branching White Dwarf Queen, and
Eclipse—may also be selected. The seeds
of the Stocks and Asters should be sown early
in September in shallow boxes fill'd with a
light, rich mixture passed through a fine sieve.

Place the boxes in a cold frame and water
with a fine rose can. Transolant the seedlings
at 2 inches apart and pot them in small pots
before they become crowded in the boxes.
Later on shift them into 4^-inch or 6-inch pots,
and place them in a light position near to
the glass to ensure sturdy growth.

_W. H. C._R. V. & Son_A. J- F._G. C._J. E. K..
F. C. L._H. S. F._G. E. L._S. C._M. & Co._F. B._
R. H. J._I. 0'B._w. G. M._I. N._R. J. A._J. B._
A. A. F J. A._L. M._L. H. B W. G. K._=;. M. C,
Chplm«ford_W. r R. H. B ]. G Fiingi_Nutley_
F. E. -Bej -J. H —Fruit
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COVENT GARDEN, September -i.

fe cannot accept any responsibility for the subjoined
reports. They are furnistied to us regularly every
Wednesday, by the kindness of several of tbe principal

salesmen, who are responsible for the quotations. It

must be remembered that these Quotations do not repre-

sent the prices on any particular day, but only ths
general averages for the week preceding the date of our
report. The prices depend upon the quality of the

samples, tlie way in which they are packed, the supply
in the market, and tlie demand, and thev may fluctuate,

not only from day tp day, but occasionally several times
inoneday.—Eds.1

Out Flowars, ftc: Average Wholesale Prices.

s.d. 3.d.

Lilium speciosuinAlstroemeria ... 3 0-40
Arums (Richardias) 2 —
Asters, white ... 16-26
— coloured, per

doz. bunches... 2 0-50
— single, mixed 2 0-30
Bouvardia, per dz.

bunches 6 0-70
Carnations,
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by any means certain that the Commis-
sioners will do what they are authorised to
do. They are extremely cautious gentle-
men, and they may come to the
conclusion that they cannot issue the
licences without the danger of loss of re-

venue ; or, if they issue them, the condi-
tions may be so onerous as to be in effect

prohibitive to the growing of Tobacco. On
inquiry, I have been informed that the
Government chemists are not satisfied that
my suggestion of having the crop sprayed,
in the presence of a police ofiicer,with lime-
sulphur, just before cutting it, would pre-
vent its steeping and cleansing afterwards
for the adulteration of imported Tobacco.
Really, this objection seems far-fetched.

Considering what a vast benefit to the
fruit industry it would be to allow growers
to produce the best of all insecticides, now
sold at a price almost prohibitory, the very
slight risk of the abuse of the privilege
might be taken. An extremely heavy
penalty on the sale of Tobacco from farms

" Reversion " in Black Cuekants.
Like Mr. Pearson and others, I have

been troubled with reversion in Boskoop
Giant Black Currants, though not to the
extent of even five per cent. My original
stock was raised by me from cuttings,
and after the first season all the cuttings
were taken from healthy maidens. It must
be suspected that the enormous extent of
" reversion " in Mr. Pearson's bushes is

due to raising plants from cuttings
obtained partly from bushes already
affected. I have some thousands of

maiden and two-year-old bushes in a
nursery patch, and a walk through them
has not shown me a single case. Every
affected bush in the established plantii-

tions is trodden down when detected, for

replacement by a good one ; the small
fruits are not gathered, as they would
injure the sample. " Reversion " is not
infectious, but affected bushes never
recover, and therefore should not be
allowed to cumber the ground. In planta-

ll'Uutograph by W. 1 riling.

Fig. 92.—TULiPA dasvstemon; flowers deep yellow with lighter coloured tips.

without a special licence, and then under
stringent conditions, would render any loss

to the Revenue so extremely improbable
that it might be regarded as negligible. As
stated on a former occasion, there would
not be any need of going to the expense of

extracting the nicotine. The Tobacco crop
might be harvested and stacked as Beans
are, and, when required for use, it could
be cut into small .pieces, stalks included,

with a chaff-cutter or otherwise, and boiled

in a large coppeivto make Tobacco-wash.

Rabbits in Okchards.

The mischief done by rabbits in orchards
is not limited to the injury they do to the
bark of trees not protected by wire net-

ting. They gnaw and spoil windfall
Apples. Some very fine fruit dropped this

season, even of varieties which should not
need to be gathered for weeks to come, and
nearly every fruit was gnawed if left for a
single night on the ground, although rab-

bits are kept down very closely on my
farm.

tions younger than the one which contains
some purchased bushes, there are ex-
tremely few cases. The defect is easy to
detect, as the bushes are much more bushy
than the normal ones, and have smaller
and more pointed leaves. The suggestion
tlat injury to the bushes causes the
trouble seems to me unwarranted. The
case appears to be simply one of reversion
to the wild state.

COLOUEING OF ApPLES.

Contrary to the experience of Mr. Gil-
thorpe (p. 201), I find there is less colour in
Apples generally this season than for
many years past. As a rule. Apples in my
soil and climate are conspicuous for good
colour ; but this season early varieties
dropped to an extraordinary extent, and
had to be picked before the proper
time. Except in a small grass orchard,
the colouring of nearly every variety is

deficient, in consequence of lack of sun-
shine. Rain, as well as sunshine, may be
necessary for the highest colouring ; but

the sunshine is essential, as indicated
by the fact that the colour on each fruit is

fully developed only on the portions most
exposed to the sun's rays. A completely-
shaded Apple is almost entirely devoid of
red or brownish-red colouring. A Southern.
Grower.

VEGETABLES.

CULINARY PEAS.
Peas have done spk'iididly this season; in fact,

I never remember them being better. Among
some of the best varieties is one named Harvest-
man, a grand Pea, said to be a cross between
Express and Duke of Albany. The pods are

distinct in shape, more regular in growth, not so

tall, and altogether much superior to Duke of

Albany. It is one of the best Maincrop varie-

ties in cultivation, and a more profitable Pea it

would hardly be possible to imagine. The
flavour is splendid.

Commonwealth is a fine Pea of dwarf habit,

rarely exceeding 2 feet in height, but its pro-

lific bearing habit, t-ogether with its fine cook-

ing qualities, place it in the front rank. It is

a fine Pea for a small garden.

Another novelty is Carter's International, a
cross between the famous Early Morn and Duke
of Albany. The variety does remarkably well in

this district. It is very distinct, both in shape
and habit. The pods are a rich, deep green,

and contain from 9 to 11 Peas of large size

and rich Marrow flavour.

Dreadnought is another rare, good Pea, and as
an addition to the Maincrop varieties, it is good
for amateur exhibitors and market growers. The
pods are a deep-green colour, and they have a
rather blunt top. The variety is not aifected by
drought or mildew, and it should become popular
amon.gst all classes of growers.

Carter's Latest Giant is a late Marrowfat
variety, a cross between Gladstone and Exhibi-
tion. The pods are large, and contain generally

10 or 11 large Peas of the best flavour. The
plants crop well in October in a suitable sea-

son. This variety is succeeded by Michael-
mas, a moderately dwarf Pea (3 feet), which pro-

duces well-filled pods up to October. I have
gathered both old and new pods at Micliaelmas.

Late Peas should be given plenty of room both

in the rows and between tlie plants, so that the

sun and air may reach all parts of the plants. As a

specific for mildew, I have found nothing so good
as spraying with sulphur mixed with milk. In

dry seasons a good heavy mulch should be

placed over the roots to keep the ground cool

and prevent cracking of the soil. W. A. Cook,
Leonardslee Gardens, Horsham.

TULIPA DASVSTEMON.

Tms little-known Tulip (see fig. 92) belongs

to the Orithyia section of the genus, which in-

cludes species that are nearly all of small stature

and possess comparatively small flowers. T.

dasystemon is a charming plant, growing only

about 6 inches high. The flowers have yellow

segments edged with white. When fully open
in sunny weather a group produces a brilliant

effect, and it is one of those small bulbous plants

that are most appropriate for the rock-garden

planted between other low-growing plants. The
bulbs may be left undisturbed in the ground

;

a group planted amongst Alyssum spinosimi in

the rock-garden at Kew flowered quite as freely

the second year as the first. It makes a splendid

subject for the Alpine-house, being easily grown
in pans, and flowering about the end of ftlarch

or beginning of April. T. dasystemon is a native

of Eastern Turkestan, where it was discovered

by Dr. A. Regel in 1879, at elevations of from
SlOOO to 10,000 feet. We are indebted to Jlessrs.

Van Tubergen for the intr'^uction of this species

to cultivation. IF. I.
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NURSERY NOTES.

NOTES FROM COOMBE WOOD.
The large valley which constitutes the greater

part of Jlessrs. Jas. Veitch & Sons' nursery at

Coombe Wood admits of arrangement that

would not be possible on level ground, and

viewed from above the blocks of green in dif-

ferent shades, relieved by masses of colour,

either of foliage, fruit or flower, present a

charming appearance. Owing to the conforma-

tion of the ground suitable spots can be found

Tor plants of very diverse requirements, includ-

ing sheltered nooks for the more tender sub-

jects. The bottom of the valley being well sup-

plied with water, forms a congenial home for

numerous moisture-loving plants.

With the advent of September the number of

shrubs in flower compared with those' in bloom

three months earlier is decidedly fewer ; still

there is sulficient to make a goodly show. The
hardy Fuchsias are so beautiful that their com-
parative neglect in many gardens is difficult to

account for while, as might be expected, the

different forms of Buddleia variabilis are laden

with their semi-pendulous racemes of beautiful

flowers. Sambucua canadensis, with its massive

heads of blossoms, stands out as the finest of all

the Elders when viewed from a floral standpoint,

and the little Daphne-like Rhododendron intrica-

tum is still sprinkled over with its pretty Lilac-

coloured flowers. Though ortly distributed last

year, Potentilla Veitchii has already gained

many admirers owing to its pretty snow-white

flowers, whicli are produced from spring till

autumn. Hibiscus syriacus, represented by
several of the finest varieties, is also very

beautiful, while many of the Cistuses and varie-

ties of Ceanothus are also in bloom. Others

that contribute to the floral display are Abelia

chinensis (syn. A. vupestris), Indigofera flori-

bunda, Tamarix peritandra (syn. T. Pallasii

rosea and T. hispida sestivalis), Escallonia lang-

leyensis {an autumnal crop). Spiraeas of sorts,

Diervilla (Weigela) Eva Rathke, Veronicas, Les-

pedeza Sieboldii (syn. Desmodium penduli-

florum), and Eucryphia pinnatifolia.

Brightly-coloured berries are strongly in evi-

dence just now, the brightest of all being that

form of Cratsegus Pyracantha known as

Lselandii. Numerous examples are absolutely

laden with berries, which are so much appre-

ciated by birds that it is necessary to protect

the bushes with nets. Beside the generally

cultivated species, especial mention must be

made of Cotoneaster rugosa Henryi, a loose-

growing shrub, with leaves and branches of a

drooping habit. The berries, which are freely

borne in clusters, are scarlet. In C. appilanata

the long, partially weeping branches are

wreathed throughout the greater part of their

length with bunches of scarlet fruit, while the

fruits of C. pannosa, though borne freely, are

much duller in colour. An evergreen species,

which from its procumbent habit is well fitted

for cilothing steep banks or for planting on the

larger arrangements of rockwork, is C. humifusa,

v/hose vigorous branches-lie flat on the ground.

They are clothed with small, dark-green leaves.

The scarlet berries are freely borne, but mainly

on the undersides of the shoots, so that they are

scarcely visible unless the branch is lifted clear

of the ground. Numerous examples of the Sea

Buckthorn ai'e laden with their bright orange-

coloured berries. At Coombe Wood the speci-

mens of the two sexes are planted together to

ensure the flowers being fertilised.

Viburnum rhytidophyllum is at all seasons

remarkable for its handsome rugose leaves ; in

the spring the large flattened corymbs of fiowe-s

form a notable feature, but its most attractive

stage is in early autumn, when the berries

change from green to bright red. They remain
in this stage for a considerable time, ultimately

becoming of a deep purple hue. Several of the

Barberries are also very pretty ; also the white-

fruited Symphoricarpus oocidentalis which is,

from an ornamental standpoint decidedly

superior to S. racemosus, the common Snowberry.
An immense number of climbing plants are

grown at Coombe Wood. The many Chinese
vines with which Messrs. Veitch's name has
been so closely identified in recent years are

to be seen in great quantities and in all

sizes. The huge Jeathery leaves of Vitis Coig-

netiae and V. Thunbergii have already assumed
their brilliant autumn tints. Perhaps the finest

of all these vines is Vitis armata Veitchii, and a

particularly striking member of the smaller-

leaved forms is V. Henryana, with leaves of a

velvety green and a silvery midrib. Beside the
many Chinese kinds, the cut and purple-leaved

varieties of the common Grape are also largely

grown. Other rapid-growing climbers with
handsome foliage are Actinidia chinensis, Aris-

tolochia moupensis, A. Sipho, Celastrus
hypoglaucus, Cocculus heterophyllus and Poly-
gonum multiflorum. A notable feature of the
beds filled with young plants of Clematis was
the freedom with which some of them are flower-

ing, especially the pretty and distinct Clematis
montana rubens. Besides the different subjects

above named. Ivies, Honeysuckles, Jasmines and
others are represented by large numbers of the

very finest kinds. Polygonum baldschuanicum
is justly valued for its free-flowering qualities.

Conifers thrive remarkably well at Coombe
Wood, and they are so varied in colour that
amongst evergreen trees their beauty is un-
equalled. Viewed in a mass some of them are

of a decidedly sombre green tint, whilst others

have brighter tones. Silvery grey or bluish

tones are represented by Abies pungens glauca.

Cedrus atlantica glauca, Cupressus Lawsoniana,
AUumii, C. L. Triumph of Boskoop, and Juni-

perus virginiana glauca. Golden tints are more
numerous, there being beside the several forms

of Golden Yew, Cedrus atlantica aurea, Cupres-
sus Lawsoniana lutea, C. L. Stewartii, C. (Re-

tinospora) obtusa aurea, C. obtusa Crippsii, C.

pisifera filifera aurea, and C. plumosa aurea.

Of other Conifers the numerous fine examples
of Sciadopitys verticillata merit at least a pass-

ing notice, and the new Chinese species, Pinus
Armandii, belonging to the Cembra section.

Of trees and shrubs of recent introduction, I

noticed Berberis Gagnepainii, B. verruculosa,

and B. Wilsonise, three charming Barberries

;

Catalpa Fargesii, with purplish flowers, Davidia
involucrata, with white bracts; Decaisnea Far-

gesii, a tree with pinnate leaves and blue fruits
;

Hex Pernyi, a pretty, small-growing Holly

;

Juglans cathayensis, a very distinct W^alnut

;

Ligustrum Henryi, a neat, much-branched ever-

green ; Lonicera nitida, a compact little shrub
;

Magnolia Delavayi, a grand evergreen Magnolia

;

Populus lasiocarpa, with huge leaves ; Rubuses
of sorts ; Sarcococca ruscifolia, and S. humile,

both evergreen shrubs that will thrive under

trees ; Schizophragma hydrangioides, S. integri-

folia. Viburnum Henryi, and V. utile.

There is a fine collection of hardy Heaths at

Coombe Wood, as, indeed, there is of American
plants in general. Just now the numerous forms

of the Ling or Heather (Erica vulgaris) are at

their best. By some the white Heather is looked

upon as a rarity, but here there are several

varieties with white blossoms. A particularly

good white form is .Searlei. and a suitable com-

panion to it is the purple Alportii. The double-

flowered variety must on no account be omitted

in any selection of the best varieties. Dabcecia

(Menziesia) polifolia is, as it has been for a long

time, in full flower. Beside the ordinary form

there are also the white and the parti-coloured

varieties, while a striking kind not so well

known as the others is atropurpurea, with blos-

soms much more richly coloured than those of

the type.

The bottom of the valley is an ideal spot for

hardy Bamboos and being sheltered from the
east winds forms a congenial home for a repre-
sentative collection of Camellias, all in robust
health. Of herbaceous plants several of the
newer introductions from China are grown in
large quantities, including Primulas, Meconopis,
Astilbes, Rodgersias, Senecios, and the pretty
Rheum Alexandra;, with large, pale-yellow leaf-
like bracts in the spring.

Unlike most nurseries, Coombe Wood possesses
some specimens that may be regarded as of
historic interest, that is to say, either the first,

or one of the first of their kind introduced into
this country. These specimens, which are for
the most part scattered about on the slopes of
the valley, include a tree 25 feet high of Acer
palmatum, the produce of seed sent home by the
late Mr. John Gould Veitch about 50 years ago

;

Pinus parviflora, from the same collector; Lari-
cop.'.is (Pseudolarix) Kffimpferi, one of the oldest
trees in the country ; a 15 feet specimen of
Eucryphia pinnatifolia, from seed sent home
by Richard Pearce; the original plant of that
pretty hybrid, Escallonia langleyensis, and the
following introduced by Charles Maries—Acer
distylum; A. carpinifolium, 15 feet high;
Quercus acuta, a very large specimen ; Stuartia
pseudo-Camellia, just out of flower ; and Cornus
brachypoda, a tree 25 feet in height. Beside
these there is the tree of Davidia involucrata,
brought home by Mr. E. H. Wilson in his cabin,
and a 10 feet high specimen of Magnolia
Delavayi. W. Trudove.

THE ALPINE BARDEN.

CAAIPANTJLA STENOCODON.
This very rare Campanula is practically un-

known in gardens; in fact, I doubt whether,
apart from the batch of specimens which I have
at Stevenage, it is in cultivation anywhere else

in the country. As, however, it is an easy
grower and exceedingly pretty, I have little doubt
that it will soon become a well-known and well-

loved garden plant. Campanula stenocodon be-

longs to the " rotundifolia " section. In general
habit it has the appearance of the common Hare-
bell, refined, more slender, and with much nar-
rower stem leaves. The outstanding characteris-

tic of 0. stenocodon from the garden point of view
is the shape and colour of the flowers, which are
long, narrow and tubular, instead of bell-shaped,

more tubular even than in C. Tommasiniana
(Waldsteiniana). In colour they are a rich and
very beautiful lilac -purple.

I collected the plant two years ago in the
Miniera Valley of the Maritime Alps, near
Tenda. It was creeping about in a rather diffuse

manner on a stone slide, and the task of collect-

ing the frail and threadlike underground stems
from the coarse rubble and large stones, and get-

ting them alive to England, seemed a hopeless
one. Rather to my surprise, and greatly to my
joy, they survived, and have since done exceed-
ingly well. One piece was planted out on the
rock-garden in a rich, turfy loam, where it has
spread and flowered profusely. The others were
potted in a gritty compost, and have done equally

well. In fact, so catholic do the tastes of C.

stenocodon appear to be that I should not
be surprised if it consented to endure moraine
treatment, but until it is a little more common
I shall continue to let it enjoy the loam it seems
to love so well.

I find that C. stenocodon in a much more
attractive and valuable plant in cultivation than

it is in the wild state. Its habit of growth
is more compact, and it is freer flowering, yet

it retains its very characteristic tubular blossoms,

and also its curious wiry charm, which is akin to

the charm of C. excisa, Clarence Elliott,

St.cvevnqe.
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PROPAGATION OF STRAWBERRIES.

Apparently few growers of Strawberries fully

xealise the importance, and the immense advan-

tages of an occasional change of stock for pro-

pagating purposes. Proper attention is seldom

given to this matter, yet change of stock

is necessary to produce annually large crops

of fine fruit, both by forcing and out-

side cultivation. The value of a change

of Potato sets is generally acknowledged,

and my experience convinces me that it is just

as necessary to periodically change the stocks of

Strawberry plants. The present is the best

time of year for introducing fresh plants, prefer-

ably those that have been grown in 3 or 4-inch

pots. The practice in these gardens is as soon

as the new plants are received to prepare nursery

lines and plant them in rows made 2 feet apart,

allowing a distance of 1 foot between the plants

in the rows, planting very firmly, and afiording

a mulching of short manure. In the spring,

when the plants show flower, the beds are in-

spected and only those plants which show good

strong spikes of bold flowers are retained ; all

sterile or doubtful plants are destroyed. The

earliest runners are layered for forcing purposes,

and the next best are selected for forming fresh

beds. It is only by this continued process of

selection, aided by change of stock, that crops

can be kept up to standard. There is a ten-

dency amongst all cultivated plants to revert to

{he original type, hence " rogueing " and selec-

ing must be constantly practised. It often hap-

pens that certain Strawberry plants become bar-

ren or sterile and show few or no flowers, yet

produce the earliest and best-looking runners.

But to propagate from such plants is wrong, and

the inexperienced or careless propagator does not

observe this fact until it is too late for remedy.

Strawberry plants kept on the same ground

for any considerable length of time de-

teriorate very considerably both as regards

the quantity and the quality of the fruit.

The constitution of the plant is affected and

shows a worn-out appearance and evident de-

bility. It is advisable to plant one or more new

varieties each season, so as to ultimately secure

a selection of those best adapted for the par-

ticular soil and locality, for it is well known

that all varieties will not succeed on every kind

of soil or in every district. I have tried hard to

grow in three counties, namely, Kent, Oxford

sliire and Worcestershire, the well-known

variety Sir Joseph Paxton, but have never

yet resided where I was able to grow it

to my satisfaction. As regards new varie

ties, it is advisable not to arrive at too

hasty a conclusion as to their merits, for

sometimes the constitution of a new variety is

impaired for a year or two by forced propaga-

tion. W. Crump, Madresfield Court Gardens,

Malvern.

NOVEL METHOD OF FORCING MELONS.

The illustration reproduced in fig. 93 is

copied from a Japanese horticultural journal, and

shows a remarkably fine crop of Melons grown

under unusual conditions. The frame is heated,

but not by the usual system of hot-water pipes,

the warmth being derived from a natural hot-

water spring, situated beneath the frame. The
first experiments in forcing crops in this way
were made at Matsumoto. Shinshinu, a few years

since. There are innumerable hot springs in

Japan, and as the venture has proved so success-

ful it is probable that these will be made large

use of for forcing vegetables and such crops as

Melons on commercial lines. There is a danger

to vegetation when sulphur is present in the

water, which is often the case with these hot

springs. But we are informed that there are

plenty of the geysers in Japan which contain no
such minerals and are perfectly safe for the
[purpose.

ASHBURNHAM PLAGE.

As I peer through the mists of well-nigh half

a century a vision rises before me which is of

peculiar interest. In those days I was living

somewhere within the borders of the Ashburn-

ham estate, which extended from Pevensey Bay
inland almost to the Kentish boundary. I was

asked one day to carry a letter to the park, and
deliver it at the house of one of the officials.

After a walk of some length I came upon the tall,

oaken palings which enclosed the mansion with

its ample grounds. Wh^^n I reached the large

gateway by which I was to gain admission, what
was my consternation and dismay to find the en-

closure filled with a herd of antlered beasts

such as I had never seen before. To my youthful

mind the flattened horns were formidable in the

extreme, and as no lodge was near, no keeper in

sight, and no human being within earshot, my
alarm was great. To retreat was to court ridi-

cule for my cowardice ; to proceed was to invite

disaster. So I climbed the fence and shouted.

To my joy the splendid creatures lifted their

heads, pricked up their ears, and then cantered

off in the safe direction with a grace of move-

signifies the house by the limpid stream. The
burn or brook wliich supplies the beautiful lakes

near the mansion flows southward till it enters

the sea near Pevensey.

As the visitor stands on the bridge and gazes
into the placid water, with its reflection of the
stately trees which make the outlook from the
house too circumscribed, his eyes alight upon, the
beautiful Water Lilies, blossoms of which are
opened to the summer sun, and form a striking

contrast to the emerald leaves. The Bog Bean
(Menyanthes trifoliata) also flouri;-hes here,

while many kinds of fish would afford the knight

of the gentle craft delight if he could cast hook
and anchor there.

The nature lover would find much to interest

him at Ashburnham. Hereabout grows the Tut-
san (Hypericum), known by the older natives as

Amber, the scented leaves of which every boy
and girl in my youthful days placed between the

leaves of his Bible or Prayer-book. I notice that

the Twayblade (Listera ovata) has just run it«

course, while the Rose-bay (Epilobium angusti-

foliua:} is yet in splendid form. The ancient

Oaks and large-bokd Chestnuts rise in stately

beauty from an azure carpet formed of the

iggjSctcg wwiiiii I
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ment which was a revelation and an encourage-

ment to a timid country youth.

I have on many occasions since those early

days had the pleasure of visiting this delightful

spot. Once, on some great occasion, I was. in

common with an army of boys and girls from

the schools on the estate, the guest of the noble

earl, and enjoyed a bounteous repast in the beau-

tiful grounds. In my early manhood, when I

was laying in stores of nature-lore and garden-

craft in the sunny south, I was frequently at

Ashburnham. and never during the long years

which have elapsed since I first gazed upon the

antlered herd has any great length of time ex-

pired without my passing through the park or

making a visit to the gardens.

Although the house itself has a modern appear-

ance, its foundation was laid in the hoary past.

The name is Saxon, with the Celtic name for

flowing water as its base. The first syllable,
** Ash," does not refer, as some writers suppose,
to the native tree. It is found everywhere in

England under the most varied forms. Chame-
leon-like, the syllable changes at its will. We
have it in Ashford and Oxford, in Uxbridge and
Easeburne. in Isis, E.\e and Ouse, as well as in

Wash. The second syllable is. therefore, simply
the Saxon equivalent of the first, and the name

wild Hyacinth, while youth may tread a

Primrose path among the forest trees. Many
and curious are the fungi which flourish here,

and the student would soon fill his vasculum
with the parasitic growths to be found on the

Hawkweed, Woodbetony, Thistle, and a host of

other plants. Only once during all my years

of gleaning have I come upon the Daisy cluster-

cup, and that was at Ashburnham.
He who takes an interest in British industries

would also find much to arouse his curiosity and
give him pleasure here; for this was during long

ages the Black Country of England. Some of

the choicest specimens of ironwork in South Ken-
sington, as well as much of the finest hammered
work in many southern cathedrals and churchesj

were produced in this locality. Ashburnham forge

continued to supply the market till 1809, and was,

together with the sister forge at Penshurst, which
is embraced by the Ashburnham estate, the last

to give up the industry.

The antiquary, too. will find at Ashburnham
many things to occupy his thoughts, the more so

if his tastes lie rather in the study of letters and
history than in that of old bones and stones. It

is true that the church attached to the place is in

many ways disappointing. But the sight of the

Pelham buckle among the mouldings will be
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enough to suggest niauy memories. The mind

travels to Crowhurst, Dallington, the Dicker ami

elspwhore, and in every direction finds traces of

the buckle which became the badge of the Pel-

hams after Poitiers, as the chape or crampette

was assigned to the De la Warrs. Formerly cer-

tain relics of Charles I were kept in the church,

in order that those who suffered from the King's-

evil might seek their efficacy. These are now,

for greater safety, removed to the mansion. Ash-

burnham was, till recent years, the repository of

many ancient manuscripts and costly toraes, but

a large proportion of these have found homes

elsewhere.

While we turn reluctantly from these fascinat-

ing themes, we have yet another pleasure in

store; for the gardens will well repay our atten-

the varied products of these extensive gardens

and houses. I content myself, therefore, with the

particularisation of the more important, rare or

novel.

Figs come to a high state of perfection here,

both in and out-of-doors. A tree of the variety

Brunswick, in the open, last year produced fruits,

the individuals of which scaled anything up to

8 ounces. True the summer was exceptional, but

I saw some fruits which bid fair to reach almost

as great a size again during the present season.

The variety Brown Turkey also was fruiting

freely. Apricote, Peaches and Nectarines usually

thrive here, but Apricots, as is generally the case,

are a failure this year. Peaches Princess of

Wales and Royal Greorge were specially to be
noted. Exceptionally fine this season were the

Pears. The varieties grown are very numerous,

- . ^y^
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fasciation in euphorbia mauritanica

irmal shoot, 2. Fasciated shoot. A. Leaves and floral rudiments. B. Leaf scar' C. Normal brarob.

lion. Owing to the fact that there is no large

family in residence, and but few guests to make
demands on fruit, vegetable, and flower, we find

here less of that devotion to the culture of special

products than may often be found in gardens
of similar rank.

The usual varieties of Black and White Grapes
are freely grown. There is also a good deal

of attention devoted to the Sultana variety,

which is quite unknown in many of the largest

gardens.

The Cranberry is grown extensively here, and
at the time of my visit the beds were laden with
the young green fruit. It is the cultivation of

these unusual plants by the side of those in every-

day use which proves the best test of the gar-

dener's skill and knowledge.

It would be impossible for me to enumerate all

and almost withcut exception the trees were
laden with fruits. Doyenne du Cornice, Beurre
Hardy, Beurre Giffard, Triomphe de Vienne,

Pi'esident Drouard, Catillac and many others

were heavily fruited. Clapp's Favourite also is

largely in evidence, with Jean de Witte.

Apples and Plums are comparative failures

this year, the Victoria being the best of the

latter. But the crops of sweet and Morello

Cherries have been excellent, while Nuts are

abundant. About 50 Pineapples were in fruit in

one house, and these had already begun to ripen

in early July, while a second house of later Pines

gave good promise. Melons and Tomatos were

in excellent condition.

Ashburnham Place may be reached from Battle

Station, from which it is distant about four

miles. Hilderic Friend, Swadlincote.

EXTRAVAGANT FASCIATION IN EUPHORBIJI

MAURITANICA. LINN.

Despite the prevalence ol' fasciation in the

vegetable kingdom, the rarity of its occurrence
in structures essentially xerophytic has not
escaped the notice of observers, and in this

respect the Cacti and Cactoid Euphorbiaceae are
cases in point. Both Masters and Penzig, in their

respective works on Yetjetahh Teratology, allude
to instances of fasciation in the European
Euphorbias, but omit any mention of South
African species exhibiting this phenomenon.
These latter collectively represent a case of poly-
morphism and tendency to mimicry which
perhaps is only paralleled by members of that
peculiarly isolated South African Order Bru-
niaceae, where analogues to the CompositEe,
Rhamnacese. Thymelaeaceie, Santalaceie and
Diosmeae obtain.* Euphorbia mauritanica, a
much-branched shrub attaining a height of 5
feet, in conjunction with several .species of

Myrica (Waxberry) and grasses, constitutes al-

most the sole vegetation of the sand-dunes of
Table Bay, where it plays an important part in

ensuring the stability of these dunes. The
species is easily recognised by its glaucous
aspect, the peculiar mode of branching, and the
erect, slender, terete twigs, which are furni.shed

with leaf-f-cars but in fasciated specimens,
of which the accompanying illustration (fig.

94) depicts an extreme type, this phase
is entirely lost. Here the fasciation is of
that type which finds its analogue in that
peculiar form of Ash designated Fraxinus ex-
celsior V. monstrosa, and is rather prevalent in an-
other species also of the Tirucalli section, of
which Mr. N. E. Brown has not as yet succeeded
in fixing its status. The figure has been prepared
from a specimen in the Kew Herbarium, gathered
by Mr. E. G. Alston at Garies in N'amaqualand
in 1892. B. Diimmer.

SCOTLAND.
THE LILY SEASON.

In one of the many interesting and instructive

letters I had the privilege of receiving from the
late Dr. Wallace, of Colchester, he wrote :

—

" Lilies for the most part have been very
vigorous in their growth this year, owing chiefly

to the heavy rains." The season through which
we are at present passing is one of an exactly

similar kind, and mo.st of the Oriental and
American Lilies, including L. Szovitzianum
(nearly 9 feet in my garden), have attained to-

their utmost possible height. The largest Lilium
giganteum of which I have heard for several

years is a remarkable specimen of this Indian
Lily 12 feet high, which reached this extra-

ordinary stature this season in the " Wild Gar-
den " of the Viscountess Dalrymple, at Lochinch-
Castle.

L. sulphureum, also called Wallichianum super-

bum, I tried, first of all, in the garden, in a
position somewhat similar to that of the Loch-
inch specimen of L. giganteum, when, having
shown no sign of activity, even after the glorious

sunlight of .\pril (the only "summer " influence

we have experienced this year), I have placed it

in a pot in loam and leaf-mould, and transferred

it to a warm window in the Manse, where L.

longiflorum Wilsonii had been, just previousb,',

grandly successful. In that new and sunny
situation the Burmese Lily began to grow
without delay, and is now (September Z\

5 feet high. I do not suppose that it will "hava

many flowers ; but it is consoling to reflect that

they win be all the larger and lovelier on that

account. L. Humboldtii var. magnificum, which
I grew in the garden, has been exceedingly effec-

tive this year. If I wished to give this grand
Lily an expressive name I would probably call it

Pardalinum gloriosum ; for its colour is superb.

There is no American Lily with which I am
acquainted that approaches it in this direction.

• Journal of Botany, 1912. No. 596, Suppl.
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It is also, like L. Szovitzianum, a plant of great

potentialities in the direction of growth
;
grow-

ing stronger and flowering more luxuriantly

every year. Another Lily of infinitely beautiful

colour, to whose first appearance I look forward

with great interest, is L. speciosum Melpomene
var. magnifilcum ; the striking colour is car-

mine, intensified with dark ruby, and margined

with white. Planted in a sheltered position, in

ordinary garden loam, slightly enriched, it has

grown very vigorously, and promises to flower

well. It will form an effective contrast to

L. speciosum Kraetzeri, which is snowy-white,

of an exquisite feathery character, with a radia-

tion from the centre of luminous green rays. I

sometimes think that L. speciosum and its

varieties—which are by no means arduous of

cultivation, requiring only a fibrous soil, implying

good drainage and a moderately sunny situation

—are among the loveliest of all Lilies, and the

most refinedly fragrant of all flowers. Under
precisely the same conditions, two of the finest

varieties of L. auratum, viz., platyphyllum, and

the most beautiful of its derivatives, virginale,

are almost invariably "an entire success.

So far as my observation has hitherto extended,

the Lilies that have been most successful in

Scotland this season have been Hansonii, candi-

dum, monodelphum var. Szovitzianum, chalce

donicum, tigrinum splendens, pardalinum var.

Burbankii, Humboldtii, giganteum (at Lochinch

Castle), Henryi, auratum, and speciosum.

David R. Williamson, Manse, of Kirhmaiden,
Wigtonshire.

FABIANA IMBRIGATA.

This extremely handsome shrub was intro-

duced into this country from Chili in 1838 ; but,

though easy of increase, it is even at the present

day quite a rare plant in many districts. It

thrives better, as a rule, in seaside localities than

in inland positions, and along the southern and

western coasts grand examples are often met

with. i> In many parts of the country, however,

it needs the protection of a greenhouse, but

where this is not necessary it forms a first-rate

wall plant. F. imbricata (fig. 95) is a fairly

quick-growing shrub, of somewhat upright habit,

clothed with very small, crowded leaves, and

bearing a good deal of reseniblanc€ to a Heath,

from which, however, it differs widely from a

botanical point of view, since, instead of being in

any way related to the Erica family, it belongs to

the Order Solanacese, or Potato tribe. The
flowers are pure white, tubular, and borne in

great profusion. They remain in good condition

for a fairly long time. Though it cannot be con-

sidered absolutely hardy, it is practically so in

the south-west, where it often assumes very large

dimensions, specimens 8 feet in height and almost

as much in diameter being sometimes found.

Such plants are objects of great beauty in early

June, when every spray is thickly covered with

countless white flowers. Wall protection is abso-

lutely unnecessary in southern Cornwall, or in the

more sheltered spots in south Devon, and the

loveliness of the Fabiana when in bloom is best

appreciated when the shrub is seen standing in

the open backed at some little distance by ever-

greens, which, by their darkness, enhance the

purity of the blossoms. Culture such as is usually

accorded to the Heaths is best adapted to its re-

quirements, and it flourishes in a peaty compost.

A peaty soil, though, is not indispensable, and

examples are often to be seen growing well and
flowering magnificently in a compost of leaf-mould

and loam, and in pure loam. The plant is easily

raised from cuttings inserted in August. Prepare

the number of 6-inch cutting pots required, fill

them a quarter full of drainage, and place a layer

of moss or fibrous peat above the drainage. Then
fill up with a fine compost of yellow, fibrous loam
and leaf-mould, well mixed with sand. Press

all down rather firmly, and put a little sand on
the top. Select the cuttings from the sides of the

leaders of the summer's growth, about 2 inches

long, and trim off six or eight leaves. Fill

the pots with the cuttings, and tighten them well

in. Give a good watering, and place them in a

close frame or under a hand glass, in a northern
aspect, under a wall or hedge. Let them remain
there till the second week in September, when
they will be well callused. Then take them
into the propagating house and cover with bell-

glasses. About the middle of January they will

commence to grow, when the glasses may be
taken off by degrees, and the plants removed
to the greenhouse and gradually hardened
off ready for potting in March. Wyndham
Fitzherbert.

NOTICES OF BOOKS.

This work is an American production which,
had it been indigenous, would probably have been
entitled " Climbing Plants," the Grape vine oc-

embark in a general scheme of wall plants, many
of them tender, such as is usual in this country,

but confines himself to the treatment of climbers

and trailing plants exclusively : the Honey-
suckles, Clematises, Jasmines, Wistarias, Vitises,

Tecomas, Convolvuli, Hydrangea petiolaris,

Pueraria Thunbergiana, Celastrus orbicularis and
G. scandans, Apios tuberosa, Dolichos Lablab,

Dioscorea bulbifera and D. divaricata, Iporaaeas,

and Boussingaultia baselloides are some of the

favourite climbers for out-of-doors. For indoors

we are perhaps in advance of America, the list

of plants being much restricted as compared with

those grown in our conservatories and stoves.

The chapter on Roses is one of the best, though
here again we are in advance as regards the

number and variety of climbing Roses in general

cultivation, hybrids of multiflora, setigera, and
Wichuraiana coming in for the largest share of

attention, many of our best old Roses beini;

passed without allusion.

The chapter on Grape vines is of much
interest. It is stated that the average annual pro-

FlG. 95.—FABIANA IMBRICATA: FLOWERS WHITE,

Though the climate of America is so dissimilai' to

ours that Melons are successfuly cultivated in

the open air by the author, and plants which are

immune to frost here are killed there, the con-

tents of the book are, notwithstanding, of

much interest to the Britisher, and exceed-

ingly informative. Its perusal introduces us to

a number of beautiful flowering and foliage

plants of the very existence of which most of us

are ignorant. Not that the American is much
better, for he is chided for his neglect of the

many climbers, hardy and tender, which he
ought to cultivate, but does not. To us it is

strange to be assured that Vinca major is not

hardy, and English Ivy (Hedera Helix) is cut

down by frost every winter for the first two or

three years of its existence. The author does not

• Vines anil Hoio to Grow Them : A Manual of Climbing
Plants, by William C. McCollom. (London : William

m.) 1912,

duction of Grapes amounts to 80,000,000,000 lbs.,

the most of which is derived from vines growing

in the open. The author esteems European
Grape vines to be the only ones suitable to culti-

vate in vineries, the culture he affects being in

some respects different to that pursued in this

country. For instance, he sprays his vines some-
times several times daily until colouring com-
mences, with a brief intermission at the flowering

period. When in flower, the temperature is

lowered to 60°, which is quite opposed to our
practice of then raising it a few degrees. He
allows one bunch of Grapes to every foot, but
does not mention the weight of the individual

clusters. It is interesting to find a short dis-

cussion of the merits of all lateral suppression
and the employment of less or more
secondary leaves. The author appears to

recommend the value of the latter, but it

would appear that in America their value is not
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recognised by many cultivators, a fact which is

perhaps not generally known in this country.

In the matter relating to the destruction of

parasitic vegetation and insects there is much
helpful suggestion, and it is in particular note-

worthy that Mr. IMcColIom employs hydrocyanic

gas to an extent we never dream of here, only

he uses it much less strong than we do, the

strongest application he recommends being

two ounces of cyanide of potassium to 2,000 cubic

feet of air.

Strasburger's Text Book of Botany.*

Botanists, and particularly those engaged in

teaching, will welcome the appearance of a new
edition of this admirable text book. The success

of Strasburger's text book may be judged from

the fact that it is the fourth edition to appear in

English. The present work has been prepared

from the 10th German edition, and a study of

its 767 pages will show that the work of pro-

ducing it in its English form has been thoroughly

well done. The most notable change presented

by the new edition consists in the section devoted

to physiology, which has been entirely re-written

by Professor Jost. This text-book of botany

may be recommended without reserve to all

serious students of the science, and the only

direction in which we could wish a change would
be in the lowering of the price in order that

the book might be brought within the reach of

a yet wider public : though having regard to

the size of the book and to the fulness with

which it is illustrated, both by black and white

and coloured figures, it cannot be suggested that

the present price is other than moderate. Its

appearance will strike a chord of sadness in re-

minding English-speaking botanists of the loss

which they have sustained in the recent death
of the great German botanist, Professor Edward
Strasburger, to whom this text-book owes its

origin.

CHRVSANTHEMUMS.f

This new volume, by a Transatlantic writer for

Transatlantic growers, is interesting to those on

this side of the Atlantic, chiefly on account of

the methods of cultivation it propounds, many
of them being different from those pursued in

England. The methods of exhibiting are also

different, as many as 25 to 100 blooms of one
variety being shown on long stems, and the point-

ing is on quite another system from ours, as well

as a distinct scale, 100 points in all being given

instead of our few. The illustrations exhibit

even more than the text how wide apart are the

systems pursued in the two countries. An illus-

tration of a specimen trained plant (opposite

page 62) shows a framework of wires, which
completely spoils the effect, and one could hardly
imagine anyone daring to exhibit such a plant

at any of our exhibitions. Specimen blooms in

America are exhibited as they grow—undressed
—though he must be a queer cultivator who
could refrain from removing imperfect petals and
arranging those where a slight change would pro-

duce a prettier bloom. The book teems with
information on many cultural points, and is pro-

fusely illustrated in half-tone. It, P. B.

The Forcing of Plants by Electricity. J

The author of this little book has performed
a useful service in bringing together the results

of experiments made by various investigators

on the forcing of plants by means of electricity.

Miss Dudgeon, whose work on the electro-

culture of plants has been noticed in these pages,
is properly cautious with respect to the possi-

bilities of the method, and admits in her intro-

duction that it has not yet passed beyond the
experimental stage. It is true that there is a
general agreement between those who have used
electrical methods of forcing that crops grown

* Text Book of Botany, by Dr. Edward Strasburger.
Fourth Engli-h translaiion, by W, H. Lang, F.R.S. IBs.
(London: Macniillan & Co.)

t Chrysanthemums and How to Grow Them, by J. L.
Powell. (London: W. Heinemann.) 1912.

I Growing Crops and Plants by Ehctrtcity, by E. C.
Dudgeon. Is. net. (London: S. Rentell.)

by the aid of electricity mature somewhat ear-

lier and yield somewhat more freely than those

cultivated in the ordinary way ; but it has yet to

be proved that the increased return will pay for

the outlay necessary for the installation of the

electric plant.

After a brief account of Lemstrorn's experi-

ments, made at Durham College in 1902, Miss
Dudgeon describes those which have been made
in recent years both by herself and by others.

The table of yields of Potatos shows that a con-

siderable increase of yield was obtained when the

growing plants were subjected to electrical treat-

ment. Whilst acknowledging the usefulness of

Miss Dudgeon's book, we regret that she has not

ircluded in it a full account of the Lodge-Priest-

ley experiments, and also that she has not sup-

plied a bibliography, the lack of which is a
serious blemish on a work of this kind.

REMARKS ON THE CONDITION OF THE

FRUIT CROPS.

(See Tables and Svmmaries, ante, pp. 66-71.)

(Continued from p. SOO.)

a, ENGLAND, S.W.

Herefordshire.—Apples are under the aver-

age, the trees being badly attacked with blight.

In a few cases the trees will not recover from
the attack. Pears are a good crop, and very

clean and healthy. Plums are much under the

average, excepting Egg Plums, which are a full

crop. Strawberries have been unsatisfactory,

and a large number of the plants were quite

barren. Small fruits were plentiful and very

good. Nuts also are a very full crop. The soil

is a red, sandy loam. Thcs. Spencer, Good-
rich Court Gardens, Boss.

The trees produced plenty of bloom, but,

owing to frosts and rains, the flowers suffered

severely. This was especially the case

with Peaches and Nectarines, although the

trees were covered with nets and canvas.

There was a little more blister than usual,

but with careful attention on the first ap-

pearance we soon got rid of this disease. All

the trees at the present time look well. Pears
set freely, both on walls and in the open, and
apparently all varieties are doing well. Apples
are very patchy; such varieties as Cox's Orange
Pippin, Blenheim Pippin, Lane's Prince Albert,

and Bramley's Seedling are thin, but Worces-
ter Pearmain, King of the Pippins, Ecklinville

Seedling and Tom Putt are fairly good. The
Strawberry crop was a total failure. Many plants

died off after making a start into growth, and
plants that survived did not set their flowers

satisfactorily. Our soil is a heavy loam, resting

on Umestone. George Mvllins, Eastnor Castle

Gardejis, Ledbury.

Monmouth.—Apples, Pears, Plums, and small

fruits especially, blossomed freely. Apples were,

to some extent, injured by the blossom weevil.

Pears by the midge, and Plums and Black and
Red Currants by aphis. Peaches and Nectarines

suffered badly from leaf-curl, and the crops of

these fruits are very thin. Strawberries were
damaged by wet weather, though those grown
for dessert were greatly benefited by sup-

porting the fruit trusses with stakes. The
continuance of cold, wet weather has been

injurious to the fruit trees, which are

planted in a heavy, cold soil, and the leaves of

some, particularly Pears, are pale in colour.

Our soil is of a clayey nature, resting on marl.

Thos. Coombcr, The Hendre Gardens, Mon-
mouth.

The fruit crops in Monmouthshire as a

whole, excepting Pears, Plums, small fruits and

Nuts, are disappointing as to quantity and
quality. The hope raised by the magnificent

blossom was dispelled by uncongenial weather at

the time of flowering, followed by several weeks
without rain. In some parts of the county, where
conditions were favourable, the fruit crops are

fairly satisfactory, while in others, where the
cultivation has been of the highest type of excel-

lence, they are a failure. W. J. Grant, County
Council Offices, Nevtport.

Somerset.—In the early spring there was
again promise of abundant crops of all kinds
of fruit, but owing to the unfavourable weather
in April and May much of the bloom failed to
set. Apples, Pears and Plums were most
affected, and many of these trees have not a
single fruit. Others growing quite near have set
their fruit abundantly. This applies also to the
cider Apple orchards, which are numerous in
this district. George Shawley, Halswell Park
Gardens, Bridgwater.

We had a wealth of blossom on all kinds
of fruit, excepting Strawberries, but much of
it was injured, and failed to set, owing to the
unfavourable weather. Strawberries were almost
scorched up during the drought of last summer,
which no doubt accounted for the scarcity of
blos.som. Apples in some cases are well crop-
ped, including such varieties as Beauty of Bath,
Lord Suffield, Charles Ross, and AUington Pip-
pin. But Blenheim Pippin, Cox's Orange Pip-
pin, and Dumelow's Seedling (Wellington) are
very scarce. Certain varieties of cider Apples
are cropped very heavily. G. H. Head, The
Gardens, Kingsdon Manor, Taunton.

Worcestershire.—Apples and Pears are
abundant all over the county. Plums are vari-
able, but the quantity is under the average.
Cherries have been very fine. Raspberries have
been abundant, and Currants good. Straw-
berries were scarce, mainly owing to last year's
drought. Nuts are plentiful on the western side
of the county. James TJdale, Experimental
Garden, Droitwich.

In one part of these gardens the Apple
crop is heavy. This quarter is on rising ground,
and sheltered from the north and east. In another
portion, in a low-lying part of the garden, the
crops are almost a failure. Pears are a good crop.
Plums are very plentiful, and have had to be
thinned severely. Gooseberries and Red Cur-
rants bore enormous crops. Damson trees are
breaking down their branches with the weight
of the fruit. Strawberries would have been good,
but wet and cold weather caused the ripening
fruits to rot. Cherries in the open split with the
wet, but on wall trees they were better. Morello
Cherries, trained against a north wall, cropped
heavily. The soil hereabouts is on the new red
sandstone formation. A. Young, Witley Court
Gardens, Worcester.

Apple trees flowered profusely, but the
fruits set very badly. The trees generally are
healthy, being fairly free from insect or fungous
attacks. Pears are the best crop we have had for
years, with much less "midge " than usual. This
I attribute to the drought also, which occurred
during the hibernating period. Strawberries
were the worst crop. Plums are very partial.

We have many on some trees and none on others.
Cherries were very poor, and Apricots scarce.
Peaches and Nectarines are good crops on open
walls, and the trees are healthy. Small fruits
were abundant, and very good. B'. Crump,
V.M.H.. Madrcsfield Court Gardens, Malvern.

1 beheve there is a large percent-
age of iron in the soil here, as Apples colour
so well. A small Apple tree will live with but
one root, and it is a difiicult matter to get the
common Laurel to grow. We have a variety of
soils. In some parts of the gardens it is a sandy
loam, with a subsoil of marly clay ; other parts
consist of light surface soil and clay subsoil 15
inches from the surface. In our new kitchen
garden, which is not quite an acre, the different
varieties of soils are very pronounced ; one part
is, both sui'face and subsoil, of stiff clay ; another
part consists of a good loam with a clay subsoil,

whilst another portion consists of a mixture of

grey sand and marl, with varying subsoil. Pears
are good and clean, and the same remark applies
to Cherries. Blenheim Pippin Apples are very
scarce. The early sorts of Apples are, on the
whole, the best, including Worcester Pearmain.
Gooseberries were a patchy crop. Plnnis v.jq

very clean, and Pears are a good crop. Damsons
in one orchard are good, in others very patchy.
Strawberries were the worst crop I liave -ner

seen, Thos. Wathin^s, The Grange Gardens,
Claines.

(To be concluded.) *
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OUTDOOR PEACH CULTURE.

The cultivation of Peaches and Nectarines on

open walls is not so well understood now as it

was by the older generation of gardeners, say
50 years ago.

It was therefore a real treat to see them, on
the occasion of a recent visit, so exceedingly
well done by Mr. G. Woodward at the Barham
Court gardens, where they seem to succeed on
walls of all aspects. The late varieties are mostly
grown, as they suit the purpose best, the

produce of the gardens being marketed. I noted
a few " points," which, by Mr. Woodward's per-

mission, I will describe for the guidance of those

who have not been successful with outdoor
culture, but I must first refer to the situation.

The gardens, which are on the Kentish rag-stone,

fall gently to the south ; the soil is naturally

warm, and at the same time admits of heavy
waterings being given without adversely affect-

ingC the roots. Water is pumped up from
the Medway, half a mile below, to very large

tanks at the top of- the gardens, and there it is

exposed to the sun, so that it is practically of

the same temperature as the soil, or very nearly

so. I state this as the evils of freshly-pumped cold

water on the delicate feeding roots of Peaches is

not always considered. Trees trained one year
are preferred to start with ; they are care-

fully planted and cut bark early, and then make
what many would look upon as wild growth, so

strong are the branches, and the foliage is very
robust (I measured leaves 9 inches in length).

The following winter this exuberance is checked
by root-pruning, and the operation is again per-

formed in two years' time, thus over-luxuriance is

checked and grand bearing wood is formed.
Quite early in the season stopping is done and
new wood laid in where needed, and thinning is

rigorously carried out. One tree carried 40
dozen of fine fruit, each Peach having a square

foot of space to itself. As soon as the fruits are

gathered all fruiting wood not required for ex-

tension is cut out, and the sunny days of autumn
finish the ripening of the wood. I noted foliage

within a foot of the ground. Mr. Woodward
endeavours to lay in a few shoots to cover the

main stems close to the soil, or, if this is not
possible, he uses a piece of Oakbark to prevent
the sun drying the main stem. Thus the main
stem swells materially and is not constricted as

one so often sees, to the detriment of growth.

When the winter moisture in the soil becomes
exhausted in the spring, water is applied to the

borders by hose, in copious quantities, for half a

day at a time, and when the Peach fruits are of

the size of Walnuts a layer of Moss-dung litter

is placed on the borders and watered as

needed, throughout the summer. Although this

summer has been so cool, there is no mildew to

be seen on the leaves ; this pest is prevented by
dusting with sulphur freely on the walls. Ear-

wigs are trapped merely by crumpling Rhubarb
or Horse-radish leaves and laying them between
the branches close to the wall. Every second day
they are examined and the earwigs shaken into

a tin vessel and afterwards killed with scalding

water. From time to time the trees are gone
over and any superfluous shoots removed, so that

at the time of my visit (August 24) the branches

were all fiat against the wall and not a fore-right

shoot was to be seen. I noted Peregrine, Goshawk,
Dyi:>ond, Princess of Wales, but Sea Eagle is the

main variety, with Hale's Early on an east wall.

The same liberal culture is given to tlie Pears
on the walls, and the crop is clean and unusually
abundant, whilst Apples of many sorts are grand
samples. Those trees only which crop are freely

mulched with the moss-dung.
One is always learning. Mr. Woodward finds

that trees of Warner's King Apple after some
years growth canker and fail to bear satisfac-

torily, so he re-grafts them with the same variety

3 to 5 feet from the base. They then make less

vigorous growth, and fruit freely. George Bun-
yard, Maid^lnne.

fi The Week's Work.

THE OECHID HOUSES.
By J. Collier, Gardener to Sir Jekbmiah Colman, Bart.,

Gallon Park, Surrey.

Seedlings. — Seedlings of Cattleyas and
Lselio-Cattleyas raised from late-sown seed should
be far enough advanced in growth for transplant-
ing. It is important that each plant be planted
separately at the earliest possible time. Those
pricked off now will have time to make roots
before the winter. Where space is limited so
that the plants cannot be accommodated singly
in very small pots, several may be pricked out
together into small pans. The ordinary shal-

low Orchid pan, without side holes, is the
most suitable receptacle for the purpose. Seed-
lings that have matured their first pseudo-bulb
will be sending out new roots from the base of

the growths. These should be repotted in larger
pots and given every encouragement to grow as

quickly as possible. They will not make much
growth in the winter and do not require so much
water at the roots or in the atmosphere as in

summer, but they must not be rested until the
flowering stage is reached, nor must they be
allowed to become root-bound. A suitable root-

ing medium consists of equal parts Osmunda
fibre, Al fibre, and Sphagnum-moss chopped into

short portions, with a quantity of crushed crocks,

and the whole mixed well together. The materials

should not be pressed tightly in the receptacles,

as it is important that water should pass quickly
away. If a house is specially devoted to seedlings

of this type of Orchid, it should be kept a few de-

grees wanner than the one in which the older

plants are grown. Should it be necessary to grow
them with the older plants, they should be placed

in the warmer and shadier part of the house and
near to the roof-glass. Seedling Cypripediums
should be treated in the same manner as described

above. Very young plants should be potted in a

mixture of Osmunda fibre or Al fibre, Sphagnum-
moss, and fibrous loam from which all the small

particles have been removed. Chop all the mate-
rials into short portions and incorporate a quan-
tity of crushed crocks. The compost should be
pressed moderately firm. .Seedlings of more
advanced growth and those nearing the flowering

stage that have filled their pots with roots should

be shifted into larger pots. These should be
given a more substantial compost ; it should con-

sist of at least one-third its bulk of fibrous loam.

After the seedlings are repotted, they should be
afforded a warm, moist atmosphere and a shady
position. Water should be applied sparingly,

only keeping the compost just moist by frequent,

light, overhead sprayings. Seedling Cymbidiums
should be repotted in a similar compost to that

recommended for Cypripediums. The plants

should be kept growing actively at all seasons

until they reach the flowering stage. They
should occupy a position near the roof-glass in

a house having an intermediate temperature.

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.

Renovating Peaches and Nectarines.—
The present is the most suitable time to attend
to trees which have given unsatisfactory results

during the past season. In extreme cases it may
be necessary to lift the whole of the roots and re-

plant them in fresh soil. This involves a great
deal of labour^ and needs to be done with great

care. The advantage in doing this work now is

that the trees will have time to make new roots

before the end of the year, and in conse-

quence will have somewhat recovered from the
check caused by disturbing the roots before
growth commences next season. The' work of

renovating may be commenced by taking out a
trench about 3 feet wide down to the drainage
materials. This will admit of a thorough inspec-
tion of the roots. The soil should be removed
by a fork, working gradually towards the trees.

As many roots as possible should be preserved,
and whilst exposed they should be covered with
mats kept regularly damped. The general condi-
tion of the border will be the best guide to the
operator as to what extent it is expedient to

disturb the roots. In all cases .it must be seea
that the drains are perfectly free, and the drain-
age materials ample and clean. This drainage
should be placed on a concrete bottom to prevent
the roots from entering the subsoil. It is not
gocj practice to fill the whole of the border space
at one time with fresh soil. If it is done by
degrees, the trees will not grow too strong.
The soil must not be too rich, therefor©
it new loam is used a quantity of old soil should
be mixed with it, also plenty of old, coarse
lime-rubble. The border should be made quite
firm, and the roots arranged towards the sirrface

as the work proceeds. Give sufficient water to
soak the soil through and syringe the trees several
times daily until they have recovered from the
disturbance. Shade should be provided during
times of bright sunshine until the trees have made
fresh roots.

Lifting Young Trees. -Most young trees

require to be lifted occasionally to encourage the
formation of fibrous roots, and to keep the wood
from becoming too gross. Before commencing
this work see that the soil about the roots is

thoroughly moist, but not too wet. Commence by
digging a trench a few feet from the trees, then
carefully fork the soil from about the roots, thus
reducing the size of the ball so that it can be
conveniently lifted. All sti-ong-growing roots

should be cut back, especially those growing
in a downward direction. Before replanting see
that the soil at the bottom of the hole is rammed
quite firm, and allow a few inches for the soil to
settle or the trees will be planted too deeply.

Do not shake the soil from about the roots more
than is unavoidable. Keep the foliage well

syringed and shade the trees tUI they have re-

covered from the check.

The Ripening of the Wood.— The sun-

less season has been unfavourable for the ripen-

ing of the wood of all fruit trees. Those under "

glass may be assisted in this matter by providing
a little heat in the water pipes. Keep the shoots
well thinned so that sunshine and air may reach
all parts of the tree. Maintain a free circula-

tion of air in the houses at all times.

PLANTS UNDER GLASS.
ByTH

Bulbs.—The ease and certainty with which
bulbs may be obtained in flower during the win-

ter months make them indispensable where large

supplies of pot plants and cut flowers are
required. For ordinary purposes, the cheap
bulbs give satisfactory results, but for exhibition

purposes the higher-priced, named varieties must
be purchased. The best results are only ob-

tained when the bulbs are potted early ; there-

fore, if they have not yet been ordered from
the seedsman, the order should be despatched
without delay. The earliest-flowering varieties

should be potted as soon as the bulbs are received,

and the later sorts dealt with as circumstances
permit. Every gardener has his favourite varie-

ties for the different seasons of the year, but
it is always advisable to try a few fresh ones from
time to time, which, if found preferable, may
supersede some of the older varieties. Those
varetics enumerated below in their various sec-

tions are recommended for general purposes.

Hyacinth.—With the exception of the Roman
and Italian varieties. Hyacinths are not
usually employed as cut flowers ; but pot plants,

especially when grown in 4^-inch pots, are ex-

ceedingly useful for conservatory decoration, and
for placing in vases or jardinieres in the house.
White: Latour d'Auvergne (very early), La
Grandesse, Baroness van Tuyll, L'Innocence,
and albo-maximus. Blue : King of the Blues,

Grand Maitre. King Alfred. Ivanhoe, Pieneman,
Johanne, and Scliotel. Pinl- : Lady Derby,
Morineau, Norma, Fabiola, and Roceus Maxi-
mus. Red and Rose: La Victoire, Amy, General
Pelissier. Koh-i-Noor, Mr. Robert Steiger, and
Roi des Beiges. Yellow: City of Haarlem and
Yellow Hammer. Most of these varieties are

effective when grown in pans of 5 to 12 bulbs of

one variety.

Tulips. — Those of the Duo Van Thol type

are decidedly the earliest varieties, and where
early blooms are required, the white, scarlet, and
yellow sorts should be grown. These may be
followed by Pottebakker (white and yellow),
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Proserpine, Mon. Tresor, Keizerskroon, Prince
of Austria, ^'ermilion Brilliant, Rose Gris de lin,

Rose luisante. La Reiiie, Van der Neer, White
Joost van Vondel, Queen of the Netherlands,
Thomas Moore, and Spaendonck. Double varie-

ties may include La Candeur, Tournesol, Murillo,
Couronne d'Or, Vuurbaak, Salvator Rosa, and
Primrose Beauty. For late flowering, the Parrot
Tulips are very useful, but they must not be sub-
jected to a high temperature, nor must the roots
be allowed to become dry, or the flowers will be
blind. The Darwin Tulips are not usually grown
in pots, but. if care is taken, such varieties as

Clara Butt, Mr. Farncombe Sanders, Pride of

Haarlem, and Glow will give good results. For
cutting purposes I have found them much more
satisfactor3' when grown in boxes.

Narcissi.—Although the colours of Narcissi
are not so bright and varied as those of Hyacinths
and Tulips, the plants are very valuable,

and, probably, easier to cultivate. There
are many varieties to choose from, but it

is best to rely upon the standard sorts if

large quantities of cut flowers are required. For
very early forcing, the old varieties, Van Sion
and Golden Spur, are the best. These may be
followed by Emperor. Empress. Victoria. Prin-
ceps, Henry Irving, Sir Watkin, and Mme. de
Graaff ; these, except Sir Watkin, all belong to
the large trumpet section. Of the Leedsii and
small-cupped varieties, the most useful are Barrii
conspicua, Mrs. Langtry, Poeticus ornatus, Stella
superba. Luhvoilh, Campernelle rugulosus, and
C. J. Backhouse. The Poetaz varieties are well
worth a trial ; I find they last well as pot plants,
are more showy than the true Polyantha varie-
ties, and are not so strongly scented. For grow-
ing in small pots, the hoop-petticoat Daffodils,
Narcissus Bulbocodium (sulphur white and yel-
low), ars very useful, a^ also are the Tivbrids
of N. Cyclamineus and N. Triandrus. Other use-
ful bulbs tor growing in pots are Crocus (Jlont
Blanc, Maximillian, purpurea grandiflora, and
Giant YeUow) ; Chionodoxa in variety ; Muscari
botryoides and Fritillaria meleagris ; whilst, for
flowering late in the season, corms of the early-
flowering Gladioli, such as G. Colvillei. Ne plus
Ultra, Peach Blossom, Rosy Gem, and The Bride
should be potted during the autumn.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.

Anemone japonica. — The wet season has
suited these plants, and they are blooming pro-
fusely. They do well in damp and partially-

shaded positions, where the flowers last longer
than when exposed to the fall glare of the sun.

In addition to the white variety, there are

several with colours ranging from red to very
light pink. Queen Charlotte, rosea superba and
Prince Heinrich are three good sorts. The
plants do best when they are not disturbed for

several years. Manure and leaf-mould may be
forked into the soil during the winter.

Propagating Summer Bedding Plants.
—The propagation of Pelargoniums used for sum-
mer bedding was treated upon in the

Calendar for August 17. Certain subjects,

including Marguerites, Calceolarias, Veronicas,

and Pentstemons should be propagated this

month, in order that the plants may become
well rooted and established before the winter

arrives. The cuttings may be rooted in pots

or boxes, or dibbled in cold frames. If a large

stock is required, the last method is the best.

Use a moderately light, sandy compost in all

cases. If a frame is used, the soil at the bottom
should be made solid, so that the roots may not

enter into it. as this would cause a severe check
to the plants when removing them in the spring.

Spread a light layer of sand over the surface,

and make the soil firm before inserting the cut-

tings, taking care that the base of the cut-

ting is in contact with the soil. Water
the cuttings after they are inserted, and
shade them from bright sunshine till roots

have formed. Overhead dampings once or

twice daily, according to the %veather, will keep
the cuttings fresh, but do not promote so much
moisture as to cause damping : where there is a

danger of this happening, a little air should be

admitted at night, but not sufficient to cause

flagging. When roots have formed, increase the

amount of air till the lights are dispensed with
altogether, except during inclement weather. By

a cool and hardv treatment, the plants will be
sturdy and healthy, and not so susceptible to in-

jury from cold. In times of frost they should be
well protected ; if necessary the protective ma-
terial may be allowed to remain on the lights

for several days in succession, without the
slightest fear of injury. Heliotropes, Coleuses,

Nerines, Fuchsias, Alternantheras, and Sal-

vias are propagated differently. The cut-
tings are rooted in 5-incj pots filled with
light, sandy soil, made moderately firm.

Dibble the cuttings in to the number of

seven to ten in each pot, according to their size

and strength. They should be placed in a propa-
gating pit, and plunged in a little bottom heat,

where they will soon form roots. After this

stage they should be removed from the pit and
exposed gradually to more light and air. Coleuses,

Iresines, and Alternantheras require considerable
warmth to keep them in a healthy condition dur-

ing the winter ; they do best on a shelf in a warm,
light house. Heliotropes, Salvias, Ageratums,
and similar plants should be placed in the inter-

mediate house, as too much warmth causes them
to grow w-eak and spindly during the winter.

Stocky plants quickly provide plenty of healthy
cuttings in the spring.

Early - flowering Chrysanthemums. —
The incessant rains of August caused these

plants to grow unusually tall. The early-flower-

ing varieties are providing plenty of flowers for

cutting and brightening the borders with their

colours. See that the stakes and ties are in a

proper condition, and afford stronger stakes

where necessary, to make the plants secure

against damage from heavy rains and winds.

Keep the borders clear of weeds by frequent hoe-

ings ; if the ground is too wet for the hoe to be

used, hand-weeding must be practised.

General Work.—Autumnal storms are caus-

ing much extra work in keeping the garden

tidy, but every effort should be made to keep
the" lawns and pleasure grounds as attractive as

possible, during the remaining few weeks of

summer. Leaves of trees are already falling

;

these should be swept up and placed in a heap
in the soil yard, to form leaf-mould. The rains

have caused' Grass to grow very quickly, necessi-

tating constant attention in mowing and trim-

ming of verges. Lawns should be rolled on
favourable days, and worm-casts swept up. The
flower-beds should be picked over frequently, in

order to have them in the best possible condi-

tion till frost destroys their beauty. If Moss
has grown on paths and roadways underneath

trees, a weed destroyer should be applied, to en-

sure clean walks and drives during the winter.

THE HARDY FRTJIT GARDEN.

Loganberries.—If the old fruiting canes of

Loganberries have not yet been cut away, they

should be removed at the first opportunity, so

that the young growths may become thoroughly

ripened before winter. It is a good plan to tie

five or six of the strongest canes to the poles or

wires, to prevent them from being damaged by
strong winds.

Nuts.—Remove all suckers from the bases of

the trees of Cobnuta and Filberts, and take

measures against squirrels, or they will

soon clear the crop. Nuts are rather later

in maturing this season than usual ; they

should be gathered as soon as the kernels are

brown on the outside and stored on a cool, moist

floor, where they will keep in a good condition

for a long time. ' Walnuts should be gathered as

soon as they will part freely from the husks.

Mulberries. — If it is proposed to bottle

these fruits, they should be gathered carefully

just before they" are ripe, and only when they

are quite dry. Mulberries are appreciated by
many for dessert, and should be placed in small

punnets to prevent handling the fruits more than

is avoidable.

Buds and Grafts.—The weather has been

most favourable for the operation of budding,

and neither shading nor syringing of the buds
has been necessary. Examine the trees fre-

quently, and loosen the ties if they become too

tight, "otherwise the stocks may be damaged.
Recently-grafted trees should also be attended

to in this respect, and, if necessary, secured to

stakes, especially those on tall stocks exposed to

strong winds.

General Work.— All fruit trees have made
unusual growth this season : if mulchings
have been employed, these should be removed, so
that the borders may be fully exposed to the in

fluences of sunlight and air. Where the ground
has become hard by heavy rains and constant
treading, especially near wall trees, the surface
should be lightly pricked up. Trees infested
with American blight or other insect pests should
be attended to, and every effort made to tho-
roughly cleanse the branches with a suitable in-

secticide before the pests descend into the ground
to hibernate during the winter and spring. The
preparation known as No. 2 Fluid is an excel-
lent wash, and two or three thorough syringings
with this will completely destroy the majority of
in.sect pests. Keep weeds in check with the hoe

;

this has been a most difficult matter this season,
but if weeds are allowed to grow and hand weed-
ing becomes necessary, much time and labour
will be necessary to clear even a small area of
ground.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
By Edwin Beckett, Gardener to ttie Hon. VicARV GiBBs,

Aldenham House, Heitfordstiire.

Preparations for Winter.—Already there
have been indications of frost, and the more
tender crops of vegetables may be damaged from
this cause at any moment. On the morning of
the 3rd inst. the thermometer registered only
34^, and Vegetable Marrows were damaged con-
siderably by the cold. Every precaution should
be taken to guard the crops against frost, for it

frequently happens that after the first autumn
frost there is a long spcU of fine open weather,
Much may be done by providing temporary
shelter for such tender crops as Marrows and
French Beans. The merest protection is gener-
ally sufficient at this season to prevent damage.

Cold Frames.—A suitable number of port-
able frames should be found in every garden
where a supply of vegetables is required through-
out the year. The frames need not be of an
expensive character, but they should be of uni-
form size, so that the lights may be removed
from one to another as occasion requires, thus
obviating the necessity of moving the frames
themselves. The positiijn chosen for wintering the
various crops should be one exposed to the south,
but sheltered, if possible, on the north and north-
east. Ground that has been occupied during the
summer months with early vegetables provides
an admirable site for the purpose. The soil in
the frames should be of a moderately light tex-
ture, and placed as near to the glass as possible,

leaving only sufficient space for the development
of the crops. The compost should be free from
wireworni, and moderately dry; it should be
made very firm.

Parsley.—It is always a difficult matter to
furnish a supply of Parsley during the win-
ter months, and one or two frames should be de-

voted to this herb. The plants should be trans-

planted from the beds, and if they are of a
fairly large size, they should be lifted with a
fork, and all but the youngest leaves removed.
Parsley is a deep-rooting plant, and it is

necessary to use a long dibber to provide holes

of sufficient depth for the roots. Plant in

rows, at about 8 inches apart, allowing about
4 inches between the plants in the row. Make
the soil very firm about them, and, after they
have received a thorough soaking with water,
apply a good dusting of soot. As is usual with
transplanted plants, the frames need to be kept
close for a time afterwards, and the interior

syringed twice daily. Shade should be pro-

vided during bright weather until the plants are

re-established, when plenty of fresh air may be-

admitted. The first rough leaves are developing
on late-sown Parsley, and the plants should be
pricked out rather closely together. They will

afford a plentiful supply of leaves during the

late spring. Surplus plants may be set under a
rough shelter or at the foot of a south or west
wall.

Lettuce.—Seedling Lettuces in various stages

of growth should be planted in frames, selecting

hardy varieties for the purpose. Hick's Hardy
White and Brown Cos are two excellent varie-

ties for winter cropping ; the best Cabbage
variety is Hammersmith.

Endive.—This vegetable should be treated in

exactly the same manner as advised for Lettnce.
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EDITORIAL NOTICE,

(kDVEKTI5EMHNTS should be seat to the PUB-
LISHER, 41, Welllnerton Street, Covent Garden,
W.C.

Letters lor Publication, as tvell <is specimens of plants

for naming, should be addressed to the EDITORS,
41. Wellington Street, Covent Garden, London.
Cominunicattons should be written on onk stde only of
THR PAPFR, sent as early in the meek as possible and duly

signed by the writer. J/ desired, the signature will not be

printed, but kept as a guarantee of good faith.

Illustrations. - The Editors will be gladto receive and to select

phptogtaphs or drawings, suitable for reproduction, of

gardens, or of remarkable plants, floivers, trees, &€., but

they cantiot be responsible for loss or injury.

New spaf>ers.—Correspondents sending newspapers should be

catefultoviark (he paragraphs they unsh the Editors to see.

APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 17-
Nal. Dahlia Soc. Sh.al Crystal Palace (2 day

"WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 18-
North of England Hort. Soc Sh. at Leeds,

deduced from ol,5 i during the last Fifty Ye

Mil
-IValnisday, Seplembcr It (

44°
M.): Ma

Gardeners' Chronicle Office, 41, Wellington Street,

Covent Garden, \^oT\<ion—Thursdav, September 72

(10 A,M.) : Bar. 30° : Temp. 68°
;

Weather—
Dull.

DvrNCEs. — Wednesday, September 1J : Max. 64° Ire-

land S.W.; Min. 49" Shields.

SALES FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
MONDAY, TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY

ANn FRIDAY—
Dutch Bulbs, at 6T & 68, Cheapside, E.C., by Protheroe
A; Morris, at 10,30.

MONDAY, WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY—
Dutch Bulbs, at Stevens's Auction Rooms, 38, King
Street, Covent Garden, at 12.30.

WEDNESDAY—
Trade Sale of Bulbs, Src, at 1 ; Palms and Plants, at 4,

at 67 & 08, Cheapside, E.C., by Protheroe & Morris.

Sale of the whole of the Specimen Exhibition Stove
and Greenhouse Plants, at The Nurseries, Leamington,
by Protheroe & Morris, at 12.

Palms and Decoi alive Plants, at Stevens's Auction
Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, at 8.

THURSDAY—
Clearance Sale of the whole of the stock of Palms, &0.,
at 17, Tyrrell Road, E. Dulwich, S.E., by Protheroe &
Mo 112.

It is an opinion vei-y generally
Forests

jjgij ijy ijoti-, foresters and

Rafnfaii. amateurs in forestry that

woods exert an influence on

the amount of rain which falls in their

neighbourhood. But although the opinion

is general the evidence by which it is sup-

ported is by no means conclusive, and, as

indicated in an article* on forests and

rainfall, the verdict which must be given

in the present state of our knowledge is

that of " not proven."

History would at first sight appear to

provide irrefutable evidence in favour of

the generally-accepted view. For example,

certain rivers, such as the Loire, are now
considerably smaller than they were a few

centuries ago. The writer of the article

referred to above, in referring to the case

of the Loire, mentions that in 1551 the

Marquis of Northampton went from

Orleans to Nantes with his suite in " five

large, many-cabined boats," whereas now
navigation is not possible above the half-

way town of Saumur.
Evidence of this kind, however, is by no

means conclusive. Though the partial dry-

ing up of the river may be indeed a conse-

quence of the deforestation which was

carried on extensively in the Loire district

in the XVIIth century, it does not follow

that the reduced volume of water in the

* Nature, August 29, 1912.

river is due to a lessened rainfall. For
with deforestation rain finds its way as

flood water rapidly to rivers. The latter

rise quickly during the floods and subside

to relatively meagre proportions after the

surplus rain water has been carried off.

Stronger evidence in favour of the view

that forests increase rainfall is derived

from data collected at " parallel " stations,

that is stations one of which is in the

forest and the other in neighbouring open
country. Thus at Lintzol, Hanover, the

rainfall in 1882 was considerably less than
that at most of the neighbouring stations ;

but as trees planted in 1877 grew, the

rainfall at this station increased, and in

1890 it was generally in excess of that of

surrounding stations. But, as is pointed

out by the writer whom we quote, there

are pitfalls in the interpretation of even
such apparently straightforward evidence

as that just cited.

Sheltered from wind, the forest rain

gauge is apt to give higher readings than
that exposed in a more open region. It

has been pointed out, moreover, that the

facts may be read in the reverse way ; that

when deforestation is accompanied by de-

creased rainfall it may be that deforesta^

tion is a consequence and not a cause of

the reduced precipitation. Thus in Chinese

Turkestan, according to Mr. E. Hunting-

don, and in the country of the Sin-Ling

range in China, according to the account

given by Mr. F. Kingdon Ward in these

pages,* deforestation is going on exten-

sively, and in these instances it would

appear that the forests are dying because

the water supply is decreasing. The sub-

ject, which is one of considerable

economic and social importance, must

be regarded in the light of these con-

siderations as still open, and although we
may incline to agree with the general

opinion we must await further evidence

before regarding that opinion as well

founded.

Royal Horticultural Society. —The
President and Council nf the R.H.S. have been

asked to suggest names of gentlemen willing to

act on the Jury of the (1) Horticultural Exhibi-

tion at St. Petersburg, in the spring of 1913,

and (2) the Exhibition of Fruit and Chrysanthe-

mums to be held at Nantes on November 12-17,

1912. The secretary, Rev. W. Wilks, will be

glad to hear from any British horticulturists in-

tending to be present at either of these exhibi-

tions.

The trial of Violas has this year been

so successful, particularly in the late spring and

early summer, that it has been suggested (and

the Council have accepted the suggestion) that

the trial should be continued in 1913, with a

special view of the date of the flowering of the

various varieties. Growers, amateur as well as

trade, are therefore requested to send three rooted

cuttings of each variety (old as well as new), so

that they may be planted before the third week

in October. The cuttings should be sent to the

Superintendent, R.H.S. Gardens, Wisley, Ripley,

Surrey.

The R.H.S. Daffodil Show will next

year be held on Tuesday and Wednesday, April

lb and 16. The schedule of prizes may be ob-

tained from the Secretary by application, accom-

panied by a stamped addressed envelope.

August 24, 1912.

North of England Horticultural
Society.—Tlie next meeting of the N.E.H.S. will

be held on the 18th inst. in the Queen's (Mid-

land) Hotel, Leeds, at 6.30 p.m., when Mr. W.
Dyke, of Cranbourne Nursery, Ware, will de-

liver a lecture on " Commercial and General

Manures." The show arranged for this date is

postponed. It is proposed to hold a show on

October 17 and 18.

A Potato Competition.—The St. Barnabas,

Sutton, and District Horticultural Society have

concluded a competition in Potato culture. On
February 13 of the present year they purchased

51 bags of seed Potatos, each bag containing

nino tubers weighing 1 lb., and distributed the

separate bags to 51 competitors, offering four

prizes for the heaviest yields from each 1 lb. of

seed, and four prizes for the best quality tubers.

The bags were sealed, numbered and drawn for,

and each contained Potatos of the same variety,

and as nearly alike in every respect. Two mem-
bers of the committee inspected the weighing

of the sets at the time of planting, and were

also present when the crop was lifted. The
successful grower was Mr. C. F. Clabk, an

under-gardener to R. L. Powell, Esq., Ban-

stead Grange, Banstead, Surrey, his crop scaling

231^ lbs., made up of 219 lbs. 2^ ounces of ware

tubers, 9 lbs. 7 ounces of eeed tubers, and 2 lbs.

14^ ounces of chats or smaller tubers. Mr. Clark's

crop also gained the highest award for quality.

The seed was a selected stock of "The Colleen,"

a second early variety of Irish origin, raised

by Mr. J. F. Williamson. Other competitors'

crops ranged from 90 lbs. to 200 lbs.

Forestry in Wales.—The Board of Agricul-

ture have sanctioned the appointment of

Professor Eraser Story, of the University Col-

lege, Bangor, as Advisory Officer in Forestry for

the whole of Wales in connection with the new

scheme in which the North Wales University

College will undertake advisory work in forestry

in the Principality.

Acreage of Hops.—A preliminary statement

compiled from the returns collected on June 4

shows that the acreage under Hops in England

is 34,831, being 1,755 acres more than in 1911,

and 1,945 acres in excess of 1910. The chief Hop-

growing counties are Kent (21,400 acres), Hants.

(1,516 acres), Hereford (5.236 acres), Sussex

(2,847 acres), and Worcester (3,186 acres).

French Gardeners at Ravnes Park.—
The members of the Societe Francaise d'Horti-

culture de Londres visited Messrs. .J.imes

Carter & Co.'s establishment at Raynes Park on

the 7th inst. There was a large party, including

Mr. Geo. Schneider, the chairman. The tour

of inspection included visits to the offices, ware-

houses, stores and trials. At the luncheon Mr.

Schneider thanked Messrs. Carter & Co. for

their hospitality, and Mr. Harold Beale, a

member of the firm, responded.

"The Orchid Review."— The September

issue of the Ordi IdEeview contains an article on

the leaf-spot of Odontoglossum, which is now

recognised as the work of a definite parasitic

fungus, and has been identified by Mr. F. W.

EOLFE with a fungus which was described in

France under the name of Cercospora Odonto-

glossi. Prill, and Delacr. It was first found on

Odontoglossum crispum at Versailles. This

fungus is now shown to have given trouble in

several collections, but means are described for

keeping it in check. A striking new generic

hybrid between Cochlioda Noezliana and

Oncidium raacranthum is described, under the

name of Oncidioda Cooksonise, and an article

is devoted to the yellow varieties of Lselia

tenebrosa.
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Free Homesteads in Manitoga.—Contrary

to the general impression that obtains, it appears

there are still plenty of free homesteads avail-

able for settlers in the Province of Manitoba. A
large area of land suitable for this purpose has

hitherto been held up owing to differences

between the Provincial and Dominion Govern-

ments. These differences have now been settled

and a large area of land is now to be thrown
open for free selection. It is expected that there

will be a great rush to obtain the land, particu-

plates and part of a third are devoted to the

illustration of this species, which belongs to the

group bearing quite small seed-vessels. The
other species illustrat«d are closely allied to

E. oleosa.

Fruit Industry in Central America.—
According to the Financial Times, a general

scheme of consolidation has been arranged,

whereby the whole of the railroads in Central

America will be placed under one administra-
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WAHLENBERGIA VING/EFLORA.
(See hh'. %, p. 215.)

The Wahlenbergias of Australia and New Zea-

land possess a definite character of their own,

quite distinct in habit from the European mem-
bers of the genus. The latter, in fact, form such

a well-marked section that they are generally

known by the name of Edraianthus. Those in-

cluded in the section Edraianthus are all more
or less biennial in habit, although some species

like W. dinarica and W. serpyllifolia keep on

for several years under favourable conditions.

They all form long, somewhat fleshy roots, with

a tuft of leaves close to the ground. From this

tuft the inflorescences are produced on decum-

bent stems, long in some like W. tenuifolia, and

short in others Like W. dinarica. In the latter

choice little species the flowers just top the leaves.

The Australian and New Zealand species are

very variable in size and habit, and a good deal

of confusion has arisen with regard to the

nomenclature of the various species. Cheeseman,

in his Flora of New Zealand, mentions three

species, but does not clear the matter up satis-

factorily, as he makes W. vincseflora a synonym
of W. gracilis. The type of the latter, however,

is a small flowered annual, whereas the former

is a large flowered perennial. The three Austra-

lian and New Zealand species in cultivation are :

W. ALBO-M.UIGINATA, Hook.—This is the plant

figured in the Botanical Magazine, t. 6613, as

W. saxicola, and is a perennial. It is called the
" Bluebell of New Zealand," and spreads by
means of underground stems which produce

rosettes of leaves at intervals. The leaves vary

in length from an inch to an inch-and-a-half ; the

lower are broadly spaitulate, while the upper

leaves are longer and narrower and have undulate

margins. The flowering stems, 9 inches to 12

inches high, branch near the base, and have very

few leaves, while the flowers are borne singly

on stalks nearly 5 inches long. The colour of the

flowers, which are over an inch across, varies

from pale blue or lilac to white, with deeper-

coloured veins. Like the other two species, it is

very free-flowering, producing flowers from June

to Septembbf. This plant is only found in New^

Zealand.

W. SAXICOLA, A. H.—Similar in habit to the

above, this species only grows to the height of

from 2 inches to 4 inches. It bears small blue

flowers, the petals barely exceeding the sepals

in length. The type specimen comes from Mt.

Wellington, in Tasmania, where it grows in the

scanty soil of crevices of large rocks. It is also

found in New Zealand.

W. viNC-«FLORA, Dene (see fig. 96).—Under
the name of W. gracilis, which is a small flowered

annual, this plant has been grown in gardens

for many years. It was figured in the Botanical

Magazine, t. 691, as Campanula gracilis, from
plants which flowered in Curtis's Botanic Garden
in 1803. These plants were raised from seeds

which germinated in soil surrounding other

plants imported from Australia. A good
form of it was exhibited at the meeting of the

Royal Horticultural Society, on June 4 last,

under the provisional name of W. gentianoides,

and obtained an Award of Merit. It was raised

by Mr. R. Prichard, of West Moon, Wimborne,
and was found amongst a batch of seedlings of

the so-called W. gracilis. W. vinc^flora is a very

variable perennial. It is found in New Zealand,

but is more common in South Australia, where it

is known as the " Australian Harebell." It is

a graceful little plant with many slender stems,

branching freely and reaching a height of from
1 foot to 15 inches. The blue flowers, 1^ inches

to 2 inches across, are borne singly on long

Btalks.

Aii three species are easily grown in light, rich

eoil, in shady positions, and produce seed freely.

W. T.

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.

(The Edilots do not hold themselves res/tonsible for

the opinions expressed by correspondents.)

The R.H.S. Autumn Fruit Show.—Now
that the date of this show is approaching, I
would suggest that the Council make arrange-
ments to pre\fent e.xhibitors losing their ex-
hibits. Last year many thefts were committed,
and even Graphs were removed from the
boards. The police should receive instructions
to clear the hall at the end of the show of all

those who have no interest in the exhibits. I

admit that in some instances even an exhibitor
may be liable to pick up a wrong dish, but no
exhibitor would take another man's Grapes from
the boards. It is usually the small exhibitor
who is the loser. A. ir.

Colour in Hardy Fruits. — Mr. S. Gil-
thorpe's notes, p. 201, seem to me well-timed. On
two occasions quite recently the subject has been
discussed in my presence, and on both occasions
last year's discussion was referred to. The first

one was when a small party of gardeners and
amateurs were inspecting the fruit trees in the
Cattal Nurseries of Messrs. J. Backhouse & Son,
York. The manager. Mr. William Richardson,
drew our attention to the grand colouring of
certain varieties of Apples, such as Worcester
Pearmain and Red Victoria. Yet the sun had
shone le.ss this summer than for many seasons
past. He specially appealed to the writer, whose
sympathies have on the whole up to now been
on the side of those who thought the sun had
much to do with colouring Apples in the north.
I at once admitted I was wrong. The next day,
accompanied by Mr. R. Mcintosh, of York, a
well-known and experienced cultivator of hardy
fruits in that district. I went to Warter
Priory, Pocklington, to inspect recent extensive
garden developments there. The fiist object
noticed was some pot-grown trees of Peasgood's
Nonesuch Apple standing amongst Currant
bushes, protected overhead with tish netting.
Each tree bore several fine fruits. Without any
mention of the previous day's discussion, Mr.
•Jordan said he had put the trees there from
the large orchard house, so that the fruits might
become coloured. They had only been out three
or four days, and he could .see a decided advance
in that direction almost daily. There had been
practically no sunshine in the interval. As is

well-known, Mr. Jordan is one of the very best
cultivators of fruits in the country. He is

a firm believer that atmospheric conditions apart
from bright sunshine have much to do with
the colouring of Apples. The soil at the two
places is quite different. At Cattal it is a
good red loam overlaying sandstone ; at Warter,
a less enriched soil, with the chalk of the York-
shire Wolds for its base. Having attended
several horticultural shows this year, I can con-
firm Mr. Gilthorpe's opinion as to the better
colouring of black Grapes this season as
compared with last year. This applies more
particularly to the two best varieties for dessert,
viz.. Black Hamburgh and Madresfield Court.
Muscat of Alexandria has not been so well
coloured. Peaches, too. especially of the Belle-
garde type, have exhibited high colour during
the present season. York/shire Gardener.

Mr. Gilthorpe's letter respecting the
colouring of fruit is most interesting. Apples
here have coloured well this exceptionally wet
season. I have never seen deeper colour in Lady
Sudeley, Worcester Pearmain, and Beauty of
Bath ; whilst Mere de Menage, Red Astrachan,
Peasgood's Nonesuch. Tom Putt, and other
varieties are all well coloui'ed. Peaches have
coloured well, and Figs have ripened out-
side. Owing to the excessive rains. Plums
cracked badly, and we have lost a large number
of these fruits. There is a deficiency of flavour
in all fruits this season. J. S. Hiijt/ins,

Gli/nllh'on Gardens, Carnarvon.
1 have long maintained that wet and

wind have a great influence on high colour in

Apples, and the present season seems to
confirm my opinion. Apples here. and
especially the varieties Worcester Pearmain and
Bramley's Seedling, are much more brightly
coloured this year than last season. The fruits

in the majority of varieties are also better de-

veloped than they were in 1911. This is no
doubt due to the abundant rains, for it is well

established that Apples like plenty of moisture.

What is needed now is sunshine to ripen the
wood. ]Vilm(it H. Yates, Rolherfidd Park
Gardens, Hnmpshirc.

The Bearing of Apples.—My observations
coupled with the experience of a large number
of commercial growers in Kent, have led me to
the conclusion that it is chiefly the late varieties
that have the tendency to bear in alternate
years, due, in my opinion, to the wood failing
to ripen when the tree is carrying a large crop.
I have in mind some 40 fine standard trees
of the variety Royal Jubilee. Some of these are
carrying excellent crops, whila others which
bore well last season are barren. On the trees
which are carrying crops the foliage is remark-
ably fresh and green, while on those which have
no fruit the foliage is t'urning yellow, and the
wood is ripening well. Viewed at a distance the
trees would give one the impression of being
different varieties. I have also noted Bramley's
Seedling showing the same marked appearance.
F. G. Cou.<!nx.

History of the Jargonelle.—It is not so
clear, as Mr. Sydney H. Kenwood assumes, that
the Jargonelle of our gardens is not the old
Jargonelle. It is to Miller, who mentions both
names, that the statement is due that the Jargon-
elle and the Cuisse Madame had been confounded
with each other on their introduction, but others
have controverted this statement as devoid of
foundation in fact. The earliest mention of the
fruit by that name that I have seen is in
De Senes Theatre d'Arjriculture as ' de
Jargonet." which would make it appear that it

was named after a place or a person. It is not
named among the Pears in the earlier La Mauon
Buxtique. There are, or were, three distinct
varieties named Jargonel or Jargonelle : Dr.
Hogg's variety, to which with other names he
gives as synonyms Beau Present, Epergne,
Gro.'ise Cuisse Madame, and St. Samson. 'Thi.-i

is the recognised form. The Jargonelle of Merlet,
synonyms Bassin. Bellissime d'Ete. St. Laurent
and Belle C'ornelie ; and Bradley, whose list

fir.st appeared in one of his monthly tracts, ob-
viously copied from Merlet, has one called La
Jargonelle simply. In Furber's Catalogue of
Pears (1724), it is spelled " Jargonel." Laurence
spells it " Jergonel," ripe in August, and
" Cusse Madam." ripe in July, and if clearer
evidence than this is needed to show that Miller
was mistaken in his assumption that names had
been changed, it is to be found in Langley's
Pomona, Langley's position as a nurseryman
making the evidence particularly strong, and
in Pomona our Jargonelle is figured under
that name, and the Cuisse Madame by
its proper- designation. As an indication
of how almost inextricably the names are
mixed, there is a "Petite Cuisse Madame"
in J'lie Gentleman's Recreation of Richard
Blome (1686), the Cuisse Madame of Lau-
rence and of Langley and the Grosse Cuisse
Madame, the Jargonelle of to-day. La Jargon-
elle of Bradley, and the Grosse Jargonelle or
Windsor. The conflicting names in synonyms
could be carried much further. Mortimer, I
should say, refers to one of these by the name
St. Laurence. I have nothing to say concerning
the derivation of Jargonelle, except that each
of the derivations proposed seems to be rather
far-fetched. If De Jargonet of De Senes is the
correct word, it would put the question at rest.

The Pear Volema is always noted as The
Warden. B.

TRADE NOTICES.

POLLARDS NURSERIES, LTD.
The above-named company has been registered with a

capital ol £50,000 in £1 shares (20,000 Preference), lo carrj'

on the business of florists, market and nursery gardeners,
dealers of all kinds of plants and garden requisites, and
general contractors, as formerly carriej on by A. W.
Pollard, at Longfield Lane, Clieshunt, Herts., as Pollard's
Nurseries.

JOSEPH ROCHFORD & SONS, LTD.
This company has been registered with a capital of

£70,000 in £1 shares, to carry on the business of fruit
growers, nurserymen, farmers, market gardeners, seeds-
men, raisers, growers, and dealers of all kinds of seeds,
plants, trees, shrubs, bulbs, flowers, vegetables, fruit,

corn, cereals, &c., and to adopt an agreement with
J. Rochford. The signatories are : J. Rochford, Turnford,
near Broxbourne, Herts.

: J. P. Rochford, Covent House,
Turnford, near Broxbourne, Herts. ; B. Rochford, 21, Fitz-
john's Avenue, N.W. (one share each). Private company.
Mr. J. Rochford is the first governing director. Office,
Turnford Nursery, Turnford, near Broxbourne, Herts.
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SOCIETIES.
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL.

September 10.— Tlie Royal Horticultural Hall
at Vincent Square was agreeably furnished on
Tuesday last with interesting exhibits. Gorgeous
Dahlia blooms of many kinds and large masses
of excellent herbaceous Phloxes were the domi-
nant features of the show.
The Orchid Committee recommended two

Fiist-class Certificates and two Awards of Merit
to novelties.

The Floral Committee bestowed 21 Medals
and 14 Awards of Merit. Of these Awards of

Merit, 9 were made to Dahlia blooms, in con-

junction with the National Dahlia Society, whose
First-class Certificate is simultaneously awarded.
The Fruit and Vegetable Committee awarded

three Medals, two Awards of Merit, and one
Card of Cultural Commendation.
At tlie 3 p.m. meeting of Fellows, Miss Troyte-

Bullock delivered a lecture on " Cape Pelar-
goniums."

Floral Committee.

PrcF:c.nt: Henry B. May, Esii (in the Chair);
and Messrs. C. T. Drueiy, ,1. Green, W. J.

Bean, J. Hudson, E. A. tjowles, J. W. BaiT,
George Gordon, C. R. Fielder, Wm. Howe, J. F.
McLeod, Chas. Dixon, \V. T. Ware, Arthur
Turner, John Dickson, H. J. Jones, Chas. E.
Pearson, W. P. Thomson, C. H. Jenkins, and
W. J. James.

Mr. James Box, Lindfield, Sussex, arranged
large masses of herbaceous Phloxes, which
were exceedingly effective. The deep-purple
Mahdi contrasted well with the neaily-white
Frau Antoine Buchner and the pure-white
Freifraulein von Lassberg. The variety Rijn-
stroom, which received an Award of Merit, was
present in large quantities, and showed a great
advance on others of similar colour. In another
part of the Hall, Mr. Box exhibited a splendid
collection of border flowers, the early-flower-
ing Chrysanthemums and Montbretias being
especially good. (Silver-gilt Flora Medal.)
Mr. Amos Perry, Enfield, Middlesex, con-

tributed an attractive group of hardy plants.

Artemisia lactiflora was shown in a large
mass ; Delphiniuans of good size and colour

;

long spikes of Liatris pycnostachya ; Heleni-
ums, and a batch of Sedum spectabile
atropurpurea were especially good. The tall,

stout heads of Kniphofia nobilis were in marked
contrast with those of the tiny but equally
beautiful species K. rufa, which is deserving of
extended culture. (Silver-gilt Banksian Medal.)

Messrs. J. Cheal & Sons, Crawley, Sussex,
displayed a large number of trees and" shrubs in

flower, with autumn colouring. There were tall

plants of various Crabs and species of Crataegus,
which bore large crops of fruit, placed along the
centre of this collection, which included varieties
of Heaths. Japanese Maples, several species of

Ceanothus, the bushy Spiraeas, and Veronicas in

flower also contributed towards making a pleas-
ing exhibit. Messrs. Cheal & Sons also showed
many varieties of Dahlias. (Silver Flora Medal.)

Messrs. G. & A. Clark, Dover, displayed
hardy border flowers, including several varieties
of Kniphofia Uvaria. Liatris pycnostachya,
various CTladioli. and Michaelmas Daisies.

Mr. 0. Dixon, Putney, al.so showed cut blooms
of hardy herbaceous perennials.

Messrs. Gunn & Sons. Qlton, Warwickshire,
arranged a fine collection of herbaceous Phlox in
a very attractive manner, and exhibited the wide
range of colour obtainable to great advantage.
(Silver Flora Medal.)

Messrs. Barr & Sons, Covent Garden, Lon-
don, exhibited many hardy border flowers near
the entrance. A group of Kochia tricophylla,
with vivid autumn colouring, behind some flower-
ing plants of Valotta purpurea and cut spikes of
Nerine Fothergillii major, and vases of various
herbaceous Phloxes, made a charming display.
The uncommon colour of the flowers of the old
favourite Verbena venosa attracted attention, as
also did a spike of Lilium nepalense. At the
back of a small collection of rock-plants there
was a good row of Polygonum affine. (Silver
Banksian Medal.)

Messrs. Whitelegg & Page, Chislehurst,
Kent, arranged a very neat collection of border
flowers and a few Alpines in pots.

Messrs. Geo. Bunsard & Co., Ltd., Maid-
stone, Kent, included in their collection of hardy
border flowers good varieties of Anemone
japonica, such as A. j. elegantissima and A. j.

rubra; Rudbeckia "Autumn Glory," Aster
"Saturn," A. "Lustre," herbaceous Phloxes,
and Lilium tigrinum Fortune!. (Silver Banksian
Medal.)

-Mr. A. Ll. Gwillim, Sidcup, Kent, exhibited
a large number of excellent blooms of tuberous
Begonias—chiefly of the double varieties—laid on
show boards, with leaves of the Virginian
Creeper. The rows of Begonias were broken by
vases of well-grown Michaelmas Daisies. (Silver

Banksian Medal.)
Mr. G. Reuthe, Fox Hill Nursery, Keston,

Kent, showed many interesting Alpine and other
uncommon plants and shrubs. Perovskia atri-

plicifolia, Gentiana Andrewsii. Clethra aluifolia

rosea, Escallonia organensis, Desfontainea spi-
nosa, and Berberidopsis corallina are a few of
the subjects displayed.

The Misses Hopkins, Shepperton-on-Thames,
furnished a small .rockery with many plants in
flower.

Messrs. Wm. Fells & Son. Hitchin, Herts.,
also made a rockery, using red sandstone in a
pleasant and unostentatious manner.

Messrs. W. & J. Brown, Peterborough, ex-
hibited in Dianthus Napoleon HI a very sturdy
purple-flowered variety. The colour of the flowers
of Petunia New Purple quite justifies its name.

T. B. Bolitho, Esq., Trewidden, Penzance
(gr. Mr. Maddern), sent sprays of several exceed-
ingly interesting shrubs from, his well-known
garden. Styrax Obassa was well furnished with
the pendulous racemes of nut-like fruits which
follow the fragrant flowers The Protean
Guevina Avellana must have been taken from a
very healthy bush, and it bore ma'u- racemes
and a number of flowers ; the kernel of the re-

sulting nut is said to be esteemed in Chili. Two
shoots of Magnolia hypoleuca each bore a horned
fruit fully 6 inches long. Sprays were also sent
of the white-flowered Tricuspidaria depeudens.

Messrs. Wm. Paul & Sons, Ltd.. Waltham
Cross, had a surprisingly fine display of cut Roses,
mostly arranged in round baskets. .Such well-

known varieties as George C. Waud. the deep-
red Florence Haswell Veitch, Lady AVellingtou,

La Tosca, General MacArthur. Mrs. R. G. S.

Crawford, and Hugh Dickson were very good in-

deed, and amongst the lesser-known varieties

there were good examples of Hugo Roller, a Tea
Rose with creamy-white petals; Chateau de Clos

Vouget, deep velvety crimson ; Coronet, a very
pretty semi-double cluster Rose ; and Senateur
Masc'urand. (Silver Flora Medal.)
Messrs. Benj. Cant & Sons, Colchester, also

showed an attractive group of Roses. The
many stands contained fresh typical blooms of

such varieties as Irish Elegance. Dean Hole.

Juliet. Reliance. R. N. Thomas, and Caroline

Testout. The seedling Tea Rose Lady Reay,
which was placed near a fine stand of the Lyon
Rose, is a charming variety. (Silver Flora
Medal.)

Jlessrs. Stuart Low & Co.. Bush Hill Park,
Middlesex, displayed vases and cut Roses. The
popular varieties -Juliet and Lyon were well

shown. Beaute de Lyon, a hybrid Briar Rose,
possesses uncommon colouring, which may be de-

scribed as a deep reddish-apricot shade. A stand

of the dwarf Polyautha Rose Jessie was exceed-

ingly effective.

jiessrs. R. Felton & Son, Hanover Place,

London, were awarded a Silver Flora Medal for

their delightful exhibit of imported Nelumbium
blooms.

Miss Walters Anson exhibited a beautiful

painting of life-like Nelumbium blooms. (Silver

Banksian Medal.)
Mr. L. R. Russell. Richmond, contributed

many round baskets, containing floriferous Cle-

nuitis, hardy Fuchsias in small pots, beai'ing

large quantities of fiow^er, and Ceanothus species

and varieties. (Silver Banksian Medal.)
Messrs. H. B. May & Sons, Upper Edmonton,

again showed many excellent stove and green-

house Ferns and a collection of sturdy, floriferous,

shrubby Veronicas. (Silver Banksian Medal.)
Messrs. Wm. Cutbush & Son, Highgate, con-

tributed some very fine plants of Cordyline aus-
tialis in variety. The variegated plants of

Dracsena Doucettii and the yellow and green
Bruanti variegata are very valuable for green-
house decoration or for furnishing large vases in

the dwelling-house. (Silver Banksian Medal.

1

Dahlias.

Messrs. Carter, Page & Co.. 3, London Wall,
London, arranged a very large bank of Dahlias,
which made a gorgeous show. The massed
centre of Pieony-flowered varieties was flanked
by vases of exceedingly fine Cactus flowers, such
as Nisi Prius. Great Western, Leda, and Mrs.
McMillan. (Silver-gilt Flora Medal.)

Messrs. Hobbies, Ltd., Dereham, made an ex-
ceedingly effective display of Dahlias. Tall
stands contained blooms of the decorative and
collarette varieties, which included, amongst the
former type, the bright rose-coloured Delice, the
rich-toned Leveller and Bonfire, and the orange-
scarlet Dr. Hogg. (Silver-gilt Banksian Medal.)

Jlessrs. H. Cannell & Sons, Swanley, Kent,
filled one length of tabling with a comprehensive
collection of Dahlia blooms, which were taste-
fully arranged with sprays of Aster (Michaelmas
Daisy) growths. (Silver Flora Medal.)
Mr. S. Mortimer, Farnham. Surrey, exhibited

many very fine blooms of show and" fancy and
Cactus Dahlias on exliibition stands. (Silver
Banksian Medal.)

Messrs. T. S. Ware, Ltd., Feltham, arranged
a number of Dahlia blooms, amongst which the
dark Excelsior. Jupiter, Conquest. Jeannie Char-
met and Florrie Wells were prominent. At one
end of the Dahlias Messrs. W.are showed a fine
selection of border flowers. (Silver Banksian
Medal.)

Mr. Charles Turner, The Roval Nurseries,
Slousih, showed an exceptionally fiiie collection of
Dahlia blooms. The varieties Alfrida, Berthe
von Suttner. Eleanor, and Bayard were splen-
did, and the white Cactus Snow'don was probably
the best in the show. (Silver Banksian Medal.')

Mr. J. T. West, Tower Hill, Brentwood, also
showed a good collection of Dahlias of different
sorts. (Bronze Flora Medal.)

Messrs. S. Bide & Sons, Farnham. Surrey,
showed Sweet Peas of many varieties. The best
were Arthur Unwin, Scarl'et Emperor, Mrs. R.
Hallam and Barbara.

Awards of JIerit.

('hrysunthfiiiiim rrhnmii Pulhi.—A chestnut
crimson, early-flowering variety with gold reverse
to the florets. Shown by ilessrs. W . Wells &
Co.

Helenlum antumnah rvhrum.—The flowers of
this variety are of a very deep red colour. In
the hall they appeared to be too dark. Shown
by Mr. Amos Perry.
Arhilha Perry'.i ]Vhile.—A splendid white

border flower which shows a great improve-
ment on former varieties. Shown bv Mr. Amos
Perry.
Phlox Bijnslroom.—The large flowers are of a

soft rose-colour, which is at times oaler in the
centre. This very desirable herbaceous Phlox
was shown by Mr. James Box.

P'-'t^lpinnii (rnddfvl.pn Gem.~One of the very
best Pentstemons. The large scarlet flowers have
white tubes. Shown by Mr. A. G. Gentle.
Dnh/ia Queen Manj.—A decorative variety of

excellent form ; the florets are lined and flushed
with rose colour. Shown by Messrs. H.
Cannell & Sons.

D. Crawley Star.—This variety recresents a
new section, which may be termed the Cosmos
type. The flowers are of a rosy-mauve colour.
Shown by Messrs. J. Cheal & Sons.

p. Ideal.—A fine crimson collarette variety
with a yellow coUar. Shown by Mr. Riding.
D. Albert Mavi)ie7ip.—A rosy-mauve collarette

bloom with much paler collar. The disc florets
of this large round flower are reflexed. Shown
by. Mr. Riding.
D. Selma.—A very pretty Pompon variety.

The flowers are buff coloured, slightly suffused
with Apricot when mature. Shown by Mr.
Charles Turner.
D. Nanlwirh.—A medium-sized Cactus variety.

The buff-coloured, incurved florets are occasion-
ally suffused with red.

D. Dolhi.—A compact Cactus variety. The
scarlet colour merges to white at the tips of the
florets.

D. Jolin Bid'ntg.—A very long incurved
Cactus variety of rich red colour. These three
varieties were shown by Messrs. J. Stredwick
& Son.

D. Papa Charmet.—A decorative variety with
bright, velvety maroon florets. Shown by
Messrs. Hobbies, Ltd.
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Orchid Committee.

Present: i. Gurney Fowler, Esq. (in the

Chair); Messrs. Jas. O'Brien (hon. sec), R.

Brooman-White, W. Bolton, W. H. White,
Arthur Dye, J. E. Shill, J. Cypher, W. H.
Hatcher, W. P. Bound, W. Cobb, J. Charles-

worth, A. McBean, F. J. Hanbury, W. Thomp-
son, Stuart Low, Gurney Wilson, and Sir Harry
J. Veitch.

H. T. Pitt, Esq., Rosslyn, Stamford Hill (gr.

Mr. Thurgood), staged an effective group of

:howy Orchids, set up with Adiantum Ferns,

for which a Silver Flora Medal was awarded.

Varieties of Cattleya Suavior, C. Source d'Or,

C. Armstrongiffi, C. Gertrude Pitt (Mossiffi X
Pittise), C. Gaskelliana, and other Cattleyas were

prominent ; whilst there were good examples of

Lselio-Cattleya rubiginosa (L. Boothiana X C.

Schilleriana), L.-C. Hector, L.-C. Henry Green-

wood, and L.-C. Nysa. We noticed various

Brasso-Cattleyas, fine Odontioda Charlesworthii,

several Odontoglossum Victor Hye de Crom, 0.

crispum King of Britain, a very handsome
blotched form, and other Odontoglossums.

E. H. Davidson, Esq., Borlases, Twyford,
staged a selection, among which were noted

the new Odontxjglossum Aurora (Rossii

rubescens X Lambeauianum), with a spike

of nine handsome flowers, the first of the

Rossii hybrids to produce the erect, many-
flowered spike of the ordinary hybrid Odonto-

glossum. The flowers were large, white, tinged

with lilac flusli, and spotted with dark purple on

the sepals and petals. Lselio-Cattleya Neleus (C.

Iris X L.-C. Ophir), bright yellow, with a fine,

light-crimson lip, with gold veining ; a very fine,

dark-scarlet Odontioda Charleswortliii, and an

equally bright Odontioda of unknown parentage ;

Cattleya Cybele var. Sanderae, a charming
flower ; Odontoglossum crispum Louia, a noble,

pure-white flower, with a large maroon blotch

on the lip, and other showy varieties.

H. S. GooDSON, Esq., Fairlawn, West Hill,

Putney (gr. Mr. G. E. Day), showed a selection

of rare Orchids, including the handsome Cattleya

Rhoda "Fairlawn variety," which secured a First-

class Certificate in August, 1910, and is very fine

in colour; C. Atalanta illuminata, with large,

rose-coloured flowers ; Lrelio-Cattleya Elva var.

St. Vincent (Award of Merit, 1908) ; some Brasso-

Cattleyas, and a grand new hybrid (see Awards).

Messrs. Sander & Sons, St. Albans, staged a

smalt group remarkable for several instances of

fine culture and for the superb new Dendrobium
Schiitzei, which justly secured a First-class Cer-

tificate (see Awards). Among the best noted

were Arachnanthe Lowii, with three long, droop-

ing spikes of its curious flowers ; a noble speci-

men of Vanda cocrulea, 4 feet in height, and bear-

ing leaves to the base ; Ccelogyne Micholitzii and

C. fuscescens brunnea; Lielio- Cattleya Fred Gott

(Martinetii X bicolor), with large rose-purple

labellum-, L.-C. venusta (L.-C. Schilleriana x
L.-C. Aphrodite), white, with purple feather on

the petals, and bright-purple lip ; and several

other pretty hybrids.

Messrs. Stuart Low & Co., Bush Hill Park,

staged an effective group, at the back of which

were good specimens of the yellow Oncidium vari-

cosum, and a finely-flowered 0. macraiithum,

Stanhopea graveolens, several specimens of Den-
drobium Phaljenopsis Schroderianum, Renan-
thera Imschootiana, and the curious Cirrhope-

talum appendiculatum.
His Grace the Duke of Marlborough, Blen-

heim Palace, Woodstock (gr. Mr. Hunter), sent

Vanda coerulea Blenheimensis, a model flower,

closely veined with pure blue, the white

ground showing between; Lfelio-Cattleya

Phcenix "Blenheim variety" (L.-C. Hy. Green-

wood X C. Hardyana), with a fine claret-

coloured lip ; L.-C." exiraia "Blenheim variety"

(C. Warneri alba X L. purpurata alba), blush

white, with purple veining on the lip ; and a
prettv hybrid Cvpripedium.

Me'ssrs. J. &' A. A. McBean, Cooksbridge,

showed Cattleya Thurgoodiana "Model," a

large, finely-formed and richly-coloured flower

;

and Cattleya Adula e.xcelsa, a grand flower, with

bronzy-yeliow sepals and petals and rich pur-

plish-rose lip.

Mr. Sidney Flory, Tracy's Nursery, Twicken-

ham, staged a small group, in which were a fine

plant of Pescatorea Klabochorum, white, with

claret lip and tips to the segments; Zygopetalum
Maxillare Gautieri, with a bright-blue lip ; a good

Cattleya Pittiana; the rare and pretty Dendro-

bium McCarthia:; Cypripedium Jas. H. Veitch;

C. Massaianum ; C. Kubele grandis ; C.

beechense ; C. Lord Ossulston ; and C. Curtisii,

with eight flowers.

Francis Wellesley, Esq., Westfield, Woking
(gr. Mr. Hopkins), sent Lfelio-Cattleya Mrs.

Donald MacMaster (C. Dowiana aurea x L.-C.

luminosa), a very remarkable hybrid, of attrac-

tive colour. In size and shape it is nearest to

C. aurea, but the lip is more openly displayed.

The sepals and petals have a gulden yellow

ground suffused and veined with reddish-rose.

The broad lip is reddish-rose, with a dark red-

dish ray in the centre, and fine gold lines at the

base.
AWARDS.

First-class Certificates.

Dendrobium Sehiitzci, from Messrs. Sander &
Sons. A remarkable and beautiful new
species from the Philippines, nearest to the

handsome D. Sanderse, but with flowers formed
like and somewhat resembling those of D. for-

mosum giganteum, which it; also resembles in

growth. The stout pseudo-bulbs are 9 inches to

1 foot in height, and bear four to five flowers on

a spike, pure white, with a small, emerald-green

disc to the lip, which has a ray of the same
colour, with dark spots at the base. The lanceo-

late sepals are keeled, the petals broad and
openly displayed, and the lip broad and effective.

Lalio-Cattleya X Memoria H. A. Tracy (L.-C.

Canliamiana x G. Hardyana), from H. S.

GooDSON, Esq., Fairlawn, Putney (gr. Mr. G. E.

Day). A superb flower, among the largest of

hybrid Cattleyas, and of fine shape and sub-

stance. Sepals white, tinged and veined with
rosy-lilac ; the broad petals bright rose, with a

silver veining at the edge. The broad, rounded

lip, which has a crimped edge, is intense

purplish-crimson, with yellow disc and veining

at the base.

Awards of Merit.

Odontioda Devossiana " Fowler's variety " (0.

Edwardii X 0. Noezliana), from J. Gurney
Fowler, Esq., Glebelands, South Woodford (gr.

Mr. J. Davis). A very bright hybrid, with

branched spikes of dark-red flowers, with yellow

disc to the lip.

Lcdio-Cattleya St. Gothard "Glebe variety"

(L.-C. Gotfoiana X C. Hardyana), from C. J.

Phillips, Esq., The Glebe, Sevenoaks. Flowers

large and of fine shape, closely approaching a

good C. Hardyana. Sepals and petals tinged and
marbled rosy-lilac. Lip deep ruby-red, with

yellow disc.

Cultural Commendation

To Messrs. Sander & Sons, St. Albans, fora.

grand specimen of Vanda ca;rulea, 4 feet in

height, and bearing 74 leaves and two fine spikes,

the one bearing 19 and the other 10 fine, blue

flowers.

Fruit and Vegetable Committee.

Present: Geo. Bunyard, Esq. (in the Chair);

and Messrs. Jos. Cheal, W. Bates, Wm. Pope,

J. Jaques, H. S. Rivers, A. H. Pearson, E. Bec-

kett, H. Markiam, Owen Thomas, and A. W.
Metcalfe.

A Silver Knightian Medal was awarded to

H. B. Brandt, Esq., Nutfield, Surrey, for a

very fine collection of Grapes and other fruits.

The Grapes included large, shapely bunches of

splendidly-coloured Appley Towers. Black Ali-

cante, Lady Downe's, Prince of Wales, and Dia-

mond Jubilee. Amongst the Apples shown the

varieties Cox's Pomona, Wealthy, and American
Mother were especially meritorious, as also was
a dish of Durondeau Pear.

A. W. jMerry, Esq., Welwyn, Herts.,_ also

showed a very good collection of fruit. This ex-

hibit was of a much more varied character. The
several Melons (Barnet Hill Favourite and Hero
of Lockinge) were of nice, useful size, and pos-

sessed the yellow colour and perfume which be-

tokens rich' flavour. There were also very good

bunches of Grapes, many varieties of Apples and
Pears, Plums, a box of ripe Alpine Strawberries,

and several dishes of Cob and Filbert Nuts.

(Silver Knightian Medal.)
H. V. Woodgates, Esq., Old Maiden House,

Worcester, sent dishes of very large Warner's
King and The Queen Apples, which deservedly

received a Silver Banksian Medal.
The Countess of Selkirk. Balmae, Kirkcud-

bright, exhibited excellent Morello Cherrie-s.

,
Awards of Merit.

Strawberry Merveille de France.—An 'autumn-
fruiting variety, which f)roduces large crops of
good-flavoureJ fruits. Shown by Messrs. George
Bunyard & Co.. Ltd.

Potato The Diamond.—An oval, smooth-
skinned tuber. It is a very heavy cropper, and
the haulm becomes about 3 feet high. Shown
by Messrs. B/Vrr & Sons.

These Awards were made after trial at Wisley.

A Card of Cultural Commendation was
awarded to Lord Llangattock, The Hendre,
Monmouth, for an exceedingly fine fruit of
" Smooth Cayenne " Pineapple.

NEWTOWNAEDS HORTICULTURAL.
September 6.—Roses of splendid quality were

the outstanding feature of the autumn show of

the above society, which was held as usual in

the nursery grounds of Messrs. Alexander Dick-
son & Sons. As in former years, three large

marquees were required for the numerous exhi-

bits. The chief prize-winners were :—C. W.
Dunb.ar-Buller, Esq., D.L., Woburn ; Lord
O'Neill, of Shanes Castle; Lord Dunleath,
Ballywater ; Charles Duffin. Esq., Daneafort

;

and Frank Workman, Esq., The Moat, Belfast.

Plants.

There was only one entry in the class for a

miscellaneous group of plants, and the 1st prize

was awarded to C. W. Dunbar-Bdller, Esq.,

D.L. (gr. Mr. E. R. Rutherford), for an exceed-

ingly tasteful arrangement of especially well-

grown plants. Charles Duffin, Esq. (gr. Mr.
J. ^rCormick). Belfat^t, was the most successful

exhibitor with ten stove and greenhouse plants;
2nd, Lord O'Neill (gr. Mr. W. G. Wadge).

In the class for two Palms or Cycads the 1st

prize was awarded to Lord Dunleath (gr. ^Ir.

W. J. King), and the 2nd prize to Frank
Workman, Esq. (gr. Mr. Thos. Culbert).

Lord Dunleath exhibited the best collection

of Coleus, and Mr. C. W. Dunbab-Buller the
best pair of Japanese Lilies.

There was strong competition in the class for

six dinner-table plants, in which the 1st prize
was awarded to Charles Duffin, Esq. ; and the
2nd prize to C. W. Dunbak-Buller, Esq.
Frank Workman, Esq., showed six exceed-

ingly good Codiieums (Crotons), and was closely

followed by the collection from the gardens of
Charles Duffin, Esq.
In the class for amateurs who do not employ

gardeners the most successful exhibitor was Mr.
W. J. Ferguson, who excelled with Pelar-
goniums (in three classes), Coleus, Fuchsias,
Mignonette and Marguerites. Mrs. J.\mes
Willing also won 1st prizes in several classes.

In the nurserymen's class Messrs. Alex.
Dickson & Sons, Ltd., Newtownards, were
awarded the 1st prize (a gold medal) for a large

group of etove and greenhouse plants, which con-

tained exceedingly fine Palms, Codiseums, Cala-

diums. Ferns and many splendid Gloxinias.

Cut Flowers.
Of the many fine collections of 24 Cactus

Dahlias the best was that from C. W. Dunbak-
Buller. Esq., whilst Charles Duffin, Esq.,

and P. Kerr-Smiley, Esq., M.P. (gr. Mr. E.

Home), Belfast, were 2nd and 3rd respectively.

The best 18 Show and Fancy Dahlias were ex-

hibited by John Bennett, Esq., Ballycloughan

;

2nd, C. W. DuNBAfi-BULLER.
There were many meritorious bunches of

Sweet Peas staged. The three prizes in the class

for 24 bunches were awarded to Lord Dunle.ath,
Colonel R. H. W.^llace, C.B. (gr. D. Patrick),

Downpatrick, and Lord O'Neill, in the order

named.
Herbert Brown, Esq. (gr. Mr. J. Taylor),

Helen's Bay, was awarded the 1st prize for 12

bunches of Sweet Peas.

The exhibit of 18 spikes of Gladiolus which won
the 1st prize for C. W. Ddnbar-Buller, Esq.,

was exceptionaUv good ; 2nd. E. C. Herdman,
Esq., D.L. (gr. "Mr. E. G. Reilly), Strabane.

As we have already indicated, the Roses were
of very high merit. The best collection was
.shown by Mrs. G. H. Brown (gr. Mr. Jas.

Reid), Helen's Bay : 2nd. P. Kerr-Smiley. Esq.

The best collection of hardy border flowers

was exhibited by Col. R. G. ' Sharm.an-Craw-
FORn, D.L. , who also showed the premier 12

border Carnations ; and the best annuals came
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from the gardens of P. Kerr-Smiley, Esq., M.P.
E. C. Herdman, Esq., D.L., was very successful
with Asters and Marigolds.
In the nurserymen's cut-fiower classes Messrs.

Alex. Dickson & Sons, Ltd., were awarded the
1st prizes in all the six classes, their collection

of pioses being excellent.

Fruit and Vegetables.

The classes for decorated fruit tables formed the
feature of this section of the show. The 1st

prize for the table of fruit, and also for decora-
tions, was awarded to Sir Thos. J. Dixon,
Bart. (gr. Mr. J. Bradshaw), Hillsborough; 2nd,
Lord O'Neill. Sir Thomas Dixon also showed
the best Grapes and Plums of all kinds. Lord
O'Neill sent the best scarlet-fleshed Melon,
whilst the 1st prize green or white-fleshed Melon
was won by Col. R. G. Sharman-Crawfoed.
The Earl of Roden exhibited the best dish of

Peaches, and Sir Chas. Dixon .similarly excel-

led in the class for Nectarines. In the vegetable
classeji Lord O'Neill, Col. Wallace, Col. R. G.
SH.\HMAN-CBAwroBD, and C. W. Dunbar-
Buller were the most successful exhibitors.

CHESHIRE AGRICULTURAL.
August 28.—The horticultural section of the

CJieshire Agricultural Society's show, which took
place at The Roodee, Chester, on this date,
proved the most successful for several years
past, the only falling off being in the exhibits
of cut flowers.

There were four entries in the class for a group
of miscellaneous plants, and the exhiljits were
well up to the average quality of these shows.
The 1st prize was won by Mr. C. H. Ceeasey,
Oxton, Birkenhead ; 2nd j. G. Frost, Esq., Mol-
lingt«n Hall (gr. Mr. T. Gilbert).
For six stove or greenhouse plants, Mr. B.

Cromwell was successful with medium-sized
plants, including a good specimen of Ixora.

A. E. H.tLL, Esq., Abbotsfield, Chester (gr.

Mr. H. Randies), led in the class for four Ferns.
Mr. A. Ellams won the 1st prize with

capital plants in the class for four Peiar;4oniums,
and he also showed, as the best specimen plant,
a well-grown Fern ; 2nd, i\Ir. Cromwell ; and
3rd, Sir Foster Cunliffe, Bart., Wrexham (gr.

Mr. M. Brennan).
In the cut-flower section Mr. P. Miller, Hart-

ford, and Mr. S. Salisbury, Wallasey, won the
1st and 2nd prizes, respectively, in the class for
Cactus Dahlias.

Mr. A. D. PiTc.iiRN Campbell, Bangor-on-
Dee, showed the best dozen Asters ; and Mr.
Bern.uid J. Sandy, Sandiway, excelled in the
class for 12 Roses.
Mr. L. N. Brooke. Heswell, staged the best

annuals; whilst G. R. Darsie. Esq., Newton
House (gr. Jlr. J. Dean), won the 1st prize for

12 bunches of hardy herbaceous cut flowers ; and
Mr. A. D. Pitcairn Campbell the 1st prize for
six bunches of hardy border flowers.

Mr. Wynne, Rowton, and Miss Roberts,
Wrexford, excelled in the classes for 12 and 6
vases of Sweet Peas respectively ; Capt. Towns-
end CuRRiE, Christleton (gr. Mr. T. Saunders),
won Messrs. Webb & Sons' special prize for six
vases of Sweet Peas ; whilst Messrs. McHattie's
prize offered for six vases of these flowers was
won by Mr. J. Bapscott.
Fruit was staged in fair quantity, and of good

quality throughout. Sir George Merrick, Bart.,
Anglesey (gr. Mr. W. Pilgrim), was successful in

the class for two bunches of black Grapes, show-
ing well-coloured bunches of the variety jNladres-

field Court ; whilst, for two bunches of white
varieties. J. Amphlett, Esq. (gr. Mr. R. Jones),
Colwyn Bay, excelled with well-coloured ex-

amples of Muscat of Alexandria.
P. H. AsHWOBTH, Esq., Gresford (gr. Mr. H.

Young), showed the best Peaches; Mr. W. Pil-
grim had the winning exhibit of Nectarines;
and Mr. J. Dean exhibited the best Melon.
The exhibits of vegetables were well up to the

average of these shows. T. C. Nelson, Esq. (gr.

Mr. D. Macdonald), won the 1st prize, offered
by ^lessrs. Sutton & Sons for six distinct kinds,
with fine produce. The 1st prize in Messrs.
Dickson and Rol:)inson"s class was won by Mr.
Chas. Parker, Waverton, who al-io showed a
fine exhibit. The winner of Messrs. Clibrans'

1st prize was Mr. J. Edw.abds, Ruabon ; whilst
in Messrs. Webb's class the 1st prize was won
bv Mr. J. Tomlinson, Northwich.

SCOTTISH HORTICULTURAL.
September 3.—The monthly meeting of

the above society was held on this date at 5,

St. Andrew Square, Edinburgh. Mr. Massie,
the president, was in the chair, and there were
80 members present. Mr. John Highgate,
Hopetoun Gardens, read a paper on " How to

Produce Effective Displays with Hardy Plants."
JMr. Highgate said that in most cases the class of

hardy plants to be grown would depend on the
size of the garden, or on the borders or beds to

be furnished. No one, for instance, would di-eam
of growing Gunnera or some of the larger Sene-
cios in a garden of very limited size. In some
large places it was becoming the fashion to have
borders devoted to single colours. He had never
been impressed by this arrangement. Another,
and a more popular-, style was to plant in patches
of one variety, but it did not admit of such a
great variety as in the more common mixed
style. The planting of good-sized clumps, with
a large variety of subjects, so as to prolong the
season of flowering as much as possible, was
what he recommended, as in this way one could
have a much better selection than if planted in
patches. Where possible, edgings should be
formed uf Alpines, such as small Linarias,
Thymes, Sedums, or Erinus alpinus, instead of
the more formal Box edging. A style which was
becoming popular, and deservedly so, was to
introduce Japanese Maples, BuddJeias, Prunus
Pissardii, Roses, &c., in order to relieve the flat-

ness of the herbaceous border. One could
scarcely imagine anything more handsome than
a few good plants of Spiriea aria^folia, the long
plumes of white flowers, dotted along the back
of the border, and against these such plants as
Prunus Pissardii and Acer Negundo variegata
could be effectively used as dot plants. Golden
Privet could also be employed in this way.
Roses could be used in a variety of ways, but
perhaps the most common, and certainly the
most effective, way to use them was as plants
against rustic poles or espaliers behind the bor-
der. Other old favourites were the hardy Fuchsias
and the improved form of Monarda didyma,
called " Cambridge Scarlet." For masses of
colour the last-mentioned plant was certainly one
of the best, but it required to be replanted every
year, or at most every two years, as tliey quickly
exhaust the soil. A plant which was an acqui-
sition for the herbaceous border was Artemisia
lactiflora. It produced white flowers in autumn,
and white flowers were scarce then ; but, like
Monarda, it required frequent replanting. Senecio
Wilsoniana was very suitable for the backs of
borders, or for planting by streams. For a late
season effect a bed of Japanese Jlaples and Lilium
auratum. with an edging of hardy Heaths, gave
great satisfaction. But the most imposing' dis-
play to be imagined was one produced by bold
groups of Roses, with or without a background.
One was apt to get tired of too much repetition
of Dorothy Perkins and Crimson Ramblers, but
there were many other varieties, such as Conrad
Me,ver (one of the finest of Roses when trained
against a rustic pole), which could be used in this
way. A simple and exceedingly pretty arrange-
ment on the lawn was a bed of the dwarf Phlox
" Regulus," with standard plants of Hydrangea
paniculata as dot plants, and an edging "of Ceras-
tium tomeutosum.

The exhibits were :—New Pentstemon " Mrs.
F. Fulford," from ilr. F. Fulford, Montgomerie
Castle, Tarbolton (awarded a Certificate of
Merit) ; New Tomato " Simpson's No. 1

"

(= Carter's Sunrise X seedling varietv), from
Mr. G. N. Simpson, Edinburgh (awarded" a Certi-
ficate of Jlerit) ; Ampelopsis Henryi and Tomato
" Balch's Fillbasket," from Messrs. James
Grieve & Sons, Edinburgh ; spike of Dobbie's
" Countess Spencer " Sweet Pea, with six
flowers, and Sweet Peas " Elfrida Pearson " and
" Isobel Malcolm," with double standards, from
Mr. R. H. Cockeurn, Gartmore Gardens, Perth-
shire ; double-flowered Heather, from Mr. W.
Young, Currie; Tomato "Phillips' Hipper,"
from the City of Edinburgh Di.stress Com-
mittee's Farm at jNIurieston. per Mr. Cairns
(awarded a Cultural Certificate) ; and Fruits,
Vegetables, &c., damaged by hail, from Mr. C.
Ritchie, Kimmerghame Mains, Duns.

At the meeting on October 1, the secretary

will give a paper on *' Edinburgh's Park and
other Trees." with lantern illustrations.

DUNDEE HORTICULTURAL.
September S, 6, 7.—The annual show of this

association was held on these dates, and
proved the finest of the series. In view of the
meeting of the British Association a special effort
was made in order that the exhibition should be
worthy of the occasion, with very satisfactory
results. The entries numbered 2,600, there being
350 more than last year. The local Executive
Committee of the British Association gave a sum
of £100 to be offered in prizes, and this, together
with the usual prizes, resulted in a very keen and
strenuous competition. The Dundee Horticul
tural Association was formed iu 1864, and when
the British Association visited the town in 1867
a handsome donation was given to the local
society, enabUng it to make a capital start, since
which it has never once looked back. Year by
year the show has grown, and now it is one of the
finest—if we except fruit, in which Edinburgh
excels—in Scotland.
The annual dinner was held in the Queen's

Hotel, Ex-Bailie Melville presiding.

Pot Plants.

In size and quality this section has ever been
an outstanding feature at the Dundee shows.
On this occasion past efforts w-ere excelled, and
competition was very keen for the Britisli
Association prizes. For the best group of plants
arranged on the ground, to be judged for quality
and effective arrangement, Mrs. BoASE, Binrock,
Dundee (gr. Mr. James Beats), was awarded the
1st prize, her beautifully-designed exhibit com-
prised some finely-grown Codiieums (Crotons),
whilst the flowering plants consisted principally
of Chrysanthemums, Lilium auratum, and pink
Cierodendrons. This exhibit reflected great
credit on the gardener, Mr. Beats, who has for
the eleventh time carried off the premier honours
for the best groups at this show. C. G. Gilroy,
Esq., The Grange, Monifieth (gr. Mr. James
Bethel), was placed 2nd ; and A. Sinclair. Esq.,
Seathwood, Dundee (gr. Mr. George Scott), 3rd.
In the class for nine stove or greenhouse plants J.
Kinneab, Esq., Fernbrae. Dundee, excelled with
well-grown Codiieums (Crotons) forming his lead-
ing foliage plants, and very fine specimens of
Ixora and Clerodendron were amongst his
flowering specimens. Mr. George Eeid, Inver-
tay. West Ferry, Dundee, was awarded the 2nd
prize, the prominent flowering plant of this exhi-
bit being a specimen of Statice ; 3rd, Mrs. Boase.
There was a remarkably good show of Ferns.
For exotic Ferns Mr. George Reid and Mr.
James Beats divided the honours. W. T.
Morrison, Esq.. Gowrie House, Perth, showed
the winning exhibits in the classes for four
British Ferns, and also for six dwarf British
Ferns, while Mr. Reid, Invertay, was successful
in the class for tree Ferns. Dracaenas made a
fine show, W. Grieve, Esq., Hazlewood,
Broughty Ferry, Dundee, winning the 1st prize.

Pelargoniums, both single and double specimens,
were well shown, J. G. Cl,uike, Esq., Elmslea,
Dundee, and Jlrs. Boase, Binrock. being placed
1st in these classes respectively. The lastrnamed
exhibitor also secured the premier award for the
best pot plant of Lilium auratum. J. G. Clarke,
Esq., excelled for three well-grown Coleus. In
the class for six stove or greenhouse plants (three
foliage and three flowering) the 1st prize was
awarded to Ci. Reid, Esq., Invertay. Mrs.
Boase and ilr. Kinneah were placed" 2nd and
3rd respectively. The best Palms were shown
by Mrs. Boase; 2nd, Mr. Kinneab. For varie-

ties of Cocos or Cieonoma Palms, Mr. Grieve,
Hazlewood, secured the premier award. Mr.
Reid, Invertay, showed the winning exhibits of

Cordyline and Selaginella. Mr. Morrison,
Gowrie House, exhibited the best collection of

20 Alpine plants (distinct), and Mr. Reid, In-

vertay, showed the best table plants.

Cut Flowers.

Notwithstanding the unfavourable season, a

capital show was made with cut flowers. A
special prize was awarded for the best exhibit of

cut flowers in vases. Orchids excluded. A keen
competition ensued, and the 1st prize was
awarded to A. Sinclair, Esq., Seathwood.
Finely-grown Chrysanthemums, LiUums of

various varieties, and large, intensely-coloured

Sweet Peas were the predominating flowers

shown. 2nd, Mrs. Boase, with well-grown
Carnations. 3rd, C. S. Gilroy, Esq., The
Grange, Monifieth. Mrs. Boase (gr. Mr. James
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IS awarded the premier prizes in the
class for (a) decorated dinner table, \h) bouquet
of Roses, (c) basket of flowers, and (d) wreath.
W. J. J. SiKn.iRT FoTUHiNGH.iM, Esq. , Fothring-
)iam (gr. Mr. John Machar) won the Dundee
Corporation Challenge Cup with a capital ex-
hibit of Sweet Peas. 2nd, Mrs. Dunbak
DuNB.iK, Seapark, Forres (gr. Mr. J. A. Grigor).

In the open classes for nurserymen and
florists Messrs. James Cocker & Sons, Aber-
deen, exhibited the winning table of Roses.
2nd, Messrs. D. & W. Croi.l, Dundee, who were
successful in the class for 12 vases of decorative
Roses. For baskets of Roses Messrs. Adam &
Craigmilb, Aberdeen, secured the premier
award. The best display of hardy flowers
arranged on a table was made by ^Messrs. James
Cocker & Sons, Aberdeen. For four vases and
six vases of sununcr-flowering Chrysanthemums
the 1st prizes were awarded to A. Sinclair,
Esq., Seathwood, and Mr. John Fraser, Dry-
burgh House, Lochee, Dundee, respectively. Mr.
James Bethel, Monifieth, was placed 2nd in

both classes. In the class for annuals Mr. G.
Reid, Invertay, was successful. Asters were
well shown by Mr. William Nicoll, Dundee,
who won the premier award for these flowers.
Mr. David Keilor,' Seabourne House, Broughty
Ferry, showed the winning exhibit of Cactus
Dahlias. The 1st prize for Pompon Dahlias
was awarded to Jlr. John S. Summers. Dundee.
Mr. Thomas Buchanan. Lyndhurst, Dundee,
was successful in the class for border Car-
nations. In the class for trusses or bunches cut
from stove or greenhouse plants Mr. A. Duncan,
Carbet Castle, was awarded the 1st prize. Mr.
William Grieve and Jlr. John Simpson were
very successful exhibitors of Roses. Mr.
Grieve won the 1st prizes in the classes for 12
Cactus Dahlias and 12 Souvenir de la Malmaison
Carnations. Begonias were remarkably well
shown, Jlr. Thomas C. Brown securing "the 1st
prize offered for the best 12 blooms.

Fruit.

There was very keen competition in the fruit
classes. The special prize which was offered for
the best collection of six bunches of Grapes was
won by Mr. James Beisant, Castle Huntly ; 2nd.
Mr. John G. Clarke, Elmslea. Mr. " Scott,
Seathwood, was successful in the class for Black
Alicante Grapes. Other successful exhibitors of
(irapes were Mr. William Balfour, Rockfield,
Dundee, and Mr. William Green, Mylnfield,
Invergowrie. The hardy fruits were especially
fine. Apples being well shown. For the best 12
varieties of Apples ^Ir. Walter Stawaud,
Aston HaU, Oswestry, Shropshire, was success-
ful ; 2nd, Mr. William Benvie, Murie Gardens,
Errol. Mrs. McGr.ath, Lethani Grange,
Arbroath, won the 1st prize for Apples, Plums,
and Pears. The other prize-winners for Apples
included Mr. Bethel, Mr. Harry Nunn, Bal-
lindean ; Mr. Samuel Shields, Glencarse; Mr.
Harper, TuUiebelton, Perthshire ; Mr. John
Si-MPSON, Panmure Gardens, Dundee; and Mr.
John Summers, Ashcliffe, Dundee. First prizes
were won by Mr. John Birrel, Glassingate
Gardens, Dunblane (for a scarlet-fleshed Melon)

;

Mr. J. E. Davis, Stanley (for a green or white-
fleshed Melon) ; Mr. D. A. Milne, Linlathen (for

Peaches and Nectarines) ; Mr. Staward, Aston
Hall Gardens (for Apricots) ; Mr. D. Nicoll,
F"organdenny (for a collection of orchard house
fruit) ; Jlr. J. Fabquharson, Kinfauns Castle.
Perthshire (for a collection of hardy fruits grown
in the open air) ; and Mr. J. M. Niven, Port
Allan, Errol (for Jargonelle Pears).

Vegetables.
A great display of vegetables was seen, and

some fine competition resulted. The special prize
in this section was won by Mr. James Kinnear,
Dundee, for a fine collection. 2nd, Mr. Harper,
TuUiebelton, Perthshire; 3rd, Mr. George Hen-
dry, Dundee. Other prize-winners in the vege-
table classe? were :—Mr. D. Dalrymple. Cupar,
Fife (Beetroot) ; Mr. James Benvie. Inchmartine,
Inchture (Kidney Beans) ; Mr. G. H. Young.
Balmyle, Dundee (Potatos) ; Mr. D. Hampton
(Parsnips) ; Mr. J. Beisant (Vegetable Marrow)

;

and Mr. Goodall, Errol (Turnips and Parsley).

Amateurs' Classes.

The ' Amateur" Corporation Cup, offered for
the best display of cut flowers exhibited on a
table, was won by Mr. Alex. Easton, Dundee;
2nd, Mr. D. Smith, Dundee. Plants in pots

were well shown, and the leading prize for six

stove or greenhouse plants was awarded to Mr.
W. Robertson, Dundee.

Non-competitive Exhibits.

Local nurserymen and florists exhibited some
capital groups. Messrs. Thyn & Son had a large

exhibit, covering over 600 square feet. Xlessrs.

Harley & Sons showed floral designs. The
exhibit of Messrs. D. & W. Croll, Dundee, com-
prised Roses, Begonias, Sweet Peas, and vege-
tables. Messrs. Laird & Sinclair showed a
rockery, flanked on either side by a fine collec-

tion of floral designs. Messrs. Storrie &
Storrie showed choice fruit.

STIRLING HORTICULTURAL.
August 29, 30.—The annual exhibition of this

society, held in the Albert Halls, Stirling, on
these dates, marked the centenary of the asso-

ciation. The display was worthy of the occa-
sion, demonstrating that the enthusiasm of the
society's early days had not vanished.
The displays of plants were numerous, Palms,

Ferns, Fuchsias and Zonal Pelargoniums ex-

celling. The leading prize-winners in this sec-

tion were : Messrs. J. Macdonald, Toucli ; J. K.
Meston, Springbank ; R. McDonald, The Elms,
and A. Johnstone, Annfield.

Cut flowers were an interesting feature, and
included fine exhibits of Sweet Peas, Gladioli,

Roses, Dahlias, hardy herbaceous and rock-

garden plants. Two fine collections were shown
by Messrs. Dan. Carmichael, Coldstream, and
John Maclennan, Clarendon Place, who were
awarded tlie 1st and 2nd prizes respectively.

Messrs. Chas. Shaw, Boquhan ; Geo. Watson,
Kippen ; Chas. Kay, Gargunnock ; John
Neaves, Kirkintilloch ; T. F. Malcolm, Dun-
more ; J. K. Meston ; Henry Gr.iy and A.
Johnstone secured the winning prizes in the
other classes for cut flowers.

Fruit of fine quality was shown, and the com-
petition in these classes was keen. Mr. J. Black-
lock. Blairdrummond, won the 1st prize for a
collection of eight varieties; 2nd, Mr., John
Mitchell, Airthrey Castle. For the collection

of hardy fruit the positions were reversed.
Mr. j. Macdonald, Touch, secured the pre-

mier prize for two bunches of Grapes ; Mr.
Mitchell was successful for four bunches and
two bunches of a white variety. For one
bunch, Mr. Meston was awarded the 1st prize.

Exhibits of vegetables were excellent. Mr.
Shaw was the most successful exhibitor in the
class for a collection of ten kinds, and Mr. Geo.
Watson showed the best collection of six kinds.

Children's classes attracted much attention,

there being competitions for bouquets of wild
flowers made up in the hall, of wild fruit

and British grasses. The prizes for these

classes were provided by the Stirling and Dis-

trict Horticultural Association in such a generous
way, that prizes were awarded for all the entries,

which numbered 44.

HORTICULTURAL TRADES'
ASSOCIATION.

(ANNUAL JIEETING.)

The annual gathering of nurserymen and
seedsmen forming the above association took place

last week at Scarborough, and though the attend-

ance suffered from the deplorable weather which
has been general all over the country, the meeting
was a very successful one. The only rainfall was
on the 3rd inst. , when no excursions were ar-

ranged. Visits were made to the local nurseries

of Messrs. Walshaw & Son, and the programme
included a 60-mile motor run to Scamp-
ston Hall, Castle Howard, and the beautiful
ruins of Rievaulx Abbey. One day was devoted
to York, including a visit to Messrs. Backhouse
& Son's nurseries. The world-famed rock-garden,
ferneries, &c., at Halgate and the fine new nur-

sery recently established at Gattal were in-

spected.

The evenings were devoted to the discussion

of trade matters, including the effect of legisla-

tion on the nursery business, the vexatious re-

strictions on foreign trade by the regula-
tions imposed during the Phylloxera scare, the
best methods of checking unfair and dishonest
trading, and similar matters. Mr. W. J. Jef-
feries, of the Cirencester Nurseries, was unani-
mously elected president for the coming year.

GLASGOW AND WEST OF SCOTLAND
HORTICULTURAL.
CENTENARY SHOW.

September 4, 5, 6.—The show of the above
society, held in the West End Roller Skating
Rink at Bunhouse Grounds, Glasgow, on these
dates, represented the one-hundredth anniversary
exhibition. Jlost of the competitive exhibits
were staged in the Skating Rink, but the trada
groups were accommodated in two large marquees
adjoining the building. The evening preceding
the opening of the show was very boisterous,
with heavy showers of rain, and the marquees,
unfortunately, were flooded with water. Drains,
however, were made with considerable prompti-
tude, and the floors of the tents were strewn with
ashes, so that when the show was opened to the
public the ground was in a fairly good condition.
The entries had decreased by 250 as against those
of last year, when the show was held in the
grounds of the Glasgow Exhibition, but on this
occasion they are well above the average for
these shows. Despite the wet, sunless summer,
the quality of the exhibits has seldom been ex-
celled in Glasgow. Vegetables were especially
good. The great feature of the show was the
trade exhibits. The Royal Horticultural Society
was represented by a deputation including Sir
Daniel Morris, Sir Harry Veitch. Mr. H. B.
May, Jlr. James Hudson, and Mr. Arthur J.
GaskeU. R.H.S. cups and medals were awarded
to several of the more important exhibits.

Collections of Fruit.

In the fruit section the principal class was one
for a table of dessert fruit, 10 feet by 4 feet
6 inches, decorated with plants in pots, cut
flowers or foliage. In addition to the prize
money given by the society, a special prize of £5
and the Veitch Memorial Medal was awarded to

.

the exhibitor of the 1st prize collection. Separate
prizes were also provided for the decorations.

The 1st prize for fruit was awarded to the Duke
of Portland, Welbeck Abbey (gr. Mr. .Jas. Gib-
son). His fruit, which was all well fin-

ished, consisted of Grapes Buckland Sweet-
w'ater, JIuscat of Alexandria, Madresfield
Ccurt, and Black Hamburgh ; Peaches Bar-
rington and Sea Eagle ; Nectarines Pine-
apple and Spencer ; Apples Washington and
Cox's Orange Pippin ; Figs Negro Largo and
Brown Turkey ; Pears Marguerite JIarillat and
Souvenir du Congres ; and two fine seedling
Melons. This exhibit was placed 2nd for

decoration. J. Graeme Thomson, Esq., Nor-
wood, Alloa (gr. Mr. James Small), was placed
2nd for fruit and 3rd for decoration. Lord
Elphinstone, Carberry Tower, Musselburgh (gr.

Mr. D. Kidd), was awarded the 3rd prize for
fruit and 1st for decoration.

In the class for a collection of 12 dishes of
fruit, of distinct varieties, the Duke of
Portland was again the leading exhibitor, fol-

lowed by A. A. H. Spiers, Esq., Houston,
Renfrew (gr. Mr. James Brow-n). 3rd, J.
Graeme Thomson, Esq., Alloa. For a collection

of six dishes of fruit the 1st prize was won by
Mr. John Finnie, Shandon ; 2nd, W. T.
Maclellan, Esq., Helensburgh (gr. Jlr. H. Mac-
Skimming) ; 3rd, the Duke of Portland.

Grapes.

The principal class for Grapes was one for
eight bmiches. not more than two bunches of any
variety, each exhibit to be decorated with plants
or cut flowers in glasses or vases. Lord
RowALLAN. KUmarnock (gr. Mr. James Dixon),
won the 1st prize, this carrying with it, in addi-
tion to the prize money, the " Centenary " Silver

Cup presented by the Glasgow seed trade. This
exhibitor's bunches were splendidly finished,

and comprised two bunches each of JIuscat of

Alexandria, JIadresfield Court, Black Hamburgh
and JIuscat Hamburgh. He received the follow-

ing points :

—

Mai. Points,

Muscat Hamburgh ... 9 8
9 7i

JIuscat of Alexandria ... 10 8
10

JIadresfield Court

Black Hamburgh

9
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R. W. Donaldson, Esq., Row (gr. Mr. Robt.
Glen), was 2nd with 59 points out of a possible

72; 3rd, W. Mackat, Esq., Ascog, Bute (gr. Mr.
D. Halliday); 4th, Wm. Fokbes, Esq., Falkirk
(gr. Mr. John Middleton).

In the class for four bunches of Grapes (two
white and two black varieties), W. Mac-
LELLAN, Esq.. was placed 1st; John Finnie,
Esq., 2nd; and W. Mackay, Esq., 3rd. W.
Maclellan, Esq., and John Finnie, Esq., were
1st and 2nd respectively in the class for two
bunches of Black Hamburgh. For two bunches
of white Grapes W. Maclei.L-4N, Esq., again led
with splendid examples of Muscat of Alexandria ;

2nd, John Finnie, Esq. In the class for white
Grapes other than iluscat of Alexandria Lord
RowALLAN was easily 1st with beautiful, weU-
balanced bunches of i\Irs. Pearson. There were
several smaller classes for Grapes.

In the class for a collection of six varieties of

Pears, four fruits of each sort. Miss Hamilton,
Rozelle, Ayr (gr. Mr. Andrew Harvey), was
awarded the 1st prize ; 2nd, Duke of Portland;
and 3rd, H. J. Younger, Esq., Kilmun (gr. Mr.
R. Greenlaw). H. J. Younger, Esq., was
easily 1st for a collection of Apples, to consist of

12 varieties, four fruits of each sort. 2nd, Mr.
A. T. Harrison ; 3rd Mr. J. S.mall. The best
collection of Plums in six varieties was shown by
Hugh S. Gl.idstone, Esq., Dumfries (gr. Mr.
D. Campbell) ; 2nd. Mr. A. Harrison ; 3rd, Miss
Hamilton, Ayr. There was only one competi-
tor in the class for 12 Plums in two varieties, and
the 1st prize was awarded to the exhibitor, Mr.
John Russell, Prospect House, Newton
Mearns. For two Melons, one green or whit«
and one scarlet variety, H. J. Younger, Esq.,
was awarded the 1st prize, and Lady Augusta
Ore Ewing (gr. Mr. H. Jowitt) the 2nd prize.

For 12 Peaches in two varieties Mr. John Fer-
RiER, Craigends, was placed 1st ; Mr. John
Finnie 2nd; and Hugh S. Gladstone, Esq.,
3rd.

In the class for 12 Nectarines in two varieties

H. J. Younger, Esq., was 1st; Mr. A. T.
Harrison, 2nd. and J. Graeme Thomson,
Esq., Alloa, 3rd. The best 12 Figs were shown
by \V. Mackat, Esq., Ascog.

The Highland and Agricultural Society of
Scotland offered a Silver Medal, in addition to the
1st prize, in the class for 12 dessert Apples.
This was won by the Duke of Portland, fol-

lowed by J. H. Bell, Esq., Rossie Forgandenny
(gr. Mr. D. Nicoll).

Vegetables.

The vegetables were accommodated in a special
marquee, and this was one of the most popular
attractions of the show. For a collection of 13
varieties, the prizes being presented by Messrs.
Sutton & Sons, the Duke of Portland was 1st,

with a splendid exhibit, and was very closely
followed by Mr. Chas. Shaw, Keppen Station.
The 3rd prize was awarded to Lady Orr Ewing,
Portpatrick.

For a collection of nine varieties, for prizes
presented by Messrs. Webb & Sons, Mr. Chas.
Shaw was 1st, Mr. Joseph Denny, Stranraer,
2nd, and Mr. John Gray, Uddingston, 3rd.

The prizes presented by Messrs. Austin &
McAsIan for 13 varieties of vegetables were won
by Mr. Chas. Shaw, who secured the 1st place
and the Hunter Memorial Medal, followed by
Ladv Orr EwrNG and the Rt. Hon. Earl of
Home, Bothwell Castle (gr. Mr. W. P. Bell), in
this order.

In the collection for nine varieties, open to
amateurs, there was good competition and high
quality; the 1st prize and a silver cup presented
by the directors was won by Mr. Joseph Denny,
Stranraer; 2nd, Mr. Geo. Watson, Keppen; and
3rd, Mr. John Gray.
The Highland and Agricultural Society offered

a Silver Medal in addition to the 1st prize for a
collection of salads. This was won by Mr. Chas.
Shaw.
For 12 distinct varieties of Potatos there was

keen competition, the Earl of Home, Bothwell
Castle, being placed 1st, Mr. Donald McPher-
SON, Bridge of Weir, 2nd, and Mr. John Fer-
Rier, Craigends, 3rd.

There was a good competition in the class for
a collection of Tomatos, in which Messrs.
Forrest & Co., Welldale Nurseries, Douglas,
excelled.

Pot Plants.

The principal class in the pot-plari section
was for a group of miscellaneous plants arranged
on the ground in a space of 15 feet by 10 feet.

The 1st prize consisted of £7, together with £5
and a medal presented by the trustees of the
Veitch Memorial Fund. The judges had little

difficulty in awarding the 1st prize, which was
won by Sir Wilfrid Lawson, Bart., Brayton
Hall, Carlisle (gr. Mr. A. Knight), for an effec-

tive display of Codijeums. Alocasias, Orchids and
Liliura lancifolium, with Palms and Ferns. All
the plants were well grown. The 2nd prize was
won by Colonel Stewart Richardson, Ballathie,
Perth (gr. Mr. J. E. Davis), for a collection,
beautifully arranged, but lacking the quality of
the winning group. T. G. Bishop. Esq., Helens-
burgh (gr. Mr. J. Hood), was 3rd, and W.
Beattie, Esq., Helensburgh (gr. Mr. A. Kelly),
4th.

Prizes were offered for a group of stove or
greenhouse plants arranged on the ground in a
circle 8 feet in diameter. With a good group, in
which Codifeunis and Liliums were the chief
features. Sir Wilfrid Lawson was again the
leading prize-taker; 2nd, Colonel Stewart
Richardson ; 3rd. Colonel Gray Buchanan,
Cambuslang (gr. Mr. W. Ferguson).

In the class for 12 plants suitable for table
decoration, in 12 distinct varieties, the pots
not to exceed 6 inches in diameter. Messrs. Mal-
colm Campbell. Ltd., Glasgow, were placed
1st; Sir Wilfrid Lawson, Bart., 2nd; and
A. H. Pettigrew, Esq., Lanark (gr. Mr. A. L.
Davidson), 3rd.

For six similar plants, Mr. James Thompson,
Giffnock, was awarded the 1st prize; Sir Wil-
frid Lawson. Bart., the 2nd; and A. H.
Pettigrew, Esq., the 3rd prize.

The Earl of Home (gr. Jlr. A. McMillan) was
a notable prize-winner in the remaining classes.

The leading prizes in both the classes for
Orchids were won bv W. Mackay. Esq., Ascog,
Bute (gr. Mr. D. Halliday).

Cut Flowers.

There were only two entries in the class for 24
spikes of Gladioli in not fewer than 12 varieties,
and here the 1st place was secured by Messrs.
Geo. Mair & Sons, Prestwich, for magnificent
spikes. This stand of flowers was one of the
features of the show, and well deserved the
special recognition it received from the deputa-
tion from the Royal Horticultm-al Society.
Messrs. A. Campbell & Sons, Gourock. were
2nd.
For a collection of Roses in a space of 8 feet

by 5 feet there were three competitors. Mr. W.
Ferguson, Dunfermline, showed best, his blooms
of Mrs. David :\IcKee and Duchess of Welling-
ton being exceptionally fine. Messrs. Jas.
Cocker & Sons, Aberdeen, were placed 2nd

;

and The Killermont Nursery Co., Bearsden,
3rd.

Mr. W. Ferguson again excelled in the class
for eight vases of decorative Roses ; 2nd, Messrs.
D. Robertson & Co., Helensburgh.

In the class for six vases the Dunfermline
grower again excelled, Messrs. Cocker being
2nd, and Messrs. Robertson 3rd.
For 36 blooms of Roses, distinct, Messrs.

Cocker won the 1st prize, Jlrs. Andrew Car-
negie, their new variety of this season, being
prominent on the stand ;" Mr. W. Ferguson was
placed 2nd; and the Killermont Nursery
Co. 3rd.

For 24 blooms, Hugh Renwick, Esq., Lanark
(gr. Mr. W. Virtue), was 1st; Chas. C. Mann,
Esq., Gourock (gr. Mr. J. Barclay), 2nd; and
Mr. Peter Kenyon 3rd.
The class for 12 blooms was restricted to ama-

teurs, and here the 1st prize was won by Mr.
Robert Borrowman, Baigeddie.

Messrs. M. Campbell & Sons, High Blan-
tyre, were placed 1st in the leading collection for
Dahlias. The flowers were all exceptionally well
grown, and were mostly of the Cactus type ; 2nd,
Mr. George Bowness, Nurseryman, Busby.

Messrs. M. Campbell & Sons were the lead-
ing prize-winners in the principal classes for
Carnations.
In the class for a collection of Sweet Peas,

open to all, a Lanarkshire amateur, Mr. John
Fletcher, Auchenheath, won easily. The
flowers were well grown and showed little traces
of injury from the weather. 2nd, Mr. J. H.
Crosslet, Comrie.

The best collection of 18 vases of Sweet Peas
was shown by Mr. Geo. Bowness, Busby; whilst
for 12 vases Mr. Fletcher was placed 1st.

As usual, the exhibits of early-flowering Chry-
santhemums were exceptionally good. Mr.
Thomas Robertson, Thornliebank, and Mr.
John Smellie were the leading winners in the
principal classes.

In the class for 12 vases or bunches of hardy
flowers, distinct varieties, some splendid ex-
hibits were staged. The 1st prize, which
included a Gold Medal, for the most meri-
torious display in the cut-flower section, was
awarded to Mr. Chas. P.\ttison. "The Village
Blacksmith," Linwood. The Royal Horticul-
tural Society also honoured this working black-
smith with a Silver Banksian Medal, and his
exhibit deserves the highest praise. 2nd, Alex.
MURR.4Y, Esq.. Duncryne, Alexandria (gr. Mr.
R. McLelland).
Mr. C. Kay, Gargunnock, excelled in the

class for 48 Fancy Pansies, his flowers being ex-
ceptionally good. He was the principal winner
in the other classes for these flowers. Mr. John
McGrory. Junr. . Campbeltown, had the best
exhibit of 48 Violas.

Decorative Classes.

The principal class in this section was for a
decorated dinner table (8 feet by 4 feet). The
1st prize was awarded to T. G. Bishop, Esq.,
Helensburgh (gr. Mr. J. Hood), for a light and
effective arrangement of Irish Elegance Roses,
and Selaginella. iMr. J. Donaldson, Kern, was
2nd, with an arrangement of pink Carnations.
Codiaeum foliage, and Selaginella.

R. H.S. Awards.
The following Awards were made by the depu-

tation of the Royal Horticultural Society to
competitive exhibits :

—

Silver KnigJiiiijn Medal to the Duke of Port-
land (gr. Mr. Jas. Gibson), for a collection of
vegetables.

Silver Banksian Medal to Messrs. Geo. Maie
& Son, Prestwich, for 24 spikes of Gladioli.

Veitch Memorial Mednl to Sir Wilfrid Law-
son, Bart., Brayton Hall, Carlisle (gr. Mr. A.
Knight), for a group of flowering plants.

Silver Banlsiun Medal to Mr. William Fergu-
son, Dunfermline, for a collection of Roses.

Silver-rjilt Flora Medal to Messrs. M. Campbell
& Son, for a collection of Dahlias.

Silver Flora Medal to Col. Stewart Richard-
son (gr. Mr. J. E. Davis), for a group of plants.

Silver Flora Medcds to Mr. John Smellie,
Busby, for Dahlias and Chrysanthemums, and
Mr. John Fletcher, Lanark, for a collection of
Sweet Peas.

Silver Banksian Medal to Mr. Charles Patti-
SON, Linwood, near Paisley, for hardy herbaceous
flowers.

Veitch Memorial Prize to the Duke of Port-
land for a collection of fruit.

"Hogg " Memorial Medal to Lord Rowallan,
Kilmarnock (gr. Mr. Jas. Dixon), for two
bunches of Mrs. Pearson Grapes ; W. Maclel-
lan, Esq., Helensburgh (gr. Mr. JIacSkimming),
for two bunches of Muscat of Alexandria Grapes.

The following R.H.S. Awards were made to
non-competitive exliibits :

—

Gold Medals.—Messrs. J. Veitch & Sons, for
Orchids ; and Messrs. Sutton & Sons, for vege-
tables.

Silver Cups.—Messrs. Dobbie & Co., Edin-
burgh, for cut flowers ; ilessrs. Malcolm &
Campbell, Ltd., Glasgow, for fruit; Messrs.
May & Sons, Edmonton, for Ferns ; and Messrs.
Blackmore & Langdon, Bath, for Begonias.

Silver-qilt Kniijhtian Medal.—Messrs. Cli-
bbans, Altrincham, for vegetables.

Silver-gilt Flora Medal.—Messrs. Austin &
McAsLAN, Glasgow, for stove plants.

Silver-gilt Banksian Medals.—Messrs. Webb
& Sons, Wordsley, for vegetables; Mr. D. G.
Purdie, Glasgow, for plants; and Mr. Hugh
Dickson, Belfast, for Roses.

Silver Flora Medal.—Messrs. W. Cutbush &
Son, Highgate, for Carnations.

Silver Banksian Medals.—Messrs. W. Wells,
Ltd., Merstham, for Chrysanthemums; Messrs.
CuNNiNCH.tM, Eraser & Co., Edinburgh, for cut
flowers ; Mr. G. A. Jones, Kilkenny, for
Gladioli; Messrs. Young & Co., Cheltenham, for
Carnations ; and Messrs. Austln & McAslan,
Glasgow, for collection of vegetables.
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Awards to Novelties.

The First-class Certificate of the Glasgow and

West of Scotland Horticultural Society was
awarded to the following novelties :

—

CoUcrette Dnhlius "Princess Louise," " Frog-

more," " Kensinf/lon," and Prince Jo/iii," and
Pompon Dahlia " Moira."—All these were shown
by Messrs. Dobeie & Co., Edinburgh.

Hose "Mrs. Andrew Carnegie."—Shown by
Messrs. Cooker & Sons, Aberdeen.

Early-flowering Chrysanthemum " Crimson
Polly."—Shown by iMeasrs. W. Wells, Ltd.,

Merstham.

Non-competitive Exhibits.

Messrs. Sutton & Sons, Reading, exhibited

many of their specialities in vegetables. Some
line Melons were also shown. The background
of the stand consisted of single Asters and Antir-

rhinums. (Gold Medal.)
Messrs. J. Veitch & Sons, Chelsea, staged a

collection of choice Orchids and fine stove plants.

(Gold Medal.
)

Messrs. Dobbie & Co., Edinburgh, put up a

large collection of very showy collerette Dahlias,

Sweet Peas, Roses, and Chrysanthemums. (Gold
.\Ie<lal.)

Messrs. Austin &_McAslan, Glasgow, contri-

buted two separate groups, one consisting of

choice stove plants and the other of vegetables.

Gold and Silver Medals, respectively, were
awarded these exhibits.

Messrs. Blackmore & Langdon, Bath, staged

a magnificent display of tuberous-rooted Be-
gonias. (Gold Medal.)

Messrs. Clibrans, Ltd., Altrincham, showed
an extensive collection of well-grown vegetables

in great variety. (Gold Medal.)
Messrs. Webb & Sons, Stourbridge, put up a

very pretty circular exhibit of Sweet Peas and
many varieties of vegetables. (Gold Medal.)

Messrs. Malcolm Campbell, Ltd., Glasgow,
showed choice Grapes and fruit on a well-

arranged stand. (Gold Medal.)
Mr. Hugh Dickson, Belfast, exhibited a col-

lection of Roses, including several new varieties.

(First-class Certificate of Merit.)

Messrs. Alex. Cross & Sons, Glasgow, set up
an attractive exhibit of their horticultural speci-

alities. (Certificate of Merit.)

Messrs. J. Forbes, Ltd., Hawick, showed
Violas, Carnations, Pentstemons, &c. (Certificate

of Merit.)

Messrs. Sander & Sons, St. Albans, showed a

small collection of choice Orchids. (First-class

C-ertificate of Mei'it.)

Messrs. H. B. May & Sons, Edmonton, staged

a collection of Ferns. (First-class Certificate of

Merit.)

Messrs. Young & Co., Cheltenham, exhibited

a large collection of perpetual-flowering Carna-

tions. (First-class Certificate of Merit.)

Messrs. Cunningham, Fraser & Co., Edin-
burgh, had a small display of cut flowers. (First-

class Certificate of Merit.)

Messrs. Wm. Cutbush & Sons, Highgate,
staged choice Carnations. (First-class Certificate

of Merit.)

Mr. Wm. Leighton, Glasgow, exhibited pot

plants. (First-class Certificate of Merit.)

There were many other trade exhibits.

UNITED HOKTICULTURAL BENEFIT
AND PROVIDENT.

A committee meeting of the above society was
held at the R.H.S. Hall on the 9th inst. Mr.
Charles H. Curtis presided. Thirty-four new
members were elected, making a total of nearly

400 since July last. The sick pay for the month
amounted to £27. Two members having reached

the age of 70, withdrew from their deposit the

sums of £68 and £49 10s. respectively, still leav-

ing a balance of £10 for their nominee. The
secretary, Mr. W. Collins, who is retiring,

thanked the members for their kindness to

him, and regretted his inability to caiTy

on the work. The chairman on
_
behalf of

the committee expressed their high appre-

ciation of Mr. Collins' long and valued

services, and expressed a hope that he would
long be spared to still render some assistance to

the society. All communications should be ad-

dressed to Mr. A. C. Hill, 35, Alexandra Road,
West Kensington Park, who has been appointed
secretary pro. Icm.

CARLISLE AND CUMBERLAND
HORTICULTURAL.

September 4, 5.—This society's annual show
was held at Carlisle, on these dates, in the
spacious City Market Hall, in conjunction with
the Northern Counties Fruit Congress and Show.
The judging was undertaken by representatives of

the North of England Horticultural Society.

Fruit Section (Open).

The Challenge Bowl offered for 12 dishes of

Apples by Messrs. Walter Voss & Co., Ltd., was
won by Mr. J. Millican, Carlisle. Mr. W.
Alexander, Hexham, was placed 2nd, and
Messrs. Leslie Bros., Carlisle, 3rd.

Messrs. Leslie Bros, were awarded Messrs.
Coopers & Nephews' prizes in Classes 3 and 4.

In the class for one 28 lb. box, non-returnable,

of cooking Apples, graded and packed for mar-
ket, Mr. W. Walton, Carlisle, was successful.

2nd, Mr. J. Millican.
In the single-dish classes of early varieties of

cooking Apples, Mr. J. Millican won the 1st

prize in every class, and he also excelled for tJie

dessert varieties Cumberland Gilliflower and Mr.
Gladstone, and any variety other than those

named, also for Royal Jubilee, Lane's Prince
Albert, Newton Wonder, Allington Pippin, and
for a locally cultivated variety. Other 1st prize-

winners in the single-dish classes were Beauty
of Bath, Mrs. F. W. Crewdson ; Worcester
Pearmain and Cox^s Orange Pippin, Mr. A.

Knight; James Grieve, Mr. T. Fixter; Bis-

m.ark, Mr. W. Walton, and Fcarn's Pippin,
Mr. J. T. Stewabt.
In the class for three dishes of Pears, distinct,

Mr. T. Fixter was successful; 2nd, Mrs. F. W.
Crewdson.
For one dish of Pears the 1st prize was

awarded to Mr. G. Coulthard ; 2nd, Mr.
T. Fixter.

Mr. W. Scott showed the three winning dishes

of Plums. For one dish of Victoria Plums Mr.
T. S. Walton excelled. Mr. J. Robertson was
successful in the class for any other variety of

Plum.
In the classes for Gooseberries, Mr. J. Turner

and Mr. J. Tait were the 1st prize-winners for

green and red sorts respectively.

Mr. T. Fixter showed the finest Loganberries,

Red Currants, and Raspberries.

The 1st prize for White Currants was awarded
to Mr. C. Lewis ; Mr. J. T. Stewart receiving

the 1st prizes for Black Currants and Cherries.

In the classes confined tu gentlemen employing
regular gardeners, the Challenge Cup, offered for

12 dishes of hardy fruits, was awarded to Mr. J.

Cocker ; 2nd, Mr. W. Scott.

Mr. W. Scott won the Silver Cup offered for

six dishes of fruit grown out-of-doors.

For six dishes of fruit Mr. J. Cocker secured

the 1st award.
For two bunches of black Gra/pes, Mr. G. F.

Hallett, Netherby Hall, was successful, Mr.
W. Scott being placed 2nd.

In a similar class for one bunch, Mr. J.

Robertson secured the 1st prize ; 2nd, Mr. J.

Farquharson.
Mr. T. Fixter won the 1st prize for white

Grapes ; and Mr. J. Robertson showed the best

Melons.
In the class for Peaches, Mr. W. Scott and

Mr. 6. F. Hallett were the 1st and 2nd prize-

winners respectively.

In the two classes devoted to market growers,

Mr. J. Millican exhibited the winning collec-

tions in the classes for culinary and dessert

Apples; Mr. W. Walton and Mr. J. W. Tel-
ford receiving the 2nd prizes.

Sweet Peas.

In the class for 12 varieties, the Challenge

Bowl offered by Robert Sydenham Limited was
awarded to Mr. J. Robertson, the 2nd prize

being awarded to Mr. .J. H.\Y.

The 1st prize for 12 vases was awarded to

Mr. J. Shaw; 2nd, Mr. G. F. Hallett. Mr.
Shaw was also successful in the class for 12 vases

arranged with foliage ; 2nd, Mr. G. L. Moffat.
In the plant classes the chief winners were

Messrs. A. Knight, J. Dixon, J. Hat, and C.

Lewis.
In the class for a collection of hardy

herbaceous perennials, Mr. J. Hat excelled ; 2nd.

Mr. .1. R.1BERTS0N. Mr. J. W. James showed
the best e>hibit of 12 Cactus Dahlias.

The most successful exhibitors in the Rose
classes were Mr. T. Pride and Messrs. F.
France and J. Robertson.

Vegetables.
The Silver Cup offered for a collection of 12

kinds was won by Hon. Vicart Gibbs, Aldenham
House, Elstree (gr. Mr. E. Beckett). This ex-
hibitor also won the 1st prize in Messrs. Sutton
& Son's class.

Mr. J. Smith excelled in Messrs. Ed. Webb
& Sons' class.

A keen competition ensued in all the other
classes, a notable feature being the success of a
local allotment holder, Mr. J. Smith, who ex-

celled in several classes.

Awards to Novelties.

First-class Diplomas were granted for Per-
petual Carnation " The Geisha " (Messrs. Geo.
Fairbairn & Sons) ; Collerette Dahlias The Czar,
Queen A7ine, and tiandringham (Messrs. Dobbie
& Co., Edinburgh).
Second-class Diplomas were awarded for

Cosmos White Queen, Pink Queen, Princess
Louise, and Crimson King.

Non-competitive Exhibits.

The Medals were awarded by the N.E.H.S.
Messrs. Little & Ballantyne, Carlisle,

staged a large, circular exhibit of flowering and
foliage plants, in addition to a large collection of

hardy fruits. (Large Gold Medal.)
Messrs. Geo. Bunvard & Son, Ltd., Maid-

stone, Kent, exhibited 50 dishes of out-door-
grown fruits, including chiefly Apples and Pears.
(Large Gold Medal.)
Messrs. T. Rivers & Sons, Sawbridgeworth,

showed a small but meritorious collection of

orchard house and out-door-grown fruit. (Large
Silver-gilt Medal.)
Mr. J. Millican, Scotby Nurseries, staged a

splendid assortment of locally-grown Apples.
(Large Silver-gilt Medal.)
Messrs. G. Fairbairn, Botcherby Nurseries,

Carlisle, staged Begonias, Carnations, Dahlias,

and Sweet Peas. (Large Silver-gilt Medal.)
Messrs. E. F. Fairbairn & Sons, Edentown,

displayed a collection of Phloxes, Dahlias, and
hardy plants. (Silver-gilt Medal.)

Messrs. Dobbie & Co., Edinburgh, exhibited a
beautiful collection of collerette Dahlias, Cosmos,
and Scabious. (Silver-gilt Medal.)
A well-grown group of Ordiids was exhibited

by Sir Benjamin Scott (Mayor of Carlisle). (Sil-

ver Medal.)
Mr. W. B. Little arranged an exhibit of

Apples and Pears from the County Council Ex-
perimental Fruit Plots, marked according to

their suitability for various soils. (Silver Medal.)
A table of cut flowers and pot plants was

staged by Messrs. Clark Bros. & Co., Carlisle.

(Bronze .Medal.)

Messrs. Alex. ^IcLaughltn, Stranraer, were
awarded a Bronze ^ledal for models of conserva-
tories and greenhouses ; and Messrs. Muncaster
Bros., Carlisle, a Bronze Medal for bee appli-

ances.

Mr. W. Miller, Wisbech, showed Apple Red
Victoria.

Special awards were made to the Four Oaks
Sprating jMachine Co. and Messrs. W. Weeks
& Son, Maidstone, for spraying appliances.

THE CONFERENCE.
The conference meetings w-ere held in the

Arcade room in close proximity to the Show and
were well .ittended. During the afternoon of the
first day Jlr. J. S. Chisholm, Lecturer to the
Northumberland County Council, gave a demon-
stration on the bottling of fruits.

At 5 p.m. the same day, Mr. G. P. Berry,
Edinburgh and East of Scotland College of Agri-
culture, gave a lecture on " Soils in Relation to

Fruit-growing." He emphasised the necessity of

an alkaline condition of the soil for successful

fruit-growing. He stated that modern investiga-

tion had revealed the fact that, unless the soil

was in a neutral state, it was impossible for the

healthy bacteria which played such an important
part in the manufacture of good material to carry

on a healthy existence. This, in a great many
instances in the past, had been ignored, and it

probably explained to a great extent the poor

results obtained by inoculation with nitrifying

bacteria in experiments. He strongly emphasised
the importance of drainage and the need of
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guarding against stagnant water in the soil dur-

ing the winter. In many instances, said Mr.
Berry, fruit plantations suffered more through,

the decay of autumn-made roots in winter, due to

the water-logged condition of the soil, than to

any extremes of climate during the growing
season.

Mr. Haig referred to the feeding of fruit trees,

and said that when growing Pears in certain

soils he had great difficulty in obtaining fruits of

a satisfactory flavour, whereas their size and
appearance were all that could be desired. He
assumed it was owing to a deficiency of potash,

and was at the present time carrying out experi-

ments.

At 7.30 p.m. Mr. Somers Rivers, Sawbridge-
worth, in tlie absence of Professor F. V.
Theobald, gave a lecture on ** The Spray-

ing and Washing of Fruit Trees as a

Means of Combating Insect Pests and Diseases."

He said that now tliat a Department of

HoHiculture had been formed they might,
perhaps, look forward to the State taking
a load in advising and experimenting, as was
done in most countries where fruit-growing was
carried on. Growers themselves had neither the
time nor the money to Sipend upon such trials. If

the Government were to undertake experiments in

different parts of the country—districts varied so

much that results were difficult to collate—much
valuable information could be collected. Mr.
Rivers dealt with many of the most common
pests and diseases of fruit trees, and gave the
times when to spray and the specifics to use.

On Thursday a fruit-bottling demonstration
was given by Mr. W. B. Little.

Later in the same day Mr. F. J. Chittenden
gave an address on " Canker and Other Bark
Diseases of Fruit Trees." The chief subjects

dealt with were canker, Apple and Pear scab, and
Brown rot.

At 7.30 p.m. Mr. Chisholm gave a practical

demonstration in the methods of pruning fruit

trees and bushes.

James Condie. — We regret to record the

death of Mr. James Condie, who died on the 27th

ult., at Larbert. Deceased was for 50 years

gardener at Brooks Hill, Harrow Weald. He
retired about 18 months ago. when he was
granted a pension by his employer, Mr. S. J.

Blackwell, whom he had served for about 30

years. Mr. Condie was an enthusiastic supporter

of the Gardeners' Royal Benevolent Institution.

He leaves one son. His remains were laid to

rest in Dollar Cemetery, his native town, where
he received his early education, and served his

apprenticeship.

Harry Dampier.—The death of Mr. Harry
Dampier, gardener, of New Orleans, U.S.A., is

announced in Horticulture. Mr. Dampier, who
was a native of Devonshire, settled in New
Orleans 20 years ago, and was 57 years of age.

His wife and two daughters sui'vive him.

J. S. Bergheim.—We regret to record the

death of Mr. J. S. Bergheim, whose gardens at

his residence, Belsize Court, Hampstead, con-

tained a remarkable collection of interesting

plants, including Orchids. On the 7th inst.

Mr. and Mrs. Bergheim were journeying in their

motorcar on the Ripley Road, and, in attempting
to avoid a cart, the car skidded and turned over.

Mr. Bergheim, who was in his 70th year, sus-

tained a fractured skull, and was otherwise in-

jured, and Mrs. Bergheim sustained a severe

shock. Both were taken to the Surrey County
Hospital, Guildford, where Mr Bergheim died
on the 10th inst., without regaining conscious-

ness. Mrs. Bergheim is recovering satisfactorily,

and the chauffeur escaped almost unhurt. Mr.
Bergheim was well known in financial circles in

the City, but he was also a keen naturalist. He
had a large circle of friends interested in science,

and was always studying various points in plant
economy and plant culture. Almo.st every year
he made a journey to some distant country, ac-

companied by Mrs. Bergheim ; this year the visit

was to Brazil. He brought back interesting
specimens, and Belsize Court ha« many curiosi-

ties collected during these visits.

LAW NOTES.

AMERICAN GOOSEBERRY-MILDEW.
A G.VRDENER was Summoned recently at the

Cheltenham Police Court under the order of the

Board of Agriculture, 1912, for having knowingly
sold Gooseberries affected with American Goose-
berry-mildew. The evidence was to the effect that

a pot of 68 lbs. of Gooseberries was sent to Chel-

tenham fruit market by defendant on July 9. and
that they were disposed of by auction. The
auctioneer noticed nothing wrong with the Goose-
berries, but the purchaser informed the Bench
that when he emptied the basket he noticed the

fruit was wet. As there had been no rain for a
day or two, his suspicions were aroused, and fur-

ther examination convinced him that the Goose-
berries had been washed. There were traces of

American mildew on the berries. He communi-
cated with the police. Mr, Allen H. Loes, of Eve-
sham, Board of Agriculture inspector, said he in-

spected the defendant's garden. He found some
badly-diseased berries on the bushes, and a little

of the disease on the twigs. The berries had the
winter stage on them ; this was chocolate-brown
in colour. Defendant denied having told the in-

spector that there was a little mildew last year

;

there was saw-fly, and it was for that pest that
he treated the bushes with lime.

The Bench imposed a fine of £1 and costs.

THE LATE J.\MES CONDIE.

COMPENSATION FOR INJURIES.
At a recent sitting of the Bromley County

Court, Leonard James Fenning, 18, of 4, Church
Road, Sidcup, jobbing gardener, sued John
Bartlett, a solicitor, of Savernake, Carlton Road,
Sidcup, for compensation under the Workmen's
Compensation Act, in respect of an injury to his

eye. The applicant, an under-gardener, stated
that up to March 20 he was in the employ of the
respondent. He had been in his employ for two
years, and had earned 15s. a week for the last 12
months. Whilst chopping wood on March 20, a
chip flew up and struck him in the eye. He
went to Guy's Hospital on the following day.
and on March 28 an operation was performed and
the eye removed. Later a false eye was inserted,

and he returned to work about the middle of

June. He found, however, that he could not
work ; he was afraid of chopping his fingers and
of cutting himself with the scythe. He was dis

charged on Augu.st 5, and had been unable to
obtain work since, being considerably handi-
capped through the loss of his eye. In reply to
the judge, the respondent said it was not his

wish that the matter should be disputed. He
agreed that the lad was incapacitated.

The judge made an order for the applicant to
receive 10s. a week from the date of the accident
to that day, and 7s. 6d. a week during his in-

capacity, remarking that the case should never
have been brought before him, as the employer
was wUling to pay compensation.

THEFT OF FERNS.
At the Wonford Petty Sessions, Exeter, a de-

fendant was sentenced to two months' imprison-
ment for damaging Fern roots, the property of
the Earl of Iddesleigh, at Upton Pyne, on the
22nd ult., value 10s. 'The gamekeeper, William
Venton, stated that he saw defendant gathering
Ferns at 6 a.m. He had 1,400 Fern fronds and
six roots. Mr. H. Osmond, estate agent, stated
that the Ferns had been taken from a Fernery.

DEBATING SOCIETIES.

BRISTOL AND DISTRICT GARDENERS*.-The
monthly meeting of this association was held on August 29,

at St. John's Parish Rooms, Chftoii. Mr. Theoday presided.
A piper on " Hardy Flowers" was read by Mr. Rich, of
Bath. Amongst other points dealt with by the lecturer were
the various methods of propagation, manuring, and the
value of these flowers for use as cut blooms. He stated
that hardy border flowers may be had in bloom from March
to November. The prizes ofi"ered by Mr. J. C. House for

four branches of Phlox were won as follow : 1st, Mr. Wood-
ward ; 2nd, Mr. Scott ; and 3rd, Mr. Curtis.

STIRLING AND DISTRICT HORTICULTURAL.
—The first monthly meeting for the season was held on
September 3. in the Temperance Hotel, Stirling ; Mr. Wm.
Watts, Budge of Allan, occupied the chair. A lecture was
delivered by Mr. Sinclair, superintendent Beveridge Park,
Kirkcaldy, his subject being " How to Make the Flower
Garden Beautiful." The lecturer showed several photo-
graphs representing colour and planting schemes ; these gave
the members an excellent idea of the bedding practised at

Beveridge Park. Mr. Ritchie will lecture on " The Apple "

at the October meeting.

BATH GARDENERS'. -The members of this asso-
cialion met on the 9th inst., under the presidency of their

chairman, when a paper was read by Mr. Allen, on "The
Cultivation of the Melon." Mr. Allen dealt principally
with the culture of those fruits in frames. Special prizes
were offered for 20 Runner Beans. Mr. Garraway was
awarded the 1st prize for a splendid dish, Mr. Sparey
being placed 2iid. The meetings will take place on the
second and fourth Mondays in each month.

LoTrecifdordent'^

* , * Owing to fressure of space we are com-
pelled to hold over our report of the Royal
Caledonian Society's exhibition until the next

Acetylene Gas Refuse ; If. U. Several notes
on the value of this suhstance as a manure will
be found in Gardeners' Chronicle, vol. xlv.

In a note published in these columns,
May 8, 1909, p. 299, Mr. Staddon states that
it is best applied to vacant land, and dug into
the ground. No plant should be placed on the
land for at least two months after the gas lime
is applied. The best time for applying it is

autumn or spring. Do not put it on fresh from
the generator when wet, but in some out-of-
the-way corner of the garden, where it should
remain until it is well drained and nearly dry.

A Gakdener's CH.iR.A.CTER ; Correspondent.
You cannot legally compel your employer to
give you a character, but it is undoubtedly
his moral duty to supply you with one. If
he wilfully gives you a false character when
replying to your new employer's enquiries, you
could sue him for libel. Your best plan would
be to explain all the circumstances to your
new employer.

A Gardener's Hobrs : A. S. The number of
hours worked in gardens varies, and, there
being no fixed rule, the British Gardeners'
Association recommends that " for under gar-
deners, 54 hours (exclusive of time allowed for

meals) in the summer period (eight months!
and 48 hours per week in winter, should be the
maximum, and beyond this extra remuneration
should be given."

Br.ACK Currant Shoot : F. E. C. The Black
Currants are affected with big bud or gall-mit

'

Phytoptus ribes. If oidy a few swollen buds
are found, you will do well to cut away th-?

shoots on which such buds are and burn them.
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If only certain bushes are badly attacked, let

them be grubbed out carefully, and remove
both root and branch to the fire. If matters
are even worse than this your best plan is to

grub out every one of the buslies and burn
them. After this, double-dig the ground, put-

ting the top spit below the second spit, which
will destroy any mites there may be in the sur-

face soil, and it will not bo wise to plant Black
Currants on the same ground for several years
afterwards. When buying fresh stock every
precaution should be taken to be certain that
it is free from the pest at time of purchase,
and bushes, if subjected to preventive treat-

ment, ought to remain healthy for an indefinite

period. \Vhen spraying as a preventive measure
against attack and on mildly-attacked bushes
from which big buds have been removed, the

mites are so secreted in the buds that it is

necessary that some spray of only moderate
strength be used so that it may be applied fre-

quently and sufficiently. In this way the liquid

will soak through the bud scales and reach the
mites. In an article contributed by Mr. A. H.
Pearson to Gardeners' Chronicle, May 21,

1904, p. 298, and. May 13, 1905, it was stated
that in May and June mites cliange their

abodes from old to new buds, aJid spraying is

more likely to be effective at such a time, and
the cultivator should spray the bushes with a
mixture of soft soap. Quassia and water at the
strength of 2 ounces of soft soap and 4 ounces
of Quassia to each gallon of water at intervals

of 10 days. Apply it by means of the knapsack
sprayer (Vermorel's).

Blue Hydrangeas: A. M. G. Try watering the
plants twice weekly with a solution of am-
monia alimi (half-ounce to 1 gallon of water).

It is desirable to water with this solution in

the autumn until the plants pass into their

Jesting stage. During their .flowering period
the plants should not be grown in the full

sun, or the blue colour will become blotchy.

Other cultivators have obtained good results

by the use of such substances as alum, iron,

and slate chippings mixed with the soil.

Chrysanthemum Seedling ; /. H. Your plant
is the double-flowered Matricaria inoroda, a
very floriferous and pretty border plant.

Exhibiting Runner Beans : Trimsaran. Ac-
cording to the R.H.S. Code of Rules for
Judging the pods should be long, straight,

clear, even, fleshy and brittle. The following
points are recommended : length and form. 2

j

substance, 2; condition, 2; colour, 1—total 7.

As to whether your pods were the finest we
are unable to say, and the decision must rest

with the judges.

Horticultural Instructor ; Climbing Cory-
dalis. We can only express a very general
opinion as to the probability of your being
ultimately successful in obtaining an appoint-

ment as a lecturer in horticulture. The compe
tition for these posts is very keen, and as a
general rule the be^t man wins. When other
qualities are equal, personal appearance and
address would almost certainly have gi-eat

influence with the committee or council who
make the appointment. In our opinion you are

too young and your practical experience is

limited. We have read your copies of testi-

monials, and it seems to us that you have
neglected horticulture in favour of botany, and
other sciences, which, admirable in themselves,
are not sufficient to enable you to carry out
successfully the duties of a horticultural in-

structor.

Hydrangea Arborescens : W. E. Hydrangea
arborescens can be cut back in the spring in

the same manner as H. paniculata grandiflora,

but the flowering period will be late, in fact,

this treatment cannot be recommended except

in very warm localities. In your district the
better way would be to thin out the old and
weakly wood in the spring, leaving the re-

mainder entire, except that any unripened ends
of the shoots may be cut back to sound wood.

Marguerites F.uung: J. P. Eelworm is pre-

sent. This is a difficult pest to eradicate

and insecticides are of very little avail. The
best plan is to burn the plants, and remove the

soil in which they have been grown, either

sterilising it by baking, or burying it deeply in

some out-of the-way part of the garden. The
house should then be cleaned thoroughly with
carbolic in solution, washing the woodwork
with soft soap, carbolic acid and wcrm water.

A. correspondent in Gardeners' Chronicle, July
8. 1911, page 7, recommends top-dressing pot
plants with rape dust, which acts as an exter-

minator of eelworms and as a fertiliser of the

soil at the same time. See also an article in

the issue for July 13 last, page 30.

.Melons Failing :
11'. J . F. The wilted parts of

the Melon sent contain bacteria. It would
appear that a bacterial " wilt " (possibly

caused by Bacillus carotovorus), is attacking
your plants. A complete plant, packed care-

fully in a tin box, should be sent us for ex-

amination, in order to make identification cer-

tain. In any case affected plants, or stems,
should be removed and burnt.

N-4MES OF Fruits : Correspondents sending
Peaches and Nectarines for naming should en-
close leaves of each variety, and state whether
the flowers are large or small, and if the trees

are grown under glass or in the open.

—

Frvitian. 1, Clapp's Favourite; 2, Flemish
Beauty ; 3, Beurre I3achelier ; 4, Durondeau

;

5, Doyenne du Cornice ; 6, Beurre Bosc.

—

Lijons. 1, Beauty of Bath; 2, King of the
Pippins; 3, Lane's Prince Albert; 4, Kerry
Pippin ; 5, 5, 7, Worcester Pearmain ; 8, Not
recognised; 9, Bess Pool; 10, AUington Pippin.
—F. Severn. Mr. Gladstone.—//. IF. 1,

Ecklinville Seedling ; 2, Red Astrachan ; 3,

Grenadier.

—

E. A. L. 1, Not recognised; 2,

Lord Suifield ; 3. Northern Dumpling ; 4, Not
recognised ; 5, Manks Codlin ; 6, Too small to
name.

—

H. Elliott. 12, AVill publish name in

a later issue ; 13, Not recognised ; 14, Beurre
Ranee ; 15, Pitmaston Duchess ; 17, Clapp's
Favourite.

—

J. Mills. Not recognised.

—

G.

Fig. -A PROLIFEROUS PEAR.

Clari. 1, Peasgood's Nonesuch; 2, Prince

Albert; 3, Manks Codlin.

—

Caldwell Ji- Sons

Badly grown fruits and not more than half-

developed. 1, Williams's Bon Chretien ; 2 and

5, Beurre d'Amanlis; 3. 6, 8, 11, 12, Not of

sufficient size to determine the varieties.

—

/. H. 1, Louise Bonne of Jersey; 2, Wil-

liams's Bon Chretien.

—

Constant Beader. 1,

2. 6, 7, Not recognised : most likely local varie-

ties ; 3, Pitmaston Duchess; 4 and 5, Louise

Bonne of Jersey ; 8, Beurre Clairgeau ; 9,

Easter Beurre; 10, Vineuse ; 11, Uvedale's St._

Germain ; 12, Beurre d'Amanlis ; 13, Beurre

Hardy ; 14, Beurre Diel. Plums ; 1, Monarch
;

2, Denniston's Superb.

Names of Fungi: Fungi. 1, It is not possible

to name the fungus from the strands of spawn
(mycelium) received. It is not likely that this

fungus attacks living plants. 2, If the
" mildew " noticed on the Tomato is black, it

is the " sooty mould " (Fumago) which was
present on the leaves. This fungus feeds on the
*' honey dew " excreted by Aphides. Get rid of

these by a nicotine wash, and the *' sooty

mould ""
will disappear. 3, The fungus is an

immature stage of one of the Polyporaceae

—

probably Stereum. It has probably developed

after the death of the tree, but was not the

cause of its death.

Names of Plants : Nutley. Lysimachia cleth

roides.— 11'. H. C. 1. Sempervivum arach

noideura ; 2, Kleinia articulata ; 3, K. repens

4, Sedum rupestre ; 5, Sempervivum calca

reum : 6. Scnroiurus vermiculata.

—

F . C . L.

1, Hieracium borealse ; 2, Sonchus oleracea

;

3, Polygonum per.sicaria ; 4. Lapsana commu-
nis ; 5, Bidens cernua ; 6, Epilobium monta-
num. The best work for studying British wild

flowers is Hooker's Students' Flora, with illus-

trations. For the other purposes men-
tioned, Nicholson's Dictionary of Gardening
or Robinson's Flower Gardening would be
useful. These books may be obtained from
our publishing department.

—

Bade. Cratsegus-

Pyracantha.

—

Perennial. Monarda didyma
(the red), Lysimachia vulgaris (yellow). On,

another occasion please number the specimens.
—H. 0. 1, Oncidium candidum ; 2, Cypripe-

dium venustum ; 3, Leochilus cochlearis ; 4,

lonopsis teres.

—

A. J. M. Oncidium Lancea-
num.

—

G. Desfontainea spinosa an'd Hypericum
patulum.

—

R. U. 1, Pteris tremula ; 2, Adian-
tum hispidulum ; 3, A. cultratum ; 4, Pteris

cretica ; 5, P. serrulata.

—

G. Chamberlain.
You send more than the proper number ; a
small donation to the R.G.O.F. box would be
appropriate. 1, Pittosporum tenuifohum ; 2,

Cedrus sp. ; 3, Cupressus sp. (send cones) ; 4,

Sequoia gigantea ; 5, .\bies Pinsapo : 6 and 7,

Pseudotsuga Douglasii ; 8, Thuya plicata ; 9,

Cryptomeria elegans ; 10, Pinus insignis; 11,

Cupressus Lawsoniana var. ; 12 and 14, C. nut-

katensis ; 13, 16 and 17, Thuya plicata ; 15,

Cupressus pisifera; 18, C. sempervirens.
—/. V. Agrostis vulgaris.

Packing Grapes for Transit by Post: A. F.
Grapes may be sent with safety through the
post if they are packed in wooden boxes with
wood-wool. The latter should not be of too
fine a quality, as the coarser material offers

greater resilience. Place a layer of the wood-
wool at the bottom of the box, next insert a
sheet of tissue paper, place the Grapes in

position, and then pack the wood-wool about
them, making it secure down the sides by
means of a blunt table knife. Thus packed,-

the Grapes should reach their destination in a
perfect condition.

Abnormal Pear : T. B. Monstrous Pears,

such as the one illustrated in fig. 98, are

very common in some seasons. 'The edible

portion of a Pear is the dilated end of the

flower-stalk, in which the tree-fruit or core

is embedded. In these proliferous Pears, for

some reason or other, the swollen branch,

after temporary arrest, has started into

growth, and produced other swollen branches,

with leaves proceeding from them. See also

Vegetable Teratology (.Masters), pp. 422-3.

PE.A.RS Cracking : /JjK/uire/-. The Pears are
affected with the Pear Scab (Venturia pirina).

Spray the diseased trees with Bordeaux mix-
ture, using it at not more than half strength,

when the buds commence to open, repeating

the operation next spring when the petals are

falling from the flowers, and again when the
young fruits have attained the size of Peas.

Where the disease has been troublesome pre-

viously syringe the trees in the winter thor-

oughly with a solution of sulphate of iron.

Runner Beans : G. M. D. In Gardeners'
Chronicle, September 9, 1905, Mr. Wm.
Smythe recommends preserving Rminer Beans
by putting them into a liquid containing ^
ounce of salt-petre and about i ounce of salt to

2 quarts of clear, spring water. He states that

they are not too salt, and keep well for winter

use.

Tomato Discoloured: /. A. The yellow

patches in the Tomato fruits are due to a de-

ficiency of potash in the soil.

Tulips Diseased : Fidem and W. W. The Tulip

bulbs are being destroyed by various sapro-

phytic fungi (Penicillium glaucum and another
species of Penicillium). So far as can be
gathered from the specimens received, the bulbs

have been previously attacked when in the
ground, and patches of surface tissue have been
destroyed. 'V'ai'ious fungi causing a decay are

now entering at these places. The effect of

steeping the bulbs in a solution of formalin

(1 pint of commercial formalin in 52 gallons

of water) for 2 hours may be tried.

Water Lilies : A. C. See reply to IF. IT. in

the last issue, p. 203.

Cotntnunications Received.—C. R—G. B._L. M. R

—

F. E. C._S. & Son D. W._E. ]. W._H. V._S. G._
A. C. D._A. P. B._E. E. C._G. N. S._ R. W. T._T. H.
_S. C._J. W.—C. R I. H G. F—A. J. B._A. P

—

T. S. _T. Y.—O. W._Hillfield_.W. H. M._J. H._H. S.

_F. R., Quedlinburg_E. W. S_W. C._F. A._F. B.
A. W. C.
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solved from that of the horticulturist. For

there is no doubt, as we have shown in

sundry places in this journal, that tarred

roads aro bad for vegetation. But the per-

fect road requires something more than

good foundation and crust. It requires an

elastic carpet to deaden f^e, noise and to

take the weight of the blow, and thus pre-

serve the crust. The modern road sur-

veyor has discovered in bitumen a sub-

.^tance which has the property of resiliency

necessary for this purpose, and it will not

be long before he makes us roads which,

though carpeted with some resDient, sound-

deadening material, shall cost no more to

construct and far less to maintain than

any of the roads of the past. Hence, after

many vicissitudes and many ups and
downs, the road is at last coming to its

own as the best highway of all, whereon
the motor may fly with winged wheels, the

horse-driven vehicle roll without racking

the bones of beast and man—even th"

pedestrian may aspire once again to tread,

the old road, and, unpoisoned by dust, find

pleasure in a leisured and clean progres-

sion along the King's highway.

at hand to work around the roots, which should

be spread out evenly and as straight as possible.

When dealing with large trees, the roots of which
are in tiers, care should be taken to cover each

layer of roots separately. After the planting is

finisf.ed, the branches should be loosely secured

to the trellis or wall to keep them in position.

The border should then have a thorough soaking

with clear water, and the structure should be kept

close for the ne.xt week or two, after which time

air should be admitted. Should the weather be

bright and sunny, temporary shading may be

employed with advantage. Tlie ti-ees should be
frequently syringed until the foliage commences
to fall. Trees treated in the manner described

invariably yield a satisfactory crop the following

season, and if the growth has been excessively

rank and vigorous, this treatment assists the

wood to ripen. /. Gardner, Batsford.

RAISING SWEET PEAS FROM CUTTINGS.
There is one detail in connection with the

growing of Sweet Peas that does not appear to

be known to the majority of growers, and that

is tlie extreme simplicity of increasing the st-jck

CULTURAL NOTES.

TRANSPLANTING PEACH TREES.
In many gardens there are Peach and Nec-

tarine trees that would become more fruitful if

they were transplanted occasionally, and this is

especially the case with trees growing under

glass. It may be considered advisable to mo\ o

trees (a) because they require more space (b)

because they are growing too vigorouslv, oi (c)

on account of the unsatisfactory condition of the

roots. The work of transplanting may be succes's

fully done at any time from now until giowth

recommences in the spring ; but it is best done pt

the present time whilst the leaves are still on

the trees and it is possible for the trees to m.cl

fresh roots before next season. All the bianchi

should be loosened from the walls or tielhs an 1

tied into bunches before commencing to operate

on the roots. A trench should be dug at a con

venient distance from the stem of the tree and

the soil that is removed from the roots foiked

into it. Great care must be taken whilst ex-

posing the roots to avoid injuring them, and, as

each side of the root-system is sufficiently

.exposed, it is advisable to damp the roots and

cover them with a wet mat. IJefore thus ex-

posing the roots of the tree, all preparation;-,

should be made for conveying the tree to its

fresh position, so that the roots may be covered

with soil again at the earliest moment. The
drainage of the border should be examined to

make sure that it is in perfect order. The
borders should not be made too large or

deep, as too much root room frequently

results in gross, unfruitful wood. It is a

far better plan to have a restricted border and

to add to it as required. The most suitable soil

for a Peach border is good fibrous loam, cut from

old -pasture land, and stacked for at least six

mnntlis before being used. A liberal quantity of

old mortar rubble and coarse charcoal should be

well mixed with the chopped loam. The soil

should be moist, but not wet, at the time of

planting. Whole turves should be placed, with

the grass-side downwards, directly on to the

drainage, and the compost then placed in position

and made firm as the work proceeds. It is essen-

tial to have a firm base on which to place the

roots, which should be planted near to the surface.

Any broken roots should be removed with a sharp

knife, making the cut in a slanting direction

from the undersides of the root ; all very strong

roots should be shortened, and have small notches

cut on their upper sides to induce the formation

of fibrous root". A supply of fine soil should be

should then be stood in a box deep enough to-

allow a piece of glass to be placed over the top

without I luching the tips of the cuttings, and

the box should then be put in an ordinary cold

frame or on a very gentle hot-bed. ^ In the

former method, the cuttings will root in a fort-

night to three weeks ; in the latter, more quickly,

but some varieties take longer than others. A
little shading should be provided if the sun is

bright, but otherwise the cuttings should be ex-

posed to all the light possible. The glass should

be wiped dry it much moisture condenses upon

it, and immediately replaced. Watering should

not be necessary for the first week, and probably

not until the cuttings have made roots. When
they have reached that stage, the glass should be

removed, and a week later the cuttings may be

potted separately into small pots and treated

exactly as if they were seedlings. The three or

four side shoots left on the parent plants may
be treated in the same way when they are long

enough, and if all are grown on without a check,

these plants raised from cuttings will bloom

just as well as seedlings, and almost as soon.

Tla,l Suss, X.

[J^liologrnph by Miss Amy Cameron.

Fig. 9g.

—

primula sufkrutescens : flowers reddish-purple, with yellow tube.
(Stc p. 227.)

by means of cuttings. New varieties are always

expensive, and the seed of some kinds is some-

times a little capricious. But by means of cut-

tings a stock of any variety may be increased at

least four or five-fold. From the first, the

original plants must be encouraged to grow as

sturdily and short-jointed as possible, for cut-

tings from drawn or weakly plants are never

likely to prove satisfactory, even if they form

roots, which is doubtful. Cuttings should be

taken from the parent plants when the latter are

about 4 inches high, by which time they should

have made five or six joints. A sharp pair of

scissors is much better than a knife for taking

off the tips of the plants, for the Sweet Pea is

tough, and if force has to be used in the opera-

tion the roots are likely to be injured. A clean

cut should be made below a joint, care being

taken to leave three joints on the parent plant.

After the leaves, except the two uppermost, havs

been removed from the cuttings, they should be

dibbled in around the sides of small pots filled

with sand only. It is best to water the sand

first to make it firm, and to repeat the operation

after the cuttings have been inserted. The pots

FORESTRY.

TREE GROWTH IN BELGIUM.
By far the largest Beech trees that I have

seen are growing in the famous forest of Bois de

la Cambre, just outside Brussels. Growing in

deep sandy soil, the trees have attained gigantic

proportions, both as regards their heiglit and
cubic contents of stem, many being from 100 feet

to 120 feet in height, and containing 200 cubic

feet of timber. In a single line of these trees

which I particularly noticed, the individual

specimens were standing at about 18 feet apart

with straight, clean trunks which rose to 60 feet

without a branch, and contained on an average

160 feet of wood. The very gradual taper of the

stems is most remarkable, as in many cases the

girth of bole was almost as great at 40 feet

as at 3 feet from the ground. The Elm trees in

the grounds of the Royal palace are, taken as a

whole, and from a timber point of view, the

finest that I have seen, many rising to fully 100

feet in height, with clean, very gradually taper-

ing trunks that girthed from 10 feet to 12 feet

at a yard from the ground level. A . D. Webster.
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THE ALPINE GARDEN.

PBIMOLA SUFFRUTESCENS.
PltlMtrlA SDFFBTJTESCENS (fig. 99) IS a Cali-

fornian species, shrubby in appearance, with

woody, branching stems which creep along the

ground ,• it is thus distinct from any other niem-

beir of the genus.

The foliage, including the petiole, is from

J inch to 2 inches in length and s inch

to f inch in breadth. The leathery, wedge-

shaped, spatulate leaves are denticidated in

front. The scape, about 4 inches high, carries

an umbel of several reddish-purple flowers with

a light yellow tube.

This plant should be grown in loamy earth and

peat, with the addition of a little rough sand.

It requires protection during the winter, and

thrives best in a half-shaded situation.

The plants shoivn in fig. 99 were flowering in

my rockery at the end of June. John AlacWatl.

Morehinds, Duns.

SAXIFRAGA RUDOLPHIANA.
This beautiful Saxifrage is a variety of S.

oppositifolia. The plant illustrated in fig. 100

is growing in the garden of Mr. K. Smyth,

Mount Henry, Dalkey, Co. Dubliiu It is planted

in well-drained, gritty soil of a poor nature, and
has flowered freely for the past five years- The
colour of the flowers is pink, the blooms are

larger than the type, and present a fiiie patch of

colour in March at the base of a large rock,

especially when lighted up by the sun.

VERONICA CINEREA.
Veronica cinerea is different from any other

species of Veronica known to me, and one

of the finest of all for the rock-garden. It

forms a low-growing plant, producing a mat of

grey leaves, almost flat on the ground. In

April and May it produces its small spikes of

violet-blue flowers, which open in succession. The

effect of the gi'ey, a«h-coloured foliage and the

violet-blue flowers is very charming. I observe in

a Continental catalogue it is described as having

white blooms, but it is quite probable that there

are both blue and white varieties, just as with

many other Veronicas. I assume my plant to

be Boissier's V. cinerea, from Asia Minor.

It came to me without any cultural suggestions,

and I have planted it on a terrace in my rock-

garden but little above the ground level, in dry

soil. Its appearance makes one doubtful of its

standing the winter well in wet districts.

ARABIS STURII.

I WONDER if anyone can give the exact origin

of this little Arabis, which is generally under-

stood to be of garden origin. It is, in any case,

one of the best of a genus not distinguished by

neatness, yet of much garden value. A. Sturii is

an exception to the prevailing want of refine-

ment among the Arabises, being very neat and

pretty with its small carpet of glossy leaves and

its small, white flowers, which are borne an inch

or two above the foliage. It appears to be an

accommodating little plant, and thrives well with

me on a south-east exposure in my rock-garden

in light, dry soil.

ERYTHRONIUiM HENDERSONII.

Erythronium Hendersonii has fine scapes,

each carrying several beautifid flowers with

re:urved petals and of a good purple colour.

Examined closely and upturned, the flower be-

comes still more beautiful to the eye, as the

purple segments are almost black towards the

base, with the exception of a little yellow, the

whole combination being exquisite and fascinat-

ing. I have had this handsome Dog's Tooth

Violet in my garden for several years past, but

it has, unfortunately, made hardly any increase.

It is planted in a cool exposure at the base of

rockwork facing almost N.N.E., where it grows

satisfactorily and blooms every year. The soil is

open and rather sandy. ">,S'. Anmll. Jhimfii .-.

REMARKS ON THE CONDITION OF THE

FRUIT CROPS.

(Siei<P^M;te and Summaries, ante, pp. BG-th)

,;'/,'
'''i.,!!r'-

' (Coiicliuied from p. ^U.)

.<.'."': ^ ^' WALES.
Cardiganshire.—The fruit crops generally

are very much under, the average. In this gar-

den Pears are a good crop. Apples, with the ex-

ception of two or three varieties, are poor.

Plums are good, especially Victoria, Czar and
the Gages. Jlorello Cherries are very satisfac-

tory. Gooseberries, Raspberries and Red Cur-

rants were plentiful crops, but Black Currants
were affected by aphis. Strawberries were very

good. Our soil is shallow and heavy, overlying

slaty rock, and is of a very cold nature. )V.

I'hilllps, Derry Ormond, Llangyhi.

Carnarvon.—^The fruit crops generally are

satisfactory, and the fruits of good quality.

Apples, however, are much under the average.

Last season there was a glut of these fruits, and
this may account to a certain extent for their

scarcity "this season. Trees that were sprayed in

January last with V.I. fluid are making very clean

the bright prospects and also injured the young
growth of Peach trees, the leaves being badly-

blistered. P<'ars appear to'have escaped damage,
as there is a i^nnd crop of clean fruits. Goose-.

berries arr .siiji r.ilnindant, and Raspberries very;

good. Stia\vbrr[ics were greatly spoilt through
the continual rains when ripening. We were
much troubled with caterpillar and aphis. J.
Barnard, Mosiyn Hall Gardeiis, Mostyn.

Glamorganshire.—On the whole the fruit

crops in this district are very disappointing,
especially after the profusion of bloom on all

kinds of fruit trees. The reasons for the partial

failure are, I think : (1) the continued dry
weather and cold nights during the time the
trees were in bloom, and (2) blight, which
affected the Apple trees at the end of May and
in the early part of June. Apples are an average
crop but badly affected with blight. The varie-

ties carrying the heaviest crops are James
Grieve, Cox's Orange Pippin, Ribston Pippin,

King of the Pippins, Bramley's Seedling, Lane's
Prince Albert, Lord Burghley and Lord Derby.
Pears are an average crop, but very good and
clean, especially Marie Louise, Louise Bonne of

Jersey, Winter Nelis, Glou Morceau, Doyenne
du Comice and Easter Beune. Peaches and Nec-

FlG. 100.

—

SAXIFKAP.A RUDOl

growth and looking well. Small fruits were very

good indeed, but the Strawberry season came
to an end very suddenly, owing to many
of the berries rotting on the ground whilst they

w-ere still green. June was a very wet month,
6.59 inches of rain falling. ' The soil here is very
gravelly and hungry, and dries out very quickly.

J. S. Hi/jr/ins,. Giynllivon Park Gardens.

Deneighshiee.—The fruit crops are not so

good as might have been expected considering the

wealth of blossom. Certain varieties of .\pples

are carrying fair crops, whilst others are barren.

Pears set well and the fruits required thinning.

Certain varieties of Plums are carrying good

crops. Strawberries were a heavy crop, but

owing to continuous rain half the fruits rotted.

Small fruits were plentiful. The soil is a stiff

clay. J. A. Jones, Chirk Castle Gardens.

With the exception of Apricots, fruit

trees generally blossomed well and are carrying

good crops. The buds of Apricots seemed to

have been damaged Iwfore they opened. Straw-

berries looked well up to the middle of June,

when, owing to the sunless, damp weather at

that time, many of the fruits rotted. J. Martin,
llnjn Estyn hardens, Wrexham.

Flintshire.—^The prospects of the fruit crops

at one time were exceedingly good, but cold

winds at the time Apples were in bloom spoilt

IBhotveiaph by E. V. Levi.

PHIANA in an IRISH GARDEN.

tarines are excellent, all varieties carrying heavy
crops, and the trees have been very free from
blister. All small fruits were plentiful and good.

Strawberries have been a heavy crop, but half

the fruits were damaged by the heavy rains dur-

ing the time the berries were ripening. Our rain-

fall for June was 7^ inches. The .soil is of a light

texture with a gravelly subsoil. B. Milner,

Margam Gardens, Port Talbot. ,

Pe-Mbrokeshire.—There is a fair general crop

of hardy fruits. In some districts Apples are

very plentiful, whilst in others this crop is a

comparative failure. Winds from t^he Atlantic

sweep over the county in the spring and do

great injury to foliage and flowers. Consequently

numbers of Apple trees in exposed gardens

scarcely ever bear fruit. Plums are a good crop,

especially the variety Victoria, whilst Damsons,

which are extensively grown in this county, are

a very heavy crop. Insect pests are doing great

damage to fruit trees this season, especially in

the case of Apple trees which have not

been sprayed. Geo. Griffin, Slebeck Park,
Haverfordwest

.

The fruit crops are good, with the excep-

tion of Apples on young trees, although estab-

lished trees are bearing very heavy crops. It is

many years since I saw a better crop of Pears,:

the "fruits of most varieties required thinning.

Peaches on south walls are plentiful. We had a
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very heavy crop of swept Cherries, but Morellos
were not so plentiful. Phuns set well, and are a

heavy crop. Raspberries, Red and Black Cur-
rants have never been finer or more abundant,
and the same may be said of Gooseberries. Royal
Sovereign Strawberry has done remarkably well,

also Givon's Late I'rolific and lyaxton's Latest.

1 have grown many varieties of Strawberries in

these gardens, but have now discarded all but
those named. The gardens are on a slope facing
south. The soil is a light loam overlying slate

Btone. ll'm. A. Baldwin, The Gardens.
Clynfiew, Boncalh, S.O.

Rai/Norshire.—Pears and all kinds of Nuts are

very plentiful. Late Apples are almost a failure,

but early sorts were satisfactory. Small fruits

were variable crops ; Currants wei'e scarce and
bad, whilst Raspb.^rrics were plentiful and good.

Late Strawberries were satisfactory, but early

Apples are not so good as last year, and Pears
are under the average. Plums, Raspberries and
Gooseberries were all satisfactory crops. Black
md Red Currants were poor, the latter being
deficient in colour. Strawberries were most pro-
mising, but rain and cold winds delayed the
setting of the fruits, consequently only about half
the crop ripened. Cherries were good. All
trees have made healthy, clean growth. IF, A.
Maxwell.

Tyrone.—The fruit crops are very satisfac-

tory. Pears are particularly good. Straw-
berries suffered badly from damp, and many of
the early fruits decayed. Aphis was prevalent
very early this year, and did some damage. The
cndlin moth has also been in evidence, whilst
American blight is always with us in greater
or less degree. Fred. W. Walker, The Gardens,
Sinn House, Sion Mills.

lOI.—MUSSAEND.\ SANDERIANA: FLOWERS YELLOW, WITH
WHITE, PETALOID SEPALS.

sorts were damaged by frost when in flower.
Peaches and Nectarines were extremely few,
and there was only half a crop of Apricots.
J. MaeCormack. Maesllwch Caslle Gardens,
Glashury.

The fruit crops generally are disappoint-
ing. The scarcity of Apples is no doubt owing
to the very heavy crop of last year and also to a
fievere hailstorm the like of which was never wit-
nessed here before. The weather in spring was
cold, and the greater part of the Plum crop was
ruined. Black Currant bushes are badly
affected with blight, notwithstanding spraying
was practised. Wilson Palliser, Norton Manor
Gardens, Norton.

IRELAND.
KiNG*s Co.—All fruit trees gave great promise

in the blossoming season, but owing no doubt to

the drought of March and April and the cold

winds in May, accompanied by thunder and
beavy rains, the good promise was not realised.

Westmeath.—Low temperatures and drought
during April and May are the chief causes of

the poor fruit crops in this" locality. The fre-

quent rains during the month of June caused

many of our Strawberries to rot. Our soil, which
rests principally on clay, ranges from heavy to

medium texture, and is rather shallow in places.

Geo. Bogie, Pakenham Hall Gardens, Castle-

pollard.

Cork.—It was a splendid season up to the
middle of May, when severe frosts did much in-

jury to Apples and Pears, particularly the latter.

The codlin moth is very prevalent here, num-
bers of Apples falling prematurely from this

cause. Cold, south-westerly winds early in June
were most destructive to Apple orchards exposed
to the south or west. Numbers of trees are badly
blighted. M. Colbert, Aghern, Conna.

KiLitARE.—With the exception of Black Cur-
rants, we had heavy crops of good fruits.

Even Apricots required some thinning.
Raspberries and Gooseberries were much over

the average, but Black Currants were a total

failure, due to a frtjst which occurred on May 13.

Strawberries also suffered from the same tro.st,

and at a later period many of the berries rotted

from excessive wet. The subsoil is a cold, re

tentive clay. Fredlc. Bedford, Straffan House
Gardens.

Wateefobd.—The favourable spring has en-
sured a very abundant crop of most fruits, not-

ably Apples and Pears, which have not been
better for the past 12 years. Plums are very
plentiful and good, which is rather unusual
in our low-lying valley. All fruit trees are
making good growth. The gardens are situated

at an altitude of 95 feet above sea-level. The soil

is of a poor quality, and rests on a retentive

clay. D. Cromhie, Curraghmorc Gardens, Port-

law.

CHANNEL ISLANDS.
Guernsey.—The fruit crops are rather disap-

pointing, although the prospects were good at

one time. Unfortunately, when the trees were
well in bloom, heavy rains and cold winds pre-

vailed, with the result that Pears, Plums and
Cherries are not plentiful. C. Smith d: Son,
Caledonia Nursery.

Jersey.—The fruit crops are, on the whole,
fairly good. The failure of Plums, Peaches and
Apricots was due to the very dry and hot
weather of April, which caused the fruits to

drop. Pears also dropped freely, but a fair crop
remains. Apples, being later in setting, did not

suffer so much. Thomas Sharman, Imperial
Nursery, St. Heliers.

SCOTLAND.

THE DEVELOPMENT COMMISSIONERS
AND SCOTTISH FORESTRY.

The second Report of the Development Com-
missioners gives important information regarding
the aid the Commissioners have granted towards
the teaching of forestry in Scotland. The Com-
missioners agreed to give a grant, not to exceed

£2,000, to be spread over five years, in aid of

forestry instruction in connection with the Uni-
versity of Edinburgh, to be expended in the pro-

vision and maintenance of a forest garden, this

to be for the use of the University students and
for those of the Edinburgh and East of Scotland
College of Agriculture. At the same time, an
indication was given that consideration would
be extended to proposals for further work when
a definite agreement had been made between the
two bodies having the use of the forest garden
The Commissioners agreed to give an additional
grant of £9,000 for new buildings, equipment,
and salaries of lecturer and demonstrators. In
a further reference to the subject, it is stated

that the Agriculture (Scotland) Fund, which was
established subsequent to the Development Fund.
is applicable to several of the subjects, such as

forestry, to which the latter can be applied.

The Commissioners think that, as a matter of

principle, the demands of Scottish forestry and
agriculture should he met from the Scottish
Fund, as far as possible. Corresjiondent.

MUSSAENDA SANDERIANA.

This new species was first descrilied in Gard.
Chron.,- July 17, 1909, p. 34, by Mr. H. N.
Ridley, of Singapore, who states that in its

natural habitat the plant grows about 5 feet or 6

feet high, but is often prostrate on the ground.

Mussaenda Sanderiana (ses fig. 101) was in-

troduced by Messrs. Sander & Sons, St.

Albans, from the Eastern Tropics through their

collector, Mr. W. Micholitz. The attraction of

the plant lies in the white, petaloid sepals, which

are borne by one flower out of every three. The
plant flowers when about a foot high, and con-

tinues to produce blossoms as the growths are

completed. The flowers, apart from the petaloid

sepals already mentioned, are inconspicuous,

being yellowish in colour. The plant requires a

stove temperature and an abundance of light. It

grows well in a mixture of equal parts loam and

peat, with a liberal admixture of sand. It forms

a fine companion to the scarlet-cri:i;:on Mus-

saenda erythrophylla.
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EGHINOGACTUS MYRIOSTIGMA.

EcHiNOCACTUs MTRiosTiGMA (see fig. 103) is in

many ways a remarliable plant. Belonging to a

genus rich in every conceivable form of spines, it

and its neighbour E. Asterias are perfectly spine-

less, except for a few small, brown setae mixed
with woolly hairs which surround the flowers at

their first appearance.

The form of the stem, too, is unusual, and com-

posed of five or six hiyh ridges, so that a trans

verse section would resemble the outline of ;i

starfish. When originally described by Lemaire,

this peculiarity led him to give the name
Astrophytum to what he considered a distinct

genus.

The whole of the surface of these ridges is beau-

tifully freckled with brilliantly white spots,

which upon examination under a strong lens are

found to be tufts of very fine hairs densely inter

woven. At a little distance these spots give the

plant a silvery-grey appearance, more like that

of some stone carving than of a living plant.

The flowers are straw-coloured, and my plant
flowers thrice in each season, bearing only one
flower at a time. The sepals are unicolorous, but
the sepals are tipped with purplish-black and end
in a distinct nuicro of the same colour. The
plant illustrated in tig. 103 is young, and
measures "only 3| inches in height, but older

specimens grow to a foot or more. This species

requires the protection of a warm greenhouse or

stove. When I first had the plant it was kept
in an ordinary greenhouse and it scarcely in

creased for a year or two, but after its removal
to a sunny shelf in the stove it developed rapidly.

It is a native of a district called iloran, in

Mexico, and was introduced to Europe by -\l.

Galeottii, and was first flowered at Havre by
the late JI. Courant. There is a good figure of

it in Schumann's Bliihtndt Kakteen, t. 110,

and a less satisfactory one in the Botanical
Magazine, vcl. Ixxi., t. 4177. E. A. Bowks.

DENDROBIUM SGHUTZEI.

Amongst the numerous Orchids exhibited at

the last meeting of the Royal Horticultural

Society none attracted such attention as the mag-
nificent new species of Dendrobium from t!ie

Fig. 103,—ECHINOCACTUS (astrophvtum)
MYRIOSTIG.MA: FLOWERS STRAW-COLOURED.

Philippines (see fig. 102), and the Orchid Com-
mittee conferred the highest distinction in a

First-class Certificate. The flowers have
much the appearance of D. formosum gigan-

teum, and in growth also the plant re-

semblt'S this older species. It grows about 9

inches or 1 foot high ; the flowers are shown
in the figure natural size. They are white,
with a small emerald-green disc to the lip, which
has a ray of the same colour, with dark spots at

the base. The plant was shown by Messrs.
Sander & Sons, who introduced the species to
cultivation.

NOTICES OF BOOKS.

French Gardeners in London.
We have received the Bulletin'' of the Society

of French Gardeners in London. It is ia
the form of a double number, on account of
the indisposition last year of the society's pr^s^i-

dent, Mr. Geo. Schneider. In form and size the
Bulletin does not differ materially from its pre-

decessors, and the contents are arranged in much
the same order. The record of the society's work
fur the past two years occupies 181 pages,
and the Bulhlin is neatly and clearly printed in

good type. There are no illustrations save »
portrait of Mr. H. B. May, which is given as

the frontispiece, and of whom some appreciative

remarks appear from the pen of Mr. Schneider.
The literary matter is of peculiar interest to the
members, especially those who are no longer able

to take active part in the society's work on
account of remoteness, for many of the mem-
bers have either returned to France or have been
called upon to fill posts in other parts of the
world. At the monthly meetings papers, are read
on subjects of horticultural interest, and some of

these are reproduced in exteneo. The purely
routine matt-er consiits of the society's rules, lists

of members, reports of monthly meetings,
balance-sheet, library catalogue, and other mat-
ter of interest to members. There are also full

reports of the society's annual dinners at the
Cafe Royal in 1911 and 1912.

• BMllditidilaSMitlt Fn\r.i.t,icdlUrlii tie Londres^

Fig. 102.—DENDROBIUM SCHUTZEI : A NEW SPECIES WITH WHITE FLOWEKS.

(Received R.H.S. First-class Certificate on the lOtli inst.)

[Phatosiaph by A. J. CainiltU,
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The Week's Work.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
By J. G. Weston, Gardener lo Lady Nuuuicoxa,

Eastivell.Park, Keiu.

Planting Carnation Layers. — If the

work has not been commenced already no time

should be lost before preparing the beds and

borders for the reception of rooted layers of

border Carnations. The ground should be

trenched deeply ; no animal manure should be

incorporated with the soil, but if the latter is

of poor quality, some good loam, or, failing this,

a quantity of old toil from the potting shed,

should be mi.xed with the top spit. Wlien the

trenching is finished, a layer of wood ashes and

burnt earth should be spread over the surface,

forking the materials lightly in, and making the

ground firm again before planting. In most in-

stances the layers are well rooted, and early

planting, on warm, weU-draincd soils is un-

doubtedly the best method of culture. If the soil

is of a heavy, retentive nature many of the plants

may die during the winter. In such cases it is

better to pot the layers, or winter them in shal-

low boxes. If autmnn planting is practised, a

sufficient number of tlie layers should be reserved

and potted, in order to fill up any blanks in the

borders in the spring, a9 there are marked dif-

ferences in the constitutions of the different

varieties. If experience has taught that win-

tering the layers in pots and boxes under glass

is the better plan for the district, the plants

should be taken up when well rooted and placed

in ordinary cutting boxes. Where large num-

bers of Carnations are grown, boxes, being more

convenient to handle, are recommended iri pre-

ference to pots. The compost may consist of

three parts loam to one part of leaf-mould, and

plenty of sand. The roots will grow freely in

the new soil, and the plants will be in a con-

dition for making a good start when set out in

the spring. The layers should be shaded for a

few days until they recover from the check caused

by removal. Later they may be placed in full

sunshine out-of-doors on a bed of ashes for as

long 'as fine weather lasts. On the approach of had

weather, they should be placed in cold frames,

whelie they can be protected from heavy rains.

Draw the lights off on all favourable occasions,

and ventilate freely even when the lights have

to be placed on the frames in consequence of

heavy rains. A moderate frost will not harm
the plants, but rather will be beneficial, inas-

much as the layers being made the more hardy

may be put out in their permanent quarters early

in the spring.

Ceawothus.—The Ceanothus is one of the

most beautiful of autumn-flowering shrubs, and

there are numerous varieties, of which Gloire

de Versailles is still one of the best. This

variety is quite hardy in this district, and will

gro* in almost any position. In colder locali-

ties it is often planted against warm walls,

where it thrives exceedingly and produces

a charming effect. But the plant is seen

at its best when grown in a clump or group in

a large bed on the lawn, especially when planted

thinly in bush form over a carpet of some other

suitable flowering plant. Specimens grown in

pots may be planted at almost any season, but

the next few weeks is probably the very best

time in the whole year in which to plant them.

Select young, healthy specimens, as these start

most k'indly into growth. The ground may be

trertched deeply, mixing in plenty of rich manure

;

if of poor quality, some good loam should be

placed around the' roots of the trees when plant-

ing, which should be done firmly. Secure the

shoots to stout stakes directly the planting is

finished. Young, healthy plants should be

pruned hard in the following spring, and in the

following years, to an inch or two above the pre-

vious place of pruning. The plants will flower

splendidly and continuously under this treat-

ment. Specimens in these gardens that were
flowering well in July are still objects of great

beauty, and will continue in bloom for some
weeks to come.

Carrots.—Young Carrots, even though not

longer than one's finger, are much esteemed as a

ve"etable, and, provided there is suflScient accom-

modation for growing them, there is no reason

why a supply of roots should not be maintained

throughout the year. Varieties of the stump-

rooted kind do best at this season. Inimitable

being one of the best sorts, as it makes but little

top growth, and matures quickly. Seeds sown
now, either in frames or cold pits, wiU furnish

good Carrots thioiigliout the winter months.

Koots that are large enough may be lifted and

stored in sand, in which material they will keep

good for some considerable time.

Cucumbers.—As the season advances more
fire-heat will be necessary to keep the plants

growing healthily. The atmosphere should

always be kept moist, but discontinue syringing

plants that are bearing fruit. Avoid over-crop-

ping, and watch for the first traces of mildew,

which should be checked as soon as detected.

Celerv.—In these gardens the foliage of Celery

is wonderfully free from attacks of the

Celery-fly grub, the plants having been dusted

frequently with soot, which is an excellent pre-

ventive of this pest. The earthing-up of the

later batches requires attention. The day pre-

vious to doing this work the roots should receive

a good soaking with water. Choose fine weather

for the work, so that the foliage may be quite

dry, otherwise the stalks may decay later. Be-

fore commencing to place the earth about the

stems, examine the plants with a view

to removing any split or otherwise damaged
leaves, also side growths. Stretch lines

on either side of the trench tightly, cut

down the soil with a spade, break the par-

ticles of earth with a fork, and then place the

soil around the stems. The work is best done by

three men if they can be spared, one on either

side to dig and break the soil, the other, walk-

ing backwards, to place it in position. The

blanching should be done at intervals, and, in

the case of the later batches, should not be car-

ried out too early, as the stems are much hardier

when they are green. A period of from sLx to

eight weeks is required for blanching, the older

plants requiring an even longer period. Plants

of the earlier batches that were blanched with

brown paper as recommended have furnished ex-

cellent Celery of good quality. Celery required

for exhibition purposes should be examined occa-

sionally to see that it is in good order.

Globe Artichokes.—In warm districts these

plants will probably continue in bearing during

the present month. Keep the plants as tidy as

possible, and when they are injured by frost cut

the growths to the ground level. Suckers should

be taken off early for purposes of stock, and

potted into 7-inch or 8-inch pots. They may be

wintered into a cold frame, very freely venti-

lated. These plants will be useful for forming

fresh beds in the spring, when the older plants

may be discarded. The newer varieties are great

improvements on the older sorts.

Seakale.—These jlints should bekept free

from weeds and decaying foliage. Stir the soil

about them with the hop. and cut out the flower-

ing stems as soon as they appear.

Turnips.—Turnips have done well this season,

and if the stock exceeds the demand the

surplus roots may be lifted and stored before

they become too large. Thin the seedlings of

later sowings, and stir the ground frequently

with the hoe. There is stiU time to make fur-

ther sowings.

Beetroot.—The main crop of Beetroot needs

more careful attention and lifting than the

earlier Globe varieties, in order that the roots

may keep well. Avoid bruising or breaking the

latter, especially the tap roots, otherwise thf

Beets will be of an inferior colour when cooked.

The outer leaves should be rubbed off when the

plants are lifted. The roots should be stored in

a cool shed, in fine soil, arranging them in layers.

They should be kept moist and covered with

straw during the winter. Beetroots for exhi-

bition purposes should be of a moderate size,

smooth of skin, of good shape, and tapering

evenly. The rootlets should be trimmed off and

the roots well washed before being placed on the

exhibition stage, with the tips extending towards

the face of the exhibit.

Seakale Beet.—This vegetable is not largely

cultivated, but it is a very ornamental plant,

and should be grown in gardens where

there is plenty of space. The plants are now

at their best condition, and the outer leaves may

be pulled and sent to the kitchen. The mid-ribs

are treated in the same way as Asparagus, the

rest of the leaf being cooked like Spinach ;
hence

the name Seakale or Spinach Beet.

PLANTS UNDER GLASS.

By Thomas Stevenson, Gaideiier to E. Mocatta, Esq.,

Woburn Place, AdJlesloiie, Surrey.

HousiNQ Plants.— If time permts. all glass-

houses that are to be used for wintering plants

should have a thorough cleansing and the walls

be limewashed, so that everything will be clean

before the plants are brought indoors. Before

housing winter-liowering Carnations the plants

should be tied carefully to neat stakes and

sprayed thoroughly or dipped in a solution of

sulphide of potassium (^ ounce to each gallon of

water). Besides being an efficient fungicide, this

specific also helps to keep the plants free from

red spider. Zonal Pelargoniums intended for

winter-blooming should also be placed indoors.

The rainy weather has caused the plants to make

very sappy growth, but a week or two in a good

airy house, with proper care in watering, will

soon change this condition. Salvias also should

be housed, but plants required for very late

flowering may be phiced under a temporary

shelter to shield them from the rains, putting

them in the plant-houses after an earlier batch

has finished fiowering. Salvias planted out in the

open ground should be lifted and potted,

and such subjects as Bouvardias, Libonias,

and Solanums. In the event of warm weather

after the plants are lifted it may be necessary to

spray them overhead and keep them in a closed

atmosphere for a few days, to prevent them from

flagging and to encourage fresh root action.

When it is safe to do so the plants should be

exposed to all the air possible with a view to

hardening the growth, which this season is un-

usually sappy.

Chrysanthemums. —By this time all dis-

budding should be finished in the case of

the large flowering varieties. The plants

should receive a little artificial manure

about every ten days, either in the water or

sprinkled on the surface of the soU during

showery weather. A few of the very early plants

of such varieties as White Queen and Mrs. A. T.

Miller that mav be showing colour shoidd *e
housed at once. ' Also such early-flowering varie-

ties as those of the Mme. Marie Massee family,

Perle Chatillonaise, Carrie, Polly, and Hector.

Well-furnished pots of these varieties are very

useful for the decoration of the conservatory or

the dwelling house. During late September and

October, even after housing, these plants should

be given a dressing of artificial manure.

SCHIZANTHUS, MiGNONETTE AND CLARKIA.

The last autumn batch of these beautiful

spring-flowering annuals should be sown at once,

the t'wo former plants in 60 size pots, from

which the seedlings may be transferred into

larger receptacles as soon as they require more

room. The Clarkias may be sown in boxe? or

pans, pricking them off when about an inch high,

either into boxes at about 2 inches apart or

singly into 60 size pots. A cool frame is the best

place to raise these plants, transferring them to

a shelf near the glass in a,, greenhouse as the

autimin advances.

Nerine.—Plants that have been turned on

their sides during the past month or two to keep

the soil in the pots dry should be placed in a

light house before the flower spikes commence to

form. Water will not be necessary until the

spikes are a fair size, when the roots should

receive just sufficient moisture to keep them

damp. Nerines require very little water as

compared with most bulbous plants.
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THE ORCHID HOUSES.
By J. CoLLitB, Gardener to Sir Jekkmiah Colman, Bart.,

Gatton Park, Surrey.

RtPENING OF THE GROWTHS.—Owing to the
unfavourable summer the growths of most
tropical Orchids are much softer in texture than
usual. Every effort should be made to induce the
thorough ripening of the growths and pseudo-
bulbs of plants in the East Indian, Cattleya and
Mexican houses.

Shading.— It is impossible to give precise

directions at this season on the subject of shad-
ing, for much depends on the kind of plant. In
any case the reduction should be gradual, the
object being to cause the foliage to become
h;ndened, so that little shading will be necessary
after the end of the present month. If, in addi-
tion to blinds, shading has been provided by
stippling the glass with flour and water or other
substance, the glass should be washed thoroughly
as well as the woodwork. Previous to commenc-
ing the work stop up the pipes leading into the
tanks to pre\ent any sediment passing in with
the rain water. The permanent blinds should
still be retained in position, as shading may be
necessary during bright days, but they must be
used with discretion ; the plants should be ex-
posed to all the light available whenever this is

possible without causing damage by scorching.

Atmospheric Moisture.—The amount of
moisture in the atmosphere must be regulated
with e.xtra care until after fire-heat is more ex-
tensively employed. The cooler houses will re-
quire damping the least, because there will be less
evaporation in these structures. In the warmer
houses sufficient atmospheric moisture must be
promoted to counteract the effects of fire-heat.
The East Indian, Cattleya and Mexican houses
will require to be damped on mornings and after-
noons, while the intermediate and cool houses in
which very little fire-heat is employed at present
should be damped only in the mornings, except
on bright days, when the paths and stages should
be sprinkled in the afternoon.

Watering. — The watering of the plints
must be r)?gulated according to their various
stages of development. Those with pseudo-
bulbs nearly completed should receive a gradu-
ally diminishing supply, but water must not be
withheld to such an extent as to cause shrivel-
ling. Plants that are completing their growths
should still be afforded an adequate supply of
moisture. As the nights become colder it will
l>e necessary to provide extra fire-heat ; on warm
days the ventilators should be opened slightly
to prevent scorching, but retaining as much
sun heat as is practicable. The cool, damp
summer has suited Odontoglossums, and the
majority of the plants are developing vigor-
ous growths. The ventilation of the house in

which they are grown should be done very care-
fully at tfiis season, air being admitted through
the bottom ventilators at all times, regulating
the degree in accordance with the outside
temperature. During warm nights the top ven-
tilators may be opened slightly to admit the
autumn dews that are very beneficial to Odonto-
f;lossums, especially those that have been freshly
potted.

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.
By E, Harriss, Gardener to Lady Wantage, Lockinge

House, Wantage, Berksliire.

Late Grapes—Late Grapes can usually be
ripened without the aid of much artificial heat,
but this duU and cold season it has been neces-
sary to keep the water pipes warm during the
lay and night. Even now late Grapes are
'nuch later than usual, and they will need
.:very^ assistance to get the bunches perfectly
linished by the end of the season. The tempera-
tare must be kept at a minimum of 60°, although
there must be no excessive use of artificial heat,
13 this would probably cause the bunches to
finish badly. The house should be ventilated
with great care so as to keep the temperature
is equable as possible, Rut it is necessary to
liave a circulation of air at all times, more or
less according to the conditions prevailing out-
of doors. Laterals should be removed as they
ippear and a sharp look-out kept for mealy
bug. The bunches must be protected from
wasps by covering the ventilators of tlje house
with hexagon netting. If the borders are con-

fined inside the house the roots will need con-
siderable water until the crop is ripe. Choose
a fine morning for watering, when the venti-
lators can be thrown wide open, and see that
the temperature of the water is not lower than
60°. Outside borders must be protected from
heavy rains. Any mulching materials which
may have been placed on them early in the
season should be removed and the surface of the
borders liglitly pricked up with a fork. Remove
the covering during fine weather so that the
borders may get exposure to sunshine and air.

Mid-season Vines.—It will be safe now
to prune away much of the growth from Vines
that have yielded fruit. This will expose the
remaining wood to the sunshine and help to
plump up the buds at the base of the shoots.
Healthy vines which have carried heavy crops of
Grapes may be given a soaking of manure water
from the farmyard before the leaves fall. Vines
which are in need of renovation may be treated
any time after this date. Any additions to the
borders of young vines should be carried out at
this time of year.

Young Vines.— Vines which were planti-d
in permanent borders last spring have made
good progress, and the chief consideration is

now to get the wood thoroughly ripened by
the end of the season. Maintain a free passage
of air through the house at all times, and should
there be any doubt as to the canes becoming
well matured keep the water pipes slightly
warmed. Syringing may now be discontinued,
and less moisture thrown about the house. The
roots will not need so much water as formerly,
but they must not be allowed to get dry.

Melons. — These plants will require more
attention to cultural details now than is the case
earlier in the season. Plants carrving fruits ap-
proaching the ripening stage will need a mini-
mum temperature of 70°. The plants require
very careful watering, and stimulants must not
be used so freely as hitherto, whilst syringing
may be discontinued and the walls and paths
in the house damped occasionally instead.
When the fruits commence to ripen the water
supply must be decreased graduallv. The
atmosphere must also be kept . quite dry,
leaving the top ventilators open just a little

day and night.

THE HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
By F. Jordan, Gardener to Lady \undu»nholme,

Warier Priory, Yorkshire.

Lifting and Root-pruning.— I have always
emphasised the importance of checking gross
growth by root restriction ; but it is pos-
sible to carry the operation to excess, whilst the
removal of nearly all the roots from young trees
completely ruins the plants. Where space
allows, young trees on the Paradise stock rarely
require to be lifted more than once or twice, and
this operation is performed more for the pur-
pose of placing the roots that are growing in a
downward direction to a more horizontal posi-

tion than to check or retard their growth. In
the cases of bush and low, pyramidal trees, lift-

ing is the best operation, as the roots can be
examined readily, and laid out regularly to
within a short distance of the surface. In
many instances the application of a rich top-

dressing is more beneficial than root-priming,
especially in the case of older trees. Large trees

should be root-pruned rather than lifted, when-
ever such operation is considered necessary. The
work is best done as early in October as circum-
stances permit, while the trees still retain their

foliage, so that advantage is taken of some slight

root-action before the fall of the leaf. Loam of

a medium nature is generally all that is neces-

sary for mixing in the trench, but road scrap-

ings, burnt refuse, lime rubble, and similar

materials may be used with advantage. Here,
again, the work may be much facilitated by
the preparation of the compost m advance
and storing it in a dry place. These opera-
tions may now be undertaken in the case of

Peaches and Nectarines on walls. Commence by
taking out a trench 2 or 4 feet distance from the
tree, according to the size of the latter. Remove
the sou towards the stem as far as is considered
necessary, and sever with a clean cut any roots

that aie found growing in a downward direction.

Trim any roots that have become damaged with

the fork, and see that none of them cross each
other. In filling in the trench, use a moderate
quantity of fresh compost mixed with fine chalk
or a dusting of fresh lime if the ground is de-
ficient in this constituent. In the case of old
trees growing in unsuitable soil, it is advisable
to use all fresh compost. Place the roots
near to the surface and tread the soil firmly.
Apricots have a bad reputation through the
branches dying back, but this is often because
the roots are growing in too rich soil. Every effort
should be made to favour a moderate growth by
careful root pruning, and affording a porous
compost. Young trees should be lifted with a
ball of soil attached to the roots in proportion to
the size of the tree. Trim the ends of all

damaged roots, and, when the plant is placed in
position again, arrange the roots near to the sur-
face. When the work is completed, give the soii

a good watering if it is dry, and syringe the
branches occasionally if the weather is sunny.
Opinions differ as to the best depth of soil for
fruit tree borders ; many maintain that 2 or 3 feet
is necessary. But the soil, sub-soil and situation
must be taken into account. Dwarf trees will
grow in shallow ground if they are well cared for
and the roots suitably mulched. In cold, heavy
soils, it is better to plant on hillocks or ridges.
Even then root pruning on one or two occasions
during the early stages of the tree is necessary.
In gardens where trees are grown extensively on
walls, it is a good plan to purchase a few maiden
trees annually to make good any failures that
occtir. If trees of suitable sizes and shapes are
available the spaces may be furnished at once
and the trees will grow away with very little

check.

Strawberries.—The plants should be ex-
amined once more and all runners removed. The
surface soil between the rows should be loosened
with the hoe preparatory to placing a mulch of
half-decayed manure over the roots. Mulches
are best applied now as the autumn rains wash
the manurial properties down to the roots. The
litter also protects the crowns and foliage from
injury during times of severe frost.

THE APIARY.
By Chloris.

The Care of Hives in Autumn. — Much
is often said about thoroughly cleansing and over-
hauling the hives in spring, but few bee-keepers
ever dream of doing the same needful work in the
autumn. This autumn cleansing should be car-

ried out as soon as possible, choosrng fine weather
for the work. Thoroughly examine the colonies
to ascertain if there is sufHcient food sealed, and,
if not, rectify the matter without delay, for at the
latest we can only feed on syrup until the middle
of October; but, if the weather remain cold,

syrup feeding will have to cease much earlier.

Having seen that the larder is well supplied,
next give attention to the floorboard ; if possible,

supply a clean one but, where this cannot be
done, then thoroughly scrape away all the col-

lected filth of the sca.son. Those floorboards
which are removed should be scraped and after-

wards thoroughly washed in a carbolic solution
and exposed to the air for a short period. From,
this it will be seen what a great advantage it is

to have hives of one pattern and size throughout
an apiary, for one or two spare parts are suffi-

cient to put a fair number of hives in a sanitary
condition. Next see to the quilts, which should
be clean, fitting exactly into the corners and
covering all the frames. It will be a great ad-
vantage and save much bee life if passages are-

left, and these may be secured by laying a few
sticks about half an inch thick on the top of the^

frames. Over the ordinary quilts it is wise to

make cushions of some good, non-conducting
material, which need not cause any great ex-
pense, because corkdust, sawdust, shavings or
leaves will serve admirably, but whatever
material is chosen, the cushion cover must be
packed loosely. The roof should be closely

examined, because the bad summer has tried the
roofs of even weU-made hives. AH leakages should
be stopped, first rubbing in some paint, and,
when dry, filling in firmly with putty. To make
doubly sure, some old calico may be tightly-

stretched across and tacked to the edges of the
roof by means of thin laths, and then painted
several times.
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APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSOING WEEK.

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 23-
Nat. Chrys. To:. Floral and Executive Corns, meet.

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 24-Royal Hort. Soc. Corns.
meet. Vegetable Sh. at R.H.S. Hall. (Lecture by
Mr. C. Hermann Senn on "Hew to t ook Some of tile

Root Vegetables.") ,

for
, during tbe last Fifty Ye
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SALES FOR THE ENSUINS WEEK.
MOND.AY, TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY

AND FRIDAY

-

Dutch Bulbs, . t 67 & 68, Cheapside, E.C., by Protheroe
& Morris, at 10 30.

MONDAY, WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY-
Sale of Bulbs, at Stevens's Auction Rooms, 38, King
Street, Covent Garden, at 12.30.

WEDNESDAY—
Trade Sale of Bulbs, Sc, at 1 ; Palms and Plan's, at 4 ;

at 67 4; 63, Cheapside, E.C., by Protheroe 5i Mortis.

It was the result of a curious

The Origin Coincidence that the subject of

of Life, the origin of life loometi so

large at the Dundee meeting

of the British Association. The president,

Professor Schafer, elected to treat of it in

his address, and the zoologists and

botanists, ignorant of Professor Schafer's

intention, agreed to hold a joint discussion

of this matter. There are many who will

incline to the opinion that a discussion on

such a complex and baffling subject must

be futile, and those who hold this view will

point to the negative results which en-

sued from the debate.

This opinion, however, we do not share,

and we think that, although the riddle of

the universe—this origin of life—is as yet

unread, it is useful for men of science who
have expert knowledge of the recent ad-

vances made by biology, to endeavour to

ascertain how these advances bear on the

larger problems which vex the minds not

only of scientists but of all thinking men.

For another reason also we welcome this

discussion. In olden times, before the ad-

vent of experiment as the instrument of

scientific discovery, such a discussion could

not, by the nature of the case, rest on any

sound basis of discovered fact ; it could

only rest on tlie bosom of nothing. Now,
if the discussion is to have any lasting in-

fluence on opinion or belief, it must be

based on ascertained facts of life.

Let us, therefore, consider what are the

facts brought forward by those who in-

cline to the opinion that life originated

automatically from non-living matter. The
essential ideas put forward by the expo-
nents of this view would seem to be as

follow:—The evidence for the evolution of

the higher forms of life from lower forms
is, although not conclusive, very strong
indeed : so strong, that it might almost
be said of biologists that they are all evo-

lutionists nowadays. The evolutionary

hypothesis accepted, it would seem, at

first sight, reasonable to extend that hypo-
thesis to its logical conclusion, and to hold
that the simplest forms of life had their

origin in non-living matter.

A great difficulty, however, lies in the

path of those who do thus extend the

evolutionary hypothesis. The simplest

forms of life with which we are at present
acquainted are extraordinarily complex.
Anatomically they may appear to be very

simple, a semi-fluid mass of protoplasm in

which but little structure is manifested
;

but these simplest forms of life are, physio-

logically, extremely complicated. They
possess the powers of assimilation, of

growth, of movement. They react by
precise and purposeful methods to the

various factors of their environment ; in

other words, they exhibit the most re-

markable attribute of living things, that

of sensitiveness. Such rudimentary forms

of life are able to manufacture various

kinds of complex agents—enzymes—which
severally carry out in the cell the chemical

changes which accompany life. Some of

these changes are antagonistic to others,

yet the simple cell controls them all in

the interests of the organism.

Therefore, the advocates of a terrestrial

origin of life are driven almost necessarily

to imagine the existence of forms of life of

a much lower order than that to which

amoebae and the like belong. Nor are they

unjustified in making this assumption, for

modern discovery has demonstrated the

existence of organisms too small to be

seen by the microscope and so minute that

they are capable of passing through a

Pasteur-Chamberland filter. Thus the

organism responsible for the mosaic

disease of Tobacco belongs to this class of

infra-microscopic beings. Hence it is

tempting to suppose that the simplest

organism consisting of a single cell or mass

of protoplasm is a complex body, formed

by the aggregation of large numbers of in-

fra-microscopic organisms, and those who
take this view suggest that, by the com-

ing together into a symbiosis of such

minute living particles the simplest living

organism, as we know, came into being.

Fascinating as this speculation is, it

must be scrutinised more closely before it

may be accepted. We must ask what evi-

dence is there that the infra-microscopic

organisms are less complex physiologically

than those of larger size 1 Do they live, as

it were, only a partial life and not the full

life of the larger single cell ? If their life

is as complex as that of the amoeba, then

the existence of the infra-microscopic or-

ganism helps us nothing, for such

organisms do nothing to bridge the gulf

between the living and the dead. If it is

less complex, then it behoves those who

use the argument under consideration to
show us wherein their simplicity lies. Are
they incapable of assimilation, of growth,
of movement, or of the manifestation of

sensitiveness 2 So far as we are aware,
this fundamental question has not been
answered, and until an answer is forth-

coming, the conception of the life of a
unicellular organism, as the expression of

the assembled activities of constituent

symbionts, must remain but an interest>

ing speculation. Even though the hypo-
thesis were accepted, it would still remain
to ask by what process are these con-

stituent contributory infra-organisms as-

sembled ? How did they " live " alone,

and how did they come together ? These
are problems which the advocates of a
terrestrial origin must solve before this

hypothesis may be regarded as a scientific

theory.

To attempt to sum up justly the various
theories which have been put forward to

account for the origin of life would be
almost as difficult as to attempt to define

life itself. The manifestations of life are
so complex that it is impossible to say
whether the living substance is a chemical
(Compound or mixture of such compounds,
whether the living cell is to be likened to

a cunningly-contrived piece of mechanism,
which was created as such or "made
itself," or arose out of a chance or de-

signed meeting of contributory and com-
plementary units of a lower order, or
whether the living cell is best likened to a
factory, in which are various apparatuses
for the carrying on of different and often

contradictory processes. If it is impossible

to picture an image of life, it is yet more
impossible to conceive of its origin. That
all living organisms work in obedience to

chemical and physical laws appears to be
incontrovertible ; but this by no means
supplies an argument for the chance origin

of life from dead matter. Nevertheless,

we hold, as stated at the outset, that

discussion on this high subject is right and
useful. It diverts us from the smaller mat-
ters of the daily routine, it chastens us in

our contemplation of achievement, and it

brings to bear on the problem which now
seems beyond solution facts which some
day may enable us to say with the sooth-

sayer : "In Nature's infinite secrecy a
little can I read."

Supplementary Illustration.—Blush

Rambler is certainly one of the best of the

rambling Roses, for in addition to its beauti-

ful and abundant trusses of flowers the plant is

a vigorous grower, and soon covers a pillar or

archway with growth. The epeciniens shown
in the Supplementary Illustration were raised

from cuttings, a method of increasing this class

of Rose which is comparatively easy. Mr.
Taylor, to whom we are indebted for the photo-

graph, informs us that he planted two speci-

mens, each not more than 1 foot high, in April,

1910. The trellis work is 7 feet high, and 1

foot 6 inches wide, and it is now completely

covered with the Roses. During the past

season the plants produced no fewer than 375

trusses of flowers, and many of the inflores-

cences were 11 inches in diameter. The colour

of the flowers is indicated in the name. The

variety was first distributed in 1903 by Messrs.

B. R. Cant & Sons.
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Royal Horticultural Society.—The next

meeting of the Committees will take place on

the 24th inst. in the Society's Hall, Vincent

Square. At the 3 o'clock meeting in the Lecture

Room, Mr. C. Hermaotj Senn will give an ad-

dress on " How to Cook some of the Root
Vegetables."

The Nation' l Sweet Pea Society will

hold its London exhibition of 1913 at the

Royal Horticultural Hall, Westminster, on
July 17. It is hoped that a northern provincial

exhibition may be arranged for the second week
of August, 1913. The Society's annual meeting

will be held this year ori October 17 at the Hotel

Windsor, Victoria Street, Westminster, and the

business meeting will be followed by a con-

ference.

Presentation to a Seedsman. — Mr.
James Beand, manager of Messrs. Arthur S.

Ritchie & Co., Belfast, will shortly proceed to

Canada, where he intends to commence business

on his own account. As a token of the high

esteem in which he is held, Mr. Brand was en-

tertained at dinner on the 9th inst. by the mem-
bers of the staff and a few friends, who made
him a suitable presentation and expressed their

best wishes for his success- in Canada.

Bequest to Botany.—The South London
Botanical Institute at Heme Hill will benefit

considerably under the wiU of Mr. Allan
OoTAViAN Hume, who left the sum of £15,000 to

be spent on the advancement of the study of

botany in South London. The South London
Botanical Institute, writes a correspondent,

was incorporated in July, 1911, and a series of

public lectures explaining the work of the in-

stitute is about to be given. The institute has

40,000 botanical specimens mounted and enclosed

in black japanned cases. It is hoped to acquire

two acres of land, and to lay out a landscape

garden and a water garden.

Visit of Mr. Edward White to Canada
and Sweden.—Mr Edward White has just

returned from a visit to Canada nnd .Sweden.

He had been invited by the Canadian Govern-

ment to advise them on the arrangement of

departmental buildings at Ottawa about to be

erected on an area of about 30 acres of land

occui^ied at present by houses and streets. The
site is on the cliff overhanging the Ottawa River

and adjoining the Parliament buildings, and
there is a sheer drop of nearly 200 feet to the

river. The Government intend to make the

buildings in every sense worthy of Canada. Mr.
White's visit to Sweden was undertaken for

the purpose of advising the authorities on the

plans for restoring and improving the gardens of

the Royal palaces at Stockholm and Drottning-

holm. The latter place is the " Windsor Castle
"

of Sweden, and it occupies a splendid position.

Mr. White may be. congratulated on having ac-

complished in five weeks a journey attended

with so much important work.

Railway Station Gardens.—The directors

of the Glasgow and South-Western Railway Com-
pany have decided to increase the total amount
offered in prizes for the best-kept gardens

at stations on their line, from £100 to

£150, and they announce that in future

there will be 47 prizes in five classes,

the amounts ranging from £5 in the first class

to £1 in tie fifth. This year 30 prizes have been
awarded. Of these six are in the first class, and
the stations and station-masters are : Dalbeattie,

Mr. W. B. Klrkpatrick ; Ruthwell, Mr. Jas.

Barr ; Dalrymple, Mr. Robert Fisheb ; Dal-

mellington, Mr. William Taylor ; Carron-

bridge, Mr. John Rae; Moniaive, Mr. George
Maodonald.

Culinary Peas as Pills.— With an ingenuity

worthy of a better cause a man at Portsmouth

has coated ordinary Peas and sold them as

"tasteless kidney and liver pills." The police

stated that when subjected to the warm tempera-

ture of the propagating house in the local park
the " pill " grew.

Ernest Calvat.—The memorial subscribed

for by Chrysanthemum growers all over the

world, has now been erected on the tomb of

the great French Chrysanthemum raiser in the

cemetery at Grenoble where he lived. The
French Clirysanthemum Society was represented

by several of its members on the occasion of the

inauguration of the monument, M. Ph. Rivoire
making a suitable speech. M. Calvat's son-in-

law replied on behalf of the family. Only a few
m<!mbLTs of the family and representatives of

the horticultural societies to which Calvat
belonged were present.

Agricultural Education in Canada.—
Agricultural Colleges have been established at

various points in the Dominion. One of those

most recently established is that at Winnipeg,
under the auspices of the provincial Government
of Manitoba. The president of this college. Pro-

fessor W. J. Black, is now on a short visit to

Great Britain, and, while here, will study the

emigration problem, more particularly in con-

nection with its relation to his work at the

Agricultural College. In the course of an inter-

view Professor Black gave a very interesting

account of the work of his coUege. This latter

has only been in existence six years, yet in that

time its work has grown to such an extent as to

make the buildings originally erected quite in-

adequate to meet present demands. Conse-

quently the Manitoba Government is spending a

large sum of money on the erection of an en-

tirely new set of buildings, which will be avail-

able towards the close of the present year. The
college course is very comprehensive and ex-

tends over two winter sessions of five months
each, and is designed to meet the requirements

of the young farmer. A condition of entrance

is that the students should have worked for at •

least two years on a farm. A young man who
has worked on a British farm for two years may,
without any further period of farm work, enter

the college immediately on his arrival in Canada,
and Professor Black will be glad to correspond

with parents and others who are interested with
a view to making arrangements for the recep-

tion of students on their arrival in Western
Canada. Information regarding the college can

be obtained from the Dominion Government Emi-
gration Offices in Great Britain, or Professor

Black may be addressed directly at Winnipeg.

Tobacco Cultivation in Hampshire.—On
behalf of the Development Commissioners, Lord
Basil Blackwood has written to Mr. A. J.

Brandon, of Redfields, Church Crookham, Hamp;
shire, a letter, in which he states:—" It is very

improbable that the rebate will be continued in

future years, but the Commissioners will be pre-

pared to help approved growers to make a start.

It is obviously desirable that the tobacco grown
should be concentrated, so far as possible, at

various centres. If 40 or 50 acres can be grown
in one district the Commissioners will give the

growers every assistance." A later letter re-

affirmed that the rebate would not be continued,

but said that the Commissioners were still con-

sidering the matter, and seemed most anxious

to render assistance from the Development Fund.
It was, however, unlikely that such aid would
take the form of direct subsidy, but would rather

help to form re-handling associations to buy
the tobacco from the farmer on reasonable terms,

and to prepare it for the market. Times.

A Rose Number.—Our Paris contemporary

La Vie a la Campagne, in one of its Tecent

issues, devotes considerable attention to Roses.

The number is enclosed in a pretty cover having

a reproduction in colour of one of Redoute's
paintings. Several others from the same artist

appear in the issue, besides about 130 illustra-

tions of Rose gardens, views, and designs con-

nected with Rose culture. Besides dealing with

French Rosaries, such as the gardens at I'Hay
and Bagatelle, the issue contains views and notes

of Rose gardens at Downside, Aldenham House,

Gatton Park, Hatfield, Knebworth, and other

notable English gardens. There are numerous
articles on many subjects relating to the flower.

Indian Forest Service.—The regulations for

recruiting of probationers for the Indian Forent

Service in 1913, show that the intention to

lower the age limits has been so far modified

that the limits will remain, for 1913, the same
as hitherto, namelv, 19 to 23 years on July 1,

1913.

High-level Plants in the Karakoram.—
Under the title I?rlazloiic miUe I'ianle raccolie

lie! Karakoram, Prof. R. Pikotta and Dr. F.

CoRTESi have published a brief account of the

botanical collection made by the Duke degli
Abruzzi's expedition. It is extracted from the

larger work on the expedition, and is interest-

ing as giving the details of localities at high
levels. Charming photographs are given of

Saxifraga imbricata, Sedum Rhodiola and
Potentilla pumila as growing on the rocks at

about 16,500 feet to 18,300 feet. The Saxifrage

was found at the higher level, and all the plants

were flourishing in these elevated stations and
highly floriferous.

Agricultural Returns, 1 91 2.—The pre-

liminary statement of the agricultural returns
for England and Wales collected in June last

shows an increase in the arable area of 36,071
acres and a decrease in the area under permanent
grass of 115,432 acres. The areas of each of the
four corn crops were substantially increased

:

Wheat by 20,824 acres, or one per cent.. Barley
by 32,205 acres, or two per cent., Oats by 25,221
acres, or one per cent., and Rye by 13,860 acres,

the latter representing over a third of the pre-

vious year's total. The area under Beans shows
a reduction of 24,437 acres, but there was an in-

crease under Peas of 34,250 acres. Potatos show
an increase of almost eight per cent., the total

now being 463,007 acres almost equal to the

464,208 acres returned in 1905. The largest de-

cline in any arable crop was a drop of 51,715
acres under Turnips and Swed^-s. Other fodder
crops show increases, some of them considerable,

such as Mangolds (35,575 acres). Kohlrabi
(7,074 acres), and Vetches (27,072 acres). Flax
again nearly doubled its area, and the total

is now 830 acres. Hops have increased by
1,775 acres, or more than five per cent. Clover
and rotation grasses show a material diminution,

chiefly in those reserved for Hay. The per-

manent grass reserved for hay shows an increase

of 110,497 acres, while that for grazing decreased
by 225,929 acres.

Publications Received.—fnguire Within
upon Poultry and Egg Production. Gratis and
post free from Captain Ralph R .'illen. Sawbridgo-
worth. Hertfordshire. - The BritishFern Cazette.
September. (VVestmorchmd : The British Pterido-
logical Society.) — Imports and Exports of
Corn, Live Stock, and other Agricultural Pro.
duce and Trade in Live Stock with Ireland.
(London : Board of .^f;ricultule and Fisheries.)
Price bii.—Irdex of Plants. 1912. (Singapore :

Botanic Gardens.) Price i\ 00 — Proceeding

s

and Journal of the Agricultuial and Horticul-
tural Society of India. (Calcutta: Agri-Eorti-
oultural Society of India)
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Black Currants. -In your last issue, p. 206.

A Southern Grower attributes the reversion ot
Black Currants to their having been propagated
from a faulty stoc-k, but I can assure hira that

such was not the case in the instance referred to

in my previous letter ; the cuttings were taken
from trees grown specially for the purpose and
carefully looked over every season to see if they
are aU right, also a careful examination of
young stock shows only about one plant per

thousand which has reverted. Wliy then do they
"revert" later on? It would seem that .i

wards for five weeks we had only ono day's sun-
shine (in this locality), so that they must have
coloured iii spite of these adverse conditions.
A. 11. Pearson.

The History of the Jargonelle Pear.—
While I am not qualified .to enter upon a philo-

logical discussion with the author of the above
entitled article in your recent issue (see p. 198), I

woidd venture to differ from him on the ground
of pomological record as to the history of this
Pear. The assumption that it is identical with
the Cuisse Madame is quite unsupport-ed by the
evidence of Le Leotier, Quintinye, and
more recent authors. The English Jargonelle
is the Epargne of France, and first appears in

L-3 Lectier's rare catalogue dated 1628, the only

found that the n£«me of a fruit will exist in an
unqualified form before it is qualified by adjec-
tives such as Grosse, Petit, &c., &c. The true
and original Jargonelle was also known to Le
Lectier, and is perfectly distinct from either of

the above, see Noisette's Jan/in Fniifinrj
plate 38. This is the variety described by Mer-
let. The name seems then to have been used to

designate a group of Pears, and it may be in

this way that the Epargne has had this name
attached to it in this country. If I may add
my guess as to the origin of the word Jargonelle,

I ask may it not be a corruption of the word
f'rarzignole, a name used by Agostino Gallo for a

group of Pears in his *' Vinti giornata dell

a</rirolftiraV* These Pears were late varieties it

is true, but the fifteenth century was not tuo

Srmthern Grower's trees are also given to this, in

some measure at least, as he speaks of treading
down those affected. What we want to learn is

why this reversion takes place at all. I find one
or two observers have seen it so long ago as 20
years, but they say it was quite rare then and
only an odd plant was noticed. They all agree
that it has increased very much of late years,

but cannot suggest why this should be. I always
read Southern Grower's communications with
interest, but I must disagree with his assertion

about sun being essential to the production of

high colour in Apples ; this season Apples are

better coloured than usual, and from July 26 ou-

FlG. 104. ACHILLEA PTAKMICA " PERRy's WHITE.'
(Received B.H.S. Award of Merit on ihe lOlh inst.)

(See p. 235.)

known copy of which exists in the Bibliotheque
Nationale at Paris. This same list contains also
the Cuisse Madame as a distinct variety. Later
in the same century, Quintinye separates these
two varieties, Cuisse Madame ripening in July,
Epargne in August. An illustration of the two
sorts side by side may be seen in Noisette's
Jardin Fruitier, first edition, plate 27. Fol-
lowing the general rule in pomological nomen-
clature, it is probable that the Cuisse Madame
was the better known, or earlier, of the two,
and the larger size and somewhat similar ap-
pearance of Epargne caused it to be called Grosse
Cuisse Madame. It will. I believe, always be

particular as to small details of this sort, and the
name may have persisted apart from the
objects to which it was formerly attached.

E. A. Bunyard.

Erodium chrysanthum.—For many years
past I have had in my garden several plants of

Erodium chrysanthum, but have never ob-

tained any seed. In a Gloucestershire
garden I saw seed in abundance, and
seedlings coming up in the path. Seeds from
this garden were given me, but so far I have
not had any plant that yielded seed. When
visiting a nursery garden on August 10 last
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I was shown a plant which was named Erodium
chrysanthum. I demurred, as the foliage was
green instead of grey and the flower more white
tliaii yellow j it then occurred to me that a differ-

ence in the seed-bearing plant had been pointed
out tu me, and on examining the flower I found
it had only a pistil. The owner kindly gave me
tile plant, and the ne.xt day I planted it close

to a male plant and pollinated the flower On Sep-

tember 12, 32 days afterwards, the seeds were
ripe and on the point of scattering. Close to this

Erodium is a plant of E. amanum. A friend,

no mean authority, was surprised that the

same plant bore both staminate and pistillate

flowers. This made me look about among the

self-sown seedlings, and among them I found
several that had only pistillate flowers. E.

macradenium and E. gruiiuim have, here, both

se.xes on the same plants and it would be interest-

ing to know the facts in connection with the

other species commonly grown. A. C. B.

Birmingham Horticultural Society.—It

is with very great pleasure that the committee
is able to announce a highly satisfactory result

from the recent show of the Birmingham Horti-

cultural Society, as, notwithstanding the in-

clement weather, the profits amount to the sum
of over £100. At a meeting of the General Com-
mittee held recently a resolution was passed

according a vote of thanks to the exhibitors.

It was also felt desirable that an explanation

should be forthcoming regarding the shortage of

tent accommodation, due to an error on the part

of the contractors, and whose acknowledgment
and apology have been received. The committee
tenders its sympathy to any who were thereby
unavoidably inconvenienced, and unhesitatingly

state that this is a matter which will be remedied
upon all future occasions, and no effort will be
spared lo ensui'e the comfort and convenience of

exhibitors. Il'm. G. Carradlne, Secrclaiy.

Tits in the Garden.^I was interested in

the note on the bullfinch {see p. 197), and should

like to know something about Tits, especially

the Blue Tit. I have looked upon them as my
friends in the garden, and have placed nesting

boxes for them and fed them all last winter and
spring. This summer they have rewarded me
by destroying my buds of Sweet Peas. I cannot
think the birds are after aphis, as they attack

the buds as soon as they are formed, and seem
very pleased with themselves, for they titter

away and devour the next bud. Has any reader
experienced anything similar with these birds?

John T. Graves, Burton Joyce, near NoUing-
ham.

Colour in Hardy Fruits (see pp. 201, 216).

—We have more than 150 varieties of Apples,

and the fruits in this district produce good
colour, the soil being loam on chalk. After com-
(jaring the seasons 1911 and 1912 I have come to

the conclusion that moisture plays an important
part in colouration. During the season 1911, we
had very little colour in our fruits. Worcester
Pearmain and other early sorts compared un-
favourably with fruits of the present sea.son. As
soon as there was dew in 1911 colour development
was noticeable, and we had finely-coloured

late varieties. This season early varieties of

Apples are beautifully coloured, and I am in full

hopes that the later sorts will develop colour up
to my full expectation. Respecting Apples in

the orchard house^ trees that are allowed to

stand on a damp ash bottom produce finer col-

oured fruits than those that are placed on a

drier base and in full glare of the sun. M.
Nirholh, St. Clere Gardens, Kemsing, near
Sevenoais.

1 read Mr. Gilthorpe's remarks on the
colour of hardy fruits with great interest, and
can confii-m what he states. Our hardy fruits are
as well coloured, and in some cases much brighter
than last year. We need a lot of rain in these

gardens, the soil being a fairly-light, good loam,
with a hard, gravelly-clay subsoil. Varieties of

Apples particularly bright this year are The
Houblon, Bismarck, Peasgood's Nonesuch, Coro-
nation, Ribston Pippin (a great favourite here),

Worcester Pearmain, and Newtown Pippin,
which, perhaps, is the most remarkable of all, for

the variety has never before developed colour in
these gardens ; in fact, the fruits have never pro-

perly ripened, although left on the trees until
very late in the season. All Apples are ripen-
ing very early, and will not be so large as usual
Pears are colouring well. • Many varieties of

Perry Pears on this estate and in the neighbour-
hood are a wonderful sight. Peaches and Nec-
tarines were highly coloured, although the flavour
was not extra good. White and black Grapes are
of the average colour. //. PrentUe, Harihury
House Gardens, Glovcestershire.

LiLiuM giganteum at Lochinch Castle,
Wigtownshire.— 1 should perhaps have men-
tioned in my contribution on the Lily season in

Scotland in your last issue (see p. 209) that the
immense specimen of Lilium giganteimi growing
in Lady Dalryniple's "wild garden" in an ex-

tremely shady situation, besides reaching a height
of nearly 15 feet, had no fewer than 16 enormous
flowers. Its only rival that I have heard of, in

Scotland at least, within the last decade was the
plant which reached almost an equally command-
ing stature in Cavens Gardens, Kirkbean, Kirk-
cudbrightshire, about 10 years ago. It was
12 feet high, but had not, if I rightly remember,
an equal number of flowers. David It. William-
son, Wigtownshire, N.B.

MiMULUs Lewism (see p. 191).—The Index
Kewensis refers Mimulus roseus to M. Lewisii.
Tlie plant I have as M. roseus is a native of North-
west America, and is generally hardy in Scot-
land, though not now much seen in gardens. It

does not like too much dry weather, and I have
seen it suffer greatly and even die in times of pro-
longed drought. If a mulching is not provided it

should be planted in a moist place or be well sup-
plied with water during the growing and flower-

ing season. I have known the plant for many
years, and I saw a good specimen in a Kirkcud-
brightshire garden recently. It had come from
Barskimming, in Ayrshire, where it is hardy.

S. Arnott.

ACHILLEA "PERRY'S WHITE."

This fine novelty is a seedling variety of

Achillea Ptarmica, raised at Perry's Hardy
Plant Farms. It grows over 3 feet in

height, and has stiff, rigid, much-branching
stems, the laterals being 1 foot or more in

length, and forming a pyramidal bush 3 feet

through. The double, white flowers (see fig.

104) are produced in the wildest profusion,

and each flower measures 1 inch in diameter.

The plants flower from June to late autumn, and
the variety is extremely valuable for cutting or

for decorative purposes. Messrs. Perry exhibited

tho novelty at the R.H.S. meeting held on the

10th iiist., and gained an Award of Merit for

their novelty.

socie:ti£:s.
ORSETT AND DISTRICT AGRICUL-
TURAL AND HORTICULTURAL.

September 5.—The eighteenth annual exlribi-

tion of this society, held on this date in the

beautiful grounds of Orsett Hall, was in every

respect a great success, the number of entries,

which amounted to 732, being a record. Several

large growers of hardy fruit for market reside

within the Orsett district,- which, in respect to

soil and situation, is admirably adapted for the

production of first-rate produce. Consequently,

Apples, Pears, and Plums of the best quality are

always a great feature at the Orsett show.

MANCHESTER AND NORTH OF
> ENGLAND ORCHID.

September 5.

—

Cummittee present: Rev. J.

Crombleholme (in the Chair) ; Messrs. R. Ash-

worth. J. Bamber, J. C. Cowan, J. Evans. W.
Hatcher, W. Holmes, A. J. Keeling, J. Lupton,

D. McLeod, W. Morgan, C. Parker, H. Thorp,

Z. A. Ward, A. Warburton, and H. Arthur
(secretary).

Siloer-gilt Medals were awarded to Z. A.

Ward, Esq., Northenden (gr. Mr. Weatherby),

who showed an excellent group of well-grown

plants of varieties of Cattleya " Iris "
; and E.

ASHWORTH, Esq., Newchurch (gr. Mr. Gilden),

for a miscellaneous group.

Large Silver Medals to J. McCartney, Esq.,

Bolton (gr. Mr. Holmes), for a group of

Cattleyas and Odontoglossums ; and Mr. E. F.

Davidson, Twyford, Berkshire, who staged a

group of very choice plants.

Silver Medals to Col. J. Rutherford, M.P.,
Blackburn (gr. Mr. Lupton), for a small group
of Cattleyas, Cypripediums, and Miltonias

;

Mr. J. Evans, Congleton, for a gi-oup of

Cattleyas ; the Liverpool Orchid and Nursery
Co., for a group comprising Lselias, Cypripe-
diums, and Vandas; and Messrs. Stuart Low k
Co., Middlesex, for a miscellaneous group.
Other exhibitors were Messrs. A. J. Keeling

& Sons, Bradford, and Mr. W. Shackletox,
Great Ilorton.

HANWELL AND GREENFORD
HORTICULTURAL.

September 11.—The seventh annual show of
this society was held at the Park Hall, Hanwell,
on this date. Several fine non-competitive gi-oups

wei-e exhibited. One, shown by Leopold de
Rothschild, Esq., Gmmersbury Park, was com-
posed of well-coloured Codi<emns (Crotons).
Palms, Begonias, Spirseas, and Lilies. G. L.
Eastes, Esq., of Greenford Green, staged a group
of plants grown from seed imported from China
three years ago. Another fine group was exhi-
bited by the president, A. W. Perkin, Esq.
Tile 1st prize in the class for allotments was won
by Mr. W. Jeffries, who was awarded 91 points,
Mr. E. Daniels being placed 2nd with 78 points.

VEGETABLE SHOW AT MANCHESTER.
September 12, 13.—Messrs. Dickson &

Robinson, Manchester, held their fourth annual
show of vegetables on the above date in the
large hall of the Coal Exchange. The entries
numbered over 400. Onions were exceedingly
numerous, and generally finer than at any pre-
ceding show.
The best exhibit of four bulbs of " Premier "

Onion was entered by Mr. Avery, Loudwater
House Gardens ; 2nd, Mr. H. Folkes, Gaddes-
den ; 3rd, Mr. Wheeler, Wenvoe Castle. There
were 58 collections in this class, which was ojien

to the United Kingdom. One bulb of Mr.
Cobb's set was a perfect specimen; not before
has such a fine bulb of this variety been shown
in Manchester.

F^or four bulbs of Premier grown north of Bir-

mingham over 30 entered, and most of the bulbs
were of fine quality, size, and finish. Jlr. T.
Jones, Ruabon, won the 1st prize; Mr. Smith,
Newtown, the 2nd prize; and Messrs. G. & T.

Simpson the 3rd prize.

In Class 5 for one bunch of Moneymaker
Tomato, Mr. E. Winchester, Rubery, easily

won the 1st prize ; 2nd, Mr. Wilkinson, Tyntes-
field Gardens; 3rd, Mr. J. C. Reeves, Horsham.
Mr. H. Tysoe, IJedford, showed the best pods

of Hercules Pea, and Rt. Hon. Lord Bishop of

Bath and Wells (gr. Mr. Leakey), the best pods
of Lancastrian Pea.

Jlr. H. Tysoe won the 1st prize for " Exhibi-
tion " Runner Beans, and the Rt. Hon. Countess
CowPER (gr. Mr. Stannard) the 1st prize for
" Market Favourite " Beet.
The best Sugar Loaf Cabbages were shown by

C. L. Blundell, Esq. (gr. Mr. Guy) ; the best
"Perfection" Carrots by Mr. JaJues White,
Bampton ; the best three heads of " Standwell "

Cauliflower by Mr. Thos. Jones ; three sticks of
" Prize Pink " Celery by Mr. W. Hooper : six

plants of Exhibition Leek by Mr. H. Tysoe ; six

iroots of Hollow Crown Parsnip by Rt. Hon.
J.AMES Round (gr. Mr. Bishop) ; three heads of
" Early Favourite " Savoy by C. L. Blundell,
Esq. (gr. Mr. Guy) ; and six roots of " Manchester
Market " Turnip by Capt. H. Lonsdale (gr. .Mr.

Mills).

Mr. Ben Ashton gave a lecture on the even-

ing of the 12th, and Mr. Tysoe, one of the most
prominent of the prize-winners, delivered a lec-

ture on the following evening on the culture of

vegetables.

WATFORD HORTICULTURAL.
September 13.—At the meeting of this society

held on the i^bove date, the chairman,

Mr. E. S. Theobald, presented Mr. G. W. Cuth-
bertson with a Rose bowl on behalf of the mem-
bers as a token of their esteem, on his retire-

ment from the office of treasurer, which he had
held since the formation of the society. The
latter part of the evening was devoted to a paper

on " Fruit Gathering and Storing," by Mr. H.
Barrow, of Rickmansworth Park.
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EOYAL CALEDONIAN HORTI-
CULTURAL.

September 11, 12.—Notwithstanding the wet,

sunless season, the autumn show of this Society,

which was held in the Waverley Market, Edin-
burgh on the above dates, compared favourably

with earlier e.\hibitions. The number of entries

was about equal to the average of the last t'hree

years, and the quality of most of the exhibits

was good. The colour of the Apples was not up
to the usual standard, and in cut flowers also the
ill-effects of the season were to be seen. Roses
were poor in colour generally, and Sweet Peas
had Eone of the brillianc; which they show in

a good season. Vegetables were very good, and
pot plants generally were quite up to the usual

quality. The trade exhibits, though rather

smaller in number than last year, made a good
display, and altogether the spacious hall had a
well-furnished appearan-ce. The weather was
fine, though cold.

FRUIT.
(Gardeners and Amateurs.)

There were three entries in the class for a

table of dessert fruit, decorated with plants,

flowers, or folipge, or any combination of these

(Orchids excluded). The Ist prize was awarded
to the Earl of H.irrington, Elvaston Castle,

Derby (gr. Mr. -J. H. Goodacre). The following
fruits were shown in the exhibit, and the points

awarded are appended :^
MdX. Awarded.

Grape Madresfield Court ... 9 ... 7
Grape Muscat of Alexandria 10 ... 7^
Grape Black Hamburgh ... 9 ... 6^
Grape Gros Maroc 8 ... 7

Peach Golden Eagle 8 ... 6^
Peach Princess of Wales ... 8 ... 6
Nectarine Pineapple 8 ... 6^
Fig Negro Largo ... ... 7 ... 5
Fig Brown Turkey 7 ... 4^
Plum Jefferson 6 ... 4^
Pear Triomphe de Vienne ... 8 ... 7^
Pear Marguerite Marillat ... 8 ... 7
Apple Cox's Orange Pippii... 7 ... 6
Apple Washington 7 ... 5-^

Melon Scarlet Seedling ... 8 ... 7
Melon Conqueror 8 ... 6^

Total for fruit 126

Decoration :

—

Beauty of flower and foliage 6
Harmonious blending of

colours ... ... ... 6

General arrangement for

effect 6

Total for decoration 18

lOOA

14

The Earl of Wemyss, Gosford (gr. Mr.
Wm. Galloway), was placed 2nd. He was
awarded 92^ points for fruit out of a possible

126, and 13 points for decoration. The
American Ambass.vdor, Wrest Park, Beds. (gr.

Mr. G. McKinlay), was placed 3rd with SO^

points for fruit out of a possible 130, and 11

points for decoration.

In the class for a collection of 12 dishes of

fruit, grown in Scotland, not more than two
dishes of each of the following kinds :—Grapes,
Peaches, Nectariues, Apples, Pears, and one dish
of each of any other kind, the Marquis of

TwEEDDALE, Yester, Haddington (gr. Mr. Wm.
Hunter), was awarded the 1st prize ; Lord
Elphinstone, Carberry Tower, Musselburgh (gr.

Mr. D. Kidd), was placed 2nd ; and J. Neilson,
Esq., MoUance, Castle Douglas (gr. Mr. J. M.
Stewart), 3rd. Lord TwEEDD.iLE's fruits included
two bunches of Grape Lady Downe's ; two bunches
Muscat of Alexandria (two bunches to a dish)

;

Melon Royal Sovereign ; Peaches Bellegarde
and Stirling Castle ; Nectarine Humboldt

;

Apricot Moor Park ; Fig Brown Turkey ; Plum
Jefferson ; Apples Emperor Alexander and
Peasgood's Nonesuch ; and Pear Pitmaston
Duchess. For the collection of 12 dishes of fruit

grown in an orchard house the Americ.\n
Ambassador was the only exhibitor, ar.a he was
awarded the 1st prize.

The Scottish Challenge Trophy, valued at 50
guineas, was offered for the best eight bunches
of Grapes, not more than two bunches of any
variety. Superior cultivation and finish to be
considered of the greatest importance, and the
collections to be decorated with foliage plants in

pots, cut flowers, foliage, or any combination of

these. The 1st prize, which included £6 in cash
and a gold badge, was awarded to Lord
RowALLAN, Rowallan, Kilmarnock (gr. Mr. J.

Dixon). The trophy having been won three
times by this competitor now becomes his
property. 2nd, The Earl of HATmiNGTON (gr.

Mr. J. H. Goodacre) ; and 3rd. W. .M.vcKAY, Esq.,

Ascog, Bute (gr. Mr. D. Hallidey).

The following were the bunches shown in the
1st prize exhibit, with the points awarded ;

—

Muscat of Alexandria
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C. W. Cowan, Esq., secured the 1st prize for

sis bunches of herbaceous perennials. For 12
vases of hardy or half-hardy annuals Mr. J
Cochrane excelled ; and INlr. Wsi. Young
Craighlaw, Kirkcowan, won the silver cup pre
rented by Mr. J. Phillips, Edinburgh, for a col

lection of flowers cut from the open border
Major Thoeburn had the best single and Mr. J
Paul the best double Asters, whilst Mr. J,

Richardson showed the best Phloxes.

The 1st prizes in the classes for white and
coloured hand bouquets were won by Mr. A.
Knight, Brayton, and for six buttonhole
bouquets by Mr. A. Johnstone, Edinburgh. Mr.
R. McAndie was 1st for one spray for a lady's
dress, and Mr. D. Kidd, Carberry, had the best
basket and vases fille<l with flowers, fruits or
foliage of hardy trees and shrubs, and Mr. J. C.
Brown, Edinburgh, for nine dwarf hardy Ferns.
In the class for sis table Ferns. J. Neilson, Esq.,
was awarded the 1st prize. Mrs. Dewar, Dry-
law Hous€ (gr. Mr. W. T. Galloway), was suc-
cessful for six single-flow-ered varieties of
tuberous-rooted Begonias and for three double-
flowered varieties. Mr. Joseph Plant excelled
with three plants of single-flowered tuberous-
rooted Begonias.

VEGETABLES.
Open Classes.

In the class for a display of vegetables arranged
on a space 6 feet by 4 feet, to comprise 18 dishes,

in not fewer than 12 kinds, Mrs. Fleming Hamil-
ton, Craighlaw, Kirkcowan (gr. Mr. W. Young),
was placed 1st, and Col. Stewart RichjIbdson
(gr. Mr. J. E. Davis) 2nd. In the class for a
smaller collection arranged on a space 4 fe«t by
4 feet, in 12 kinds, grown in Scotland, Stephen
Mitchell, Esq., Kippen Station (gr. Mr. C.
Shaw), was awarded the 1st prize; 2nd, the Earl
of Home ; and 3rd, the Earl of Lauderdale,
Thirlestane Castle (gr. Mr. R. Stuart).

AWARDS TO NOVELTIES.

First-class Cektipicate.

Monthretia Star of the East, exhibited by
Mr. George Davison, Westwick Gardens, Nor-
wich.

AwAEDS OF Merit.

Seedling Apple Thomas Jeffrey, exhibited by
Mr. D. W. Thomson.

Seedling Apple Miller's Bed Victoria, exhi-

bited by Mr. G. W. Miller, Wisbech.

Tamato Simpson's No. 1, exhibited by Messrs.

G. N. Slmpson.

Chrysanthemum Crimson Polly, exhibited by
Messrs. Wells & Co.

Pentstemon Mrs. F. Fulford, exhibited by
Mr. F. Fulford, Montgomerie Castle, Tarbolton.

Collerette Dahlias Prince John, Princess

Louise, and Frogmore, exhibited by Messrs.

DoBBiE & Co.

Bose Mrs. Andrew Carnegie, exhibited by
Messrs. Cocker & Sons.

Chrysanthemum Mrs. J. Mason, exhibited by
Messrs. Mason & Co.

AWARDS TO NON-COMPETITIVE
EXHIBITS.

Gold Medal.—This was awarded to Messrs.
Dobbie & Co.

Silver-gilt Medals were awarded to Messrs.
Webb & Sons, Little and Ballantyne, Thomas S.

Ware, Ltd., Thyne & Son, Storrie & Storrie,

Sander & Sons, W. Cutbush & Son, John Downie,
Young & Co.. Cunningham, Fraser & Co., Mr.
David W. Thomson, ^Messrs. W. Thomson &
Sons, Ltd., and the King's Acre Nurseries, Ltd.

Silver Medals were awarded to Messrs. R.
Wallace & Co., Mr. Jones (Kilkenny), Messrs.
Wm. Wells, Ltd., Bakers', L. R. Russell, T.
Methven & Sons, Stuart Low & Co., John
Forbes, Ltd., Mr. McLeod, Tillie, Whyte & Co.,
R. B. Laird & Sons, .las. Cocker & Sons, G.
Gibson & Co., and Mr. D. McOmish (Crieff).

Bronze Medalu to Mr. Robert Bolton, Messra.
G. Fairbairn & Sons, E. F. Fairbairn and Sons,
Mr. G W. Miller, Messrs. J. Mason & Co.^
Thomas Kennedy & Co., Mr. H. N. Ellison,
Messrs. Gunn & Sons, and the Edinburgh and
East of Scotland College of Agriculture.

NATIONAL EOSE.
September 12.—The National Rose Society

has every reason to be well satisfied with their
autumn show, which was held on the above date
at the Royal Horticultural Hall, Vincent Square,
Westminster. The weather was fine, and
within a few minutes of the opening hour
the hall was filled with visitors. The entries
were more numerous than last year, and in
nearly every class the competition was keen.
It was interesting to note the effect of the
unseasonable weather—in many instances the ex-
ceptional coldness had been responsible for an
increase of colour, which gave the blooms a
glorious appearance, but the lovely colour was
not^ accompanied by much perfume. Many
varieties which, even in autumn, usually have a
delicious fragrance were almost scentless, but
their appearance was charming. As usual the
arrangements worked smoothly, and members of
the Press were much helped" by the excellent
official lists of awards published by the secre-
tary's department.

Classes foe Nurserymen.

There were 12 entries in the class for 36
blooms, and a great many fresh, well-coloured
blooms were shown. There seemed, however, to
be a tendency to overdress the blooms, which
had in some instances a very formal appear-
ance. Mr. Hugh Dickson, Belfast, won the
1st prize with exceedingly fine blooms ; the
very best were: Mr. John Jameson. Mrs. Foley
Hobbs, Caroline Testout, Leslie Holland, Earl of
Warwick, Hugh Dickson, and King George.
2nd, Messrs. J. Jeffries & Son, Cirencester,
whose stand included splendid blooms of Mrs.
R. G. Crawford, Hugh Dickson, and Captain
Christy. 3rd, Messrs. J. Cocker & Sons, Aber-
deen.

The competition in Class 2 was not so strong,
but most of the Tea and Noisette blooms were of
great merit. The 1st prize was awarded to Mr.
Hy. Drew, Longworth, who exhibited especially
good blooms of Slaman Cochet, Mme. Constance
Soupert, Mrs. Edward Mawley, and Auguste
Comte. 2nd, Mr. Geo. Prince, "Longworth, who
showed Mrs. Foley Hobbs, Mme. Dupuy, and
Mrs. E. Mawley especially well. 3rd, Mr. John
PiGG, Royston.

The exhibits in the class for nine baskets of
cut Roses were arranged in a very pleasing
manner. Mr. John Mattock, who was awarded
the 1st prize, showed Mrs. David McKee, Mrs.
Sharman Crawford, Bessie Brown, and Caroline
Testout in his collection.

White Roses were shown extensively in
Class 4, which provides for 12 blooms of any
Rose to be shown in a handleless basket. Messrs.
F. Cant & Co. won the 1st prize with a fine set
of Frau Karl Druschki. Messrs. Hugh Dick-
son, Ltd., were awarded the 2nd prize for a good
basket of their variety Hugh Dickson. 3rd,
Messrs. J. McGredy "& Son, Portadown, who
showed Mrs. Herbert Stevens.
The best 18 vases of distinct varieties was

shown by Mr. John JIattock, Hcadington, who
had excellent examples of Irish Glory, Orleans
Rose, General MacArthur, Mrs. Aaron Ward and
Dorothy Page Roberts. 2nd, Messrs. F. Cant
& Co., Braiswick, Colchester, whose best flowers
were of the varieties Peace, Gustave Nabonnand,
and Ecarlate.

The e-\hibits in the class for nine varieties
were unusually good. The 1st prize was awarded
to Mr. E. J. Hicks, Twyford, Berks, for a
splendid collection, in which the varieties
Rayon d'Or, Pharisaer, La Tosca, and Mrs.
Wakefield Christie-Miller were splendid. 2nd,
Jlr. Will Tayler, Hampton, whose best vase
was that of Marie Pavie. 3rd, Messrs. G. & H.
BuRCH, Peterborough,

In the class for nine baskets of cut Roses there
were six competitors. The baskets were mostly
arranged in a stiff manner, and in many cases the
tubes which contained the stalks were too much
exposed. The blooms were very meritorious,
and the baskets of Dorothy Page Roberts, Lady
Pirrie, Reine Mere d'ltalie, and General
MacArthur, which won the 1st prize for Mr.
Hugh Dickson, were particularly good. 2nd,
Mr. John Mattock, whose best baskets con-
tained Marie Van Houtte, Mme. Abel Chatenay,
and Countess of Gosford. 3rd, Jlessrs. S. Bide
& Sons, Farnham.
The class for five baskets of cut Roses also con-

tained very fine blooms. Messrs. Wm. Spooneb

& Son won the 1st prize, their beet varieties
being La Tosca, Joseph Hill, and Orleans Rose.
2nd, Mr. J. Crossling, Penarth, who showed
very good baskets of Marie Van Houtte and
Mme. Jean Dupuy. 3rd, Mr. Hy. Drew.
Mr. John Mattock, New Headington, Oxford,

who won the 1st prize offered for 24 vases of
decorative Roses, included splendid sets of
Gustav Griinerwald, Mons. Paul Lede, Lady
Pirrie, Mme. Jean Dupuy, and A. R. Goodwin.
2nd, Messrs. F. C-iNT & Co., whose best vases
contained Gottfried Keller and Lady Wenlock.
3rd, Mr. John Pigg.
The competition in the class for 12 varieties

was equally good, and the collection which won
the 1st prize for Messrs. W. Spooner & Son,
and which included splendid examples of
Arthur R. Goodwin, General MacArthur, La
Tosca, Trier, and Miss Dorothy Mocatta, was
a very fine effort.

The 12 varieties of dwarf Polyantha Roses
made a charming display. The best collection
was shown by Mr. Geo. Prince, from whose
stand we select Rosalind, Phyllis, and Mrs. Cut-
bush as being of great merit.

Groups of Roses.

There were only two representative groups of
Roses placed on the floor, and, although each
contained a large nimiber of good blooms, neither
was arranged to the best advantage. The group
shown by Messrs. Hobbies, Ltd.. Dereham,
which received the 1st prize and Gold Medal,
was decidedly the better, and the corner of the
hall allotted to them was well filled, but the pots,
and especially those of the lx>rdering of Jlaiden-
hair Ferns, were too much in evidence. A large
rustic basket of the dwarf Polyantha Rose
" Jessie " was exceedingly pretty. The prin-
cipal varieties displayed were the seedling pillar

Rose "Lemon Queen" (Frau Karl Druschki X
Mme. Ravary), Lady Ursula, Lyon, Hugh
Dickson, and Mildred" Grant. The 2nd prize
and Silver-gilt Medal was awarded to Messrs.
Paul & Son, Cheshunt. The standard Roses in
this exhibit were not so good as those in the
former, but there were vases containing good
cut blooms of such varieties as Caroline Testout,
Gustave Regis, Mrs. W. J. Grant, Mrs. R. G.
Crawford, and Mme. A. Mari.
The groups of cut Roses arranged on the

staging were decidedly the feature of the show.
A very great amount of time, skill and taste had
evidently been expended on the arrangement of
these beautiful collections. The quantity of
splendid Roses emploj-ed in them was
astounding, and many of the individual blooms
were as good as the average at the summer
shows. The 1st prize and Gold Medal group
arranged by Messrs. GuNN & Sons, Olton. Bir-
mingham, was particularly charming. The back-
ground was exceedingly well arranged, and the
system of arches entirely successful. The Silver
]Medal group, exhibited by Messrs. W. & J.
Brown, Peterborough, was a very good 2nd
indeed ; the front of this group was decidedly the
better of the two, the former group excelled in
the quality of the blooms and the more tasteful
background. 3rd, Mr. Geo. Prince, Long-
worth, whose outstanding feature was a splendid
stand of Rayon d'Or. An extra prize was
awarded to Messrs. B. R. Cant & Son.

^
In the smaller class for a representative collec-

tion of cut Rose blooms the 1st prize was
awarded to Messrs. R. Harkness & Co., Hitchin.
The ornamental basket of Irish Elegance and the
pillars of Lady Hillingdon and Mme. Abel
Chatenay were especially good. The low arch
of Lyon and Irish Elegance which occupied most
of tlie front of Mr. F. M. Bradley's group was
particularly well done, and the group fully de-
served the 2nd prize.

The class for 36 varieties was responsible for a
beautiful display. The 1st prize was awarded
to Messrs. Frank Cant & Co., who had excellent
vases of Marquise de Sinety, Comtesse du Cayla,
Gottfried Keller, Mrs. Herbert Stevens, Gruss
an Teplitz, Hugh Dickson. Mme. Ravary, Hugo
Roller, &c. 2nd, Mr. John Mattock, whose
outstanding varieties were Lady Hillingdon,
Betty Berkeley, Bessie Brown, Countess of
Gosford, and Lady Battersea. 3rd, Messrs. J.
Jeffries & Sons.
The 1st prize exhibit of Messrs. B. R. Cant &

Sons, in the class for the hips of nine distinct

species or varieties of Rose illustrated the
decorative value of Rose hips in an admirable
manner. Those of the Rugosa varieties, namely.
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alba, rubra, Le Cid, and especially of atropur-

purea, were very attractive. 2nd, Messrs. Paul
& Sons. Cheshunt, who showed R. microphylla,

which if berried freely would be exceedingly

ornamental. 3rd, Mr. Ueorue Prince.

Amateurs' Classes.

The competition in this section of the show
amply indicates that the interest in Roses is

not confined to tlie trade growers, and the

(|uality of the blooms compared very favour-

ably with those in the nurserymen's classes.

The best 18 blooms in Class 19, which is open

to all amateurs, were shown by Mr. Conway
Jones, Hucclecote, Gloucester. The blooms of

Mme. Constance Soupert, Lyon, Caroline Test-

out, and Florence Pemberton were magnificent.

2nd, Mr. F. Dennison, Crantord, Leamington.

3rd, Mr. W. Boyes, Middleton-on-the-Wolds.

In the class for 12 blooms, which is restricted

to growers of fewer than 2,000 plants, the 1st

prize was awarded to Mr. Gulliver Speioht.

Marltet Harboro, who had fine blooms of

Souvenir de P. Netting and Mme. Wagram.
2nd, Rev. J. Page Roberts, Strathfieldsaye

Rectory, Mortimer.

Class 26 induced the best competition, and in

the beautiful exhibit shown by Mr. W. P.

i?ANCKBiDQE, Petersfield, there were delightful

vases of Medea and Florence Pemberton. 2nd,

Rev. F. R. Burnside, Gt. Stambridge Rectory,

Essex.

On the whole the baskets of cut Roses were

not quite so good as in the section for nursery-

men, but they posse.ssed much merit. The
best three baskets were shown by Mr. Conway
Jones. 2nd, Mr. G. A. Hammond, Burgess

Hill. 3rd, Rev. J. H. Pemberton, who em-
ployed the varieties White Maman Cochet,

Hugh Dickson, and August* Comte.

Mr. S. W. Burgess, Old Bank House, Ton-

bridge, showed tlie best single basket.

Mr. Conway Jones had a charming collec-

tion of 12 varieties in vases, and those of Hugh
ijickson, Souvenir de Pierre Netting, and
Mons. Joseph Hill were exceedingly fine. 2nd,

Rev. J. H. Pemberton. who had a splendid

vase of Rosette de la Legion d'Honneur. 3rd,

Mr. H. R. Darlington.

The best five vases of Rose hips shown with

their foliage were exhibited by H. R. Darling-
ton, Esq., Potters Bar. The vase of the variety

Fig. 105.— II. T. ROSE mrs. charles e. peakson.

(Awarded the National Rose Society's Gold Medal on the 12ih inst.)

Mr. G. MouLES, Hitchin, was the most
successful exhibitor amongut the growers of

fewer thai 1.000 plants, and the 2nd prize was
awarded to IMr. G. B. Lehman, Crawley.

Mr. W. P. Panckridge, Petersfield, was
av.arded tlie 1st prize in the class for growers

of fewer than 500 plants. 2nd. Rev. L.

Chalmers Hunt, Willian Rectory, Hitchin.

In the class for gi-owers of fewer than 200

plants Ml-. L. P. Roberts, Westcott, Dorking,

was placed 1st.

Mr. Conway Jones, whose £tand contained

the premier T6a-soent>ed bloom, won the 1st prize

in the strotigly-contested class for nine distinct

Tea or Noisette Roses. 2nd, Mr. F.

.Slaughter, Steyning.

As in the nurserymen's classes, the vases

of Roses provided many graceful exhibits.

Class 25, v.hich requires seven stems of sever

distinct varieties, was open to all amateurs

and Mr. Conway Jones was the most success

fnl exhibitor. 2nd, Rev. J. H. Pemberton

Nitida, with deep crimson leaves and scarlet

hips, was very attractive. 2nd, Rev. J. H.
Pemberton, Havering-atte-Bower, Essex. 3rd,

Mr. E. B. LiNDSELL. Bearton, Hitchin.

Mr. Conway Jones (1st prize) showed a fine

collection of Roses in Class 31, and those of

the Rev. J. H. Pemberton were only slightly

inferior.
^

Decor-Wions.

The dinner tables decorated with cut Roses

and anv kind of foliage, which were laid out

in the 'Lecture Roorii, attracted a large num-
ber of the visitors. There were no novel effects,

but the 14 tables provided a very pretty spec-

tacle. As at the summer show, the beautiful

single flowered Rose Irish Elegance demon-

strated its superiority for decorative purposes,

and each of the three winning tables were ar-

ranged wholly or in paa-t with this varietj?. Un-
less the schedule-framers provide against it

by dividing the competition into two sections

—for single and for double-flowered varieties

—

there is a great danger that, influenced by the
recent awards, the great majority of future ex-

hibitors will employ Irish Elegance Rose, ^nd
the sameness of the exhibits will then destroy
the interest in this class. The Ist prize was
awarded Mrs. Robinson, Park Hill, Carshallon,
whose table was beautifully arranged, but the
centre was disproportionately large.

The baskets of Roses arranged with any kind
of foliage were very beautiful, and the award-
ing of the prizes must have caused the judges
a deal of anxiety. Mrs. J. W. Smith was
placed 1st, and Mrs. E. Williamson, Wilstead,
Canterbury 2nd, and Mrs. Hale 3rd.

The bowls of Roses also commanded admira-
tii^n, and in thLs class the prizes were awarded
to Mrs. C. Page. Enfield ; Mrs. Burnett,
Holly Lodge, Southampton ; and Mrs. J. W.
Smith, in the order named.

New Roses.

It was not to be expected that Section 8 would,
at this season, bring to light many new varieties

of superlative merit. There were not many new
Roses in the two classes, but of these the judges
considered three to be worthy of Gold Medals,
and a Silver-gilt and Silver Medal were also

awarded to meritorious Roses.

Gold Medal Roses.

Mrs. Charles E. Pearson (see fig. 105).- A
very beautiful H.T. variety ; said to have a good
constitution, and to be very free-flowering. It

may be described as being a slightly more
globular Lyon Rose without the salmon shade in

its colouring.

British Queen.—An exceedingly fine, white
H.T. Rose. It has much the shape of White
Jlaman Cochet with the substance of Frau Karl
Druschki. Both of these varieties were shown
by Messrs. S. McGredy & Son.

Sunburst.—This now well-known variety was
shown by Mr. G. Beckwiih.

Silver-gilt Medal.

Little Dorrlt.—A charming little H.T. Rose.

The pale pinkish colour of the centre merges into

red or reddish-purple as the petals mature.
Shown by Messrs. G. Paul & Son.

Silver Medal.

Queen of the Musts.—A very floriferous pale

purple-coloured hybrid musk Rose. Shown by
jMessrs. G. Paul & Son.

Premier Blooms.

A Silver Medal was awarded to each of the

fn|li,wing as being the best representative in the

how of their respective types:

—

Amateurs.

H.T.: Mme. Wagram, shown by Mr. Oonway
Jones. T.: Maman Cochet, from Mr. Conway
.[ones. H.P. : Fran Karl Druschki, from Mr. F.

Slaughter.
Nurserymen.

B.T. : Miss Cynthia Ford, shown by Mr. Hugh
Dickson. T. : Mrs. Foley Hobbs, from Mr.

Geo. Prince. II. P. and Gloire de Chedane
Gutnnoisseau, Mr. Hugh Dickson.

NATIONAL DAHLIA.
September 17, 18.—The National Dahlia

Society have decided to hold only one exhibi-

tion this season, and this show was held

at the Crystal Palace on the above dates.

The entries were more numerous than last

year. but despite the mora favourable

climatic conditions the exhibits on the present

occasion were scarcely so good as usual. "The

dainty little Pompon" Dahlias are an exception,

tor this vear manv of the blooms were very near

to perfection. There was a great falling off in

the exhibits of single Dahlias, and it was in-

teresting to notice that in the classes for Cactus

varieties the prizes were usually awarded to those

exhibits which included the most varieties with

incurving florets.

Seedling Dahlias.

The gold medal offered as a special prize for

the best new seedling Show, Fancy or Cactus

Dahlias was awarded to Messrs. J. Stredwic^

& Son for the variety Gigantic. The name

suitably indicates the size of this splendid

variety. The florets are very long and
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incurved, and their colour is " old gold " shaded
with buff on a few of the older Uorets. The un-
developed centre liorets are nearly pure yellow.

AwAEDs TO Novelties.

l'"irst-class Certificates were awarded to the
following novelties :

—

George Scowfield.—A medium-sized Cactus
variety with bright salmon-coloured, incurving
florets which are paler at the tips. Shown by
Messrs. J. Siredwick & Son.

Johnnie.—A Pompon Dahlia of perfect form,
in which the deep maroon of the centre florets

shades to crimson. Shown by Mr. J. T. West.

Mrs. A. Brown.—This single, yellow
variety was shown as Yellow Prince, but as
there was already a Dahlia of this name it had to
be re-named. Shown by Mr. A. Brown, Grange
Road, Leagrave, Bedfordshire.

Autocrat.—A very fine yellow show Dahlia.
Shown by Messrs. Keynes, Williams & Co.

Kathleen.—A very free-flowering, purplish-
mauve coloured, " Miniature Cactus " variety.
Shown by Mr. J. T. West.

Nurserymen's Classes.

Mr. S. Mortimer, Swiss Nursery, Eowledga,
Farnham, was the only exhibitor of 48 Show
Dahlias, and his collection deservedly received
the 1st prize.

There were five entries in the class for 24
Show Dahlias, and Mr. Chas. Turner, Koyal
Nurseries, Slough, was awarded the 1st prize for
an excellent collection of blooms. The outstand-
ing varieties were Perfection (orange-buff).
Standard (deep crim.son), T. Girdlestone (a very
fine bloom), Ed. JIawley (crimson self). Chieftain
(lilac-purple), and Mrs. Chas. Noyes. The 2nd
prize was won by Messrs. J. Ghe.il & Sons,
Crawley, Sussex, whose collection was not nearly
so even, but the blooms of Wm. Powell (yellow)
and M.irgery (lemon-shaded amber) were excel-
lent. 3rd, Messrs. W. Treseder, Ltd., The
Nurseries, Cardiff.

There was only one exhibit (that of Mr. S.
Mortimer, which received the 1st prize) of 18
blooms of Fancy Dahlias, and these were of un-
equal quality to the foregoing.
Of the four collections of 12 blooms of Fancy

Dahlias, that shown by Mr. Chas. Turner was
decidedly the best. His blooms of Nanseii, Mrs.
Saunders and Goldsmith were very fine: 2nd,
Messrs. W. Treseder, Ltd. ; 3rd," Mr. M. V.
Seale, Sevenoaks.

Tlie three collections of 18 varieties of Cactus
Dahlias in bunches of six blooms of each made a
very attractive display. Messrs. J. Stredwiok
& Son, Silverhill Park, St. Leonards-on-Sea,
again won the silver challenge cup and 1st prize.
This splendid exhibit included very fine blooms
of F. W. Fellowes (orange scarlet). Rev. A. Lowe
(yellow flushed with pale pink at the tips).
Gigantic and John Riding, which received
an Award of !\Ierit at the last exhibition
of the R.H.S. The 2nd prize exhibit (Messrs.
J. Cheal & Son) contained meritorious blooms
of Frederick Wenham (very pale pink with
yellow centre) and Inlanthe. 3rd, Messrs. J.
BuRRELi, & Co.. Cambridge.
The 1st prize for 12 blooms similarly arranged

was awarded to Mr. M. V. Seale, who showed
good vases of Daisy Easton (yellow) and Snow-
don (white).

The collections of 48 Cactus blooms caused
the judges considerable trouble, two of the
exhibits being of remarkably even quality. The
1st prize was awarded to Messrs. Keynes,
Williams & Co., Salisbury, who included
Gwendoline Tucker, Flossie Redout, Kingfisher,
GInry of Wilts. Golden Crown and Irresistible.
2nd, Messrs. J. Stredwick & Son. who showed
splendid blooms of Scout, H. L. Brousson,
Rosary, Golden Crown, Gigantic, and others.
3rd, Messrs. J. Burrell & Co.
The best exhibit of 24 blooms of Cactus

Dalilias was shown by Messrs. Wm. Treseder
Ltd. This was an exceptionally good collection,
nearly all the blooms being very fine. 2nd, Mr.
M. V. Seale, whose stands contained especially
good blooms of Mrs. Pourrier (bright red) and
Snowdon.
The collections of 12 varieties of Cactus blooms

arranged in vases of six flowering stems with
hardy foliage were displayed on separate tables.
Messrs. J. Cheai. & Sons, who won the 1st prize,

made an attractive display with such varieties as

Coral and .Salmon t^ueen.

The exhibits in the large class for Pompon
Dahlias were exceedingly good. The best col-

leution of 24 varieties was shown by Mr. Chas.
Turner, and his charming exhibit included
such dainty varieties as Glow, Mephisto, Nelly
Broomhead, Cyril, Nerissa, Adelaide, Bacchus
and Jessica. The 2nd prize was awarded to
Messrs. J. Cheal & Sons, whose blooms were
but little inferior.

Messrs. J. Burrell & Co. were awarded the
1st prize for 12 varieties of Pompon Dahlias.
In point of numbers the single-flowered

Dahlias were poorly represented in the nursery-
men's classes. There were only two competitors
in Class 12 (24 varieties), and the class for 12
varieties drew no entry. The best collection was
shown by iWessrs. J. Cheal & Sons.
Many of tlie blooms shown in Class 14, which

was for six varieties of Pseony-flowered Dahlias,
six blooms of each, arranged in a vase with any
suitable hardy foliage, were very fine, but the
exhibits possessed very little decorative value.
Mr. Chas. Turner, who won the 1st prize,
showed very large blooms ; 2nd, Mrs. J. Cheal &
Sons.
Mr. Chas. Turner also showed the best col-

lection of Collerette Dahlias in 12 varieties, 10
blooms of each, in separate vases.

Amateurs' Classes.

The collections of " Show and Fancy or inter-
mixed " Dalilias in these classes were of very
even quality, and contained many good blooms.
The best exhibit of 24 blooms, for which the
Silver Challenge Cup wa.s awarded, was shown
by Mr. S. H. Cooper, The Hamlet, Chippenham.

In the class for 12 blooms, the 1st prize was
awarded to the collection shown by Mr. H.
Tysoe on behalf of the Mioses Fitzpatrick.
The only exhibit of six varieties of Cactus

Dahlias, shown on six stems in vases, with any
appropriate foliage, was that of the Rev. A.
Bridue, Worth Rectory, Three Bridges, Sussex,
which was awarded the Silver Challenge Cup.
The collection of nine varieties of Caotus

Dahlias, in bunches of three of each, which won
the Silver Challenge Cup offered in Class 19
was very fresh and attractive. The exhibitor
was Mr. F. W. Fellowes, King's Walden,
Hitchin. The blooms of Iveniia, Glory of
Wilts, and Richard Box were of more than aver-
age merit. 2nd, Rev. A. Bridge.

Mr, H. Peer.man, Glencross, Nantwich,
showed the best collection of 24 blooms of Cactus
Dahlias ; and the 1st prize for 12 blooms of
Cactus Dahlias was won by Mr. F. W. Fel-
lowes The outstanding varieties were lolanthe,
H. H. Thomas, and Mrs. Douglas Fleming.
The Silver Challenge Bowl presented by the

Crystal Palace Co. for the best 12 Pompon
Dahlias, shown in bunches of 6 blooms of each
variety, was won by Mr. H. Brown. Havelock
Road, Luton.
The best single Dahlias were shown by the

Rev. A. Bridge; 2nd, Rev. C. S. Pearce,
Coombe Vicarage, Oxfordshire.

In the classes for amateurs who have not pre-
viously won a prize at a N.D.S. show, Mr. A.
Jeffries, Langley Burrell, Chippenham, was the
most successful exhibitor of 6 blooms of Show or
Fancy Dahlias, and was also awarded the 1st
prize for 6 varieties of Cactus Dahlias.
The Crystal Palace Co.'s Silver Medal and the

1st prize for the best vase of 12 Dahlia blooms
of any kind, arranged with suitable foliage, were
won by Mr. H. Edwards. Norton Priory Gar-
dens, Chichester, who exhibited a large and im-
posing vase, which was attractively arranged.

Open Classes.

Messrs. J. Burrell & Co. made a very good
display with their 1st prize collection of 12'minia-
ture Cactus Dahlias; 2nd, Jlr. M. V. Seale.
The 1st prize for six blooms of any Cactus

Dahlia was awarded to Mr. C. LuciiiN, who
showed excellent examples of the white variety
Snowdon. The 2nd prize was awarded to Messrs.
J. Stredwick & Son, who showed splendid
blooms of F. W. Fellowes.

Messrs. J. Cheal & Sons showed the best 12
varieties of Fancy Single Dahlias ; the 1st prize
collection of Fancy Cactus Dahlias was exhibited
by Messrs. J. Stredwick & Son, and Mr. Chas.
Turner arranged the best vases of Decorative
Dahlias, with hardy foliage.

NON-OOMPETITITE EXHIBITS.

Messrs. H. Cannell & Sons, Swanley, Kent,
displayed a very choice collection of splendid
cut blooms, very tastefully arranged. (Large
Gold Medal.)

Messrs. S. Spooner & Sons, Hounslow, ex-
hibited a very large collection of Apples and a
few dishes of Pears. (Large Gold Medal.)
Mr. J. B. Riding, Chingford, Essex, dis-

played a very fine collection of the various sorts
of Dahhas. (Gold Medal.)

Mr. J. T. West, Tower Hill, Brentwood, ar-
ranged a group of cut Dahlia blooms. (Gold
Medal.)

Messrs. J. Carter & Co., Raynes Park, dis-
played on a circular stand Dahlia blooms with
small pots of Ferns, edged with pots of "China"
Asters. (Large Silver-gilt Medal.)

Mr. J. Emberson, Hoe Street, Walthanistow,
arranged a very comprehensive collection of
Dahlia blooms with fronds of Bracken and
Michaelmas Daisies. (Silver-gilt, Medal.)

Messrs. T. S. Ware, Ltd., Feltham, displayed
many very good double-tuberous Begonias and
various hardy border flowers at the end of their
collection of Dahlias. (Large Silver-gilt Medal.)

Messrs. Hobbies, Ltd., Dereham, arranged
many Dahlias and two large rustic baskets filled

with good Rose blooms. (Large Silver-gill Medal.)

Messrs. Dowel & Son, Hammersmith, London,
exhibited garden requisites. (Silver-gilt Medal.)

BRITISH GARDENEES' ASSOCIATION.
September 11.—A meeting of this association

was held in the Goold Hall, Edinburgh, on this
date. Mr. W. H. Morland occupied the chair,
and addresses on the work and aims of the
society were delivered by Mr. J. Harris and the
secretary, Mr. Cyril Harding. A resolution
pledging the meeting to form a branch of the
association in Edinburgh was carried unani-
mously. A provisional committee was formed.
Mr. J. Harris, Demonstration Garden, Liberton,
was elected branch secretary pro tem.

©bituarjj.

William Baylor Hartland As these
pages go to press we hear with regret of the
death of Mr. William Baylor Hartland, pro-
prietor of the Ard Cairn Nurseries, Cork, at the
age of 76, which occurred on the 15th inst.

Joseph M. Cole.—Mr. Joseph M. Cole, florist,

died at Peroria, U.S.A., on August 9. Accord-
ing to Horticulture, Mr. Cole opened the first

store for the sale of cut flowers in Peroria, about
58 years ago. He was born in London, and
settled in America with his parents at a very
early age.

n, to - m^
torre^hondenU^^

, The Editors will he glad to receive, for
consideration, large photographs of horticultural
subjects, suitable for reproduction in thii
Journal.

Abnormal Arum: F. B. S. A specimen of
Richardia with three spathes is not unusual;
we frequently receive similar examples.

Abnormal Begonia: IF. G. The abnoi-mal
flower is not due to fasciation, but to a dupli-
cation of parts.

Celery Diseased: A. B. The fungus causing
the disease attacking the Celery is Septoria
petroselini. All diseased foliage should be re-
moved and burned or deeply buried. In future
spray the Celery in the spring with the
Bordeaux mixture at half the usual strength in
anticipation of the disease. If Celery or
Parsley is to be planted on the same ground
treat the soil with kainit.
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AiiNORMAL Heleniums : B. it Sons. The speci-

ir.cns j'ou kindly send show an interesting

scries of proliferation of flower heads (see fig.

106). Certain of the buds of the capitulum,

instead of forming ray florets, have grown
out to form secondary inflorescence stalks. The
abnormality is of interest, as also is the fact

that the ray florets show all stages from green

to yellow, these having taken on a petaloid ap-

pearance. Although we have had an occasional

example of viresceut Heleniam, we do not re-

member having seen such a remarkable series

of "sporting" malforanations.

CovENT Garden Measures : C. R. The num-
ber of Cucumbers contained in a "flat" de-

pends entirely upon the size of the graded

fruit, and varies from 24, 30, 36, 42, 48, to 60

fruits. Early in the season, say, in February

and March, the flats generally contain 3 dozen

Cucumbers. Later on, when the plants have
increased in vigour, occasionally flats consist-

ing of 24 and 30 fruits are included in each

consignment. Flats containing 24 and 30

Cucumbei's are generally sent to the Conti-

nental markets from Covent Garden, those

containing from 3 to 4 dozen fruits each being

more in demand in the home markets. The
number of Parsnips and Carrots contained in

a market bag depends on the size of the indi-

vidual roots. English Carrots, Turnips, and
Beetroots are sold in dozen bunches, the latter

consisting of from 5 to 12 roots, according as

the roots are large or small. A market bundle
of Asparagus consists of 100 sticks. Parsley,

Mint, and Sage should be made into good-

sized bunches for marketing, putting in each
bunch as many sprigs of the respective kinds

as the hand can span when the stems are

pressed tightly together. Bunches of cut

flowers and Fern generally consist of 12

sprays or spikes ; these include Bouvardias,
Marguerites, Myosotis, Lily of the Valley,

Lilacs, Violets, Gypsophila paniculata grandi-
flora, and Carnations. Richardias (.Arums) are

sold at per dozen spikes. However, we know
from practical experience that bunches of the
above-mentioned flowers, consisting of from 18
to 24 individual sprays (Arums excepted), find

a more ready and profitable sale in the mar-
ket than the stereotyped dozen sprays com-
mand. Bunches of the annual Gypsophila
elegans grandiflora alba should consist of good
handfuls. Bunches of Asters, Chrysanthe-
mums, yellow and white Marguerites, and
Gaillardias should be arranged in a " faced

"

spray, to present the individual flowers to

advantage.

Gooseberry and Rose Shoots for South
Africa : E. U. M. Make the cuttings into

bundles and bind them tightly. Have them of

equal length, and then dip the cut ends in hot
sealing wax. Dispatch them in a tin-lined box
in damp Moss. You might insert the ends in

Potatos instead of using the sealing wax, the
object being to retain the moisture in the
shoots.

Manuee for Chrysanthemums: A. W. C.
When the plants have filled the final pots with
roots, liquid manure may be given freely until

the flower buds commence to expand, but not
afterwards. It has been found that sulphate of

aanraonia hastens the development of the buds,
and gives brighter and richer colour to the
blooms. A little nitrate of soda applied early in

the season has the effect of hastening the
growth, but this manure should be used with
great caution. The compost employed at the
final potting of Chrysanthemums slwuld be of a
rich nature, and room should be left in the pots
for applying rich top-dressings as growth ad-
vances.

Names ol Flowers, Fruits, and Plants.—We are
anxious to oblige correspondents as far as we consistently
can, but they most bear in mind that it is no part of our
duty to our subscribers to name either flowers or fruits.

Such work entails considerable outlay, both of time and
money, and cannot be allowed to disorganise the pre-
parations for the weekly issue, or to encroach upon time
required for the conduct of the paper. Correspondents
should never send more than sis plants or fruits at one
time ; they should be very careful to pack and label
them properly, to give every information as to the county
the fruits are grown in, and to send ripe, or nearly ripe,
specimens which show the character of tlie variety. By
neglecting these precautions correspondents add greatly
to our labour, and run the risk of delay and incorrect
determinations. CorrfSpo7ldenU not answered in one isnue
are r' guested to be s^ qood as to consult Uu following numhcrs.

Fruits : H. Elliott. 12, A very fine fruit

of Williams's Bon Chretien.

—

J. 0. D.
You send more than the proper number. A

small donation to the R.G.O.F. box would be
appropriate. Apple and Plum stocks cannot
be named with certainty unless the plants are
seen growing. We do not recognise the insects^

The Grapes are badly shanked and infested

with mealy-bug. Shanking is caused generally
by unsatisfactory conditions of the bor-

der. The single berry is " scalded,"
caused by neglect to ventilate the vinery
early in the morning. 1, Baron de Melor

;

2, Knight's Monarch ; 3, Williams's Bon Chre-
tien ; 4 and 7, Marie Louise ; 5, Beurre Diel

;

6, Beurre Hardy ; 8, Comte de Laray ; 9, Dujne-
low's Seedling (Wellington) ; 10 and 11, Haw-
thornden ; 12, Worcester Pearmain ; 13, Blen-
heim Pippin ; 14, Uvedale's St. Germain ; 15,

Gilliflower (not Cornish Gilliflower) ; 15, Beauty
of Kent ; 17, most likely a local variety ; 18, not
recognised ; 19, Magnum Bonum ; 20, Brown-
lees's Russet; 21, White Nonpareil; 22, Em-
peror Alexander; 23, Dean's Codlin.

—

A. F. 1,

Fig. io6.—a proliferous helenium.

Towers Glory ; 2, Northern Spv ; 3, Striped

Leadington; 4, Duke of Devonshire: 5, Old
Hawthornden ; 6, Ca«tle Major.

Plants : O. G. 1, Chrysanthemum lacustre ;

2, Lobelia hybrida ; 3, Tanacetum vul-

gare ; 4, Heliopsis tevis ; 5, Achillea mille-

folium roseum ; 6, Oenothera fruticosa ; 7,

Erigeron philadelphicus.

—

J. H. 1, Ononis
spinosa ; 2, Alchemilla alpina ; 3, Solidago vir-

gaurea ; 4, Hieracium aurantiacum ; 5, Gera-

nium nodosum ; 6, Solidago sp. (too scrappy

to identify).— IF. H. M. 1, Delphinium
Belladonna; 2, not recognised, the flowers

had fallen ; 3, Phlox Eugenie Danzanvilliers.

Delphiniums at this season of the year are not

in character, and cannot be named with any
degree of certainty.

—

A. C. D. Dimorphotheca

Ecklonis.

—

H. V. You send more than the
proper number (sLx specimens). 1, Thuya
orientalis var. ; 2, Cupressus Lawsoniana var.

globosa ; 3, C. pisifera aurea ; 4, Phiiiyrea de-
cora ; 5, Picea nigra; 6, Cupressus pisifera var,

filifera ; 7, Thuya plicata ; 8, Pinus excelsa ; 9,

P. Strobus; 10, Cupressus thyoides var. nanaf
11, Picea excelsa nana; 12, Pyrus arbuti-
folia. — O. IF. (Not more than six speci-

mens should be forwarded at one time.}

1, Cupressus nootkatensis variegata ; 2, C.
Lawsoniana albo maculata ; 3, C. obtusa ; 4,

C. Lawsoniana ; 5, C. Lawsoniana erecta ; 6,

Juniperus communis; 7, Cryptomeria japonica;

8, C. japonica ; 9, Cupressus obtusa; 10, C.
Lawsoniana erecta viridis; 11, Juniperua
chinensis ; 12, Cupressus Lawsoniana var. ; 13,

Pseudotsuga Douglasii ; 14, P. Douglasii^
glaucous form ; 15, Cupressus Lawsoniana ; 16,

C. Lawsoniana glauca ; 17, Thuya occidentalis
var. ; 18, Picea orientalis.—/. P. Garth. Phy-
gelius capensis (Cape Figwort).— IF. T. Wind-
sor. Melilotus officinalis, a British plant some-
times cultivated by those who keep bees.

—

IF. C. B. 1, Aspidium (Polystichnm) pungens j

2, Onoclea sensibilis ; 3, SelagineUa viticulosa

;

4, Salvia chamiedryoides.

—

A. J. E. Dendro-
bium chrysanthum.

—

E. Y. Nicandra physa-
loides.

—

R. E. F. 1, Lantana. garden variety;
2, send flowers, leaf not sufficient : 5, Sedum
Sieboldii variegata.

—

H. II. 1, Epidendrum
patens ; 2, Neobenthamia gracilis ; 3, Davallia
pyxidata ; 4, Masdevallia Barlaeana.

—

Con-
stant Reader. 4, not recognised, send wh-^-n in

flower ; 6, Arbutus Unedo ; 7, Euonymus
europaeus.

—

C. E. T. 1, Achillea Eupatorium ;

2, Helenium autumnale ; 3, (Conifer) Taxo-
dium distichum.

Nectarines Splitting : //. IF. No disease of

any kind is present. The splitting has been,

caused by too much moisture at the roots.

Certain varieties are more prone to splitting

than others.

Pelargonium : E. M. The variety of bedding
Pelargonium at present furnishing the flower-

beds in front of Buckingham Palace is Paul
Crampel.

Poisoning by Primula oeconica : F. B. It is

recommended to rinse the hands well in spirits

of wine (methylated spirits) and then wash
them under a running tap, using plenty of

soap.

Red Spider on Vines : G. S. W. This pest

thrives in a dry atmosphere and €xcesstv«

artificial heat, and these conditions should be
prevented by syringing the vines well and fre-

quently. Until the berries are thinned out the
sui'face of the border and paths should always
be damped, and the evaporating tronghs on
the water pipes filled with water or liquid

manure. An attack of red spider very often
follows upon drought at the roots. The" leaves

affected with this pest should be sponged
with soapy water, or the house fumigated
with a nicotine vaporising compoui.a. If

these means fail the sulphur treatment should

be employed. Some limewash should be placed

in a vessel, and this should be stirred into

a few handfuls of flowers of sulphur. Then
in the meantime, and choosing the dusk of

evening for the operation, heat the water
pipes, and apply the Uquid over the pipes

with a brush. Keep the water pipes hot for

two hours, and during this time make the house

as airtight as possible, and take care that the

atmospheric temperature does not rise much
beyond 80° Fahr. When two hours have
elapsed, the fires may be slackened gradually,

and the sulphurous atmosphere may be allowed

to escape by means of the top ventila-

tors, which should be opened a very little. If

necessary, this treatment may be repeated on
alternative evenings, and it is better to repeat

it several times than overdo the operation on
the first occasion.

White Fly : S. H. The small white fly which
you say is so troublesome on Melianthus major

and Fuchsias is probably the Snowy Ply
(Aleyrodes proletella). Spray the plants with

tobacco and soft soapy water, and if any flies

are to be found alive after this spraying, dust

the plants with a little soot.

Communications Received.—A. G. L—W. S—.E, Y

—

W. H. M H. E M. N R. S Gar<lener_G. N. S

—

Ceilrian_B. B._J. R._C. N._T. A.—T. N._H. F. Z._
J. D W. A H. G. B G. W. F E. W. K._Constanl
Resder_VV. J. F J. E. H G. W. F., Bromley_Enquirer
_D. R. W._R. D._G. W. W R. S. T T. D.
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(D) The American Gooseberry-mildew (Fruit)

Order of 1912 regulates the sale and importation

of Gooseberries. Seventeen destructive insects

and pests are mentioned in these Orders, the

main provisions of which, as they affect gar-

deners, may here be given for convenience.

(A) The Order of 1910 states:—

" 1.—(1) The occupier of any premises on

which an insect or pest mentioned in the

Schedule to this Order exists, shall fortliwith

notify the fact, with particulars of the time and

place of discovery, to the officer appointed by

tubers, bulbs, layers or cuttings on such

premises.

"4. Every person who shall knowingly use,

or sell for use, for planting any plant, seed, tuber,

bulb, layer or cutting attacked by an insect or

pest mentioned in the schedule to this Order, or

any seed, tuber, bulb, layer or cutting which

has been derived from a plant so attacked and is

capable of spreading the insect or pest, shall be

liable on conviction to a penalty not exceeding

£10.
" 5. It shall not be lawful, except with the

written permission of the Board, to import, sell.

Fig. 107.—L.ELIO-CATTLEYA MEMORIA H. A. TKACY.

the Local Authority to receive such notices, or,

if no such officer has been appointed, to the

Board ; and, where practicable, a specimen of

the insect or pest shall accompany the notice.

" 2. An inspector or other officer appointed

in that behalf by the Local Authority and any

inspector of the Board may, upon production if

BO required of his appointment or authority,

enter any premises on which he has reason to

believe that an insect or pest mentioned in the

schedule to this Order exists or has recently

existed, and examine any plant, fruit, crop, seeds.

ur offer for sale a living specimen of any insect

or pest mentioned in the schedule to this Order."

(B) The Order of 1911 specifies as follows :

—

" 3. The occupier of any premises on which
there is a bush* which is, or appears to be,

diseased shall forthwith notify the fact by post

or otherwise to the Board, or to the clerk to the

Local Authority, or to an Inspector of the Board
or of the Local Authority, and where practicable

a specimen showing the disease shall accompany
the notice."

This Order further requires that no bush shall

be moved from any garden in which disease

exists or appears to exist until after an investi-

gation by the Local Authority, who may at

any time and from time to time, by a notice

served on an occupier of infected premises re-

quire him to adopt such measures for prevention

of the spread of the disease as are also authorised

by the article and specified in the notice.

"The landing in Great Britain of any bush

brought from any place out of Great Britain

(except the Channel Islands) is prohibited, except

that this provision does not apply to the landing

of any Currant bush under the authority of a

licence authorismg such landing previously ob-

tained from the Board of Agriculture and

Fisheries."

(C) The Wart Disease of Potatos Order of

1912 provides in the same way as the other two

for notification of the existence of the disease,

and orders that no tubers shall be removed from

any premises on which the disease exists or

appears to exist until after investigation by the

Local Authority, who are empowered to prohibit

the planting of Potatos in the infected premises

except under prescribed conditions. It is further

provided :

—

"8. It shall not be lawful to use any diseased

tubers for planting, or to sell or offer for sale

diseased tubers for that purpose, and an inspector

of the Local Authority acting under their direc-

tions may, by a notice served on the occupier

of any infected premises, prohibit the removal

of any tubers from the infected premises except

under such conditions as the inspector acting

under such directions may consider necessary to

prevent any diseased tubers being so used or

sold or otherwise disposed of for planting."

(D) The American Gooseberry-mildew (Fruit)

Order of 1912 prohibits the sale or exposure for

sale of diseased Gooseberries, and further pro-

hibits the importation of Gooseberries from any

place outside Great Britain (except the Channel

Islands), except when tlie package is labelled

" Imported Gooseberries," and bears the name
of the consignor and the country and district of

origin. Cleansing of packages which have con-

tained diseased Gooseberries is also provided for.

The Orders cannot be further quoted here, but

it may be noted that all provide a penalty not

exceeding £10 in the case of persons convicted

of an offence under the Orders. It would be well

for all those who are interested to make them-

selves fully acquainted with the provisions of the

Orders.

In subsequent articles it is proposed to deal

separately w ith the 17 destructive insects and pests

mentioned above, the presence of which in any
garden is notifiable under the Orders outlined.

H. C. Long.

•"Bush" is defined as a Gooseberry bush or Cur
bush, and includes 3 cutting, stcck, or seedling, and
part of a bush except the fiuit.

L/ELIO-GATTLEYA "MEMORIA H. A. TRACY."

Our illustration (fig. 107) represents this hand-

some hybrid, which obtained a First-class Cer-

tificate at the Royal Horticultural Society's

meeting on the 10th inst., when it was shown
by H. S. Goodson, Esq., Fairlawn, West Hill,

Putney (gr. Mr. G. E. Day). The sepals are

white, tinged and veined with rosy-lilac and the

broad petals bright rose, with a silver veining

at the edge. The lip is an intense purplish-crim-

son with gold lines extending from the base. It

is interesting to note the similarity of this hybrid,

both in the form of the flower and the growth of

the plant, to typical Cattleya.

The plant was purchased from the late Mr.

H. A. Tracy just before his death, and Mr.

Goodson has named it after that well-known

orchidist.
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TREES AND SHRUBS.

BERBERIS DICTOPHYLLA.
This Barberry was introduced from Yunnan

many years ago, but it is not common, nor

grown to the extent it deserves. It forms a

medium-sized shrub some 4 feet or so in

height, and is somewhat broad in proportion. The

branches are erect when young, but become

semi-arching with age. The ovate leaves are

borne in clusters of five at each node, each leaf

being about ^ inch long and having a few

irregular teeth on the edges. They are bright,

grass-green above, and intensely glaucous

beneath. This glaucescence is also present on the

stems, more especiaUy the younger ones, the

blue-whiteness of the whole plant being especi-

ally striking in summer. The usual three spines

found in most of the Barljerries are present

beneath the leaves at each node, each spine being

somewhat less than one inch in length, and

sharply-pointed. The flowers are small, pale

yellow in colour, and are succeeded by oval

berries, wliich are red wh?n ripe. Neither the

fall, and the autumn foliage, in conjunction with

the brightly-coloured fruits, renders the plant a

brilliant autumn subject for the garden. Plants

growing in Messrs. J. Wat«rer & Sons nursery

here, in a somewhat wet position, succeed only

moderately well. A dry, sunny wall is the best

place for this plant, and in such a dry situation

the fruits and foliage colour to perfection. The
stock may be readily increased from cuttings or

seeds, the latter being freely produced in most

seasons. J . Clark, Bagshot, Surrey.

RECLAIMING SAND DUNES IN BELGIUM.

Large areas of shifting sands have been suc-

cessfully planted along the Belgian seaboard,

and the method is so simple and inexpensive that

an account of it may be interesting to those who
live near the coast and to whom the fixing of

drifting sands is a matter of importance.

Near the beautiful summer resort of Knocke
miles of the coast on either side of the town have

been successfully dealt with, the plantation ex-

tending inwards to, in some instances, a couple

Fig. io8.—lobelia tupa at benchil, broughty ferry.

flowers nor the fruits are very striking, the

chief beauty of the plant being the peculiar

glaucescence of the steins and the undersides of

the leaves. It is easily propagated by seeds or

by layering.

COTONEASTER RUGOSA HENRYI.
This variety is a comparatively recent intro-

duction from China, and from present appear-

ances will be a popular garden-plant when it

becomes better known. It forms a somewhat
spreading shrub, with the branches springing

from opposite sides of the main stem, giving the

plant a somewhat flattened appearance, and

making it a good subject for a wall. The red-

dish stems are covered with a greyish felt or

tomentum, and clothed with linear-ovate leaves

about 3 inches long by somewhat less than

t inch wide. They are rugose and wooUy on

the upper surface, and covered beneath with a

thick, grey tomentum. The white flowers appear

in May, and are borne in small corymbs on

nearly every part of the wood of the previous

year, being followed by clusters of small, oval

berries which turn a bright-red in the autumn.

The leaves develop a crimson-scarlet before they

of miles from the sea. These sandy wastes along

the Belgian coast are not of the flat character

usually met with in some parts of England, but

may well be described as of the hill and dale

type, many of the dunes rising abruptly to over

200 feet in height and then as rapidly falling to

almost sea level ; indeed, in viewing the irregular,

sharply-rising dune hills behind the town of

Duinbergen, they may readily be taken for a

rocky formation rather than for vast mounds of

sand.

Not in all cases has success crowned the

enterprise of the planter, for I noticed several in-

stances where the almost constantly-shifting

sands had baffled the best efforts of those who had

undertaken their reclamation. However, failures

were few and successes far greater than could be

expected on so exposed a coast and on such

treacherous sands. The method adopted is

simple in the extreme ; first a fence of brushwood

is erected to seaward, and behind this shelter

the Marram or Sea Matweed, Sea Buckthorn and

Dwarf Willow (Salix repens) become quickly

established, and by their creeping rootstocks

soon spread about and firmly fix these drifting

sahds.

Owing to the exposed situation, trees are

planted but sparsely next the coast, but inland

I saw thriving plantations of the Cluster Pine

(Pinus pinaster and its variety maritima), Scots

Pine, Poplar, Willow and other trees which had
been planted by the State some 20 years ago.

The Sea Matweed is planted in small tufts

about 2 feet between each and in lines about a

yard apart. It is a most accommodating and
hardy plant, and in pure sand the four running

roots soon form an anchorage that even the moat
severe storms are unable to dislodge.

I was surprised to see the Dwarf Willow suc-

ceeding so well in pure sand ; in many instances

several acres of the dunes w-ere completely car-

peted by the refreshing green of this useful

plant. The Sea Buckthorn, with its silvery foli-

age and masses of orange-coloured berries, was
also quite at home, and covered vast areas of the

dunes. After these shrubs have become esta-

blished, numerous other plants put in an appear-

ance, including the Rest Harrow (Ononis), with

its freely-produced, deep-red flowers. Wild Gera-

nium, Violets m abundance, Sedunis, and many
kinds of maritime grasses. The plantations of

the Cluster Pine, or rather its variety maritima,

which are inland about a mile, show how well

suited this tree is for doing battle with the keen

winds of the sea coast, as do also those of the

Scots Pine and mixed woods of Poplar, Moun-
tain Elm, Maple, and several kinds of Willow.

Here, for the first time, I noticed that the Cluster

Pine was attacked by the Pine beetle (Hylurgus

piniperda), but not to any serious extent. Be-

neath many of the Pines and throughout the

wood generally I was delighted to renew ac-

quaintance with the red-flowered Helleborine

( Epipactis rubiginosa). Nowhere have I found

it so prolific, and beneath a single Pine tree I

counted more than 50 specimens, and many of

the tufts had over 40 flower-heads.

The White Poplar (Salix alba) seems to be

peculiarly suitable for planting on sandy soils by
the sea coast, as it sends up shoots freely around
the stem, and owing to the white underside's of

the leaves has a decidedly ornamental appear-

once when agitated by the wind. Both the White
Poplar and the Aspens are pollarded, the tops

being annually cut off at about 10 feet from the

ground level owing to the exposed situation and
winds which blow almost incessantly from sea-

wards.

The reclamation of these dunes show what can

be done to convert dreary, treeless, sandy wastes

into thriving forests and shrubberies. A. D.
Webster.

LOBELIA TUPA.

The illustration (fig. 108) shows a plant of

Lobelia Tupa growing in the gardens of Mrs. F.

Stewart Sandeman, at Benchil, Broughty Ferry,

N.B. Though this handsome species was intro-

duced from Chili as long ago as 1824, a really

good specimen is rarely seen in gardens. When
well grown it is a striking object in the herba-

ceous border, and a plant that at once attracts

attention. Mrs. Stewart Sandeman's plant has

occupied its present position for about seven

years, and has developed into a huge specimen,

carrying this year 27 flower -spikes, the tallest of

which is 5^ feet high. During the summer of 1911

the plant ripened a quantity of seed, a portion of

which was kindly sent to the writer and it has

germinated freely. Lobelia Tupa seems to thrive

best in gardens near the sea, in a free, sandy

soil. In such a position it is perfectly hardy

without protection, whilst on heavy or wet soils .

the plant can be brought safely through the win-

ter if given a moderate protection. The foliage,-

which is broad and handsome, is of a pale green -•

covered with whitish down ; the flowers are red-

dish-scarlet in colour, and on well-established
;

plants very showy. In recent years this species,:

has been somewhat scarce, yet it is a subject'

worthy of a place in the most select collections of

plants. T. Hay, Greenwich Park.
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Ti\E ROSARY.

IRISH ROSES.

I HAVE duties which give me the opportunity

of visiting Uliter each year in connection with

the Monaglian County agricultural show, a

gathering and exhibition of the most comprehen-

eive character.

But my desire at the moment is to convey a

f«w impressions to my old rosarian friends of the

Irish-raised seedling Roses that I saw during a

recent visit. These Roses were raised by Dr.

Campbell Hall, Monaghan ; Messrs. Alex. Dick-

§on & Sons, Newtownards ; Messrs. S. McGredy

& Son, Portadown ; and Messrs. Hugh Dickson

& Son, Belmont. Dr. Campbell Hall's fine

seedlings I saw in his own garden, Messrs.

McGredy's I also saw at Portadown, whilst the

flowers of both the Messrs. Dieksons were dis-

played in their fine stands at the show.

I was particularly struck with the blooms

shown by ML>ssrs. Alex. Dickson & Sons of their

grand dark seedling Rose " George Dickson," also

with varieties raised and exhibited by Messrs.

Hugh Dickson & Son,' Belmont. In Dr. Hall's

garden I had the enjoyment of seeing " Annie

Crawford," and not for the first time, as an exhi-

bition Rose of the finest type, a beautiful silvery

pink with a full, pointed centre and great, deep

petals, in every sense a Hybrid Perpetual that

has come to stay. Another H.P. Rose, " Mrs.

Ceorge Wilson," a dark crimson, of which there

was at least half-a-dozen perfect flowers that

would give added size and form, combined with

perfume, to the finest stand of Roses I have ever

seen staged. I mention the names of two Roses

that I can remember in this garden, but there

were others, named and unnamed, of equal merit

to many new Roses which have been awarded the

Gold Medal of the National Rose Society.

At Portadown, Messrs. McGredy's large plan-

tation of seedling Roses, although it was Septem-

ber 13, was a sight to cheer a Rose-lover's heart.

Teas, Hybrid Teas, and Hybrid Perpeluals in

every form, type, and shade of colour were

growing there in perfect health. That is the

place where they can best be judged and a defi-

nite conclusion arrived at as to their constitution,

freedom of flowering, resistance to mildew,

adaptability for exhibition, for decorating the

garden, cutting for the house, for florist's pur-

poses, and last, but not least, for the perfume

EO dearly loved in the old days. In walkiuL;

through and admiring the beautiful collection of

seedling Roses, I was brought to a full stop when
I reached the corner, where what I should con-

sider to be a pure Tea Rose was growing. It

was almost pure white, and in form and shape a

glorified form of Catherine Mermet, but much
larger. After admiring the Rose and noticing

that there were a hundred or more perfectly-

formed flowers fit for either the exhibition

stand or the drawing-room, I was told with

pride by the Rose grower that this sweet-scented

Rose w-as " British Queen," and had been
awarded the National Rose Society's Gold Medal
the previous day at the Society's autumn show
in London, a just and well deserved award, for

if Messrs. McGredy never raised or sent out

another Rose, those who love our national flower

will, for all time, treasure this one.

I am now still more strongly convinced, from

what I saw in the two gardens, of gentlemen who
are devoting time and great interest to the rais-

ing of Roses, that the present system adopted by
the National Rose Society of awarding its medals

or commendations for seedling Roses should be

changed entirely. At the four meetings of the

Bociely, raisers are requested to put up a speci-

men plant of the new seedling Rose with six

blooms, upon which the award of the judges or

jnTors is to be decided. How many of the awards
ihat these gentlemen have made would they now
confirm after they have grown the Roses over

which they went into such raptures when they

adjudicated upon the plants placed before them

upon the show bench, deciding at the same time

whether the Rose was to bo considered a Tea or

Hybrid Tea, a point which, with due respect,

should be decided by the raiser. The time

has arrived when the final awards should not

be made at the shows of the National Rose
Society, but the seedling or sport should be

seen in its own home when in a fit condition

for inspection and criticism by, say, three gen-

tlemen, whose award would be confirmed by the

council of the National Rose Society, it being dis-

tinctly understood that the names of the gentle-

men who made the award would be given in the

usual way. If a practical course like this were
adopted, many excellent Roses that could not be

shown or exhibited at or on certain dates could

bo inspected where they were raised, and thus

receive that token of merit they deserve. Had
such a plan been practised in the past, I venture

t o think that some Roses would not have received

the high honours that have been conferred upon
them. H''. J. Grant.

deeper than it should be permanently, in order

to conserve the moisture in the stem and prevent

the stock dying from this cause, which often

happens, especially in the case of the taller ones.

Lifting allows transplanting at a proper depth.

Secondly, suckers may be removed even when
in a very young stage.

Stocks do not require richly-manured ground,

but the Roses, when worked, need good soil, and
shifting allows of this being supplied at the right

time. I may appear to have said more upon this

matter than is necessary, but experience has con-

vinced me that much of the prejudice against

standards is due to their careless or thoughtless

preparation, and selecting varieties unsuited for

the purpose.

Provided the ground is in a suitable condition

and the plants not too much in growth, I prefer

to plant Roses by the end of this month. Having
made several experiments, I find that early-trans-

planted plants suffer much less from shrivelled

wood, except, perhaps, just at the first, when
shrivelling may be prevented by overhead spray-

ings during dry weather.

Fig. log.

—

saxifraga longifolia in a Devonshire garden.

(Sue p. 54-.1

CULTURAL NOTES FOR OCTOBER.
The end of October is the best time for pro-

curing, from the hedgerows, wild Roses in-

tended for budding as standards the following

season. This is fully a month earlier than the

majority of growers procure these stocks, but

planting early has many advantages. The roots

of these strong briars are usually very few in

number and exceedingly coarse, but if they are

planted early, the soU settles about the roots,

and the stems retain their- moisture. Another
advantage is that the plant has time to develop

a few new roots before the winter arrives.

For several seasons I have made careful obser-

vation, and invariably found the best results are

obtained from stocks which have little, if any,

of the older portions of the roots left upon them
at the time of planting. If a plant is lifted after

a couple of years it will be found that the major
portion of the thick root-stock is decayed and
covered with a white fungus. There are two
reasons for the early transplanting of the budded
briars. First, the stock is generally planted

In the majority of instances Roses are not

planted firmly enough. I do not suggest that the

soil should be rammed hard, but it should be

trodden firm. Upon no consideration should the

roots be set in animal manures. Rather than

have too rich a soil around the roots at the time

of planting, I recommend mixing a special com-

post for the purpose and placing a few handfuls

of it amongst the roots, previous to filling in the

hole with the ordinary soil. When Roses that

have been placed in excessively rich soil are

lifted, it will be found that the rootlets have a

brown or burnt appearance, suggesting an unsuit-

able medium.
One can scarcely take too much care in spread-

ing out the roots and adding a little of the soil

at one time, so that the whole may be well

trodden together. In the case of " maiden " or

one-year-old plants (dwarfs), the junction of Rose

and stock should be placed about 3 inches below

the soil when the planting is completed.

Standards should not be planted quite so deeply

as when they were maidens, and the stems should
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be secured at once to stakes. Attention to stak-

ing is of greater importance than many imagine,

for the wind has mucli more effect upon standards

than dwarf plants, which will scarcely sway at

all if planted properly. Towards the end of the

month a few stocks raised from cuttings intended

for winter grafting may be lifted and putted.

It is well to plunge the pots in cocoanut fibre and

sand, as the bark will be softer and lift better.

If a few of these stocks are potted now they

will he in a good condition for grafting by the

end of November. Some of the seedling Briars

may be treated in the same manner ; these are

much more frequently used now than are the cut-

tings of Briar and Manetti. Any fairly-sheltered

place outside is suitable to plunge them in, and

on© good watering should suffice.

Roses Undeb Glass.

Pot Roses shoiJd not remain entirely unpro-

tected after the end of October. They do not re-

quire heat, but merely protection from excessive

wet and frost. I have frequently traced failures

to the wood having been frozen, and we sometimes

get frost enough after this date to do harm. The
wood must not be frozen if the plants are to be

forced successfully early in the winter. Another

small batch of the ripest plants may be brought

indoors for forcing. I'ractire.

SAXIFRAGA L0N6IF0LIA.

This Saxifraga (see tigs. 109 and 110), whether

in a large or small state, is a most delightful

plant. Its rarity makes it valuable in the eyes of

growers, as in few collections can really hand-

some, well-grown tufts of this superb plant be

found. It is a true Alpine, and always does best

in rock-fissures which are almost or quite

perpendicular, where the roots can run down to

something cool and rich. During the growing

season it appreciates abundant moisture. It is

the noblest of the silvery Saxifrages, and a most

satisfactory plant in all stages. It is interesting

to watch the gradual increase of the young rosette

of stiff, symmetrical foliage for two or even three

years, and finally the growth of the great flower-

spike, when, after due ripening of the seed, the

plant dies. Unlike other Saxifrages of this sec-

tion, it produces no offsets, and young plants can

only be obtained from seed. The plumes of

flower are often nearly 2 feet in length and

a foot wide at the base. The characteristic

beauty of its huge rosettes of silver-crusted

foliage, its immense plumes of innumerable

snowy-white flowers, and, above all, the ease with

which it may be grown, mark it at once as a

most desirable plant for every rock-garden. Even
where the conditions cannot be considered as

favourable, it is by no means unusual to see

the individual rosettes over a foot iji diameter,

and many of the leaves close on 7 inches or

8 inches in length. Its headquarters are in the

Pyrenees, where it may be seen in great numbers

effectively veiling the surface of almost perpen-

dicular rocks. This fact has given rise to many
of the failures experienced in its culture. The
rosettes, where they can be collected, are pulled

roughly from the rocks and sent home with in-

' structions to plant them in a wall. They natur-

ally fail, both because the greater part of the

roots have been destroyed, and because there is

nothing in common between a natural rock-face

and a wall. If the roots of these Saxifrages

could have been followed, they would have been

found feet, perhaps yards away, in the crevices

of the rocks, cool and moist, while the rosette

on the surface was quite dry. These are the

conditions that suit Saxifraga longifolia, and it

may be easily grown, even in small rockeries,

with layers of stones. Seeds can be raised in a

cold frame, and the seedlings either kept in

pans or boxes, or planted out in suitable spots

in the rock-garden. The more exposure they are

given, the better they will thrive. Wyndham
FiHherbert.

HARDY FLOWER BORDER.

HERBACEOUS P.5:0NIES.

There liave been more complaints this season

than usual of the failure of these plants to

flower. The cause is not far to seek, for it is

primarily if not entirely due to the great heat and
drought of 1911. The plants remained at a stand-

still at a time when leaf-growth should have been

most active. The successful flowering of the herba-

ceous Pieony largely depends on the growth made
in the previous year, for good crown buds are

necessary. Hence it is important that the plants

are kept growing in their season. As the direct

result of the long continued heat and drought of

last year, the plants acquired a debilitated con-

dition, and the crown buds were much weakened.
Thus the leaf-growth this season was of

diminished vigour. The Paeony, in its method
of root production, the shortness of its season

of growth, and the storing up of the embryo
flower in the crown bud of the plant, differs from
nianv othfr hardy herbaceous subjects. In these

plain that this subject is " impatient of disturb-

ance," and it certainly is—if disturbed at the
wrong time. In spring, the main root-fibres have
beun produced, and once broken or checked by
lifting they do not recover. Like the Daffodil, the
Psony should be replanted during its dormant
period, so tliat its rooting may be begun, con-

tinued and ended in the soil. It is because of its

peculiarities in root production that I place the
Pajony in a small group which I style " periodi-
cal " rooting as opposed to many others which
produce root-fibres perpetually or nearly so. By
dividing the plants in August and September,
and replanting them, they soon recover from
the check.

Pseonies should never be transplanted in big
clumps intact. They either root feebly or not at
all from the broken tap roots and trunk ; the
best roots issue from the base of the crown bud,
or around it. In a big clump the majority of th»
buds are not in contact with the soil. The great

majority of . the tap roots are of no further use

to the plant in such circumstances, and may be
cut away. This done, take a' large clump.

Fig. no.—SAXIFRAGA LONGIFOLIA IN THE JARDIN D ACCLIMATATION, GEiN£V.\.

circumstances, attention should be paid to the

fullest development of the leaf-growth by pro-

viding moisture and the requisite food supplies.

Blindness has been seen in the case of recently-

planted as well as established specimens this sea-

sou, whilst those plants that have escaped have

not borne flowers of average quality. Exceptions

have been seen in some of the single .Japanese

varieties, such as General Nogi and Nymph,
tlie latter, side by side with good varieties of

1'. sinensis, having flowered splendidly. The
old-fashioned double crimson P. officinalis fl. pi.

has, however, suffered as much as any variety,

more particularly in very light or very heavy

soils.

In the case of recently-planted examples, I

have advised that the plants should be allowed to

remain in their positions, and be mulched or en-

couraged with liquid manure from September on-

wards, when the period of root activity in the

Paeony begins afresh. In the case of old-estab-

lished clumps growing in exhausted soil, I recom-

mend lifting, dividing and replanting early in

September. Those who do their Pffiony planting

when a few inches of new growth is apparent in

early spring are doubtless among those who com-

place it on its side on the potting bench, and
selecting two strong hand-forks, place these back
to back, and thrust or drive them with a mallet

into the trunk or root-stock of the plant 2 inches

or so below the base of the crown buds. By
wrenching in an oi^posite outward direction the

trunk is severed, and if need arises the operation

may be repeated. Good planting specimens

should possess three or four well-developed crown
buds. In the Paeony the roots cross and recross

each other, and by cutting straight through with

a sharp instrument much loss is experienced, but

by wrenching the roots asunder this loss is re-

duced to a minunum. Where handsome groups

of plants are required, these may be obtained by-

arranging several specimens close together, say,

at 2 feet or 2^ feet apart each way. In planting,

it should be recognised that the Pseony is a deep-

rooting and gross-feeding plant, hence a deep,

rich soil is essential to permanent success. In

the light soils of this portion of the Thames Val-

ley, in addition to ample waterings at other

times, I have often supplied the roots liberally

with liquid manure in winter lime, with the best

results. E. H. Jcnl.uts, Hampton BUI,

Middlesex.
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^hcWcck'sWork.

fruit well in forcing houses if sufficient light

can be obtained ; Winter Beauty and Sunrise are
two varieties which will do particularly well
under this treatment. The pots should not be
more than 9 inches across.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
Dy Edwin Dkckett, Gardener to the Hon. VicARV Gibbs,

Aldenham House, Hertfordshire.

Carrots.—The operation of lifting the main
crop of Carrots intended for use during the
winter should be performed on a fine day. They
should be carefully dug up with a long-pronged
fork and sorted over, the best-shaped specimens
being set apart. The tops should then b« re-

moved, and the Carrots stored away as soon as
possible, either in the pit or in the root store, as

the case may be. Another alternative is to keep
them under a north wall, plunged in sand or dry
Boil ; but the root store, if well built and in a
suitable position, is probably the best place for

them. A very good store can easily be con-

structed in the form of a lean-to shed against a
north wall, with earthen floor and partitions of

plain four-and-a-half brickwork. A trellis of

wattle hurdles can be laid against the partitions

for the storing of Onions.

Cauliflowers.—One more sowing may be
made, for wintering in a cold frame, at about the
end of this month. The seed bed should be pro-

tected by means of a frame. As soon as the seed-

lings of the previous sowing are large enough,
they should be planted out in poor soil in a cold

frame, with a distance of 4 inches between each
plant. They should not be coddled—even during
the winter they should have as much fresh air as
possible, tliough they must be protected from
actual frost.

Late Peas. —The dull weather and chilly

nights which have been experienced lately have
been luost unfavourable to the growth of Peas,
and luany of the flowers have failed to set. How-
ever, an improvement has taken place during the
last few days, and, if this continues, an occasional
soakintr with manure water may be given on
bright days. Birds have been very troublesome
of late, and it will be well to protect the pods
with netting. The growths should be thinned
out, if necessary, and if the late flowers appear
too numerous these may be thinned also.

French Beans.—Special attention should
now be paid to French Beans growing in cold
fratnes, as they will continue to give a supply of

pods after the Scarlet Runners have all been cut
out-of-doors. The plants should be well sup-
ported with stakes and kept moist ; while the
crops are swelling, manure water may be given
with good results. On frosty nights it will be well

to allow a very little heat. When the weather is

bright, the foliage should be syringed ; this, and
an occasional stirring of the soil between the rows,
will tend to keep the plants in a healthy fruiting

condition. It there is a warm house available,

the earliest sowings may now be made for the
following season ; but unless a brisk heat can be
obtained, it will be well to defer sowing for a
time. If, however, it is decided to sow now, care
shouM be taken that the pots are not too large :

8 inches is a suitable size. A compost of turfy
loam should be used, and some horse-droppings
added, such as are used for the formation of

Mushroom beds. A little leaf-mould may also be
used, and the mixture kept in a loose condition.

Until the seeds germinate, the pots should stanil

close together ; the surroundings should be kept
damp by means of syringing.

Towatos.—Plants for winter-fruiting should
now be well established in pots, and strong
growth—not gross—should be encouraged. The
plants shotild stand in a fairly light place in a
house with a south or south-west aspect, and
they must be watered carefully. On bright, warm
days, ventilation may be freely given, but in

foggy, damp weather air must be admitted
with caution, and a little heat supplied
to maintain a temperature of 50° to 50°.

Side growths should be removed, and a
alight sprinkling of finely-sifted loam, with a
liberal addition of artificial manure on the sur-

face, will tend to keep the roots active. Suc-
cessional plants, intended for fruiting in the early
spring, must be shifted, in order to prevent their
becoming pot-hound ; they should be kept in a
light position—such as a shallow pit—where a
little lieat is available when required. They will

THE FLOWER GARDEN.

Planting Violets in Frames. .— Plants
which have been growing in the open ground
all the summer will now be ready to be trans-

ferred to frames or pots. The transfer should
be completed, it possible, by the end of the
month, so that the plants may be established
before the winter begins. Owing to the dull,

wet weather, Violets have made more foliage
than usual, and there has been so little sunshine
that it is to be feared that the crowns will not
be so well ripened as one would wish for winter
flowering. Before the actual lifting is begun,
the frames should be prepared and everything
be in readiness, as there must be no delay in
planting when once the roots are out of the
ground. The greatest care should be taken in
lifting the plants ; the ball of earth round the
roots must be kept perfectly intact, and if any
plants do not fulfil this condition they cannot be
relied on to thrive in the frame. They must also
be strong and healthy, or it is useless to
transfer them. Methods of cultivation vary con-
siderably. We ourselves find it the best plan to
plant the Violets in a frame facing due south, so
as to ensure their obtaining the full benefit of the
sunshine. The bottom of the frame must be
very firm ; it is often found desirable to utilise

frames which have been used for growing Cucum-
bers or Melons. The compost for planting should
consist of two parts turfy loam to one 'part of
leaf-soil, and one part of spent Mushroom-bed
or well-rottsd manure. To this, some crushed
mortar rubble should be added, and plenty of
sharp sand. The soil should slope down towards
the front of the frame, and the foliage of the
plants should be at least 12-18 inches away from
the glass at the top. This latter point is impor-
tant, as there should always be space for air

between the plants and the glass. During severe
weather it is often necessary to close the frame
altogether, in which case, ventilation from out-
side being impossible, a supply of air space inside
is essential. The plants should be put in

firmly, and well watered when finished.

They should be shaded from bright sun-
shine for the first few days, and the
frame may be kept fairly close. If the plants
seem inclined to flag, the foliage may be damped
at intervals. Air should be admitted gradually,
at first only in the evening and at night, but after
a few days abundant ventilation may be admitted
during favourable weather. Draughts and cold
winds should be avoided, and some finely-sifted

leaf -soil or Cocoanut fibre refuse may be laid on
the surface of the soil. All decaying leaves
should be picked off and the glass kept clean.

Violets in Pots.—Flowering Violets are
often grown in pots, and all plants intended for
this purpose should be potted at once and placed
in conditions similar to those recommended
for frame plants. The advantage of the potting
method lies in the fact that the plants can be
moved at will into the conservatory or the dwell-
ing-house.

Heleniuim. — These plants are among the
brightest of the herbaceous perennials, and some
of the taller varieties are now conspicuous in the
borders. The dwarf varieties, such as H. pumilum
and Bolanderi, flower profusely earlier in the
season over a long period. At the present time,
H. grandicephalum. H. striatum, and H.
cupreum are noticeable, and the newer H. River-
ton Gem is much admired for its bright colouring
—a happy combination of terra-cotta and old
gold. H. autumnale grandiflorum and H. a.

superbum are both capital plants for autumn
flowering.

Dahlia.—The Dahlia plants are now at their
best, and every effort should be made to keep them
in flower as long as possible. In view of the
prospect of autumnal storms, all ties should be
well secured. After a rough wind it is a good
plan to examine the stakes and replace any
broken ones, cutting off. at the same time, any
old blooms and damaged growths. By means of
constant attention, the Dahlias may still prove
attractive for some weeks.

Sub-tropical Beds.—The growth of th»
plants in these beds usually becomes somewhat
rampant late in the season, and the strong-
growing, rather weedy subjects are apt to en-
croach on their weaker neighbouis. Special at-
tention must be given to the permanent plants
which will be taken back to the greenhouse after
the summer spent out-of-doors. For the sake
of the more tender plants, the approach of frosts
should be carefully watched for, and adequate
protection given in order to prevent any injury.

THE ORCHID HOUSES.
By J. Collier, Gardener to Sir Jeremiah Cqluan, Bart.,-

Gatlon Park, Surrey.

Cattleya.—Plants of C. gigas, Hardyana,
and C. Warneri that have passed out of flower
will soon begin to produce roots from the pseudo-
bulbs, and any which require to be repotted or
resurfaced should be attended to without delay,
as also should such Lielias as L. tenebrosa, L.
purpurata, and their numerous varieties, whicli.

will, by this time, have commenced their new
growth, and will be pushing new roots from the
base of the young shoots. When the plant has
been removed from the pot, the old, useless
pseudo-bulbs, especially those that liave no
leaves, should be cut away. The plants should
then be placed into receptacles of sufficient size
to accommodate them for the next two seasons.
Ample drainage must be afforded, and pots which
are to contain moderate-sized plants should be
filled to about half their depth with clean crocks,
whilst for larger sipecimens a greater depth of
drainage should be used, and less potting ma-
terial. When potting, keep the rhizome of the
plants just level with the rim of the pot, and
press the compost firmly among the roots.

L>CLIA ELEGANS.—The plants of this species
which have recently passed out of bloom will be
producing fresh roots from the youngest pseudo-
bulbs, and should also be repotted at this period.
When repotting any of these species with long
bulbs, it is important that the plant is made
thoroughly firm by tying a few of the bulbs to-

neat, strong stakes. Any plants of such Cattleya*
as C. Mendelii, C. Mossiffi, C. TriaiiK, C.
guttata and C. Leopoldii that have grown too large

for their pots may safely be repotted at this sea-

son. If they are pushing new roots from the base
of the youngest pseudo-bulbs, do not pull the
plants from the old pots, but break them and
carefully remove the pieces of pots, and, without
disturbing the drainage or roots, place the whole
into a pot of suitable size, filling in around with
some new compost. The rooting medium for all

the above-mentioned plants should be similar to
that mentioned for Cattleyas in the calendar for
April 6. After being repotted, the plants should
be exposed gradually to more light and air,

only afforded sufficient water at the roots to
prevent shrivelling, because if the compost is

kept continually damp at this season, the plants
will commence to make growth instead of taking
their proper season of rest. I do not advocate
unnecessary repotting of Cattleyas, Ljelias, or
their hybrids at this season, but it is generally
known that where numbers of these plants are
grown they are not all ready to be dealt
with at the same time. Repotting should
be done when it is seen that new roots
are emerging from the new pseudo-bulbs or
leading growths. The Cattleyas which flower
in the autumn (C. labiata, C. Bowringiana, and
many Cattleya and Lselio-Cattleya hybrids) have
finished their season's growth, and are pushing
up their flower-spikes. These plants should be
staged in the cooler part of the Cattleya house,
where plenty of fresh air will reach them, and
where they will be exposed fully to the light, so
that the new pseudo-bulbs and leaves will become
hardened. Only sufficient water to keep the
roots moist until the flowers are fully developed
should be afforded, when the supply must be
lessened gradually. Many species and hybrids
of Cattleya and Ljelia are finishing their growths,
and during dull, damp weather it will probably
be found that the outer sheath which encircles

the new bulb has become soft and sappy, and,
clinging tightly to the bulb, excludes the air.

As this condition often causes the bull^ to rot,

the sheath should be slit open from top to bot-

tom, keeping the plant dry for a few days and
reducing the atmospheric moisture.
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PLANTS UNDER GLASS.
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Violets.—There should be no delay in trans-

ferring Violets to frames from the open ground,
and, provided they are lifted with good balls of

soil, the plants will receive very little check at

this season. Brick frames are undoubtedly the
best structures, as they keep out more frost

than those made of wood, though these latter

may be used in districts where frost is not
severe. If a daily supply of Violets is re-

quired during the winter, a portion of the stock
should be planted in frames where heat may be
provided during very cold weather. As a rule,

the plants are not fastidious in respect to soil,

provided it is of a fairly open texture and
sweet ; but, wherever possible, a little fresh loam
should be provided. The frames should be filled

to within about 9 inches of the glass, except for

the larger-growing, single varieties, when at least

1 foot should be allowed between the soil and the
glass. In planting, press the soil moderately
firm, and place the crowns fairly well out of

the soil, so as to obviate, as far as possible, any
danger from damping. Give the roots a good
watering, and keep the lights off until protection
from wet or cold weather is necessary. To pre-

vent the foliage from flagging during bright sun-
shine, syringe the plants overhead with very weak
soot-water ; but this should only be done when
absolutely necessary.

Housing Chrysanthemums.—By this date
large-flowering Chrysanthemums should be ready
for placing indoors, as frost may occur at any
time. So far as possible, plants in different
stages of development should be housed separ-
ately. Those that are already opening their
flowers should be placed in a cool, dry house,
where, if necessary, they may be shaded to re-

tard the blooming. The very late varieties may
be placed together in a house, where, later on,

fire-heat may be provided. These late plants may
be given manure for some time to come ; by plac-
ing them together feeding will be done much more
easily than if housed in a haphazard manner.
The early and mid-season decorative and single
varieties should also be housed, giving the plants
as much room as possible to ensure the growths
keeping stocky. Late varieties, such as Winter
Cheer, White, Yellow, Bronze and Pink Victoria,
A. J. Balfour, and J. W. Crossley, may still re-

main out-of-doors, but they should be arranged
together, so that, in the event of frost, they may
be either covered with lights or some protecting
material. In such a position they may, with ad-
vantage, remain for three or four weeks. For
the present, all the air possible should be allowed
the plants. After they are brought under glass,

the plants will require a fair amount of water,
for there will not be much atmospheric moisture,
and dryness at the root would cause a severe
check. Liquid manure may be given in all in-

stances till the blooms are about half developed,
when clear water only should be used.

Watering and Syringing. — The majority
of plants do not require so much water at this
season as during the period of more active
growth, and overwatering must be guarded
against. An excess of, water during autumn would
result in a sappy growth, which is not easily
rectified. Syringe the plants in the stove houses
overhead on bright mornings only; where much
fire-heat is employed, keep the stages and paths
damp, as even at this season, red spider and thrip
soon make their appearance if the atmosphere
becomes too dry.

FEUITS UNDER GLASS.
By E. Harriss. GarJen'r lo Laly Wa-jtage, Lockinge

House, Wantage, Berkshire.

Strawberries in Pots.—In order that the
crowns may be well ripened by the end of the
season, every chance must be given for

sunshine and air to move freely about them. If

necessary the plants should be thinned out, as
overcrowding must be avoided. Weeds must be
removed regularly, also side growths and
runners. Thoroushly syringe the foliage on hot
days, for this will tend to keep the plants free
from attacks of red spider. Mildew will

sometimes affect the leaves at this time of the
year, but this may be prevented by spraying the
plants occasionally with a solution of soft soap
and sulphur. The pots being now full of roots,
water will be required much more frequently

than formerly. Liquid manure and soot-water
should also be afforded with increased strength
as the crowns develop.

Early Pot Vines.—Those vines which will
be required for starting at the beginning of
November, should soon be perfectly matured.
If the wood is well ripened the canes may be
shortened to the desired length in the first

week in October. They may then be placed in
an e.Nposed position till the time arrives for
placing them into the forcing house. In select-
ing the vinee for very early forcing, preference
must be given to those which have made short-
jointed growths of medium strength. These
will be more thoroughly matured than the
stronger ones. The vines will require a little

preparation before placing them in the forcing
house. The rods must be thoroughly scrubbed
with a fairly strong mixture of soft soap and
sulphur, takmg car-e not to damage the buds in
the process. Remove some of the soil from the
surface of the pots to make room for a top-
dressing of rich loam mixed with crushed bones,
wood-ashes, and a little concentrated manure.
If there is no room for the top-dre.ssing material,
zinc collars may be placed round the pots. Ram
the soil firmly with a wooden rammer. The
most suitable house for forcing early pot vines
is a three-quarter span having a southern
aspect. The house must be well provided with
hot-water pipes, so that the temperatures may
be easily kept up without heating the pipes to
e.xcess. A house which is not too large should
also be preferred.

Early Permanent Vines. — The wood on
these vines should be sufficiently matured
to admit of the pruning being done early ne.xt
month. In pruning very old vines it "is not
always prudent to cut the wood too hard back.
To ensure an even crop of good bunches it may
be necessary in some cases to lay in some young
shoots where there is room to tie these to the
main rods. In all cases it will be wise to leave
two or three good prominent buds on each shoot.
The vines may not present such a neat appear-
ance by this treatment as they would if the shoots
were cut hard back, but the crop should not be
sacrificed for the sake of appearance. When prun-
ing is finished, give the house a thorough cleans-
ing, and if painting is necessary the present is the
best time for this to be done. The rods should
then be given attention. If mealy bug has been
troublesome all loose bark must be removed,
which should be caught on a .sheet of canvas
and burnt. Afterwards well scrub the rods with
strong soft-soapy water or Gishurst compound,
using a stiff brush for the purpose. If painting
is not done the trellis and all iron work should
be well saturated with paraffin. All brickwork
should also be given a good coating of lime-
wash. The borders then must be carefully
forked over, removing sufficient of the surface
soil to make room for a good top-dressing of
loam, lime rubble, wood-ashes, and artificial
mar.ure. Before .starting the vines into growth,
examine the border, and if water is required
let the roots be given a good soaking. They
will not require watering again till the vines
have burst into growth.

THE HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
By F. Jordan, Gardener to Lady Nuncuunholme,

Warter Priory. Yorkshire.

Gathering Fruit.— Fair weather should be
chosen for the gathering of all kinds of fruits,
it being necessary for them to be harvested in a
dry condition. They should be sorted carefully,

and imperfect specimens selected for present
consumption. The season is a backward one,

and some fruits are still immature; if

the situation is somew^hat sheltered, allow
such fruits to hang for as long as possible, as
they always keep better when ripened properly.
Late Pears on walls should be allowed to hang
for some time to come ; being protected from
damage by winds, they will keep and ripen
better than fruits on exposed trees, and are also

of much better flavour. Late varieties of Plums
should be gathered earlier than usual this season
if damp weather continues, as many of the f-uits
will split through the wet and be spoiled for
dessert purposes. It should be constantly borne
in mind that those fruits which are stored pro-
perly will increase in value as the weeks pass ; it

is only in autumn that a temporary glut is liable

to cause the cultivator to under-estimate the
worth of his crop.

THE APIARY.
By Chloris.

Diseases and Beekeeping.— Owing to the
losses which beekeepers have sustained from dis-
eased bees, there is a tendency to give up bee-
keeping; in other cases to continue, but to neglect
the bees. Both cases are wrong, and the latter
especially so, because they are endangei-iug the
health of the bees of their neighbours who take
beekeeping seriously. No agricultural or horti-
cultural pursuit is free of bad seasons, and bee-
keepers must expect to share the common, lot
of those who are dependent to some extent ou
the character of the weather.

Bee Legislation.— On July 2f3. Mr. Runci-
man introduced a Bill in the House of Commons
to deal with bee diseases, so every beekeeper
should now make it his business to inform mem-
bers of Parliament upon the difficulties surround-
ing the art of beekeeping, and the dangers to
which we are subjected without the hope of
redress through the ignorance and carelessness
of neighbours.
The principal clauses of the suggested measure

are :

—

1. That the Board of Agriculture may make such orders
as they think expedient for preventing the introdnction
into England and Wales of any peat or disease affecting
bees, and for that purpose any such order may prohibit
and regulate the introduction or admission by post of
bees and any articles or appliances used in conoectioa
with beekeeping, and any other thing whereby any such
pest or dLsease may be introduced, and any such order
may direct or authorise the seizure, detention, deetmction
or disposal of any bees or things introduced or admittedm contravention of such order.

2. The Board may authorise the destruction by the Local
Authority of any colony of bees affected and any receptacle
(other than a movable comb hive) in which there are or
have been affected bees, and may authorise the local
authority to pay compensation of the value of the thing
destroyed, of bees, or any other thing, which, in their
opinion may spread the peet or disease.

3. (a) An order under this Act may impose fines recover-
able on summary conviction for offences agamst the order,
not exceeding ten pounds for one offence, (b) An order
under the Act may direct or authorise the local authority
to carry into effect and enforce the order within the
district of the local_ authority, and if the local authority

he order '
.. -^

and recovering the exponsi _ _
on the Board by Section 34 of the Diseases of "AnimaU
Act, 1894. fc) In proceedings under the Act no proof shall

4. (a) The Local Authorities under the Diseases of
Animals Act shall be the local authorities for this Act. (b)
Every local authority shall appoint so many inspectors and
other officers as they may think necessary for the executioa
and enforcement of orders under the Act. (ct Local

5. (a) The inspector of the Board or local authority may,
it he desire, be accompanied by an expert adviser, enter
any building or place wherein he has reasonable ground
for supposing that there are or have been bees affected
by any pest or disease, or that any order under the Act
has not been, or is not being complied with, and examine
any bees on such premises and anything thereon used for
or in connection with bees, (b) Any person obstructing an
officer from entering such building or place shall be>
deemed guilty of an offence under the Act. and be liable
to a penalty of ten pounds.

6. The Act shall apply to Scotland.

Flora of the Malayan Peninsula.—la
1889, the late Sir George Kino published the
first part of his " Materials for a Flora of the
Malayan Peninsula " in the Journal of the
Asiatic Society of Bengal, and each succeeding
part has also been issued separately. This
work has now reached the 22nd part
under the editorship of Mr. J. Sykes Gamble,
who was a contributor during Sir George
King's lifetime. It contains the families Nycta-
ginacese, Amarantacfe, Polygonaceee, Aristolo-
chiacese, Chloranthacefe, Lauracese and Hernan-
diace«, all except the Polygonacese worked out
by Mr. Gamble. These seven families contain 33
genera and 189 species, of which 1 genus and 78
species were previously undescribed. Most im-
portant of these families is, of course, the
Lauraceae, of which 156 species, belonging to T6
genera, are described. Litsiea alone numbers 55
species, many of them doubtless vahiable timber
trees, but on this point no information is given.
Many interesting points must come to light in

the course of examining so much material, and a-

few additional pages devoted to their record
would be of service, to say nothing of saving
them from oblivion and relieving the monotony
of descriptions. However, a plan is a plan.

Mr. Gamble estimates the number of species of
Cinnamomum at about 140. unless that be a.

misprint, of which only 15 are rpcorded from
^h2 P-eninsula. The new genus, Stemmato-
daphne, is a monotype allied to Phoebe.
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APPOINTMENTS FOR OCTOBER.

TUESDAY, OCTOBER l-Scollibh Hon. Assoc, m.

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 2-
Nat. Chrys. Soc. Exh. at Cryslal Palace (2 days
Vegetable Soc. Exh. at Watford. Co. Clare Ho
Fruit and Farm Produce E.vli.

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 5—
Soc. Fraii^aise d'Hoit. de Londres meet.

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 8-
Royal Hort. Soc. Coins, meet. (L

Cha ((her •The
at 3- -- 5 p.m. b

Influence of Almo
Hort. Club Meet.spheric Impurities on Vegel

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 10—
Royal Hort. Soc. Anlumn Sli. of British-gro
(2 days).

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 11

Confer lal III

MONDAY, OCTOBER 14-
United Hort. Benefit and Prov. Soo. Com. meet.

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 16-
Nirih of England Hort. Soc. meet, at Leeds. (Lecture
by Rev. J. B. Hall on " A|>|Jle Culture.")

MONDAY, OCTOBER 21-
Nat. Chrys. Soc. Executive and Plural Com. meet.

rUESDAY, OCTOBER 22-
Royal Hon. Soc. t'bins. meet. (Lecture at 3 p.m. by
the Rev. I'rof. G. Heuslow on " The Sei.ses of Plants,")

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 23-
Hertfordshire Fruit, Root and Chrys. Soc. Sh. (2 days).
Women's Agric. and Hort. Inter[iatiori.il Union's Sale
and Esh. at R.H.S. Hall. Nat. Poultry Dipl. tni Exam.
at Hall.

'

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 29-
Nat. Chrys. Soc. Sh. at Crysal Palace (3 days). Kent
Commercial Fiuil Sh. (2 days).

V/EDNESDAY, OCTOBER 30-
Kenl. County Chrys. Soc. Sh. (2 days). Borough of
Croydon Chrys. Sb. (2 days.)

1 HURSDAY, OCTOBER 31—
Torquay Dist. Card. Chrys. Sh.

Actual Ti^mpkkai dkks;—
London.— Il-Vidifsif,.)', Septimber 25 (6 p.m.) : Max. 67°

;

Min. 48".

Caidciieii' Chionult Olllce, 41, Wellington Street,
Covenl Garden, Lotulori —lliiiysilar, Scpitmbcr 26
(10 A.M.) : Bar. 30 1'; Temp. 66", W'lalhtr—
Fine.

Provinces.— Wtiinailny, Seflcmbcy 15: Max. 67° Ire-
land S.W.; Min. IS" Aberdeen.

SALES FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
MONDAY, TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY and

FRIDAY—
Dutch Bulbs at 67 5; 63. Cheapside, E.C., by Protheroe
Sl Monis at 10.30.

MONDAY, WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY—
Sale of Dutch Bulbs at Stevens's Auction Rooms, 38,
King Street, Covent Garden, at 12.30.

TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY—
33th Annual Sale of Nursery Stock at Sunuingdale Nur-
series, Windlesham, Surrey, by Protheroe & Mortis,
at 12.

WEDNESDAY—
Trade Sale of Bulbs, at 1; Palms and Plants, at 4 ; at
Protheroe & Morris's rooms.

THURSDAY—
Clearance Sate of Nursery Stock at Marden Park Nur-
series, VVoldingham, by Protheroe & Morris, at 12.

Leasehold Fruit Farm and Nurseries at Eynsford and
Swanley, Kent, at the Mart, London, E.C., by Protheroe
and Morris, at 2.

Freehold Market Nursery, Park Lone, Cheshunt, Herts,
at the Mart, London, E.C.. by Protheroe & Morris, at 2.

__,, _ No one, -B'ith reason, could
soli Con- '

\

ditions and I'^Quue a commander on

Plant Growth. a<;'live service to employ the

intervals between his en-

gagements in n'l'iting a history of the cam-
paign. All that is expected is that he

should dispatch reports from time to time
showing the progress which his army is

making. Later on, when peace broods
again over the land, the historian will

tell the story and apportion praise and
blame with the cold and cruel justice of

the student. So, also, whilst the arduous
work of building up a science is in

progress, it is not reasonable to expect
anyone engaged in that service to write a
fini.shed and final account of the operations

which are bringing the campaign slowly

to a successful issue.

Hence, in taking up Dr. Russell's new
volume on " Soil Conditions and Plant
Growth,"* though we may expect it to con-
tain luminous reports of the progress of
the army of biochemists in their work, we
must not look for a finished story nor for
final statements. We shall be content if

we learn from headquarters tliat the oper-
ations are proceeding smoothly, and that
steady advance is being made.
Looked at from this standpoint, there

can be no doubt that Dr. Russell's
monograph is eminently successful. It

shows that he and his fellow-workers in the
Old and New World are beginning to evoke
scientific order out of the chaos of observed
facts.

No horticulturist requires to be reminded
that the soil is a material of extreme com-
plexity, that it is the seat of complex
chemical operations, and that it is the
natural home of vast numbers of micro-
organisms all drawing nourishment there-
from and adding waste substances thereto.
Hence it is not necessary to emphasise the
difficulty which attaches to investigation
into the science of the soil and into the
relations between the soil and the crops
which it bears. What is worth while per-
haps is to note that the agricultural
chemist has also, and at last, realised the
complexity of the problems presanted by
the soil. In consequence of his having
learned thi.s lesson, agricultural chemistry
is passing through a transition stage.
Gone is the curt confidence which

marked its earlier manner. It no longer
attempts to apply off-hand the chemistry
of the laboratory to the field. It recog-
nises that the chemistry of the soil is not
that of dead things only, but is the
chemistry of the living, of the dying, and
of the dead. So profound has been the
effect of this discovery, that agricultural
chemistry has joined hands with biology,
and has even gone so far as to change its

name. It is now a branch of the great
science of biochemistry.
Though changed in name, its purpose is

still the same—a high and splendid pur-
pose—thougli vastly difficult of achieve-
ment. That purpose is no less than to dis-

cover the laws which lie at the foundation
of all good practice.

In its early, confident days, agricultural
science sought to accomplish this object by
seeking in the plant or soil for the " Prin-
ciple of Vegetation." Succebsive pioneers
announced, in the not-uncertain tones
which science is apt to use, their several
discoveries. Van Helmont, who grew a
Willow twig in water in a pot of earth,
found that in the course of five years it

had gained several hundreds of pounds in

weight, though the earth in the pot
weighed only 2 ounces less at the end of
the experiment than at the beginning.
Hence he was able, by neglecting the 2

ounces of lost soil, to proclaim that in

water he had discovered the principle

of vegetation. Another 17th century
agricultural chemist, Glauber, announced
that saltpetre constitutes this principle.

Others preferred the claims of humus, and
Jethro Tull, the great Oxford husbandman.

insisted that the particles of soil them-
selves, if only small enough, were the prin-
ciples ; that the roots of plants had
mouths—albeit very little ones—and the
end of all good practice was to prepare
the plant's pabulum by breaking up the
soil as finely as possible. Thus, through
many vicissitudes of speculation, agricul-

tural chemistry toiled after agricultural

practice—which had had a start of count-
less centuries—intent on explaining to the
grower the mysteries of the soil and its

relation with the plant. The slow growth
of this scientific knowledge is traced in de-

tail by Dr. Russell in an admirable intro-

ductory chapter, to which the curious
reader may be referred. This youthful, san-

guine phase of agricultural chemistry en-

dured even until our own times, for we our-
selves have known chemists who thought
that to present a soil analysis to an
inquirer was to solve his problems as to

soil treatment. That phase, however, is

over, and Dr. Russell's work marks the

second transitional phase between the sim-
ple naivete of ignorance and the simple cer-

tainty of assured knowledge. Agricultural
science in this second phase may be likened

to one of those puzzles—popular among
children—in which a fini;shed picture must
be formed by the fitting together, piece by
piece, of many small portions which, as
they lie pell-mell, present no obvious
relations one with another.

This being the state of the science—so

many scattered pieces of fact awaiting the
fitting together—it is no disparagement of

Dr. Russell's work to say that it fails to

complete the picture. Nevertheless,
by assembling the scattered pieces of the

soil puzzle, and by showing that they are

susceptible of association into a finished

whole, the author has made a noteworthy
contribution to the progress of the science.

It is apparent, from what has been said

already, that Dr. Russell's work must be
studied piece by piece, section by section,

rather than as a whole.

Studied in this way the work will prove

of great assistance, not only to the agricul-

tural chemist, but also to the gardener. To
the latter it will prove by no means easy

reading, and this because the narrative is,

perforce, interrupted at e\ery stage by the

introduction of the evidence in support of

the statements of the narrative. Far from
suggesting that this is a defect, we hold

that it is such a merit as to make the

volume specially to be commended to the

young gardener. For not only is it full of

useful information, but it offers exercises

—of which many of us stand in need—in the

estimation of the value of evidence. The
ordinary text book tells you facts, but Dr.

Russell's monograph adopts the harder,

wiser method of giving you the evidence

for the facts.

To give but one illustration, namely, that

which deals with the influence of water
supply on the effectiveness of manures ;

every gardener knows in a general way
that if a plant receives insufficient water it

is unable to derive lull profit from manure.
But the evidence which Dr. Russell offers

shows this in striking and exact measure.

Thus, if soils containing different amounts
of water are treated with small doses of
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nitrogenous manure, the plant in the drier

soil is not able to make any use of the

manure ; that in the somewhat moister

soil is able to use the first dose, but gets

no advantage from the second ; whereas

the plant in the well-moistened soil is

able to use with advantage all the

nitrogen supplied.

We have cited the example, not so much
because of its intrinsic importance, but be-

cause we know that many a young gardener

learns but slowly and with difficulty the art

of using artificial manures. A failure or

two, due to an insufficiently considered use

of this or that artificial manure, is apt to

bring him into the ranks of the " disbe-

lievers in artificials," whereas if he will but

devote himself to mastering the essential

facts and to realising the complexity of re-

lations which obtain between plants and

the soil, he will discover that the discrimi-

nating use of artificials is one of the secrets

of succcs.sful practice.

Nelumbium speciosum. — Oar issue for

August 10 contained an illustration of Nelum-

bium speciosum growing in the Water Lily house

at Kew, and it is in botanic gardens that

this magnificent Eastern flower is usually culti-

vated. Nevertheless, the species is sometimes

to be found in private gardens, and Colonel

LoCKWooD, M.P., sends us a photograph show-

ing a very fine group of Nelumbiums in one of

the plant houses at his residence at Bishops Hall,

Romford. The plants are 6 feet high, with

leaves 25 inches in diameter, and flowers

12^- inches across, showing how well they

respond to the cultivation afforded them.

The Farrer Cup for Rock Plants.—The
Council of the R.H.S. offer at the Spring Show,

May 20-22, 1913, a Silver Cup presented to them

by Mr. REGT.N.iLD F.\eeee. This will be awarded

for six new or rare dwarf rock plants, naturally

about 9 inches in height, and not fewer than six

or more than 12 specimens of each. New colour

forms of well known plants admissible, double

flowers excluded. "Variety, novelty, interest, and

correctness of name to rank above size of speci-

mens. It is not essential that all, or even more

than one, of any speciee should be in bloom, e.g.,

it is scarcely to be €xpect«d that an exhibitor

would have ijix Saxifraga florulenta in bloom
simultaneously, but a group with a flower spike

should take precedence of another in which the

spike is lacking. Every exhibitor must attach

a card giving in print or in very clear writing

the history of each set of plants (e.g., whence

he obtained the plant, or through whom and
when, its habitat, &c.), and observation remarks

(e.g., case of difficulty of cultivation, suitable

soil, positions and uses, methods of propagation,

pecularitiefi, &c). Ppints: Novelty and interest,

20 ; beauty, 20 ; garden value, 15 ; culture, 10

;

correctness of name, history, quality of obser-

vation remarks, 20 ; rarity, 15. The Council

will award suitable medals_according to merit, at

their discretion, to the exhibitor adjudged 2nd,

and possibly to the 3rd. W. Wilhs, Secretary.

Gentian Cup Competition for Maf.ch
4 and 5, 1913.—The Council of the Royal
Horticultural Society offer a silver cup presented

to them by Messrs. B. Wallace & Co. for the

best exhibit by an amateur of Alpine plants,

inclndiug suitable bulbs and dwarf shrubs, in a
space not exceeding 5 by 3 feet. The use of stone

is not absolutely necessary, but the judges will

be instructed to favour its correct use, and the

natural arrangement of the plants in connection

there*ith. The plants may be shown either in

pots or as lifted from the ground.

NcRTH OF England Horticultur<l
SrciETY.—Tie committee of the Leeds Work-

people's Hospital Fund have offered an 80 guinea

Challenge Cup for the best exhibit in the show

to be held at Leeds on October 17 and 18 next.

The committee also offer a 15 guinea Challenge

Cup for the best exhibit in the show (the trade

excluded). Lady B.iBR.AN will open the show at

2 p.m. on Thursday, October 17. All profits

from the show will be given to the hospital fund.

Flowers in Seas n. — Mr. Fredebick

Roemee, Quedlinburg, Germany, has sent us a

white-flowered form of Statice sylvestris and a

variety of Statice sinuata named Prince Chamois,

with flowers of very pale rose-buff colour. Mr.

RoEMER informs us that the varieties come true

from seed.

Congress on Electroculture. — On
October 24 an International Congress on Electro-

culture will be opened at Rheims. A programme

of subjects to be dealt with may be obtained of

the Secretary, 58, Boulevard Voltaire, Paris.

International Horticultural Exhibi-

tion at St. Petersburg.— Preparations are

in progress for the Imperial International Horti-

cultural Exhibition, which is to take place in

St. Petersburg at the end of April next year.

The schedule includes about 160 classes. The
jury will be composed of equal numbers of

Russian and foreign judges. Anyone wishing

for further particulars can obtain them on appli-

cation to the offices of the exhibition, 32, Quai

de la Cour, St. Petersburg.

"Horticultural Directory" for 1913.
—We are desired by the Editor of this

work to ask head gardeners if they will kindly

notify him at 10, Essex Street, Strand, of any

change of proprietorship or address that may
have occurred since last October.

M. George Gibault.—We are informed that

M. G. Gibault, the Librarian of the National

Horticultui-al Society of France, has recently

been made a corresponding member of the Royal

Horticultural Society. M. Gib.ault is an author-

ity on botanical and horticultural literature ; his

new work Ilisioirt des Legumes will perpetuate

his name in the annals of horticulture.

"Botanical Magazine."—The issue of the

Botanical Magazine for September contains

plates and descriptions of the following plants :

—

DENDEOBruM (Ceeatobium) Imthdrkii, tab.

8452.—This :^pecies, which is one of the tallest-

growing of the genus, was found by Sir Everaed
III Thubn, when he was Governor of Fiji and

High Commissioner of the Western Pacific, in

the island of Efate, one of the New Hebrides

group. Dendrobiun Imthurnii is nearly allied

to D. antennatum, Lindl., but differs from that

species in having longer, stouter, pseudo-bulbs,

broader, thick and rigid leaves, and in the

shorter petals. The flowers are of medium size,

white, with lilac streaks on the lateral lobes of

the labellum.

CoLUMNEA glabra, tab. 8453.—This is at once

the most beautiful and the most common sjiecies

of the genus which occur in Costa Rica. It grows

on the cool mountain tracts at altitudes of from
5,000 to 6,000 feet above sea-level. Dr. Werckle,
in La Subregion Fitographica Costaricense,

divides the Costa Rica Columneas into pseudo-

epiphytic species, which have large leaves and
small flowers, and true epiphytes, with small

leaves, and large flowers. In the latter group
there are a few species with stems which creep

along the branches of trees and attach them-
selves to the bark by their roots. A greater

number have free stems, which, as with C. micro-

calyx, are pendulous from the supporting

branches, or, as in the case with C. glabra, quite

erect. The plant from which the illustration in

the Botanical Magazine was taken was sent to

liew by M. Lemoine, in 1907, and has been
grown in an open compost, rich in humus,
in a moist atmosphere of a temperature of 50°

to 60° Fahr. Under these conditions it

has become 2 feet high, and in spring is covered

with brilliant scarlet flowers. Propagation may
be effected by the minute seeds, or by cuttings,

which root freely in sandy peat ; but as the seed-

lings grow slowly and are difficult to raise, the

latter method is the hetter, and plants raised

from cuttings flower at an earlier age.

Beebeeis verruculosa, tab. 8454.—This

species was found by Mr. E. H. Wilson on the

mountains around Tatien lu, in Western Sze-

chuan, in 1904. It differs from B. pruinosa in

having verruculose branches, and in its fewer and

larger flowers. B. verruculosa becomes a low,

dense bush, and, as growth is comparatively

slow, it is a useful shrub for the rock-garden.

The flowers are clear yellow in colour, and are

succeeded by oblong, blue purple, Prune-like

fruits.

Chironia laxa, tab. 8455.—Of the 34 known
species of Chironia 25 are natives of South Africa,

and, although many of them have been at, one
time or another, introduced to this country, only

two are in general cultivation : the^e are 0.

linoides and C. floribunda. Seeds of the species

now figured (C. laxa) were sent from Tembu-
land by Canon Mason to his brother. Canon
Mason, Master of Pembroke College, who gave
them to Mr. R. I. Lynch, the Curator of the

Cambridge Botanic Gardens, where a plant

flowered in 1911. The greatest difficulty atten-

dant in its cultivation is the Begonia mite, for

which a suitable insecticide must be used. Mr.
Ltnch found that when care is exercised the

plants grow well in a sandy loam. If seeds are

sown early the plants may flower during

the first year, but stronger plants are

obtained from later sowing, when the plants

flower during the next year. C. laxa has
a weak habit, so that three or four plants should

be grown together in a 4^-inch pot. The plants

become about 15 inches high, and have slightly

spreading branches. The entire, opposite,

lanceolate leaves are about | to 1 inch long, and
1 to 1^ lines broad. The relatively lar^e S
partite flowers are pale magenta in colour.

Peimula Waitii, tab. 8456.—This dainty little

Primula (see illustration in Gardeners Chronicle,

April 27, 1912) which was exhibited at the meet-
ing of the R.H.S. on April 2, 1912, by Messrs.

R. Gill & Sox, Falmouth, under the provisional

name of P. Gillii, is a native of Sikkim, and
whilst under cultivation in this country it flowers

during April or a little later; in its native state

the plants usually flower from about the middle
of July, at which season the plants experience

daily rain or hea\y mist. Unfortunately, like so

many other Primulas, this species is practically

monocarpic, and af»fr the plants have flowered

when about a year old they either die or are too

weak to flower a second time. So these species

have to be treated as annuals, but, unfortunately,

they do not alwa} s ripen theii* seeds under culti-

vation. The green flower scape of P. Wattii is

about 4 inches high, and bears a many-flowered
head of rounded, pendulous flowers. The calyx

is green with longitudinal brown streaks, and the

petals of the white, mealy-eyed corolla are deep
violet in colour.

Edinburgh Show. — Mr. H. N. Ellison,
West Bromwich, informs us that he was awarded
a Silver Medal for his collection of Ferns at tha
Edinburgh Show, not a Bronze Medal as stated
in our report.
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Ghent International Horticultural

Exhibition, 19'3. - Wo have received the com-

pli-te syllabus ami list of classes for the Ghent

Quinquennial Exhibition of 1913. On this occa-

sion the " Quinquennial " will coincide with, and

form a part of, the Universal International

Exhibition, to be held in Ghent next spring.

The horticultural exhibition will open on

April 26 and continue until May 4. Class 1, as

usual, is arranged for collections of 12 new plants

not in commerce ; this is always the most inter-

esting and important class at the Belgian shows.

Then follow a few smaller classes for plants

entirely new or that have not been exhibited pre-

viously at Ghent. There are 90 classes for

Orchids, and his Majesty the King of the

Belgians is offering a gold medal for the best

and most varied collection exhibited by an

amateur. Hot-house plants are given the same

important position in the schedule as at previous

shows, and those who may visit Ghent next

spring for the tirst time will have a grand oppor-

tunity of seeing the splendid stove plants, both

flowering and ornamental-leaved species habitu-

ally cultivated by Belgian horticulturists. The

fifth group, that of the Palms, is headed by a

class for 100 plants ; the 1st prize for this is a

work of art, specially presented by the Committee

of the Exhibition, who are giving similar valuable

prizes in many of the most notable sections. The

Louis de Smet prize, provided for by a fund

instituted in memory of the late JI. de Smet in

1887, is offered for the best collection of 60 plants

of Azalea indica in 30 varieties. Section 23 for

Agaves, Yuccas, and Cactaceae contains 16 classes,

including one for Furcraea Lindenii, to be

judged for its beauty, apart from any other

merit. The section for fruit is relatively small,

but contains some interesting classes. The 26th

group is concerned with horticultural science and

education, and includes competitions and clas.ses

of the most varied nature. Expositions of the

Mendelian theory of inheritance, collections

showing the adaptation of plants to different sur-

roundings, and exhibits of the various means

adopted by different plants to ward off enemies,

will serve to add to the attractiveness of the

exhibition, both to the amateur and to the scien-

tific horticulturist. One of the most interesting

classes is that in which a demonstration is re-

quired of the effects produced on a plant (to be

determined) by the action of an antesthetic or a

galvanic current. The last group but one in this

exhaustive schedule, which contains 841 classes,

is for floral decorations. The " Palais d'Hor-

ticulture," in which the exhibition will take

place, is an immense building, which has

lately been erected at a cost of 1,750,000

francs. The superficial area on which it stands

measures 30,000 square metres. It is divided

into different halls, one of which, the " Fetes

Hall," measures 14,000 square metres. For the

accommodation of the stove plants, a warm exhi-

bition house, 6,000 metres square, is provided.

Copies of the schedule and other information may

be obtained from the Secretary, M. Jules De
Cock (Coupure, 160, Gand, Belgium). Entries

for exhibition must be sent in on or before

March 29 next.

International Horticultural Congress
AT Ghent.—A circular has just been issued

announcing a congress to be held in conjunction

with the Ghent Quinquennial next year. A copy

of the circular can be obtained of the Secretary,

M. Ed. Rodigas, 79, Avenue Charal, Brussels.

Erodium chrysanthum (see p. 234).—Our

correspondent A. C. B. writes to say that an

interesting point respecting the seeding of

Erodium referred to in the last issue was the faci

that the same day on which the flower was

pollinated the seed pod had begun to form.

Owing to a printer's error E. macradenum was

made to read E. macradenium.

Sweet PEATRiALS.-Mr. Walter P. VVrioht

informs us that owing to the increase in the

number of Sweet Peas sent to him for trial, he

has decided to put his trials on a business footing

for 1913 and organise an expert committee to

assist him. The trials will be conducted in the

garden of Reading University in 1913. The

great object, writes Mr. Wbight, will be to give

absolutely unbiassed and independent assistance

to raisers and growers, and to this end a novel

and interesting plan has been devised.

Flora oftheTransvaal.—Mr. Burtt-Oavy

and Mrs. Reno Pott-Leendertz have compiled

a " Check-list of the Flowering Plants and Ferns

of the Transvaal and Swaziland," which appeared

in the Annals of the Transvaal Museum, May,

1912, and has also been issued separately with

the original pagination. It is no more than a

list of the plants at present known to inhabit

the region in question, and it is published with a

view of gaining further contributions for a more

comprehensive work. Nevertheless, it is a most

useful and interesting addition to South African

botanical literature, for by it one can form aji

idea of the vegetation and make comparisons with

better-known areas. The area of the Transvaal

is upwards of 100,000 square miles, of which

about one-sixth lies within the tropics. The pre-

sent list of flowering plants and Ferns comprises

about 3,250 species, belonging to 920 genera and

157 families, or nearly three-fourths of the

families of the world. The composition of the

vegetation is very different from that of the

Cape district, such characteristic genera as Pelar-

gonium, Oxalis, Mesembryanthcmum and Erica

being jointly represented in the Transvaal by

oidy 37 species. Of the Bestiaceae only one

species is recorded, and the Proteace* are

represented by 14 species belonging to three

genera. The predominating families in the

Transvaal are

:

Genera. Species.

Composita; 89 304

Leguminosse 62 275

Liliaceffi 34 189

Asclepiadacese ... 34 156

Orchidaceai 21 123

Iridaceae 14 79

254 1,126

This works out approximately at 25 per cent,

of the genera and 30 per cent, of the species

recorded from the region. Distinctive features

in the landscape are presented by the numerous

species of Aloe, Acacia, Rhus, Combretum,

and Helichrysum. Of Helichrysum about 60

species are enumerated. As the authors point

out, this list cannot be regarded as by any means

exhaustive.

A Caterpillar Pest in Italy.— According

to a report received at the Foreign Office from

the British Consul at Nice (Mr. J. W. Keogh),

in 1909-10, it was brought to the notice of the

French Minister of Agriculture that serious

damage was being caused in Italy to fruit trees

and other plants by insects, and particularly by

a caterpillar—Diaspis pentagona. This pest

spread rapidly all over the Italian Riviera and

gravely menaced agriculture in the south of

France. At the end of 1911 it was found neces-

sary to prohibit the importation into France

from Italy of all plants, including cut flowers,

except the vine and resinous plants ; also many

kinds of fruit. The yearly average importation

of cut fiowers alone, by way of VentimiUe,

amounted to 804 tons. A commission was ap-

pointed to study the question, and it was found

that in the four months from November 1 to

March 1 (being the period when most of the cut

flowers were imported into France) the cater-

pillar was not found. A modified order was

issued in April, 1912, admitting, in addition to

the vine and resinous plants. Palms and the-

fruits of the Orange, Lemon, Mandarine and the

Cedrat if recognised to be in a healthy condition.

Cut flowers are also to be admitted, but only

during the months of November, December,

January and February. Rose petals, however,

for the manufacture of perfumes, will be ad-

mitted all the year round if in sacks and pro-

vided proper precautions are taken.

Publications Received.—Chrysanthe-
mums, by Thomas Stevenson, with chapters by

C. Harman Payne and Charles E. Shea, beingvol.

xiii in the Present-Day Gakdenino series, edited

by R. Hooper Pearson. (London : T. G. & E. G.

Jack.) Price Is. 6d.

—

Queensland Agricul-

tural Journal. August. (Brisbane : Anthony
James Gumming.)

—

Heredity and Eugenics, by
William E. Castle, J. M. Coulter, C. B. Davenport,.

E. M. East, and W. L. Tower. (London : The
Cambridge University Press.) Price 10s. net.

—

Indoor Gardening in Room and Greenhouse, by
H H. Tliomas. (London: Cassell & Co., Ltl.)

Price Is.—British Plant Galls, by E. W. Swanton.
(Loudon: Methuen cS: Co., Ltd.) Price 7s. 6d.—
Japanese Gardens, by Mrs. Basil Taylor.

(London : Methuen & Co., Ltd.) Price 21s. net.

Sixteenth Annual Report of the County
Experimental Garden, Droitwich, 1911,

and Twelfth Annual Report on the Evening
Gardening Classes, 1911. Worcestershire

County Council Education Committee.— i4gricu/-

tutal Education in the Public Schools, by

Benjamin Marshall Davis. (London : The Cam-
bridge University Press ) Price 4s. net.

—

The
Simple Carbohydrates and the Glacosides^

by E. Frankland Armstrong, D.Sc ,
Ph.D.

(London: Longmans, Green & Co.) Price 5s.

net.

THE PERGOLA.

(See Supplementary Illustration.)

The pergola, now so constant a feature of

English gardens, has beien copied from our

Italian neighbours, and we have yet to learn

how to use it to the best advantage. Most of

us have but one stereotyped notion—that of

training creeping Roses over iron or rustic sup

ports, usually forming a long, low bower. This

arrangement, although pretty enough while the

jjarticular Rose is in bloom, is not particularly

decorative or useful at other seasons. Jloreover.

the flowers are seen only from without, and the

effect of hanging blossoms, so charming in

Italian pergolas, is missed.

In Italy the pergola is not so much an orna-

ment as a necessity, to provide piotection from

the heat, and it serves as an a! fresco dwelling-

room. The supports, usually from 8 to 10 feet

high, are sometimes formed of rough wood over

which vines are trained, but more often they

are pillars of soUd timber, of stone or brick-

work, or of ornamental terracotta, as shown in

the photograph from Mr: Winter's well-known

garden at Bordighera (see Supplementary Illus-

tration). The supports are joined by wooden

trees, and the cross-pieces overhead are also

formed of wood strong eaough to carry a con-

siderable weight.

The only Rose much in vogue for growing on

pergolas is Rosa Banksias, partly because it

blooms early and partly on account of its thick,

close foliage, which provides shelter from the sun.

The true pergola plants are the Wistaria and the

vine ; the leaves afford a deep shade, and the

hanging flowers of the one and the fruit of the

other satisfy the beauty-loving eye of the Italian.

Charming as is the Wistaria when trained

against a wall, the effect is even better when

grown as a standard or over a pergola. In an

old-fashioned Berkshire garden is a standard

Wistaria some 60 years old, and its branches,

carried many feet from the stem, make the

prettiest arbour I Lave seen. Standards, how-

ever, take time to mature, but, supported on

strong pillars, the Wistaria soon grows large

enough to give the required shade, if planted in

a sunny and sheltered position. W. sinensis is
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probably the hardiest, but the white variety,

W. a. macrobotys, and the later-flowering species

W. frutescens (the American Kidney Bean) can

be grown in most parts of England.

The Grape vine is naturally of little use

in this country, but Vitis californica serves

the purpose extremely well. It is a strong

grower, and in autumn its crimson leaves and
purple berries are as beautiful as the Wistaria
blossoms are in spring.

One of the prettiest of English pergolas known
to me forms a covered walk from the house to the

end of the small garden. The wide pathway is

laid with grey-stone flags, and the pillars are of

harled brickwork supporting wooden beams. It is

covered with Wistaria, and on either hand grow
Narcissus, Madonna Lilies, Clematis, Campanu-
las, and other white and lilac flowers ; no
stronger colours are permitted. The result is

most cool and restful to the eye. At the far

end the pergola widens to form a loggia over-

looking the tennis lawn. Over it grows the

ivI'Hattie, Superintendent of Parks, the City
Superintendent and the City Road Surveyor, and
comprise alterations in the approaches, the forma-

tion of a carriage drive, and the planting of

trees. Suggestions are made for the placing

of suitable garden embellishments, one being the

formation of an enclosure by means of a cHpped
Yew hedge, in which might be placed garden
ornaments. The total cost of the scheme would
exceed £2,000. Correspondent.

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.

{The Editors do not hold themselves responsible for

the opinions expressed by correspondents.)

Hydrangea hortensis.— I enclose a photo-
graph (fig. Ill) of two Hydrangeas growing on
the

^
south front of the house of Mr. George

Ayling, Privett, Alton, Hants. For several years
the two plants have flowered well, but this year
they are exceptionally fine and carry 925 panicles
of flowers. This, no doubt, is due to the ex-

FlG. III. HYDK.\NGE.\ HORTENSIS

Californian vine, that keeps its leaves through
October. From early spring to late autumn
there is shade and colour in that pergola. M.
Baylay.

SCOTLAND.
ROYAL MEMORIAL TREE AT FYVIE.
Her Majesty the Queen paid a visit to Lord

and Lady Leith of Fyvie, at Fyvic Castle, Aber-
deenshire, on the 18th inst., and planted a

memorial tree in the grounds near the castle.

The tree chosen was a small Copper Beech.
There are several other trees planted by royalty

in the policies, these including specimens planted
by Queen Victoria, Prince Arthur of Connaught,
and King Alfonso of Spain.

SUGGESTED IMPROVEMENTS ON THE
CALTON HILL, EDINBURGH.

On former occasions we have referred to con-

templated improvements at Calton Hill, Edin-
burgh, in order to make that park more attrac-

tive to the public. None of the schemes seemed
to meet with general acceptance, but a later one
has met with the approval of a sub-committ«e of

the Edinburgh Parks Committee. The sugges-

tions are embodied in a report by Mr. J. W.

ceptionally hot summer of last year, which
assisted the plants to mature theu' buds and
wood, as is siiown by many smaller Hydrangeas
in the neighbourhood which are flowering well.

The flowers of the plants photographed are blue
and pink ; there are more blue heads where the
plants get the most shade from a porch, which
indicates that light and shade have something
to do with the coloration of the flowers, and
this has been my experience in pot culture, as
plants placed under the shade of a north wall
to retard them have produced much bluer flowers
than others grown in the same mixture of soil

without being retarded in shade. We are over
600 feet above sea level, and have a cold, reten-
tive soil with a subsoil of clay and flints overlying
chalk, consequently fruit trees and flowering
shrubs are always better in a year following
immediately upon a hot season. T. Down,
Basinij Park Gardens, Hampshire.

Tom-tits and Nuts.— I have been interested

in the correspondence about the Tits eatinc
Sweet Pea buds, and should be glad to know if

any of your correspondents have known these

little birds make a raid on Cobnuts. I have a
few bushes of the Cobnut, and from the time the
nuts formed their kernels until they were
gathered the Tom-tits spoilt nearly half of them
by pecking holes in the shells and eating the
kernels. S. S., Mitcha-vi, Surrey.

American Blight on the Roots of Apple
Trees.—Every gardener and fruit-giowtr who
has had this pest to contend with knows how
difficult it is to eradicate. I have made many
trials and failed often, but this year I

have discovered two remedies which are in every
way effectual. After root growth is finished for

the season (this is very important), make some
holes around those trees which are infested at
their roots with this pest, either with a
dibble, stake, or crowbar, at depths varying"
from 9 inches to 18 inches, and into these
holes insert small pieces of carbide of calcium
(about ^ ounce each in size). The holes should
be closed quickly as the work proceeds,
and the land will become fumigated and
the roots of trees be cleansed without any
harm to vegetation. I would also state that I

have found the use of this fumigant a good means
of clearing the land of grub and wirewcrm attack-
ing the Cariot crop. Now for the second remedy
I have applied for four or five years, ana,
on my recommendation, others have tried
with success. It is an excellent method
of killing American blight on the root
stems, limbs or branches of trees, and
also many other pests attacking Cauliflowers,
Carrots, Onions, Roses, fruit trees, &c. Gather
the foliage and the extremities of the shoots of
the common Elder (Sambucus nigra) and boil

them ; dilute the decoction with two parts clear
water, and water the land with the liquid. This
will cleanse it of earth pests, blights, pests or
diseases. Spray or paint the infested plants and
trees or affected portions with the same liquid.

These remedies are inexpensive. If some of
your readers would try either or both remedies
and report the results in the columns of the Gar-
deners' Chronicle, their communications would be
of great value and interest. John Smith, Durham.

The Bearing of Apples (see p. 216) —The
fact that some late varieties of ."Vpples do not
bear every year, as Mr. Cousins notes, does not
Solve the difficulty. Here there are no more con-
sistent croppers than Alfriston, Northern Green-
ing, ]Mere de Menage, Prince Albert, Striped
Beefing, Adams's Pearmain, Duke of Devonshire
and Stone or Birmingham Pippin, their season of
usefulness extending until May. Much can be
(Inne by judicious thinning, but the varieties I

have mentioned, whether thinned or not, almost
always bear good crops. R. P. Brotherston.

TheColouringof Hardy Fruits (seep. 234).

—If. as Mr. Pearson maintains, sunshine is not
I s.stiitial to the colouring, how does he account
for the fact that most Apples colour only on th^
portions exposed to the sun, and for the other
fact that a perfectly shaded fruit does not colour
at all? Shaded vegetables, foliage, flowers, and
even grass lack their full tints. Again, how is

it that fruits grown in British Columbia, Cali-

fornia, .\ustralia, and Tasmania, where there
is more sunshine and less rain in summer than
we have here, are more highly-coloured than
ours? I repeat that I never had less colour in

early Apples, gathered before the rainy weather
cea<>ed, than I had this season. W^orcester Pear-
main, Allington Pippin, Cox's Orange Pippin,
Bismarck, and Newton Wonder coloured after

the wet time ceased, but not more than they did
last year, while other mid-season or late varieties

have not been nearly so well coloured as they
were in 1911. My Pears, again, are much lass

coloured than usual, and I never saw hothouse
Peaches so nearly devoid of colour as some were
in a neigh'oour's houses. A Southern Grower.

Monstrous Helenium autumnale. With
regard to the note on this plant (see p. 240), I
think the monstrosity occurs fairly often. It was
described as a virescent form in Gardeners*
Chronicle, February 23. 1895, p. 241. I gave
some plants to a young friend who was making a
new garden in 1908; tliey flowered the following
year, one coming as you have described. I took
the flower to Wisley, where we tried to propa-
gate it, but were not successful. I then got -the

stalk from my friend and managed to start two
shoots from it, but they damped oft during the
winter. On inquiry, I find that the plants have
resumed their normal form of flower. I presume
that the new ground they were planted in was
too good for them, the result being the mon-
strosity, and that they have now sobered down.
}V. Marshall, V.M.H., Bexley.
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The Origin of Life (see p. 232). — There is

one and the most prominent characteristic of life

which no one at the Britiish Association appears

to have mentioufd. I refer to what Sir A. H.
Church called the " Directivity of Life." Just as

he can "direct" atoms and molecules in his

laboratory, and produce, say, indigo, so the life

in the indigo-plant has a directing power to pro-

duce the same product, with the same elements,
in the same way. This " directivity " is to be
observed in every organ and in every cell of

every plant, from the smallest to the largest in

tho world. It is life which directs the lifeless

physical forces to move lifeless matter (food) so as

to build up definite purposeful structures or

organs. This kind of directivity—which also

enables organic beings to vary and acquire new
adaptive purposeful organs—is unknown to the
inorganic kingdom. Therefore, before even an
a priori conception of the origin of life is enter-

tairied, the origin of " life-directivity " must
be sought. At present this is a blank in all

speculations as to the origin of living beings
from lifeless compounds. George Henslow.

Wahlenbergia Pumlio.— I do not under-
stand W. I. when, in his interesting paper on
Wahlenbergia vin<;a?flora (p. 216), he says that
t'-ose of the genus included in the section
Edraianthus are all more or less biennial in

"^abit. .My experience of Wahlenbergia (Edrai-
anthus) Pumilio is quite at variance with this.

I have had it growing for seven seasons on the
crest of a retaining wall, whence it shows no
symptom of flagging, but increases in vigour each
year, despite the exhausting strain of covering
itself with blossom. Herbert Maxwell^ Monrcith.

In speaking of this section of the
genus as biennials more or less, it will be noted
that I qualified my general statement by saying
that some species, like W. Pumilio and W. ser-

pyllifolia, persist and flower freely for some
years when planted in suitable situations. Sir

Herbert Ma.xwell has evidently been successful
in keeping his plants for a long time, but my
experience is that they have a tendency to flower
themselves to death. I find that the best way
is to persist in raising young plants from seed.

Much, of course, depends on elevation and other
conditions, for, in some gardens, a plant will be
short-lived, whilst in another it may flourish for
a long time. W . I.

SOCIETIES.
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL.

SlPTEMteEa 24.—The Hall at Vincent Square,
Westminster, was unusually well filled at the
meeting held on Tuesday last. The competitive
exhibition of vegetables was very successful, and
there were also some fine non-competitive collec-

tions. In addition to the vegetables, there were
meritorious exhibits of Roses, Dahlias, and
border flowers.

The Orchid Committee awarded three Medals
and five Awards of Merit to novelties.

The Floral Committee bestowed 25 Medals,
eight Awards of Merit to novelties, and, in con-
junction with the National Dahlia Society, four
Awards to New Dahlias.
The Fruit and Vegetable Committee

awarded 10 Medals.
At the 3 p.m. meeting of the Fellows, Mr. C.

Herman Senn gave a lecture on " How to Cook
Some of the Root Vegetables."
In the Lecture Room at 6 p.m., by permission

of the Council, Mrs. W. W. Astor provided a
tea for the Church Army gardeners who culti-

vate a piece of waste land adjoining the Hall.

Floral Committee.

Present : H. B. May, Esq. (in the Chair) ; and
Messrs. Chas. T. Druery, W. J. Bean, G. Reuthe,
Chas. Dixon, W. Bain, Wm. Howe, F. J. McLeod,
John Green, J. W. Barr, J. Jennings, C. Blick.

R. W. Wallace, Arthur Turner, H. J. Jones,
W. Cuthbertson. Chas. E. Pearson, E. H. Jen-
kins, Wm. J. James, James Hudson, George
Paul, E. A. Bowles, Ed. Mawley, F. Page
Roberts, \V. T. Ware, C. R. Fielder, and R. C. R.
Nevill.

Messra. Frank Cant & Co., Colchester, ex-
hibited many beautiful Roses. The blooms
of the varieties Ecarlate, A. R. Goodwin, Lyon,

Mme. E. Resal, Mrs. B. G. Sharman Crawford,
La Tosca, Alice Roosevelt, Peace and Cximtesse

du Cayla were especially good. (Silver-gilt Bank-
sian Medal.)

Messrs. Wm. Paul & Son, Waltham Cross,

also displayed Roses. Two Bamboo stands were
filled with the charming variety Juliet, while an-

other contained equally fine blooms of Mme. Abel
Chatenay. Round baskets of the rich, yellow
varieties Marquise de Sinety and Lady Hilling-

don were admirable. (Silver-gilt Banksian
Medal.)
Messrs. Alex. Dickson & Sons, Newtownards,

Co. Down, arranged their Roses in very tall

dainty and attractive maimer. (Silver Banksian
Medal.)

Mr. W. Easlea, Danecroft Nursery, East-

wood, included a basket of a new seedling H.T.
Rose " Cherry Page " in his c<illection.

Messrs. DoBiiiE & Co., Edinburgh, staged

many vases of Sweet Peas. Besides splendid
blooms of such named varieties as Etta Dyke,
Princess Victoria, Rosabelle, and Lady Miller,

there were several very promising seedlings. The
same firm exhibited some beautiful flowers of

Scabious. (Silver-gilt Banksian Medal.)
Messrs. Jarman & Co.. Chard, staged bright

and clean blooms of such Kwc-ct Peas as Mrs. H.

Fig. 114.—KNIPHOFIA "JOHN BLNARY" (SVN. LORD KUBEKIij.

(Received R.ll.S. Award of Merit on Tuesday las-t.)

stands, bordered with exhibition boxes. The
varieties Lady Pirrie, Dorothy Page Roberts,

and Rayon d'Or were especially noteworthy.
(Silver-gilt Banksian Medal.)
Messrs. B. R. Cant & Sons, Colchester, showed

a collection of Roses in which the stands of Irish

Elegance, La Tosca, Warrior, Lyon, Leonie La-
niesch, and a stand filled with Lady Waterlow
and Ulrich Brunner were very charming. (Silver-

gilt Banksian Medal.)
Messrs. R. W. Proctor & Sons, Chesterfield,

showed Roses in ornamental baskets and small
vases. The outstanding varieties were Jonkheer,
J. L. Mock, Chateau du Clos Vnngeot and
His Majesty. (Bronze Flora Medal.)
Messrs. Wm. Cutbush & Son, Highgate, dis-

played various Roses and Carnations in a very

Dickson. Chas. Foster, and Elsie Herbert.
(Bronze Banksian Medal.)

Messrs. J. Veitch & Sons, Ltd., Chelsea,
showed small batches of Nerine Fothergillii

major, Streptocarpus, Ixoras, and several splen-

did plants of Kniphofia (Tritoma) John Benary
(see fig. 112). In another part of the Hall
^lessrs. Veitch exhibited very floriferous, tall,

standard plants of Salvia splendens. (Silver

Flora Medal.)
Messrs. H. Cannell & Sons, Swanley, Kent,

exhibited exceedingly good trusses of Crozj
Cannas and a great variety of border flowers.

Messrs. H. B. -May & Sons, Upper Edmonton,
displayed stove and greenhouse Ferns, in whick
varieties of Selaginella and the " Golden " Ferns
were conspicuous. (Silver Flora Medal.)
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Messrs. Stu.ikt Low & Co., Bush Hill Park,
Enfield, exliibited e.\ceedir.gly good Carnation
blooms. " (Bronze Flora Medal.)
Wr. James Box, Lindfield, showed the most

beautiful group in the Hall. The charming
masses of early-flowering Chrysanthemums, rich
red Gladiolus spikes, excellent Phlo.xes, and many
other good flowers were verv tastefully arranged.
(.Silver Flora Jledal.)

^
Messrs. Robert Veitch & Son, Exeter, ex-

hibited several exceedingly good forms of shrubby
Veronica.s. also Clematis nutans. Erythrina
Crista-galli. their new Calceolarias Veitchii and
The Bronze Age, and Nerine Bowdenii.
The Misses Hopkin.s, Shepperton-on-Thames,

showed a small collection of Alpines.
Messrs. Pipers, Bi.shop's Road, Bayswater,

showed many interesting Alpines in small pots
and pans. (Silver Banksian Medal.)
Mary Countess of Ilchester, Holland House,

Kensington (gr. Mr. G. Dixon), contributed cut
sprays of varieties of Crat«egua. (Silver Banksian
Medal.)

Messrs. W. Wells & Co., Merstham, arranged

of two bronze-flowered sports from the same
variety were also shown, and there was an in-
teresting branch on which the parent and the
yellow sport were both in flower.

Mr. Amos Pekrt, Enfield, showed a variety of
Michaelmas Daisy, which is superior to the older
variety "Mrs. Perry."

Mr. W. E. Th. Ingmerskn, Harewood Road,
Croydon, also exhibited Michaelmas Daisies.
Mr. L. R. Russell, Richmond, exhibited a

good group of Clematis, hardy Fuchsias and
other plants.

Mr. n. J. Jones, Lewisham, showed a com-
prehensive collection of Michaelmas Daisies.
(Silver Banksian Medal.)
Messrs. G. & A. Clark, Dover, arranged bor-

der flowers, which included very good
Pyrethrums.

Messrs. Price & Fyfe, Grove Park Nursery,
Lee, exhibited early-flowering Chrysanthemums.
(Bronze Banksian Medal.)

Messrs. Thompson k Ch.irman, Adam Street,
London, showed a few vases of herbaceous
flowers.

Fig. 113 —HYBRID TEA ROSE MRS.

(Received R.H.S. Award

a ve.y bright display of border Chrysanthe-
mums, which provided a warm show of colour.

(Silver Banksian Medal.)
Messrs. R. Wallace & Co., Colchester, ex-

hibited good sijikes of hybrid Gladiolus Heli-
anthns sparsofolius, and Michaelmas Daisies.
(Silver Banksian Medal.)
Messrs. Barr & Sons, Covent Garden, London,

exhibited various Gladiolus, Michaelmas Daisies,
and Acidanthera bicolor, an interesting bulbous
plaht from Abyssinia.

Messrs. Paul & Son, Cheshunt, staged an in-

teresting collection of sjjrays of trees and shrubs
with their fruits. Castanea americana rubra,
which fruits at an earlier age than C. sativa,
Pyrus Sorbus, the true Service Tree, which bore
unusually large fruits. Daphniphyllum glau-
cescens, Pyrus Malus albo-plena, which is in-

teresting in that plenty of fruits follow the
nearly-double flowers, and the desirable Euony-
mus latifolia are a selection of the many interest-
ing examples shown. (Silver Banksian Medal.)
J Messrs. R. H. Bath. Ltd., Wisbech, exhibited
their new yellow Clirysanthemum "Martin
Reed," which is a spurt from the creamy-white
rose-tinted variety Perle C'hatillonaise. Blooms

MacKELLar ; COLOUR pale yellow.

;f Merit on Tuesdiy last.)

Mr. Ernest Dixon, Roehampton, also showed
cut border flowers.

Mr. J. B. RiDiNo,, Chingford, exhibited many
fine Dahlia blooms. Besides an excellent
collection of Collerette varieties, there were
several good Anemone-flowered Dahlias, with
erect flowers, which show themselves well. Mme.
Legrange (deep red), Meissonier (pink), and
Mons. Ch. Dupont (rosy-purple) are typical varie-

ties. (Silver Banksian Medal.)
Messrs. J. Cheal & Sons, Crawley, showed

many Dahlias, in which the Cactus and minia-
ture Cactus varieties were especially good. (Sil-

ver Flora Medal. 1

Mr. Charles Turner, Slough, showed a few
exceedingly good blooms of Pieony-flowered and
Pompon varieties, as well as several bicolor
single Dahlias. (Silver Banksian Medal.)

Messrs. Carter Page & Co., London Wall,
London, exhibited many Cactus, P«ony-flowered,
and Collerette Dahlias. This exhibit also in-

cluded cut spikes of Antirrhinums and Violas.
(.Silver Banksian Medal.)
Mr. T. West, Brentwood, also exhibited an

interesting collection of Dahlias, which included
many good blooms. (Silver Banksian Medal.)

Messrs. Dobbie & Co., Edinburgh, arranged a
very meritorious collection of Collerette varie-
ties.

Messrs. T. S. Ware, Ltd., Feltham, exhibited
an attractive collection of Dahlia blooms and
various border flowers. (Bronze Banksian
Medal.)

Messrs. Bakers, Wolverhampton, made an im-
posing display of P<eony-flowered Dahlias.

Awards of Merit.

_
CKTymnihtmum Joan Carter.—A very useful,

single, yellow-flowered variety. This is quite
the best of its type : the colour is rich and the
flowers are borne on stiff, wiry stalks. Shown bv
Messrs. W. Wells & Co.

C. Fromfield Early W/iite.—A globular Japa-
nese variety, with incurved tips to the florets,
which will supersede the older varieties of its

class. Shown by Mr. Davis.

Pentdemon Mrs. F. Fillford.—The specimens
shown were very fine indeed. The flowers are
large and bright red in colour. Shown by Mr.
Fulton, Tarbolton.

Kniphofia (Triloma) John Senary (syn. Lord
Boherts) (see fig. 112).—The three plants of this
splendid taU Kniphofia were fully 5 feet high and
the heads of flaming red flowers were 12"inche3
long. Shown by Messrs. James Veitch & Sons.
Rose George Dicison.—A deep velvety-crimson

H.T. Rose of splendid shape and rich perfume.
B. Mrs. MncKellnr (see fig. 113).—A seedlini

H.T. Rose ; the pale yellow flowers are of good
size and are borne on very stout stalks, which
are furnished with bronze-coloured foliage.

I{. Edward Bohane.—A beautiful, rich crim-
son H.T. variety. These three fine Roses were
shown by Messrs. Alex. Dickson & Son.

B. Little Dorril.—Thh pretty Tea Rose was
awarded a .Silver-gilt Medal at the recent show
iif the National Rose Society (see Gardeners'
Chronicle, p. 238, September 21, 1912).

In conjunction with a subcommittee of the
National Dahlia Society, the following Dahlias
received the customary awards :

—

T>. XJseful.—A small-flowered, rosy-mauve,
decorative variety. Shown by Mr. West.
D. Johnny.—A very good, deep maroon Pom-

pon. Also shown by Mr. West.
D. Mrs. Randle.—A large pink Cactus variety.

D. Jennie Wreri.—A medium-sized shell-pink
coloured Cactus bloom ; the undeveloped florets
are yellow. Both of these fine varieties were
shown by Messrs. Jailes Stredwick & Son.

Orchid Committee.
Present: 3. Gurney Fowler, Esq. (in the

Chair); and Messrs. Jas. O'Brien (hon. sec),
C. J. Lucas, J. Wilson Potter, R. A. Rolfe,
R. G. Thwaites, F. Sander, F. J. Hanbury,
C. H. Curtis, T. Ai-mstrong, W. Cobb, A.
McBean, J. Charlesworth, W. H. Hatcher,
Arthur Dye, J. E. Shill, W. H. White, J. S.
Moss, R Brooman-White, William Bolton, de
B. Crawshay, and Sir Harry J. Veitch.

Lady Wernher, Luton Hoo, Luton (gr. Mr.
Metcalfe), staged a very effective group of splen-
didly-grown and finely-coloured \'anda cnerulea,
arranged above specimens of the white Dendro-
bium formosum giganteum ; a Silver-gilt Flora
Medal and Cultural Commendation were
awarded. With them were a grand plant
of Ltplio-Cattleya Dominiana, with two spikes
of four and three flowers respectively, good L.-C.
Bletchleyensis, L.-C. callistoglossa, Cattleya
Adula, and other hybrids, the whole tastefuUy
arranged with Maidenhair Ferns.
Baron Bruno Schroder, The DeU, Englefield

Green (gr. Mr. J. E. Shill), showed a magnifi-
cent specimen of Cypripedium W. R. Lee, with
many spikes, bearing together upwards of 40
flowers; this had been grown at The DeU
from a small plant of the original batch (Cul-
tural Commendation), and a large specimen of
Brasso-Cattleya Mme. Chas. Maron, with six
flowers.

Francis Wellesley, Esq., Westfield, Woking
(gr. Mr. Hopkins), showed his Lselio-Cattleya
Sirs. Phayre magnifica (C. aurea x L.-C. Norba
superba), a charming flower, of fine shape, but
smaller in size than C. aurea. The seoals and
petals are primrose-yellow, the sepals having a
faint green tint ; lip deep rose with gold veining.

E. H. Davidson, Esq., Borlases, Twyford,
staged a small group, which contained the new
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Odoiiloglossiim Woodi'offeie (Rossii rubescens

X Queen Alexandra), the finest 0. Rossii

cross yet raised (see Awards). Also the
pretty, new Sophro-Cattleya Dora (C. Dowiana
Rosita X S.-C. Cleopatra), a pretty flower, of

good shape and attractive colour. Sepals and
petaJs chrome-yellow, tinged with copper-red

;

Up rosy-red, with gold veining,

Messrs. Hassall & Co., Southgate, were
awarded a Silver Flora Medal for a group of
pretty hybrids, principally raised by the firm,

including eight examples of their fine strain

ol Cattleya Mipucia, a selection of the
pretty and fragrant C. Eldorado cross, C. iri-

descens, varying much in colour, L.-C. Walter
Gott, C. Nestor (Iris X Harrisoniana), and
some unnamed crosses, including one between
Cattleya Skinneri and C. Bowringiana, very
floriferous.

Messrs. Stuart Low & Co., Bush Hill Park,
secured a Silver Flora Medal for a good group,
at the back of which were graceful sprays of the
yellow Oncidiuni varicosum. A good selection

of Cattleyas were in the group, the finest being
C. Hardyana " Enfield variety," a large and
richly-coloured flower.

Messrs. J. & A. MoBean, Cooksbridge, staged
an effective group of good Odontoglossum cris-

pum, Dendrobium Dearei, D. Sanderie, Odon-
tioda Charlesworthii, 0. Bradshawise, and some
other showy hybrids, the best of which was
their handsome Cattleya Lord Rothschild
albescens (Dowiana aurea x Gaskelliana alba)

(see Awards).
Frederick J. Hanbury, Esq., Brockhurst,

East Grinstead (gr. Mr. T. Matthews), sent
Cypripedium Winifred Hollington " Brookhurst
variety" (niveum X callosum Sanderae), a pure-
white form, witli dotted lines of purple on the
petals and dorsal sepal ; and a pretty hybrid be-

tween C. Charlesworthii "Closes Hall variety"
and, according to the record, C. Fairrieanum,
but no trace of the latter species could be found.
The dorsal sepal was like the white form of C.
Charlesworthii, the rest of the flower resembling
the same species.

Jlrs. Norman Cookson, Oakwood, Wylam (gr.

Mr. H. J. ChapmanJ, sent a beautiful Cypripe-
dium rai.sed by G. F. Moore, Esq., between C.
Argus Moensii and Fairrieanum ; a fine, cream-
white flower, prettily marked with purple in

lines and blotches. It is a good form of C.
Luxembergense syn. Marguerite Opoix.
Messrs. Charlesworth & Co., Haywards

Heath, staged a select group, interesting features
in which were Cycnoches maculatum, with a
long, drooping spray of male flowers, and a pair
of Targe and very dissimilar female flowers, of
wax-like texture, greenish, with white lip ; and
C. Egertoniana, with a spray of purple blooms.

Messrs. .Tas. Veitch & Sons, Chelsea, showed
Brasso-Cattleya Ilene rosea, a very pretty, rose-

pink form, with pale-yellow disc.

C. J. Phillips, Esq., The Glebe. Sevenoaks,
showed Cattleya Fabia " Glebe variety,

'

' large,

and of fine colour, and L.-C. Hastediana (see

Awards).
Mr. Sidney Flory, Tracy's Nursery, Twic-

kenham, showed a good form of Cypripedium
Beechense, the pretty C. Faire-Maude (Fairrie-
anum X Maudire), and a good 0. crispum, with
some spotting on the sepals.

Messrs. Sander, St. Albans, showed the beau-
tiful Cattleya nobilis nobilior (Warneri x Scho-
fieldiana), and the elegant little Cirrhopetalum
rainiatum, from Annam, with a one-sided umbel
of slender, orange-red flowers.

AWARDS.
First-class Certificate.

Odontoglossum Woodroffece (Hossii rubescens
X Queen Alexandres), from E. H. Davidson,
Esq., Borlases, Twyford. A superb novelty, and
very distinct from any previously raised, the
dark colouring and fine substance of 0. Harry-
anum and the yellow ground colour of O. tri-

umphans (the parents of 0. Queen Alexandrae)
showing and blending effectively. The flowers,
which are large, are borne on an erect spike.
Sepals reddish-claret, with the yellow ground
colour showing in wavy lines between the
blotches. The petals are broader and similarly
coloured, except that the blotches are smaller
and there is more of the ground colour showing
between. Lip broadly ovate, clear, rosy-lilac,

with a bright-yellow crest

Awards of Merit.

Odontoglossum Neptune (crispum X ntbu-
losum), from Monsieur H. Graiue, Amiens. A
remarkable cross, the hybrid being inter-

mediate between the parents, but with strong
evidence of 0. nebulosum in habit. Flowers
white, with dark-red spotting on the inner halves
of the segments. Lip white, with dark, reddish
blotches in front of the yellow crest.

Odontioda Margarita (Odontoglossum madrense
X Cochlioda NoezlianaJ, from Monsieur H.
Graire. Flowers in shape nearest to 0. ma-
drense ; cinnabar-scarlet on the inner parts of
the segments, rose-pink outward.

Lcelio-Cattleya Hastediana (L.-C. Henry
Greenwood X C. Dowiana aurea), from C. J.
Phillips, Esq., The Glebe, Sevenoaks. Flowers
resembling a small L.-C. Dowiana, the lip being
very attractive and of a rich claret-purple colour.

Zygopetalum maxiUare Sanderianum, from Sir
Trevor Lawrence, Bart., K.C.V.O., Burford
(gr. Mr. W. H. White). A very remarkable and
distinct form, with large flowers, the sepals and
petals pale green, barred with light purple. Lip
broad, white, with thick, ribbed, violet crest.

Probably a fine form of the plant figured in

Kegel's Gartenjlora (1888) as Z. Sanderianum.

Cattleya Lord Rothschild variety albescens
(Gaskelliana alba x Dowiana aurea), from
Messrs. J. & A. McBean, Cooksbridge. A
charming and delicately-tinted flower, of fine

shape. Flowers clear white, with golden centre
to the lip, which is tinted with light lilac in
front.

Cultural Commendation
To Mr. Metcalfe, gr. to Lady Wernhbr,

Luton Hoo, for a selection of finely-grown
S'anda coernlea, with large and brightly-coloured
flowers.

To Mr. J. E. Shill, gr. to Baron Bruno
Schroder, for a very large specimen of Cypripe-
dium W. R. Lee (Lord_ Derby), with over 40
flowers.

Fruit and Vegetable Committee.

Present : Jas. Cheal, Esq. (in the Chair) ; and
Messrs. J. Harrison, F. Perkins, Owen Thomas,
W. J. Jefferies, J. Willard, Hy. Hooper, J.
Jaques, W. E. Humphreys, Joseph Davis, H.
Markham, Geo. Keif, A. W. Metcalfe, A. R.
Allan, A. Bullock, Geo. Wythes, George Wood-
ward, James Vert, H. Somers Rivers, A. H.
Pearson, Geo. Bunyard, W. Poupart, Wm. Pope
and W. Bates.

Messrs. George Bunyard & Co., Maidstone,
exhibited a splendid collection of Pears in

numerous varieties, which included Gilogil, Win-
ter, Wndsor, Princess Beui're Jean van G&erk,
-Marguerite Marillat and Pitmaston Duchess.
(Gold Medal.)

jMr. R. C. Notcutt, Woodbridge, showed a
very fine collection of Apples and Pears. The
Apples included Hollandbury, Rival, Wealthy
and Peasgood's Nonesuch, and amongst the
Pears Marguerite Marillat, Triomphe de Vienne
and Louise Bonne of Jersey call for special men-
tion. (Gold Medal.)
Lady Wernher, Luton Hoo, Bedford (gr. Mr.

A. W. Metcalfe), exhibited an attractive collec-

tion of Apples and Pears. (Silver Knightian
Medal.)

E. Mocatta, Esq., Woburn Place, Addlestone
(gr. Mr. T. Stevenson), sent an exceedingly meri-
torious collection of " Peppers " (Capsicum varie-

ties) in pots, which ranged from the very large

fruits of '* Chinese Giant " down to the narrow
fruits of the small, bright " Red Cluster," and
included the interesting variety Chameleon,
which has red, purple and yellow fruits on the
same stems. (Silver Knightian Medal.)
The Mempes Fruit Farm, Purley, showed a

collection of Melons, including good fruits of such
varieties as Hero of Lockinge, Ringleader and
Sutton's Universal. (Silver-gilt Knightian
Medal.)

Mr. Vtgo, Thaxted, Essex, contributed a meri-
torious collection of fruit and vegetables. (Bronze
Banksian Medal.)

Col. Cox, Harefield Place, Uxbridge (gr. Mr.
J. Orton), sent an interesting collection of orna- -

mental Tomatos.
Messrs. Sutton & Sons, Reading had a dis-

play of very fine vegetables. The Leeks, Celery,
Sugar Corn (Maize, EUirly Dwarf), Kohl Rabi,
Red Cabbage, Beans and Peas were exceedingly
good. (Gold Medal.)

Messrs. J. Carter & Co., Rayncs Park, showed
an excellent collection of vegetables. At the
back there were immense succulent-looking Car-
doons and long sticks of clean Celery. Towards
the front the Radishes (Round White Tipped
and Olive Forcing), Aubergines (Long Purple),
and Garlic (Giant) were especially noteworthy.

Messrs. Dobbie & Co., Edinburgh, exhibited
many varieties of Potatos attractively laid out
in shallow baskets. Amongst the purple-skinned
varieties we noted the very long tubers of Moun-
tain Ash, a variety not yet for sale, and Herd
Laddie. (Silver-gilt Banksian Medal.)
Messrs. .James Veitch & Sons, Ltd., Chelsea,

London, filled a length of tabling with a great
variety of vegetables. Lettuces, which included
the varieties Continuity and Crystal Palace,
were prominently placed.

Mr. H. Hemsley, Crawley, Sussex, included
in his collection of vegetables very good Peas
(Gladstone) and Autumn Giant Cauliflower.

(Silver Banksian Medal.)
From the Church Army Garden, Westmin-

ster, Mr. E. 0. Sullivan staged many kinds of

vegetables, which showed exceedingly good cul-

tivation. The Savov Cabbages, Onions, Brussels
Sprouts and Long Carrots were especially good.

(Bronze Banksian Medal.)

COMPETITIVE CLASSES FOR
VEGETABLES.

Many of the vegetables in the two collec-

tions exhibited in the class for 12 distinct

kinds were models of cultivation. The Sut-

ton Cliallenge Cup and 1st prize of £10
were won by Hon. Vicary Gibes (gr. Mr. E.
Beckett), Aidenham House, Elstree, with a
splendid exhibit. The Celery, Onions, Peas (Cen-
tenary), and Leeks (Prizetaker) were excellent.

The 2nd prize was awarded to H. T. Tatham,
Esq. (gr. Mr. W. Gaiger), Kendall Hall. Elstree.

who showed very good Celery, Carrots, and
Brussels Sprouts.

There was much better competition in the
class for nine distinct kinds, and the premier
position was taken by W. H. JIyers, Esq. (gr.

Mr. G. EUwood), Swanmore Park, Hampshire,
who showed excellent Peas (Duke of Albany),
Leeks, Carrots, and Onions. 2nd, Col. Cox (gr.

Mr. J. Orton). Harefield, Uxbridge. 3rd, Mr.
R. Staward, Panshanger Gardens, Hertford.
The 1st prize for six distinct kinds was won

by Brodie Henderson, Esq. (gr. Mr. H.
Smith), Epping House, Little Berkhamsted, who
showed splendid Peas (Centenary), Celery, and
Potatos. 2nd. J. Kerr. Esq. (gr. Mr. T. Avery),
Loudwater, Rickmansworth. 3rd, Miss E. L.
Bradshaw, The Grange, Steeple Aston. Oxford-
shire.

The oollections of 12 distinct varieties of
Potato included a large number of clean tubers
of good, useful size. The 1st prize was awarded
to M. JIcMurdie, Esq. (gr. Mr. A. Basile),
Woburn Park, Weybridge, who showed splendid
dishes of the varieties Windsor Castle and
Wordsley's Pride. 2nd, Mrs. E. H. Denison
(gr. Mr. A. G. Gentle), Little Gaddesden, Berk-
hamsted. 3rd, Sir Humphrey Turner, (gr.

Mr. A. Humphrey), The Bedford, Havering.
The best collection of six varieties of Potato

was shown by H. W. Henderson, Esq. (gr. Mr.
F. L. Pike). Serge Hill, King's Langlev, Hertford-
shire. 2nd, H. T. Tatham, Esq. "

3rd, Hon.
Vicary Gibbs.
There were some very good Onions shown in

class 6, and the exhibit which won the 1st prize
for W. H. Myers, Esq., was exceedingly good.
3rd, Mr. R. Stawakd.
The classes for .Salads did not contain any novel

salading. The Hon. Vicary Gibbs, who was
placed 1st in the class for nine kinds, included
good Radishes (French Breakfast). Tomatos
and Beet. 2nd, H. T. Tatham, Esq.
The Hon. Vicary Gibbs, who showed the best

collection of "other vegetables," included fruits
of the Long Purple Egg-plant, Long Red Capsi-
cum, Celeriac, Salsify, and Scorzonera in his

excellent exhibit. 2nd. W. H. Myers, Esq.
The best Scarlet Runner Beans, in a very

strongly contested class, were shown by W. H.
Myers, Esq. 2nd, H. Keep, Esq., AJdermas-
ton, Reading.
Lord Foley (gr. Mr. H. C. Gardner), Ruxley

Lodge. Claygate, won the 1st prize for French
Climbing Beans. 2nd, Hon. Vicary Gibbs,
whilst H. T. T.\TH.1M, Esq.. excelled in the
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class for dwarf French Beans, and the Hon.
ViCAHY GiBBS was again placed 2nd. Sutton's
Black was the best Beet shown CH. T. Tath.\m,
Esq.), and the 2nd prize was won by Mr.
ST-IWAHD.
The Hon. Vicaby Gibbs showed an excellent

dish of Brussels Sprouts ; the second best were
shown by H. W. Henderson, Esq. The best
three plants were shown by J. Kerr, Esq. ; 2nd,
Hon. Vicary Gibbs. Lord Foley showed ex-
cellent Cabbages ; 2nd, Hon. Vicary Gibbs. The *

best Savoys were shown by Mrs. E. H. Deni-
son; 2nd, Col. Cox. The 1st prize for Cauli-
flowers was awarded to Hon. Vicahy Gibbs ; 2nd,
Brodie Henderson. Esq.
R. McMuRDiE, Esq., showed exceptionally

good examples of Celeriac; 2nd, Hon. Vicary
Gibbs. The Celery shown was also very fine.

R. McMcRDiE, Esq., won the 1st prize for White
and 2nd for Red, whilst the Hon. Vicary Gibbs
e.xcelled with Red and won the 2nd prize for
White Celery.
The 1st prize for Cucumbers was awarded to

W. H. Myers, Esq. ; 2nd, Lord North (gr.
Mr. E. Janes), Wroxton Park, Banbury.
The prizes for Marrows were awarded to the

Hon. Vicary Gibbs and W. H. Myers, Esq., in
the order named, whilst these positions were
reversed in the class for Leeks.
The Hon. Vicary Gibbs was the only exhibi-

tor of Mushrooms, and was awarded the 1st
prize.

Onions of aU kinds were large and firm. J.
Kerr, Esq. (gr. Mr. Avery), Loudwater, Rick-
mansworth, and Mr. Staward won the 1st and
2nd prizes respectively with round or globular
bulbs. The prizes for flat Onions were awarded
to H. T. Tatham, Esq., and Mr. Staward.
The best Parsnips were shown by Hon

Vicary Gibbs ; 2nd, H. T. Tatham, Esq. Mrs.
Denison won the 1st prizes for long and for
short Carrots ; the 2nd prizes were awarded to
Hon. ^'ICARY Gibbs for the former vegetable,
and to ,T. Kerr, Esq., for the latter.
Brodie Henderson. Esq., excelled with

Peas ; 2nd, Mrs. L. Davis.
Mrs. Denison was the most successful exhi-

bitor of white and parti-coloured Turnips, and
the Hon. Vicary Gibbs, who won the 1st prize
for yellow Turnips, was 2nd with white varie-
ties.

_
Mr. Staward was placed 2nd with yellow

Turnips, and J. Kerr, Esq., was similarly suc-
cessful with the parti -coloured varieties.
The best dish of white Potato was shown bv

Miss Bradshaw
; 2nd, Mrs. Denison, whilst the

Hon. Vicary Gibbs showed the 1st prize
coloured tubers; 2nd, W. H. Myers, Esq.
The best Kale of both kinds was shown by

the Hon. Vicary Gibes. Brodie Henderson
Esq., won the 2nd prize for dwarf Kale, and
Mr.^ Staward a similar honour for the tall
variety.

Tomatos were as nearly perfect as possible,
and the 1st prize dish, shown by W. H. Myers.
Esq., deservedly won that honour; 2nd, Lord
North, whilst the best yellow fruits were shown
by Hon. Vicary Gibbs. Col. Cox and Brodie
Henderson, Esq., were, in the order named, the
successful exhibitors of ornamental Tomatos.
The 1st prize exhibit in the class for any other

vegetable consisted of a pair of Red Cabbao-es
shown by R. M. JIcMurdie, Esq., whilst a dish
of Globe Artichokes won the 2nd prize for Mr
Staward.

Scientific
. Committee.

September Vi.—Prtstnt : Mr. E A Bowles
M.A., F.L.S. (in the Chair); Messrs. J. W.'
Odell, A. Worsley, J. Eraser, G. Wilson E JI
Holmes, W. Hales, J. O'Brien, and ' F. J.
Chittenden (hon. sec).

Sr'ica cinerea malformed.—Mr. E. M.
Holmes showed a specimen of Erica cinerea from
Ringwood in which the corolla was divided to
the base so that the flowers had the appear-
ance of thoee of Ling. He also showed a
specimen from Studland in which the flowers
were replaced by very numerous bracts almost
as in the Wheat-ear Carnation.
Malformed Armeria.—^Mr. A. W. Hill

reported that he had examined the flowers sent
to the last meeting in which the corolla was
replaced by a calyx, so that there were two
calyces, and had failed to find either fungus or
mite present to account for it. It was sug-
gested that some pest, such as eelworms, had
attacked the roots.

Sweet Pea loith proliferous inflorescence.—
Mr. Fraser showed an inflorescence of Sweet
Pea which after flowering had elongated and
produced leaves and flowers to the number of

14 in all.

Lysimachia vulgaris.—Mr. Fraser also
showed a shoot of Lysimachia vulgaris which
had grown out of a shady position in a horizontal
fashion, and the leaves had arranged themselves
as in a shoot of Polygonatum.

Watsonia.—Mr. A. Worsley showed a
specimen of Watsonia iridifolia which differed
in some respects, but especially in its extreme
robustness, from the variety O'Brienii (ako
called Ardernii). It was thought probable that
it was merely a robust form of that variety.

Musa Bakeri.—Mr. Worsley also showed
staminate flowers of Musa Bakeri from a plant
raised by him from seed.

Certificate of Appreciation.—The Council
have awarded a Certificate of Appreciation to
Mr. C. H. Hooper for his work in connection
with the pollination of hardy fruits.

.'Heeds of Parrot Tulips.—Some fruits of
Parrot Tulips were sent from Sussex, but on
examination the seeds contained were found to
possess no embryo.

THE late W. BAYLOR HARTLAND.

NATIONAL CHKYSANTHEMUM.
_
September 23.—At a meeting of the execu-

tive committee of the above Society, held at
Garr's Restaurant, Strand, under the presidency
of Mr. T. Bevan, the secretary (Mr. Witty) sub-
mitted an interim financial statement to date,
which showed a substantial balance in hand. It
was decided that the prizes at the two forth-
coming shows in October should be paid imme-
diately after the exhibitions are closed.
The annual dinner will be held on November

27, at the Holborn Restaurant.
At the conference to be held at Essex Hall on

November 20, at 7 p.m., Dr. Russell will read a
paper on " SoilSterilisation." and a small show
of Chrysanthemums will also be held in con
junction with the conference. The judges and
stewards for the two exhibitions at the Crystal
Palace were appointed, and it was stated that
the two N.C.S. medals offered at the R<iyal In-
ternatianal Show at Chelsea last May had been
awarded to exhibits which, considering the time
of year, were very meritorious.
An invitation for a delegate to be sent to the

Chrysanthemum Show to be held at Nantes next
November was discussed, and it was resolved
that no action be taken. Mr. Thomas Bevan was
appointed to represent the N.C.S. at the Inter-
national Horticultural Congress to be held in
Ghent during the Quinquennial Exhibition next
April.

One Fellow and 12 new members were elected.

NORTH OF ENGLAND HORTI-
CULTUEAL.

September 18.—Tliere was a large attendance
at the meeting held at the Queen's (Midland)
Hotel, Leeds, on the above date. Professor R. S.
Seton, B.Sc, of Leeds University, presided,
and Mr. W. Dyke delivered a lecture on " Com-
mercial and General Manures." A collection of
fruit (Grapes, Apples, Pears, Peaches, &c.) from
Liidy NuNBORNHOLME, Warter Priory (gr. Mr.
F. Jordan), was unanimously recommended a
large Gold Medal. Mr. J. C. Fordy, Warkworth.
Northumberland, exhibited Gladioh, for which
a cultural certificate was awarded. The Rev. C.
Gallacher, Hunslet Vicarage, in the heart of
Leeds, exhibited Gloxinias and Coleus (Silver
Medal). The Collerette Dahlias Prince John and
Froginore from Messrs. Dobbie & Co., Edin-
borough, received First-class Certificates, as also
did the Chrysanthemum Crimson Polly shown
by Messrs. W. Wells & Co., Merstham, Surrey.

©i)ituar|).

William Baylor Hartland.—In our last

issue we briefly announced the lamented death of
tliis great florist and nurseryman, which took
jilace at his residence on Sunday, September 15,
at the age of 76 years. W. Baylor Hartland was
born at MaUow, Go. Cork, in 1836. His father,
who was a nuiseryman at Cork, died there in

1848, and soon afterwards William Baylor was
apprenticed to his uncle, Mr. J. B. Hartland,
seedsman in the same city. He remained with
his uncle until 1878, when he went into business
on his own account, and at once commenced to
collect and cultivate Daffodils at the present
establishment, Ardcairn, Ballintemple, Co. Cork.
He personally collected all the available species
in their native habitats, he purchased every de-
sirable vaiiety, and resolutely set to work to
improve the members of the genus Narcissus,
and secure for Daffodils the public appreciation
lie felt they deserved. To this end he pub-
lished the first known complete catalogue of
Daffodils in 1884, and a copy of this catalogue
may be seen in the British Museum. The Ard-
cairn collection and its fame grew apace, and in
1897, the Jubilee year of the Victorian era, an-
other important catalogue was issued, consisting
mainly of illustrations of the best Daffodils from
drawings by Gertrude Hartland. Some of the
liest varieties of his own raising are William
P.aylor Hartland, King of the Poets, Countess
of Southesk, Jenny Woodhouse, and Orestes.
Mr. Baylor Hartland devoted an immense

amount of energy to the collection and culture of
Tulips, and the present-day cottage varieties are
to a large extent the results of his visits to the
old gardens in Ireland, many of them cottage gar-
dens, where most of the varieties were discovered.
Hartland obtained the assistance of Mr. J. G.
Baker, of Kew, and tlie late Mr. Burbidge, of
Trinity College, Dublin, whrt helped him to
identify and classify the varieties he discovered.
His first list of Tulips was published in 1896,
and some of the best varieties he introduced
are Royal Visit, Glare of the Garden, Mrs.
Keightley, Illuminator, The Fawn, and Fairy
Queen. Mr. Baylor Hartland was a great col-
lector, enthusiastic, impulsive, of a poetic tem-
perament, full of original ideas, a lover of old
books, and a true Irishman. His poetic incUna-
tions may be seen in his useful little books, and
notably in that tourist's handbook. Wayside
Ireland, its Scenery, Botany, Agriculture and
Peasantry, in which much useful information
is conveyed in a very interesting style. He was
elected a member of the Daffodil Committee of
the Royal Horticultural Society of England
about 1885, and was one of the best authorities
on the subject. He contributed frequent articles

to the Gardeners' Chronicle during a long
period. The funeral took place at the old
Protestant Cliurchyard, Douglas, Co. Cork, on
the 18th inst., in the presence of a large num-
ber of friends, the coffin being borne by the prin-
cipal men in the nurseries. He leaves four sons
and one daughter.
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•,* The EditDis will be ijlad to receive, for

consideration, lanje photograiihs of horticultural

subjects, suitable for reproduction in this

Journal.

Ai'PLE : Kent. We have not been able to identify

the Apples received ; they probably represent,

as you suggest, a local seedling. The attrac-

tive fruits are of useful size and of fair quality

for dessert. As the flesh is a trifle mealy and
the pips have not plumped up, we suspect that

the fruits were gathered a little too soon.

Asters Destkoyed by Insects: Hardworher.
The insect enclosed with the injured plant is

the larva of the common cranefly, Tipula
oleracea. It is very rarely that these insects

infest such plants as Alters, and their attacks
have no doubt been favoured by the excessive

rains. Roughly dig the borders or beds and
leave the soil exposed to frosts. If there should
be a recurrence of the pest next season the
only course is to trap the maggots by inserting

pieces of green turf near the plants.

Caladioms from Seed : Correspondent. The
seeds of Caladium should be sown in March,
in a mixture of peaty or light, loamy soil,

tfO which has been added enough silver sand
to keep it porous, the whole having been
passed through a ^-inch sieve. Prepare clean

pots of a suitable size, or better still shallow
pans, with plenty of drainage to allow a free

passage of water; fill to within an inch of the

top with the prepared soil, and gently press

it down ; then thinly sow the seeds over the
surface and cover with soil ^ inch deep.
Water thoroughly with a fine-rosed can,

then place the pots in a bottom heat of 75°,

and cover with a sheet of glass to prevent
evaporation. As soon as the seedlings appear
remove the glass and place the pans on a shelf

as near to the light as possible. Water care-

fully, as at this stage the seedlings are liable

to " damp " off if kept too wet. When large

enough to handle, transplant the seedlings into

thurabpots using similar soil, but adding a
little broken charcoal. Keep them as near
to the glass as possible in a brisk, moist
heat, and pot on as required into larger pots,

using soil of a coarser nature according to the
size of the pots and giving the plants abun-
dance of water as the pots become filled witli

roots. Caladiums are swamp-loving plants

and must never be allowed to become dry.

CAaNATioN AND Begonia Gloiee de Lorraine :

J. M. A. The fungus found on the Carnation
leaves is Heterosporium echinulatum. Remove
all the badly-diseased leaves, and plunge the
plants into a rose-red solution of permanganate
of potash on two occasions at intervals of four

days, and repeat the operation if necessary.

There is no disease present on the Begonias.

The appearance is due to conditions of culti-

vation.

Celeky : J. S. M. The Celery you send has been
far too .heavily dressed with soot, which has
burnt the skin of the stalks.

Cyclamen Dise.vsed : P. G. W. The roots of

the corms were rather badly infested with eel-

worms (Tylenchus), as you surmised. The
source of infection was in all probability the
loam, but the woi'm which you enclosed in

the cartridge case belongs to a much less

harmful group, and is not a true Tylenchus
;

the latter are microscopical and not visible to

the naked eye. As a precautionary measure
you have taken the proper course by destroying
the infested corms, there being no other really

satisfactory treatment.

Damson Dise.ased : Fruit. The black, sooty
appearance of the leaves is due to fungi which
have grown owing to the presence of plant
lice. Spray the trees with a paraffin emulsion
to which should be added liver of sulphur at
the rate of 1 lb. to 100 gallons of water.

fiQ Leaves : B. iV. The white spots on the
leaves are caused by some substance which has
been sprinkled or sprayed over the foliage. No.
1 is covered with a fungus called Capnodium,

which lives on the honey-dew deposited by
aphides on the leaves. An insecticide should

be used to destroy the aphides.

Fruit Found in Garden Shed : W. <t Co. The
fruit is that of a Palm, probably of Rhonalo-
stylis sapida (syn. Areca sapida).

Fungus : H. G. li. The fungus is " Black Scab "

(Synchytrium solani). Its presence should be

reported to the Board of Agriculture.

Grapes Unhealthy : G. W. J. There is no
disease to be found on the Grapes; the injury

is due to excess of water at the root, and lack

of heat.

Insects in Greenhouse : G. B. The material

you have sent us on " sticky fly-paper " is

inadequate for diagnostic purposes. If you
will send us better specimens we will advise

you.

Insects in Vine Border : Perplexed. The
beetle sent is a harmless species. It is a mem-
ber of the genus Trox, and is possibly Trox
sabulosus. All the members of this genus

live upon dry bones, horns, hoofs, and
other animal remains, and the probabilities

are that they were introduced in the way you
have suggeiited Jn your communication.

LiLiu.vt candidum : W. A. In order to keep the

leaves green, spray the plants in their early

stages of growth with liver of sulphur, using

1 ounce of sulphur to 4 gallons of water. There

is no disease present on the bulbs.

Muscat Gr.ipes Decaying : J. A. The vines are

attacked by the Grape rot, Glceosporium ampe-
lophagum. Your best plan is to drench the vine

before the buds open with a solution of sulphate

of iron, 1 lb. in 10 gallons of water. This

remedy can only be empkiyed during the winter,

otherwise it would destroy the foliage.

Names of Fruits ; F. U. 1, Red Astrachan

;

2, Summer Strawberry ; 3, Worcester Pear-

main ; 4, Shepherd's Fame. Pears: 1,

Madame Treyve ; 2, Beurre Hardy.

—

Grin-
stead. 1 to 5, Pitmaston Duchess; 2, not

recognised. We think a local stewing variety.

—G. iV. S. Cox's Pomona.

—

A. G. L. Jar-

gonelle.

—

W. S. Huyshe's Prince Consort.

—

T. D. Pear : Beurre d'Amanlis ; Apple

:

Winter Quoining.

—

J. D. Lady Derby.

—

B. B. Beurre d'Amanlis. The fruits are ready

to gather ; they will not keep many days after

gathering.

—

II. E. 12, Marguerite Marillat

;

13, Beurre Superfin ; 14, Doyenne du Cornice

;

15, Easter Beurre ; 16, Beurre Hardy ; 17,

Josephine de Malines.

—

Constant Header. 1,

Uvedale's St. Germain ; 2, Kerry Pippin.

—

/. E. H. 1, not recognised, a local variety

;

2, Potts's Seedling ; 3, Lord Derby ; 4, Emile
d'Heyst ; 5, Stirling Castle ; 6, Red Astrachan.
—Enquirer. 1, Peasgood's Nonesuch; 2,

CeUini; 3, King of the Pippins. E. J. W.
1, Keswick Codlin ; 2, Lady Derby ; 3, Wash-
ington ; 4, The Queen ; 5, Claygate Pearmain ;

6, Stirling Castle.

—

Bude. Williams's Bon
Chretien. The figs were smashed.

—

F. E. C.

Pear : Williams's Bon Chretien. Quite ready to

gather. 1, decayed ; 2, French Crab ; 3.

Brownlee's Russet ; 4, Cox's Orange Pippin ; 5.

too small to name. L. M. B. All fruit trees in

pots, especially Peaches, need a great deal

of attention in respect to thinning and feed-

ing. They should never be allowed to become
the least dry at the roots, otherwise prema-
ture ripening takes place, and as a result the

fruits are sour. Again they should not be
allowed to ripen in a cold house under vines.

Peaches are always of better flavour when ex-

posed fully to the sunshine, and if a gentle

warmth can be afforded, so much the better.

—

H. C. 1 and 2, decayed ; 3, Beurre d'Amanlis ;

4, Cox's Pomona ; 5, Lady Henniker ; 6, Lord
Burghley.

—

H. H. Pear : Beurre Hardy.
Apple: Nancy Jackson.—.-I. H. 1, Summer
Strawberry ; 2. Bramley's Seedling ; 3, Beurre
Hardy ; 4, Louise Bonne of Jersey ; 5,

Souvenir du Congres ; 6. Pitmaston Duchess

;

7, Comte de Lamy.—//. It. Large Pear

:

Beurre Bosc ; small one : not recognised. Gar-
dener. 1, Duchess of Oldenburg ; 2, Pile's

Russet ; 3, Cox's Pomona ; 4, Mother ; 5, The
Queen ; 6, Tower of Glamis ; 7, not recog-

nised : 8, deformed fruit ; 9, Northern Green-
ing. Others next week.

—

H. M. Pears ; 1,

Beurre Clairgeau ; 2. Catillac ; 3 and 5,

Beurre Diel ; 4. Beurre Sterckmans ; 6, Beurre
Bachelier ; 7, Doyenne du Comice ; 8, Beurre

Hardy ; 9, Duchess d'Angouleme ; 10, Winter
Nclis. Apples : 1, Fearn's Pippin ; 2, Egremont
Russet ; 3, Cox's Orange Pippin ; others next
week.—.1. S. K. Louise Bonne of Jersey.

—

T. H. Chilton. 1, Beurre d'Amanlis; 2,

Autumn Bergamot.

—

J. Ross. 1, Beurre
de Jonghe ; 2, Jean de Witte ; 3, Golden Knap

;

4, Madame Treyve.—/. Harris. Emily Childs.
—II. Collier. 1, Brockworth Park; 2, Jose-
phine de Malines; 3, Emile d'Heyst; 4, Comte
de Lamy ; 5, Beurre Sterckmans.

Names of Plants : Constant Header. 3, Speci-
men withered, probably Rose Henriette
de Beauveau ; 5, Comtesse du Cayla.

—

G. W. W. Datura Stramonium.

—

H. F. W.
1, Clematis orientalis; 2, Chironia ixifera;

3, possibly a species of Eupatorium, but
send when flowers are open ; 4, After,
a garden variety almost impossible to
name correctly, there are so many sorts ; 5,

Cimicifuga simple.i: ; 6, C. cordifolia.— W. W. W.
1, Francoa ramosa ; 2, Passiflora sp., prob-
ably P. coerulea ; 3, Trachelospennum jasmin-
oides ; 4, Tradescantia zebrina discolor ; 5,

flower too withered to name ; 5, insufficient

material to name; 7, Nepeta Glechoma varie-

gata ; 8, Begonia fuchsioides ; 9, Asparagus
Sprengeri ; 10, Bougainvillea glabra.—0. B. T.
1, Lselia Dayana ; 2, Oncidiuni incurvum ; 3, 0.

cheirophorum ; 4, Cochlioda vulcanica ; 5,

Odontoglossum Lindleyanum ; 6, Oncidium
flexuosum.—/. McD. Sarcanthus erinaceus.

—

11., Ltd. 1, Leycesteria formosa ; 2, Aralia
species.— W. A. The photographs you send
are of Rhopalostylis sapida, w Inch is known in

gardens as Areca sapida, or as Kentia sapida.

Pears Cracking : R. S. F. The answer to your
query is the same as to Enquirer in last week':;

issue, p. 224.

PoTATOS Diseased : Cestrian. The Potatos are

attacked with Phytophthora infestans. Follow-
ing the digging of the crop in autumn, every

bit of haulm should be gathered and burnt.

Tubers that are diseased should be picked
out and destroyed by burning. Next
season spray the plants with the Bor-
deaux mixture early in July, following
this spraying by one or two more ^^prayings at

intervals of a fortnight, and taking care to

spray the undersides of leaves as well as the
tops. To prevent this disease, the crops should
be planted on well-drained soil, free from ex
cessive dampness.

Profits from Fruit Farming : E. E. C. Only
a general reply can be given to your inquir^

as to the usual profits of fruit farming on hold-

ings of 20 acres and upwtards. iluch dependi;

on the amount of capital available to tide the

grower over unprofitable seasons and on th*

nature of the soil, its situation, nearness to
good markets, experience of fruit-growing on
the part of the cultivator, and, last, but not

least, his business ar>titude. Some localities

are well adapted for the culture of Plums ; in

others, such as the neighbourhood of the Chil-

terns. Cherries can be profitably grown,
and so on, but, notwithstanding this, as a wise
man does not put all his eggs in one basket, so,

unless the conditions are exceptionally favour-
able, a general fruit farm is the wisest venture.

You would do well, before embarking on your
project, to visit .some nf the districts in

Kent, Sussex. Hampshire, and Gloucestershire,

where fruit farming is cai'ried out on a large

scale, and if you then care to again write,

giving fuller information, we will further ad-
vise you.

Rose Leaves Injured : //. S. F. The injury
is due to insects of some kind, but as no ex-

amples were enclosed with the leaves it is

impossible to say what the pest is. We may
add, however, that the insect is furnished

with mandibles, and therefore sj)raying with
Paris green at the rate of Ij- ounce to 20 gal-

lons of water would in all probability destroy

the pest.

Vines Diseased : B. N. Eelworm is present.

Soak the soil twice, at intervals of 10 days,

with nitrate of soda, using 2 ounces of nitrate

to a gaQon of water.

Communications Received A VV. K._Mrs. A _M B.

_J. A._H. B. W._R. A. H.—J. H._W. B._P. L. H

—

M. G. C S. H. A._Con5lant Read.T_E. N._C. & Foils

_G. H. J._A. C. D._W. A. H._R. H. T._F. R. S __

W. T._E. J. H._J. W._A. J. B.-E. H. R M. E. S

—
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power of shrieking when pulled out of the ground.

The belief was based on its fancied human appear-

ance, and Josephus say5 it was a common opininn

in his time, and it certainly lasted till the time
of Shakespeare and Jonson, both of whom speak
of its shrieks.

If I may speak of myself, I should say that
I do not consider these semi-human attributes to

be far-fetched or over-fanciful. To me they are

real. As I walk through my garden, I find in

the flowers not only beauty and interest but also

companionship ; they talk to me, and as they
talk they never scold and are never monotonous.
One day telleth another, and the tale is never
the same from day to day. Keble felt the same,
and shows it in his beautiful flower-poem for the

17th Sunday after Trinity. So did George
Herbert, Cardinal Newman, Alphonse Karr, and
Forbes Watson in his delightful Gardens and
Flowers. What the flowers say depends upon
the hearer j the voices of flowers are like the
voices of church bells, of which it is said " What
the soule thinketh that the bell clinketh "

(Burton). In the same way, what the flowers
say depends on the hearer, but they have voices,

and so I partly understand St. Paul's lesson,
" There are, it may be, many kinds of voices

Erodios, the heron, pelargos, the stork, and
geranos, the crane, give us Erodium, Pelargonium
and Geranium and the English Crane's-bill, all

pointing by their seeds to the sliarp bills of the
birds. Our domestic poultry give us Chickweed,
Chick-pea, Cockscomb, and Henbane. The con-

nection of Henbane with the bird is not quite

certain. The seeds are hurtful to poultry, but
the Greek Hyoscyamus connects the plant with
the hog. The pheasant's eye is found in the
pretty autumnal weed of the cornfields and in

the Pheasant's-tail Grass (Apera). We have no
English plant connected with the pigeon, but we
find it in the pigeon pea (Cajanus), the pigeon
berry (Phytolacca), and the pigeon beak (Lotus),

all e.\otic. The dove may be found in the
Columbine, and in I. Walton's and J. Dennis'
Culverkeys. The " culver " is certainly the dove,

but the " keys " makes a difficulty, and
Walton's azure Culverkeys makes me connect it

with the blue Geranium, the seed (keys) of

which may be said to resemble the pigeon's foot.

The swallow, chelidon, is found in Chelidonium.
either because, according to Theophrastus and
Pliny, the plant springs up and decays at the

coming and departure of the swallows, or because,

according to the absurd dprivatinn given by

Fig. 115.—PRIMULA INTEGRIFOLIA IN THE TYROL! ALT. g.QOO FEET.

in the world, and none of them is without signifi-

cation "—man is not the only animal loquens.

In these forewords I have tried to show how
universal has been the belief in the relationship

between plants and animals. I now go on to

the way in which that belief has been shown in

the many instances in which the names of animals

have been given to plants, and I begin with the

birds.

Aquila, the eagle, has given his name to the

Aquilegia, the Columbine. That this is the right

origin of the name I have no doubt, though the

derivation from aqualegus, a water-collector, has

some authority. But I am content to follow Lin-

naeus, who puts Aquilegia into his list of wrongly-

named plants and says that the right name is

aquilina, i.e., eagle-like, referring to the likeness

between the upper petal of the flower and the

curved beak of the bird. The connection with

the eagle has been adopted in many European
languages, but has not been kept in the English.

Our English name for the plant is Columbine,
and how a plant can be connected both with the
eagle and the dove seems a contradiction in

terms, and recalls Horace's line, " Nee im-
bellam feroces progenerant aquilse columbam,"
and I should suppose that Columbine refers to the

colour, like Chaucer's " Even Columbine."

Aristotle and Dioscorides, the swallow picks the

seeds to restore the lost eyes of its young ones.

We find the crow in Crowberry (Empetrum) and
in Crowfoot (Ranunculus) ; the cuckoo appears
in the Cuckoo Flower and in the Lychnis Flos-

cuculi; the lark in the Larkspur and the Cory-
dalis, and from the Greek hierax, a hawk,
Theophrastus derived the name hieracion, and
we keep the name of the hawk in the Hawkweed
and Hawkbit, both derived from Pliny's

account that hawks eat it for their eyesight.

Strouthios is the Greek name both for the
ostrich and the sparrow. The ostrich is

found in the Ostrich Feather Fern, and carries

its name in Greek, Struthiopteris, from
Strouthios and pteron, a feather. From the
sparrow, Strouthios, we get the plant Struthiola.

A plant is named Struthios by Pliny, and is

supposed to be a Gypsophila, and he calls

Quinces Struthea mala, which looks as if he did
not much care for them, otherwise I do not find

the sparrow in any plant, uidess we admit the
Cockney Sparrowgrass, for Asparagus, a form
which really seems to have established itself in

some English literature. The partridge is found
in the Partridge berry (Gaultheria) and the

Partridge Pea. The peacock and parrot give their

names to the Parrotbeak (Clianthus) and the

Peacock Lily (Tigridia), but the plants are
exotic and the names modern. The duck is

found in Duckweed and in the Ducks-foot (Podo-
phyllum), while the Greek name of the goose
(chen) survives in the Chenopodiuni or Guosefoot,
and its Latin name (anser) in Potentilla anserina.

In Gooseberry the derivation is not connected
with the bird. The cassiowary is said to have
given its name to the Australian Casuarina.

H. N. Ellacombe, Bitton Vicarage.

(To he continued.)

PLANT NOTE.

CLERODENDRON FALLAX.
Included in the gunus Clerodendron are some

widely dissimilar typee, for among hardy species

there is Clerodeiichon fuetldum, which though
classed as a shrub is almost of an herbaceoue
character, while C. trichotomum attains the
dimensions of a small tree. The tender
species also show much variation, for

while several of them are decided climbers,
others are of erect, shrubby growth. To this last

group belongs Clerodendrun fallax, a native of

Java, and certainly one of thie most showy
of the entire genus. It has been grown in

gardens far a long time, but has come markedly
to the fore within the last few yeai-s, and de-
servedly so, as it is exceedingly useful for various
decorative purposes. This Clerodendron is of

upright growth, the sturdy stems bL'ing furnished
with large, heart-shaped leaves, and terminated
by large, erect branching panicles of Jeep scarlet

flowers. It blooms as a rule in the summer and
early autumn months. Seeds frequently ripen,

and in this way young plants can be readily

obtained, while cuttings are also easily rooted.

Effective specimens may be grown in pots from
6 inches to 8 inches in diameter, and in order to

obtain the best results they should be assisted

when the pots are well furnished with roots, with
occasional doses of liquid manure. W. T.

IPOMCEA LEARII.
Considering that flowers of a clear, decided

blue tint are so generally admired, it is some-
what surprising that this Ipomosa is not gi'own

more frequently. Perhaps it is owing to the
fact that the flowers are not of a sufficiently

lasting nature to admit of their being used to

any extent in a cut state, though on the plant
they are delightful, and are borne throughout the
greater part of the summer and well on into' the
autumn. As with many of the Ipomceas this is

a rapid-growing climber, and the large Convolvu-
lus like flowers are of a rich bright blue with a
lighter throat. It needs the temperature of a

stove or intermediate house for its successful

culture ; indeed, in the last-named house it is less

liable to the attacks of red spider, which in the
ttove sometimes gives trouble. Ipomte^a Learii is

not difficult to strike from cuttings of the young
shoots, and the plants so obtained grow away
freely afterwards. Owing no doubt to its great
beauty, it is cultivated in many parts of the
tropics. In cultivation it forms a charming rafter

plant. W. T.

PRIMULA INTEGRIFOLIA ON THE

HIGH ALPS.

The illustration in fig. 115 shows a European
Primula, peer of the lovely Oriental forms re-

cently illustrated in these pages. It is P. integri-

folia, which I photographed on July 1 last, at a
height of 9,900 feet, while descending the Vertain-
spitze, an outlier of the Ortler group in the Tyrol.

One specimen at least was seen at 10,000 feet, but
the group illustrated was part of a natural rock-

garden nearly half-an-acre in extent, surrounded
by snow, which was prevalent down nearly to

8IOOO feet. A snowstorm ^vas raging at the time,

and I used my ice-a.xc for a camera s.tand ; the
slope being so steep, it was difficult to get back
fir /^nnu'-^h to t^ke the picture. The colour was
intense violet, far more blue than the usual shade
even of this Primula, perhaps because of the un-

usual height. The rocks were, of course, drip-

ping with ice-cold snow water. At least 150
plants are included in the picture. /. Edmund
Clark, B.Sc, Purhy.
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BROCKHURST.

Bbockhdrst, the residence of Frederick J.

Hanbury, Esq. (gr. Mr. T. Matthews), is interest-

ing not only to lovers of beautiful gar-

deiis, but to the naturalist and botanist,

for the museum contains a complete collec-

tion of British Lepidoptera and the her-

barium some 70,000 specimens of British plants.

The gardens also contain numerous rare British

plants. A former owner planned the gardens

and pleasure grounds, but Mr. Hanbury has

developed them, so that to-day they are amongst
the finest in the country. The rock-garden is

one of the most e.xtensive in these islands, for,

although not yet finished, it is one-eighth of a

mile in length, and consists of a ravine cut in

the natural rock, with shelving, irregular sides,

the home of rare and interesting species.

The view from the terrace (see fig. 118) includes

graceful slopes, studded with fine Conifers and

other trees, with Pomegranates, Stauntonia lati-

folia, Solanum crispum, and various other un-

common creepers around the house. The garden

rockeries, is a fine collection of Ericas, including

some 30 to 40 species and varieties. Some of

them are in flower all the year round. Planted

with the Ericas are fine clumps of Daboecia poli-

folia and its white variety. So well do the hardy
Heaths flourish at Brockhurst that one of the

most effective features of the place is a long

stretch of rocky bank, in which, many years ago,

were planted small plants of Erica vagans, col-

lected in Cornwall. These have now formed
dense bushes and give a mass of bloom.

Few other gardens are naturally so well

adapted for providing suitable situations for

every class of plant, from those which thrive

best on dry, rocky places to those which flourish

in marsh land. Mr. F. J. Hanbury is specially

successful in the cultivation of many uncommon
plants obtained from La Mortola, the gardens

of his cousin, the late Sir Thomas Hanbury.
Among rare British plants I noted Poten-

tilla verna thriving weU ; Ajuga pyramidalis

gathered in Co. Clare (whence the British

Maidenhair, which thi'ives in a moist nook in

the rockery, was also obtained) ; Hubus saxatills.

Fig. ii6.—brockhurst, east grinstead.

front contains rocky herbaceous borders, in the

middle of which are steps of natural stone. In

the spaces between, on stones, close-grow-

ing rock plants thrive, such as the Corsican

Helxine Soleirolii, Arenarias, Ac£enas, Andro-
saces and Saxifrages. A chain of four large

ponds, fed by natural springs, extends from the

higher to the lower ground, their rock-bound

sides affording suitable homes for marsh-loving

plants. Above the ponds are long stretches of

Rhododendrons, some of the plants being 25 feet

in height, and providing a great display of flowers

in their season. There is a large collection of

Spiraeas in the moist, shady rockeries, and the

plants attain to a large size. In the more re-

cently formed garden, on high ground known as

the Upper Field, a Pergola of Wichuraiana Ro.-^-.'S

was a mass of bloom at the time of my visit.

Beds of Roses were beautiful objects, although

the wet season had not been favourable to these

flowers. On the brow of the hill, and excellently

weU situated for scientific purposes, is a meteoro-

logical station and observatory, completely

equipped for research and in charge of a com-
petent scientist. Around it, in beds and

Linn.. Sonchus palustris, and Euphorbia Peplis

(not E. Peplus, which is a common plant). Jlr.

Hanbury is specially interested in these rare

British plants. Other uncommon plants noted

were Moricandia arvensis, species of Corrigiola,

Hyoscyamus aureus and other interesting plants

collected in Jaffa. In the ponds it was interesting

to see the Arum Lily (Richardia africana)

thriving and producing its white spathes freely,

whilst on the bank were two large patches of

Dierama (Sparaxis) pulcherrima, producing their

tall sprays of lilac and purple flow-ers in profu-

sion. Cordyline australis grows well in the open

garden in a sheltered nook; Saxifraga Fortune!

thrives remarkably well on the rockery, and

many other tender plants, such as the Sikkim

Rhododendrons, a fine collection of which occupy

a sheltered ridge beside one of the ponds, give

ample reward for the care taken in selecting the

site and planting them. Beside the shady walks,

in rock and natural greensward, Hepaticas, Daf-

fodils, Anemones, hardy Cyclamen and other

spring bulbs are established. There are two

kitchen gardens on different levels, surrounded

by the glasshouses. In the kitchen gardens are

broad herbaceous borders, well furnished with

showy flowers and many interesting, uncommon
plants. In one of the borders Brassica insularis.

a Sardinian plant, forms a large bush, producing

a profusion of white, fragrant flowers throughout

the summer. Spiranthes autumnalis and other

Britisli Orchids are w-ell established in the grassy

slopes, and beside the house are a noble tree of

Araucaria imbricata, a fine Weeping Beech and
some stately Conifers.

The Oechids.

There is a very extensive collection of Orchids
at Brockhurst, and Mr. Hanbury takes great in-

terest in hybridising and raising new hybrids.

There are two excellent blocks of new Orchid
houses. Good varieties of showy species are well

represented, but the chief interest lies in the

hybrids, which include many crosses of Cypripe-
dium, Cattleya, Laslia and Brassavola. There are

no fewer than 500 crosses of Cypripedium,
some of which have already flowered, and large
numbers are due to bloom in their season. There
are four houses of Cypripediums with plants in

all stages of growth, including
many in seed pans and store

pots. In one house I noticed

sturdy specimens of C. bellatu-

lum, which, like C. niveum and
others of its section, thrives best

in a mixture of mortar rubbish
and loam. The plants of C.

bellatulum are suspended from
the roof. In flower or bud were
C. Rossettii, C. Germaine Opoix,

C. Thalia Mrs. Francis Welles-

ley, C. Mrs. E. V. Low, C.

Maudiae, C. rallosum Sanderas,

C. Chapmanii magnificum, C.

St. Alban, C. Uni.xia, C. Gode-
froyae leucochilura, and a large

number of seedling Cypripe-

diums, while the fine collection

of varieties of C. insigne, which
numbers more than 100 distinct

forms, gave evidence of a fine

show of blooms later. In one of

the houses were observed

numerous seedling Odontoglos-

sums on an elevated woodwork
stage. These have not been so

satisfactory as the many hybrid

Oattleyas and Lfelias which
abound in the intermediate

houses, but they are now becom-
ing more vigorous.

In the Odontoglossum houses

the bulk of the well-grown speci-

mens are forms of 0. crispum,

good blotched varieties noted

being Victoria Regina, Orvieto,

Luciani, Raymond Crawshay, Rossendale, Em-
press of Germany, Brigadier, and Starlight.

A very fine form of 0. Uro-Skinneri, with

tv/o spikes, very distinct 0. Adrianse, various

good forms of 0. crispo-Harryanum and other

hybrids were in bloom, and in these cool houses

are large numbers of hybrid Cymbidiuins of

various crosses, those between C. erythrosty-

lum and C. Tracyanum being specially promis-

ing. In the coolest part of the house Dendro-

bium Victoria Regina thrives admirably and

produces its blue flowers freely. The collection

also includes a good batch of the scarlet Coch-

lioda Noezliana and some hybrids of it; C. vul-

canica, Lycaste Skinneri, L. lanipos, L. leu-

cantha. various shon-y Jlasdevallias, including

M. bella, M. Chimsera and others of the section,

Oncidium incurvum and other cool-house Onci-

diums. In the intermediate houses the greater

part of the occupants are Cattleya, Lielia and

Brassavola hybrids, some of which are in flower.

Numerous Cattleya granulosa Schofieldiana

hybrids vary much in shape, while generally re-

taining the peculiar form of the labellum of C.
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granulosa, though in exceptional cases with

crosses of the C. labiata section the more tubular

base to the labellum occurs. A good batch of

distinct forms of Lffilio-Cattleya elegans, some

being in bloom, and thousands of various crosses

of Lselia and Cattleya approaching the flowering

size, promise an interesting display. Brassa-

volas have been successfully crossed to a large

extent at Brockhurst, where crossings of the

terete-leaved Brassavolas have produced some

very pretty flowers, the best of which are Brasso-

Cattleya Joan, with its trumpet-shaped white

labellum spotted with mauve (now in bloom), and

B.-C. Faith (Brassavola Perrinii X Cattleya

Leopoldii). Hybrids of Brassavola glauca were

remarked, also Laslio-Cattleya Clonia Brock-

hurst variety, which is quit* the best form

of this pretty hybrid ; Cattleya Maronii X

C. Dowiana aurea, which is an improvement on

C. Maronii j and a very fine lot of Cattleya

Bowringiana hybrids, the 0. Portia and C.

Mantinii forms being remarkably vigorous and

well furnished with flower-sheaths. All the finer

varieties of C. Mantinii have been acquired, but

the Brockhurst variety appears to be the best.

In other houses are a good selec-

tion of Laslias, especially of the large-

flowered species, such as L. purpu-

rata, L. tenebrosa, kc. ; a representa-

tive collection of the large-flowered

Cattleyas with albinos of most of the

species, which are being used for

crossing in various ways; a number

of C. Dowiana aurea and some good

specimens of most of the best species.

Throughout the whole collection the

floriferous character of the plants and

their sturdy condition arrest the at-

tention of the visitor. The Mexican

house has a good collection of Ltclia

anceps, and, on one side, some fine

Sobralias, including the bright-yellow

S. xantholeuca, the pure-white S.

macrantha alba, S. Veitchii and
others. In tliis tolerably cool house

Vanda teres is in fine health, and
strong specimens of Dendrobium
Wardianum show that they can be

grown without much fire-heat, which
some consider necessary. The same
remark applies to the general collec-

tion of Dendrobiums, both species and
hybrids, which, although given a

tolerably warm house when making
their growth, are, at other times, kept
cooler than in most establishments.

Dendrobium Phalsenopsis Schroderi-

anum, D. bigibbum and others of the
section are grown in a warm house,

and not rested so cool as the

Burmese species. At the end of this house

is a warm division set apart for raising

seedling Orchids and fitted with cases, in which
the seed-pots are placed. Various methods
of raising seedlings have been tried, but
the method now adopted as the most satis-

factory is to prepare seed-pots or pans either

by making them up with fine Orchid compost, on
which is placed a layer of carefully-selected, live

Sphagnum-moss, leaving the surface convex in

form ; or to place in the pots spherical wads made
by covering moist Sphagnum-moss with thin

gauze or thin calico; the seeds are sown thinly

on the moist surface, and germinate equally

well under both methods. Seeds of many
interesting crosses are germinating in the

cases ; some of the seed-pots have already given

a first crop of small seedlings and are being re-

tained in the cases to supply more, should the

first batch fail. Of a larger size, and soon ready

to be passed on to the plant houses, are many
healthy little specimens in tiny pots on the side

stage. The work is very interesting, but re-

quires constant attention. In another house were

excellent examples o£ Lselia pumila and L.

Jongheiana with hybrids of them, a good form of

Lselio-Cattleya Olive and some others in bloom,

together with Cycnoches chlorochilon Brock-

hurst. J. O'B.

FLORISTS' FLOWERS.

THE PERPETUAL-FLOWERING MAL-
MAISON CARNATION.

The old, time-honoured Souvenir de la Mal-

maison Carnation has been abused by some and

admired by others, and when it is gone and the

plant is no more, some of us who have put in

many years work adding to its list of varieties

will regret its loss. But that its days are

numbered none can deny, and that the new Per-

petual-flowering Malmaison will take its place is

certain.

The definition of what really is a " Malmai-

son " is not what I intend to discuss. I believe

it is generally agreed upon that the first plant of

Souvenir de la Malmaison \\&s raised by a French-

man from seed obtained from Remontant varie-

Maltnaison parents. However, as I have said, it

is generally agreed that the first Malmaison
came from a Remontant stock, and now that the

type is more fixed, it is not to be marvolled at if

Perpetual-flowering Malmaisons are produced,

and I look to this fact being p:oved during the
next few years.

Everyone who has raised Perpetual flowering

Carnation seedlings knows that certain slow,

strong-growing seedlings are produced which are,

as a rule, thrown away. If, however, they are

persevered with for two or three years, won-

derful results can be obtained, and the origin of

the Perpetual Malmaison discovered. Of course,

like all seedlings, the useless ones are numerous,

and the percentage would not be more than

one good in 500 selected seedlings. We have

been working on these lines for three years, and
it is surprising how certain seedlings have im-

proved under selection and careful cultivation,

and, depend upon it, every colour and shade
figuring in the Carnation to-day will be produced
in this new plant. I believe Mr. Engelmann has

similar views.

I would never have taken up my pen to write
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ties, and anyone who has worked upon these

plants can believe this. The "Malmaison" is,

however, sterile, and the late James Douglas

was most positive that no seed could be

obtained from it. Yet some of us have used

its pollen to advantage, and this fact leads me to

believe that there is much " Perpetual " blood to

be found in the old " Malmaison."

The point, however, which I wish to make
plain is that the new Perpetual-flowering Mal-

maison comes from the same source as the old

Souvenir de la Malmaison, viz.. Remontant or

Perpetual Carnations. Perpetual-flowering Mal-

maisons can, of course, be obtained by crossing
" Malmaisons " on to Perpetual-flowering Carna-

tions, and Mr. Brooks obtained Lady Millar, and
I raised Princess Juliana that way. I do not,

however, look for the best results from this

method.

Mr. Burnett raised Marmion, the first Per-

petual-flowering Malmaison, and also Mr. C. F.

Raphael from Perpetual-flowering Carnation

parents, and many growers to-day maintain that

they are not Malmaisons, because they have not

this, if the new Perpetual Malmaison was simply

a mule, never to reproduce its kind, but we have
procured certain plants of them which are fer-

tile, and some of the seedlings we have obtained

from these are most encouraging, producing

flowers as large and full as Prince of Wales,

while we have quite a good stock worked up of

seedlings far superior to varieties of the same
colour in the old Malmaison class and perfectly

perpetual in growth, with stiff stems during all

seasons.

The Perpetual-flowering Carnation Society

has discussed this plant and its future in com-
mittee, with the intention of making special

classes to encourage its culture. It is therefore

well beyond the stage when the hybridist
" dreams dreams and sees visions " of things he
hopes will be, and very shortly those gardeners

who have tried to cheat Nature by producing

flowers of the Souvenir de la Malmaison the en-

tire 12 months of the year, will be spared this

difiicult and never satisfactory task by having a

plant which will naturally bloom perpetually.

Montagu C. AUwood.
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SWEET PEAS FOR APRIL.

The following varieties of Sweet Peas have

proved most suitable for cultivation under glass

for flowering in April and May (see also

p. 266) :—

White.—Etta Dyke, Nora Unwin, and Money-
maker.

Cream.—Clara Curtis, Debbie's Cream and

Isabel Malcolm.

Lavender.—R. F. Felton, Masterpiece, and

Nettie Jenkins.

Cream pint.—ills. Hugh Dickson, Mrs.

Routzahn and Doris Esher.

Orange.—Thomas Stevenson, Edrom Beauty

and Helen Grosvenor.

Salmon.—Melba, Earl Spencer and Stirling

Stent.

Slush pink.—Elfrida Pearson, Mrs. H. Sykes

and Princess Victoria.

Scarleti.—Scarlet Monarch, Red Star and Ver-

milion Brilliant.

Fancies and Bicolors.—^Afterglow, Charles

Foster, May Campbell, Mrs. Cuthbertson and

Mrs. W. J. Unwin.

Edged Flowers.—E.\s,ie Herbert, Mrs. C. W.
Breadmore and Marchioness of Tweeddale.

Each of these varieties may be depended upon
to succeed, and those may be selected which

app^-al most to the individual taste. Experlo
Crede.

FORESTRY.

FOREST SURVEYS.

The question of State afforestation in the

British Islands is one which is so often raised

that it threatene to become monotonous. Royal

Commissions are appointed, reports published,

and even private individuals go to a lot of trouble

to show the advisability or otherwise of affores-

tation. But are we now any further than we

were 20 years ago? The question is taken up

periodically by the Government, and then shelved

as soon ae some other subject turns up, so that

it looks as though no serious thoughts are enter-

tained of ever tackling it in a serious way. The

last development grant has been so split up that

one is tempted to ask what good is hkely to

come of it.

The Supplement of the Journal of the Board

of Agriculture, dated August, 1912, is devoted

to an interesting paper by Mr. R. L. Robinson

on some of the Kerry woods in Wale.s, the object

being to collect reliable information for a

forest survey. The report is especially valuable

owing to the fact that the werk has been

carried out in a thoroughly scientific and at the

same time workmanlike manner, and although

some of the data upon which the calculations are

based are evidently more or less the result of

guess work, they probably err on the right side

in giving a low estimate of the value of the

yield.

Mr. Robinson points out that there are two

methods of selecting land for afforestation. In

the first case it may be assumed that the project

will pay its way, and the ground mapped out

and planted accordingly. This is the line of

reasoning usually adopted in this country, and as

opinions are bound to differ upon a question

where proof is lacking, much inconclusive argu-

ment is the result. The second and rational

method is to investigate the commercial prospect

of afforestation in a district, and to start the

work of surveying or scheduling the land on the

basis of information thus obtained.

An attempt has been made to survey the Kerry
woods upon these lines. The most up-to-date

methods have been adopted, and it is particu-

larly satisfactory to see the usual makeshift

ways of measurement (quarter-girtli, &c.) aban-

doned in favour of more accurate methods. If

forestry ever gets hold in this country, the sys-

tem of measurement will have to be improved.

The work of surveying was carried out roughly

as follows :—Several wooded areas at varying

altitudes, and n: far as possible typical of their

surroundings, were selected and carefully

measured. A thorough examination and analysis

was made of representative trees in each group,

and an idea thus obtained of the past and future

development of the whole wood.

Owing to the lack of reliable yield tables for

this country, the Austrian calculations compiled

by Schiffel were used for the yield estimates.

These tables were found to be the most suitable,

as they make allowances for the density of the

canopy, a factor apparently neglected by German
foresters. Samples of soQ from each group were
also submitted to a thorough mechanical and
chemical analysis. The working expenses could

not be correctly estimated, as without a working
plan no figures could be given. The future

timber prices are of course also unknown. Never-
theless, by as.suming liberal working expenses,

and a very moderate rise in the price of timber,

the calculations must perforce be on the side

of safety. With the help of this data it is easy

to work out the expectation value of tlie soil,

and consequently the maximum sum which can
be expended on the acquisition of freehold land

if a profit is to be realised. Owing to the numer-
ous advantages which capital invested in forestry

enjoys, a comparatively low rate of interest,

viz., 3 per cent., is generally looked upon as

sufficient.

Whether the area examined by Mr. Robinson
is of positive or negative value for afforestation,

is not the main issue. The most useful service

which he has rendered is to be looked for in the

abandonment of obsolete ideas, and the com-
pilation of a survey upon a practically and finan-

cially sound basis. G. W.

FURBER'S CATALOGUE.

The catalogue of trees, fruits and plants ap-

pended to the second volume of The Gardener's

and Florist's Dictionary (1724) of Philip Miller

is well known to collectors of gardening books.

But there is an edition of tills catalogue, which
was publislit'd separately, of which I have seen

''nly one copy, and have never heard of another.

So far as I know, it is the earliest nursery-

man's list ever published separately, tliough

there were lists published in one or two books on

gardening of an earlier date. The catalogue in

question is bou -1 up with pamphlets of about

the same date, some much earlier, e.g., Gerald

Langbaine's Momus Triumphajis, and a few

later. It contains 16 pages, of which one is a

title page, another is occupied by a r"eface, and
there is a rude engraving of a ma ".rion with

attached flower gardens as a headpiece. The page
measures 8.5 inches by 6| inches, but has been

larger both ways. The title is interesting and
the preface worth transcribing, on account of

the divergence of Furber and ililler regarding

popular names.

The preface, nearly all in italics, fills the

whole of the back leaf of the title page.

The PREFACE.
The Design of printing this Catalogue is to

inform the Lovers of Gardening of the Names of

several curious Exotick and Domestick Plants,

that are hardy enough to stand abroad and
flourish in our Climate ; I shall avoid mention-

ing their Names at length as they are inserted

in the Botanical Authors, but content my self

rather by calling them by such Names only as

they are generally known in ENGLAND.
I have also added a Catalogue of Fruits, which

1 have for many Years been collecting ; which I

believe contains as great Variety of such Fruits

as will be serviceable for our ENGLISH Gar-

dens, as will be met with in any Collection for

Sale in this Kingdom ; with a Catalogue of

Plants fit to adorn a Gentleman's Green-House,

and do not require a Stove in Winter ; with a short

Account of some Flowers fit to adorn the open

Borders in a Parterre, without the Trouble of

covering in Winter, or shading in the Time of

Bloom, as the nicer Sorts require.

I likewise take this Opportunity of returning

my Thanks to those worthy Gentlemen, who
have been so kind as to furnish me with several

curious Plants from abroad.

In Miller's Dictionary the introductory notice

is as follows ;

—

A Catalogue of Curious Trees, Plants, &c.

For the Satisfaction of such Gentlemen, that

are curious in collecting of foreign Trees and
Shrubs, and are not willing to be at the Expence
of building Stoves and Green-houses, I have here

set down a Catalogue of such Trees and Shrubs,

both Exotick and Domestick, as will prosper in

our Climate, in the open Ground, as hath been

several Years experienced by Mr. Robert Furber,

Gardener, over-against Hide Park Gate, at Ken-
sington, where any Gentlemen may be furnished

with any of the following Trees and Shrubs at

reasonable Rates ; and for the general Satisfac-

tion of Gentlemen, which are skill'd in Botany,
I have endeavoured to give Authentick Names
opposite to the English, that it may be useful to

every Body, the Gardeners understanding what
Gentlemen mean when they write for any of the

following Plants, and that Gentlemen may
understand what the Gardeners mean when they

call any of the following Plants by tlie names
used amongst them.

The page is divided longitudinally, Furber's

names on the left half and the " Authentick

Names " on the right half. The transcription, if

from Furber's catalogue, is rather carelessly done,

e.g., " Acacia, or Honey-Locust of Virginia," ap-

pears as " Acacia or Honey, Locust of Virginia,"

which is botanically namcni " Acacia Americana
abruse foliis, triacanthos, sive ad axUlas foliorum

spina triplici donata." It is Gleditschia tria-

cantha. W'hether Miller's knowledge did not

extend to na:ning all the plants, or for some
other reason, a few plants are not included, one

of which, Tuft-Nuts, or, as Furber has it,

" Tuft-Nut grows to a large tree," one would

have specially liked to have been determined.

It is a designation I have never seen elsewhere,

and conveys no other information save that it

may be expected that the Nuts would be ar-

ranged as the flowers of Sweet William, other-

wise London Tufts and Candytuft in a capitu-

late manner.

The arrangement differs in the two. In Fur-

ber's Catalogue it is as follows :—Trees and
Shrubs ; A Catalogue of Curious Fruits, Apples

;

A Catalogue of Pears of the Choicest Sorts made
me a Present by Mr. Alderman Brocas ; Other

sorts of Pears, &c. ; A Catalogue of Plants fit

to adorn a Green-house, and which require no
artificial Heat in the Winter more than a good

Green-house; A Catalogue of Flowers for the

open Borders.

In the Dictionary the arrangement is Trees

and Shrubs ; A Catalogue of Plants, out of which
any Gentleman may collect at Pleasure, for to

furnish a Greeu-House, and not require a Stove

in the Winter ; A Catalogue of Flowers for the

open Borders; A Catalogue of Curious Fruits,

Apples ; A Catalogue of Pears of the Choicest

Sorts made a Present to Mr. Furber by Mr.
Alderman Brocas ; Other Sorts of Pears, &c.

The list of greenhouse plants is very consider-

ably restricted, and it is not free from mistakes.

7'he Gardener's and Florist's Dictionary, it

may be added, was printed by the same person

as the Catalogue of Furber. Thus :

—

London : Printed by H. P. for Charles Riving-

ton at the Bible and Crown in St. Paul's Church-

yard, 1724.

There are numerous errors in the names of

plants in both, Furber's spelling being to a large

extent phonetic, and to-day we should have been

thankful had he not restricted the names to

those "generally known in England." I!. P.
Brotherston.
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THE ROSARY.

SELECTION OF ROSES FOR BEDDING.

A LADY recently asked me to select some Roses

for 18 beds containing about a dozen Roses

each, and, so far as practicable, to comply

with three conditions :— (1) They are to be

of decided colours; (2) they must be "real

Roses," by which is meant that whether the

Rowers are large or small they must individually

have some of that beauty of form we are accus-

tomed to look for in exhibition Roses, and (3)

they must be fragrant. The purpose for which

they are required virtually involves the further

conditions (4) that they must be fairly free and

constantly in flower during the Rose season ; (5)

of good constitution, and (6) of suitable habit

for bedding purposes.

From all our beautiful modern Roses it might

be thought an easy task to pick out 18 varieties

that would comply with these conditions, but

when I come to put them on paper the criticisms

which suggest themselves seem more numerous

than I expected. And as it may be that other

readers of this joui'nal are of one mind with my
friend in their likes and dislikes, I

am tempted to work out my task at

length for their benefit.

To begin with the first requirement

of decided colouring. This alone rules

out many very beautiful Roses-

Pharisaer, Prince de Bulgarie, Ethel

Malcolm, Countess of Derby, Mme.
Antoine Mari, Mrs. Theodore Roose-

velt, and other charming Ruses of

half-and-half shades of colour must
obviously be rejected. The second

condition, beauty of form, excludes

most of the dwarf Polyantha and
China Roses, and such H.T.s as Ectir

late, which might well comply with

most of the later conditions; and the

third requirement, that of fragrance,

disposes of Frau Karl Druschki, while

Marquise de Salitibury must go be-

cause, whether from lack of constitu-

tion or susceptibility to fungoid pests,

it \& by no means always reliable

;

again. Souvenir de Pierre Netting,

though of excellent habit and in

many respects one of the good garden

Roses, produces too few flowere of

any value to be suitable for our pur-

poses.

I begin with the pinks, and here I

shall expect to find the greatest

choice, and I take half the total num-
ber allowed me. My list is Andre
Gamon, Dr. J. Campbell Hall, G. C.

Waud, La France, Lady Ashtown,
Lyon Rose, Mnie. Abel Chatenay,
Mnie. Maurice de Luze, and Mrs.
E. G. Hill. It is, I am well awai
criticism : neither Lady Ashtown
E. G. Hill is so fragrant as one wc
from their appearance. They have
ranee and that is all that can be said for them
in this respect. La France, on the other hand,
pre-eminent for sweet perfume, is nut without
faults of a different kind. In wet weather the

flowers ball, the petals stick together and refuse

to open, and this defect would appear to be worse
on heavy and highly-cultivated soils. It is well

to grow plants of this variety from cuttings.

Should any change be desired in this list, it can
be supplied by Caroline Testout, only omitted

because many of its flowers are lumpy and too

round in shape, and Mme. Jules Grolez, which
perhaps ought to find a place in the original

selection instead of Dr. J. C. Hall, the perfume
of which is not very pronounced.
My list of red Roses is also a strong one:

Richmond, Liberty, General MacArthur, Horace
Vernet and Commandant FeUx Faure. Horace
Vernet is included according to instructions, but
it might be thought worth a place by reason of

e, open to

nor Mrs.
>uld expect

frag-

its rich and abundant perfume, and because of

the high proportion of good flowers and the few

magnificent ones which it produces. At its best

it is as near perfection in form as we have yet

attained. It cannot, however, be said to be

constantly in flower, and in strictness ought not

to be here for that reason. It is often said to

be best as a maiden, but I am not suie that

this is always the case, and have known plants

which, though cut back year after year, still

produce good flowers ; but it is true that at

times plants deteriorate after the first year for

no apparent reason. If we exclude Horace Ver-

net, there is no difficulty in filling its place.

There are two rather new red Roses to be found
in Mrs. Edward Powell and Georges Reimers.

Of these I have grown each for one year only,

and Mrs. E. Powell seems to me preferable

as being a slightly more pleasing colour and
better shape. Georges Reimers has shown some
tendency to produce the rounded centre to which

I objected in Caroline Testout. Though the

flower is not so large, it is certainly free in

flowering and a bright Rose in the garden, but

I must see it again before forming a definite

opinion. Mrs. E. Powell, on the other hand.

in autumn, it seems to wash the colour away.
Rayon d'Or has a definite colour, brUliant in

tint, but is lacking in form, though not so much
so as necessarily to exclude it. It is certainly

continuously in flower, for one can always find

a few flowers in the bed the summer thiongli.

but I am yet uncertain whether it can be called

free. So far, I have seldom had a mass of

flowers out at a given time, Ijut it may. improve
in this respect as the plants get establi.shetl. Of
Lady Hillingdon, I can say with confidence it is,

for a Tea, a good garden Rose. The foliage is

most beautiful, and the habit good. If all the

flowers had the lovely deep yellow which many of

them possess, I should feel no hesitation in in-

cluding it, but many flowers lack the perfect

shade—why I have failed to discover—and when
they are wanting in colour the flowers look quite

uninteresting; often on the same stem some
flowers will be coloured, others washy and pale

;

nor does their position on the stem seem to make
much difference ; sometimes the crown-bud will

be coloured and side buds pale, and at other time*

the position will be reversed.

I come last to white, and have only one to

suggest, Molly Sharman Crawford, the only

Fig. ii8.—brockhdrst, east grinstead.

(See p. 259.)

has been so good with me this year that I feel

more confidence in recommending it. If an
older Rose is desired, I would take either

Laurent Carle or Captain Hayward. The first

produces its flowers more freely and con-

tinuously than the latter, but the colour,

though distinct, is not so good as that of Capt.

Hayward. I have had some thoughts whether
Richmond and General MacArthur ought not to

be alternatives one to the other : those whose
gardens are on light or loamy soils choosing Rich-
mond, those on stiff clay taking " The General"

;

but the early flowers of Richmond are so lovely,

so continuous, and the fragrance so excellent,

that I cannot bring myself to exclude it. Those,
however, who try it and fail, would do well,

especially if they own a heavy clay soil, to sub-
stitute one of the others I have named.
My list of yellows is necessarily smaller, and

I take three : Mme. Ravary, Rayon d'Or and
Lady Hillingdon. Here again I feel some doubt
whether my selection will be approved. Mme.
Ravary has no doubt a fine definite colour in

er, but if the rain comes, as it must do

Rose of its colour which seems to me to comply
with the conditions. Mrs. Foley Hobbs may
do so, but my experience has been of only a few
plants for one year, and I hesitate to be too

definite as to its qualities for massing, but it is

a strong grower and one of the best new Tea
Roses brought out for a long time. The only
alternatives would be either iMme. Pernet
Ducher, a pretty little Rose, though it too soon
loses its shape, Or Mrs. David McKee, a good gar-

den Rose, but perhaps not a defi lite enough
colour, being lemon-yellow, so I retain my first

selection.

I have made the foregoing selection, it must
be remembered, in an endeavour to comply with

definite and somewhat stringent conditions.

Were I selecting bedding Roses for my own
garden, there are many shades of soft-coloured

Roses, some of which, e.g., Jlme. Antoine Mari,

I might prefer to many of those here mentioned,

but it is clear that there are many of our gar-

dening friends to whom definite colouring

appeals strongly, and for these my Ust may pos-

sibly be worth some consideration. HAtfc Uo&t.
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THE ALPINE GARDEN.

MORAINES AND MORAINE GARDENS.

In July, 1896, when the late Rev. Wolley Dod

was in Geneva, we were discossing the best

way of growing Alpines, especially the more

delicate epecies, I remember expressing the

opinion that in England they should ba

planted on a wall, but Mr. Dod objected that

English walls were usually composed of brick,

and had not, therefore, the proper characteristic

of absorbing water in wet weather and giving

it out by evaporation during dry periods. We
also discussed the matter of soil ; for high Alpines

this should, of course, be very poor, as in the

real moraines in the neighbourhood of the Alpine

glaciers.

Some time afterwards Mr. Dod made his first

moraine, and assisted Miss Willmott to make one

for herself. I saw the moraine at Warley (the

first 1 had ever seen) about 12 or 13 years ago.

Nowadays almost all moraines in England, and
even in .^nlerica, are made in the same way.

What is a " moraine " in the true sense of

the word! In its natural state, it is an ugly

—

medium. Examples of such plants are Epilobium
Fleischeri or Dodonaei, Saxifraga stenopetala and
aizoides, Linaria alpina, Cerastiuni glaciale, An-
drosace glacialis, Artemisia spicata and A.

Mutelhna (perhaps also A, glacialie). Dryas octo-

petala (sometimes), Ranunculus glacialis, An-
thyllis vulneraria. Campanula cenisia, Viola

cenisia, Comolia and others.

These plants are at first " colonisers," being

the first to grow on the thin, sandy soil. After-

wards, when their leaves have somewhat ferti-

lised and enriched the ground, a few more exact-

ing plants, such as Edelweiss, Epilobium
alpinum, Campanula pusilla, Salix retusa, S.

reticulata, and S. herbacea, Gentiana imbricata,

Festucas, and Carex, Erigeron alpinus and E.

uniflorus, Draba tomentosa, D. frigida. D.
aizoides. Chrysanthemum (Leucanthemum)
alpinum, S?necio incanus or S. carniolicus,

Azalea procumbens, Arabis alpina, Achillea

nana; and some Alsines and Arenarias. The
vegetation on these spots is always hardy and
healthy, although the soil is so poor and the sun

very hot. The fact is that the sandy ground is

always wet ; and the air, owing to the proximity

successful with Eritrichium nanum, and I am
sure this treatment is the best for many high
Alpines. But for the greater number the wall

garden is most suitable. This is particularly the

case with Campanulas, Primulas of the group
Eu-Auricula, Lithospermums, /Ethionesmas, Ed-
raianthus, and Saxifragas of all kinds, and also

for all the Androsaoes of the group Aretia, Dryas,
Ramondias, &c.

I have already said that an all-important

feature in a moraine garden should be the under-

ground watering. This is the same principle as
that which directed the famous " culture en
baquets " invented by Dr. Rosentiehl at

Enghien, near Paris, and so well appUed by M.
and Mme. Daigremont at Soisy, near Mont-
morency. In tte north of Italy, Sphagnum ia

grown under these conditions with great success ;

and here, at Floraire, I give the same treatment
to my high Alpines. I have a basin, 30 feet long.

8 feet wide, and 4 feet deep, through which
water constantly flows. On the side of this a

bank has been constructed of rolled stones, form-
ing a large gravel, a foot deep, so that the water
may run through. On the top of the gravel

Sphagnum has been planted, in which the follow-

FiG. 119.

—

brockhurst: a section of the recently-constructed rockery.

(See p. SB9.)

very ugly—mass of sand and stones, surround-

ing the glaciers at one end, and forming around

them a sombre framework. All the stones and

refuse which are brought down with the glacier

are deposited on the moraine at the foot. The
nroraine may be broad or narrow—cM or new.

The old ones are usually covered with shrubs

and trees ; even forests are found on some of the

oldest, if not too high up. Here in Geneva we
are surrounded by an old moraine (possibly ten

to twenty thousand years old !) which bears what

we call the " flore calcifuge." This flora can

always be recognised by the presence of the true

Chestnut (Castanea vcsca), a tree which will not

grow on lime. When we speak of a moraine

garden, however, it is the modern moraine we
are thinking of, on which no shrubs will grow,

because there have never been any trees to fer-

tilise the bare ground with their leaves—the soil

simply consisting of sand and stones. There is,

indeed, a moraine flora quite as distinct as the

floras of bog, wall, or meadow ; and many flowers

prefer the wet sand of the moraine to any other

of the glaciers and snows, perpetually satm'ated

with moisture. The rays of the sun are thus never

sufficiently powerful to burn the foliage of the

plants, and the moraine, originally so bare and

ugly, a mere field of broken stones flung in dis-

order about the mouth of the glacier, becomes a

charming picture of brightness and beauty, the

small, gay blossoms gradually spreading, like a

carpet, over the whole surface.

Can we reproduce the moraine in our own gar-

dens? I think that in some cases we can; but it

is difficult to realise how poor and meagre the

soil must be—in fact, the ideal is sand, mixed

with stone debris. Then, it must be continually

watered from below, and must get as much sun-

shine as possible. In the moraines of the Rev.

Wolley Dod and Miss Willmott (which were, I

believe, purely sand and gravel) perfect success

was attained with such plants as Ranunculus

glacialis, R. alpestris, and R. parnassifoliua, An-

drosace (high Alpines), Linaria alpina, Senecio

incanus, I'apaver Rhoeas, Campanula cenisia,

and C. Allionii. I think Miss Willmott was very

ng plants are growing ;—Gentiana bavarica, C
rabricata, G. pumila and pyrenaica ; all the Pin-

juiculas, all the Parnassias, Anagallis tenella,

Wahlenbergia hederacea, Primula capitata (true),

P. Poissonii, P. purpurea (true), P. farinosa. 1'.

stricta, P. scotica, P. magellanica, and P. luteola.

AH these are doing well, except Wahlenbergia,

which does not stand much sunsliine. The
method is a good one for the southern European

countries, but can hardly be recommended for

England. For English gardens, I cannot do

better than repeat my advice, to stick to wall-

gardens and moraines. H. Correvon, Geneva.

RUBUS ARCTICUS.

This diminutive Bramble is not commonly

grown in gardens, as it is not easy to establi*h.

In the spring it produces small Rose-pink blos-

soms, and continues in bloom for several weeks
;

but it is most ornamental in the autumn when

its dainty leaves, which are only a few inches

above the ground, assume a delightful, deep

crimson colouring which lasts for several weeks.
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It 18 one of the most beautiful plants in the

lockory at this season. Rubus arcticus thrives

best in a light compost which contains a fair

proportion of peat and sand, and should be kept

fairly moist at the root. Partial shade is advis-

able, and if it can be given a position under

the overhanging branches of such a plant as

Prunus prostrata, little difficulty should be ex-

perienced in establishing this Bramble, when it

spreads fairly rapidly by pushing up young
growths around the parent plant. F. Gardner,

Balsford.

VEGETABLES.

EARLY CAULIFLOWERS AND CABBAGES.
The question of autumn versus spring-sown

Cauliflowers and Cabbages is often the subject of

debate, and I may bear testimony to the success

obtained from spring-raised plants of both
Cabbages and Cauliflowers as against those raised

in the autumn and wintered in frames. I may
claim to speak with experience on the subject,

as I am responsible for- the production of a very
large quantity of these vegetables in the spring

and early summer. Last winter will long be re-

membered as one of the worst on record for the

wintering of these plants. I had made every pre-

paration for a supply of 50,000 Cabbages, and,

up to Christmas, the plants were all that could

be desired, but between that date and March I

lost almost all the crop, whilst Cauliflowers were
such a failure that I never intend to raise them
again in autumn for wintering. Having to

make good the loss, I procured seeds of Early

Forcing and First and Best Cauliflowers, also

Flower of Spring and Early Offenheim Cab-
bages. The seed was sown in February in cold

frames, the soil being placed as near to the glass

as convenient. The seedlings received care-

ful attention but no coddling, and I was able

to plant my first batch of plants in April and the

second early in May. I have records of the first

cutting of both kinds of vegetables, the date

being June 26, and we have maintained a con-

stant supply since. The Cabbages raised from the

seed sown in the spring were ready for cutting a

fortnight earlier than those that were sown in

autumn. There is less labour in the case of

seedlings raised in spring, which is an item of

considerable importance. At the present time
I am cutting more than 1,100 heads per week,
and even at this rate I have sufficient of the crop
to last for some considerable time. After all the

heads have been cut the plants will furnish a big

supply of Sprouts. The system of leaving the

stems to sprout is a very economical one, and I

practise it with Savoys, Brussels Sprouts, and
green and purple Kales. It is an advantage to

have Cauliflowers ready as soon as the first crop

of Peas, and the varieties mentioned are suitable

for this purpose, these being followed by
Walcheren, Eclipse, and Late Autumn. F. H.
Lueaa, Sheffield.

HARDY FLOWER BORDER.
GERANIUM WALLICHIANUM.

I HAVE seen no allusion to the merits of

Geranium Wallichianum, yet few hardy plants
can rival it for beauty at this season of the
year. A shady position is generally recom-
mended, but here, in Berkshire, a patch 7 feet

by 4 feet has been a charming sight for many
weeks past, growing in full sun and in light,

gravelly soil. This particular patch is of the
variety which has the centre of the flower white
and the edge (^ inch deep) a lovely blue.

This has very narrow and pale stripes, which
hardly detract from the pure white of the centre.

In the pink form, the white centre is far

smaller ; the edge (which extends to nearly the
base of the sepals) is pink, traversed by broad,
crimson lines. The dark-purple stamens lend ad-
ditional beauty. I know not which of the two is

the more attractive. A. C. B., Readinrj.

The Week's Work.

THE HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.

Raspberiies.— It is rather early as yet for

Ihe planting of canes, but permanent beds of

Haspberries may be freshly staked, thinned out
to the required number, and tied in. They must
not be shortened back, or the canes will be liable

to damage by frost, especially after so wet a sea-

son. A light dressing of rich manure may be
given after the ground between the rows has
been cleared of weeds, but neither spade nor
fork must be used. In the choice of materials
for mulching, it is well to be guided by the
natui'e of the soil. If the ground is light and
warm, good rotten manure may be safely ap-
plied ; but on a heavy, cold soil, only some light

material should be used.

Autumn Raspberries.—Up to the present
very little has been expected of the autumn
canes, but with the improvement in the weather,
good progress has been made, and if the warmth
continues, fair results may be attained.

Currants and Gooseberries. —As soon as
the leaves have all fallen from these bushes, the
latter should first be pruned, and then well
sprayed with some effective insecticide, to clear the
trees of any insect pests which may have found a
home there. The old mulchings and loose soil

should be removed to a depth of 2 or 3 inches,
especially round the stems, where larv» are
usually very plentiful. A good dressing of quick-
lime should then be given, the bushes dusted with
it, and the old soil should be replaced by some
fresh compost, firmly trodden down. The bushes
should be syringed once or twice during the
winter and spring, and a sharp look-out kejDt for

any signs of caterpillars. If necessary, the bushes
may be dusted with lime again in the early
spring.

Plums.—A great improv.emeut in colour and
flavour, consequent on the better weather, lias

been noticeable in such late varieties as Grand
Duke, Late Orange, Reine Claude de Bavay and
others. Many wasps and flies have perished as
a result of the recent cold nights—a matter for
congratulatirjn, as they are usually a source of
great trouble at this season. If the excellent
weather of the last few weeks continues, the
fruits may be allowed to hang to the middle, or
even the end, of this month.
General Directions.—An effort should be

made finally to clear the fruit quarters of weeds.
Hitherto this has been almost an impossibility,
since hoeing is of little use in almost constant
rain.

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.
By E. Harriss, Garden-r to Laly Wantage, Lockinge

House. Wantage, Berkshire.

Early Peaches and Nectarines.—The trees
in the early house will now be shedding their
leaves. About twice a week a birch broom may
be drawn over the trees in order to dislodge any
leaves which are ready to fall. This helps to
keep the house tidier than is the case where the
leaves are left to fall of themselves.. If the wood
is not ye! thoroughly ripened, no effort must be
spared to . "t it well matured before closing the
house. A l.ale warmth in the pipes will be of
service. When the trees are all bare of leaves,
attention must be given to pruning, cleanigg
and training. If all the old fruiting wood has
already been removed, not much pruning will be
needed now ; but the trees must be carefully ex-
amined, and if there is sufficient young wood to
admit of the removal of some of the old bare
branches, this should be done. The appearance
of the trees will be improved by the operation,
and the crop will be the better for the predomin-
ance of young fruiting shoots. After the prun-
ing is done, the shoots should be loosened from
the trellis, and the trellis and house thoroughly
cleaned with strong soap and-water. If mealy
bug is found, the trellis should afterwards be
painted over w-ith paraffin, working it well into
all holes and crevices. Great care must be taken,
in washing the trees, not to injure the buds.
The main stems should be washed wath a very

stiff brush in a strong solution of soft soap and
sulphur ; but the fruiting wood must be treated
more gently, and with a softer brush. In train-
ing, care must be taken to secure all the main
branches first in their proper position. When
this is done, the tying of the young fruiting
shoots wUl be easily accomplished. The ties

must not be too tight—neglect of this precaution
often results in canker. When training is

finished, all brickwork lime-washed, and every-
thing in the house cleaned, the surface of the
border must be carefully pricked up to a depth
of 2 or 3 inches. The border should then be top-
dressed with rich loam, mixed with a liberal

quantity of lime rubble and wood ashes. If the
roots are dry, a good soaking with clear water
should be given.

Pineapples.—Plants of the " Queen " vaiiety
which are intended for fruiting next season wiU
not require so much moisture at the root now
that the days are getting shorter, and care must
be taken to see that water is not given unneces-
sarily. Syringing must also be done less fre-

quently, and the atmosphere kept less moist than
has been advisable hitherto. The temperature
should be gradually reduced, so that the plants
may rest during the winter, the minimum being
fixed at about 65°. During the day it may be
allowed to rise to in bright, sunny weather.
if a fair allowance of fresh air is admitted. The
bottom heat should be kept as even as

possible throughout the wint.er—preferably at

about 70° Suckers should receive the treat-

ment recommended above They should not be
allowed to become too crowded, and the roof-

glass must be kept quite clean—it is important
that every plant be fully exposed to the light.

Those on which the fruits are colouring should,
if possible, be removed to a house where the
atmosphere is warm and dry. The later fruits

may then be induced to swell in a suitable
atmosphere. The temperature in this house may
be sustained at 70°, but in sunny weather it may
be permitted to rise to 80° or even 85°, so long as

the air is allowed to circulate at the top of the
house.

PLANTS UNDER GLASS.

Azalea indica.— Any plants of Azalea indica
which have been in the open air until now
must be removed and placed under glass at the
first sign of frost. House room is usually some-
what scarce at this season, and it may be neces-

sary to place them in one of the resting fruit

houses. If so, they should not be allowed to

stand on the border, or worms will find a ready
entrance into the pots. After being placed in

the house, they should be sprayed overhead on
all fine mornings for a time ; otherwise a loss

of foliage may be the result of the change from
the damp atmosphere outside to the dry air of

the house.

Carnations. — Winter - flowering Carnations
should now be afforded all the light and air

available. The temperature should not be al-

lowed to di'op at night lower than 50°. The
earlier batches, the flower-buds of which are
developing, may be given a little manure water
or artificial fertiliser, but with strict modera-
tion, as the shortening days will mean slower
growth. Souvenir de la ]\Ialmaison Carnations
which were layered late should be potted as soon
as possible. The earlier ones, if well rooted, may
need a little spacing on the stages. Water should
be given sparingly, so as to keep the growth com-
pact during the winter. Both batches should be
fumigated regularly to keep off the ravages of
green fly.

B:iuVAR3tA. — Plants of Bouvardia should
now be growing freely, and forming flower-buds
on almost every shoot. They should be carefully

watered with liquid manure whenever they seem
dry

J at this season it will not be oft^n needed.
The temperature should be kept moderately
warm, and if the plants are young, they will

continue to flower nearly all the winter.

Pentas carnea.—This is a flowering stove
plant resembling a Bouvardia. It flowers all

through the winter, and is both attractive and
useful, especially for small vases and button-
holes.

Decorative Chrysanthemums. — These
will not make much growth until they are
brought indoors ; but afterwards, when they
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become large, it will be well to disbud the

plants freely. This especially applies to

single varieties, which should be reduced

to one bud to each shoot ; by this means
the flowers will keep much better and attain

to a more graceful shape. An exception may
be made in favour of Mary Anderson, Mary
Richardson, and others of the same class. In

the other decorative sections, especially in the

Incurved, it is a good plan to thin down to one

bloom for each shoot. The same rule applies to

many of the Japanese varieties, though for table

decorations it is sometimes necessary to leave

them in sprays.

Shading. — If plants have been gradually

inured to the sunlight, there is no need for much
shading ; the little sun we get at this time of

year is wholly ben«ficial, and helps to enable

the plants to withstand the unfavourable winter

weather. It is well to choose a showery day to

remove any shading which has been sprayed or

brushed on to the glass j it is less difficult to

remove when damp than when perfectly dry.

The water used to wash off the whitening should

not be allowed to run into the tank used for

watering plants, as it would mark the'leaves; it

is quite a simple matter to disconnect the down
pipe before beginning operations. All roller

blinds should be taken down and stored, first

being thoroughly dried. If any are discarded as

being worn out, an order for fresh ones should

be placed in plenty of time for the spring.

in drills, preferably on a south or south-west
border. Irie ground should be well dug, and
raked to a fine tilth. When the seedlings are

large enough, they should be thinned out so as

to stand about 4 inches apart. The Dutch hoe
should be used between the rows to eradicate

weeds and to promote good growth.

Mustard and Cress. - Sowings should be
made in bo-^es; they require a certain amount of

heat.

Cardocns.—These should be blanched as soon
as possible, the process requiring at least eight

or nine weeks. Brown paper, covered with hay-
bands, is the medium usually employed, being

both simple and clean. A little soil should bo
banked around the bands, and the plant must
be securely fastened to the stake. Only a few
Cardoons should be cultivated in one place, as

they need especially generous treatment through-

out the whole period of growth.

appearance with a delicious perfume. A cold
frame, similar to that used for Veronicas and
Pentstemons, would be suitable ; or, if only a
small quantity is required, a box will be suffi-

cient. Two plants which go well with
Lavender are Santolina incana (or Cotton
Lavender) and Rosemary. Both are propagated
in the same way, and are very popular.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
By Edwin Beckett, Gardener lo Ihe Hon. VicARV GiuBs,

Aldenliam House, HcrlforJshire.

Autumn-sown Onions.—The seedlings will

soon be appearing above the ground, and as soon

as it is safe the Dutch hoe may be used with

advantage between the rows. A light dusting

of soot should be given, and all weeds hand-
pulled. A few small sowings of Onions may be

made, if required, fairly close together in a

cold frame.

Main Crop of Onions.—These should be

examined when an opportunity occurs, and the
loose outer skins removed. AH roots showing
the least sign of decay should be rejected, and
the rest carefully graded preparatory to " rop-

ing." This method of preserving Onions is a

very good one ; the bulbs are easily examined,
well exposed to the air, and take up very little

room.

Chicorv.—Where a sufficient supply of these

useful salad roots has been sown, blanching may
be carried out as soon as practicable. A few
should be lifted from the earliest sowing {carried

out at the end of April or beginning of May),
and all foliage removed by cutting it off just

above the crown. The roots should then be
placed in pots or boxes in the Mushroom house.

Nine or 10-inch pots are suitable for this pur-
pose ; each will accommodate five or six roots,

and spent Mushroom-bed manure will do well to

place around them. With an inverted pot placed
over them, they will keep as long as required.

Rhubarb.—If an early supply uf Rhubarb is

required, the work should be begun towards the

middle of the present month. The roots should
be selected from an early-maturing plantation,

e.g., under a south wall, and only early varieties

should be taken, such as Royal Albert. The
crowns should be carefully lifted and placed
under a north vjall, there to lie in a dormant
state for a fortnight, covered only with a little

Bracken or straw. After this they will start

into growth very readily when placed in the
warmest end of the Mushroom house with suffi-

cient soil in betwe«n the roots to cover them.
They should be syringed twice a day with luke-

warm water. If a new plantation is to be made,
either for permanent beds or for the production
of crowns for forcing, the preparation of the

ground should be undertaken as early in the

autumn as possible, especially on heavy soil.

Deep cultivation and rich soil provide the best
conditions for Rhubarb ;

plenty of decaying gar-

den refuse may be buried at the bottom of deep
trenches, and a liberal dressing of farmyard
manure should complete the operation. The
ground may then be left in a rough condition

until March, when planting will begin.

"^CoRN Salad.—There is still time to make
another small sowing of Corn Salad out-of-doors

for a winter supply. Tlie seed should be sown

THE FLOWEE GARDEN.

Renovating Herbaceous Borders.—This

is an operation which is almost sure to be under-

taken more or less thoroughly in every garden at

the end of the summer, and there is no time
like the present for carrying out such work. In

some cases a new scheme of colours will be re-

quired ; in other's new plants are to be intro-

duced, and room must be made by the removal
of old cues. If the work is done now, while the

relative heights, &c., of the various plants are

easily to be seen, there is the more likelihood

of placing them in their correct positions. When
single plants or groups are to be placed in the

border, the ground should be deeply dug, and
as far round as possible. If the soil inclines to

poverty, a little n^-w soil should be put in to

encourage the new plants to establish themselves
easily. The earlier the work is taken in hand
the better the results are likely to be. The only
drawback is that, if extensive overhauling is

contemplated, the display of flowers will be de-

stroyed, while if left to themselves, the plants
might bloom for several weeks longer.

Delphiniums and PjConies. — These two
plants should be dealt with as early as possible.

They begin their growth quite early in the
spring, and they rarely do well if they
are moved late in the autumn. Any replanting

should therefore be carried out at once. Peonies
especially are extremely impatient of removal.
Both Pjeonies and Delphiniums are now largely
grown, and well repay careful cultivation. The
ground for planting should be deeply trenched,
and a good supply of rotten manure dug into
the bottom soil, deep enough for the roots

not to reach it when first put in. If the soil is

rather heavy and rough, a little leaf-mould or

old potting soil may be worked into the top
spit and round the roots. Delphiniums can be
planted with charming effect almost anywhere :

in beds, in clumps in the shrubbery, in mixed
borders, in the woodland and natural gardens,
by the banks of a stream, or among the fruit

trees in the kitchen garden. Peeonies also are
general favourites, and there are many lovely
varieties now to be obtained in all shades, from
white and the palest rose to deep crimson. They
will thrive almost anywhere, and they are
very attractive in the flower borders of the
kitchen garden. In a mixed border they have
the disadvantage of looking somewhat untidy
towards ihe end of the season, on account of the
foliage having a tendency to droop and trail.

This difficulty can in a measure be obviated
by planting a few summer-flowering Chrysanthe-
mums or dwarf perennial Asters in front
of the Pieonies.. In early summer, while
the Pa^ony is still at its best, a border de-

voted entirely to different varieties of this

flower is extremely effective, and lasts in bloom
over a long period. The position of the border
is a somewhat important consideration. Pseonies

are liable to a good deal of damage if exposed
to rough winds, and should preferably be shel-

tered by a background of shrubs or woo^'land.

Lavender. — The propagation of this shrub
should now receive attention, as young plants

will probably be required to fill up gaps in exist-

ing Lavender beds, or for* stocking new ones.

It is difficult to plant too much Lavender. It

is in great demand, as it combines an attractive

THE ORCHID HOUSES.
HAN, Bart.,

MiLTcNiA.—Brazilian Miltonias, such as M.
Regnelii, M. Binotii, M. spectabilis, and M. a.

Moreliana, should be kept rather dry after pass-

ing the flowering stage. Just sufficient water-

should be given at the roots to prevent any
shrivelling of the leaves or pseudo-bulbs. M.
cuneata, M. Clowesii, and M. Candida grandi-

flora are now developing their flower-spikes. As
they pass the flowering period they also should
receive the treatment recommended above.

These plants are very subject, especially at the

present season, to attacks of red spider. As a
precaution against this pest, the leaves should be
occasionally sponged with a solution of soft soap
and tepid water. Any plants of Miltonia vexil-

laria which have been cultivated in the cool

house during the summer should now be re-

moved to the Cattleya or intermediate house.

They should be placed in a light, au-y position,

and as the young growths advance and the new
roots form, the supply of water should be gradu-
ally decreased. During damp, dull weather, the

immediate siu'roundings of the plants should not

, be kept too moist or the foliage will decay.
Miltonia Roezlii, and its variety M. alba, are

now starting new growth and forming fresh

roots. If repotting is necessary, this is the best

time to do it. Ample drainage should be pro-

vided for, and the compost used should be the
same as that recommended for Miltonia vexil-

laria in the calendar for August 17 last. A
suitable place for these plants is the warmer
end of the intermediate house. After repotting

they should be watered sparingly until the young
roots are well established in the new compost.

L/ELiA. — L. pumila and its many varieties

which have been growing in the cool house dur-
ing the summer will now benefit by a removal to

the intermediate house. They should be sus-

pended near the roof-glass while in flower, and
until the new growths are completed the roots

should be well supplied with water. When the
new pseudo-bulbs are formed less water may be
given, but care must be taken to see that the
roots are never allowed to become dry. These
plants are frequently attacked by the white scale

insect. This is very destructive, and should be
destroyed directly it appears. Plants of L.
harpophylla are now making new growth, and
should be placed in an intermediate tempera-
ture. Water must be given with moderation
until the new shoots are well advanced, as too
much moisture at the roots at this period will

cause decay. As the plants advance in growth
the supply of water may be increased. L. ancepe,

L. Marriottiana, L. albida, and L. autumnalis
are now producing flower-spikes, and will re-

quire plenty of moisture at the roots.

Calanthe.—The deciduous Ciilanthes of the
Veitchii and vestita types are now finishing

their growth. Well-ripened bulbs are essential

to the formation of strong flower spikes and fine

blooms, and the plants should therefore be placed

near the roof-glass and be given plenty of space,

.so that the foliage may not shade the bulbs. A
brisk temperature should be maintained in the

house, with a good circulation of air. This
treatment will tend towards the drying of the

plants, and they will require plenty of water at

the roots until the foliage begins to decay.

Lvcaste.—Lycaste Skinneri and its variety

alba. L. Mary Gratrix, L. Bailie, L. cruenta,

L. leucantha, L. Deppei, and a few others, will

soon be finishing their young growth and forming
a quantity of fresh roots. They will require a

liberal supply of water until the new pseudvv

bulbs are fully developed. The night tempera-

ture should not be allowed to fall below 55°

;

a light, airy position in the warmest part of

the Odontoglossum house would suit them. They
should be sprayed overhead during the morning
of each bright day. ^
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EDITORIAL NOTICE.

ADVERTI5RMHNTS should be sent to the PUB-
LI5HHR, 41, Wellington Street, Covent Qarden,

Letters lor Publication, rts well ks specimens of plants
hi uatiiin^, should be adihesseil to the HDH'ORS,
41. Wellington Street. Covent Garden, London.

signed by the writtr. 1/ desired, the signature will not be
printed, but kept as a cuaraiilee of good faith.

special Notice to Correspondents.— 7'>ie Editors do not
undertake to pay for any contributions or illustrations, or
to return unused cotnniunications or illustrations, unless by
special arrangement. The Editors do not hold themselves
responsible for any opinions expressed by their correspon-

-Hlustratlons. - The Editors will be gladto receive and to select

photographs or drawings, suitable for reproduction, of
gaidens, or of remarkable plants, flowers, trees, frc, but
they cannot be responsible for loss or injury.

APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 8-
Koyal Hon. Soc. Corns, meet. Hoit, Club Meet.

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 10—
Roval Hort. Soc. Autumn Sh. of British-grown Fruits
l2days).

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 11— •

Ann. Conference of Affiliated Muliial Improvement
Societies at R.H.S. Hall, Westminster.

King

SALES FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
MONDAY, TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY,
AND FRIDAY.
Dutch Bulbs, at 67 & 68, Cheapside, E.C., by Prolheroe
ft .\Jorris, at 10.30.

MONDAY, WED.VESDAY and THURSDAY-
Dutch Bulbs, at Sievens's Aucliou Room
Street, Covent Garden, at 12.30.

njESDAY AND WEDNESDAY—
Nursery Stock, at Shorllands Nurseries, Ash, Surrey,
by Prolheroe & Morris, at 13.

WEDNESOAY-
Trade Sale of Bulbs, at 1 ; Palms and Plants, at 4;
Protheroe & Morris's Rooms,
Rose Trees, Shrubs, Perennials, Palms and Azaleas,
at Stevens's Auction Rooms.

THURSDAY-
Nursery Stock, at Church Nursery, LeeK)n-the-Solenf,
by Protheroe & Morris, at 12.

FRIDAY—
Sale of a portion of the " Wilderspool " ColleclioD of
Orchids, at Wilderspool, Warrington, by Protheroe &
Uorris, at 1.

3weet Visitors to the principal ex-

Peas hibitions last spring experi-
'" eneed some surprise at the

April. magnificent exhibits of Sweet
Peaa contributed by certain nursery firms,

particularly by Mr. C. W. Breadmore and
Messrs. Dobbie & Co. These flotvers were
to be seen even at the Royal Horticultural

Society's exhibitions in April, but the

finest specimens were doubtless those con-

tributed by the latter firm to the Inter-

national Exhibition in May. The effect

of these displays was to furnish convincing

proof to gardeners and the public that

Sweet Peas of the highest merit may be
obtained thus early in the season by those

who care to carry out the necessary

culture. As a guide to our readers on this

subject we print the following instructions

on the treatment of Sweet Peas under
glass as they represent the cultivation

practised by those who have already

achieved signal success.

The seeds should be sown at the present

time, either in boxes or in pots, or even
in a seed bed in a greenhouse. Some firms

that cultivate flowers for market adopt the
bed system, potting the plants up into 2J-
inch pots as .soon as they are large enough
to be handled, and allowing them to
remain in these pots during the winter in

un heated frames. Messrs. Dobbie, on the
contrary, sow their seeds in boxes, putting
the seeds 2 inches apart in each direction,

so that there will be no risk of the young
plants becoming drawn through over-
crowding. This matter is important,
because it is essential that these early
plants should make short-jointed growth
and form a stocky habit. When they have
made three pairs of leaves, each plant is

pinched for the purpose of inducing it to
form side shoots from the leaf axils near
the base. Here it may be remarked,
that Scotch cultivators have found that
plants so pinched do not break into
growth in the colder districts of Scotland
so easily as in the south, therefore it may
be desirable in northern districts to defer
sowing until January.
When the seeds have been sown in

boxes early in October, the latter may
be placed in a greenhouse until the plants
are 1 inch through the soil, but on no
account must the temperature of the house
be allowed to get at all high. At this stage
the boxes should be removed to unheated
frames, facing the south, and every pre-
caution taken to guard the tender plants
from slugs and vermin. In such con-
ditions the plants may remain until the
commencement of the new year, when they
will need to be repotted singly into 3-inch
pots, employing a moderately rich, porous
compost which will favour the multipli-
cation of roots. Following the potting
operation small twigs should be placed in

the pots to support the growths, and the
plants should be placed in the cool green-
house, where means exist to repel frost
and where ventilation may be given on all

favourable occasions. If the plants are
destined to flower in 10 or 12-inch pots,
the latter must be prepared by thorough
cleansing and by providing them with
liberal and efiicient tirainage. The potting
compost should consist of turfy loam with
small quantities of leaf-mould, sand and
bonemeal. Pots of these sizes may contain
four plants, assuming that each plant is to
be confined to a single stem, but if the pur-
pose is to grow flowers for cutting rather
than for exhibition two, or at the mo.st
three, plants should be placed in a pot,

and each plant allowed to produce two
growths. The shoots should be trained
to thin Bamboo stakes which must be
7 feet long, and the lateral growths
should be carefully removed, allowing only
the flower-spikes to develop at each node.
The final potting should take place early

in March, and at this operation the soil

requires to be made very firm. After the
potting the same cool conditions, with
plenty of ventilation, and only sufiicient

fire-heat to prevent frost, are necessary.

No feeding with manures must be
attempted until the plants have com-
menced to flower. If the growths have
the internodes longer than 4 inches the
culture is at fault, too much heat has been
given, or the plants have been watered too
freely.

It should be remarked that certain
varieties require special treatment.
Speaking generally, the cultivation

already explained will prove successful
with most of the standard varieties, but
if the weather in late autumn and winter
prove very severe, those varieties having
flowers exhibiting any of the orange
shades mil not be likely to succeed in un-
heated frames in November and Decem-
ber. Such varieties at Early Spencer,
Barbara, Melba, Stirling Stent, and even
Edrom Beauty and the finer scarlet

varieties will need the conditions of the

greenhouse. It may also be pointed out
that crimson, purple and maroon-coloured
varieties are not well suited for culture
under glass. All varieties exhibiting but
little colour succeed well, as do most of

the salmon, lavender and pink shades. In
another cxjlumn (p. 261) a selection of

varieties specially suitable for indoor
cultivation is contributed by a oorre<5pon-

dent who has proved their amenability.

An article in the Agricultural
Hail Journal of the Union of South

" Africa advocates strongly the

erection of hail preventers in that

country. The apparatus recommended is

that invented by two French Land-

owners, General de Negrier and Count
de Beauchamp. The installation, which
costs about sixpence per acre, con-

sists of three essential parts, namely, a
terminal, a conductor, and a diffu.ser. The
terminal is made of a good conductor of

electricity—for example, copper—ia fixed

at the top of a high building, such
as a church tower or factory chimney, and
should be not less than 33 feet above the

tops of the highest trees in the neighbour-
hood. The conductor is made of thick

copper plates in a lead casing, and con-

nects at its lower end with the diffuser.

The latter, also of copper, is placed in a

pond, well, stream, or underground
watercourse.

The apparatus has been used for three

years at four stations in France with most
successful results. The stations are some
6 miles apart, and form such an effectual

electrical barrier that during the period

since its installation the municipal authori-

ties have been able to report " no damage "

after each storm which has visited the pro-

tected area. Hail has not formed within

the region, and hailstones driven by wind
into the protected area are found to melt
at once, and hence to do no damage.
With their Athenian gift for displaying

intelligent intere.st in new things, the
French have established a permanent com-
mission in order to observe and report on
the effects of this and similar inventions.

It appears probable that, by installing the
apparatus on the Eiffel Tower and other
suitable high points in Paris, it will be
possible to prevent not only hailstorms,
but also thunderstorms from breaking over
the city. We have not heard that any ex-

periments with the apparatus have been
made in this country, but having regard to

the disastrous effects on glasshouses pro-
duced occasionally by hail, we commend
the subject to the notice of the newly-
established horticultural branch of the
Board of Agriculture.
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Royal Horticultural Society.—The next

meeting of the Committees will take place on the

8th inst. in the Society's Hall. Vincent Square,

Westminster. At the 3 o'clock meeting of the

Fellows in the Lecture Room, Dr. Charles

Crowther will deliver an address on " The In-

jluence of Atmospheric Impurities on Vegeta-

tion."

R.H.S. Autumn Fruit Show.—The Royal

Horticultural Society's annual exhibition of

British-grown fruit will take plac« in the

Society's Hall, Vincent Square. Westminster,

on Thursday and Friday, the 10th and 11th in.st.

A lecture will be delivered by Mr. C. H.

Hooper at 3 o'clock on the first day on " An
English Fruit Farm in its Making."

Horticultural Club.—A house dinner of

•the Horticultural Club will take place on Tues-

day, October 8, at 6.30 p.m., when a lecture on

the subject of " Afforestation in the Black

Country " will be delivered by Mr. P. E.

MARTiNEAn, organising secretary of the Midland

Reafforeating Association.

Trials at Wislev, 1912-13.—The Council

of the Royal Horticultural Society has made
arrangements for the following subjects to be

tried at Wislev in 1912-13 :— (Fruit) Autumn-
fruiting Strawberries, 20 runners of each

variety ; berry-bearing fruits, three plants of

each sort \Ai be sent by February ; .Strawberries,

Raspberries, Gooseberries, and Currants are ex-

cluded from this trial. (Flowers) Antirrhinums,

Aquilegias, ."ocds of both these to be sent in

February ; Pyrethrums, Gaillardias, seeds and

plants of both these to be sent in February

;

Violas, throe jilants of each variety to be sent

at once J
bearded Irises, flag or German, two

plants of each variety to be sent in July, 1913

(Vegetables) Peas, one pint of seed to be sent in

February ; Potatos, early and mid-season ; each

variety must be labelled "early" or "mid-
season," and 20 tubers of each variety should be

sent by February; Toniatos, one packet of seed

to be sent in February—this trial will be held

under glass and out-of-doors ; Turnips, one

packet of seed to be sent in February. Packaf;p3

of seeds or plants sent by post should be for-

warded to the Superintendent, R.H.S., Wisl^ev

Garden, Ripley, Surrey. Consignments by rail

should be addressed, the Superintendent.

R.H.S., Wisley Garden, Horsley Station.

L.S.W.R. Everything sent for trial must be

named, and the name and address of the sender

attached.

School-children Plucking Flowers in

THE L.C.C. Parks. — The system of encouraging
the pupils in the London County Council schools

to study botany ajjparently has its drawbacks,
for it is reported that complaints as to school-

children plucking flowers in the London parks
and open spaces have increased recently. In
some cases the childrert have pleaded that thcv
were collecting specimens for their schools, and
head teachers arc accordingly to be asked to warn
their pupils that on no account must flowers be
picked in the parks.

Paris Chrysanthemum Show. — An im-
portant show of Chrysanthemums, organised by
the French Association of Amateur and Pro-
fessional Chrysanthemists, is to be held in Paris,

in the " Grand Palais " of the Champs Elysees,

from October 23 to 27. During the progress of

the exhibition a conference will be held, in

which questions affecting the Chrysanthemum
will be discussed. The French railways are
allowing a rebate of 50 per cent, to those attend
ing the show. The secretary, 28, Rue Baudin,
Paris, will be glad to send particulars of the
different classes to those interested.

An Exhibition of Arts and Handicrafts
BY Women.—An exhibition of Arts and Handi-

crafts, to include gardening, will be held by
The. EnQlishwoman, at the Maddox Street Gal-

leries, 23a, Maddox Street, Regent Street, Lon-

don, from November 6 to 16.

Catalogue of the Plants in the Botanic
Gardens, Singapore.*—This, we believe, is the

first published catalogue of the plants culti-

ar3 at least equal in area to Kew, but no par-
ticulars of this kind are given. Nor is ther»
any summary of the collections. The families of

flowering plants are numbered, from which we
learn that 138 are represented. The catalogn*
is, however, something mora than a list

of names. Authorities, native countries, ha,bit,

uses, and other items of information appear.
It is supplemented, too, by a classified list of
economic plants after the nature of their pro-

FlG. 120.—PERPETUAL-FLOWERING CARNATION " ROSETTE "
: COLOUR DFEP PIN

(Exhibited by Messrs. Allwood Brothers at R.H.S. meeting on September 21 last.)

vated or existing in the original vegetation in

the Straits Settlements Botanic Gardens at

Singapore. It has been compiled by Mr. J. W.
Anderson, Assistant Curator, with the acknow-
ledged assistance of Mr. H. N. Ridley, the late

Director. We believe the Singapore Gardens

• Bnlanic G(7r,lln%, Sinetport : tiidn of Plants, 1913
(Singapore: Printed at ihe Methodist Publishing House.)
laia. Octavo, pp. 162. Price ^I.OO.

ducts as : edible fruits, fibres, oils, rubbers, &c.

There is a general index to the genera and to

English and native names. The plan is not

quite uniform throughout; the genera being ar-

ranged systematically for the greater part, but
both genera and species of the Monocotyledons
and Ferns are in the more u.seful alphabetical

order. Palms must form a prominent feature in

the gardens if we may judge by numbers, nearly
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a hundred genera being represented. The col-

lection of Orchids is also extensive, Dendrobiura

alone being represented by upwards of 70 species.

Many New World genera are poorly repiesented,

thus Epidendrum and La?lia by a single species

each, and such a prominent genus as Odontoglos-

sum does not figure in the list. We are glad to

learn that a guide to the gardens is in prepara-

tion. Singapore is one of the botanic gardens

that supplement their grant by the sale of plants.

"Records of the Botanical Survey of
India."- Four parts of this publication have been

recently distributed together. They are Nos.

5 and 5 of volume iv, and Nos. 2 and 3 of

volume V ; aU dated 1911. The first number of

this series is devoted mainly to an account of

llessrs. W. W. Smith and G. H. Cave's botani-

cal explorations of the Zeniu and Llonakh Val-

leys of Sikkini, and an enumeration of the plants

collected. In 1848-9 Sir Joseph Hooker visited,

as pioneer, this region, which i£ very difficult

for travellers, and, one in which unpleasant ex-

periences may overtake the incautious. Through

the coolies lagging behind on one occasion. Smith

and Cave had to pass the nfght without any

shelter ; but they took care it did not occur

again. Rhododendron jungle was one of the

greatest obstacles to forward progress. The

marsh land of Llonakh is of a type not seen else-

where in Sikkim, and the travellers met with such

familiar British plants as Glaux, Hippuris

and Ranunculus aquatilis, previously unrecorded

from the Eastern Himalaya. The enumeration

is almost limited to the plants found above

11,000 feet, and it is assumed that it is a fairly

complete record of the Alpine flora of the area

investigated. Including 25 species of Ferns,

three Lycopods and one Sehiginella, the

enumeration comprises 1,010 species belonging

to 403 genera and 102 families. Saxifraga,

Pedicularis, Primula, Saussurea, Rhododendron

and Gentiana are most numerously represented,

numbering jointly 145 species, with no fewer than

34 of Saxifraga. A few new species are de-

scribed, and we note one new genus, Parajffi-

schkaea, BurkiU, allied to Gentiana. There is a

good map and two striking views at 11,000 feet

and 14,500 feet respectively. Running hastily

through the enumeration, we have noted no

habitats above 16,500 feet. The rest of this num-

ber is occupied by descriptions of new plants

from India and Biu:ma, among them the new

genus Craibiodendron, allied to Pieris, Ericaceae.

No. 5 of volume iv is limited to an

interesting contribution by Mr. J. H. Bdrkill,

entitled, " Determinations of the Prickly Pears

now wild in India." This title by no means

covers the scope of the paper, which seems to

be practically exhaustive of the history and

characteristics of the species naturalised, not

only in India, but also in other countries of the

Old World. The author presents a critical re-

view of all the literature accessible relating to

the species naturalised in India, and, incident-

ally, to the species naturalised in other coun-

tries. A tabular view of all the species con-

cerned illustrates their distribution so far as the

author's data permitted. The species now wild

in India are five, namely, Opuntia cochinelifera,

0. monacantha, 0. nigricans, 0. elatior and 0.

Dillenii, to which a key is given, followed by

references to figures of the species under what-

ever names they may have appeared, with a

summary of synonyms and pseudonyms. A map
sli„\vs their present distribution in India, so far

as ascertained, and a sixth species, 0. decumana,

is added in the map as wild in the western pen-

insula. The author also gives some account of

the attempts at Cochineal cultivation in India,

and the futile introduction of the insect for the

destruction of the Cactus. The second and third

parts of vol. v are continuations of Major Gage's

" Catalogue of Non-herbaceous Phanerogams
Cultivated in the Royal Botanic Garden, Cal-

cutta." On the appearance of the first part of

this catalogue, the plan was described in these

columns. May 27, 1911, and it is there designated

a Name Guide. For the purposes of this Name
Guide, the whole garden was divided into

squares of 100 feet each way. These squares are

numbered, and the trees and shrubs within each

square are labelled, the label bearing a name
and a number. The first part of this work car-

ried the numbermg to 4,001, and the present

parts carry it to 9,930, presumably the end. A
systematic part is to follow, by means of which
the extent and composition of the collection will

be shown, and the numbers coming after the

names will, as we understand, complete the

guide.

The Adulteration of Sefd (U.S.A.)

—

The U.S.A. Department of Agriculture has pub-

lished in Circular No. 39 the results of analyses

of seed secured in the open market and found to

be adulterated and misnamed. This it does by
virtue of powers vested in it by Act of Congress.

The results show that the Act serves a useful

purpose. Thus, of 305 samples of seed of

Orchard Grass—presumably, Dactylis glomerata

(Cotk's-foot)—28 were adulterated with iileadow

Fescue, Rye Grass or other seed. Seed sold in

open market as Kentucky Bluegrass was found in

35 out of 430 samples to consist wholly or in part

of Canada Bluegrass, Timothy or Bent. Hairy

Vetch (Vicia villosa) appears to be yet more sub-

ject to adulteration, for of 703 samples no fewer

than 187 were impure. Five samples were inno-

cent altogether of any trace of the seed of the

name under which it was sold ; the others con-

tained some Hairy Vetch, together with Vetches

of other sorts. Red Clover alone proved true to

name j of 510 samples not one was found to con-

tain anything but Bed Clover.

Clearing Land w^ith Dynamite. — The
following account of the use of dynamite for

clearing land is contributed by Mr. R. B.

Howard, Chief Protector of Aboriginals, to

the Queensland Agrieultural Journal for July,

1912:—" For some years I have been using dyna-

mite on my farm for purposes of clearing the

land of timber, for subsoiling, and also for drain-

ing. In clearing land of stumps or trees, a charge

of dynamite is placed under, not in, the stump,

by boring a hole with a 1^ inch shell auger on

tliree sides of the tree or stump to be operated

upon. The holes are bored at an angle of, say, 45

degrees, with the object of bringing the bottom of

the holes as closely together as possible, the

depth of each hole being about 3 feet. The
size of the stump will regulate the charge. For

a stump of 18 inches in diameter I would use

four cartridges in each hole—that is, 12 alto-

gether. When charging, I always split the paper

wrapper of the cartridge on two sides, and place

one cartridge at a time into the hole, carefully

squeezing down with a wooden hammer. Only

one cartridge is primed with detonator and fuse.

This cartridge is, of course, not cut. When the

holes have been charged and tamped, the fuse

is fired, and the concussion in one hole has

been found sufficient to explode the others. It

will, of course, be understood that the bottom

of the holes must not be more than, say, 8 or

10 inches apart. This method of clearing land I

have found a good deal more preferable and less

costly than pulling stumps or trees with a ma-
chine, and I estimate you can blow up 50 stumps

in the time it would take to remove one or two

under other methods. The effect of the dyna-

mite is to split up the stumps, remove aU soil

sticking to the roots, break all the main roots,

and loosen the soil for yards around ; and the

stump burns readily. Moreover, one man can

do all the work. In the ordinary cultivation

work I have found dynamite most useful in

almost every class of soil, but more especially

where a sub-stratum of clay is in evidence.

By drilling or boring with an auger holes to a

depth of 3 feet 20 feet apart, and charging each

hole with three plugs of dynamite, it will be

found, after explosion, that the subsoil is frac-

tured, for a radius of not less than 10 feet from

each hole, to a depth of about 4 feet. It would be

quite superfluous for me to point out to the

agriculturist the value of such an effect on the

soil. In fact, from the experience I have

gained in using dynamite, I am .strongly of

the opinion that, were its value as an adjunct

to farming more generally known, it would come

into general use. The cost compared with other

methods has also to be considered ; and when it

is pointed out that one acre of land can be effi-

ciently subsoiled—more so than by any other

means—for a sum less than £5, the value of the

operation is apparent. In my own case I have

just treated about two acres of land in which

ornamental trees have been planted, but, al-

though about three years old, the growth was

stunted and altogether unsatisfactory, owing to

a cold, impervious white clay underlying the few

inches of top soil ; and I am satisfied these trees

will now make a good growth. Again, I have

also treated my orchard in a similar way, and

the result has already been very satisfactory.

The general opinion appears to be that dyna-

mite is exceedingly dangerous to handle. Well,

so is a gun if placed in the hands of a careless

person. My sons and myself handle dynamite

constantly without the slightest fear of an acci-

dent ; and, if the same care is exercised as would

be in the case of a loaded firearm, there is little

or no danger—in fact, a pea rifle in the hands

of a young lad is far more dangerous than a ton

of dynamite under the care of a responsible

person."

Tomato Rust.— A short illustrated account

of the disease known as Tomato rust is given

in Leaflet No. 262 of the Board of Agriculture.

The disease, which is, unfortunately, only too

well known both in this country, in France.

Italy, and the United States, is due to the attack

of the fungus Cladosporium fulvum, Cooke, and

was first described by Dr. M. C. CooKE, from

specimens received from North Carolina in 1883.

The first serious outbreak of the disease did not

occur in this country till four years later. The
fungus affects the leaves, stem, and sometimes

the fruit of the Tomato, but the first sign of

the disease is to be found in the leaves. Unfor-

tunately, it is not till the fungus has obtained

a fairly good footing in the plaiit that it is to

be recognised. The spawn or mycelium runs in

the tissues, where, of course, it is invisible to

the naked eye. It breaks out on the underside

of the leaf to form its spores, which are associated

in small patches. Though the spores are pro-

duced on the underside of the leaf, their presence

is indicated by pale yellow patches on the upper

surface coincident with the spore-patches. As

the spores ripen they produce a rusty brown

colouration of the leaf, which rusts and dies.

Black streaks appear oa the stem and the dis-

ease is apt to spread with great rapidity from

plant to plant. The writer of the leaflet points

out that the spread of the fungus is prevented

by horizontal spraying, which tends to distribute

the spores from one leaf to another, and suggests

that if a vertical spray could be employed, the

spores would be dealt with more effectively, by

being washed down into the soil. Fungicides are

of little avail unless employed at a very early

stage. For this purpose, half-strength Bordeaux

mixture is recommended. If a careful watch

be kept and if the affected leaves are removed

at once, the disease may sometimes be kept in

check.
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Appointment.— On the recommendation of

Kew, Mr. Fbank Birkisshaw, a member of the

Royal Botanic Garden staff, has been appointed,

by the Secretary of State for the Colonies, assis-

tant agricultural superintendent in St. Vincent,

West Indies.

Publications Received.—Twelve Moons,
by Frances A. Bardswell. (London : Eikin
Mathews.) Price 2s. 6i.—Royal Gardens, by
Cyril Ward. (London : Longmans, Green & Co.)

Pr'ce 16s —Dairying and Dairy' Farming, by
Members of the Dairy Students Union ;

edited

by J. 0. Newshani. (London : W. Speight &
Sons.) 53—British Rainfall, 1911, by Hugh
Robert Mill. (London : Edward Stanford, Ltd.)

Price 10s.- Sylviculture in the Tropics, by A. F.

Broun. (Loudon : Macniilai & Co) Price

8s. 6d. net.

—

Fruit Farming : Practical and
Scientific, by Cecil H. Hooper. With special

articles by Mr. George MassLC. Dr. Bernard Oyer,
Prof. F. V Theobald, and .Mr. Geofirey P. Hooper.
(London : The Lockwood Press.) Prioe3s.6d.net.

BURNS-LAND.
" Aye and EUisland, Mauchline and Dum-

fries, are the shrines of countless pilgrims," so

Baid Lord Rosebery in one of his Burns ora-

tions. Many a horticulturist finds his way to

these shrines during the season, and at the

Burns Monument, hard by the Brig o' Doon,
the gardens are so arranged and tended that

after inspecting the monument a visitor who
loves nature can spend an hour inspecting the

trees and shrubs, the Roses, Sweet Peas and
other plants which grow so well on the shel-

tered, gently-sloping banks of Doon.
It is interesting to remember that the father

of Robert Burns was a gardener. In 1750, he

came to Ayrshire from Kincardineshire to be-

come gardener on tne estate of Fairlie, in the

parish of Dundonald. In 1752 he became a gar-

dener at Doonside, ^nd later was engaged as

gardener and overseer by Provost Ferguson on

the estate of Doonholm. In 1756, while still in

Provost Ferguson's service, he feued from Dr.

Alexander Campbell, physician in Ayr, then pro-

prietor of the estate of Rozelle, for a feu duty
of £71 2s. 5d. Scots, equal to about £5 18s. 6d.

of our money, 7 acres and 18 falls of land at

Alloway, intending to carry on business as a

nurseryman and market gardener. On this

ground he built with his own hands the cottage

in which the poet was born. This is no place

to speak of Burns, his worth and his work, but

it would be unpardonable in a Scotchman if he
did not on every opportunity speak up for his

hero. Let Carlyle do it. He says of Burns

—

" impelled by the expansive movement of his

own irrepressible soul he struggled forward into

the general view and with haughty modesty laid

down before the world, as the fruit of his labour,

a gift which Time has now pronounced im-

perishable. . . In pitying admiration he lies

enshrined in all our hearts, in a far nobler

mausoleum than that one of marble ; neither

wiU his works, even as.they are, pass away from
the memory of men. While the Shakespeares

and Miltons roll on like mighty rivers through
the country of Thought . . . this little Valclusa

Fountain wiU also arrest our eye : for this also is

of Nature's own and most cunning workmanship,
bursts from the depths of the earth, with a

full gushing current into the light of day; and
often will the traveller turn aside to drink of its

clear waters, and muse among its rocks and
pines!"

It is in the monument grounds that the most
earnest attempt at gardening is carried on. The
monument was erected in 1820 by public sub-

scription, and it and the grounds were vested in

trustees chosen from the leading public men in

Ayrshire. The grounds were laid out and
planted in 1822-23 by the gardeners of Ayrshire.

It would be extremely interesting to know if

there is a record in exit^tence of these opera

tions. For 45 years the ground and monument

were open free to the public, but complaints be-

coming rife about the neglected condition of the

grounds, the trustees imposed a charge of

twopence for admission, the revenue thus ob

tained being entirely expended on the main-

tenance and improvement of the grounds and in

purchasing adjoining properties. In 1881 the

trustees purchased from the Ayr Shoemakers'

Incorporation the whole premises whicli had
grown up around the cottage where Burns was
born, and the public-house licence attached to

same, for £4,000. The licence they abandoned,

and spent £500 in repairing the cottage and

laying out the ground adjoining, but, as I have

already said, it is in the grounds surrounding

the monument where the best gardening is

found. Entering through the turnstile in the

month of August, one is immediately struck by

the way in whicli .Sweet Peas are cultivated. They

are grown in oblong boxes or tubs and placed

at regular intervals along the main path. The
superintendent informed me that so much in-

terest had been taken in them that he was sure

some hundreds of the visitors would adopt his

method next season in their own gardens. When
I saw the plants, or rather clumps of plants, in

the tubs in August they were about 5 feet high,

and each clump was carrying from 50 to 60

excellent spikes of bloom, and they had been

doing so continuously since the second week in

June. Around the sides of each tub there had

been placed six bamboo stakes about 7 feet in

height, and the plants trained up these. No
disbudding had been done, but flowers were re-

moved directly they were past their best. There

was no trace of disease, four-bloom sprays were

abundant, and many of the varieties, I was in-

formed, had given five-bloom sprays. Well-

known standard sorts, aU evidently true to

name, had been selected, most notable being

Mrs. C. W. Breadmore, Nora Unwin, Edrom
Beauty, Marie Corelli, Sunproof Crimson, Mrs.

Hugh Dickson, Mrs. Routzahn, Nubian, Elfrida

Pearson and Apple Blossom Spencer. Tubs of

the two last-named varieties had been placed in

niches in the monument, and showed up to great

advantage against the dark-grey stone. Climb-

ing Roses were another great feature. They were

mostly treated as pillars, so as not to obscure

the view of the river from any point of the

gardens—Dorothy Perkins, Hiawatha, Mander's

Triumph, Minnehaha, Lady Gay, Gardenia and

Alberic Barbier were all doing well. Gradually

all the old Laurels and common shrubs are being

rooted out and their places taken by the finer

sorts of Cupressus. Oltarias, Thuya, Juniperus,

Maple. Kalniia, Prunus, Weigelia, Forsythia,

and other sorts.

Annuals are used to advantage in the borders

in front of the shrubs, and masses of bloom of

Clarkias, Alonsoas, Larkspurs, Linarias, Phlox

Drummondii, Verbenas and Antirrhinums testi-

fied to the value of such plants when well

looked after. Two beds of rather uncommon
Pelargoniimis were most effective. These were

Star of India, which does better than Mrs. Pol-

lock, and the old Harry Hieover. An indirect as-

sociation with the late Mr. W. R. Smith, of

Washington, who was one of the best gardeners

in the United States, and one of the greatest

authorities on all things pertaining to Burns,

was pointed oi.» in a collection of perennial

Peas (Lathyrus latifolius), which had be«n sent

from America by Mr. Smith, all of which were

grovving luxuriantly and blooming freely in

sunny crirners of the finely-sheltered grounds. It

will be a pleasure to many gardeners who love

Burns's writings, but have not had the privilege

of visiting his haunts, to know that horticulture

is so well managed on the banks of Doon. Two
men are responsible for this. Sir. J. R. Dick-

son, a true gardener, who came from Aberdeen-

shire 14 years ago to act as superintendent and

manager of the grounds, and Mr. W. H. Dunlop,

the secretary to the trustees, who could not take

more interest than he does in the property of

the trustees if it belonged to himself, and who

does it all, I am told, as a labour of love. In the

14 years Mr. Dickson has had charge of the place

over a million visitors have passed through
the turnstile. It is a great matter that
good gardening should be brought to the
notice of such a multitude, who come from
the ends of the earth to the shrine of Scotland's
immortal bard. 11'. CuMertson, Edinburgh.

HOME CORRESPONDENCE

{The Editots do not hold themselves responsible for
the opinions expressed by correspondents.)

A Propcsio Fruit Congress and thz
North of England Horticultural Society.
—I have been asked recently by the Rev. J.
Bernard Hall, of the North of England Horti-
cultural Society, to fix up a congress on fruit
or fruit and Potatos for the tour northern
counties of England, to be held in 1914, and,
further, am requested to appeal to the Durham
County Council for funds to meet various ex-
penses. I am wondering if I may have the
assistance (in the first instance) of your valu-
able paper to ventilate this scheme, and, as re-

gards the congress, to get into touch with horti-
culturists and others in the noilh who would
intimate their willingness to work with me to
run the said congress. The Northern Fruit
Congress of the past years has been, more or
less, a one-man scheme, and a financial failure.

In 1910, Captain Cuthbert had to pay a deficit

balance of £50. In 1911, the Rev. J. B. Hall
accepted the responsibility and dropped £30.
In 1912, the Rev. J. B. Hall and Mr. W. B.
Little ran in double harness at Carlisle. These
two are going to turn up again at Kendal in

1913. If a congress on fruit or a horticultural
congress in any form is wanted, why should
there not be a proper representative congress
committee or council to carry on such a move-
ment, on similar lines to those on which any other
congress is managed, and make it peripatetic

—

annual meetings in different centres? The second
request, viz., to approach the Durham County
Council, or any other county body for cash, and
more particularly the Council in question, as not
one of them is a horticulturist, is not the right
move to take. JNIr. Hall argues that the iurk-
shire Agricultural Society arrange and provide
many years in advance ; they and other allied

societies have the interests of the work at heart,
understand and provide in advance : not so a
county governing body. To ask a County Council
(amongst whom no one is enthusiastic) to run a
show or scheme two years hence and out of the
rates is ridiculous. If a body of ladies and
gentlemen can be found to work together, I will

gladly work hard with them. Whilst writing in

connection (although indirectly) with the North
of England Horticultural Society, it may not be
out of place to note the progress of this r irthern
society. One wonders sometimes if it is

wanted. The secretary often states that
existing societies and others must invite

them to come out if they are to visit a centre.

The mission of the North of England Horticul-
tural Society should be to tell societies that they
are coming to their town on a given date, create
interest, and partially finance the concern. If

this is done hoiticulture will advance. The old
custom to wait for folks to send for you is

dead. John Smith, Fellow of the N.E.H.S. and
Horticultural Lecturer for County of Durham.
September 27.

The Autumn Colouring of Foliage.—In
spite of the general impression that a consider-

able amount of sunshine is essential for the
autumn colouring of the leaves of deciduous trees,

this dull and moist season the foliage has col-

oured wonderfully well. This fact clearly indicates

that sunshine is by no means the only essential

factor for the bright colouring of leaves. Since the

weather became fine and dry, many of the trees

have changed their appearance ver'- rapidly ; in

fact, the autumn colouring comm^nct^ quite as

early as after a bright, hot summer. The exces-

sive' wet has nourished the trees and leaves and
kept them in a healthy condition, and there are

none of the dead, brown leaves on the trees that

were so conspicuous last year. Amongst the

more showy subjects in this garden Quercus coc-

cinea is especially effective. Its bright scarlet
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foliage contrasts well with the more sober hues

of many other trees. Liquidambar styraciflua,

with its crimson and purple leaves, forms a hand-

some object when it has attained large propor-

tions. Koelreuteria paniculata is very showy, and

Euonymus europseus has developed an effective

crimson shade. The spreading branches of Parot-

tia persica and their brilliant leaves are very con-

spicuous at this season. Citrus trifnliata is beau-

tifully coloured, and the foliage of Paliurus aus-

tralis has become a rich yellow. Cralsegus

Crus-galli, Pyrus Aucuparia, Ribes aureum,
Viburnum plicatum and Azalea sinensis have all

assumed telling shades of bronze and crimson.

Few subjects surpass Rhus cotinoides, or R.

To.xicodendron in effect ; their leaves are now a

brilliant crimson colour. Berberis Thunbergii is

another beautiful shrub, and when planted in

large beds nothing surpasses ite effect in the

autumn. The more-recently introduced B.

acuminata also colours well, especially the leaves

on the young growths. Many of the Japanese

Cherries are richly coloured, and contribute

bright patches of crimson. Large beds of Rosa

lucida are very striking objects, and, later on,

their coloured stems will be quite a feature.

Aralia chinensis is seen to advantage now ;

its leaves vary in colour from deep crimson to

yellow. Several of the ornamental vines are

especially attractive. Vitis Coigneti^-e and V.

Thunbergii have glorious colours, and are ad-

mirable when rambling in large masses over

Thorns and other common trees. Vitis Henryana
has assumed a striking appearance, and Ampelop-

sis Veitchii coloured early. The Japanese Maples

must not be overlooked, as some of them create

delightful effects. Acer japonicum laciniatuin,

with its crimson foliage, is one of the best in

autumn, and A. palmatum ampelopsifolium and
A. rufinerve are especially attractive. The latter

makes quite a large specimen, and its beautifully-

shaded leaves, that vary in colour from yellow to

deep crimson, give the tree a striking appearance.

J . Gardner, Batsford.

Colour of Hardy Fruits (see pp. 234, 251).

—Noticing Southern Grower's remarks, I am con-

strained to say that I cannot agree with him that

solar influence alone is absolutely essential to

high coloration, for this year's experience has

proved otherwise. He also remarks that Colonial

fruits are more highly coloured than our British

fruits. There, again, I cannot agree with him,

for in these gardens at the present time there

are fruits that could not easily be excelled. I

visited the International Show in Dublin some
few years ago and saw the Colonial exhibits there,

and they deserved the highest praise, but I ven-

ture to say our English growers can produce

fruit as good both in colour and quality. I quite

agree with him that a good summer is essential

to produce the beautiful aroma and high flavour

of Colonial fruit, but for colour it is not neces-

sary. I would ask him how it is that I have

seen all kinds of hardy fruit grown on north

walls and in odd corners of cottage gardens,

where the sun could only penetrate, perhaps,

for a few hours each day, and in a season like

the present all the trees' have not only proved

prolific, hilt the fruits have developed good

colour' Some of cur nmst beautiful flowers also

show their most perfect beauty when sh.nded ; in-

deed, they revel in shade. X noticed particularly

this year that fruits under the branches were

most brilliantly coloured, but those covered en-

tirely with leaves were green, showing that light

is essential, but not necessarily strong sunshine.

Here, in these gardens, the soil is a good, stiff

loam on a sandy subsoil, this, I have no doubt,

being an important factor in coloration, especi-

ally in a wet season. S. Gilthorpe, Nynehmd
Court Gardens, Wellington, Somerset.

Large Plane Trees.—Probably the largest

Plane trees in this country are those in the club

grounds at Ranelagh. One in particular, near

the croquet grounds, is of giant proportions,

being fully 24 feet in circumference of stem at

a yard from the ground, while the far spreading

branches cover a space of 90 feet in diameter.

Another tree of the same kind, not far distant,

is nearly as large, and there are many specimens

of little inferior proportions in other parts of

these beautiful and secluded grounds. These

are not the true eastern Plane but what is known
as the London variety (Plantanus orientalis auri-

folia), which is readily recognised by the less

deeply-divided leaves, and is distinguished from
the western Plane (P. occidentalis) by the

several heads of fruit which are attached to each

peduncle, tho.se of the western tree being usually

produced singly. There are many fine Plane
trees in and around London, but certainly those

at Ranelagh, especially the one whose dimen-
sions are recorded, have few or no equals in this

country. A. D. Webster.

Fruit at Wrotham Park Gardens. -On a

recent visit to Wrotham Park gardens, Barnet,

I observed a number of trees of Sea Kagle and
Princess of Wales Peaches planted against a

south wall, carrying extraordinarily fine crops.

The space from the ground to the coping was
furnished with splendid fruits, which was all

the more remarkable considering the unfavour-

able season. There were also fine crops of Pears,

Plums and Apples. A Black Hamburgh vine

planted in 1728 had borne a large number of

choice bunches, whilst in another vinery was a
large crop of various black Grapes, the variety

Apjiley Towers being noticeable for its highly-

finished berries. V. H. L., Sheffield.

A Curious Radish (see fig 121).—Until this

year I should not have thought the expression
" getting tied up in a knot " could posbibly be

applied to a Radish. However, it appears I am
under a misapprehension, for this has actually

occurred to a Radish grown in mv garden.

H. W. Sheldon, 7S, Upper Rirhmo'nd Pood,

Fig. 121.

—

root of radish.

Leptospermum scoparium Nichollii. —
The history of Leptospermum scoparium

Nichollii (the Crimson Manuka), which
won the 25 guinea cup presented by the Gar-
deners' Chronicle for the best novelty at the

International Exhibition held in May last, will

have interest to many of your readers. It is as

follows:—In the summer of 1905 Mr. W.
Nicholl, a well-known wool-buyer, of Belfast,

Canterbury, N.Z., while visiting Nairn & Sons'

Nurseries, wore a buttonhole of Crimson Manuka.
The firm at once recognised a new thing, and
asked its whereabouts and if it could he pro-

cured. This, however, was a secret, and all the

information tendered by Mr. Nicholl was that

the original plant was growing in the Manuka
scrub between Chaney's Corner and the sea.

Messrs. Nairn & Sons, however, would not be

put off, and asked for cuttings, which were sup-

plied by Mr. Nicholl. These cuttings were not

very successful, as the growth was too

hard, and only one or two plants were
raised, the«e being stunted in growth. One
branch, however, bore some seeds, which
were sown, and as a result some 110 plants

were raised. These, with the exception of seven,

showed in their growth similar character to the

old varietv of the Manuka, and later, when in

bloom, were mostly white. The exceptions, how-
ever, showed dark-reddish foliage and a differ-

ence in habit. When in bloom they proved to

be crimson in colour, and from one of these (the

best variety) the now famous Leptospermum
Nichollii has been named and introduced to the

horticultural world. Botanists locally have been
much interested in this break, and have formed
quite a number of theories for what Dr. Cockayne
calls a mutant. t,luite a number of plants have
been successfully sent to the Old Country, and
are doing well. Captain Dorrien-Smith, who has

collected many plants in New Zealand,

stated here that this crimson Manuka
was the finest novelty in New Zealand
plants that had left its shores for the

last 30 years. An interesting point worth noting

is that it was a Cornishman (Mr. Nicholl) who
first brought this flower into notice, and it was
from a Cornish garden that the flowers were
shown at the International Exhibition. L.

Roberts (Nairn cfc Sons, Christchureh, New
Zealand).

Tits in the Garden (see pp. 197, 235 and 251)

—My experience of the little blue tit may be of

interest. The bird has not fed on the Sweet Pea
buds in these gardens, but it has been very de-

structive to the culinary Peas, pecking the Peas
from the pods, being especially busy towards the
end of the summer, when the Peas were becom-
ing scarce. The tits have also damaged many
Apples, particularly such varieties as Red Qaar-
renden. Duchess's Favourite, and Cox's Orange
Pippin. Many Pears were also spoilt, and it has
been necessary to protect both fruits with net-

ting or gauze bags. This year is the first time

I have known the tits raid the Cobnut*, and the

samples I send will show how the birds have
pecked through the shells and eaten the kernels.

At first I could not believe that this was caused
'

by the tits, but I have watched them at work
in the Nut bushes. The tits chiefly confined

their attentions to one particular bush, which
was loaded with Nuts, and now not more than

one-half remains. I consider the tom-tit to be

the most destructive bird in the garden, and I

have yet to learn its redeeming virtue. J . L.

Waterman, The Gardens, Syndalt, Fuvtrshain.

Acetvline Gas Refuse.— During the lasl

12 montlis there have been many inquiries in the

Gardeners' Chronicle as to the best methods of

using the waste lime from acetylene gas genera-

tors. When I first took charge of these gardens
there was no special place for clearing out the

generator. Consequently, the old lime was found
in different places, which made the gardens un-

tidy. I chose a place near the rubbish heap,

and enclosed it with a Privet hedge, with an
opening large enough for a barrow to enter. A
galvanised tank with a capacity of 100 gallons

was installed for washing out the generator, and
I found the. same water would serve for months.
During dry weather the lime in the generator

was scraped out and placed in a heap ; the

generator was then washed and turned upside

down to dry, but in wet weather this was done
under cover, as it is necessary to replace the

generator perfectly dry and free from grit. The
spent carbide which accumulates during the sum-
mer becomes dry, when it is spread over vacant

ground evenly, at the rate of one barrow full to

every 12 square feet. After it has been dug in

the ground for some time, say, about two months,

Potatos, Cabbages, Lettuces, Peas, Beans and

other kinds of vegetables may be planted ; or it

may be placed on vacant land to destroy insect

pests, including wii'eworm. Acetylene gas re-

fuse may he used in the place of slaked lime, but

slaked lime is more beneficial. F. B. Staddon,
Sydmonton Court Gardens, Newbury.

Outdoor Peaches in North Yorks.—In

reference to Mr. Bunyard's note on outdoor

Peaches at Barham Court, Maidstone (see p. 212i.

it may be recorded that there is a fine crop of

these fruits at Gilling Castle Gardens, Malton.

The trees are trained on a long terrace wall facing

south. At the time of my visit, early in Septem-

ber, several of the trees were cleared of their

fruits, but others were laden with clean, well-

coloured Peaches. One tree in particular of the

variety Stirling Castle had a crop of some 300

fruits, averaging 6 ounces each. Other varieties

grown include Royal George, Noblesse, Hale's

Earlv and Waterloo. During the four years that

Mr. Elliott has been gardener at Gilling the trees
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have never failed to produce a crop. A treble

thickness of netting is placed over the trees

when they are in bloom. Picking commences
early in July with Waterloo, closely followed by
Hale's Early. Several young trees planted during
recent years are making clean, robust growth.
These will be lifted and root-pruned before being
planted in their permanent positions. Estab-

lished specimens are furnished with clean, fruit-

ful wood to within 1 foot of the border. No
pains are spared to keep the trees free from
mildew and insect pests. Contrary to the usual

practice the border, which is some 3 feet to 4 feet

wide, is regularly forked over and planted witli

flowers. A top-dressing of lime rubble, wood
ashes and manure is worked into the border each

season when the bedding plants are rearranged.

The garden at Gilling consists of a series of

terraces made in a steep slope, and is well shel-

tered on all sides. The natural soil is a light,

fertile loam of a good depth, which, owing to the
formation of the ground, is warm and well

drained. A range of glasshouses occupies part of

one of the lower terraces. The castle, a plain,

solid building of masonry, stands about 300 feet

above the sea level, and dates back to the 13th

century. It was for many generations the home
of the Fairfax family until it was purchased by
the present owner, W. S. Hunter, Esq., 10 years

ago. Gilling is situated some 12 miles west of

Malton, and lies amongst lovely scenery in the

Valo of York, a district noted for fruit culture,

ir. Davidson, Inspector to North Riding County
Covncii.

Reversion in Black Currants (see p. 234).

—Reversion is common enough in the breeding

of live stock, and it is not surprising, therefore,

that this " throwing back " to a semi-wild con-

dition happens in the vegetable world. Why
Boskoop Giant Currant should be more subject

to reversion than any other Currant is a mystery.
Perhaps, if its origin were made known, there

would be some explanation. Supposing for argu-

ment's sake that the variety originated from a

chance seedling that may have been a cross

between a wild Currant and a cultivated one, if

there are any wild Currants in Holland. In that

case the reversion would be explicable. A neigh-

bour of mine has a few acres of Raspberries, and
one of three varieties is Beehive. This variety

alone reverted entirely in the second year after

planting, the first fruiting season. If memory
serves, there was not a perfect fruit on about
one-third of an acre. Such fruits as there were
were only pieces of a few pips each. This year

there was a considerable improvement, which
seems to indicate that recovery does occur in

some cases. It would be interesting to try the

effects of very heavy manuring and extra culti-

vation upon a few reverted Black Currants. If

I do not forget it, I will be one to try the experi-

ment. Perhap.s Mr. Pearson will be another?
A Southern Grower.

SCOTLAND.

BDINBURGH BOTANIC GARDENS
EXTENSION.

The disputes in connection with the proposed

extensions of the buildings at the Royal Botanic

Gardens, Edinburgh, which have engaged the

attention of the Scottish Law Courts, are not yet

settled. A committee of the Edinburgh Town
Council, after consideration of the question, re-

commended the Council to appeal to the House of

Lords against the decision of the Court of Ses-

sion, and this report was laid before a meeting of

the Council. The latter body, after discussing

the question in private, have decided to make the

appeal.

THE NORTH OF SCOTLAND HORTICUL-
TURAL ASSOCIATION.

This association, resuscitated some time ago,

holds its meetings in Aberdeen, and is

doing excellent work in advancing horticulture

in the north. The report of the past year's work
is exceedini;]y satisfactory, and the fact that the

association has already 246 members on its roll

shows that it is meeting with the hearty approval
of horticulturists in and around Aberdeen.

SOCIETIES.
EOYAL HORTICULTURAL.

Scientific Committee.
September 24.

—

Present : Jlr. E. A. Bowles,
M.A. (in the Chair) ; Dr. A. B. Rendle, U.A.,
F.R.S., Messrs. R. A. Rolfe, J. Fraser,

W. Hales, R. H. Curtis, A. W. Hill, J. G.
Wilson, J. O'Brien, and F. J. C. Chittenden
(hon. sec.).

Liliuni candidum.—Mr. Bowles exhibited a
remarkably vigorous specimen of the double form
of Liliimi candidum.

Gall on Willow.—Mr. J. Fbaser showed a

rather small example of the gall on Salix fragilis

produced by the mite Eriophyes salicis, collected

on the bank of the Brent, near Ealing. Mr. W.
M.^BSHALL, V.M.H., also sent an example of this

gall collected on the bank of the D:irt, Kent. It

is only a few years since the first specimen re-

corded as British was shown before this Com-
mittee, but several specimens have since been
received from various parts of south-east and
east England.
" Whenl-ear " Sweet William.-—Mr. J. Eraser

also showed a specimen of Sweet William with
the bracts multiplied as in the " Wheat-ear

"

Carnation.

Cirrhopetcdum miniaium.—Mr. Rolfe drew
attention to a Cirrhopetalum exhibited by Messrs.
Sander & Sons, St. Albans, as having been intro-

duced from Annam with Dendrobium Bronckartii.
It resembled C. gracillimum, Rolfe, especially

in its caudate, almost thread-like lateral

sepals, and in the strongly ciliato dorsal sepal

and petals, but differed in having vermilion-
coloured flowers, with the hairs of the dorsal

sepal and petals yellow. His first knowledge of

the plant was in September, 1910, when it was
sent to Kew for determination from the Royal
Botanic Garden, Glasnevin, with the information
that it had been purchased from Messrs. Sander
& Sons as a plant imported with Dendrobium
Bronckartii. It was then named and described

as Cirrhopetalum miniatum, Rolfe. Afterwards a

painting was received from M. Maurice Valcke,
a collector for Messrs. T. Pauwels & Co., Meirel-

beke, Belgium, who stated that he met with the

plant at Haut Laos, between Slam and Cochin
China.

Erica cinerea malformed.—Mr. A. W. Hill
showed a specimen of Erica cinerea malformed in

the same way as those exhibited by Dr. Rendle
on a previous occasion, this time from wild plants

collected in South Devon.
Green-herried Elder.—Mr. J. Bennett Poe

sent specimens of the albino form of the Elder in

which the ripe fruits are greenish (as in white
Grapes). Some members of the Committee
thought them sweeter than the black form.

Aristnlorhia clematitis fruiting.—Mr. Bowles
showed fruits of Aristolochia clematitis from his

garden at Myddelton House, Waltham Cross,

containing ripe seeds.

Fruit of Fijriif; Neidwetzhyana.—He also

showed, on behalf of Canon EUacombe, fruits

of Fyrus Niedwetzkyana, in which the flesh is

deeply coloured, as are all parts of the tree.

Vcrbascum with galls.—He also showed the

curious proliferations which are sometimes
noticed at the base of Verbascums. and which
have previously been shown before the Com-
mittee, but which were, in the present examples,

growing some distance up the stem.

Albino forms of Geranium liohertianum.—
Mr. Bowles also showed the two albino forms of

Geranium Robertianum, one with a red stem, the

other with a green, which have maintained them-
selves for a long time in his garden. Almost all

the plants of the latter form appear to be trace-

able to one or two sources, and the Committee
would be glad to hear of its occurrence in a wild

state.

Helenium cvpreum virescent.—Mr. J. Hudson
sent a specimen of a virescent and proliferous

form of Helenium cupreum from the garden at

Gunnersbury.

Alpine plants attached hy dodder.—Miss
WiLLMOTT sent an interesting series of Alpine
plants attacked by a species of dodder, including

Sedum album, S. elongatum, Daphne alpina, a
mossy Saxifracre, Thymus serpyllum. Campanula
rotundifolia, Thalictrum minus, Phlox subulata,

and Dianthus deltoidea.

*' lieversion " in Black Currants.—Mr. E. A.
BuNYARD sent an interesting series of specimens
illustrating his idea that the " reversion " to
which the attention of the Committee was re-

cently directed was the result of the develop-
ment of lateral branches after injury to the ter-

minal bud. Among the specimens sent (which
did not appear to be all of one variety) were
shoots showing mechanical injury, shoots pro-
bably injured by the shoot-cutting weevil, and
shoots injured by " big bud," all exhibiting the
reverted foliage, with normal shoots for com-
parison (see Gard. Chron., August 24, 1912,

p. 159). The hypothesis, the Committee con-

sidered, hardly accounted for the persistence of

the " reversion "' so that whole bushes were
affected season after season.

BRITISH MYCOLOGICAL AND
SCOTTISH CRYPTOGAMIC.

September 13.—The autumnal meetings of

these societies were held in combination this

year at Forres—the scene of Shakespeare's
" blasted heath "—when, under the most
delightful weather conditions, a week of

sti'enuous research work was spent in the
surrounding country. The proceedings opened
on Friday, the 13th nit., in the Moray
Arms Hotel—the headquarters of the societies

—

and the first foray was to Glenferness, where an
abundance of fungi was found, some of the speci-

mens being entirely new to Scotland. On the
same evening the annual business meeting of

the Briti.sii Mycological Society was held. Mr.
A. D. Cotton, of the Herbarium, Kew, was
elected president; Mr. D. A. Boyd, Saltcoats,

vice-president; and IMr. Carleton Rea, Worcester,
hon. secretary and treasurer. It was decided to

hold the next meeting at Haslemere, Surrey.
Professor M. C. Potter, D.S.C., was appointed
to represent the society at the meeting of the
British Association at Birmingham in 1913, and
also to act as delegate to the first international
conference of pathologists at Paris next month.
On the 14th ult. the forest of Rothiemurchus was
explored, and the foray yielded many valuable
specimens. On the Monday' the fine woods and
policies of Cawdor Castle—the Thane's residence
—were visited. In the evening Mi.ss Gulielma
Lister delivered the presidential address
on " Past Students of Mycetozoa and their

Work." On Tuesday the woods of Cluny Hill

and Sanquhar were explored, and in the even-
ing a capital paper was read by Mr. J. Rams-
bottom, B.A., on the " History of Plant
Diseases." On Wednesday Relugas and Darn-
away Woods were visited with fine results, and
in the evening the annual business meeting of

the Cryptogamic Society of Scotland was held.

On Thursday the members visited Blairs Loch,
Altyre House, and the banks of the Findhorn,
where many specimens were found. The collec-

tion of specimens was on view in the Moray
Arms Hotel and included several of the first of
the kind to be found in Scotland and one species
entirely new to science.

BIRMINGHAM AND MIDLAND
GARDENERS.'

LECTURE ON PLANT DISEASES.
October 1.—Mr. Walter E. Collinge opened'

the autimm session of the Birmingham and Mid-
land Gardeners' Association on Monday last with
a lecture on " Plant Diseases."

Plants, like human beings, the lecturer pointed
out, were liable to innumerable diseases, due to

a variety of causes, such as insects, parasitic
worms, fungi, bacteria, and poverty of soil.

When a human being was attacked by typhoid
fever, people no longer felt content in knowing
that the cause of the disease was a microscopic
bacillus ; such knowledge was exceedingly useful

and important to the medical man, but imme-
diately an outbreak occurred we asked ourselves,

what about the drains ; what were the causes that

had led to the propagation and dissemination of

the bacillus ; and what was the most speedy and
effective method of treatment? Slowly but surely

this same spirit was lieginning to enter into the
treatment of plant diseases. It was not enough
for the horticulturist, fruit-grower, or farmer to

know that the disease that bad ruined their crops

and robbed them of their hard-earned profit, was
due to a fungus, an insect, or a parasitic w-orm,

and that this or that chemical would destroy it.
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They wanted to know what were the conditions

that had led up to the occurrence of the disease.

How far poverty of soil, bad drainage, imperfect

cultivation or lack of sterilisation had provided

the suitable conditions for the pest or parasite to

become a plague.

In this country plant pathology was more or

less an academical study, often pursued by senior

students possessing no practical knowledge of

agriculture or horticulture, or, indeed, of plant

cultivation in any sense whatever, whereas
abroad the subject was being dealt with by men
of long experience and wide training.

The question was often asked, " Have diseases

of cultivated plants increased in number and
virulence during recent years? " Undoubtedly
there were more diseases in the country than ever

before, for these reasons : Firstly, what was
formerly known as "blight" was now known
to be a general term for diseases due to

both different species of fungi and of insects.

Secondly, we were annually importing into the

country fresh diseases. At present we lacked

any effective control of pests or produce, and con-

sequently such diseases as Bean Anthracnose,

Yellow disease of Hyaci.iths, Tomato and Cucum-
ber Wilt, Yellow \Vart Disease of Potatos, and
other pests had made their appearance amongst
our crops and plants. Apart from the work at

Kew, plant pathology in its higher branches and
its practical application to the crops was not

studied in 'this country as in others. Our con

ceptions of its possibilities were cramped and
puny.
Dealing with certain specific diseases, Mr. Col-

linge described the peculiar disease ki>3wn in the

Midlands as May sickness in Wheat; wilt in

Cucumber and Tomatos, Bean Anthracnose, and
many others, all of which were illustrated by
lantern slides. Methods of dealing with the

various diseases on a practical scale were de-

scribed, and much valuable information as to

methods of prevention given.

NATIONAL VEGETABLE.
October 2.—It has to be admitted that a vege-

table show does not appeal successfully to the

public, and least of all to town dwellers; there-

fore, no one was surprised when, after the very

meagre attendances at the two London exhibi-

tions, the Committee decided to hold this year's

show in the provinces. Watford was selected as

being the centre of an important gardening dis-

trict, and the exhibition was acconunodated in

the spacious Clarendon Hall.

Of the show itself there can be only one

opinion, namely, that it was much the best of the

three held under the auspices of this society.

But the meagre patronage was unworthy of such

a fine event. In reviewing the exhibits it may
be remarked that the season has suited kitchen-

garden produce uncommonly well. Celery we
have never seen finer, Onions were superb. Cauli-

flowers were of splendid size and quality, whilst

root-crops, and especially Potatos, Beetroots and

Turnips, were all of" superb quality. The
schedule comprised some 80 classes, but in only

23 were the prizes provided by the Society, the

remainder being made up of various nursery-

men's classes The majority of the Society's

classes were for amateurs and cottagers, and an
inspection of these belied the popular fallacy

that these growers can produce as fine vegetables

as the professional gardener. With these

exhibits and those, say, from the gardens at

Welbeck Abbey or Aldenhara House, there could

be no comparison.

The Duke of Portland's exhibit in the pre-

mier class for a collection worthily upheld the
tiladitions of the Welbeck gardens, and Mr.
Gibson is to be congratulated on the manner of

staging, as well as on the quality of the vege
tables. The use of a dark background of velvet
furnished a pleasing change from the stereotyped
bed of Parsley, and was evep more effective.

The exhibit from the Hon. Vicaet Gibbs was
a show in itself ; it occupied a space of 250 square
feet, with a depth of 8 feet, and comprised 120
dishes in 40 distinct kinds. It was the largest
and most comprehensive collection ever put up
by Mr. Beckett.

Displays by traders numbered only four, so
that the show maj' be regarded as almost wholly
competitive. The arrangements, under the

supervision of Mr. E. G. Quick, the hon. secre-

tary, and Mr. H. J. Wright, the treasurer, were
all that could be desired.

Society's Classes.

What must be regarded as the most important
section of the competitive classes was that em-
bracing the first five classes of the schedule, and
these were open to all competitors. There were
four e.xhibits, but the one from the Duke of

Portland's Garden, Welbeck Abbey, was pre-

eminent, and gained the 1st prize easily. Taken
as a whole, it was one of the finest competitive
displays of vegetables we have seen, and com-
prised New Red Intermediate Carrots, Black
Beet, Superb Pink Celery, Duke of Albany
Peas, Student Parsnips, Ailsa Craig Onions.
Snowball Turnips, Dwarf Gem Bi-ussels Sprouts,

Autumn Giant Cauliflowers, Eclipse Tomatos,
Superlative Potatos, and Prizetaker Leeks.

The Carrots and Beets were magnificent produce.

The 2nd prize was awarded to Mr. ,T. Hudson.
Eunson's Road, Leicester. This exhibitor had
remarkably good Ailsa Craig On'' -^7, Autumn
Giant Cauliflowers, Giant White Celery, and

all splendid, and this exhibitor was finally de-
clared the winner. Taking these exhibits
generally. Celery, Onions, Leeks and Cauliflowers
were the finer produce. Carrots lacked the
smooth exterior of the best exhibition roots,

Potatos were too large, and Parsnips were uneven
in contour. One exhibitor showed splendid Leeks.
The best dish of nine Tomatos was shown by

Mr. J. Hudson, Leicester, who exhibited large

fruits of the variety New Emperor ; the 2nd prize

was awarded the" Duke of Portland. There
were eight competitors in this class-

There were only three exhibitors in the class

for six Leeks. Mr. T. Jones, Ruabon, exhibited

the 1st prize collection, these being amongst the

finest Leeks in the exhibition. The variety was
Champion. The 2nd prize was also awarded to

this variety.

Amateurs' and Cottagers' Classes.

The most important of these classes was for

a collection of six distinct kinds, in which 11

competed. In several instances the amateurs
showed they knew how to exhibit as well as grow
good vegetables, but others had much to learn in

Fig. 122..—HYBKID TEA ROSE EDWARD BOHANE: COLOUK RICH CRIMS

(Received R.H.S. Award of Merit, September 24, 1912.)

New Red Intermediate Carrots. 3rd, W. H.
Henderson, Esq., Serge Hill, Kmg's Langley
{gr. Mr. F. L. Pike), whose best dishes were
Giant Pink Celery, Ailsa Craig Onions, and
Early Autumn Giant Cauliflowers.

In the class for a collection of nine kinds there
were three exhibits, and the 1st prize was
awarded to H. T. Tatham, Esq., Kendall Hall,
Elstree (gr. Mr. W. Gaiger), for excellent
vegetaliles, including Long Red Surrey Carrots,
Prizewinner Runner Beans, Superb Pink Celery,
and stout-stemmed Prizetaker Leeks ; 2nd, John
Kerr, Esq., Loudwater, Rickmansworth (gr. Mr.
T. Avery), his Premier Onions being extra fine.

Prizes were offered for a collection of six
distinct kinds of vegetables shown by cottagers
or allotment holders in the county of Hertford-
shire. There were 12 competitors, who con-
tributed a good display of useful vegetables. The
1st prize was originally awarded to Mr. A. E.
Dawes, Watford, bnt "the finest collection was
shown by Mr. W. Hitmphkeys. Elstree, whose
Celery, Onions, Cauliflowers, and Potatos were

these respects, and especially in exhibiting. One
display was accommodated in a flat tray, whilst

others were arranged flat on the table.

The 1st prize collection, shown by Mr. H.
Keep, Aldermaston, comprised splendid produce,

and it was arranged in the best exhibition style.

Ailsa Craig Onions were e.xtra large and solid
;

Cauliflowers were white and compact ; Leeks well

blanched, but not extra stout ;
Tomatos, of the

Conqueror variety, were well coloured and
graded ; and there were good Potatos and Prize-

winner Carrots. Mr. W. Coleman, Bucking-
ham, who was placed 2nd, exhibited excellent

Celery, Onions, Beans, and Tomatos.

In the smaller class for three kinds there were
eight exhibits, in which nothing remarkable was
seen, the 1st prize being awarded to Mr. H.
Andrews, Berkhamsted, for Onions, Cauli-

flowers, and Celery of moderate quality. The
2nd prize collection consist-ed of Factor Potatos,

Intermediate Carrots, and Sunrise Tomatos, all

generallv excellent and not coarse.
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Potatos.—The 1st prize for three dishes of

Potatos was awarded to large tubers of the

variety Dreadnought, Swinard's Seedling (a fine

white oval Potato witii smooth skin), and The
Factcr, shown by Mr. HoAn, Wiliesborough,
Kent. Mr. Colem.\n, who was placed 2nd,

showed a splendid dish of The Factor.

There were 16 exhibits in the class for two
dishes, and Mr. Coleman was awarded the
premier prize for large, clean, well-matched
tubers of the varieties King Edward VII and
The Factor.

Onions.—The variety Ailsa Craig was most
numerously shown by the 22 competitors, and all

the three prizes were awarded for this variety.

The best bulbs were shown by Mr. H. Keep.

Carrots.—Mr. J. White, Bampton, Oxford,
showed the finest roots ; the variety was Red
Intermediate, and this variety was also placed
2nd and 3rd.

Beetroot.—Smooth, solid, medium-sized roots

of Black Beet were placed 1st of 13 exhibits.

The successful exhibitor was Mr. E. De.^kin,
Birmingham.

Parsnips.—These vegetables were shown splen-
didly. Mr. Tom Jones, Ruabon, excelled with
magnificent roots of the Hollow Crown variety.

Maltese, shown by Mr. T. King, Chippenham,
was placed 2nd.

Turnips.—^Sixteen exhibitors competed, and
they showed wliite varieties chiefly, but yellow
and purple roots were included in some instances.
The 1st prize was awarded for model roots of a
white" green-top variety, shown by Mr, F. J.

Gentle, King's Langley ; 2nd, Mr. W, Coleman,
with Snowball.

Celery.—Mr. .Jones excelled with clean, large,

solid heads of Prize Pink variety; theie were 18
entries, and all the exhibits were of excellent
quality.

Cauliflowers.—Nothing could be finer than
the exhibit of three Cauliflowers shown by Mr.
Coleman. The heads were of very large size,

compact and white, as though blanched.
Mr. Gentle was placed 2nd with smaller heads.

Mr. Keep showed the best Runner Beans ; Mr.
Cady, Sudbury, the best Leeks ; Mr. Coleman
the best Peas ; Mr. Jones the best Tomatos ; and
Mr. HoLDST^icK, Luton, the best Marrows. There
was a class for Herbs, but it was not well repre-
sented.

Nurserymen's Classes.

Robert Sydenham Limited.—There were 12
classes for prcKluce grown from seeds supplied
by Robert Sydciihain Limited. For a collfction
of nine kinds the sum of £16 lOs. was offered
in six prizes. This proved a splendid class,

fiv» exhibitfffs all showing finely. The best
collection was staged by Mr. T. Jones, Ruabon

;

2nd, Mr. J. White, Bampton, Oxford. For a
collection of eight kinds, the better of two
exhibits was shown by Mr. E. Deakin, Bir-
mingham. The largest Parsnips in the show,
exhibited by Mr. J. White, were placed 1st in

a class for these vegetables ; other exhibitors
also showed well in this class. Carrots and
Beetroots were both excellent ; and the Celery
shown by Rev. T. McMurdie of gargantuan
proportions—the variety was Bibby's Defiance.

The best Cauliflowers and Leeks were shown
bv this exhibitor : whilst Mrs. Jenner. Wen-
vbe Castle, near Cardiff (gr. Mr. W. Wheeler),
had the finest Onions.

Messrs. Barr & Son's Classes.—This firm
offered prizes in ten classes. Those best con-
tested were for Onions and Carrots. The Car-
rots, of the stump-rooted, scarlet variety, were
shown best by Mr. A. Evans, Moor Lodge,
Presteign, whilst Mr. H. Taiham, Elstree, ex-
celled for Crimson Glob« Onions.

Messrs. W. Cutbush & Son's Classes.—
This firm offered prizes in 12 classes. New Red
Intermediate Carrots, shown by Mr. T. King,
Chippenham : magnificent Prizetaker I-/eeks ex-
hibited by Rev. T. McMurdie, Woburn Park,
Weybridge (gr. Mr. A. Basile) ; Barnet Hero
Onions, shown by XIrs. Dennison, who also
showed the finest JParsnips of the variety Model

;

and Crimson Beet, exhibited by A. P.. H. Gold-
SCHMIDT, Esq., Mildenhall (gr. Mr. G. Hatch),
were the best vegetables in these classes.

Messrs. Dickson, Brown & Tait's Classes.
—This firm offered prizes in no fewer than 18
classes. Celery Prize Pink was of remarkable size.

-Miss Allc.uid, Horsham (gr. ilr. T. Sparks),
was awarded the 1st prize. Premier Onions were
exhibited well by nine competitors, the best
by Mr. John Kerr. Splendid Carrots were
shown in a class for Perfection Intermediate
variety, and Mrs. Dennison was placed 1st for

magnificent roots. Two bunches of Money-
maker Tomato, shown by Mr. H. W. Hender-
son, King's Langley (gr. Mr. F. L. Pike), bore

33 fruits.

Messrs. Dickson & Robinson's Classes.—
This firm gave prizes in 14 classes. Here were
seen some of the best Beans in the show ; the

variety was Giant Exhibition. Mr, Coleman
was placed 1st with magnificent pods. The
Lord Kitchener variety of Lettuce is evidently a

splendid late variety, judging by the fine pro-

duce shown. It is a Cabbage variety, and those

shown by iMr. Henderson, for which the 1st

prize was awarded, were of remarkable size.

Standwell Cauliflower was shown well by 11

exhibitors. JIanchester Market Turnip is a
good, solid, green-top. white variety ; the best

were shown by Mrs. Dennison. Cabbages, Par-
snips and Potatos were also shown well in their

several classes.

Mr. W. E. Sand offered prizes for two dishes

of Potatos of the varieties Erin's Queen and
Irish Heix), the former a flat oval and the latter

a round variety. The 1st prize was vion by
Mr. Henderson.

Messrs. Clay & Son's Class.—This firm

offered substantial money prizes in a class for

six dishes of Potatos, diftinct. There was an
excellent competition amongst 11 competitors.
Mrs. Dennison won the 1st prize easily, having
magnificent tubers of such fine sorts as King
Edward VII, Snowball, Emperor, and Long
Keeper. 2nd, Mr. M. Hoad, Wiliesborough,
Kent.

Messrs. Watkins & Simpson's Class.—This
was for a collection of six kinds, open only to

market gardeners. There was only one entry,

from Messrs. W. J. Lobjoit & Son, Hounslow,
and it was aw-arded the 1st prize.

The Marquis of Northampton. Castle Ashby
(gr. Mr. A. R. Searle), excelled in Messrs. Glee-

son & Co.'s class for a collection of 10 kinds

;

whilst Mr. G. Prickett, Croxley Green, the
only exhibitor in .Messrs. J. K. King & Sons'
class for a collection of six kinds, was awarded
the 2nd prize. Seventeen competed in Messrs.
H. Lane & Son's cla<^ for three dishes of

Potatos, distinct, the 1st and 2nd prizes being
awarded to Mrs. Dennison anS Viscount
Gosc.iEN, Hawkhurst (gr. Mr. J. Gilmour), re-

spectively.

Non-Competitive Exhibits.

The display of vegetables fron; the Hon. ViCARY
Gibes' Garden, Elstree (gr, Mr. E. Beckett), was
awarded a large Gold Medal. Among the
choicer kinds were Tender and True Parsnips,
Superb Pink Celery, Prizetaker Leeks, Early
Giant Cauliflowers, and New Red Intermediate
Carrots ; besides these were such uncommon
vegetables as Ckilden Waxpod French Bean,
Silver or Sea Kale Beets. Capsicums, Chilies,

Aubergines, Finocchio or Florence Fennel, Kohl
Rabi, purple-podded Beans, -American Land
Crass, and Corn Salad.

Messrs. Barr & Sons, King Street, Covent
Garden, showed the largest trade exhibit, and it

was made very attractive, being well and taste-

fully arranged. It occupied 150 square feet, and
embraced 100 dishes of all kinds of vegetables.
(Gold Medal).

Messrs. Dobbie & Co., Edinburgh, showed 40
varieties of Potatos. arranged very attractively
in baskets on a black velvet background with
sprays of Ampelopsis. Amongst the varieties were
noticed Exhibition, Red Kidney, King Edward
VII, Jlidlothian Early, British Queen, Milecross
Early with very clear skin, Dobbie's Favourite,
and The Factor, a splendid main crop variety.

(Silver-gilt Medal.)

Messrs. H. Lane & Son, Great Berkhamsted,
Hertfordshire, were awarded a Silver-gilt Medal
for a collection of Apples and Pears.

Messrs. Dickson & Robinson. Manchester, ex-

hibited splendid bulbs of Premier Onion, for

which a Silver Medal was awarded.

NATIONAL CHRYSANTHEMUM.
October 2, 3.—The exhibition of eniiy-flower-

ing varieties, held in the transept of the Crystal
Palace on the above dates, will rank as one of
the most successful the National Chrysanthemum
Society has held. The entries were greatly in
excess of last year, and many of the exhibits
reached a high standard of excellence. For tha
most part the exhibits were confined to blooms
grown in the open air, and these were exceed-
ingly fresh and well coloured, and there was a
marked absence of weather-stained fiowers. The
excellent trade exhibits, which were not for
competition, and the various stove and green-
house plants arranged by Mr. C. Caselton, the
Superintendent of the Crystal Palace grounds,
contributed largely towards making this show
very attractive.

There were fewer novelties than usual : to
these the Society awarded two First-class Certi-
ficates and a Card of Commendation.

Open Classes.

There was only one " Floral Display " of
Chrysanthemums, that shown by Mr. F.
Brazier, Caterham, to which the judges
awarded the 2nd prize. This semi-circular group
included, amongst other good blooms, excellent
examples of the varieties Nina Blick and Ethel
Blades.
The best collection of 12 Japanese blooms was

shown by G. L. WiGG, Esq. (gr. Mr. H. Sargent),
Rockshaw, Merstham. The varieties Mrs. R. Lux-
ford, Mrs. A. T. iMiller, and Mrs. L. Thorn were
very fine. 2nd, E. J. Mocatta, Esq. (gr. Mr. T.
Stevenson), Woburn Place, Addlestone,
The exhibits in the class for six Japanese

blooms were not so evenly matched. The 1st
prize was won by A. T. Miller, Esq. (gr. Jlr.
Geo. Mileham). Enilyn House, Leatherhead, who
showed an excellent set of blooms. 2nd, H
RUNCIMAN, Esq., Nightingale Lane, Wanstead.

'

The premier 12 bunches of undisbudded Chry
santhemums grown in the open air, shown by
Mr. G. BowNESs, Riverside Nursery, Glasgow,
were tar away the best, and made an attractive
display. 2nd. Mr. J. Emberson, Grove Road
Nursery, Walthamstow.
Mr. J. Emeerson showed many exceedingly

good flowers in his 1st prize collection of 12
hunches of disbudded blooms, which were grown
in the open air. 2nd, Mr. G. Bowness.
The best vase of single-flowered Chrysanthe-

mums was shown by Mr. J. Emberson; 2nd,
Mrs. A. C. Brown, Brokes Lodge, Reigate.
Mr. J. Emberson showed six exceedingly

good vases of blooms in the class for Japanese
or decorative varieties; 2nd, .Mr. G. Bowness.
The competition in class 17, which provides

for one vase containing 3 .Japanese blooms, was
exceedingly good. The 1st prize was awarded
to the Rev. T. Sheepshanks, Stokelake House
Chudleigh, Devon (gr. Mr. A. Dunkley), for
three splendid blooms of Frances Jollifte

;

-2nd, E, G. Mocatta. Esq., who showed very
good blooms of White Queen.
The best vase of any yellow or bronze single-

flowered variety was shown by Mr. F. Brazieb,
High Street, Caterham; 2nd, Mr. G. Bow-
ness.

The best vase of any other colour was that of
the variety Kitty Raches, shown by Mr. J.
Emberson ; 2nd, iMr. G. Bowness.

_
Mr. J. Emberson showed the best vase of

single Chry.santhemunis, arranged with suitable
foliage; 2nd, Mr. G. Bowness.
The 1st prize hand-basket of Chrysanthemums

and foliage, shown by Mr. L. Wheeler, The
Gardens, Wood Hall, Dulwich, was very at-

tractive; 2nd, Mr, J. Emberson.
Mr. R. Bagden, Gipsy Hill, Upper Norwood,

won the 1st prize for a basket of autumn foliage

;

2nd, Mr. A. R. Bide, Highlands, Farnham.

Am.\teur Classes.

The only exhibitor of 12 bunches of disbudded,
early-flowering Japanese blooms, Mr. H.
Dunkley, St. Peter's Avenue, Kettering, was
awarded the 2nd prize. There was good com-
petition in the class for undisbudded sprays,

where Mr. H. Dunkley won the 1st prize, and
Mr. C. Fox, Linden Garden, Tunbridge Wells,

was placed 2nd.

Mr. D. B. Crane, Wood View, Highgat.e. was
awarded the 2nd prize for six bunches of Pom-
pon Chrysanthemums.
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The Isl prize offered for three vases of un-

disbudded early-flowering varieties was awarded

to Mr. C. Fox. iVIr. F. W. Stevens arranged a

very tasteful epcrgne in class 26; and the 2nd

prize epergne, shown by Mr. G. Fox, was also

very pleasing.

Decobative Classes.

The beat table of bouquets, wreaths, sprays,

&c., illustrating the decorative value of Chrysan-

themums, was arranged by Mr. A. H. Cole, Cam-
berwell New Road, London. The second best

was shown by Miss A. Fyfe, Grove Park

Nursery, Lee.

The competition in tha open class for dinner-

table decorations with Chrysanthemums was very

keen, but, unfortunately, from a spectacular

point of view, 10 of the 11 competitors confined

themselves to the use of yellow and bronze-

coloured varieties. The 1st prize was awarded

to Mr. A. W. Trossell, The Parade, Becken-

ham; 2nd, I\Irs. A. Robinson, Vorhyrst,

Carshalton ; 3rd, Mr. F. W. Stevens, The Gar-

dens, Donnington, Sydenham.
In the amateurs' class there were only three

competitors, and the 1st prize was won by Miss

A. Bashford, Barrow Hedges Farm, Carshal-

ton; 2nd, Mr. Webb, The Gardens, Melrose,

Sydenham.
The exhibits of three epergnes of Chrysanthe-

mums and suitable foliage in the open class were

very pretty. The 1st prize was won by Mr.

F. W. Stevens ; 2nd, Mrs. A. Robinson.

In the class for a vase of Chrysanthemums for

table decoration (the trade excluded) Mr. F. W.
Stevens was awarded the 1st prize for a very

tasteful arrangement.

AWARDS.
First-class Certificates.

Mrs. O. Ltoyd Wigg.—K gigantic Japanes.

variety vpith exceptionally broad canary-yellow

flowers, which have very long, narrow florets

Shown by Messrs. W. Wells & Co.

Bob Pullin.—A rich, yellow Japanese variety,

with very broad, drooping florets. Shown by

Mr. H. J. Jones.

Card of Commendation.

Juliet.—A b€.autiful dworative CluysanUie

mum of a shade of colour appioaching to " Old

Rose." Shown by Messrs. Cragg, Harrison &
Craqo.

Non-competitive Exhibits.

Messrs. W. Wells & Co., Merstham, arranged

a fine group of Chrysanthemums. Amongst

the Japanese varieties there were immense

blooms of Hon. Mrs. Lopes (11 inches across).

Thorp's Beauty, White Queen, and .Mrs. G.

Lloyd Wigg. This exhibit contained excellent

flowers of the different varieties, and was ex-

ceedingly well arranged. (Gold Medal.)

Messrs. James Carter & Co., Eaynes Park,

had a most attractive stand, which well deserved

the medal bestowed upon it. A huge crown,_

supporting very many vases of " China Asters,"

rose above a base of Cactus Dalilias, Michaelmas

Daisies, and batches of Asters artistically

arranged,
Mr. H. J. Jones, Ryecroft, Lewisliam, con-

tributed a very large exhibit of excellent Chry-

santhemum blooms flanked by good sprays of

Michaelmas Daisies and other border flowers.

(Gold Medal.)
Mr. Norman Davis, Framfield. Sussex, ex-

hibited a splendid display of tall stands con-

taining exceedingly good cut blooms of Chry-

santhemums, interspersed with many Michaelmas

Daisies arranged in a very successful manner.

(Gold Medal.)
Mr. A. H. Cole, Camberwell New Road,

London, was awarded a small C!uld Medal for a

semi-circular group of Chrysanthemums and

foliage.

ilessra. Cragg, Harbison & Cragg, Heston,

Hounslow, Middlesex, exhibited fresh, clean

blooms of many choice varieties of Chrysanthe-

mums. (Large Silver Medal.)

Messrs. H. B. Mat & Sons, Ltd., Upper
Edmonton, showed a very good collection of

stove and greenhouse Ferns, Ixoras, and
Begonia Mrs. L. de Rothschild. (Small Gold
Medal.)

Messrs. David Rdssell & Son, Essex Noi-
series, Brentwood, contributed a good group of

Tree Ivies, tall Cupressus Lawsoniana, and
heavily-berried plants of Pernettya mucronata.

In another part of the show Messrs. Rcssell
exhibited a collection of Apples and Pears.

(Small Gold Medal.)

Mr. F. Brazier, Caterham, showed Michael-

mas Daisies and a few border Chrysanthemums.
Messrs. D. DowELL & Son, Hammersmith,

exhibited garden sundries.

Mr. Jas. B. Riding, Chingford, showed many
excellent Dahlias, chiefly of the CoUerette sec-

tion. (Silver-gilt Medal.)
Messrs. T. S. Ware, Ltd., Feltham, had a

long table filled with good Dahlias and many
border flowers. (Silver-gilt Medal.)

J. A. Nix, Esq., Tilgate, Crawley (gr. Mr. E.

Neal), showed a very fine collection of fruit,

decorated with excellent Crotons and Palms.

There were six varieties of Grapes, 56 of Apples,

and 44 of Pears. (Gold Medal.)

NORTH OF SCOTLAND HORTICUL-
TURAL AND ARBORICULTURAL.
September 18.—The annual meeting of this

association was held in the Botanical Class-room,

Aberdeen University. Mr. RoKson, the vice-

president, occupied the chair. He congratu-

lated the members on the success which
had attended the first year of their resuscitated

association after lying dormant for 17 years, and
hoped it was a happy augury of still further

prosperity. Mr. William Reid, the hon. secre-

tary, staled that there were 246 members, and
that during the year seven meetings had been
held at which papers of very considerable pro-

THE WEATHER.
THE WEATHER IN WEST HERTS.

n'rek tiiiime Octobtr 2.

A remarkably wet night after /our very dry weeks.—Anoiher
cola week, and Ihe ninlh m succession. In Uct, there has
not been a single unseasonably warm <lay for nearly 10

weeks, and during September there occurred but five un-

seasonably warm nights, three of which were in the past

week. The ground is now 2° colder than is seasonable,
both at 1 foot and 2 feel defp. Rain fell on four days of
tiie week, and to the total de,>th of nearly 3 inches, which
is about half an inch in excess of the average amount foe

the whole of September. During the 12 hours ending 9 a.m.
on Septembir 30 2J inches of rain was deuosiled, or a
greater quantity than in any single day or night,

exceptions, during the last 26 years. 1<:

9 p.m. on the 29th ult., and conlniued without intermission
nniil noon on Ihe following day. During the 9 days ending
the 28th ult, there was no percolation at all through either

of the soil gauges, but since then 8J gallons of rain-water
has come through the bare soil gauge, and 8 gallons
through that on which short grass is growing. The sun
shone on an average tor 4 hours a day, which is about the

mean duration for the same period of the year. At the

beginning of the week the weather remained calm, but
since then the wind has been at times of moderate strength,

and has come principally from some easterly point of the

npas! The of
, fell short of a seasonable quantity for that hour by

The coltlest September recnrJed here for twenty-six years. -

This was the coldest Stpteniberof which I have here any
record, the mean temperature being as much as 5" below
the average for the month. Both the day and night tem-
peratures, taking the month as a whole, were equally er-

C'plional, but the days were much more unseasonably
cold than the nights. On the warmest day the highest
temperature in the thermoraeier screen was only 66", and
on the coldest night the exposed thermometer registered
9° of frost. Both of these extreme readings are colder
than any previously recorded here in September. Riiin

fell on only nine days, and tu the total depth of 2J inches,
which, although only a quarter of an inch in excess of Ihe

^ iverage for the month, is greater than that for any Sep-
A\ i-mber for 16 years. Almost the whole of the rainfall

>f the month was deposited on the last two days of it.

The sun shone on an average for 3^ hours a day, which
IS IJ hours a day short of the September average, and,
with three exceptions, less than in any September during
Ihe past 26 years. The winds were, as a rule, high; in-

deed, higher than in any September for 13 years, and yet
in no liOur did the mean velocity exceed U miles. The
average amount of moisture in the air at 3 o'clock in the
afternoon exceeded a seasonable quantity for that hour
by 2 per cent, E. M., Berkhmmsted, October 2, 1912.

Fig. 123.—* ^^^' bulb bowl,

fessional interest had been read. The session

closed with an excursion to Brechin Castle Gar-

dens and Bearshill, which was well attended.

Mr. W. Wylie, the hon. treasurer, said the asso-

ciation had a cretiit balance of £8 3s. 5d. ; there

had been a considerable outlay in connection with

the resuscitation of the association. Mr. C. I.

France read an account of the excursion to

Brechin Castle, which will appear in the next

volume of the association's Transactions. The
office bearer."-, for the ensuing session were

appointed as follow :—Hon. President, His Ex-

cellency the Earl of Aberdeen, Haddo House;

President, Mr. J. McKinnon, The Gardens,

Haddo House; Vice-President, Mr. Alexander

Robson, Aberdeen; S.'cretary, Mr. W. Reid.

Aberdeen ; and Treasurer, Mr. W. Wylie. Aber-

deen.

DEBATING SOCIETIES.

BRISTOLANO DISTRICT GARDENERS'. The
monthly meeting was held on September 26, at St. John's

Parish Rooms, Clifion, Mr. Baston presiding over a large

attendance of members. A lecture was delivered by Mr.

I. C. House, on " Useful Perennials for Culling Purposes."

Mr. House gave the best method of treating cut flowers and
the most suitable lime to cut them. Prizes were oBfered for

four bunches of hardy perennials, and the 1st prize was
awarded to Mr. Scott.

BATH GARDENERS'.-A meeting of this association

was held on Seplember 23, when there was a good assembly
of meinb rs. Prizes were offered to under gardeners for

the best paper on the "Cultivation of Violets," Mr.
Matthews, of Coombe Roval Gardens. Bath, was awarded
the 1st prize. In introducing his subject Mr. Matthews
staled that ihe flowering season of the Violet extended from
Sfptenilier to May. A partly shaded position suits them,
where they are not exposed to the sun during the hottest

part of the day. A very important fact was that the plants

should not be allowed to get dry or they would soon be
aliacked by red spider. Decayed leaves and runners should

be removed and the soil should be constantly stirred between
the plants. The lecturer described the different methods of

cultivating the Violet, including the growing of the plants in

GARDENING APPOINTMENTS.

Robert Spence, for the past 3% years Gardener to the

late Colonel E. H. Kinnard, Gt. Tangley Manor, Surrey,
as Gardener to the Marchioness of Crkwb, at Crewe
Hall. Crewe.
Walter Checkley, for the past 8 years General
Foreman at Overstone Park Gardens, Northampton, as
Gardener to Lord Hotham, West Hill Park, Titchfield,

Hampshire.

J. W.'FuNGE, previously for 4 years Foreman at the
Warren House, Slanmore, also at Silverlands, Luton
Hoo, and Menlmore, as Gardener to the Bethlem Rojal
Hospital, St. George's Road, Southwark, S.E. (Thanks
for Is. which has been placed in the R G.O.F. box)

, DAVin Dunn, for nearly 2 years Foreman at Beech
Holme, Colwyn Bay, North Wales, as Gardener to

T. J. Waddingham, Esq., Hafod, Aberystwyth.

F. T. WooDFip.LD, for the past 12 months Gardener at

the County New High School for Girls. Leytonstone,
and previously at Bedgebury Park, Goudhurst. and
Glympton Park, Woodstock, as Gardener lo the Vener-
able Archdeacon Potter, Rake Manor, Milford, Surrey.

. George Johnson, for the past 18 months General Fore-
man at Tilgafe Forest Cotlat;e, Crawley, as Gardener to

E. C. Dennlkr, Esq., Oakwood, Crawley, Sussex,

, J. Powell, for the past 3 years Gardener to Mrs.
Kyrle Chapman, Shillingstone Grange, Blandford, and
previously Foreman at Kilkenny Castle, Ireland, as
Gardener lo Sir Ralph Lethbridge, Sandhill Park,

. J. Roberts, for the past 6 years Gardener to F,
Ogilvv, Esq., Rowbains Manor, East Horsley, Surrey,
as Gardener lo Jolln Macgreuor, Esq., Ersham, Hail-

. R. Lav, for the past 5 years Garden-r to G. C. Elliot,
Esq., Hull Place, Sholden, Deal, and previously for

7 years Foreman at Harthain Park, Corsham, Wilts., as
Gardener to E. Wokmald, Esq., Grass Farm House,
Church End, Finchley, London, N. (Thanks for con-
tribution which has teen placed in the R.G.O.F. box.
-Ed.)

NEW INVENTION.

BULB BOWL.
Messrs. Hunter & Gow send us a sample of

a new double octagon bulb bowl (.see fig. 123). Its

novelty consists in the fact that it contains an

inner bowl, with holes in the bottom, which
enables the wat«r to drain from the fibre or soil

in the outer bowl. The inner bowls are supplied

separately, which enables the cultivator to get a

succession of bulbs for the same outer bowl. The
bowl has a white body, and the design is in blue.
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MARKETS.
COVENT GARDEN, October 3.

.nnot accept any responsibility for the subjoined
e fun
: kindii

shed
i of !

spoiisible for the quotations. Il

must be renieuibeted ttiat these quotations do not repre-

sent the prices on any particular day, but only tito

general averages for the week preceding the dale of our
report. The prices depend upon the qiiaUty of the

samples, the way in which they are packed, the supply
in the market, and the demand, and they may fluctuate,

pot only from day to day, but occasionally several times
in one day.

—

Eds.1

Out Flowers. Ac: Ayerage Wholesaia Prices.
s.d. s.d.

Lily ot the Valley,
pr, dz. bnchs.

:

— extra special ... 15 0-13
— special 10 0-lJ
— ordinary ... a —
Marguerite, per

doz. bunches:
— white 8 0-40
— yellow 1 U- 1 6
.Mignonette, per

doz. bunches .. 3 0-40
Myosotis (Forget-

me-not), p. dz.
bunches ... 3 0-40

Orchids, Cattleya,
per doz. ... 12 0-15

— Cattleya

Arums (Richardias) 2 0- 2 fi

Asters, while ... 1 B- 2
— coloured, per

doz. bum

Bouvardia, per dz

Carnations, pe
dozen blooms

doz. bloom-
— Carola (cr

son), exl
large ...

2 0-30

6 0-70

16-20

8-0 10

. Mai
iz.blo
pink

3 0-40

8 0-15

doz. bunches...
-yellow
Chrysanihemums,

— yellow ™ ~
— bronze.^
— white, per doz.

bunches— coloured
per

10-30
10-26
13-30
10-26

9-10

6-09
Coreopsis, per doz.

bunches
Cornflower, p. doz.

bunches;
— pink ... ._ 9-10
— white _ ...0 9-10
— blue U 9- 1

Daisies (Michael-
mas), various 8 0-40

Oelpnioium, p. dz.
bunche:

' light and dark

of 15 and 18
blooms...

Gypsophila, p.

Lapagerias, wh
per dozen

Lilium anrali

per bunch
-longiliori

per doz., li

— lancTfolii
alba, long

— — short
— sp3ciosum r

rum, per do

4 0-60

2 0-26

6-09

16-26

20- 3

2 0-26

2 6-3

— C y p r ipeJinin
— Odoutoglossum

cnspuin
Pancratiums, p.dz.

spikes

p.doz. bunches
— Double Scarlet

I-'hysalis, per doz.

— General Jac-
queminot

— Liberty
— Madame A.

Chatenay
— Niphetos— Richmond ...

— Sunrise
— President Car-

— white iit yellow
Stephanotis(7;

pips)
Stock, p. d. bnchs I

Violet-, per dozen

— double, pr. dz'.

Out Foliage, lie.: Average Wholesale Pric

60 —
2 6 —

3 0-40

2 6-30

2 0-30
4 0- B

6 0-60

9-16
9-16

10-16

16-20

10-26
10-16
10-26
3 0-60
9-10

16-20
10-16

9-10
10-16
9-16

2 6-30

5 0-60

2 6-30

4 0-60

8-0 9
6-07

9-10

16-40

3 0-50

s.d. s.d.
A d i a n t u tn Fern
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apply any remedy, but next spring just as the

leaves are expanding you may spray the trees

with the amnioniocal solution of copper and
repeat the spraying at intervals. The Bordeaux
mixture is injurious to the leaves of Peaches
even in a diluted condition. In the Uar-

dencrs' Chronicle for October 14, 1905,

p. 282, a correspondent stated that he had
used CampbeU'.s Sulphur Vaporiser with good
results.

Begonia UNHE.iLTHY ; 11'. //. P. The plants

are not diseased, but have been subjected to

an excess of moisture and insufficient ventila-

tion. Keep the plants drier, and ventilate the

house whenever the conditions are favourable.

There are indications of mite, which may be
destroyed by dipping the plants in a nicotine

extract.

Coloured Potatos : A. S. T. Many of the

Potatos with purple or i-ed skins to the tubers

are quite as good eating as the ordinary brown-
skinited varieties. In fact, some epicures

claim that the red varieties are superior, whilst

the long violet, or purple, tubers are highly

esteemed for preparing Potato salads.

Ceab Stock : E. P. B. Stocks of the Crab
Apple intended for grafting or budding next

season should be about a quarter of an inch

in diameter, if they are to be planted this

autumn. With regard to their value per 1,000,

this depends on the quality, and prices quoted

are no guide unless you see the plants or a

sample. The figures you give would be aver-

age prices. Stocks such as you describe should

be suitable for your purpose.

Dredging Mud from Shallow Stream : C. T.

As you have given no particulars as to how you
propose carrying out your dredging operations,

it is impossible to give a correct estimate of

the probable cost. If you have the means of

diverting the water from the bed of the stream
during the time you are removing the silt, the

cost will be considerably less than would be the

case if the work has to be carried out with the

flow of water to contend against. If you pro-

pose removing the mud by means of barrows,

you should be able to do so at about Is. 6d. per

cubic yard, provided the water has been drained
away and ihe barrow run is on an easy gra-

dient. If you use smaU skips, run on a 13-inch-

gauge railway ; you may be able to do it cheaper

if you have a large quantity of silt to remove.
Should it be necessary for you to remove the

mud while the water is flowing over it the work
wiD probably cost 2s. 6d. per cubic yard. In

the event of you pos.^essing a flat-bottomed

barge with a dVedging bag on chains and pul-

leys, the cost will be slightly less. Taking the

Is. 6d. basis, it will cost 2s. 3d. per yard run of

your stream to clear away the silt to a depth of

1 foot 6 inches, whereas if the 2s. 6d. basis is

taken, the cost will be 3s. 9d. per yard run. We
understand you do not require to tip the ma-
terial any distance from the stream, therefore

it is not necessary to add the cost of wheeling.
These prices are estimated on the assumption
that workmen are paid at the rate of 6d. per
hour. A local contractor would be much better

able to advise you on this matter.

Eakly Potato fob " Medium Soil "
: A. S. T.

We cannot recommend any Potato as being
absolutely disease-resisting, but the variety

Duke of York is frequently sati.sfactory when
grown in soils similar to that you describe.

You could plant this variety in bulk for first

early produce next season, and, at the same
time, test, in a few rows, such early sorts as

Sharpe's Victor, May Queen, and Sharpens

Express, and note the results. \Ve should
prefer the horse manure.

Insect : E. M. The insects you send are mille-

pedes. They are most common in ground
containing decaying vegetable matter. If the
land is bare of crops, apply a dressing of gas-

lime at the rate of 1 ton to the acre. It is

not advisable to plant on ground that has
been treated with gas-lime until several weeks
have elapsed. There are numerous specifics

on the market, such as Vaporite, which are

very useful for destroying such ground pests

as millepedes. See Gardeners' Chronicle,

April 27, 1912, p. 276.

Kew Gardens : Eighteen. For admission as

gardeners to the Eoyal Botanic Gardens, Kew,
application must be made on a form to be

obtained from the director of the gardens.

Applicants must be unmarried, between the

ages of 19 and 24, and must have been em-
ployed for not less than four years in good
gardens or nurseries. They must also be

healthy, free from physical defects, and not

below the average height. Applicants will be

informed whether their names have been en-

tered for admission, and on a vacancy oc-

curring will receive a notice to that effect. If

an applicant is not appointed within three

months after the date of his application, he
should write again if he still desires admis-
sion. Those selected for appointment as gar-

deners, who are British subjects, are eligible

to remain at Kew for a period of two years
from the date of joining, if they render ap-

proved service. A gardener ceases to be em-
ployed at Kew at the termination of two years'

experience in the Royal Botanic Gardens, un-

less he has been selected for service as a sub-

foreman for a furtlier dc'finite period. Whilst
at Kew an allowance of 21s. per week is re-

ceived by the gardeners to meet the cost of

subsistence. Sub-foremen are allowed 27s. per
week.

Names of Fruits : H. R. (continued from last

week). 10 and 12, Dumelow's Seedling; 11,

Cox's Orange Pippin; 13, Cornish Gilliflower

;

14, Schoolmaster ; 15, Waltham Abbey Seed-
ling ; 16, Sturmer Pippin ; 17, Ecklinville Seed-
ling ; 18, Golden Spire ; 19, Royal Snow, syn.

de Neige; 20, Old Nonesuch; 21 and 23,

Worcester Pearmain ; 22, White Nonpareil

;

24, Grenadier; 25, Warner's King. Pears,

1 and 2, Pitmaston Duchess.

—

H. M. (con-

tinued from last week). 4, very small, not
recognised ; 5 and 10, Blenheim Pippin ; 6,

Keswick C'odlin ; 7, French Crab; 8, not
recognised ; 9, Tower of Glammis ; 10 and
11, not recognised; 12, Old Nonpareil;
13, Winter Magetin; 14 and 22, Dumelow's
Seedling ; 16, 20, and 26, Ribston Pippin

;

18, Lord Derby; 19, Stirling Castle; 21,
Peasgood's Nonesuch; 22, Dumelow's Seed-
ling ; 23, Mank's Codlin ; 24, Ameri-
can Mother ; 25, Cellini ; 27, Cox's Orange
Pippin ; 28. Worce.'^ter Pearmain.

—

Dalrymple
Bros. . 1, Blenheim Pippin ; 2, Fearn's Pippin ;

3, Nanny; 4, White Melrose; 5, White Non-
pareil ; 6, Bess Pool ; 7, Washington ; 8, a very
good Apple, but not recognised ; 9 and 11,

Waltham Abbey Seedling; 10, not recognised.— If. J. Vas=y. a, Beurre Clairgeau ; b,

Bellissime d'Hiver; c, Ramilies ; d, Josephine
de Malines; e, Fondante d'Automne; f, Berga-
motte d'Hollande

; g. Scarlet Golden Pippin.

—

/'. C. 13, Hanwell Souring ; 32, Cornish Aro-
matic ; 30, Beauty of Kent ;"35, Dean's Codlin

;

15, Prince Albert ; no number, Blenheim Pip-
pin ; 33, Nelson Codlin.

—

J. U., 1, a very fine

Apple, not recognised ; we suggest that you
should send six fruits to the Committee of the
Royal Horticultural Society ; 2, Hormead Pear-
main

; Plum Belle de Septemljre.

—

A. W. K.
All dessert. 1, Emile d'Heyst; 2, Louise Bonne
of Jersey ; 3, 5, 6, Doyenne du Cornice ; 4, Le
Lectier ; 7, Haeon's Incomparable ; 8, Berga-
motte Esperen.

—

P. L. H. Beurre d'Aman-
lis.— ir. B. 1, Marie Louise; 2, Pitmaston
Duchess ; 3, Beurre Capiaumont ; 4, Doyenne
du Cornice ; 5, Marechal de Coeur.

NAiiES OF Plants : A. A. G., Elmwood. Speci-
men withered

;
probably Agathea coelestis.

—

E. IF. A'. 1, Rosa sp.. send again in bud;
2, Hypolepis anthriscifoUus ; 3, send in

flower ; 4, Cistus formosus ; 5, Dahlia sp. ; 6,

Lychnis dioica fl. pleno.—7'. N. Helenium
pumilum magnificum.

—

J. B. Ceratostigma
plumbaginoides.

—

H. F. Z. 1, SUene pendula
fl. pleno ; 2, Agrostemma (Lychnis) coronai'ia

;

3, Hieracium aurantiacum ; 4, too shrivelled
to identify ; 5, Nepeta Mussinii ; 6, Phlox stel-

laria atrolilacina ; 7, Linaria maroccana ; 8,

Spiriea callosa.

—

Constant Beader. Please
send better specimens ; those received are too

withered.— II'. P. 1, Pinus Coulteri ; 2, Thuya
orientalis ; 3, not recognised ; 4, Thuya sem-
pervirens ; 5, T. gigantea ; 6, Retinospora
plumosa ; 7, Thuya plicata ; 8, Junipcrus com-
munis.

—

G- 71 . John.^tone. The Beech is Fagus
sylvatica heterophylla, which originated as a

sport from the common Beech. The larger

leaved specimen you send is a partial reversion

to the ancestral form—a very common pheno-
menon among trees that have originated as

vegetative sports.

—

J. Voss. 1, Quercus sessUi-

flora, the Durmast Oak. It differs from the

common Oak (Q. pedunculata) in having stalked

leaves but stalkless Acorns ; 2, Q. rubra, the

American red Oak, distinguished among the

red Oaks by its opaque undersurface.

—

J . V. J

.

Cattleya Clarkiaj (bicolor X labiata).

—

W. W.
Bulbophyllum recurvum.—/'. J. 1, lonopsis

teres ; 2, Masdevallia ochthodes ; 3, Rholidota

obovata ; 4, Masdevallia striata; 5, Cochlioda

vulcanica; 6, MaxiUaria rufescens ; 7, Pleuro-

thallis elachopus; 8, P. lateritia; 9, Stelis

BruckmuUeri ;'lO, Eria convallarioides.

—

Oxon.

A garden form of Veronica Andersonii.

—

E. 7\

1, One of Veitch's hybrid Calceolarias; 2,

Scrophularia nodosa variegata.

—

E. N. Cratae-

gus Crus-galli prunifolia.

—

C. ct. S. Not recog-

nised ; kindly send a better specimen.

—

En-
rjuirer.—Viburnum Opul-us.

—

H. B. II. 1,

Aplopappus ericoides ; 2, Cupressus Law-
soniana ; 3, Thuya dolabrata ; 4, Nepeta

Glechoma variegata. — W . B. Belton. 1,

Erythrina sp. ; 2, Mimosa sp. ; 3, Melia

Azedarach ; 4, Coprosma Baueri ; 5, Ligus-

trum lucidum.—iWiss E. F. D. We do not

undertake to name varieties of Hollyhock.

The Rose is probably Gommandeur Jules

Gravereaux ; the specimen was pale and

damaged.

Rabbits and Black Currants : IF. P. B. We
are so well acquainted with the vagaries of

rabbits that we should hesitate to describe

any plant as being " rabbit-proof." Never-

theless, we have in our mind's eye a

brake swarming with rabbits where natural

seedling Gooseberries and Currants, of both

kinds, grew freely, and these were never

touched by the rabbits. Since receiving your

letter, we have placed branches of Black

Currant in a small rabbit enclosure, and,

although the rabbits play around them, the

result is the same—the bark remains intact

and not a leaf has been nibbled- But in both

cases the rabbits have plenty of food : it is

the hungry rabbit which does the unexpected

damage, and hungry rabbits will eat almost

any vegetation. You must also bear in mind
the fact that, whilst rabbits will rarely touch

established plants of certain species, they

sometimes bark newly-planted individuals.*

This will occasionally happen with Rhododen-
drons. We know well an estate in the west of

England where large numbers of unprotected

Rhododendrons luxuriate, jnd seedlings in-

numei'able spring up around them, and by the

sides of the walks, yet it is necessary to sur-

round any newly-planted Rhododendron with
wire netting, or the abundant rabbits would
spoil it during the first night. Some trappers

take advantage of the rabbit's liking for

newly-turned earth, and place traps in mounds
of fresh soil. If you plant Black Currants
near the rabbit warrens you should inspect the

bushes daily during cold weather (especially

when snow is on the ground), and if there are

any signs of the rabbits having commenced
to injure them, lightly smear the main stems

with tar.

Rhubarb: A. S. T. Daws's Champion is one of

the very best varieties of Rhubarb for forcing

or for furnishing early supplies out-of-doors.

Rose Leaves : F. E. C. Y'our Roses are badly
attacked with the " Rose rust " (Phragmidium
subcorticatum). The earlier stage of the

disease gives an orange colour to the foliage,

but now the autumn stage produces dark-
brown patches. Gather all fallen leaves and
burn them. Spray any plants that have been
attacked with a solution of sulphate of copper
during the winter.

Seedlings : G. W. F., Bromley. We have re-

ceived some .soil and seedling Lobelias, but
no particulars with them. In the absence of

any information, we are inclined to think the

soil has been too freely watered before it con-

tained many roots, and this has caused the

green appearance of the surface.

....cations Received.—G C. (Thanks for Is.

ent for R.G.O.F. box.)_E. F. D W, Steel_J. A. Cook—
A.R Tower Loige_W. P. (Thanks for donalion of Is.

for K.G.O F. box)__H. D \. T., Upton_H. N. R. A. B.

_Insienis_A. M. S. (Thanks for conlribution for R.G.O.F.
bo'il_F. K. W._T. S._E. J.H. -J. VV._A.J. B._C. R.

-

E. H. R._M. E. S—Annual Visitor- W. F._P. E. M.-
Mrs. R. M. K W. E. B A. C. W._A. C. L._W. I

—

A. D.—F. B W. L. M E. J. E A. S. T A H.—S C.
_W. A. C. -J. B M. and C A. P. B.
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horse cultivation in two directions is that
pruning to prevent side growths being in
the way of the horses or their harness
needs to be done only on two sides of each
ti-ee instead of on four sides, if needed at
all. An alternative i^lan in relation to the
small fruit would be that of planting the
bushes at distances of only 3 feet, with
the intention of grubbing up every other
bush when they have become too crowded,
or, in the case of Black Currants, cutting
every other bush down to the ground level,

to allow of its shooting afresh, and treat-

ing the remainder in a similar way when
those first cut-back have become well fur-

nished with branches. Never having seen
this latter plan tried, I mention it without
venturing to recommend it. If adopted,
the distances of the trees apart in the
rows might range from 12 feet to 15 feet,

instead of 12 feet to 16 feet, as in the
case of the 4 feet bush planting. The
chief doubt in the case of the close plant-

ing of bushes is as to whether there would
be space enough "for the full ramification

of the roots.

Apples Dropping tip to the Last.

The dropping of Apples referred to in pre-

vious notes was bad enough in the cases of

early varieties, but the loss from this

cause was greater still with late and long-

keeping sorts. It led to the gathering of

the late Apples before the usual time,

and this may affect injuriously their

keeping capacity. Moreover, it helped
to keep up the glut in the markets, so

that prices continued miserably low till

the end of September. To get no more
than 3s. Gd. a bushel for the best lots of

such fine Apples as Lord Derby and War-
. ner's King is unpleasant, to say nothing
of seconds sold at 2s. to 2s. 6d. Rail and
marketing expenses have to be deducted
in all cases.

Inferior Late Apples.

Bramley's Seedling Apples this season
are the worst lot I ever grew, most of

them being small, and many of the rest

mis-shapen. Lane's Prince Alberts are

also lacking in size, and include a large

proportion of tail. A mis-shapen Apple
has been lately declared to be the result

of imperfect pollination. If this be true,

the shortness and inferiority of most late

varieties may be attributable to defects in

the pollinating season. My best crops of

late Apples are those of Royal Jubilee

and Gascoyne's Scarlet Seedling, and the

fruit of each is well up to the average in

size. By the way, one well-known fruit

nurseryman declares Royal Jubilee to be
in season from October to December,
while another says October to March.
Never having tried to keep the variety for

more than a few weeks after gathering the

crop, I am not able to confirm or dispute

either statement. But the variety does
not look like a long keeper, as its skin is

very thin and liable to show the slightest

bruise, and the fruit turns quite yellow

shortly after being gathered. It is desir-

able to store every Apple that can be kept
until the supplies of home-grown fruit in

the markets have been greatly reduced,
but although I have a properly-con-
Gtructed fruit chamber, I shall be agree-
ably surprised if my large crop of Royal
Jubilee keeps in marketable condition up
to Christmas. A Southern Grower.

DESTRUCTIVE INSECTS AND PESTS

SCHEDULED BY THE BOARD OF
AGRICULTURE AIJD FISHERIES.

IL*—THE NARCISSUS FLY.

A FLY of the genus Merodon of the
family Syrphidaj has long been known to
live in the larval stage in certain bulbs.
According to Verrall {British Flies,
vol. viii, 1901) only one species of
Merodon occurs in Great Britain,
this being M. equestris Fabricius, of
which there are three varieties, namely,
narcissi, validus, and transversalis.
Another species, M. clavipes Meigen, is

included by Walker in his British

Fig. 124.—THE KARcissus fly (mekodon
NARCISSI).

1, The perfect insect (magn. 2) ; 2, Larva (magn. 2) ;

S, Pupa (magn. 2) ; 4, Affected bulb arrested in de-
velopment (nat. size).

Diptera, and is also recorded as British
by Curtis, but this is probably owing to an
error, and doubt is thrown by Verrall on
the accuracy of the identification. Larvoe
in Narcissus bulbs sent from Cornwall in
1896 are described (Journal of the Board
of Agriculture, December, 1896, p. 287) as
" clearly those of a species of fly known as
Merodon clavipes Meigen," but this species
was apparently considered identical with
M. narcissi F. It may at any rate be said

• The previous article appeared in the issue for Sep-
tember 28, 1912, p. 241.

that a species of Merodon, almost always
M. equestris Fabricius, has become a most
serious pest of Narcissus bulbs in this
country, and is very widely distributed. It
is remarked by Verrall that, until he
caught a specimen at Denmark HiU, in
Sciuth London, on June 8, 1869, M. eques-
tris was not known to be a British species.
Theobald, however, says: " There is little

doubt that it has always existed as a native
insect amongst the wild Daffodils in the
west and other parts of the country." [It
seems fairly certain that in the past many
larvse found in bulbs were wrongly identi-
fied as those of M. equestris, but were
really those of Eumerus strigatus. Fin., a
related syrphus fly, and named by Theo-
bald the Small Narcissus Bulb Fly. A very
full account of the two species is given by
Tlieobald in his lli port on Economic
Zoologii for the year ending September 30,

1911 (South-Eastern Agric. Coll., Wye),
pp. 107-117.]

An extensive attack was recorded from
Cornwall, in October, 1896,t bulbs sub-
mitted for examination being much de-
cayed, two larvje occurring in some bulbs,
but generally only one. Five per cent, of
bulbs at Penrhyn were found to be in-

fested, and several thousand bulbs of Nar-
cissus Stella, N. gloriosa, and other varie-
ties had to be destroyed. Since that time,
with the great increase in the growth of
Narcissi in Great Britain, the Narcissus
fly has become so widely distributed that it

occurs almost wherever these bulbs are
grown in this country. It is commonly
held that it was introduced into England
from Holland, but, as stated above. Theo-
bald believes it to be native. In the
Journal of the Royal Horticultural Society
(1901-2, p. 249) it is stated that " the fly

was first noticed by Reaumur in ^738,
but at th.at time it had probably not
spread further northwards than the centre
of France, and even there it was rare :

and it was only in 1840 that it was noticed
as a pest in Holland, and was handed on in

due course to England and even America."
It is certainly now prevalent in British
Columbia, and Hewitt (Beport of the
Dominion Entomologist, 1911, Canadian
Dept. Agric.) considers that it has
been introduced into Canada on im-
ported bulbs, and he found it on
bulbs imported into Ontario from Hol-
land. It was found in Montreal in

1903. Prof. Ritzema Bos informed Dr.
Hewitt that in Holland the fly chiefly at-

tacks N. tagetta and Jonquillas. In Bri-

tish Columbia Mr. G. Norman observed
that the early varieties of Daffodils, such
as " Golden Spur " and " Henry Irving."

are not attacked, but such varieties as N.
poeticus ornatus and N. poeticus poetarum
suffer considerably. Wilks states that the
pest is undoubtedly imported from Hol-
land, and to his own knowledge also from
Spain, as he once found " no fewer than
seven young grubs of the fly in a single im-
ported bulb of Johnstonii, ' Queen of

Spain.' " The same authority^ expresses
the opinion that no garden exists in this

country where 1,000 bulbs are grown
in which M. equestris could not be found
among them.
The fly causes a great deal of loss among

bulbs ; it is undoubtedly very prevalent in

England. It is imported every year in

Dutch bulbs in great numbers^ It has
been recordedt as attacking bulbs
of Atamasco Lilies (Habranthus praten-
sis), and Scarborough Lilies (Vallota
purpurea), while cases of the fly attacking
Liliums and Hippeastrums are also men-
tioned. Theobald says that the larvse

are common in Hyacinths, Tulips, and
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Narcissi, and he has found them in Vallota
purpurea (1897), Galtonias, and wild Hya-
cinth or Bluebell.

The fly (fig. 124) is a fairly large insect,

nearly three-fourths of an inch in length
and an inch in spread of wings. It more
nearly resembles a small bee than a fly, and
is conspicuously pubescent or covered with
.a dense soft velvety " pile " which obscures
the ground colour. It varies considerably
in colour, having bands which may be
tawny, golden yellow, black, or greyish.
In three specimens before me one appears,
at first sight, almost black, save the
hinder part of the abdomen, which is

yellowish ; a second has the front of the
thora.\ tawny, centre of body black and
hind portion of the abdomen golden
yellow ; while in the third the thorax is

tawny and the abdomen greyish. Verrall
.vtates that in M. equcstris the thorax has
nrey or tawny pubescence in front, with a
broad black fascia behind, while the
abdomen is all fulvous except about the
grey base ; in var. narcissi the thorax is

coveted entirely with a fulvous pubes-
cence, and the abdomen is grey haired

;

var. transversalis is all grey haired, ex-
cept that the third abdominal segment is

extremities, is much wrinkled and folded,
clearly showing the divisions of the body.
In colour it is cream or dirty greyish-
brown. It has no distinct head, but under
the pointed and somewhat flattened upper
extremity is the retractile mouth furnished
with two dark-coloured mouth hooks. The
larva pupates in the soil, the pupa being
oval and darkish brown, much wrinkled,
but with no marked divisions.
The females are very active on the wing,

but when pairing or at rest they are slug-
gish. Wilks says that " the greatest pecu-
liarity of the fly is the noise which it makes
when flying about. I can only describe it as
something between a shriek and a whistle

;

it is, of course, a small sound in itself, but
great in comparison with the size of its

author, and you can often hear it at a
distance at which the fly itself is unper-
ceived." The eggs (perhaps 100 in num-
ber) are laid on or near the bulbs, among
the foliage of the bulbs, or possibly in the
surrounding soil, between the months of
May and July, and, whether the resulting
grubs enter from above or from the base,
they eat their way into the bulbs and cause
great damage, reducing the tissue to an
oozy decayed pulp. The larva feed and

Fig. 125. NORMANHUKSX, THE KtSIDENCE OF EARL BKASSEY.

black haired ; and in var. validus the
pubescence is nearly all black except on
the end of the abdomen—this last seem-
ing to be the usual fonn of the species in

England.
The thorax is robust, and rather longer

than broad ; the abdomen varies a good
deal in shape, though usually " short,

ovate, and rounded behind." The eyes are
moderately hairy all over, and in the male
" touch for about 'half the length of the
frons or vertex "

; in the female the eyes
are well separated. The wings are almost
transparent, and are w'ithout any mark-
ings other than the veining, though darker
near the veins at the base. Verrall re-

marks " I have no reason for supposing
that any of the variations are seasonal or

in any way affected bv diet, but so far as I

Vnow all or any of the forms may appear
at any place and at any time." The fly on
the wing flies in the manner of a humming-
bird hawk moth, or a drone bee, hover-
ing with swiftly-moving wings, or darting
rapidly to right or left. When at rest it is

somewhat sluggish.

The larva is about half an inch in

length when active, but at rest appears
shorter, as it lies in a curved position ;

its cylindrical body, tapering at the

grow in the bulbs, remaining iii them for

some months, finally pupating in the soil

from about March to May and giving rise to

the flies in May and June. Typically there

is one maggot to each infested bulb, but
seven maggots have been found in a
single bulb. Mr. Leney, of Chertsey,

informed Theobald that on lifting the

bulbs to have them examined and to

kill the larvae no more than two full-

grown larvfe occurred in each bulb,

but more frequently only one in a

bulb ; when, however, the larvae are in a
younger stage and about half the size of

those fully matured he invariably found
from seven to eight in a single bulb. The
larvae certainly seem to leave one bulb and
pass to another, and Theobald says§
" Those I have kept attacked as many as

ten bulbs before becoming mature. When
one bulb is destroyed they crawl through

the soil and enter the next one at its base."

Further, bulbs in store in quantity are

similarlv treated, Wilks stating {Journal

of the Royal Horticultural Society, 1902-3,

p. 184) that under such conditions a grub

will often eat its way out of the side of one

bulb and into the side or top or any part of

§ Report on Economic Entomology, Natural Histoiy

another in contact with it, and he has
found a grub with its head buried in the
side of one bulb and its tail in the neck of
another.

As regards preventive or remedial mea-
sures several plans may be adopted. In
the first place lifted bulbs should be care-
fully examined several times before plant-
ing—and lifting may usefully be a little

early and planting a little late to allow
more time. Infested bulbs will usually be
found to be rather soft, and all infested
bulbs should be burnt. Beds in which
attacked bulbs have been grown should
be deeply dug several times, and lime
may usefully be dug in. The advan-
tage of destroying bulbs is proved by
the experience of a large Irish grower

;

seven or eight years ago Merodon
proved a great pest in Narcissus bulbs,
but the practice was adopted of destroying
all sickly, infested bulbs, with the result
that the pest was rarely found (Journal
of the Board of Agriculture, 1909, p. 295).

Further, the flies may be caught with a
net when they settle, though care is neces-
sary, as they are easily disturbed, settling,

however, after flying a few yards. Whea
caught in the net the flies should be
crushed. On the wing they are caught in

the net only with great difficulty owing to
their rapid and variable flight. It has also
been suggested that the flies may be
trapped by placing plates filled with
treacle, and the edges smeared with honey,
near the bulbs : the honey attracts the
flies, which are caught in the treacle. Mr.
George S. Saunders suggested that if bulbs
could be placed for 20 minutes or half an
hour in water kept at a temperature of

115° F. the heat would probably kill the

grubs without harm to the bulbs.

Soaking affected bulbs in cold water at

the natural temperature is stated to have
been successful in some instances in

drowning the contained larvae, which
emerged from the bulbs and were found in

the vessel holding the water and bulbs.

Theobald, however, writes (1911 Report) a,s

follows :
—" Ritzema Bos suggests soaking

the bulbs which are suspected for eight

days in water, so as to drown the grubs.

Some I treated in this manner did not yield

good results." H. C. Lonij.

NORMANHURST.

The residence of Earl Brassey is separated

from that of the Earl of Ashbumham (se«

p. 208) only by a country lane. Or, to be more
correct, the lane is a bond of union between the

two estates. The houses themselves are a couple

of miles apart, and the one is entirely hidden from

the view of the other. Here we are surrounded

by contrasts. Ashburnham lies in a dell. Norman-
hurst on the southern slope of a hill ; the former

cannot be seen till you are within a stone's throw

of the -warm, brick pile, the latter, formed of

stone, is a landmark for miles. As Ashburnham
speaks of age, ripeness and almost of decrepi-

tude, Normanhurst throbs with the beat and
energy of youth. Yonder we find relics of the

Carlovingian, here of the Victorian age.

Hare speaks of Normanhurst as a very ugly

house of bastard Renaissance, in a beautiful

situation, with lovely views over sea and land.

His statement doubtless is true, so far as his

own taste goes, but who that sees the house

from below the lake with the rustic bridge in

the foreground but will admit that the effect is

picturesque in the e-xtrenie? Here, then, where

the Vetches and Clovers, Dandelions and Hawk-
weeds, Broom and Gorse, Bracken and Herring-

bone grow in wild profusion, as they have

grown for ages, we may wander along beautiful

roads or well-kept paths, tread the softest of

lawns, and gaze upon bed and border filled with

choicest of horticultural gems. With the whole

country for choice, it would surely have lieen

difficult for anyone to select a more charming
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spot for a retreat. The district ia full of

historic interest. To the geologist and botanist

the surroundings are as fascinating as to the

antiquary.

In the matter of flowers, the Sweet Pea

is a great favourite. At the time of my
visit they were just past their prime, but the

autumnal glory showed what that of summer had
been. The Poinsettia is popular here, and
flourishes bett«r than in many places. The
brilliancy of the scarlet bracts, when the colour

is developed by effective culture, renders it very

attractive. I saw some very fine Chrysanthe-

mums and Begonias, but perhaps Carnations may
ba looked upon as the most favoured of

flowers. Plants of Souvenir de la Malmaison
were in perfect health, and on July 16 I saw
upwards of 400 blooms each in exquisite blush

and beauty.

No county can excel Sussex in the matter of

Figs. In good seasons they ripen freely out-of-

doors, and Normanhurst is no exception.

Peaches and Nectarines also succeed well out-of-

doors. Of the latter fruit, Victoria and Lord

Napier are favourites. Gourds, Melons, Cucum-
bers, and Tomatos are brought to a high

standard. There is little trouble with diseases

here, which shows that right methods of

culture, ventilation and general treatment have

been mastered. The vineries occupy consider-

able space. Black Hamburghs had done well,

and I learnt that Muscat of Alexandria from

these gardens had won many first prizes.

HUderic Friend, Swadlhicote.

NOTICES OF BOOKS.

The Grava Grasses.*

Both " Grama " and " Bouteloua " are un-

familiar words to most of us. Grama is a

Spanish word, and Grama Grasses might be ren-

dered gramineous Grasses. Bouteloua is a large

genus confined to America, and belonging to the

tribe Chloridese. Its nearest relation among our

native Grasses is Cynodon Dactylon, which grows

on sandy shores from Dorset to Cornwall. Mr.

Griffiths defines 36 species of Bouteloua, with

which he associates the genera Trirena, Pentar-

rhaphis, and Cathestecum, comprising jointly

half-a-dozen species, all restricted to the Mexi

can region. Bouteloua ranges from Canada tc

the Argentine, and certain species are speclaHy

characteristic of dry regions in the west, both

in the nortli and the south. The author says :

" It is doubtful whether there is another group

of native pasture Grasses which is of as much
economic importance as this, when both quality

and quantity are considered. In the northern

prairie region, Bouteloua gracilis forms a very

large part of the so-called Buffalo-Grass forma-

tions, and makes a very fair sod over thousands

of square miles." In the arid south-west, tlie

epecies of Bouteloua are not turf-formers, except

at altitudes of 5,000 to 7,000 feet, but they

furnish the greater part—and the better part

—

of the feed from 7,000 feet down to the driest

desert mesas and lowlands. Some half-a-dozen

species include the main pasture Grasses over

very large areas of the highlands of Mexico.

With regard to their adaptability to cultivation,

the author states that many efforts were made
from about 1892 to 1900 in the United States to

cultivate the different species of Bouteloua.

But, although they all respond readily to cul-

tural treatment, they have not a good seed habit,

hence he is doubtful whether even the most
valuable species can become of importance in

cultivation. Apart from the fact that they are

not free seeders, there are difficulties in collect-

ing and cleaning such seed as there is, and the

whole spike has to be sown. Nevertheless, good

• The Grama GfJsjfs ; Bouteloua and Related Genera, by
David Griffiths. Contributions from the United Stales
National Herbarium, siv, pp. viii -t- 343-428, plates 61-83,
VFith numerous analytical figures in the text. 1912,

yields of hay can be secured from the perennial

B. curtipendula. The plates illustrating this

admirable and comprehensive monograpli are

mostly reproductions of photographs of land-

scapes in which the various species of Bouteloua

are characteristic features. Others represent

areas of Bouteloua curtipendula and B. gracilis

under cultivation. The analyses of the flowers

and inflorescences in the text have all the appear-

ance of being correct and sufficient. From a prac-

tical standpoint, Mr. Griffiths' account of these

Grasses is worth the attention of the farmer in

South Africa and Australia. W. Bolting
Hemsley.

The Early Naturalists.*

This account of the lives and work of the

early naturalists will be read with profit by
all who are interested in the study of nature.

There will be, however, perhaps one class

who will not view with entire satisfac-

tion its appearance, and those are collectors

of old books on this subject, for we have

ment of botanical science written in an easy

and lively style.

A few points of criticism may bt noticed.

On p. 149 it is related of Henshaw tjat he
exhibited at the Royal Society " Spirals of Nut
trees, showing that they grow snailwise." The
author remarks that these must have been Hazel
stems strangled by Honeysuckle. We consider

it more likely that they were stems of the variety

of Hazel which grows naturally corkscrew-wise,

and which may still be found " in gardens of

the curious."

In writing of the microscopical work of

Swammerdam, we are told, on p. 178, that " he
knew how to render anatomical preparations

transparent by balsam." It is somewhat of a
surprise, therefore, to read, on p. 187, that the

same investigator " gives as good a representa-

tion of the eye of a bee as could be obtained in

the days when there were no transparent sec-

tions."

A good account is given of the work of Lin-

naeus, and the author endeavours to dispel the

Fig. i.;6.—onojm.\ helveticuu.

(See p. 281.)

no doubt that many new converts will be made to

this fascinating pursuit, and market prices will

rise in sympathy with the demand.
The scope of the work include writers from

the early 16th century, when interest in natural

science began to awaken after its prolonged
slumber, and ends with Darwin, when, as the

writer justly remarks, a new page was turned.

Whilst a considerable portion deals with zoology,

there is much on botanical and, incidentally,

horticultural subjects likely to interest readers

of this paper.

The writer emphasises the remarkably slow
growth of observation and experiment, and this

is not vvithout its applications even in the present

time, when the multitude of books tends to make
a superficial talk easy and real investigation

scarce. Space will not permit any detailed ex-
amination of even the botanical portions of the

work : suffice it to say that the reader will find

in a condensed form the progress of the develop-

• The Early Naluraluts, by L. C. Miall, D.Sc, F.R.S.

opinion commonly held that the credit of the

system of binomial nomenclature we use is due
to the great Swedish botanist, whereas, like all

great systemists, he owed this and much else to

previous workers, but to him is due the credit

of obtaining for it a general acceptance. The
great influence of his name and work threw, as

the author points out, a devastating influence

over European botany, as its aim and end for

many long years were mainly an accurate dis-

position of labels rather than any real study of

plants, and the traces of this influence, we fear,

still remain. We miss, in the account of Lin-

naeus, any mention of the great and valuable

work done in this country by James Lee, of

Hammersmith, in popularising the sexual sys-

tem : the fact that this was considerable was
acknowledged by Linnaeus himself. But these

criticisms are small matters in view of the plea-

sure naturalists will feel in reading this most
fascinating history. We hope that a second

volume, in due course, may carry on the story up

to modern times. E. A. B.
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ONOSMA.

The Onosmas have their headquarters in

south-eastern Europe and Asia MLiior, but what

perhaps is the most distinct species, O. pyramida-

lis, which has scarlet or crimson flowers, is a

native of the Himalayas. This species is very

rare, and 1 am not aware that it is at present in

cultivation. Fifteen species are found in Europe,

but probably not more than ten in all are grown

in gardens. The Onosmas are all essentially

plants for sunny places, and should be planted

in poor, stony soil with perfect drainage. In

rich ground they make luxuriant growth in

summer, but are very liable to damp off during

the winter. Most of them are easily cultivated

and are readily raised from eeed, but, as a rule,

they dislike transplanting when they have at-

tained a moderate size. It is, therefore, advis-

able to grow the seedlings in small pots, and

plant them as soon as they are well rooted. One

of the exceptions to this rule is the beautiful

0. albo-roeeum, which makes plenty of fibrcus

roots, and may be transplanted with succeES if

the "work is done carefully. Of the species in

cultivatim the following are six of the best ;

—

0. albo-roscum.—This species, a native of the

mountains of Asia Minor, is of spreading, sub-

shrubby habit and forms in cultivation a

cushion-like plant about 6 inches high. The
evergreen, silver-grey leaves are covered with

stiff hairs. The handsome flowers, which are

freely produced in clusters, are somewhat Peaf-

shaped m outline, white, tinged with rose at

first, but changing to pink. During the month
of June it is a most attractive plant, the white

and pink flowers harmonising well with the hoary
foliage. Seeds are freely produced and germinate

readily. There is a form with white flowers,

known as 0. album.

0. arenarlum.—This species is of somewhat
bushy habit, with branching stems about

1 foot in height. The lower leaves are some
8 inches long, and less than ^ inch broad ; they

are covered with stiff, bristly hairs. The stem-

leaves are broader and sessile; the flowers

are pale-yellow or nearly white. The plant is a
native of Eastern Europe and the Caucasus, and
is usually found in ai'id, stony places.

0. Bourgcci is a handsome species, native of

Armenia, producing large, white bell-shaped

flowers in June. Like A. arenarium, the plant is

strong-growing, and possesses hairy foUag;-.

Being a biennial, stock must be raised from

seeds annually ; seeds are produced somewhat
freely.

0. echioldes.—The weU-known "Golden-drop,"
with its masses of large, bright-yellow flowers,

is one of the most popular plants in the rock

garden in June. It is a widely-spread species,

its habitat extending from Western Er.rope into

Asia Minor.

0. sericeuni (see fig. 127).—This species is a

comparatively recent introduction from Asia

Minor. The plant has a suffrutescent base, with

freely-branching stems, bearing rosettes of silky,

grey leaves from 3 inches to 4 inches long. The
leafy flowering stems are from 6 inches to 9 inches

high. The flowers vary in colour from pale-yel-

low to white, tipped with pink. 0. sericeum is

a free-growing plant, and does well on sunny'

ledges planted in stony soil.

0. stdJulatum..—The habit of this plant is

Fomewhat like that of 0. sericeum, but taller.

The pale-yellow or citron-coloured flowers appear

in May and June. The species is a native of

Eastern Europe. Plants are easily grown from
seed, and, like all the others, succeed well in poor

soil in sunny situations. 0. helveticum (see fig.

126), the Swiss form of this species, has rather

broader leaves, and is not so tall as the type.

Both plants are very apt to damp off in

winter, and are not so long-lived as 0. echioides.

IF. /.

PLANT NAMES FROM ANIMALS.
(Concluded from p. 258.)

Beside these bird-names given to particular

plants, there are other more general names drawn
from bird life, but not from any particular bird,

such as Bird-cherry, Bird's-eye Primrose, Bird's-

foot, Blrd's-nest Fern, Bird's-tongue (Ornitho-

glossum), and Ornithogalum, from ornis and
gale, a plant so named by Dioscorides and Pliny,

probably from its white flowers, and now called

by us Star of Bethlehem.
There are also some plants named from the

wing or feather of a bird, pteron. The name
Pteris is applied to the whole family of Ferns,

and was given to a Fern by Theophrastus. It is

found in the Ferns Oreopteris, Thelypteris,

Cystopteris. Phegopteris. Dryopteris, and in the

Bracken, Pteris aquilina, which is another plant-

name for the eagle, and points to the figure of

the bird shown when the stem is cut across.

From the birds I go to the beasts, meaning
chiefly quadrupeds. I omit all names derived
from man or human nature, and I go at once to

the king of beasts, the lion. From the Greek
leon, and the Latin Lo, and i\\'- Eiuli^h lion,

derivation is wrong ; to the Ox-eye Daisy>
Buphthalmum, to the Cow-bane and Cow-itch,
the Cowslip, the Cow Parsnip, and the
OxKp, and Vaccinium is from the Latin
vacca, the cow. The horse is found with its

Greek name hippos and its Latin equus in Equise-
tum, the Mare's Tail, in the Coltsfoot, and in

Hippobroma and Hippophae. It is used to ex-
press coarseness in the Horse Chestnut, Horse
Bean, Horse Radish, and Horse Thistle. The
ass, onos, is seen in Onobrychis, from onos and
brychis, a trumpeting or braying, but I do not
know how the name and the plant are connected.
Onoseris, Onosma, Onopordon, and Ononis, the
Rest-harrow, all get their names from the
onos, but they are all far-fetched. In the Rest-
harrow, I suppose that when the harrow is

stopped by the plant, rest is given to the ass

that draws it. The stag is found in the Harts-
tongue Fern and buck in the Buckthorn,
a Plantain, and in the Roebuck Berry, but
the Buckbean is more likely Bogbean. The
cat is in Catmint, Cat's Ear, and Cat's Tail, but
has many more derivatives. The Greek cyon,

cyno.s, a dop;. i? in Cynorchis. Cynara, Cynan-
cliuin, fmm "f- :

*.- ,- dualities; Cvnolon. the

Fig. 127,—CNOSM.\ sericeum.

we get many names, but it is rather curious that

the name leo has been generally given to low-
growing plants and to plants we may call weeds.

Thus the lion is best known in the Dandelion,
Dens leonis. Dent de lion, a very beautiful plant,

but we rank it as a weed. Then we have Leo-

notis or Lion's Ear. Leontopodium or Lion's Foot,

the botanical name for Edelweis.^, and Leon-
tice, from leon and eikos, resemblanc^-"feecau6e

the leaf is like the stump of the lion's foot.

From the tiger we get Tigridia and the Tiger
Lily, and from the leopard we get the Leopards-
bane (Doronicum). Pardanthus and the Lilium
pardalinum. Wolf, lupus, has many plants named
from him, as the Lupin, named by Virgil and
Pliny, but the connection with the wolf is not
clear ; Lycopsis. which, however, has for its

English name Bugloss, i.e.. Ox-tongue, the Club
Moss (Lycopodium), the AVolf's Berry (Symphori-
carpus), and the Wolf's-bane (Aconitum), said to

be used to poison wolves. The bear, arctus

and ursus, is seen in Arcteum, the Bear-
berry (Arctostapliylus Uva-ursi), the Bear's-

breech or Cow Parsnip, Bear's-ears (Primula
ursi Auricula), but the ursi is now dropped,
and the Bear's-foot (Helleborus foetidus).

The ox, bos, gives its name to the Bugloss, i.e.,

Ox-tongue, apparently to the Bullrush, but the

Dog's-tooth Grass; Cynoglossum, Hound's-ton-
gue ; Cynosurus, Dog's-tail, also a Grass ; and the
English is in Dog's-tooth Violet from the root.

Dogwood, and Hore-hound: and, as a term of

contempt, w^e have the Dog Violet and the Dog
Rose, which was almost the same in the Greek
cynosbatos, i.e.. Dog-bush; and the Dog's-bane,
which gets its name from the Apocynum of
Dioscorides, a plant that was supposed to bo
poisonous to dogs, and not exactly identified.

The fox gives its name to the Foxglove. The
connection is not at all clear, and folk's-glove is

suggested, but the N.E.D. decides in favour of

the fox, and that settles the question. Under
its Greek name, alopex, the fox occurs in Alope-
curus, the Fox-tail Grass. The goat, with its

Greek tragus and the Latin caper, is in Capri-
folium, Tragopogon. Goat's Beard, Tragacanthus,
Tragopyrum, Gk>at's Wheat, Goat's Rue, and
Goatsfoot. The hedgehog, erinaceus, is found in

the pretty blue-flowered Erinacea pungens of the

Pyrenees, and the sea hedgehog, echinus, is in

Echinops, Echinocactus, Echinocereus, and
Echinospermum. The hare's Greek name, lagos^

is in Lagurus, the Hare's-tail Grass, and in Lago-
pus, hare's foot, and the English name is in ths
"^Tare's-foot Fern, the Hare's-ear Grass, th«

Hare's-tail Grass, and the Harebell. The dolphin
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occurs in Delphinium. The Greek name of the

pig, hys, is found in the Hyoscyamus, in Hyo-
phorbe, a Palm, of which the fruit is eaten
by pigs, while the English names are found
in Sowbread (the old name of the Cyclamen),
Sow Thistle,

,
Hognut or Pignut, Hog

Plum, Swine's Succory, and Swine's Cress. The
Greek for the lamb is arnos, and it gives the
name to Arnoglossum, probably the Plantain

;

the English name is in Lamb's Lettuce and the
sheep in Sheep's Scabious or Sheepsbit. The
squirrel is in the Squirrel-tail Grass. And I

finish this part of my subject with the mouse,
who carries his Greek name into Wyosurus, the
Mousetail, and into Myosotis, formerly known
as Mouse Ear and now as Forget-me-not. The
zebra has of late years given its name to the
Zebra Pamjias Grass.
There are a few which I cannot rank as quad-

rupeds, but cannot pass over. There is the
mythical dragon, which gives us the Snapdragon
and whose Greek name is in Dracicna. or the dra-
gon's- blood, and in Dracocephalum, Dracontium,
and Dracunculus. The monkey tribe keeps its

Greek name, pithecos, in Pithecolobium, the
monkey's ear-ring ; in English we have the
Monkey Flower, Mimulus, ai, there is good
authority for the derivation of the pretty African
bulbous flower, Babiana, from the baboon, who
eats the bulbs.

I cannot recall any plant-names from amphib-
ious animals, such as the rhinoceros, the hippopo-
tamus, the crocodile, seal, or otter, but the tor-

toise gives its Greek name to the Chelone and
its Latin name to Testudinaria, which has
the elephant (Elephantipes) for its specific

name. Nor can I recall any plant-names from
fishes, except the Fishbone 'Thistle and the Sal-

mon Berry (Rubus), probably so called in Canada
from being found in the places where salmon
abound.

I go to the reptilia. From the Greek names,
echis, echitis, ophis, and echidna we get
Echium, the Viper's Bugloss, Echinopsis,
Ophioglossum, the Adder's-tongue Fern, Ophio-

.
pogon, the Snake's Beard, the Viper's Grass,
the Fern Ophiopteris ; and in English only the
Snake's-head Iris, the Snake's-head Fritillary,

and the Snake's-foot, the fruit of the Arum.
The lizard's name is seen in the Lizard's Orchid,
and its Greek name, saurus, in the Sauropus and
Saururus. The scorpion has its name in the
Scorpion Grass, and Scorpion Senna (Coronilla
emerus). The frog, rana, is in Ranunculus, in

the species morsus rante of Hydrocharis (Frog-
bit), and in the Frog Orchid, while the toad is in
the Toad Flax (Linaria). and the Toad's-stool,
with its older name of Paddock-stool.
Among the molluscs, I can only find the

Medicago or Snail-plant, and the Oyster plant
(Mertensia) found on our north-eastern coasts.

I finish with the insects and crustaceans.
From its Greek name, melissa, the bee has given
its name to the British balm, Melissophyllum,
and we have the Bee, Fly, and Butterfly Or-
chids. The fly is also in the Flycatcher, the
Flywort, and perhaps in the Bluebottle.

Cimex, the bug, gives its name to Cimicifuga,
the Bugwort. Fleawort and Lousewort either

point to the curative power of the plants against
the insects, or, according to Pliny, in his account
of the Pedicularis, from pediculus, a louse, from
the supposed fact that they attract the insects.

From the crustaceans we get the spider, the
crab, and the lobster. The spider is in the Spider-
wort (Tradescantia) and the Spider Orchid, and
his work in the lovely Spider-web (Sempervivum
arachnoideum) of the Alps. The lobster is in

the bright Lobster-claw shrub (Erythrina), and
the crab is perhaps in the Crab-apple, though
the name may be from the old word that is found
in crabbed, meaning something unpleasant, and
in an old account of the fruits they are called

Mala amara.
I do not pretend to have given all the plant-

names from animals ; I know there are more.
But I give this list in the hope that, so far as it

goes, it will interest some readers, and perhaps
induce some to carry the search further. I shall

be verv thankful to hear of any omissions or
corrections, sent either to myself or the Fditors of

the Gardf.ners' Chronicle, and, in conclusion, I

have to thank the Provost of Eton for his valu-
able help, especially in the Greek and Latin
derivations. Having had his help, I have the
comfort of knowing that the information I

have given on these points is correct. 77. .V.

Ellacoiribe, Bitlon Vicarage. Br'utoh

The Week's Work.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
By J. G. Weston, Gardener to Lady Nokthcotb,

Eastwell Park, Kent.

Viola.— P. ants intended for use as summer
bedding should be raised from cuttings inserted

now. The rains of August started the plants
into fresh growth, so that there will be no diffi-

culty in obtaining plenty of basal shoots, "which
are the best for propagating purposes. In a
few favoured districts Violas may be struck and
wintered in the open ground, but usually cold
fram&s are necessary. Any old shallow frames
are suitable, and there is no necessity for them
to be entirely weatherproof, as Violas are best
wintered with as little coddling as possible. A
light, sandy soil should be used, and this should
be made firm. The cuttings should be dibbled
in fairly thickly, as they will not grow much
before the time comes for transplanting tliem
into their permanent quarters in the spring.

Water the cuttings, and, if necessary, shade
them lightly during the brightest part of the
day, especially if it is sunny when drying
winds prevail. Damp the shoots occasionally,

and increase the amount of air after the sun
has set. The cuttings will root readily, and
when roots are formed the plants should be
exposed to the air in favourable weather.

Clearing the Flower Beds.— Frost may
now occur without much warning, and plants re-

quired for use another season must not be allowed
to remain in the beds longer than is nec-essary.

Standard and pyramidal plants are too valuable to

risk losing from frost, and should be lifted care-

fully and potted without delay. They should be
placed in a cool house, and watered very
sparingly during the winter. If the stock of

cuttings of bedding Pelargoniums is insufficient,

some of the old plants should be potted. These
may either be grown on for furnishing vases or

large beds next season, or they may be placed
in a fairly warm house and started into growth
to supply a stock of cuttings early in the new
year. Grevilleas, Cordylines, Heliotropes, Abu-
tilons, Agaves, Fuchsias, and other more or less

tender subjects that have been used as dot
plants should also be lifted and housed.

Plants in Tubs. — Specimen plants in tubs
employed on terraces, verandahs, and other
prominent positions, are beginning to look
shabby, and should be removed to a place
where they may be protected when necessary.

If it is not convenient to bring them in the glass-

houses for the present, the hardier subjects may
be stood in a sheltered yard or corner, where
they may remain for some weeks to come. Hy-
drangeas and similar subjects may be left out-

of-doors for some time, and will come to no
harm if a little tiffany or shading material is

thrown over them wlien frost is expected. If

house room is limited, these plants may be win-
tered in a barn, stable, or similar structure.

Certain deciduous plants, such as Aloysia, the
lemon-scented Verbena, and Fuchsias, may be
wintered under similar conditions.

Preparations for Spring Bedding. — As
soon as the summer occupants are removed, the
beds should be prepared to receive the spring-
flowering plants. The ground should be
trenched or dug deeply, for many summer-flower-
ing plants are gross feeders, and soon exhaust
the soil. Ground intended for Polyanthuses,
Wallflowers, and Myosotis should be well
manured. As a general rule, the beds should
be trenched and manured now, so that, when
the time arrives for clearing the beds and pre-
paring for summer bedding next May, a
moderate digging and the addition of leaf-mould
or spent manure from an old Mushroom bed will
be all that are necessary. In any circum-
stances, the work of preparing the beds should
be pushed on, as such plants as Wallflowers,
Polyanthuses, and Aubrietias should be planted
in their permanent quarters without delay. The
ground is still fairly warm, and the plants will

quickly re-establish themselves, whereas, if

planting is left till late in the autumn, the frost
finds the ground soft and unsettled, and the
plants tender, so that many are killed.

THE HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
By F. Jordan, Gardener to Lady Nlnulknuulme,

Waiter Priory, Voiksljire.

Preparations for Planting.—In gardens
where it is intended to jjlant a large number of

fruit-trees, a quantity of fine compost should be
prepared and wheeled on the ground near the
stations during dry weather, for scattering among
the roots. The site for the trees should be well
prepared j the soil should be well drained and,
for dwarf trees, dug to a depth of 2 feet, but fur

standards and other tall trees it shuuld be worked
to a greater depth. Dwarf trees are the most
profitable, and the most convenient for small
gardens. Do not plant in heavy, cold land if :t

can be avoided j where the soil is naturally un-
suitable, much may be done to improve it by
adding road-scrapings, lime rubble, wood ashes,

and similar materials that will provide a more
open texture. In the case of such fruits as

Apples and Pears, manure should not be used at

the time of planting, but it may be freely incor-

porated in the soil when Gooseberries, Currants,
and Raspberries are planted. Thorough prepara-
tion of the ground is necessary to obtain the best

results in fruit culture, and trenching is to be
recommended, as its good effects are lasting. An
important matter, especially in the case of

heavy soils, is efficient drainage. In the case of

wall trees, a layer of roiii;h liiue-rubble, broken
bricks, or similar material Hhuidd be placed iit

the bottom of the trench, which should be from
about 18 inches to 2 feet deep. Where young
trees are planted in the place of worn-out speci-

mens, the soil should be removed entirely, and
replaced with fresh compost, as the food con-

stituents will have been exhausted by the older

trees. Stone fruits require plenty of calcareous
matter in the soil, but this is not so necessary in

the case of Apples and Pears. If the materials
are mixed in readiness and stored under a shed, it

will save much time when t]j^ work of planting
is being done. Select only varieties which are
known to do best in the district, and purchase
good trees from a reliable source. Another im-
portant matter is the kind of stocks on which the
trees are grafted, for cheap trees are not always
grafted on the most suitable kinds. For general
purposes the broad-leaved Paradise is the best
stock for Apples, while Pears do best on the
Quince and Cherries on the Mjhalab. But large

Pear trees need to be grafted on the free stock,

and standard Apples on the Crab, as these stocks
have a strong, deep root-system which enables the
trees to withstand strong wind. Certain varie-

ties of Pears do best when they are double-
grafted, and this point must be taken into con-
sideration. It is best to plant only a few varie-

ties, selecting those that are known to do well m
the particular neighbourhood. A trial &?!.ould be
given to a few of the novelties each season, to
ascertain if they are capable of giving better
results than the older varieties.

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.
By E. Harriss, Garden r to I a ly Wantagh, Lockinge

Houfe, Wantdge, LJeik^Inre.

Cucumbers. — To maintain a continuous-
supply of Cucumbers during late autumn and
winter, close attention must be given to the
plants' requirements. One of the chief points
is to keep the temperature as equable as pos-
sible without using too much fire-heat. A mini-
mum temperature, ranging between 65° or 70°»

according to outside conditions, is suitable. Less
moisture, both at the roots and in the atmosphere,
must be used than during the sunmier months;
an excess of moisture during winter is likely to
result in an attack of *' spot " disease. Should
this complaint appear, syringing should be dis-

continued, though the atmosphere must be kept
moist by damping the paths and walls of the
house. Red spider must be guarded against;
should it appe^'ir, syringe the foliage with a solu-

tion of soft soap and sulphur, as it is very im-
portant t-o keep the plants free from this pest
during the winter months, when growth is slow.

Stop the shoots at the second or third leaf, and
train them evenly over the trellis, allowing plenty
of room for the leaves to develop. Keep the
glass, both inside and outside, quite clean, so
that all the light available may reach the plants.

Avoid overcropping, and cut the fruits before
they become too large ; if not required for imme-
diate consumption, place them in a cool cellar,

where they will keep fresh for a considerable
time. Apply a top-dressing of fibrous loam.
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decayed leaves (which should be clffan and sweet),

and a little well-decomposed horse manure as

often as roots appear on the surface. It is better

to add a little of these materials at frequent in-

tervals than to apply a heavy dressing at one
time. Admit air carefully through the top venti-

lators whenever the weather permits. Un cold

nights it is good practice to place coverings over

the glass to conserve the heat.

ToMATOS. — Old plants which have nearly

finished cropping should be thrown away, cut-

ting off any fruits which are likely to ripen.

Plants which are swelling their fruits must be
liberally fed with stimulants, such as liquid

manure from the farmyard, soot water, and an
occasional sprinkling of fertiliser. Apply a top-

dressing of rich materials when there are plenty

of roots on the surface. Side shoots should be

removed regularly, and leaves which are likely

to prevent the sun ripennig the fruits should

be cut back. Attention must be given to the

setting of the fruits on the later plants, as

the Bowers do not set readily at this time of the
year. Maintain a free circulation of air in

the house, but avoid cold draughts. Pollinate the
flowers about noon. During bright weather a
sharp tap on the stem will be sufficient to dis-

tribute the pollen, but when the w-eather is dull

and cold the flowers should be dusted with a
brush. Sufficient artificial heat must be em-
ployed to keep the temperature at about 60°.

When plants w'ith plenty of roots have set one
or two trusses of fruits, stimulants should be
given as advised above. Towards the end of this

month seeds may be sown for raising a batch of

plants that will fruit early next year. Sow the
seeds very thinly in shallow pans in a light com-
post, and place them in a warm, moist atmo-
sphere till the seedlings are well through the
soil. The young plants should be placed in a

light, airy structure quite near to the glass. A
temperature of about 55° or 60° will be suitable

during the winter months. Select a free-setting

variety of good constitution, such as Winter
Beauty, Sunrise, or Dwarf Red.

PLANTS UNDER GLASS.
A, Esq.,

Begonia Gloire de Lorraine. — These
plants make a considerable amount of growth
even after they have commenced blooming,
therefore the shoots must be tied constantly
in order to secure shapely specimens. Plants of

later batches that have not been afforded stakes
should be attended to in this respect at once ; a

single stick placed in the centre of the plant will

sisffice in most cases. Plants intended for ex-

hibition purposes must receive regular attention,

training the shoots free from each other, so that

they may develop to their fullest extent. This
variety of Begonia should always be allowed
plenty of space, especially when the plants

are coming into bloom, at which stage they
should receive rather more air and less warmth
than before, for the blooms develop better and
keep in a good condition longer under cool con-

ditions. Begonias of the Winter Cheer type
should be growing freely, and the flowers, being
rather heavy, need to be supported at an early

stage. Each main shoot should be secured to a

light stake. All winter-flowering Begonias have
made plenty of roots, and may be afforded liquid

manure whenever moisture is required, which
will not be very often at this season, unless the

plants are near to the hot-water pipes. The roots

may also be fed frequently with a little fer-

tiliser, such as Valsal, which adds colour both

to the foliage and flowers.

Cineraria.— These plants are ready for trans-

ferring to their flowering pots. Select recep-

tacles suitable to the size of the individual

plants, those of 6 inches or 8^ inches in diameter
being the most useful sizes. By potting now
the plants will have time to form new roots, and
get w^ell established before the winter.

Primula.— If this work has not been done
already, Chinese Primulas should be potted at

once in their flowering pots, receptacles of 4^
inches and 6 inches bring suitable : the smaller pots
are preferable if the plants are required for

purely decorative purposes. Primulas need a
higher temperature than Cinerarias, and may be
accommodated in a glasshouse if the space is

available, or they may be placed in a heated
frame for a time. The earliest plants will poon be

in bloom j if they are growing in moderately-
small pots they may be given liquid manure.
Although P. malacoides is almost hardy, the
plants are liable to lose a considerable amount of

foliage if they are allowed to remain too long

in a damp frame. When the plants are coming
into bloom, they should be allowed plenty of air.

Calceolaria. Greenhou>e Calceolarias also

need potting. The plants may still be left in a

cold frame, but they should be removed to a
warm greenhouse during times of severe frost.

Propagation. — Ceittiu decorative plants,

including Panicum, Tradescantia and Lycopo-
dium may be propagated from cuttings now, and
will provide useful little specimens by the new
year to take the place of old and worn-out plants.

Wat ering- — All kinds of indoor plants need
to be watered with extra care at this season,
especially those of a soft-wooded nature.
Syringing also must be reduced, and if over-

head syringing is necessary in the warmer
houses to keep down insect pests, it should only
be done once a day, and in the morning after

the temperature has risen a little. Even then
syringing must be done very lightly or the water
may run down the stems, and cause the roots to

become too wet. As the weather becomes colder,

it will be wise to drop the temperatures of the

houses also, rather than resort to an excess of

fire-heat.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
By Edwin Bcckett, Gardener to the Hon. Vicaky Gibbs,

Aldeiiliiiin liou^e. Henfordsliire.

Leaves for Forcing Purposes.—The trees

will be shedding their leaves freely, and a supply

should be procured for the making of hot-beds.

It is very necessary that fallen leaves are

promptly removed from the kitchen garden, as,

besides being untidy, they may smother young
growing plants. In nearly every establish-

ment there is a demand for early vegetables, and
where heated pits are not available {and even
to augment the supplies produced by means of

these), cold frames placed upon a bed of leaves

will be found of excellent service. The leaves

will provide sufficient heat of a lasting and mild
nature for gentle forcing. An enclosure should
be made, if one does not exist already, for stor-

ing the leaves. Stout posts and boards are neces-

sary for the purpose, and those creosoted last

the longest. Old railway sleepers are splendid

for the purpose, and will last for years. The
leaves should be well trodden down ; large pieces

of boughs or other rubbish should be discarded.

Leaves when decayed are excellent material for

wheeling on to vacant ground. Each year we
remove the older half of our stock and fill up
with new material.

Frames.—Excepting those that are required
for wintering the various crops, the surplus port-

able frames should be stored during the winter
months. If they are not placed under cover they
should be raised off the ground ; during incle-

ment weather they may be brought into a shed,

dried, repaired if necessary, and painted. I have
before emphasised the great value of having
them of a standard size, so that the lights may
be transferred from one frame to another as

required.

Maincrop Potatos,—Maincrop Potatos are

badly diseased, and even those that were
clamped some time ago have become more dis-

eased. It will be prudent to examine the tubers

in the clamps and reject all that are unsound.
Keep the ridges protected from heavy rains by
means of tarpaulins or other suitable material,

removing the covering on dry days, and delay

soiling the clamps permanently for a time.

Sprinkle lime freely amongst the tubers as I ad-

vised in a recent Calendar.

Seakale.—This vegetable i^^ eeueia'ly in re-

quest for November parties, and for the earliest

supplies the use of retarded crowns is to be
recommended. In such a season as this the

plants in the ground have a tendency to continue

growing at this period. Seakale is conveniently

forced in the same manner as recommended for

Chicory, but should, for preference, have the

warmest position in the house. If a darkened
place is formed in a warm house, retarded crowns
will furnish a supply of stems in from three

weeks to a month.

Runner Beans.—When the plants are de-

stroyed by frost they should be pulled up, the

haulm stripped from the sticks and the ground

cleared. Protection on frosty nights will often
prolong the cropping for a considerable time, but
if protective material is used care must be taken
to keep it away from the foliage, otherwise the
leaves are bruised, and the damage is worse than
that from exposure.

Leeks. — Late Leeks that were planted in
holes bored in well-prepared ground have done
exceptionally well this season, and little atten-
tion beyond an occasional hoeing of the soil

has been necessary. Watering with farmyard
manure will assist the stems to swell and improve
the quality of the Leeks for cooking purposes.

Winter Greens. — A few late plants may be
planted on vacant ground, and, provided the
winter is not too severe, will prove useful later.

The earliest-planted Kales have made wonderful
growth owing to the wet season, but they are
rather tender, and fine weather is needed before
sharp frosts set in. Stir the land occasionally
and support any plants that need this attention.

Remove decaying foliage so that the air and
light may reach the plants.

THE ORCHID HOUSES.
By J. Collier, Gardener to Sir Jeremiah Colman, Bart.,

Gdtton Park, Surrey.

Cleansing the Houses.—The glass, both
inside and outside, and the woodwork of the
plant houses should be thoixjughly washed, in

order that the inmates may receive all the light
available. Before commencing the work, if it

is convenient to do so, the plants should be
moved to an adjacent compartment to prevent
the foliage from becoming soiled with the water.
Where this cannot be done the house should be
washed in sections, and the plants protected with
shading material suspended next to them. Soft
soap should be mixed with tepid rain-water, but
not in sufficient quantity to damage the paint.

The soapy water should be syringed from the
paint-work with clean water after the scrubbing
is finished. The stages and walls should be
scrubbed, and if the former are covered with
shingle, this should be washed as well. The
pots should be scrubbed, the plants cleansed of

scale and all other insect pests, and diseased
pseudo-bulbs and leaves removed. Any young
growths that are in need of support should be
neatly tied to stakes, but not so tightly as to
prevent the future development of the pseudo-
bulb or young growth.

Restaging. — In rearranging the plants on
the stages take into consideration their various
requirements. They should not be placed too
near to the roof-glass—no part of the plant should
be rearer than 8 inches—and those that are
suspended should be placed midway between the
bars of the roof to escape dripping moisture, as
this often causes serious injury to the foliage.

Temperatures.—From now onwards for tlie

next few weeks the night temperatures of the
various compartments should be maintained as
nearly as follow :—East Indian house, 70° to
75° ; Cattleya house, 65° to 70° ; intermediate
house, 60° to 65° ; and Odontoglossum house, 52°
to 55°. The higher readings should be main-
tained only when the outside temperature does
not fall below 45°. If the outside conditions
are colder the lower readings are preferable.
Frost may occur suddenly, especially in

the early mornings, causing the temperatures
of the various houses to fall a little below the
proper degrees. On euch occasions no water
should be afforded the plants, neither should
damping be done until the houses are .^sufficiently

warm again, as a cold, moist atmosphere is in-

variably the cause of " spot " and disease appear-
ing in many kinds of Orchids. It is safer to err a
trifle on the warm side at night rather than to run
the risk of low temperatures in the morning, as

a little extra heat may be regulated by ventila-

tion. With the advent of cold nights slugs will

become more plentiful in the houses, and if not

destroyed wnll do great damage to the roots of

the plants, and destroy the flower-spikes. These
pests should be trapped by means of Lettuce
leaves or damp bran placed between the plants

and searched for after it is dark, with the aid

of a lantern. Cockroaches, also, become more
troublesome as soon as extra fire-heat is em
ployed. These pests may be destroyed by Rams
deri's beetle paste, or some other suitable poison

placed in their haunts.
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EDITORIAL NOTICE,

AOVERTI5RMKNTS should be seat to the PUB-
LISHER. 41, Wellington Street. Covent Garden,
V\'.C.

Letters for Publication, as well (is specimens of plants

for namins, should be addressed to the EDITORS,
41, Wellington Street, Covent Qarden. London.
Communications should be written on one side only of
THR PAPER, sent as early in the iveek as possible and duly
signed by the writer. IJdesiredt the signature will not be

printed, but kept as a guarantee of good faith.

Illustrations.- The Editors will be glad to receive and to select

photographs or drawings, suitable for yeproduction, of
gardens, or of remarkable plants, flowers, trees, iS-c, but

they cannot be responsible for loss or injury.

Local News.—Correspondents will greatly oblige by sendingta
the Editors early intelligence of local events likely to be of
interest to our readers, or of any matters whichit is desirable
to bting under the notice of horticulturists.

NewBpapers. —Correspondents sending newspapers should be

cateful to mark the paragraphs they ivish the Editors to see.

APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 16—
N. nh of England Horl. Soc. meet, at Leeds,
by Rtv. J. B. Hall on " Apple Culture.")

Average Mean Tempera-
deduced from observati
at Greenwich-49-7.

Actual Tempkratures:—
Lotinoti.— Wtdncsday, October 9 (6 P.M.): Max. 61°;

Min. 42°.

Ganlciicn' Chronicle Office, 41, Wellington Street,

Covent Garden, London —TImrsiJay, October 10
(10 A.M.): Bar. 30°: Temp. 62°; Weather—
Slight fog.

Provinces.— Il'jidifsrfnj', October 9: Max. 64° Spalding;
Min. 62° Aberdeen.

SALES FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
MONDAY, TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY

AND FRIDAY—
Dutch Bulbs, at 67 Si 68, Cheapside, E.G., by Prolheroe
& Morris, at 10.30.

MONDAY, WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY—
Dutch Bulbs, Rose Trees, Shrubs, Perennials, Sc, at

Stevens's Auction Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent
Garden, at 12.30.

MONDAY TO SATURDAY—
Nursery Stock, at The Nurseries, South Woodford (by

Older of Mr. John Eraser), by Protheroe & Morris, at

11.30.

WEDNESDAY-
Trade Sale of Bulbs, at 1 ; Palms and Plants, at 4, at

67 & 68, th apside, E.C., by Piotlieioe Si Morris.

WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY—
Nursery Stock at Lindtield Nurseries, Haywards Heath,
by Protheroe & Morris, at 11.30.

FRIDAY—
Established Orchids, at 67 & 68, Cheapside, E.G., by
Protheioe &. Morris, at 12.45.

The extent to which this

Oup Food country is dependent on
Supplies, foreign supplies of food-pro-

duce has recently been the

subject of considerable controversy. Some
experts have computed that so little as

one-fifth of our total food is raised at

home ; others have put the home-grown
food-stuffs at one-half of the total. The
former estimate is based, probably, on the

fact that, of Wheat, including grain and
flour, about one fifth or less is grown at

home. That this is the case is shown by
the statistics issued recently by Mr. Rew,
the assistant secretary of the Board of

Agriculture, who computes that the value

of home-grown Wheat, &c., is £10,000,000,

and that of imported Wheat £48,000,000.

This ratio, however, is by no means an
index of that which obtains between home-
raised and imported food-stuffs of other

kinds. Thus, from the same statistics, we
learn that the value of home-raised meat
is £78,000,000, and that of imported meat
only £51,000,000. Making allowance for

the fact that the meat raised at home
commands a higher price than that which
is imported, it yet appears true that we
raise more cattle for food purposes than
we import.

In the matter of poultry, eggs, rabbits,

and game, considerably less than half

comes from abroad. Nevertheless, the

fact that £10,000,000 worth of these com-
modities is obtained from foreign coun-

tries shows that a market awaits the en-

terprising smallholder of this country if

he can compete in price with the foreigner.

The same remark holds good for dairy

produce, the imports of which realise the

gigantic sum of £35,000,000 per annum.
The extent of the foreign fruit trade may
be gauged by the figures supplied in the

statistics. Whereas the home produce
realises yearly only £6,000,000 sterling,

foreign fruit fetches £16,000,000.

The only vegetable food stuffs with re-

spect to which the home grower appears
to hold his own are those classed as

vegetables, and it will come as a
surprise to those who know the ex-

tent of imports from France, Italy,

Sicily, Algiers, and elsewhere that the

value of the imports of vegetables is only

£4,000,000 sterling, as compared with

£20,000,000, the value of the home-grown
produce. The cash price paid for the

larder of this country is nearly £350,000,000

per annum, and of this sum we pay one
another £167,000,000, and the foreigner

£180,000,000, so that, roughly speaking,

about half of our food supplies for which
money is paid comes from overseas. A
careful perusal of these interesting statis-

tics brings to light many other facts of in-

terest. Thus it appears that, under the

pressure of economic force, our tastes are

changing. We eat less cheese than for-

merly, because it pays the farmer better

to sell his milk than to make butter and
cheese. For the same reason, 70 per cent,

of the butter which we consume is of

foreign origin. Again, it will be a mat^
ter of congratulation to those who be-

lieve in meat-fed men, and a matter of re-

gret for those who favour vegetarianism,

to leam that we each consume, on the

average, 130 lbs. of meat per annum.
Ominous and striking is the way in which
our imports of fruit advance year by year.

A comparison of the fruit imports of 1910

with those of 1911 shows that the practice

of buying more and more foreign fruits

applies to Apples, Pears, Cherries,

and Grapes, as well, of course, as

to the ubiquitous Banana, of which no
fewer than 6| million bunches were im-

ported last year.

Farm
Orchards.

An interesting Bulletin

(Farmers' Bull., 491) has

been issued by the U.S. De-
partment of Agriculture under the title

of " The Profitable Management of the

Small Apple Orchard on the General
Farm." The purpose of the Bulletin

is to draw the attention of farmers who
possess orchards to the fact that there

is considerable profit to be made by the

proper exploitation of their fruits

quarters. Many of the statements in the

introduction to the Bulletin, which is writ-

ten by Mr. M. C. Burritt, apply with equal
force to the small farm orchards of this

country.

Mr. Burritt points out that in earlier days

farmers knew little of scientific orchard
management and cared less. The orchard
was not looked on as a source of profit,

hence was left to take care of itself. As
a result, where conditions were unfavour-
able, the trees became stunted, scrubby,
diseased and unproductive. The trees, set

too thickly, pushed up till they reached an
unmanageable height. Often planted irt

grass, the hay was taken and nothing re-

turned, or else, when not in grass, rotations

of crops were taken and the trees starved.

The traveller in this country may also have
seen such orchards.

Now, as the writer of the Bulletin points

out, conditions have changed. Apples are

in increasing demand and a certain mea-
sure of profit is to be made even out of the
small orchard. Hence he asks and answers
the question :

" Will it pay to rejuvenate

the old orchard trees? " The answer, which
is based on data collected from orchards in

West New York State, is in the affirmative.

These data show that average yields ob-

tained from orchards which have—at all

events recently—received proper treatment

range in different years from 50 to 225

bushels per acre and the price from 2s. to

4s. a bushel. That is, these orchards pro-

duce an annual gross return of from £7 10s.

to £33 15s. per acre. The last figure ap-

pears high, even for America, and the

author is careful to point out that the,

estimates represent returns greater than
can be expected from an ordinary farm
orchard.

The first step to be taken by anyone who
contemplates improvement of his orchard

is, of course, as Mr. Burritt points out, to

ascertain whether it is one which will pay
to rejuvenate. Orchards with a poor stand

of old trees, with unprofitable varieties in

unsuitable situations, and those with trees

wasted by disease, are hopeless. But if

the orchard pass these tests it may be made
more profitable, and the latter part of the

Bulletin is concerned with the methods
whereby this end may be achieved. Advice

is given under four heads : Pruning, fer-

tilising, cultivating, and spraying.

Before giving details of these several

operations Mr. Burritt lays down a general

scheme of operations : if in sod, plough in

autumn about 4 inches deep ; if not in

grass, plough in late autumn or spring.

Spread manure in winter, 12 to 15 loads of

farmyard manure to the acre, or give a
complete artificial manure in spring. Cut
out all dead and diseased wood before

growth starts, head back the high limbs

and thin to admit air and light. Lime the

soil (1,500 to 2,000 lbs. to the acre) and work
it and the manure into the soil with a disc

harrow or spring-tooth harrow. Keep up
this cultivation till midsummer. After cul-

tivation ceases for the season, sow a cover

or green manure crop to plough in the fol-

lowing spring. Clover may be used or Rye
or Buckwheat. Spray according to instruc-

tions given in State and Government publi-

cations. Then follow detailed recommen-
dations under the heads we have men-
tioned. With these, however, it is unneces-

sary for us to deal, our purpose being ac-

complished in showing how thoroughly the

interests of the farmer are looked after by
the U.S. Department of Agriculture.
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Supplementary Illustration.—The
" Scarlet Odontoglossum," mentioned in a letter

by the collector Bowman, in 1867, which was
supposed to be based on an erroneous conception

of the colour of Miltonia vexillaria, was a

standing joke among orchidists for many years,

but the advent of the charming Cochlioda

Noezliana gave the opportunity to the hybridist

to cross that plant with Odontoglossum, and in

effect give us the " Scarlet Odontoglossum." Cer-

tain of the Odontiodas approach in size and

shape so nearly to Odontoglossum crispum, with

the scarlet colour predominating, that for garden

purposes they are of similar value, especially as

the CochUodas and Odontiodas are like the

Odontoglossum, cool-house plants and of easy

culture. Most orchidists will remember the first

of the race, Odontioda Vuylstekeae (Odonto-

glossum Pescatorei x Cochlioda Noezliana),

which evoked such great interest at the Temple
Show. 1904, when it was shown by the raiser,

Monsieur Chas. Vuylsteke. Odontioda Brad-

shawise (0. crispum X C. Noezliana), raised by
Messrs. Charlesworth & Co., followed in 1907,

the same firm exhibiting as a grand novelty at

the Temple Show, 1908, 0. Charlesworthii (C.

Noezliana x 0. Harryanum) of a deep, blood-

red colour, and these two are still amongst the

best of all the Odontiodas. Then came O.

Goodsonice, of unknown parentage ; 0. gattonien-

sis (C. Noezliana X 0. Kegeljanii), and in 1909

0. Lambeauiana (C. Noezliana X 0. Lambeaui-
ana), the Westonbirt variety of which, by the

kindness of Lieut.-Col. Sir Geo. L. Holford,
K.C.V.O., is reproduced in the Supplementary

Illustration. Its merits as a brilliantly-coloured,

cuol-house Orchid may be seen readily by refer-

ence to the plate. A peculiarity in these crosses

of Cochlioda Noezliana is the persistence with

which the progeny retains the red colour of that

species, either unbroken or diffused, and seldom

in clear blotches, as might be expected when
crossed with blotched Odontoglossum as in the

Odontioda Lambeauiana, whose parent Odonto-

glossum Lambeauianum results from crossing O.

Rolfeie (Harryanum X Pescatorei) with a

blotched 0. crispum. Odontioda Cooksonise (C.

Noezliana X 0. ardentissimum) was one of the

attractions of the Temple Show, 1909, and since

that time there has been a steady increase of

these brightly-coloured hybrids, the last being

the pretty scarlet and rose-pink Odontioda

Margarita, shown by ^lonsieur H. Graire at

the meeting of the Royal Horticultural Society

on September 24 last, and raised from Odonto-

glossum madrense and Cochlioda Noezliana.

Secondary crosses have also been made, one of

the best being Odontioda King George V
(Odontioda Vuylstekeie x Odontoglossum

laudatum), which was illustrated in Gardeners'

Chronicle May 28, 1910, p. 349. In this and
some other secondary hybrids the colour is more
broken up and displayed in large blotches, but
the red tint is retained, and in time the counter-

parts of the existing purple and brown-blotched

Odontoglossums may be secured with scarlet or

some shade of red in their markings. The
future of these desirable Orchids is promising.

-Mr. de Barri Cravvshay, who has produced
abeady improved forms of the best types, and,

by way of experiment, has made various crosses

which could not be in advance of known kinds,

has yet many to develop ; Sir Jeremiah Colman,
Mr. William Thompson, Mr. R. G. Thwaites
and others are still raising crosses, whilst many
Orchid nurserymen are also actively engaged in

this promising field.

Royal Horticultural Society.— In con-

nection with the show of autumn-blooming

Orchids to be held on November 5 and 6 next,

there will be a conference m the Lecture

Room of the Royal Horticultural Society at

Vincent Square, Westminster, on Wednesday,
November 6, from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m., when Mr.

J. GuBNEY Fowler, the treasurer of the Society,

will occupy the chair. The following papers

have been promised:—(1) " Some Epiphytical

Orchids," by Mr. H. G. Alexander; (2) "The
Physiology of Fertilisation," by Professor

Keeble
; (3) "The Application of Genetics to

Orchid Breeding," by Major C. C. Hurst
; (4)

" Albinism in Orchids," by Mr. R. G. Thwaites.

As the seating accommodation of the Lecture

Room is limited, seats should be secured before-

hand by application to the secretary, who will bo

pleased to forward reserve seat tickets to those

applying for them as far as the accommodation
will allow, ir. Wilh, Secrelart/, R.H.S.

National Vegetable Societvs Show.—
The secretary informs us that the attendance

at the recent exhibition at Watford was much
more satisfactory than at either of the shows
held in London. Mr. Owen Thomas has been

appointed chairman in succession to the late Mr.
Alexander Dean. Messrs. Dickson, Brown
& Tait offered prizes in only four classes ; the

exhibits credited in our report to this firm were

shown in Messrs. Dickson & Robinson's classes.

Flowers in Season. — Messrs. Hugh Low
& Co. have forwarded a box of Carnation blooms

of several varieties. Baroness de Brienen is a

very large flower, of soft, salmon-pink colour,

developed on a stout stem ; Rosette has fimbri-

ated petals of a beautiful rose-cerise shade

;

Benora is a white-ground Fancy, tipped and

striped with red ; and Cinnabar, a shade of terra-

cotta red.

Flower Gardening at Battersea.— For
the ninth year, with a view to encouraging the

cultivation of flowers and plants by the tenants

of their houses and tenements on the Latch-

mere and Town Hall Estates, the Batter-

sea Borough Council arranged competitions for

the best-kept outdoor and indoor flower gar-

dens on the estates. There were competitions

for (1) upstair window-sill garden
; (2) indoor

window gardens j (3) back gardens (central) ; and

(4) back garden (side of houses). The entries

numbered 43, and the prizes and certificates will

be presented by the Mayoress on the 22nd inst.

Presentation to Mr. C. S. Fuidge.—
The two special exhibitions instituted by the

Royal Southampton Horticultural Society last

year, to mark the occasion of the society's jubilee,

involved much extra secretarial work, and Mr.

C. S. Fuidge, the secretary, has been the

recipient of presentations, including a gold

medal, from the members. The committee

arranged an evening fete, the proceeds of which

were handed to Mr. Fuidge at a meeting of the

council on the 1st inst. Mr. E. K. TooGOOD in

making the presentation alluded to the fact

that Mr. Fuidge had been connected with the

management of the society since 1867 ; having

served five years on the committee before under-

taking the duties of secretary, which office he has

held for 40 years.

Harmless Bees According to the Thnes a.

strain of bees harmless to handle has been suc-

cessfully hived by Mr. Burrows, of Loughton,

Essex. The bees, which have been obtained by

mating a Cyprian drone with an Italian queen,

are very active workers, and Mr. Burrows
claims that they are less liable to disease than the

ordinary English bees. The new bees are not

stingless, but the sting is innocuous. One hive

this vear vielded over 200 lbs. of honey.

Wart Disease of Potatos in Canada.^
The following amended regulations regarding the
importation of Potatos into Canada have been
issued by the Deputy Governor-General in

Council :
" Whereas it is deemed advisable and

in the public interest that the importation of

Potatos from Europe should be prohibited, there-

fore the Governor-General in Council is pleased

to order and it is hereby ordered as follows :

—

Section 13 of the Regulations established by
Order in Council of February 27, 1911, in ac-

cordance with the provisions of Chap. 31, 9-10,

Edward VII, entitled ' An Act to prevent the
introduction or spreading of insect pests ^d
diseases destructive to vegetables,' is hereby
amended by inserting after the word ' from ' in

the first line thereof the word ' Europe,' so as to

read :
—

' 13. The importation of Potatos into

Canada from EurcJpe, Newfoundland or the
Islands of St. Pierre or Miquelon is prohibited."—Rodolphe Boudreau, Clerk of the Privy
Council, Government House, Ottawa, Septem-
ber 19, 1912."

Hard Seed of Leguminous Plants.—It is

a fact well known to seedsmen and others that
the seeds of many leguminous plants contain
among their number a certain proportion which
either germinate slowly or not at all. Such seeds
are known as hard seeds, and various methods
of treatment are employed in order to encourage
their germination. The methods in current use
are of two kinds, chemical and mechanical. The
latter consists in scratching or rubbing the seed-
coat, and for this purpose appropriate machines
are in existence. The former method consists in

treating the seeds with a strong chemical, that
usually employed being concentrated sulphuric
acid (sp. gr. 1.84). Although it would appear at

first sight strange that seeds should be able lo

resist such a powerful reagent, the fact remains
that many do possess this power. This appears
from the experiments of Adrian Brown to be
due to the existence in the seed-coats of re-

sistent seeds of a layer which is impermeable to

the acid. Such seeds, when treated with sul-

phuric acid, do not allow this substance to

pass beyond the membrane, hence the embryo
is protected from its destructive action. A re-

cent Bulletin (No. 312) of the Agricultural Ex-
periment Station (Cornell University) describes

experiments which confirm the fact already fauly
well known, that hard seeds of many leguminous
plants such as Red Clover, White Clover,

and Alsike, may be induce to germinate after

immersion in concentrated sulphuric acid. The
chemical method is scarcely likely to supersede
the mechanical method, although it has, perhaps,
certain advantages over the latter. Thus, ac-

cording to the authors of the Bulletin cited

above, immersion in the acid—which may last so

long as two hours without causing injury to the
Clover seed—effects a destruction of the seeds of

certain weeds occasionally associated with sam-
ples of Clover. Among the seeds killed rapidly

are those of Daisy, Wild Carrot, Bracted Plantain

(killed after IS minutes), and Sorrel, Curled Dock
and Old Witch Grass (killed after 60 minutes).

The seeds of Dodder (Cuscuta sp.) are, unfortu-

nately, as resistant as those of Clover itself,

hence the sulphuric-acid method is useless for

the purpose of freeing Clover seed from the seed

of this pestilent weed. The method of using

sulphuric acid is simplicity itself. The seeds are

put in a glass vessel or stone jar, enough acid

is poured over to cover them completely,

stirred with a glass rod, and allowed to stand.

After about half-an-hour the vessel may be

stood beneath a tap in an earthenware (not a

metal) sink. The tap is then opened and the

acid washed away. Seeds so treated may be

planted at once, or dried and planted subse-

'1"! ntlv.
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" International Year Book of Agri-

cultural Statistics." — The International

Institute of Agriculture has just published in

French its first International Year Booh of

Agricultural Statistics (Annuaire International

de Slatistique, Agricoh, 1910), which is a collec-

tion of statistical tables, systematically grouped,

£ind containing figures of area and production of

the principal crops and the numbers of live

stock, during the decennial period 1901-1910, in

tlie countries adhering to the institute, which

ii.-e now 50 in number, and include almost the

whole of the civilised world. The scope of this

\e3.x Book is twofold: in the first place it

shows what progress has been made up to the

present time in the organisation of agricultural

statistics, and, secondly, gives the results ob-

tained from such statistics. The tables, which

extend over a period of 10 years, and include a

long list of countries, show the area and pro-

duction of a number of crops, and the years for

which figures exist. Figures for all countries

are expressed in the same measures, and grouped

into concise and intelligible tables so as to

enable the reader to form an opinion of the

evolution of agriculture either in individual

countries or in the whole group of countries

adhering to the institute. The volume may be

obtained from the Board of Agriculture and

Fisheries, 8, Whitehall Place, London, S.W.,

price 4s. 2d. post free.

Manures. — An interesting example of the

need for a proper comprehension of the mode
of action of artificial manures is supplied in an

anecdote related in Part VII of A Pilgrimage

vf British Farming. The writer of this in-

t ^resting series of articles, now appearing in The
Times, gives an account of a farmer who, as a

concession to new ideas, determined to apply

]0 cwt. to the acre of superpliosphate to one of

liis fields. This he did, with excellent results.

Thus encouraged, he increased the applica-

tion to 16 cwt. in the following year on

the same field, and, not unnaturally, got

little or no crop. He then reverted to

the use of dung, and obtained a magnifi-

cent return, because, with the nitrogen of the

dung, the hitherto unused phosphate came into

p.ction. The conclusion which the farmer drew
was that superphosphate and such like manures
were foolishness, and that dung alone was good.

The anecdote illustrates the need for the con-

stant reiteration of the fact that the mineral

needs of plants are various, and that it is not

possible to satisfy a plant hungry for nitrogen

with an excess of phosphates or something else.

The wise gardener makes use of both dung and
artificials.

Captain Cook. — The memorial erected at

V.'hitby to the memory of that great navigator,

Captain Cook, may remind us that this wonder-
ful man was not only a great sailor and a great

geographer, but also a botanist of considerable

attainments. The basis of his greatness lay no
less in his fearless and adventurous courage
than in his wonderful powers of observation

—

p'lwers never more beneficently exercised than
when they led him to the discovery that

change of diet may prevent the outbreak of

scurvy—that gravest of diseases incident to

sailors.

LIFTING PEACHES AND NECTARINES.

On several occasions I have lifted large trees

of Peach and Nectarine early in October, when
the leaves were still quite gre«n and fresh,

transferring them to glasshouses with perfect

success. One of the most important details

in the work is to have everything in readi-

ness, so that the roots may be restored to the soil

after as little exposure to the air as possible. For
many years I have trained young trees on walls

expressly for the purpose, and have utilised them

t> replace trees that are worn out or that have
given unsatisfactory crops. It is well known that

trees that have been trained out-of-doors in the

way I have described soon yield heavy crops of

fruit when transplanted carefully under glass,

and produce shoots of a medium gi-owth, which is

best for the production of large crops of first-

class fruits. Borders intended for planting

Peach trees need not exceed 2 feet 6 inches

in depth ; the subsoil should be well drained,

nothing being more harmful to the roots

than a cold, water-logged soil. This is all

the more important seeing that, however
carefully other details are attended to, trees in

an unsuitable rooting medium never succeed

satisfactorily. After the drainage materials have
been placed in position, and covered with turves

placed grass-side downwards to prevent the finer

particles of soil from tilling the interstices, the

trees may be planted in sweet, mellow loam pro-

cured from an old pasture, mixed with a

quantity of old mortar rubbish, wood ashes, and
well-decayed manure, these ingredients serving

to keep the compost open. As the soil is often

dry at this season, it is well to give the roots a
good soaking with water a few days previous to

lifting the trees. Plant rather firmly, and, when
the work is finished, shade the trees for a few

days and syringe them overhead daily during

bright weather. One good watering at the roots

should suffice for some time after planting, and
will settle the soil in position. The following

varieties may be recommended in the order of

their ripening :

—

Peaches : Hale's Early, Rivers's

Early York, Stirling Castle, Royal George,

Dymond, Bellegarde, Crimson Galande, Barring-

ton, Nectarine Peach, Sea Eagle, and Princess of

Wales. A'ectarines: Lord Napier, Stanwick
Elruge, Pine Apple, and Humboldt. There are

other excellent varieties than those named, but I

have not included them, as they would not extend

the season. H. Markham, ]]' rotham Park,
Barnet.

SCOTLAND.

GUNNERA MANIGATA.
Nowhere does Gunnera manicata flourish so

well in the United Kingdom as in Ireland, where
the generally mild climate and the presence

of a good deal of atmospheric moisture

prove congenial to this noble foliage plant.

In the south-west of Scotland, parts of

which have a climate approacliing that of

Ireland, there are some fine plants of this

species, and its cultivation appears to be extend-

ing. I know of plants which have been estab-

lished for several years, and some of these are of

considerable size. The largest specimen is one of

two plants at St. Mary's Isle, Kirkcudbright, in

Captain Hope's lovely garden, where so many
good plants are grown. Several of the leaves

were 8 feet across, and the plant was 10 feet

high, with a circumference of 60 feet. The
other plant was smaller, but it had been removed
last spring; eventually it will probably rival its

neighbour. I am aware that this specimen,
which is on a lawn, does not equal in size some
of the plants grown in Ireland, but it must be
remembered that, after all, the climate of Scot-
land is not quite the same as that of Ireland,

and that some of the Irish Gunneras have been
longer planted. There is, or was, a magnificent
specimen at Narrow Water Castle, and another
fine specimen at St. Anne's.

PRESENTATION TO A GARDENER.
On October 2 a public presentation was made

to Mr. William Thomson, who has for a number
of years been gardener at Cally House, Gate-
house, Kirkcudbrightshire. 'The movement
originated with the members of the local horti-

cultural society, but it was warmly supported by
others. The presentation was made by the
Provost of Gatehouse, and consisted of a purse
of sovereigns. Mrs. Thomson was given a silver

teapot. 5. Arnott.

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.

{The Editors do not hold themselves responsible for

the opinions expressed by correspondents.)

The Northern Fruit Congress and the
N.E.H.S.— 1 was rather astonished to fee Mr.
Sniith's letter in your paper, and W(,iild have
passed it by in silence, but I feel compelled to

make one or two statements. (Ij It has uU ahjng
been assumed by the Central Hexham Committee
that the congress would " go the rounds." (2)

Naturally, I approached Mr. Smith, the Durham
County Council instructor, with regard to a con-
gress in Durham. The question is : Does Dur-
ham, and Darlington in particular, desire the
Northern Fruit Congress in 1914? One county
nobleman has already publicly expret^sed a wish
for it to visit Darlington. (3) Mr. Smith has
never been asked to request his county council
for cash. He has been invited to approach his
county secretary fur co-operation, such as has
been so com-teously accorded to us at Hexham,
Newcastle, and Carlisle. (4) If certain people
are foolish enough to part with hard cash to pay
up deficiencies, it does not follow that the North-
ern Fruit Congress is a failure—educationally.
The promoters of it were out, and are still out,
for education. We think we have been of some
use. (5) I fear that Mr. Smith has—to use a
midshipman's phrase—got hold of the " sticky
end of the stick." Good luck to him, however,
in his endeavours to arouse Durham. J. Ber-
nard Hall.

—^ 1 was hoping that I would never
again have cause to question any of Mr. Smith's
statements, but really I cannot let the letter
on page 259, under the above heading, go
unchallenged. If he had taken part in the
recent congresses and shows, he would, perhaps,
have been better qualified to write on the sub-
ject. The statement that the Northern Fruit
Congresses of the past few years have been more
or letis a one-man scheme and a financial failure
is entirely false, and reflects on the working
committees, which were formed at Hexham,
Newcastle, and Carlisle. Certainly there was a
deficit on the first year's meeting, owing to the
enormous expenditure incurred by having the
programme carried through on a somewhat ela-

borate scale, but this was the first year of such
a congress and show, and more or less an experi-
ment. Moreover, it was not a case of Captain
Cuthbert " having " to pay a deficit of £50. It
was given generously without solicitation, and,
so confident was Captain Cuthbert of the good
work done by the congresses that he visited and
took an active part in the Newcastle meeting
of 1911, and this year, at Carlisle, he made a
capital speech at the opening ceremony in sup-
port of such meetinuK. As regards the Rev
J. B. Hall dropping £30 at Newcastle ( !). all I
can say is that I received a letter from Mr. Morri-
son, the Newcastle secretary, saying that the
Clu-ysanthemum Society had finished up with a
good balance in hand, largely owing to the in-
terest created by the fruit show and concress.
This year, at Carlisle, in spite of the adverse
weather conditions, we are also in the fortunate
position of being able to declare a balance. So
far from it being a one-man scheme, I might say
that Mr. Hall had practically nothing to do with
it this year. A local committee was formed, and
included well-known growers like Messrs. J.
Millican and R. Leslie, who, together with my-
self, drew up the schedule and made all arrange-
ments, even selecting the subjects of the papers
to be read and collecting the donations. The
N.E.H.S. was then invited to send delegates to
take charge of the judging, and this it did
gratuitously. i\Ir. Hall also came down and
rendered valuable assistance. I know^ that the
Newcastle Committee were responsible for the
organi.sation of the show, &c., there, but need
not give details. With regard to the Kendal
meeting in 1913, perhaps the following informa-
tion will interest Mr. Smith. Long ago, a well-
known local lady. Mrs. F. W. Crewdson. Levens,
kindly undertook to make all preliminary ar-

rangements and act as secretary pro tem. Up
to date she has about £100 guaranteed, and a
meeting is being convened for October 19 to

form a working committee. The Director of

Education in Westmorland is also taking an ac-

tive part in the scheme. Surely this system of
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forming local committees, to organise each con-

gress according to local requirements, is a good

and sound one. Mr. Smith assumes that none

of the Durham County Council representatives

are enthusiastic. Can he really be in earnest

when making such an assertion? I must say I

found the Cumberland and Westmorland County
Councils only too pleased to further our effort^

here, and when, 12 months ago, I approached
them for a grr^nt towards defraying the out-of-

pocket expenses of two lecturers, I was asked for

an estimate. This I put down at £10, and this

sum was immediately recommended. I do not

wish to encroach on your space further, but must
express regret that Mr. Smith was only present

at one of the three congresses, and also empha-
sise the fact that the Carlisle Committee in-

vited the N.E.H.S. to visit its exhibition, and
doubtless the Kendal Committee will do the same,

fio, apparently, the old custom referred to by
Mr. Smith at the conclusion of his letter is not

yet quite dead. W. B. Little.

As one greatly interested in the Fruit

Congresses held at Hexham in 1910 and New-
castle in 1911, I was pleased to see from Mr.
Smith's letter that someone was moving in the

matter of continuing the congresses. Many of us

in the north would gladly co-operate in making
them a success. The 1911 Congress was a great

success, and the statements that there was a loss

of £30 and that the Rev. J. B. Hall accepted any
responsibility are incorrect. Frederick Fox, New-
casth'On-Ti/ne.

Sweet Peas in April (see p. 266 )
—

It might be said that Devon's genial climate

favours the autumn-sown Sweet Peas, but I

believe that in many another county culti-

vators would be successful provided care and
attention were given the seedlings for some time
after they appear above the ground. On
October 17 last year I took out a trench 18 inches

in width and as much in depth, forked up the

bottom soil, and then placed a moderate layer of

well-decayed stable manure in the trench. I re-

turned part of the soil, and then scattered a good
layer of wood-ashes with another layer of soil on
the top. The soil was pressed moderately firm

and the seeds sown. As soon as the seedlings

appeared, and at short intervals, a mixture
of wood-ashes and fresh soot was scattered

amongst the little plants to ward off slugs and
sparrows. Out of two rows, 28 and 20 yards in

length respectively, I did not lose a score of

plants. In December small shoots of Holly and
the green Euonymus were inserted on both
sides of the row as a protection against winds
and frosts. Early in Januarv we experienced
18° of frost and a heavy fall of snow for Devon-
shire, but the cold did not injure the plants in

the least. I staked them early, and by May 12

I was able to gather good, stout flower-spikes

each carrying three and four blooms, which
realised good prices in Covent Garden Market up
to the middle of June. Successional sowings in

early March and the end of April continued the
supply up to the frost of last week. James
Mayne. Mill 'Roy. Budleigh Salterton. Octo-

ber 5.

The interesting directions contained

in the leader on p. 266 will be very useful to

growers who have to provide Sweet Peas as early

in the year as possible. I remember when living

in Kent some years before 1864, and for many
years after, we had the plants in flower early in

the spring by sowing early in the previous

autumn in the open. I cannot remember the

date when the first flowers usually appeared, but
most likely some reader of the Gardeners'
Chronicle living in that beautiful county will

be able to fupply it. After reading the par-

ticulars given on p. 266 it seemed to me much
easier to continue the old plan of sowing outside

in the autumn ; few gardeners can spare room
under glass for Sweet Peas in the early spring,

and they are also occupied w^ith other matters
at that time. In the year 1864 there were, I
believe, no named varieties in existence, for the
first one I remember was Scarlet Invincible,

which was sent out soon after. We grew a
mixture which included very similar colours to

that which is sold at the present time. We
obtained plenty of flowers by successional sow-
ings, but not so large and perfect as the
named varieties of to-day. Some of the recent

varieties are not so hardy as the earlier kinds.

Venus, Gladys Unwin, Flora Norton, and Miss
Willmott survive the winter outside here, and
flower splendidly in the early summer j this year

the first flowers were open on May 23, and a very

large quantity of bloom was gathered from a row
160 feet long in the succeeding weeks. Other
varieties that have survived the winter in pre-

vious seasons are Mars and Gorgeous. ^^'
. H.

Divers, Belvoir Castle Gardetis, Granthavi.

CURiousi Radishes (see p. '270). — Mr.
Sheldon's illustration of a Radish tied into a knot
is not the first instance, for I possess an excel-

lent water-colour drawing of a similar Radish
by Mr. W. G. Smith, and given to me by the
late Dr. M. T. Masters. It grew in Mi-. Saun-
ders's garden in 1866. Two Carrot roots, spirally

twisted, have been illustrated in the Gardeners'
Chronicle (reproduced in fig. 128) ; also, that
of a forked Carrot root, the two branches
being spirally twisted together. Perhaps Dar-
win's discoveries of the way roots try to avoid
obstructions may explain the process, as shown

Fig. 128.—TWO carrot roots spirally
TWISTED.

by his figure of Zea Mays, D. {The Movements
of Plants, p. 179, fig. 69), of which the root

has twisted itself into a knot, as fully explained

by the author. George Hensloio.

Leonardslee Rockery in September.—
The weather during September was drier and
brighter than for several preceding months, and

the display of flowers on the rockery imusually

good. On the moraine the dwarf and free-flower-

ing Oxalis lobata was very pretty with

its erect, yellow flowers, 3 inches in height.

Silene laciniata Purpusii was also very charm-
ing ; its scarlet flowers gave an extra bright

touch of colour. The plant is not one of the

strongest growers, and, owing to slugs being
very fond of the shoots, it requires some care.

Iberis gibraltariaca is a Candytuft, which pro-

duces its pink flowers very freely. Odonto-
sperma maritima is suitable for large or

small fissures in the rocks, where its growths
may trail suspended and display the bright
golden-yellow flowers ; this species should be pro-

pagated by cuttings at the present time, it being
unlikely that plants on the rockery will sur-

vive tiie winter. Androsace lanuginosa was a

perfect mass of colour ; it is certainly one of the

gems in earlv autumn. Campanula Hpnder.sonii

still remained in bloom, and Veronica Catarractse

with white, pink-eyed flowers. The Mesembry-
anthemums were gorgeous. Some of the best

of 50 varieties include M. azureum, M.
Cooperi, M. aureum. M. coccineum, M. blanduni
and M. spectabilis. The Mesembryanthemums
are pixjpagated annually, though one of the
species, INI. edulis. stands well out-of-doors

without damage throughout the winter. A week
ago when in Cornwall I noticed by Poldbu, the
Marconi station, hedges of this variety, but they

looked as if they had suffered severely from the

severe frosts of last winter. The best method
of propagation is to take the cuttings in

the usual way and place five or six together

ill 4^ inch pots and put them in a frame.

If the atmosphere is kept close for a few days,

the cuttings will soon produce roots, when they
can be removed to a cool but frost-proof frame,

or bo placed on a shelf near the glass in a cool

house. September and October are two months in

which Alpine gardeners should take notes to assist

them in their preparations for next season.

IK. A. Cook, Leonardslee Gardens, Horsham.

Blue Tits and Sweet Peas.—These pretty

little birds have been a great pest in these and
other gardens in this district during the past

summer so much so that, unless something can

be found to combat them, exhibition flowers will

not be grown. It is strange that they do not

attack Sweet Peas when sown thickly and not

disbudded, but so bad was the attack on the dis-

budded plants that it was necessary to keep
someone continually scaring them. At first I

tried spraying the plants with Quassia extract in

the hope of making the buds distasteful to the

birds, but this was of no avail. I next used a

shot gun, but although one victim was killed on

the top of one stake, another daring (or tame)

tit would still be perched on an adjoining stake.

I watched them at work, and found that they
were trying to find seeds, but I could not under-

stand why they were so persistent when they
were, apparently, constantly disappointed. The
stiangest part of it is they ceased attacking the

plants entirely during one or two weeks of hot
sunshine. After our local show I stopped scar-

ing, with the result that not one single flower
was allowed to open, and this continued from
August 1 until the middle of September. A. J.
Elgnr, K'dlarney House Garden-'^, Co. Kerry.

American Blight and Decoction of
Elder Shoots.—The remarks of Mr. J. Smith
(p. 251) on this subject open up a wide ques-

tion. It is to be hoped further trials in

the direction named may be carried out. I

know nothing as to the merits of carbide of cal-

cium mentioned by Mr. Smith as a deter-

rent of American blight, but have used and seen

used a decoction of Elder leaves for over forty

years past, mainly as an antiseptic to ward
off thrips, red spider, and green or black

fly. I first learned of its use from the gar-

dener at Constable Burton, near Bedale, in 1870.

He was a self-taught man, as he told me. having
spent his early days in farm work. His em-
ployer, Mr. McLaren, was a lover of indoor

plants and fruits in general. Being only a

tenant of the place, and as the kitchen gardens
and glass connectwi therewith were some dis-

tance from the house, he erected a group of glass

houses near to the residence. They were put up
in an unconventional way, with the object of being
removed at the close of his lease. The arrange-

ment of their occupants was quite as unusual as

were the structures. They included some of the

finest specimen Cattleyas, Laelias and Dendro-
biums of the older species and varieties then to

be seen in the country. They were growing in

varied receptacles, such as pots, baskets and on
blocks, the latter formed in curious shapes from
branches of wood, mostly Elder. No doubt some
of your older Orchid-grower readers will remem-
ber the collection. On my asking the gardener
for hints as to his culture, he pointed to a small

plantation, with a robust undergrowth of the

common Elder. It was the duty of the garden boy
once a week to go and cut and tie up as many
small bundles of the shoots as there were open
tanks in the houses, taking out the old and put-

ting in the fresh bundles. He was specially in-

structed to lay each biinch on the pathway, and
jump on it, to let out the '* juice," as he put it.

Syringing and watering were done from these

tanks. A good many years ago I discussed the
matter with that veteran plant cultivator, the late

Mr. Thomas Baines. His opinion was the same
as my own, namely, that any cultural benefits de-

rived were of an antiseptic character j the foliage,

compost and roots being made unpleasant to

insect pests. Later on I used Elder shoots in a
similar way, and, I believe, with benefit, especi-

ally with Crotons and Cattleyas. I also tried de-

coctions of Feverfew, Foxgloves and the common
Laurel, with the same object. The two latter

plants are of a poisonous character. In these days
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of what I may term scientific insecticides, the

above remarks may be set down by some as a

bit out of date. They are simply records of

facts, observed and practised. If Mr. Smith's

experiments are confirmed by experience, he

will deserve the gratitude of fruit-growers. The

only remedy I have found for American blight on

Apples has been a winter dressing of clay paint

and coal tar well mixed together. Yorkshire

Gardener.

SOCIETIES.
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL.

October 8.—The fortnightly meeting held on

Tuesday last in the Society's Hall, Westmin-

ster, was a great success ; the large Hall was

filled with groups, which overflowed into the two

annexes.

The largest exhibit was a collection of orna-

mental trees and shrubs shown by Messrs.

James Veitch & Sons, for which a Gold Medal

was awarded. Another feature was a collection

of Bamboos displayed by Mr. L. R. Russell.

Other exhibits in 'the floral sections included

Roses, Carnations, Chrysanthemums, border

Asters, Begonias and Feriis. The Floral Com-

mittee conferred nine Awards of Merit to

novelties.

The groups of Orchids were remarkably good

for the time of year, and the Orchid Com-

mittee granted one First-class Certificate and

four Awards of Merit to novelties.

There were several important exhibits before

the Fruit and Vegetable Committee, but this

body made no award to a novelty. A Gold

Medal was awarded to Messrs. James Veitch &
Sons for a collection of Apples and Pears.

At the 3 o'clock meeting in the Lecture Room,

Dr. Charles Crowther gave an address on "The
Influence of Atmospheric Impurities on Vegeta-

Floral Committee.

Present: H. B. May, Esq. (in the Chair);

Messrs. John Green, R. Hooper Pearson, W. J.

Bean, C. Blick, J. F. McLeod, Wm. Howe, J.

Jennings, J. Dickson, Charles Dixon, H. J.

Jones, Charles E. Shea, Chas. E. Pearson, W. P.

Thomson, E. H. Jenkins, W. J. James, W. G.

Baker, and G. Reuthe.

Messrs. James Veitch & Sons, Ltd., King's

Road, Chelsea, put up the largest group in the

Hall. It comprised a collection of some 260

ornamental shrubs and trees, including many
recent introductions from China. The exhibit

was pleasingly arranged, the blending of the

various subjects showing the different tones of

foliage and coloured fruits to the best advan-

tage, whilst the front was decorated with dwarf

specimens, of which the beautiful Berberis Wil-

sonse in fruit was strikingly handsome. We can

only enumerate a few of the more interesting

subjects :—Cotoneaster rugosa Henryi, with

flat clusters of scarlet berries ; Pyrus Veitchii,

with dull-red fruits ; Ilex Veitchii ; Viburnum
Davidii ; Berberis brevipaniculata ; Stransysesia

nndulata, showing a fine colour in the foliage,

and bearing bunches of scarlet berries ; Ilex

Pernyi ; Fraxinus bracteata, the fine, dark

foliage IS retained late in the season;

Berberis verruculosa, the dark-green leaves

being glaucous beneath ; S.ircococca rusci-

folia; Lonicera nitida, a shrubby evergreen

Honeysuckle, resembling a Cotoneaster ; Libo-

cedrus macrolepis, not quite hardy, but very

beautiful, the shoots having a golden sheen ; Vi-

burnum Henryi, finely in fruit ; and Magnolia

Delavayi, a handsome'evergreen species. Messrs.

Veitch also showed miscellaneous indoor flower-

ing plants, including Lapageria rosea, and its

white variety, varieties of greenhouse Rhododen-

drons of the javanico-jasminiflorum type, a fine

batch of Nerine Fothergillii major, varieties of

Bouvardia, and Abutilons. (Gold Medal.)

Mr. L. R. Russell, Richmond. Surrey, ex-

hibited 45 species and varieties of Bamboos, the

collection occupying a space of 500 square feet.

Some of the plants were 15 feet high. The finer

specimens were Arundinaria fastuosa, A. Hindsii

graminea, A. Simonii, A. nitida, Phyllostachys

aurea. P. castillonis, P. Quilioi, P. violescens,

P. viridi-glaucescens, Bambusa disticha var.

Alphonse Karri, B. palmata, B. tessellata, Tham-
nocalamus Falconeri, and T. nana variegata.

(Silver Flora .Medal.)

Messrs. H. B. May & Sons, The Nurseries,

Upper Edmonton, showed a collection of stove

and greenhouse Ferns. Davallias, Adiaiitums,

Polypodiums, Aspleniums, and varieties of

Nephrolepis were represented by well-grown

specimens. (Silver Banksian Medal.)

Messrs. J. Hill & Son, Lower Edmonton, e.x-

hibited a group of Asplenium Nidus, the Bird's

Nest Fern, including the variety laceratum, and

a sporeling with dissected and sub-divided leaves

like those of Asplenium Herbstii. The speci-

mens exhibited .splendid culture, some of the

fronds being 5 feet long. (Silver Flora Medal.)

Messrs. W. Wells & Co., .Merstham, Surrey,

displayed blooms of Japanese Chrysanthemums
of the exhibition type, including the varieties

Frances Jolliffe, Hon. JMrs. Lopes, Thorp's

Beauty, White Queen, and the new Mrs. G. Lloyd

Wigg. Interspersed amongst these were smaller

vases of the much prettier single and decorative

sorts, such as October Gold, Altrincham Jewel

(yellow, single), Mdlle. L. Fourneau (pink), and
Delores (rosy-buff). (Silver Banksian Jledal.)

Messrs. Cragg, Harrison & Cragg, Merrivale

Nurseries, Heston, Middlesex, showed vases of

Chrysanthemums as grown for market. Nothing

could be finer for decorative purposes than the

beautiful blooms of Mrs. Rootes (white), Celia

(yellow, single), Juliet (vinous red). Miss Collier

(white), Phoebe (purple), and Crawfordia (yel-

low).

Messrs. John Peed & Son, West Norwood, ar-

ranged a very pleasing group of Chrysanthe-

mums, the blooms being set off by Ferns.

White Queen, David Ingamells's Yellow, Mary
Bulton, Mrs. F. C. Stoop, C. Lock, and Capt.

Julyan are well-known exhibition varieties.

•The Misses Price & Fyfe, Grove Park Nur-

sery, had a small exhibit of Chrysanthemums of

well-known varieties.

Mr. F. Lilley, Guernsey, showed Nerines.

The largest and most striking was N. coruscans

major; N. Bowdenii is a beautiful pink flower,

and very tall ; N. elegantissima has wavy,

salmon-pink petals ; and N. delicatissima narrow,

pure-pink petals. (Silver Banksian Medal.)

Messrs. T. S. Ware, Ltd., Feltham, exhibited

blooms of tuberous-rooted Begonias on boards,

with a few plants at the back of the group.

Adjoining the Begonias, this firm showed a large

bank of Michaelmas Daisies and border Chrysan-

themums. (Silver Banksian Medal.)

Lady Grey exhibited sprays of Heaths and

allied "plants, also flowers of Protea, from an
exhibition of wild flowers held at Caledon, Cape
Colony on September 14. (Silver J^lora

Medal.)

Messrs. W. Paul & Son, Waltham Cross,

showed baskets and epergnes of Roses. Blooms

of Juliet Corallina. Mme. Abel Chatenay,

Ophelia, Laurent Curie (a beautiful shade of car-

mine), Mrs. A. R. Waddell (reddish-salmon),

Lady Hillingdon, and Mrs. Chas. Hunter were

all remarkablv good. (Silver Banksian Medal.)

Messrs. Ben R. Cant & Sons, Colchester,

staged a bright group of Roses, for which a Silver

Flora Medal was awarded. Conspicuous varieties

were Lady Hillingdon, Lyon Rose, Alexandra

Zarifi (a delightful H.T. single variety, the beau-

tiful buds being stained with red on a pale-

orange ground), Georges Nabonnand, General

McArthur, and St. Helena (a large H.T. variety

of pale colour).

Messrs. Frank Cant & Co., Colchester, showed

Roses, for which a Silver Banksian Medal was

awarded. The best varieties, as exhibited, were

Lyon Rose, Hugh Dickson, Peace, Lady Hilling-

don, Mrs. Wakefield Christie-Miller, Rayon d'Or.

and Alice Roosevelt

Messrs. W. & J. Brown, Peterborough, showed

Roses in boxes, and on tiers of staging covered

with black velvet. The group included excellent

flowers of Juliet, Sunburst, Maman Cochet,

White Maman Cochet, Lyon Rose, and Mme.
Verniorel. (Silver Flora Medal.)

Messrs. Stuart Low & Co., Bush HiU Park,

Middlesex, made a bright display with Carna-

tions, relieved with Nephrolepis Ferns. The new
Benora variety is a white-ground fancy, tipped

with red. It is very free in blooming, possesses

a long, stout stem, and is slightly fragrant.

(Silver Banksian Medal.)
Varieties of Carnations were also displ.iyed by

Messrs. Allwood Bros., Haywards Heath.

Messrs. H. Cannell & Sons, Swanley, Kent,

showed Zonal Pelargoniums, vases of Helian-

thus sparsifolia, and a semi-double sport from

Chas. Turner Ivy-leaved Pelargonium, named
Vicar of Shirley. This new flower has scarlet

and rose petals, the upper segment bearing dark

blotches. New Zonal varieties included Borne-

mann's Best, a dark cerise flower of large size.

(Bronze Banksian Medal.)
Messrs. Dobbie & Co., Edinburgh, showed

numerous varieties of CoUerette Dahlias. (Silver

Banksian Medal.)
Mr. H. J. Jones Ryecroft Nurseries, Hither

Green, Lewisham, snowed 40 varieties of Michael-

mas Daisies, with specimen blooms of Japanese

Chrysanthemums. (Silver Banksian Medal.)

Messrs. Barr & Sons, King Street, Covent

Garden, showed seasonable border flowers, in-

cluding the fine blue Aster Ultramarine. In the

centre of the group were spikes of Gladioli Peace,

Dawn, and Afterglow. The exhibit included a

selection of border Chrysanthemums. (Silver

Banksian Medal.)
Messrs. W. Cutbush & Son, Highgate, filled a

corner of the hall with a bank of garden flowers,

principally varieties of border Asters. In the

centre was the fine variety Climax, and in front

of this an epergne of Peiitstemons. There were
large vases of Tritomas, Helianthus orygalis,

Phytolacca decandra in fruit, and Solidago.

Messrs. Cutbush also showed, as a separate ex-

hibit, Carnations above a ground of dwarf Poly-

antha Roses.
Mr. James Box, Lindfield, Sussex, furnished

the corresponding corner at the end nearest the

clock with a similar group, in which Phloxes,

Gladioli and Chrysanthemums were conspicuous

features. The arrangement was extremely good.

(Silver Flora Medal.)
Messrs. Geo. Jackman & Son, Woking,

Surrey, were awarded a Silver Banksian Medal
for a large group of Roses and border flowers.

Several beautiful new Seedling Asters were
shown by Mr. Ernest Ballard, Colwall, Here-

fordshire. Glory of Colwall, pale lilac ; Lady
Lloyd, rose-pink with purple sheen ; and Peggy
Ballard, a semi-double mauve-coloured variety,

were amongst the best.

Michaelmas Daisies were also shown by Messrs.

W. Fells & Son, Hitchin ; Messrs. Carter
Page, London Wall ; and Mr. George Reuthe,
Keston, Kent, who also displayed a number of

Alpine plants.

Jlr. Ernest Dixon, Roehampton Nurseries,

contributed a small group of garden flowers.

Mr. J. T. West, Tower HiU, Brentwood,
showed Dahlias of vai-iou« types, including many
of the pseony-flowered varieties. One of the

finest decora'tive sorts is Brentwood Yellow,

which received an Award of Merit last season.

(Silver Banksian Medal.)

Mr. Regin.ald Prichard, West Moors, Wim-
borne, arranged a small rockery.

The Misses Hopkins, Shepperton-on-Thames,
and Mr. Leslie Greening, Richmond, arranged

small rock-garden exhibits.

Awards of Merit.

Aster Nancy BaUaid.—A seedling from the

well-known Beauty of Colwall variety. It has

the same stifily-erect habit and rather rounded

heads of flow-ers, but appears to be denser

and more free-flowering. The colour, a purplish-

mauve or a light shade of Bishop's violet-purple

{Bcp. rlc Coiileurs), is also brighter. The flowers

are about 1 inch in diameter, and are very

double. Raised and shown by Mr. E. Ballard,

The Court, Colwall, Herefordshire.

Berberis Stap/iana.—A dense, spiny bush, with

deciduous foliage, reminding one of B. Thun-
bergii, but the growths are more erect and the

leaves not red-tinted. The berries are coral or

currant-red, borne in dense, close clusters. The
specimen shown was about 4 feet high, and well

berried. Raised from seed collected by E. H.

Wilson in China, and shown by Messrs. J.

Veitch & Sons, Ltd.

Pyrus Veitchiana.—A handsome, fast-growing-

tree, with spreading branches, raised from seed

sent from China by Mr. E. H. Wilson. The
leaves are simple, broadly ovate, with finely-

toothed lobes. The dull-crimson berries make
the tree ornamental, being very freely borne in

heavy clusters ; each about half-an-inch in dia-

meter. Specimens have already attained 15 feet

in height at the Coombe Wood Nursery. Shown
by Messrs. Jas. Veitch & Sons, Ltd.
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Adiantum cuneatun var. micTopinnidum (see

fig. 129).—This variety was laised from A.
cuneatum var. gracillimum ; it shows a much
finer division of the pinnules, and the young
fronds are beautifully tinted with rosy-bronze.
It is the most feathery and graceful of all the
cool-house Adiantums, and, although not quite
new, is very little known. The plants were
shown in l^-inch pots by Messrs. H. B. May
& Sons.

Chrysanthemum Celia.—A yellow, single

flower, which is very effective with the green of

the opening disc. Disbudded blooms 4 to 5 inches
in diameter were shown, carrying five or six rows
of ray florets, but the later blooms in spray
are said to be equally good. Stout stems
and stiff petals add to the value of the flowers,

but its great charm lies in the vividness of the
colouring. Raised and shown by Messrs. Cragg,
Harrison & Cragg, Heston.

C. Mrs. G. Lloyd Wiijg.—A very large, rather
flat-headed, lemon-yellow Japanese variety,
which was shown in better condition at the
Na/tional Chrysanthemum Society's exhibition
at the Crystal Palace on October 2, when it re-

ceived the First-class Certificate of the N.C.S.
(see p. 274). Shown by Messrs. Wells & Co.

Cotoneaster bullata.—A vigorous shrub, of
loose, open habit, notable for the rich, stalked,
|)endent clusters of large, glossy, crimson berries,

borne freely on the short spurs produced in the
axils of last year's leaves. The ovate, pointed
leaves measure about 3 inches long and 2 inches
wide. Raised from seed collected by E. H.
Wilson in China, and shown by Messrs. J.

Veitch & Sons, Ltd.

C. salicifolia var. rugosa.—A very handsome,
sub-evergreen shrub, with markedly weeping or
pendent habit, and very characteristic, 'Willow-
shaped, lanceolate leaves, about 2 inches by
I inch, much wrinkled between the deep-set
feather veining, and downy on the under-sur-
face. The berries are bright scarlet, ^ inch in

diameter, globular, borne in clusters of 6 to 12,
or more. This variety was the best of the new
Chinese shrubs exhibited at this meeting.

C. Zabelii.—A sub-evergreen, Chinese shrub,
of vigorous habit, making long, arching growths,
clothed with ovate, pointed leaves (about 1^ inch
by f inch), which are downy on the under-sur-
faces. The berries are borne in clusters of from
three to nine or more, on short spurs, are of a
good size, flattened at the head, but of too dull
a crimson to make the plant showy in autumn.
A pot-grown specimen was shown, and the
species gives promise of developing into a small
tree. These two last were shown by the Hon.
Vicary Gibbs, Aldenham House, Elstree (gr.

Mr. E. Beckett, V.M.H.).

Some Further Novelties.

The new Chinese shrubs exhibited by the Hon.
Vicary Gibbs and Messrs. Veitch formed one
of the most interesting features of the show.
Of those entered for certificate, Cotoneaster sail

citolia var. rugosa was the most ornamental, but
it was a little unfortuiiate that the variety shown
by Messrs. Veitch under the name of C. rugosa
Henryi was not also entered for award, as in the
length and character of the leaves and the size of
the clusters of berries it was a decided improve-
ment on the type shown by Mr. Gibbs.
Mr. Gibbs exhibited Cotoneaster Dielsiana

elegans, a w-iry, erect form, very distinct in

habit, but not berried richly enough to make it

striking, and C. integerrima (acutifolia) villosa,

a pretty, dense-habited, dwarf species with in-

conspicuous berries, but richly-tinted foliage.

Messrs. Veitch included a number of new
species, of which the most striking were Osman-
thus armatus and Cotoneaster Harroviana. The
latter has small clusters of scarlet berries, and
the Osmanthus is characterised by very deeply-
"fcoothed, firm-textured leaves, which are as much
as 5 inches long. These the Floral Committee
desired to see again. Other good novelties in-

cluded Ilex Veitchii, a species suggesting I.

Pernyi in foliage and pyramidal outline, but
bolder in growth, and Eleutherococcus Henryi,
a quinate-leaved shrub with growths terminated
by Privet-like clusters of black berries. Lycopsis
sinensis and Stransvsesia undulata-were shown in
fruit.

In addition to the double Aster receiving an
Award of Merit. Mr. Ballard also showed Glory
of Colwall, which was awarded a First-class Cer-

tificate at the Edinburgh show. The flowers
were much larger than those of Beauty of Col-
wall, and of a pale mauve, but they were past
their best. They showed, however, the possi-
bilities in the development of the large-flowered
double Michaelmas IJaisies, and were much ad-
mired.

Orchid Committee.

Present: J. Gurney Fowler, Esq. (in the
Chair) ; Messrs. Jas. O'Brien (hon. sec), R. A.
Rolfe, J. Wilson Potter, W. Thompson, R. G.
Thwaites, F. J. Hanbuiy. T. Armstrong, A.
JIcBean, C. H. Curtis, J. Charlesworth, J.
Cypher, W. P. Bound, J. E. ShiU, H. G.
Alexander, Arthur Dye, W. H. White, Gurney
Wilson, William Bolton, J. S. Moss, de B.
Crawshay, Sir Harry J, Veitch, and Sir Jeremiah
Colman, Bart.

Lieut. -Col. Sir George L. Holford,
K.C.V.O., Westonbirt (gr. Mr. H. G.
Alexander), showed three finely-grown hybrids

Odontoglossum crispum Nellie Blanche, a very
large white flower with spotting on the sepals ;

and MUtonia vexillaria " Memoria G. D. Owen."
Messrs. S-ander & Sons, St. Albans, were

awarded a Silver-gilt Flora Medal for an exten-
sive group containing many interesting plants.
Among the hybrids, Cattleya Isis (Ella x Mardy-
ana) was a pretty light rose-coloured flower with
dark, ruby-red lip having a small, yellow spot on
each side ; C. Fabia Rex, white with a finely-
coloured lip ; La;lio-CattIeya Britannia (C.
Warscewiczii x L.-C. Canhamiana), an attrac-
tive flower; several Biasso-Cattlevas, and the
new Brasso-La!lio-Cattleya Astarte (L.-C.
Martinetii x B. Digbyana), a clear, rosy-lilac
flower with primrose-coloured disc ; Cattleya
Hardyana "Royal Sovereign," white mottled
with lilac and with dark ruby lip ; C.
fulvescens, various hybrid Odontoglossums and
Cypripediums. Among the species were
Oncidium Marshallianimi magnificum. a large
yellow flower with red-brown blotches on the

Fig. 129

—

adiantum cuneatum vak. micropinnulum.
(R.n.S. Award of Meril on Tueiday last.)

of merit, namely, Lselio-Cattleya Berthe Fournier
var. Fascinator (L.-C. elegans X C. aurea), with
six large, bright-rose coloured flowers on a

spike; L.-C. Priam (C. Harrisoniana X L.-C.
caUistoglossa), a good flower resembling C. Arm-
strongise ; and the richly-coloured Cypripedium
Draco " Holford's variety."
H. S. GooDSON, Esq., Fairlawn, Putney (gr.

Mr. G. E. Day), was awarded a Silver Flora
Medal for a group in the centre of which was his

fine Cattleya Iris King Edward VII, which had
previously secured a First-class Certificate and
was illustrated in the Gardeners' Chronicle,
October 16, 1909, p. 258; the handsome Cattleya
Hardyana received an Award of ilerit (see

Awards) ; Sophro-Lselio-Cattleya EUssa (S.-L.

Gratrixiae X C. Hardyana) was novel in colour
;

Laelio- Cattleya Carmencita (C. Dowiana Rosita
X L.-C. luminosa) when developed will be a

good and distinct hybrid ; and other fine hybrids
were noted, including good forms of Lfelio-

Cattleya Bletclileyensis ; L.-C. Elva var. Herbert
Goodson ; Cattleya fulvescens ; C. Rhoda

;

petals ; Cycnoches Egertonianuin viride, the
green and white Catasetum Russellianum, Epi-
dendrum auratum, Cirrhopetalum, relractum, and
others.

E. H. D.iviDSON, Esq., Borlases, Twyford,
was awarded a Silver Flora Medal for a group
containing a fine selection of forms of Cattleya
labiata varying from the blush-white petalled to
the dark-purplish crimson, that named Davidson's
variety having a lip almost entirely of a deep
claret-crimson. Other fine novelties were Odonto-
glossum Eric, almost entirely of a deep reddish-
purple and Laelio-Cattleva Virginia (L. purpurata
alba X C. Harrisonia; alba).

H. T. Pitt, Esq., Eosslyn, Stamford Hill (gr.

Mr. Thurgood), was awarded a Silver Flora
Medal for a group in which were some interesting

Cattleya crosses and showy species of Cattleyas.

Also the new Brasso-Cattleya Pittiana (B.-C.

heatonensis X C. Mrs. W. J. Whiteley), a neat,

rosy-lilac flower with a light base to the slightly-

fringed lip, well-grown Odontoglossums,
Odontioda Charlesworthii, and other Odonticiias.
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Messrs. Stuaet Low & Co. obtained a Silver

Flora Medal for a group at the back of which

were some good Oncidium varicosum. With

them were Dendrobium Phalieiiopsis, D. formo-

sum giganteum ; varieties of C. labiata, C. Iris,

C. O'Brieniaiia alba, C. Hodkinsoiiii, Miltonia

Bleuana, Pleione lageuaria, and a selection of

hybrids.
Messrs. J. Cypher & Son, Cheltenham, were

awarded a Silver Banksian Medal for a group in

which were a fine form of Cattleya Euphrasia

in general appearance and colour resembling a

bright rose-pink Calanthe Veitchii, though

structurally different.

Catlhya Mrs. Pitt " Ckarhsworih's variety
"

(C. Vuwiaim iiurea X C. Harrisoviana).—

Flowers of a uniform, warm-rose tint, with yel-

low markings on the lip. (From R. C. Doux,

Esq., Marfield, W. Derby, Liverpool.)

Odontioda Charleswvrthii " Oirliid Dene

variety " (0. Jlurryunum X C. Nmzliima), from

Messrs. J. & A. McBean, Cooksbridgo.—A very

with five flowers on a spike, and other good gj^ form, with large flowers of good shape and

Cattleyas, Miltonia vexillaria Leopoldii, and^a of a deep blood-red colour.

good selection of Cypripediunis, including Fell

city, Niobe superbuni, Maudite and Sir Redvers

BuUer.
Messrs. Charlesworth & Co., Haywards

Heath, staged a selection of rare Orchids, in-

iluding a new hybrid between Odontoglossum
IXossii majus and 0. Wilkeanum, a pretty

flower ; Dendrobium Sandarie and various good

hybrid Cattleyas.

Messrs. J. and A. McBean, Cooksbridge,

staged a small group in which were a brilliant

red form of Odontioda Charlesworthii (see

Awards), another form of their Cattlcya Lord
Rothschild var. albescens, some good forms of

Odontoglossum crispum, and Odontiodas.

Sir Trevor Lawrence, Bart., K.C.V.O..
Burford (gr. Mr. W. H. White), sent Cypri-

pidium Rnlfea? " Peeters' variety," a good dark
tiower, and Miltonioda Harwoodii. See Awards.)
Monsieur FiRMiN Lambeau, Brussels, sent the

handsome Catasetum splendens imperiale ; the

Fsuit and Vegetable Committee.

Present: Ju.-^epli Chual, Esq. (in the Chair);

Messrs. Edwin Bfikett, J. WiUard, J. Davis,

Thos. Coomber, John Basham, A. Bullock, Owen
Thomas, P. C. M. Veitch, and W. Poupart.

Messrs. James Veitch & Sons, Ltd., Chelsea,,

filled a table with Apples and Pears of splendid

quality. There were 180 varieties of Apples and

37 of Pears. Along the centre of the table were

large spravs of Cratajgus Aronia (yellow fruits),

C. orientalis (red fruits), and C. punctata (purple

fruits). A selection of the Apples includes Em-
peror Alexander, Lord Derby, Tyler's Kernel,

King of Tompkins County, AUington Pippin,

Beauty of Kent. Gascovne's Scarlet Seedling,

Dumeiow's Seedling, Annie Elizabeth. Margil,

Alfriston, Newton Wonder, and Chelmsford

Wonder. Two small trees of Eev. W. WiJks

iety bore exceptionally large fruits, whilst

Dowers are wax-like white, with the greater part gathered fruits of this fine culinary sort weighed

of the lip violet-crimson, some dark crimson

spots being also at the bases of the petals.

R. G. Thwaites, Esq.. Chessinjjton, Streat-

ham (gr. Mr. G. M. Black), showed some good
Cattleya Fabia, a very fine Odontoglossum per-

cultum, two brilliant red Odontioda Devosseana,
0. Leeana and other hybrids.

W. Thompson, Esq.. Walton Grange. Stone
(gr. Mr. Stevens), showed Odontoglossum Nerissa

(naeviumx crispum), a small flower, white, evenly
spotted with rose, and Cyprioedium "Our
Queen," for which he had previously received

an Award of Merit.

E. G. Mocatta, Esq.. Addlestone (gr. Mr.
Stevenson), sent Odontoglossuini Jasper "Woburn
variety " of fine sliape.

F. Du Cane Godman, Esq., Horsham, sent

Liplio-Cattleya Godmanii var. Aurora, a very

handsome hybrid

more than 1 lb. apiece—the largest 1 lb. 7 oz.

(Gold Medal.)
The Barnham Nurseries, Ltd., Barnham,

Sussex, showed splendid Apples and Pears, the

Apples being dee|jly colonred and generally ex-

cellent. The baskets were rejieved with wild

fruits and autumn foliage. The varieties Charles

Ross, Barnack Beautv, Gascoyne's Scarlet Seed-

ling. Rival, Christmas Pearmain, Winter Ribston

Pippin, Cox's Orange Pippin, Egremont Russet,

AUington Pippin, Lord Derby, and Potts's Seed-

ling are a selection. There were also fine fruits

of Beurre Fouqueray, Verulam, Beurre Baltet

Pere, Durondeau, Dovenne du Cornice, and

Uvedale's St. Germain Pears. (Silver-gilt

Knightian Medal.)

The Marquis of RiPON. Coombe Court Gar-

dens, Kingston Hill (gr. ' Mr. Thomas Smith),

exhibited 55 dishes of Apples and Pears, for

Pantia Ralli. Esq., Ashtead Park, sent a fine which a Silver-gilt Banksian Medal was awarded

form of Cattleya Dowiana aurea. Remarkably fine fruits of The Queen, Ribston

C. J. Phillips. Esq., The Glebe, Sevenoaks, Pippin, Peas'good's Nonesuch and King of the

showed several handsome hybrid Odontoglos- Pippins were shown by Mr. WooncATES, Wor-
sums, Lselio-Cattleya Ophir " Glebe variety," a cester Park. (Silver Banksian Medal.)

large-flowered Oncidium Forbesii. and a hand- A very large exhibit of Onions Avas shown by
some white-petalled Cattleva (see Awards

E. TowsoN, Esq., EUerdale. St. Albans,

showed Cypripedium EUerdale (Bingleyense X
insigne " Harefield Hall").
Monsieur Chas Maron. Brunoy, France,

showed Brasso-Cattleya Olympia (C. Soltaterre

X B.-C. Mrs. J. Leeman'n) of a light-yellow

colour, Cattleya Marguerite Maron (Eldorado

alba X labiata Cooksoni.Te), and C. Fabia alba

Mme. Ed. Debrie with fine white sepals and
petals.

Mr. Sidney Flory, Tracy's Nursery, Twicken-

ham, showed the rare Pescatorea Dayana rho-

dacra, a large, white flower with rose-coloured

tips to the segments and pale-rose lip. Also two
forms of Warscewiczella marginata.

AWARDS.
First-class Certificate.

Cattleyn hybrid (Fnhia alba x Wamcewiczii

Frau Melnnie Beyrodt), from C. J. Phillips,

Esq.. The Glebe, Sevenoaks.—A handsome flower

close to C. Fabia alba, with white sepals and

petals and good lip with ruby-purple front.

(This award was given subject to a suitable

namie being given the novelty.)

Awards of Merit.

Cattleya Hardyana var. Herbert Goodson,

f-om H. S. GooDSON, Esq., Fairlawn, Putney (gr.

Mr. G. E. Day).—A very good flower, with white

Lady Cowper, Panshanger, Hertford (gr. Mr.

Staward). The varieties were very numerous,

and the collection comprised one of the best ex-

hibits of Onions we have seen for a long time.

Besides numerous fine bulbs of the AUsa Craig

type, there were clean, sound examples of Brown
Spanish, White Globe, Crimson King, White

Italian Tripoli, Bedfordshire Champion, Trebon's

Snowball, James's Keeping, Market Perfection,

Long Keeper and others. (Silver-gilt Banksian

Medal.)
, , ., . ,

Mr. W. Barker, West Norwood, exhibited

tubers of King Edward VII Potato.

SCOTTISH HOKTICULTUEAL.
October 1.—The monthly meeting of the

above society was held on this date at 5, St.

Andrew- Square, Edinburgh. Mr. Massie. the

president, was in the chair, and there were 105

members present.

The secretary, Mr. A. D. Richardson, gave a

lecture, illustrated by a large number of lantern

siides, on " Edinburgh's Park and other Trees."

He jKiinted out that though Edinburgh was very

much behind some of the cities in the United

Kingdom as regards street planting, there were

manv varieties of trees which grew well, even

in the inoft central parts of the city. Certain

species of Pvrus, such as P. intermedia, P. Aria,

„L,. ^. ^. -..,,. .^ .-.,, f,
~— P. pinnatifida. and P. rotundifnlia did well, and

sepals and petals and dark reddish-purple lip Thorns and Laburnums also withstood the smoke-

vith gold lilies running from the base

Miltonioda Harwoodii (M. vexillaria X C.

Xnrzlinna), from Sir Trevor Lawrence, Bart.,

K.C.V.O. (gr. Mr. W. H. White).—A very re-

markable cross. The spike is erect, the flowers

poHutcd atmosphere. But the tree which suc-

ceeded best was the Platanus acerifolia, the so-

called " London " Plane, though, owing to some

unintelligible prejudice, it had been very little

planted as a street tree. The Ash, Elm, Beech,

Sycamore, and Lime were the principal tree*

planted, and there were still some fine speci-

mens. The Beech was gradually dit^appearing,

however, and its place would never be taken by

the same kind of tree. Curiously enough, many
of the oldest Elms were not Ulmus niontana, the

Scotch species, but U. campestris, the English

Elm, and young trees of the latter species were

thriving well. Amongst the soft-wooded, broad-

leaved trees (Salix alba) the white or Hunting-

don Willow gave most promise of becoming a

good tree, and Populus alba, the white Poplar,

seemed to deserve more attention than it was

given.

The President next gave a short account of

a visit to Normandy in September. The agricul-

ture there, he said," was very similar to our own,

excepting that a considerable area was devoted

to Buckwheat and Indian Corn for fodder. The
methods of cultivation, however, were very

primitive as compared with those practised in

this country.

The exhibits were: New CoUerette, Cactus,

Pompon, dwarf-bedding, Pseony-flowered and

double fancy Dahlias, and early-flowering Chry-

santhemum " Cvnthia," exhibited by Messrs.

DoBBiE & Co.," Edinburgh (CoUerette Dahlia
" Princess Louise," Pseony-flowered Dahlia
" Kakadee," dwarf-bedding Cactus Dahlia
" Marianne," and Chrysanthemum " Cynthia "

were each awarded a Certificate of Merit) ;
new

Michaelmas Daisies " Glorv of Colwall " and
" Nancy Ballard," exhibited by Mr. Ernest
Ballar"d, The Court, ColwaU, Herefordshire

(each was awarded a First-class Certificate)

;

Kniphofia " Marie Dirken," exhibited by Messr.s.

DiCKSONS & Co., Edinburgh (awarded a Certi-

ficate of Merit) ; and a large collection of sprays

of foliage of hardv trees and shrubs, exhi-

bited by Jlr. D. " W. Thomson. Edinburgh
(highly commended). Mr. Thomson also showed

some 'fine spikes of Pentstemon " Mrs. F. Ful-

ford." The President exhibited magnificent

fruits of Pitmaston Duchess Pear, each fruit

weighing about 1^ lb., and Messrs. Todd & Go.

showed a fine vase of Michaelmas Daisy " Beauty

of Colwall."
At the meeting on November 5 Messrs. A.

Eddington and James Hay will read papers on
" Villa Gardening " and "' Window Gardening "

respectively.

HORTICULTURAL CLUB.
AFFORESTATION IN THE BLACK

COUNTRY.
October 8.—On the occasion of the monthly

dinner of the Horticultural Club, held in the

Hotel Windsor, Westminster, on Tuesday last,

Mr. P. E. Martineau, the honorary secre-

tary of the Council of the .Midland Re-

afforestating Association addressed the mem-
bers on the aims and work of the association.

Mr. Martinean's remarks were illustrated by

lantern slides, which showed the nature of the

countrv and the results which the society has

achieved. The Midland Association, which was

founded in 1903, owes its existence in

the first place to a number of residents

in the Midlands who, impressed with the

desolation of many of the mining districts,

determined to ascertain by experiment whether

it would not be possible to furnish the gaunt and

bare pit heaps and other refuse mounds which

disfigure the countryside with a covering of

trees. The association has for its president Sir

Oliver Lodge, and it enjoyed, to the time

of his death, the valuable services of the

late Professor Fisher, who acted as consulting

expert. Mr. Hubert Stone is director of

the planting operations. The work of the

association is two-fold : first to spread informa-

tion and to excite interest on the subject of

afforestation in general ; second, to advocate the

utilisation of waste lands for the production of

tunber. The latter makes the more direct appeal

to Midlanders, and, as is also natural, some of

the members of the association are attracted to

it, on ffisthetio grounds, and lend their support in

the hope that some day the Black Country may

be made green. Others, encouraged by the ex-

periments" that have been carried out under th«

auspices of the association, are prepared to main-

tain in the course of time the enterprise of

planting the wast<; land, if there is the prospect

that the operations wiU result- in profit.

The scope of the work of the association

may be estimated by the fact that the wasta
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lands which suitable for afforestation are some

1,400 acres in extent;. The association, how-

ever, possesses an income of only £150 a

year ; hence it can neither buy land nor incur

the liability of any considerable annual rental.

Nevertheless, despite its lack of funds, the

association began work in 1903 by estab-

lishing two plantations, and by 1908 it had
formed 15 plantations, the total extent of

which exceeded 60 acres. The results of

this pioneer work were sufficiently encouraging

to convince the association that the waste

land of the Midlands, if properly planted, might

be made to bear timber. It also discovered that

local unemployed labour might be used with

satisfactory results for the work of planting.

At the time of the appointment of the Royal
Commission on Afforestation, the association

hoped, not unnaturally, that its objects would
meet with the approval and support of the Com-
Tnissioa. The evidence which the association

grey cakes j when wet, large, sticky masses.

Many of the heaps remain on fire for

long periods, and, till the fires have cooled,

nothing will grow on them. The first natural

vegetation which occurs in these situations

is a coarse grass, which is followed usually

by Dyer's Rocket (Reseda) and by Coltsfoot

(Tussilago). Sometimes one part of the heap
becomes cool enough to support vegetation, and,

in that case, it is found that the Birch thrives

so well close to the part of the heap which is

stiU burning that seedlings spring up within

a yard or so of the burning area. In

addition to Birch, Australian Pine has been
tried, but the plantings of this tree are so

recent that it would be premature to speak of

its suitability for the purpose. Encouraged by
the demonstration that trees can be made to

grow in the waste land, the association has made
application to the Development Fund for as-

sistance. As the result of the application, the

Bilston, which belongs to the District Council.

In spite of difficulties encountered in estab-

lishirg trees in these plantations, the growth
has been good, and the trees withstood the

drought of 1911 remarkably well. The Wych
Elm has grown successfully planted in the
" valleys " between the pit mounds, pushing up
tall and straight. In plantations above coal

mines the Beech has done well, and the Syca-

more is successful on the limestone waste near

Dudley. The work of dealing with this waste

land is complicated by the fact that the pit

mines vary in shape and size. In the north of

the district they may measure a mile either way,
and are low, whereas the heaps in the south are

high and narrow.
Mr. Martineau's address was followed with

much interest by the members of the club

and their guests, and gave rise to a keen
discussion. Sir Richard Paget said that only a

resident of the district could realise the

Fig. 130.—THE NATIONAL VEGETABLE SHOW AT WATFORD,

Honorary exhibit staged by the Hon. Vicary Gibbs (gr, Mrj Edwin Beckett).

(See report in last issue.)

placed before that body was calculated to show
that although the Bl^ck Country may not be
especially suitable for afforestation purposes,
yet it is possible to utilise this region for tree

planting, and that local conditions of labour are

favourable to this operation. It must be ad-

mitted that, at first sight, -the soil which the

association cultivates is of an unfriendly nature.

Nevertheless, experiments have shown that
trees will grow upon it. The material of which
the mounds and heaps are composed varies ac-

cording to the mining carried on in the several

districts, and may consist of heaps of " clunch,"
or of slag and red ash mixed with "clunch";
weathered limestone also occurs in large quanti-
ties in many of the mounds. Where chemical
works are situated, there is often to be found
a thick crust of sulphur over the heaps, and
such places are sterile, even the coarsest
grass refusing to grow. The ** tocky-dirt," as
the miners call the stuff dumped on the heaps,
changes remarkably and consistently with Vne
weather; when it is dry, it forms small, flat.

plots have been examined, but, so far, financial

assistance from the fund has not been forth-

coming. It is to be feared that the claims of

the association may be lost sight of owing to the

grandiose claims of afforestation, which, as

one may gather from Mr. Runciman's
speeches, the Board of Agriculture is

engaged upon. Having regard to the fact that

labour is abundant in the Black Country, whereas
Iccal labour for afforestation in Scotland and
Wales is not available, it would s-eem reason-

able for the Board to give at least a cautious
encouragement to the work of the association.

Nor shoTdd it be forgotten that the timber grown
in the Black Country would find a market locally.

Alder and Birch, for example, that tlrrive well
there, are particularly suitable for supply-

ing the demand for small timber used in

Birmingham in making handles for tools and
smaller articles. Of the plantations established

by the association, the best are those of Black
Waggon at Old Hill, which is the property of

the association, and the Fever Hospital, at

utter desolation caused by mining, and he
was strongly of the opinion that the owners
should not be allowed to so ruin the face

of the countryside. In Germany the heaps
of refuse are returned to the pits, and he
felt that this method should, when prac-

ticable, be followed in this country. Even
should the planting prove to be unremunerative,
Sir Richard Paget felt that the work should be
continued, as the improvement to the district was
so great. It seemed that trees will grow where
but little other vegetation will exist, but it must
be remembered that the life of a tree is long, and
that he who plants trees plants for his heirs.

Mr. R. L. Robinson, of the Board of Agricul-

ture, hoped that the information he had gathered
upon the subject would be of use to the Board
at a later date. England owed much of her
greatness to the industry that caused thesj

same pit heaps, and for that reason he felt that

the district had a great claim to help from the
Treasury. Whilst he felt somewhat pessimistic a.i

to any profit ultimately accruing from the
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planting, the improvement, as he knew from per-

sonal experience, was very great, but, besides

trees, was it not possible to- plant selected species

of flowering and evergreen shrubs?

Mr. M. C. Duchesne thought that, although it

was doubtful if mature timber would pay, there

would be a good market for coppice wood, and,

ill addition to the trees already experimented

with, he suggested planting Poplar, as Poplar

timber was largely used for crates.

Dr. Percy Groom agreed with the aesthetic

value of the planting. He warmly supported the

movement, which he felt had great experimental

value.

Mr. W. W. Watts reminded the gathering that

it was not sufficient to make the country merely

pretty, although the awful desolation of the Black

Country must be seen to be realised. Trees were
absolutely necessary to improve the lives of the

residents. He hoped the movement would in-

terest landowners, and that they would plant

trees and so improve the country.

In reply Mr. Martineau said that Alder had
been planted for coppice with standards of

different trees according to the nature of the soil.

In their planting the association had carefully

noted the kind of trees which grew best in the

various localities.

The next meeting will take place on Novem
ber S, when Mr. Kingdon Ward will lecture on
" A Naturalist in Western China and Tibet,"

illustrated with lantern slid;3.

©bttucirt).

F. W. Seale.—The Journal of Horticulture

announces the death on September 29 last of

.Mr. F. W. Seale, of the St. .John's Nurseries,

Sevenoaks, at the age of 51. -Mr. Seale was a

specialist in Dahlia cultivation, and he raised

many seedlings of merit.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Abies with Gocty Swellings : J. P. The
swollen, nodulous growths are caused by the

Spruce-gall aphis, Chermes abietis (see fig. 131).

The trouble is very common on the Silver Fir,

and the Larch is also liable to attack. Any
remedial measures, such as spraying, must be
continued for at least two or three years, and
Larches in the neighbourhood sprayed as well.

The insect lays about 25 eggs on the edges of

the bud scales. When the young are hatched,
they live on the sap, and the galls, which are at
first green, are formed. The creature emerges
in July or August. The best spray is composed
of 3 lbs. of soft soap, dissolved in ^ gallon
of boiling water, with 1 pint of paraffin

added whilst the soapy water is still boiling.

After this has been well mixed, it should be
diluted with 5 gallons of soft water, and ap-
plied as a fine spray. If the tree is a small
specimen, the affected shoots should be cut off

and burned whilst the nodules are green. Fir
tree oil will kill the pest, but its application in

the case of large trees is impracticable.

BEOAD-LE.A.VED ENGLISH PARADISE STOCKS :

H, P. Bridge, Juu. Stocks for Apples and
other fruit trees may be obtained at prices
varying from 5s. to 8s. per 100, or 45s. to 70s.

per 1,000. according to size. There are probably
at least three varieties of Paradise stock, the
old French or Doucin stock and two varieties
raised by the late Mr. Rivers, of Sawbridge-
worth, one described by him as the Nonesuch
Paradise and the other the broad-leaved Para-
dise. The true English broad-leaved Parad,ise
is perhaps the most effective in giving the
dwarf habit ; some, however, think the French
Paradise the best dwarfing stock for certain
kinds of Apples, such as Cox's Orange Pippin.
The history of the subject is given in Gar-
deners' Chronicle, 1859, p. 51. The subject was
also referred to by M. Decaisne in the Journal
of the R.H.S., vol. ii. (1870), p. 55, and in

a paper by the late A. F. Barron, " Experi-
ments ir Grafting Apples," vol. xi. (1889),

p. 13 of the same Journal. The stocks may be
increased from suckers or by cuttings inserted
in the autumn. Apples are propagated very
much like Roses, and the scions may be either
grafted on the stocks in spring or they may be
budded in July or August, or the stocks that

have failed to take the spring grafts may be

budded in summer, and any budded stocks

that have failed can be again grafted the fol-

lowing spring.

Chrysanthemums Unhealthy : IF. C. No
disease is present ; the damage has probably

been caused by frost.

Chrysanthe-mums Unsatisfactory : Queen's

(Jo. We do not believe that standing the

plants on a clean, hard bottom is responsible for

the loss of foliage. Chrysanthemums grow
equally as well when stood on an asphalt bottom
as on boards, ashes or garden soil, but the soil

in the pots dries more quickly. 'The probable
reason of their failure is the poor quality of the
loam, which needed the addition of manure,
wood ashes and lime, this latter ingredient

being very essential. The sample of foliage

sent appears starved. If a lack of nourish-

ment is not responsible, the U'ouble may be
due to the cold, wet season, as stagnation at

the roots produces the same result, especially

as the early part of the season (April, May
and June) was very hot. Sprinkle lime lightly

on the surface of the pots and watch its effect

on the foliage during the next week or two.

Datura (Brugmansia) Leaves : C. B. The
small, circular punctures have in all probability

been produced by a night-feeding insect, pos-

sibly aJ weevil. Search the plants carefully

after dark, and if you discover the depredator,

send it to us for identification and advice.

Fig. 131.—GALLS caused by chermes abietis.

Grevillea robusta : F. B. The leaf is injured

by scorching ; no disease is present.

Maggots in Soil : G. B. The small black fly is

a species of Diptera, and, as far as can be
judged, is also the parent of the maggots which
have destroyed the roots of the plant in ques-

tion. Bisulphide of carbon applied to the soil

near the roots, at the rate of one teaspoonful

to a 4-inch pot, would destroy the maggots, but
seeing that the plant is so badly infested, we
would strongly advise you to destroy it at

once.

JIuscAT OF Alexandria Grapes : //. D. The
trouble is due to shanking ; see reply to M. S.
in the last issue, p. 275.

Names of Fruit : A. T. U. 1, Gascoyne's
Scarlet Seedling : 2, Newton Wonder ; 3, White
Whorle ; 4, Radford Beauty ; 5, Bismarck ; 5,

Roundway Magnum Bonum ; 7, Maltster ; 8,

Harvey's Wiltshire Defiance ; 9, Cornish Gilli-

flower ; 10. Hoary Morning.

—

H. N. 1,

Alfriston; 2, EcklinviUe ; 3, Beurre Jean Van
Geert ; 4, Jersey Gratioli ; 5, Beurre Superfin

;

6, Beurre Bachelier.

—

A. M. S. 1, decayed;
2, Marie Louise d'Uccle ; 3, General TodJeben ;

4, Beurre d'Amanlis ; 5, Mme. Treyve ; 6,

Marechal de Cour ; 7, Duchesse d'Angouleme

;

8, Pitmaston Duchess ; 9, Beurre Superfin.

—

Tower Lodge. The Pears arrived quite de-
cayed.

—

A. R. Claygate Pearmain.

—

E. I'. D.
Sheep's Nose.—/. A. C. 1, Ribston Pippin;
2, Harvey's Wiltshire Defiance ; 3, Holland-
burg ; 4, Potts's Seedling; 5, Alfriston; 6,
Fondante d'Automne ; 7, Beurre . Diel ; 8,
Beurre Clairgeau ; 9, Beurre Hardy.— II'. ,S.

Beurre d'Amanlis.

—

J. B., Thirsk. 1, Marie
Louise ; 2, Gansel-Seckle ; 3, Durondeau ; 4,
Marie Louise d'Uccle; 5, Pitmaston Duchess;
6, Beurre d'Amanlis; 7, Brockworth Park; 8,
Williams's Bon Chretien.—//. B. 1, Beurre
d'Amanlis ; 2, Triomphe de Jodoigne.

—

G. B. 1,

Acre Pippin ; 2, Grenadier ; 3, the Pear much
resembles Marie Louise; 4, Cullen.— W. G. 0.
Golden Winter Pearmain.

—

R. A. H. 1,

Beurre Capiaumont ; 2, Jalousie ; 3, Mme.
Treyve ; 4, Gansel's Bergamot ; 5, Beurre
Hardy; 6, Reinette Grise.—F. A. A. 1, Pit-
maston Duchess; 2, Duchesse d'Angouleme; 3,

Beurre Sterckmans ; 4, Hacon's Incomparable ;

5, Josephine de MaUnes ; 6, Beurre Bachelier;
7, Fondante d'Automne; 8, Passe Colmar

;

9, Mme. Treyve.—.S'. //. A. 1, Emile
d'Heyst; 2, Passe Colmar; 3, Josephine de
Malines ; 4, Marie Louise ; 5, Louise Bonne of
Jersey ; 6, Beurre Ranee ; 7, Marechal de
Cour ; 8, green fruit (Beurre Bacheher, the
other fruit was decayed, but did not appear
to be the same variety); 9, Beurre Superfin;
10, Jargonelle.

Names of Plants: E. W. Populus balsamifera
(Balsam Poplar).— II'. IF. IF. 1, Veronica
Traversii ; 2, Anchusa italica ; 3, Achimenes
coccinea ; 4, Hypericum calycinum ; 5. Heu-
chera sp., cannot name without flower;

6, send when in flower; 7, Santolina Chamse-
cyparissus.

—

Insignis. 1. Ceanothus " In-

digo "
; 2, Veronica chathamica ; 3, Oxalis cor-

niculata ; 4, Sedum rupestre ; 5, Escallonia exo-

niensis ; 6, Trifohum repens atropurpurea ; 7,

Fuchsia (garden variety); 8. Escallonia rubra;

9, Veronica Lyallii ; 10, Cinnamomum zey-

lanicum ; 11, Ceanothus " Gloire de Ver-

sailles "
; 12, Hypericum Androssemum.

—

F. E. G. Funkia subcordata (F. grandiflora

of gardens).

—

G. Barrell. 1, Buddleia asiatica,

a fine species for a cool greenhouse; 2, Episeia

sp., probably E. fulgida, which requires a

warm, moist stove.

—

A. P., Sunningdale.
Viola palmaia.

—

T. 0. 1, Adiantum pedatum

;

2, Lastrea decomposita; 3, Adiantum hispi-

dulum ; 4, Pteris aquilina.

—

C. J . 1, Justicia

carnea of gardens ; 2, Celsia cretica ; 3,

Nephrolepis exaJtata ; 4, Scolopendrium vul-

gare; 5, Cyrtomium falcatum ; 5. Asplenium
Nidus ; 7, A. alatum ; 8, Leycesteria formosa.
—J. B., Mullingar. Rohdea japonica (syn.

Orontium japonicum) figured in Botanical

Magazine, tab. 898.

—

A. C. D. Aster Amellus
var.

Pelargonium Paul Crampel : R. A. B. There
is no disease present ; the blotches on the leaves

have been caused by the unfavourable
weather.

Sulphur as a Manure: A. W. C. As a rule,

sulphur is present in all soils in combined
form, and there is no need to apply it as a

manure.
Vine Leaves : B. N. The injury is caused by a

mite called Phytophus vitis. All diseased

leaves should be removed and burnt, so that

the mites do not migrate to the buds.

Vines Unsatisfactory : Sleepless. The sample
of soil sent with the few roots points to a very

unsatisfactory condition of the borders, and
young wood lice are pre-'ient in great

numbers. The inferior lateral growths and
the bunches nf fruit show that the

vines are enfeebled. The border needs a
thorough overhauling, and your best plan

would be to lift the vines and reconstruct it

afresh. Directions for the reconstruction of a

vine border will be found in the issue for

May 11, p. 326. If you wish to obtain a

supply of Grapes next season, you should treat

half the border this year and the other halt

next year, as vines should only be cropped

very lightly the first season following the re-

planting.

Cominunications Received.—A. F. W—L.S—E. D

—

F. R. S ]. F._J. B. B. W C. M A. J. t3._H. M

—

D. M., Birkenhead_Hart_R. E. F._F. E. C._A. C. B

—

G. B.- F. M., France_F. J._A. P._T. B._]. J._T. Y._
J. P. - C. F. P P. & Co A. H. S._G. W., South Africa

_F. S R. R._G. M. T._J. W., Harwich_E. W. A

—

G. W. M S. C.- A. H._D C Tutor_A. C. H—T. C.

_A. W._C. D R. F J. W._Foreman_A. B. C.
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some 6 feet diameter on either side, filled with

large flowering specimens of both double and

single varieties of Hibiscus rosa-slnensis, H.

schizopetalus and H. Camcronii, also the very

beautiful hybrid H. Archeri (H. schizopetalus

X rosa-sinensis), the flowers of which are bril-

liant scarlet, with deeply-cut or lobed petals.

Interspersed between the Hibiscus are low, bushy

plants of the rose-coloured Jacobinia magnifica,

and, fronting the whole as an edging, are white

and pink varieties of the tropical " Periwinkle,"

Vinca rosea. Of the numerous and very beauti-

ful Water Lilies which are grown in the centre

tank, the finest is the large blue Nymphaea pul-

cherrima, and a worthy rival of the blue Austra-

lian species N. gigantea. I have measured

flowers of N. pulcherrima 9^ inches in diameter,

and blooms of N. gigantea are often 9 inches

across. The flowers remain open in the after-

noon and evening, when the forms of N. Lotus

and N. stellata are closed. N. gigantea requires

more heat than other tropical species, and for

years past it has thrived under the same con-

ditions as, and in association with, tlie Victoria

Regia. Of the many varieties of N. Lotus grown

at Kew, the finest is undoubtedly the large red

form known as Omarana, with flowers 6 to 8

inches in diameter, set off by a large cfuster of

yellow stamens. There are several varieties of

this species, including shades of rose, pink and

white. Amongst the white forms is the variety

thermalis, a native of the ponds fed from the

hot thermal springs in Hungary. AU the forms

of this species close their flowers at about noon

each day. Of the forms of N. stellata, the Ber-

lin variety is the earliest to flower, and it keeps

up a constant succession of blooms until late in

the autumn. In colour it is of a rich lavender-

blue, the centre being filled with bright golden-

yellow stamens. The flowers exhale a sweet

scent during the evening.

N. stellata var. zanzibarensis has the deepest

blue of all the Water Lilies. The flowers are

somewhat rounder in outline than are those of

the type, and with more obtuse petals. It has

been given specific rank by some authorities as

N. zanzibarensis. It is certainly different from

N. stellata in sevei-al characters, notably in that

the flowers remain open much longer ;
moreover,

the shape and size of the petals and flowers are

not alike. N. stellata var. zanzibarensis rosea is

quite distinct from the true var. zanzibarensis

in the size and shape of the petals and flowers.

It deserves a place in all collections from the

fact that its flowers remain open until about

6 p.m. Of the smaller-growing Nymphfeas which

find a home in this house, the best is N. rubra,

a species new to the collection. The flowers are

about 4 inches in diameter, and of a rich bright

crimson colour. The leaves are shortly petioled,

the blade being only 4 to 7 inches in diameter,

and of a dull coppery-red. N. versicolor, N.

flava, and N. flavo-virens are also grown, but not

one has flowered very freely. The first-named is

very pretty, for, as its name suggests, the flowers

are a combination of colours—^shades of rose,

blush-white and violet.

Facing the doorway on the opposite side of

the tank is a mass of the "Sacred Lotus"
(Nelumbium speciosum), with its beautiful, erect,

silvery-white peltate leaves rising to a height

of several feet, and its large, handsome,

rose-coloured flowers. The flowers of this

plant are variable in colour, ranging from
white to deep red. A number of double and

semi-double forms are cultivated by the Japa-

nese and Chinese. The rhizomes and scapes are

used as food in times of scarcity, and the

petioles of the young leaves are cut up into

lengths and cooked in the same way as

Asparagus.
Associated v.'ith the Nelumbium are several

large specimens of the gigantic Aroid Typhono-
dorum Lindleyanum, of which a description and
Supplementary Illustration were given in

Gardeners' Chronicle. September 7, 1912. Two
specimens of the " Water Poppy " (Hydrocleys

Commersonii) have been a feature of the tank all

the summer, and have borne many hundreds of

their l»vely primrose-yellow flowers. Recent ex-

perience with this plant has shown that when
grown in shallow water with its roots running

out into the mud it produces hardly a single

flow-er, but when grown in a small pot, and

its long, free-branching stems and leaves are

allowed to float out on the surface of deep water,

it flowers at nearly every leaf. Specimens of

the male and female plants of the "Eel" or

" Tape Grass " (Vallisneria spiralis) are grown in

pots. The plant is a submerged aquatic,

the female flowers being supported on long

slender peduncles, which, when ready for

pollination, elongate and allow the flowers

to float upon the surface of the water.

The male flowers, which are borne on short

peduncles, break away from their stalks and float

to the surface, where they mingle with the

female flowers. After fertilisation, the long

peduncles of the female flowers contract spirally

and draw the flowers down under the water,

where they remain until the fruit develops.

Of the species of Hedychium grown in large

pans in this house, the best is H. coronarium.

The pure-white flowers are produced in short

terminal heads, and are deliciously fragrant. H.

spicatum and H. elatum have both primrose-

yellow flowers, and are rather t.Tll-growing

plants, reaching to a height of some 8 or 9 feet.

Of the hybrids there are large specimens of H.

coronarium x Gardnerianum. a fine, free-flower-

ing plant, with the white flowers and dwarf habit

of H. coronarium and the longer inflorescence of

H. Gardnerianum ; it also possesses the character

from the latter parent of opening most of

the flowers together and not in succession, as

obtains in H. coronarium. Two fine hybrids,

with scarlet or brick-red flowers, are seen in

H. angustifolium X Gardnerianum and H. coc-

cineum X coronarium. Of the two the former

is the better, the spikes being longer and of a

brighter colour. Alternating with the Hedy-

chiums are large pots of Cannas, a few of the

best of the garden varieties being grown. Some
of the plants are 8 or 9 feet high, and flower

profusely. They are given a rich artificial

manure throughout the whole of the growing

season. Trained on wires near to the glass are

n'any kinds of Gourds, also several kinds of

Cucumis Melo.

A very beautiful plant is the " Horned
Cucumber," of which there are several plants;

one specimen has nearly 130 of its oval, spiny

fruits. The fruits are some 3 to 5 inches m
length, covered with long tubercular spines, and

are a bright orange-scarlet colour when ripe.

Trichosanthes anguina, the " Snake Gourd," is

also bearing a heavy crop of fruit : these are

silvery-white, striped and spotted with green at

first, but when ripe they change to dull red, and
soon afterwards decay. The fruits are a foot or

SJ long, linear or lanceolate, and sometimes

grotesquely twirled and twisted. The " Wax
Gourd " (Benincasa cerifera) is conspicuous on

account of the size of its fruits, which are of a

beautiful silvery-grey colour. The fruit is cooked

in India in the same way as the Vegetable Mar-
row. Several species of the "Towel Gourds"
or " Loofahs " are grown, notably Luffa

legyptiana and L. acutangula ; each is bearing a

fine crop of fruits. A number of other very

beautiful Gourds are also in various stages of

development. One of the best of the small-

fruited kinds is Momordica Charantia, a slender-

growing species w^th pretty palmately-lobed

leaves and with a large number of its handsome
fruits. The latter are elliptic in shape, 3 to 5

inches long and covered with short tubercles.

The fruits are green when young, but change to

brighter orange when ripe, and split open into

three lobes, each of which is reflexed like a

Lilium. displaying a double row of seeds along

each lobe, surrounded by a mass of bright-

crimson pulp. The plant is cultivated in India,

China and the Malay States for its medicinal

properties, and also for food. M. Balsnmiiia is a
smaller-growing species, allied to .M. Char.intia.

"The Colocynth " (CitruUus Colocynthis) has

also fruited well this season ; the fruits are

globose, prettily variegated with green and
white, and some 3 to 4 inches in diameter. Re-

mains of the fruits and seeds of this plant are

often found in the ancient tombs of the

Egyptians. The pulp is extremely bitter, and

is in use for medicinal purposes, being a powerful

purgative.

Several varieties of the "Calabash" 'Lage-

naria vulgaris) are grown. The fruit of this

species is extremely variable in size and shape.

It is employed in the tropics for all sorts of

domestic purposes, and the narrow, curved end

of the fruit near the stalk is used in large

numbers for the making of tobacco pipes. The
varieties known respectively as " Bottle,"

"Flask" and "Club" Goulds may be readily

recognized from their shape^ and these may all

be seen in fruit. C. P. B.

(To he confhived.)

NURSERY NOTES.

DEAXLANDS NURSERY, BALCOMBE.
In this favoured site for gardening purposes

Mr. C. F. Waters some years ago arranged a

commodious block of glasshouses for the cultiva-

tion of Cucumbers, Tomatos, and popular florists*

flowers for market purposes. Carnations being

always favourites. In the course of time the

Carnations, in the culture of which Mr. Waters
is a specialist, came to occupy most of the houses

formerly devoted to other plants, and proved well

worthy of the preference shown them, giving

flowers, always in demand, in greater or less

quantity all the year round. The object has been

to secure supplies when other flowers are scarce,

the summer crop being of the least consequence.

Nevertheless, even in summer there are large

quantities of bloom on the leading kinds and
some specially good things in the house of seed-

lings raised at Deanlands. the best of which is

the large cerise Carnation Edith Waters, which
has already acquired a good reputation.

It is interesting to note in the various batches

the method of culture, beginning with the large

quantities of newly-layered old plants, then pass-

ing to the frames of young plants under shelter,

and the larger plants of winter-flowering varie-

ties already sending up their spikes. Then in the

glasshouses are the plants in full vigour and

bloom, while the bulk of the occupants of the

large span-roofed houses has given their main
crop and are only left for the occasional blooms

they supply. But just as the Carnations en-

croached on other flowers, so they are steadily

being, in a measure, ousted by the Orchids,

which here, as in other parts of the district, are

found to thrive well with even less attention

than is requii-ed for ordinary florists' flowers;

moreover, in proportion to the space occupied,

the sale of their blooms is more remunerative.

Odontoglossum crispum of splendid quality

and remarkable vigour occupy several long, low

spans, which were originally built for Cucumber
growing. The change to Orchid houses was
made in the simplest manner. The earth beds,

fronted by a low brick edge, were levelled and
formed the moist surface. On flower-pots placed

on these, open woodwork stages were laid, the

change being effected for a few pounds. The
result has been highly satisfactory ; the plants

are all that could be desired, and the yield of

flowers plentiful. There are a number of 0.

crispum in bloom, some very large-flowered 0.

Pescatorei. 0. Harryanum, 0. Thompsonianum,
and a vigorous batch of the cinnabar-scarlet

Cochlioda Noezliana.

In the intermediate h'uses are some 2,000

Cattleya Mendelii and a fine lot of C. Mossiae, in

both cases purchased as small, rough, freshly-im-

ported pieces, but now of good quality and many
in sheath. A batch of Lvcaste Skinneri with
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some in flower, a healthy lot of Miltonia vexil-

laria, good Vanda cosrulea, a vigorous lot ot"

Cattleya Trianse, C. Schroderte, and C. labiata,

varieties of Laelia anceps, and small lots of many
other Orchids useful for cut flowers were also

remarked.

Among the Cypripediums were a good batch of

C. niveum with some in flower, C. bellatulum,

and C. Godefroy* leucochilum doing well ;

Sobralia xantholeuca with several large, clear

yellow blooms ; two very fine forms of Cattleya

Dowiana in flower, and fine plants of C. D. aurca,

some being in sheath although small. Hybrid
Orchids also are well represented, and provision

made for raising novelties, some seed capsules on
Odontioda Charlesworthii, various Odontoglos-

sums, Cattleya Mossise Wageneri, and others

being well advanced, and a goodly supply of little

hybrid Dendrobiums and Lselio-Cattleyas well in

progress.

Among hybrids in bloom were a remarkably
fine dark form of Lselio-Cattleya Martinetii,

with bronzy-gold sepals and petals tinged with
rose, and very dark claret lip, a number of

hybrids of Cattleya granulosa, while C. Portia,

C. Mantinii, and other hybrids of C. Bow-
ringiana promise well for winter blooms.

NEW OR NOTEWORTHY
PLANTS.

PODOCARPUS FOR.MOSENSIS,* Df-M-MER.

Matsdmura and Hayata, in their recent publi-

cation Enumeratio Plantarum. in insula For-
mosa, etc., citet four species of Podocarpus
occurring in that island, namely, P. latifolia,

Wall., P. macrophylla, Don, P. Nageia, R. Br.,

and P. argotsenia, Hance, of which the latter is

now referred by Pilger to Cephalotaxus, viz., C.

argoteenia, Pilg. An inspection of the material at

Kew, however, suggests the existence of a
hitherto undescribed species, which exhibits an
obvious alliance to P. Nageia, a valuable timber
tree, occurring also in Japan, and, according to

Mr. A. Henry, known in the jMandarin lan-

guage as " Sha-shan " or " Shan-sha. " From
it, however, P. formosensis is differentiated

by its rigid habit, the congested and stiff

nature of the branchlets, the thicker-tex-

tured, relatively smaller leaves, which are,

moreover, narrowly elliptic or more frequently

lanceolate-elliptic, their apices peculiar in being
obtusely truncate and often blackened as if a

heated iron had been applied to them, and rarely

possessing the characteristic long cusp of P.

Nageia. The specimen (No. 1357) upon which
the following description is based was collected

by Mr. Schniuser at South Cape, on behalf of Dr.

A. Henry, who communicated it to Kew, but,

unfortunately, particulars respecting its habit or

size, whether arborescent or frutescent, are

lacking.

Second and third year's branches stout, semi-

terete and invested with a rough scaly dark-
brown or greyish bark ; branchlets subopposite,

erect, congested, rigid, alternately compressedly
tetragonous, smooth,- glabrous, densely leafy; in-

ternodes 0.8—1.5 cm. long. Leaves opposite, de-
cussate, ascending and imbricate, narrowly ellip-

tic or elliptic-lanceolate, obtuse or obtusely ustu-

late-truncate, narrowing below the middle into

a broadened and flattened pseudo-petiole

:

2.5—3.5 cm. long, 0.7—1.5 cm. broad, thick and
rigid in texture, apparently nerveless and smooth
on both surfaces, the dorsal stomatiferous sub-

parallel lines scarcely visible; margin scarious

and slightly recurved. Fruit borne on a stout

scarred peduncle, 7 mm. long, glabrous, 1.4 cm.
in diameter, thickly fleshy, the receptacle obso-

lete- H. Diimmer.

• Species nova P. Nageiaj, R. Brown affinis S5d habitu
magis rigidiore, ratnuUs confertis, foliis anguste ellipticis
mut frequenter lanceolato—elUpiicis raro cuspidatis miiiori-
bus crassioribus facile distinguendus. Cephalotaxus
Nageia, Henry List Pl_. Fonnosa, 91 (1898), panim.

NOTICES OF BOOKS.

Chrysantheimums. *

This volume, the most recent of " The Present-

Day Gardening Series," maintains the high

standard of efficiency that is found in the previ-

ous volumes of the series. To Mr. Harman Payne
is deputed the relation of the history of the

flower, and the reader is presented with a clear

and succinct chronology which is worthy of all

praise, as was to be expected from one who has

made a closer study of the subject than any other

person. It would be impossible to mention all the

names of the great growers, but at least that of

Mr. Douglas, ot Loxford Hall, and Mr. Donald, of

Knott's Green, both of whom produced finer

Mr. Shea provides an illuminating chapter on
the botany, fertilisation, and production of new
varieties from seed. He also writes the preface

to the book. The bulk of the volume, however,
is from the pen of Mr. Stevenson, and those who
possess the latter's book on Sweet Peas need not

be told how practical a writer he is. In this

volume he is better even than in the former

;

the subject is treated with a firmer hand, and
the instructions are more terse and clear.

Nothing of a cultural nature seems to have
escaped notice, and though it may be pos-

sible to object to some of the recommendations,
as, for instance, the advice to apply manurial
stimulants at an early stage of growth, yet it is

certain that some soils require that treatment.

In addition to the usual chapters on cultivation.

Fig. 132.—PODOCARPUS formosensis (J nat. size).

+ Op. , pp. 399-399 (1906).

blooms and superior plants to those of Mr.
Forsyth, of Stoke Newington, might have been
included. A slip seems to have been made in at-

tributing a slackness in Chrysanthemum culture

subsequent to 1874. In the Wimbledon district at

least, where Roe was producing fine blooms at

Dover House, Roehampton, along with Jordan,

Bentley, and others, there was no slackening of

the pace. I miss, too, the name of Mr. Edwin
Molyneux, the influence of whom, if not in the

Metropolitan area, at least in the provinces, has

been far greater than that of any other indi-

vidual in promoting the cultivation of the Chry-
santhemum.

• ChrysanthemmnSt by Thomas Stevenson, with chapter
by C. Harman Payne and Charles E. Shea, with eg!
coloured plates (Present-Day Gardening Series). (Londo
and Edinburgh : T. C. and E. C. Jaclt.) Price Is, 6d.

exhibiting, &c., there is an informative one that

can be safely recommended on the decorative uses

of the flower. Mr. Stevenson is correct in his

commendation of large blooms for large apart-

ments, but it cannot be concealed that many
ladies cherish an antipathy to Chrysanthemum
blooms, whether large or small, but chiefly to the
former. So what can gardeners do when they
have to respect the desires of such persons? Mr.
Stevenson and Mr. Shea alike have visions of a

glowing future for the Chrysanthemum, and are

impatient of the croakings of the incredulous and
those who—perhaps not without reason—insinu

ate a waning of its popularity. Hence, no doubt,
the vigour of the pronouncements of the volume
and the virility of its tone. The illustrations, I

need hardly add, are perfectly beautiful, as is

usual in the series. R. P. Brotherslon.
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Rock Gardens.*

This is a manual intended mainly for the

use of owners of small or medium-sized gardens

who make a speciality of Alpine plants. A large

portion of the book is devoted to the subject of

construction of rockwork and selection of soil,

though Mr Jenkins lays but little stress on the

latter point, in.sisting moie upon the quality of

the stones, which he states should be absorbent in

all cases. This is contrary to our e.xpcrience,

which shows that many Alpines grow and

flourish upon the hardest whinstone. An ex-

posed position is recommended, and one where

there are no trees. This latter point is import-

ant, for the roots of trees often rob the imported

soil; and though it is possible to keep adjacent

roots within bounds, it is not easy.

Beside general directions for the construction

and preservation of the rock-garden, the book

contains chapters on speoial glass structures,

frames and window boxes for Alpines, and also

directions for their propagation by cuttmgs and

seeds. The very useful lists, including one of

Conifers, help to make the little volume both

useful and interesting to the beginner. There

are several attractive illustrations showing ex-

amples of Alpines as decorative garden plants.

B.

,
HOME CORRESPONDENCE.

(The Editors do not hold themselves responsible for

the opinions expressed by correspondents.)

The Moraine (see p. 263).—The contribu-

tion to this subject from the pen of M. H.

Correvon, will have been read with deep

interest by many. There is no doubt that

the crucial question in respect to the moraine

at the present time is that of the water

supply. Mr. Reginald Farrer and Mr. R. -i.

Malby have previously afforded us the benefit

cf their experiences and their views, which are

largely divergent on this question. M. Correvon is

evidently in favour of getting the water through

the moraine, and in this view he supports Mr.

Malby. On the whole, I am disposed to take

the view that, while water through the moraine

is useful, and in some cases necessary, it de-

pends largely upon climatic considerations

whether it is" really imperative or not. It has

to be remembered that the use of Sphagnum for

Alpine flowers, spoken of incidentally by M.
Correvon, is not always helpful, but rather the

reverse in British gardens. So, also, I have

learned to consider that water for the moraine

is not such a necessity in the gardens of a great

part of these islands as is alleged. I am of

opinion that there are seasons when it would be

very beneficial, but in many parts of Great

Britain and Ireland the rainfall is so large that

it is very rare indeed to find the moraine in need

of any other supply of water. I quite agree

that M. Gorrevon's method is excellent for his

conditions and for those of gardens in districts

where the summer rainfall is very small, but

for other places it will be found that the under-

ground stream is not only unnecessary, but

sometimes injurious. A well-arranged moraine,

consisting of ample drainage below, a thin layer

of soil, and the remainder of chips, grit and
sand, will suffice for the successful cultivation of

most of the difficult Alpines which cannot be
cultivated on a wall or a rockery. During times

of drought a thorough watering with the hose

or the watering can will afford all the moisture

that is required. S. ArnoH.

Reclaiming Sand Dunes in Belgium.—

I

was interested to read Mr. Webster's article on

the Belgian sand-dunes (see p. 243), and can as-

sure him he need not go so far afield to find

the same thing being carried out with success.

I refer to the sand-dunes between Southport and
Liverpool, where there must be still hundreds
of acres that could be planted with certain suc-

cess that would pay well for the outlay. A few

days ago, when visiting Formby, a friend took

me for a little drive from Freshfield to the

shore. It was a great pleasure—I noted the

beautiful Sea Buckthorn, heavily laden with

• Kock Gardens and Alpine Plants, by E. H. Jenkins;
ed.led byT. W. Sanders. (London : W. H. and L. Collins-
lidge.) Price 2s. 6d.

orange-coloured berries, for nearly a mile along

the front ; it was a sight I shall not easily for-

get—intensified, no doubt, by my not having

seen it berried before then. The splendid suc-

cess of the Firs, apparently planted some eight

or ten years since, was seen in their marvellous

growth, clean, vigorous and straight, yet planted

in nothing but fine sand. Here, then, is an
extensive field of afforestation, where there

is every indication of it being a commercial
success and of great benefit to the district. I

was told that the gales from sea are most terrific

at times, yet, up to the growth of these Firs

some 8 to 12 feet, they have not turned an inch

landwards. The interesting problem is : How
much higher will they grow before the storms
will affect thera? As to the species of Firs,

so far as I could judge whilst driving along,

they were much the same as in Belgium. I

noticed several other shrubs and trees growing
quite at home, especially the Willows, most suc-

cessfully, but, as they grow higher, their heads
are forced landwards. Elms, Maple and Poplar
are all affected in this way, so the question again
presents itself : Will the Pines, that are so

straight, turn landwards also? I was pleased to

see that more of these sand-hills are being
planted on the way from Freshfield to South-
port; there is a big field for operation, almost
too much, one would think, for my lord of the
manor. It is t*ruly a national qiiiestion. J.
Taijlor, Hardwlche Grange, Shrcwshuri/.

The Perpetual-flowering Malmaisons.
—With reference to your correspondent's article

under this heading (see p. 260), there are
one or two analifications I should like add to his

statements. In the first place, however, he is

quite in error in claiming to be the raiser of

Princess Juliana, for this variety was raised

by the late Mr. E. F. Hopper, when he was Gar-
nation grower to Messrs. Hugh Low & Co. I
was associated with the late Mr. Hopper in his
work of raising new varieties, and Mr. Hopper's
deputy is still in the employ of Messrs. Low.
" 'That the days (of Malmaisons) are numbered
none can deny " may be partially true, hut
until we have obtained in other types of the
flower, varieties as good as Duchess of West-
minster or Princess of Wales, the cultivation of

Malmaisons will continue to be practised. I am
sorry your correspondent avoids the definition of
a Malmaison, because so much depends on what
a Malmaison really is. His point, however,
that the Perpetual Malmaison of to-day comes
from the same source as the old Malmaison, is

incorrect, as the latter was obtained probably
from the French " Remontant," whereas the
former comes mostly from the American strains,

which truly enough we call Perpetual, but yet are
totally opposite in form of flower and different

in habit from the French Remontant Carnation.
Laurence J. Cooh.

Autumn Colouring of Foliage.— Mr. J.

Gardner's list (see p. 269) and remarks on this

subject are very interesting ; I quite agree that
sunshine is not the only essential factor in the
process, but surely it is one of the main causes.

If WG take the plants mentioned, we find that

Eractically all of them, in their native habitats,

ave generally, at the time of coloration, a
good amount of sunshine, together with frost or

cold at night. From this, and the fact that
when planted where they get sunshine but no
decided amount of cold at night, and then do
not colour, I think we may safely infer that sun-

shine and a low temperature at night are the
main factors. I leave it to others to explain the
why and wherefore. F. Martin, Sitmniercovrt,
Wrotham.

Apple Miller's Red Victoria We com-
menced to show this variety on August 20 at

Shrewsbury, and continued to exhibit and market
fruits in September. I send you six fruits from
a tree planted in December, 1908. The variety

is a splendid one for market ; the trees bear freely

in a young state, and the fruit finds a ready
market. 'The colour is marvellous, even now
(September 27) the fruits are quite a show.
Stephen Castie, Manager, G. W. Miller,

F.K.H.S., Walpole St. Andretvs, WUhech.
[Very soft fruits of extraordinary brilliant

colouring. They cook well, have a good flavour,

and are so sweet as not to need added sugar. The
variety was illustrated in the issue for October 24,

1908, p. 297.—Eds.]

The Coloration of Fruit. — It is extremely
interesting to read the many speculations con-

cerning the colouring of Apples and foliage in

such a sunless summer as that of 1912. There can
be no doubt tliat it is |)lcnly of moisture
and clear, pure air (oxygen) which cause our
fruits to colour well. Some writers say that the

high colour is due to climatic conditions. It is a

pity that there is not more experimental work
done, and not so much guessing. In this matter
of coloration, any reader can try the following

experiment. Procure several small boxes, with-

out lids, about 9 inches to 12 inches square and
3 inches to 4 inches deep. Holes should be
made in the bottoms of the boxes for venti-

lation, and some strips of wood (laths)

should be laid across the bottom of the box to

keep the fruit from touching the bottom boxes ;

lay in one box a lining of blue paper,

another of red paper, and a third white

;

obtain fully-grown Apples, of various kinds, and
lay them in the box in various positions—up-

right, on their sides, or stalk upwards. When
this is done the boxes should be placed quite in

the open, near the ground, resting on 5-inch or

7-inch pots. Between Raspberries or Currants is

a good place for light and shade. As soon as the

night dew has evaporated, commence spraying

the fruits with clear water at regular intervals

of one, two, or three hours, bringing the spraying

to an end as the evening shadows fall. Whatever
intervals of spraying are decided upon, it must
be done regularly, and in a week's time a marked
difference will be evident. The fruit in the

blue-lined box will be the deepest colour, the

white second and the red third. The fruits may
be collected for experiment and suspended in the

branches of bushy trees, and tliere sprayed regu-

larly, when they will soon become highly col-

oured. John Smith, The Shire Hall. Durham.

Irish Orchids.—Near Omasfi, Co. Tyrone,

I found this year an Orchid which seems to be

the Orchis densiflora, Wahl. (Habenaria Gymna-
denia, H. conopsea), var. densiflora, which dif-

fers from Gymnadenia by its larger and more
densely-flowered spikes (the Irish ones were

6 inches long) and by the relatively shorter and
straighter spur. It is new to Ireland, but the late

Rev. W. Newbonld found it many years ago (teste

Eng. BoL, ix, 103) in Herts. Orchis O'Kellyi I

also found in Co. Tyrone and at Toome Bridge,

Antrim. G. Claridge Bruce, Oxford.

THE ALPINE eARDEN.

PRIMULA GLUTINOSA AND P. INTEGRI-
FOLIA.

As the note and illustration on Primula in-

tegrifolia (see p. 258) both refer quite clearly to

Primula glntinosa, perhaps it may be of in-

terest to repeat a few facts about these two
species.

P. glutinosa can always be recognised with
absolute certainty among European Primulas by
the rich violet-blue colouring of the flowers,

which sometimes varies to (more vinous tones in-

deed, but always so far keeps the note of blue

that where P. glutinosa is abundant the hill

seems veiled in blue-purple. The flowers also have

a peculiar and most delicious fragrance, the seg-

ments of the corolla are cleft into such deep

lobes that each bloom looks as if it consisted of

10 narrow petals, and the head of blossom is en-

closed in big and baggy bracts. The narrow,

strap-shaped leaves are toothed all round their

edge, and are markedly sticky. The plant does

not form lawns or wide masses, but grows in de-

finite little clumps or clusters. This is the essen-

tial portrait of P. glutinosa, which there is no
reasonable chance of mistaking for any other

species. It is specially abundant in the Ortler

district, in the Hohe T'auern, the Brenner Alps,

and the Southern Dolomites, occurring locally

in splendid quantities at considerable elevation,

and invariably on granitic or volcanic formations,

never on limestone. It affects the moist, high

turf of the upper slopes and ridges, and has a

greater toleration for moisture than many of its

kind, though I have never seen it growing actu-

ally as a bog-plant.
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p. infcegrifolia may be known very clearly by
the fact that its leaves are entire. Botanists,

indeed, no more than those politicians of whom
one happens to disapprove, are by all means al-

ways founts of pure and perfect accuracy in their

descriptions, and Buddleia albifiora, for instance,

has flowers of a tender lilac. But in the case of

Primula integrifolia they have not played fast

and loose with facts ; the leaves are entire, and

one cannot describe as " entire " leaves so clearly

with any of its congeners, it would be with the

magnificent mat-forming Primulas of the arth-

ritic section. But a second glance will set mat-
ters right without delay or difficulty. For all

the four arthritic Primulas have leaves that are

absolutely smooth, glossy, hard and leathery,

but the narrow, oval-pointed leaves of P. in-

tegrifolia are soft in texture, sparsely downy,
and fringed with an eyelash of fine green hairs.

Neither species is common in cultivation ; but

Fig. 133.—PERPETUAL-FLOWEKING CARNATION BENORA.

toothed as those of P. glutinosa. P. integrifolia

ranges further west than the other, being found
in the Pyrenees, here and there in Switzerland,

and abundantly in the Engadine on the highest

moorland turf, where it forms lavish lawns
of loosely-spreading masses ; the flowers are very
large, soft, lilac-pink, and carried in heads of two
or three, double the size and half the number
of those produced by P. glutinosa. If P. integri-

folia could ever be confused by the casual eye

then, what species is? Sad experience teaches

me that in most gardens the only Primulas to

be found are Auriculas and the countless hybrids
of hirsuta, always described as " viscosa," as

well as by other fancy names. Perhaps, too, P.
Wulfeniana or P. glaucescens may be seen, either

under the name of P. calycina, which does not

exist, or of P. carniolica, which is a most rare,

glorious and distinct species. Therefore, I

should like to preach a crusade in favour of the

Primulas in general, so lovely, so brilliant, and,
on the whole, so easy to grow, with a modicum
of the attention that every true rock-gardener ex-

pects to have to bestow on his treasures ; other-
wise they would not be treasures. But of P.
glutinosa I must confess that it wants more than
a modicum ; it is a difficult species on the whole,
not hard to keep so much as to flower. Clean,
cool, peaty soil, well drained but moist, in a
pure air, seems to suit its needs ; in any case
the beauty of our one blue Primula is so excep-
tional and so ravishing that one hardly con-
ceives it possible that earnest enthusiasts should
grudge it the attention that they so willingly
squander on comparatively squalid and impos-
sible little conundrums such as Androsace Hauss-
mannii. Eritrichium itself is not more beautiful
and twice as difficult; yet for 20 who run gladly
towards bankruptcy for Eritrichium, hardly one
will be found coping with imperial P. glutinosa—
no, and hardly even with rich, amenable, happy,
go-lucky splendours as P. Clusiana and P. spec-
tabilis. As for P. integrifolia, it is quite easy
to grow, though I cannot rank its beauty so high
as that of the arthritics or P. glutinosa. But
then they would spoil any market. Beginald
Farrer.

FLORISTS' FLOWERS.

PERPETUAL-FLOWERING CARNATIONS.
Vaeieties of perpetual-flowering Carnationg

soon run their course and pass out of cultivation.
The question therefore naturally arises—Why
do they deteriorate? Because this type of Car-
nation has no period of rest, but grows and
flowers during its entire life. After the first four
years of its existence a variety gradually becomes
weaker, and if one follows the life of a perpetual-
flowering Carnation for 12 months this will not
cause wonder. During the winter, the natural
resting period for all members of the Dianthus
family, the perpetual-flowering Carnation is busy
growing and flowering. Cuttings are removed
from the parent plant, and when they have passed
through the weakening ordeal of rooting, they
are rapidly grown on into flowering plants, so
that from the time a seedling produces its first

flowers until the plants of that particular variety
number millions and are grown in practically
L /ery civilised country, it grows unceasingly.
Small wonder that a variety deteriorates. It is

seedlings alone which can possess new vigour.
Those of us who remember Mrs. T. W. Lawson

when it was flrst sent out in 1900 know that those
who grow it to-day only have a shadow of the
Lawson of 1900, and this is not remarkable con-
sidering the millions upon millions of plants
which have been propagated since the year 1896,
when it first flowered as a seedling.

Selection and good cultivation contribute to
prolong the life of aU varieties, and weak stock
is worthless. But, as I have tried to make plain,
no variety of perpetual flowering Carnation can,
like Tennyson's brook, go on for ever. A Rose
may retain its vitality, a border Carnation may,
but a perpetual-flowering Carnation cannot.
Which are the varieties, in my opinion, that

already show depreciation, and which of the new
aspirants to fame will supersede them are mat-
ters on which I may write at some later date.
Every new Carnation is not an Enchantress, yet
greater varieties than Enchantress will come, if,

indeed, some are not here. Montagu C. Allwood.

CARNATION BENORA.
Each season there are numerous novelties

added to the already extensive Hst of Perpetual-
flowering Carnations. One of the most recent at
the exhibitions is Benora (see fig. 133), a white-
ground, fancy flower, with markings of bright
red. The flower is of fine size, and possesses a
long, stout stem, making it valuable for the-

florist. The variety was included in Messrs.
Stuart Low & Co.'s exhibit at the R.H.S. meet-
ing on October 8.
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THE NARCISSUS FLY.

(dee also Illustrated article in last Issue.)

This year on account of ^aps in some of my
Daffodil plots, though I saw no mature fly about,

I suspected the presence of the grub of

the Narcissus fly, and in the latter half

of June I took up the whole of my col-

lection, mostly seedlings, about 10,000, including

loose offsets. I examined every bulb closely

and carefully both at neck and base, going over

them twice and cutting open any that were doubt-

ful. Altogether I found 35 to 40 bulbs with the

grub in them. It is quite certain that in every

single case the grub had entered at the base. In

all cases except nine (including three with full

grown grubs), the bulbs outwardly were abso-

lutely intact, except for the one spot where the

grub had entered. Whether the actual point of

entrance was at the junction of the base plate

with the layers of the bulb, or just below the

edge of the base where the outermost ring of roots

spring from, I was unable to be sure in all cases,

the hole (which was probably very minute) being

always closed up, .or obscured at any rate to my
rough and ready examination, by the surrounding

tissue of the base becoming brown and corky.

And the area of the base which becomes so

affected by the puncture seems altogether out of

proportion to the injury, as if the grub at

entrance emitted some substance which acted as

an irritant. In all these cases the grub was still

small, less than i inch long, and had not

travelled more than from one-third to three-

quarters of the length of the bulb towards the

neck. In the other few bulbs (five or six) the

grub was larger, and had bored as far as the

neck or nearly so, and there was therefore a pos-

sible opening at the neck, but it was quite clear

in these cases, too, that the grub had entered

from the base, where the damage was older and

more extensive, the boring at the upper part,

where the grub was found, being only about its

own diameter and evidently more recent.

How the grub arrives at its point of entrance

I found no evidence to show—whether it creeps

down the outside of the bulb till it arrives at

the edge of the basal plate, or whether it goes

down inside the outer skin ! The latter may be

the case with bulbs that have formed an offset,

for in the majority of such bulbs (though not in

all) the point of entrance was at or near the

junction of the offset with the main bulbs. But

in the case of young bulbs that have not yet

begun to form an offset it would seem impossible

for the grub to get down inside the outer skin.

Also, there was nothing to show that the grub

does not travel through the earth and not on the

surface of the bulb at all, though in that case it

is more difficult to understand how it arrives at

the right spot, unless it first starts on a root

and so up into the bulb.

Usually the grub bores straight towards the

centre and then turns up, but in three cases the

grub had apparently turned up immediately after

entering, and had bored along in the substance

of the first layer (under the skin) like a Celery

leaf grub. In two of these cases after meander-

ing some way without growing any larger (or even

getting smaller), the grub was evidently starved

and either dead or dying. In the third case it had

at last bored through into the next and more

succulent layer, and, as the boring showed, had

then rapidly increased in size, I note this

especially, as I think it points to the advisability

of getting the bulbs up and dried as quickly as

possible, as evidently the grub when young needs

moisture to thrive.

In three bulbs the grub was practically full

grown at the time of taking up in June, As it is

hardly possible that the fly could appear during

the winter, it seems probable that the eggs (or

even the young grub) may remain dormant for

some time.

All my bulbs being planted in lines in plots,

and plans kept of their position in the ground, it

was possible to locate roughly the position of each

bulb in which a Merodon was found. They were
scattered irregularly over nearly the whole of the

plots, and there was no evidence of concentra-

tion in any one spot. This seems to show that

the fly lays its eggs quite at random, and one at

a time. And this is confirmed by the fact that

(with one doubtful exception) only one grub was
found in each bulb.

The only measure I took during flowering time

was to sprinkle Alphol broadcast over the plots

twice during May. What effect this had in keep-
ing the fly away and deterring it from laying its

eggs, or in killing the grub as it hatched out, or

whether if the sprinkling had been repeated

oftener and more thoroughly the fly might have
been kept off altogether, I cannot say, as I left

none untouched for comparison. But I think it

is worth trying systematically. It is perfectly-

harmless even to young seedlings.

When the ilerodon has appeared I think it

should not be very difficult to eradicate. Wy
present experience suggests that all the bulbs

should be taken up early, washed or cleaned

roughly and dried quickly. I dried some in the

sun for two days, and if I had to go through the

job again I should do so with all. Then, as soon
as possible after taking up—when cleaning and
trimming off the roots—they should be examined,
and again later, a week or two before planting,

which for one season it would be best to defer

rather longer than usual. It is a considerable

labour, especially when they are seedlings which
have to be kept separate. But once it is recog-

nised that the point of entrance is at the base,

much time is saved, as the necks need not be
closely examined. And with very little experi-

ence the bulb that has been entered by a Merodon
can be quickly and almost certainly detected. A
few bulbs may be mistaken through having a
mark caused by an accidental injury, but a slight

preliminary scraping of the outer skin and
adjacent part of the base will very quickly show
the difference.

In cases where a bulb which it is particularly

desirable to keep has been attacked, it can
generally be saved if taken up early and
examined soon. All that I examined up to about
the middle of August could have been saved, and
some half-dozen or so I did save, scraping out the

corky portion of the base and extracting the grub
with a pin before it had done much damage.
Such bulbs, though they would not flower,

would form healthy offsets. Later on the damage
becomes more extensive, and the grub gets so far

in—and sometimes turns to the side—that it is

difficult or impossible to get it out without cut-

ting the bulb.

While being definitely assured by this experi-

ence Oiat the Merodon grub invariably enters the

bulb at the base, I think I can also suggest how
the supposition may have arisen that it entered
(sometimes, anyway) at the neck. Many of the
bulbs taken up were rotten inside (the final stage,

I suppose, of " basal rot," due to the exception-

ally wet winter), and frequently this rottenness

was chiefly in the upper part of the bulb. These
nearly always contained a number of maggots,
which at first sight are very like young Merodon
grubs. But they never reach a length of more
than I inch, they are much more active than the

Merodon grub, and have a red speck at one end,

whereas the Merodon has a black speck. I kept

a number of them, and they all turned into a

small kind of dung fly. A. J. Bliss.

The Week's Work.

THE ORCHID HOUSES.
By J. Collier, Gardener to Sir Jekkmiah Colman, Bart.,

Gallon Park, Surrey.

ACRIDES, AnGR^ECUM, AND SaCCOLABIUM.
—Many of these plants that flowered early in the
year will soon have completed their growth, and
the supply of water at the roots should be re-

duced gradually. Although these Orchids never
entirely cease making leaf-growth, it Is important
that ttiey should eiijuy a short period of rest.

When in active growth, sufficient water should

be afforded to keep the moss on the surface in a

green and fresh condition, but from now onward
through the winter months the moss should be
allowed to dry to a greenish-yellow cnluur before

water is applied. Angrsecunis that are in full

growth, including A. pellucidum, A. Eichleria-

num, and A. sesquipedale, still require plentiful

supplies of water, whilst A. eburneum and A.
Monteirae are pushing forth flower -spikes and re-

quire to be kept muist at the roots.

Trichopilia. — Xho Tricho^jiiias flower at

variuus times of the year, and, for that reason,
their repotting should be carried out at intervals,

just when new roots appear from the base of the
new pseudo-bulbs. T. suavis is the handsomest
species, and is most frequently gniwn, but T.
fragrans and its variety alba, T. coccinea, T. tor-

tilis, and T. sanguinolenta are all worthy of cul-

tivation. Host of these plants grow be^t m rather

deep Orchid pans suspended near to the roof-glass

in an intermediate temperature. But T. fragrans
thrives best during the summer months on the
stage in the cool Odontoglossum house. Whilst
growing actively the plants should be afforded a

plentiful supply of water at the roots, but when
the season's growth is finished, they should re-

ceive less moisture and more air to ripen them.

CVMBIDIUM.— PI m^ nf Ov"!' •"•' ' '^'vjanum,

C. Tracyanum, and the many hybrids thit are now
showing their flower-spikes should be well sup-
plied with water at the roots, whilst others that
are backward in this respect should be kept on
the dry side fur some weeks to come, otherwise
new growth will commence and the plants fail

to bloom. C. grandiflorum has also finished its

growth and is pushing flower spikes from the
pseudo-bulbs of the previous year. To ensure
success in flowering this species, the plants should
be placed in a cool, light position and the roots
kept on the dry side during the winter. C.
eburneum and C. Mastersianum should be grown
in a less exposed part of the house and be kept
rather dry at the roots ; having but little pseudo-
bulbs to sustain them, they should at no time be
allowed to become quite dry.

N/)RCissus Fly. —I have read with interest

Mr. Long's article on the Narcissus fly. On p.

278 he states that " Theobald says that the larvae

are common in Hyacinths, Tulips, and Narcissi."

The statement is right with respect to Narcissi,

but I have handled many thousands of Tulip

bulbs fi-om different places, have grown thousands

myself, and have never found one attacked by
the fly. What does Mr. Long say? Joseph

Jacohj Whitcwell Vicarage, Salop.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
By J. G. WtsTON, Gardener to Lady Nqkthcote,

Eastwelt Park, Kent.

Planting Roses. — Make preparations for

the planting of Roses without delay. As these
plants occupy the ground for several years, it is

necessary that the soil receive a thorough pre
paration at the start. Roses may be planted
during favourable weather at any time from
now until March or even April, if the work
is done with very great care, but the best time
of all is the latter part of October and Novem-
ber. At these times the ground is still warm,
and the roots have opportunity to become estab-

lished before the winter. There is another ad-
vantage in early planting, from the fact that
those who order early have the pick of the nur-
sery stock. From these considerations, there-

fore, the work of trenching should be hastened,
so that the ground is settled somewhat before
the time for planting. The best soil for Roses
is a strong, rich loam of a heavy nature, but it"

should be thoroughly well drained, or the plants
will soon become unhealthy. Light, sandy,
or gravelly soils are unsuitable, as they are too

hot in summer. Unsuitable soils may be im-
proved ; a quantity of the natural soil should be
removed and replaced with specially prepared
compost. Where the staple is light and sandy,
strong, clayey loam should be added. When
trenching, dig in plenty of farmyard manure at

the bottom of the trench, but do not allow the
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manure to come into contact with the roots,

which will find their way to the manure later,

when they are in a better condition to assimilate

the food properties. In selecting a site for a
Rose garden or Rose beds, the question of shel-

ter must be considered. Protection from the
north and east is imperative, whilst cold,

draughty situations and wind-swept corners
ehould be avoided. The modern system is to

plant in masses of one colour, if not of one
variety. In large schemes of Rose planting, ap-

proved varieties only should be selected ; novel-

ties should be planted in borders where their

characteristics may be studied better. Small
beds or borders may, with advantage, be filled

with the charming, dwarf Polyantha varieties,

which provide a pleasing change, and bloom
almost continuously throughout the season.

The following dwarf Polyantha Roses may be
recommended ;—Etoile d'Or, Jessie, Pearl d'Or,
Cecil© Brunner, Leonie Lamesch, Anna Marie de
Muntravel, Mrs. W. H. Cutbufih, and Aschen-
brodel. ^
Sweet Peas in Pots.—The present month

is a suitable time for sowing Sweet Peas in pots.

Such plants are very valuable if early flowers
are required, and the practice sliould always be
adopted in the case of new varieties, as they
are better under control and not so liable to
injury from enemies. Any ordinary potting soil

is suitable, and the seeds may either be sown
singly in small puts, or from four to five in

5-inch pots; if preferred, ordinary seed-boxes
may be used. The seeds should first be coated
with a mixture of red lead and paraffin, rolling

them in the mixture ; this will prevent mice and
other insects from devouring them. After the
seeds are sown, the pots should be placed in a
close frame or upon a shelf in a cool house.
After the seedlings have appeared, an abundance
of air should be given whenever the weather is

favourable. Sweet Peas may be sown out-of-doors

in the open in certain localities, but they are not
to be relied upon, except in the most favoured dis-

tricts, and even then only the commoner varieties

should be selected.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
ByErrflN Beckett. Gardener to the Hon. Vicary Gibbs,

Aldcnham House, Hertfordshire.

The Recent Frosts.—The unusual spell of

severe weather that has been experienced in

many districts during the past fortnight has
destroyed the more tender crops. Sume districts,

however, have escaped the cold, and in places

within 10 miles of these gardens the frost has
done but little damage. At Aldenham we regis-

tered 8°, 9°, and 10° of frost u.. ~'*veral occa-

sions, these being the lowest readings of the
thermometer at this time of the year during the
30 years I have been at Aldenham. Such plants
as have been destroyed by the cold should be
cleared away, and preparations made for manur-
ing and trenching or digging the ground for next
season's crops. I am referring especially to land
of a light, porous nature; heavier soils are much
better worked during the New Year, except in

the case of ground that has not formed part of

the kitchen garden before. If the kitchen gar-

den is to be extended, the soil should be well
drained and trenched thoroughly, bringing up
the sub-soil to the surface, and leaving the whole
in as rough a condition as possible, to expose
the clods to the influences of the frost. If the
soil is deficient in lime, this material should be
scattered over the surface. No time should be
lost in placing the more tender crops either in

cold frames or where shelter may be afforded
them.

Cauliflowers. — Cauliflowers raised from
seed sown last month for providing a supply of

these vegetables next May, June, and July
should be transplanted into cold frames, setting
them fairly near to the glass. The compost
should not be of too rich a nature, or the
growth will be soft and sappy. The soil should
be of a fairly fine texture, and made very firm.

Insert the stems as low down as the seed leaves,

and set the plants 4 inches apart each way.
Plants of late batches of Cauliflowers of the
Autum*^ Giant type which have not yet formed
their heads should be lifted carefully and
planted in cold pits or frames, placing them on
their sides. Make the soil very firm about the
roots, water the plants, and keep the frame
fairly close for a few days. When the plants are

re-established, admit plenty of air. These Cauli-
flowers will provide a valuable supply of heads
for many weeks to come.

Mushrooms. — Field Mushrooms have been
very scarce this season, owing, no doubt, to the
wet weather. Mushrooms grown indoors should
never be forced hard, as this treatment in-

variably results in failure. Endeavour to main-
tain the same atmospheric conditions in the
Mushroom house as obtain on dewy September
nights. Beds which have been in full bearing
for some time past should be watered with
diluted liquid manure from the farmyard. Con-
tinue to prepare the materials for the making of

fresh beds. The manure should be placed under
an open shed, and turned frequently until it has
become properly sweetened, when it may be
brought into the house and placed in position,

treading it as firmly as possible.

Celery. — This crop has done remarkably well

this season where disease has not appeared, and
especially the plants of the later batches. Con-
tinue to place earth about the stems on fine days,
especially in the case of the very latest batches.

It may not be necessary to blanch all the crop for

the present, as when the shoots are blanched the
plant is more tender, and not so likely to escape

damage from frosts.

PLANTS UNDER GLASS.

Caladium.—The foliage of these iplants having
died, the roots should be stored for the winter in

a dry, warm place. If most of the roots are

withered, the old soil should be shaken from
the corms and the latter placed in dry sand.

Caladiums should be stored during the winter in

a temperatux'e not lower than 60°. or they may
be allowed to remain in the pots over the winter
under the stages of the plant stove, but care

must be taken that water dripping from the

pots above does not wet the soil.

HuMEA elegans.—Plants of Humea elegans

should not receive a check at any time, and, if

they require larger pots, these should be afforded

before the roots become pot-bound. But guard
against overpotting. When root-bound, the

plants often lose their foliage in the spring,

whilst a very close, moist atmosphere may cause
spot to develop in the leaves. From now on-

wards, the plants will do best jn a cool, dry
house.

Canna.— Pot plants of Cannas should be stored

in a frost-proof house where the atmosphere is

not too dry. Those that have been kept slightly

damp grow much more freely in the spring than
those that have been stored perfectly dry. As
soon as the foliage has withered, place the plants

in a cold frame, preferably a brick structure from
which frost can be excluded. Stand the plants

on an ash bottom and cover them with dry
leaves, which will prevent the rhizomes from
drying unduly.

THE HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
By F, Jordan, Gardener to Lady N'unburnholme,

Warier Priory. Yorkshire.

Selecting Varieties for Planting. —
Varieties of Apples are exceedingly numerous, and
the number is constantly being added to. Special
attention must be given to select only varieties

that succeed in the particular district, and this

also applies to Pears. It is a common mistake to

plant too many varieties, as it is a much easier

matter to select six varieties than twenty varie-

ties. Of culinary Apples that succeed well as
bushes and pyramids in most districts, I may men-
tion Lord Grosvenor, Early Victoria. Warner's
King, Lane's Prince Albert, Newton Wonder, and
Bramley's Seedling. For larger collections Potts's

Seedling, Lord Derby, The Queen, Bismarck,
Beauty of Kent, and Stone's Seedling may be
added. For exhibition purposes, Peasgood's None-
such. Emperor Alexander, Tyler's Kernel. Golden
Noble. Hambling's Seedling, and Norfolk Beauty
will be required. The last-named is an excellent
all-round variety. Select varieties of Apples suit-

able for planting as standards are Blenheim
Pippin, Dumelow's Seedling (Wellington), New-
ton Wonder, Lady Henniker, Gascoyne's Scarlet
Seedling, and King Edward VII. Varieties of

dessert Apples for training as pyramids include
Lady Sudeley, Worcester Pearmain, James
Grieve, Rival, Cox's Orange Pippin, and Clay-
gate Pearmain. If it is required to extend the

list, other handsome varieties will be found in
Charles Ross, Barnack Beauty, King of the Pip-
pins, Allington Pippin, Ribston Pippin, Scarlet
.Nonpareil, Wealthy, and Lord Hindhp. Amongst
novelties I would r^^commend for trial are Rev. W.
AVilks, W. Crump, and Hector Macdonald. Con-
sidering the great assortment of Pears, it is even
a more difficult matter to make a selection, but
I would recommend Kindante d'Automne. Tri-
omphe de Vienne, Beurre Hardy, Louise Bonne
of Jersey, Pitmaston Duchess, 'Williams's Bon
Chretien. Durondeau, Charles Ernest, Beurre
Superfin, Conference, Josephine de Malines, and
Dovenne du Comice. Culinary varieties should
include Beurre Clairgeau and Catillac, both of
which may be grown as standards.

Selection of Plums for Planting.— For
culinary purposes I would recommend The Czar,
Vict-oria, Pond's Seedling, and Monarch, whilst
good dessert sorts are Early Transparent Gage,
Denniston's Superb, Jefferson's, Kirk's, Reine
Claude de Bavay, and Coe's Golden Drop.
Selection of Small Fruits. — Two good

Red Currants are found in Raby Castle and La
^larseillaise. White Dutch is the best white
variety, and Boskoop Giant may be recommended
as the best Black Currant, although Carter's
Champion and Lee's Prolific may also be planted,
the latter on account of the fruit hanging for a
long time. There are numerous Gooseberries: a
few of the best are Crown Bob, Whinham'c In-
dustry, Whitesmith. Keepsake, Langley Gage, and
Langley Beauty. Of Raspberries, I would recom-
mend Superlative, Hornet, and Baumforth's
Seedling.

Distances for Planting.—The distance at
which fruit trees are planted must be governed
more or less by the nature of the soil and the
district. Pyramid and bush Apples on the Para-
dise stock, and Pears on the Quince, may all be
planted at distances of 9 and 10 feet apart.
Apples and Pears on the free stock should be
planted 12 feet apart, whilst strong-growing kinds
of Apples trained as standards should be not
closer than from 25 to 30 feet. Gooseberries
should not be planted closer together than
5 or 6 feet, and Raspberries may be allowed
this distance between the rows, but the
stools need onl\ be set at 3 feet apart.
Fan-trained trees, such as Peaches, Pears,
Cherries, and Plums, require to be set 15 to 18
feet apart, whilst horizontal-trained trees should
be allowed 20 feet.

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.
By E. Harriss, Gardener to lady Wantagk, Lockinge

House. Wantage, Berkshire.

Planting Peaches and Nectarines.—It
is an advantage to possess a few young trees
growing on a wall or trellis out-of-doors in
readiness to replace worn-out trees under glass.

If such trees are available, and have been given
proper treatment in regard to lifting and root-
pruning, they may be planted now with a reason-
able chance of producing a fair crop of fruits
ne.xt season. If the trees are lifted with a good
ball of young, fibrous roots, and planted at once,
the roots will become active in a few days. The
trees will then have time to recover from the
check and become well established in the spring.
It will be advisable to start the trees into growth
very gradually next season, for if they are
allowed to develop naturally the chances of a
good crop of fruits will be far greater. They
need not be planted in a large bulk of soil,

A border sufficiently large to conveniently take
the ball of roots is all that is required. It is

always advisable to keep the roots of young
Peach trees somewhat restricted till the trees
begin to carry full crops of fruit. The soil

should not be too rich, as this causes the shoots
to grow gross, which is often the cause of young
trees failing to crop satisfactorily. The bottom
of the border should be covered with a thin layer

of concrete, to prevent the roots getting out of
bounds. Make sure that the border is amply
drained, using plenty of old bricks and coarse
brick rubble for this purpose. Arrange the bor-
der in layers, making sure that each layer is

made quite solid. Mix plenty of broken brick-

bats and old mortar rubble in the soil as the
work proceeds, and refrain from using manures
of any kind unless the ground is poor. Plant the
trees near to the surface of the border, and,
when finished, give a good soaking with clear

water. Syringe the trees twice daily till they
have recovered from the check.
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EDITORIAL NOTICE.

ADVERTIiEMKNTS should be sent to the PUB-
LIShKR, 41, Welllneton Street. Covent Qarden,

VV.C.

-Letters ror Publication, as veil as specimens o/ fl>i'i!%

tor firtHiiHg, should be addressed to the EDI TORS,
41, Wellington Street, Covent Garden, London.
Communicattvus should be wkittkn on onk side onlv of

THK PAPER, sent as early in the week as possible and duly

Sigurd hr the writer. 1/ desired, the signature will not be

prtutfd, but kept as a guarantee oj good faith.

^peclul Notice to Correspondent.*.— '.f'/ie Editors do no

uudetlalic to pay for any contributions or illustrations, or

to return unused communications or illustrations, unless by

special arrangement. The Editors da not hold themselves

responsible /or any opinions expressed by their correspon-

tlluatratlons.- The Editors will be gtadto receive and to select

photographs or drawings, suitable lor reproduction, ot

gardens, or o/ remarkable plants, flowers, trees, &c., but

they cannot be responsible lor loss or injury.

Local News.—Correspondents will greutlyoblige byseniUngto

the hditors early intelligence o) local events likely to bee;

ttileitil to our readers, or o/ any matters which it is desirable

tobntii: under the notice ol horticulturists.

Nevrtpufiers.— Correspondents sending newspapers should be

carelul to mark the paragraphs they u sh the Editor:

APPOINTMENTS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.

MONDAY, OCTOBER 21-
Nat. Chrys. Soc. Executive and Moral Com. meet.

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 22—
Royal Hort, Soc. Corns, meet
tbe Rev. Prof. G. Henslow on '

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 23-
Hertfordshire Fruit, Root and Chrys. Soc. Sh. (2 days).

AvKRAGB Mean Temperat
deduced from observatii

at Greenwich-19-7,

lioXDOti.— Wednesday, October 16 (6 P.M.): Max. 68°;

Min. 37".

Gardeners' Chronicle Office, 41, Welliuglon SIreet,

Covent Garden, London —Thursday, October 17

(10 A,M.) : Bar. 29-8° : Temp. 63°
;
Weather—

Prov icr.s.— Wednesday, October 16: Max. 54° Cornwall

;

Min. 61" Shields.

SALES FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
MONDAY, TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY

AND FRIDAY—
Dutch Bulbs, at 67 & 68, Cheapside, E.G., by Ptotheroe

& Morris, at 10.30.

MONDAY, TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY-
20ih Annual Sale of Nursery Stock at Milford Nur-

series, near Godalming, by Protheroe & Morris, at 12.

MONDAY, WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY-
Rose Trees, Dutch Bulbs, Perennials and Shrubs, at

Stevens's Auction Rooms, 88, King Street, Govern

tjarden, at 12.30.

WEDNESDAY— , „,
Trade Sale of Bulbs, at 12; Palms and Plants, at 4;

at Protheroe & Morris's rooms.

THURSDAY and FRIDAY- „ „ , ,

S8lh Annual Sale of Nursery Slock at Hollamby's

Nurseries, Groombridge, near Tunbridge Wells, by

Protheroe & Morris, at 11.30.

Mexican Lmlias, by order of de B. Crawshay, Esq.,

at Protheroe & Morris's rooms at 13.45.

The discussion in these

Colouring Columns on the subject of the

of colouring of Apples has given
Apples.

j.jgg (_Q g^ considerable amount

of interest both among practical gardeners

and among students of plant chemistry.

This, indeed, is as it should be, for,

.as is the case with so many other obscure

problems in horticulture, the problem of

the causes of coloration in fruit is one

which requires for its solution the co-

operation of the workers in garden and
laboratory. The former have under their

close observation, year after year, large

numbers of different varieties, and they

are able to contrast the degrees of col-

oration exhibited by the several sorts in

an.v given year, and to compare the col-

oration exhibited in one year with that

shown by the same variety in previous

years.

That differences of opinion exist among
observant gardeners as to the conditions

which determine coloration is evidence

that the problem is not simple, and tends

to prove that more than one set of con-

ditions are concerned in affecting this

ripening process. This conclusion is also

manifest from the results of recent ex-

periments which have been made in the

laboratory on the coloration of plants.

The nature of the chemical process

which leads to the development of red pig-

ment in the superficial tissues of Apples

is known with some degree of accuracy,

and is in the main similar to that

which leads to the production of the sap

or anthoc,yan pigments of flowers and
other parts of plants. In its essentials

this process is one of oxidation, and is

brought about, as described in these

pages August 10, 1912, p. 116, by the

action of special chemical oxidizing agents

—known as oxydases^—on special colour-

less substances known as pigment pro-

ducers. The pigment producers are not

present in the unripe Apple in a

form in which they can be acted upon
by the oxidizing agents of the cell. They
occur in the young, green fruit only in

combined form, and in this condition the

pigment producers are preserved from

the influence of the oxydases. As ripen-

ing proceeds, the chemical combination

which contains the pigment producers is

broken down again by a definite chemical

agent produced by the cells for this pur-

pose, and the pigment producers, set at

liberty in small quantities, are acted upon
by the oxidizing agents and converted into

red pigments. There is no doubt that dif-

ferent varieties of Apple possess different

potentialities of pigment production, that

is, the amount of pigment-producer which

one kind of Apple is capable of yielding

differs from that which may be formed
by another kind. That this is so will be

apparent at once to gardeners, who know
that under no conditions will a. fruit of

Blenheim Pippin, for example, produce

as much pigment in its skin as a fruit of

Gascoyne's Scarlet Seedling.

In discussing this problem, the first fact

to be recognised is therefore this : that

internal and hereditary characteristics

exercise influence on the amount of pig-

mentation.

Arising out of this fact is another, which

must not be lost sight of, namely, that it

is by no means certain that all the in-

dividual trees of a given variety of Apple
are identical with respect to pigment>pro-

ducing potentialities. The next fact to

bear in mind is that pigment formation,

as we have shown, is the outcome not of

a simple chemical process of the cell but
is rather the last and visible manifestation

of a series of chemical changes which,

invisible in themselves, are nevertheless

essential antecedents of the final opera-

tion which results in the production of

colour.

Now every chemical operation is

influenced with respect to the rate at

which it takes place by the conditions

under which it occurs. Among these con-

ditions are temperature, and in the case

of plants, light ; but there are also others

which may influence the rate of the

chemical change no less remarkably. To

mention one only, the degree of acidity

of the sap and the rate at which this

acidity is reduced during the ripening

Ijrocess may and almost certainly does

affect coloration. The problem of deter-

mining the conditions which facilitate the

development of pigment in fruit may be

stated therefore in these terms.^ Under
what conditions are the pigment-produc-

ing processes most active ? At this point,

when the question becomes definite, we
have to confess with regret that our

knowledge becomes slender. We may say

with confidence that light plays a part in

determining the amount of oxidizing

agent present in the cell ; hence we
may admit that chemistry confirms the

observations of gardeners that the

amount of coloration of the fruit of a
given year is dependent on the amount of

light. It may well be that, as stated by
a correspondent in these columns, the

nature of the light, that is to say its

colour, white, red or blue, &c., may exer-

cise a potent influence ; but further evi-

dence is wanted before this conclusion

may be admitted.

Another fact of observation may be not

without significance, namely, that many
plants develop large quantities of red

pigment when they are exposed to low

temperatures. Hence it may prove to be

true that the finest coloration of fruit is

produced in years the ripening months of

which are characterised by bright light

and low temperatures. Again, it is quite

possible not only that the weather of the

previous year counts in determining the

coloration of the fruit, but also that the

amounts of moisture in air and soil are not

without effect. For it is not an exaggera-
tion to say that the ripening process in-

volves what we may call a partial death

of the cells of the skin and pulp of fruits.

Not till these cells have lost some of their

vital activities do the red pigments, symp-
toms of approaching mortality, declare

themselves. With moister weather the

life of the cells may be prolonged and
their pigmentation delayed. Here, how-
ever we part company altogether with

certain knowledge, and we must be con-

tent to await further observation and
experiment before our analysis of the

causes of fluctuations of pigmentation
may be carried to a successful issue. That
this may and will be done there is no
doubt, and that results of practical value
will ensue from a thorough solution of

this problem we are certain. The students

of bio-chemistry ought therefore to be
under a considerable debt of gratitude to

those gardeners who have brought this

important subject into prominence, and
who have put on record the results of

their observation.

CoLou RED Plate.— The subject of the coloured

pLita to be published with the ne.xt issue is

Echium Wildpretii.

Royal Horticultural Society.- The next

fortnightly meeting will be held on the 22nd inst.

in the Society's HaU, Vincent, Square, Westmin-

ster. In the lecture-room at three o'clock the Rev.

Prof. G. Henslow, M.A., V.M.H., will deliver

an address on " The Senses ot Plants."
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"The Botanical Magazine."—The issue for

October contains illustrations and descriptions

of the following plants :

—

CHAMAEnOREA GLATJCIFOLIA, tab. 8457.—This
elegant Pahn was at one time largely employed
as a table plant, and is one of the most grace-

ful members of the genus. Its habitat is a matter
of some speculation, and recently it has been
stated to be a native of Guatemala, although,

when first described, it was believed to have been
introduced from New Grenada. A specimen has
been in cultivation in the Aroid house at Kew for

soma 40 years ; the plant flowered this season,

and furnished the material for the Botanical

Magazine illustration. The Kew plant has a

very slender stem, too thin to support the crown
of foliage.

Ceropegia THOENCROFin, tab. 8458.—This
new species is named in compliment to Mr. G.
Thorncroft, who discovered the plant in the

neighbourhood of Barberton, Transvaal. The
species closely resembles C. crispata, but it has
much smaller flowers, characterised by gibbous

projections on the middle of the keels on the

inner side of the lobes. Plants grown in the

Botanic Gardens, Cambridge, have succeeded

in ordinary tropical conditions, but the species

apparently enjoys a rather higher temperature in

winter, and a greater degree of dryness than
most Ceropegias. The corolla is white blotched
with purple ; the flowers are about 1^ inch long.

OsMANTHtJS Delavayi, tab. 8459.—This is a
Chinese species introduced to cultivation by the

late Abbe Delavay, whe sent seeds to Mr. M. L.

de Vilmobin. The plant should prove a useful

addition to the shrubbery, as it is evergreen,

flowers early in the season, and the blossoms
possess a delightful fragrance. The flowers are

white, and are produced in terminal clusters.

Elsholtzia Stauntonii, tab. 8460. — This
plant was illustrated in Gardeners' Chronicle,
January 13, 1912, p. 21, from a photograph by
the Rev. T. Arnold Hyde, Ringinglowe,

Kent. The species is described as the best of

the genus from a garden point of view. It has
pale rose-coloured flowers, which Mr. Hyde
likens to a vigorous spike of pink Heather. The
plant is quite hardy, forms a shrub some 5 feet

high, and flowers freely in September and
October. Cuttings of the young shoots root

readily in a close frame in autumn.

FuRCRAEA elegans, tab. 8461.—This, the hand-

somest of the Furcraeas, is distinguished from all

other species by the size of its leaves, which some-

times grow to a length of nearly 8 feet. The
material from wjiich the Botanical Magazine
plate was prepared was sent from Lady H.\n-

bury's garden at La Mortola. Specimens in the

Succulent house at Kew have never flowered. The
dull, green leaves have a band of purple on their

margins. The inflorescence attains to a height

of about 25 feet, and produces pale green flowers

with purple exteriors, which become brownish

later.

Cultivation by Electbicitv A congress

will be held at Reims on October 24-26

on the subject of the use of electricity for

the cultivation of plants. The programme of

the congress, which may be obtained from the

secretary, 58, Boulevard Voltaire. Paris, includes

a large number of subjects, among which are the

following :—•" Influence of atmospheric electricity

on plants and on nitrification in tlie soil," " In-

fluence of electricity generated by artificial means
on the growth of plants and on plant-parasites,"

" Protection of fields and glasshouses from hail,"
" Forcing by electricity," *' Effects of electric

light on plants," " The use of electric light in

the destruction of insects and other applications

of electricity to horticulture."

Sir Joseph Hooker.—The current number of

Ivnou'ledge {October, 1912) publishes a reproduc-

tion of the admirable photograph by J. Russell
& Sons of Sir Joseph Hooker, taken when he was
94 years old. In addition to the portrait, the

number contains also the oration on the life

and work of Hooker which was delivered by
P. 0. Bower, Regius Professor of Botany, be-

fore the members of the University.

Kent Commercial Fruit Show. — This

e.Nhibition will be held on the 29th and 30th
inst. . at the Corn E.xchange, Maidstone. The
association was formed with the object of intro-

ducing amongst home growers systems of packing
and grading Apples similar to those adopted by
American and Tasmanian growers, and also to

exhibit British Apples in bulk. The secretary

informs us that, as the direct outcome of last

year's e.xhibition, an export trade in Apples to

the Argentine and South Africa has been insti-

tuted. It is expected that this year's exhibition

will be twice as large as the initial one, and
that not only Kent, but Herefordshire, Worces-
tershire, Cambridgeshire, Devonshire, Norfolk.

Suffolk, Surrey and Sussex will be represented

by exhibits. The secretary, Mr. R. Wellington,
The College, Wye, has arranged with the rail-

way companies to offer special facilities for

visitors from London.

A Useful Museum. — We learn from Le
Jardin, October 5, 1912, that the Society of

French Agriculturists has installed at its head-
quarters in the Rue d'Athenes a permanent
museum of objects illustrating methods of pack-
ing and exhibiting, among other things, the
latest and most approved ways of packing fruit,

early vegetables and flowers. The attention

which the business world in France devotes to

this aspect of trade, and the ingenuity which
the French display in packing goods for trans-

port are bound to make this novel museum at-

tractive, particularly to English horticulturists,

who will doubtless visit it in large numbers.

Protection of Wild Birds.— We learn from
Nature that the Royal Society for the Protection

of Birds is establishing a sanctuary at Brean
Down, Somersetshire, a bare, grassy promontory,
with broken cliffs, the home of the white Rock
Rose. Its cl ief bird—there are three specially

protected—is the beautiful sheldrake. Of the

other two, the raven has built here for fifty

years. Lately the peregrine, so often found near
the raven, has established itself. Kingfishers,

sparrow-hawks, daws, kestrels, shrikes, linnets,

rock-pipits, and wheat-ears are also natives. For
permission to establish this sanctuary the society

is indebted to the Somerset Coimty Council.

The Protection of Wild Plants.—The
following by-law of the Cornwall County Council

might well be adopted by other authorities

which possess plants worth protecting and van-

dals worth suppressing:— *' No person shall {un-

less authorised by the owner or occupier, if any,

or by law so to do) uproot or destroy any Ferns

or other wild plants growing in any road, lane,

roadside, waste, wayside bank or hedge, common,
or other public place, in such a manner or in

such quantities, as to damage or disfigure any
such road, lane, roadside waste, wayside bank,

or hedge, common or other public place. Pro-

vided that this by-law shall not apply to per-

sons collecting specimens in small quantities for

private or scientific use. Any person offending

against this by-law shall be liable to a penalty

not exceeding five pounds."

The United States Harvest.— Estimates

place the Wheat harvest of U.S.A. for 1912 at

700,000,000 bushels, which yield has been ex-

ceeded but twice in previous years, namely, in

1901 and 1906. Oats and Hay have also yielded

heavily, and the crops are larger than in previous

years.

The Packing of Fruit, ftc— A Bulletin

issued by the Board of Trade makes the follow-

ing recommendations with respect to the packing
of fruit and delicate vegetable produce. First

place a layer of soft shavings at the bottom of

the box or basket, cover with sheets of paper,

lay in the fruits so that they cannot be moved,
and in the case of choice sorts make no more than
two layers. Such fruits are best dispatched in

small boxes containing one layer only. If such
boxes are used, soft shavings above and below
and soft " silk paper " round each fruit suffices:

if two layers, they should be separated by two
sheets of paper, between which packing material

is also placed in an even layer. By this means
so many as four dozen dessert Apples, Pears, or

Plums may be packed in a single box. Fruit

such as Peaches and Apricots should be made up
always in single lavers. Strawberries are best

made up in 3-lbs. lots, Cherries in lots of 4 lbs.

Parasitic Origin of Monstrosities.—It

has been affirmed more than once, and on good
grounds, that certain monstrous abnormalities,

such as the doubling which occurs in .some flowers,

are due to the excitation set up in the plant by a

parasite. An e.xample of this kind is given by
M. Molliard-Marin in the Bulletin de la

Societe Botanique de France. The malformation

which he describes in the Daisy took the form
of proliferation of the flower-head, doubling of the

corollas of the ray florets, and sterihty of the

female sexual organs. The exciting cause of

these far-reaching disturbances is the presence in

the young flower-forming plants of a species of

Eriophyes.

The Precocious Flowering of Plants is

a phenomenon not unknown to cultivators, who
also know that it is usually due to low vege-

tative power, caused by deficient nutrition, re-

sulting from poorness of soil or insuflicient mois-

ture, just as excessive vegetative vigour is often

the result of overfeeding. In nature the same phe-

nomena are observable, and in a general way it is

evident that premature flowering is an effort to

secure reproduction when the conditions render
normal development impossible. But there are

many singular instances of precocious flowering

on record that are not so easily explained, though
in some instances injury to the tissues seems to

have stimulated the attempt at reproductive

activity. Thus occasionally the embryo of a

Cocoanut wiU push forth an inflorescence as a
first effort in germination. Possibly the em-
bryo may have been injured by insects. Again,
there are various species of plants which produce
two kinds of leaves (often with intermediate

forms), designated the juvenile and adult. Ordin-

arily, flowers appear only associated with adult

leaves, though exceptions are not uncommon. Dr.

L. Cockayne has recently put on record {Report
of the Australasian Association for the Advance-
ment of Science, vol. xiii (1912), pp. 217-221)

observations "on some examples of precocious

blooming in heteroblastic species of New Zealand
plants," or those whose juvenile forms are

markedly different from that of the adult. He
has observed that the juvenile forms or stages

often flower, and, in the absence of evidence to

the contrary, they could only be regarded as dis-

tinct species. Plants of this category are not

uncommon in New Zealand. One of the most
interesting is Sophora tetraptera {Edwardsia

grandiflora), the forms of which have puzzled

botanists and horticulturists. Several are

figured in the Botanical Magazine and
elsewhere as species. Dr. Cockayne ap-

pears to regard S. microphylla as specifically dis-

tinct from S. tetraptera, and S. prostrata as a
variety or state of it. The latter comes true

from seed. In certain localities the shrub and
tree grow side by side, whilst in drier situations

only the shrub exists.
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The Winter Garden at Avery Hill.—At

a meeting of the London County Council on Octo-

ber 15. Mr. W. J. SguiRES presented a petition

signed by 5,000 ratepayers, praying the Council

to reopen the winter garden at Avery Hill. Mr.

KiNGSLEY Wood asked the Chairman of the Parks

Committee why, as the garden was dedicated to

the use of the public for ever by the chairman of

the Council in 1903, it had been closed, and when
it was proposed that it should be reopened. Mr.

J. W. LoRDEN, chairman of the Parks Com-
mittee, stated, in reply, that the winter garden

had been temporarily closed, as several iron bars

had fallen without warning. The matt«r was

engaging the serious attention of the Committee,

as also was the question of increasing the popu-

larity of the garden. Directly the building was

in a safe condition the public would be re-

admitted. The petition presented by Mr. Squires

was referred to the Parks Committee for

consideration.

Restrictions on the Importation of
Plants into South Africa.—The following

information has been distributed as a circu-

lar by the Union of South Africa Department of

Agriculture:
—" Nurserymen with South African

customers are hereby respectfully informed that

plants, excluding bulbs and seeds, are admitted

into the Union from overseas only under special

permit. Permits are not given at all for Coni-

fers, or for Eucjblyptus, or Acacia trees. They

are freely given without regard to quantity for

house Palms, Ferns. Carnations, Geraniums

(Pelargoniums), Chrysanthemums, Orchids, and

many other tender plants ; but are given only for

ten plants of a variety in the case of ornamental

shrubs. While for fruit-bearing plants and

Roses, and for trees in general, they are

given only for varieties that are not procurable

in the Union and that cannot be grown from

seed, and for not more than ten of a kind. It is

desirable that nurserymen refrain from filling any

order in the absence of knowledge that a permit

has been issued or is practically certain to be

issued with respect to it. Applicants are sup-

plied with permits in duplicate so that one copy

may be sent with the order. Labels and invoices

should invariably give the varietal names of

trees, shrubs, Roses, climbers, &'c., as otherwise

the inspectors may not be able to connect the

plants with the permits. In filling orders for

the latest varieties of Roses, and orders for other

plants for which customers may say they are

unable to get permits in advance of ordering

owing to their not being able to give the varietal

names, it is advisable to send to the customer a

list of what varieties will be supplied a week or

two ahead of dispatching the plants. This action

would admit of the customer getting a permit

before the plants arrive, and thus perhaps avoid

serious delay in the delivery of the consign-

ment." Department of Agriculture, Division of

Entomology, Pretoria, September, WIS.

Damage by the Larch Sswfly.— A severe

infestation of Larch sawfly prevails in the Lake
District, and has neeessitated the felling of

thousands of Larch trees. During the past three

years no fewer than 30,000 trees have had to be

felled from this cause, entailing a serious loss to

owners.

Publications Received.— Quarterly Jour-
nal of Forestry. October. (London; Laughton
& Co., Ltd.) Price 23,—TAe Cotton Plant in

Egypt, by W. Lawrence Balls, M.A. (London:
Macmillan & Co., Ltd.) Price -58. net.— Dairying
and Dairy-Farming, by Members of the Dairy
Students' Union ; edited by J. C. Newsham.
(London : W. Speaight & Sons.) Price to non-
members, 5s net. — Transactions and Pro-
ceedings of the Botanical Society of Edin-
burgh. Vol. xxiv., Part II. and Part III. (Edin-

burgh: Royal Botanic Gardens),

SUMMER BEDDING AT THE "ZOO."

It is no exaggeration to say that nowhere in

or around London is there more effective flower

gardening than in the gardens of the Royal

Zoological Society at Regent's Park. This is the

33rd year of Mr. John Young's superintendency of

tile gardens, and in this unfavourable season he

has fully maintained the reputation of his charge.

Crude masses of colour, such as a large flower-bed

filled with one variety of scarlet Pelargoniums

flanked with other beds filled solely with yellow

Calceolarias or pink Pelargoniums find no place

in these gardens. Nor has the visitor to gaze

upon a series of beds carpeted with some such
" groundwork " as Begonia semperflorens, from

which rise at fixed and regular intervals speci-

men " dot plants " even more alike than are

the Peas in a pod. The charm of the flower

gardens at the Zoo lies in the great variety and
in the delightful manner in which the different

forms of foliage and colours of flowers are

blended ; for Mr, Young knows the value of

colours. Some of the effects to be seen a fort-

night or so ago were beyond praise. Among the

most striking was a large oval bed which con-

tained tall, dark-flowered Heliotropes—Helio-

tropes of no particular shape, neither standards

nor pyramids, but just tall, dark Heliotropes,

covered with fragrant flowers. Here and there

between the dark flowers and foliage flamed a

long plume of orange-coloured Celosia like the

rays of a golden sunset flashing across the

darkening sky, A few scarlet Pelargoniums

with a band of Alyssum maritimum com-

pleted the picture. In the same garden

—

the South Garden—in front of the eagles and
birds of prey, there was, amongst others, a very

large bed : a huge mound of Golden Privet stood

boldly in the middle, and around it were

plants of Cuphea nearly 3 feet high, and

red and yellow Celosias from which rose the frag-

rant flowers of Lilium auratum. Towards the

front there were occasional plants of Acalypha

Macfeeana, and the whole was enclosed with Be-

gonia semperflorens in various shades of pink. In

another instance the glowing crimson flowers of

Lobelia cardinalis Victoriae rose just above the

alternating plants of Gnaphalium macrophyllum.

whilst below them the ground was covered with

Pelargonium "Verona," which had yellow leaves

and pale pink flowers. Yet another large bed,

a parallelogram with rounded ends, had a broad,

raised band of Thrift, then came a 9-inch high

row of Golden Euonymus ; the remainder of the

bed being filled with large numbers of pink-

flowered Verbena Miss Willmott, with a light

canopy of Humea elegans and the variegated

Veronica Andersonii, which had been allowed to

bear its charming pale purple flowers.

In the country garden the frequent use of

white-flowered bedding plants is not effective

—

there is usually so much green, in the form of

trees and grass, that as a general rule white

looks " cold," and does not appeal to the eye

as do the warmer coloured flowers. But in the

more confined town gardens trees are not so

plentiful, and at the Zoo the flower gardens are

bounded on one side by the ironwork cages.

In such conditions white flowers in the gai'den

have quite a different value, and are often

as effective as the reds or yellows or bright

pinks, and the bands of dwarf Alyssum or the

carpetings of Pelargonium " Flower of Spring
"

are very effective. The flower garden, with its

uncommon design of triangular beds in front of

the monkey house, was exceedingly beautiful.

The vases, overflowing with charming plants,

made a splendid finish to the well-filled beds,

which contained Fuchsias, Celosias, various

Pelargoniums, Gnaphaliums, Chlorophytum and

otlier plants, whilst earlier in the season the

Irises and Carnations were beautiful.

Near the herbaceous borders a large bed of

Roses showed that the " Queen of Flowers " can

be grown well in London, whilst on the opposite

side of the walk a bed of various succulent plants

—Agaves, Aloes, Gasterias and Opuntias

—

and a bed with pillar plants of the pleasantly-

scented Tropseolum Cripsii, with its double

orange and yellow flowers, attracted attention.

In the frame yard the glasshouses and frames

contained large numbers of young plants for next

summer's display, for the successful gardener

makes timely preparations, and this is especially

necessary in the establishment so well managed
by Mr, Young, where large quantities are re-

quired, as. for instance, 25,000 Pelargoniums,

11.000 lobelias, 12,000 Violas and 3,000 Pent-

stemons, to name only a few sorts. A. C. B.

A PLEA FOR OLD FRUIT TREES.

Many old Vines, Peaches, Apples, Pears,

Plums, and Cherries are destroyed every year

which would still be fruitful if provided with a

new border of good, turfy loam and manure
and annual surface-mulchings of rich manure.

We speak of fruit trees being old and prac-

tically done at a certain age—old in years they

may be—but we have no justification for

saying that because they are old their

fruit-bearing capacity is also old in the same
sense, because it is nothing of the sort. This

is renewed to the old trees year by year

exactly in the same way as it is renewed to

younger trees, for the twigs on an old tree which

bear fruit are only of the same age as the twigs

bearing fruit on a young tree. It is the same

with roots—fresh ones are annually formed by old

trees just in the same way as by the new. Fruit

trees become decrepit not through old age, but

through being starved and over-pruned into this

condition, growing, as is frequently the case, in

the same soil for a generation, a soil which has

long been bankrupt of the elements of fertility

necessary to sustain vigorous growth and active

life in the trees.

We have abundant evidence in the experience

of practical men to sustain the contention above

made that trees will go on bearing fruit for

almost an indefinite time, if timely and properly

helped by the addition of new soil and manure to

the roots, moderate cropping, and generous treat-

ment in other ways. It is also well known that

the fruit such old trees bear (like old wine) is

improved in quality, and often in colour, by the

age of the tree.

In further confirmation of the contention above

made that age is not always the primary cause of

decay in fruit trees, I may be allowed to cite a

few pertinent examples. Take the case of the old

Hampton Court Vine, planted in the year 1768.

This year the Vine celebrates its 144th birth-

day ! The Cumberland Lodge Vine is prac-

tically of the same age (a year or two younger,

and said to be a cutting from it). It is not too

much to say that these two ^'ines are in as

good, if not better, health to-day than they have

been at any time, thanks to the generous and

careful culture bestowed upon them. Si

long as these Vines are treated generously,

h© would be a bold man who attempted

to determine the span of life to which

they will attain. There used to be an old

Peach tree under glass at Chatsworth which

covered the roof of a lean-to Peach-house of

immense size. It was at the time I am speaking

of (21 years ago) about 50 years old. It seldom

produced a crop of fruits of less than from 70

to 80 dozens, and I imagine it is still productive.

At Gunnersbury House gardens, Mr. Hudson'

can show some old Cherry trees growing on the

walls of an old kitchen garden which have been

there 60 years or more. These trees bear regularly

magnificent crops of the highest-quality fruit

every year—such crops as no young fruit-trees

occupying the same space of wall could produce.

I hope that I have made my proposition good
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that it is not age alone which causes decay in

fruit trees, and I also hope that these remarks

may result in many old trees being saved from
destruction, and encouraged to renew their youth

and fruitfulness by the means indicated. Owen
2'homas.

SCOTLAND.
ABERDEEN MUNICIPAL GARDENERS'

WAGES.
The gardeners employed in the parks of the

city of Aberdeen having applied for an increase

of wages, the question was remitted to a sub-

committee to consider and report, and their

report has been received by the Links and Parks

Committee. It was agreed to give the follow-

ing advances, in accordance with the recom-

mendations of the sub-connnittee. An increase

of 3s. per week to the foreman gardener at

Union Terrace Gardens, and 2s. per week addi-

tional to the other gardeners in the employ of

the committee.

NEW PUBLIC PARK FOR GLASGOW.
A NEW public park for tha Springburn dis-

trict of Glasgow is to be opened shortly. It has

been presented to the city by an anonymous
donor, and is valued at about £13,000.

THE INSURANCE ACT AND FRUIT
PICKING.

In August, as was reported in these columns at

the time (see p. 201), an enquiry with reference

to draft orders of the Scottish Insurance Com-
missioners in connection with subsidiary employ-

ments was opened in Perth, with special reference

to fruit picking. A further meeting was held in

Edinburgh in connection with the question on
October 11, by Miss M. M. Paterson, one of the

commissioners, and evidence was given on Potato

planting and similar subjects. Corresjiondeiil.

SOCIETIES.
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL.

Scientific Committee.
OcTOBEa 8.

—

I'lfxfnl : Mr. R. Hooper Pear-

son (in the Chair) ; Messrs. J. O'Brien, J.

Eraser, W. Hales, R. Curtis, G. Gordon, J. T.

Bennett-Poe, and F. J. Chittenden (hon. sec).

ButbophyUiim Genfilii.—Ut. O'Brien showed,
on behalf of Sir Fred. Moore, a specimen of Bulbo-

phvllum Gentilii, Rolfe (see Unhid Review,
October, 1912, p. 314). This species has the

nectar glands placed on the upper side of the

dorsal sepal. It has been confounded with B.

Calamaria (Bot. May. 4088). and the two species

are mixed in herbaria.

Mentha viridis var.—Mr. J. Fraser showed
a specimen of the Jlentha described by Sir John
Smith under the above name occurring wild about

Bocking and Maidstone.

Nomendalun of Orchid hybrid.—The Com-
mittee considered the question of the nomen-
clature of a hybrid Orchid refeiTed to it by the

R.H.S. Council. The alleged parentage was C. X
Fabia alba (C. labiata x C. Dowiana aurea)

X C. Warcewiczii var. " Frau Melanie Beyrodt
"

and the name suggested for the seedling was
C. X Harrisiana. The committee considered that

this name transgressed the recommendations of

the Vienna Botanical Congress regarding plant-

names in that it was too much like existing

names in the same genus, thereby tending to

confusion (e.g., Cattleya Harrisoniana, C. X
Harrisii and C. Harrisae) ; the name was therefore

not tenable. Further, they thought that although

Art. xii of the rules of horticultural nomen-
clature [Journal R.H.S., vol. xxxvii, p. 151)

permitted the use of names of Latin form
(with signs of hybridity) for such cross-

bred plants as this, it would be more con-

venient if vernacular names were chosen, gen-

erally from the classics. In the instance under
consideration, the Committee recommended that

the exhibitor should be asked to choose such a

name.
Tomato.^ with pale, round spots.—Some To-

mato fruits with pale spots, circular in outline,

about i inch in diameter and each having a

minute black spot in the centre, were sent from
Highgate. Microscopic examination failed to
reveal the presence of a fungus, and the Com-
mittee concluded the damage was probably the
result of punctures by a hemipterous insect, pos-
sibly white fly, or a species of Lygas.

Potatos with svper-tvberafion.—Potatos show-
ing growth after the first stage of tuber produc-
tion were sent from Bush Hill Park. These are
frequent this season, owing to rains during
August.

Glassiness in Apple. A specimen was sent
from Battle showing the peculiar soddening of the
tissue called glassiness. This is not at all infre-

quent this season, several specimens having been
received at the Society's laboratory, and Mr.
Chittenden said he had found similar fruits on
trees at Wisley (on the sunny side of the tree)
as early as July.

UNION OF HORTICULTUEAL MUTUAL
IMPROVEMENT SOCIETIES.

October 11.—The annual conference of dele-
gates from societies afliliated with the R.H.S.
and societies enrolled in the Union of Horticul-
tural .Mutual Improvement Societies took place on
this date in the Royal Horticultural Hall, West-
minster. No fewer than 124 societies were re-

presented. Sir Daniel Morris, K.C.M.G.. pre-
sided, and, on behalf of the Council of the R.H.S.,
stated that suggestions from the meeting which
would further the interests of the affiliated socie-

ties would have the careful consideration of the
parent Society. Acting upon a suggestion made
at the last conference, the cost of lectures pro-
vided with lantern slides had been reduced from
7s. 5d. to 5s. each, and 10 new lectures of great
interest have been prepared, and will shortly be
in circulation for the use of tjie affiliated societies.

Sir Daniel iMorris referred to the competition
for affiliated societies at the Fruit Show, and re-

gretted that no competition was forthcoming for

the challenge cup offered this year for affiliated

societies at the Holland House Show, and stated
that the cup will again be offered next year.
The Council have prepared cards for use at

local shows, whereby the exhibitors and general
public may learn the points of perfection to aim
at in different vegetables.
The first item on the agenda was an exhibition

of photographs of garden subjects in colour,

shown by Dr. G. G. Hamilton, hon. secretary of
the Bournemouth society. In the collection were
pictures of individual flowers, garden views,
old-world gardens, and views in the New Forest.

The next subject was a discussion on " How
to attract young men to attend the meetings of

Mutual Improvement Societies."

Mr. Stevenson, of the Bournemouth society,

advocated the offering of prizes for essays to the
younger men.

Mr. Swan, of Egham, suggested that head gar-

deners should approach the younger men under
their charge and point out to them the advan-
tages of attending meetings and lectures, also to

encourage them to take part in the debates which
follow the lectures. By adopting this practice at

Egham the attendance of young gai'deners at

the local society had increased considerably.

Several delegates spoke in favour of the sug-

gestion. The use of lantern lectures was recom-
mended by several speakers, as these resulted in

better attendances.

Another suggestion was to supply the younger
members with horticultural papers and a library

of gardening books. Mr. J. Gregory, of the

Croydon society, stated that the Croydon Public

Library helped in this respect, and provided
works of interest to gardeners.

The subject of the desirability of admitting

lady gardeners to Mutual Improvement Societies

was introduced by Mr. BuUen, .of the Guildford

society. Mr. Bullen read a short paper, which
showed that considerable difference of opinion on
the subject existed amongst the members of his

society. Owing to limitation of time, the debate

on this paper was curtailed, but the general

opinion was that the question of admitting ladies

should be dealt with by each society. Several

delegates stated that ladies were adjnitted and
welcomed to their meetings.

Mr. P. C. H. Jay. of the St. Barnabas Society,

Sutton, Surrey, a'sked for information on the

garden club movement. He stated that many
members of his societv were allotment holders

and amateurs, and they have adopted a system
of payment by instalments for manures, seeds,
plants and other horticultural requisites. The
method so far had worked well.

The last item on the agenda, suggestions for
rules for the judging of bottled fruits, could only
be very briefly considered. The Chairman read
a short summary of the general principles govern-
ing the judging of bottled fruits at the R.H.S.
shows, but there was no time to discuss the
subject.

MANCHESTER AND NORTH OF
ENGLAND ORCHID.

October 3.

—

Commitlec present: Rev. J.

Crombleholme (in the Chair) ; Messrs. R. Ash-
worth, J. Bamber, H. G. Bennett, J. Butter-
worth, J. C. Cowan, J. Cypher, J. Evans, A.
Hanmer, W. J. Hargreaves, Dr. Hartley, W.
Hatcher, W. Holmes, J. Lupton, D. McLeod, C.
Parker, F. K. Sander, H. Thorp, Z. A. Ward,
A. Warburton, and H. Arthur (secretary).

A Large Silver-gilt Medal was awarded to
W, R. Lee, Esq., Heywood, for a miscellaneous
group of plants.

A Silver-gilt Medal was awarded to Z. A.
Ward, Esq., Northenden (gr. Mr. Weatherby),
who showed a group composed principally of

Cattleyas of the C. Iris section.

Large .Silver Medals were awarded to R.
Ashworth, Esq., Newchurch, for a mixed
group, and Col. J. Rutherford, M.P. (gr. Mr.
Lupton), for a miscellaneous collection of
Cattleyas of the C. Iris section.

Silver Medals were awarded to the Rev. J
Crcviblkholme, Clayton-le-Moors (gr. Mr. Mar
shall), for a well-arranged group of Cypripi

diums; J. McCartney, Esq., Bolton (gr. M
Holmes), for a group composed of Cattleyas

;

Messrs. J. Cypuer & Sons, Cheltenham, for a
group of Cypripediums, Cattleyas, and Odonto-
glossums ; Mr. J. Evans, Congleton, for a group
of Cattleyas. and Messrs. A. J. Keeling & Sons,
Bradford, for a mixed group.

Other exhibitors included 0. 0. Wrigley.
Esq., Bury (gr. Mr. Rogers); R. Le Donx, Esq.,
West Derby (gr. Mr. Fletcher) ; S. Gr.atrix,
Esq., Whaliey Range (gr. Mr. Brown); Messrs.
Sander & Sons, ,St. Albans; Messrs. Manseli.
& Hatcher, Rawdon ; Messrs. Hassall & Co.,
Southgate ; Mr. W. Shackleton, Great Horton ;

Mr. J. E. Sadler, Newbury ; and Mr. H.
Arthur, Blackburn.

AWARDS.
First-class Certificates.

Cattleya "Lord Rothsrhild."—A fine flower,

of good, even colour and with well-lined lip ; C.
Lord Rothsrhild alba variety "Dr. John
Utting," a flower of good form, with white
sepals and petals and brilliant lip. Both shown
by R. Le Doux, Esq.

Awards of Merit.

Odontoglossum X Ada Barclay and Cypripe-
diuvi Domingo de Larranaga [C. nitens X C.
Standard), both from R. Le Doux, Esq.

Lcelio-Cattleya Luininosa aitrea [L. tene-

brosa Walton Grange x O. aurea), L.-C. Golden
Oriole (L.-C. Charlesworlhii X C. aurea),

Cypripedium bellatulum variety viajesticum,

and Cattleya Apex (C. Enid X Mendelii),

all from R. Ashworth, Esq.

Cattleya Germania " Ward's variety," from
Z. A. W.ARD, Esq.

Cypripedium Troilus West Point variety
"

(C. nitens x C. insigne Harefield Hall), from S.

Gratrix, Esq.

Cypripedium Charlesworthii variety " Raw-
donense," from Messrs. Mansell & Hatcher,
Ltd.

First-class Botanical Certificate.

Cymhidium lancifolium. from Mr. H.
Arthur.

NORWICH AND DISTRICT FRUIT
GROWERS'.

The second annual dinner of the Norwich and
District Fruit Growers' Association was held at

the Criterion Restaurant, Norwich, on the 3rd

inst. Between 70 and 80 attended. The presi-

dent, Mr. H. Lacey. occupied the chair, the

guest of the evening" being Mr. A. G. L. Ilogers

(Horticultural Branch, Board of Agriculture).
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October 10, 11.

?5^P^?J3) HE eighteenth exhibition of

^yf |S3?\ British-grown fruits under the

KiPl/y^ auspices of the R.H.S. was

^%\v^ lield on these dates in the
n/y-^-lniP Society's Hall, Westminster.

The building was filled with

exhibits, and, as usual. Apples

predominated. Grapes and

other choice dessert fruits com-

pared favourably in numbers

and quality with those of former years. On the

contrary, there were only two exhibits of

orchard" house trees, and neither was up to the

usual standard for these shows. The class for

nine vines in pots was again represented by only

one collection, and does not appear to meet with

appreciation. There was a falling off in the

class for a collection of hardy fruits in the

amateurs' and gardeners' section. The classes

for nurserymen were well filled, and the ex-

hioits in this section. comprised almost one-half

of the show.
The outstanding feature of the exhibition was

a ooUection of culinary and dessert Apples,

shown bv Messrs. Gaskain & Whiting, Faver-

sham. "Thev were probably the finest Apples

ever exhibited. It is to be regretted that two of

the choicest displays of dessert fruit were dis-

qualified through the inclusion of Washington
Apples, a variety which is classified in the

schedule as a culinary Apple.

The Fruit and Vegetable Committee
awarded two Cultural Commendations for Apple

William Crump and fruits of Passiflora, shown

by Mr. N. F. Barnes, of Eaton Gardens,

Chester, and Mr. James Vert, Audley End
Gardens, respectively.

The arrangements, under the management of

Mr. S. T. Wright, gave every satisfaction, whilst

much assistance was rendered to the Press and

others by the Secretaries, Mr. Frank Reader and

the other ofiBcials.

At 3 p.m. on the first day of the exhibition

Mr. H. Hooper delivered a lecture on
English Fruit Farm in the Making."

^ An

DIVISION I.

Collection op Hothouse Fruits.

(Classes Open to Amateurs and Gardeners
Only.)

There were two classes for collections of dessert

fruit. The more important was for nine dishes,

to include not fewer than six kinds. Only one

each of a Pineapple, Melon, Black Grape and

White Grape was allowed, and an exhibitor could

not show more than two varieties of any other

kind or two dishes of the same variety. Four

competed, and the original awards of the judges

•were as follow :—1st, Lady Henry Somerset,

Eastnor Castle, Ledbury (gr. Mr. G. MuUins)

;

2nd, The Duke of Newcastle, Clumber.

Worksop (gr. Mr. S. Barker); 3rd, the Earl of

Harrington, Elvaston Castle, Derby (gr. Mr.

J. H. Goodacre). It was subsequently dis-

covered that Washington Apple, which was in-

cluded in the 2nd and 3rd prize collections, was
classified in the schedule as a culinary variety,

and these were disqualified. This decision placed

the other exhibitor, C. A. Cain, Esq., The Node,

Welwyn (gr. Mr. T. Pateman), 2iid. Later the

Council presented special prizes for the dis-

qualified exhibits.

Lady Henry Somerset's collection included

two bunches each of Muscat of Alexandria

and Gros Maroc Grapes, Countess Melon, Pit-

maston Duchess and Doyenne du Cornice Pears,

Charles Ross Apple, Pine Apple Nectarine, and

Late Devonian and Barrington Peaches. The
Black Grapes were remarkably good, and one

bunch of Muscat of Alexandria magnificent. The
Duke of Newcastle showed a remarkably fine

dish of Doyenne du Cornice Pears and splendid

Cox's Orange Pippin Apples. The Earl of

Harrington's Black Grapes were finely finished

and well matched, and his fruits of Cox's Orange
Pippin Apples were very highly coloured. Mr.
Cain's be.H dishes were Conference Pears,

Emerald Gem Melon, and Ribston Pippin

Apples. The Grapes were large, big berried

bunches.

Collection of Six Dishes.

Exhibits in the smaller class included four

kinds, but no Pineapple. There were six ex-

hibits, and Lord Helper, Kingston Hall, Derby

(gr. Mr. W. H. CookeJ, won the 1st prize.

He showed Muscat of" Alexandria and Gros

Golman Grapes, Pitmaston Duchess Pears, Cox's

Orange Pippin and Charles Ross Apples,

and Peach Gladstone. The White Grapes were

small bunches but superbly finished ; the_ black

variety was Gros Maroc, the bunches and berries

being extra large. 2nd, Lord Hillinodon,
Wildernesse, Sevenoaks (gr. Mr. J. Shelton).

Bunches of Black Hamburgh Grapes were large

and well finished, but the berries were on the

small side. A choice Melon, good Doyenne du
Cornice Pears, and excellent fruits of Cox's

Orange Pippin Apples were included in the col-

lection. 3rd, Lord Howard de Walden,
Audley End, Saffron Walden (gr. Mr. J. Vert).

This exhibitor showed good fruits of Sea Eagle

Peaches and Coe's Golden Drop Plums.

Grapes.

The most important class was for five distinct

varieties, two bunches of each sort, and not

fewer than two white varieties. Five entries

were forthcoming ; the collection from the Duke
of Newcastle's garden was pre-eminent, and won
the 1st prize easily. The exhibit included Gros

Maroc, very large both in bunch and berries,

but a trifle red; Muscat of Alexandria, evenly

matched and very ripe; Black Hamburgh, ex-

cellent in every respect ; Buckland Sweetwater,

big-shouldered" bunches with amber-coloured

berries; and Madresfield Court. 2nd, the Earl

of Harrington. Madresfield Court in this

exhibit was splendid, as was also Golden

Queen. The bunches of Muscat of Alexandria

were big, but the berries were green and

on the small side. Madresfield C-ourt was

beautifully finished, and there were also Muscat
Hamburgh and Gros Maroc. 3rd, C. Bayer,

Esq., Forest Hill (gr. Mr. E. C. Wickens). G.

Millar, Esq., Newberries, Radlett (gr. Mr. J.

Kidd), showed two fine bunches of Lady Hutt,

whilst Capt. Morrison Bell, M.P., Pitt House,

Chudleigh (gr. Mr. W. Worth), showed the

largest bunches in Muscat of Alexandria and

Black Alicante.

The next class was for two bunches each of

four varieties, selected from Madresfield Court,

Mrs. Pince, Muscat Hamburgh, Mrs. Pearson,

Dr. Hogg, and either Muscat of Alexandria or

Canon Hall. It proved a poor competition

between two exhibitors. The 1st prize was

awarded to Lord Hillingdon, Wildernesse,

Sevenoaks (gr. Jlr. J. Shelton). Muscat of

Alexandria was the best variety, the other

bunches— of Madresfield Court, Mrs. Pearson, and

Mrs. Pince—were only of mediocre quality.

Two bunches were required in each of the fol-

lowing classes :

—

Blach Haviburoh.—Thh popular variety was
shown by six exhibitors. All the bunches were

well coloured and the smallest was preferred

by the judges for the 1st prize, but the

berries were magnificent in size and finish.

They were exhibited bv Rev. W. Beecher,
Wellow Hall. Newark (gr. Mr. A. Heald) ; 2nd,

the Duke of Newcastle, whose bunches were

the largest; 3rd, the Earl of Harrington.

Mrs. Pince.—Three competed in this class

;

large bunches with small, but plump, well-

finished berries, shown by Mr. St, Maur, were

awarded the 1st prize ; 2nd, G. Miller, Esq.,

Newberries, Radlett (gr. Mr. J. Kidd), for com-

pact, well-matched bunches.

Black Alicante.—This was the best Grape class

in the show. There were 10 exhibits, and not a

weak one amongst them. The 1st prize was won
by Mrs. W. G."Raphael, Castle Hill, Englefield

Green (gr. Mr. H. Brown) : 2nd, Lady Henry
Somerset; 3rd, Lady Tate, Park Hill, Streatham

Common. L. Currte, Esq., Minley Manor,

Farnborough, Hampshire (gr. Mr. W. H. Allen),

also showed finely, the judges marking the card

highly commended.
Madresfifld Court.—The best two bunches of

this variety amongst three exhibits were shown
by the Earl of Harrington. They were of

medium size, tapering, and splendidly finished.

The largest bunches were shown bv Lord
Savile, Rufford Abbey, OUerton (gr. Mr. J.

Doe), and these were awarded the 2nd prize.

Privce of Kales.—Lord Savile was successful

in this class, his bunches being remarkable tor

the size of the berries. The 2nd prize was won
by H. H. KiiNlz, Esq., Ardenrun Place Gardens,

Blindley Heath (gr. Mr. H. J. Alderman). There
were two other exhibits in this class.

Any other black Grape.—There were 13 exhi-

bits in this class, and the varieties shown were

:

Gros Maroc (two entries), Gros Colman, Aln-

wick Seedling, Appley Towers (three entries),

Gros Guillaume, and Lady Downe's (three

entries). The 1st pri'ze was awarded to Appley
Towers, shown by J. Liddell, Esq., Sherfield

Manor, Basingstoke (gr. Mr. R. Learmouth)

;

2nd, Lady Downe's, shown by Mrs. W. G.

Raphael.
Muscat of Alexandria.—The best of ten ex-

hibits was shown by W. W. Mann, Esq.,

Ravenswood, Bexley (gr. Jlr. J. Simon). The
berries were superbly finished, and the bunches
well matched ; 2nd, Lord Hillingdon, Hilling-

don Court, Uxbridge (gr. Mr. A. R. Allan) ; 3rd,

Lady Henry Somerset.

Any other ivhite Grape.—The 1st prize in this

class was awarded to the variety Mrs. Pearson,

shown by C. A, Cain, Esq., The Node,

Welwyn (gr. Mr. T. Pateman). They were

large," shapely bunches and fine of berry; the

2nd and 3rd prizes were also awarded to this

variety.

Collection of Hardy Fruits.

The only competitor in the class for a collec-

tion of 30 dishes of hardy fruits, distinct, ar-

ranged in a space not exceeding 12 feet by 3

feet, was Sir Marcus Samuel, Bart, Mote Park,

Maidstone (gr. Mr. W. H. Bacon), and he was

awarded the 1st prize. Peasgood's Nonesuch,

Warner's King, Harvey's Wiltshire Defiance,

Royal Jubilee, Bow Hill Pippin, Emperor Alex-

ander, Chas. Ross, Wealthy, and other Apples

were all good ; also Pears Beurre Hardy, Con-

ference, Fondante du Cuerne, and Doyenne
Boussoch. The collection included Lady
Palmerston and Sea Eagle Peaches, Brown
Turkey Figs, Walnuts, Morello Cherries, Wye-
dale and Monarch Plums, Cobnuts, Damsons,

and Quinces.

DIVISION n.
Nurserymen's Classes.

Fruits Grown Entirely Out-of-doors.

The prizes is these classes consisted of medals

awarded at the discretion of the Council. Four

classes were provided, which enabled small as

well as large firms to be represented. The
largest class was for a display of hardy fruits,

arranged on a table 30 feet long by 6 feel broad.

Three collections were staged, and one Gold and

two Silver-gilt Knightian Medals were awarded.

The Gold Medal was given to the collection dis-

played by Messrs. Geo. Bunyard & Co., Ltd,,

Maidstone, whose fruits, in common with all

the exhibits in this section, were mainly Apples.

They were arranged in small baskets, em-

braced 150 distinct varieties, and furnished a

magnificent exliibit which was well displayed.

A selection of the Apples includes Cox's Orange

Pippin, Blenheim Pippin, Coronation, Houblon,

Charles Ross, Cornish Aromatic, Mother, King

of Tompkins County, Bramley's Seedling, Lane's

Prince Albert, Warner's King, Hambling's Seed-

ling, Bismarck, and Byford Wonder. Good

Pears were seen in Doyenne du Gomice, Direc-

teur Hardy, Conference", Duchesse d'Angouleme,

and Fondante de Thirriot.

Messrs. H. Cannell & Sons, Swanley. and

Messrs. J. Cheal & Sons, Crawley, each

showed fine exhibits. The Kentish fruits were

splendidly coloured, and included Apples War-

ner's King, Gascoyne's Scarlet Seedling, The

Queen, Emperor Alexander, Mrs. Barron,

Wealthy, Warner's King, Bismarck, Baron

Wolseley, Blue Pearmain and Atalanta. Messrs.

Cheal arranged their exhibit very pleasingly,

showing such fine Apples as The Queen. Royal

Jubilee. Newton W'onder, Alfriston, Warner s
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King, Bismarck, Cox's Orange Pippin, Gas-
coyne's Scarlet Seedling, Prince Albert, and
Allington Pippin.
There were five collections in the class for a

display of hardy fruits, arranged on a table

20 feet long by "6 feet broad, the Gold Medal
was awarded to Mr. R. C. Xotcutt, \A'ood-

bridge, for fruit of splendid quality, but the
arrangement was too flat. A selection of the
choicer Apples includes Emperor Alexander,

. Cox's Orange Pippin, Baumann's Red Reinette,
Dr. Harvey, Chelmsford Wonder, Cornish Aro-
matic, Blenheim Pippin (especially fine), and
Jlere de Menage. The Babnham Nurseries,
Barnhani, .Sussex, and Messrs. S. Spooner &
Sons, Hounslow, were awarded Silver-gilt

Knightian Medals, and Messrs. Laxton Bros.,
Bedford, an<J Messrs. \V. Se.-iekook & Sons,
Chelmsford, Silver Knightian Medals.
For a display of hardy fruits, on a space

12 feet by 6 feet, there were four exhibits. Mr.
Chis. Turner, Slough, put up the finest collec-

tion, and was awarded a Silver-gilt Knightian
Medal. The new variety Arthur Turner, a large
culinary Apple, with greenish-yellow skin,

flushed on the side next to the sun, was re-

presented by several choice fruits. Emperor
Alexander, Cox's Pomona, Bismarck, Hoary
Morning, Warner's King, and other well-known
varieties were well and tastefully exhibited. In
this class Messrs. G. Cooling & Sons, Bath,
were awarded a Silver-gilt Banksian Medal,
Messrs. John Peed & Son. Norwood, a Silver

Knightian Medal, and Jlessrs. P.VUL & Son,
Cheshunt, a Silver Banksian Medal.

Orchard House Fruit and Trees.

On this occasion there were two exhibits of
orchard house fruit and trees, shown by Messrs.
T. Rivers & Sons, Sawbridgeworth, and The
King's Acre Nursery Co., Hereford. Messrs.
Rivers were awarded a Gold Medal for their
display, which contained several large Apple
trees, the finest specimens being of the variety
King of Tompkins County. Trees of Buckingham
Apple were very heavily cropped, and otiier fine

specimens were Peasgood's Nonesuch, Belle
Pontoise, Bismarck, and Barnet Beauty. Pears
were represented by trees of Conference, Pit-
maston Duchess, Marie Louise, and Beurre
Bachelier. There were also Figs in pots,

choice gathered fruits of Beurre Alexandre
Lucas, Magnate, and Pitmaston Duchess Pears.

Cox's Orange Pippin, Emperor Alexander,
Peasgood's Nonesuch, Gascoyne's Scarlet Seed-
ling, James Grieve, and Egremont Russet Apples
were arranged along the front. The fruits of
Egremont Russet Apples were a golden-brown
colour. The Kino's Acre Nursery Co. were
awarded a Silver-gilt Banksian Medal. Their
finest trees were Apples King of Tompkins
County. Beauty of Kent, Gascoyne's Scarlet

Seedling, and Bismarck, and their choicest

gathered fruits Emperor Alexander, Peasgood's
Nonesuch, Wealthy, Cox's Pomona, Gloria
Mundi, James Grieve, and Rival.

In the class for nine vines in pots Messrs.
T. Rivers & Son were the only exhibitors,

and were awarded a Silver Knightian Jledal.

Tlie varieties were Gros Colman, Black Alicante,

and Golden Queen ; the vines bore from 10 to 12
bunches each.

DIVISION m.
(Open only to Market Growers.)

Great interest was centred in the class for 20
baskets of Apples (dessert and cooking varieties),

in which Messrs. Gaskain & Whiting, Dorgatc.
Faversham, staged the finest collection of Apples
in the show. Each of the 20 baskets contained
almost perfect examples of tJie various sorts. The
dessert varieties were of ideal dessert size and of
most attractive colouring, the basket of Blenheim
Pippin being of superb quality. Of the
splendid culuiary Apples perhaps the outstanding
basket wa« that of Warner's King. A Gold
Medal was awarded this splendid exhibit. The
2nd prize, a Silver Banksian Medal, was awarded
to the Hollesley Bay Labour Colony (Superin-

tendent, Mr. B. Smart), Suffolk, for a very credit-

able display, but it paled before the 1st prize

collection. In this exhibit the basket of Cox's
Orange Pippin contained very deeply-coloured
fruits.

The Silver-gilt Medal presented by the
Fruiterers' Company for the best 12 baskets (six

cooking and six dessert) of Apples was awarded
to Mr. A. E. Mason, Rectory Farm, Hampton

Hill. In this very fine collection the basket of
Yellow Ingestre contained exceptionally good
examples of that variety, and the fruits of
Charles Boss, amongst the dessert varieties, was
also exceedingly good ; the best culinary fruits

were those of Bismarck and Beauty of Kent.
2nd, H. LuMLEY Webb, Esq., Tunstall House,
Sittingbourne (gr. .Mr. J. HoUoway), who ex-
hibited highly-coloured fruits of Ben's Red,
Ribston Pippin, and Worcester Pearmain.

DIVISION IV.

(Fruits Grown Entirely in the Open).

(Gardeners and Amateurs Only.)

Many of the exhibits of Apples and Pears in
the following classes, which were restricted to
competition amongst gardeners and amateurs,

Williams, Esq., Pendley Manor, Tring (gr. Mr.
F. G. Gerrish), who deserved and was awarded
the 1st prize. The dishes of Red Blenheim,
Charles Ross, Ribston Pippin and Peasgood's
Nonesuch were very fine.

J. LiDDELL, Esq., Sherfield Manor, Basing-
stoke (gr. Mr. R. Learmouth), was awarded the
1st prize in the class for eight cooking and four
dessert Apples for a very meritorious collection.
The 1st prize exhibit of six dishes of cooking

Apples shown by C. A. Cain, Esq., was by far
the best shown in the class.

The six dishes of dessert Apples which won the
1st prize in Class 27 for Lady Henry Somerset,
Eastnor Ca.stle, Ledbury (gr. JMr. G. Mullins),
were excellent samples. The fruits were of per-
fect shape, not too large, and had beautiful
colour. 2nd, Sir Marcus Samuel, whose coUec-

JllKViANTHEML-M "CELIA, EXHIBITED BY MESSRS. CRAGG, HARRISON AND CKAGGI
FLOWER YELLOW WITH GREEN CENTRE.

(R.H.S. Award of Merit, October 8, 1912. See report on p. 289.)

were of excellent quality, and the competition in

most instances was very lieen.

The Hogg Medal and 1st prize offered for 24
dishes of Apples (16 cooking and eight dessert)

was awarded to C. A. Cain, Esq., The Node.
Welwyn (gr. Mr. T. Pateman). The dessert

varieties in this very fine exhibit were Ribston
Pippin, Wealthy Allington Pippin, James
Grieve, Rival, Charles Ross, King of the
Pippins and Cox's Orange Pippin. Amongst the
cooliing varieties the best were Emperor Alex-
ander, Lane's Prince Albert, Washington, and
Peasgood's Nonesuch. 2nd, Sir Marcus
Samuel, Bart., Mote Park, Maidstone (gr. Mr.
W. H. Bacon), who showed more highly-coloured
dessert fruits but was rather weaker with the
culinary varieties.

The only exhibit of 18 dishes of Apples (12

cooking and six dessert) was that of J. G.

tion included good dishes of King of Tompkins
County and Charles Ross.

There were many exhibits in the class for 18
dishes of dessert Pears. Col. Petre, Westwick,
Norwich (gr. Mr. G. D. Davison), exhibited 18
dishes of excellent fruits, and won the Hogg
Medal and 1st prize. The ripe fruits of very fine

Marguerite ^larillat. Souvenir du Congres and
Triomphe de Vienne were very tempting. The
2nd prize was awarded to C. A. Cain, Esq.,
whose collection included good examples of
Doyenne Boussoch, Marie Louise D'Uccle and
Beurre Baltet Pere. 3rd, J. Liddell, Esq.

The only exhibit of nine dishes of dessert

Pears, that from Mr. A. P. Brandt, Esq.,

Bletchingly Castle, Bletchingly, Surrey (gr. Mr.
.7. AV. Bards), was awarded the 2nd prize. The
dishes of Beurre Hardy and Durondeau were
excellent.
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Sir Kdmund G. Loder, Leonardslee. Horsham
(gr. Mr. W. A. Cook), the only exhibitor, was
awarded l.st prize for six very even dishes of

dessert Pears.
The stewing Pears exhibited by Col. B. .T.

Petre were of immense size, but of splendid

shape. The varieties shown in this first-

class exhibit were Uvedale's St. Germain,
Catillac and General Todleben. The 2nd prize

collection came from the Earl of Devon, Powder-
ham Castle, Exeter (gr. Mr. T. H. Bolton) ; 3rd,

Sir Marcus S.\muel.
There were only two exhibitors of three dishes

of Plums, and the fruits were somewhat
shrivelled. Lord Ho\v.\nn de Walden, Audley
End, Saffron Walden (gr. Mr. J. Vert), was
awarded the 1st prize ; the varieties shown were
the uncommon cooking Vert's Violet, Coe's

Golden Drop and President.

There were two sets of three dishes of Dam-
sons or BuUaces, and the best was that shown by
J. G. Williams. Esq., who sent the Prune
Damson, Common Damson and White Bullace, all

of very good quality and still quite plump. 2nd,
Jlr. R. Staward, The Gardens, Panshanger,
Hertford.
The 50 fruits of Morello which won the 1st

prize for Mr. J. G. Williams, Esq., were un-
usually good for the time of the year. 2nd,

J. B. FoRTEScuE, Esq. (gr. Mr. C. Page).

DIVISION V.

(Special County Classes.)

Prizes were offered for collections of six dishes

of Apples (four cooking and two dessert) and for

six dishes of dessert Pears, to be shown by gar-

deners and amateurs only, who must have grown
the fruit entirely in the open in their respective

districts.

In eight of the 11 territorial divisions of the

British Isles the exhibits of Apples were of ex-

ceptionally high quality, and many of the Pears
were exceedingly meritorious.

Kent.—The 1st prizes in both sections of the

competition for Kent growers were won bv Capt.

S. G. Reid, R.E. (gr. Mr. J. Coleman), the Elms,
Yalding. Amongst the Apples shown, the varie-

ties Bismarck and Ribston Pippin were excellent,

as also were the Pears Conference and Beurre
Superfin. Curiously enough, the 2nd prizes were
both awarded to W. Erle Drax, Esq. (gr. Mr.
J. Bond), Wye.

Surrey, Sussex, Hants, Dorset, Somerset,
Devon, and Cornwall.—The collection of

Apples which won the 1st prize in the above large

district for the Duke of Richmond and Gordon
(gr. Mr. T. Brock), Goodwood, was of super-

lative quality ; if a choice had to be made, the

dishes of Charles Ross, Peasgood's Nonesuch, and
AlUngton Pippin would probably be selected.

The 2nd prize was awarded to Jlr. .J. Copp,
Ferndale, Teignmouth, who showed a highly

meritorious collection.

The best Pears were exhibited by F. J. B. W.
DiGEY, Esq. (gr. Mr. T. Turton), and of the six

very fine dishes mention must be made of those

of Doyenne Boussoch and Beurre Bachelier.

Wilts, Gloucester. Oxford, Bucks, Berks,
Beds, Herts, and Middlesex.—J. B. FoR-
TESCUE, Esq. (gr. Mr. C. Page), Dropmore,

Bucks, was the only exhibitor of Apples in this

division. The 1st prize was awarded this very

fine collection, which included the varieties Rib-

ston Pippin and Bow Hill Pippin of excellent

quality.

The class for Pears was very strongly con-

tested, and the 1st prize was awarded X/i the

Rt. Hon. Lord Hillingdon (sjr. Jlr. A. R.

Allan), Hillingdon C«urt. Uxbridge, who showed
splendid dishes of Durondeau and Charles Ernest.

2nd, B. E. Rich.irdson. feq. (gr. Mr. E. Col-

man), Hill House, Stanstead Abbots.

Essex, Suffolk, Norfolk, Cambridge,
Hunts, and Rutland.—The 1st prize for Apples

was awarded to the Rt. Hon. W. Lowther (gr.

Mr. A. Andrews), Campsea Ash, Suffolk, whose
exhibit was uniformly good. 2nd, Sir Montagu
Turner (gr. Mr. A. Humphrey), Havering,

Romford.
The best Pears were shown by Col. the Hon.

C. H.ARBORD (gr. Mr. W. AUan), Gunton Park,
Norwich, who included a splendid dish of

Doyenne du Cornice. 2nd, C. H. Berners. Esq.

(gr. Mr. W. Messenger), Woolverstone Park
Ipswich.

Lincoln, Northampton, Warwick, Leices-
ter, Notts, Derby, Staffs, Shropshire, and
Cheshire.—In this widely-separated district the
1st prize for Apples was awarded to F. Bibey,
Esq. (gr. Mr. J. Taylor), Hardwicke Grange,
Shrewsbury, who had a splendid dish of Ameri-
can Mother. 2nd, Sir Oswald Mosley, Bart.

(gr. Mr. H. Collier), Rolleston Hall, Burton-on-
Trent.
The prizes for Pears were also awarded to

these exhibitors in the same order of merit.

Worcester, Hereford, Monmouth, Glamor-
gan, Carmarthen, and Pembroke.—The only
exhibit from these combined counties was that

of Pears, shown by Mr. E. Hyde, Old Post Office,

Trumpet, Herefordshire, which was awarded the
2nd prize. The cla.ss provided for the other
counties of Wales was not contested.

The Northern Counties of England and
THE Isle of Man.—The 1st prize for Apples in

this district was won by Baron de Forest (gr.

Mr. J. C. McPherson), Londesborough Park,
Yorkshire. 2nd, Mr. W. Chuck, Broadswood
Hall Gardens, Doncaster. These competitors
were also placed in the same order in the class

for Pears, in which Baron de Forest showed ex-

cellent fruits of Conference and Hacon's Incom-
parable.

Scotland.—The 1st prize Apples shown by
Col. Gordon (gr. Mr. J. Duff), Threave House,
Castle Douglas, possessed splendid colour. 2nd,
R. .M. Pilkerton, Esq. (gr. Mr. J. J. Staward),
St. Fort House, Newport. Fife, who was the only

exhibitor of Pears, for which he deservedly was
awarded the 1st prize.

Ireland.—There were no Irish-grown Pears
shown, but the Apples from the Earl of Bess-
BOROUGH, C.B. (gr. Mr. T. E. Tomalin), Bess-
borough), Piltoun, were excellent. 2nd, C. B.
Broad, Esq., Aghern, Conna, County Cork, who
also showed fine examples.

The Channel Islands did not supply a collec-

tion for either of the classes.

DIVISION VL
(Single-dish Classes.)

The customary classes for single dishes (of six

fruits) of the various named varieties of Apple
and Pear, all of which the Society consider to

be worthy of general cultivation, were respon-
sible for an exceedingly good array of fruit, and
the competition must have been very gratify-

ing to the Council of the Society.

Dessert Apples.

Adams's Pearmain : The 1st prize was awarded
to W. Erle Drax, Esq., who showed very fine

fruits; 2nd, H. St. Maub. Esq., Stover Park,
Newton Abbot (gr. Mr. G. Richardson).

—

AUinijton Pippin : Of the many good dishes of

this variety the best was shown by the Earl of

Westmorland, Woodstock Park, Sittingbourne
(gr. Mr. C. Wotton) ; 2nd. J. Lewis, Esq.,

Bedgebury Park, Goudhurst (gr. Mr. J. R.
Smith).

—

Aniericnn Mother: The exhibits of this

variety were characterised by very beautiful

colour, especially the 1st prize dish from J. B.

FoRTESCUE, Esq. ; 2nd, Col. R. Bullock.—Belle

de Boskoop: The 1st prize was won by H. St.

Maor, Esq. ; 2nd, C. B. Broad, Esq.

—

Blenheim
Pippin : Many of the dishes shown contained
ideal dessert fruits, small and of bright, attrac-

tive colour, especially those which won the 1st

prize for C. H. Coombe, Esq. ; 2nd, C. H.
Berners, Esq.

—

Ben's Bed: The best dish was
shown by C. R. Broad, Esq. ; 2nd, Rev. H. A.
Bull, Westgate-on-Sea (gr. Mr. F. King).

—

Charhis Rnss : The exhibitors of this variety evi-

dently experienced difficulty in selecting the

small fruits so desirable for the table, but most
of them, especially the 1st prize dish of the

Rev. H. A. Bull, were of attractive colour and
very good shape ; 2nd, Right Hon. W. Lowther.
—Christmas Pearmain : There were only two
dishes shown, but each deserved their prizes.

1st, Duke of Richmond and Gordon; 2nd. Mr.
B. J. Mercer, Wierton Place Gardens, Maid-
stone.

—

Coronation: The 1st prize was awarded
to the Duke of Richmond and Gordon ; 2nd,

Mr. .loHN Copp.—Coi's Orange Pippin : The ex-

hibits of this variety showed great variation in

size and colour, and, in a lesser degree, in shape.

The 1st prize was awarded to H.R.H. Duchess of

Albany. Claremont, Esher (gr. Mr. J. Smith-

Kelly), for a splendid dish ; 2nd, W. Erle Drax,

Esq.

—

Duke of Devonshire: The best dish was
shown by Mr. J. Copp; 2nd, W. A. Voss, Esq.,
Fairlight Glen, Rayleigh, Essex.

—

E'jremont
liusAet : The prizes for this variety were awarde'l
to W. Ekle Drax, Esq., and C. H. Berners,
Esq., in the order named.

—

Ilouhlon: For this

variety the prizes were won by Mr. J. Copp, 1st,

and Mr. .1. Hill, Kingston Lacy Gardens, Wim-
borne, 2nd.

—

James Grieve: The many fruits of

this popular variety possessed delightful colour-

ing; the best dish was shown by Mr. J. Copp;
2nd, W. Erle Drax, Esq.

—

King of Tompkins
County: The 1st prize was awarded to the Earl

of Bessborough ; 2nd, the Earl of Westmor-
land.—Lord Hindlip: Many of the fruits shown
were of medium size and highly coloured.

1st, the Earl of Bessborough ; 2nd, Capt. S. G.

Reid, R.E.

—

Mart/il: The best fruits were shown
by Capt. S. G. Reid, RE. ; 2nd, J. B.

FoRTESCUE, Esq.

—

nival: There were many
dishes of beautiful fruits, and the best were
shown by the Duke of Richmond and Gordon

;

2nd, W. Erle Urax, Esq.—//ibslon Pippin: Oi
the many very good dishes of this superb variety

the best was shown by Col. the Hon. C. Har-
bord ; 2nd, W. Castle, Esq., Holland House,
Mildenhall (gr. Mr. J. Reynolds).—There were
no exhibits of Ross Nonpareil, St. Everard, or

William Crump.—.S7. Edmund's Pippin: The
only exhibit of this variety, that of Col. the

Hon. C. Harbord, was awarded the 1st prize.

—

Wealthy: There were many very fine dishes of

this variet,Y. The best were shown by C. H.
Berners, -Esq. ; 2nd, Duke of Richmond and
Gordon.—The class for any early variety not

named above included 30 dishes. The 1st prize

was awarded to Viscount Enfield, Wrotham
Park, Barnet (gr. Mr. H. Markham), who
showed Ellison's Early Orange variety, which re-

ceived an Award of Merit in 1911. 2nd, W.
Erle Drax, Esq., for King of the Pippins. 3rd,

F. J. B. W. Digby. Esq.. for a dish of Werder's
Golden Reinette.—The similar class for late

varieties was responsible for the exhibition of 24

dishes. Col. the Hon. C. Harbord was awarded
the 1st prize for a dish of Winter Ribston. 2nd,

the Duke of Richmond and Gordon, for beauti-

fully-coloured fruits of Paroquet. 3rd, Marquis
of RiPON, Coombe Court, Kingston Hill (gr. Mr.
T. Smith), who showed Reinette du Canada.

Cooking Apples.

Annie Elizabeth: of the seven dishes of this

variety, the best was shown by W. Erle
Drax,' Esq. ; 2nd, Mr. B. J. Mercer, Wierton
Place Gardens, Maidstone.

—

Beauty uf Kent:
There were many very fine fruits shown ; the

1st prize was awarded to R. JIcMurdie, Esq.,

Woburn Park, Weybridge (^r. Mr. A. Basile)

;

2nd, F. W. Platt, Esq., Ken View, Highgate
(gr. Mr. C. Tuvnur).—Blenheim Pippin: The
larger fruits in this class for culinary fruits were
not .so brightly coloured as was the case vvith

the smaller dessert fruits, but they were clean

and of good shape. 1st, Rt. Hon. W. Lowther ;

2nd, Duke of Richmond and Gordon.—Brant-

ley's Seedling: The 1st prize was awarded to

D. A. Seligman, Esq., Iden Manor, Staple-

hurst (gr. Mr. P. B. Awcock) ; 2nd, Lord
Howard de Walden.—Bramley's Seedling:
This standard variety was best shown by the

Earl of Westmorland ; 2nd, Caot. S. G. Reid,
n.K.— Byford Wonder: Two dishes of this

variety were shown by Mr. Joseph Copp
and J. B. Fortescue, Esq., and were
awarded 1st and 2nd prizes in the order named.
—Dumelow's Seedling: This splendid variety,

more generally known as " Wellington," was
very well shown ; the best fruits came from Lord
Hillingdon; 2nd, W. W. Mann, Esq., Ravens-
wood, Bexley (gr. Mr. J. Simon).—Ectlinrille

:

The 1st prize was won by J. B. Fortescue,
Esq. ; 2nd, W. Erle Drax, Esq.

—

Edward
ril: The only dish was shown by Col. R.

Bullock, who received the 1st prize.

—

Kenneth
Early: There .was also only one dish of this

variety, and in this case the 2nd prize was
awarded to J. Lewis, Esq.

—

Emperor Alexan-
der: A wonderfully fine dish of this variety

unfortunately had no card, and so was not

judged, or il; would have received the 1st prize.

In the circumstances the 1st prize was awarded
to H. St. Maur. Esq. ; 2nd, Capt. S. G. Reid,

R.E.—Goscoi/iie's Scarlet Seedling: As with the

previous variety, the best exhibit was not identi-

fied by the exhibitor's name, and was passed

over. The next best, which received the 1st
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prize, was shown by Lord Howard de
Walden ; 2nd, Rt. Hon. W. Lowther.—Golden
Xoble : The dishes of this variety were exceed-

ingly good ; the best was shown by W. Erle
Dhax, Esq. ; 2nd, G. Haneury, Esq., Blythe-

wood, Maidenhead (gr. Mr. C. L. Branson).

—

Grenadier : The two dishes were of inc'i'.fferent

quaHty, and the 2nd prize was awarded to J. B.
FoRTEscTE, Esq.

—

Hninhliiiijs iSeedliiuj: The
large, green fruits appeared as though they

would keep indefinitely ; the best were shown by
W. Erle Dhax, Esq., 2nd, Earl of Bess-
borough, C.B.

—

Ladi/ Heiiiiiker : The 1st prize

dish (J. Lewis, Esq.) was very good indeed;
2nd, \V. Erle Drax, Esq.

—

Lane's Prince
Afbert: There was very strong competition in

this class, in which the 1st prize was won by the

Earl of Bessbohough, C.B. ; 2nd the Dute of

Richmond and Gordon.—Lord Derby : Each of

the four dishes shdwn was worthv of a prize :

1st, Capt. S. G. Reid, R.E. ; 2nd, Duke of

Richmond and Gordon.—Mire de Menage: Of
the three dishes, the best was shown by H. St.

Maur, Esq. ; 2nd W. Erle Drax, Esq.

—

New-
ton Wonder: The fruits of this variety were all

good, and the best were from W. Erle Drax,
Esq. ; 2ik1, Mr. J. B. Mercer.—Norfolk
Jieauty : The 1st prize was awarded to the Rt.
Hon. W. Lowther ; 2nd, J. B. Fortescue,
Epq.

—

-Penttf/ood's Nonesuch : There were 12
dishes of this variety, and the 1st prize was
awarded to the Duke of Richmond and Gordon,
who showed excellent examples ; 2nd, W. Erle
Drax. Esq.

—

I'otts's Seedlinrj : The 1st prize was
awarded to Mrs. Austin, Ellerne Mede, Tot-
teridge (gr. Mr. G. Longhurst) ; 2nd, W. B. M.
Bird. Esq. Eartham House, Chichester (gr. Mr.
A. Gooding).—i?<'i^ W. Wilks: The" fruits

shown were very variable and not equal to those
recently e.xhibited in the hall : 1st, the Earl
of Bessborodgh. C.B. ; 2nd, W. Erle Drax,
Esq.

—

lioynl Jubilee: The best were shown by
the Duke of Richmond and Gordon ; 2nd,
F. J. B. W. DiGBY. ^sq.—Stirling Castle:
.J. B. Fortescue. Esq.. was awarded the 1st

prize, the 2nd being withheld.— The Queen

:

These fruits were very good indeed ; the best
were from the Earl of Bessborough, C.B. ; 2nd,
Rt. Hon. \V. Lowther.— 7'oM'fr of Glamis:
The 1st prize was won by Mr. B. J. JIercer

;

2nd, Loi-d Hillingdon.— ]\'arner's King: The
competition in this class was very strong : the 1st
prize was awarded to the Earl of Westmor-
land; 2nd. Mrs. T. G'Donnell, Tinaliely, Pil-

town. There were 20 dishes shown in the class

for eight fruit.'; of any other variety ; the 1st
prize was awarded to the Earl of Bessborough,
C.B., who showed Loddington Seedling; 2nd,
Rt. Hon. W. Lowther (Twenty Ounce).

Dessert Pears.
tieurre Alexander Lucas: Of the several good

dishes, the best wa* shown by F. J. B. W.
Digby. Esq. ; 2nd, Earl of Westmorland.—
lUurri d'Ainanlis : There was only one exhibit,

that from Mis. Austin, which received the 2nd
prize.

—

Beurre d'Anjou: The 1st prize was won
by J. B. Fortescue, Esq. ; 2nd, C. H. Berners,
Esq.

—

Beurre Bosc : The fruits of this variety

were very good : 1st, F. J. B. W. Digby, Esq.

;

2nd, Rt. Hon. W. Lowther.—Beurre Dumont

:

The better of the two dishes was shown by R.

McMurdie, Esq. ; 2nd, Lord Hillingdon.—
Beurre Hardy: In a well-contested class the 1st

prize was awarded to R. McMurdie, Esq. ; 2nd,

Capt. S. G. Reid, nM.—Beurre Perran : The
only dish was from F. J. B. W. Digby, Esq.
(2nd prize).

—

Beurre S'uperfi\ : The 1st prize

was awarded to E. G. Mocatta, Esq., Woburn
Place, Addlestone (gr. Mr. F. Stevenson), for

splendid fruits ; 2nd, R. McMurdie. Esq.

—

Blickling: The only dish, from Col. Hon. C.
Harbord, was worthy of the 1st prize awarded
it

—

Charles Ernest: The best dish was shown
by F. J. B. W. Digby, Esq. ; 2nd, R.
McMurdie, Esq.

—

Comte de Lamy : Of the
seven dishes, the best was shown by Lord
Hillingdon, Hillingdon Court (gr. Mr. A.
R. Allan) ; 2nd, Lord Hillingdon, W^il-

dernesse, Sevenoaks (gr. Mr. .J. Shelton).

—

Con-
ference : There were five dishes, and the 1st

prize was won by F. J. B. W. Digby, Esq.
;

2nd. Earl of Westmorland.—Doyenne du
Ccmice : Of the 19 good dishes, the finest was
shown by F. J. B. W. Digby, Esq. ; 2nd, Col.
the Hon. C. Harbord.—Durondeau : Most of

the fruits had the very beautiful colour which
is characteristic of this variety : 1st, F. J. B. W.
Digby, Esq. ; 2nd, R. McMurdie, Esq.

—

Easter
Beurre: The 1st prize was won by Lord
Hillingdon ; 2nd, Mr. J. Hill.—Emile
d'Heyst : The examples shown were very good
indeed ; the best came from F. J. B. W. Digby,
Esq. ; 2nd, Duke of Newcastle.—Fondante
d'Autonine : The best dish was shown by R.
McMurdie, Esq. ; 2nd, Col. the Hon. C. Har-
bord.—Fondante de Thirriot: The 1st prize
was awarded to C. H. Berners, Esq. ; 2nd Col.

R. Bullock.—Glou Morceau : Of the many
dishes, the best was that shown by B. E.
Richardson, Esq. ; 2nd, R. McMurdie, Esq.

—

Gratioli of Jersey : The best dish was shown
by Mrs. M. P. Read, St. Mary's, Teddington ;

2nd, Rev. H. A. Bull.—Josephine de Maliues:
There were 12 dishes shown, and the 1st prize
was won by F. J. B. W. Digby. Esq. ; 2nd, Col.
the Hon. C. Harbord.—ie Brun : The two
dishes were exceptionally good : 1st, R.
McMurdie, Esq. ; 2nd, Capt. S. G. Reid, R.E.—Le Leclirr : The best of 12 dishes was shown
by Lord Howard de Walden ; 2nd, Capt. S. G.
Reid, R.E.

—

Tjouise Bonne of Jersey: The six

dishes included some very good fruits indeed,
especially the 1st prize set from F. Bibby, Esq.,
Hardwicke Grange, Shrewsbury (gr. Mr. T.
Taylor); 2nd, Lady Tate, Park Hill, Streatham
Common (gr. W. Howe).— .l/ai-ie Bmoist: r'he

fruits shown were very variable : the 1st prize
was won by F. J. B. W. Digby. Esq. ; 2nd,
Lord Foley, Ruxley Lodge, Clavgate (gr. Mr.
H. C. Gardner).—itfar-ie Louise :'iheTe were 12
dishes exhibited, and the 1st prize was won by
J. Lewis, Esq. ; 2nd, R. McMurdie, Esq.

—

Nouvelle Fulvie: F. J. B. W. Digby, Esq., won
the 1st prize amongst nine competitors; 2nd,
B. E. Richardson.—O/i'ner de Serres: The 11
dishes showed great differences in shape and
quality ; the 1st and 2nd prize were awarded to
Lord Hillingdon for fruits from his gardens at
Hillingdon Court, Uxbridge and Wildernesse,
Sevenoaks, respectively.

—

Pitmaston Duchess:
There were also 11 dishes of this variety,
but all were of merit ; the best was shown
by the Rev. H. H. Bull; 2nd, M.
Fraser, Esq., Brimley, Teignmouth.

—

President
Barabe: The two exhibits, those from Col. the
Hon. C. Harbord (1st) and F. J. B. W. Digby,
(2nd), thoroughly deserved their awards.

—

Souvenir du Congris: There were only three
dishes oj this well-known variety ; the prizes
were awarded to R. McMurdie, Esq., and J. B.
Fortes«ue, Esq., in the order named.

—

Thompson: Of the seven dishes the be.<t

was shown by Lord Hillingdon ; 2nd, E. J.

Mocatta, Esq,

—

Triomphe de Vicnne: The 1st
prize was awarded to Lord Hillingdon.— Winter
A^elis : The best of the seven dishes was shown
by Lord Foley ; 2nd, J. B. Fortescue, Esq.
There were no prizes awarded for Beurre
d'Avalon, Beurre de Naghan. Directeur Hardy,
or Santa Claus. In the class for eight fruits "of

any early variety not named there were 16 com-
petitors, and the 1st prize was awarded to R.
McMurdie, Eso., who showed Marguerite
Marillat; 2nd. J. Mercer. Esq. (St. Luke) ; 3rd,
Capt. S. G. Reid. R.E. (Marechal de la Cour).
Amongst the 20 dishes shown in the class for

any late variety not named there were ripe fruits

of Beurre Diel and Doyenne Boussoch. The 1st

prize was awarded to F. J. B. W. Digby, Esq.

THE LECTURE.

In the afternoon of the first dav a lecture on
" An English Fruit Farm in the Making " was
delivered to a large audience by Mr. Henry
Hooper. The chair was occupied by Mr. A. H.
Pearson. The lecturer described every process in

the making of a fruit farm, from the
selection of a site to the planting of the
trees and bushes. He emphasised the im-
portance of selecting a suitable site, and
defined very clearly the points determining
the suitability of sites. The subjects of "Soils
and Subsoils," " Preparation of Orchard Land,"
" Selection of Varieties," and " Cross Pollina-

tion " were fully treated upon. The lecturer re-

ferred to the importance of choosing the best
varieties from the commercial standpoint. Men-
tion was made of the newly-instituted horticul-

tural branch at the Board of Agriculture, and
fruit farmers were urged to take advantage of
the benefits the Board may be in a position to

afford to the fruit-growing industry.

©bitucivjj.

Thomas Fletcher.-ahe death of this florist

on August 31, at Warren, Ohio, U.S.A., is re-
corded in The American Florist. Mr. Fletcher
was a native of Lancashire, and settled in
America in 1863.

Richard E. Evans.—The same journal an-
nounces the death of Mr. Richard E. Evans,
florist, Salt Lake City, Utah, a native of Ports-
mouth.

THE WEATHER.
THE WEATHER IN WEST HERTS.

IVcek ciiiiine October 16.

A St. Liitie's SMnimcr,—The last eight days have been,
with one exception, warm for llie litne of year, while
the nights have been, with one esception. very cold, and
on two nighls the exposed thermoniettr registeied 9" of
frost, bince the present month began the same tl erinoroeter
has fallen from i° to 13" below the free?ing point on all but
two nights. The ground is now 3" colder than is seasonable,
both at 1 foot and 2 feel deep. Rain fell on only one day
during the week, and the amount deposited was scarcely
sufficient to moisten the surface of the ground. There has
been no measurable percolation of rainwater through
either of the soil gauges for nine days. The sun shone on an
average for 4| hours a day, or for IJ hours a day longer than
IS usual at the same period in October. Calms and light airs
have alone prevailed, and the light airs have come principally
from some southerly point of the compass. The mean
amount of moistui e in the air at 3 p.m. fell short of a season-
able quantity for thai hour I y 9 per cent. Mo=t of the morn-
ings were fotgy, and on Ihe early morning of the llth
theie was, for some hours, a dense fog. E. A/., BcitilMimtcd,

CATALOGUES RECEIVED.
Hesrv Drew, Longworlh. Berks.-Thames Valley Roses
George Prince, Longworlh, Berks.-Eoses.
Massell & Hatcher, Ltd., Rawdon, YorKsliiie-Orchid=.
S. Bide & Sons, Ltd., Alma Nursery, Farnham-Swett

Peas.
James Veitch & Sons

Hardy Plants from
I., Kings Road, Chelsea—New
tern China.
irseries, Hayes, Kent—Carna-

Elisha J. HicKs, Hurst, Twyford, Berks.-Roses.
Jno. Jefferies & Son, Ltd., Market Place, Cirencester—

Roses and Trees.

FOREIGN.
A. Schwartz, 238, Grande Rue de Monplaisir, Lyons,

France-New Roses.
RivoiRE Fere et Fils, 16, Rue d'Alg^rie, Lyons, France-

New Plants.
n

. 3 ,

, Nocera Inferiore, Naples—New and Rare

Apple Hedge : T. Taylor. A good selection of
early, mid-season and late Apples for the pur-
pose you describe would be Stirling Castle,
Lord Grosvenor, Lane's Prince Albert and
Newton Wonder for cooking: and Mr. Glad-
stone, Beauty of Bath, James Grieve, AUing-
ton Pippin, Co.\'s Orange Pippin, and Duke of
Devonshire for dessert. If worked on the
Paradise stock, none of these would be very
gross growers.

Crab : Phshry. Probably a chance seedling. It
is distinct from any variety of Crab known
to us. We note with pleasure that you have
read our pages for so long a period as 50 years.

Danger from Using Gas Lime : ff. 0. F. If
you refer to the paragraph in "Answers to
Correspondents' " column, page 276, under
"Insect

—

E. U.," you will see that we ad-
vised our correspondent to defer planting crops
on ground that had been dressed with
gas lime until several weeks had elapsed.
The injurious properties of the gas lime
become exhausted in time, and the sub-
stance has then no injurious effects on
the roots. It is always advisable to allow
ground to remain fallow for so long a time as
possible after it has been treated with such
material, and for this reason it is best applied
in the autumn and winter. The advice given by
farmers on horticultural matters is not always
the best obtainable.

Ft'NGUs IN Dwelling House : D. W . P. The
fungus is the dry rot fungus (Merulius lacry-

mans). Drench every part of the ',^(X)d and
soil with formalin twice, at intervals of 10
days.
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Gabdeners and the Insurance Act: I). C. In

applying for insurance you wiU have to give

your precise occupation. The fact that a

head gardener is treated as a domestic ser-

vant, so far as his right to a month's notice

is oonoerned. does not affect the point—an in-

surance society is entitled to know the precise

risk which it is undertaking.

Insects in Dwelling House: A. F. The in-

sect of which you sent us examples is Niptus

hololencus, an interesting little creature

clothed with fine, velvet like, golden-yellow

hairs. Ita original home is Asia jlinor,

but it has been introduced with mer-

chandise, and is now generally distributed

throughout the British Isles. It has often been

recorded as destructive to wool, drugs, &c.,

and seems fond of sugar, so much so that speci-

mens are often found in vessels containing such

material. It is not parasitic on man.

Melon Dying ; Hillfield. The plant of Melon

contains the mycelium of a fungus (Botrytis) in

not recognised ; 2, Chaumontel ; 3, Margil.

—

Fisher Jc Son. Wealtliy.—On*. 1, Warner's
King ; 2, Bismarck ; 3, Golden Spire ; 4,

6, 6, cannot name such inferior fruits j 8,

please send again ; 9, Marechal de Cour ; 10,

Beurre Capiaumont ; 11, Aston Town ; 12,

Prince Consort.

—

Uorlus. Pears— 1, Duron-
deau; 2, British Queen; 3, Soldat Laboureur

;

4, Marie Louise d'Ucele; Apples—1, Beauty of

Kent ; 2, Broad End syn. Kentish Broading

;

this variety very much resembles Bramley's
Seedling ; 3, Flanders Pippin. (Thanks for 28.

for R.G.O.F. box.—Eds.)— H'. //. -S'. Apple
Lord Suffield ; the six Pears were all numbered
No. 2, they all seem to be dissimilar; send

fresh specimens and number them in rotation.

—

F. S. 1, Mme. Treyve ; 2, Beurre Sterckmans

;

3, Triomphe de Jodoigne; 4, Bergamotte
Esperen ; 5, Josephine de Malines ; 6, Hor-
mead's Pearmain.

—

R. G. D. 1, Waltham
Abbey; 2, Warner's King; 3, Dunielow's

Seedling ; 4, Tom Putt ; 5, Scarlet Costard ; 6,

Blenheim Pippin.

-'S%,S^^K

Fig. 135.—PRIMULA MALACOIDES: FLOWERS PALE PINK.

the vessels of the stem. All dead and dying

plants of Melon and of any other kinds of

plants in the house should be promptly re-

moved and destroyed. The fungus Botrytis

flourishes on any dead or dying vegetable mat-

ter (leaves, stems, &c.) ; if such are removed,

the disease disappears.

Names of Fruits : H. M. Nut Corylus Colurna
;

1, Doyenne du Comice ; 2, Josephine de

Malines ; 3, Easter Beurre ; 4, send again when
ripe ; 5, General Todleben.—i^. E. C. 1, Min-

chull Crab ; 2, Cullen.—J. IF. T. Cox's Orange
Pippin.

—

E. E. B. The numbers were de-

tached ; send fresh specimens, and write the

numbers on stamp edgmg attached to the

fruits.

—

H. A. 1, Lady Sudeley ; 2. Biggs's

Nonesuch 3, Melon Apple ; 4, Winter Straw-

berry ; 5, not recognised, probably a local

variety.-7. B. B. W. 1. Beurre" Bosc ; 2,

Autumn Bergamot.

—

L. S. The particulars you
give are not sufficient for us to express an
oninion on the subject.—/. II. S. Doyenne
Gris.

—

E. D. 1, Durondeau ; 2. Mme. Treyve

;

3, Beurre Bachelier ; 4, Uvedale's St. Ger-

main ; 5, Louise Bonne of Jersey.

—

E. M. 1.

Catillac ; 2, Bergamotte Esperen ; 3, Marechal

de Cour; 4, Miller's Glory.—4. F. W. 1,

Names of Plants: J. Francis. 1, Aponogeton
distachyon (seedlings) ; 2, Stachys lanata.

—

F. E. 0. 1 and 7, Roses, Flower of Fairfield ; 2,

Hiawatha ; 4, probably Mme. Willermoz ; 5,

probably Laurette Messimy ; 6, unrecognisable.

A.J.O. Rose Fellemberg.

—

A.J.G. 1, Senecio

tanguticus ; 2, Polemonium coeruleum varie-

gatum ; 3, Calceolaria integrifolia var.

—

Hart.

1, Olearia argyrophylla ; 2, 0. nitida.

—

F. E.
Gribble. Pyrus vestita.— 0. D. K. Polystachya

luteola ; of no commercial value.

—

Hort. 1,

Masdevallia Barlseana ; 2, Laniimi Berkley! ; 3,

Epidendrum latilabrum.

—

Ajax. Solanum nig-

rum.—//. R. Cotoneaster frigida.

Notice to Terminate Engagement : J. W . You
neglect to furnish us with any particulars as

to the exact position you filled in the nursery,

but we assume it was that of a journey-

man gardener. You are a weekly servant,

and, presumably, entitled to a week's notice

;

but the question is involved by the announce-

ment exhibited on the premises that no notice

is given or expected on either side, which you
might be expected to read. It will be better

in all your future engagements to have a pro-

per understanding on the question of notice

before you commence work.

Peach Tree Unhealthy : D. Mr. L. No fungus
present. The tree is diseased beyond reonedy.

It should be removed and burned.

Preserving Cobnuts and Walnuts : G. S. A
good method of preserving nuts is to dig holes

in the open ground, and sink Seakale pots up
to the rims, placing a piece of slate at the

bottom, in order to prevent worms from get-

ting into the pots. The nuts should then be

put into the pots and the lids placed on
securely. In these circumstances, the nuts will

remain in a fresh and firm condition for

several months. Another method is to keep
the nuts in tubs or boxes buried in white sand.

Primula malacoides : Foreman, Gloucester-

shire. Primula malacoides was introduced

into commerce by Messrs. Beea Ltd., wh»
raised plants from seeds collected in China by
Mr. George Forrest. The answer to your first

question, therefore, is that it is a natural

species. The plant is hardy in some districts,

but it flowers so late in the season that the

species is more satisfactory when treated as a

greenhouse plant, for which culture it is admir-

ably adapted, owing to its free-flowering

habit and elegant appearance. The flowers

are pale-pink. If you turn to the Gardeners'

Chronicle for December 5, 1908, pages 396 and

397, you will find illustrations (one is repro-

duced in fig. 135) depicting the character of

the inflorescence and the habit of the plant,

with a description by Professor Bayley
Balfour, F.R.S.

Railway Expense's: A. B. 0. An employer is

not liable for the railway expenses of journey-

men moving from one place to another unless

he has agreed to defray them. The difficulty

you describe has arisen because you failed to

have a proper understanding before accepting

the post. We are frequently urging gardeners

to secure agreements before taking up situa-

tions, and if they neglect to provide them-
selves with this means of preventing diffi-

culties they cannot hope to escape the conse-

quences of their negligence.

Trees to Form a Screen by Riverside : F. S.

You have a good opportunity of making a beau-

tiful plantation when planting the large front-

age with trees to screen the buildings. With
this end in view, mixed species would be de-

cidedly better than to plant the area with
evergreen trees. To fully advise you, some
knowledge of the aspect and "lie" of the

ground would be necessary, but the following

list includes fast-growing evergreen and de-

ciduous trees which would be suitable for your
purpose :—Evergreens : The Douglas Fir (Abies

Douglasii), Picea Menziesii (P. sitchensis), P.

Engelmannii, Cryptomeria japonica, Pinus aus-

triaca, P. Cembra, P. excelsa, P. ponderosa, P.

Strobus, and Thuya gigantea. In the deep,

rich, red soil of south Devon the English Elin

(Ulmus campestris) grows rapidly ; the Scotch

Elm (Dlmus montana) is a very suitable tree to

plant in low-lying moist places. Other appro-

priate deciduous trees are the Ash. Larch,

White Poplar, Balsam Poplar (Ailanthus

glandulosa). Alder, such Birches as Betula alba,

B. lutea. B. nigra, and B. papyracea ; Sweet
Chestnut (Castanea sativa), and the deciduous

Cypress (Taxodium distichum). As you sug-

gest, moderately close planting tends to
" draw up " young trees, and such planting

would provide the screen quickly, but

this must not be overdone. The trees should

be planted fully 4 feet by 4 feet apart,

and thinning must be properly attended

to in later years. We have found that it rarely

answers to plant large specimens ; they fre-

quently "stand still" too long. The most
satisfactory results are obtained from weU-

rooted young trees not more than 3 feet to

4 feet in height. The plantation would be

much more ornamental if such flowering and

berried shrubs and trees as Hollies, Rhodo-
dendrons, Cotoneasters, Cratseguses, Cherries,

&c., were planted near the river front of

the plantation. Y'ou do not state the pre-

cise district in which the proposed planting is

to be done, but we assume that, as consider-

able building operations are going on, the

trees will not be injured by rabbits.

Communications Received. — Harrington W J. A.

Thomp=on_H. H._J. E.—A. F._T. B. R.—HiUddft-
B., Preslon^G. D.^R. J. F._F. S. C._J. E. C._H. S. T.

_T. L _P. O.—F. S._S. A._H. I. M._W. M., Naples_
T. S noublful_E. P. P._F. M._H. S._W. F._J. S

—

R p. B T. L. Y J. H E. R._W. P. F—K. M

—

H. N A. T A. S. T,_W. A. M—Hortus, Brighton.
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abodes. And some of them remind one in turn

that they used to flourish in the county, but

are being lost through the inroads of doclts and

civilisation.

For rocl<-loving plants there is a roclcery

of large boulders of inferior oolite. These fit

together in layers, and dip from front to rear, so

as to represent in miniature an outcrop of the

escarpment above the Vale of Gloucester.

from an as.sociation of the Bastard balm and
Devonshire copses to that of the Fritillary and
Oxfordshire meadows.
Such a garden, too, serves as a treasure-house

and show-plaoe for rarities. At the same time

great care has been taken in this particu-

lar garden not to attempt to grow plants

difficult of culture, if this might lead to robbing

the countryside of them. It is sacrilege to

137. A GLOUCESTERSHIRE WILD GARDEN: GERANIUM SANGUINEUM
AND THYMUS SERPYLLUM.

For some plants coming from the limestone

country two large beds have been filled with the

loose soil of their district carted from a distance.

Mulleins, Dropwort, Purple Milk-Vetch, Viper's

Bugloss, Clustered Bell-flower, Horseshoe-Vetch,

Squinancy-wort, Woolly Thistle, and Senecio

campestris, with iis silky coat of white down,

thrive in these beds. The soil, too, looks well,

and is quite worth the extra expense.

Reference to the flowers of the limestone coun-

try suggests a little point about th-e garden

which cannot be overlooked. It is that it has

its delights not only for what it is and what it

shows, but also for what it re<:alls, for it takes

us in imagination into the county where the

plants have their homes. As a native of the county

looks at the maiSsed groups of Geranium ^an-

guineum (see fig. 137) and Spiked Speedwell, or

the dainty Hill Meadow-rue, he lives for a

moment on the summit of the St. Vincent Rocks,

near Clifton. As h© turns in another direction,

Sedura rupestre and the Madder take him to

the cUffs above the Wye Valley. Yet again,

the Catsfoot, Meadow Saxifrage and Limestone
Polypody represent the bleakest tops of the Cots-

wolds, whence one can see from Berkshire to

Radnorshire.

So with other plants not on the rockery, it is

wonderful what scenes they recall—the Daffodil

and the fields of the red sandstone district yel-

low washed in the spring : Euphorbia stricta and
the wild, steep banks overlooking Tintern Abbey :

the inmost recesses of the Forest of Dean
brightened by the crimson Martagon Lily (see

fig. 138), which is naturalised in many parts of

Great Britain : the Purple Loosestrife, and the
quiet reaches of the Avon stretching away to-

wards Stratford : the Bog-bean and little half-for-

gotten marshes that have not changed for cen-

turies. And visitors from other counties find a
similar pleasure in memories that axe stirred

—

transplant the rarer Orchids for instance. On
the other hand, such a plant as the Peach-leaved

Bell-flower (only found as truly wild in two
counties) was known to be a strong grower. So

a small root was taken, and it has increased so

much in the garden that there are now plenty of

plants to spare for a spot near the original

habitat, where, strange to relate, the species

has been exterminated. IMuch the same line of

argument applies to the Pasque flower. Anemone
Pulsatilla.

Only a few Orchids do well, at any rate in

this garden, amongst those which succeed may b©
mentioned the pyramidal, sweet-scented, marsh
and spotted Orchids (see fig. 138). Others seem
to require special vegetable humus in the soil on
which the roots can feed ; or it may be that the

fungus which infests the roots fails in all but
special soils. Exact conditions such as these are

difficult to maintain, not only for Orchids, but for

the Eyebright, Lousewort, Centaury, Yellow-

wort and other such commoner plants which also

require them. Care, too, should be taken not

to take from the country some of the more
delicate bog-plants, unless proper peaty soil and
plenty of soft water can he obtained for them.

Otherwise it means a constant tax upon the

natural abode of a species to keep it represented

in the garden.

Amongst rarieties not hitherto mentioned that

flourish in this garden are such plants as Arabis

stricta, Cardamine impatiens, Stachys alpina,

Polygonatum officinale, Scilla autumnalis, Orni-

thogalum pyrenaicum and Allium sphsero-

cephalum.

Finally, during the flowering season the plants

may be allowed a certain amount of latitude in

their growth. The borders look better for

:in absence of extreme neatness and of cur-

tailment as to similar-sized clumps of plants.

But during the time of the first growth, and
again when the blossoms are over, there cannot
1)6 too much method and careful cutting and
arrangement. Also, the seeds, especially of bien-

nials, must be properly harvested and sown with

a fair amount of system, whilst sketch plans

itf the beds are found useful.

If other corporations will call in the aid of

local botanists, and start such gardens, it is

believed that the results will be found good, and
that thev will be appreciated.

But. . . ! to quote Mr. Rudyard Kipling

:

" Our England is a garden and such gardens

are not made
By singing, oh how beautiful, and sitting in

the shade :

And when your back stops aching and your hands
begin to harden.

You will find yourself a partner in the Glory of

a Garden."
— IK. Lock MMersh.

Fig. 138.—.A GLOUCE; II kSIlIKE WILD GARDEN:
AND ORCHIS MACULATA :

LILIUM MARTAGON (FOREST OF DEAN)
: O, LATIFOLIA.
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THE ROSARY.

CULTURAL NOTES FOR NOVEMBER.

If the ground has been prepared as advised in

my last notes, there should be very few cases in

which the freshly-purchased plants could not be

in their permanent quarters by the end of

November. If the soil is very wet, it is bet-

ter to defer planting until the spring ; still,

autumn planting is much the best, and with a

little judgment it is seldom impracticable. I

have already referred to the value of firm plant-

ing and the spreading out of the roots. See

that the latter are not exposed to drying winds,

especially when the weather is inclined to be

frosty, for much harm is done when
the wood shrivels from a loss of sap.

Roses Under Glass.

Before housing pot plants, see that

the drainage is perfectly free, and

search for insect pests, which can be

destroyed much more easily when the

wood is ripe and dormant than after

growth has commenced. When using

strong specifics, place the plants on

their sides to prevent the liquid resuJi-

ing the soil in the pots. Any leaves

that remain should, unless they are

very young, be removed. Most of

these would be cut away in the process

of pruning, and removing them now
may prevent disease or insect pests

being introduced into the house. Under
glass, pests and diseases spread

rapidly, and thrive on the young, ten-

der growths. Wherever possible, the

interiors of the houses, including the

benches and walls, should be washed
thoroughly and disinfected before the

Roses are brought indoors. Climbers

should be unfastened from the walla

and cleansed so far as circumstances

will allow. A number of insects find

shelter in crevices and behind the

shreds with which the Roses are at-

tached to the wall.

At first, the plants may be stood

fairly close together, if necessary, in

a small house, and be removed to more
roomy quarters when the Chrysanthe-

mums are over. But it must be remem-
bered that Roses need plenty of light

and air as soon as growth becomes

active. Wall Roses need careful

pruning and thinning. In the case of

ordinary climbers, leave plenty of wood
formed during the previous season.

But some varieties, such as \Villiam

Allen Richardson, should have a few of

the healthy side growtlis spurred back
to the original rod, provided the latter

is not too old. Long, well-ripened

growths on climbers flower much better and
almost with certainty from every eye if they are

trained as horizontally as possible.

Do not secure long rods to the roof at a nearer

distance than 1^ foot from the glass. The new
shoots will be sure to grow towards the light, and
come into contact with the glass, only to be

injured by cold and damp, and more especially

hoar frost, that so quickly forms on the roofs of

glasshouses.

On no account should Roses be hurried into

growth at the start ; the steadier they develop

the better until about 2 inches of growth is

made, when they may be forced a little. They
will need extra fire-heat by that time, because

the weather will be colder.

Considerable discretion must be exercised in

syringing and damping at this season, as super-

fluous moisture may cause harm in the centres

of the growing shoots and stop the formation

of buds.

Fumigation is more suitable for the destruc-

tion of any insect enemies now than in the

spring, when the trees may be syringed freely

with clear water without fear of injury from
damping. Avoid fumigation to excess, as this is

very injurious to the points of the young shoots.

I have frequently traced the greater part of a

bad loss of flowers to this cause. Certain varie-

ties are much more harmed by powerful fumi-
gants than others. Niphetos is very susceptible

to injury from this cause. Fumigation should

always be carried out carefully at night time,

and the plants syringed as eoon as the weather
will allow next day. This practice is a capital

method of cleansing the growth and foliage from
insects that are not dislodged, and renders the

work more effective.

It should not be necessary to point out how

Fig. 39. A GLOUCESTERSHIRE WILD GARDEN : SEDUM
S. REFLEXUM AND S. TELEPHIUM.

(See p. 809.)

much wiser and more effective it is to attack

the first few foes than to allow the pests to gain

a strong foothold ; far too many growers are apt

to delay fumigation because the insects are few

in numbers.

Grafting Roses Indoors.

A number of decorative Roses are not suit-

able for propagating from budding, either

because the wood is not strong enough, or

from a lack of suitable buds. Most of the

China and Dwarf Polyantha Roses come in

this category. Certain of the Teas and their

hybrids are also more easily propagated by win-

ter grafting. Peace, G. Nabonnand, Mme. An-

toine Mari, Lady Battersea and others of a
similar habit produce excellent grafting wood
in the numerous small shoulders or side growths

which carried the last blossoms. A grafted

plant of these Roses is fit for planting out the

following May, and will flower well from mid-

June until frost appears.

If grafted low, the scion may be inserted upon
the root of the stock itself, and the growth of

suckers prevented. The life of a grafted Rose
is as long and safe as that of a budded Rose.
In a previous note I referred to the potting

of stocks; the more forward of these will be
forming new roots by the middle or end of

November.
The methods of grafting have been described

on several occasions, and are generally known.
The wood used for scions should not be the
least affected by frost. I have never had good
results from frosted shoots ; even under the most
careful and experienced treatment. A propa-
gating case, with a temperature of 60° to 55°, is

very suitable. Avoid dampness in any form.
It will be necessary to wipe the glass or turn

it over each morning and night to dis-

pel the condensed moisture.

Our propagating cases are made
much after the style of a miniature
span- roofed house. The squares of

glass lie loosely over the case, resting

against a cross board, instead of a
pitch-plate, and just overlap the sides

of the case at the bottom. This allows

the superfluous moisture to run down
and avoids drip, which is so fatal to

the Rose graft in its younger stages.

I would warn, too, against practising

overhead waterings in the early stages.

It stops the formation of the callus,

and is often the main cause of failure.

Keep the frame closed and avoid strong

light ; the plants may be kept quite

dark for a couple of weeks or until a
callus has formed and growth is pro-

ceeding rapidly. If water is necessary,

it should be applied with extra care

to avoid wetting the graft. More
light may be given aa the plants de-

velop, and air may be admitted
gradually.

The propagating cases should not
have wooden bottoms ; fungus soon
grows on wood in a close, warm at-

mosphere, unless the timber is tho-

roughly seasoned and painted. Nor,
for the same reason, do I advise

the use of leaf-mould or manure in the

potting compost. Pure loam and a
little sand are all the plants require

until they are potted. Very small pots

may be used at first, and thus a large

number of plants may be grafted in

the same case.

The more forward of the plants

should be removed to one end of the
case so that they may receive

more light and air. Grafted Roses
seldom develop evenly, and a few

ALBUM must be kept closed longer than the

others.

By using loose squares of glass, the
ventilation in the frame can be regu-

lated perfectly ; the case may be partitioned with
squares of glass placed upright. Practice.

ORCHID NOTES AND GLEANINGS.

CATTLEYA SCHRODER^ IN CANADA.
I AM enclosing a photograph of a house of

Cattleya Schroder^e taken last Easter in these

nurseries from which about 5,000 flowers were

cut for the Easter trade. With it is a specimen

plant of C. Schroderse alba, which flowered

among them. I was grower for many years to

Messrs. Hooley Bros., Southampton, before

coming here, and I find that Cattleyas grow

much finer here. Many of the spikes carry

four to seven flowers, and several of the plants

22 to 36 blooms. The house is 100 feet long with

the stage spanning both ways. We have a similar

house of Cattleya Mossise. W. J. Jones,

Dale Nurseries, Brampton, Ontario, Canada.
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lOTICES OF BOOKS.

Japanese Gardening.*

English gardens owe much of their beauty to

the fine hardy flowers which we have received

from Japan. They first came to us in the early

years of the eighteenth century, and from that

time to the present a very large number have

found their way into English gardens, having the

strong recommendation that they are not only

beautiful, but hardy. To mention only a few, from

tTapan have come to us Chinionanthus, l*yrus

japonica, many Magnolias, Hydrangeas, Aucuba,

Azalea, Diervilla, Ginkgo, Anemone japonica,

many Irises, and Lilies.

And we have many books on Japanese gardens

and flowers, all pretty, and some of them (as the

So Mohu) scientific.

The beauty of Japanese gardens, and the

delight they are to the Japanese, are fully

brought home to us in Mrs. Taylor's book; but

we are glad to see that she does not recommend
that we should make copies of them in England.

They are an important part of a Japanese home,

and they suit the Japanese ; but it would

be as foolish to make our English gardens exact

copies of the Japanese as it would be to build our

houses on the model of the houses in Japan.

In Japan, gardening is a religion, and a very

conservative religion. The Japanese gentleman

of to-day carries on the tradition of the garden

that was cultivated by his father and grand-

father. But ^s it sui?h a success that we should

wish to see the same in England ? No one has

a more intimate and artistic acquaintance with

English and Japanese gardens than Lord
Eedesdale, and this is his verdict, as published

in the Bamboo Garden in 1896, and repeated in a

more recent book :

—

" The Japanese garden is a mere toy, that

might be the appanage of a doll's house.

Everything is in miniature—a dwarf forest

I stunted Pines ; a Lilliputian waterfall, run-

ning into a tiny pond ; stone lanterns of gro-

tesque shape springing up here and there
;

paths made of great, flat stepping-stones

;

dwarf Conifers ; all spick and span, intensely

artificial, a miracle of misplaced zeal and

wasted labour ; all governed by laws sacred

and immutable."

Surely we do not want that ! Yet the experi-

ment is being tried in a few places, and there are

many who think that all that is wanted to pro-

duce the charm of a Japanese garden can be got

by a bridge, a few stone lanterns, paved paths,

and many pots.

I'here are two things which the Englishman
demands of his garden, for which the Japanese

gardener cares little or nothing. In all Mrs.

Taylor's pretty pictures there is no thought for a

good lawn, without which an English garden lacks

its chief beauty ; and though the Japanese likes

large stones in his garden, he has no thought for

the rock garden with moraines, which English

gardeners now so much affect. The Japanese

thinks little of small Alpines, but he thinks a

great deal of rows of pots holding plants and
tree Pa;onies !

We have left ourselves too small a space to

fipeak of the merits of Mrs. Taylor's book. We
should have liked it better if it had been half the

size; she knows her subject well, and she has a

ready pen, but it has tempted her to write at too

great a length. The sentences are long and in-

volved, and the language is for the most part

stilted, so that the reading is very often far from
easy. A new edition, half the size, and in

simpler English would be an improvement.
Still, in spits of this faint praise, we can re-

commend the book ; it is a dainty book, and, with
its pretty illustrations and general good get-up,

it is well fitted for a drawing-room table, but we
cannot give to it a much higher rank than that.

E. N. Ellaconbe.

EDOUARD BORNET.

A SPECIAL interest atUiches to No. 4 of the

Bulletin dc la SociiU Bolanique. de. France.

(vol. 59, 1912) in that it contains an admirable

biography of the veteran and distinguished

botanist Edouard Bomet, who died in December

of last year. Bornet was born in 1828, and

lived to the advanced age of 83, and of him as

of Hooker it may be said with truth that though

he grew old he never grew antiquated. His life

was devoted to botanical science, and the most

important of the long series of contributions

which Bornet made to that science were in the

domains of plant breeding and of cryptogamic

botany.

His most memorable contributions in the latter

branch of science were the discovery of the re-

markable mode of sexual reproduction which

occurs among the red algse, and the complete

demonstration of the truth of the hypothesis put

forward and supported by strong evidence by
Schwendener that Lichens are not single and
specific organisms, but that they are composite

beings made up of two partners or symbionts,

namely, an alga and a fungus. It was Bornet

who fir.st showed that the algal cells or gonidia

of the Lichen give rise only to algal cells and not

to the Lichen, and that In order for a Lichen to

be foiTned the algal constituents must come into

intimate relation with the hyphie of the fungus.

Schwendener's discovery, now a commonplace nf

botany, gave rise to fierce and acrimonious dis-

cussion, for the Lichenologists were by no means
willing to allow their pets to be degraded—as it

seemed to them—into the position of joint-stock

companies. Bornet, however, showed his wisdom
in disregarding the controversialists

—

, . , Bent low before the blast.

In patient, calm disdain.

He let her legions thunder past,

Then turned to thought again.

No less epoch making was the part which the

distinguished savant played in establishing the

garden of acclimatation at Antibes. This justly

celebrated garden was established originally by
Bornet"s friend and fomier teacher, Thuret, in

order that the two colleagues might have a
suitable laboratory and garden wherein to

carry on their joint investigations. So long ago
as 1857 Thuret purchased the site of the present

garden, which lies between the Golfe de Nice and
the Golfe Juan, in what is one of the most beau-
tiful situations of the world, the Cap d'Antibes.
There they established all manner of sub-tropical

and other exotic trees and plants, Pittosporums,
Callistemons, Stapelias, many species of Cistus,

and a host of exotic plants introduced into Europe
for the first time. Readers of Georges Sand will

remember her enthusiastic description of the
garden of the Villa Thuret, from the lawn of
which emerges the sudden apparition of blue
sea and great white Alps above the topmost
branches of the trees—" an Eden which seems to

be borne on the bosom of infinite space." Bornet's
work in hybridisation was carried out principally

on the species of Cistus, many of which he suc-

ceeded in crossing with one another. He demon-
strated, moreover, that many—no fewer than 250
of the hybrids which he obtained—yield fertile

seed, and thereby helped to destroy the notion
which prevailed so long and so generally that

species hybrids are sterile. It is interesting to

observe that Bornet's hybridisation work was
carried on at the same time as that of Mendel,
and it is a misfortune for the student of genetics

that the former, absorbed by his no less impor-
tant algological studies, did not pubhsh the
results of his experiments, which were made and
recorded with scentific precision.

The Villa Thuret, which was for so many years
the scientific home of Bornet, was bequeathed by
its owner to the State, and still flourishes as a
centre for those scientific studies which will

always be associated with the names of Thuret
and Bornet.

Both were men of a model which is becoming

rarer with the professionalisation of science.

Neither sought anything except truth, and as a

result botji have found lasting fame and high

regard, even among their successors so busily

occupied with the engrossing work of getting on.

NOTES ON FORESTRY.

FORMING NEW PLANTATIONS.
All preliminary operations in connection* with

the formation of new plantations, such asdrainage,

fencing and pitting, should now be taken in hand

so that by the end of the year planting may be

engaged in.

Except in certain situations, autumn planting

is to be preferred to that carried out in the

spring, the exceptions being cold, wet lands or

exposed and high-lying grounds.

The preliminary work will include in certain

cases marking out the site of the plantation,

clearing the ground of all scrub and rough-

growing herbage, relieving the soil of excessive

moisture, fencing, and opening the pits for the

reception of the young trees at a later date.

Local conditions will often have a distinct bear-

ing on how these operations should be carried

out, while the actual cost will be greatly in-

fluenced by the rate of wages paid in the par-

ticular district of the country where the planta-

tions are to be formed.

WILLOWS FOR CRICKET BATS.

The demand for "maiden" or unpoUarded

Willow timber, suitable for making the best

class of cricket bats, was never greater than at

present. During the past summer £10 was paid

for a Willow tree in London, and in the Epping
district £5 each was offered and refused for

a number of trees of the white or Huntingdo.i

species, while a large quantity of the same tim-

ber in another district fetched from 3s. 6d. to

5s. per cubic foot, but the trees were not of

prime quality or the size desired.

These prices, double or treble that of Oak,

clearly point to the fact that Willow timber suit-

able for the manufacture of high-grade cricket

bats is well worth cultivating, and when, in addi-

tion, we consider how readily the tree is accom-

modated in the matter of soil and situation, as

well as ease of propagation, one cannot but
wonder why the timber is expensive.

True, every class of soil will not grow Willow
timber successfully, but there are many dampi^h
fields of fair class loamy soil that would grow

the tree to perfection.

Neither will every species of Willow produce
timber suitable for making the best class of

cricket bats, the true white or Huntingdon tree

(Salix alba) or, better still, one or two of its

varieties, alcme being suitable for the manu-
facture of such.

WOODLANDS FOR SALE.

About 300 acres of freehold woodlands, in-

cluding timber, are to be offered for sale on

the Gwydyr Estate, North Wales, at an early

date. "The plantations are situated in the Con-
way Vale of Trefriw, Capel Curig and Bettws-y-

coed, places that are well known for their beau-

tiful mountain scenery. Some time ago it was
mooted that all the trees in the Vale
of Conway, near Llanrwst, were to be cut down,
but a letter from the agent of the estate assured

me that such was not the case, and that the

famous clump of Weymouth Pine (Pinus Stro-

bus) would be carefully preserved.

These treis. which are growing on the mound
near the old mansion and chapel of Gwydyrucha,
have no equals in this country, many of the
individual specimens being from 80 to 100 feet in

height, and with stems which girth 10 feet and
upwards at a yard from the ground level. Inci-

dentally, and as showing to what size trees grow
in the Conway Vale, it may be mentioned that

a Spruce Fir blown down near these trees some
years ago was 124 feet in height. A. D. W.
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TROPICAL WATER-LILY HOUSE, KEW,

IN SEPTEMBER.
(Concluded frem p. S94.)

Beside tlie Goui-ds. tliere are also numerous

other climbers. There are several species of

" Yams," which thrive well. Dioscorea bulbi-

fera var. sativa (see fig. 140), the common

Yam of the tropics, is bearing a large

crop of aerial tubers in the axils of all

the principal leaves. Another common Y'am

is D. alata, but this species is devoid

of stem tubers. Both species are largely

grown in many tropical countries, the tubers

being cooked like Potatos. Two large specimens

of the West Tropical African D. prehensilis are

trained on wires over the Water Lilies, the

lateral branches forming a light and

graceful curtain on either side and hang-

ing down almost to the water. The roots

of this plant are remarkable, bein^

covered with short lateral rootlets, which

harden and become spinous. The tuber is

enclosed in a perfect network of thes.'

spiny roots. A large spreading vine,

Vitis pterophora, is also trained on wires

across the tank; the stems are four-

angled, and bear large, handsome foliage.

A few long, slender, aerial roots are de-

veloped ; when they reach the soil they

act as additional feeders for the rapid-

growing stem. Late in the autumn of

each year the ends of the stems hang

down, and a length of about 1 foot be-

comes enlarged and stored with nutri-

ment, finally falling to the ground, where

it remains dormant until the following

growing season. This curious method of

vegetative reproduction enables the plant

to cover enormous areas of the forest

regions of Brazil, of which it is a native.

Many other climbers are dotted about

amongst the Gourds, including the Snail

Flower (Phaseolus Caracalla), with its

curious spiral buds and flowers; the light

and graceful Ipomoja Quamoclit, with its

small, feathery pinnate leaves and bright

scarlet flowers, and the beautiful cobalt-

blue-flowered Clitoria ternatea and its

white variety. Of the larger woody

climbers the best is AUamanda cathartica

var. Hendersonii, of whicli a large speci-

men is covered with its large, handsome,

yellow and brown flowers. Several Passi-

floras, the lavender-flowered Solanum Sea-

forthianum, the yellow-flowered Stigma-

pliyllon ciliatum, Aristoloehia grandi-

flora, with its curious pouch-shaped

flowers, and rather unpleasant smell

;

these and many others form a beautiful

vegetative curtain. Beneath the climbers,

and planted out in the same border, are

groups of beautiful foliage plants, inter-

spersed with a few flowering dwarf
shrubs and herbs. Species of Eranthe-

mum, with beautiful and highly-coloured

foliage, are a feature. E. atropurpureum,

with dark, bronzy-red leaves and large,

terminal white and red flowers ; E. tri-

color, with dark reddish-green, blotched and
striped with shades of pink, red and purple

;

E. tuberculatum, a charming dwarf shrub that is

covered several times a year with numbers of

white flowers, each more than an inch in dia-

nieter, and E. Cooperi, a companion plant with
lanceolate leaves and white spotted with purple

flowers. Acalyphas are largely planted, such

well-known kinds as A. macrophyUa, A. macro-

stachya (A. musaica of gardens), A. Godsef-

fiana, A. marginata, A. Wilkesiana (A. tricolor

of gardens), A. Clibranii, A. obovata and A.

Hamiltoniana being used with fine effect. The
bulk of these plants are planted in masses, and

theii foliage becomes highly coloured in the

autumn. A large clump of Graptophyllum Nor-

tonii is extremely handsome, the leaves being

dark reddish-green, irregularly marked along

the bright rod midrib with bright-rose or deep

red markings. The undersides of the leaves are

plum-red with bright crimson markings. The
well-known Caricature Plant (Graptophyllum

hortense) is grown in several parts of the house,

and is a fit companion to the other species. The
markings on the leaves are yellow on a ground-

work of green, and in many cases the outline of

a man's face is to be seen, hence the common
name of the plant. A large mass of a new species

of Sanchezia—S. parvibractea—occupies a promi-

nent position on a corner of the stage. The leaves

are large and beautifully striped aloJig the princi-

pal veins with bright yellow. It is a larger and

mora erect-growing plant than the old S. nobilis,

and makes a very pretty object when grown in

pots. Several species of the genus Nautilocalyx

to a height of 9 feet, and Montrichardia aculeata,

a large and strong-grow wig Aroid, with light-

yellow spathes. A large mass of the distinct and
handsome Pontederia cordata occupies a central

position in one of the tanks. The flowers are

pale blue in short spikes on long peduncles and
are borne in quantity during several months.

Nearly the whole of one side tank is fiUed

with a large mass of the " Papyrus " (Cyperua
Papyrus). A pretty bog plant is Hydrolea
spinosa, of half-shrubby habit and covered
with bright-blue flowers. Two of the tanks
contain masses of the curious Limnobium
bogotensis and Salvinia natans, which float on
the surface of the water in the same way as

the common Duckweed. The Salvinia is a

curious and anomalous Fern ally ; the leaves are

borne in whorls of three at each node ; two
of these are ordinary round or oval foliage

leaves, and the third is a submerged and
much-divided leaf, springing from a short

petiole and covered with brown hairs.

The plant does not form roots, the func-

tion of the roots being performed by the

submerged leaves. Reproduction in this

r plant is somewhat rare, but for the past

three years a small percentage of the

Kew specimens have borne their curious

sporocarps.

A number of fine basket plants hang
near to the sides of the centre tank. One
of the best is Jacobinia sub-erecta, which

has been a mass of flowers all the summer.

Dissotis plumosa is a pendulous-growing

Melastomad with mauve-coloured flowers.

A particularly charming basket plant is

Coccocypselum hirsutum ; its bright violet-

coloured fruits are freely produced.

Several kinds of Achimenes are grown,

also a fine basket of each of the Hemi-

graphis—H. colorata and H. repanda.

The new Torenia atropurpurea, a native

of Perak, has flowered freely in a basket

all the summer ; the flowers are rosy

violet in colour and about two-thirds of

an inch in diameter. C. P. Saffill.

Fig. 140.—DIOSCOREA bulbifera.

are grown in small groups. All the species of

this genus in cultivation are decorative. N.
Forgetii, a recent introduction from Peru, is of

bushy habit, with edges of the leaves prettily

crimped. The flowers are primrose coloured

and nearly 2 inches long. N. buUatus and N.

Lynchii have recently been transferred to this

genus from Alloplectus. Two other new species,

N. paUidus and N. hirsutus. introduced by

Messrs. Sander & Sons from Peru, are growing

in this house. Many other kinds of foliage and

flowering plants are cultivated on the side stages,

and all thrive remarkably well.

The small tanks devoted to bog plants in each

of the four corners of the house are filled to

within a few inches of the top with loamy soil,

and in this are growing such plants as Sagittaria

montevidensis, S- lancifolia. the former reaching

PLANT NOTES.

COCHLIOSTEMA JACOBIANTJM.

This old plant is now but seldom grown

in gardens, and yet it is well worth cul-

tivating for the intense blue colour and

quaint structure of the flowers. It is

usually raised from seed, which, under

suitable conditions, germinates freely. A
brisk, moist heat is necessary for the suc-

cussful culture of this plant, but

when in flower, it may be removed to a

cooler structure and kept drier at the root.

These conditions wiU prolong the flowering

period. The lax inflorescences are freely

produced from the sheath-like bases of

the leaves.

When out of flower the plant re-

sembles certain of the BromeUaceae, being

practically stemless, and having rigid,

recurving, pale-green leaves. Jonathanlong

Fiona, Vlti. N..

FUECR.EA BEDINGHAUSII IN
AUSTRALIA.

I FORWARD a photograph of one of several

plants of Furcraa Bedinghausii, C. Koch. (Syn.

Furcraa Bedinghausii, C. Koch. " Bedinghau-

sen's Giant Lily," Mexico). The plants have

flowered luxuriantly in these gardens during No-

vember, December and January last. They grew

30 feet 6 inches in height, and the height of the

scape, bearing the inflorescence, was 21 feet

7 inches. The species thrives well in this

climate, and a good fibre is obtained from the

leaves. /. Cronin, Curator, Melbourne Botanic

Gardens, South Yarra.
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The Week's Work.

THE ORCHID HOUSES.
By J. Co

Oncidium. — Plants of Oucidium varieosum,

0. ci-ispum, and 0. Forbesii are developing their

ilower-spikes, and must not suffer drouglit at the

roots, or the flower-buds may drop. These plants

produce strong, branching inflorescences, which
exhaust their energies. Tiierefore only robust, well-

rooted specimens should be allowed to flower.

Those that are weakly should have their flower-

spikes removed as soon as the latter appear, and
be given every encouragement to grow strong.

In no case should the flower-spikes be allowed to

remain on the plants after the pseudo-bulbs shovf

the least signs of shrivelling. U. Papilio and 0.

Kramerianum that are producing a succession of

flowers from their slender stems should not be
allowed to become dry at the roots at any time,

and the flower-stems should be removed after

t-hree or four flowers have developed. These
.plants are best grown in shallow Orchid pans or

leak-wood baskets, which should be suspended
in a light position in the warmest part of the
Cattleya house.

Vanda. — Plants of the tall-growing section,

which includes V. tricolor and V. suavis, and
their varieties, should receive attention at the

roots, either repotting them or affording fresh

surfacing materials only, as may be necessary.

Those plants that have sufficient rooting space
for another season's growth and with the lower
leaves still attached, should be provided with
fresh material after a quantity of the old com-
post has been removed from the surface. Well-
rooted specimens that are growing in pots too

small for another season should be repotted

afresh in receptacles of a suitable size. In turn-

ing the plants out of the receptacles it will be
found that some of the roots are clinging to the
sides, and care must be exercised that they
are not damaged. Provide pots that will accom-
modate the roots without crowding them, and
arrange the plant in the centre of the pot with
the lower leaves almost level with the soil. First

place a large piece of potsherd over the drainage

hole, and then arrange the lower roots in posi-

tion, taking care not to crack or break them.
Fill the pot to within half its depth with clean

crocks and over these arrange a layer of Sphag-
num-moss, finishing with a mixture of Sphagnum-
moss and Al fibre in equal parts, the latter cut
into short portions, and the whole mixed with
plenty of small pieces of crock. Work the com-
post well amongst the roots, pressing it firmly,

and arranging it to the level of the rim. The
potting is completed by a layer of living

Sphagnum-moss on the surface. Specimens with
healthy roots but bare of most of the bottom
leaves should have the old potting materials and
drainage removed, but without detaching the
roots which are clinging to the sides of the pot.

The lower part of the stem may be cut away,
so as to bring the bottom leaves almost level

with the soil ; the plant may then be re-

potted in the usual way, using the compost
recommended. The growth should be tied to

neat stakes to keep the plants firm and in an
upright position. Aerial roots should be pegged
to the moss ; the longer ones may be
directed into the soil. Newly-potted plants

should be shaded from sunshine, and their

immediate surroundings kept moist by fre-

quent syringings around and between them.
It is essential that the plants are always
stood on a damp bottom. Water will not

be necessary for a few days after the pot-

ting, but later they should receive copious water-
ings. As often as the surface moss becomes dry,

it should be sprinkled with water to keep it

alive. These plants delight in plenty of fresh

air, and the bottom ventilators near to them
should be opened at all times when the external
temperature is not lower than 50°. These Vandas
will grow well in the intermediate house or the
cooler end of the Cattleya house. The leaves and
stems of the plants should be sponged with a suit-

Able insecticide to cleanse them from dirt and
insect pests. A small brown scale insect attaches

itself firmly to the leaves ; great care is necessary

when dislodging the pest or the leaves may be
damaged. After the sponging is finished the
foliage should be well washed with tepid water.

V. Kimballiana and V. Watsonii are developing

their flower-spikes, and the atmosphere should

be kept rather warmer and drier. Sulficient

water should be afforded the roots to keep the
Sphagnum-moss growing, but when the flowers

have fully expanded, the amount of moisture at

the roots should be reduced and only sufficient

given to keep the leaves firm and plump.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.

Cabbages.—Examine the rows of

and make good any failures. There is yet time
to plant another breadth of Cabbages, and it is

advisable at this season to set them as thick

again as it is intended to allow them to remain.

Plant very firmly and water the roots thoroughly.

Spare plants in the seed-bed should be trans-

planted fairly thickly together in rough, skeleton

frames, where a little protection may be afforded

them.

Turnips. — Turnips have done remarkably
well, and, in many cases, those sown with the

object of providing roots during the winter are

already matured. Roots that are large enough
should be lifted and stored in sand or ashes.

Very late sowings of Turnips promise well; the

plants should be thinned moderately, and the

soil hoed frequently.

Asparagus.—The plants of the permanent
beds have completed their growth and no benefit

is gained by allowing them to remain. The stems
should therefore be cut down and burnt so that
the beds may be cleared of fallen leaves and other
rubbish. The speediest and best way of clearing

the Asparagus growth is to use a pair of hedge
shears, and the rubbish should be burnt on the

nearest vacant ground. Clear the beds of all

weeds and spread over the beds a little well-

decayed farmyard manure, which should be
covered with a little soil from the alleys. Leave
the latter in a straight and tidy condition, and
the beds will present a pleasing appearance and
need no further attention until next spring.

Forcing Asparagus.—Forced Asparagus is

always much appreciated, and cannot be had in

.season too early. If suitable means and ma-
terials are available, forcing may be commenced
at any time from now. To obtain stems at this

season of the year and for the next three or four
months, a warm house provided with bottom heat
is calculated to produce the best results. In
some establishments a special shed exists for the
purpose, in which a hotbed or two may be made,
the structure being provided with hot-water
pipes and lighted by means of a skylight.

Manure mixed with leaves will furnish heat for

a longer time than manure alone. The ma-
terials of the hotbed should be allowed to settle

before covering them with soil on which to plaoe

the roots, and also to allow the rank gases to

escape. Select well-matured crowns for forcing,
;i nd do not expose the roots to the air longer than
is absolutely necessary. Just cover them with
soil and give a good watering. During the
growth of the stalks keep the bed and surround-
ings well damped with the syringe, using wat«r
warmed to the temperature of the house. The
use of such a structure, a forcing pit or other
warm house is preferable at this season to

cold frames placed on hot-beds, unless ample
covering can be given the frames in cold
weather. Oftentimes the covering must perforce
remain for a considerable time, and this causes
a weak growth.

Tarragon.—To keep up a supply of young
growths of this herb a few roots should be lifted

and placed in a box of light soil. Stand the boxes
in a cool house in a light position and do not
allow the compost to become very dry.

Manures. — Generally, cow manure is prefer-

:!ble for light soils, whilst horse-dung, with
plenty of litter, is best for heavy retentive
land, being also of a warmer nature. Cer-
tain soils should have a dressing of lime
Yearly when the ground is dug. Gardens that

have been overdone with manures are rendered
nuich more fertile by discarding dung for a
season and giving the land a good dressing of

wood ashes, soot or lime.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
By j. G. Vv'tsioN, Gardener lo Lady Nokthcoie,

Jiastwell Park, Kenl.

Roses in the Wild Garden.—Many of the

stronger-growing and hardier varieties of the
VVichuraiana section aird other climbing Roses

provide suitable subjects for planting in clumps
in the semi-wild garden or by woodland paths.

Planted against old tree stumps, or over clusters

of old roots, they soon become objects of beauty,

and a few of them should be planted each autumn.
Unly strong-growing and proved varieties should

be selected for such positions. The ground
should be prepared for their planting, and if

the natural soil is unsuitable a properly prepared

compost should be incorporated with it to give

the plants a guod start. These Roses require very

little attention after they are planted, for they
are seen at their best when growing naturally

and unrestrained.
"

Perennial Asters.— The fine weather of

September and October was favourable to the

blooming of border Asters, and the plants have
been a prominent feature in the flower garden
for some weeks past. The flowers are little in-

jiu;ed by moderate frosts. At EastweU Park we
plant these flowers not only in the mixed
borders, but also in a long border by them-
selves. In such a border the varieties may be
compared readily and inferior sorts eliminated.

Those who contemplate planting this season will

find the following varieties suitable;—Climax,
which is one of the very best of the tall, strong-

growing sorts, the large, clear, light-blue flowers

being borne on long stems ; Feltham Blue, which
approaches Chmax closely for general excellence,

the loosely-petalled flowers being exceedingly

beautiful ; Keston Blue, a very distinct sort, with
prominent yellow disc ; Mrs. Hudson Morris,
Triumph, Miss SouthaU, Sensation, and F. W.

.

Burbidge, all these being tall-growing varieties.

Beauty of Colwall is by far the best double
variety and superior to Peggy Ballard, a newer
introduction. The best forms of Aster Novae
Anglia are Lil Fardell, with large, rose-coloured
flowers; Mrs. J. F. Rayner, Mrs. S. T. Wright,
and A. acris roseus, A. Coombe Fishacre, and A.
diffusus horizontalis have graceful shoots covered
with small flowers, and should be included.
Those of the ericoides and cordifolius sections are
very popular ; the long, graceful sprays of in-

numerable flowers are produced in the greatest
profusion, and have a very decorative appear-
ance either on the plants or as cut blooms. En-
chantress, Hon. E. Gibbs, Bianca, Maiden-
hood, Desire, and White Diana are amongst the
best in these sections. Those of the Amellus
type are particularly neat growers, and do not
spread so rapidly ; they are, in consequence, suit-

able for the front of the border. A. Amellus,
Bessarabicus (one of the oldest) is stiU one of

the best ; Beaute Parfait, Riverslea, H. J.

Cutbush, and Little Gem are all good
sorts. Other dwarf-growing varieties, such
as St. Egwin, Porcelain, and King of the Dwarfs,
are especially suited for planting in small bor-
ders, being of neat and compact growth. Peter's
White (a new introduction) is the best white
variety and superior to Mrs. Peters or Norah
Peters, and is of robust growth. Several of the
species provide valuable border plants; Aster
Thompsonii blooms continuously for several
months ; the pale lavender flowers are very at-

tractive. A. puniceus pulcherrimus, A. vimi-
neus, A. salicifolius, A. longifolius var. formosus,
A. Ijevis, A. Henryi, and A. acris may all be re-

commended as good representatives of their
respective sections.

Senecio Clivorum.— This is a capital sub-
ject for planting in swampy places by the
side of a lake or stream or in the semi-wild gar-
den. The showy, golden-yellow flowers are
borne on strong stems, and stand well above the
bold foliage. The latter, even when not sur-

mounted by the flower-spikes, is distinctly strik-

ing. It is a strong-rooting subject, and will

thrive almost anywhere, so long as the roots
enjoy plenty of moisture. The flowers are pro-

duced in July and August. Senecio Clivorum is

very effective when grown in masses.

Salvia patens. — Except in very favoured
districts, it is not safe to leave plants of Salvia

patens in the flower-beds. They should be lifted

and planted in boxes for the winter, pruning the
stems to about 6 inches. Keep them in a cool

frame, where they are not subjected to extremes
of dampness or dryness.
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V FKUITS UNDER GLASS.
By E. Harriss, Gardener to Lady Wantage, Lockings

House, Wantage, Berkshire.

Late Grapes.—In ordinary seasons all late

Grapes should be perfectly ripe by this date, but

possibly, in some districts, certain of the latest

kinds may be some days yet before they can be

regarded as well finished. It is quite possible,

too, that some kinds will fail to finish as per-

fectly as usual, owing to the extraordmary
amount of sunless weather which was experi-

enced when the bunches were in the early stages

of colouring. Where Grapes are still unfinished,

plenty of air must be admitted to the vinery

whenever the weather permits, and it will be as

well to keep a little heat in the hot-water pipes

to dispel moisture, which will quickly condense

on the berries if the atmosphere is allowed to

become too cold. The roots must not be

allowed to get too dry, but one more watering

should be sufficient till the Grapes are cut,

unless the borders are very shallow. Afford

water only when the weather is quite bright,

and before noon, when both the top and bottom
ventilators may be opened. A layer of clean

straw placed on the borders after watering will

do much to keep the atmosphere dry. At this

season of the year the gardener has to use all his

resources to house various plants, and it is not

unusual to see vineries containing ripe fruit

utilised for the purpose. One caimot condemn
this practice too severely, and, unless it is

absolutely necessary, it should be avoided. In

other cases, select plants which wiU cause

the Grapes the least injury. Plants which
require very little or no water should be

chosen, and those should be placed as far

away from the vines as possible. Plants

wliich are being sheltered in fruit houses where
permanent trees are planted should be placed on
shelves raised off the borders. Such plants

should be given no more water than is really

necessary. Carelessness in these matters is the

cause of the soil in fruit borders becoming sour

and stagnant in a very short time, and this is

the principal cause of badly-finished fruit.

Figs. — Plums and Peaches being finished,

there is not a very wide range of fruits suitable

for dessert purposes. Consequently, every effort

should be made to keep up a supply of Figs for

as long as possible. Some of the later trees may
be encouraged to ripen fruits for a considerable

time with very little trouble. The atmospheric

conditions necessary for ripening the fruits will

also favour the ripening of the wood that will

furnish next season's crop. It wiU be necessary

to maintain a little heat in the hot-water pipes at

all times, and a constant circulation of air, more
or less, according to the weather conditions. The
trees will not need so much moisture at the roots

at this time of the year, although the soU must
not be allowed to get too dry, especially if the

trees are planted in shallow, restricted borders.

Trees which are in an unsatisfactory condition

will need attention at the roots. It will invari-

ably be found that those which are inclined to

grow too strong are provided witk far too much
rooting space. In such cases a good portion, if

not all, of the roots should be lifted and planted

again in a more restricted border. Make sure

that the soU is well drained, and, when adding

fresh compost, mix plenty of old broken bricks

and mortar rubble with it, and take care to make
the border quite firm.

Early Fig Trees in Pots.—For the earliest

supplies of fruit, a batch of trees may be placed

under glass early in November. If the trees have
been subjected to early forcing in former years,

the wood should now be sufficiently well ripened.

But in selecting trees which have not been forced

early, much care must be exercised. Trees with

short-jointed wood of medium strength respond

best to early forcing. They should be pruned and
cleaned before being placed indoors. The prun-

ing consists chiefly in removing weak growths or

thinning the shoots where they are too dense.

The wood should be cleansed thoroughly w-ith a

solution of soft-soap and sulphur, using a soft

brush for .the purpose. A careful search must be
made for scale insect, wliich sometimes causes

much damage to the plants. These insects are

very hard to eradicate once they become esta-

blished. Care must be exercised when cleansing

the trees not to damage the young fruits, which
may now be seen quite plainly on the well-ripened

shoots. For the first few weeks no attempt

should be made to force the trees into growth,
and, unless the temperature outside is very low,

fire heat should not be used. A temperature of

45° or 50° will be suitable till the trees show signs

of growth. Spray the plants lightly with tepid

rain-water on bright mornings, and damp the

walls and paths in the house on these occasions,

but avoid creating a stagnant atmosphere by the

excessive use of moisture. The roots will not re-

quire much moistujo till the trees are in active

growth, nevertheless, they must be examined care-

fully at regular intervals, and, when water is re-

quired sufficient should be given to soak the soil

right through. Trees whicii have recently been
repotted need very careful watering tiU growth
and roots are active. Fallen tree leaves and
stable litter should be collected and prepared for

the making of a hot-bed about the middle of

December. The materials should be thrown in

a heap and turned several times at intervals of

a few days, to allow the rank gases to escape. It

will then provide a hot-bed of moderate tempera-
ture, which wdl suit the trees till they are in

active growth. The hot-bed should be formed in

a house which is not too lofty, so that the trees

will be quite close to the glass. The house should
face due south.

PLANTS UNDER GLASS.

Show, Fancy and Regal Pelargoniums.
—Plants that were pruned early in September
are developing plenty of new growth, and should

be repotted. Some of the old soil should be
removed, and a few of the coarser roots cut back
to allow the plants to be repotted in the same
receptacles. Rich, gritty loam mixed with a
little manure from a spent Mushroom bed, leaf-

mould and bone-meal will provide a suitable

potting medium. Pot moderately firmly, as this

will favour firm, short-jointed growths during
the winter months. After they are potted, the

plants may be grown in a fairly close frame, and
when the roots have penetrated into the new soil

air should be given freely, according to the

weather conditions. Young plants rootled during
the summer should be ready for shifting into

larger pots, receptacles 3 inches or 4^ inches in

diameter being large enough. When well grown,
these young plants flower for a longer period

than older specimens. Zonal Pelargoniums in

the plant houses should be growing freely ; extra

care must be taken in watering them, keeping
the soil on the dry side, as soft shoots which
have grown fast do not flower so well as those

that are sturdier. Admit air freely during bright

weather, and maintain a little warmth in the
hot-water pipes during damp weather to keep
the atmosphere of the house dry.

Plumbago rosea. — The earliest plants of

this beautiful winter-flowering subject are de-

veloping their flower-spikes, and should be
afforded rather less moisture than during the
growing season. The temperature of the house
should be maintained at about 55° at night.

The blooms will open a good colour and keep
for a considerable time in this temperature.
Plumbago rosea is one of the prettiest of all

flowers for dinner-table decorations, and every
effort should be made to secure a good crop of

bloom. Younger and probably later plants

should be kept growing freely, feeding them,
as is necessary, with manure water. These
plants will come into bloom as those of the

earlier batch are finishing.

PoiNSETTiA The Poins"ttias. known more
correctly as Euphorbia pulcherrima, are fast de-

veloping their bracts, and, as they come to ma-
turity, will need less moisture at the roots and
a drier atmosphere. The temperature of the

house may be lowered to about 50° at night, as

cooler conditions will result in the plants

flagging less when brought into the dwelling-

house or conservatory.

Chrysanthemum.—Many of the Japanese
varieties are at their best condition of blooming.

Where the conservatory permits of groups being
arranged on the ground, this is the best method
of displaying them. Arrange the flowers to the

best advantage, and label the varieties, writing

the names on cards that are more readily seen

than the labels in the pots. The early buds are

opening well this season, without the least indi-

cation of coarseness. Such well-known varieties

as Lady Talbot, Master James, Frances Jolliffe,

Mrs. L. Thorne, Mrs. A. T. Miller, White
Queen, Hon. Mrs. Lopes, Captain Mitford,
Evangeline, F. S. VaUis, and £ara Dow are all

good sorts, whilst among the novelties Kinj^

George V, His Majesty (probably the best of all

the crimsons), Gladys Herbert, Japan, Mdlle.
Jacqueline Ochs, Miss Roope, Francis Rowe,
Thomas Lunt, Mrs. Gilbert Drabble, and Queen
Mary are all more than promising. The groups
in the conservatory should not be arranged too
stiffly, and may include some of the Single and
Decorative varieties, with dwarfer specimens,
such as those of the Caprice du Printemps
type, for an edging. At this stage, watering
must be done very carefully ; moisture should be
withheld until the plants are fairly dry, allowing
as little as possible to wet the stages and floor.

If a tiled or cement floor, the superfluous water
should be mopped up as soon as it has drained
from the pots. The remarks on watering apply
also to the plants in the ordinary houses, and
where blooms are being kept for show purposes,
every precaution must be taken to keep the at-

mosphere of the house dry, especially in foggy
or damp weather.

THE HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
By F. Jordan, Gardener to Lady Nunburnholme,

Warier Priory, Yorksliire.

Winter Dressings.—The application of a

suitable winter dressing to fruit trees is most
necessary. The winter moth and many other in-

sect pests of Apples, Pears, Plums and Cherries
change from the chrysahd stage at this season

of the year. The female of the winter moth
creeps up the stems of the trees and deposits

her eggs in crevices and injured parts of the

bark near to the buds. In the spring the eggs
hatch and the caterpiUars commence at once to

eat the young leaves. Grease-proof papers,
which may be purchased cheaply ready for use,

should be placed around the tree-trunk to trap

the moths. It may be necessary to apply fresh

grease at intervals to prevent the grease-band
from becoming too dry. Spraying is more popu-
lar, and more generally practised than grease
banding. Two or three sprayings during
the autumn and spring will generally suffice to
destroy insect pests, but those who have applied
grease bands with success should continue to use
them. It is advisable to remove and burn the
surface soil from beneath trees that have been
badly attacked this season, as this will destroy
numbers of the pests. As a further precaution, a
dressing of soot and Ume should be given before

fresh compost is applied. The above remarks
refer chiffly to trees grown in the open, includ-

ing those in orchards; wall trees and those
trained to fences and trellises are not so easily

treated. Spraying the trees during the winter
and spring is not only effectual in destroying
insect pests, but it also clears the trees

of moss and lichens. If only a small quantity
of winter wash is required, it is an advantage
to purchase it ready made, but care must b«
taken to observe the directions given by the
manufactm'er or serious damage may be done.

Morello Cherries.— At the first opportunity
Morello Cherry trees should be pruned, cleansed
and trained, so that the work may, if possible, be
done before bad w-eather sets in. But no m.itter
how carefully the work is arranged, a consider-
able amount of pruning and training fruit trees

on outside walls has to be done, perforce, under
conditions of discomfort to those engaged in the
work. Whenever possible, the trees should be
detached from the walls and all shoots which
will not be required removed. All shoots on
young trees may be required for extension, but
the shoots on established trees should not be
closer than 4 to 6 inches apart. After the
pruning is completed, the prunings and rubbish
should be conveyed to the fire heap ; many insect

pests will be destroyed in this way.

Pruning.—Late varieties of Peaches and Nec-
tarines are cleared of their fruits and may be
pruned and the shoots regulated to let in the

light and air. Although the sun has not much
power now, it is imperative that useless shoots
should be removed as early as possible, for if the
wood is fully exposed it has a better opportunity
of becoming well ripened. It may appear a small
matter, but attention to these little details may
mean all the difference between success and
failure the next and subsequent years.
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Letters for Publication, as tvetl as spectmcm of plants

tot naming, should bi addtessed to the EDI I'ORS,
Wellington street, Covent Q«rden. London.

Comn should be

, sent as early in the week as possible and duly
signed by Ou writer. JJ desired, the signature wilt not be

printed, but kept as a guarantee of good faith.

£peclal Notice to Correspondents.— 7'/» Editors do not
undertake to pay for any contributions or illustrations, or

to return unused communications or illustrations, unless by
special arrangement. The Editors do not hold themselves
responsible for any opinions expressed by their correspon-

APPOINTMENTS.

TUESDAY. OCTOBER 29-
Nat. Chrys. Soc. Sh. at Crystal Palace (3 days). Kent
Commercial Fruit Sh. (2 days).

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 30-
Kent. County Chrys. Soc. Sh. (2 days). Borough of

Croydon Chrys. Sb. (2 days.)

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 31—
Torquay Disl. Card. Chrys. Sh.

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 1-HiiickIey Chrys. Sh. (2 days).

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 2-
Soc. Frantjaised'Hort. de Londres meet.

'ERAGE Mean Tempekaturk for the ensuing week
deduced from observations during the last Fifty Years
at Greenwich-47-1.

ITUAL TEMPEKATllKKb:-
LoNDON.— IV'«rfii«ii(i>, October 23 (6 p.m.) Max. 61"

;

Min. 38".

Gatdtmis' Chronicle Office, 11. Wellington Street,

Covent Garden, London —Thursday, October 24

(10 A.M.) : Bar. 29-3° : Temp. 48°
j Weather-

Dull.

Paovitti.P'i.— lVeitnesdnv, October 23 : Mas. SO" Cornwall;
Min. U" Shields.

SALES FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
MONDAY, TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY and

FRIDAY—
Dutch Bulbs, at 67 & 68, Cheap-ide, E.C., by Protheroe &
Morris, at 10.30.

MONDAY, WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY—
Dutch Bulbs, Rose Trees, Shrubs, at Stevens's Auction
Roonas, 38, King Stieet, Covent Gai den. at 12.30.

TUESDAY—
Clearance sale of Greenhouses, Piping, &c., and Stock,
at 67, High Road, Ponder's End, by Protheroe & Morris,
at 12.

WEDNESDAY—
Azaleas, Rhododendrons, &c., at Protheroe & Morris*
rooms, at 5.

10,000 Gloxinias and Begonias, also Palms, Azaleas, &c.,

at Stevens's Auction Rooms, at 1'2.30.

Well-grown Nursery Stock, at The Nurseries, Twicken-
ham, by Protheioe & Morris, at 1.30.

THURSDAY AND FRIDAY—
Healthy Nursery S'ock, at Arthur's Bridge Nursery,
Woking, by Protheroe & Morris, at 12.

FRIDAY—
Important consignment of Orchids from Singapore, at

Protheroe & Morris' rooms, at 12.15.

So much is written in the

Farms daily Press of the wonderful
in developments in the agri-

Canada, culture of Canada and the

United States that the untravelled Eng-
lishman is apt to suppose that the work
of cultivating the land is conducted in an
abler manner in distant countries than it

is in his own. This opinion is reinforced

by the fact that it he is an observant man
he may find many examples—in lack of

co-operation, in failure to utilise fully or

to apply judiciously artificial manures, in

neglect of orchards and so on—testifying

that farming practice in parts of Great
Britain are susceptible of improvement.
Hence it is with particular pleasure that

we call the attention of those of pessimis-

tic proclivities to the courageously out-

spoken and, as we believe from our own
limited observation, true statements
made by Mr. James W. Robertson, the

Chairman of the Committee on Lands of

the Dominion of Canada, in the course of

his evidence before the Select Standing
Committee on Agriculture and Colonisa-

tion, 1912. Before proceeding to deal

with some of the facts recounted by Mr.
Robertson, we may congratulate both
that gentleman and the Dominion at large

on the fact that truths, even though they
are not of the sugared sort of self-praise,

may be stated frankly and printed with-

out " editing " in a Government publica-

tion. It bodes well for the future of a
country when it is willing to make a criti-

cal examination of its progress, neither
minimising what is admirable nor con-
cealing that which is susceptible of im-
provement. Mr. Robertson's evidence of

the progress of agriculture in Canada is

based on a survey of 985 fai-ms in 1910.

The most impressive result of that survey
consists in the discoveries, first, that
systematic rotation was practised on only

9 per cent, of the fai-ms inspecte-d, and,
second, that " weeds are very prevalent

—

dangerously prevalent." Mr. Robertson's
travels in Europe enable him to affirm that
in contrast with the farms of Canada those
of Europe are clear of weeds. As everyone
knows, there are grave difficulties in the
way of farming land in Canada to the

same pitch of excellence which may be
practised in Europe. Labour is scareer

and more expensive, and the fai-ms are

larger; but what impresses us most in Mr.
Robertson's statements is that he does not
waste time in finding excuses. He states

the facts and focusscs attention on reme-
dial measures ; an attitude as welcome as

it is unusual in discussions of this kind.

Thus the incurable optimist might dis-

semble truth by pointing to the vast and
rapidly-increasing magnitude of the farm-
ing industry in Canada ; but the wise ob-
server is more concerned to learn that, ac-

cording to the survey, the returns from in-

dividual farms in Manitoba show, in 46 per
cent, of cases, a yield less than those of 10

years ago, and, in connection with this

fact, to learn that farming in Manitoba
consists in the main in taking two yeaj's'

grain followed by one year of summer fal-

low.

It will be evident at once that such a
system must impoverish the land, and
that the reduction of yield to an unremu-
nerative level is only a matter of time.

Our own country learned its lesson by
bitter experience. Thus, 400 years ago
the yield of Wheat on English farms was
about 26 bushels per acre. From this

level it fell and fell till, 200 years ago,
it is said to have been 8-10 bushels. Then
progress was made again—thanks largely
to rotations, and also to drainage—till

the yield is now 32-34 bushels.

Mr. Robertson recognises clearly that
if production is to reach anything like its

proper level in the Dominion steps must
be taken to disseminate among the
farmers information with respect to and
examples of better practice. He refers

to the system practised for many years
in Denmark, and now adopted also in Ire-

land, which enables young farmers, by
means of grants, to learn farming systems
and methods by working on the best

farms of the country. As the result of

this system, and of other progressive

measures, Denmark has been enabled to

take out of the United Kingdom annually
over £2,000,000 more than any other

country obtains from a similar aupotity
of farm produce.

Another measure which is advocated by
Mr. Robertson, with which we are in

fullest sympathy, is the establishment of

illustration farms managed for profit.

Research stations, agricultural colleges,

and all the apparatus for the ameliora-

tion of farming with which we are so-

familiar in this country are well and
good ; but they do not and cannot teach

the novice how to farm. They may help

the farmer with advice on particular

points, but in order that he may be con-

vinced he must see in his own neighbour-

hood a farmer who, without superior

advantage, does things better than him-

self. They have a habit in Canada of

giving practical effect to ideas, and we do

not doubt that illustration farms will

become established facts, and that they

will play a great part in introducing

higher standards. Of course, we shall be

told that conditions here are not what
they are in Canada ; but nothing that

we may be told is likely to shake the con-

viction bred of experience that, if there

is room for improvement in farming or

horticultural practice in Great Britain,

the improvement will be achieved, not by
the sporadic talk of occasional visitors

—

no matter what may be their diplomas

and knowledge of the science of agricul-

ture as expounded in text-books and as

taught in colleges—but by the devotion

of good farms to the demonstration of

good and suitable practice. We would
fain hope that, if the whole of the De-

velopment Grant has not been swallowed
up in the establishment of research insti-

tutes and the endowment of applied

science, some may be forthcoming for the

amelioration of agriculture by some such

system as that urged by Mr. Robertson
in the case of the Dominion of Canada.

The climate of many pa ."ts of
Brittany Brittany is so favourable to

Po^atosi ^^^^ production of early vege-

tables that it is no wonder
that this branch of horticulture has pro-

gressed so rapidly of recent years. The
rate of this progress may be gathered

from the fact that whereas 12 years ago
the exports of early Potatos equalled

19,500 tons, they amount now to 60,000

tons. A note in Lc Jardin on the subject

states that Fluke Geant, with yellow skin

and almost white flesh, is the variety which

is cultivated most for this purpose. In

addition to early Potatos, Brittany sends,

chiefly by way of St. Malo to Southamp-
ton, Hull and Liverpool, Tomatos, Straw-
berries, Onions, Cauliflowers, Artichokes

and also an increasing number of flowers.

Anyone who has visited that most deso-

late of all spots in a country of inhospit-

able coasts, namely, Penmarch, has be-

fore his eyes an illustration of the

possibilities of the Brittany climate, even
more striking than the actual demonstra-
tion of successful practice exhibited in

the neighbourhood of Roscoff and of

Parame.
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There at Penmarch, which looks out

over miles of wicked and low-lying rocks

into the Atlantic, is a range of Peach

houses erected by an enterprising but

over-sanguine horticulturist. We have no

doubt that the abandonment of these

houses was due not to the impossibility of

growing the fruits, but to the fact that

Penmarch lies far away from any line of

railway, and is, excejjt in the tourist sea-

son, abandoned by all except the light-

house keepers and the lace-making vil-

lagers. Indeed, it may be said with con-

fidence that in Brittany, wherever shelter

may be obtained from the devastating

western winds, early produce may be

raised. The growing importance of Brit-

tany as a competitor with our favoured

south and south-west centres has to be

reckoned with, the more because the

Bretons have shown great enterprise in

linking up the whole countryside with

ports such as St. Malo, St. Brieuc and

Treguier. To maintain their advantage of

proximity to the markets, it will be

necessary for our growers to pay increas-

ing attention to matters of transport.

One or two days make all the difference

with respect to prices.

National Chrysanthemum Society—Tbis

Society will hold its second autumn show of

Chrysanthemums at the Crystal Palace, Syden-

ham, on the 29th, 30th, and 31st inst.

National Rose Society. — The provincial

show of the National Rose Society next year

will be held at Gloucester on July 15. The de-

cision of the Council has given the greatest

satisfaction to rosarians in the city and county

of Gloucester.

Perpetual-flowering Carnation

Society's Exhibition.—The win:e- sliow of

this society will be held in the Royal Horticul-

tural Hall, Vincent Square, Westminster, on

December 3 and 4. The society undertakes to

stage exhibits from members residing more than

50 miles from London. The secretary is Mr.

E. F. Hawes, Ulysses, Fortune Green, London.

Chrysanthemum Shows in the London
County Council Parks.—We are inforn.ed

that the annual Clirvsanthemum shows are open

to the public at the undermentioned London

County Council parks :—Battersea, Brockwell,

Finsbury, Southwark, Victoria, and Waterlow.

The Welsh National Emblem.—A question

was raised in the House of Commons on

Monday last as to the use of the Daffodil

on the Insurance stamp instead of the

Leek, as emblematic of the Principality of

Wales, and what was the incident that occa-

sioned the adoption of the Daffodil. A Welsh

member, Mr. Llewellyn Wn:.LiAMS stated that

the Welsh word for Daffodil is " Ceninen Fedr,"

which being interpreted is Peter's Leek. He
questioned whether it was not due to a blunder

of Shakespeare, or Bacon, or some other equally

ignorant Saxon, that the Welsh national emblem

had been changed from a charming flower to a

stinking vegetable. The Chancellor of the

Exchequer, in reply, stated that the use of the

Daffodil in lieu of the Leek for the Health In-

surance stamps followed the precedent of the

Insignia of the Prince of Wales at his Investi-

ture at Carnarvon last year.

The Germination of Juniper Seed. —
Nurserymen and others who have to raise

Junipers know how slow and difficult to germin-

ate are the seeds of certain Junipers, such as

J. virginiana, J. Cedrus, and J. phcenicea. Ex-

periments by Dr. Perez, of Teneriffe, show that

seeds of J. bermudiana immersed in boiling water

for 3 to 10 seconds, and then placed in water at

20° C. and allowed to cool, give rapid germination.

The same author states that yet more drastic

treatment gives fair results with the refractory

J. phcenicea. The method consists in soaking the

seed in alcohol, but we should not recommend

anyone to try it on an extended scale, except

after testing the method on a small number of

seeds. Mr. Jahandiez, writing in the Annates

of the Natural History Society of Toulon (1911),

recommends the treatment used by Jlr. Thays

for seeds of Ilex paraguayensis, namely, immer-

sion in water at 80° C, the water being renewed

every six hours during four days.

Latex in Plants.—The use subserved by

the milky juice or latex which occurs in many
plants. Euphorbias, Poppies, and rubber-pro-

ducing species generally, has been the subject of

much discussion among botanists. Some hold

that it is of the nature of a waste product ; others

that it represents an accumulation of food

materials on which the plant may draw in time

of need ; others, again, combine these views, and

regard the latex, which contains various sub-

stances in solution and suspension, as serving

both functions. Recent work by Bernard
{Ann. du Jard. Bol. de Buitenzorg, 1910) serves

to show that latex may function as a reserve of

food substances. By cultivating laticiferous

plants in an atmosphere containing no carbon-

dioxide the formation of sugars is suppressed

and the starved plants utilise the starch

grains suspended in the latex. At all events,

these grains become corroded just as they

do when they are acted on by a diastatic enzyme

in the normal course of the " digestion " of

starch, that is, the conversion of starch to sugar.

Flowers and Insects.—It is known largely

through the observations of Mr. F. Plateau
that many flowers, though they possess

brightly-coloured petals, fail to attract insects,

and hence are not cross-pollinated. Thus it is

to be inferred that insects require other signals

than those provided by colour before they

will deign to visit flowers. By the simple

experiment of introducing into such flowers

either a substance with an odour agreeable to

insects or a sweet substance which appeals to

their sense of taste, Mr. Plateau has succeeded

in alluring insects to flowers which they neglected

formerly, and has thus shown that the senses of

smell and taste play, with the sense of siyht, an

important part in bringing about the cross-

pollination of flowers.

The Germination Capacity of Seeds. —
A paragraph in Hort'iruUure {October 5, 1912)

appears to indicate that the U.S. Department of

Agriculture suggests that " the sale of packeted

(vegetable) seed will not be on a proper basis until

each packet is labelled with the percentage of

live seed which it contains." Anyone who has

had experience of the germination capacity of

seed of different harvests, and of the rapidity

with which seeds of certain crops fall off in

respect to germination capacity, will know that

much as we all desire to secure good seed and to

penalise those who distribute inferior seed, such

a proposal as that suggested cannot be put into

practice. To take one point only, the percentage

of germination of not a few kinds of seed will

vary very considerably according as the trial

is made in germinations between blotting paper

or in earth. We share the aspiration, but we

deprecate the suggested method.

Co-operatives and Small Holdings.—
The Mansfield Woodhouse Small Holdings Co-

operative Society has purchased from the Duke
of Portland eight dwellings, each with five

acres of land, for the purpose of small holdings.

The total cost of the land and buildings is

£4,089 16s. 9d., and this sum, which has been

advanced by the Duke of Portl.vnd with interest

at 3 per cent., is repayable over a period of 35

years by annual amounts calculated on the

annuity system. The Duke of Portland pays
his own expenses in connection with the matter,

so that neither the society nor the holders have

to find any capital, except for stocking and culti-

vating the holdings.

A Strike of Seedsmen.—The daily Press

records that 40 employees of Messrs. TooGOOD

& Sons, Southampton, have left their work. The
firm presented for signature a radius agreement,

which prohibited any employee from engaging

in a business of a similar character within 30

miles of Southampton for a period of two years

after leaving their employ, and proposed that

one month's notice should be given on either

side. It was further stipulated that no man
could leave the firm's service between the months

of January and May inclusive. Six employees

who refused to sign were, it is stated, paid off.

whereupon the other employees ceased work and

conunenced to picket the premises.

French Chrysanthemum Society.—The

17th annual congress of the French Chrysanthe-

mum Society will be held from November 12 to

17, at Nantes, in conjunction with the local

horticultural societies, which have arranged a

show of flowers, fruits, and vegetables. The
agenda for the congress comprises questions re-

lating to a pocket edition of the colour chart

{Repertoire de Coulears), how to measure the

diameter of a Chrysanthemum bloom, classifica-

tion, selection of easily-grown varieties for

beginners, and other subjects. As is customary,

several days are appointed for festivities and

visits to places of interest.

Publications Received.—The Journal of

Agricultural Science. October. Vol. v, Part 1,

(Cambridge : University Press.) Price 5s.—Notes
from the Royal Botanic Garden, Edinburgh.
September. (Edinburgh ; Koyal Botanic Gardens

)

Price 9d.—Monthly Leaflet of the Women's
Agr cultural and Horticultural International
Union. October 15. 1912. Secretary, Miss Ella

Gill, 45, Queen Anne's Chambers, S.W. Price '2d.

— Tulips, by the Rev. Joseph Jacob; and The
Rock Garden, by Reginald Farrer ; with prefuoe

by Dr. Bretlaud Farmer, F.R.S. Present Day
Gardening Series, edited by R. Hooper Pearson.

(London and Edinbi rgh : T. C. & E. C. Jack.)

Price \^. 6d. each volume.

ECHIUM WILDPRETII.

(See Coloured Supplement.)

There are supposed to be about 80 species of

Echium, and 20 of the largest of them have been

found in Madeira and the Canary Islands, where

they form a conspicuous feature of the vegeta-

tion, some growing to a good size and bearing

noble panicles usually of blue-purple flowers.

E. simplex, which develops a very large rosette

of long, green, hairy leaves on a short, un-

branched stem, and ends its career when about

three years old by producing a tall candelabra-

like panicle of blue flowers, is known as the

"Pride of Teneriffe." By far the most striking

of them, however, is E. callithyrsum, which has

many synonyms, including E. candicans, the

name under which it is figured in the Botanical

Magazine, t. 6868 (1886). I have seen this species

in the Temperate House at Kew with a stout,

woody stem and many branches up to 8 feet in

height, and when in spring almost every branch

bore a broad panicle a foot long of blue-purple

flowers it was a magnificent picture. Such au
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effort of flowering invariably kills the plant, and,

so far as I know, all these arborescent Etiiiums

are monocarpic, that is, they flower once and

then die. They are well worth waiting for, and

as thoy usually seed freely, fresh stock is soon

available.

E. Wildpretii (see Supplementary Illustra-

tion) made its debut at Kew in 1899. It

was raised there from seeds sent by Mr.
Wildprot, curator of the Botanic Gardens, Oro-

tava, Teneriffe. They were sown in heat, and
the seedlings were grown on in a sunny green-

house, with liberal provision of good loamy soil

and root room, their final shift being into 8-inch

pots. They were two years old when they

flowered in May, and by sowing seeds annually

a batch of plants has been on show at Kew every

spring since. Even before the flower spike de-

velops, the plants are attractive ; their leaves,

covered with silky hairs after the manner of the

Silver Tree, forming a handsome rosette 18 inches

high and through. The flower spike adds

another 2 feet to this height, and when the

purplish-pink flowers are all open the plant is

singularly handsome. I know no plant like it.

Certainly, among the many plants grown at Kew
for the conservatory, there is not one that

attracts and pleases the visitors more than does

a batch of this Echiura. The altitude at which
it grows wild in Teneriffe has not been recorded,

but it is probably some distance above sea level,

and, therefore, the plant ought to be a good

one for open-air gardening if protected from frost.

The suggestion has been made that it is a

natural hybrid, but from the fact that it comes

quite ti-ue from seeds and is, moreover, distinct

enough in foliage and habit from the other

species found in Teneriffe, we may accept it as a

good species. In such gardens as that of Sir

Thomas Hanbury, at La Mortola, and Mr. Dor-

rien Smith's, at Tresco, this Echium ought to

be quite at home ; indeed, I can imagine that,

where the essential conditions of bright sun-

shine, light, well-drained soil and no frost are

present, it might easily become a troublesome

weed, as our own beautiful native Bugloss (E.

vulgare) sometimes is to farmers in this country.

W. IF., Kew.

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.

{The Editors do not hold themselves responsible for

the opinions expressed by correspondents.)

Alpine Plants and Manure.—-It isia matter

of common knowledge to those who grow Alpine
plants that many of them are injuriously affected

by manure. As the result, partly of observation

in the Alps and partly of experiment in the

garden for some years, I have come to the conclu-

sion that the pronouncement against manure, re-

garded as a general statement, is largely falla-

cious. It is perfectly true that for the higher and
more difficult Alpines niiroyeiious manure is apt

to result in disaster. The plants may thrive luxu-

riantly for a time, as do some of the Androsaces

and Saxifrages, but, with me at any rate, they

get too soft and die out during the winter. The
sappiness encourages attacks of mould (Botrytis),

to which the plants fall an easy prey, and those

that escape this danger are apt to suffer badly
from frost and thaw. But it is quite otherwise

with certainchemical manures. Quite remarkable
results were obtained by using phosphate of

potash, especially with the non-calcareous

Alpines, though many lime-lovers have also

flourished exceedingly under the treatment. I

obtained the best results by using about a
teaspoonful to a square yard in late spring, and
find that things such as Primula viscosa, Geum
reptans, Morisia, Edraianthus, and Saxifraga

species have all profited by it, whilst Androsace
lanuginosa, A. Chumbyi, A. villosa, and others

have made a strong, hard growth, which has
enabled them not only to come well tlirough the
winter, but to flower far better than they have
ever done with me before. The colours of some
species were greatly brightened, and two clumps
of Saxifraga oppositifolia illustrated this in a sur-

prising degree. They were obtained by the divi-

sion of a single jjlant. One of the clumps was
treated with the phosphate of potash, the other

was not. When in flower, the difference in

size, colour, and abundance of flower was so great

that they hardly seemed to belong to the same
species. There is obviously room for mneli more
experiment in this direction, and doubtless various

conditions, such as the nature of the original soil,

will be found to exert some influence on the result.

In my own case, I obtained the most striking suc-

cess with plants growing in a moraine of granite

chippings, to which lime rubble and a little

ordinary soil were added when it was first made.
But the influence of the salt was no less obvious

on some of the easy, rampantly-growing plants,

such as Saponaria ocymoidcs, which were grown
in a light, sandy loam. Tlie brilliance of the

colouring was greatly enhanced, and the period of

flowering was considerably prolonged. It is not

unlikely that others may have made similar ex-

periments, and the chief object of this note is to

elicit from others the results of their experience.

J. Brctlaiid Farmer.

Where the Board of Agriculture Might
Help.—On the 10th inst. Mr. Henry Hooper gave
an extremely helpful lecture at the Horticul-

tural Hall, Westminster, on " An English Fruit

Farm in the Making " (see p. 307), with special

references to the newly-instituted horticultural

branch of the Board of Agriculture ; and the

truth of his remarks on the amount of work
which might be done by the Department in this

direction cannot be too strongly upheld. The
cultivation of fruit trees should be viewed
from a slightly different standpoint than
other crops, as being essentially a provision

for the future, and if it is properly carried out,

both as to choice and culture, there can be no
better national investment. The Kent Com-
mercial Fruit Show, to be held at Maid-
stone on the 29th and 30th inst., should
prove a useful object-lesson to many growers
who are unable or unwilling to keep their

methods up to date. The efforts of those who,
in spite of many difficulties and hindrances,

have succeeded in attaining a high standard of

culture and the best of results, are surely worthy
of encouragement and assistance from those

whose business it is to foster the resources of

our own country. In very many instances

experiments of world-wide utility have been
carried out by growers entirely at their own
expense and risk ; these efforts should be
adequately recognised, and facilities • granted
to all who are willing to undertake ex-

perimental work, and who yet are unable to

afford either the necessary time or money.
The paragraph in the last issue of Gardeners'
Chronicle (see p. 301) immediately follow-

ing the announcement of the fruit show,
is an indication of what is being done in

France for the assistance of horticulture. The
permanent museum to be established in the Rue
d'Athenes, Paris, will be a constant object-

lesson to those connected with this most impor-
tant industry. Museums in England are apt to

be regarded only as collections of archaic imple-

ments and objects of various kinds, showing how
poorly off were our ancestors for proper tools

and instruments. Indeed, many of those
which we are content to use to-day deserve a
place in such a collection, especially, perhaps,
the transport vehicles, in which fruit and vege-
tables—often of a highly^perishable nature—^are

carried from place trO place. We should see to

it that a museum be attached to every large

market, showing the most up-to-date methods of

transport, and the best and most modern imple-
ments and instruments of every description.

This would be a standing means of instruction

for every grower, and would do a great deal to

stimulati emulation and invention. As yet,

however, transport methods are in a state of

chaos, to the great detriment of most of the
fruit and the more perishable vegetables. Goods
are carried long distances by pouters (as through
the swamps of Africa), instead of by rail. No
wonder the charges for handling are often greater

than the profit gained by the grower ! Then
the markets thentselves—and especially Covent
Garden Market—are extremely congested ; they
are too small, and even the space available is

not used to the best advantage. There should
be large halls, with two or three broad galleries

(not too high up), where the lighter goods could
conveniently be raised by a lift, and there dis-

played. There should also be dustproof storage-

room under the floor. Another difficulty is the
inaccessibility of many of the best markets to

the fruit-growing districts. Naturally, railway
communication to all parts is impossible, but
good motor services would help materially to

solve the problem, if sufficient accommodation
were provided at the markets. It is often ex-

tremely difficult to load and unload quickly,

owing to the want of space, and this involves

sometimes a serious loss of time and money. It

is unnecessary to enlarge further on this sub-

ject, but sufficient indication has been given of

the directions in which the Horticultural De-
partment of the Board of Agriculture, or the
Board of Trade, might help, viz., in establish-

ing markets within reach of every fruit-grow-

ing district ; in making and keeping all markets
up-to-date, and giving every convenience and
facility for showing and storing goods ; and in

encouraging, by means of instruction and the

establishment of museums, improvement in

methods of culture and transport. A Market
Grower.

Loquat Fruiting Out-of-doors (see fig.

141).—Enclosed is a fruiting branch of the Lo-

quat (Eriobotrya japonica) from a tree planted

against a south wall iji the open in the gardens of

A. E. Byron, Esq., at Culver, about five miles

south-west of Exeter. It is rare to find the

Loquat fruiting in the open in England, but this

particular plant had sevi'-ral branches with ripe

fruit this season. Uohert Vcltck J: Son, Exeter.

Blue Tits and Sweet Peas (seep. 287).

—

I have been troubled the same as Mr. A. J.

Elgar with these little pests, but, happily, I

hit on a plan which completely frightened them
out of the garden. I first tried quassia extract
and afterwards a shot gun, but without success. I

then shot a seagull and fastened it on a thin cord
stretched across the garden from wall to wall The
seagull's wings were spread out, and most surpris-

ing results followed. The tits were frightened

by this large, white bird, which seemed to be in

full flight as the wind swayed it. Next year I

intend to place more seagulls in the garden in the
same way. W. A. M., Coolfin, Banagher,
King's Co.

An Orchidaceous Ami—Novelists, horticul-

tural lecturers and others in search of adjec-
tives might refer with advantage to a brilliantly-

ornate article written by the dramatic critic of

The Times in the issue of that journal for Octo-
ber 23. In the course of a eulogy and critical

appreciation of Sarah Bernhardt, the writer
refers to the " sinuous grace, attenuated form,
and orchidaceous air" which distinguish the great

French actress. "Orchidaceous air" is good !

It suggests, moreover, a mould for the coining
of numerous new adjectives. Liliaceous in the
form of lily-white is already bespoken by the
poet ; but iridaceoua has an expansive and chro-

matic aspect ; amaryllidaceous should prove
useful for sportive characters ; and scro-

phulariaceous might serve as a new adjective
of abuse. When ordinal names are exhausted,
the descriptive writers might fall back on those
of genera. Cattleyal and cypripedial—the lat-

ter, of course, for a slippery customer—suggest
themselves at once, and doubtless a little research

in the Index Kewensis would result in the dis-

covery of an array of new ornaments with which
our drab nouns might be bedecked, and flowery
language might thus be put on a sound and
scientific basis. Eccentric.

The Narcissus Fly.—The note by Mr. Bliss

(see p. 298) suggests several points for considera-
tion. The entry of the grubs at the base of the
bulb in every instance is interesting, as proving
a fact in a definite instance. As shown in my
article last week, the larvje remains (as larvs)
for some months in the bulbs, but it is unlikely
that the eggs or " young grubs " remain " dor-

mant." Tile points as to eradication are deserv-
ing of consideration since they suggest :— (1)

Early lifting and quick drying of the bulbs, in

the hope of killing the young grubs ; and (2) the
possibility of spraying growing bulbs, to deter

the flies from egg-laying. It may be added that
since my article appeared last week I have been
informed of a case in which, in connection with
an extensive infestation, soaking the bulbs in

cold water for 24 hours resulted in the drowning
of very large numbers of the larvae, and it is

believed to be a completely successful means of

combating the pest. H. C . Long.
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Fig. 141.—Fruiting branch of Eriobotrya japonica (Loquat).

(See p. 318,)
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A Plea for Old Fruit Trees.-I agree

with Mr. Thomas (see p. 302) that too often

old trees are destroyed that would give good

crops if they were only afforded proper attention.

Gardeners are too eager to produce large bunches

of Grapes instead of being content to secure

heavy crops of medium-sized bunches of high

quality, and the result is that young vine.s only

are appreciated. When I planted the vines a.t

Swamnore Park in February, 1879, similar work
was done in two otlier gardens. In one of tho.ie

gardens the same vineiics have been planted

twic« since, whereas the vines here are as gooil

to-day as they have ever been during the 33 years

of their existence. Grapes have been largely ex-

hibited from all three places. As jVlr. Thomas
saya, assistance at the roots with coonmon-sense
management of other details are the means of

obviating the necessity of removal and replant-

ing. Of course, much depends upon how the

vines are managed during the first 10 years, for,

if they are allowed to ramble away at will, and
almost fill the allotted space in a brief period,

one does not wonder that they require renewing.

A more restricted pruning of the leaders than is

too often practised is necessary for the welfare

of the vines over a long period. Many growers
wish to see the roof space covered as quickly as

possible, but this is not the best policy.

In the Yorkshire garden where I started

my gardening career, some 50 years ago, Black
Hamburgh and Muscat of Alexandria vineo had
been flourishing there some years. When I

visited this garden some six years ago these

same vines were still giving good crops of

Grapes. I hope Mr. Thomas's remarks will be

noted by those who contemplate rooting-out

their old trees, and trust they will be the means
of staying their hand. E. M.

Measurement of Timber. — I have just

read the notice of the paper on Kerry Woods by
Mr. R. L. Robinson, on p. 261. In it the writer

remarks that " it is particularly satisfactory to
see the usual makeshift ways of measurement
(quarter-girth, &c.) abandoned in favour of more
accurate methods. If forestry ever gets a hold in

this country, the system of measurement will

have to be improved." This subject is

probably not less than 200 years old. It must
be remembered that in the case of irregularly-

grown trees, any system of measurement is more
or less arbitrary, and that any alteration in the

system at present in use. and generally accepted,
would involve a corresponding change in prices,

so that the inconvenience which would be caused
would scarcely have any real justification.

Sa-ml. MarifPri^on, Calverley, near Leeds.

SOCIETIES.
EOYAL HORTICULTURAL.

October 22.—Thp show on Tues<lay last was
smaller than the previous one, but it was quite

equal to the average of these exhibitions in

autumn. The Floral Committee awarded two
Gold Medals to collections of stove and green-

house plants and ornamental shrubs respectively.

Other exhibits in this section were Chrysantlie-

mums, Carnations, Begonias and hardy plants.

This Committee granted one First-class Certifi-

cate and eight Awards of Merit; seven of the
latter were awarded to Chrysanthemums.

Collections of Orchids were not so numerous as

usual, but the Committee granted four First-

class Certificates and six Awards of Merit.
The Fruit .and VEGET.iBLE Committee had

several groups brought to its notice, and this

body granted a provisional Award of Merit to a

new Apple.
.\t the 3 o'clock meeting in the lecture room,

the Rev. Prof. George Henslow gave an address
on "The Senses of Plants."

Floral Committee.

Present: Henrv B. Mav, Esq. (in the Chair) ;

Messrs. Charles E. Shea, W. Cuthbertson, W. .J.

James, Chas. T. Druery, W. P. Thomson. H. J.

Jones. C. Dixon, Arthur Turner, John Green,
W. B. Cranfield. E. A. Bowles, F. Herbert
Chapman. J. W. Barr, R. G. Notcutt, C. BHck,
J. F. McLeod, Wm. Howe, J. Jennings, John
Dickson, Chas. E. Pearson, E. H. Jenkins, Ed.
Mawley, R. Hooper Pearson, W. J. Bean, E. C.-

Reginald NeviU, and W. G. Baker.

Messrs. James Veitch & Sons, Ltd., King's
Road, Chelsea, arranged, on the floor at the
platform end of the Hall, an imposing collec-

tion of stove and greenhouse plants, for which a

Gold Medal was awarded. The grouping was
remarkably effective; the larger specimens were
shown to the best advantage in a setting of

smaller subjects, and the whole was admirably
blended to produce the finest colour effect. The
back was formed of a row of tall plants of Cocos
flexuosa, against whose sombre greenery the

bright colours of wonderfully fine Codiseuras

stood out in bold relief. The front was undu-
lating, whilst in the centre showy Orchids
gave a bright mass of colour. Here and
there, on tall stands, were superb plants of

Nepenthes, including N. ventricosa, N. Chel-

sonii excellens, N. Tiveyi, and N. Sir W. T.
Thiselton-Dyer, the stands being grouped in

clumps of Lilium speciosum. Amongst the

more important foliage plants we noticed, as

being especially fine, Dieffenbachia imperialis, the

large, dark-green leaves having bars of pale green

at intervals ; Alocasia Mortefontainensis, large,

saggitate leaves, with prominent white veining
;

Anthuriiun crystallinum, a broad blade of richest

velvet-green, with prominent lighter veins ; A.

Veitchii, equally beautiful ; Phoenix Roebelinii

;

Asparagus myriocladus ; Adiantum Glory of

Moordrecht ; Sanchezia nobilis variegata

;

JIaranta Sanderiana, the glossy, dark-green

leaves are striped with white ; Dracaena Dere-

mensis Bausei, a rare plant, marked with broad,

silvery bands ; D. Goldieana and Cyclanthus

bipartitus.

Mr. L. R. Russell, Richmond, staged the

largest group in a collection of ornamental
shrubs, tree Ivies, and berried plants. In addi-

tion to a floor group, 90 feet long by 12 feet

wide, two long tables were filled witli smaller

specimens in pots. The tree Ivies were the

feature of this magnificent exhibit ; the varieties

dentata variegata, flavescens, digitata aurea,

Gold Cloud, and baccifera lutea were especially

good. Fine Hollies in berry included Ilex lati-

folia and Perry's .Silver Weeping. Plants 'of

Aucuba were splendidly berried, many of the

plants being only a foot high. Pernettyas,

various species of Symphoricarpus, Skimmias,
and Cratffigus Pyracantha were also covered with

their pretty fruits. Olea ilicifolia, Eleagnus of

sorts. Conifers in variety, Andromeda Catesbaei,

and numerous other fine shrubs found a place in

this imposing exhibit. (Gold Medal.)

A small group of stove and greenhouse plants

was exhibited by P. Purnell, Esq., Woodlands,
Streatham Hill, London, for which a Bronze

Banksian Medal was awarded.

Messrs. Stuart Low & Co., Bush Hill Park,

Enfield, showed popular varieties of perpetual-

flowering Carnations, plants of Prince of Wales
Violet trained to sticks, and Clianthus Dampieri.

(Silver-gilt Banksian Medal.)

Messrs. Young & Co., Hatherley, Cheltenham,

showed excellent blooms of Carnations of the

perpetual-blooming type, the varieties Rose En-
chantress, Mikado, Mayday, Duchess of Devon-
shire, and Christmas Cheer being a selection.

(Silver Banksian Medal.)

Messrs. W. Cutbusii & Son, Highgate, showed
Carnations and Polyantha Roses, these flowers

making a delightful combination. The Roses,

which included" the varieties Mrs. W. H. Cut-

bush, Baby Taiisendschim, Jessie, and Mme. N.
Levavasseur, were arranged as a setting to the

Carnations, of which the finest was Mrs. L.

Mackinnon. (Silver Banksian Medal.)

Carnations were also shown by Messrs. All-
wood Bros., Haywards Heath.

Messrs. H. B. May & Sons, Edmonton, showed
small pot plants of Chrysanthemums, a batch of

Begonias of the Gloire de Lorraine type. Cycla-

mens (well bloomed for so early in tne season),

and a batch of Primula obconica showing greatly-

improved flowers. (Silver Flora Medal.)
Jlcssrs. W. Wells & Co., Merstham, Surrey,

showed Chrysanthemums arranged with tinted

Oak foliage and Ferns. There were large blooms
of Mrs. D. Syme, H. E. Converse, Mrs. L.

Thorn, White Queen, and other Japanese varie-

ties ; and smaller flowers of such pleasing decora-

tive sorts as Gloria (pink), Cranford Yellow,

Wells's Crimson, Celia, Figaro (bronzv-vellow),

and H. W. Thorp (white). (Silver Flora Medal.)

Messrs. Cbagg, Harrison, & Cragg, Heston,
Middlesex, arranged a very pretty floor group
of Chrysanthemums and Crotons with Grevilleas

and Palms at the hack. Mensa (white), Flo tie

King (pink), Charles Kingsley (yellow), Celia

(yellow), and Mrs. W, Garner (bronze, deeper
than Bronze Pagram), are all beautifiil single

varieties. T. A. Weston is a new yellow reflexed

Japanese variety. (Silver Banksian Medal.)
Chrysanthemums and Carnations were exhi-

bited by the Misses Prick & Fyfe, Grove Park
Nursery, Lee. Amongst the former plants were
many good blooms of the white incurved H. W.
Thorp variety. (Bronze Flora Medal.)
The only exhibit of Roses was shown by Mr.

George Prince, Oxford. The blooms were very
good, especially those of the varieties Rayon
d'Or, Lady Hillingdon, Hugh Dickson, Lady
Pirrie, Gruss an Teplitz, and General McArthur.

Messrs. S. Bide & Sons, Ltd., Famhara,
showed two varieties of Begonia, derivatives of

Mme. Charrat and a shrubby .species. The one j

named Bavaria has light pink flowers ; the other,

Saxony, has rose-pink blossoms.
Messrs. H. Cannell & Sons, Swanley, Kent,

showed novelties in Cannas, a batch of

Cactaceous plants, and numerous specimens of

the elegant Lotus peliorhynchus. The newer
varieties of Canna were Hungaria, rose-pink

;

Neva, salmon-rose; Professor Vochting, red and
gold ; and Jean Monval, crimson-scarlet. (Silver

Banksian Medal.)
A large number of plants of Begonia. Gloire de

Lorraine were shown by Mr, Percy
Westmaoott, Rose Mount, Ascot (gr. Mr. Geo.
Gumbrell). (Bronze Banksian Medal.)
Mr. W. A. Manda, St. Albans, exhibited

batches of Nephrolepis Whitmannii and N.
Giatresii and a few larger plants of the beautiful
Polypodium iMandaianum, which received a
First-class Certificate at the recent Holland
House Show.
Mr. H. J. Jones, Levvisham, again showed*

border Asters, the finest varieties on this occa-
sion being Late Splendens, purplish-blue, and
Mrs. Green, the nearest approach to pink in
those of the Novae Belgise section.

Varieties of Codiaeums (Crotons), as grown for
market, were well shown by Mr. Ladds, Swan-
ley, Kent.
A large table was filled by Messrs. Whitelec.g

& Page, Chislehurst, Kent, with the beautiful
blue Aster Climax, one of the finest of all

Michaelmas Daisies.

Messrs. T. W. W.VRE, Ltd., Feltham, showed
Alpines in pans, the small, white-flowered
Kniphofia modesta, and branches of ornamental
shrubs. (Bronze Flora Medal.)
Small rock-garden exhibits were arranged by

the Misses Hopkins, Mere Gardens, Shepperton,
and Mr. Leslie Greening, Richmond.

AWARDS.
First-class Certificate.

Scolnpendriiiin ruhjiire crixpum nobile.—

A

very noble, hardy Fern, found wild on Warton
Crag, Lancashire. The best-developed fronds
were 2 feet long and 6 inches in breadth, the
weaker fronds 4 inches broad, very handsomely
crisped and of beautiful texture. 'The plant wa^
some 3 feet in diameter, and had been grown in
the open. Shown by Mr. W, B. Cranfield,
East Lodge, Enfield Chase.

Awards of Merit.
Chrysanthemvm Bob PiiHing.—A very rich,

golden-yellow .Tapane.se exhibition variety. The
large, deep bloom has broad, long, hanging
florets. Shown by Mr. H. J. Jones.

C. Charles Kinqsley.—A deep, rich-yellow
single, the older flowers showing the faintest

suffusion of bronze. The variety exhibits much
of the size, form, and substance of Mensa, from
which it is a seedling. Shown by Mr. Norman
Davis.

C. Honble. Mrs. John Ward.—A medium-
sized, pale-yellow, Japanese exhibition variety,
more richly coloured in the centre. It is a sport

from the favourite White Queen, and possesses

the useful characteristics of that variety. Shown
by Mr. Chas. Beckett, Chilton Gardens, Hun-
gerford.

C. J. W. Streeter.—A sulphur-yellow, incurved,

exhibition variety, with all the good points of the
well-known white variety H. W. Thorp,
from which it is a sport. The long stems and
clean growths will make this a favourite market
variety. Shown by Messrs. Ckagg, Harrison
& Cragg.
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C. Mhs M. Borrer.—A pretty, rose-pink (vio-

let-rose, ehades 2 and 3 of the Hep. de C'ouleurs)

single variety, and the only variety securing an

award that was shown in the spray form. The
,

flowers are not large, nor of great substance, but

the stems are sturdy, and the growths break

freely and give a great profusion of bloom.

Shown by L. F. Harrison, Esq., Orchards, East
Grinstead (gr. Mr. A. H. Chapman).

C. Mrs. John Mahvr.—This is a handsome,
pure-white, decorative variety, with flowers

5 inches in diameter. The wiry stems a.nd clean

foliage make it an admirable representative of

the market type of bloom. Shown by Mr. T.

Page, Hampton Nurseries.

C. Mrs. Loo Thomson.—This is a sulphur-

yellow sport from Mensa. The disbudded blooms

are nearly 5 inches in diameter, and gain con-

siderable substance from tlie disposition of the

ray florets in four or more rows. They have the

smooth surface characteristic of Mensa, droop-

ing slightly at the margins. Shown by Mr.

Norman Davis.

Nephrohpis Millsii.—This is a distinct variety

of Nephrolcpis. Derived, perhaps, from Fosteri,

it has a very characteristic open habit, not

crested and dense, as are most of the recent

varieties, but more wiry in growth, with small,

finely-crenated divisions of the fronds. Shown
by Mr. W. A. Manda.

Some Further Novelties.

Twenty-seven of the 40 novelties submitted

to the notice of the Floral Committee were
Chrysanthemums, and, although a number
secured awards, many varieties were passed

over. As a decorative plant, attention might be

drawn to Ideality, shown by Mr. Norman
Davis. It is a white single variety derived from
Mary Anderson X Mensa, and possesses the

dwarf habit of the former variety, never growing

more tlian 2 feet.

Messrs. James Veitch & Sons showed three

new Chinese species of Berberis, but the genus

is already so richly represented in gardens that

there is a natural hesitation in commending
anything not distinctly better than those already

in 'cultivation. B. veitchii is a sub-evergreen,

V. itli pendent clusters of numerous plum-

purple, oval, glaucous berries. B. Geraldii has

very small purplish red berries in very large

branched clusters. B. Coryi, the most ornamen-

tal of the three, has round, glaucous, currant-

red berries, very densely borne round the stem,

and appears to be evergreen, bearing clusters of

spoon-shaped leaves, which are glaucous below.

Kniphofia modesta, shown by Messrs. T. S.

Ware (1902), Ltd., was perhaps the most dis-

tinct novelty e.xhibited, but the foliage was very

weak, and it can scarcely be recommended
for outdoor culture. Tyson discovered the

plant in 1884 in Griqualand East, and it has

also been found in Natal. The raceme

is cylindrical or tapering, a foot in length on

2 feet stems; the flowers are pure white and ex-

pand in funnel shape from a constriction just

above the ovary. The small corolla lobes spread

at riglit angles to the tube, and, as usual, the

stamens and style are exserted. The species is

figured in Hot. 'Mag., t. 7293.

Col. Stevenson Clarke, Cuckfield, sent a

flowering specimen in a pot of the very rare

Delphinium macrocentron, discovered in 1884

in the mountains of East Tropical Africa.

The corolla is very distinct in form, and The long,

straight, erect spur is typical. There is a

peacock-like combination of blue and green in

the flowers, but the constitution of the plant

seems to render it of doubtful value out-of-doors.

The species is figured in the Bot. MofJ., t. 8151.

Another interesting plant was Nephrolcpis

Giatresii, shown by Mr. Manda, a sport from
the variety Scottii, but peculiarly compact in

growth, and therefore a good decorative subject.

The fronds are scarcely more than 1 foot in

length, and arch gracefully.

Orchid Committee.

Present: 3. Gurney Fowler, Esq. (in the

Chair); Messrs. Jas. O'Brien (hon. sec), Gurney
Wilson, J. Wilson Potter, R. G. Thwaites,

F. J. Hanbury, T. Armstrong, A. McBean,
C. H. Curtis, W. Bolton, W. Cobb, J.

Charlesworlh, J. Cvpher, W. H. Hatcher, .1. E.

Shill, H. G. Alexander, A. Dye, W. H. Whit«,
C. J. Lucas. Stuart Low, R. Brooman-White,

J. S. Moss, de B. Crawshay, and Sir Jeremiah
Colman, Bart.

Baron Bruno Schroder, The Dell, Englefield

Green (gr. Mr. J. E. Shill), staged a small group
of splendidly grown Orchids of fine quality,

for which a Silver Flora Medal was awarded. It

included the new white Brasso-Cattleya

Digbyano-Mossite " The Dell variety," which
secured a First-class Certificate; Cattleya

labiata Opal, a splendid blush-white form ; a
clear yellow Cattleya Dowiana aurea; two fine

plants of C. Dowiana alba, with white sepals

and petals and richly-coloured lip ; C. Corona
(Hardyana X Mantinii) ; Lslio-Cattleya George
Woodhams (L. purpurata x C. Hardyana), a

very fine deep-rose tlower with large ruby-purple

lip, and various good Cypripediums.

C. J. Phillips, Esq., The Glebe, Sevenoaks
(gr. Mr. Bucknell), sent Cattleya aurea "Glebe
variety," a noble clear yellow form, with very

dark lip veined with gold ; Lselio- Cattleya Bola.

(L.-C. callistoglossa x C. labiata), large and of

good colour ; and Cattleya Basil (JIantinii X
Enidj.

Lieut.-Col. Sir George L. Holford, K.C.V.O.
(gr. Mr. H. G. Alexander), showed the pretty

Cattleya Mercutio (Harrisoniana X Lord
Rothschild) and a fine form of Lselio-CatUeya

Golden Oriole (see Awards).

H. S. GooDSON, Esq., Fairlawn, Putney (gr.

Mr. G. E. Day), was awarded a Silver Banksian

Medal for a group rich in Sophronitis crosses,

and which included Sophro Lselio-Cattleya

Menippe var. " H. S. Goodson " (see Awards),
Sophro-Cattleya eximia, S.-C. Atreus, and other

forms. Some good Odontoglossums, Cattleyas,

various showy Lselio-Cattleyas, Phaio-Cym-
bidium Chardwarense and Brasso-Cattl?yas were

also noted.

R. LE Doux, Esq., Marlfield, West Derby (gr.

Mr. Fletcher), sent CattL^ya Ena "Marlfield

variety " (Hardyana Massaiana X bicolor), a

very effective flower.

Messrs. J. Cypher & Sons, Cheltenham, were
awarded a Silver Flora Medal for an excellent

group of Cypripediums arranged with Den-
drobium Phala;nopsis Schroderianum, Miltonia

vexillaria Leopoldii, HouUetia odoratissima,

fine white D^-ndrobium formosum giganteum,

Cattleya Fabia, C. Dietrichiana and Masde-

vallias.

Messrs. Stuart Low & Co., Bush HiU Park,

secured a Silver Flora Medal for a group in

which good Vanda cwrulea, Cattleya labiata,

Oncidium varicosum and Dendrobium formosum
giganteum were well represented. Specially

noteworthy also were a very dark Laelio-Cattleya

Dominiana, forms of Cattleya Iris and C.

Fabia, and Miltonia vexillaria Leopoldii.

Messrs. Sander & Sons, St. Albans, were
awarded a Silver Flora Medal for an attractive

and varied group, prominent in which were good
hybrid Cattleyas, among the forms of C. Fabia

the variety Invicta being remarkable. Cattleya

Portia varieties, the fine C. Hardyana picturata,

C. conspicua, C. Iris C. J. Davis and various

showy LseUo-Cattleyas and Odontoglossums were
also remarked.

Messrs. Hassall & Co., Southgate, were
awarded a Silver Banksian Medal for a group of

good forms of Cattleya labiata, C. Fabia, the

primrose yellow form of C. Sylvia (Fabia alba x
aurea), C. Hardyana, the pretty C. Hassellii

(Empress Frederick x labiata), C. Mantinii, &c.

E. H. D.WTDSON, Esq., Orchid Dene, Twyford,
showed a selection of fine Orchids. For his

Sophro-Lselio-Cattleya Sandhage (C. Enid X
S.-L. heatonensis), see Awards. Another fine

novelty was Laelio-Cattleya Orion var. " J.

Lakin " (L.-C. Haroldiana "x C. Dowiana aurea),

a beautiful pale yellow flower slightly freckled

with rose and handsome d6?p rose lip with gold

veining. The very dark claret-purple Cattleya

Mantinii "Fowler's variety," and other good
Cattleyas were also noted.

Messrs. J. & A. McBean, Cooksbridge, staged

a small group including the attractive Cattleya

Lord Rothschild variety albens ; C. Fabiatia

(Portia X Fabia) ;
Sophro-Lffilio-Cattleya Helen

(S.-L. heatonensis X L.-C. Gottoiana), a very

charming hybrid with large, deep rose flowers

with a slight violet shade, and deep ruby lip: A
very fine novelty.

Messrs. Charlesworth & Co., Haywards
Heath, staged a small group in which were
Angraecum Buyssonii, with a Inng spray of white

flowers
; good Odontoglossum grande, some fine

Lselio-Cattleyas, including a good hybrid between
Lslio-Cattleya callistoglossa and Cattleya

Mantinii ; Cattleya Hardyana, with prettily-

freckled sepals and petals ; C. Fabia, Oncidium
varicosum Lindenii and several good hybrid
Cypripediums.

Mr. E. V. Low, Vale Bridge, Haywards
Heath, sent Cattleya labiata The Sultan, a

white variety with purple on the lip ; and 0.
labiata Lady Duff, a good white with slight

blush tint on the lip.

Walter Cobb, Esq., Normanhurst, Rusper (gr.

Mr. C. J. Salter), sent his fine variety of Zygo-
Colax Charlesworthii which had previously

secured an Award of Merit ; and Cattleya Fabia
" Cobb's variety," a very dark-coloured form.

AWARDS.
First-class Certificates.

Cattleya labiata Opal, from Baron Bruno
Schroder, The Dell, Englefield Green (gr. Mr.

J. E. Shill).—A very fine white variety with a
slight pure pink veining on the front of the lip,

which has a light yellow disc. The finely-grown

plant bore a spike of four flowers.

Brasso-Cattleya Ditjbyano-Mossice " The Dell

variety " (Brassavola Diqbyano X Cattleya

Mossice Wagtneri), from Baron Bruno Schroder.
—A very large form with broad segments and
well-developed, fringed lip. White, with prim-

rose-yellow disc to the lip.

Cyinbidium Dorix (Traryanum X in.ngne)

from Messrs. J. & A. McBean, Cooksbridge.—

A

remarkable cross, with the erect habit and form
of C. insigne, but with larger flowers, coloured as

in C. Tracyanum. Sepals and petals cream-

white, tinged and lined with chocolate-red. Lip

straw colour spotted with red.

Cypripedlum Pa/las-Athene (parentage un-

recorded), from W. R. Lee, Esq., Plumpton Hall,

Heywood (gr. Mr. Branch).—A model flower,

showing much of C. insigne Harefield Hall, but

larger and broader in all its parts, the large

dorsal sepal being greenish at the base and white

above, and bearing dark-purple spotting, chang-

ing to rose in the middle white portion.

Awards of Merit.

Sophro-Lalio-Callleya Sandhage (C. Enid x
S.-L. heatonensis), from E. H. Davidson, Esq.,

Orchid Dene, Twyford.—A very handsome flower,

equal in size to Cattleya labiata ; the colour is

rose, with an intense ruby-crimson lip. The
influence of Sophronitis in .this cross is very

obscure.

S.-L.-C. Menippe var. " H. S. Goodson,"

from H. S. Goodson, Esq., Fairlawn, Putney (gr.

Mr. G. E. Day).—Flowers are equal to Sophro-

Cattleya Doris, but of a rich, reddish mauve,
darlier in the lip, and of a glowing tint.

Lcelio-Cattleya de Hemptinne (C. Dowiana
aurea X L.-C. Ronselensis), from Count Joseph
DE Hemptinne, St. Denis, Ghent.—A remarkable

hybrid, with bright, chrome-yellow flowers of

good size, the lip tinged with red.

Cattleya Comet var. " Princess Mary

"

(Warneri alba X JJowiana), from Pantia Ralu,
Esq.. Ashtead Park.—A very attractive white

flower with gold disc and veining to the lip, the

base bearing some purple markings.

C. Maggie Raphael " Goodson's variety.''—
Flowers large and of fine shape, the lip being

specially good and of a deep crimson colour,

veined with gold from the bass,

Lcelio-Cattleya Golden Oriole " Holford'a

variety" (L.-C. Chnrlesxoorthii X C. aurea).—

In size this resembles a good C. Dowiana. but

the sepals and petals are clear orange-red colour

;

the lip ruby-crimson, with gold disc and vem-

ing. From Lieut.-Col. Sir George L. Holford,

K.C.V.O. (gr. Mr. H. G. Alexander).

Fruit and Vegetable Committee.

Present: C. G. Nix. Esq. (in the Chair);

Messrs. W. Bates, J. Davis, E. Beckett, W.
Pope, G. Kevnolds, A. Bullock, J. Jauues, Owen
Thomas, John Harrison, H. Somers Rivers, A.

Grubb, and A. R. Allan.

An exhibit of Apples and Pears, shown by

Messrs. Geo. Buntabd & Co., Maidstone, Kent,

was very pleasingly displayed, the fruits being

arranged in baskets covered with white paper

and on a white ground. There were very

choice fruits of (Apples) Washington, Gascoyne'a
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Scarlet Seedling, AUington Pippin, Lord Hindlip,

Cox's Orange Pippin, Ribston Pippin, and other

well-known sorts, also (Pears) Doyenne du

Cornice, limile d'Heyst, Boui-re de Jonghe,

Oharles Ernest and Beurre Diel. (Silver-gilt

Banksian Medal.)
Messrs. Dobbie & Co., Edinburgh, staged about

40 plants of tbcir exhibition strain of Parsley,

tlie plants being magnificent specimens, with un-

usually large leaves, which were curled to a re-

markable degree. It was one of the finest

exhibits of this herb we have ever seen. (Silver

. Banksian Medal.)
An exhibit of fruit was shown by the Essex

Education Committee, from the school-garden

at Purfleet. The collection included Grapes,

Apples, Pears, Plums, Raspberries, and Cob-

nuts. (Silver Knightian Medal.)

C. E. Baring Young, Esq., Oak Hill Park,

East Barnet (gr. Mr. J. G. Walker), shovved 20

varieties of Apples and Pears and a dish of

good Medlars.
Mr. Pope, Highclere Gardens, showed a seed-

ling Apple named Guelph. The variety, which

was raised by Mr. Chas. Ross from Houblon x
Rival, resembles in appearance the variety

named after Mr. JBoss. The Committee expressed

a high appreciation of its quality and a deputa-

tion will inspect the tree next September, and

report on its cropping qualities, with a view to

conferring an Award of Merit.

NATIONAL SWEET PEA.
October 17.—The annual general meeting of

the National Sweet Pea Society was held in the

Hotel Windsor, Westminster, on this date.

About 50 of the members were present, and the

president, Mr. Robert Sydenham, presided.

EXTRACTS FROM THE REPORT.
Both at Sutton Green and at Burbage the Society's

trials of Sweet Peas were atiorded greater space than in

previous years. This was tlie lii-st occasion on which dupli-

cate trials were conducted. The trial grounds were IWJ

miles apart, and TespCLtively on light and heavy soils.

Two hundred and filty-five stocks were tested, and the

C3ommittee wishes to thank Mr. Harry Foster and Major
C. C. Hui^t, F.L.S., for their able conduct of this important
branch of the Society's work. At Burbage the trials were

not in full bloom when visited by the members on July 1:.

whereas the day previously, at Sutton Green, the rows

were splendidly in flower. Burbage is probably 10 or 14

days later in the matter of climate than Sutton Green.

The Floral Committee met at Sutton Green on July 4.

and at Burbage on July &. Every member was present

each day. An Award of Merit was granted to each of the

following :—/tins White (Trial No. 21, sent by Messrs. Alex.

Dickson & Sons, Newtownards and Belfast; white. Lady
Uiller (Trial No. 22), sent by Mr. A. Malcolm, Duos, Ber-

wick: apricot or cream, suffused with pink. Vccurator

(Trial No. 60), sent by Messrs. Dobbie & Co., Edinburgh;
old rose, a waved form of " Rose du Barn." Decorator

(Trial No. 61), sent by Messrs. G. Stark & Son, Great
Ryburgh; rich crushed-strawberry. Decorator (Trial No. 83).

sent by Mr. A- Malcolm, Duns, Berwick; old rcee, a
waved form of "Rose dn Barri." Agricola [Trial No. 135),

sent by Mr. Robert Bolton, Warton. (;ariiforth; blush,

suffused losy-li'ac. Improved Bertrand Deal (Trial No. 136),

sent by Mr. Beitrand W. Deal, Brooklands, Kelvedon

:

rosy mauve. R. F. Felloii ITria) No. 1621. sent by Mr.
Robert Bolton, Warton, Carnfortli; lavender. Trials Nos. 60.

61 and 83 were declared to be identical, and the Committee
recommended tliat one and the same name be used for

them. This recommendation has been accepted. The Pro-

visional Silver Medal award was made in favour of Trials

No. 22 and No. 162, the Ommittec considering these to be

of equal
••

' lUS

favoured with splendid weather, the paying attend
ance was not so large as usual. The takings were
X36 8s. 6d. as compared with £41 in 1911. Tlie flowers

displayed were of unusually higli quality, and in the com-

petitive classes no fewer than 2.257 bunches were displayed,

while as many more were on view in the trade exhibits.

One hundred and eightv-six new nienibetB were added to

the list, and at the timo of closing the accounts about
the same number of old members had omitted to pay their

subscription for 1912. Doubtless many of these omissions

will be rectified before the new list of members is issued.

The Society is to be congratulate<l uiwn its sound financial

position. Early in the year £!.<] wa^ placed on deposit,

this amount bringing the Society's icccrve fund up to

£200. The profit on the year's working was less than in

1910 and 1911. but this may be largely accounted for by
the shortening of the financial year by two months. Ac-
counts were closedon. September 30, and as September is

now one of the lioliday months, and is a busy time for

seedsmen with crops U> inspect and harvest, there were

many unpaid subscriptions on that date. However, the

Committee hope that these matters will soon right them-

Arrangements have been already made for holding the

Booiety'e trials at the Burbage Experimental Station.

Hinckley, in 1913, under the conduct of Major C. C.

Hurst, F.L.S. TTie Committee understands that it will

not be possible to hold trials at Sutton Green again, there-

fore a larger test will be made at Hinckley. The " Annual
and Schedule tor 1913 will be issued to members dunne
the first week of December, 1912. Mr. Lester Morse \vill

contribute hia " Impressions of the London Show ;
Dr.

Boxall has promised " Notes on Sweet Peas in New Zea-

land." and; in addition to the Reports, Audit, Prize list

of 1912. and List of Members, the " Annual " will include

the Conference Proceedings and many items of special

Interest. The London Exhibition of 1913 will be held on
Thursday, Jnlv 17. and will continue for the one day only.

Arrangeinents' are in progress for holding a Provincial

Show in the North of England about the second week in

August. The Carlisle Horticultural Society has promised
k hearty weloome to the National Sweet Pea Society.

The financial statement shows a, balance in

hand of £53 lis. 5d. and a sum of £200 on

deposit. The subscriptions for 1912 amounted

to £315 5s. 3d.

The secretary, Mr. C. H. Curtis, said that the

balance-sheet represented the income for 10

months only inst<;;id of 12, and but for this fact

the amount credited to subscriptions for 1912

would be considerably liigher. The adoption of

the report and balance-sheet was proposed by

Mr. Sydenham, seconded by Mr. Christie, and

carried without comment. Mr. John Colling-

ridge proposed a vote of thanks to the officers

and committee, which was carried unanimously.

The next business was the election of President

for the ensuing year. The retiring President,

Mr. R. Sydenham, said that it was customary to

elect a member of the trade one year and a

private member the next. Mr. W. Cuthbertson

therefore proposed the name of Sir George
Trevelyan, Bart., as President for 1913. It was
understood that this gentleman had been

approached, but he had written to say that his

age was so great as to preclude him from taking

an active part in the affairs of the Society. How-
ever, it was considered that it it were the wish

of the meeting, Sir George Trevelyan would con-

sent to hold the office, and on the proposition of

Mr. Stevenson his election was carried by the

unanimous vote of those present.* Mr. H. Smith
was elected chairman of conrmittee : Mr. Edward
Sherwood was reappointed hon. treasurer ; and
Mr. Richard Gluyas, of the Union of London and
Smith's Bank, reappointed auditor. The hon.

secretary, Mr. C. H. Curtis was also re-elected

on the proposition of Mr. Robert Sydenham, who
spoke of the valuable work Mr. Curtis had done
for the Society. Mr. Sydenham also recom-

mended tliat an honorarium of 70 guineas be

given to the secretary. The re-election of Mr.
Curtis was carried with acclamation, and the

hcnorariu;n granted.

The next motion on the agenda was the election

of the general committee. The old members were
re-elected en bloc, with the exception of three

who were disqualified through having failed to

make the necessary number of attendances, and
one of the members had died. The four vacancies

were filled by Messrs. Dipnall, Bertram Deal,

H. W. Wilkins, and J. Harrison Dick. The
election of the Floral Committee caused consider-

able discussion. Captain Ashworth moved that

the meeting consider the situation created by the

proposal of Mr. Walter P. Wright to establish

trials, and the intention of Miss Hemus to

start a new society. Captain Ashworth earnestly

begged that the meeting should make some con-

cession to the feeling that had been aroused, and
he hoped that even at the eleventh hour they

might be able to get rid of this trouble. He
could state on behalf of Miss Hemus that she

would tear up her proposal if the affairs of the .

Society wei-e based on a sound footing. Captain

Ashworth stated that the Floral Committee was
dominated by the trade, and that while nobody
could prove any unfairness or bias on the part of

the members, yet its constitution was not cal-

culated to command general confidence. Touch-
ing upon Mr. Wright's scheme. Captain Ash-
worth pointed out that Miss Hemus's name and
probably others had been included without

authority. He condemned it as a one-man
scheme, likely in the end to produce the same
kind of trouble as is aroused by the present con-

stitution of the Floral Committee. With regard

to Miss Hemus's scheme he announced her readi-

ness to withdraw it, and a wish to -work for the

prosperity of the present Society if the meeting

were prepared to make some concession. Mr.

Lumley supported Captain Ashworth. Mr.

Svdeniiam said he regarded the situation brought

about by Mr. Walter P. Wright as a very serious

one, but he expressed a doubt as to whether

Miss Hemus would gain the confidence of the

public. However, he hoped that these little

ruptures would be healed over, and that all would
work harmoniously for the interests of the Sweet

Pea as in the past. He considered that experts

were required on the Floral Committee, and that

amateurs did not posaaps such qualifications as

those who had made tni flower a^ lifelong study.

The members were men of the highest integrity

and honour. Mr. Stevenson said that he was im-

pressed by the fairness of Captain Ashworth's

remarks, "but he was bound to take exception

when it was stated that the Floral Committee
was dominated by the trade (Captain Ashworth
rose to sav that he referred to numbers only).

Mr. Stevenson said that he had been a member
of the Floral Committee for several years past,

and on more than one occasion he had seen mem-
bers of the trade vote against their own varieties.

Mr. G. W. Leak said that there was undoubtedly
dissatisfaction respecting the constitution of the

Floral Committee, but it was in the power of the
members to alter the rules. Several members
spoke of the impossibility of the great majority of

the members attending these meetings in London.
After discussion. Captain Ashworth withdrew his

original proposition, and moved that the general

committee be recommended to take a postal vole

of all the members of the Society on any pro-

position brought forward for alterations of rules

that may be submitted before the next general

meeting. This was carried, and the chairman
considered that the proposition was a good one,

because ft tended to bring about harmony. He
would ask the secretary to include it in the
report. Captain Ashworth said that he was
satisfied, and he would do all in his power to

push the interests of the Society. Meanwhile
the scrutineers returned, and announced the
election of the Floral Committee as follows ;

—

Messrs. Thomas Stevenson, T. Jones, A. Ireland,

R. Bolton, G. W. Leak, H. E. Bide, A. Hallam,
F. H. Chapman, and H. D. Tigwell.

Mr. Brander, a member, regretted that no
further information was forthcoming from the
Society about the streak disease of Sweet Pea,
and he considered it a matter which the Society

should take seriously in hand. He moved that
the committee reopen the question of diseases,

and endeavour to find a remedy for streak. Mr.
Sydenham said he had no doubt that the com-
mittee would give it serious attention.

DINNER AND CONFERENCE.
About 30 members were present at the dinner,

which was presided over by Mr. Robt.
Sydenham. 'The conference was held directly

after the dinner was over, the newly-elected
chairman of committee, Mr. Herbert Smith, pre-

siding. The chairman briefly introduced Major
Hurst, F.L.S., who gave a paper dealing with
Sweet Pea rogues. Major Hurst said that for

the past 10 years or so he had been interested in

Sweet Peas. He had noticed with interest in

1911 that the trials at Sutton Green showed a
very large percentage of dominant rogues. These
puzzled him considerably, and he decided to
investigate the matter closely. For this pur-

pose he obtained 206 distinct stocks, and they
were grouped apart from the N.S.P.S. trials.

The latter embraced 254 stecks, and, in addi-

tion to these, he had a further group of his own
Mendelian stocks numbering 43. These three

groups were classed as Tables No. 1, 2, and 3.

No. 1 contained about 3.339 plants. No. 2 about
5.551 plants, and No. 3 about 8,000 plants. The
43 Mendelian stocks he termed pure line stocks,

but none of them had been isolated or protected

from outside fertilisation.

In Table No. 1 108 plants per 1,000 proved to

be rogues. In Table No. 2 114 plants per 1,000

were rogues, and in Table No. 3 only five per
1,000 were rogues, none of these being type
rogues. Type rogues, the lecturer explained,

were not true Spencers. The Spencer type has
an open, extended keel, whilst the so-called

grandiflora type has a closed or clamped keel.

As showing the difference in the seeding of the

two types, he mentioned that from one acre of

Spencers not an ounce of seed had been seen,

whilst the clamped keel type seeded quite freely.

Major Hurst explained that clamped keels are

always dominant, and if this type was excluded

from the seed ground, there was no reason what-
ever why plain or clamped rogues should appear

in a stock of Spencers. He was certain that a
carefully rogued stock of Spencers would not

throw dominant clamped keeb the following

year.

In tabulating the rogues in the three tables,

he classed them as dominant, recessive, and type

rogues, and whereas in Tables 1 and 2 all three

forms were present, in Table 3 only dominants
were present. Dominant and recessive rogues

miffht be both colour and type rogues. Dominant
colour rogues could always be removed, as they

appeared in the second year. Recessives ap-

peared the following year. The first year from

the cross every plant was dominant. WTiereas

type rogues were easily preventable, colour

rogues required closer attention.

Cream was the lowest recessive, white is
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dominant to cream, whilst the old blue bicolor

was dominant to all other colours. Salmon

sh^es were more prevalent in giving colour

rogues than any other, and cream followed

closely.

Rogues were interesting, and they were not

always due to faulty roguing, for he felt con-

vinced that some seed was cross-fertihsed by out-

side agency, as it had been found that a stock of

light-coloured seed had produced coloured rogues,

including maroons and mauves.

A cream flower self-fertilised gives cream pro-

geny, but if fertilised from another cream plant

the chances arc that coloured varieties would
appear, because there are three classes of creams :

those that possess no other colour factors, those

possessing red factors, and those possessing blue

factors. If any two are brought together a break-

up follows, and all colours appear in the pro-

geny. Owing to the bad season, they had not

been able tu save seed of the dominant rogues

in Table 3, so a number of cuttings had been in-

serted in the hope of saving some for flowering

next season.

It was curious that the orange-scarlet varie-

ties at the trials showed very few rogues, and
he felt sure that the one rogue in Debbie's Thos.

Stevenson at Sutton Green and the plant in his

Table No. 1 were due to outside influence. At
the same time he could offer no absolute proof

that insects did fertilise the flowers, althougii he
surmised that the leaf-cutter bee was a culprit

in this respect. Regarding the recessive rogues

in the commercial stocks in Table 1, more than
half of them were found in the cream-pink sec-

tion. Touching upon the varieties Audrey Crier,

Miriam Beaver, and Syeira Lee, these were un-
fixable, as they resembled the Andalusian fowl,

inasmuch as they always produce about 50 per
cent, true, and 25 per cent, each light and dark.
How to avoid rogues appearing was a matter

that growers were decidedly interested in, and
he advised saving all stocks from single plants,

and sowing separately, allowing 50 yards between
each stock or variety. By this means the chance
of insects affecting the flowers was reduced, and
if growers were careful to remove all clamped
keels as soon as they appeared, they need not
fear that similar types would again appear.

The Discussion.

At the invitation of the chairman, Mr. Robt.
Sydenham asked whether Major Hurst advised
saving all seed from one plant together, or
whether it would be wiser to save every pod
separately and grow on for two years.

Major Hurst agreed that it would be a good
plan, but those who attempted to follow it would
find themselves concerned with a very big pro-
blem, for, assuming that a score of pods were
saved in the first year, the following year there
might be several thousands, and to keep every
one separate would be an almost endless task.

Mr. Sydenham stated that his firm saved about
a dozen pods of Maud Holmes the first year, and
130 the second, and nine-tenths of these bred
true in the third year. Would it be safe to

assume that a variety was fixed in the third
year?
Major Hurst said it depended upon the colour.

If the dominant rogues were pulled out, only
recessives would appear the next year, and then
would come the tremendous amount of work if

every pod was kept apart.

Mr. Andrew Ireland stated that when they
planted their first seeds of George Herbert it

gave one type rogue. The remainder were
saved, and next year type rogues again appeared,
but the following year all came true, and re-

mained so. Regarding Thos. Stevenson, he men-
tioned that at Messrs. Bobbie's nursery he found
one rogue, an orange-pink variety, in 40 plants
growing indoors, whilst outdoors they had half-a-

mile of plants, four to the yard, and only one
rogue was found in the lot. Regarding Sun-
proof Crimson, he found this in their stock of
John Ingman. It came true, and never gave a
rogue until this year, and this was a white with
a wire-edge of red. He also mentioned that
from 48 plants of a white variety he obtained a
purple bicolor.

Mr. G. W. Leak said he had always been
puzzled by breaks among Sweet Peas, and he
mentioned that when Sybil Eckford gave a num-
ber of white seeds he thought the men had got
the seeds mixed. 'The white seed, however,
produced none other than James Grieve, which

kept true. Respecting Miriam Beaver, as Major
Hurst had said, this produced two other shades,

but this season, for the first time, it gave a third,

a very deep pink, but, owing to the season, not

a seed could be saved.

Mr. Vernon Hill asked whether he was correct

in assuming that rogues in the first year were
dominants, and if pulled out recessives would
follow, and that these should be pulled out also.

Regarding cross-fertilisation by outside agencies,

he mentioned that he had observed blue tits and
bullfinches among his Sweet Peas, and on close

inspection he found the birds were mutilating

the flowers and extracting the unripe pollen.

This was particularly noticeable in dull weather.

In hot weather the buds developed too fast, so

that the pollen became ripe quickly, and the
birds did not interfere with it.

Mr. H. E. Bide confirmed Mr. Hill's remarks
on the tits. He also noted the white tail among
Sweet Peas, but found that these birds were
after aphis. He also stated that he effected a

cross between Paradise Ivory and Lord Nelson,

and secured a blue Spencer, which came true one
year and then broke.

Mr. H. W. Harvey mentioned that early this

year several correspondents complained that
cream-coloured seed varieties, like Etta Dyke
and Clara Curtis, had broken into many colours,

an»d on enquiry he came to the conclusion that

such seed had been grown in California, and had
become fertilised by insects. Curiously enough,
mauve varieties from the same grower were per-

fectly true.

Mr. E. W. King stated that when in California

he looked in vain for clean cream and white
stocks. Sweet Peas grow so finely there, and
the grandifloras came so large, that it was im-
possible for anyone but an expert to pick them
out. He mentioned a field of Aurora Spencer,
which looked superb, and the grower asked him
what he thought of it. Mr. King hazarded that
60 or 70 per cent, were true, but when he got to

a worker who was busily roguing out the plain

types, he found that the Spencers only averaged
about 30 per cent., all the rest being grandiflora,

the original Aurora.

Mr. Wni. Cuthbertson took heart from Major
Hurst's statement that only five rogues per
1,000 plants appeared in the Mendelian pure
line stocks at Hinckley, for if such could be
obtained there he saw no reason why he
and others should not get similar results.

Regarding th-e rouges in Tables 1 and 2,

it woukl be interesting to know whether
any of these stocks were foreign-grown. With
reference to clamped keels, if these were to be
kept out rigorously, did it mean that so fine

a variety as Nora Unwin must not be grown
anywhere near the others? Was it true that soil

changes caused variation? Although he was in-

terested in Mendelism, he found it difficult to

understand why apparently true stocks should
break up. Did it mean that there was much
more crossing by insects than has hitherto been
imagined? He assumed that in California the
pollen of Sweet Peas would always 'be in

better condition than at home, and thus
more lialile to bring about intercrossing. So
far as his firm were concerned, the proportion of

rogues appearini^ on their Essex farms was very
small, and he imagined that even with Spencers
home growers had Ifltle to fear from outside
crossing. They might not be able to get their

stocks biologically pure, but he was satisfied

they could always get them pure enough for

commercial purposes. The problemi of the in-

creasingly protruding stigma in the Spencer
Sweet Peas was an important one in his view.

Mr. Thos. Stevenson stated that although he
had raised tw-o or three varieties, he had never
made a cross. The John Ingman that he first

showed he found in Countess Spencer ; from this,

next year, he obtained a veined-blue break, and
the seed from this gave no two flowers

alike. He had every colour imaginable, and his

Rosie Adams, America Spencer, and Black
Knight Spencer all came from this break. The
remainder were either lost or were worthless.

The few that he saved never gave any further
rogues.

Mr. H. A. Perkin said that he had changed
his soils from light to heavy, but got no varia-

tion. He noted, however, that whereas he saw
many leaf-cutter bees on the light land, prac-

tically none were seen on the heavy soil, although
the two places were only half-a-mile apart.

Mr. T. A. Weston, referring to the mixturea
coming from Californian seed, believed that

weather had much to do with it ; for he had
seen it staled by one grower that after a very

hot day it was impossible to find a Sweet Pea
flower in form. The heat caused the wings and
keel to gape or wilt, leaving the stigma open to

all outside influences. He asked Major Hurst
whether any crosses with perennial Peas had
been made, and what had happened. He re-

ferred to a cross made with Lathyrus tingitanus,

which produced a small chocolate-coloured
variety, that never once broke. Why was it?

Major Hurst, in rising to reply, regretted that
time would not allow him to deal with every-

thing fully. Regarding the two rogues at Marks
Tey and the two in the trials, found in Thos.
Stevenson, he felt certain that these resulted

from a grain or two of pollen being conveyed to

some flower last year. The fact that only one plant

in half-a-mile was wrong proved that. The
crimson from John Ingman was probably created

by an outside cross, made two years before. He,
too, had observed the deep pink in Miriam
Beaver this year, but in his case the flowers were
clamp-keeled, whereas Mr. Leak's was a Spencer
flower.

Mr. Bide's blue was an instance of the Y^
generation coming true and then breaking. Mr.
Harvey's remarks about cream and white varie-

ties breaking, bore out what he had said about
the colour factors coming together. The fact

that Mr. King observed inability of Americans
to pick out type rogues proved why such rogues
were common.
There was no reason whatever why type

rogues should appear in commercial stocks. He
doubted whether the pollen in California was
wind-borne. He saw no evidence that soils

caused rogues. It was quite unthinkable that a

change of soil brought a new colour factor into

play. Mr. Stevenson's blue-veined break was a

dominant. All blues arc dominant, and for that
reason gave much trouhle. He considered the
leaf-cutter bee the most probable cause of out-

side crossing. Regarding perennial crosses, he
made a number some years before, but failed to

obtain seed. He noted No. 9 at the N.S.P.S.
trials had a strong resemblance to the perennial,

in having small flowers carried in larger numbers
than usual, whilst the growth was not unlike a
perennial species.

At this point Mr. Ireland handed over a letter

from the raiser of the variety referred to, and
from this letter Major Hurst learned that Earl
Lovelace resulted from a cross made some
years ago between Dorothy Eckford and Sadie
Burpee.

Mr. Sydenham asked why Sweet Peas sent to

Madeira and Sicily reverted back to the oM
wild form in about two years.

Major Hurst surmised that the quick reversion
was due to insect agency. Possibly in Sicily

there were insects that worked among the flowers,

and as the wild form was natural there the latter

were brought into touch by the insects, and,
being dominant, eclipsed the other colours. Re-
garding the seedling referred to by Mr. Weston,
he thought this was on a par with certain
Orchids. He had cross-fertilised certain species

of Orchids, and although the cross stimulated the
ovules sufficiently, yet the resultant seedlings
retained the cliaracteristics of the mother only.

The seedling Pea was of a like nature, for it

carried the leading factors of the Sweet Pea
but would not break. Such seedlings are termed
false hybrids, and they do not change from their
flrst appearance.

UNITED HORTICXTLTURAL BENEFIT
AND PROVIDENT.

October 14.—The monthly committee meeting
was held at the R.H.S. Hall on this date; Mr.
Thomas Winter occupied the chair. One hun-
dred and thirty-one new members were elected.

It was stated that the sick pay for the month
amounted to £38 ISs. A grant was made from
the benevolent fund to enable a member to pay
his contributions, also a grant to a member from
the convalescent fund, and one member was
allowed to withdraw his interest. Business re-

lating to the National Health Insurance was also

dealt with, and a sub-committee formed to deal

with current business arising from the same.
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NOETH OF ENGLAND HORTICUL-
TURAL.

OcTOBKu 17, 18.—This Society held its monthly
exhibition of fruit, flowers, and vegetables at the

Corn E.\change, Leeds. This was the first occa-

sion on which it has been extended to two
days, and the innovation was a qualified success.

The principal prizes were two challenge cups,

one valued at 80 and the other at 15 guineas.

The more valuable one was offered for the beat

exhibit in the show, and the other was restricted

to amateurs. .J. Pickf.rsgill, Esq., Leeds, won
the 80-guinea cup with a large group of Co-
difeums, Cattleyas and Oncidiums. The other cup
was awarded to W. D. Cliffe, Esq., Meanwood
Towers, Leeds, for a collection of 75 varieties of

vegetables.

Plant and Floral Committee.

The following medals were awarded in this

section :

—

Gold Mtdal to J. Pickersgill, Esq., Bardon
Hill, Weetwood, Leeds (gr. Mr. J. Donoghue),
for a miscellaneous group of plants that was
awarded the Premier Cup.

Large Silver-gilt Medal to Messrs. DiCKSON
& Robinson, Manchester, for a group of Asters
and Chrysanthemums.
Large Silver Medals to Messrs. W. & J.

BaowN, Peterborough, for a stand of Roses;
Messrs. W. Wells & Co., Merstham, for Chry-
santhemums ; and Messrs. John Hill & Sons,
Stone, Staffordshire, for a collection of ever-

greens.

Siloer Medals to Mecsrs. Young & Co., Chel-
tenham, for Carnations ; J. Blackburn, Hud-
dersfield, for Carnations ; J. C. Foedby, Castle-
ford House, Northumberland, for a collection of

Gladioli ; and Messrs. Little & Ballantyne,
CL^'lisle, for a collection of shrubs.

Large Bronze Medals to Messrs. Wm. Cut-
i;usH & Sons, London, for Asters and Roses ; and
Wm. Bonsall & Son, Harrogate, for a group of

Bouvardias.

Bronze Medals to Jlessrs. Ker & Son,
Liverpool, for Cyclamens and Crotons; Mr. F. C.
Edw.'Uids, Leeds, for hardy Chrysanthemums;
A. C. Watson, Moseley, for Begonias of the
Ciloire de Lorraine type ; Messrs. Harkness &
Sons, Bedale, for Asters ; Mr. G. Bagshaw,
Leeds, for Carnations ; Messrs. S. Broadhead
& Son, Huddersfield, and Messrs. G. Gibson
fe Co., Bedale, who both showed rockwork and
Alpine plants.

Novelties.

Second-class Diplomas were awarded Chrysan-
themum " Mrs. J. Fielding," a sport from
Goacher's Crimson, shown by Messrs. Harkness
& Sons, Bedale ; Berberis Wilsonse, shown by
Messrs. G. Gibson & Co., Bedale; and Aster
" Stella," shown by Mr. G. Yeld, York.

Orchid Committee.
This Committee made the following awards :

—

Gold Medal to Messrs, Mansell & Hatcher,
Rawdon, Leeds, for a large group of Orchids.

Silver-gilt Medal to W. H. St. Quintin, Esq.,

Scampston Hall, York (gr. Mr. F. C. Puddle),
who showed an interesting collection of seedling

Cattleyas.

Bronze Medals to Mr. W. Shackleton, Brad-
ford, for a small group ; J. H. Craven, Esq.,

The Beeches, Keighley (gr. Mr. F. W. Corney),
for a collection.

Novelties.

First-class Diplomas to Cattleya " The Bride,"
shown by Mr. W. H. St. Quintin ; and Cypri-

pedium Boltonii, shown by Mr. J. H. Craven.

Second-class Diplomas to Laslio-Cattleya

scampstonensis, shown by Mr. W. H. St.

Quintin ; and Cypripedium Charlesworthii,
shown by Mr. W. Shackleton.

Fruit and Vegetable Committee.
Large Silver Medals were awarded to Messrs.

W. Seabrook & Sons, Chelmsford, for a collec-

tion of Applet; W. D. Cliffe, Esq., Meanwood
Towers, Leeds (gr. Mr. W. N. Haigh), who
showed 75 varieties of vegetables, including fine
" Premier " and " Barnet Hero " Onions ; Mr.
Wm. E. Sands, Hillsborough, Ireland, for a
collection of Potatos of 60 varieties.

A Silver-gilt Medal was awarded to Mrs.
Hogg, Meanwood, Leeds, for an exhibit of

bottled fruit ; and a Silver Medal to Messrs.
Little & Ballantyne, Carlisle, for a coUeotion
of fruit.

Large Bronze Medals were awarded to Messrs.
Little & Ballantyne for Potatos ; and Mr. W.
Lawrenson, Yarra-on-Tees, for a collection of
Apples and Pears.

©tiituarj).

George Carpenter.— Horticulture announces
the death of Mr. George Cai-penter, florist,

Philadelphia, U.S.A. He conducted a florist's

business at Gerard Avenue, Philadelphia, for
over 30 years. Mr. Carpenter was a native of
England.

James Kerr. — Mr. James Kerr, of the Floral
Farm, Kaiti, and formerly the junior member of

the late firm of Messrs. Kerr Brothers, nursery
and seedsmen, Dumfries, died recently at Napier
Hospital, New Zealand. Mr, Kerr went to New
Zealand about six years ago.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Begonia Gloire de Lorraine : R. E. F. The
roots of your Begonias are affected with eel-

worm. There is no cure; destroy the plants
by burning, and sterilise the soil in which
they have been grown.

Bulrushes : IF. B. The best method of estab-

lishing Bulrushes in water is to plant them in

round hampers or wicker baskets of any kind,
using on the top a layer of turves. Secure
the turves with strong cord so that they will

not float off when the basket is lowered into

the water. In time the basket will decay and
the plants establish themselves in the mud at

the bottom, and require no further attention.

Bulrushes may be purchased from the nur-
serymen who specialise in hardy plants, and
may be planted at any time during the late

autumn, winter, or early spring.

Fremontia californica Dying : IF. P. F. The
shoots are injured by Cladosporium, which
has caused gumming. Continue to spray the
plants at intervals with the liver of sulphur.

The reason that spraying appeared to be of

no avail was due to the plants having been
infected before spraying was conunenced.

Gooseberry Bushes Dying : Hortvs. No
disease is present ; the trouble must be looked
for in some unsuitable cultural conditions.

He.\th Garden : J. A. T. If it is intended to

keep the different varieties separate, it will

be advisable to plant them in irregularly-

shaped beds. Before planting, the ground
should be deeply dug, and, as your soil is a

heavy loam, a quantity of sand, leaf-soil, and
peat should be incorporated at the time of

digging. Peat is not necessary, provided the
soil is made light with the addition of sand
and leaf-mould. Stones are not necessary,

and it would not be wise to plant the Heaths
in grass. They will make more rapid growth
if the ground around them is kept free from
weeds for a few years ; after that time the

Heaths will smother the weeds. It will be
best to start them in beds, but in time the

plants will grow into irregular, natural groups.

The distance to leave between the plants de-

pends on the varieties and the space available.

Madresfield Court Grapes Unhealthy : /. E.

No disease is present ; the trouble is due to

some wrong cultural treatment.

Marrow : /. B. The terms vegetable and fruit

have each a different significance, according to

the sense in which they are used. Botanically,

the Marrow is a fruit, as are Beans and Peas;
but these being used for culinary purposes are
also termed vegetables.

Names of Fruits : T. B. B. 1, Delices d'Angers
(Fondante du Panisel) ; 2, Beurre Bachelier

;

3, Leon Leclerc de Laval ; 4. Gansel's Berga-
mot ; 5, Winter Nelis ; 6, White Nonpareil.

—

H. H. 1, General Todleben ; 2, Mme.
Treyve ; 3, Duchesse d'Angouleme ; 4, Doyenne
du Cornice ; 5, Emile d'Heyst ; 6, Marie

Louise. Beurre Diel is very liable to crack,
especially in a wet season. It is caused by a
fungus. Wash with a good fungicide, early in

spring.—/. A. L. 1 and 2, too small to name
;

3, Zephirin Gregoire ; 4, decayed; 5, General
Todleben ; 6 and 8, Hessle ; 7, Thompson's

;

9 and 10, Beurre Bosc ; 11, Mme. Treyve ; 12,

Beurre d'Anjou ; 13, Beurre Diel ; 14, Forelle.—B. P. P. Peasgood's Nonesuch.

—

R. J. P.

1, Winter Hawthornden ; 2, Cox's Pomona

;

3, Washington.

—

T. S. C. Apple much bruised
and partly decayed on arrival ; it resembles
Lord Grosvenor.

—

Duncombe. 1, Beurre
Hardy ; 2, Black Worcester ; 3, Magnate ; 4,

Autumn Bergamot ; 5, Marie Louise; 6, Mme.
Treyve ; 8, Gansel's Bergamot ; 10, Catillac.

Several of the numbers detached on arrival.

—

H. R. 1, Chaumontel ; 2, Soldat Laboureur

;

3, Beurre Diel ; 4. Uvedale's St. Germain

;

5, Sturmer Pippin ; 6, Golden Harvey.

—

/''. L. P. Comte de Flandre.—G. T. S. 1,

Franklin's Golden Pippin ; 2, Langton None-
such; 3, Lady Sudeley ; 4, Cockle Pippin; 5,

Lord Suffield; 6, Potts's Seedling.—fi. E. B.

1, Huyshe's Prince Consort; 2, General Todle-
ben ; 3, Hambledon Deux Ans.— IF. i- S.

Fondante d'Automne.

—

E. L. 1, Lord Derby ;

2, Golden Pippin.—G. IF. 1, Fondante
d'Automne; 2, Marechal de Cour; 3, Vicar of

Winkfield ; 4, Gansel's Late Bergamot ; 5, no
fruit; 6, Josephine de Malines ; 7, no fruit;

8 and 10, Doyenne du Cornice; 9, Chaumontel;
11, Bishop's Thumb ; 12, Beurre Diel ; 6, 7
and 8, numbers detached. One of the Pears
decayed and stained the numbers ; we have
done the best we can. There were three " 8's,"

but only two were Doyenne du Cornice.

—

Apples. 5, Gravenstein ; 6, Tom Putt; 7,

Warner's King; 8, Mere de Menage; 1, 3 and
9, Peasgood's Nonesuch ; 10, not recognised

;

4, no fruit ; 11, Hoarv Morning ; 12, Blenheim
Pippin ; 2, Golden N'oble ; 13, Ribston.—/. H.
Grape Mrs. Pince's Black Muscat.

Names of Plants : Ignoramus. 1, Mesembry-
anthemum coccineum ; 2, Aster " Robert
Parker"; 3, A. vimineus ; 4, A. dumosus;
5, A. cordifolius elegans ; 6, A. diffusus hori-

zontalis ; 7, A. Novre Anglia: var. ruber.

—

Enquirer J.W. 1, Lamium maculatum ; 2,

Salvia Horminum ; 3, Leucophytum Brownii

;

4 and 5, too scrappy to be identified ; 6,

Erigeron speciosus (probably).

—

E. Rogers.
Polygonum polj'stachyum.—/. H. 1, No
specimen; 2, Dendrobium sp., cannot name
without flower ; 3, Cordyline stricta ; 4 and 5,

garden forms of Dracaena terminalis ; 6,

Vinca rosea.— Wermhite. 1, Juniperus Sabina;

2, J. chinensis variegata ; 3, Ilex crenata ; 4,

Leucothoe Catesbaei ; 5, Cryptomeria japonica;

6, Genista tinctoria elatior.

—

Foreman. 1,

Cattleya For'Besii ; 2, Brassia caudata ; 3,

Maxillaria rufescens; 4, PleurothaUis conan-
thera ; 5, Cochlioda vulcanica ; 6, Odontoglos-
sum Lindleyanum.

—

Burnside. 1, Isoloma
Deppeanum, often called Gesnera elongata in

gardens ; 2, Diosma ericoides.

—

Correspon-
dent. 1, Rose William Allen Richardson ; 2
and 3, not recognised.

—

F. C., Orchardleigh.

1, Eupatorium Wienmannianum ; 2, E. petio-

lare ; 3, Pereskia aculeata.

Pelargonium Mrs. W. B. Currie : G. J. B.
Foreman. This Pelargonium grows too leggy
for use as a bedding variety, but it makes an
excellent pot plant in a conservatory or green-

house.

Stocks : Doubtful. There are many varieties of

the Paradise Stock employed for working
Apples, and they vary in their dwarfing capa-
cities. They are all raised from cuttings, and
they would" not come true from seed. Pears
are grafted on the Quince stock or on seed-

lings raised from the wild Pear ; Plums and
Peaches on various kinds of Plums—Damask,
JMussel, &c. Cherries are grafted on the
Mahaleb for dwarf trees and on the wild Gean
for standards. Crab stocks are supposed to bo
raised from Crabs, but they are more often

merely seedlings raised from .Apples without
regard to variety.

Cotntnunications Received.— F. M—H. F. Z.—F. C

—

M. H 0._P. T. R._G. W. R_H. E. S._J. B., Thirsk
_E. W._J. B , Falfield_W. F H. C Sir A. H
H. J. E-__W. H., Cobhain_S. P T. B Dr. B._A. H.
_A. S. T._H. D., Lt<i._H. J. C K. M._C. T. D
A Market Groiver_A. P.,_R. D J. B._S. M._R. R
H. P R. J. R A. B. W._R. C. B Yorkshire Gardener
_H. W. Ward_0. T._R. E. A._L.C. B.
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familiar shrubs are Sophora viciifolia,

Rosa species, Caragana, Clematis Dela-

vayi, a small bushy species with incon-

spicuous white flowers, Wikstroemia, with

small orange flowers, Bauhinia densiflora,

and others. There is a marked tendency

amongst them to develop thorns or spines.

The rosette plants include Eremurus
chinensis, local but abundant along the

Yangtze below Batang, the flowering

stems reaching a height of 3 or 4 feet

and bearing a long pyramid of white
flowers ; Androsace Bulleyana, a most
beautiful species with a compact umbel
of vermilion flowers (it should be hardy in

East Anglia at least) ; Saxifraga candela-
brum, like the last, a biennial, Didisandra
lanuginosa, with pale blue or white flowers,

and a Selaginella, closely resembling a
Californian species, which rolls itself up
into a ball in the driest weather, a per-

formance which is to some extent imitated

by the Fern Cheilanthes farinosa, also

abundant here, each frond of which curls

up, exposing the brightly-sQvered under-
surface.

in a skin boat or coracle, and then we re-

crossed in the ferry boat, a big flat-

bottomed scow. A few miles below the

feri-y is one of the biggest rapids I have
ever seen.

In the middle of September I journeyed
to the Yangtze again, this time to

Pangtsila, three days south-east of

Atuntsi, the Mekong-Yangtze divide

being crossed at an altitude of 15,800 feet.

The a<;tual valley bottom is here extremely
arid, supporting very little vegetation
indeed, but an Ipomoea grows amongst
the shrub vegetation, and a little higher

up is a second twiner, Codonopsis
convolvulacea ; the higher slopes, where
Pines and Oaks grow (10,000-11,000 feet),

might perhaps be called the arid region,

while we restrict the tenn semi-desert to

the deep valley bottoms, where the rain-

fall reaches a minimum of only a few
inches a year. Of the plants already cited,

perhaps only Sophora, Rosa, Caragana,
and Selaginella are true semi-desert
plants ; to the list from the arid region on
the above definition, however, may be

Fig. 143. ^THE MEKONG-YANGTZE DIVIDE, ALT. 12,000 FEET.

On the hill tops Abies (destroyed by lichen) and Bamboo brake ; in the valleys grassland and bog.

The Selaginella referred to is by far the
most dominant plant in the arid regions,

its rosettes and globes occurring on the
rocks in thousands.

I need only allude briefly to the origin

of the aiid regions. The great mountain
ranges here run north and south, so it will

readily be seen that where they are of

great altitude the south-west i-ain-bearing

winds will deposit their moisture on the
intervening ridges, and, sweeping right

across these narrow rifts, leave them dry.

This state of desiccation is further
aggravated by the up-valley winds, which
blow throughout the summer months,
being caused by the great heating of the
shut-in valleys during the day and the
consequent filling up with cold air off the
mountains above of the partial vacuum
so produced.
The altitude of the Yangtze vaUey at

Batang is about 9,000 feet above sea-Ievel,

and is about 150 yards wide.
On our return we made an interesting

voyage of 15 or 20 miles down the river

added one or two succulents such as

Sedum, Anemone japonica, the pink-

flowered Amphicome arguta, the twining
Dregea sinensis, a Dianthus, Campanula
colorata, Ceratostigma Griffithii and
many other plants.

In October we visited the Yangtze for

the last time, crossing the divide by a
pass between 17,000 and 18,000 feet high
to the north-east of Atuntsi. The river

here flowed in a terrific cafion about 4,000

feet deep, and the road, one of the most
perilous I have ever traversed (we did the
worst part of it by night, and my heart
was in my mouth all the time), kept
between 2,000 and 3,000 feet above the
river, which could be seen but not heard.
VUlages occupy the summits of alluvial

cones washed from the mountains, and
the crops are in-igated by means of the
mountain torrents diverted for the pur-
pose. Buckwheat, Barley, Millet, and
Hemp are the chief crops ; Pomegranates,
Walnuts, Oranges, Beans, and Maize are
also grown. F. Kingdon Ward.

DESTRUCTIVE INSECTS AND PESTS

SCHEDULED BY THE BOARD OF
AGRICULTUKE AND FISHERIES.

III.*—WART DISEASE OF POTATOS.
DUEING the past five or six years serious

and widespread damage to Potatos has
been caused by a disease to which the
comniun name of " Wart Disease " has
been given, or alternately " Black Scab,"
" Canker," or " Cauliflower Disease." The
disease had already been known to exist in
Great Britain for many years past, and
had been described by different workers,
but during the past few years it

has come into prominence owing to its

exceptional prevalence, and its insidious
and increasing distribution by means of
diseased seed tubers sent into unaffected
districts. This disease was promptly
scheduled under the Destructive Insects
and Pests Acts, 1877-1907, and, with
American Gooseberry-mildew, has had
the distinction of absorbing the energies of

a number of county inspectors, under the
direction of inspectors of the Board of

Agriculture and Fisheries.
To say that wart disease has proved

troublesome is to understate its gravity.
The following quotation will show how it

has been regarded officially, for after the
I'emark that none of the pests scheduled
under the Order of 1910 has given rise to

more controversy, and caused such
adminstrative difficulty as wart disease,
it is stated that :

—" It has been referred
to two, if not three, genera, and passes
under half-a-dozen local and popular
names. It has been asserted to be a new
disease spreading with great rapidity
through Great Britain, and it has been
declared to have been known in parts of

England for 40 years. It has been made a
peg to hang strange superstitions upon,
has roused far more than its proper share
of interesit abroad, and has been made the
subject of more legislative restrictions
than any other English plant disease ;

while much of the controversial literature
on the subject has shown a painful lack
of appreciation of the disease and the
problems attending its control. For-
tunately some useful work has been done
on the subject during the period dealt with
in this Report, and it is now possible to
say, with a good deal more certainty than
before, what the disease is, in what parts
of Great Britain it exists, and what are
the problems to be faced in dealing with it

by administrative measures."!
The useful work referred to is doubtless

chiefly that of the Inspectors of the Board,
Mr. Malthouse, of the Harper-Adams
Agricultural College, and, from the purely
scientific side, of Professor Percival at
Reading and Professor Johnson in Ireland,
whose reports will be found respectively

iu Centralhlaft jiir Bahteriologir. &c.,
vol. XXV, December, 1909, pp. 440-447,

and Scientific Proc. Roy. Dublin Snc,
vol. xii. 1909-10, pp. 131-144. Valuable
reports have since been made by the
Harper-Adams Agricultural College (New-
port, Salop), and by Mr. A. S. Home in the
Journal of the Royal Horticultural Society
(vol. xxxvii. Part II, December, 1911,

pp. 362-389), the latter containing refer-

ences to 82 papers on this disease and the
corky disease. Extensive accounts of the
distribution of the disease and the
administrative measures taken to deal
with it will be found in the Reports of the
Intelligence Division of the Board of
Agriculture and Fisheries.

» The previous articles were published in the issues for
September 23. 1912, p. S41, and October 12, 1912, p. 278.

t Board of Agriculture and Fisheries, Ann. Kept. Intel.

Div., Part II, for ihe year 1909-10. (Cd. 5,470, 1911.)
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• The disease (fig. 144) is due to a
micro-organism which has been placed
by Percival in the genus Synchytrium,
with the specific name Synchytrium
endobioticum Percival. Briefly it may
be said that Percival's reseai'ches show
that in the warty growth on the diseased
Potatos during summer and autumn
there are produced (1) brown "resting"
sporangia, most of which do not germinate
until spring, though similar sporangia
are produced all through the summer, and
some of them germinate during the same
season in which they arise, say, in July

buds on the thin rhizomes and in the
'eyes' of the young tubers." According
to Johnson the roots of the plants are also
attacked. From the time of infection there
is very rapid growth of the adjoining
tissue, and ugly, iiTegular warty out-
growths appear, varying in colour from
dirty yellow to earthy or brown. The fol-

lowing passage from Percival's paper
admirably describes what occurs :

" The
branch and leaf primordia of the eye grow
out irregularly, and the new tissue super-
ficially resembles pieces of the young fasci-
ated inflorescence of a Cauliflower. The

"1

^ A RJD C H R^O 1N(

;G. 144.—WART DISEASE OF POTATOS (sYNCHVTRIUM ENDOBIOTICUM).

and August: these sporangia contain
several hundreds of round zoospores

;

and (2) a second type of sporangia, pro-
duced chiefly in May and June : these
are " either produced singly or two to
five together, forming a sorus of sporangia
enclosed within a brown coat," and each
sporangium contains hundreds of zoos-
pores similar to those in the " resting "

sporangia (see fig. 144, 1 and 2).

When the sporangia germinate the zoos-
pores, or swarmers, are actively motile in
the soil water, and finally " enter the
Potato through the delicate tissue of the

new warty growth may be looked upon as a
malfoi-med branch system stimulated by
the parasite to grow irregularly and before
its natural time. When formed on parts
near the surface of the soil where light can
get at it the growth becomes green, and
portions sometimes resemble fleshy leaves.

The ' tumours ' vary in size ; some of them
are like small wrinkled Peas, others as
large as a hen's egg, and greater than the
tubers on which they are found. They
may grow out from all the eyes on the
tuber, or from only one or two. They also

occur upon the thin rhizomes of the

plant." The stem and foliage, and even
the flower, of the Potato may also be
affected, and an excellent photograph of
diseased foliage has been published by the
Board of Agriculture and Fisheries
(fig. 145). Affected tubers are illustrated
in fig. 144.

A crop affected by wart disease may be
practically ruined, and diseased tubers are
unfit for market, and must never be used for
seed purposes, nor should any apparently
unaffected tubers from a diseased crop be
so used. Though serious losses occur on a
few farms, the disease has been most
troublesome in gardens and allotments
where Potatos are grown vei-y frequently.
It may be said that the spores remain in

the soil for a long period, and that if five

crops of Potatos are grown on the same
infected soil the land concerned will be
ruined for Potato cultivation, whether the
crops are grown in successive years or in

a rotation of two to four or five years.
Since the presence of wart disease—or

its suspected presence—must be at once
notified to the proper authorities, and
since the measures ofiicially recommended
are fully given in Leaflet No. 105, to be
obtained free of all charge from the Board
of Agriculture and Fisheries, it is not pro-
posed to discuss preventive and remedial
treatment here. It may be said, however,
that the following procedure should always
be adopted ; (1) great care should be taken
to ensure a supply of clean seed tubers, free
from all disease ; (2) since some varieties
of tubers are resistant to the disease these
varieties may be grown in districts where
the disease has been prevalent. A list of

varieties is given in the leaflet re-

ferred to, and some are included in the
chart*, in which the yields of a number of
resistant varieties are compared ; (3)

wherever the disease is suspected the
proper authorities (the Board of Agricul-
ture and Fisheries or the County Council)
should be immediately notified, badly dis-

ea.sed tubers and haulms should be burnt,
and the affected crop generally should be
boiled and used for pigs. H. C. Long.

NOTICES OF BOOKS.
Heredity and EuQENics.f

It was a happy inspiration which led the mem-
bers of the biological departments of the Univer-
sity of Chicago to institute a course of lectures

to the general public on the recent developments
of our knowledge of variation, heredity and
evolution. The lectures were delivered during
the summer of 1911, and their substance, incor-

porated in a well-illustrated volume of some 300
pages, is now available to a yet wider public.

The title of the volume does not appear to

be well chosen, for a rough estimate of its con-

tents shows that about seven-eighths of the
pages are devoted to the subject of genetics,

and that eugenics is confined to a modest one-

eighth or even smaller fraction of the book.
For our part we have no quarrel with this dis-

tribution, though we are inclined to think that
the eugenist may grumble at the thinness of the
fare which is provided specially for his cou-

sumption. It may be, of course, that in choosing
the title the authors wished to convey a discreet

hint that, whereas we possess a substantial and
valuable mass of definite knowledge on the sub-
ject of genetics, our certain information on euge-
nics is as yet but a thing of shreds and patches.
Whether or no this be the explanation of a title

which seems at first sight misleading, it is, in

our opinion, a fact that our knowledge of the
pure science of genetics is considerable, and our
knowledge of the applied science of eugenics is

slender, an opinion which is not dispelled by a

• Prepared from figures obtained at the H'^per-Adama
Agricultural College.

+ Heredity ami Eugenics. Published by the CambridRe
University Pres<i (Fetter Lane, London), as agenis from
the University of Chicago. 10s. net.
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perusal of Professor Davenport's chapters on the

latter subject.

We will devote our attention, therefore, to the

larger section of the volume, which is concerned

with genetics. Notwithstanding the fact that

these chapters are the work of four authors, they
exhibit a singular uniformity of style. The in-

tricate matters are presented in a clear, straight-

forward if undistinguished manner, and it is

only occasionally that such an expression as
" generalise this view-point " mars the somewhat
solemn simplicity of the presentation. When we
turn to a consideration of the matter as op-

posed to the style, we confess to a certain sense

of difficulty of judgment. We feel that the

opinion of a member of the audience before which
the lectures were delivered, would be of far

greater value than that of one whose professional

work lies in the science of genetics. Of this we
are quite sure, that an English audience would
have found it extraordinarily hard to follow

a lecture so difficult as that by Professor Castle

on Heredity and Sex, and that it would have
been lost altogether in attempting to appreciate

the lecture by Professor Tower on the Modifica-

tion of the Germinal Constitution of Organisms
by Experimental Processes. This lecture, or lec-

tures, occupies no fewer than 128 pages of the

book, and contains, we imagine, not fewer than

20,000 words. Undoubtedly the Chicago audi-

ence was not " gravelled for lack of matter."

If, however, we dismiss from our minds the

origin of the book and regard it as a contribution

to the literature of genetics, we cannot regret

altogether the disproportionate length of Pro
fessor Tower's chapter, for it gives us a useful

Buirunary of the much discussed Oenotheras of

De Vries, as well as of the valuable researches of

Tower in inducing by artificial means modifica-

tions in beetles. Even with the number of pages

at his disposal Professor Tower is only able to

devote a paragraph to the classical work of Klebs

in inducing modifications in plants.

The opening chapters, which are written by

Professor Goult«r, give a succinct but excellent

account of the biological facts necessary to the

layman who is commencing a study of the pro-

blems of evolution. They are succeeded by

chapters by Professor Castle, who, as it seems to

us, does not quit* realise the attitude of the

majority of mutationists whom he criticises.

Professor Castle holds the view that evolution

proceeds both by discontinuous and by con

tinuous small variations, and suggests that

mutationists insist on the former as the soU-

method of evolution. We are of opinion, how
ever, that this contention is incorrect. The
attitude of the mutationist is, as we conceive it,

the logical attitude of asking for experimental

proof of an evolution due to accumulation of

small variations. He is aware that mutations

occur, and he is induced to believe that appro-

priate analysis will show that cases in which

evolution appears to proceed by a series of small

steps are in reality examples of mutation.

The contribution by Professor East on Inherit-

ance in Higher Plants and on the Application of

Biological Principles to Plant Breeding will prove

of most interest to horticulturists. On the latter

subject the writer insists on the horticultural

importance of first generation hybrids, and cites

an example in the production of a more prolific

variety of tobacco by inter-crossing Havana and
Sumatra types. The former has large leaves and
short, stocky habit, the latter is tall and has

more but smaller leaves. The first generation of

the cross has the large leaves of the one parent

together with the larger number of leaves of the

other.

As we have suggested already in these pages

horticulturists might well make a larger use of

the fact of the greater vigour of first generation

hybrids. According to Professor East, Tomatos

among other crops give good results when this

method of breeding is practised with them.

The volume is well printed, and remarkably

free from typographic errors, though " protein
"

for " protean " on p. 308 is unfortunate.

ORCHID NOTES AND GLEANINGS.

THE GLEBE, SEVENOAKS.

Elaborate System of Recording Hybrids.

Although Orchid cultivation with a view to

hybridisation was coinmenc-ed by C. J. Phillips,

Esq. (gr. Mr, Bucknell), but a comparatively

short time ago, th-e fact that he has introduced

business methods into his operations as a

hybridist, though not with a view to profit, ren-

ders it possible to say of it that there are

features in that collection wliich might be copied

Fig, 145.—WART DISEASE ON POTATO FOLIAGE.

(See p. 827.)

By permission of the CoutroUer of H.M. Stationery Office.

with advantage by others pursuing the same
hobby.

First of all, none but the best obtainable varie-

ties and hybrids are acquired for hybridising, and

in crossing the probabilities of improvement, both

in form and colour, are well considered. In this

direction Mr. Phillips is assisted greatly by his

method of recording the plants and the work done

with them. His records are kept in the library

by means of the " Card Register," now largely

used in offices. The drawers contain a large num-
ber of cards, and a sufficient number is marked
with the names of the species and varieties of

each genus, which is indicated by the name of

the genus on a larger card showing above the

collection of species and varieties. On each

card the name of the plant, its origin, and other

particulars are entered, and a photograph of the

flower is attached. Later, when the plant is

crossed, the record is placed on the card. If

the cross fails, it is also recorded, and if the

seeds germinate, the date of the first appearance

of the evidence of plant-life is entered, and other

particulars as occasions arise. The photographs
of the flowers and records of peculiarities in

colour are studied, both forms destined for use

in crossing being placed side by side, and the

probabilities considered. This plan provides a

means of definitely estimating the influence of

either pareTit when the seedlings bloom, even

though fresh flowers of the parents are not avail-

able, and thus many facts equally interesting

to science and to floriculture may be determined.

Coloured drawings of the choicest varieties are

also secured when the plants are in bluom.

In sowing the seeds. Mr. Phillips leaves as

little as possible to chance, all being carefully

recorded, and each batch isolated as much as pos-

sible. The seeding house, which was originally

a Melon house, has been carefully adapted, a

lower stage of porous red slabs giving the moist

surface, and otJier provision for moisture from

the floor by natural evaporation secured. The
house is in two divisions. The first is fitted

with cases in which the seed-pots are placed, the

seeds being sown generally on the convex, mus-

lin-covered wads in the pots now commonly in

use, although some Odontoglossums, &c., are

sown on the surface of the compost in which
other plants are growing. In the cases are tens

of thousands of freshly-germinated seedlings vary-

ing from the tiny, spherical, green body in the

first stage to the leafy forms of various sizes.

The seed-pots are so thickly studded with young

plants that pricking off into small store pots has

to be done continually, or, if left too crowded,

the seedlings "damp off," as it is called, and the

whole sowing may be lest.

On the stage in the second division are large

numbers of young plants of promising crosses,

soon to take their places in the houses where
they will flower.

The objects are chiefly to raise good, showy
hybrids, which shall be advances on those pre-

viously flowered ; to cross and raise hybrids of

sufficiently showy, but widely dissimilar parent-

age both as regards species and genera; and also

occasionally wide crosses of the Orchids of less

beauty, but which would give interesting results.

Evidences of these objects are numerous in the

Orchid houses, many of the plants in which bear

fine seed capsules approaching maturity. In the

house in which the centre stage is occupied by
Cymbidiums are several promising crosses,

notably a fine fruit on Cymbidium Tracyanum
crossed with a good form of C. Pauwelsii, and C.

erythrostyluna x Tracyanum. Here, too, Cym-
bidium Woodhamsianum is sending up a fine

spike.

In the large Cattleya house several handsome,
white-petalled forms of C. labiata are in bloom,

especially good being C. labiata Mrs. E. Ash-
worth, C. 1. glauca, and another fine form near

to C. 1. Cooksoniae. Among dark forms of C.

labiata the variety King George V is a noble

form with richly -coloured flowers, the petals and
broad lip being finely fringed. Cattleya Fabia

alba and other white-petalled Cattleyas are also

in bloom, the most remarkable being C. Rhoda
alba (Iris x Hardyana), a very wide departure

from any other form. C. Adula "The Glebe

variety " is equally remarkable, its petals being

very broad and the colouring attractive.

Various unnamed hybrids were in flower, to-

gether with fine, dark forms of Lielio-Cattleya

Bletchleyensis, L.-C. Geo. Woodhams, which,

from its strong growth and richly-coloured flower,

should make a good parent ; Brasso-Cattleya

Hene, and a very handsome secondary hybrid

Brasso-Cattleya were also noted, and several good

Cypripediums in bloom, the hybridisation of

which, however, it is not intended to follow.

Of interesting plants in bloom or set with seed

capsules were Lycaste costata, L. hybrida,

and a plant of L. Skinneri with three large seed
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capsules, the one set with Cymbidium Wigani-

anum. another with Sophronitis grandiflora, and

the third with its own pollen. Whether fertile

seeds will result remains to be seen. Anguloa

Cliftonii also bears a pod ci'ossed with A. uniflora

and Pescatorea Roezlii with Lycaste hybrida, and

many other interesting crosses are bearing fruit.

Huntleya meleagris is about to bloom, and will

again be tried, although its crosses have pre-

viously failed, and in one of the houses is a noble

plant of Cattleya O'Brieniana alba with nine

leading growths.

In the Odontoglossum house is a good selection

in bloom, and sturdy plants of most of the best

forms of 0. crispum, those noted being a superb

form of 0. c. xanthotes, 0. c. Solum, 0. c.

Luciani, O. c. Carniania, and some grand flowers

of the typical white type. Also good forms of

0. eximium, 0. ardentissimum, and some un-

named hybrids of excellent quality. Odontiodas

give their bright-red colours, and have been

already used for crossing, and several very wide

crosses are rapidly approaching maturity.

The Orchid houses are near the dwelling house

on the highest point, and surrounded by four

acres of grounds, the sloping sides of which are

planted with ornamental trees and herbaceous

plants, while an extensive rock-garden has been

formed recently.

THE ROSARY.

MY FIRST YEAR AMONG THE ROSES.

Last October I bought 60 Rose trees

—

climbers, bush and standard—from a well-known

rose-grower in East Anglia, and, as I had never

had a garden before, my experiences may interest

some readers of the Gardeners' Chronide,

especially as the trees, e.xcept Lady Ashtown,

which died owing to having been planted in a

dry corner away from rain, have been masses of

bloom, in most cases twice.

The soil is sandy and had not been prepared in

any way before the arrival of the trees in late

October. A day or so before they were delivered

I had dug holes, in most cases not larger than

would just allow the roots to be pushed in prac-

tically anyhow. The standards were staked well

at the time of planting, as I found that wind was

one of the features of the Hampshire coast, five

hundred yards from which my new abode was

situated. The oblong plot of ground on whicli

the house is built has a south frontage of 100

feet, and the east end, where most of the trees

were planted, is 33 feet. Throughout the winter

the bushes and climbers were protected with soil

well up above the top of the roots, and the

standards with bracken fronds and tow during

a short period of frost. In earlv spring I

had two cartloads of horse manure thrown down

among the trees and about the same amount of

loam on top of the manure, as I considered it

possible the rain would wash both the manure

and the loam away too soon if they were dug

deep into the sandy soil. I pruned the H.P.s

and climbers early in iNlarch and the rest before

April—in all cases hard ; and by the middle of

May the first blooms appeared on my only Gloire

de Dijon. Since then Roses have never been

absent, and, as I disbudded the first crop by

allowing only one flower on each shoot, the

blooms were exceedingly large and well-formed.

From the time the first buds began to open

liquid manure was used at least once a week, or

rather an artificial manure scattered liberally

round the trees and well washed in. At first

basic slag was the sole artificial employed, while

after June other kinds were used. The June

crop, after severe disbudding, yielded from 12

to 18 perfectly-formed flowers on the following

standards :—Clio, Hugh Dickson, Frau Karl

Druschki, Capt. Hayward, Caroline Testout,

Mme. Ravary, Gustav Grunerwald, Duke of

Teck, White Killarney, Paul Neyron, J. B.

Clark, Lyon's Rose, W. A. Richardson, Ben
Cant, Baroness Rothschild, Maman Cochet,

White Maman Cochet and Mrs. John Laing

;

while Gruss an Teplitz, Anna Olivier and
I\Ime. Cusin had at least double that number. Of
the bush trees Mme. Abel Chatenay, Zephirine

Drouhin, Ulrich Brunner and La Tosca have
done well since the middle of June ; Mme.
Leon Pain, Claudius and Lohengrin have also

grown excellent specimens both in summer and
autumn. The following standards have over a

dozen good buds and blooms—after disbudding

—now :—Caroline Testout, Girstav Grunerwald,

Mme. Ravary, Gruss an Teplitz (the four tree^

which have done best) ; J. B. Clark, Hugh Dick-

son, Clio, White Killarney (which has quite ex-

celled in flower the ordinary Killarney), W. A.

Richardson, White Maman Cochet (better in

autumn than spring), Frau Karl Druschki, Anna
Olivier and Captain Hayward. General Jacque-

minot had a moderate June crop and a poorer

autumn one. Prince Arthur was slightly better,

and Killarney suffered badly from mildew both

in leaf and flower. Others which suffered a little

from mildew were General Jacqueminot, Paul
Neyron, Lyon and Crimson Rambler. But
insects and other pests have done little harm
owing to fairly frequent syringings, the cut-

ting off of mildewed growth, and chiefly from

careful hand-picking as regards insects. Bessie

Brown and Jlrs. Theodore Roosevelt have had

some large and beautiful flowers, but I would omit

them in any future collection. Gloire Lyonnaiso,

A. Guinoisseau, Elizabeth and Marie Baumaini

are bushes which have done well, and Mme. A.
Carriere has been satisfactory considering the

windy position it occupies. Of the climbers

Lady Gay has been easily first and Blush

Rambler a good second, while the others have

satisfied me in the following order :—Lady
Waterlow, The Garland, White Dorothy,

Crimson Rambler, Pink Rover and Dorothy

Perkins (last probably because of a cramped root

position). Tile trees which have so far had the

least bloom are Reve d'Or, Bouquet d'Or and

Marechal Nicl, but these have at present some

healthy-looking buds. Well-established trees

are said to give much better results than first-

season trees, but I shall be delighted in any

season with anything approaching my first at-

tempt at Rose-growing, in spite of the sandy soil,

the careless planting, and the presence of estab-

lished shrubs growing alternately with the

Roses and of a whole host of flowers so crowded

that no rojm exists for others. Of things other

than Roses the shrubs (24) are strong and

healthy and mostly from 5 to 7 feet ; and the

Delphiniums, Gladioli, Gaillardias, Lupins,

Asters, and hundreds of spring bulbs have done

remarkably well. Only the Pseonies failed—at

least two out of three, for one was full of

flower with the perfume of a Gruss an Teplitz

and a Gustav Griinerwald combined. At pre-

sent the Chrysanthemums are bursting into

flower, and promise a bright scene for the late

autumn. I am told by some friends that my
excellent results with Roses are due to the fact

that they enjoyed the wet summer in the sand

after the heavy loam of their native East Anglia,

and by otliers that they are due to the doses of

artificial manure and the hose. But though these

circumstances may have had a great deal to do

with the success of the Roses, I cannot but think

the chief reason is that I have killed insects by the

million and shown no mercy to the finest of weeds.

As a beginner in gardening, I have, of course,

many things to learn, but one thing I have learnt

is that no outdoor occupation—and I was for years

the keenest of men at golf, cricket, football and

other sports— has afforded me so much pleasure

as gardening. So much so, indeed, that my
golf sticks have not been touched since the

early spring. A neighbouring amateur gar-

dener has stated—and not with very amicable

feelings—that I " live " in the garden. Surely

no one would wish to live in a more beautiful

place. Weedkxs, October 10.

TREES AND SHRUBS.
AUTUMN TINTS OF NORTH AMERICAN

TREES.*
It is not the occasional flowers which can be

found in the arboretum in the middle of October

which chiefly make it interesting at this time,

but the autumn condition of the trees and shrubs

which flower in the spring or summer. Valuable

lessons in decorative gardening can now be learnt

here {Arnold Arboretum), for nowhere else a^e

the colours assumed by the fading leaves of hardy

trees and shrubs more varied and interesting ; no

other part of the world can equal the north-

eastern United States in the abundance of the

fruits produced by these plants, and in New Eng-

land the most beautiful of all autumn gardens

can be made.

The difference between eastern North America
and western Europe in the autumn colouring of

the native plants of these two regions is now
well shown in the arboretum. The leaves of the

plants of eafitern North America are now for the

most part brilliantly coloured or have coloured

and fallen, while the leaves of the trees and
shrubs of Europe are still green, and in the case

of many of these plants the leaves fall and
wither with little change of colour. This in-

teresting fact is seen in the American species of

the genus Fagus. The American Beech now
enlivens the forest with the yellow tints of its

leaves, while the leaves of the European Beech
are still almost as green as they were at mid-
summer. The leaves of the American Elm have
already fallen, except in the case of vigorous

trees which still show the yellow tints of

autumn, while the leaves of all forms of

European and Asiatic Elms are still fresh and
green. The leaves of Viburnum Lantana, the

wayfaring tree of Europe, are still dark green
or only slightly tinged with red along the

margins, while the North American Viburnum
Lentago, V. prunifolium, and V. cassinoides are

splendid in their autumn dress, which is set off

by their dark blue fruits. The contrast between
old and new world plants in this respect is even
more marked in the Viburnums of the Opulus
group. Of these the leaves of the European
Viburnum Opulus are still dark green and as

fresh as in July ; those of V. americanum, the

native High-bush Cranberry, so-called, have
turned to shades of yellow and red, and are fast

falling, while those of V. Sargentii of north-

eastern Asia, which were bright orange-red two
weeks agn (September), have almost disappeared.

Many of the trees and shrubs of Eastern Asia,

however, are as brilliant in colour in autumn as

those of related American species. On a few
Asiatic plants the autumn foliage is even more
beautiful than that of the American plants in

the same genus. The collection of Grapes (Vitis)

illustrates this fact. This collection, which is

now well established on the trellis at the east

end of the shrub collection, is one of the most
successful groups in the ai'boretum, and is par-

ticularly valuable in showing the decorative

value of many of the Grape vines of Eastern

America which have not been often cultivated.

The autumn leaves of American species tui'n

yellow or remain green until touched by frost,

to which they are very sensitive, but on

the principal Japanese species, Vitis Coignetiie,

a large and vigorous vine with immense semi-

coriaceous leaves, the leaves in the autumn turn

brilliant scarlet. They are not always so brilliant

here, however, as they are this season, for Vitis

CoignetiEe is a plant from the far north, and it

is possible that the climate of Eastern Massachu-

setts is not severe enough to bring out every year

all its autumnal beauty. It is, however, one of

the handsomest of the Grape vines in the

arboretum collection, and for Canada and other

cold regions it may be expected to b'^ome the

most valuable of hardy vines.

• Rulletin of Popular I li/otmiftion. (October.) Published

by the Harvard UniversUy. U.S.A.
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HOME CORRESPONDENCE

[The Editors do not hold themselves responsible for

the opinions expressed by correspondents.)

Alpine Plants and Manure (seep. 318).

—

—Dr. Farmer calls attention to a much neglected
detail in the cultivation of Alpines, lor the

general belief is tiiat these plants do not require
manure. At The Six Hills Nursery during the
last few years we have used artificial manures
for many Alpines as a matter of course, and
every year we experiment on a few fresh sub-

jects. Down to the present we have not found
any plants that are not benefited by this treat-

ment. Plants of Campanula pulla, C. puUoides.

C. pusilla varieties, and other dwarf species gi'ow-

ing in pans 14 inches in diameter received appli-

cations of concentrated manure (Clay'sJ at the

rate of a teaspoonful to a pan every three weeks
from the middle of INIarch until the flower-buds

were showing. In each case much larger flowers

and stouter stems were obtained, but C. pulla

gave the most marked result, the flowers being
three times the size of those on plants not

manured. Varieties of Saxifraga aizoon develop
a much larger and stronger inflorescence when fed

at the time the flower-spike is first seen in the
centre of the rosettes of leaves. Saxifragas of

the Kabschia and oppositifolia sections are

greatly benefited by an application of manure
during their season of most active growth. At
the present time we have a frame containing

about 8,000 plants of these Saxifragas raised

from cuttings inserted in April, and potted early

in June in 2^- inch and 1^ inch pots. In early

August, when the roots had grown round the
insides of the pots, a 2i inch pot of fertiliser,

mixed with five times its bulk of sand,

was given to each 300 plants. The result has
been a surprise to everyone who has seen them,
the plants being twice "the size they would have
been without the manure. Other Alpines which
show good results from feeding are Gentiana
acaulis, G. verna, Onosma echioides, Oxalis

enneaphylla, Lithospermum graminifolium, and
mossy Saxifragas. Considerable care is neces-

sary in using artificial manure for Alpines, a
much smaller quantity being required than for

ordinary garden plants. It is best to mix it

with dry soil or sand to ensure even distribution.

Manure should never be applied to plants that

are dry, and care should be taken that no
manure is allowed to remain on the foliage

;

choose a dull day for applying the manure.

-The notes by Dr. Farmer on this

subject are both interesting and valuable

As he states, "there is obviously room for

much more experiment," and much might
be done were Alpine gardeners less timor-

ous and conservative. It is quite true that
the application of nitrogenous manures to

not a few Alpines might result disastrously, as,

for instance, with Oniphalodes Lucilise and Onos-
mas, though even with these it may be, after

all, but a question of degree, or the perfect

decomposition of the manure, and the nature

of the soil in which the subjects were
planted. Naturally, too, the method of applica-

tion would play an important part, and a plant

that would benefit by manure as a mulch might
suffer from it if intermingled with the soil in

which the plant is growing. For mixing with
the soil I know of nothing so valuable as two-
year-old cow manure, first heated and dried to

destroy insect life, and subsequently finely pul-

verised or sifted. In this way I have used it

with considerable success at the rate of one part

to eight of Banstead or other loams, securing

an increased vitality without that excess of

vigour or sappiness so likely to lead to disaster.

Farmyard manure of any sort or in any condi-

tion is not recommended, nor is it desirable as a

mulch to plants growing in the rock-garden. It

is too great a temptation to birds, and the plants

suffer accordingly. In the soil, however, many
Alpine Primulas delight in well-decomposed

stable manure. For example, P. marginata, all

the P. " intermedia " set, P. pubescens alba, P.

villosa, P. latifolia. and others. Nearly 25 years

ago some plants of P. nivalis (P. pubescens alba)

from Mr. Smith, Newry, passed through my
hands. Their roots bore such evidences of

manure that I wrote enquiring if it was usual

to employ manure in their cultivation at Newry,
and got the characteristic reply that they were

found to be " just as happy on the manure
heap as anywhere else." Primula Sieboldii

is quite a glutton for manure, and ex-

hibits greatly-increased colour beauty and
vigour without any disadvantage. It is 30 or

more years since I began experiments with arti-

ficial manures for Alpine plants, always, how-
ever, incorporated with the soil. In this way I

have employed certain proprietary manures, also

bone-meal, and superphosphate of lime. The
patent manures were chiefly used for Primulas,
and at the rate of a levelled 48 potful to a bar-

rowful of soil. Ourisia coccinea and many other
plants delighted in it. I was less satisfied with
this mixture for the rarer Saxifrages, and so

adopted the bone-meal and superphosphate, the
first-named applied at a similar strength proving
the best. My most disastrous experiment,
however, was the result of using the burnt
ashes from a large fire of weeds and wood
rubbish with the soil for these same plants.

The mixture appeared ideal, but proved
a complete poison. In less than a week some
of the plants were black in the face, and an ex-

amination of the root-fibres revealed that they
also were black. Quickly realising what had
happened, I washed the plants in water to free

them from the soil. One 8-inch potful to 1^
bushel of soil was about the rate at which it was
used. To-day I record it against myself as an
error of judgment, wrong in practice, unsound in

principle, since I had no means of determining its

strength. Brought into immediate contact with
the roots, the salts in solution constituted a fatal

dose. Had the material been appUed as a
mulch, with not less than eight times its bulk
of soil, it might have proved beneficial. Ob-
viously, potash in a certain form and of known
strength is good for Alpines, as witness Dr.
Farmer's experience, whilst potash and ammonia
combined in wood ash, and of unknown strength,

are dangerous. Surface applications are the only
means of manuring rock-gardens, and, that being
so, there is no longer need for starving them on
the old, orthodox lines. E. H. Jenkins.

Flowers and Insects.— In a short paragraph
in the Garilc.vcrs' Chronicle for October 25, p.

317, it is said that it might be inferred from
Mr. Plateau's observations "that insects re-

quire other signals than those provided by colour

before they will deign to visit flowers." But
many flowers "without any scent, at least to our
sense of smell, are visited, such as Campanulas,
Epilobiums, as well as the white Convolvulus

;

but the following incident proves that the white
butterfly, at least, is attracted by colour where
scent was out of the question. Walking down
High Holborn, I saw a white butte-riy hovering
in front of a shop window. I crossed the road
to watch it, and found it trying to settle on the
pane immediately in front of some large china
jars covered with painted flowers. Finding it

impossible to get at them, it flew away. George.

Henslow.

Blue Tits and Sweet Peas (seep. 818).

—

May I protest against the act of W. A. M. in

shooting a seagull for the purpose of

using its corpse to scare tits from his Sweet
Peas? Apart from the fact that gulls are most
useful and indispensable birds for keeping our
sea coasts free from decaying refuse, and also

for destroying numbers of destructive insects and
other small fry on the fields. If. A. M. is not
justified in killing them for any purpose, let

alone such an unworthy one. Neither is he
justified in killing the tits, which are also of

great use in destroying insects. His Sweet Peas
can be protected in a variety of other and less

drastic ways. If he has a large stretch of

plants, why does he not wire or net the
whole patch in with 7-foot posts at the
corners, and here and there between for strength-
ening purposes, the net or wire netting being
stretched on wires strung from post to post?
Easpberries and other fruits are protected in

this eminently sensible manner, but if it does
not appeal to W. A. M. and other readers in

difficulties, let me recommend them to send a
shilling to the Royal Society for the Protection
of Birds, 23. Queen Anne's Gate, London. S.W.,
for one of their booklets on Eow to Protect
Grain, Fruit, ,ic., withont Destruction of Bird-

life," which will give a wealth of practical hints
on the matter. C. Nicholson, Bale End, Chiiii/-

ford.

On Japanese Gardens (see p. 312).—May
I a little embroider upon Canon EUa-
combe'e theme? Not that in any word I

should venture to disagree with what he,

in Japanese phrase, augustly says. But
just as there was at one time, 1 think, a

rather silly craze among the ignorant for every-
thing Japanese, in the garden or out of it, so now
there seems to me a danger of swinging back too-

far into the other extreme, to a crude contempt
for all the really valuable lessons that the
Japanese gardeners have to teach us. I claim
that our debt to Japan is far more than that of

a few " avadavats and Indian crackers" in the
form of Magnolias and Preonies ; that, in fact, if

our hearts be humble and our eyes rightly open,
Japan can be a perfect Uncle Oliver to us in the
precious gifts of learning. We have been too
lonff blinded by this nonsense about imitation.

So long as we try to ** imitate" Japanese gar-

dens so long shall we be utterly alien from the
good lessons of Japanese gardening. The way
of imitation is death : by wise adaptation goes
the road of learning. The horrors that one has
seen at home by way of "Japanese gardens"!
The ridiculous mudpies at the White City that
the Japanese must have chuckled over grimly
to themselves as they erected them for the con-

fiding admiration of us poor innocents ; the de-
vious compilations of stepping-stones and Bam-
boos; the "Japanese" gardens that consist of a
rustic "summer-house," a Hydrangea, and a
bronze stork ! No wonder there was a

reaction against such rubbish. Of course,

there cannot be a Japanese garden without a

Japanese house for it to fit. (But, oh ! Canon
Ellacombe, I hanker stiU ! If you had been
with m© in my house in Tokyo, where the
winter is far worse than mine up here, and
quite Polar to Bitton, you would not be
so sure as to the foolishness of having some
such delicioBs and delicate structure, with its

garden, tucked away in some sheltered corner of
this country, well out of sight of churches, and
houses, and railways, and gasworks. That would
be my dream if I were rich ; but, there, it is

only a dream, and beside the present point.)

Well, granting the generic absurditj'- of Japanese
houses and gardens in our country, I still think
two great injustices are done to the Japanese
principle nowadays. For one thing—and this is

merely a matter of taste—as people may once
have overvalued (I cannot think it possible) the
beauty of a Japanese garden, so now, it seems
to me, they tend far more grotesquely to under-
value it. There are a hundred thousand dif-

ferent forms of beauty : education means the
gradual widening of the spiritual eye to embrace
them all. We grow from Dahlias to Del-
phiniums : from " bedding " to Bitton. The
beauty of a Japanese garden is a step to take, and
it is a real step, quite as far apart from the
vulgar and uneducated Japanolatry of some
years since as from the cold contempt into which
more recent taste seems to be reacting. Can it

really be possible, though, that Lord Redesdale
has nowhere any warmer word? Alas, for me,
then ! I cannot oe cold to any form of beauty ;

" nihil decorum a me alienum puto "
; and I can

no other, like Luther at Augsburg, than de-
clare that some of the great Japanese gardens
have seemed to me of a beauty so exquisite and
overpowering and perfect that they took my
breath away, and still hold my spirit captive,
hardened as I am by now to* even such splen-
dours as Bitton. and Levens, and Belvoir, and
Myddleton House. Of course, they are har-
monies compiled from Nature : that is, the most
rigidly artificial of compositions, not servile imi-
tations, but embroideries on a theme (like this
note of mine on the Canon's). But they are
beautiful—overwhelmingly. I declare it again,
with the more confidence that I remember how
all, surely, who have seen the real thing—as
distinct from stupid or impudent European mis-
translations—are on my side with all their

hearts. Nor is their appeal made to the edu-
cated eye alone : I am as the beasts that perish
with regard to the iron rules, the profound sym-
bolism, the countless restrictions and prescrip-

tions that make the grammar of Japanese art :

yet on me, as on every other uninstructed globe-

trotter, the beauty of a good Japanese garden
imposes itself irresistibly at a glance, while, as

for the Koraku-En, it will haunt me on my death-

bed, and I shall think I am in Heaven. ,So,

let those who have not seen Japanese gardens
trust me who have. Thev are beautiful, and
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with a beauty that excludes no other form of

beauty from one's affections. And mj^ second

point is this : without imitating, or doing any-

thing so silly, we can, by studying the spirit of

the Japanese garden, glean a hundred invaluable

lessons. The Canon rightly speaks of our rock-

gardens and moraines. It is precisely there that

a wise love of Japanese gardens and an under-

standing of their harmonies can most con-

spicuously help us with our own. Never may
one dream, indeed, of copying a real Japanese
garden, or of possessing a sham one made of

storks and botrytic Lilies ; but look at the true

thing, and see how perfect the scale, how precise

the proportion, how every rock holds exactly

the right position, how every tree and bush is

placed at the one inevitable point in a faultless

composition, until at the end, so final and abso-

lute is the effect of the whole, that the rash

beholder is led into overlooking the art, the skill,

the perception and forethought that have gone
to make up what looks so simple a picture be-

cause it is so flawless, and thus, in the ignorance

of his heart, begins to talk about "imitations"
of Nature. Poor, dear Nature, if only she could

do as well as her copyists ! This sort of thing

is not done at once ; it takes some thousands of

years to acquire that expert and unerring artistic

sense and certainty of touch wliich enables a

Chinese or a Japanese easily, and as if by in-

stinct, to get every line or curve into the exact

place and relation to each other that the pre-

conceived composition requires. We have been

building rock-gardens for some fifty to a hundred
years. When I think of the shapeless jumbles

that even now prevail, the amorphous stone-pies,

potato-ridges of rock, dogs' graves, raw wilder-

nesses of chaos and cement monoliths that we
nowadays employ to dignify our Alpines, my
whole grateful soul revolt.s against the scorn

with which the uninstructed turn upon the
Japanese rock-garden, so dignified, harmon-
ious, concentrated, simple, and serene. Our
.\lpines would not suffer from being grown
in such a composition : is it not possible

for us to steer a middle course between ful-

.'.ome Japanolatory and our native notion that
" anything wiU do "

: and without trying (good-

ness knows it would be in vain) to repeat Orien-

tal work in the West, to rmderstand that in the

East they have a sense of scale, proportion, com-
position, and harmony in their gardens (as in

everything else) such as it would not hurt us to

study also in our gardens and in our lives ; but,

above all and niost especially, for the benefit

of those unguided stone heaps or quarries which
at present are considered good enough for the
treasures of the hills ? Let us have moraines
and everything ; but why is not our rockwork to

be a beautiful picture no less than its plants—

a

careful composition ? And this it can never be
until we learn to have more respect for the pro-

found wisdom underlying the elaborate garden-
ing ritual of China and Japan. Reginald Farrer.

The Narcissus Fly (Merodon equestris)
(see pp. 278, 318).—The article by Mr. Bliss is

calculated to help tliose who are anxious to stamp
out this pest, and I recommend, especially,

raisers of new varieties to carefully read his

letter. The retardation in the egg state caus-

ing delay in the development of the larvae is

a very important matter that no one hitherto
has published any observations on. I now wish
to point out my theory in connection with the
two sizes of the grubs referred to by Mr. Bliss.

I have in my possession a larval grub found in

a bulb turned up on its showing defective foliage

at the end of Rlay, before the fly had deposited
eggs that could possibly have developed so far.

This larva I took out of the bulb, which was
small, full of refuse, and evidently not capable
of maintaining the larva until it- metamor-
phosed. I therefore split another bulb, and fixed

the grub therein. I have just examined this

grub ; it is very much alive, has burrowed into

the dry bulb, and is still in the larval state.

This fact is in agreement with Mr. Bliss's letter

where he refers to the small and larger grubs
found by him in his search. I think, therefore,
I am rif^ht in assuming the two-years (approxi-
niately) larval life nf the grub. Mr. Long in his
letter on p. 318 recommends three processes for
destruction : 1, Lifting early and drying to kill

;

2. spraying to prevent the female laying eggs on
foliage ; and 3, steeping the bulbs in water for
24 hours ; but neither method is approved by
experience. The grub is capable of living in

the dried bulb ; the female does not eat the

leaves (even if the spraying could get to the neck

of the bulb, which I doubt), therefore the eggs

are not affected, and previous writers who have
tried the dipping say Doiit! I would recom-
mend : 1, The use ot a proper net to catch the

fly ; 2, the close examination of all lifted

bulbs; 3, careful search round all foliage

showing injury in Mai'ch and April ; 4, a

watch early on cold mornings for the fly in a

semi-torpid state on hedges. Box borders, and
along the Daffodil beds. I caught with my net

in 1911 184 flies, of which number 47 were
females and 127 males; in 1912, 66 females and
38 males. Geo. Stocks, Doncasttr.

Origin cf Perpetual-flowering Carna-
tions. -Surely Mr. Cook (see p. 296) knows that

almost every writer on Carnations, including

that greatest American authority, Mr. Chas.

Willis-Ward, admits that the American Per-

petual Carnation came from the French Remon-
tant Carnation in the first place. M. Dalmais,

of Lyons, is generally credited with raising the

first of these about tiie year 1840. However, it

is certain that the French Remontant Carnation

is the parent of all the Anglo-Saxon varieties of

Perpetual-flowering Carnations, and the Ameri-
cans themselves readily admit this. Regarding
the raiser of the Perpetual Mahnaison Princess

Juliana, if Mr. Cook only took the trouble to

look at Messrs. Low & Co.'s breeding book, he
would see that I crossed Maimaison Yaller Gal
on to Mrs. Lawson in 1905, and Princess Juliana

was a progeny entered as H.]\L 22. Mr. Hopper
left the service of Messrs. Low & Co. in 1904,

Montagu C. Allwood.

Winter-flowering Begonias at Hale.—
On the occasion of a recent visit to Messrs.

Clibran's, at Hale, Cheshire, I saw thousands of

winter-flowering Begonias in bloom. Some of the
more conspicuous varieties comprised Clibran's

Pink, Clibran's Triumph (salmon-red). Beauty of

Hale (salmon-rose), Altrincham Pink (an excellent

variety of erect habit). Perfection (rosy-red, very
free), and Progress and Apricot, these last two
varieties exhibiting quite new shades of orange.

Among the novelties of the present season were
flowers of beautiful -shades in single, semi-double
and double forms. The condition of the plants
was excellent, and they well illustrated the value
of this new tvpe of Begonia for winter-flowering.

R. C. B.

Moraine Gardens I read with interest Mr.
Arnott's note on the moraine garden (see p.

296). For many years I have maintained that

the culture of Alpines in Sphagnum-moss is

only suitable for dry climates, and is not to be
recommended for English gardens. Concerning
the moraine itself, if it is not watered from
below it is not a moraine garden ; neitlier should
the name be used in the case of a sand or gravel

garden. H. Correvon.

Germination of Seeds.^—So manv letters

have appeared in the Gardeners' Chronicle
lately relating to Ihe difficulty of germinating
certain seeds that I feel impelled to propound
my own very simple remedy, w-hich I term " the
miniature bush tire method." Where all hard-
shelled seeds are concerned, whether Leguminous
or Junipers or Macrozamia, I have always
found it answer. Take the pot or pan in which
it is intended to sow the seed and fill it with
earth having a medium amount of moisture.
Sow the seed and sift a little more earth on top ;

then take the pot out-of-doors and get a handful
of Hay or Ferns sufficient to cover the pot as if

it were buried in a little haycock. Set fire to it

and let the Hay burn out. When the pot is

sufficiently cool take it into the hot-house and
give it a shower of rain from an ordinary water-
ing pot with a fine rose. Wait 10 days, and if

there are no signs of germination, repeat the
operation ; but it is a hundred to one that it

will not have to be repeated. Caution.—Take
care not to burn the labels ; the pot may crack
if the soil is too wet. I first thought of this

method after seeing seedlings come up in

millions (Acacias chiefly) after a bush fire in

Australia which had been shortly followed by a
shower of rain. A. A. Dorrien Smith, Capt.,
Kingshill, BerUamsted.

A Gloucestershire Wild Garden.— The
interesting account of a Gloucestershire wild
garden (see p. 309) should serve a good pur-
pose by encouraging the cultivation of more of

our native plants in gardens. As indicated in

the article, these plants frequently grow more
vigorously and form more attractive subjects
under cultivation than when struggling for
existence in a wild state. The native flora in-

cludes some really beautiful flowers that are
worthy of a place in any rock-garden, and
were they expensive and more difficult to pro-
cure, patrons of gardening would be eager to

add them to their collections. Others are more
suitable for the wild garden, or the stream side,

and, when suitably placed, they form delightful
features. J. Gardner, Balsford.

Apple Bramley's Seedling. — Southern
Groiver complains (see p. 278) of the inferii r

quality of his Bramley's Seedling Apples this
season. I am forwarding half-a-dozen fruits of
this variety. They represent an average sample
gathered from a tree 14 years old. You will

notice that their colour is very good. Our Apples
are grafted on the free stock, and growtii is

vigorous, but they pix^duce fruits of a good uni-
form, marketable size. The soil is shallow, and
rests on a silt of the old river bed ; it is natur-
ally very warm. The trees receive a liberal
dressing of ai'tificial and bone manure each sea-
son, and in the winter we dress the ground freely
with snot, which is a very cheap winter dress-
ing. Trees on the Paradise stock produce larger
and flatter fruits, and bear in a younger stage
than those in the free stock. Stephen Castle,
Walpole St. Andrews, Wisbech. ['The fruits re-

ceived from our correspondent were of satisfac-
tory size and extremely good colour for the
variety.

—

Eds.]

FOREIGN CORRESPONDENCE.

COLORATION OF FOLIAGE.
Many interesting ideas and some facts have

come to light on the coloration of foliage and
fruit in the recent correspondence in the pages
of the Gardeners' Chronirle. Last year was
phenomenal in Holland ; the foliage coloured ex-

quisitely, for there were no very early and severe

frosts to mar the effects.

This year coloration had hardly begun when
several sharp frosts occmred ; the leaves of tho

Horse Chestnut were frozen in one night and fell

immediately. The leaves of Juglans (Walnut)
fell before showing any signs of colouring or

ripening.

The Tulip tree (Liriodendron) had no time to

assume that hue of golden glory which makes
them such a picture in the light of the setting

sun. The first frost caused the leaves to curl,

and the last to turn brown, and now, with wind
ajrd ram, all the trees are bare.

The Oaks and Beeches, despite a bareness in

exposed pai-ts, are now a wealth of old gold

colour. Previous to the frosts of October 3 and
4 the foliage was green, or hardening into a

dull brown, and it seems incredible with the cold

and damp atmosphere that has prevailed such
colouring could be possible.

Of the American Oaks, Quercus rubra makes
tho finest blaze on young trees, and when of low
growth the colour of the enormous leaves seems
to be even more intense. The large trees of Q.
rubra rarely develop autumn tints, the leaves

turning at once a dull brown and falling, where-
as the old specimens of Q. palustris and Q.
coccinea colour gloriously. Perhaps the deepest

hue of all is to be found in the leaves of Q.
sessiliflora rnbicunda, the uprightness and the

short branches giving the tree a pillar-like

character amongst other trees.

Last year Q. macranthera was a mass of

golden-brown; this year every leaf has fallen

prematurely. Sheltered specimens of Liquid-

ambar are slowly assuming hues in which a

purplish -metallic shade is predominant.

Perhaps the richest colouring of all just now
is to be found in the masses of hardy Azaleas,

but the glory is only for a briefness we dare

not utter—a gale or a frost and autumn's fleet-

ing, fiery charms will be no more. H. Bahjohn,
Twickel Gardens, Holland.
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^Thc Week's Work.

THE HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.

Root-pruning and Planting.— Seldom has
the weather of autumn been more favourable for

caiTying out these operations, for even the

heaviest soils have been sufficiently dry to permit

of the work bfing done. Every effort should be

made to complete these ground operations.

Trees that are root-pruned and planted early

under favourable conditions should give little or

no trouble ne.\t season ; whereas those planted

later in unfavourable weather cannot be ex-

e.vpected to be so satisfactory. Although the

trees are not yet defoliated, the wood is fairly

weU matured, and they are in the best possible

condition for lifting and planting. In selecting

a new site tor an orchard choose a fairly exposed
position on a deep and well-drained soil, a partly-

shaded position will also give good results. It is

most important that the soil be well drained and
the holes made large enough to accommodate the
roots.

Wall Trees. — The planting of wall trees

should receive early attention, as the sooner the
work is completed the better will be the results

next season. Reserve trees should always be at
command to replace useless or worn-out speci-

mens. Borders at the foot of south walls are
generally well drained, and it is cciuaJly im-
portant that those in other aspects, mcludmg
north borders, are also perfect in this respect.
Many varieties of Cherries, Plums and Pears will
succeed on north walls, and the fruits maturing
later extend the season. The old soil should
always be removed when replanting wall trees
and replaced with fresh compost. A little bone-
meal may be used with advantage where Peaches
and Nectarines are planted, but manure of
any other kind should be avoided. Dessert
Cherries are amongst the first of the stone fruits
to require attention. Young trees that are mak-
ing too much growth should be lifted or partly
lifted and replanted, adding lime rubble and
wood ashes to the soil, but not rich loam. In
planting Cherries of all kinds mix a liberal
quantity of lime rubble with the soil and make
the ground thoroughly firm, but be careful that
the planting is done in dry weather. Apricots
delight in a well-drained, calcareous soil, and
should only be planted against south or west
walls. The trees require plenty of water when in
active growth. Young, healthy specimens do
best when not disturbed, although the roots may
be pruned moderately in their early stages. Old
trees of Apricot resent severe root pruning or any
other check after they attain a certani age, the
effects of which are seen in gumming.

THE ORCHID HOUSES.
By J. Collier, Gdnlener lo Sir Jeremiah Colman, Bart.,

Gallon Park, Surrey.

D I s A. — Plants of D. grandiflora, D.
racemosa, D. langleyensis, D. kewensis, D.
Veitchii, and others are developing shoots from
the bases of the previous year's growths, and
should be given attention at the roots. Speci-
mens that have become pot-bound and formed
crowded masses may be turned out of their
receptacles and divided. All the old soil should
be shaken from the roots and the portions made
up into specimens again. In doing this arrange
growths of a uniform size, the object being to

have the portions in flower at the same time. If

desired the stronger shoots may be potted singly

in 4-inch pots. When these growths have
rooted freely they may be shifted into pots
7 inches in diameter. Fill each pot one-third its

depth with clean crocks for drainage, place a
layer of Sphagnum-moss over the crocks, and fill

nearly level to the rim with the compost, which
should consist of two-thirds fibrous peat and
Sphagnum-moss, one-third fibrous loam from
which all the small particles of soil have been
removed, and a liberal quantity of silver sand
and crushed crocks. The roots are very brittle

and easily broken, therefore extra care should

'be taken not to injure them. The plants should

be grown in the cooler part of the Odonto-
glossum house or in a moist, shady position in a

cool greenhouse ; they should receive plenty of

air at all times. The surface of the soil should

be kept just damp until the roots are growing
actively, when tlie supply of moisture should be

increased gradually. At that stage the plants

will be benefited by living heads of Sphagnum-
moss placed on the surface of the compost. They
should be sprayed overhead during each fine

morning, and the surroundings kept moist at all

times. Fumigate the house occasionally to pre-

vent thrips infesting the plants.

Dendrobiuvi. — The niajorit,y of plants of

D. Phakenopsis Schroderianum and its varieties

are in full bloom, and the flowers may be kept
in a good condition for several weeks if a dry
atmosphere and intermediate temperature are

maintained. The flowering must not be allowed

to exhaust the energies of the plants, tlierefore

as soon as the pseudo-bulbs show the least signs

of shrivelling the spikes should be removed.
After the plants have passed out of flower, they
should be placed near to the roof -glass in a house
where the temperature does not fall below 60°.

During the long season of rest the roots should

be afforded only sufficient water to keep the

pseudo-bulbs plump. Plants of Dendrobium
formosum and its variety giganteum should,

after passing out of flower, receive similar treat-

ment to that reconrmended for D. Phalsenopsis.

Evergreen Dendrobiums, such as D. densiflorum,

D. thrysiflorum, D. sauvissimum, and D. chry-

sotoximi, should as the season's growth is com-
pleted, be grown in an intermediate temperature

and ail'orded only sufficient water at the roots to

keep the leaves fresh and the pseudo-bulbs

plump. If these plants are over-watered or sub-

jected to a low temperature during the resting

season the foliage becomes spotted and un-

sightly.

P LEI ONE.—Plants of P. Wallichiana, P.

prsecox, P. maculata, P. lagenaria, with pseudD-

bulbs matured and bare of leaves, should be

placed in a moderately dry position in an inter-

mediate temperature to flower. When watering

the roots avoid wetting the buds or flowers, as

it may cause them to damp off. P. Hookeriana
and P. humilis bloom at a later period, and
should be still kept in a cool house, affording

them just sufficient water to keep the pseudo-

bulbs from shrivelling.

PLANTS UNDER GLASS.
By Thomas Stevenson, Gardener to E. Mocatta, Esq.,

Woburn Place, Atidlestone, Surrey.

Freesia and Lachenalia. — The earliest

batches of these plants are pushing up their

growths, and the pots should be placed quite

close to the roof-glass in a frame, or on a shelf

in a cold greenhouse. If Freesias are required

in bloom by Christmas, they should be placed

in a slightly-heated frame or house, but no at-

tempt should be made to force them into growth,

or the shoots will be weak and the flowers poor.

Roses.—If it is proposed to supplement the

stock of Roses in pots, the present is a good
time for potting suitable varieties from the beds.

The plants should be potted as quickly as pos-

sible after they are lifted, using a good rich

compost and plunging them as advised for those

already established. The stronger roots may be

pruned a little, and the tops of the stronger-

growing varieties shortened a trifle. General
Jacqueminot, Captain Hayward, Frau Karl
Druschki, Mrs. J. Laing. and Mrs. R. G. S.

Crawford are all good H.P.s that may be relied

upon to bloom well. Others that are suitable in-

clude Mrs. W. J. Grant, Kaiserin Augusta Vic-

toria, Lady Hillingdon, Joseph Lowe, Mme.
Maurice de Luze, Mme. Abel Chatenay, Sun-
burst, Liberty and Richmond. The following

climbers may also be lifted and flowered suc-

cessfully in pots, if the latter are plunged till

the plants get well rooted ;—Dorothy Perkins,

Hiawatha, Excelsa, Electra, Goldfinch, Taus-

endschon. Paradise, and Blush Rambler.

Shrubs for Forcing.—The present is a
suitable time to pot the various shrubs intended

for forcing during the early spring. Such plants

as Azalea sinensis. Lilacs in variety. Viburnum,
Staphylea. Prunus of sorts, Philadelphus, Wis-
taria, and Laburnum may all be employed
for the purpose. The flowers will provide a

valuable supply of cut blooms, whilst the plants

will furnish excellent specimens for decorating

the greenhouse and conservatory. Many of the

plants may be forced from year to year, provided

they are given suitable treatment after they have
flowered. They need proper attention

_
aU

through the summer, and this applies especially

to Wistaria and Laburnum. It will be found

that these pot plants, with their short, slender

growths, furnish a larger quantity of blossom

than the ordinary shrubs in the open. Lilacs are

much more satisfactory when they have been

grown in pots for a season before forcing ; speci-

mens lifted from the ground, potted and forced

the same season wUl often fail to produce satis-

factory blooms. Plants of Azalea sinensis may
be allowed to remain in pots after they have

bloomed, but the best plan is to plant them out

before lifting them again for forcing the follow-

ing autumn. But this plant can be purchased

very cheaply, and a fresh stock every season is

a great advantage. Plants of Cerasus, Deutzia,

Staphylea colchica, Prunus, Philadelphus,

shrubby Spiraeas, and Viburnums may all be

lifted from the open ground, potted and forced

into bloom during the coming winter and spring.

The potting should be done as early as possible,

and the plants plunged in a bed of ashes until

they are required. Both Cytisus Andreanus and

C. prsecox are useful for flowering late in the

spring. The plants, however, should be estab-

lished in pots before they are forced, as speci-

mens lifted from the open receive too great a

check through the greater portion of the soil

becoming detached from the roots. Hama-

melis arborea (The Witch Hazel) makes a very

prettv object when in bloom, and may also be

forced in pots. Specimens 3 or 4 feet in height

arranged with other forced shrubs are very

effective. Most of the plants I have enumerated

may be grown as standards, in which form they

are" very useful for standing in large vases in

the dwelling-house, or for serving as foils

amongst the other shrubs in the conservatory or

winter garden. Several of the deciduous Mag--

nolias may be grown as pot plants. They form

striking objects when in bloom, and show to ad-

vantage arranged with Bamboos, especially the

elegant Bambusa gracilis. Dielytra spectobihs

is a very decorative plant when in flower, and

may be included in the list of forcing plants.

Its cultivation is extremely easy. The her-

baceous Spiraeas may also be potted now, and,

although these are perhaps not so decorative as

some of the other kinds I have enumerated,

they are hardy and extremely useful where large

numbers of pot plants are required. For very

early flowering, it is best to purchase reUrded

crowns, as these bloom sooner than plants lifted

from the ground.

ACHIMENES.—These plants have also com-

pleted their growth, and the corms may either

remain in the pots or the soU be shaken fi-om

the roots, and the corms stored in pans or dry

sand. The pots should be placed on their sides

in a cool house to prevent water reaching the

soil. ^
THE KITCHEN GARDEN.

By Edwin Beckett, Gardener to the Hon. Vicarv Giobs,

Aldenham House, Hertfordshire.

Seakale.—The plants grown for providing

crowns for forcing have completed their growth,

and the first opportunity that presents it-

self should be taken of lifting the whole

of the crop and storing the crowns in a con-

venient place for drawing upon as occasion re-

quires. If no better position can be found for

them, they may be neatly laid in under a wall

and well covered with sand or ashes. The root-

lets should first be trimmed off and put into

baskets, and, during inclement weather, made

hito sets or thongs for planting next spring.

These rootlets should be cut into lengths 5 or

6 inches long ; the upper cut, which will eventu-

ally form the crown, must be cut straight ai:ross,

and the lower one a little on the slant. Tie up

the prepared root-cuttings in bundles of 25 and

store them in a cool place. Towards next Feb-

ruarv they may be introduced to a gentle heat

and "moisture to start into growth, thoroughly

well hardening them off afterwards before plant-

ing out-of-doors.

Cauliflowers. — Examine the Cauliflower

break frequently and protect the curd of any

plants coming into use by tying up the leaves

and bending over a few of the longer ones.

Before the month gets too far advanced, the

latest plants, which would not he likely to
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mature out of-doors, should be lifted and laid

in cold frames, where they may receive adequate
protection from frost. After transplantation,

give the plants a good watering in and keep the
frame closed for a day or two. Following this

period, air must be admitted on every favour-
able opportunity and the yellow leaves removed
as often as they are observed. Plants of Cauli-

flower that were left for seed should now be
lifted from the open ground and suspended in a

cool, dry, and airy structure to complete their
ripening.

Chinese Artichokes.—These are not com-
monly seen in gardens ; nevertheless, they are
delicious eating, ari^d their use provides extra
variety during winter. The crop may now be
lifted and stored for use as required. Every
tuber that can be found should be lifted ; other-

wise they will form a source of continual trouble
next season, as every particle is capable of pro-

ducing growth. These little Artichokes make a
very attractive dish in a miscellaneous collection

at the exhibitions, and, when wanted for that
purpose, are best left in the ground, as lifting

and storing, though carefully done, tend to

destroy that fresh appearance so essential for

exhibition.

Horseradish. — This crop is frequently

neglected in private gardens, yet good, straight
roots are certainly preferable to small, stunted
specimens. The ground should be suitably en-

riched, and a system of transplanting each year
followed, after well digging or trenching, in

order to get a deep-rooting medium. Not only
does lifting and replanting improve the quality
of the roots, but if the largest are placed in
soil for use as required this is preferable to
hunting about with a fork trying to find

the beat. The plantation should be divided
into two lots, and the older half lifted each
year. Rej^lanting should be carried out by using
the straightest of the roots not needed for con-
sumption, planting them at a foot apart and
burying the crowns some 6 or 6 inches below
the surface. Planting is best done by means of

a long dibber.

Salsify and Sccrzonera. — These two
vegetables require much the same treatment for

their successful culture. The crops may be
lifted now and stored in sand for use as required
during the winter. Some growers leave a por-
tion of the Salsify crop in the ground for the
production of chaj'ds *in the spring, which are
the young flower-stems used in quite a young
state and cooked similarly to Asparagus.

Onions. — Examine the bulbs in the store at

frequent intervals, and throw out any that are
likely to decay. If left too thickly, these are
more than likely to go wrong, and an occasional

turning will not do any harm. The large bulbs
obtained from spring sowing will prove ex-

tremely useful for boiling. Handle them as little

as possible, and place them closely together, but
not touching each other.

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.
By E. Hahriss. Gardener to I ady Wantage, Lockinge

House, Wantage, Berkshire.

Strawberries in Pots.—The plants at this

date must be protected from frost, and there

are several methods which may be adopted.

Probably the best plan is to plunge the pots in

leaves in a cold frame. The plants may be pro-

tected by lights from heavy rains and snow, but
during times of mild, dry weather the lights

should be removed. Where lights are not avail-

able there is no better method than t-o plunge the

pots up to their rims in coal-ashes. This involves

a considerable amount of labour, but if it is done
thoroughly few pots will be broken by the frost.

Bracken is often recommended for protecting

Strawberries, and this is an excellent material

for the purpose where the plants can have the

protection of glass to ward off rains. But the
use of bracken out-of-doors is not to be recom-
mended because it decays quickly when exposed
to the weather. Bracken is very useful for

strewing over the plants during very severe

frost, but it must be kept dry. The plants in-

tended for very early forcing may be left out-of-

doors till severe frost sets in. This year the
crowns are not so well ripened as usual, and the
longer the plants are left in their summer
quarters the better they will respond to forcing.

All weeds and surplus crowns should be removed
when plunging the pots, and should red spider be

detected on the leaves, the plants should be laid

on their sides and syringed thoroughly with a
strong mixture of soft soap and sulphur.

Forcing Strawberries.—Unless a garden
is equipped with ample convenience the forcing

of Strawberries should be delayed till the New
Year, for unless suitable hoiLses are available the
chances of success will be very small. Neither
is it desirable to attempt to obtain ripe Straw-
berries at a very early date unless they are

specially needed. To obtain ripe berries early in

March a batch of plants should be placed indoors
about the end of November or early in December.
The most forward and best rip-^ned plants sliould

be selected for the earliest batches, and those
having single crowns are most likely to throw up
strong flo^ver-spikes. All the plants should be
sjT-inged well with an insecticide before they are
placed indoors as a precaution against red spider
and aphis. Examine the drainage of each pot,
and make sure that it is in perfect order. A
shallow, heated pit is an excellent structure for

starting the plants into growth. A hot-bed
which will furnish just sufficient heat to excite
the roots into growth should be made. This
should be placed quite close to the glass, so that
the plants may receive as much light as possible.

For the first two or three weeks a temperature of
about 45° will be ample ; it will be wise to use
artificial heat very carefully till the flower spikes
are developing. Spray the plants on fine morn-
ings when forcing has commenced, and keep the
atmosphere moist by damping the walls and
paths as often as is deemed necessary. Water
the roots with extreme care till the plants are in

active growth.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
By J. G. Weston, Gardener to Lady Norihcotk.

Eastwell Park, Kent.

Naturalising Bulbs.—The planting of bulbs
in the semi-wild garden, along woodland
walks, in grass land, orchards and other un-
conventional places is now largely practised, for

in such situations they produce charming effects.

No time should be lost in getting the bulbs
planted, as after this time of the year they de-

teriorate out of the ground. The character of

the surroundings should determine the style of
planting, but the plants should never be ar-

ranged in straight lines, formal clumps, or at
regular intervals. If space permits, the bulbs
should be thrown carelessly along the ground in

drifts or waves, and good effects are obtained
when masses or drifts of certain kinds, if not of

one variety, are kept distinct. Many of the

most suitable varieties of Daffodils for this pur-
pose may be purchased very cheaply, and by
using these liberally, a striking effect may be
produced the first season. Princeps, Golden
Spur, Sir Watkin, Grandis, Emperor, Empress,
Horsefieldii, Mrs. Langtry, Barri Conspicuus,
and varieties of the Poetlcus section are amongst
the most suitable for this system of planting.

Hyacinths and Tulips do not lend themselves
for informal planting so well as Daffodils, but
Snowdrops, Winter Aconites, Scillas, Muscari,

Alliums, Wood Hyacinths, Crocuses and the
lovely Chionodoxas are all especially adapted for

natural!:; ing, and should be planted freely.

Bulbs in Beds and Borders.—The flower-

beds and borders having been dug deeply when
the summer bedding plants were removed, all

kinds of bulbs should be planted without delay.

Hyacinths and Tulips are usually preferred in

the flower garden, as these give brighter effects

than Daffodils, which look best when growing in

grass. New or special varieties of Daffodils may
be grown in small beds or borders in the reserve

garden, where they can receive extra attention.

It is advisable to keep the different species in

separate beds, but beautiful combinations of

colour may be obtained by planting varieties of

Hyacinths and Tulips in distinct colours. White
Hyacinths may be set thinly over a ground of

Myosotis or Aubrietia, and the brighter-coloured

Hyacinths amongst white Arabis or Alyssum.

Beds of mas.^ed Tulips make a very gay effect

;

of late years the Darwin and May-flowering

Tulips have become very popular, and these

should be included. Late-flowering Tulips are

useful as cut blooms, and should bo olanted in

the reserve garden for the purpose.

Gladioli.— As the foliage ripens and before

severe frosts occur the corms should be lifted,

labelled, tied in and hung up to dry, preparatory

to storing them for the winter. When thoroughly
dry, the foliage should be cut off, and the corms
claaned and stored in a dry place.

Herbaceous Lobelias. — Lobelias of the
cardinalis type should be lifted from the borders
and the roots either laid in ashes or soil in a
cold frame or placed in boxes for the winter.
Beyond ventilating the frames freely in mild
weather and affording the roots moisture when
necessary, the plants will require very little at-

tention until the spring.

Canna. — Cannas also should be lifted and
housed ; space can usually be found for them
under the stages in cool houses. These plants
should not be neglected during their resting

period. Although they do not require much
moisture in winter, they must not be subjected
to extreme dryness at the roots.

Turfing.—Any turfing operations or the mend-
ing of bad patches on lawns should be
done forthwith, as frost may soon make it diffi-

cult to carry out the work. By laying turf early

in the autumn and keeping it well rolled, the

sods soon unite and the work is much more sat-

isfactory than if done in the spring, when drying
winds prevail.

THE APIARY.
By Cmloris.

Seasonable Work. — The quilts should bo
made tight-fitting in the corners, and, to add to

the effectiveness, provide good cushions of loose

leaves or cork-dust. To make the hives
watertight give the outsides two or three

coats of good oil paint. The best method
is for the bee-keeper to mix his own paint. The
following will be found sufficient for a ten-

fi-amed hive :—1 .lb. of white lead mixed with
equal parts of unboiled linseed oil (boiled linseed

oil causes the paint to blister in sunny weather)
and turpentine. To make the paint set quickly

add a tablespoonful of gold size. If the hives
are to be painted for the first time, the paint
may be made much thinner for the first coat,

and in this instance not less than three coats

should be applied. It is a wise plan to paint

the hives of different colours, so that virgin

queens may experience no difficulty in distin-

guishing their own hives. Many valuable queens
have been lost owing to this difficulty when they
are returning from their mating flight. To ob-

tain a slate colour use vegetable or lamp black

;

for stone colour add yellow ochre, or a richer

tint of stone may be secured by adding a little

sienna. When all is thoroughly mixed, strain

the paint through a piece of old stocking, work-
ing it through with a brush. Before applying
the paint, which should never be used thick,

but thin enough to work easily, rub the hives
thoroughly with glasspaper. Too often paint is

put on thickly, without working it in the wood.
After the first coat has dried, all cracks and
crevices should be filled In with putty. The en-

trances should be nearly closed, so that only one
bee may pass at a time. All bee-keepers should
make quite certain that the colonies are strong,

for weaklings are certain to die during the win-
ter or early in the spring, whereas if two or three
weak stocks are united to make one strong lot

there is every possibility of them coming out
well next spring and yielding a sm'plus In the
summer. Weak colonies, even though they may
survive the winter, require another year to

attain sufficient strength to yield a return.

Selling Honey. — The total yield for the

current season is not heavy, yet many bee-

keepers are content to realise between 4d. and
6d. per lb. wholesale so that they may convert
the honey into cash. Better prices will be avail-

able later, when the present slight glut is over,

and, even if all the honey cannot be sold this

winter, if it has been harvested in good condition

it will keep for a long time without appre-

ciable deterioration—I refer to extracted honey.

In the case of s^ections. the matter is different,

because they will not keep unless the correct

temperature is maintained, and this is difficult

unless a good store-room is available, because the

honey must not be allowed to granulate in these.

Should it be found that bees have an insuffici-

ency of food, good, thick syrup may still be
given, so long as the weather remains favourable.

Give the syrup warmth, and wrap up the whole-

so as to prevent the heat from escaping.
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EDITORIAL NOTICE.

AOVeRTIAEMHNTS should be sent to the PUB-
LISMHR. 41, Wellington Street, Covent Garden,
V\.C.

Special Notice to Correspondents.— 77ie Editors do not
undnlatie to pay for any contnbtUwus or illustrations, or
to return unuicd comiimnicatious or illustrations, unless by
special arrangement. The Editors do not hold themselves
responsible for any opiniotis expressed by their correspott-

rilustrations.- The Editors will be glndto receive and to select

piwfot;iaphs or drawings, suitable for reproduction, of

giodejts, or of remarkable plants, Jiowers, trees, <&•(:., but

ihfy cannot be responsible for loss or injury.

Local News,—Correspondents will greatly oblige by sending to
thr I'.ddvis eatiy intelligence 0/ local events likely to be of
intefist to our readers, or of any matters whichit is desirable

to bring under the notice of horticulturists.

APPOINTMENTS FOR NOVEMBER.

SATURDAY. NOVEMBER 2—
Soc. Franvaise d'Hocl. de Londres meet.

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 6-
Koyal Horl. Soc. Coins, meet ; special Eih. of Orchids
12 days). (Lecture at 3 p.m. by Miss Edith R. Saunders
on -Double Flowers.") Hort. Club House Dinner.
Bournemouth Fl. Sh. (2 days). Chelmsford Chrys. Sh.
(2 days). Southampton Chrys. & Fruit Sh. (2 days).
Scottish Hon. Assoo. meet. Birmingham Chrys. Sh.
13 days). Brighton Chrys. Sh. (2 days).

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 6-
Bath Card. Debating Soc. Chrys. Sh. (2 days). Dulwich
Chrys. Sh. (2 days). Northants Chrys. Sh. (2 days).

Dover Hort. Soc. Sh. Tooting Hon. Soc. Sh. (2 days).

Eastbourne Hort. Soc. Chrys. Sh. (2 days). Highgate
Chrys. Sh. (2 days).

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 7-
Exeler Chrys. Sh. (2 days). Newport Chrys. Sh.
I.mnean Soc. meet. Bury Hort. Soc. Sh. (2 days).
Weston-super-Mare & Dist. Chrys, Sh. Frome Chrys.
Sh. Stirling Chrys. Sh. (2 days). Maidenhead Chrys.

FRH)AY, NOVEMBER 8-
Allrincbam & Dist. Chrys. Sh. (2 days).

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 9—Burton Chrys. Sh,

.MONDAY, NOVEMBER 11—
Nat. Chrys. Soc. Floral Com. meet,

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 12—
Plymouth Chrys. bh. (2 days). Belfast Chrys. Sh. (2

day,). Chester Faxton Soc. Sh. (2 days). Royal Bot.
& riotl. Soc. of Manchester Chrys. Sh. (3 days).

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 13-
Dorchesier Chrys. Sh. (9 days). Buxton Chrys. Sh.
Colchester Rose & Hort. Soc. Sh. Bristol Chrys. Sh.
(2 days). Barry Chrys. Sh. (2 days). Clfvedon Chrys.
Sh. (2 days). Ancient Soc. of York Florists (2 days).

Finchley Chrys. Soc. Sh. (2 days).

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 14—
Edinburgh Chrys. Sh. (3 days). Bridgwater Chrys. Sh.
Aberdare Chrys. Sh. Cardiff Chrys. Sh. Newport
Chrys Sh. Sheffield Chrys. Sh. (3 days).

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 15-
Leeds Paxton Chrys. Sh. (2 days). Bradford Chrys. Sh.

(2 days). Blackburn Chrys. Sh. (2 days). Bolton Chrys.
Sh. (2 days).

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 18—
Nat. Chrys. Soc. Executive Com. meet,

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 19-
Royal Hort. Soc. Norwich Chrys. Sh. (3 days).

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 20—
Nat. Chrys. Soc. Exh. and Conference at Essex Hall.
Newcastle Chrys. Sh. (2 days). Royal Met. Soc. meet.
N. of Eng. Hort. Soc. meet at Hull (2 days), Bristol

Chrys. Sh. (2 days).

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 21—Linnean Soc. meet.
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 22—

Aberdeen Chrys. Sh. (2 days). Dunfermline Chrys. Sh.
(2 days).

Gr MCh-44-9.

NDo:t.—Wednesdayt October 30 (6 p.m.) Max. B5*»

;

Min. 50".

Cardeneyi' Chronicle Office, 41. Wellington Street.

Covent Garden, London

—

Thursiiay, October 31

(10 A.M.) : Bar. 29-3° : Temp. 61°
;

Weather—
Moderate Sunshine.

SALES FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
MONDAY, TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY

AND FRIDAY-
Dutch Bulbs at 07 & 68, Cheapside, E.G., by Protheroe
and Morris, at 10 30.

MONDAY, WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY—
Dutch Bull>s, Rose Trees, Flowering and Decorative
Shrubs, at Stevens's Auction Rooms, 38, King Street,

Covent Garden, London, at 12.30.

WEDNESDAY—
Fruit Trees, Begonias, Gloxinias, &c., at Stevens's
Auction Rooms, at 12.30.

Palms and Plants. atS; Miscellaneous Bulbs and Planis,

at 11 ; 1934 cases Japanese Liliums, at 2.30 ; at Protlieroe

& Morris's rooms.

Fourteenth Annual Sale of Nursery Stock at Shortlands
Nursery, Shortlands, Kent, by Protheroe & Morris, at 11.

FRIDAY—
Special Sale of Roses, at Protheroe & Morris's rooms.

Rare Cypripediums from the "West Point" collection

of Orchids at the Coal Exchange, Manchester, by
Protheroe & Morris, at 1.30.

The expression " cider sick-
Cidep ness," used by Messrs. Barker

and Hillier as the title of their

article in the October issue of the Journal

of Agricultural Science, has reference

not to any possible effects induced
in those who drink this excellent beverage,

but to a malady of cider itself. This

malady is only too well known to cider

manufacturers. It is apt to appear in

new cider, and entails losses estimated

at several thousand pounds per annum.
The symptoms of the malady are a froth-

ing and sudden evolution of gas. These
signs are to be met with in May after the

normal fermentation has run its course,

and at a. time when all good cider is "still."

Following on this outburst, which, in the

case of bottled cider, may suffice to ex-

plode the bottle, the liquid loses its fruity

flavour and its characteristic aroma, and
its sweetness disappears altogether. Any-
one who has tasted the normal brew of

cider served out in the villages of the less-

frequented parts of Brittany may console

himself for the nausea he has experienced

by reflecting that the cider was very sick.

With cider suffering from this disease,

which, needless to say, is due to a bac-

terium, the case is very bad indeed. It

becomes turbid, and thickens to a milky

state ; but if it be left alone—and no one

would touch it in this state—the malady
works itself out. The cider gradually be-

comes clear, the " sick " flavour and
aroma disappear, and the liquid, though
never again its old, sweet, fruity self, be-

comes drinkable once more. Messrs. Bar-

ker and Ilillier describe all these symp-
toms of the sick cider. They have investi-

gated the chemical changes which the in-

truding bacteria induce. They show that,

as with human diseases, some kinds of in-

dividual ciders are more susceptible to

attack than are others. The sharp varie-

ties are, on the whole, immune—the bac-

terium preferring, as we do ourselves, the

sweet and bitter-sweet kinds. The disease

is infectious, and a drop of sick cider may
infect a cask of sound liquor. After much
labour, the authors succeeded, by growing
cider organisms on beer-wort gelatine

plates, in isolating a bacterium, which
proved to be the culprit. This objection-

able organism is able to grow in air or in

the absence of air, and its normal course of

existence is such as to cause all the un-

pleasant symptoms which we have de-

scribed.

As to preventive measures, not much
may be said. The bacterium appears to

be introduced with the fruit. Washing the

latter with cold water is not much good ;

whether hot water would be of more ser-

vice the authors are not yet able to say.

Sterilising the fruit with formaldehyde is

practicable, but might lead to other difii-

culties. Perhaps a way round the difficulty

may be discovered by " breeding," or

rather brewing a cider which is resistent

to the disease. Or, though the authors

do not make the suggestion, it may be pos-

sible to confer immunity on cider by inocu-

lating it with an attenuated virus in

the form of a culture of the bacterium, so

grown as to have lost some of its original

sinfulness of habit. It is in any case inter-

esting to have in these researches yet

another instance of the fact that maladies

are incidental, not only to flesh but also

to fluids, and we feel sure that, when these

investigations have been carried a step

further, the term "doctoring cider" will

have a newer and more auspicious meaning
than it has at present.

It is a tribute to the excel-
Tho Simple lence of Dr. Armstrong's

''""and^'tliT*^^ monograph on the simple

Glucosides." carbohydrates and gluco-

sides that a second edition

has been called for. The author has taken
advantage of the opportunity to make
considerable additions to the text. In
particular, the chapter on the glucosides

has been enlarged and a new chapter has
been added on the significance of the

carbohydrates in plant physiology. Among
the most interesting of the newer facts

contained in the present edition are those

appertaining to the synthesis of the

tannins. These substances, which are so

widely distributed in the vegetable king-

dom, and whose precise function in the

economy of the plant is so obscure, have
been the subject of recent investigation by
Fischer, who, in conjunction with

Freudenberg, has synthesised from glucose

derivatives substances which possess all

the properties of the natural tannins.

In his discussion on the function of

glucosides in plants. Dr. Armstrong
adopts the view which is supported by the

investigations conducted by Professor

Armstrong and himself that these widely-

spread substances serve to keep quiet and
out of action bodies which in proper time

and place are destined to render active

service to the development of the plant.

Combined with glucose, these active con-

stituents of glucosides are rendered inert

—

put out of action, in fact. But when the

glucoside which contains them is hydro-

lysed they are liberated and are free to

produce effects such, for example, as those

connected with the chemical operations in-

volved in the ripening of fruits.

Dr. Armstrong's monograph is indis-

pensable to all students of physiological

botany, and may be recommended also to

the general reader who has a fair working
knowledge of chemistry.

One of the most interesting
Industrial examples of co-operation

Fellowships. , J
^ ^

.

between science and com-
merce is provided by the Industrial fellow-

ships which have been established in the

New York State College of Agriculture at

Cornell University. The foundation of

these fellowships is a tribute both to the

energy of Professor Whetzel, who is in

charge of the Department of Plant

Physiology in the University, and to the

wise liberality of the firms and individuals

to whose financial aid the fellowships are

due.

The origin of this kind of co-operation is

briefly as follows. Men engaged in the

* The Simple Carbohiclmles and the Glucosides, by E.
Frankland Armstrong. D.Sc. (2nd Ed.). Monographs of
Hiocliemistry. (Longmans, Green and Co.). 5s. net.
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industry of horticulture are not infre-

quently confronted with difficulties which

they themselves are unable to suiinount.

For example, nursery stock in a given

locality is attacked by a certain disease

which ordinary methods are powerless to

check. On the other hand, in such a Uni-

versity as Cornell, there are always a num-
ber of young men who, having finished

their degree course, are anxious to gain

wider experience and to pursue a definite

line of investigation in their pursuit of a
doctor's degree. Therefore, if the grower
is willing to establish a temporary fellow-

ship, the college is able to find a man who

coveries made by the holder of his fellow-

ship. A little consideration will show,

however, that a university must never be
a party to the patenting of knowledge ;

that it is its business to discover and
disseminate knowledge and not to

monopolise it.

It is an encouraging indication of the

enterprising and patriotic spirit of Ameri-
can horticultural firms that in the year 1910

this scheme had advanced so far that four

Industrial fellowships were actually in

existence and that four others were about
to be founded.

It should be mentioned that the research

Dr. M. C. Cooke.—We are authorised to state

that the report which has appeared in the daily

Press and elsewhere of the death of Dr. M. G.

Cooke is erroneous. The friends of the veteran

mycologist will be glad to learn that, in spite of

his 87 years, Dr. Cooke i; enjoying good health,

and has read the " obituary notices " with a con-

siderable measure of interest and appreciation.

Were plagiarism not altogether foreign to his

habits, Dr. Cooke would be disposed to say, with
another distinguished man who suffered a like

fate—the reports of his death have been greatly

exaggerated.

Royal Horticultural Society. -The next
meeting of the Committees of the Royal Horti-

FlG. 146. SCOLOPENDRIUM VULGAEE CRISPUM NOBILE,

(See p. 337.)

will devote himself to a particular investi-

gation named by the founders of the fellow-

ship. The firms which establish the In-

dustrial fellowships pay the piper ; they

also call the tune. If the investigations

are productive of good the founijers of the

fellowship enjoy, in common with the rest

of the community, the commercial advan-

tages accruing from the investigations.

This at first sight may appear to be unfair,

and the founder might perhaps expect to

enjoy the exclusive advantage of dis-

fellow who holds one of these posts does

not shut himself within his laboratory

;

but, whenever the nature of the problem
requires it, he takes his apparatus with

him and pitches his field laboratory on the

spot in which the pest or other object of

his investigations is to be found.

Coloured Plate.—The subject of the coloured

plate to be published with the next issue is

l\rilt<inia " Memoria Baron Schroder."

cultural Society will take place on Tuesday, the

5th inst., and the Orchid Exhibition, already

announced, will open on Tuesday and continue

the following day. At 3 o'clock on Tuesday

Miss E. R. SAtraDERS will deliver a lecture on
'* Double Flowers," whilst a conference on

Orchids will be held in the Lecture Room on

the second day, November 6, from 11 to 1 and

2 to 4. Four papers are to be given aa

follow ;—Morning session : (1)
*' The Physiology

of Fertilisation," by Professor Keeble
; (2)

" The Application of Genetics to Orchid Breed-

ing," by Major C. C. Hurst; (3) "Some
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Epiphytical Orchids," by Mr. H. G. Alexander
;

(4) " Albinism in Orchids," by Mr. R. G.

THVVAirKS.

Horticultural Club. — The next house

dinner of the club will take place on Tuesday,
November 5, at 6 p.m., at the Hotel Windsor,
Victoria Street, Westminster, when Mr. F.

KiNGDON Ward, B.A., will deliver a lecture

on "A Naturalist in Western China and Tibet."

The subject will be ill\istrated with lantern

slides.

The Fruiterers- Company. -At the M&nsion
House on Monday, Octiyber 28, the Master, War-
dens, and Court of the Fruiterers' Company pre-

sented to the Lord Mayor a basket of home-grown
British fruit. Major W. H. Thomas (the

Master), who made the presentation, explained

that the custom originated in the fact that at

one time the Lord Mayor had the privilege of

demanding tithe of all the fruit brought into the

City for sale. The levying of the impost gave

rise to contention, and the right was commuted
for an annual presentation of fruit to be made
by the Fruiterers' Company to the Lord Mayor.

Replying to the toast of '* The Fruiterers' Com-
pany " at the dinner which followed, Major

Thomas said that the company offered prizes and

certificates, as well as gold and silver medals, for

the growing of the best and most marketaTjle

fruits, the renewing of worn-out orchards, and
for the selecting and packing of fruit for the

market. During the past few years the company
had printed and circiJated fruit-culture charts for

the use of fruit-growers. In addition, they had

instituted a scholar-ship of £50 a year at the John
Innes Horticultural Institution.

Radium and Plants. — The effects pro-

duced by the exposure of seeds and plants to

radium emanations have been investigated by

Prof. MoLisCH, who finds that, generally speak-

ing, they are disastrous. Plants subjected to

these emanations are in many cases permanently

damaged, the germination of seeds is delayed,

and in many cases, for example in various

leguminous seed plants, such as Robinia Pseuda-

cacia, the leaves are thrown off, even though

the experiment be carried out in spring or sum-

mer. If extremely small amounts of radium are

used a speeding up instead of a retardation of

germination may be obtained, e.g., with Stocks,

Cucurbita Pepo, and Heliantbus annuus. The
permanent nature of the injury appears to be

due to the aotion of the emanations on the cells

of the growing point, both of shoot and root. A
remarkable modification made its appearance as

a result of subjecting plants of Sedum Sieboldii

to this agent. Normally the shoots of this plant

bear three leaves in whorU, but those exposed

to the emanations for three days developed

leaves arranged in opposite pairs. The mode
fay which radium produces its effects on the

cells of plants is unknown, though many of its

effects recall those produced by poisons. It is

interesting to note that the above-mentioned

symptoms are produced by the exposure of

plants to .0000053 miUegram of radium.

A Tribute to Alpine Plants.*—" If you

wish to grow Alpines with joy and glory you

cannot be too simple and inexpensive in your

preparations. . . . For Alpines, being really

noble, are the most democratic of plants, and

know no distinction of rank or wealth ; all that

they know and care for are their friends,

whether from pithead or palace. Their instincts

aie unerring, and they have no re.^pect of

persons."

Mr. Reeinald Fan The Rock Garden (Pn

Fruit Growling in Ontario According to

a writer in The, Emjiirc Magazine, land suitable

for fruit-farming can be had at the rate of from
£12 to £20 per acre. The developed lands are

nmch more expensive, and the man of small

capital should not deal with such. The initial

cost of planting is small, trees being obtainable

for an average of T^d. each. Generally about 40

Apple trees or 170 Peach trees are sufficient for

each acre. Intercrops can be grown for a few

years untd the trees commence to bear. The
smaller fruits and vegetables have an excellent

market, and give very good returns. Straw-

berries and Raspberries give a return of £20 to

£60 net per acre. Early vegetables are especially

remunerative, but the district where they can be

grown is limited j however, there is still plenty of

land in that section. Early Tomatos give £100
per acre regularly, and as much as £260 has been
obtained. Celery, Onions, and other crops give

very high yields. In the southerly sections

Tobacco is a staple crop. Small farms of 10, 20,

and 30 acres can be secured in every fruit-growing

district.

ONTARIO'S Tobacco Crop.—This year's crop

of Tobacco in the province of Ontario -will be

smaller than it was last year, -which was the

lai-gest on record, and more than double the yield

of any previous year. It is estimated to have

amounted to 15,000 lb. Tobacco culture in

Canada is confined almost wholly to the province

of Ontario. In the fiscal year ended 31.st March,

1912, the Dominion exported 58,809 lbs. of Cana-

dian-grown leaf tobacco valued at .$25,944. These

shipments were divided : 8.762 lbs. to Great
Britain, 40,856 lbs. to the United States, and
9,192 lbs. to other countries, with respective

values of Jl,320, $22,521, and S2,103.

Cereal and Flax Crofs in Argentina.—
The October number of the BuUfthi of Agricul-

tural Statistics, published by the International

Institute of Agriculture, gives figures for the

areas sown with cereals and Flax in Argentina,

which are as follow :—Wheat, 16.964,000 acres

against 17,036,000 acres in 1911 ; Oats, 2,939.000

acres against 2,547,000 acres in 1911 ; Flax,

4,310,000 ;icres against 4,026,000 acres in 1911.

Green Tomato Chutney.—Green Tomatos
axe unusually plentiful this season, especially on

the outdoor plants. These unripe Tomatos mako
a delicious chutney, -which is prepared as

follows:—Take of green Tomatos 4 lbs.. Apples

and Onions 1^ lb. each, sultanas ^ lb., sugar

I lb., salt 1 ounce, and peppers and Chilies to

taste. Slice the Tomatos, Apples and Onions,

and boil these with the other ingredients for four

hours in 1^ pint of vinegar. The preserve will

keep in a good condition for an unlimited period.

The Botanical Results of the Duke
OF Mecklenburg's Travels in Central
Africa.'—German enterpri^se and perseverance

in tropical Africa, are not limited to commercial

and big game or sporting expeditions. The ex-

pedition under the direction of the Duke of

Mecklenburg was composed of men representing

almost every branch of knowledge, and scientific

investigation was combined with sport of the

most exciting character. The narrative of the

expedition, edited by the Duke himself, is a most
fascinating and interesting story, issued in

editions costing from fifteen shillings to five

pounds. Apart from this and the botany, a

* WissetKchnftHche Ergebnisse der Dtutschen Zentral-Afrika-
Expedition, 1907-1908, unter der FUhrung Adolf Friedrichs,
Herzogs la Mecklenburg. Band ii. Bolanik. Herau«gegeben
von Dr. J, Milbraed, Berlin. Lieferung i. : Itei i.lophyta,

Coniferae, Monocotyledoneae. Lieferimg ii.: Cryplogamae
ThalloiJeae, Bryophyta. Lieferung iii.: Dicoryledoneae-
Choripetalael. Lieferung iv. : Dicotyledoneae-Sympelalaei.
Large 8vo. pp. 1-420 ; plates 4$, and many figures in the text,

especially of the Mosses. Leipzig: Klinkhardt & Bier-

maiin, 19101911. Price 16-26 mark, or the parts sepai ately

at a somewhat higher price.

immber of volumes have appeared, or are in

preparation, on the topography, geology, meteor-

ology, zoology, ethnography, and anthropology
of the country visited, forming together the most
encyclopaedic account of tropical Africa yet ex-

tant. The country systematically explored was
the north-west corner of the German East African

Protectorate, the Lake Region, and the north-

east part of the Congo State, and the travels

terminated in a journey across the dark conti-

nent from ocean to ocean. The botany is the

work of specialists in all its branches, and the

titles given below sufficiently explain what has

appeared. So far it is limited to the -vstematic

side, and no really startling nc - jiuies are

described ; indeed, the number of novelties in

flowering plants is unexpectedly small, perhaps a

proof of the care exercised in working out the
collections. Terrestrial Orchids furnish a con-

siderable contingent, belonging largely to the

genera Lissochilus and Eulophia, and Poly-

stachya is prominent among the epiphytes. The
Cryptogams are, perhaps, the most interesting

section. Lamproderma echinatulum, a curious

little Myxomycete, was collected on Ruwenzori
at an elevation above 10,000 feet, and was pre-

viously recorded only from Tasmania and New
Zealand in the south, and from Scotland in the

north. The collections of Liverworts and Mosses
exceeded expectations, and Brotheeus, who
elaborated the latter, states that there are 57

new species out of a total of 137, and one inter-

esting new genus—Leptodontiopsis. Tropical

.\frica is particularly rich in species of Ficus>

Loranthus and Vernonia, to which many
new species are here added. Compositse,

Rubiacese and Leguminosse predominate. Of the
second a species of Leptactinia and another of

Oxyanthus are remarkable in having large

clusters of very slender, tubular flowers about

6 inches in length. Helichrysum alismatifolium

is singular in a heteromorphous genus. Note-
worthy among the very few new genera of flower-

ing plants is ililbrsediodendron, an aiboreous
member of the Leguminosse allied to Swartzia.

North of England Horticultural Show.
—Messrs. W. Wells, Ltd., inform us that they

were awarded a large Silver-gilt Medal at the

Leeds exhibition of this Society, and that a

similar award was made to Messrs. W. & J.

Brown, Peterborough. Our report credited

these firms with large Silver Medals.

Publications Received. BrrtisA Violets,
by Mrs. E. S. Gregory, with an introduction by
G. Claridge Drucc, il..\. (Cambridge: W. Hefier
& Sons, Ltd.) Price 6s. net.

SCOTLAND.

LATE AUTU.MN FLOWERS.
The flowers of late autumn have been

marvellous this year. For example, the great

Lobelia cardinalis (so greatly eidogised by the

late Sir Archibald Alison in his famous History,

in an incidental but most memorable passage on

the scenery of America) has never been more im-

pressive in such gardens as those of Lochinch
Castle, Logan, and Dunraggit, than it has been
this year. As already recorded in the Gardeners'

Chronicle (September 14, p. 209), I have seen near

the residence of the Earl of Stair a glorious repre-

sentative of the gigantic Lily of the Central

Himalayas, 12 feet high, and I have just been

informed by Mr. J. Dalrymple Hay Stewart, of

Dairy, in Kirkcudbrightshire, of another gigan-

teiun, grown by Mrs. Jasper Young, w-ho resides

near New Galloway, which appears to have
reached an almost equally commanding height.

In my own well-sheltered garden the finest

floral effects for some time past have been

created by a long vista of L. longiflorum.
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Wil'onii and Tjobelia cardinalis. The contrast

afforJed by the bronzy foliage and luminous

SL-arlet blooms of the North American plant, and

the snowy-white, trumpet flowers of the Japanese

Lily, was exceedingly striking. Very beautiful

for the last six weeks at least have been the

Collerette Dahlia-s, of which Messrs. Dobbie

showed me a magnificent display at their Edin-

burgh Nurseries on October 18.

Among the latest of my Sweet Peas this season

have been Dorothy Eckford, one of the very

finest of the " grandiflora " varieties, which have

gradually given way before the Spencer hybrids

;

Mrs. Routzahn and Marie Corelli ; Mrs. Cuth-

bertson. still greatly adorning the branches of my
only Walnut tree ; Florence Nightingale, the

queen of all the lavender varieties ; Earl Spencer

loftiest aspiring Rose in my extensive collection
;

Antoine Rivoire, an exceedingly graceful and
profusely-flowering Hybrid Tea ; Georges Nabon-

nand, one of the most floriferous and artistic in

its aspect at this late period of the year

;

Viscount Carlow and Countess of Shrewsbury,

recent acquisitions from the *' Emerald Isle."

Equally worthy of honourable mention for their

splendid floral achievements towards the end of

October are the incomparable Hugh Dickson and

the uniquely-coloured J. B. Clark. David R.

Williamson, Wigtownshire.

NEW PUBLIC PARK FOR RENFREW.
The new public park of Renfrew was formally

opened on October 19. The park is the gift of

Sir. William Robertson, shipowner, who per-
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anil Melba, in colour and in form very closely

allied ; the exquisite Etta Dyke, and Queen

Alexandra.

I have read with much interest the admirable

article on October Roses by Mr. Taylor (see

p. 293). The special varieties that still at this

date (October 22) continue to flower with

marvellous facility are : Viscountess Folkestone,

to which among very late-flowering Roses in my
garden I should be disposed to assign the

premier place; Clio, still blooming very pro-

minently alxtve a hi!,'h Fuchsia, at a height of 15

feet : Frau Karl Druschki, one of the most

Temontante—as the French expressively call it

—

of all Hybrid Perpetuals ; Margaret Dickson, the

formed the opening ceremony, and, with Mrs.

Roljertson, planted the first two trees. The park,

which is 3() acres in extent, is to be known €.s

the Robertson Park.

NEW RECREATION PARK FOR
G.^LASHIELS.

At a meeting of the electors of one of the

wards of Galashiels recently, the Provost an-

nounced that Councillor Hugh Roberts had

offered lands for additional recreation grounds.

These form part of the estate of Ladhope, and

extend to about 45^ acres. It is proposed to

grant these for 999 years at a nominal rent of

5s. per annum.

PRESENTATION.

Mk. Alkxandee JIorton, gardener to the late

Countess of Seafield, at Cullen House, CuUen,
has received a presentation from some of his

friends on his leaving Cullen House to take up a

southerti appointment.

GIFTS OF PARKS TO SCOTTISH PARISH
COUNCILS.

A NOVEL point in connection with the power
of administration of public parks in Scotland by
Parish councils has recently been submitted to
the Local Government Board for Scotland.

The bequest of about 20 acres of land was made
by the late Mr. J. G. Starke, Troqueer Holm,
Dumfries, to trustees to be handed over to the

parish council of Troqueer for a public park.

The parish iS partly burghal and partly land-

ward, and no power is conferred on any but
landward parishes or landward committees by
the Act of Parliament under which the parish

councils were constituted to acqtiire land for

parks or to rate for their maintenance. Acting
under legal advice, the council, of which Mr. S.

Arnott is chairman, submitted the question re-

garding its power to administer to the Local
Government Board, and that authority has given
its opinion tha^ the council has this power under
a clause providing that holders of parish trusts

can hand them over to parish councils. This,

however, gives no power to rate, and, in dealing
with the land, which is at present let on lease
(this expiring at Martinmas, 1913), the council
will have to rely upon the revenue from the
grazing of the park, which will be but small.
The bequest made no provision for its upkeep,
but a small sum was left as the beginning of a
fund for laying out the land. Correspondent.

THE CRESTED HART'S TONGUE.

Amonust the varietal forms of the cimimon
Hart's Tongue Fern (Scolopendrium vulgare),

both the wild sports and those obtained by selec-

tive propagation, it is generally recognised that
the "crispum" or frilled section is the most
beautiful. In this section the normally flat, strap-

shaped frond is transformed into a beautiful,

double frill, and although the pure types of

this are perfectly barren, it is a curious fact that
many varieties have been found wild, each one
of which must obviously be an independent sport.

For without spores plants cannot arise under
wild conditions, and the plants must result from
scattered spores of some unrecognized fertile form
of probably normal appearance. The crispum
varieties in cultivation vary markedly in the
width of frond, length of stalk, depth of frilOng,

and so on, but all the finds hitherto have been
sarpassed in robustness, vigorous growth, and
width of foliage by a plant Scolopendrium vul-

gare crispum nobile (see fig. 145), exhibited by
Mr. W. B. Cranfiekl, of Enfield, at the R.H.S.
meeting of 22nd ult., when it was awarded a
First-class Certificate (see p. 320).

The illustration of this magnificent specimen
precludes the need for further description. The
plant was found on the limestone ridge known
as Warton Crag, near Carnforth, and was ob-

tained from Mr. H. Bolton in the village of

Warton, situated at its foot. The crispum
section of the Hart's Tongue represents really

the true " plumose " type, in which the

reproductive vigour is diverted from spore pro-

duction into that of extra leafage, Ihe spores

being entirely suppressed. We see the counter-

part of this phenomenon in the various forms of

the •' Welsh Polypody " (P. vulgare cambricum),

which are always quite barren for the same
reason. C. T. D.
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IRISES FOR THE ROCK GARDEN.

English rock gardens usually contain , few

representatives of the genus Iris, although there

are many species admirably adapted for culti-

vation in positions that, besides affording some

shelter, also bring thom up to a level with the

eye. It may be that the reason for this neglect

of Irises in our rock gardens may be traced to the

fact that the mountains from which the majority

of the commonest rock plants come, namely, the

Alps and the Pyrenees, contain practically no

Alpine representatives of the genus. It is trus

that I. xiphioides, misnamed the English Iris,

grows in the Alpine meadows of the Pyrenees,

but it is scarcely what we understand by a rock

Iilant.

Further afield, however, many dwarf species

of Iris are to be found—in the Balkans, in the

Caucasus, in the mountainous regions of Asia

Minor of the Altai district and of Turkestan,

and even up to 17,000 or 18,000 feet in Thibet.

The Iris which has the distinction of growing at

this elevation, the highest known level, is the

floriferous little species, I. Potaninii, which un-

fortunately has never apparently been in cultiva-

tion. It has small tufts of narrow and curi-

ously blunted leaves only an inch or two in

height, clothed against the rigours of the climate

in dense wrappings of curling fibrous remains of

the leaves of former seasons. From each small

tuft of leaves springs a flower much resembling

those of I. pumila, either of a yellow or a purple

colour. No stem develops, so that the ovary re-

mains in the protection of the leaves, while the

flower is raised on a long perianth tube.

But even if I. Potaninii is still an unattain-

able ideal of a rock garden Iris, we need not

despise its European cousin the true I. pumila,

which in some of its forms is almost as diminu-

tive. It is true that the real plant is hard to

obtain, but anyone who has seen a number of

collected plants in flower will not wish to be

without it. Each plant produces flowers that

are different from those of its neighbour, and all

colours, from pale sky blue to deep red black, are

found, together with others in which the prevail-

ing colour is yeUow, either with mahogany or

green markings. To do well I. pumila needs a

sunny position in soil rich in lime.

I. pumila has another cousin in the Balkans,

namely I. mellita, which differs chiefly in that

its spathes are rigid and sharply ke.eled. while

those of I. pumila are membranous and hardly

at all keeled. This keeled character of the

Balkan Iris is a curious fact. Besides being

the chief distinction between I. pumila and I.

mellita, it also distinguishes I. Reichenbachii

from I. chamaeiris, and, what is still more curi-

ous, I. Sintenesii from I. spuria. To my mind,

the flowers of I. mellita are still more pleasing

than those of I. pumila, for there is a clearness

of colour and a sharpness and delicacy in the

veining not found in the Austrian plant. The
colour of I. mellita is either a curious chocolate-

purple set off by a beard of thick-set silky hairs

tipped with electric blue, ur apparently it may be

a clear yellow, though of this form I have only

so far seen herbarium specimens. A form of

this Iris, in which the young leaves are edged

with red, as are those of some of the forms of

I. germanica, e.g., Amas and especially Kharput,

has been described under the name of I.

rubromarginata, though it seems at most to be a

sub-species or local form.

I. Reichenbachii is a Balkan species as variable

in size as I. chamaeiris in the South of France,

and some of the forms from the higher levels are

delightfid. dwarf plants with clear yellow or

purple flowers, differing chiefly from I. mellita

by the shorter, broader spathes and by the fact

that the stem is always developed.

In Europa, the so-cjled I. arenaria is not an

Alpine plant, but it is probable that it is identical

with I. flavissima, which is common in the Altai

mountains. Short-lived though the display is,

it is hard to find anything in a rock garden that

will surpass the brilliance of a close mass of a

number of flowers of this bright yellow Iris

with its orange beard. A lights rich, sandy soil is

necessary, and the plants are perhaps best raised

from seed. The rhizomes run in all directions.

St. Petersburg herbarium has left little doubt in

my mind that these are identical with the Euro-

pean I. humilis. The plant is practically a stem-

less I. graminea, but it is scarcely attractive, and,

as it does not always flower freely, it is perhaps

hardly worth a place in the rock garden. I.

ruthenica, however, with which apparently it is

found growing both in Transylvania and in the

Altai, is a very valuable plant. In its best forms

Fig. 148.

—

IRIS BRACTEATA : FLOWERS YELLOW, WITH LILAC-COLOURED VEINS.

and in a year or two from the time the seedlings

appear numbers of flowers may be expected.

It might be thought improbable that a plant

should be found in Transylvania and then not

again until we reach the Altai, but, curiously

enough, there appear to be at least two other

species of Iris which have the same curious

distribution, namely, I. ruthenica and I. himiilis.

The rare examples of the latter species from the
Altai have, it is true, been named I. Ludwigii,
but an examination of the type specimens in the

it grows into close masses of grassy fdliage which
are literally covered in May with the white-

blotched blue flowers proceeding from the pink-

flushed spathes. With regard to this Iris a cau-

tion is necessary. Never attempt to move it

except while growth is active in summer, and
obtain new colonies of it from seed rather than
by transplantation.

For large rock gardens, nothing can surpass

some of the Californian Irises, which are so little

known but which are not really difllcult to
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manage if a limestone soil is avoided and if atten-

tion is paid to the caution just given with regard

to the cidtivation of I. ruthenica. I. Douglasiana

is almost too vigorous for all but the largest

pockets, tint I. Purdyi, I bracteata (see fig.

14S). I. macrosiphon and I. tenax are all

worthy of places. The diverse and delicate

colourings to be found among these Irises

are endless, and the general rule that multi-

plication must be by seeds rather than by

division has its compensation in the surprises

to which it gives rise. I. bracteata, which

in its typical state has yellow flowers veined with

brownish purple, has already given me several

forms, some of which are approaches to crimson,

while one is a delightful colour that may best be

It is different with the bulbous species of the

reticulata and Juno groups, for these will live on

year after year and increase, if a few simple

rules are not ignored. The members of the

Reticulata group should be lifted every year or

two and treated for the disease which otherwise

is liable to carry them off in a veritable out-

break of the Black Death. No bulbous plant,

which at some period of the year lo.ses all its

roots as does I. reticulata (see fig. 149), can re-

sent an annual shifting, provided that the growth

has been allowed to ripen off naturally and pro-

vided that the bulbs are not kept *oo long out

of the ground nor allowed to weaken themselves

by starting into growth before they aie returned

to the soil.

Fig. 149.—IRIS RETICULATA : FLOWERS PURPLE AND GOLD.

described as old rose. A descendant of the second

or third generation of what was originally a cross

between I. Douglasiana and I. macrosiphon has

flowers of a pure white, conspicuously veined

with violet purple, and there seems to be no end

to the colour forms to which this valuable group
may give rise. What is still more extraordinary

is that the colours all seem to harmonise together

and to avoid those crude clashes which from
time to time offend the eye among the commoner
Alpine plants.

The Oncocyclus Irises of the Caucasus and
Cilicia, I. iberica. I. paradoxa, I. Sari, and others

are probably real Alpine plants, but, alas, our

summers are not hot enough or dry enough to

ripen the rhizomes, and it is open to doubt
whether they will ever become permanent in-

habitants of our rock gardens.

Juno Irises, on the other hand, are undoubtedly

weakened by any attempt to lift or move them.

It is impossible to do this without breaking some

of the fragile roots, and from these breakages

some delicate species, such as the typical I.

persica, rarely seem to recover. These must
therefore be planted in the sunniest and best-

drained position available and given good rich

soil, \vithout new manure. If the surface slope^

sharply to the south and so throws off the rain

and at the same time allows the sun's rays to

penetrate to the bulbs, these should go on in-

creasing in vigour, provided that they are

judiciously fed by top dressings of leaf mould
and suitable artificial manures. Provided that

the drainage is perfect, the plants seem to do

better in a rather heavy loam than in too sandy a

soil. ir. 7?. Dyhes, Charterhouse, Godalming.

SOCIETIES.
EOYAL HORTICULTURAL.

Scientific Committee.

OOTOEEK 22.

—

Present : Mr. E. A. Bowles,
M.A. (in the Chair) ; Messrs. J. Arkwright,
W. Cuthbertson, H. J. Elwes, A. Worsley, A. W.
Hill, J. Fraser, J. Odell, A. R. Rolfe, J.

O'Brien, R. Hooper Pearson, and F. J. Chittenden
(hon. sec).

Bordeaux injury.—Mr. A. W. HiLL showed,
on behalf of Mr. Massee, some Apples to illus-

trate the russetting due to the action of

Bordeaux mixture upon their skins.

Antinhinum sporlinij. — Mr. Chittenden
showed from a garden near London stems of an
Antirrhinum bearing short. leafy growths in the

axils of the bracts instead of flowers. The leaves

were very small. A similar specimen was sub-

sequently sent by Messrs. R. Veitch, of Exeter.

Rhododendron sporting.—Sir George Hol-
FORD exhibited a Rhododendron raised from
the cross R. javanicum " Ruby " x R. j.

" Ne Plus Ultra." It bore two inflorescences,

one having bright red flowers, the other not

quite so deep in colour and with yellow corolla

tubes. The two parents had both crimson-
scarlet flowers of slightly different shades. The
flowers on the two trusses were of the same age.

Ten plants of the cross had flowered, each bear-

ing flowers of a richer colour than either of the

parents, but none of the others had show-n

similar sporting proclivities.

Grey Oah.—Dr. Voelckeb sent a piece of Oak
wood of a peculiar greyish-blue colour from a

tree struck by lightning. The Committee
thought the coloration was probably the result

of exposure to sun and air, especially as the tint

approached that of weathered Oak palings.

.Vbino Geranium Ifobertianum.—Mr. Eric M.
LucKiN, of Feltham, wrote: "With refer-

ence to your enquiry as to wild albino
forms of Geranium Robertianum, some four
years ago I discovered a plant growing in

a meadow bearing albino flowers, stems green.

The two years following I revisited the spot and
found the plant, but this year I failed to locate

it, and fear it has been destroyed. The meadow-
is near Havwards Heath, Sussex."

WOMEN'S AGRICULTURAL AND
HORTICULTURAL INTERNATIONAL

UNION.
October 23.—Since the Women's Union was

started in 1899 its growth has been satisfactory,

and it now numbers some 350 members in this

country and abroad. The sixth annual show was
held at the Royal Horticultural Hall on the above
date, the venue being a new one. as the former
shows have been at the Botanical Gardens.
The Hall was well filled, and had it not been for

the bad weather of the two days previous to the
show it would have been difficult for the executive
to have found room for all the exhibits. Much
credit is due to the committee and the secretary,

Mrs. Chamberlain, for the excellence of the
arrangements.
The exhibits were all first-class, and showed

what women can do in the lighter branches of

horticulture. The international character of the
society's work was instanced by exhibits
from Germany. In the horticultural and
dairy sections there were well-filled classes of

cut flowers, pot plants, fruit, vegetables, dairy
produce, dressed poultry, honey, preserved fruit,

bread, hams, landscape gardening, and decorative
designs. The Swanley College successes were
numerous. Splendid exhibits of fruit and dairy
produce won prizes for Miss Courtatjld, Earls
Colne, Essex ; while the Carnations. Chrysanthe-
mums, and table decorations of the Misses Price
& Fyfe, Grove Park Nurseries, Lee, S.E., would
have done credit to any florist. Mention
must also be made of the exquisite Violas and
Violets effectively exhibited by the Misses Dixon
& Eve, Elmscroft Nurseries, Edenbridge, Kent.
The preserved fruits section showed what could
be done in an industry, which we think has not
as yet received its due meed of attention.
fhere were 223 entries of live poultry, all the

best laying, table, and general purpose breeds
being well represented. J. W. T.
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Kent Commercial Fruit Show.
October 28, 29.—The second Kent Commer-

cial Fruit Show was held at Maidstone on Tues-

day and Wednesday last. The number of entries

was 363—a large increase over those of the first

show, which was held at Ashford last year. Al-

though most of the classes were o|)en to com-

petitors from the whole of Great Britain and

Ireland, only 49 exhibits were sent from nmsery-
nien resident in other counties than Kent.

When it is remembered that in the largest

classes one entry comprised six boxes of Apples,

some idea of the size of the exhibition may be

formed. To its excellence, however, only those

present can testify ; and on this point we have

no hesitation in declaring that it was by fai- the

best competitive show of Apples ever seen in this

country. That being the case (and our judgment

was confirmed by several specialists who have

been in the habit of attending fruit shows), it

would probably be safe to add that it was the

best competitive show of Apples ever held in

Europe. Apart from the magnificent collections of

the principal nurserymen, no exhibits of Apples,

even those shown annually under the auspices of

the Royal Horticultural Society, have surpassed

those sent to this Kent show in number and

general excellence, and certainly none of the

Colonial shows has equalled this one in all-round

merit.

The testimony thus given to Kent as an Apple-

growing county is very striking, since only one

award—a second prize—fell to an outside

exhibitor.

The first class—an open one—was for Bramley's

Seedling Apples, six boxes to an entry, and com-

prised 35 exhibits. This was i. magnificent class,

a large proportion of the entries being of con-

siderable size, fine symmetry, and splendid col-

our. The 1st prize was gained by Mr. G. E.

Champion, of Linton, Maidstone, for fruit of

fine size and colour, admirably packed.

We must here make a digression to point out
that the awards did not always fall to the finest

fruit, as other points had to be taken into con-

sideration by the judges. Their marks were
avvarded as follow :

—

Marks.

Size 25
Colour 15

Condition
_.

20
Uniformity of grading '. 10
Quality of packing ... ... ... 20
General appearance 10

100

The 1st priza collection in Class 1 must have
scored well on all points, though there
were certainly larger Apples in the class.

The other prizes went to exhibits of a very-

high order of merit. The 2nd prize was won
by Messrs. W. Skinnee & Sons, of Boughton,
Winchelsea, Maidstone ; the 3rd prize by Mr. R.
Ferguson, Maidstone ; and the 4th by Mr.
W. W. Hubble. Hunton, Maidstone; while Mr.
C. JIuRDOCH, Linton, Maidstone, was highly
commended.
Newton Wonder Apples in the next class were

marvellously good in size, form and colour, and
there were 27 entries of six boxes each. The
prizes were awarded, in the order given, to

Messrs. G-4SK.\^n & Whiting, Dargate,
Faversham, who were the largest and most suc-

cessful of the exhibitors ; Mr. C. Murdoch, Lin-

ton ; Mr. F. Smith, Toddipgton ; and Major
W. A. Nicholson, West Mailing; Mr. S. Skel-
TON, West Farleigh, being highly commended.
In this class was found an illustration of the

fact that the best fruit did not always take the

1st prize, as Mr. Smith's Apples were the best

for size, colour and form combined, but were
set dow-n to the third place in consequence of

giving less satisfaction to the judges in respect of

packing. Ap:irt from formality as to placing,

they appeared to the ordinary visitor to be well

packed, but stiict attention had not been paid

to the rule in this res]>ect.

The vuriety Lacie's I'rincu Albert in the next

class, also an open one for six boxes to an entry,

consisted of 26 exhibits. Many of these were
excellent, but the class was not on the whole
equal in merit to either of the preceding ones.

This fact goes to confirm the general opinion

that this season is not a favourable one for this

particular variety. The prizes fell in the ordei

given to the Executors of the late R. Neve,
Tenterden ; Mr. E. H. Chambers, Boughton,
Winchelsea ; Mr. F. Neame, Faversham ; and
Major W. A. Nicholson, all of whom showed
very fine Apples.

The open class for six boxes of Blenheim Pip-

pin was an admirable one, although it contained
only 15 exhibits. Messrs. Gaskain & Whiting
were placed 1st for a splendid collection, followed

by Mr. W. W. Hubble and Mr. A. Miskin for

most creditable exhibits.

The class for six boxes of Lord Derby, also an
open one, comprised 26 exhibits, most of which
were composed of remarkably fine Apples.

Messrs. Gaskain & Whiting were again placed
1st, and were followed by Mr. W. \V. Hubble
and Mr. F. Smith.

Worcester Pearmain is somewhat out of sea-

son, and the entries were confined to 11, showing
six boxes each. Some of the fruits were of fine

size and excellent colour, but the class as a whole
had less general merit than any of those pre-

viously noticed. Mr. S. Smith, Harming, Maid-
stone, won the 1st prize with a magnificent ex-

hibit, followed bv Mr. F. Smith, Mr. A. Miskin
and Mr. W. W.' Berry.

It seem a pity that there was no separate class

for Cox's Orange Pippin, as there were many re-

markably fine exhibits of this best of all dessert

Apples in the mixed exhibits. This was espe-

cially noticeable in a large class, comprising 32

entries, for three boxes of any dessert Apple, ex-

cluding Blenheim Pippin and Worcester Pear-

main. Messrs. Gaskain & Whiting won the 1st

place for some wonderfully good Cox's Orange,

and the 2nd prize fell to some fine King of the

Pippins, shown by Mr. R. Stephenson, of Bur-
well, Cambs., the" only winner of a prize outside

the ranks of Kentish growers. Mr. S. Smith,
Barming, won the 3rd prize.

Competition in the open class for three prizes

offered for the best-packed box of Apples brought

a response from 32 entrants. Mr. A. Miskin,
Chart Sutton, won the 1st prize, and the 2nd and
3rd went to Mr. F. Smith and Major W. A,
Nicholson respectively.

Class 9, for Bramley's Seedling or Newton
Wonder, was open only to commercial growers in

Kent with orchards of less than 20 acres in all.

The 1st prize was won by Mr. P. P. Scott,

Leeds, Maidstone, and Mr. F. I. Neame,
Faver.sham, and Mr. G. Stcdd, Tong, Sitting-

bourne, took the 2nd and 3rd prizes. "There were
only seven entries.

A still smaller class—comprising only four

entries—was for Lane's Prince Albert or Lord
Derby ; the prizes fell to Mr. H. E. Hutchinson,
Mr. F. I. Neame, and the South-Eastern
Agricultural College. Another Kent class,

of 12 entries, was for one box of any dessert

Apple. Mr. H. E. Hutchinson, of Staplehurst,

gained the 1st prize for some admirable Cox's
Orange Pippins, while Messrs. T.A.TE Bros., of

Longfield, won the 2nd prize with AUington
Pippins of fine size and colour. Mr. J. Weeks,
Egerton, Ashford, came 3rd, with Charles Ross.

Class 12 was for Pears, and comprised 21 ex-

hibits, some of which were remarkable for

size and quality. Messrs. Gaskain & Whiting
were placed 1st for an unnamed variety, and were
followed by Mr. A. Miskin, for Doyenne du
Cornice. Considering that this has been an ex-

ceptionally good season for Pears, the display of

this fruit was a little disappointing.

The class for bottled fruit, confined to

Kentish residents, contained 16 entries. It was
a creditable display. The exhibits consisted of

three bottles each of four varieties of fruit.

The prizes, in the order given, were won by
Mrs. Wellington, of Wye ; the Horticultural
College, Swanley ; and Jlr. W. Usmab, of

Maidstone.

Class 14 was an open one for any cooking
Apple in season, one box to an entry, and it at-

tracted no fewer than 52 entrants, <iiany of

whose exhibits were most remarkable. Messrs,

Gaskain & Whiting again scored one of their

numerous successes, wiiming the 1st prize with
some very tine fruits of Annie Elizabeth. There
was only one other prize, which fell to the lot of

the Executors of the late R. Neve for a splendid
collection of Northern Greening.

Another large open class, consisting of 34
entries, was for one box each of any dessert

Apple in season. Here were more Cox's Orange
Pippins in fine form, and it was with this variety

that Mr. J. Sutt, of Rainham, carried oS the

principal honours, followed by Messrs. Gaskain
& VI'hiting, who won the only other prize

awarded.

The cup offered lor the best dessert Apple in-

troduced since 1900 produced only eight com-
petitors, and only two varieties were shown,
Rival and Jonathan. Mr. F. Duncanson won
the cup with Rival.

The best class—again an open one—was for a
collection of maiden fruit trees. A Champion,
Cup was offered in this competition by Mr.
F. S. W. Cornwallis, the President of the Kent
Commercial Fruit Show Association. Only four
competitors entered, and the cup was won by
Mr. J. W. TodMjVN. Borough CJreen, Kent.

Messrs. Coupe & Sons, of Covent Garden,
offered a challenge cup for the best exhibit in

Classes 1, 2, 3, 4, and 6, including Bramley's
Seedling, Newton Wonder, Lane's Prince
Albert, Blenheim Orange, and Worcester Pear-
main, to be grown in Kent, Surrey, or Sussex.
The cup was awarded to the winner of the 1st

prize in the class for Bramley's Seedling,
namely, Mr. G. E. Ch.impion, of Linton, Maid-
stone.

A champion cup for the best exhibit of any
of the varieties above named, including, in addi-
tion, Ijord Derby, in the open classes for six

boxes each, was offered by Messrs. Garcia,
Jacobs & Co., of Covent Garden. The winners
were Messrs. Gaskain & Whiting, for their 1st

prize entry of I.K>rd Derby, The same exhibitors
were also awarded a cup presented by Mr.
Mercer Smith for their 1st prize collection of

Annie Elizabeth in the class for cooking Apples.

Sale of Apples by Auction.

Some of the pi-ize collections of Apples
realized very high prices at the auction held on
Tuesday. The top price was 4O3. per box for

Mr. G. E. Champion's 1st prize Bramley's Seed-
lings; while Mes.srs. Gaskain & Whiting's 1st

prize Cox's Orange Pippin were sold for 30s. per
box, and their 1st prize Blenheim Pippin for 15s.

From 3s. 9d. to 5s. per box were more usual

prices for the remainder of the exhibits.

NATIONAL SWEET PEA.

SWEET PEA TRIALS FOR 1913.

We are asked to state, in relation to the trials

of Sweet Peas for 1913, which will take place

at the Burbage Experiment Station, Leicester-

shire, conducted by Major C. C. Hurst, that

only novelties sent for trial will be eligible for

certificates or awards granted by the Society.

For the novelty trials a charge of 2s. 6d. per
variety will be made, and novelties will be ac-

cepted only from the raiser or introducer. Thirty
seeds of each novelty must reach the hon. secre-

tary, Mr. C. H. Curtis, Adelaide Road, Brent-

ford, Middlesex, before Jc miary 4, 1913. The
seeds must be placed in plain packets, but each
packet must bear a number or letter for purposes
of identification. With the seeds there must be

a letter bearing the sender's name at the top,

the number or letter of each variety sent, and,

opposite such letter or number, the name of the
variety {if any), the colour section to which it

belongs, and (if orange or salmon) whether it

should be shaded.

Sweet Peas will also be tested for purity at a

charge of 10s. per stock or variety sent. Not
fewer than two dozen seeds should be sent. In

every case the amount due for trials charges

must accompany the seeds. Every sender will

receive the rep"ort of the Floral Committee in

the autumn of 1913.
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National Chrysanthemum Society.
October 29, 30, 31.

HRYSANTHEJIUMS appear not
bo have suffered from the wet,
sunless summer, for in several

respects this was the finest show
of the series held at the Crystal

Palace under the auspices of the

N.C.S. The dates were earlier

than usual, but this fact had no
injurious effect upon the show.
Chrysanthemum exhibitions have

changed in many respects since the old Aquarium
days. Trained specimen plants have entirely dis-

appeared from the show, and groups of plants are

no longer an important feature. We missed this

year even Messrs. Butler Bros.' dwarf pot plants,

which were so much admired in recent years. The
Incurved varieties are waning in popularity as

exhibition flowers, and the iniport^aiit class for 36

distinct varieties no longer finds a place in the

schedule. But Japanese varieties are more popu-

lar than ever, whilst the market and decorative

sorts have assimied great importance at these

€.\hibitions. There also appears to be a revival

of interest in the bea,utiful Pompon varieties, for

the classes allotted to these flowers were much
better contested than for many years past. The
singles, too, meet with increased appreciation,

especially those of the iMensa type, which are so

tuitable for decorative purposes.

The greatest advance is seen in the displays

made by traders, and on this occasion the finest

group of Chrysanthemums, and probably the

largest ever staged, was exhibited by Mr.
Norman Davis. Almost equally good were
the groups shown by Messrs. W. Wells
& Co., and Messrs. H. J. Jones, Ltd.
The methods of arranging these large col-

lections deserve the grentest praise. There
appeared to be a greater brightness about

the show than usual, and no doubt this was in

part due to the beautiful weather, for the sun

shone brilliantly on the opening day. Several

criticisms were directed against the spreading of

the exhibits over too great a space, but this was a
minor fault. No fewer than 73 novelties were
submitted for award, and the Floral Committee
conferred nine First-class Certificates and two
Awards for colour.

At one time exhibits of fruits and vegetables

were impoi-tant features of these shows, but this

year only one collection of vegetables was staged,

whilst there were few displays of fruit.

As usual, the arrangements were perfect, and
the thanks of the Press and others are due to

Mr. Richard Witty and his courteous assistant

Mr. Bridges.
Groitps.

Two classes were provided for groups of Chrys-
anthemums, but only one exhibit was forthcom-
ing. It was shown in the class for a floral display

of Chny'santhemums from which traders were
excluded. The exhibitor was Lady Tate. Park
Hill, Streatham (gr. Mr. W. Howe), and the 1st

prize was awarded. This excellent group was
arranged as a pyramid, crowned with a fine

Kentia. Three excellent plants of Dracana Vic-

toria and well-coloured Codiseums were arranged
at suitable places and served as fine foils to the
Chrysanthemums which were unnamed.

Open Classes.

Blooms Shown on Boards.

Incurved Varieties.—The principal class in

this section was for 12 blooms, distinct, and it

attracted four competitors. The finest exhibit
was shown by Pantia Ralli. Esq., Ashtead
Park, Epsom "(gr. Mr. G. J. Hunt), who had
much the larger blooms. The varieties were
Buttercup, Mrs. G. Denyer, Romance. Mrs. F.
Judson. W. J. Higgs, Boccace, Lady Isobel, Clara
Wells. Duchess o'^f Fife, G. F. Evans, Marjorie
Shield, and a large magenta-cnloured seedling;
2nd, Miss Weybukn, Hadley Manor, Barnet (gr.

Mr. A. Jones), whose finest blooms were Em-
bleme Poitevine, Mrs. G. Denyer and Clara
Wells ; 3rd, Miss Langworthy, Holvport (gr.

Mr. T. G. Broom).
For six blooms of one variety seven competed,

and all the exhibits were excellent. The 1st prize
was awarded to Mr. Mappin (gr. Mr. T. Beeson),
for very large flowers of the rich yellow Butter-

: variety
;

cup; 2nd, Mrs. Slattery, with the sai

3rd, Miss VVeyburn, with Romance.

Japanese V.4eieties.—The Society offered the
Holmes Memorial Challenge Cup and the sum of
£7 as the 1st prize in the important class for 48
blooms, distinct. Three other prizes of the total
value of £13 were also offered. Five competed,
the quality of the exhibits being above the
average. The best display was made by H.
Mocatta, Esq., Addlestone, Surrey (gr. Mr. Thos.
Stevenson). I'here was not a weak bloom in the
exhibit, and many of the specimens were of un-
usual merit. A flower of the yellow F. S. Vallis
was of extraordinary size. Other choice flowers
were Mrs. Gilbert Drabble (white), Mrs. L. Thorn
(pale yellow), Thomas Lunt (erim.son). Miss Roope
(deep yellow), Hon. Jlrs. Lopes (yellow), William
Turner (white), H. E. Conver.se (crimson,
with golden reverse), Gladys Herbert (p&le
mauve-pink), Lady Talbot (yellow), Frances Jol-
liffe (golden, suffused wit)i rose), Fred. Chand-
ler (a fine bloom), W. Gee (pink), Harry Wood
(crimson). His Majesty (deep crimson), Algernon
Davis, Superbe, Queen Mary and Miss A. Finch.
The 2nd prize was awarded to Pantia Ralli,
Esq., who also showed splendidly. A few of the
choicer blooms were W. Turner, H. E. Con-
verse, Frances Jolliffe, Miss A. E. Roope,
Pockett's Crimson, F. S. Vallis, Mary Inglis,
D. B. Crane, Rose Pockett and Mrs. R. Luxford

;

3rd. Sir Carl Meyer, Bart., Shortgrove, New-
port, Essex (gr. Mr. E. Guile) ; 4th, E. J. Thal,
Esq., Frensham Place, Farnham (gr. iMr. C.
Moore).

Twenty fuur Japanese blooms, rliflinrl.—This
proved one of the best classes in the show. The
competitors numbered 13, and all showed splen-
didly. Mr. Mocatta again excelled, his blooms
being so large as to appear crowded, whilst the
colours were bright and varied. Outstanding
varieties were Frances Jolliffe, H. E. Con-
verse, William Turner, Miss Roope, Mrs. Gilbert
Drabble, Lady Talbot, Thos. Lunt, Hon. JMrs.
Lopes, Queenie Chandler (pale yellow), John
Peed (pink), and F. S. VaUis; 2nd, L. G. WiGG,
Esq., Rockshaw, Meiston (gr. Mr. Sargent), who
showed large, well-finished blooms of President
Viger, Eclipse, Lady Crisp, Pockett's Crimson,
Frances Jolliffe, William Rawlings, Mrs. G. C.
Kelly and others ; 3rd, Pantia Ralli, Esq.

Blooms Shown in Vases.

The " Great Vase " class was much better con-
tested than last year, there being six exhibits on
this occasion compared with two. The schedule
required 12 vases of Japanese varieties, distinct,
with not less than 6 inches of the stems showing
above the receptacle. The vases were 14 inches
in height and arranged on a low table.
The 1st prize was won by Mr. Mocatta,

whose blooms were magnificent, and showed to
better advantage on stout stems with foliage than
those displayed on boards. The varieties Frances
Jolliffe and Hon. Mrs. Lopes were of immense
size and splendid in ever,y respect ; Miss Alice
Finch, Mme. G. Rivol, Master James, Lady Tal-
bot, j\lrs. R. A. Witty, Queenie Chandler, Mrs.
R. Luxford, William Turner, Fred Chandler and
F. S. Vallis were the other varieties. The 2nd
prize was awarded to J. Newton-Mapi'IN, Esq.,
Headley Park, Epsom (gr. Mr. T. Beeson). This
exhibitor showed large, well-finished blooms of
0. H. Broomhead, Mrs. A. T. Miller, Lady Letch-
worth, Mrs. C. H. Tottv. Reginald Vallis, Lady
Talbot, Mrs. Kelly and "others. 3rd, Rev. A. C.
Cooper-Marsdin,' Borstaldene, Bickley (gr. Mr.
W. Rigby).
There was only one exhibit in the class for 12

vases of Incurved varieties, for which the Holmes
Memorial Challenge Cup and the sum of five

guineas were off '-ed as the 1st prize. The ex-
hibitor was jMr. Pantia R.alli, and the varie-

ties were Boccace. Mr. F. .Judson, Clara Wells,
W. J. Higgs, Buttercup, Frank Trestian, Mrs.
G. Denyer, C. H. Curtis, Calypso, Romance and
Wiseman.
Single-vase Classes.—In these classes, for one

vase of three Japanese blooms each, the prizes

were awarded as follow :

—

White : 1st, Mrs. A. T.
Miller, shown by J. Newton Mappin, Esq.,
Epsom (gr. Mr. T. Beeson) ; 2nd, White Queen,
shown by A. T. Miller, Esq. Ydhiw : 1st,

Lody Talbot, shown by Mrs. Slattery, The
Orchard, Marlow (gr. Mr. R. Evans); 2nd, the
same variety, shown b.\- Sir Carl JIeyer, Bart.
(gr. Mr. E. Guile). Any other colour : 1st, Fran-
cis Rows, reddish-bronze, shown by R. H. B.
Marston, Esq., Canterbury (gr. Mr. Fair-
service) ; 2nd, Reginald Davis, shown by Sir
Carl Meyer. The variety Frances Jolliffe,

shown by Rev. A. C. Cooper Marsdin, Bickley
(gr. Mr. W. Rigby), was awarded the 3rd prize.

These magnificent blooms remained beautifully
fresh when others had drooped.

Anemone-flowered Varieties.

Much the best exhibit of six vases of these
flowers, shown by seven competitors, were staged
by Miss Langworthy, Holy-port (gr. Mr. T. J.
Broom). The blooms were large, fresh, and
splendid in colour. The varieties were Mrs. H.
Eland, Mjss A. Lowe, La Marguerite, Mons. C.
Lebocqz, Mrs. N. Brun, and John Bunyan, all

well-known sorts. 2nd, C. D. Clark, Esq.,
Shortlands (gr. Mr. W. Passey), who showed
greater variety. 3rd, Lady Yule, Bricket Wood
(gr. Mr. J. Foster).

Pompons.—These pretty flowers were shown
much more numerously than usual. There were
no fewer than eight exhibits in the class for six

vases, and the 1st prize was awarded to a mag-
nificent exhibit shown by J. W. Hussey, Esq.,

Bouverie House, Exeter. Mme. Elise Dordan,
W. Westlake. Black Douglas (exceptionally good).

Prince of Orange, and Compte de Morny were
all of superlative quality. 2nd, C. Urban, Esq.,

Teddington (gr. Mr. F. Fitzwater), with fine vases

of Osiris, Cendrillion, William Sabey ; and Prince
of Orange.

Anemone Pomvons.—The 1st prize in the class

for six vases oi these Chrysanthemums was won
by Mr. Urban, whose flowers were the largest.

The varieties were Antonius, Rose Marguerite,
Emily Rnwbottom, Marie Stuart, Mr. Astie, and
Perle. 2nd, L.idy Yule.

Single Chrysanthemums.—There were five

tables of single Chrysanthemums in the competi-
tion for a silver rose-bowl offered by C. E. Shea,

Esq. A daintily-arranged table was placed 1st;

the exhibitor was F. .J. J.iRROW, Esq., Abbey
Road, St. John'.s Wood (gr. Mr. A. Robertson);
2nd, Mr. F. G. Bealing, Bassett, Southampton,
whose display was rather too massive for these

elegant flowers.

There was a class for eight vases of single Chry-
santhemums, and here Mr. Mocatta (gr. Mr.
Stevenson) won handsomely, having much the
largest and finest blooms. The varieties were
White Pagram, Edith Pagram, Snowflake,

Charles Kingsley, Bronze Pagram, Yellow Purity,

Miss Mabel Booth, and Ceddie Mason. Four ex-

hibits were staged in this class.

A Decorative Class.

Mr. Norman Davis offered prizes in a class for

12 Japanese blooms, distinct, arranged with
foliage on a space of 5 feet by 3 feet. A large

table was filled with nine exhibits, the best of

which was shown by Mr. Mocatta, who arranged
large blooms of the best exhibition quality in a
setting of F'erns, Codiieums, and AbutiJon Thomp-
sonii, with sprays of Phyllanthus nivosus at the

back. The choicer blooms were those of the
variety Frances Jolliffe, William Turner, Queen
Mary. His Majesty, Lady Talbot, Fred. Chandler,

and 'Francis Rowe. 2nd, Mr. A. Smith, Roe-

hampton ; 3rd. A. T. Miller, Esq., Leatherhead
(gr. Mr. G. Mileham).

Amateurs' Classes.

These were well contested and the flowers

generally were excellent specimens. In the class

for 12 Japanese blooms, distinct, four competed,

and J. B.yRBER, Esq., Bromley (gr. Mr. J.

Bedson). was placed 1st for excellent blooms of

Master David, Mary Farnworth, Walter Jinks,

Lady Talbot, Mrs. A. T. Miller, and Alice

Lemon. 2nd, Jlr. C. Pullen. Ravnes Park.

For 12 Japanese blooms, distinct, in Section B,

Mr. C. Fox, Tunbridge Wells, was placed Ist

of seven competitors, whilst for six Japanese
blooms, distinct, Mr. G. Richardson, Tulse

Hill, excelled with excellent blooms The best
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six blooms of a Japanese variety were shown
by Mr. C. Pullen, Raynes Park, who had splen-

did blooms of Lady Talbot.

The finest of three e.xhibits in the class for six

blooms of an Incurved variety was shown by E.

Wood, Esq., Upper Norwood (gr. Mr. A. Dyer),

who showed the variety Clara Wells.

Mr. Campkin, Southend, was successful in the
classes for six Japanese blooms, distinct, and
three Japanese varieties, two blooms of each sort.

Mr. L. Thomson, Thormby, Liverpool, was
the only exhibitor In the class for six vases of

Single Chrysanthemums, and he was awarded the
1st prize.

Decorative Classes.

Two classes were provided for tables decorated
with Chrysanthemums, the one for yellow and
bronze varieties, the other for colours other
than these. There were nine tables in the yellow

and bronze class, and the arrangements generally

were very good. The 1st prize was awarded
to Mr. A. W. Trossell, gardener to H. Atten-
BOiiouGH. Esq., Beckeuham. Twelve competed
in tlie other class, and the 1st prize was awarded
to Mrs. A. R. Bide, Farnham. who employed
pale pink Chrysanthemums, with Adiantum Fern
and Berberis Darwinii.
The best two vases of Pompon or Anemone-

Pompon varieties, arranged for effect, were
shown by Mr. Urban. Mr. D. B. Crane, High-
gate, excelled in the class for one vase of single

Chrysantlieniums, arranged with foliage ; Mrs.
Brewster, Canterbury, exhibited the best basket

of Chrysanthemums and the best basket of

autumn foliage and berries.

Affiliated Societies.

The special competition for societies affiliated

with the N.C.S. was represented by three asso-

ciations, and the Dulwich Society exhibited the

best flowers. The other competitors were the

Finchley Chrysanthemum Society, and the

Reigate and District Society, the 2nd and 3rd

prizes being awarded in this order. The Dul-

wich flowers were exceptionally good, especially

the Incurved varieties H. W. Tliorp, Mrs. G.
Denyer, Romance, Buttercup, and Clara Wells.

Choice Japanese blooms were seen in Mrs. A. T.

Miller and Mary Boulton, whilst of the numer-
ous singles, a vase of the variety Sir Frank
Crisp was unusually good.

Fruit and Vegetables.

Grapes.—Three of the four exhibits of three

bunches of white Grapes were of the variety

Muscat of Alexandria, which was awarded the

1st and 2nd prizes. The 1st prize bunches, shown
by J. Balfour, Esq., Moor Hall, Harlow,
Essex (gr. Mr. A. Jeffries), were very large,

nicely balanced, and composed of rich-looking

amber berries. The 2nd prize was won by C.

Bayer, Esq., Tewkesbury I^odge Forest Hill

(gr. Mr. E. C. Wickers) ; 3rd, Dr. Lacroze, Roe-

hampton Lane, S.W. (gr. Mr. F. Cresswell), who
showed three good bunches of the variety Mrs.
Pearson. Black Grapes were divided into two
classes, and in that which excluded Gros Colman
Lady Tate, Park Hill, Strcatham Common (gr.

Mr. W. Howe), won the 1st prize for three ex-

cellent Sloe-black bunches of Alicant* ; 2nd, J.

Balfour, Esq., for the variety Appley Towers;
3rd, Sir Walpole Greenwell, Bart., Maiden
Park, Woldingham (gr. Mr. W. Lintott).

There were only two exhibits of three bunches
of Gros Colman, and the 1st and 2nd prizes were
awarded to C. B.AYER, Esq., and Lady Home
respectively.

Apples.—The best six dishes of dessert Apples
were shown by Mr. A. Smith, The Convent Gar-
dens, Roehampton, who included good examples
of Margil, Ribston Pippin and Cox's Orange
Pippin ; 2nd, Rev. McMurdie, Woburn Park,

Wevbridge (gr. Mr. A. Basile) ; 3rd, Dr.

Jackson, Thornton Heath (gr. Mr. W. Paulley).

The 1st prize collection of six dishes of

culinary Apples, shown by the Rev. McMurdie,
were especially good ; 2nd, Mr. A. Smith ; 3rd,

Dr. Jackson.

Pears.—Of the three exhibits of six dishes of

dessert Pears that of the Rev. McMurdie was
decidedly the best. The varieties Roosevelt,

Beurre Diel and Charles Ernest were excellent

;

2nd, Sir Walpole Gpeenwell ; 3rd, Dr.
Jackson.

Veffetables.—As usual, Robert Sydenham.
Limited offered prizes for a collection of

vegetables. The only exhibit was shown by the
Rev. iUcMuRDiE. The kinds were Standard
Bearer Celery, Lyon Leeks, I\ing Edward VII
and The Factor Potatos, Hollow Crown Parsnips,
Ailsa Craig Onions, St. Valery Carrots, Autumn
Giant Cauliflowers and Tomatos.

AWARDS.
FlKST-CLASS CERTIFICATE3.

Queen Mnnj (Japanese).—A large, white
variety of the finest exhibition type. Shown by
Messrs. W. Wells, Ltd.

Ivernia (Japanese.).—A bright flower of buff

colour suffused with rosy-bronze. Shown by
Messrs. J. Stredwick & Son.

Miss Elsie Davis (Japanese).—A large exhibi-
tion variety, of amaranth colour, with silvery re-

verse.

Francis Howe (Japanese).—A large, bronzy-
terra-cotta bloom, showing gold on the reverse.

Miss A. E. Ruope (Japanese).—A large,

golden-yellow variety, suitable for exhibition
purposes. These three shown by Messrs. H. J.

Jones, Ltd.

His Majesty (Japanese).—This splendid crim-
son variety was raised from J. W. Molyneux X
Lady Violet Beaumont, One of the finest novel-

ties at the show. Exhibited by Mr. Norman
Davis.

Mrs. Gertie Ladds (single).—A bold flower,

of chestnut-crimson colour. Shown by Mr.
Philip Ladds.

Miss Tliclnia Hartmann (Incurved).—A well-

shaped flower of blush shade. Shown by Mr.
Walter Jinks, Thames Ditton.

Sidney Lawrence (simjlc).—The florets of this

pretty variety are a bright amber colour. Shown
by Mr. L. Lawrence, Sevenoaks.

Awards for Colour.

Miss N. Borrer (single).—This variety has
light pink flowers, with a white zone. Shown
by Mr. A. Chapman, East Grinstead.

Charles Hall (single).—A medium-sized flower,

of a shade of crimson-chestnut. Exhibited
by Mr. Philip Ladds.

NoN-competitive Exhibits.

Mr. Norman Davis, Framfield, Sussex, put up
the largest group in the exhibition, and was
awarded a large Gold Medal and the Gold Medal
offered by Messrs. Clay and Sons for the best

miscellaneous exhibit in the show. The exhibit
occupied the whole width of the centre transept

opposite the grand organ. It was arranged in the
form of five semi-circles, against a deep screen of

crimson plush, which threw the bright colours

into relief. The largest, central bay was com-
posed entirely of exhibition blooms of Japanese
and Incurved varieties, arranged in epergnes of

different heights, amidst choice plants of

Codiieums. with Ferns as a ground. This portion
was very imposing, but the prettiest effect was
seen in the wings, one of which was composed of

single and the other of decorative Chrysanthe-
mums. One of the smaller bays was wholly of

Pompon, quilled, hirsute, thread-petalled, sweet-
scented and reflexed varieties. The largest

blooms were His Majesty (a new variety of in-

tense crimson colour). Countess of Granard, Mme.
P. Radaelli, D. B. Crane, White Queen, Hon.
iMrs. Lopes. Lady Talbot, Evangeline, C. H.
Totty, Amber Queen (new), Mme. G. Rivol, and
J. W. Molyneux.

Messrs. H. J. Jones, Ltd., Ryecroft Nurseries,
Hither Green, put up an imposing exhibit of

Chrysanthemums. Choice exhibition blooms were
arranged in large porcelain vases and fancy bas-

kets on a ground of ornamental-foliaged plants.

The back was composed of epergnes. 8 feet high,

decorated with specimen blooms set off by the
golden foliage of Sweet Chestnut, thrown into

relief by tall Palms against a screen of crimson
drapery. At either end there were semi-circular

bays furnished with a great assortment of single,

decorative, border, and other types of the smaller

Chrysanthemums. Among the more notable of

the larger varieties were Bob Pulling (an im-
mense bloom of clear yellow), jNIrs. Roope (a trifle

deeper shade than the former). Mrs. H. J. Jones
(the largest variety in the collection, a shade of

greenish-yellow), 3. Surry (a rich-crimson flower

showing a golden reverse), Mrs. R. C. Pulling

(lemon-yellow), Mrs. Elsie Davis (a large Incurved
Japanese variety of deep-rose colour), J. G. Bier

(a white bloom with narrow florets), Mrs. Gilbert

Drabble (white), Mrs. Edgar Tickle (a pretty rose-

pink shade), Francis Rowe (terra-cotta), and Mary
HoUert (very faint blush). (Gold Medal.)

Messrs. W. Wells & Co., Merstham, Surrey,
staged a remarkably tine group (jf Chrysanthe-
mums, the .Japanese blooms ranking amongst the
best in the sliow ; indeed, blooms of the Queen
Mary variety were unequalled amongst the white
sorts. This magnificent variety was given the
place of honour, being staged immediately in the
centre towards the front. Tlie rich colours
of the red and purple varieties blended
with white, pink, bronze, gold, and other
shades, were set off by large sprays of autumn
foliage and greenery. Of the large varieties,
there were excellent blooms of H. E. Converse,
Wm. Turner, Mrs. R. A. Witty, Mrs. R. Luxford,
Mrs. C. H. Totty, Mrs. G. L. Wiggs, D. B. Crane,
Gertrude Peers, and Mrs. Gilbert Drabble. (Gold
Medal.)

JMessrs. John Peed & Son, Norwood, staged a
circular group of Chrysanthemums in the form
of a. pyramid. Large exhibition blooms of such
varieties as INIrs. G. C. Kelly, Rose Pockett,
Frances Jolliffe, W. Turner (white), Alice Lemon,
Master James and D. B. Crane were prominent,
and there were numerous bunches of single and
decorative varieties, of which none was more
beautiful than the single white Mensa. This
firm also exhibited a collection of Apples and
Pears. (Small Gold Medal.)

.Messrs. Cragg, H.irrison & Cragg, Heston,
Middlesex, were awarded a small Gold Medal for
a group of market varieties of Chrysanthemums.

Messrs. H. Cannell & Sons, Swanley, Kent,
showed numerous varieties of Chrysanthemums,
a collection of zonal Pelargoniums, and a table of
Apples and Pears. (Silver-gilt Medal.)

Messrs. H. B. May & Sons, The Nurseries,
Upper Edmonton, showed excellent Ferns, well-
grown Begonias of the Gloire de Lorraine type.
Primula obconica, and Cyclamens. (Silver-gUt
Medal.)

Messrs. YoDNQ & Co., Hstherley, Cheltenham,
exhibited varieties of Perpetual flowering Carna-
tions, for which a large Silver JNIedal was awarded.

.Messrs. Hobbies, Ltd., Dereham, Norfolk,
fiUed a large table with Roses.

Messrs. H, Pattison & Co., Streatham, showed
the " Pattison " horse boots, implements for
eradicating weeds from lawns, patent turf reno-
vator and other garden necessities.

VISIT OF THE FLORAL COMMITTEE TO
WOBURN PLACE.

October 26.—On this date, bv the kind
permission of E. G. Mocatta, Esq.j of Wobnrn
Place, Addlestone, the members of the Floral
Committee of the N.C.S. paid a visit to
the gardens, chiefly to view the collec-
tion of Chrysanthemums. The party was
met at the station by Mr. Thomas Steven-
son, who conducted the members through
the greenhouses. Rose gardens, rock and water
garden, and fruit and vegetable garden. The
several houses containing the Chrysanthe-
mums were the chief ~

attraction." Large
numbers of gigantic Japanese blooms, together
with a good selection of good singles and decora-
tives, were much admired. It was felt that Mr.
Stevenson would be quite able to hold a leading
position wherever he might exhibit this season.
The party \.as entertained to tea in the con-
servatory adjoining the mansion.

HEREFORD FRUIT AND CHRYSAN-
THEMUM.

October 23, 24.—The 21st annual show of this

society was held in the Shire Hall. Hereford, on
these dates. The principal exhibits were of

Apples, which were shown remarkably well in

upwards of 50 classes. Pears also were good,
but these fruits were not so large as we have seen
them at previous Hereford shows. There were
very creditable exhibits of Grapes, especially of

the variety Gros CoLraan. Only six classes were
allotted to Chrj'santhemums.

Open Classes.

There were only two exhibits in the class for

50 dishes of Apples, distinct, arranged with floral

decorations in a space of 70 square feet. The 1st

prize was won by iMr. C. W. Powell, Warham
Court, who arranged his fruits in baskets. The
other exhibitors," Messrs. Pewtress Bros.,
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of Tiliington Nurseries, were awarded the 2nd
prize. In the class for 50 dishes of Apples, dis-

tinct, Mrs. Hill, Moreton Com-t (gr. Mr. Stans-
field), was the only exhibitor, and received the
1st prize fur a very meritorious collection of the
leadint; varieties, the group being pleasingly de-

corated with foliage. In the class for 12 dishes
of culinary Apples, distinct, five exhibits were
staged, and competition was very keen amongst
thiee of the competitors. Messrs. Getting &
Newton, Glewston Court, Ross (gr. Mr. Kelly),

were placed 1st, and Capfc. W. R. Cox, Ash-
leigh, Ross, 2nd.
Four competed in the class for eight dishes of

dessert Apples, distinct, and the 1st prize was
won by A. G. Bubney, Esq., The Weir, Here-
ford (gr. Mr. G. H. Holden), who showed the

varieties Egremont Russet. Cox's Orange Pip-

pin, Adams's Pearmain, King of the Pippins,

Rival, James Grieve, Wealthy, and Charles Ross.

2nd, J. RiLEY, Esq., Putley Court (gr. Mr. Tay-
lor) ; and 3rd, Jlr. Kelly.
Five classes were provided for Apples packed

in boxes, and the exhibits proved very interest-

ing. Only one prize was offered in each class.

Five exhibitors showed the variety Newton Won-
der, and the 1st prize was won by Captain

Clive Whitfield (gr. Mr. K. Stevens). In the
class for Lane's Prince Albert, Captain S. R.
Cox was awarded the 1st prize, and he also ex-

celled in the class for Cox's Orange Pippin. For
the variety Bramley's Seedling, Mr. C. W.
Powell was placed 1st, whilst the finest exhibit

of Blenheim Pippin was shown by Messrs. Pew-
TEESS Bros.

Single-dish Classes.—Many excellent fruits

were seen in the single-dish classes for Apples,

and in most cases the competition was very keen.

The following are the names of the 1st prize

winners :—Captain Cox. for Cox's Orange Pip-
pin; Rev. G. H. Devonpori, for Ribston Pip-
pin; Jlessrs. Pewiress Bros., for Blenheim Pip-

pin; E. W. Caddick, Esq., for King of the Pip-
pins ; W. S. R. Cox, for Warner's King ; Messrs.

Getting & Ne\\"Ton, for Bramley's Seedling and
Lane's Prince Albert; Messrs. Pewtress Bros.,
for Dumelow's Seedling ; E. W. Caddick, Esq.,

for Gascoyne's Seedling : A. G Burney, Esq.,

for Peasgood's Nonesuch : J. Riley, Esq. . for

Newton Wonder ; Mr. V. W. Powell, for Annie
Elizabeth; and Lord Derby and R. M. Whit-
ing, Esq., for Allington Pippin and Rival.

In the class for 12 varieties of Pears arranged
with foliage there were three good exhibits, and
A. W. Foster, Esq., Brockhampton Court (gr.

Mr. Parrott), was awarded the 1st prize. This
exhibitor staged excellent fruits of Beurre Bosc,
Doyenne du Cornice, Pitmaston Duchess, Marie
Louise d'Uccle. Emile d'Heyst, Marie Louise,
Charles Ernest. Durondeau, and others. 2nd,
the Rev. G. H. Devonport.

Sir John Cotterell, Garnons (gr. Mr. C.
Liddle), secured the principal prize in the class

for eight dishes.

Single Dishes Classes.—The following are
the prize-winners in the single-dish classes for
Pears :—Mrs. Woodhouse, Burghill, for Marie
Louise ; Sir R. Lucas Tooth, for Doyenne du
Comice ; Rev. G. H. Devonport, for Pitmaston
Duchess ; Sir J. Cotterell, for any other des-
sert variety, with Beurre Superfin ; and the Hon.
Mrs. WiLMOT, for a culinary sort with Catillac.

Tliree exhibits were staged in the class for six
dishes of miscellaneous fruits, and Sir J. Cot-
terell excelled with capital Gros Colman and
Muscat of Alexandria Grapes. Doyenne du
Comice Pears. Cox's Orange Pippin Apples,
Coe's Golden Drop Plums, and a Melon. Otier
1st prize-winners in the classes for collections of
fruit were Mrs. Woodhouse and Mr. Sykes.

Champion Classes.—The best dessert Apples
in the show were of the variety King of the Pip-
pins, shown by E. W. Caddick, Esq. ; the hest
culinary Apples, fruits of Bismarck, exhibited by
Captain W. S. E. Cox ; and the best Pears Doy-
enne du Comice, shown by Sir R. Lucas Tooth.

Floral Classes.—The leading exlubitors in
the Clirysanthemum classes were Messrs. Par-
rott, J. Corner, A. G. Burney, and C. F.
HOLFOED.

Non-competitive Exhibits.
The King's Acre hfuRSERY Co., Hereford,

showed upwards of 70 .lishes of Apples and Pears,
and floral designs. Mr. Wilson. Commercial
Street, Hereford, staged floral devices. Messrs.
Young & Co., Hatherley, exhibited Carnations.

l^«ARKE T S.

COVENT GARDEN, October 30.
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Cut Flowers, &c. : Aierage Wholesale Prices.

Arums (RichardiasI a 6-

Azalea, per dozen
bunches

Bouvardia, per d.

5 0-60

6 0-70

3 0-26

-yenow!

. 16-20

12 0-15

16-30
10-26
13-30
10-26

— coloured ... 4 0-80

iety, per doz.
bunches ... 15 0-21

Daisies (Michael-
mas), various 3 0-40

Eucbaris, perdoz. 2 0-26
Gardenias, per box

10-13
Honesty, perbunch 10-16
Hyaclnlb Roinain,

per dz. bnchs. 10 O-IS
Lapagenas, white,

Lilinii

' (iozen 2 0-26

10-60

— long 13-16— short 9-10
Lily ol the Valley,

pr.dz. bnchs.:— extra special ... 12 0-15— special 9 0-10— ordinary ... 6 0- S

Margue
s,d. 9.d.

16-20

30-4

per bunch
Myosotis (Forget-

me-not), p. dz.
bunches ...

Orchids, Cattley;

— C y p I ipediutr
— Odoiitoglossun

— Mrs. Ward ...— Brides maid,
-C.iMermel ...— Liberty

3 0-40

.'. 12 0-15

6 —
2 6 —
3 0-40

4 0-60
4 0-60

5 0-60

2 0-23
9-16
9-16

2 0-30
Mada A.
Chatenay

— Niphetos
— Richmond ...

— Sunburst
— Sunrise
— Lady Roberts
— Lady Hilling-

— Franz Deegen

16-30
10-16
16-30
3 0-60

10-13
10-16
16-30

Stephanoti
pips) ...

Slock, p. d. bn
— while ...

blooms, long...

Violas, small bluei
p. doz. bunches

Violets, per dozen
bunches

— double, pr. dz.
bunches

— Parma, large
bunchi

Out Follale, ftc: Average Wholesale Prl

6 0-70

2 0-40

bunches ... 12 0-18
— Sprengeri ... 10 0-12"

foliage;

.bunche: 4 —

onfoli;

, dz. bchs.

ficial, per doz.
Eulalia japonica,

per bunch ...

Moss, gross bnchs.
Myrtle, dz. bchs.

(En glish).
small-leaved...

— French
Pernettias, per dz.

bunches
Smilas, per bunch

of 6 trails ...

3 0-26

3 6-40

6 0-60

8-09
6-07

10-16

16-40

3 0-60

2 6-30

s.d. j.d.

12 0-15

3 0-12

1 0- 1
6 —

Plants In Pots, Ao.: Average Wholesale Prioes.

s.d. s.d, ,.d
6 0-70 Erica nival

18 0-21

AraliaSieboldii
Araucaria exce

per dozen
Asparagus plu

dozen 10 0-12
— Sprengeri ... 8 0-90
Aspidistra, p. dz.,

green 21 0-30
— variegated ... SO 0-60

Lou

— 60's ...

— larger, each

9 0-12

6 12

6 0-12
2 6-10 6

18 0-30
10 0-1-2

thumbs,

60's,
— larg.

gracilis

' Belmot
ana, per dozi

60's, per dozi
larger, p

Latania borbonic

. 15 0-18

. 6 0-80
3 0-40

. IS 0-16

8 0-12

12 0-20

60 —
8 Q-12

10 0-IS

9 0-12

6 0-42

1 4 0-60

, 18 0-63

12 0-30

Plants In Pots, «c.: Average Wholesale Prices (Cantd.).

Lilium lancifoliun

15 0-18

15 0-18

Pandanus Veil
per dozen

Fruit: A

8 0-10

36 0-48

s.d. s.d.
Pelargonium (Ger-

anium), double
scarlet, 48's ... 4 0-50

— other varieties 5 0-60
Phcenix rupicola,

each 2 6-21

Sola
dozen ...

48's, per

erage Wholesale Prlees.

Apples:
— Dessert, Eng-

lish, 4 bushel 2 6-50

i bushel
oking, per

4 0-80

3 0-40

9 0-10

bushel— Californi

— Nova Scot
barrel ... 14 0-18 6
;, bunch:
bles ... 10 12

Bai

— No. 1

— Extra
7 0-80
8 6-10

12 0-14

16-66

10 0-12

;.d. !

.Melons Canteloupe 2 0-36— (Spanish), per
case 7 0-12— Bronzed, per
case 10 0-12

Nnts. Almonds, per
bag 63 6 —

— Brazils, cwt.... 50 —
— Spanish, per

sack ._ ... 40 0-42— Barcelona, per
bag 35 6-36 6— Cocoanuts, 100 18 0-23

— English Cobs
per lb 3-0 2JWall

nary, per bos
(9 doz.) ... 4 0-50

Blackberries, peck 2 6-30
Dates, per dozen... 7 —
Figs (Italian), bxs. 6-10
Cranberries, p.case 9 0-12
Grape Fruit, case:

— fO's ...

— 64's ...

— 54's ...

— per dozen
Grapes (English),

per lb.

:

— Hamburgh ...— Canon Hall ..

— Muscats

16 0-24

60 -

— Bla
— Grc
— Aln

:k Alit

3-13
16-50
13-40
8-20
6-16

laroc ... 10-16
a, barrel 12 0-18

— Lisbon, case.. 7 0-86
Lemons, per case

:

— Malaga ... 22 —— ordinary ... 6 0-70
Lemons, per case

:

— Naples ... 38 —
Medlars, per crate 4 —
Melons (Guernsey) 19-30
— (English) ... 19-30

per dozen lbs. 2 6—6
French,

per bag ... 7 0-80— English doubles
per dozen lbs. 6 0-10

Oranges:
— Cape, per case 18 020
— Jamaica, case 12 6-16
Peaches
— Canadian, per

boi_ 2 6-36— Californian, p.
tray 4 0-60

Pears

:

— French, pr. box 3 —
— — per crate ... 6 0-80
— English, 1 bus. 10 3— Doyen 11 4 du

Comice, dozen 10-80— Dessert, per i
bushel 3 6-66— Californian, p.

7 0-12 9

13 —

3 6-
2 0-40

8 0-12 6

— DoySnnedu

— Dutch crialac!

i bushel
Pineapples, St.

Michael
Plums:
— (Californian),

Vegetables

Aubergines, per

Asparagus, Paris
gteeo

Artichokes(Globe),
pel dozen— English— ground, i bus.

Beans:
— French, per lb.

s, J bushel

Average Wholesale Prices

Be

2

4 0-43

2 6-30
2 —
1 6 —

9 —

3 —
10-20

Cabbages, p. tally 2 6
— Red, per dozen 16 —
Carrots (English),

pr. doz. bun... 26 —
— dirty, per bag... 2 6 —
— washed, bag.'... 8 6 —

Cauliflowers, per
— tally 7 0-10

Celery, per dozen 12 0-15— dirty 12 0-14
Cucumbers, per

flat 5 0-60
Endive, per dozen 6-10
— French p. doz. 16 —

Greens, per bushel 10 —
He et),

packets., per
gross 7 0-

Horseradish, 12
bundles ... 12 —

Leeks, per doz. .. 2 —

^d.
Lettuce, French, p.

doz _ 1 6 —
Marrows, per tally 3 —
Mint, per dozen

bunches ... 4 —
Mushrooms, culti-

vated, per lb. 10-19
Miistardaiid Cress.

p. dz. punnets 10 —
Onions (English)

3 6-

— (Spring), per
doz bunches 3 —— (Spanish), case 4 6-66— Dutch, bags ... 2 9-30

Parsley, per doz.
bunches ... 2 —

ps, per bag 2 6-30
les(English)

per dozen ... 10- 1
Sage, per dozen ... 16 —
Spinach. * bushel 2 —
Sprouts, J bushel... 16-19

Radii

Ton
bags

per doz.

(English),

16-20Cos. per bo:
Cabbage, per
dozen ... .. 3-06

— (Guernsey),
— (English)
— seconds

3 6-89
3 0-40
10-13

perdz. bunches 13-36— perbag 2 0-36
ihed, bag 2 —

Wall
bunche 4-06

Ri!MARKs.--English and Colonial Apples are in fair demand
considering ihe large quantities arriving in Covent Garden.
English Doyenne du Cornice Pears are a record crop, whilst
heavy shipments of these fruilsare arriving from the colonies

and Black Alicante Grapes of
excelle
slight

quality and the demand sho

Mos.
: obta Blaokberries, Media. ^, „..« .^^,..,.^3 a,,

fairly plentiful. Tropical fruits now in the -na
include Avocado Pears, Mangles, Custard A pi
Monstera deliciosa and Lychees. Nuls include (

nuts. Walnuts, Spanish and French Chestnuts, Bra
Almonds. Barcelona Nuts, and Cocoanuts. Supplies
English Tomatos are about equal to the demand. Tene
Tomatos are arriving in a better condition. Mushroom'
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ao increased supply and are meeting with a good demand
at lower prices tiiaii last week. French Dwarf Beans from
France and the Channel Islands continue a good supply,
Paris Green Asparagus is obtainable in tairly lai ge quantities.

The coniinoiier vegetables have been very plentiful during
the past week, Caulillowers and Brussels Sprouts in

particular. B. H. A'., Cuvtnt Garden, October 30, I9IJ.

New Potacos.

Bedfoids _.
Rents
Blacklands

s,d. s.d.
I

3 9- 1 li
I Dutch

4 0-63 „„,„. „
3 9-43 Belgian

4 0-50 Gerniat

per bag.
s.d. s.d.

3 0-40
3 3-40
3 9 4 3

Remarks.—Trade and prices remain ahout the same.
Still a large quantity of German, Dutch and Belgian Pot .tos

arriving. Very be>-t English Fotalos are in demand. Etiward
'. Ncwoarn, Coven! Garden and il. Pancrai, October 30, 1912.

THE WEATHER.
THE WEATHER IN WEST HERTS.

Week etutmg October 30.

four very cold days
began to rise, and

isonable The la>t

Ti for the tiDJe of
three nights of the
ered from B** to 9'

The wettest week for four weeks.—Afu
the day temperatmea on the liSih ins

four nighis have also been very wa
year. On the other hand, on the firsi

weeU the exposed theniiometer re^i

of frost. During the past fevv days 1

tures, whicli had been very low, have risen ra lidly,

are now a degree warmer at 2 feet deep, and 2" warmer
at 1 fool deep, than is seasonable. Rain has fallen on the
la^i four days to the total depth ol IJ inches; or to a
greater depth than in the previous 25 days of the month.
During the week 6% gallon'; of rainwater has couie through
the bare soil gauge, and 5 gal ons through ihat on which
short grass is growing. The sun shone on an average for

li hours a dav, which is more than an hour a day ^hoit
of the usual duration at the same period in October. On
three consecutive days no sunshine at all w^s recorded.
The first three days of the week were very calm, but since
then the wind has been often rather high, but in no hour
did the mean velocity exceed 15 miles. The average
amount of moisture in the air at 3 p.m. exceeded a season-
able quantity for that hour by 1 per cent. £. A/., Berk-
hamsteii, October 30, 1912.

iObituarj).

Jaivies Leslie. — Mr. James Leslie, retireii

gardtiiier, Aberlour, clied there on October 21

aged 85 years. He was fur many years gardener

at Aberlour Orphanage.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Apple Leaves : W. F. The Apple leaf-miner

(Lyonetia clerckella) is attacking the tree.

Gather the fallen leaves and burn them.

Next September spray the foliage with a
strong arsenical wash, which w^ill kill the

larvae and pupae. Constant spraying with
paraffin emulsion in the spring will prevent the

pest laying her eggs.

Creosote: A. S. T. This can be purchased
from the Cheap Wood Co., 16, Devonshire
Square, London, or Messrs. Carson and Sons,

Grove Works, Battersea.

GOOSEBEEBY AND CURR.ANT RoOTS : L. E. C. A
fungus is present at the roots. A mixture of

two parts quick-lime and one part sulphur

should be worked into the soil.

Dendrobium Phal.bnopsis : A. K. Some species

of Orchids are not easily induced to flower

much earlier than their normal season, and
Dendrobium Phalajnopsis is such an Orchid. But
as you have flowered the .species so successfully

in October, you might be able to get a proportion

of the plants in bloom a month earlier if you
make a selection of strong plants and subject

them to a more vigorous period of rest, keeping

them drier and cooler than you have been in

the habit of doing, and return the plants to the

warm, moist house earlier than has been your

custom.

Insecticide : G. V. D., Bruges. The insecti-

cide to which you refer is, no doubt, hydro-
cyanic acid gas. It may be prepared from
either potassium cyanide or sodium cyanide,

but it is preferable to use the latter.

Hydrocyanic acid is liberated when sulphuric

acid is poured on to the cyanide of soda. The
operation requires great care, owing to the

exfremrj}/ poisonous nature of hydrocyajiiL'

acid gas. The chemical is placed in an

earthenware vessel, and the acid arranged

above it in a bottle or other glass re-

ceptacle, with a string attached leading
outside the building, say, through the key-
hole. This is to enable the operator to

liberate the acid from the outside. For deli-

cate subjects and for vines in full leaf,

1^- ounce of the cyanide, 3g ounces of sul-

phuric acid, and 10^ fluid ounces of water may
be used with safety. The work should be done
in the evening, and not in the strong sunlight,

wliilst tlio temperature of the house should not

exceed 60 degrees, and the plants and sur-

roundings should be dry. The glasshouse

should be kept closed during fumigation from
three-quarters of an hour to an hour, and then
the ventilators and doors should be opened
from the outside, and should remain open for

some time before anyone is allowed to enter

the house. It is best to do the work on a calm
day. Close any crevices in the house through
which the fumes might escape. The horticul-

tural sundriesmen supply outfits and materia].

Manures: A. S. T. Your previous question
concerning the relative values of horse manure
and moss litter maniu'e was answered at the

foot of " Early Potato for Medium Soil " on
p. 276 of our issue for October 5 last. The
present form of your enquiry is not quite ckar

;

if by straw manure you me-an farmyarti

manure, this is certainly the more valuable,

even at the increased price per ton. You do
not state the price of the horse manure, but

for digging into the soil it is more valuable

than moss litter manure, which, however, is

frequently very g(X)d for applying as a mulch-
ing, especially on lawns.

Names or Fruits: W. E. Gravenstein.

—

J. B.,

Tliir.'k. 9, Brockworth Park; 10, Woodcock;
11, Kentish FiUbasket.— If. G. W. 1, Maltster;

2, Beurre d'Amaiilis ; 3, Magnate; 4, Tom
Putt ; 5, Lord Derby.—F. M. 1, Jlarie

Louise; 2, Bergamotte Bufo ; 3, Blenheim
Pippin ; 4, The Queen.—//. T. Z. 1, Doyenne
dn Comice ; 2, Bachelor's Glory ; 3 and 4,

Beurre Superfin ; 5, Christmas Pearmain ; 5,

Grosse Calabasse ; 7, Durondeau.

—

A. 1/. 1,

Beurre de Capiaumont; 2, Uvedale's St. Ger-

main ; 3, Reinette Franche ; 4, Mank's Codlin

;

5, specimen too small ; 6. Pitm'aston Duchess.
—/?. Prislnry. 1, Marechal de Cour ; 2, Beurre
Clairgeau ; Apple, Gascoyne's Scarlet Seedlmg.
—E. E. 1. King of the Pippins; 2, Hanwell
Souring ; 3, Belle Dubois ; 4, Withington's Fill-

basket.

—

E. .J. R. 1, Summer Strawberry ; 2,

Warner's King ; 3, Melon ; 4, Orange Goft ; 5,

Old English Nonesuch ; 6, not found ; 7, Pit-

maston'Duclifiss; 8, Vicar of Winkfield : 9,

Beurre Baltet Pere ; 10, Bergamotte d'Au-
tonine; 11, Beurre Clairgeau; 12, Marijchal de

Cour ; 13, King's Acre Pippin ; 14, Dean's
Codlin ; 15, English Nonesuch ; 16, Graven-
stein j 17, Waltham Abbev ; 18, Stirling Castle.

—M. H. 0. 1, Dutch Mignonne; 2, White
Nonpareil ; 3. Northern Greening ; 4, Crjckle

Pippin ; 5, Flower of Herts. ; Pear Autumn
Bergamotte.

—

F . T . Tt. 1 and 5, Anni(; Eliza-

beth ; 2, Warner's King ; 3, Lady Henniker ; 4,

Bess Pool.-W. ir. P. 1, Cellini : 2. Alfris-

ton ; 3, Reinette du Canada. Pears: 1. Marie
Louise d'Uccle ; 2, Beurre Superfin ; 3, Beurre

Diel.— //. /'.'. H. 1. Beurre Leon le Clerc ; 2,

Old Nonpareil ; 3. Bramley's Seedling ; 4, not

recognised ; 5, Emperor Alexander ; 5, St.

Edmund's Pippin.—.B. G. Langford. Pear
Bellissime d'Hiver : Anple Coitrt-pendu-nlat.
—T. P. 1, Beurris de Jo'nghe ; 2, Beurre Diel

;

3, Beurre de Caen ; 4, Brown Beurre ; 5,

Rymer ; 6, Summer Pearmain.

Names of Plants : Thomas Bury. Polygonum
sachalinense ; not a British plant.

—

H. B. The
Alter is not Feltham Blue variety ; it more
closely resembles A. formosissimus.— W. F. 1,

Acer rubrum ; 2, Magnolia grandiflora ; 3, M.
tripetala; 4, Cornus macrophylla ; 5, Acer
rubrum.—B. A. H. 1, Juniperus chinensis

;

2, Finns Strobus (Weymouth Pine) ; 3, Thuya
occidentalis globosa;"4, T. plicata var. ; 5,

Libocedrus decurrens ; 6, Thuya plicata

(Lobbii) ; 7, send when in flower ; 8, Cupressus

plumosa alho-variegati ; 9, Thuva orieutalis

nana.

—

S. P. 1, Cupressus funebris ; 2,

Ceanothus dentatus.

—

Sir A. E. 1, Veronica
sneciosa (garden form) ; 2, Vitis Wilsonii.

—

Anxious. 1, Probably Alyssum incanum ; 2,

Anthemis arvensis.

—

Herbert R". Stereti.s. The
Michaelmas Daisy resembles the variety Edna
Mercia. but there are others of a similar shade :

a knowledge of the habit is necessary in deter-

mining these flowers.

—

W . J. Green. Hibiscus
Manihot, a common tropical plant. It has long
been in cultivation in this country. Although
usually grown in a stove, the plant thrives in a
stinny greenhouse and iti the milder parts of
this country it is used fur summer bedding.

—

Torbay. Ornithogalum lacteum.

—

F. T. 1,

Oncidium flexuosum; 2, 0. barbatum.

Pears: L. S. No disease is present in the fruit.

The decay has been caused probably by bruis-

ing.

Pears Diseased : W. 11. CdWuxir.. The disease

is Pear scab (Fusicladium pirinum). On the
first appearance of this fungus on the foliage,

spray the leaves with the Bordeaux Mixture
at half the usual strength (6 lbs. of copper sul-

phate and 3 lbs. of quick-lime to 100 gallons of

water) ; if the spores are unce allowed to mature,
the case is hopeless, owing to their enormous
numbers and rapid dispersion. The spraying
should be practised at intervals as found neces-

sary, until the fruits are about the size of
Hazel Nuts. It is not advisable to use strong
Bordeaux Mixture, or it will scorch the
foliage. Where the disease is present, all

the Apple and Pear trees should be thoroughly
drenched with a solution of sulphate of copper,

1 lb. of sulphate to 25 gallons of water, during
the winter, tjefore the buds have cotnmenced to

swell, as this winter spray fluid must not be
applied afterwards. Any fallen fruits or
leaves that are diseased should be gathered
and burnt.

Scabious w-ith Proliferous Flowers://. W . P.
The abnormality is caused by certain of the
buds of the capitulum growing out to form
secondary inflort^scence sttiLks instead of form-
ing ordinary florets.

Tennis Courts and Bowling Green : S. J . J/.

The measurements you state for the proposed
lawn-tennis courts are quite correct, but, as

.

there is a deal of levelling to be done, you
might reduce the allowance of 15 feet between
each court. The usual size \>i a bowl-
ing green is 40 yards square, and the ground
is surrounded by a shallow trench. The
ground is laid out square, so that it may be
played upon from all sides in turn, and so fre-

quently change the field of play, and if you
make your green in two parts the area for play
will be greatly restricted. Some bowls have a
great amount of bias, and on such a narrow
green as that you suggest, the " jack

"

would have to Ije rolled approximately
along the middle of the green. If you have
had experience in this kind of work your plan
of engaging men to work under your super-

vision is decidedly the most economical, but
with only tour men the work will progress but
slowly. As you evidently are aware, the cost

of the work can only be roughly estimated by
us. The cutting, rolling, and relaying of the
turf will probably cost you 4s. per 100 turves

(3 feet by 1 foot), and to this must be added
the cost of loading and shifting them to the
courts. The usual cost of levelling ordinary

soil is 3d. per yard, super, but the nature of

the soil and the distance it has to be wheeled
must be considered. The wages for such men
as you require varies from 5d. to 7d. per hour,

and the best labour is nearly always the
cheapest. As there is no local labour available,

you may probably find that your best plan will

be to engage men throueh some garden contrac-

tor. For levelling, builders' labourers are
often very satisfactory, but they are generally

useless for laying and beating turf.

Tool for Cutting CAROEOARn: .-1. ,9. T. We
do not know of any tool made especially for cut-

ting cardboard the shape you require, but the

work could be done with a large, strong pair

of scissors, or w-ith the tool u&?d by plimibers

for cutting thin sheet-lead, which is stocked

by all ironmongers ; any of whom would pro-

bably suggest other suitable implements.

Communications Received—S. and S—G. W. T

—

Hope_F. R. S Longman_W. B H. B. (Thanks for Is.,

has been placed in the R.G.O.F. bo5.1„Horslev_Tarboy
_R»t_G. A.B. .'vCo._E. H. J.-W R. D._F. M._J._
W. M.. Italy_E. P, P H. S—White Rose Mrs. R. M. K.
_W. H. C._A. S. C J. R A. C. VV._A. G—W. A. M

—

H. N.-_A. K._E. M.—H. B. M. & Pons_F. J._H. S. T.
_H. M H, N.—';. B Yorkshire Gardener_A. H. P.—
F. B J. G._0. T._A. D W. P W. B. H—A. H._
R. D._J. W., Gla«2ow_W. L. M._M. A. K.—T. B._
C. D.^A. H _S. H. A._A. R. A._J. H._W. E. C._A. T.

_J. T. S—J. L.
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Georg JIeimers (H.T., Soupert et

Kotting, 1910) is a cross between Rich-

mond and Etoile de France. It seems

likely to make a useful garden Rose, for

it is very free and continuous in flowering,

n ith blooms of a good crimson-red, inter-

mediate between the colours of its parents.

It has been described as an improve-

ment on Richmond, but it will have

to prove a very good Rose to be

tliis As in the case of Eth'.l Malcolm,
I have only possessed plants for one

year, but have thought it worth in-

creasing, and the only thing I have
against it is its habit of folding the petals

over the centre point, which is apt to

spoil the symmetry of the bloom, but I

and Co., 1909) has in its pedigree euch
notable Roses as Caroline Testout, Mme.
Abel Chatenay, and Farben Konigin. The
deep rose flower is well built, well carried,

large and handsome. The plant is a
strong and vigorous grower, and seems
promising.

Lady Pirrie (H.T., Hugh Dicksoru
1910). This is one of the most beautiful

decorative Roses yet introduced. The pre-

vailing colour is a deep salmon-pink, and
the petals have a slightly waved or
crinkled edge. The flowers are so thin

that in hot weather they open too rapidly,

and hence are perhaps best in cool

weather, or in autumn. The plants are

apparently of good constitution and carry

" - c^;

^•'p

S*..V'-'»»;^i

**SIW

IuAwsssmmb

[rholcgtal-h by W. PuuUm.
f IG. 150.—.ESCULUS CHINFNSIS GROWING IN THE PRECINCTS OF A CHINESE TEMPLE.

hope it may get over this bad habit when
it becomes established.

Herzogin Marie Antoinette (H.T.,

AVelter Jacobs, 1911). This is a most
beautiful little Rose, of perfect shape,
and deep orange-yellow in colour, not
altogether unlike Lena in appearance. If

it would only grow well it would be a
charming little plant, the blooms being
very suitable for buttonholes, but it

seems of delicate constitution, and my
specimens have not made much progress.
I must, therefore, have more experience
of it before I can recommend it, except
as an experiment. Its shape and colour

are its best points.

JoNKHEER J. L. Mock (H.T., Leenders

fine leathery foliage. I am planting a bed
of it this autumn in half shade, which I

hope may prove the best way to grow it.

Mme. Segond Weber (H.T., Soupert et

Notting, 1908), was raised from Antoine
Rivoire and Souvenir de Victor Hugo (the
latter a rose-coloured H.P. brought out
by Fernet pere, not to be confounded
with the well-known Victor Hugo, of
Schwartz, which is red. It is a lovely Rose
in fine weather, the colour being light

salmon-rose mixed with old rose or fawn.
It is a good growej- and flowers fairly

freely and continuously. The bloom is

moderately large and well shaped, but
seldom good enough for exhibition pur-
poses. Unfortunately the petals are

spoilt by the first shower of rain, but in

spite of this the variety is worthy of a
place among good garden Roses.

Margaret (H.T., Wm. Paul and Son,
1909) is a very well-shaped flower of good
substance and pale salmon-rose in colour.

The plant is a good grower, and the flower

is often perfect enough for exhibition.

This Rose has few faults, but is not very

distinct in colour, and did not give me
quite so many flowers as I could wish
during this wet summer, but then I have
only had it for one year, and it has been
very good during the autumn.

Mrs. Alfred Tate (H.T., McGredy
and Son, 1907) is another beautiful garden
Rose. For this purpose it is perhaps
among the best half-dozen new Roses.

The buds are long, pointed and reddish-

orange in colour. The tint of the flowers

is difficult to describe, the reddish-pink

has a lot of yellow in it that lights up well

either by candle light or in a tent, and
often for the want of a better term
it is described as salmon. It is a

colour that matches well with Irish

Elegance, but is more salmon and less

pink. The flowers are carried straight

and erect, well above the foliage, but they

are scarcely more than semi-dcuble. The
b!ooms are produced freely, but not quite

continuously, that is, there are noticeable

intervals between the flowering periods.

Ihe plants grow fairly tall, 2\ to 3 feet,,

1/ut are not spreading, and they may be

planted as closely as 18 inches apart in

the bed. The foliage is dark green and
good, whilst the growth is excellent. I

think I may say this is already a popular
variety, and will become more so as it gets

better known. White Rose.

(To be continued.)

/ESCULUS CHINENSIS IN CHINA.

The illustrations in figs. 150 and 151 show
.^'^i iilus chinensis growing in the precincts of a

temple in the hills 30 miles west of Peking, This

sptties IS by no means common in the dis-

trict only nine specimens were seen, all

growing in temple grounds. The West-ern Hills

a-(inss the Peking Plain, with the exception

nf the temple preserves, have been cleared of

j;i.tation, and there is no sign of ^-Esculus

H'Wing outside these places. It is much prized

\ \ the priests, who regard it as a sacred Lrte.

It i^rows into very Hue specimens, the stem of

the one photographed being 17 feet girth, 1 foot

Intm the ground, and several are over 50 feet in

JifJL'ht, with large-spreading leaf surfaces.

At the time of. ray visit (May 1, 1912) the

flower-spikes were just showing, but the flowers

were not open. The Chinese call it the " So
Lo Shu." Sir Alexander Hosie's translation of

the word is as follows :

—

" ' So/ to frisk or dance or even to saunter;
' Lo/ a net or to expand; 'Shu,' a tree. But
it may be that ' So Lo ' is a Chinese rendering

of the Sansknt ' Sala.' Professor Giles, in his

Chinese dictionary, says that the ' So Lo ' tree

is the Shorea robusta, Gaertn, an immense tim-

ber tree, under which Buddha was born and
died." The latter fact may possibly explain the

priests' attitude towards it, and also the use to

which they put the seeds, namely, as a medicine

for stomach trouble. The nuts are pounded and
taken in hot water. As this Chestnut has long

been sought by botanists and horticulturists, it

is interesting to slate that the living specimens,

brought to England via Siberia, arrived home in

good condition. The photographs are reproduced

by permission of Sir Harry J. Veitch. W.
Purdom.
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FORESTRY.

THE LARCH SAWFLY.

JaDGiNG from the enquiries received, this

comparatively new p«st of British woodlanils

would appear to be increasing to an alarniiny ex-

tent in this country. This is the more unfortu-

nate in that its depredations are not confined to

the European Larch, for in several plantations

the Japanese form has been attacked in a most

virulent manner. Trees growing in a south or

west aspect, and particularly where the soil is

poor, would appear to tare worst, and the insect

has faoen found at all altitudes up to fully 900

feet. Preventive or remedial measures may be

carried out successfully in the case of single

trees or small groups ; but when a whole planta-

tion is affected, the cost of combating the insect

is so great as to be almost out of the question. As

in the case of the Oak Leat-roUer moth (Tortri.x

viridana), the Larch sawfly is being kept some-

what in bounds by the attacks of other insects,

for example, spiders of various species destroy the

larvae in large numbers. Dusting with hellebore,

though an expensive undertaking, has been re-

commended, and causing smoke to pass over and

amongst the affected trees from fires on the out-

skirts of the woodlands is found to be benefi-

cial. Handpicking. too, has been carried out

with good results.

HIGH PRICES FOR OAK TIMBER.

ExcEriiONALi.Y high prices were paid for Oak

timbs'V at a sale held recently at Wilton, near

Rugby. For single trees of Oak and Asli the

highest prices were £31 and £15 lOs. respec-

tively, whilst the average for ten trees of

Oak worked out at £23, and for five of

Ash fully £12 each. The trees, which were

large, and the timber of which was excellent,

were competed for keenly by buyers frtm

many parks of England and Scotland. But all

through the past season the best quality of Oak

timber has sold well, whilst young, supple Ash,

suitable for tool handles and the manufacture of

agricultural implements, has found a ready

market at remunerative prices.

REPRODUCTION OF THE WEYMOUTH
PINE.

The Weymouth Pine reproduces itself in

several parts of this country, but probably no-

where more freely than in Aspley Wood, on the

Woburn estate. Advantage has been taken of

this natural reproduction to get up a crop of

this Pine by carefully thinning and other-

wise attending to these self-sown seedling trees.

On the Holwood estate, in Kent, too, many fine

young trees are the result of chance seedlings.

Though attaining large dimensions, it is hardly

likely that the Weymouth Pine will be valuable

for afforesting purposes, particularly where the

economic value of the timber is a point of

cunsideration.

DEARER FIREWOOD.
With the advance in the price of firewood

jirepared in London from imported tim-

ber, there is every reason to believe that house

faggots and bundles of wood for firelighting

made from home-grown wood will correspond-

ingly increase in value. The rise in price is

mainly attributable to a dearth of vessels to

carry the firewood, and to increased freights

for shipping, the latter being about double what

they were at the corresponding period of last

year. As a consequence, only about one-half of

the- usual supply of wood is forthcoming, and

the increase in price works out at about 6d. per

100 bundles. Small faggots for fire lighting

made of home-grown wood have been delivered

at 2s. 6d. per 100 bundles—a price that will no

doubt increase with the present scarcity of the

foreign supply. A. D. W.

NOTICES OF BOOKS.

The Cotton Plant in Egypt.*

JIr. Lawrence Balls, who occupies the post

of botanist in the Department of Agriculture of

the Egyptian Government, has written a remark-

able book. This work on the Cotton plant in

Egypt is distinguished not so much because of

the many important observations which it re-

cords—and it is full of such observatiiiiLs—but

because it illustrates a novel and better method
of the application of scientific research to pro-

blems of agricultural economics. There are in

vogue at present two general methods for the

resolution of the problems of economic biology :

the one may be called the slap-dash method and
the otiier the method of watertight compart-

ments.

and hearty growth of the Cotton plant. There-

fore he has devoted himself with a courage and

energy beyond all praise, and worthy of the

widest emulation, to the study of the physiology

and biology of this plant.

To those who are eager for large profits and

quick returns the method will make no appeal.

They come with specific problems ; they require

immediate answers and infallible remedies.

These science cannot give, for they are the ex-

clusive stock in trade of charlatans. But to the

bigger men with larg.*r views Mr. Balls's mode
of attack will appeal. We can imagine, for

example, a Lord Kitchener—though, perhaps, he

might find the task of reading Mr-. Balls's book

more difficult than that of subduing the Mahdi

—

having an appreciation for the wisdom of a man
who prepares for an assault by careful disposi-

tic-u of his forces and by thorough inspection of

Fig. 151. -STEM OF .ESCULV.

[See p. 316.)

\Plu lograph iy W.

CHINENSIS.

Any student of economic mycology may find a

dozen examples of the former method in the

work of mycologists in relation to plant diseases,

and every student of science is aware that the

method is unscientific. The departmental method,

which is that in high favour in this country at

the present time, consists in the carving of

economic problems into large slices for distri-

bution among various specialised institutions.

Neither of tln^sa methods is good and neither is

adopted by Mr. Balls. As the philosopher looks

on life and sees it whole, so Jlr. Balls looks at the

Cotton plant. In his professional capacity he

recognises that the yield of this crop is deter-

mined ultimately by the extent of our knowledge

of the conditions which determine the healthy

* The Cotton Plant in Egi/pt : Studies in Fhyiiohen and
Grnettcs, by W. Lawrence Balls, M.A. (Macmillan's

Science Monographs.) 5s. net.

his ground, instoad of flinging his forces forth-

with against the citadel.

Such men of long views will agree with Mr.

Balls that a problem which, like that of the

Cotton crop, affects the prosperity of nations and

involves sums so vast as 20 to 30 million pounds

per annum, requires to be approached with

thoroughness and circumspection. Moreover,

the Cotton of Egypt, which stands like corn of

patriarchal times for the prosperity of the land,

lias suffered severely of recent years, and it

behoves anyone to move cautiously when the

movement means either the prosperity or im-

poverishment of a nation.

It is these considerations which .„d us to

declare at the outset of our review that Mr.

Balls has written a remarkable book. He has

attacked the problem of the economic biology

of the Cotton plant in a fundamentally proper
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manner by endeavouring to ascertain all that is

to be known of the mode of growth of the plant

and of the conditions which make or mar the

orop.

Nor is it to be supposed that this method of

approach is ultimately slower than the more

specious mode of undertaking the enquiry by

compartments. The divisions of economic bio-

logy in mycology, genetics, soil-science, and so

forth are arbitrary ; they correspond to nothing

real in plant- life. No ont may say in advance

to which section a given problem should be re-

ferred. On the other hand, by proceeding from

the general to the particular, the problems sort

themselves out automatically and reveal the lines

along which their resolution may be pursued.

Mr. Balls's work provide.? many striking illus-

trations of tlie truth of this fact. His study of

the root system of the Cotton plant confirms the

all-important conclu.sion that the recent failure

of the crop is the consequence of more copious

irrigation and the resultant raising of the water-

table. He shows, moreover, that the damage
done varies in amount and definitely with the

time of the year at which the excessive irriga-

tion is practised.

Among ths man;' interesting researches de-

scribed in this volume, mention may be made
of those on the "sore-shin" fungus and on the

diurnal rate of growth of the Cotton plant. As
a result of the investigations conducted on the

fungus, which is a parasite of the Cotton plant,

Mr. Balls is able to suggest a reason for the

well-known fact that it is destructive of the

seedlings only when the temperature is low. As
the temperature rises, the fungus produces a

substance which is poisonous to itself, and the

rate of production of this toxin increases with

the temperature. Hence, when seeds of Cotton

germinate in warm weather, although the fungus

gains access to their tissues, its growth is

ciiecked by the large amount of toxic substance

which it produces, and the seedling is not

mortally injured. This phenomenon Mr. Balls

terms " thermotoxy," and if it is of gen-

eral occurrence it may possibly prove a use-

ful basis on which to develop preventive

measures against other parasitic fungi. For

example, it would be well worth the while of

some mycologist to work out the temperature

relations of the fungus (Fusarium solani) which

does so much damage to stored Potatos. A de-

termination of the temperature at which the

fungus is least active might indicate a method
which would be susceptible of reducing the

ravages due to this disease.

The most remarkable fact discovered by Mr.
Balls has reference to the daily rate of growth of

the Cotton plant. By measuring the rates of

elongation throughout the day it was discovered

that direct sunshine brings about a complete

cessation of growth. Throughout the season of

active development from the seedling stage until

autumn the elongation of the stem is arrested

directly the sun shines upon it. So exact is the

relation that " a cloud passing across the sun is

immediately effective in permitting growth,

which ceases again directly the cloud has

passed." This sunshine effect, which is a strik-

ing testimony to the intensity of the light and

heat of the Egyptian sun, is attributed by Mr.

Balls to loss of water by the plant. In the high

temperature so much water is transpired that

growth becomes impossible, and, in support of

this conclusion, Mr. Balls points out that if, by

removing some of the leaves the rate of transpira-

tion be lowered, the stem resumes its growth

almost instantly.

As we have indicated, Mr. Balls has done good

service in pointing, by his example, to the one

true way of solving problems in economic bio-

logy, and we regret, therefore, that the book is

so written as to appeal only to those who have

a fair knowledge of botany. It is to be hoped

that the author may see his way to the prepara-

tion of a smaller volume, in which the story

of his researches is put in a form intelligible to

the layman, and from which are removed many

of the observations which are as yet inconclu-

sive. Even the student of botany will, we fear,

find considerable difficulty in picking out the

fundamental conclusions drawn by Mr. Balls

from his extensive experiments in the domain of

genetics. Nevertheless, so much of the sub-

stance of the work is valuable, and the attitude

of the writer to his problem is so just, that it

would be ungenerous to close this review with a
note of adverse criticism.

Mr. Balls has carried on his work with energy,

acumen, and endurance. He has not faltered

under a sun so fierce that it arrests not only the

growth of many plants but also the energies of

most Europeans. He hands us a volume which
is partly monograph, partly note-book, and he
would be but a curmudgeon who grumbled be-

cause he had at times to dive a little deep for the
pearls.

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.

{Jhc Editors do not hold themselves responsible for

the opinions expressed by correspondents.)

The Narcissus Fly.— While Mr. A. J. Bliss

(p. 298) has afforded proof that the grub of the
Narcissus fly does usually enter the bulb at its

base, it would be incorrect to conclude that it

of the bulb, as by pulling away the offset the
direction of the progress of the pest was at once

revealed. It is consistent, too, with the position

in which the eggs are first deposited by the fly.

Mr. Bliss also alluded to " basal rot," though in

speaking of this it is doubtful whether all Daliodil

growers refer to the same thing. Tiie late Rev.

WoUey Dod, who originated the phrase, had, I

believe, in mind that species of basal decay which
first caused a diminished production of root fibres,

and, being malignant, resulted finally in an
entirely rootless base. That, I think, was proved

to demonstration by a series of bulbs I placed

before the Narcissus Committee many years ago

;

these were subjected to a scientific examination,

and the conclusion was arrived at that the coii-

dition was due to the bulb-destroying mite
already referred to operating in the subterranean

tissues of the bulb. By working largely near the

base and clearing away all the fleshy tissue from
the inner tunics of the bulbs in true excavator-

like fashion, severance from the basal area was
effected and "rot" was the inevitable result.

More recently, however, a distinct form of decay
affecting the whole bulb has arisen and its cause

has not as yet, I believe, been determined. E. II.

Jenkins.

With regard to the illustration to

Mr. Long's article on the Daffodil fly (p. 278).

the affected bulb, from the amount of leaf and
root growth shown, v.-nulrl njin ir tr, have been

iFhotograph by W. Purdoui,

Ft3. 152. TEMPLE GROl'NDS IN WESTERN HILLS, PEKING, CONTAINING THE TREE
OF /ESCULUS CHINENSIS SHOWN IN FIG. 15O.

(See p. S460

" invariably " does so. I have this season had
proof of its entering from the upper part between
the bulb and the offset, as though the larva had
found a congenial resting-place amid the coats of

the bulb at that point. This is not an isolated

experience, or of one season. Occasionally, too

—

the instances I admit are rare—one finds the grub
entering from the side of the bulb. In the
former case the discoloration of the tunics of the
bulb usually betrays the presence of the grub,

tliough this might also be due to the presence of

mite (Rhizoglyphus). Whilst, therefore, an entry
is generally effected at the base, other parts of

the bulb should be looked at during examination.
The conclusion I came to years ago when con-

sidering the frequency with which the grub
entered from the base was that the eggs had
gradually found their way down the smooth side

of the bulb, those entering by the neck having
been arrested in their progress by the fork
formed between the offset and main bulb. In the
case of those entering at the side of the bulb, I

assumed that the bulb had been either turned
upon its side, or that some hard substance, such
as a stone, pressing closely to the bulb had con-

stituted a temporary shelf or resting-place for

the grub. There is no doubt whatever about the
grub entering by the neck or from the upper part

kept under conditions (in bulk, &c.) such as would
cause it to start growth, or else one that had been
planted and taken up again ; that is, a bulb at a
much later period than tile usual planting time.

If this is not understood, it might mislead anyone
who was examining his bulbs for evidence of the
grub. No bulb that I examined, up to planting
time (October 15 this year), was at all like that
shown in the illustration ; there was no visible

hole whatever in any bulb, even those which had
full-grown grubs in them. I have had some corre-

spondence since my note appeared, and so far the
writers agree that they have never seen a bulb
of their own growing with a hole in the side, as is

shown in the illustration. In such a bulb the hole
may have been made either (in the case of a
planted bulb) by the grub leaving the bulb to
pupate, though I should have expected it to

leave by the neck, or (in the case of bulbs
kept in bulk) by the entrance of a full-grown

grub migrating from another bulb. In either

case, it would be no assistance to anyone looking

for evidence of the grub in his bulbs between
taking up and planting time I think investi-

gators may have been misled by the imaginative

use of the word " cloaca." and the idea (which is

purely an assumption) that the grub makes an
outlet for its excrement. As a matter of fact, all
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appearances go to show that the grub enjoys itself

and thrives best under conditions whicli may
perhaps seem insanitary to us, but are congenial

to it, and that a "cloaca" is the last thing it

would go in for. All the bulbs I have examined
had nothing in the nature of an outlet below, and
the grubs were thriving—some full grown

—

having evidently been in that condition for

months. A. J . Ul'iss.

A Visit to Glenart Castle (see fig. 153).

—

On a recent trip to the beautiful County Wicklow
I had the pleasure of visiting Glenart Castle,

the magnificent Irish home of the Countess of

Carysfort. I entered by the Vale Road gate,

near to the lovely vale of Ovoca. I shall

never forget the quiet loveliness of the scene

that lay before me : the expanse of water backed

by choice Rhododendrons which stretched from

the water's edge to the top of the high hill. There
are 10 acres of Rhododendrons, and hundreds of

the specimens measure 20 feet in height. The
drive takes a winding course with stately trees

of noble proportions on either side, fine Oaks,

Beech. Elm, and other deciduous species. The
Conifers, too, call for particular mention ; there

are Sequoias (WclUngtonias) over 106 feet in

height, also splendid specimens of Pinus Strobus,

P. Cembra, the lovely P. insignis, Cedrus
Deodara, Abies nobilis, A. Pinsapo, Thuya
orientalis, T. pllcata, T. occidentalis, and other

species, many raising their heads to over 100 feet.

possibility of annihilation. Can it be that, like

other Orchidaceous plants, notably Cephalari-

thera and Epipactis, the seeds of the Lizard

Orchid lie dormant in the ground for many
years ? I saw a small colony of the rare little

scorched Orchid (Orchis ustulata) on the chalk

cliff near St. Margaret's Bay some time ago, but
it also is far from common, though by no means
so rare as the Lizard Orchid. A. D. Webster.

Recent Revisions of Johns' "Forest
Trees of Britain."—Two revised editions of

this well-known book have been brought out re-

cently. The first, although it bears no dat«, was
published by Messrs. George Routledge & Son
in 1911, and was edited by Messrs. E. T. Cook
and W. Dallimore. The other edition, edited by
Professor Boulger, and published by the Society

for the Promotion of Christian Knowledge, the

original publishers of Johns' book, appeared this

year, and, according to the title page, it is the

tenth edition of the work, the first edition having

been pubUshed in 1869. What necessity there

was for bringing out two revisions of tho book
with such a short interval between them is not

very apparent, but that is a matter which need
not be discussed here. What does concern us,

however, is that we have two editions of the

book, revised by different editors, which in some
particulars flatly contradict each other. In the

original edition, Johns described two Planes, viz.,

the Eastern Plane (Platanus orientalis) and tho

Fig. 153,—GLENAKT CASTLE, AKKLOW, CO. WICKLOW.

I also saw some fine Eucalyptus trees ; one

measured 60 feet in height, and the trunk at

3 feet from the ground was 4 feet 5 inches in cir-

cumference. On reaching the top of the hill

there is a charming view of Arklow, the Irish

Sea, and the lovely country for miles around.

The flower grounds, glasshouses, terraces, and

lawns are entered by a stately and most imposing

archway and fine, "high tower built of dressed

Irish granite blocks. The sununer bedding was
resplendent with flowers of the choicest

description ; as I passed along the terraces I

caught sight of clumps of Eucalyptus of various

kinds, fine Retinosporas, splendid Cordylines,

Chamaerops, and massive climips of Hydrangeas,

which had wintered well for years past. The
present gardener, Mr. William Bailey, has not

held the appointment long, but his intelligence

and energy are showing themselves on every

side. James Ward, Norwich.

The Lizard Orchid.—It is somewhat strange

that, until a few years ago. the Lizard Orchid

(Orchis hircina) was thought to be almost ex-

tinct as a British plant. During the past five

years no fewer than six stations have been added
to its range, and it has cropped up this year

again in two other parts of England. Unusually

fine specimens were shown U^ me that had
been collected in the Dover district, but,

fortunately, in such situations as to preclude the

Occidental Plane (P. occidentalis), and in his re-

vision Professor Boulger has retained these two
species just as Johns left them. There is no

reference to the London Plane in this edition.

In Messrs. Cook and Dallmiore's edition, how-
ever, a drastic alteration occurs. In the case of

the Occidental Plane, the names "acerifolia"

and " London " have been substituted for

"occidentalis" and "Occidental" respectively,

and, with some modification, Johns' description

of the Occidental Plane has been made to do

duty as a description of the London Plane ; his

figures also have been used to illustrate the last-

named tree. No explanation is forthcoming for

this change. Nor is this all, for the term " Occi-

dental " in a quotation from Gilpin which Johns

used in the original has been transformed in this

edition into " London," so that Gilpin, as well as

Johns, is made to appear as if he knew the Lon-

don Plane by that name, which, of course, he did

not. If the editors had been dealing with a

romance instead of a scientific subject, such

treatiment of it as we find in Jlessrs. Cook and

Dallimore's revision would have mattered little;

but it is a very different story when a book of

this sort, in which, so far as possible, scientific

accuracy should be aimed at, is so treated, and it

is. to say the least, most puzzling to those who
taie an interest in trees to have such divergent

views as are here put forward placed before

them by different editors of the same book. In

his revision, Professor Boulger has substituted

the specific name surculosa for campestris in the

case of the English Elm. Is this his reply to

Mr. Claridge Druce's query in the Gardeners'
Chronicle of January ^0, 1912 (vol. li, p. 53),

where he asks Professor Boulger " by what name
shall the English Elm be called?" If st^, I fear.

Professor Boulger will not find unanimity on the
point among British botanists. The name is not
even mentioned in the Hand List of Trees and
Shrubs at Kew (second edition, 1902). A. 1).

Richardson, l^dinburgh.

The National Sweet Pea Society.—la
your report of the annual meeting of the N.S.P.S.
Captain Ashworth charges we with using his

wife s ("Miss H. Hemus ") name in connection

with my Sweet Pea trials without permission, and
adds that I have "probably done so in many
other cases." There is not a shadow of justifica-

tion for these statements. Walter P. II right.

Blue Tits and Sweet Peas.—I was pleased

to read that W. A. M. has found a method of

scaring tits from Svveet Peas, and if I am
troubled again with these pests I shall certainly

adopt his plan of the seagull. One might
naturally expect a protest from some bird

enthusiast, but Mr. Nicholson must bear

in mind that there are some employers
who would blame the gardener for the

damage. Mr. Nicholson's method would be

very expensive, whilst nets would never

keep out these little birds. Besides, there would
be endless bother in staking, watering, &c., in-

side the enclosure. I have a theory why the tits

attacked the Sweet Peas so badly last summer ;

the weather being so wet the insects which the

tits apparently live on did not hatch out in their

proper season. I base this idea upon the fact that

the little creatures entirely disappeared during

the few sunny days we had here, but renewea
tlie attack directly it commenced to rain again.

A. J. Elgar, Killarney House Gardens, Co.
Kerry.

Late Peas.—It may interest your readers to

know that I am still picking Peas out-of-doors.

We have three rows each 60 feet long, and the

plants are green and healthy, notwithstanding
that we experienced frost on 12 occasions lately,

ranging up to 7°. If the weather remains mild,

the plants will continue in bearing, as they are

flowering freely. The varieties are Late Queen,
The Gladstone and Autocrat. The seeds were
sown in July in trenches prepared as for Celery
(but the soil was made level again) in an open
part of the garden. The gardens are situated

very high, close to Beacon Hill. Enclosed you
will find pods, flowers and haulm, the latter

being over 6 feet high. F. R. Staddon, Syd-
monton Court Gardens, Newbury, Berkshire.
October 31.

An Old Rock-garden.—I am unaware at

what date rock-gardens were first made in this

country, but it may interest some of your readers

to hear of one which was planted at any
rate before 1819, when some unpublished verses

were written about it, in which appears the
obsolete word " clift " for cleft, and also cliff :

" Each clift, each chink, each rugged haunt
Teems with its own its native plant !

"

Having observed on several labels in the
herbarium of my ancestor, Thomas Clark, Junr.*

(the " obliging correspondent " of Sir Wm. J.

Hooker), the expression " Cheddar Cliffs," I

communicated 18 months ago with an elderly

relative who had given me Clark's herbarium 20
years previously, with the result that she men-
tioned these lines, written by a friend of her

great-aunt, who had the garden to which they
referred. My correspondent, Miss M., said

that her aunt made her rock-garden about 100

years ago, so far as she could tell from circum-

stantial evidence. The verses in its praise, of

which two lines are quoted, were dated 1819.

Her mother, born in 1801, was familiar with

the rock-garden, and it was from her that Miss

M. knew all she did about it, "the time and

interest expended in its creation, and her aunt's

pride in taking her visitors down the steep steps

and paths ; also the amusing contempt of the

older generation. Aunt M.'s mother, for in-

stance, whose ideal in gardening was uniformity.

The rock-garden was made on the

steep hill slope below their garden, where

» See loiirnal of Botany, August 1898, and August, 1905,

for Biography, &c.
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natural rocks of considerable size break out of

the slope and form vertical rock-faces aud broken

surfaces here and there. Rockeries in tliose

days were not common ; indeed, I believe my
aunt's was quite an idea of her own. She

brought fresli soil, and made paths and planted

things, but used no artificial .stone." More of

theae natural rockeries might be planted to-day

ty those who are fortunate enough to have the

opportunity. M. S. Thompson.

FUCHSIAS AS ROOF PLANTS.

Mant varieties of Fuchsia, especially those of

a lax habit of growth, are admirably adapted

for training to the roof of a greenhouse.

In the first place, owing to tlie strictly pendu-

lous nature of the blossoms, they are seen to the

best advantage when disposed on a flattened sur-

face overhead ; next, they are borne in great

profusion throughout a lengthened period, while

the plants themselves are less liable to the at-

tacks of insect pests than many other greenhouse

climbers. Further, Fuchsias, being of a deci-

duous nature, do not, when trained to the roof,

shade the plants unaerneath at a time when the

greatest amount of light is essential to the

occupants not only of the greenhouse, but also

of any other glass structure.

The vigorous growth made by Fuchsias when

trained at an angle corresponding with the roof

of a greenhouse, and the profusion in which they

flower were well shown by an exhibit of Messrs.

Veitch's at the Olympia Show last year, and

again at the International Horticultural Exhibi-

tion at Chelsea. The varieties shown in this

way were Chpper (red tube and sepals and purple

corolla), General Grenfell (coral-red tube and

sepals, bluish-purple corolla). Lustre (a long,

white flower with a bright-red corolla), Mrs.

Marshall (an old and popular market variety

with light flowers, valuable for almost any pur-

pose), Mrs. Rundle (pinkish tube and sepals and

salmon-red corolla), Mrs. Todman (a long, whitish

flower with rosy-scarlet corolla), Olympia (large

carmine-scarlet corolla and salmon-pink calyx),

and The Shah (bright coral-red tube and sepals

and a violet-blue corolla).

This by no means exhausts the list of varieties

suitable for the purpose above named, for, be-

side these, the following are worthy of especial

note:—General Roberts (a very large, dark-

coloured flower), Rose of Castile Improved

(whitish tube and sepals and purple corolla) and

the red-flowered Monarch.

Fuchsias with white corollas are very generally

admired, but none is mentioned above, because

they are less lax in growth. A very old variety,

Alexandrina, with medium-sized flowers, used to

be splendid when treated as a roof plant, but it

appears to have dropped out of cultivation. A
good variety with well-shaped flowers and a

clear-white coroUa.is Cadmus, which can be well

recommended for the purpose.

Varieties with double flowers are not so well

adapted for roof plants as the single ones ; still,

they afford a change and are admired by many.

Good dark, double-flowered varieties are Bril-

liant, President Fehx Faure, and Phenomenal,

and with white ci.rnllas the universally-grown

Ballet Girl and Mme. Jules Chretien.

The pretty little Fuchsia gracilis variegata

supplies quite a unique feature when trained to a

greenhouse roof, and if planted out in a prepared

border it will soon cover a considerable space. On
a roof the white variegated leaves form a striking

background, or rather overhead canopy, to the

myriads of small, slender flowers, which hang

in great profusion.

Some of the true species are available for the

same mode of treatment, one of the very best

being the Peruvian Fuchsia simplicaulis, which

has been grown at Kew for many years
;
yet, sur-

prising V> say, it does not become generally culti-

vated. It is of quite a loose, rambling habit,

and bears pendulous clusters of very long, rosy-

scarlet flowers. I have seen this fine roof plant

under the name of F. penduliseflora. W . T.

The Week's Work. ^|

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
By Edwin 1!...cki!tt, Gardener to the Hon. Vicmh Gioss,

Aldenham House, Hertfordshire.

Rotation of Crops.—This is of far greater

importance than is often supposed, and shoiild

receive consideration long before the time for

sowing or planting arrives, so that the ground
may be treated appropriately. A change of site

is beneficial to most vegetables, though there are

exceptions, for good crops of Onions, Shallots,

Horseradish and Artichokes may be cultivated

year after year on the same ground. In addition

to changing the kind of vegetable crop, it is

advantageous for vegetables to follow Straw-

berries. Potatos will succeed on the same piece

of ground successively, provided the soil be

well worked and manured each time. Carrots,

Parsnips and Beet should follow crops for which
the land was specially well manured, as the use

of fresh manure is detrimental. The treatment

of Celery brings the ground into a high

state of cultivation, and most vegetables do well

after Celery. The Brassica family, which in-

cludes Turnips, should not be allowed to follow

each other, but should generally succeed tap-

rooted vegetables. They may be planted again

after a complete change of tw'o crops. Though
the soil does not require the addition of manure
for tap-rooted vegetables, it is essential that it

be thoroughly well worked to a good depth so

that the roots may grow deeply.

Peas.—Early Peas may be grown in pots,

boxes or borders provided a suitable house is

available. At Aldenham we usually grow them
in 10-inch pots and gather the first pods about

the end of April, but the date is largely deter-

mined by the weather whilst the plants are mak-
ing their growth. Clean pots should be selected

and they should be drained efficiently, covering

the crocks with turfy material to keep the finer

particles of soil from choking the drainage. The
pots should be half filled with a compost con-

sisting of turfy loam and a small quantity of

flaky leaf-mould and manure from a spent Mush-
room bed, with a sprinkling of bone-meal, soot,

and wood ashes. If the soil is prepared a week
or two before it is required and protected from
rains, it will be an advantage. Do not employ
manures at the commencement, but rather use a

sweet compost that will remain open in texture

and admit of an abundance of food being applied

later. The seeds should be sown twice as thickly

as necessary in order to admit of thinning, and
they should be buried about ^ inch below the

soil. Five or six plants are ample in each pot.

After the seeds are sown the pots may be stood

closely together in a cold frame on a firm bottom
of aslies. Water the soil thoroughly with a rose

can. Rats and mice must be guarded against, as

these may devour the seeds and render the work
a failure ; traps should be placed near to the pots.

During the time the plants are growing, they

should not be subjected to much fire-heat, for

they need to grow sturdily from the conimence-

niei'it. Admit air freely whenever the weather

permits, removing the lights entirely on very mild

days and replacing them at night to prevent

damage from frost. When the seedlings are

about 3 inches high, remove the weaker ones,

and leave the other plants distributed as evenly

in the pots as possible. When the shoots have

reached the top of the pots, the latter may be

filled with the compost. Select free-setting varie-

ties of both dwarf and tall sorts, for although the

latter require con.siderable head room, they never

grow quite so tall as in the open, and furnish good

crops of large, well-flavoured Peas.

Broad Beans.—For several years we have
grown early batches of Broad Beans from sowings

made at the same time as the Peas and treated

much the same. Place five or six good Beans in

each pot and use rather more soil at the commence-
ment than in the case of the Peas. As soon as the

plants need support, afford each growth a neat

little stick. Broad Beans require plenty of light

and air. Varieties of the Leviathan type are the

most suitable for pot culture. I have long since

abandoned the practice of sowing Broad Beans

out-of-doors in the autumn, as our soil is not

suitable, the risk of failure being too great.

But in warm districts it may be carried out suc-

ces.-^fuUy, although I recommend the seedlings to

be grown first under glass and transplanted

afterwards.

Potatos.—Where it is intended to grow early

Potatos in pots, suitable tubers for the sets should

be selected without delay and placed in single

layers in trays to sprout. Stand the trays in a

light position in a cool house or shed to favour

a sturdy growth ; they should be ready for plant-

ing in pots or boxes next month. Boxes are quite

as convenient for growing early Potatos as pots,

and they last for several seasons. At Alden-

ham we use herring boxes, which are readily

obtained from the local fishmonger.

Globe Artichokes.—Tlie growth of these

plants mav be cut down nearly to the ground

and a qualitity of cinder ashes heaped about the

base as a protection to the stocks. But before

the ashes are applied, loosen the soil with a fork

in order that water from heavy rains may pass

away ea.sily. In the event of severe weather,

straw, bracken or some other litter should be

applied as a further protection.

Celery.—The latest ba'chesof Celery should

be earthed up, placing the soil up the stems to

the fullest extent. Chwse a dry day for the

work, and break the particles of earth finely.

PLANTS UNDER GLASS.
ByTH

Marguerite Mrs. F. Sander.—This beauti-

ful double-flowered Marguerite is one of the most
useful plants of recent introduction, the pure-

white flowers being very valuable for use in

floral decorations. The plant blooms very freely

in pots, and surpasses any of the single varieties

in this respect. Cuttings of a soft nature will

root readily at this season in a little heat, or

they may be struck without heat in a frame in

the same manner as the single varieties used

for bedding purposes. I prefer the former

method, as the plants may be potted as soon as

they are rooted and become ready for a further

shift early in the spring. Flower-buds may ap
pear as soon as the cuttings are rooted, but

should be pinched out ; by pinching the .shoots

fairly hard back, stronger, better growth de-

velops than if only the flower-buds are removed.

Climbers.—Certain of the greenhouse and
stove climbers, such as Clerodendion, Alla-

ni.'.uda, Gloriosa and Fuchsia may, if in pots, be

afforded a complete rest by removing them to a

cool, dry house during the winter. A fruit house

in which the trees are resting is a very suitable

place for wintering them.

Fuchsia. — Cuttings of Fuchsias insertel

early in September are well rooted and should

be potted singly into GO-sized pots. They may be

grown in a frame or a glasshouse where the tem-

perature is about 50°. If they are afforded a

position exposed to the light they will grow stocky

and short-jointed even in winter.

THE HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.

Bush Fruits.—In gardens where large quan-

tities of Gooseberries and Currants are required,

it is necessary to form new plantations from

time to time. Fruits produced by young
bushes are superior to those obtained from older

plants, and as the plants can be purchased or

raised in gardens very easily, a certain number
should be planted every few years. As soon as

the old plantations of these fruits show signs of

deteriorating, a corresponding ai'ea should be

planted afresh, and when the young bushes come
into bearing the old ones should be grubbed up.

Bush fruits are best planted in quarters by them-

selves, especially the dessert varieties, as they

can then be protected more easily from birds.

The fruits of those distributed about the garden

can be picked green. Gooseberries and Currants

succeed in almost any good soil. Black Currants

require a moist, liglit, rich soil and a partially-

shaded and cool position. They are greatly bene-

fiteo bv copious applications of liquid manure

when ill full growth. Black Currants grow freely
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and develop very fine fruit when trained on fences

or north walls. Trees purchased from nursery-

men should be examined at the roots, and any
of the latter that are broken or bruised should

be trimmed with a sharp knife ; if dry, the roots

should be moistened with wet mud. Avoid plant-

ing too deeply, for it is best to arrange the roots

near to the surface. The trees should be afforded

temporary supports, to prevent them becoming
loosened in the ground by strong winds, but they

should not be tied finally until the spring. Bush
fruits that are bare of leaves may be pruned, and
if caterpillars have been troublesome, well dusted
with quick-lime. Red and White Currants,

should always be trained with a single stem, but

Black Currants produce the greatest quantity of

fruit when they are allowed to form suckers.

Many growers defer the pruning of Gooseberries

until the birds have taken a share of the buds,

but it is best to prune early and net the bushes

before the buds begin to swell. Remove all down-
ward-growing shoots which are less than 10 inches

from the ground, shorten others, and open out

the centre of each plant to let in the light and
air. Red and White Currants produce the finest

fruit on short spurs, and should be pruned ace ird-

ingly, but a few of the older branches should be
removed annually, and young ones trained in

their places. Black Currants do not fruit on
spurs, and in their case shortening the branches

should not be practised. Endeavour to obtain

vigorous young shoots from the base, as on these

the fruits are borne. Room may be made for

them by the removal of branches which are more
than three years old.

Raspberries.—Tf it is intended to make 9,

new plantation ut Raspberries, advantage should

be taken of open weather to get the young canes

planted and the ground mulched. The soil should

be of a light, rich nature and deeply cultivated,

with good drainage, and leaf-niuuld, "burnt refuse,

road scrapings, or similar materials are all bene-

ficial. Raspberries never fruit much the first

season, therefore cut the canes down nearly to

the ground in the spring, when danger from frost

is past.

Strawberries. — The plants have grown freely

this autumn, and vigorous young plants may have
developed late runners, which should be removed.
The ground should be hoed and a mulch employed
afterwards that will be suitable for the particular

soil, whether light or heavy.

to suffer. Well-rooted, pot-bound specimens will

be greatly benefited from now onwards to the

flowering stage by periodical applications of weak
manure water prepared from cow dung. C.

barbata, C. ocellata, and C. elata are developing

their flower-spike's, and should be well supplied

with moisture luitil the flowering season is past.

Masdevallia. -Plants of M. lovarensis are

developing the flower-spikes, and specimens that

have been growing under cool conditions during

the summer months should be removed to a house
having an intermediate temperature. Great care

should be exercised in watering these plants at

this season ; the compost should always be allowed

to become dry between each watering, as excess

of moisture at the roots may cause the foliage to

damp and fall from the plants.

THE ORCHID HOUSES.
By J. Collier, Gardener lo Sir JERtMiAH Colman, Barl.,

Gatton Pack, Surrey.

BuLBOPHYLLUM. — Plants of Bulbophyllum
anceps, B. inflatum. B. vaginatum, B. virescens

and B. Ericssonii and others are growing freely

and pushing forth new roots from the bases

of the young growths. Any specimens that

require fresh rooting material should be attended

to in this respect. Those that have outgrown
their receptacles, and have a number of useless

back pseudo-bulbs, may be divided into portions,

each with two or three stems behind the leading

growths, and made up into fresh specimens.

Others that have sufficient rooting space to serve

them for another season and with compost in a

good condition, may have a portion of the latter

removed from the surface, replacing it with fresh

materials. Any of the leading growths that have
extended over the sides of the receptacles should

be trained round towards the centre of the pot,

and pegged on to the surface moss. A suitable

potting medium consists of equal parts Al fibre,

Opniunda. and Sphagnum-moss, with a quantity

of crushed crocks added. During their season of

active growth the plants should receive sufficient

water at the roots to keep the layer of moss in

a growing condition. The plants may be placed

in a moist position in the East Indian house.

CiRRHOPETALUM picTURATUM. Attention

at the roots is also required by this plant, which
should be grown in a moist position in a house
having an intermediate temperature. Owing to

the rambling habit of the plant, boat-shaped teak-

wood baskets are the best receptacles for this

species.

Cc£LOGYNE. — C. crtstata and its varieties

are nearing the completion of their season*s

growth, and wiU soon be pushing flower-spikes

from the new pseudo-bulbs, at which stage the

supply of water at the roots should be reduced,

but not to such an extent as to cause the plant

(white), Philomela, The Pearl, and Beauty are all

Kood varieties. Half-a-dozen choice varieties of

English Irises are King of the Blues, alba gran-
dissima. Electric, Blue Celeste, Daylight, and
Mont Blanc.

Border Chrysanthemums. — Tliere is a
danger, on wet and cold soils, of many varieties

of border Chrysanthemums dying during the
winter ; to guard against this, the roots should be
lifted. They may be placed in boxes and grown
in cold frames, with plenty of ventilation. If

space is limited, they will usually be quite safe

•laid in ashes in a sheltered corner under a wall.

Before lifting the roots, the stems should be cut
down to about 6 inches, and a label fixed securely
to each plant.

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
By J. G. Weston, Gardener lo Lady .\u»ihcote,

Kaslwell fark, Kent.

Artemisia lactiflora.— I'liis plant is suit-

able for the waterside, and will thrive also in the

herbaceous border if the roots are well supplied

with water. The flower-stems grow about 4 feet

high, and the blooms expand in September and
October. The habit of growth is pleasing and
the foliage is distinctly ornamental, being finely

laciniated. The plumes of creamy-white flowers

resemble those of a giant Spiraea.

Dahlias and Begonias.— The fiost having

destroyed the foliage, these subjects should be

lifted and stored for the winter. Cut off the

Dahlias to less than 1 foot of the roots, and store

the tubers in a frost-proof place—a cellar is very

suitable, or they may be placed under the stage

of a cool house—not where it is too dry, or they

will shrivel and deteriorate. Begonias should be

lifted and the corms cleansed thoroughly, pre-

paratory to storing them. .\ slight drying will

assist the cleaning process ; they should be stored

in similar conditions to the Dahlias.

Eremurus.—To flower these plants success-

fully their first season, the planting should be

done early in the autumn, and the sooner after

the foliage has decayed the better. The early

varieties bioom in May and June, the spikes of

the different species ranging from 3 or 4 feet

to nearly 10 feet in height. Growth commences
very early in the spring, and as the young foliage

is very susceptible to injury from frost or cold

winds! it is advisable to plant in sheltered situa-

tions. If the position is not naturally sheltered,

some protection should be afforded in spring ; a

few evergreen boughs will serve the purpose ex-

ceedingly well. Eremuri are very suitable for the

semi-wild garden, and show to advantage against

a background of tall Bamboos. Or they may be

associated with dwarf-growing shrubs in a shel-

tered corner, whilst they succeed admirably at

the back of the herbaceous border. In whatever
situation they may be. their stately spikes of

flowers invariably attract attention. The best

soil for Eremuri is a deep, rich loam that has

been trenched and enriched at the bottom with

plenty of decayed manure and leaf soil. E.

lobustus is one of the strongest growers, and, with

good cultivation, the flowerspikes will attain to

a height of from 8 to 10 feet. The rosy-pink

blooms are sweetly scented. E. Elwesianus is

another strong-growing plant, and throws up its

spikes of pink flowers in May. E. himalaicus, one
of the earliest to.bloom, has white flowers and a

somewhat shorter flower-spike than E. Elwesi-

anus. E. Bungei flowers later in the summer,
thus prolonging the season ; the flowers are bright

yellow. E. Warei is also worthy of inclusion in

a good collection of herbaceous plants.

Bulbous Irises.- Both Spanish and Engl'sh

Irises should be planted whenever the ground is

in a suitable condition. The bulbs are inex-

pensive, and they should be planted not only in

flower-borders, but in the reserve garden, to fur-

nish cut blooms. If space is limited, they may
be grown in the fruit quarters amongst the trees

and bushes. They grow best in a light, porous

soil ; if the ground is of a heavy, retentive nature,

it can be rendered more amenable by adding leaf-

mould, manure from an old Mushroom bed or dis-

carded potting soil. The Spanish Iris blooms

before the En'glish Iris, and though the flowers

are much smaller, they are valuable on account

of their earliness. Of the Spanish section, Chry-

solora (yellow). King of the Blues, Snowball

Early Pot Vines.— If ripe Grapes are re-

quired at the end of April or early in May, the
vines should be placed in the forcing house with-
out delay. For very early forcing a lean-to or hip-
roofed house facing due south should be selected.

The house should be amply provided with hot-
water pipes so that the proper temperatures may
be maintained without making the pipes exces-
sively hot. A hot-bed should be formed to
furnish bottom heat, and the pots plunged in

this. The bottom heat should not be excessive ;

a suitable bed may be made with three parts Oak
or Beech leaves and one part short litter. The
materials should be thrown into a heap and
turned several times at intervals of two or three

days. The bed should be of sufficient bulk to

provide warmth over a long period. For the fii-st

two or three weeks fire-heat should not be em-
ployed unless the thermometer falls very low. A
temperature of 45° or 50° will be suitable till the
vines show signs of breaking into growth, when
it may be raised 5°. As growth proceeds the
temperature should be gradually increased.
When the pots have been plungecl in the hot-
bed, the rods may be tied along the front of the
house in a horizontal position, till they burst
regularly into growth. Water should be applied
to the roots with great care until growth is

active ; when moisture is necessary, the pots
should be filled twice, to ensure the roots being
staked through. Spray the rods both morning
and noon on bright days, and promote a moist
atmosphere by damping the bare surfaces in the
house whenever necessary. Black Hamburgh,
.Madresfield Court and Foster's Seedling may all

be relied upon for early forcing.

Early Permanent Vines. — Where the
earliest crop of Grapes is obtained from pot

vines, the forcing of the permanent vines may,
with advantage to the plants, be delayed till

the end of the year. But if ripe Grapes are re-

quired from the permanent vines early in May
they should be started forthwith, provided the
wood is ripened perfectly. The temperature and
general treatment recommended for the pot
plants will be suitable for these, except that

the rods need not be tied along the front of the

house, as old vines generally break freely. The
rods should not, however, be tied up permanently
to the trellis till they have had another good
washing. This work should be done just when
the buds are breaking into growth, taking care

not to damage the young growths. If the vines

are infested with mealy bug, the pest should be

destroyed whilst the vines are in the early stages

of growth ; this nrecaution will save much labour

later in the season.

Pot Fruit Trees.—These may now be

placed in their winter quarters. Trees which will

be required for forcing withn the next few
weeks may be placed in a cool, airy house.

Others may be arranged closely, together under
a south or west wall out-of-doors, where they
wiU be somewhat sheltered from heavy rains.

Such a position will be favourable for the further

ripening of the wood and fruit spurs, which is

not so satisfactory as might he desired, owing to

the dull summer. Trees affected with American
blight should be cleansed of this pest before they

are placed in their winter quarters. Methylated
spirit is an effective specific, but it must be

used with great care. The soil in the pots should be

covered w^ith bracken or leaves to prevent the

fluid injuring the roots. Pot Fig trees should

be placed in a cool house, where they will be

safe from frost.
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Letters for Publication, as well as specimens of plants

tar na7ning, should be addressed to the EDI TORS,
41. Wellington Street, Covent Qarden. London.
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THR PAPER, sent as earlv inthe week as possible and dulv

signed l<y the writer. J/ desired, tlie signature will not be

printtd, but kept as a guarantee of good faith*
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photographs or drawings, suitable for reproduction, of

gaidens. or of remarkable plants, Jlowers, trees, &c., but

they cannot be responsible for loss or injury.

fiewspafters.—Correspondents sending newspapers should be

careful to mark the paragraphs tltey ' ' " "ish the Editors t

APPOINTMENTS.

and Mid-
SATUHDAY, NOVEMBER 9—

Brilish Gardeners' Association (Birming
land Branch) meet.. Burton Chrys. Sh.

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 11—
Nat. Chrys. Soc. Floral Com. meet.

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 12—
Plymouth Chrys. Sh. (2 days) Belfast Chrys. Sh. (2

days). Chester Paxton Soc. Sh. (2 days). Royal Bot.

& riort. Soc. of Manchester Chrys. Sh. (3 days).

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 13-
Dorchesler Chrys. Sh. (2 days). Buxton Chrys. Sh.

Colchester Rose & Hort. Soc. Sh. Bristol Chrys. Sh.

(2 days). Barry Chrys. Sh. (2 days). Clevedon Chrys.

Sh. (2 days). Ancient Soc. of York Florists (2 days).

Finohley Chrys. Soc. Sh. (3 days).

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER U—
Edinburgh Chrys. Sh. (3 days). Bridgwater Chrys. Sh.
Aberdare Chrys. Sh. Cardifl' Chrys. Sh. Newport
Chrys Sh. Sheffield Chrys. Sh. (3 days).

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 15-
Leeds Faxton Chrys. Sh. (2 days). Bradford Chrys. Sh.

(2 days). Blackburn Chrjs. Sh. (2 days). Bolton Chrys.
Sh. (2 days).

AVKRAGE Mean Tbmperaturs for the ensuing week
deduced from observations during the last Fifty Year'

at Greenwich— 43-5.

Actual Temperatures:—
l^otiDoH.— Wednesday^ November 6 (6 p.m.) Max. 62°;

Min. 49^
Gatdemt!.- ChionicU OHce, 41, Wellington Street,

Covent Garden, l^onAon—Thursday, Navember7
(10 A.M.) : Bar. 80-2° : Temp. 64°

;
Wealher—

Overcast.

ICES.— Wednesday, November 6 : Mas. 51° Shields;

Min. 50" Cornwall.
Provii

SALES FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
MONDAY TO FRIDAY—

Dutch Bulbs, at 67 & 68, Cheapside, B.C., by Protheroe

& Morris, at 10.30.

MONDAY, WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY—
Rose Trees, Uliums, Dutch Bulbs, Shrubs and Azaleas,

at Stevens's Auction Rooms, 88, Kmg Street, Covent

Garden, at 12.30.

WEDNESDAY-
Palms, Azaleas and other plants, at Protheroe & Morris's

Rooms, at 5.

THURSDAY—
Special Sale of Roses in all varieties, at Protheroe &
Morris's Rooms, at 12,30.

FRIDAY— „ .

Rare and Valuable Orchids, at Protheroe & Morris's

Rooms, at 12.45.

Those interested in the de-
Agpicultural velopment of co-operative

Credit .'
,

'
(

Societies, societies, the purpose ot

which is to grant loans to

small farmers, should apply to the Board of

Agriculture for a copy of leaflets Nos. 260

and 261. The former gives statistics of the

agricultural credit societies which were in

existence in 1910 in England and Wales,

and the latter describes the sucessful career

of the oldest credit society, that of Scawby,

in Lincolnshire. At that date some 40

societies had been established, although

not all of them had been formed long

enough to get into full working order. Of
the 40 societies 31 supplied statistics, from
which it is seen that the total membership
for the year under review is 663, that 119

loans had been granted to members, and
that the total sum so loaned was £l,390.

The smallness of these numbers is apt to

be misleading unless it is borne in mind
that the majority of the societies were of

recent origin in 1910. The statistics of the

older societies show that although, even in

the case of those societies, the operations

were on a small scale, their membership
was higher and their activity greater than

those of societies more recently estab-

lished. Thus the six societies of Scawby,

Laxfield, Grandborough, Castle Morton,

Hedge End and Wiggenball—all of which

were established in 1895 or 1896—possessed

145 members and issued loans during 1910

to 34 of their members and to the extent

of £511.

The rate ot growth of this movement is

shown by the statistics to be slow and
intermittent. Thus the first three societies

were established in 1895. In the following

year three more came into existence.

Then there appears to be a break of about

eight years, during which period no new
agricultural co-operative societies were

established. Three were founded in 1904,

two in 19;)5, two in 1907, after which

year the rate of increase became more
marked. The year 1908 saw the formation

of seven societies, and in each of the suc-

ceeding years 10 new societies were
established.

The existing societies are distributed

fairly evenly over the south-eastern,

eastern, and midland counties, but do not

appear to have penetrated north of the

Wash. Norfolk heads the list with five

societies, and is followed by Surrey and

Lincoln with four, Kent, Leicester and

Worcester three each, Oxford two, and

several other counties with one society.

The existing credit societies, whose sole

function is to arrange loans for their

several members, are all registered under
the Friendly Societies Act, 1896. The
funds are created by subscriptions, and

may be lent to or invested for members,

and no part of the funds may be divided as

profit, bonus or in other manner. The
loans granted to members must be devoted

to purposes approved by the society which

lends them. Though it is open to societies

to limit their liability it is noteworthy that

all those in existence have preferred not

to do so and have adopted the rule making
every member jointly and severally liable

for all debts incurred by the society.

Most of the societies have adopted the

model rules recommended by the Agricul-

tural Organisation Society, to which body
all but two of the local credit societies are

affiliated. Only those who live within a
certain area are eligible for membership,
and the applicant must be approved as

of good character before admission is

granted. Loans, which are limited in

amount to £50, are gi-anted only on ap-

proved security and for a defined purpose.

The rate of interest required ranges from
four to six per cent., and is generally five

per cent.

Any profits are carried to reserve, and
in no circumstance may such profits be
disbursed among members ; in the case of

dissolution of the society the surplus funds
must be spent on some useful purpose in

the parish.

It is to be hoped that when more recent

returns are available they will show a con-

siderable increase both in the number of

societies and of members. The figures at

present available show only one society

with a membership of more than 50, and
the average membership of all is only

about 24. It is to the interests of the com-
munity of small agriculturists to support

these institutions, and, indeed, without

some such means of obtaining loans at

reasonable rates of interest it is difficult

to believe that the small holder can make
headway. Many a small man has suffered

from the effects of the present disastrous

season and must stand in need of just that

assistance which these self-supporting

societies can afford. Nor should the latter

attract only those who are likely to be in

need of loans ; they should serve as foci of

local patriotism, for their purpose is ad-

mirably defined in the name, " All for

Each," adopted by the Southall society.

That the establishment of credit societies

in all parishes of agricultural districts is

calculated to help the small man is shown

by the account given of the Scawby
society in leaflet No. 261 of the Board of

Agriculture. The population of Scawby
parish, which is near Brigg, in Lincoln-

shire, is about 1,000. The land under crops

or grass amounts to 2,825 acres, of which

two-thirds are under crops. The land is

divided into 39 holdings, of which 26 are

each of less than 50 acres» The society

started in 1894 with nine members, and has

at present 32. Among the members are 11

small farmers and three market gardeners.

The remaining members are engaged in

various trades, and most of them also

cultivate holdings.

During its existence the Scawby society

has made no fewer than 78 loans to its

members, and the total sum loaned in this

way amounts to £2,300.

The original rate of interest charged on
loans was five per cent. ; but this was
raised subsequently to six per cent, in

order to build up a reserve fund. That
achieved, the rate of interest was reduced
again to the figure at which it stood at

first.

The reserve fund amounted in 1910 to

some £64, and since, as already indicated,

this reserve is inalienable, the financial

position of the society is so sound that it

might, if it chose, reduce to a yet lower

figure the rate of interest which it charges

to its members.
With this model before us we cannot re-

frain from hoping that a system which has

proved its value on a large scale in other

countries may in the immediate future

make far more rapid headway in England

than it has done in the past.

Supplementary Illustration. — Miltonia

vexillaria has been known since 1857, when it

was described in the Gardeners' Chronirh, as

Odontonlossirm vexillarium by the late Professor

H. G. Reichenbach. It at once became the aim

of all Orchid importers to be the first to intro-

duce the so-called Banner Orchid. But all efforts

in that direction proved futile until early in

1872, when Messrs. Jas. Veitch & Sons were

fortunate enough to secure a small collection

brought home by Chesterton from New Gran-

ada, where the plant in its several forms has a
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wide range. But the plants then introduced,

and those of other consignments wliich followed,

•did not give much promise of becoming such fine

ornaments in our Orchid houses as they are now
that the cultural requirements are better under-

stood. IMiltonia Jlemoria Baron Schriider, shown
in our Supplementary Illustration, is included in

the collection of Lieut. -col. Sir Geo. L. Hol-
FORD, at Westonbirt, wliose gardener, Mr. H. G.

Alex.inder, is so skilful in the cultivation of all

kinds of Orchids. This unique plant, about the

origin of wliich there is some doubt, was shown
as a seedling at the Temple Show, May 24, 1910,

when it secured a First-class Certificate, and it

was described and illustrated in the Gardeners'

Chronicle, May 28, 1910, pp. 353-355. The
coloured plate shows the plant reduced, but it

will readily be seen that the flower is one of the

most remarkable of this section of Miltonia. The
raisers state that they believe it originated by
fertilising a fine, large-flowered Miltonia vexil-

laria with M. v. Memoria G. D. Owen, which
seems highly probable, and consequently it is

still a form of M. ve.xillaria. Other experts con-

sider that it was probably a secondary cross of

Miltonia Bleuana (vexillaria X Roezlii), and,

therefore, the name originally given might well

be retained. Miltonia vexillaria varies much in

colour from the large, white M. v. Snowflake, for

which Sir George L. Holford obtained a First-

class Certificate at the R.H.S. meeting on June 4

last, to the rose tinted M. v. Memoria 6. D.

Owen, with its large, deep-claret-red mask on the

Up. Indeed, so much does it vary, and so excel-

lent are the varieties, that over 30 awards have
been made to the forms of the species at the

Royal Horticultural Society, more than 20 of

them being First-class Certificates. As a subject

for the hybridist it has been equally prolific,

resulting in M. Bleuana (vexillaria x Roezlii),

M. Hyeana (vexillaria x Bleuana), M. St. Andre
(Bleuana x Roezlii), and others which are

equally beautiful and variable. With the intro-

duction of seedling forms and hybrids of M.
vexillaria the difficulties in cultivation seem to

have been overcome, for in most collections both

the species and hybrids thrive admirably in any
well-arranged house with a rather higher tem-

perature than the Odontoglossum house, a moist

corner in the intermediate house being generally

found to suit them.

National Chrysanthemum Society. — A
special show and conference will be held at

Essex Hall, Essex Street, Strand, on Wednesday,
the 20th inst. The show will open at 1 p.m.

The conference will take place in the Lower
Hall at 7 p.m. Dr. E. J. Russell will deliver a

lecture on "Soil Sterilisation" (illustrated by
limelight views), to be followed by a discussion.

The President of the Society, Sir Albert
RoLLiT, D.C.L., LL.D., will occupy the chair.

The annual dinner will be held in the Royal
Venetian Chamber, Holborn Restaurant, on
Wednesday, the 27th inst., at 6.15 p.m., under
the auspices of the President. The Challenge

Trophy, the Holmes Memorial Cups and Jledals

will be presented to the winners during the

British Gardeners' Association The
following meetings have been arranged to take

place during November :—Saturday, the

9th inst., at Rodway's, Bristol Street,

Bii'mingham, at 8 p.m. Speakers: Messrs.

W. B. Child, .T. D. Jones and Cyril
Harping. Tuesday, the 12th inst., at the Con-

servative Annexe, Clarendon Road, Watford, at

8.15. Speakers: Messrs. E. F. Hawes and
Cyril Harding. Wednesday, the 13th inst., at

the Grosvenor Hotel, College Street. Swansea, at

7.30. Speakers : Messrs. A. Blackburn and
Cyril Harding. Thursday, the 14th inst., at

the Y.M.C.A. Hall, Cardiff, at 7.30. Speakers

:

Messi-s. W. W. Pettigrew and Cyril Harding.
Friday, November 15, at Pitt's Restaurant, Kew
Green, at 7.30. Speakers: Messrs. H. B. A.

TiNDALL, G. W. Butcher, and Cyril Harding.

Northern Fruit Congress, 1913.—This

congress and show will be held at Kendal, West-

morland, on October 15 and 16, 1913, in co-

operation with the North of England Horticul-

tural Society. A meeting of the promoters was
held at Kendal on the 19th ult., when an execu-

tive committee was appointed. Subscriptions

and guarantees (including £30 guaranteed at the

meeting) already amount to £70, and a challenge

cup has been offered by the High Sheriff, W. D.

Cbewdson, Esq. Two other challenge cups,

the " Str.^ker " and " Voss " cups, are already

in hand. Lord Henry Bentinck has promised

to open the congress. Delegates will represent

the Royal Horticultural Society with power to

award R.H.S. Medals. The Department of Hor-
ticulture of the Board of Agriculture wUl put up
an exhibit of Potatos and diseases of Potatos.

The Cumberland and Westmorland Bee-

keepers' Association will hold their annual show
in the same building. A ladies' reception and
hospitality committee has been formed. It is

expected that papers will be read on " Land
Tenure and Fruit Growing," " Diseases of

Potatos," " Organisation of the Damson Indus-

try," and " Conditions Necessary to Successful

Fruit Growing " (local). There will be demon-
strations in pruning, spraying and fruit bottling.

The Rev. J. Bern.^rd Hall will lecture on
"Apple Culture," in the Town Hall, Kendal,
on the 16th inst., in order to arouse local

interest.

The Saturday Half - Holiday.—Messrs.
DoBEiE & Co., Edinburgh, have arranged that in

future their nurseries shall be closed at 1 p.m. on
Saturdays. For over 20 years the time to cease

work on Saturdays has been 2 p.m., and the

new concession has given great satisfaction to the
employees, between whom and the firm most
cordial relations have always existed.

Chrysanthemums in the London Parks.
—The Chrysanthemum displays in the London
parks are this year quite as interesting as in the

past. The few alterations are chiefly of a
decorative character, and may be considered as

improvements. Thus at Battersea the collection

is arranged in a double bank with an intervening

path. The middle of the path is broken to make
room for a large oval central bed filled with the

variety Soleil d'Octobre. Hanging baskets from
the ridge are a new feature. The ends and sides

of the span-roofed glasshouse are arranged with

decorative Japanese varieties, while the collec-

tion includes a fine selection of Incurved,

Anemones, Singles, and Japanese varieties. At
Southwark Park the T-shaped greenhouse is so

arranged that one central serpentine path con-

ducts the visitors from the entrance to exit.

There are many beautifully-flowered specimens

well arranged. At Brockwell Park the flowers

are exhibited in a greenhouse about 40 feet long.

There is a good collection, but it would be more
instructive for the public if the plants were
labelled. At Waterlow Park there is a capital

attempt at effective decoration, and the varieties

used are well suited for the purpose. The large

conservatory at Finsbury Park contains a fine

collection of Chrysanthemums, well arranged and
interspersed with Ferns and other greenery.

The blooms are well grown, clean and bright, but

it is a matter for regret that so little regard is

paid to the labelling of the varieties. At Vic-

toria Park a new departure consists in the con-

struction of a serpentine path through the house.

The liberal way in which the plants are named
and the clearness of the type are highly com-

mendable and much appreciated. There are

numerous finely-grown plants of decorative

Japanese varieties. The collection also comprises

choice blooms of good Incurved, Anemone and
Single varieties.

Appointments from Kew/.—We learn from
the Kew Bulletin that Mr. George Henry Eady
and Mr. Ernest William Morse, formerly mem-
bers of the gardening staff of the Royal IJotanic

Gardens, have been appointed by the Secretary

of State for the Colonies, on the recommendation
of Kew, Curators in the Agricultural Department
of the Gold Coast.

Botanical Appointment Dr. A. Anstrh-
THER Lawson, Lecturer on Botany at Glasgow
University, has been appointed to the new Chair

of Botany in the University of Sydney, New
South Wales. Dr. Lawson, who graduated at

Glasgow in 1895, is a son of Mrs. J. Kerb
Lawson, the Scottish novelist.

Directorship of Singapore Botanic
Garden. — The Kew Bulletin announces the

appointment of Mr. I. H. Burkill, M.A.,

Reporter on Economic Products to the Govern-

ment of India and Curator of the Industrial

Section of the India Museum, Calcutta, as

Director of the Botanic Gardens, Singapore, in

succession to Mr. H. N. Ridley, M.A., C.M.G.,

F.R.S., retired.

Estimates of the Corn and Hay Crops.—
Returns issued by the Board of Agriculture and
Fisheries show that the total yield of Wheat
in England and Wales in 1912 amounts to

6,710,183 quarters, which is more than three-

fourths of a million quarters less than last year.

The yield per acre, 28.81 bushels, is nearly four

bushels less than in 1911, and almost three

bushels less than the decennial average. The
yield per acre of Barley was nearly one bushel

below that of 1911, and, like Wheat, nearly three

bushels below the average, but in consequence

of the increased acreage, the total production is

very little below that of last year. Oats are

more deficient, being fully six bushels per acre

below the average, and three bushels below last

year ; while the total production falls short of

1911 by some two-thirds of a million quarters.

Beans are 2| bushels below the average, but
better than last year's poor crop. Peas are

4| bushels below average, but, in consequence of

a considerably increased acreage, the total pro-

duction is a little above that of 1911. The Hay
crop is much larger in bulk than last year; that

from Clovers and rotation grasses is nevertheless

3^ cwts. below the average. Meadow Hay is

the only one of the seven crops now reported on
which shows an over-average yield, although the
excess is not more than five-sixths of a cwt. The
total production of Hav of all kinds amounts to
8,125,444 tons, which 'is nearly 2,000,000 tons
more than was produced in the droughty season
of 1911.

Linnean Society. — The Liunean Society
inaugurated its winter session with a dinner and
conversazione, which were held on Thursday,
October 31. The dinner ,which was held at the
Criterion Restaurant, was well attended, and
proved a great success. At the conversazione,

which took place in the rooms of the Society

(Burlington House), exhibits of members were
shown and lectures were delivered by Professor

Seward and Professor Herdman.

Acreage of Small Holdings.—In reply to

a question in the House of Commons last week
Mr. RuNCiMAN stated that the Board of Agricul-

ture had received schemes providing for the

voluntary acquisition of small holdings extending

to 141.657 acres, and in addition orders had been

made for the compulsory acquisition of a further

16,151 acres, making a total of 157,818 acres.
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The Resources of the Empire.—In pub-

liehing the names of the Royal Commission ap-

pointed to inquire into and report upon the

natural resources of the Empire, Nature (Octo-

ber 31, 1912) comments on the fact that the list

does not contain the name of anyone prominently

associated with any branch of scientific know-

ledge. The omission is interesting, and would

appear to be a tacit acceptance on behalf of the

Empire of the spirit of the epigram attributed

to revolutionary France of a hundred years

ago—La Republique n'a pas besoin de savants.

The revolutionai'ies put their faith in prac-

tice by guillotining Lavoisier, " the father

of modern chemistry." We are of milder man-

ners, and relieve our men of science from the

onerous and patriotic task of surveying the re-

sources of our Empire. They have contributed

to the development of those resources more than

any other body of men in the community. Why,
therefore, should the State ask their opinion on a

subject on which they have only expert know-

ledge ?

Selborne Lectures.—The series of lectures

which the Selborne Society annually arranges,

and which are given in the theatre of the Civil

Service Commission, Burlington Gardens, W.,

will begin on November 11, when Lord Montagu
OF Beaulieu will preside, and Mr. Fred Enock
will deal with " Fairy Flies and their

Hosts." The lectures are given on Mon-

days, at 6.30 p.m., and tickets can be

obtained through members, or from the

honorary secretary, Mr. Wilfred Mauk Webb,
42, Bloomsbury Square, W.C. The other subjects

are on " The Elizabethan Playhouses of Lon-

don," by Dr. William Martin (November 24)

;

" English Cathedrals," by Mr. Charles E.

Keyser (December 9) ;
" Minor Planets," by

Dr. A. C. D. Crommelin (.January 20); "Fibres

and Fibre Lore," by Mr. C. AreswoRTH
Mitchell (February 17) ; and " Byways in

Biology," by Mr. James Saunders (March 3).

The special children's lecture will be given by

Mr. Spencee Fletcher, on "Dew, Hoar-frost,

and Clouds " (January 9).

Agricuuture in Belgium Agriculture in

Belgium is easily classified by the conditions of

the soil. First comes a belt of strong clay land

some eight miles only in width, which has been

reclaimed from the sea and grows fine crops of

Barley and Wheat. The main part of the coun-

try is then divided into three grades of varying

quality running east and west, the farms grow-

ing larger in the southern belt. The northern

strip, of which Ghent is the principal centre, is

sandy and requires heavy manuring. In this is

to be found the most intensive culture in Europe,

excepting only the circle of market gardens

round Paris. Half the land yields two crops a

year; everywhere is spade culture, and its value

is in some cases as high as £850 per acre. East

Flanders is land of poor quality. The central

belt across is the richest, a fine loamy soil of

wonderful productiveness. Beet, for instance,

has been grown in alternate years for half a cen-

tury without exhausting the fertility of the soil.

South of this is the mountainous district of the

Ardennes, where forestry is a big feature, and
south-east is a limestone country, where the chief

industry is farming—the fai'ms ranging from
" three cow " to " 20 cow." The Belgian climate

is a kindly one to the farmer and horticulturist

—

no excess of either heat or cold—the average

temperature ranging from 59° to 86° only. Of the

14,500,000 acres which comprise Belgium, about

11,000 are cultivated land, while 3,000,000

are woodlands, nearly half of which are in the

Ardennes. There are only 1,250,000 acres of un-

cultivated land in the countrj-, and the bal-

ance is represented by the built area, roads,

canals, &c. Belgium thus offers a compact field

of study for the agriculturist, from the large

fajmer to the small holder, and the International

Exhibition at Ghent next year will furnish an

excellent opportunity to visit Belgium and study

their problems on the spot.

SOCIETIES.
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL.

November 5, 6.—The competitive classes for

Orchids, arranged in coiniectiun with the Orchid
Conference on Wednesday, gave an unusual char-

acter to this meeting, which extended over two
days. More than half the Vincent Square Hall
was filled with collections of these flowers ; thus
the first competitive exhibition of Orchids held

in this country in the month of November
proved an unqualified success. As will be seen
from the detailed report, the exhibits were drawn
from the chief collections in the country, both
amateurs' and traders', but the palm must be
given to Sir George Holford, whose plants were
magnificent. Most of the Orchid exhibits were
arranged as separate groups, the long rows of

tabling being dispensed with, so that the show
was much more effective than usual. No fewer
than six Certificates and ten Awards of Merit
were conferred by the Orchid Committee.
The exhibits befoi-e the Floral Committee

were fewer than usual. This Committee granted
11 Awards of Merit.

The Fruit \nd Vegetable Committee had
practically nothing to inspect ; the only award
made by this body was a Cultural Commendation.
At the three o'clock meeting in the Lecture

Room, Miss Edith R. Saunders gave a paper on
" Double Flowers," a report of which is pub-
lished on p. 357.

The Orchid Conference which was held on
Wednesday made up in interest what it lacked
in numbers. Papers w-ere read by Professor
Keeble, on "The Physiology of Fertiliisation "

;

by Major Hurst (Director of the Burbage
Experiment Station), on "The Application of

Genetics to Orchid Hybridisation " : by Mr.
H. G. Alexander. Orchid-grower to Sir George
Holford, on " Epiphytal Orchids " ; and by
Mr. R. G. Thwaites. on "Albinism in

Orchids." The several papers contributed by
these gentlemen were followed with evident
interest by the members of the Conference, and
gave rise to most useful discussions.

The business-like character of the Conference
was guaranteed by the presence in the chair of

Mr. J. Gurney Fowler, Treasurer of the R.H.S.
An account of the several papers will be pub-

lished in due course, but it is well worth point-

ing out here that perhaps the most valuable part
of the Conference consisted in the emphasis
given to the importance of Orchid raisers keep-
ing full and careful records of the results of

their experiments, not only when these results

are of a positive nature, but even when they fail

to achieve the immediate end for which they
are designed.

Floral Committee.

Present: H. B. May. Esq. (in the Chair);
Messrs. G. Reuthe, W. J. James, William Bain,
John Dickson, Chas. Dixon. A. Turner, Chas. E.

Pearson, Chas. E. Shea. W. P. Thomson, John
Green, W. J. Bean, C. R. Fielder, Jas. Hudson,
J. F. McLeod, Wm. Howe, W. T. Ware, E. H.
Jenkins, R. Hooper Pearson, W. G. Baker, J. W.
Barr and C. BUck.

Messrs. J.iMES Veitch & Sons, King's Road,
Chelsea, fiUed a table with their beautiful winter-
blooming Begonias and another with dwarf
Chrysanthemum plants in pots. Of the former
Mrs. Heal, Julius, Winter Perfection, Elatior

(one of the finest), and Ensign were represented
by large batches of well-grown plants. The
Chrysanthemums were principally varieties of the
Caprice du Printemps type, those named White
Cap. Purple Cap, Red Cap and Yellow Cap being
the choicer. (Silver-gilt Banksian Medal.)

Messrs. W. Cutbush & Son, Highgate, filled a
large table with Begonias of the winter-flowering

section. In the centre of the group was a new
white variety named Lady Waterlow, a sport
from Turnford Hall of the Gloire de Lorraine
type. The others were shades of red, and in-

cluded Beauty of Hale, Mrs. Heal. Winter
Cheer, Ensign, and Emily Clibran, all well-

known sorts. (Silver Banksian Medal.)

Messrs. Blackmore & Langdon, Twerton-on-
Avon, Bath, showed two varieties of Begonias
of the semperflorens type, named Pink Beauty
and Carmen. They were stated to be hybrids of

B. sempeiflorens and Gloire de Lorraine, but
resembled large-flowered forms of the first-named

parent.

Mr. L. R. KnssELL, Richmond, showed
varieties of Sonerilla, Bertolonia and Amecto-
chilus. These dwarf plants have beautifully
coloured leaves and are amongst the most de-
corative of all stove foliage plants. Bertolonia

Mme. Van Houtte, B. Sanderse (with shades of

green), B. sericea cristata, 'B. maculata, Anoec-
tochilus petiola (light green markings on deeper
green), A. setaceus (red markings on olive green),

and Sonerilla argenta were among the more 'n-

teresting. (Silver Flora Medal.)
Messrs. W. Wells & Co., Merstham, Surrey,

showed Chrysanthemums, including their fine

new white seedling Queen Mary, Mrs. G. W. C.
Drexel, also new. a large Japanese bloom of

pink colour, Thos. Lunt (crimson and gofd). Mrs.
Gilbert Drabble, and a promising, unnamed seed-

ling of sulphur-yellow colour. Besides these large

blooms there were excellent flowers of the beauti-

ful single varieties Sylvia Slade, Marjory Lloyd
and others.

Messrs. H. B. May & Sons, The Nurseries,
Edmonton, showed varieties of Nephrolepis
cxaltata and Osmunda palustris. The newest
Nephrolepis. named Wiilmottse, received an
Award of Merit. The varieties Marshallii, M.
compai-ta and Whitmanii compacta have
moss-like fronds, but muscosa has leaves not so

finely sub-divided. (Silver Banksian Medal.)
Messrs. Allvvood Bros., Haywards Heatii, ex-

hibited a small but choice collection of Carna-
tions. Marmion, Faiiniount. Rosette, Empire
Day and Mary AUwood. a fine new flower of red-

dish-pink colour, were all excellent.

A small collection of Carnations and vases of

Heliotropes, Hymenocallis macrostephana and
Plumbago rosea were exhibited by the Rt. Hon.
Viscount Ridley. Blagdon Hall, Cranilington
(gr. Mr. F. Perry).

Mr. G. Rel'the, Keston, Kent, showed hybrid
Nerines, Berberis Bealii and Alpines in pots.

Galanthus 01g;e and Oxalis lobata were exhibited
in bloom.
A small rock-garden was exhibited by the

Misses Hopkins, Shepperton.

Awards of Merit.

Chrysanthemum Queen Mary (Japanei-p).—
A large incurved, white variety, which received

the F.C.C. of the National Chrvsanthemum
Society on the 29th ult. (see p. 342).' Shown by
Messrs. W. Wells & Son.

C. Miss A. E. Ruupe (Japanese).—A large

exhibition variety with broad, curled florets of

rich lemon-yellow colour (golden yellow of the

N.C.S.). It is a seedling from Hon Mrs. Lopes.

(See p. 342.)

C. Hector Me>i:lcs (single).—The flowers are

less stiff and formal than some, there being a
slight twist of the florets tips. The large flowers,

with two or three rows of florets, are a clear

lemon yellow colour. Both these shown by
Messrs. H. J. Jones, Ltd.

C. Portia (sinijle).—A very 'beautiful, large-

flowered variety. The rays are of a uniform
shade of terra-cotta (approaching the darker dull

carmine lakes of the Bepetoire dcs Couhurs,
and slightly recurve at the edges, giving a quill-

like tip, which here and there reveals the yellow
under surface of the florets.

0. Snow Queen (Anemone-flowered).—A pure
white variety, more admired perhaps than any
other novelty exhibited. The length of the ray

florets, which were in two or three rows, and the
smallness of the white Anemone-like disc, showed
the proportions of the best singles, and thus
broke away from the bunchinees or heaviness of

the typical Anemone-flowered varieties. These
two were shown by Messrs. Cragg, Harrison &
Cbaqg.

C. Mr. Leonard Harrison (single).—A &ie
flower, with broad, flat florets and vigorous

habit, especially admired for its rich colour—

a

bright chestnut-red with a distinct yellow ring at

the base of the rays surrounding the disc. Shown
by Mr. L. F. H.arrison, Orchards, Blast Grin-

stead (gr. Mr. A. H. Chapman).
Carnation St Nicholas.—An American-raised,

perpetual flowering variety, said to be the largest

and brightest scarlet Carnation in commerce.
The calyx is excellent, and the flower is dis-

tinctly clove-scented. As shown, the blooms
were rather thin. The colour is the carmine-red

of the Ripetoire drs Couleurs. commonly referred

to as vermilion. Shown by Messrs. Stuart Low
& Co.
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Nephrolepis exaltata Willmottce.—This is a
dwarf form, closely resembling the variety Mar-
shullii, but the leaves are more moss-like. Shown
by Messrs. H. B. May & Sons.

Begonia Optima,—This beautiful variety was
raised from B. Socotrana x Pearcei seedling.

The large, rose-pink fiowers, tinged with salmon.
are freely but loosely borne.

B. Emita.—Derived from B. Socotrana crossed

with a single, orange-scarlet, tuberous-rooted
variety. The habit is more compact, the foliage

is more handsome, and the colour marks a more
distinct advance titan in the variety Optima.
The open flower is a rich u._.ijj sh.^.de, but the

very glabrous but not glossy, and finely veined

on the paler under-surface. The margin has

the sharp curving teeth characteristic of some of

the Olearias, but the surface is fiat and ovate-

lanceolate to lanceolate in shape, sometimes
tapering to a fine point. The flowers are pure

white, about ^ inch in diameter, with a central

cluster of numerous white filaments. They are

borne very freely in little bunches of three to

seven or more in the axils of the leaves, and at

the ends of the shoots, so that a plant in full

flower presents a remaikable sight. Cheeseman
(Manual of Xew Zealand Flora) describes the

S|jecies as an extremely variable one. and groups

the fcrnis of it under" three sub-3;)ecic-, ciaiiily

(Fr.

Fig. 154.—HOHERiA populnea: flowers white.

s exhibited at R.H.S. meeting, on Tuesday last, by Mary Countes of Ilcliesler.)

general colouring is a deep rose-pink, pervading

the unopened buds and the back of the ex-

panded fiowers, which are generally uppermost

from the drooping habit of the flower. Both

theee shown by Messrs. J. Veitch & Son, Ltd.

Hoheria populnea (see fig. 154).—Heheria

(derived from the native name) is a Malva-

oeuus monotypic genus, found only in New
Zealand. The shrub is closely allied to

Plagianthus and Gaya, which share with it

the popular name of Ribbon Wood or Lace

Bark. The flowering sprays exhibited were

cut from a bu.sh 9 feet high growmg in the open

at Abbotsbury, but the species may reach 20 or

30 feet. The leaf and flower shown were both

very distinct. The leaf is leathery in texture.

chara<;terised by the breadth and variability of

the leaf. The best form, vulgaris, is abundant
in the North Island, where it flowers from iSIarch

to May. The other forms have smaller, fewer

and earlier flowers and leaves, which are more
lanceolate or even linear. The type is figured

in Hooker's Icones Plantarum, 565-6. Shown by
Maey Countess of Ilchester, Abbotsbury, Dor-

set (gr. Mr. H. Kempshall).

Some Fuether Novelties.

No fewer than 41 of the 52 novelties submitted

for award before the Floral Committee were

varieties of Chrysanthemums. In addition to

those receiving awards, other good varieties were

Daisy Burden, a large and very soft-pink single

flower shown by Messrs. H. J. Jones, Ltd., and
an effective bronze single, Caterham Bronze,
shown by Mr. Feank Brazier. The growing
popularity of the winter-flowering Begonia was
evidenced by the entry of further types, in addi-

tion to those from Messrs. Veitch, Messrs.

Clibean'S, and Messrs. Blackmore & Langdon.
lire variety Pink Beauty, derived from crossing

B. semperflorens Triumph and a seedling from
Lemoinei gracilis X Gloire de Lorraine, is dis-

tinct and pretty, but none too free in flowermg.

FIRST AUTUMN EXHIBITION OF
ORCHIDS.

A pleasant change from the ordinary arrange-

ment of long tables occupying the centre of the
Hall was made by the removal of most of the

straight tables and the substitution of circular,

quadrangular, and triangular stages, each de-

voted to a separate group.

The most important groups were those staged

by Lieut.-Col. Sir Geo. L. Holford, K.C.V.O.,
Westonbirt (gr. Mr. H. G. Alexander), which
in themselves exceeded in beauty and extent any
previous show in the month of November.
The largest group, in Class 7, for a group of

Cattleyas, Lselias and Brassavolas and their

hybrids, was a superb exhibit occupying about

300 square feet, and was a gorgeous show
of colour and variety, in which the handsome
Cattleya Fabia of the renowned Westonbirt
stiain was represented by over 50 plants,

bearing together 260 flowers. White forms of

Cattleya labiata were a representative col-

lection, bearing together over 40 flowers, one

being pure white except for an orange

disc to the lip. Many hybrid Cattleyas

were also included, for the best of which
and other fine novelties see "Awards." The
pure white C. Dusseldorfei Undine had four

spikes with 16 flowers, C. fulvescens "Westonbirt
variety " was very handsome, and varieties of

C. Dirce, C. Brenda and C. Prince Olaf were
specially noted. Among Ljelio-Cattleyas the

Westonbirt strain of L.-C. Berthe Fournier, the

blight yellow L.-C. Golden Beauty and Golden
Fleece; L.-C. Neleus (a fine yellow hybrid be-

tween C. Iris and L.-C. Ophir), and other equally

handsome hybrids made a grand display. Among
spjcies and varieties were a batch of C. Dowiana
\. ith its richly-coloured variety Rosita and some
£,iperb forms of C. Hardyana. (Gold and Silver-

gilt Lindley Medals.)
Adjoining was Sir George L. Holfoed's

group of Vanda ccerulea in Class 12, the only

entry. It made a splendid group occupying 120

square feet and containing about 45 fine specimens

bearing from one to three grand spikes of pure

'Jue-tinted flowers, the best being appropriately

,iie variety Lady Holford, a great beauty which
.-enured a First-class Certificate. These were ar-

ranged with finely-flowered Oncidium varicosum
;

the briprht yellow flowers went admirably with
the sky-blue Vandas. (Gold and Silver-gilt

Lindley Medals.) Fronting these two fine

groups was Sir George Holford's group of

Cypripediums in Clasd 10, which was arranged

on a separate stage of about 130 square feet. In

this group were most of the best-known

species and hybrids, and prominent varieties

such as C. JBeacon magnificum, C. nitens-

Leeanum Hannibal, C. Dante, C. Draco, C.

Lucifer, C. Sultan, C. Actfeus and its charming

yellow and white variety Bianca ; C. Rosettii

and other Westonbirt novelties of great merit,

the new C. JIuriel securing an Award 'f Merit.

(The Davidson Silver Cup.)

G. F. MooEE, Esq., Bourton-on-the-Water (gr.

Mr. Page), continued the end stage with a splen-

did group in the elevated parts of which were

fine displays of Dendrobium Phaljenopsis Schro-

derianum, the central arrangement having also

the bright-reddish mauve variety rubescens, the

blush-white Miss Louisa Deane, and the pure

white variety hololeuca. Above them were grace-

ful sprays of Oncidiums, and in the arrangement

in the lower part of the group were a rich

display of Cattleyas, Lielias, Brasso-Cattleyas

and other hybrids and a fine selection of

Cypripediums, among which were noted as

specially fine C. The Baron, C. Niobe superbum,

an interesting selection of C. Fairrieanum crosses,

good batches of C. Maudise. C. callosum San-

derae, C. Bianca, &c. (Gold Medal.)

At the other end of the side stage H. S.

GoODSON, Esq. (gr. Mr. Day), staged an effective
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group in the centre of which was a brightly-

coloured selection of Sophro-Cattleyas and
Sophro-Ljelias. Some very handsome hybrid
Odontoglossums and Cattleyas were also noted,

C. Mrs. Pitt " Goodson's variety " being the best

of its class, having a uniformly deep rose flower

with yellow disc. (Small Silver Cup.)

J. GuRNEY Fowler, Esq., Glebelands, South
Woodford, in Cla.ss 3, for a group of Orchids,

arranged in a spaoe not exceeding 150 square feet,

occupied very effectively a triangular stage with

raised centre, the highest point having graceful

Palms with yellow Oncidiums, white and
blotched Odontoglossums, well-flowered Cattle-

yas, Laslio-Cattleyas, &c. Some good scarlet

Odontiodas, Cattleya labiata alba and other

wliite forms, bright orar.gj scarlet Epideudrum

Godmanii variety Eve. Some good Cypripe-
diums, including C. Earl of Tankerville, were
also included. ^Silver Flora Medal.)

The entire length of the staging at the end
of the Hall was occupied by Messrs. Mansell &
Hatcher and Messrs. Charlesworih, the
former entering a grand group in Class 29 for

north country exhibitors. Two elevated parts
were made, principally of excellent varieties of

Cattleya Fabia, with wliich were good C. Mrs.
Pitt, C. Armstrongiffi, excellent Liclio-Cattleyas,

and other hybrids. The sunk portions were of

good Cattleya labiata, including some white
forms, with scarlet Odontiodas, riclily-blotched

Odontoglossums, and an excellent v^ariety of

Cypripediuma. Rare species noted wei'e Cirrho-

petalum niundulum, C. appendiculatum, Bulbo-

Cattleya Fabia, C. Hardyana, various Brasso-

Cattleyas, and LselioCatlleyas, the lower ar-

rangements being of Cypripediums, with
specially-finely blotched Odontoglossums ar-

ranged above them, with occasional sprays of

scarlet Odontiodas. A batch of Pleione lagen-

aria was very effective, and a new Oncidium and
Xylobium were also noted, as well as the fine,

pure-white Cattleya Mulleri, a good flower of

fine substance, which was raised by cross-

ing C. Mrs. Myra Peelers and Harrisoniana

alba. (Gold Medal.)
On the other side, Sir Jere.miah Colman,

Bart., Gatton Park, Surrey (gr. Mr. Collier),

had a splendid group, the elevated centre of

which was of 'Cattleya Portia ccerulea and C.

labiata ccerulea, two distinct forms, with a de-

vitellimira, good Odontoglossum grande, and a

very fine selection of Cypripediums, of which the
new C. Glebelands (Lathamianum x insigne
Chantinii) secured an Award of Merit. (Silver-

gilt Flora Medal.)
In Class 5 E. R. AsHTON, Esq., Broadlands,

Tunbridge Wells, staged an excellent group con-
taining great variety in Laelio-Cattleya luminosa,
Canhamiana and Colmaniana, a nice selection of
Cattleya labiata, including some white-petalled
varieties, and among new plants two good forms
which secured Awards of Merit. (Silver Cup.)

F. Du Cane GonM.tN, Esq., South Lodge,
Horsham, in Clr..ss 5 staged a very effective exhi-
bit of Oncidiiun varicosum, 0. cheirophorum, 0.
ornithorhynchum and its white variety, Epiden-
drum vitellinum, Odontoglossums, Cattleyas and
Ltelio-Cattleyas, the finest of which was L.-C.

Fig, 155.

—

vanda ccekulea "lady holford,"
(R.H.S, First-class Certificate on Tuesday last.)

phyllum Godseffianuni, and other Bulbophyllums.
(Large Silver Cup.)
Messrs. Charlesworth & Co., Haywards

Heath, had one of the best and largest groups,
the whole of the centre being of the rich, orange-
scarlet Epidendriim vitelliruim antumnale, which
made a very bright effect, Vanda cosrulea,

bright-yellow Oncidiums. a fine selection of

Odontiodas and hybrid Odontoglossums. Among
a very fine lot of hybrid Cattleyas and Laelio-

Cattleyas were two superb novelties, C. Rhoda
The Jewel and L.-C. Orion var. Othello, which
secured First-class Certificates. (Gold Medal.)
On the broad stage inside the entrance. Messrs.

Sander & Sons, St. Albans, had a very exten-
sive and well-arranged group, containing fine

examples of most of the showy Orchids of the
season. The three main elevations were of good

cided blue tint, a shade of which the Gatton
collection has many representatives. The yellow

Cypripedium insigne Sanderje, Vanda ccerulea,

elegant sprays of Dendrobium Phalrenopsis, and
some excellent hybrid Cattleyas. Odontoglos-

sums, Laslio-Cattleyas, &c., were also noted, and
at one end a selection of Botanical Orchids

—for which a Silver Cup was awarded—in-

cluding the singular Bulbophyllum mirum and
other Bulbophyllums, Pleurothallis, Saccola-

biunis, &c. Among the Odontiodas, 0. Brad-
shawi^e gattnnensis. a deep scarlet, secured an
Award of Merit. (Large Silver Cup.)

Messrs. J. Cypher & Sons. Cheltenham, in

Class 5, had an excellent group on a circular

stage, the handsome Cattleyas, Lffilio-Cattleyas,

Odontoglossums, &c.. being'eft'ectively arranged,

with Palms and Crotons. Dendrobium
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Schrdderianum, D. formosum
giganteum, and a grand specimen of Cattleya

Bowringiana lilacina were also prominent.
(Silver-gilt Flora Medal.)
Messrs. Cypher, in Class 11, also well filled

a similar stage with excellent Cypripediums, the

forms of C. insigne and standard hybrids being

shown to advantage, C. insigne Sanders^, still

the best yellow insigne, was illustrated by fine

specimens. (Silver Cup.)
Messrs. Stuart Low & Co., Bush Hill Park,

in Class 4 for a group of Orchids, in a space of

150 square feet on a circular ornamental stag-

ing in the middle of the Hall, had one of the

most effective and well-arranged groups, the

centre being carried well up, and at the edges

four ornamental vases, elevated on pedestals,

were placed. These were filled with Dendrobium
Phalsuopsis, Vanda cmrulea, Oncidium varico-

sum and other elegant Orchids ; the body of the

group being composed of Cattleya Fabia, C.

labiata, including white forms, and C. Octave
Doin ; some good Lrelio-Cattleyas, Odontoglos-

Bum and Odontiodas, with Dendrobium formo-

sum giganteum, were also noted. (Gold Medal.)

Messrs. Jas. Veitch & Sons, Chelsea, staged

a select group of Cattleyas, Brasso-Cattleyas,

Laelio-Cattleyas, white Calanthes, and Odonto-

glossums, their new 0. Aurora, which obtained

a First-class Certificate, being a superb exhibit.

(See Awards.) (Silver Banksian Jledal.)

Messrs. J. & A. A. McBean, Cooksbridge,

in Class 6 staged a good group of Odontoglos-

sums, including fine 0. crispum and some showy
hybrids, their 0. eximium " McBean's variety,"

which secured an Award of Merit. A.

batch of Cattleya aurea, fine C. labiata,

two well-flowered Vanda Sanderiana. the new
Cymbidium Doris and an unnamed hybrid of

C. elegans, the beautiful Miltonia vexillaria Leo-

polds, Lselio-Cattleya Myrrha, Cattleya Leugse,

C. Fabia Vulcan, and C. Fabiata were also speci-

ally noted. (Silver Cup.)

Mr. Sidney Flory, Amyand Park Nursery,

Twickenham, staged an effective group includ-

ing Cymbidium Tracyanum, the large example
with four spikes obtaining the prize (a Silver

Banksian Medal) for a single specimen Orchid.

Four specially good fine hybrid Odontoglossums,

some good 0. crispum, fine Cypripediums, in-

cluding a good C. Fulshawense, were also in

the group. (Silver Banksian Medal.)

Mr. G. W. Miller, in his group of Cypripe-

diums with other good kinds, showed C. Clark-

scniae (Actjeus x insigne Laura Kimball), resem-

bling C. insigne Sander^e. A selection of C.

labiata, &c., was also shown. (Silver Banksian
Medal.)
Mr. Tresedeb, Ardcairn, Co. Cork., staged a

small group of hybrid Cypripediums, Cattleyas

and hybrid Orchids, together with Odontoglos-

sums, &c. (Bronze Banksian Medal.)

Mr. Harry Dixon, Spencer Park Nurseries,

Wandsworth Common, had a well-arranged group

of Oncidium varicosum, Epidendrum vitellinum,

Odontoglossums and hybrid Cattleyas, one of

which was a very fine dark form with the shape

of C. aurea. (Silver Banksian Medal.)

Mr. E. V. Low, Vale Bridge, Haywards Heath,
staged a small group with some excellent white-

petalled forms of Cattleya labiata, including La
Vierge, with three fine flowers, alba (pure white).

G. G. Whitclfgge, and R. I. Measures. Speci-

ally fine were Le President, W. R. Lee and
Daphne. Also in the group were Laelio-Cattleya

Decia alba, L.-C. Epicasta "Vale Bridge

variety," Cattleya Dusseldorfei Undine, Cym-
bidium erythrostylum, OdontoglosBum grande
aureum, and some Cypripediums. (Silver Flora

Medal.)
C. J. Phillips, The Glebe, Sevenoaks (gr. Mr.

BuckniU), sent a finely-flowered plant of Cattleya

labiata "Glebe variety," a good white flower

with a pale blush-pink tinge on the lip ; and C.

Fabia " Glebe variety," a grand form of a bright

rose tint with broad ruby-purple lip having an
orange disc.

De B. Crawshay, Esn., Rosefield. Sevenoaks
(gr. Mr. Stables), sent Odontioda Bella (C.

Noezliana x 0. bellatulum) of a deep blood-red

colour ; and a good Odontoglossum Thompsonia-
num.
W. P. BuRKiNSHAW, Esq., Hessle, near Hull,

showed the fine white Cypripedium Boltonii

magnificum and C. Aphrodite.
Mrs. Norman Cookson, Oakwood, Wylam (gr.

Mr. H. J. Chapman), sent the large white

Calanthe Gooksonise, the deep claret-red C.

Angela, and the fine Odontioda Bra-dshawiae
" Cookson's variety," like a large scarlet-tinted

Odontoglossum crispum. All had previously re-

ceived First-class Certificates. (Silver-gilt

Banksian Medal.)

Sir Trevor Lawrence, Bart., K.C.V.O., Bur-
ford (gr. Mr. W. H. White), showed Cattleya
Venus " Burford variety " (Iris X aurea), a
clear yellow flower with light-rose lip veined
and margined with yellow.

Orchid Committee.
Present; J. Gurney Fowler, Esq. (in the

Chair) ; Messrs. Jas. O'Brien (lion, sec),

W. Bolton, W. Waters Butler, W. Cobb, R. G.
Thwaites, de B. Crawshay, G. F. Moore, J. S.

Moss. R. Brooman-White, H. J. Chapman,
W. H. White, A. Dye, J. E. Shill, W. H.
Hatcher, J. Cypher, .J. Charlesworth. C. H.
Curtis, Gurney Wilson, F. M. Ogilvie, F.

Fig. 156.

—

double columbines.

Type form and the spurless variety stellata, in which

doubling is due to petalody of the stamens.

Sander, A. McBean, T. Armstrong, F. J. Han
bury, R. A. Rolfe, Stuart Low, Sir Harry J.

Veitch, and Sir Jeremiah Colman, Bart.

AWARDS.
First-class Certificates.

Vanda ccenihu Lady Holford (see fig. 155) from

Lieut.-col. Sir Geo. L. Holford, K.C.V.O.,

(gr. Mr. H. G. Alexander). A noble variety of

this charming Orchid. The large, round flowers

had a silver-white base delicately tinged and

veined with clear-blue colour.

Cattleya Peetersii " Westonbirt variety
"

(labiata alba X Hardyana alba), from Lieut.-col.

Sir Geo. L. Holford. Flower large and of fine

shape, clear white, with a very fine lip coloured

in front ruby-purple and heavy gold veining

from the base.

Odontoglossum Aurora (0. Lambeauiana x
Bossii rubescens), from Messrs. Jas. Veitch &

Fig. 157.—DOUBLE wallflower capable of
propagation by seed.

Sons, Chelsea. A fine advance on previous

Rossii crosses, and the richest in colour and best

in form. The broad sepals and petals have a
broad, blotched band of deep bronzy-red and a
rose margin. The broad and finely-shaped lip

in rose-purple, with a yellow crest on the white
disc.

Odontioda Bradshawice gattoniensis (0.
crispum X C. Noezliana), from Sir Jeremiah

Colman, Bart (gr. Mr. Collier). Flower nearly

as large as 0. crispum, deep scarlet-red.

Cattleya Rhoda The Jewel (Iris X Hardyana).
from Messrs. Charlesworth & Co. A charming
new departure, with flowers of good shape, clear

canary-yellow, with a bright cherry-red lip

veined with gold.

0. Orion variety Othello, from Messrs.
Charlesworth & Co. A very dark claret-purple

flower, with maroon lip delicately marked with
lighter shades.

Awards of Merit.

C. Fabia ijloriosa (labiata x aurea), from
Lieut.-col. Sir Geo. L. Holford. K.C.V.O. A
very fine variety, with a broad and showily-
coloured lip.

0. Fabia Sunset, from Lieut.-col. -Sir Geo. L.

Holford. Flowers large, deep rose, with a large

expanse of yellow in the lip.

C. Hardyana La Perle, from Lieut.-col. Sir

Geo. L. Holford. A grand form, with clear-

white sepals and petals and ruby-purple lip, with
yellow disc and veining.

C. Venus var. Princess (Iris X Dowiann
aurea), from Messrs. Charlesworth & Co. A
pretty yellow flower, with ruby lip having gold

veining.

Cypripedium Muriel (Euryades X Cynthia),
from Lieut.-col. Sir Geo. L. Holford. A great

improvement on C. Euryades ; larger .and

broader. Dorsal sepal white, with large choco-

late-purple blotches.

C. Ghbelands ( Lathamiana X insigne Chan-
tinii), from J. Gurney E'owler, Esq., Glebe-
lands, South Woodford (gr. Mr. J. Davis).

Flower as large as C. insigne Harefield Hall,

and of similar colour. The dorsal sepal, which
has a fine white upper half, is very well marked.

Brassu-Cattleya Mme. Hye. ** Ashton's
variety " (B. Digbyana x C. Harrisoniana),
from E. R. Ashton, Esq., Broadlands, Tun-
bridge Wells. A distinct variety, with rose

sepals and petals, and broad, slightly-fringed

white lip.

Cattleya Oberon (Fabia X Hardyana), from
E. R. Ashton, Esq. Flower large and with a
resemblance to a good C. Hardyana, the lip

being especially fine.

Lcdio-Cattleya Walter Gott (L.-C. bletchhyen-
sis X C. bicolor), from Messrs. Sander & Sons. A
large flower, as good as C. Iris, and of a bright

rosy-mauve shade, with a broad rose-crimson lip.

A really good form.

Odontoglossum eximium " McBean's variety,*'

from Messrs. J. & A. McBean, Cooksbridge. A
model flower, which resembles Odontoglossum
crispum Leonard Perfect, but has larger and
brighter blotches on a white ground. The only
sign of hybridity is in the lip.

Fruit and Vegetable Committee.
Present : Jos. Cheal, Esq (in the Chair)

;

Messrs. W. Bates, J. Davis, H. Markham, G.
Revnolds, John Harrison, W. Poupart, C. G. A.
Ni.x, and A. W. iMetcalf.

The only exhibit of importance was a fine, fruit-

ing Orange tree exhibited by Messrs. Felton &
Sons, florists. Hanover Square. It was stated to

have borne 280 fruits this season, and was grown
within seven miles of Charing Cross. (Cultural

Commendation.)

LECTURE ON DOUBLE FLOWERS.
We are indebted to Miss Saunders for the fol-

lowing sunmiary of her paper on " Double
Flowers."
Doubling in flowers, as is well known, is due to

different structural modifications in different

cases. Most frequently the cause is either simple
petalody of some or all of the stamens, or the
petalody may be accompanied by an increase in

the number of the parts due either to splitting or

to actual multiplication of the whorls.

Whether a double-Howered form can be propa-
gated by seed or not depends upon the nature
of the modification which has led to the
doubling. In some genera the flower may
become very strongly double and yet produce
good pollen and ovules, as in the Hollyhock.
In other cases the ovary may remain normal
but pollen may be absent, as is generallv the
case in the Sweet William (fig. 158) ; or the
opposite may occur, for example, in the Petunia,
in which the ovary is almost always mal-
formed, but where there is abundance of pollen.
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In a very large luimhor of double flowers, how-

ever, both reproductive organs are affected, and

neither ovules nor pollen are present. In this

last case tlie flower becomes compietely sterile,

and such double-flowered plants as a rule can

only be propagated vegetatively.

A striking and apparently unique exception

occurs in the case of Stocks, where the doubles,

which are completely sterile, are obtained from

the seed of certain strains of singles, which may
be termed double-throwing singles in contra-

distinction to the pure-breeding strains which

give only singles. These double-throwing strains

yield a constant proportion of singles and

doubles, th; doubles being in excess. This excess

(as has been exphined in an earlier account)' is

accounted tor on the supposition that the pre-

sence of two factors is essential to singleness,

and that these two factors occur in all the pollen

Fig 158.—TWO TYPES OF DOUBLE FLOWER
IN THE SWEET WILLIAM.

Ovules are far;r

and all the ovules of the true-breeding singles
;

but in a pure bred individual of a double-throw-

ing strain this combination is present in less than

half the number of ovules and is absent

altogether from the pollen. As the larger halt of

the ovules and all the pollen are carrying double-

ness, and as a double is formed whenever a

double-carrying pollen grain fertilises a double-

carrying ovule, it follows that the majority of

the offspring of such an individual will be

double.

In the ten-week strains the proportion of

doubles varies from about 53 to 57 per cent., and

this proportion is maintained quite independently

of external conditions. Whether the plants are

kept dry or well-watered, whether they are

grown in a rich soil or a poor one, the percent-

age of doubles remains the same.

The view that in Stocks more doubles are ob-

tained from the lumpy, irregular seeds than from

the more symmetrical ones is not borne out. The
character of the future plant, whether single or

double, is already determined at the moment of

fertilisation, and" is unaffected by the shape of

the seed, whiJi is determined mainly, if not en-

Fig. 159 —SEED PODS of stock.

pods short, sho\i

tirely, by the dimensions of the pod and the

epacing of the ovules (fig. 159).

Though we cannot hope to obtain a higher

yield of doubles by pursuing one method of culti-

vation rather than another, or by selecting the

most irregular-shaped seeds and discarding the

others, it is sometimes possible in the case of one

particular strain to eSect a fairly complete separa-

tion of the seeds, giving rise to singles and

• See Ganl. Chwn., Oct. 28, 1911, p. 300.

doubles respectively. This strain is the curious AWARDS.
form known as sulphur-white, which gives white First-class Certificates.

singles, cream doubles and a small percentage of CaUlrya X Ena " Marlfidd variety " (bicolor

white doubles. The sulphur whites of some ^ Mmxinna) ; Cntlkyn labiata " Mme. Le.

growers have small, brown, irregular and lumpy Poux," fine, well-shaped flowers; CattUya Mrs.

seeds (see fig. 160 D) like those of the ordinary pj^^ " Cluidesworth's variety," all from R. Le
pure white form, but there is also sulphur-wh(te Doux, Esq.
seed on the market which is larger, rounded and

f.„faeya Enid " Ward's variety," from Z. A.
regular, and mixed in colour, some being yy^^^p jggq
browner and others yellowish, like those of the ',,',

r, r, /r „ ^
cream form Princess Mary (of B with A, fig. Cypr,!Jed,um Onr Queen (Leeanum X

160). These yellowish seeds give rise to the hitevensn), a welUhaped flower, from Wm.

double creams; hence by sorting the seeds ac- Thompson, Esq., Walton Grange.

cording to colour it is possible to obtain sowings

which are almost entirely composed in the one

case of singles and in the other of doubles. i-

Evidence has already been obtained in other ^ '^
. ^ ^ ^ ^ ^

cases besides Stocks, e.g., in Primula sinensis W V W f^ ^ V W
and Petunia that doubling is inherited in ac-

cordance with definite laws which are indepen- A 9 d 9^ W 41 A
dent of external conditions. In those cases ^
where a series of intermediate grades occur

between t'lN: single and the extreme form of

double the question of inheritance is more difla- ^ A ^ ^ ^ ^
cult to delermiiv, and further investigation is V V 9 V 9 %
needed to discover the inter-relations of the dif-

ferent grades and the extent to which each ^ 9 9
breeds true.

MANCHESTER AND NORTH OF -
,

ENGLAND ORCHID. • ^ ^ « a •
October 17.

—

Committee present: Rev. J. • • w •
Crumbleholme (in the Chair) ;

Messrs. J. % ^ 0t IK##
Bamber, J. C. Cowan, J. Cypher, J. Evans, • W
Dr. Hartley, W. Holmes, J. Lupton, D. McLeod,

|

H. Morgan, C. Parker, H. Thorp, Z. A. Ward,

A. Warijurton, and H. Arthur (secretary). ^ r • ft • fe k
A Large Silver-qilt Medal was awarded to A. ^ * W • • »

Warburton, Esq., Haslingden (gr. Mr.

Dalgleish), who showed a pretty group ot^ ^'AB49
Cattleyas and Cypripediums.

.4 Sih'er-gilt Medal to Mrs. A. K. Wood,
Glossop (gr. Mr. Gould), for a fine group of

well-grown plants. FiG. i5o.— selection of seed to pko-

Lnrije Silver Medals to Z. A. Ward, Esq., duce double flowers ok sulphur-white
North'enden (gr. Mr. Weatherby), for a group of stocks.
Cattleyas; R. AshWORTH, Esq., New-

^.-Seed of pure breediog, cream (Princess Matyl ; C.-Seed
church (gr. Mr. Branch), who staged Lat- of pure breeding, wlme ; B D.—The seeds of sulphur-i^h.ie

tlevas Odontoglossums, and Cypripediums ; sorted into groups, viz. : B.-Larger number yellow seeds,

cTl RutherIord, M.'p., Blackb'u^n^r Mr^ -^"^^^-'^':;^-^,°,^^!-'^';^r'--''^^''-
Lupton), for a group composed principally of

Cattleyas, Odontoglossums, and Cypripediums ;

Caftleya labiata variety " Queen of Spain." a
J. McCartney, Esq Bolton (gr. Mr. Holmes), ^J^^^

Catthya Enid " Orc/ud Dene
who showed Cattleyas and Cypripediums

;

^
, ,,

rj^Jgssia^ ^ gigas); Brasso-Cattleya
Messrs. X Cypher & Sons, Cheltenham; and l„J„J,^,i,f " Viijinale" (B. ir,,fiyana
Messrs. Charles^vorth & Co., Haywards ^^-, fj„,.j,,y„„ „i<,„). i,iiio.Cattleya Colmance
Heath, for a miscellaneous groups. " Orrliid Dene vmi.-ty" (L.-C. rallistm/lussa x

Silver MedaU to Rev. J. Crombleholme. uun:a). good shape, lip large and deep velvety

Cbyton-le-Moors (gr. Mr. Marshall), for a pleas- colour. All above from Mr. E. F. Davidson.

Awards of Merit.

Odontoglossuni x " Scintillans" (Rossii

rubescens X Wilcheunum princeps), from Wm.
Thompson, Esq.

C'attleya Portia magnifica, from Mr. E. F.

Davihsin.

KENT COMMERCIAL FRUIT SHOW.
October 28, 29.—Supplementing our report,

on. p. 340 in the last issv e. of this show, held on

the above dates, we n.jw refer to the more

important of the non-cimipetitive exhibits as fol-

low :

—

Messrs. George Bcnyard & Co.. Ltd., Maid-

stone, had an exhibit of Apples and Pears, in

which the excellence of very numerous varieties

was very striking.

An interesting display in connection with plant

diseases, insect pests, and Tobacco growing was

contributed by the SouihEastern Acbicdl-

tural College, Wye. A demonstration of Apple

grading and packing was given on the second

day of the show.
>fumerous stands displayed machines for spray-

ing, materials for washing fruit and Hops, and

other appliances used by growers.

Messrs. Drake & Fletcher, Maidstone,

showed two grading machines, one for Apples

and the other for Tomatos and small fruits;

also an assortment of spraying machines.

Messrs. Weeks & Son showed a hand-grading

machine and packing table, with numerous spray-

in'.I machines.
The British Ba.sket Co., Glasgow, exhibited

an assortment of chip baskets and Apple ^xea.

one valve removed to show the seed.

Lower pods long, SL-eds

ing group of Cypripediums ; Messrs. Sander &
Sons, St. Albans, who staged a small group of

good varieties of Cattleyas ; and Mr. J. Evans.

Congleton, for Cattleyas in variety, and several

forms of Odontoglossuni crispum.

Other exhibitors included 0. 0. Wrigley,

Esq., Bury (gr. Mr. Rogers) ; Wm. Thompson.

Esq., Wafton CJrange (gr. Mr. Howes); R. Le
Doux, Esq., West Derby (gr. Mr. Fletcher):

H. H. Bolton, Esq.. Newchurch (gr. Mr. East

wood) ; and Mr. E. F. Davidson, Twyford.
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Messrs. JIcDougall Bros., Manchester,
showed materials for fruit and Hop washing.

Messrs. Corke & Son, Maidstone ; Messrs.
Walter Voss & Co., London; and Messrs. Ber-
GER & Son, London, were also exhibitors of

similar materials.

The Four Oaks Co., of Sutton Coldfield, Bir-

mingham, showed sprayers ; Messrs. Stett &
Co., Faversham, displayed spraying machines
and washes; Messrs. Hayes Bros., Maidstone,
showed packing bo.xes, a nailing press, and tools

for use in fruit-growing ; Messrs. E. A. White
& Co., of Paddock Wood, exhibited sprayers and
washes; Messrs. J. & N. Smvthe, Maidstone,
staged fruit boxes.

CONFERENCE ON FRUIT CULTURE.
The Conference in connection with this exhi-

bition was held in the Town Hall, Maidstone,
on the second day. Mr. Fred Smith occupied
the chair. A paper was read by Mr. M. J. R.
Dunstan, M.A., Principal of Wye Agricultural
College, entitled " The Scope of Scientific Re-
search i:i Fruit Growing."
Mr. Dunslan said that science is organised and

accurate knowledge ; some of the best practical

farmers despise science, yet their good practice

is based on science unconsciously applied. To
the Rothamstead experiments is largely due our
present knowledge of the economical manuring of

farm crops and the feeding of farm animals.

With respect to fruit, said Mr. Dunstan. there

has not been so nuich investigation work done as

with farm crops, one reason being that the life

of a fruit tree requires a longer period for in-

vestigation, also the condiiions are somewhat
more complex.
Are there any subjects bearing on fruit-growing

in which we may add to our knowledge? What
are the subjects on which investigations are re-

quired, and by whom and where can they be
investigated?

With reference to the first part of his cjuestion,

the lecturer said that some of the problems of

fruit-tree growing are of a botanical nature. For
example there are different strains of the Para-
dise stock, whilst the grafts themselves show
differences and variations according to the indi-

vidual trees from which they are taken. In prun-

ing, it is pos.sible that what is found best suited

to one district may not be so suitable in another.

Another subject of interest is the non-setting of

bl issoms, due to various causes, such as frost,

lack of pollination, or the condition of the
weather following pollination.

Certain varieties of fruit, though good, are

specially subject to insect or fungoid pests ; some
sorts are more susceptible to spray fluids than
others. The investigation of these subjects is

being carried out by the John Innes Horticul-

tural Research Institution ; new varieties should
etand a severe commercial test before be'ng
widely distributed to growers, to avoid disap-

pointment.
The study of insect and fungoid attacks needs

investigation, to learn the life history of the
insect or fungus, in order to ascertain their vul-

nerable points, and the time for the application

ci the specific. Further investigation is needed
in the cases of American Gooseberry-mildew,
silver-leaf, and some of the Potato diseases.

We also require a knowledge of the effect of

the sprays on insect or fungus, whilst chemistry
may teach improved methods of mixing the speci-

fics and introduce new materials useful to the
work. We are not yet well acquainted with the
manuring of fruit-trees or the effect of commercial
artificial manures, which is of special importance
now that the supply of animal manures is de-

creasing. The economic problems, including the
packing, preserving, distributing, and marketing
of fruit, might be investigated.

The practical man must have patience in these

tests, for even failure in an experiment may teach

something that may help towards success.

Four conditions are necessary for such research
work :—(1) A staff f>f workers who must indi-

vidually be both scientific and practical ; (2)

laboratories; (3) land; (4) confidence of fruit-

growers.
As regards the staff of workers, Mr. Dunstan

said that at the Wye College they had efficient

investigators, and the College was well supplied

with laboratories.

They were in a fair way to have suitable land
bv next autumn. The Board of Agriculture had
granted the College £1 nOO for answering in-

quii'ies from farmers, fruit-growers, and others.

and it had promised £500 per annum towards the
expenses of a fruit research station if suitable

land is found and funds are also raised in the
county.
Mr. E. Salmon said different varieties of

Gooseberries behaved very differently when
treated with lime and sulphur; some kinds were
not harmed, whilst others lost their leaves. He
stated that a central row of 40 Gooeeberry
bushes in a plantation attacked by American
Gooseberry-mildew was sprayed six times during
the season with lime-sulphur at intervals of a
fortnight, and was found at the end tu be free
of mildew, though the row had diseased bushes
on either side. Mr. Stephen Ballard, of Mal-
vern, speaking on behalf of the Herefordshire
growers, asked Kent to adopt the same box
package as Herefordshire was using, namely,
that holding 56 lbs. He had been packing Apples
in boxes for 20 year^, and thought this to be the
best weight. Mr. C. Smith considered that the
bushel box suited the Kentish growers best, and
they were not prepared to adopt Mr. Ballard's
suggestion.

Fertilisation of Fruit Blossoms.

A lantern lecture entitled " Bees and the Fer-
tilisation of Fruit Blossoms " was given by Mr.
W. Herrod, Secretary of the British Beekeepers'
Association.

Jlr. Herrod said the Isle of Wight bee disease
had made fruit-growers realise the value of bees
in orchards, for the Board of Agriculture had re-

ceived a deputation uf fruit-growers, asking its

advice and assistance to grapple with the disease.

Bees never make hole*, in fruit, though the wasps
do, but after the hole is made the bees may be
t<-mi)ted to take advantage of it. Spraying
should not be done whilst the trees are in blos-

som, both for the sake of the crop and the bees.

The non-setting of fruit, said Mr. Herrod, is

attributable usually to one cf five causes—too
much wood growth, injury by fr'st, bad weather,
fungoid disease, or lack of bees.

In South Africa a Pear tree with 62 trusses of
558 blossoms was covered with cheese cloth to
exclude insects, and placed where there was a
strong wind ; no fruit set on the tree, but on
.'similar trees around in the open fruit set plenti-

fully ; Black and Red Currants and Gooseberry
bushes covered to exclude insects set practically
no fruit.

At Lord Sudeley's fruit plantations in Glouces-
tershire, where fruit did not set well, 200 colonies
of bees were placed in different narts. and the
setting of the fruit improved greatly. There are
now some 300 hives distributed about the Tod-
dington estate in five different apiaries. In like

manner. Messrs. Chivers have introduced bees
among their Cherry orchards at Histon in Cam-
bridgeshire for pollination purposes. It is advis-
able to place the bees as near as possible to the
trees.

The lecture was illustrated by lantern slides,

some of the most interesting being tables of the
time of flowering of the various fruit trees, and
observations of the visits of insects, kindly lent

by Mr. C. H. Hooper, whose painstaking obser-
vations of this branch of fruit growing were
referred to with appreciation.

BIRMINGHAM CHEYSANTHEMUM,
FEUIT, AND FLOKICULTURAL.

November S, 6. 7.—The annual show of this

Scciety, held in the Bingley Hall on the above
dates, was extensive and of good average merit.

Cut Chrj-santhemunis were clean and fresh, but
trained specimen plants were few in number and
less profusely flowered than usual. Begonias con-

stituted an outstanding feature. They have
never been seen in anything like the quantity
or quality at Birmingham before. Apples and
Pears were of good size and beautifully

coloured. Vegetables were excellent, there being

no fewer than 32 collections exhibited for the

special prizes offered by various seedsmen. The
schedule comprised 124 classes, 35 for Chrysan-
themums, 17 for miscellaneous plants and cut

flowers, and 57 for vegetables.

Specimen Plants.

Six classes were provided for these but, as in

recent years, competition was very poor, there
being onlv one entiy in each of the first five

classes and three in the sixth class, which was for

three single-fiowered varieties. J. A. Keneick,
Esq., Berrow Court, Edgbaston (gr. Mr. A.
Cryer), won 1st prizes for (1) six Japanese varie-

ties, (2) six large-flowering varieties (Japanese ex-

cluded), (3) three Japanese varieties, (4) one Japa-
nese variety, (5) one large-flowering variety
(Japanese excluded), and (6) three single-flowered

varieties. E. Martineau, Esq., Edgbaston (gr.

Mr. E. Bostock), and T. W. Piggott, Esq.,
-Moseley (gr. Mr. R. Bullock), were awarded 2nd
and 3rd prizes respectively ;n the last-named class.

Groups.

The most important class was uir a group of
plants arranged on a space of 16 feet by 10 feet.

The 1st prize was again awarded to J. A. Ken-
hick, Esq. (gr. Mr. A. Cryer), whose well-
balanced group, consisting largely of massive
Japanese and Incurved varieties, was arranged
with artistic effect. Decorative and single-

flowered varieties were also well shown, and
pleasant relief was afforded by the introduction
of graceful Bamboos, Palms, and Ferns. 2nd,
Hume C. Pinsent. Esq., Lordswood Road, Har-
borne (gr. Mr. G. Corbett), whose Japanese
varieties were splendid, but the arrangement
was much inferior to that of the 1st prize ex-
hibit.

In the next class, which was similar to, but
smaller than, the last-named, two very creditable
displays were placed before the judges, who gave
the 1st prize to H. Careen, Esq., Gravelly Hill.

J. A. Kenrick. Esq. (gr. Mr. A. Cryer), was
the only competitor in a class for decorative Chry-
santhemums arranged as grown on a space i>f

12 feet by 8 feet. Thinning was allowed, but
disbudding to single flowers firohibited. The
plants were covered v ith flowers and well
arranged.

Cut Blooms.

Id the principal class for cut blooms, which was
for Japanese and Incurved blooms, arranged on a
table 18 feet long by 5 feet wide, and for which
a silver challenge shield and £8 were offered as
the 1st prize, Mr. Norman Davis, Framfield,
Sussex, was the only exhibitor. He had magni-
ficient blooms of D. B. Crane, His Majesty, H.
W. Thorpe, Clara Wells, Romance, &c., nicely
arranged in vases and stands over a groundwork
of Ferns. Mr. Davis excelled in the next class,

which was for single Chrysanthemums on table
space of 8 feet bv 4 feet. His masses of Mrs. Loo
Thomson (a yellow JMensai, Charles Kingsley,
Brightness, and Arcturus were particularly good.
2nd, JIajor Everett, J. P., Knowle (gr. Mr. W.
Newton).
The winning exhibit of 18 Japanese varieties,

one bloom each of three varieties, in a vase, came
from Hugh Andrews, Esq., Toddington Manor,
Winchcombe (gr. Mr. J. R. Tooley). The blooms
were beautifullv fresh, of good depth and finish,

and were as "follow :—Mme. Rivol, Mme. P.
Radaelli. H. Dow, Bessie Ck.dlrey. W. Iggulden,
R. Luxford. Master James. A. T. Miller, Hon. Mrs.
Lopes, W. Gee. F. .Jolliffe. Lady Talbot. Purity,
G. I. Kelly, C. Penford. Rose Pockett, F. S.

VaUis, and Mrs. Jlease. 2nd, Mr. H. W'oolman,
.Shirley, whose best flowers were blaster James,
Miss Gladys Herbert. White Queen, and Rose
Queen. 3rd, Lieut. -Col. Beech. Coventry (gr.

Mr. E. J. Brooks). The last-named exhibitor was
placed 1st in a class for four Japanese varieties,

three blooms of each. He had massive, well-

finished blooms of Lady Talbot, F. S. Vallis, Mrs.
Lopes, and Frances .ToUiffe. 2nd, .J. H. Wheat-
ley, Esq., Beikswell Hall, Coventry (gr. Mr.
W. H. Weslbury), who also won 1st prizes in

classes for (1) three blooms of any whit© Japanese
variety, with Purity, and (2) three blooms of any
yellow Japanese variety. His examples of the
Hon. Mrs. Lopes were very meritorious.

Hugh Andrews. Esq. (gr. Mr. J. R. Tooley),

took the lead in a class for the best pink-coloured
•Tapanese variety. His examples of W. Gee were
large and shapely. Mr. H. Woolman, Shirley,

excelled in a class for any crimson-coloured Japa-
nese variety with Master James in superb con-

dition. Mr. Woolman was awarded the 1st

prize in another class for four varieties of decora-

tive Chrysanthemums, eight sprays of each
variety in a vase. 2nd, Major Everett, Knowle
(gr. Mr. W. Newton).
The best half-dozen vsises of decorative Chry-

santhemums, six sprays of each, came from T. G.
Hyde, Esq., Worcester (gr. Mr. H. Matthews),
who showed splendid examples of Dazzler and
Felton's Favourite.
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ThBre were five good entries in a class for 12

Japanese varieties arranged on a table 6 feet by

3 feet. Exhibitors were at liberty to use any

foliage. 1st, F. E. MuNTZ, Esq., Umberslade

(gr Mr H. S. Foster) ; 2nd, Hugh Andrews,
Esq. (gr. Mr. J. R. Tooley) ; 3rd, J. B. Brooks,

Esq., FinstaU Park, Bromsgrove. The leading

exhibit of 12 Incurved varieties came from T. W.
PicaoTT, Esq., Moscley (gr. Mr. R. Bullock).

There were 19 entries in tile class for dinner

tables, each 8 feet by 4 feet, and the 1st prize

was won by Sir Geouge H. Kenrick, Whetstone,

Mgbaston (gr. Mr. J. V. Macdonald), whose

flowers were crimson with a golden reverse. 2nd,

Mrs. Batchelor, Uampton-in-Arden.
Prizes were offered by Messrs. James Randall

& Sons, Shirley, for 12 varieties of market Chry-

santhemums. The only exhibitor was Mr. Nor-
man Davis, Fraeifield, who was awarded the

1st prize of £3. He showed superb flowers of

Freda Bedford, Felton's Favourite, True Gold,

Mary Hope, and Black Prince.

Mr. W. J. Wakefield, Harborne, won Mr.

J. Udale's prize for three vases of Incurved

varieties like Mrs. George Glenny, Jlrs. Dixon,

and Mrs. G. Rindle.

The 1st prize of £1, offered by Messrs. Wells

& Co., for the best bloom of Mrs. Gilbert

Drabble, was won by Lieut.-col. Beech, Coven-

try (gr. Mr. E. J. Brook-s). 2nd, J. H. Wheat-
let, Esq., Coventry (gr. Mr. W. H. Westbui-y).

Miscellaneous Plants and Flowers.

In the class for cut flowers of Tree Carnations,

arranged on staging 10 feet long by 4 feet deep,

two exhibits were placed before the judges, who
awarded the 1st prize to IWessrs. Young & Co.,

Cheltenham ; and the 2nd to Mr. S. Mortimer,

Farnham, Surrey.

The exhibits of Begonia Gloire de Lorraine

made a grand show, there being no fewer than

eight entries in the class for 12 pots and seven

in the class for six pots. The winning exhibitor

in the first-named class was Lionel Spiers, Esq.,

Edgbaston (gr. Mr. John Farmer), and in the

second F. E. MuNTZ, Esq., Umberslade (gr. Mr.

H. S. Foster). ,^ „ ,

Of the four exhibits in a class for 1^ Cvcla-

men, and in the class for six specimens the Rev.

H. BucKSTON, Derby, was placed 1st.

Mrs. C. Gheaves, Wormington, was success-

ful in classes for bouquet of Chrysanthemums

and in another for a basket of tinted foliage and

berries.

The Ist and 2nd prizes offered by Mr. H. N.

Ellison, West Bromwich, for six Ferns were

won by Mr. J. Higley, Edgba.ston, and Mr. A.

Cbter, Edgbaston, respectively.

Fruit.

In the leading fruit class, which was for a col-

lection of British-grown fruit, to occupy a table

space of 10 feet bv 5 feet, there were two exhi-

bits. The 1st prize of £7 was won by Lady

Henry Somerset. Eastnor Castle, Ledbury (gr.

Mr. G. MuUins), who showed very fine Grapes,

large and well-coloured Apples and Pears in

variety, and Hero of Lockinge Melons. 3rd,

Mr. W. E. Hyde, Ledbury.

The best of two exhibits in a class for a col-

lection of British-grown hardy fruits came from

Sir R. L. Lucas Tooth, Bart., Holme Lacey,

Hereford (gr. Mr. E. Parry), who had medium-

sized, well-coloured Apples and Pears, also Red

and White Currants, Coe's Golden Drop Plum

and Filberts. 3rd, Sir Francis Lloyd, Aston

Hall, Oswestry.
Ladv Henry Somerset (gr. Mr. G. Mullins)

won 1st prizes in classes for (1) six bunches of

Grapes (not fewer than three varieties), (2) three

bunches of white Muscat Grapes, (3) six dishes of

dessert Apples, and (4) four dishes of Pears.

The best three bunches of black Grapes, as

well as the best pair of white Grapes (iWuscats

excluded), were exhiliited by Hugh Andrews,

Esq. (gr. Mr. J. R. Tooley).

Godfrey Nettlefold, Esq., Edgbaston (gi.

Mr. J. Higley), beat four contestants in a class

for' black Grapes reserved for local growers;

2nd, Mrs. Richard Peyton, Edgbaston (gr. Mr.

W. Young).
0. Winn, Esq., Selly Park (gr. Mr. T. T. Shep-

pard), took the lead in a local class for white

Grapes; 2nd, A. G^ Duller, Esq., King's Heath

(gr. Mr. G. H. Ganderton).

Mr. C. W. Powell, Warham, Hereford, won

1st prizes for (1) six dishes of cooking Apples and

(2) eight dishes of Pears. In each case the fruits

were large and highly-coloured.

Vegetables.

Robert Sydenham Limited offered prizes for

nine kinds. 1st, Mr. T. Jones, Rualron, who
had very good Ailsa Craig Onions and Autumn
Giant Cauliflowers; 2nd, Mr. James White,
Bampton ; 3rd, Mr. E. Winchester, Rubery.

Robert Sydenham Limited also offered prizes

for local growers. 1st, Mr. E. Deakin, Hay
Mills; 2nd, Mr. F. Whitbread, South Yardley.

Messrs. Webb & Sons' prizes were offered for

eight kinds. The 1st prize was won by Mr.

F. J. Barr.att, Overton, v?ho had excellent

Cauliflowers, Carrots, Onions and Celery ; 2nd,

Mr. J. Hudson, Leicester.

The prizes offered by Messrs. Sutton & Sons

were for nine kinds. 1st, the Hon. Vicart
GiBBS, Aldenham House, Elstree (gr. Mr. E.

Beckett) ; 2nd, Mr. John Hudson, Leicester

;

3rd, Mr. F. J. Barratt, Overton.

Messrs. Dickson & Robinson, Manchester,

offered prizes for single dishes, in which Mr. !.

Jones, Ruabon, was the most successful exhibi-

tor.

Non-competitive Exhibits.

Large Gold Medals.—Messrs. Clibrans, Altrin-

chani, for Begonias; the Rev. H. Buckston, Sut-

ton Hail, Derby, for Begonias ; King's Acre
Nurseries, Hereford, for fruit ; iMessrs. Dickson &
Robinson. Manchester, for Michaelmas Daisies;

Messrs. Webb & Sons, Stourbridge, for vege-

tables, &c. ; Messrs. John Waterer & Sons, Bag-

shot, for hardy shrubs.

Small Gold Medals.—Mr. W. J. Godfrey,

Exniouth, for Chrysanthemums and Zonal Pelar-

goniums ; Messrs. Wells & Co., Merstham, Sur-

rey, for Chrysanthemums; i\Ir. H. Woolman,
Shirley, for Chrysanthemums; Hereford Fruit

Growers, for fruit; Messrs. Pewtress Bros., Here-

ford, for fruit ; Mr. C. W. Powell, Hereford, for

fruit; Messrs. Hewitt & Co., Solihull, for hardy

shrubs; Messrs. Wood & Son, Wood Green, for

garden sundries.

Silver-gilt Medals.—Messrs. Dickson & Robin-

son, Manchester, for Onions ; Messrs. Thomson
& Co., Birmingham, for vegetables, Jlessrs. W.
H. Simpson & Sons, Birmingham, for vegetables

;

Mr. H. N. Ellison, West Bromwich, for Ferns.

Silver Medals.—Messrs. Peed & Son, \Yest

Norwood, for Chrysanthemums and Begonias;

IMessrs. Hewitt & Co., for Carnations, &c. ; Miss

Thompson, Handsworth, for Cacti ; Messrs.

Bakers, Wolverhampton, for hardy shrubs; 'The

Patent Ladder Co., Peterborough, for extension

ladders; Messrs. Robinson Bros., West Brom-

wich, for sundries ; IMr. A. Bayliss, Birmingham,

for rustic work; Messrs. J. Turton & Co., Bir-

mingham, for greenhouses.

Bronze Medals.—Sir William Cook's Convales-

cent Home, Romsley Hill, near Birmingham, for

vegetables: H. S. Batson, Esq., Handsworth, for

PrTmulas; Mr. A. Edwards, Nottingham, for

table decorations.

First-rlass Certificates.—Japanese Chrysanthe-

mum His Majesty, from Mr. Norman Davis;

single Chrysanthemum Mrs. Loo Thompson, from

Mr. Norman Davis ; Japanese Chrysanthemum

Crimson Velvet, from Mr. W. J. Godfrey;

Japanese Chrysanthemum Godfrey's Success,

from Mr. W. J. Godfrey ; Japanese Chrysanthe-

niimi Mrs. N. Molvneux, from Mr. W. J. God-

frey ; Japanese Chrysanthemum Mrs. Drexel,

from Messrs. W. Wells & Co. ;
Japanese Chrysan-

then

& Co.

Mary, from Messrs. W. WeUs

©bituarjK

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Acetylene Gas Refuse as a Manube : S. 3. A.
An article ou the results of experiments

with this material for manurial purposes con-

ducted by Mr. W. B. Burgess, of the South

Eastern Agricultural College, Wye, was pub-

lished in Gardeners' Chron ide, April 24, 1909,

p. 264. Several correspondents wrote sub-

sequently giving their experience, including

Mr. F. R. Staddon, who stated that he had
used it in the case of Potatos, Peas, Beans,

Celery, Spinach, Onions, Carrots, Parsnips,

Turnips, Broccoli, Cabbage, and Brussels

Sprouts, also as a dressing for new planta-

tions of Strawberries. Mr. Staddon stated that

in all cases the crops were benefited. (See

Gardeners' Chronicle, May 8, 1909, p. 299.)

Amateur Gardener: A. li. According to the

R.H.S. Code of Unles for Judging an
" amateur " is one who grows plants, fruits,

or vegetables (either personally or by paid

labour) solely for the enjoyment, or for the

domestic use of the produce, and not with the

object of pecuniarily benefiting by it. The
fact of his disposing of surplus produce for

money does not necessarily disqualify him
unless the whole maintenance of the garden is

intended to return him an annual profit.

Neither a nurseryman (or his assistants), a gar-

dener who receives wages (or is paid in kind),

nor any lady or gentleman who grows or adver-

tises garden or orchard produce for the purpose

of sale should be regarded as an amateur in

respect to exhibits contributed to competitive

exhibitions.

Cedars : IF. S. It will be better to apply the

farmyard dung as a top-dressing than to em-

ploy bonemeal. If convenient, strip off the

grass, remove some of the old soil about the

roots, and replace with old potting compost.

The mulch may then be applied, and the turf

replaced in the spring. 'The bonemeal may
be mixed with the old potting soil.

Chrysanthemum Sport : J. W. F.—'The variety

La Triomphe is very liable to sporting ; we do

not know if there is a similar sport to yours

already in cultivation.

Clinkers as a Drainage for Peach Borders :

E. A. M. Clinkers may be employed as drain-

age material for Peach borders, and their use

is recommended by Mr. H. W. Ward in The
Booh of the Peach "(which may be obtained from

our publishing department, price 2s. 9d., free

by post). It is sometimes stated the roots of

these trees will not grow into the drainage

formed of this material. But this is an advan-

tage, for it is not desirable that the roots should

enter the drainage.

Names of Fruits : Longman. 1, Triomphe

de Jodoigne ; 2, General Todleben ; 3, Beurre

Dumont ; 4, Durondeau ; 5, Catillac ; 6, Tower
of Glamis ; 7, Ashmead's Kernel Improved.—
Bex. Flower of Herts.—J. L. Beurre Bosc.

— W. E. C. 1, Beurre Bosc; 2, Marechal de

Cour (Conseilleur de la Cour) ; 3, Ribston Pear-

main.—.?. V. S. Comte de FUvidre.—Bunting.

Cox's Pomona.—//ope. 1. Beauty of Kent; 2,

CuUen ; 3, Emperor Alexander ; 4, Old Haw-
thoniden ; 5, Easter Beurre ; 6, Glou Morceau

;

7, Durondeau.—G. IK. T. Pears: 1. Ber-

gamotte Bufo ; 2, Beurre Diel ; 3, Louise Bonne

of .Jersey. Apples: 1. Dumelow's Seedling; 2,

not recognised; 3. Cellini; 4, Wyken Pippin:

5, Beauty of Kent ; 6, Lord Derby ; 7, Hoary

Morning.— .4. T. 1, Tom Putt; 2, Winter

Quoining ; 3, not recognised ; 4, Hanwell Sour-

ing ; 5, Orange Goff ; 6, Nanny; 7, Margil.—

J T S. 1, decayed; 2, Sandringham : 3,

iianks Codlin; 4, Beauty of Kent: 5, de-

cayed ; 6, Ladv Henniker.— If. E. 1, too small

to name; 2'. Beurre Hardy; 3, Doyenne

Blanche ; 5, decayed ; 6. Beurre d'Anjou ; 7, 8,

and 9, decaved.
"

James Jones.—We regret to record the death

on the 22nd ult. at the Draythan, near Newport,

of Mr James Jones, late head gardener to

Col. the Hon. F. C. Morgan, at Ruperra

Castle, Monmouthshire. Mr. Jones, who was in
, t t, T^ . -i *i, „u;„i

his 83rd year, retired on an allowance some 20 Spanish Irises: /. E. Details on the cumva-

years ago granted_ by the late Coh Morgan. "" '"- -' '^-'-" '-

filled the post of gardener at Ruperra for 45

years, having succeeded his father, who held

the post for 50 years.

James C. Murray.- The death ot this florist

of Peoria, U.S.A., at the age of 63 years, on

October 13, is announced in The American

Florist. Mr. Murray was born in Yarmouth,

England. Twenty-five years ago he opened a

florist's business in Peoria.

tion of these bulbous plants are given on

p. 351 in the weekly Calendar on the flower-

garden.

Communications Hcceived.-J- E. W W. P—|'»^
W M. B._H. W. W C. D—W. A. M._J. B—M. E. S.

_A. G., Chiche5ler_L._A. E.

H. G. S._C. H. H.- _T. B_
,. c.; Ceylon_W. I._C. L. D.-J. G. \V._A. K., Carlisle

_H P I,._W. B. H._R. G. W._-F. K.. Balh-A. R. L_
W. G. B.__F. C. F., Belfast-H S. T._T.^. E. T.

_Roger5_T. Stevenson_H. W. Ward A R. A_-I.H_
Hop=_Horsley_H. B._W. B._D. & W. C._H. J. C.
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HYBRID NOMENCLATURE.
ODONTOGLOSSUM LAMBARD-

EANUM.
HIS complex parentage " (see b«low) " is,

after very careful consideration, what
I foel almost certain to be the * modus '

by which the present hybrid baa been

produced." (Mr. de Barri Crawshay, in th«

Orchid World, July, 1912, p. 220.)

I take the above extract—from one of

three similar articles by Mr. de Barri

Crawshay, in the Orchid World—as a fair

example of the confusion which is likely

to arise from the application of Latin or

Latinised names to garden-raised Orchids.

The instance just cited shows 14 com-

binations, in which five species are in-

volved. The intricacies of the origin of this

hybrid, whether correctly given or not, are

nothing to the confusion which will arise

when the millions of cross-bred seedlings

(now in all stages of growth) attain

maturity and require to be named and
provided with pedigrees. These cross-

bred plants are florists' flowers none the

less because they are Orchids. They are

the most beautiful and interesting of all

garden flowers, and their names should be
such that, in the future, when details of

their origin are only obtainable by long

research, they may be recognised at once

for what they are, namely, garden plants.

The Root of the Evil.

It is a curious fact that the giving of

Latin names to garden products was not
begun by the raisers of hybrid Orchids,

either amateurs or nurserymen, but by
scientific botanists, who did not consider

sufficiently what the future would bring
forth. Occasional natural hybrids received

scientific names, and when a few primary
hybrids were home-raised, it was consid-

ered necessary to name them in a similar

way. Hence we have the fine hybrids of

early times, raised by Messrs. Veitoh,
named and described in the same manner
as the species by the late Professor
Reiohenbach. In course of time the Orchid
Committee and Council of the Royal Horti-
cultural Society came to perceive that
definite rules must be laid down for the
nomenclature of garden-raised Orchids,
and a sub-Committee was appointed to
consider the subject. Among the mem-
bers of this Committee were Sir
Harry J. Veitch, Mr. J. Gurney Fowler,
the late Mr. Norman C. Cookson,
Mr. de B. Crawshay, and myself. Several
meetings took place, and a rule was
established that, so far as possible,
names in the vernacular should be
given to all garden-raised Orchids. An
exception had to be made in the case
of primary hybrids, on account of so

many having already been name'd in Latin
by early raisers, and certificated and re-
corded liy the- Royal Horticultural Society

;

so the Committee, with some reluctance,
were compelled to provide that primary
hybrids might be named either in Latin or
in the vernacular (fancy names).
The Committee were dc-^irous of restrict-

ing the use of the Latinised names to the
compound forms adopted at the Paris Con-
fei'ence -.such as " Digbyano-Mossiip," &c.
—all departures from that method being in
the vernacular. After Ihe primary hybrids,
ali further crosses were to be regarded as
horticultural varieties, and were to be
given fancy names.
This method worked well at the time.

.
Sir Trevor Lawrence, Bart., K.C.V.O., the
President of the Royal Horticultural So-
ciety, adopted and retained the system of
the bi-nominal and fancy comijound name,
or the simple name in the vernacular, and
he still follows this plan, which is calcu-
lated to give the least possible amount of
trouble to the botanist of the future.
Lieut.-Col. Sir George Holford, whose pro-
ducts are among the best yet raised, always
uses brief fancy names ; the late Mr. Nor-
man Cookson gave either compound or
fancy names

; and Mr. de B. Crawshay—
until his present lapse—invariably named
his Odontoglossums, &c., in the vernacu-
lar; and most other raisers followed the
same course.

Science, however, once more intervened.
The Orchid Stvd Book was published, in
which many compound and fancy names
(described and publis^hed over and over
again, and certificated and recorded by
the R.H.S.) were changed for Latinised
appellations in a manner which ap-
pears to us unwarranted. Since that
time, the desire for Latinised names
(particularly the names of persons) has
steadily increased, until it has given
rise to such nomenclature as that illus-

trated at the foot of this note. At the
root of the trouble lies the fact that the
Royal Horticultural Society were not con-
tent with the recommendations of their
own experts, but always referred the ques-
tion to some other body, who, by the
nature of the case, knew far less about
the subject. Thus the Vienna Conference,
in relation to this question, was more or
less barren of result. The Brussels Con-
ference succeeded no better ; the decision,
which seems only to have been arrived at
after a series of compromises between
those holding divergent views, was ex-
tremely ambiguous.

Some Points to Considee.

Biological research and speculation tend
to cast doubts upon the authenticity of cer-

tain species formerly implicitly accepted

;

and the manner in which inter-crossing of

widely separated species and genera is

effected seems to lend weight to the sug-

gestion that the different sections have
been evolved from a small number of primi-

tive types. For this reason, the questions

of what is a species and what is a hybrid

are not so easy to determine as would
appear at first sight ; though we are not at

present concerned with natural types.

There is a great deal of misuuderstand-

ing in connection with the word " hybrid,"

in consequence of the indiscriminate

manner in which it is applied to all cross-

bred plants raised in gardens. The Nomen-

clature Committee of the Royal Horticul-

tural Society— or, at all events, its earlier

members—confined the use of the word
" hybrid " to the first generation (crosses

between species), and classed all that came

after as horticultural varieties, artificially

raised. The Brussels Conference seems to

have extended the term to ternary hybrids,

and classed—or intended to class— all

others as horticultural varieties. It is this

extended use of the term hybrid (to which,

for the sake of convenience, I myself con-

form) which encourages many growers in

the belief that the recommendations per-

mitting the giving of Latinised names

under certain conditions to primary hy-

brids applies tc^all garden-raised crosses.

At the Botanical Congre.'-s held at Madi-

son, U.S.A., it was resolved that all garden-

raised plants should be given specific

names in the vernacular ; and the same de-

cision has been adopted at other American

conferences.

For home-raised Orchids there is no

other reasonable course to take, and it is

the one which will give the least trouble

to botanists in the future. I main-

tain that the rule should be strictly

adhered to, the parentage (where known)

being given in each case. Where any

doubt as to parentage exists, either in the

mind of the raiser or in the opinion of the

Orchid Committee, it should be entered

with the remark " parentage unrecorded "
;

or in cases where a dominant factor is

evident, the name of the species conclu-

sively showing, without completed parent-

age, as, for example, Odontoglossum

Rossii X. In cases where a varietal name
is required, such terms as " superba " and

"magiiifica" should be prohibited.

These restrictions in the matter of no-

menclature would inflict no injustice on

the plant or its owner. My experience on
the subject of Orchids (extending over 55

years) goes to prove that a really distinct

and handsome novelty is in no way affected

either as to value or in popularity by its

name.
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There are other points to which I should

like to refer laterj but at present, I will

only add that, in my opinion, it would be
well if the subject were considered by a
body of really competent authorities—the
Director of the Koyal Botanic Gardens,
Kew, the Keeper of the Botanical Depart-
ment of the Natural llistoi-y Museum at
South Kensington, and others. An opinion
at first hand from judges such as these
would be both interesting and valuable.
Jos. O'Brien.

NEW OR NOTEWORTHY
PLANTS.

VIBURNUM CORIACEUM.
(bee ag. ou p. 37i.)

Tms handsome and distinct species, which has
a wide geographical range in nature, apparently
began its garden history at Kew, where seed was
received from Saharunpore in 1881. Whether
plants of this importation ever reached the flower-

ing stage is doubtful, but Mr. A. Rehder, th«

author of the latest " Conspectus of the Chinese
Species of Viburnum " (Sargent, Trees and
Shriiha, ii, p. 91, t. 143), states that there is a
specimen of it in the Arnold Arboretum her-

barium, cultivated at Kew in 1882. Though it

is not stat-ed, this could hardly have been a

flowering specimen. At all events, it is on record

that V. coriaceum was received at Kew from
Paris in 18G2, and flowered there in 1899. This

introduction was of Yunnan origin. In 1910 it

appeared in Messrs. James Veitch & Sons* New
Hardy Plants from Western China, And the

specimen in figure 165 was sent to the Editors by
Mr. P. D. Williams, who has plants in cultivation

at Lanarth, Cornwall. So far as my knowledge ex-

tends, the species has not previously been repre-

sented from the living plant. Sargent's figure,

cited above, gives no idea of the beauty of the

subject. V. coriaceum is not closely allied to

any other species, and it is easily recognised

throughout its wide geographical area ; the varia-

tion exhibited being chiefly one of dimensions.

It is a mountain shrub or tree, ranging from

Simla eastward through the Himalayas, at alti-

tudes of 4,000 to 8,000 feet, to Assam, Burma,
W'estern and Central China, and it also occurs

in Java. Blume described it under the name
of coriaceum, from Javanese material, in 1825,

and in the same year Buchanan-Hamilton's name,

cylindricum, appeared in Don's Prodromus Florm
Nepalensis. On the probably correct assump-

tion that Hamilton's name was published earlier

in the year than Blume's, Rehder places cori-

aceum as a synonym of cylindricum. But as the

former name has been generally used in botanical

literature, and is the only one known to cultiva-

tors for this plant, it seems undesirable to make
a change in which there is an element of uncer-

tainty. CoUett describes Viburnum coriaceum as

a shrub or small tree in the Simla district. In

China it varies, according to locality, from a

shrub 10 to 15 feet high to a tree SO feet high.

Our figure of Mr. Williams's plant gives a better

idea than words can of the quality and appearance

of this species, which is still a garden novelty.

The leaves are very handsome, tliick, with a glossy

lupper surface, and strong nervation, and attain,

in vigorous plants, a length of 9 to 12 inches.

'The inflorescence and flowers are quite different in

aspect from those of the ordinary Viburnum. The
cylindrical corolla is the most striking charac-

teristic of the species, and the very long, pro-

jecting stamens, with purple, oscillating anthers,

add greatly to the beauty of the plant. Vibur-

num hebanthum (V. zeylanicum), a common
shrub in Ceylon at elevations of 5,000 to 7,000

feet, is treated as a variety of V. coriaceum in

Hooker's Flora of British India. 11'. Bolting

Hemsley.

ADAIR PLACEi

The Surrey residence of Mrs. Adair is splen-

didly situated high up at one end of Englefield

Green, opposite the entrance to tile famous
Cooper's Hill College, where for many years

students were trained for the Indian forestry

service. Just inside the entrance gates of Adair
Place there is a tall, stately Sequoia gigantea,

which towers above the shelter belt, and the
leader has, so far, withstood the winds. On
the other side of the carriage drive there are
several examples of the Bird Cherry (Prunus
Padus), as fine as I have ever seen. There are
few more valuable medium-sized deciduous trees

suitable for beautifying small parks or lawns, yet
this tree is often partly hidden in the background
of shrubberies, where its full beauty cannot be
seen.

During the time Mrs. Adair has owned the

estate she has made important additions to the
house, and materially increased and beautified

the gardens. At one period Mrs. Adair, who
travels largely, and is also the owner of Glen-
veigh Castle, County Donegal, was unable
to give much personal attention to her

of waterings with various solutions, persist in

bearing pink trusses of bloom—blue Agapanthus,
and pink and red flowered Ivy-leaved Pelar-

goniums, all bearing an abundance of flowers.

Sweet-smelling foliage is greatly esteemed, ao

nearer to the house there are smaller tubs planted
with various scented-leaved Pelargoniums, and
in the borders around the house several lemon-
scented Verbenas (Lippia citriodora) have been
planted.

The many climbers which embellish the house
include Solanum Wendlandii, Lonicera Henryi,
Tecoma grandiflora, with stout racemes just be-

ginning to expand ; Choisya ternata, and, climb-
ing on a large Wistaiia chinensis, Clematis
" NeUie Moser." Although far from the sea
breezes, a big bush of Escallonia macrantha is

flourishing as well as any in the west country.

From the western terrace there is a fine view over
the trees on a moderately steep slope to Wrays-
bury and the distant hills. The small sunken
Rose garden, which is enclosed by double hedges
of Yew and Sweet Briar, contains too many
beds to be effective, but this defect will be

remedied. In early September the beds of the
varieties Prince de Bulgarie, Lady Roberts,

Fig. i6i.—adair place: the terrace.

garden, but since Mr. V. Holder has been

in charge the gardens bear the stamp of

first-rate supervision and intelligent cultivation.

The chief features of the gardens are the ex-

tensive and very successful pergolas, which en-

close the kitchen garden, and a large rockery,

which has recently been made in the lower part

of the garden. The broad verandah, which looks

over a small sunken Rose garden and away
across the wooded valley to Windsor Castle, is

a delightful adjunct to the dwelling-house. The
inner walls are tastefully draped with silken

materials, and between the lounge chairs

there are groups of plants. Carnations figure

largely in the scheme of plant decoration.

To furnish this verandah, which takes the place

of the customary conservatory, and for house

decoration, fully 3,000 plants are grown, and at

the time of my visit Campanula pyramidalis,

Francoa ramosa, F. appendiculata, and various

Liliums assisted in making it very attractive.

On the approach of cold weather, the glass fronts

are replaced, so that this pleasant retreat can

be used all the year round. Along the broad

gravel terrace there are large tubs, with

Hydrangeas—which, in this south aspect, in spite

J. B. Clark, Fran Karl Druschki, La Tosca, and

Queen of Queens were still in full bloom, and,

in a smaller secondary garden down a few grass

steps. Rose Lady Ashtown was making a good

show.

At the eastern end of the terrace a group of

Japanese Maples shows the way to the flower

garden, which, although somewhat long and nar-

row, is very bright and attractive. The design

is simple—just a row of square flower-beds alter-

nating with parallelograms in the grass on either

side of a broad gravel walk—but w^hen the

beds are well filled it makes an exceedingly

pleasant promenade. In the boundary hedge the

original green Privet has recently been replaced

by Yew, which has made very good growth ; but

the cone-shaped golden Privets, which occur at

regular intervals and are a foot taller than the

Yew " panels " of the screen, might have also

been discarded with advantage. As required by
the design, the flower-beds are planted in oppo-

site pairs ; one pair, which contain Humea ele-

gans, with tall plumes rising above 2-feet-high

Fuchsias (the red and white-flowered variety

Mrs. Marshall), with a groundwork of dwarf rose-

coloured Petunias, were exceedingly successful.
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as also was a combination of the yellow-foliagcd

Fuchsia "Golden Regina" and tall plants

of Iresine Herbstii magnifica as "dot" plants

in a bed of the mauve-coloured Viola " J. B.

Riding." Another delightful pair of beds con-

tained large, very floriferous plants of Mrs. Mar-
shall Fuchsia and salmon-coloured Phlox Drum-
mondii.

The Rockery.

A hollow in the side of the low hill provided

a splendid sit© ; this, and the skill of the builders

in placing the Derbyshire boulders in correct

positions, combined to make a very natural-look-

ing rock-garden. Winding paths of easy gra-

dients make the inspection of the many Alpines
a very pleasant task. Most of the plants have
been arranged in bold masses, and so, in a very

short time, have given the rockery an old-estab-

lished appearance. Arenaria balearica and A.

tetraquetra have spread very widely this year,

and cover many of the boulders by the sides of

the path with rich-green growths. Further away
from the paths Cotoneaster humifusa, C.

pyrenaica, Muhlenbeckia, and Juniperus procum-
bens hang over the rocks in charming profusion.

gracilis and a clump of Polygonum vaccinifolium,

which was overrunning several boulders, com-

manded attention. The "Blue Primrose" was

also in bloom. At the bottom of the rockery

there is the pool, which is anathema to a certain

authority when placed in conjunction with a

rockery, but, right or wrong, it is very effective,

and adds to the beauty of the scene, especially

when the glowing scarlet of the falling leaves

of a Virginian Creeper, which clothes the trunk

of a Scots Pine near its margin, is reflected in

its still waters. Above the rockery there is a

little plateau, and Prunuses, Rhododendrons,
and Spirseas have found a congenial home around
the level greensward, from which a path leads

down to fascinating woodland walks. On
the left of the rockery there has recently been
planted a collection of Bamboos, Japanese Roses,
and many other shrubs. Ozothamnus rosmarini-

fulius and Olearia stellata are growing into fine,

healthy buahes.

Irises are largely grown in these gardens. At
the far end of the shrubbery walk there are
large, oval beds of such sorts as Iris Delavayi,
I. sibirica, I. Kaempferi, and I. gigautea, whilst

Fig. 1G2.- 4DA1K place: the IIABDV FLOWER POKDEK.

Lithospermum prostratum thrives exceedingly
well, and the abundant hanging growths bear
beautiful blue flowers nearly all the year round.
Remembering the discussion of a year ago in the
Gardeners' Chronicle on the rerjuirements of this
plant, I was especially interested to see how
well it grew in a soil which lacks lime. The
many Heaths and Heathers which grow so freely

in the same soil would, if it were necessary, give
a:iiple corroboration to Mr. Holder's statement
tl.at there is no lime in the soil. Thymus
lanuginosa and T. serpyllum albus have also
spread freely, and form delightful cushions
on which the dew sparkles. Daphne Cneorum,
a charming little bush, wliich is the de-

El'air of the owners of some gardens, is here
perfectly happy. The uncommon Acera micro-
pliyUa is represented by a very good tuft, with
the characteristic red burr-like capitulums. A
colony of Ramondia pyrenaica, planted in a

shady nook, is flourishing. Although June and
July are the most important months in the gar-

dens at Adair Place, and the rockery was planted
with that fact in view, there were still at
the time of my visit in autumn a goodly
number of plants in bloom ; a large tuft of Viola

a long grass walk near the house is bordered

with a very complete collection of I. germanica
varieties. The herbaceous borders are rather ex-

tensive, and are arranged with a view to broad
colour effects, which are achieved in an
exceedingly successful manner. Although they

are at their best during the early summer
months, when Mrs. Adair is in residence,

there still remained sufficient plants in flower to

make the borders attractive. The outline is

very pleasing, and the borders are suSiciently

wide to permit the use of large clumps of eacli

kind of plant. Ahhongh often relegated to the

wild garden, Lythrum roseum superbum is a

very showy border plant, and continues to bloom
for a long period. Monarda didyma, Delphinium
" Belladonna," Asclepias Curassavica, Pent-

stemon " Southgate Gem," Galtonia candicans,

Lilium tigrinum, Artemesia latifolia, and Cam-
panula pyramidalis are the names of a few of

the plants which were flowering well. A broad
stretch of mown grass divides the beautiful

herbaceous borders from one length of the
Rose pergola, which is 165 yards long. 8 feet

high, and 8 feet wide. The climbing Roses have
made long, stout growths, which promise to fur-

nish as fine a display next summer as there has

been this year. The vine pergola is 145 yards

long, and is planted with American varieties of

the vine. Unfortunately, the names of the

varieties were lost before Mr. V. Holder came
to Adair Place : this year they are fruiting well,

and it has been possible to identify the different

varieties. Some of them produce bunches of

useful size, with quite large berries, and are very

desirable for outdoor culture.

The Glasshouses.

The houses devoted to Carnation culture are

filled with splendid, healthy plants, on which not

the slightest trace of "rust" or other di^ea.^e

was to be found. Of the 3,000 plants which aie

grown, the principal variety is Enchantress, but

there are also many plants of other varieties of

the Perpetual-flowering Carnation, such as

Carola, Mrs. C. W. Ward, Britannia, White
Perfection, and Rose Doree. " Malmaison " Car-

nations are also grown equally well, but in smaller

numbers. The other glasshouses and the frames,

whether they contained stove plants—graceful,

well-coloured Codiseums in small pots for table

decoration—or greenhouse plants, or, like a

smaller structure which is requisitioned for

growing specimen plants of different Lantanas
and Centaurea gymnocarpa for next summer's
bedding scheme, all showed unmistakable evi-

dences of good cultivation. The Tomatn liouse

carried a splendid crop of Veitch's Invicta

Tomato.

The " blue garden " in the middle of the

kitchen garden surrounds a small ornamental

pool. The late-summer display is chiefly ob-

tained from Salvia patens, annual Delphiniums,

and Verbenas. Anchusa italica and Sweet Peas
of various shades' of bluish-purple have flowered

abundantly. From the blue garden the cross-

walks of the kitchen garden, which radiate to

the pergolas, are flanked with flower borders,

and from this point of vantage the effect is

charming. A small pergola at the higher end
of the garden is covered wiih American Black-

berries, which bear enormous crops of sloe-black

fruits, twice the size of the finest hedgerow
Blackberries. In one of the quarters several

rows of Sweet Peas have amply justified .Mr.

Holder's faitli in allowing them abundance of

rrji.m. The plants were unusually far apart, but

the growths had met on all sides, and produced
large quantities of first-claes blooms.

As with many other estates which enjoy splen-

did views, the soil at Adair Place is poor and
shallow, but, by dint of guod cultivation and the
judicious addition of manure, the garden pro-

duces excellent crops of most vegetables. As I

entered the kitchen garden the men were draw-
ing the Onions and laying them with their roots

facing the south, to ensure good ripening. The
bulbs were as large and firm as anyone could

wish to grow, and the other crops have responded
equally well. The Apple trees are bearing heavy
crops, and in very many instances the fruits have
that brilliant colour the conditions for the de-

velopment of which have been discussed recently

in the columns of the Uardeners' Chronicle. Pears
are nut so plentiful ; but bush fruits have been
veiy satisfactory. .4. C. B.

American Crops.—The estimates of this

year's crops in the United States of America
make more than usually good showing. Thus
the Wheat crop, according to a summary of the

figures provided by the Agricultural Department
at Washington, and published in the Scientific

American, is estimated at over 700,000 bushels,

and should yield the farmers upwards of 1^
million pounds sterling. The Corn or Maize
crop is gauged at 3,000 million bushels, of a

farm value of 270 million pounds. The Oat
crop, the highest ever recorded, totals 1,290

million bushels, and the total estimated value of

farm crops is placed at the stupendous figure of

I.'IOO million pounds.
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NEW ROSES.—II.

fContinued from p. 346.)

Continuing my remarks on some of the newer
Roses, I include, as before, only the varieties in-

troduced since 1908 which I happen to have tried

in my own garden with more or less satisfactory

results.

JIrs. a. B. Waddell (H.T., Fernet Ducher
1908).—The charm of this Rose lies in its won-
derful colour, which is most difficult to describe.

I find many different attempts at description.
" Coppery-red suffused salmon," says one, an<l

another "rosy scarlet buds and salmon flowers,"

while the raiser calls it " a slender, well-shaped

bud of the deepest apricot opening to a most
graceful loose-petaled flower . . . paling t;i

orange-salmon." On the whole the last seems to

me best, but there are, no doubt, rosy-red tints

in the bud on a general apricot ground. How-
ever we describe it the colour io striking and

beautiful. The plant is a good grower and an

excellont garden plant. The flowers are semi-

double and stand the rain better than one would
expect. In aututnn tlie cr'lour is much paler,

Mrs. Feed. Sir.4kee (H.T., A. Dickson &
.Sons, 1910).—This is a good garden Rose in

fine weather. It is very free-flowering and the

flowers are well shaped and of medium size. The
buds are a deep salmon or orange pink, a colour

more or less retained by the reverse of the petals

in the open flower, the face of the petals being

a pale pinkish fawn colour. I was delighted

with this Rose, of which I have a good batch, in

the fine weather of the early summer, but .*ince

the wet weather came, though the plants nave
produced quantities of flowers, few have been of

much account. It seems therefore to be chiefly

valuable as a fine warm weather Rose. If it

gets a moderate share of sunshine it is very
decorative both on the plants and when picked,

the flowers being carried well on long stalks.

Mas. George Sh.iwyee (H.T., Lowe &
Shawyer, 1911).—This is another well-shaped

flower, larger and fuller than the last, with very

long pointed buds and deep straight petals of

gix)d substance and a bright full rose colour.

The plant is of satisfactory growth and carries

its flowers erect. The flowers opened during the

wet of the past summer better than I -xpected.

Fig 163.—.\DAiR place: view in the rockery.

(See p. 864.1

but even then is interesting. I have found it

very attractive in pots in the greenhoute for

early spring. I may add that the flowers

harmonise in a pleasing manner with the coppery-

red of its young leaves.

Mrs. Edward Powell tH.T., Bernaix, 1910).

—This has been one of my greatest successes in

the garden during the past year. I planted a

small bed of nine plants last autumn and from
June to the present time I do not think I have
Iieen without a flower. The colour is bright

and attractive, the raiser calls it scarlet

lake shading to purple garnet, and this is not a

bad description. To call it light scarlet crimson

with a dash of blue in it would not be far wrong,
and while blue in a red rose would seem to

carry condemnation with it in most cases, yet

this is an exception. It retains its colour won-
derfully, even in cold weather. The flower is

erect, of moderate size, and of tolerable

shape, but not perfect enough for exhibition, for

which I should hardly imagine the Rose at all

suited. The plant seems a strong and good
grower, ripens its wood well, and carries good

dark glossy foliage free from disease. Altogether

it seems to me a first-class bedder.

ilessrs. Mount's beautiful exhibits of this fine

Rose have shown of what it is capable when
grown under glass, and the couple of plants I

have tried in this way myself have shown that

it readily accommodates itself to life as a pot

plant and is easy to manage when so grown.

The flowers can rea<iily be got on long stems, and
I think I like it best when cut in the bud stage

before the flowers fuUy expand.

Mrs. Maynaed Sinton (H.T., McGredy &
Son, 1910) is another well-shaped flower, large

and full. For a Rose with so many petals this

has opened well this wet summer. The colour

is silvery white suffused pink, with a pink

centre, and quite pretty. The flowers are

carried singly and erect, rather like those of

Mildred Grant. It ought to make a good exhibi-

tion Rose, but I am a little afraid that it is too

dwarf and stumpy to make a really good garden

plant.

Mes. Wakefield Cheistle Miller {H.T.,

McGredy & Son, 1909).—This is a large loose-

petaled flower, and one of the bicolors, that is, the

inside of the petals is a soft silvery blush and
the outer or reverse side is a brilliant rose colour

with a dash of scarlet in it Now and again it

is capable of making an exhibition bloom, and I

well remember the magnificent specimen of this

variety shown at the Autumn Rose Show about
two years ago, but I fancy that, like Betty, it

will only produce such a flower at rare intervals.

If the weather is at all hot it opens far Uyo
quickly, and is best in cool weather. In fact,

as a garden plant it is best of all in the autumn,
when its brilliantly-coloured flowers look well
and very cheerful from distant parts of the gar-
den. The growth of the plant is very sturdy
and upright and the flowers are carried erect.
I have found it makes a good standard, and, so
far as I can judge, has an excellent constitution.
Its weakness is a tendency to form rather coarse
flowers, which look better at a distance than on
close inspection. The centre petals are generally
rather loose and somewhat rounded instead of
being pointed. It has, however, the merit of con-
tinuing in flower very late ; if not stopped by
unusual frost it will continue weU into Decem-
ber, and in the late autumn, when so many of on-
Roses have had all the colour washed out of
them, the brilliant tints of Mrs. W. 0. Miller
are very grateful. White livr:.

(To hi: continued.

J

SOWING PEAS AND BEANS IN AUTUMN.

With the raising of the more tender Jlarr.Av-

fat Peas the time-honoured practice of sowing
a few rows of a dwarf early variety on a warm
border to furnish the earliest pods commenced
to fall into desuetude, and at the present time it

is only occasionally that the edible Pea is sown
out-of-doors in the autumn. Although the place
of the old practice has been taken, in part, by
the present custom of sowing the seed in pots or
in narrow, hollowed turves, placed in a cold
frame, yet it had much to recommend it. For
one thing, if the winter proves to be exception-
ally unkindly and nothing is gained by Novem-
ber sowing, on the other hand, there is but
little lost—the, value of the labour expended and
the seed do not amount to much—and when the
seedlings do pass successfully through the winter
the pods are ready for gathering earlier than
those on spring-sown plants. To be successful
with late autunni sowings a warm, sheltered, well-
drained border is essential, and the depredations
of mice must be guarded against. The seed
should be sown more thickly than is the case
with the main-crop varieties, and as soon as the
seedlings appear above the ground, brushwood
should be inserted on each side of the rows, and
the soil drawn up, to provide protection against
cold winds. At this juncture it is a wise pre-
caution to lightly dust the foliage of the
Peas with just suflicient soot or lime to make it

unpalatable to the slugs, but not enough to
choke the pores of the leaves.

Probably discouraged by one or two failures,
the average gardener leaves the forcing of the
Pea alone. This is an unfortunate policy, be-
cause a dish of green Peas, say, at Easter, would
ba greatly appreciated in the dining-room, and
would be a most agreeable change from the forced
Beans with which many growers are so success-
ful. The edible Pea does not lend itself to
such hard forcing as the French Bean, the only
successful method is to " hasten slowly," and an-
other drawback—but far from being insuperable
—is the greater height to which Peas grow, and,
consequently the danger of the seedlings
being drawn up weakly whilst quite young, at
the very time they should be kept as sturdy as
possible. To overcome this the seed may be
sown in flower pots of 5-inch diameter, and the
plants grown in a cold frame near to the glass

until the pots are comfortably full of roots, and
then planted, without dividing the plants.

2 feet apart, in a brick pit. As abundance of

light and air is essential, not only should the
glass lights be washed, but the interio of the

walls should also be well whitewashed. Under
frame culture it will be found that the Pea
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haulm becomes quite 6 inches taller than would

be the case out-of-doors, and sufficient extra

headroom must be allowed. The soil should be

light, deep and rich, and be trodden as. firmly

as possible before the planting is done. The
after cultivation consists in careful ventilation

and watering. Air should be freely admitted

whenever the external conditions permit, and

water sparingly given until the pods begin to

form. During the flowering period moderately

dry conditions are essential, and it is an advan-

tage to shake the plants" daily so as to disturb

the pollen.

The Broad Bean is not amenable to forcing,

but if the seed is sown in the open ground in

November much earlier supplies are obtained

than is the case with February sowing. The
Mazagan varieties are the best for autumn sow-

ing, and a strong soil is well suited to their

needs. A. O. B.

NOTICES OF BOOKS.

The Rock Garden.*

I SOMETIMES wonder how far the present epi-

demic and contagious fever of rock-gardening

would have spread among the wealthy and in

their hands have altered tlie face of our land had
not the appearance of other means of emptying

fat purses, such as motorcars, aeroplanes and
People's Budgets, synchronised with it. Imitation

Dolomites, Mont Blancs or Matterhoa'ns might
have covered acres of every large estate, and the

geologists of a few ccons hence would have been
driven to inventing several glacial periods, subsi-

dences or upheavals to account for the disappear-

ance of Snowdou and Ingleborough from their

ancient sites, and the distribution of their compo-
nent rock in certain areas of every county of

Britain.

Now arises a new problem. Will "the white

mountain limestone of the Craven district

"

travel thence in railway trucks till it is as uni-

versal in every back-yard and garden as coals in

the adjoining cellars .

For jMr. Farrer has used his facile pen to teach

"the small grower," "the man who has small

means and only a small plot of ground to play

with," that, to continue quoting his words,
" nothing could possibly fill the small garden plot

with perennial delight so adequately, cheaply and
appropriately as a constellation of rock-plants."

All who are acquainted with Mr. Farrer's be-

guiling and inspiriting writing will know how, by
an occasional candid confession that a plant is

a " miff " or " very rare and very ugly," or "of
a Bquawkmg majenta," he makes us give him our

entire conlidence (and the nearest nurseryman
who offers the plant, our hard-earned pelf) when
he lauds some favourite of his in the prismatic

glittering galaxy of adjectives of which he is

snch a master.

One great feature of the Present-day Garden-

ing series is the skill with which the editor

selects one of the greatest living exponents of each

br.inch to treat of his special line of knowledge

in concise yet sufficiently thorough form, and
this volume is no exception. From the able, re-

search-suggesting preface of Dr. Bretland-Farmer

to the all-too-suddon terminating counsel uf pep-

pering to taste with bulbous plants, there is not

a dull page in it.

One would expect this writer to deal especially

with the Primula and Saxifrage families, and he

has not failed to give, for the size of the book,

wonderfully full lists of both genera, with most

helpful notes on their appearance and cultivation,

most of which bear the haU-mark of personal

acquaintance with the plant, both in its native

home and in the gardens of its captivity. In ad-

dition, the Alpine species of Campanula, Dian-

thrs and Ranunculus are also monographed in

miniature with equal cunning.

It is a valuable handbook, not only for the

beginner, but also for the lover of Alpine plants

of long experience, and should have a marked
influence in bettering the cultivation of many of

the more diliicult plants.

I rejoice to see that Mr. Farrer gives a much-
needed warning in the words "I write from an
Alpine climate." Evcj since I saw Primula

farinosa and Cystopteris fragilis growing wild

on the confmes of his garden, I have taken the

liberty of traii.'^lating all his directions for the

cultivation of difficulfc plants into terms better

suited to my lowland level and arid atmosphere,

and the reader will do well to ponder his ad-

vice on this point on p. 30.

The coloured plates in this series are surpris-

ingly beautiful, considering how small a sum is

asked for each volume. It is greatly to be
wished, however, that the publisher would de-

vise some better means of fixing them in the
volume; at present they are deciduous.

I admire the consistency with which the cor-

rect pronunciation of names terminating in
" oides " is enforced, and the care taken to pro-

cure such correct spelling and use of capitals,

etc., in all the names. I have hunted sedulously

for any slips, but, excepting on p. 46, where I

imagine " peacockeyed " is intended to be applied

to seedlings of Dianthus zonatus and not of D.
Caryophyllus, and the use of " single stems " ap-

parently for a single-flowered stem in the descrip-

tion of the glories of Anemone alpina, I have

found none. E. A. Bowles, Uyddltton House,

Wallham Cross.

HOME GORRESPONDENGL

{The Editors do not hold themselves responsible for

the opinions expressed by correspondents.)

The Half Holiday.—We are very glad to

see on p. 353 of your last issue that Messrs.

Dobbie & Co. have for the last 20 years granted

their nurseries to be closed at 2 p.m. and now
1 p.m. on Saturdays. It is to be much regretted

that there is so little of the "Dobbie" spirit

in the western counties, and as we " nursery em-

ployees " have no union we trust that the note

you have published will have a good effect here.

Perhaps our northern friends can scarcely credit

that we are stUl plodding away from 6 a.m. to

6 p.m. with only one hour less on Saturdays.

Nursery Employee.

Richard Bradley and his Publisher.—
Owing to absence from home I have not been
able to reply earlier to Mr. Brotherston's letter

(see p. 160) upon my remarks on The
Seedsman's Calendar and its author (see p. 132).

I am surprised that his remarks are simply a

negation of Bradley's authorship without any
attempt to name another author for the work.
In respect to Mr. Brotherston advising me to

refer to The Dunciad, it is regrettable that he
should have done so, as the Editors would not be

likely to grant me sufficient space to treat the

subject exhaustively, nor would it be of horti-

cultural interest. I hope it will suffice to admit
the statement therein, but the merits of Pope
may be considered, and these are ably given by
Professor Minto in the Eneyclopadia Britan nica,

where Pope is violently denounced as little better

than a common swindler. Johnson's judgment of

his character is as follows: "The man who
played the politician about Cabbages and Tur-
nips and hardly drank tea without a stratagem
was not likely to be straightforward in a matter
in which his ruling passion was concerned,

besides altering his own title pages and blaming
others for doing so." Hears published many
books of merit for great authors, as may be found
at the end of Bradley's works, and such as I

have seen are well printed and many are illus-

trated with copper plates. So far as the testi-

monial from The Dunciad concerns him, I would
just as soon appeal to Gulliver's Travels for sup-

port on a political subject as to these

humorous satires. The mention of Mr. Bradley's
name in the body of the calendar is quite in

accordance with the presumption at the time of

the first edition under Town?:end's name, and it

is just possible that he may have contributed a
portion as they were evidently on friendly terms,
and Bradley refers to him in another work. As
to the internal variations on the Mushroom, that
is not surprising, as Bradley admits on p. 584

of An Appendix as follows :
" I have mentioned

indeed a way of making Mushroom beds, but I

have since seen and considered those excellent

ones in France which produce Mushrooms all

the year about, and am therefore at present more
capable of giving instructions upon that head
than I was before." 1 have now given all my
available data and admissions by the publisher
that Bradley was the author of The Seedsman's
Calendar. J. Murison.

The Parentage of Carnation Princess
Juliana. — 1 have only just had my attention

called to Mr. Allwood's letter (see p. 331). I

should not have made my statement uiUess I had
pioot that what I said was correct. The variety

Princess Juliana originated as a sport from one
of the late Mr. Hopper's numerous seedlings.

Now, the parent stock of this was sold in the
year of the Royal Show at Lincoln, namely, 1907.

If Mr. Allwood can explain how to pollinate a

flower, raise seed, and work up a stock of a
variety in the short time tliat he was employed
at Bush HUl Park prior to June, 1907, many
would be interested to hear ! As it is well

known, a sport often " reverts " to the original,

and this is just what Princess Juliana has done.

In his letter to you he states that the parentage

of Princess Juliana is recorded in the " breeding

book," as he calls it, and under H.M. 22. This
is not the case, and Mr. Allwood should know
that this is not so. I will deposit £5 with an

arbitrator if he will do the same, under the

conditions that the one who has made the in-

correct statement shall forfeit this sum, which
shall be divided equally between Dr. Barnardo's
Homes and the Fresh Air Fund. Mr. Allwood
is perfectly aware that I know of the origin of

the American Carnation, because circumstances

caused him to read my book Perpetual' Carna-
tions, published early in 1912. I quite agree

with another correspondent when he taid

"Honour to whom honour is due," and I say

especially to those that are dead. Princess

Juliana is one of many Carnations raised by the

late Mr. E. F. Hopper. Laurence J. Cook.

Manuring Alpine Plants.— The notes by
Dr. Farmer, Mr. Davies and Mr. Jenkins on
the subject (see p.p. 318, 330) are all

interesting. Tlie subject of manuring Alpine

plants has engaged my attention for several

years, and certain experiments have nut
with considerable success. I engaged in con-

siderable correspondence on the question a few

years ago, when I learned that several others

who had experimented likewise had obtained

successful results. My first trials were restricted

to fine ground bones or bone-dust. This I found
specially good for Cainpanulas, such as C. pusiUa

or pumUa, C. G. F. Wilson, C. abietina, &c.

In every case increased vigour and larger flowers

followed its application. In the case of the

tufted Campanulas, I worked it well among the

foliage, and then watered the plants freely over-

head. I have also found powdered cow manure
very suitable for Primulas and Campanulas,
though I think the latter are apt to grow too

strong in wet seasons if this manure is used.

Dr. Hugo Mueller gave me an excellent recipe

for a fertiUser to be applied in liquid form. It

consists of phosphate of potash, nitrate of

potash, sulphate of magnesia, and nitrate of lime,

dissolved in a large quantity of water. I have
the recipe, but I would not give it in detail with-

out Dr. Mueller's consent. It proved a capital

invigoriser for Alpines which were showing signs

of having exhausted the soil. Some of the

artificial fertilisers have the fault of exhausting
the soil in the end, although their beneficial

effects are seen for a time. I have found ground
bones one of the most satisfactory materials to

use on my soil, also for plants in pots filled with
the orduiary compost used for Alpines. I use

this bone-dust for most of the plants with white
leaves, and for a number of the Saxifrages and
Campanulas. One may add a word of caution,

and this is that the Alpines which grow too

vigorously in a moist climate are much more
liable to injury in winter. If we can make them
more floriferous and brighter-coloured the greater

vigour is hardly to be desired, except in those

which are liable to become weak and dwindle
away. . Dr. Farmer has done a distinct service

in studying the question in a practical way, and
we may hope that he will continue his trials and
sive us the benefit of his further experience.

.V. Arnotl, Vumfrif^':.
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Nephrolepis ToDEOiDES.—I enclcsQ a photo-

graph of a large plant of Nephrolepis Todeoides.

The Fern has been in my possession for nearly

four years. When I obtained it there were only

three small fronds, and it was growing in a 2^-

inch pot. The specimen is now more than 4 feet

6 inches in diameter and has hundreds of large

fronds. J . Jones, Torre Mount, Torquay. [The
photograph shows a remarkably fine specimen of

this beautiful Fern.

—

Eds.]

Artemisia lacti flora (s;ep. 351.)—AborJir
in these gardens planted with clumps of

Artemisia lactiflora 5 feet apart, the intervening

spaces in front furnished with Lobelia cardinalis
" var. Firefly," produced a spk-ndid effect this

summer. Artemisia lactiflora grows well in

heavy loam mixed with plenty of well-rotted

S. sestevalis (the Summer Spiranth) has become
quite established on a dampish rockery. This
also is a rare plant, being only reported from
three counties, though a new station near Chisle-

hurst has lately been discovered. A. D. Wthster.

Blue Tits and Sweet Peas (see pp 318

330, 349).—There is not the least occasion for

your correspondents to shoot that most usefiU

friend of the farmer, the gull, in order to prevent

tits approaching their Sweet Peas. Moreover,

by doing so in close time, they become liable to

a fine of 20s. A bird-shaped kite suspended on

the string will answer as well, or better. The
gull is not a natural enemy of tlie tit, and the kite

can be made to move in a lighter breeze. But
in indicating the reason why simjjle precautions

of the kind are so commonly neglected, Mr. A. J.

Fie. 164.—CHRYSANTHEMUM QUEEN MARYt A WHITE JAPANESE VARIETY (MUCH REDUCED),

manure, and requires frequent waterings in dry

weather. I find it best to take up the plants in

November, divide the clumps and place them in

a cold frame until April. Slugs must be guarded

against after planting. W. Turner, WinUiorpe.

House Gardens, Newark on-Trent.

The Irish Spiranth (Spiranthes Ro-
manzoviana).—Not many years ago twis Orchid

had but one known station in Europe—

a

little meadow at Bantry Bay in the south of

Ireland, and from which specimens wore sent to

me bv the late Mr. Gunibleton. Now three other

stations are reported, all in Ireland, one in the ex-

treme north, from which a speeimen has been for-

warded to me. It is a sweet little plant, 3 or

4 inches high, with yellowish-white, deliciously

fraerant-soented flowers. T have attempted its

cultivation and failed, though the nearly-allied

Elgar hits the nail on the head. He says they
mean " endless bother." " I canna be fashed"
has a good deal to do with the damaije fur which
birds are blamed. L. Gardiner, Secretary, lioyal

Society for the Protection of Birds.

Late Peas (see p. 349).—Mr. Staddon mav be

interested to know that we also have been picking
Peas up to the present week. In several years

I have gathered Peas continuously from June till

the middle of November ; my latest recorded date

is November 19. At the present time we have
a fine row of the variety " Latest of All " in full

vigour and bloom, the plants being very robust.

This row, should the weather prove favourable,

will doubtless supply good pods well into Decem-
ber, but such a result is scarcely to be expected.

WUmot H. Yates, Sotherfield Park Gardens,
Hants., November 8.

FLORISTS' FLOWERS.
PERPETUAL-FLOWERING CARNATIONS.
I WILL endeavour to point out certain good

old varieties of Perpetual-flovi'ering Carnations
which have been supplanted by good new ones.
Those I do not mention havOj generally apeaking,
proved a failure in this country, although they
may be grown with some measure of success in.

certain districts. I shall not mention the 1912
novelties; their turn will come later.

In white varieties, Queen Louise, Lilian Pond,
Mrs. S. J. Brooks, The Belle, Lady Bountiful,
W hit© Lawson, and even White Perfection cannot
be compared with such a specimen of its type as

White Wonder, or a selected strain of White
Enchantress.
Taking scarlet varieties, compare G. H. Crane,

Cardinal, Flamingo, Victory or Robert Craig with
Scarlet Glow, now recognised as the best red
variety. Beacon and Britannia are also very
good sorts.

Enchantress has stood pre-eminent for so long
that we ahnosfc forget its contemporaries, such as
Alpine Glow, and Airs. Chas. Knopf or Admira-
tion; these could never be compared with it.

May Day is perhaps the best all-round Per-
petual-flowering Carnation to-day, and is rapidly
replacing jMrs. H. Burnett. Although not quite
the same shade of colour, in productiveness it is-

far superior, while Regina and Rex wdl never
survive, and old Fair Maid, which was a great
Carnation in its time, must be discarded.

In the dark pinks, or those of a cerise shade,
competition has always been keen, and we find

Mrs. C. \V. Wai'd outdistancing that grand old

Carnation Mrs. T. W. Lawson. Nelson Fisher,
Afterglow, Aristocrat, Alvina, Pink Imperial,

and Ktliel Croker have all lived their day, but the
new Rosette should have no difficulty in proving
itself superior to any other variety of a similar
shade, and Mrs. C. \V. Ward may have to join
the ranks of those that have gone before.

Gloriosa and R. F. Felton rival each other for

premier place in the true pink class, of which
Floriana was for so long the best variety. Th&
market growers favour Gloriosa, which was partly
spoilt in America through over-propagation.
R. F. Felton is a prime favourite in private estab-

lishments on account of making a larger plant,

but it is not so productive. It is also more sub-
ject to disease, and therefore must be cultivated
under glass during the summer. Lady Alington
stands alone in the rose-salmon pink class, and is

a great favourite. It lacks, however, strength
in stem and calyx, and does not last well when
cut, but is undoubtedly a great Carnation.

In crimson varieties there is little competition.
Carola, on account of its size and colour, is a
great favourite, but those who seek quantity will

favour the new variety Triumph, which should
leave old Harry Fenn, Gov. Roosevelt, Har-
lowarden. Black Chief, Havard, and Waneka far
behind.

In the popular heliotrope shade. Mikado is the
sole well-known variety, but the new varieties

Fairniount and Geisha are of similar share.
In white flaked varieties, M. A. Patten, Bay

State, Jessica. Glendale, &c., must st-and aside
to allow W^ivelsfield W^onder and Benora to fight;,

for the premier place. The Royal Horticultural
Society has, however, voted for the former
variety by giving it an Award of Merit and ignor-

ing Benora, which has been set before it twice

;

other fancy varieties are purely a matter of
taste, each being distinct. A.

CHRYSANTHEMUM QUEEN MARY.

This fine new white Japanese Clirysanthemum
was shown exceptionally well by Mr. Thomas
Stevenson in the class for 43 blooms of Japanes»
varieties at the Nation-^ Chrysanthemum
Society's Exhibition at the Crvstal Palace on
the 29th ult. Messrs. W. Wells & Co. at the
same show had several excellent blooms in their

fine non competitive group, and this firm also

exhibited the variety at the meeting of the Royal
Horticultural Society on the 5th inst., when the
Floral Committee granted it an Award of Merit.

The flower is very large, with a somewhat flatfish

top, and. as will be seen on reference to fig. 164,

the florets are pleasingly incurved at the tips. It

ranks at once as one of the finest late white
Japanese varieties for exhibition purposes, and ia

the best new white Chrysanthemum of the season.
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PLANT NOTES.'

IXORA COCCINEA.

Difficulty is experienoed sometimes in the

cultivation of Ixora coccinea, and even where
other Ixoras grow to perfection this species is a

failure. This may be explained to a great extent

by the fact that I. coccinea requires a higher

temperature than any other species, with the

possible exception of I. Duffii. During the winter

months the minimum temperature should be 65^,

rising in the daytime to 70° or even 75°, but

<luring the summer months it is almost impos-

sible to give the plants too much heat, provided,

of course, that a sufficient supply of moisture be

forthcoming. During the summer the atmo-

spheric temperature at night should not fall

below 75°, and it should rise to 80° during t.en

duU days, while on bright days the temperature
may rise to 95°, or even more than that ; great

care must be taken that the house is kept

thoroughly moist by damping and by syringing

overhead at least three times a day during bright

weather.

In pruning these plants the grower must be
guided by the time at which he requires them to

flower; the flowers will be produced from four

to six months after pruning, according to the
period of the year in which the operation is

carried out, that is to say, plants cut back in

the winter will take longer to produce their

flowers than plants pruned during the spring
months. For example, plants required to flower

in May should be pruned in November, cr if re-

quired to flower in August they must be pruned
in March or April. Ixoras will bear a free use

of the knife, and they may be even reduced to

halt their size if required.

Potting is best carried out in September or

October, and nothing but good fibrous peat must
be used, except a liberal addition of silver sand

;

the plants must have good drainage and be potted
fairly hard. Cuttings will root freely at any
period of the year, but perhaps those inserted

in the spring are mo.st satisfactory ; they should
be potted singly into small pots and placed in a

propagating frame on gentle bottom heat, when
they wiU root within a few weeks. Ixora coccinea

is often used as the stock on which to graft other
varieties, but in this respect it is not to be com
pared to I. Dufiii, a plant with a much more
robust constitution. During the growing season

the plants may be assisted by the application of

some good artificial manure, such as a guano or

Clay's fertiliser, but they are not gross feeders,

the secret of success undoubtedly being abun-
dance of heat and atmospheric moisture. Italph

E. Arnold, CheUtnham.

BEGONiA RICINIFOLIA ROSEA GRANDI-
PLORA.

The Revue d'Horticulture Beige (October 15)

contains an illustrated description of a new
Begonia which bears the above name. It is

known more briefly as " Gerbe Rose." The
plant is stated to have been produced by cross-

ing Begonia ricinifolia and B. Gloire de Lor-

raine. It has the general aspect of the former

species, but is of more compact growth, with
leaves of lighter green. The plant is very flori-

ferous, and its blossoms are at least three times

larger than those of B. ricinifolia and are bril-

liant rose, or white with a rosy flush. The new
form does well in the open. Potted and brought

into a cool greenhouse in September it begins to

blossom at the end of November, and continues

in flower till January or February.

DOUBLE PETUNIA.
According to a brief notice in the Florists'

Exchange a new double seed-producing Petunia
of the grandiflora type has been raised by the

Theodoria B. Shepherd Co., of U.S.A. The
doubles may be had in all colours, and are free

seeders, producing 75 per cent, of double flowers.

The Week's Work.

THE HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
B> F. Jordan, Gardener to Lady Nunburnholmb,

Waiter Priory. Vorksliire.

Pruning. — Most of the trees are bare of

leaves, and pruning may be commenced, for it is

much pleasanter to do this work in mild weather
than in winter. The pruning of Apples, Pears
and other top fruits may follow the pruning of

bush fruits. No hard-and-fast rules can be laid

down as to how the pruning of the different

varieties should be done, for the work requires
extensive knowledge. Young trees require a
rather severe pruning for the first few years to

form well-shaped specimens, whilst such varie-
ties of Apples as Lady Sudeley and Beauty of

Bath, and Pears Jargonelle and Marie Louise,
which fruit on the ends of short branches, must
be treated accordingly. Such shoots as fruited

last year may be removed. If my advice on pinch
ing the shoots in surrmier has been followed,
young trees will require little pruning beyond
shortening the leading shoots to 12 inches or 18
inches, according to the variety, and cutting back
the side shoots to two or three buds. After the
pruning is completed, gather up the prunings
and other rubbish and bum them. Next attend
to the training of the trees. Stakes about 3 feet

or more in length should be driven into the
ground and the branches secured to them. Tlie

young shoots of old trees that have filled their
allotted space should be cut back to from two
to four buds, according to the variety. It i.^

generally safe to prune strong-growing varieties

to four buds, and weakly or medium-grow-ing
sorts to two buds. Old trees are often crowded
with branches and fruit spurs, and, in conse-
quence, sunlight and air are excluded from the
interior branches, so that fruit is produced only
nn the outside of the trees. Some of the spurs,

and a few of the useless branches, should be re-

moved annually, and young shoots trained in

from the base. If scale or other insect pests are

[u-esent on the trees, the latter should be sprayed
with a winter wash ; although I do not recom-
mend the washing of clean trees at this season.

Plums.—These trees succeed in most districts,

and in any suitable soil. Cooking varieties are
best grown as standards or half-standards. The
choicer varieties may be planted as wall trees,

for when grown as pyramids few of them com-
pensate for the trouble occasioned by root-pruning
and other mea.sures necessary to induce them to
bear freely. Damsons are best grown as stan-
dards, antl may be planted as shelter for other
fruit trees. Good varieties ar^ Kinii of Damsons.
Cluster, Farleigh Prolific and Damascene.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.

Protecting the Crops. -The niiH. dflnip

weather dairing the early part of November
suited the crops of lale-planted green vegetables.
We have obtained excellent salads from plants
in skeleton frames merely protected at night-
time with mats, but there is a danger now from
frost, and plenty of material, such as mats, straw
litter, or bracken Fern should be got in readi-
ness to protect the frames. But whenever the
weather is favourable give an abundance of fresh
air to crops in frames, and keep the plants clear
of decaying leaves and rubbish, also stir the soil

on the surface.

Spinach.—.Uttumn-sown Spinach is looking
remarkably well. If the ground is sufficiently

dry to enable the work being done, stir the soil

between the rows w-ith a Dutch hoe. Do not
thin the plants of the latest sowing too severely,

but at the same time avoid overcrowding. Re-
move by hand any weeds that have cotme up in

the rows.

Jerusalem Artichokes. — The stems of

these plants may be cut off, and either burnt or
put in a heap with other decaying refuse for

use in the bottom of trenches : decaying vege-
table matter is very valuable for incorporating
with heavy soils, as it promotes a more porous
texture. A portion of the roots may be hftod.

i'nd the largest and best tubers stored in sand
or ashes. But the bulk of the tubers may re-

main in the ground, the same as Parsnips, to
be dug as required. The variety New White
is much better than the old purple sort, for not
only are the tubers a better shape, but also

better-flavoured, and have a more appetising
appearance when cooked.

Broccoli. -The plants are none too hardy this

year, and before the end of the present month
it will be advisable to place at least a portion
of them on their sides to enable them to

withstand frost. This may be accomplished by
taking out a trench next to the end row, and
turning over the plants, so that their heads face

north. The second row should be treated

similarly, covering the stems of the first row
with the soil taken out from the second trench.

Make the plants quite firm in the ground, as

they are very tender at the collars. Do not
disturb the roots more than is necessary to avoid
too severe a check. Some covering material may
be nocessary during very cold weather, and this

should be used as dry as possible ; it should be

removed directly the weather is miid again.

Salads.—Preparations must be made for the

supply of winter salads in suitable bouses
and pits. The three principal crops are

Lettuce, Endive and Chicory. The last-

named is one of the easiest to grow, as

it will do well on almost any soil, and may
be forced without much trouble. If the whole
of this crop has not been lifted, sufficient roots

for forcing should be placed handy in case the
frost makes the ground too hard to lift them.
There are several varieties of Lettuce suitable

for growing in winter. The seeds should be
sown in shallow boxes, and grown in a light

frame or pit. The plants may be set closely

together, and cut when quite small, somewhat
like Mustard and Cress. Lettuces may also be
grown in the cool orchard or other houses where
space permits. Endive should be blanclied by
either tying up the leaves or covering them with
inverted pots.

THE ORCHID HOUSES.
By J. COLLIKR, Gardener to Sir Jeremi.^h CoLyAN, Bart ,

Gatton Park. Surrey.

OoONTOGLOSsuM. — Plmts of O citrosmuu.
that are nearing the completion of their season's

growth should be suspended or staged near to the

roof-glass in the cooler part of the Cattleya or

intermediate house. The supply of water at the

roots should be reduced gradually until, after the
new pseudo-bidbs are thoroughly developed,
moisture should lie w^ithheld for longer periods,

affording only sufficient to prevent the pseudo-
bulbs from shrivelling. This treatment should be
continued through the winter months, and until

the flower-spikes are seen to be pushing from the
centre of the young growths. Plants of O. grande
and 0. Schlieperianum that have passed out of

bloom should be placed on a dry shelf near to the
roof-glass in the cool house and rested. O.
Insleayii and its variety Leopardinum are pro
ducing their flower-spikes, anrl should be liber-

ally supplied with water until after the flowers

fade, when they should be rested.

Cattleya, L>elia and L/elio-Cattleya
Autiunn-flowering Cattleyas, La-lias, and LaeUo-
Cattleyas, such as Cattleya labiata and its many
varieties ; C. Bowringiana, C. Dowiana and ite

variety aurea, C. Fabia, C. Iris, C. Mantinii,
C. Portia, C. Hardyana, Lselia prsestans, L.
Perrinii, Lselio-Cattleya luminosa, L.-C. Ophir,
and L.-C. Epicasta are in bloom. The flowers wiU
remain in a good condition for some weeks if the
roots are kept on the dry side, and the amount
of atmospheric moisture reduced. Care must be
taken that the flowering does not exhaust the
energies of the plants, therefore the spikes should
be cut directly the pseudo-bulbs show signs of
undue shrivelling. After the plants have passed
out of flower the old spikes and succulent flower-
sheaths should be removed, severing them as near
as possible to the too of the pseudo-bul'i. If

these remain moisture sometimes accumulates at
the base of the flower-sheath, and sets up decay
in the leaves and new pseudo-luilbs. The plants
at that stage should be afforded a period of rest
in the coolest and best ventilated part of the
Cattleya house. The roots should receive only
sufficient water to keep the pseudo-bulbs plump.
The plants should be encouraged to form new
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roots, but premature top-growth should be pre-

vented. Weakly specimens should have their

flower-spikes removed as soon as they appear
through the sheath in order to throw all the
eii.'rgies into growth.

Cattleva.— Plants o£ C. Trianse that have
completed their growtlrs should be carefully

watered ; they need only sulHcient moisture to

keep the roots damp, but the supply may be
increased slightly when the flower-spikes are

seen to be pushing from the base of the sheaths.

C. Lawrenceana makes its growth during the
winter mont]i.s, and is, in consequence, a difficult

plant to cultivate successfully for many years.

During the winter months it should be grown in

the wanner part in the Cattleya house, and placed

near to the roof-glass, so that it may obtain

plenty of light. The compost shoidd be allowed
to become quite dry between each watering, when
the water should be poured around the outer
edges of the compost. From now onwards during
the winter discretion should be exercised in apply-

ing water to the roots of all Cattleyas and LaHias,

for it is far Iwtter to keep the plants on the dry
side than to allow the compost to become satur-

ated.

Cypripedium.—C. concolor. C. niveum, C.

Godefroyse and its variety leucochilum, C.
bellatulum and the many hybrids of the.se plants
should receive very careful treatment during the
dull winter months. Having thick, fleshy leaves

the plants do not require .so much moisture at the
roots as other Cypripediums, and the compost
may become quite dry before water is applied,
when the receptacle may he immersed nearly to
the rim, or the water may be poured around the
outer edges of the compost, the object being to

f>revent moisture lodging in the axils of the
eaves. Take care that water dripping from the
roof does not come in contact with the foliage.

In removing the flower-scapes cut them clean to

the ba.se. for if a portion of the stalk is loft it

sometimes sets up decay which soon proves fatal

to the plant.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
By J. G. Weston, r.acdeiier to Lady Nokihcote,

Eastwell Park, Kent.

Bedding Plants in Frames.—Cuttings of

summer bedding plants inserted early in the

autumn are well rooted, and the frames should be
ventilated freely in mild weather, to promote a

stocky growth. Plants such as Pentstemons, Cal

oeolarias, Violas, and Veronicas, in cold frames,

should be grown as hardy as possible ; remove the

lights entirely when the weather is mild. Pelar-

goniums intended as bedding plants should be

kept in a moderately dry atmosphere, and dry at

the roots, as they should not grow too freely

duri:ig the winter. All decaying leaves should be
remnved at frequent intervals, as the decay may
set u') damping in the plants.

Violets in Frames.—The plants should be
kept scrupulously clean, and if the soil shows a

tendency to become caked or hard the surface
should be stirred lightly. Whenever water is

necessary, it should be afforded on bright, dry
days, as a healthy Violet plant requires an abun-
dance of moisture at the roots ; the watering
should be thorough. Ventilate the frame freely

during the warmer parts of the day, reducing the
amount of fresh air before the temperature drops
in the afternoon. Have ready mats or canvas
covers for use during times of severe frost, in

order to avoid using fire-heat, which should not
be resorted to except when severe frosts occur.

Planting Bamboos. — Bamlocs should be
transplanted before severe weather sets in. These
plants are usually sold by the nurserymen in pots,
unless very large specimens are required for pro-
ducing an immediate effect. If it is intended to
plant large clumps,^ the sites should be prepared
in advance, so that they may be set in the
ground directly they are received. The Bamboo
will thrive in almost any good ordinary soil, but
heavy land should have plenty of leaf-soil and
turfy loam incorporated with it. In all cases the
ground should be trenched, and a quantity of rich,

fine soil scattered amongst the roots. If the
» eather is dry at the time of planting, the roots
should be watered freely and a mulch of leaf-

mould applied. Many believe that Bamboos will
not thi'ive except in very favoured localities, but
this is errooeons. The greatest f);'nia"'- is not
caused by frost, but by cold winds, therefore
when selecting a site for Bamboos, see that it is

sheltered from the north and east winds. A
loose, rich soil is a i;reat advantage. If these
two points are considered, there need be no fear
of failure with most kinds of Bamboos. In the
calendar for May 11 a fairly comprehensive list

of the hardier varieties was given. Arundinaria
Falconeri, A. insignis, A. falcata, and A. nobilis

should not be planted out-of doors, except under
very favourable conditions, but they are beau-
tiful objects in a large conservatory or winter
garden. It is a popular error that Bamboos like

swampy ground. Although they require plenty
of water in the summer, badly-drained or marshy
ground must be avoided.

moist it will be better to place it under cover.
There is not so much of the material used as
formerly, for in many establishments the culture
of stove plants is largely discontinued. Leaf-
mould is another valuable material for potting
purposes, and the gardener should endeavour to
make a good heap or pitf ul of clean Oak or Beech
leaves. The present offers a favourable time for
securing the leaves. On large estates, where
there are woods and numerous park trees, the
leaves swept up in the garden may be utilised

for hot-beds, as those obtained from the grips
and dykes in the woods make much better and
sweeter leaf-mould.

PLANTS UNDER GLASS.
By Thomas Stevenson, Gardeiier to E. .Mocatia, Esq.,

Woburn Flace, Addleslone, Surrey.

Begonia Gloire de Sceaux. - This Begonia
is one of the most beautiful of indoor flowering
plants during the winter and early spring, and
is generally afforded similar treatment to Gloire
de Lorraine. This latter sort is in full bloom,
and requires a somewhat cool treatment now, but
Gloire de Sceaux should stiU be grown in a warm
house with plenty of atmospheric moisture. The
plants are developing their foliage, and those in
pots of a moderate size require liberal feeding.
The foliage is easily broken, therefore the plants
shduld be afforded as much room as possible, so
that there will be no danger of injury from the
watercan. Do not spray the plants overhead,
but damp the spaces between the pots once or
twice daily. Should aphis or thrips be detected,
the plants should be fumigated lightly.

Cuttings.—Plants of .'\calypha hispida (syn.

Sanderiana) and A. musaica raised from cuttings
inserted some weeks ago are well rooted, and re-

quire larger pots. Most other subjects propa-
gated in the autumn will grow well in the cutting
pots all through the winter. They should be
placed in a light position near to the roof glass,

but the watering should be done carefully, as the
soil is usually filled with roots, and a shelf in a
greenhouse is a very di-y place.

EucHARis grandiflora.— After a sinrt rest

these plants are growing freely again, and should
be afforded one or two good soakings of liquid

manure made from cow dung. The blooms are
somewhat slow in opening at this season, and,
with a little care, the plants may be had in flower
up to Christmas, when the flowers will be greatly
appreciated. The Eucharis is very subject to
attacks of mealy bug, and as there is not much
potting to be done Just now, time may be afforded
to eradicate this pest by sponging. It is several
years since I was troubled with mealy bug in the
plant houses, but I have had plenty of exijerience
with ttiis pest earlier in my career, and there is

no better insecticide for the purpose than paraffin
;iiid soft soap emulsion. Sponging or spraying
the plants two or tliree times with tbis mixture
will usually destroy any mealy bug that may be
picsent.

Chrysanthemums. — The plants when out
down should be sorted over, retaining those that
liave produced the best flowers for purposes of
stock. The stools should be placed in a light,

cool house, where they will develop short-jointed
growths suitable for making cuttings. It is a
good practice to retain one stock plant for every
six or eight cuttings required, and this will be a
good guide to the number of stools to save. In
turning the main batch of plants out of their
pots save the old potting soil, as it will be useful

for a variety of purposes. It should be stored in
a dry place, where it will become sweetened by
the air.

Potting Loam.—No time should be lost in
obtaining a stock of good turfy loam for potting
purposes. In many districts the turves are drier
now than they were earlier in the season, and this
is an advantage. If they are wet stack them
together as lightly as possible, leaving plenty of
spaces for the air to circulate. This precaution
is more necessary in the case of loam of a heavy
texture, for there is usually no fear of light soils

becoming sour through being stacked wet. If

the loam is of poor quality manure should be
mixed with it at the time it is stacked, and this
is better than adding manure at the time of pot-
ting ; short horse-dung or a little bone-meal, soot,

and wood-ashes will tend to make it more fertile.

Peat is found on many estates, and this also may
be cut and stacked now. If the peat is fairly

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.
By E. Harriss, Gardener to Lady Wantage, Lockinge

House, Wantage, Berksli re.

Early Peaches and Nectarines.—To ob-
tain ripe Peaches very early in the season
preparations for forcing should be made at
once. Pot trees are very useful for the
purpose, and if a suitable house is avail-
able a good crop of excellent fruit may
be assured. If the shoots are matured per-
fectly they may be pruned and the trees cleansed
and placed under glass at once. Should a special
glasshouse be not available for the present the
trees may be placed temporarily in a vinery in
which the vines have just been started ; the con-
ditions in the vinery will be suitable until the
trees flower. Shorten the extra strong growths,
and thin out the weak, useless shoots. There
is a danger of these small trees becoming crowded
with growth, and this must be avoided or they
will quickly become bare of growth at their base.
Their constitution also will be impaired if they
are allowed to make too much useless growth.
Cleanse the branches thoroughly and carefully
as the buds are easily damaged. If scale insects-
are present take care that every insect is
destroyed, as this pest multiples quickly when
the trees are placed in a warm house. A solu-
tion of soft-soap and sulphur applied with a well-
worn paint brush will destroy all insect pests.
The trees may afterwards be placed on their
sides and syringed vigorously with the same
specific. Fire-heat need not be employed for the
first two or three weeks unless severe frosts
occur ; the tempei'ature must not drop below
45°. The trees will require very little water at
the roots till growth is active ; when water is

afforded see that sufScient is given to soak the
soil right through. Syringe the trees once or
twice each day when the weather is bright, and
damp the walls and paths frequently to promote
a moist atmosphere. Admit air freely whenever
the weather is favourable, and leave the top
ventilators open a little at night when it is not
cold.

Late and Mid-season Peaches. — Push for-

ward the work of pruning, training and cleans-
ing the trees as quickly as possible so that every-
thing may be completed by the end of the year,
as there is not so much danger of damaging the
buds now as later. Old trees which have given
unsatisfactory results should be attended to. In
nearly all cases of faihire the trouble will be
found at the roots ; if the work of renovation is

accomplished before the turn of the year the
trees will have time to recover from the check
before they start into growth. Old trees with
plenty of young shoots may have some of the
older branches removed to make room for young
fruiting wood. A few old branches removed
every year will keep the trees furnished with
healthy fruiting wood. After the pruning is

finished tie the shoots into bundles and wash the
house thoroughly, and finally wash the shoots
with the specific recommended above. In train-
ing the shoots it may be found that there is still

too many of them and a few more should be cut
away. It is a great mistake to overcrowd the
young shoots. When the training is finished
remove the surface soil from the borders with
a fork and apply a top-dressing of loam mixed
with plenty of lime-rubble and wood-ashes. In
the case of old trees a small quantity of crushed
bones and artificial manure should be mixed with
the soil. It is important to allow the trees a long
period of rest before starting them again into
growth, therefore the houses should be thrown
wide open during the time when growth i« dor-
mant. See that the trees do not suffer for >vant
of moisture, especially in the case of those
growing in inside borders.
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EDITORIAL NOTICE,

ADVeRTI5EMBNTS should be sent to the PUB-
LISfieR, 41, Wellington Street, Covent Garden,
w.c,

^pecinl Notice to Correspondents.—rAc Editors do not
tindcitake to pay for any contrtbutionsor illuslrations,or

to tehitn unused commutticatious or illuslrntions, unless by
special iirrattgemettt, Tht Editors do not hold themselves

responsible for any opinions expressed by their correspon-

dents.

"Local Ngwb,—Correspondents will greatlyoblige by sendinf;t(}

the Editots early intelligence 0/ local events lihely to be of

intetest to our readers, or of any matters jvhick it is desirable

to bring under the notice of horticulturists.

APPOINTMENTS.

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 18—
Nat. Chrys. Soc. Executive Com. meet.

TUESDAY, NOVEMISKR 19-
Royal Hoit. Soc. Norwich Chrys. Sh. (3 days).

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 20—
Nat. Chrys. Soc. Exh. and Conference at Essex Hall.

Newcaslle Chrys. Sh. (2 days). Royal Met. Soc. meet.
N. of Eng. Hort. Soc. meet at Hull (2 days). Bristol

Chrys. Sh. (2 days).

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 21—Linnean Soc. meet.

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 22-
Aberdeen Chrys. Sh. (2 days). Dunfermline Chrys. Sh.
(2 days).

Average Mean Temperature for the ensuing week
deduced from observations during the last Fifty Years
at Greenwich-42-2.

Actual Temii'imtiires;-
London.— It'eincstidi', November 13 (6 p.m.) Mai. 43"

Min. 87°.

Gardeutii' Cliimiicli Office, 41. Wellington Street,

Covenl Garden, London —rAursrf(i_)',Not«n(i<T 14

(10 A.M.) : Bar. aS-S": Temp. 45"
;
Wcathir—

Overcast.

Provinces.— \Vednesdci\\ November 13: Max. 44° Lan-
caster; Min. 49" England, E Coast.

SALES FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
MONDAY, TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY,

AND FRIDAY—
Dutch Bulbs at 67 & 63, Cheapside, E.C., by Protheroe

& Morris, at 10.30.

MONDAY, WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY—
Rose Trees, Azaleas, Shrubs, Bulbs and Liliums, at

Stevens' Rooms, 38, King Streef, Covent Garden,
London, W.C, at 12.30.

TUESDAY—
Sale of well-grown Nursery Stock at Nuneham's Nursery,
Caterliam, by Prolheroe & Morris, at 12.

WEDNESDAY—
Trade Sale, Bulbs and Roots, al 11 ; 2719 cases Japanese
Liliums, at 2.30; Palms and Plants, at 6, at 67 & 6o,

Cheapside, E.C., by Protheroe & Morris.

THURSDAY—
Roses, at Protheroe & Morris' Rooms, at 12.30.

Nursery Stock at The Nurseries, Leamington, by
Protheioe & Morris, at 12.

FRIDAY—
Orchids at Protheroe & Morris' Rooms, at 13 45.

We do not know the argu-

Potato merits which justify the adage
Flesh is with respect to the cat and its
Hoir To.

jjjjjg lives ; but anyone con-

versant with the vicissitudes suffered by a

Potato in the course of its apparently un-

eventful life would be well within the

bounds of veracity in ascribing nine lives

to the " noble tuber." For it is known to

be subject to the attack of no fewer than

nine different kinds of fungi and bacteria,

and of these nine diseases most are deadly

in their effects. From its early youth to

its matured tubered state, this alien of

South American origin is beset by fungous

and bacterial foes. The van of this inces-

sant attack is led by the fungus Alternaria

solani, which produces early blight. Fol-

lowing close on Alternaria is Cercospora

concors, the parasitic fungus which in-

duces leaf blotch. Escaping or recover-

ing from early blight and blotch, the

Potato may fall a victim to the untimely

attention of bacteria- Bacillus solana-

cearum may invade the tissues of its stem

and tubers, and turn them brown with

brown rot, so that the stems and leaves

wilt and die. Though fate grant immunity
from B. solanacearum, a yet worse foe in

Bacillus phytophthorus must be avoided
or resisted. This is the redoubtable be-

getter of black leg, an unkind name for a

widespread and fatal state characterised

by a rotting at the base of the collar, and
a soft rot of the tuber.

Besides these mortal maladies, the stem
blight or rosette ascribed to the fungus
Rhizoctinia (Corticum vagum) must be
considered as a mere ailment. But more
and worse pathological adventures are in

store for the Potato. The dry rot fungus,

Fusarium oxysporum, may gain entrance

through the roots, cause a certain amount
of wilting and blackening, and, lying en-

sconced in the tubers, play havoc with the

stored Potatos, mummifying them till

wizened and wrinkled, as though by pre-

mature old age, they become unfit for food

or propagation. A passing episode, and
one which results only in a certain dis-

figurement, is scab, the outward sign of a

visitation by another fungus, Oospora
scabies.

Nor is the tale of tribulation told. Black

scab, or wart disease, may cut the thread
of the troubled life of the Potato, and late

blight may turn to nought the promise of

a fruitful harvest. The former disease is

the work of a fungus-like micro-organism,

Chrysophlyctis endobiotica, the latter,

which is a classic among diseases, is caused

by the fungus Phytophthora infestans.

As we contemplate the shapely, clean-

skinned and spotless Potatos on the ex-

hibition table, we know not which to ad-

mire most, the nursing skill of the culti-

vator or the strange eventful history of

the tuber. For the more we learn of the

nature of disease, the more certain it

appears that escape from attack is no
mere chance, but is due first to the provi-

sion by the grower of the best conditions

for growth, and second, to the possession

on the part of the plant of specifio powers

of resistance, which enable it to prevail

over or repel the attacks with which it is

beset from all sides. Evidence of the

existence of sucli natural immunity is

plentiful, and not to be gainsaid. We
have published such evidence of immunity
from black scab, and on an early occasion

we shall describe experiments which show
that a similar power of resistance to late

blight is exliibited in different degrees by
the commercial varieties of Potato.

Sewage- An investigation by Messrs.
Sick Russell and Golding (Journal
Soils.

Qf Jgrlc. Set., October, 1912)

into the sickness of sewage soils has

led the authors to the conclusion that the

causes which produce this state are, in

the main, identical with those which bring

about sickness in ordinary soils.

As the result of previous investigations

by Russell and Hutchinson, it is suggested

that even in an ordinary soil the com-

munity of soil micro-organisms is not

working at its maximum efficiency as

measured by the rate at which plant food

is being produced.

If such imperfectly efficient soils be

partially sterilised, the crops taken on
them are larger than those obtained from
untreated soil. Hence the agent which is

lowering the fertility of the soil is a vital

agent. Various considerations point to

the unicellular animals (protozoa) of the

soil as the cause of reduced fertility, and
it is suggested that in ordinary soils these

animals prey upon soil bacteria, reduce
their numbers, and hence their activity in

producing nitrogenous plant food.

By partial sterilisation, the protozoa
are killed, but certain of the bacteria are

not. Free from their hereditary foes the

surviving bacteria increase, multiply and
manufacture more vigorously than in

either normal or sick soils.

The essential conclusion reached by
Russell and Golding with respect to

sewage-sick soils is similar to that just

outlined. Such soils will stand no more
sewage. If further additions be made the

material fails to percolate through the

soil, crops are injured and even killed.

Partial sterilisation of the soil restores its

" health."

Hence, if a practical method can be de-

vised whereby sick soil may be sterilised

partially and cheaply, a definite advance
will have been made in the problem of

sewage treatment ; for the sewage farm
may then serve for an indefinite period
for the successful cultivation of crops.

Coloured Plate.— l besubject of the coloured

plate to be published with the next issue is

Prunus nana rubra.

RovAL Horticultural Society. -The next

meeting of the Committees will take place on
Tuesday next in the Society's Hall, Vincent

Square, Westminster. At the 3 o'clock meeting

of the Fellows an address on " Some Gardens

in and around Bournemouth " will be delivered

by Dr. G- G. Hamilton, F.R.C.S.

Horticultural Education Association,

—We are informed that the Horticultural Educa-

tion Association has recently acquired a con-

siderable accession of membership. Messrs. John
Weathebs, James Udale, Haeey L. Foster,

J. Clarke W.illace, G. W. Pym.in, K. D. Scott,

and B. P. Perry are the latest to join. The hon.

secretary is Mr. W. P. Wright, Lyminge, Folke-

stone.

Royal Society of Arts.—The 1.59th Ses-

sion of the Royal Society of Arts will be opened

on Wednesday, the 20th inst. , by Lord
Sanderson, G.C.B., K.C.M.G., Chairman of the

Council, who will deliver an address and

distribute the medals awarded last session.

Amongst the papers announced for the session

are " The Jlanufacture of Sugar from Wood,
and its Economic Importance," by Mr. A.

Zimmermann, on December 4; and " Synthetic

Rubber," by Dr. F. Mollwo Perkin, on

December 11. In the Colonial Section, Professor

W. H. Warren will describe " The Hardwood
Timbers of New South Wales," on Novem-
ber 26, when Sir George Houston Reid will

take the chair.

Presentation to a Gardener Mr. James

Watson, who has occupied the position of head

gardener at the Hall gardens, Easton, for the

past 22 years, and during the whole of that

period has filled the office of Secretary to the

Easton Hall Horticultural Society, has been pre-

sented by the members of the society and friends

with a purse of gold on the occasion of his leaving

the district.
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Fig. 165.—VIBURNUM coriaceum (v. cylindricum); flowers, cream-white with purple anthers; fruit, small, black.
A, partially expanded flower; B, section of a flower showing esserted but still inftexed staminal filaments; C, a similar section sliowing the fully-

developed erect stamens; D, pollen.

From specimens supplied by Mr. P. D. Williams. (For text see p. 363.)
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The Dispute at Southampton. —In respect

to the dispute between Messrs. TooGOOD & Sons,

Southampton, and some of their employees, re-

ferred to in our issue of October 26,

Messrs. TooaoOD inform us that they have

cancelled the agreement-form which consti-

tuted the point of difference between the

firm and a small proportion of its Chapel Store

staff. They state that the existing agreement has

been in use for nearly 20 years, but that the fiiin

attached so little importance to it that it has in

some cases been permitted to fall into desuetude.

The immediate object in desiring to have it

signed in this particular case was to ascertain, in

view of the early removal of the firm's stores to

Millbrook, which of the Chapel Store staff wi.=hecl

to continue in the firm's service at the new

stores.

Wheat and Rainfall. — The Agricultural

Gazette of New South Wales publishes an in-

teresting article by John B. Trivett, Govern-

ment Statistician, on " Wheat Growing in Rela-

tion to Rainfall." Although many factors contri-

bute to the limitation of the Wheat crop, the

chief determiner of successful Wheat productir n

is the amount of rainfall during the growii l;

period. The normal amount of rain which

suffices in New South Wales is 10 inchis

between April to October. The map which

accompanies the article is instructive in showing:

the extent to which Wheat growing has in-

creased since 1904, and also in indicating that.

in spite of this increase, the boundary of the

Wheat region still lies, for the most part, a con-

siderable distance to the western wet-side of the

10-irch rainfall line. Since 1904 an area of some

13 million acres has been added to the WlK::t

belt in New South Wales, and of this area only

858,000 acres are outside the western limit of

the 10-inch line.

Hybridisation of Apples.—Interesting re-

sults obtained by crossing the Apples Joseph de

Brichy and Bismarck are described in an article

in La Tribune Horticole (October 29). The
former variety was used as the seed parent and

Bismarck as the pollen parent. The characters of

the varieties are :—Joseph de Brichy : Fruit

fairly large, clear yellow, regular rounded-conical

in sliape, first quahty, ripening from the be-

ginning of winter onwards. Bismarck : Fruit

fairly large, white and yellowish, with bright-

red flesh, good quality, ripening in winter. Six-

teen seeds (from two Apples) of the cross were

sown in February. 1907, and produced 14 plants.

After replanting under glass, the seedlings were

planted out in May. Monsieur KooLiN, who
carried out the experiment, grafted the young

plants in January, 1908, on pyramids of Reinette

Grise, Empereur Alexandre, and other varieties.

The grafts flowered last year, and bore fruits of

the following descriptions. That from a seed

numbered 2, large or fairly large, green-yellow,

pitted with red, of good quality by October, and

keeping till spring. No. 7 : Very large, yellow-

whitish, with carmine streaks, first quality, fle^h

soft and yellow, ripe in October. Others gave

fruits also of distinct and valuable quality.

No. 7 is interesting inasmuch as, when
a seedling, it came near being discarded, because,

although it was extraordinarily vigorous, it was

very spiny, and had the general appearance of a

wilding. The event appears to show that an

Apple of good quality may exhibit in its seedling

stage characters such as those of spininess,

which belong to the wild type. Of the hybrids,

five are distinct and of first quality, eight have

not yet borne fruit. All are characterised by
vigorous, upright habit of growth. It is to be

hoped that, encouraged by this success, some of

our gardeners who have the facilities and the

leisure will undertake similar experiments in the

growing of Apples.

Mr. Ernest Hemming.—Wo learn from our

contemporary, The National Nurserymun,

U.S.A., that the editorship of that journal, ren-

dered vacant by the death of Professor John
Craig, has been filled by Mr. George
Hemsiino, formerly a member of the garden

staff at Kew. After leaving the Royal Botanic

Gardens, Mr. Hemming settled in America, and

for the past 15 years has been engaged with the

firm of Messrs. Thomas Meehan & Sons.

Joseph Priestley.—The name of Joseph
Priestley is honoured not only by the chemist

but also by the scientific student of horticulture,

for Priestley, in discovering oxygen, not only

made one of the greatest contributions to chemi-

cal knowledge, but also laid the foundations of

our undex'standing of the mode of life of plants.

Indeed, as is well known, Priestley, who was
above all a great experimenter, was the first to

show that green plants, in sunlight, liberate

uxvgen : .ind. alth'in.-li the full significance "f

the 18th century " lies in the fact that persecu-

tion and insult, though they drove him from his

native land, failed to sour or even disturb his

serene and genial temper—a trait which is appre-

ciated by none more than by the people of the

West Riding of Yorkshire.

Sickness in Greenhouse Soils.—Refer-

ence is made on another page to some recent in-

vestigations on sewage-sick soils. It is interesting

to observe that similar symptoms of lessened fer-

tility are exhibited by greenhouse soils, paiticu-

laiiy in the rich composts used by growers of

Cucumbers and similar crops. In partial sterilisa-

tion, either by heat or antiseptics, Messrs.

Russell & Hutchinson have discovered a

method whereby the fertility of such soils may be

restored. Recent experiments by Messrs.

Russell & Petheybridge have been directed

to a search for an inexpensive and effi-

cient sterilising agent. Of the various materials

used, the authors report [Journ. of Agric. Sci.,

October 12) that formalin (formaldehyde) gi^03

aU; slecilised.) (Unsleiillsed soiL]

Fig. i66.—tomatos growing in partially-sterilised and in

unsterilised soil.

this great discovery was left to others to

demonstrate, Priestley's pioneer work deserves

honour and wide recognition. A strenuous man,
not particularly happy in the regard of his con-

temporaries, Priestley left this country at the

age of 62, and emigrated to the United States.

But posterity has repaired the wrong of his con-

temporaries. His zeal for social and religious

reform, which aroused the fury of the mob in

Birmingham, has not obscured in that city the

memory of Priestley's greatness. There, as

also at Warrington and Leeds, memorials to the

great chemist have been erected, and now Birstall,

in the West Riding, has erected yet another

st-atue to commemorate the fact that it was in

Yorkshire (in 1733) that Prlestley was born.

The ceremony of unveiling the statue was per-

formed by Sir Edward Thorpe, who declared,

in the course of his appreciation, that, great as

was Priestley as an experimentalist, he has yet

a gi'eater claim on our regard as a champion of

liberty. Greatest claim of all of this "hero of

good results, and that certain tar oils are very

promising. There can be no doubt that if the

authors succeed in discovering a suitable and
cheap antiseptic they w-ill confer a great boon
on growers of crops such as Cucumbers and
Tomatos, for the annual soils and manures bill

is a most serious item in commercial growing,

and the fact that the soils used in forcing houses

become sick very quickly means that they have

to be discarded before the full manurial value

has been extracted from them. Fig. 166, which
we owe to the court*.sy of Dr. Russell and the

Cambridge University Press, illustrates in strik-

ing manner the superiority of the growth made
by Tomatos planted in pai'tially-sterilised soil as

compared with that of plants grown in sick soil.

POA siBiRicA Rosher.—The Bulletin of the

Imperial Botanical Garden of St. Petersburg

(vol. 12, part 4, 1912) contains a description (in

Russian) of a new species of Poa—P. sibirica

—

which is of wide distribution and of distinct

character.
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Royal Meteorological Society. —A meot-

iiig of tliis society will be ln?ld at the Surveyors'

liistitution, Great George Street, Westminster,

on Wednesday, the 20th inst. Papers will be

read on (1)
" The Unprecedented East Anglian

Rainfall of August" 26, 1912," by Dr. Hugh
Robert Mill; and (2)

" A Three-year Period in

Rainfall," by Mr. Akihur Pearse Jenkin.

The Arthur Balfour Professorship of

Genetics.— Mr. Artucr B.\lfoir, in a ht e to

the Vice Chancellor, announces the appointment of

Mr. R. C. Pdnnett to the Arthur Balfour Pro-

fessorship of Genetics at the University of Gam-

bridge. .\s announced previously, the new pro-

fessorship is d-ue to the generosity of an anony-

mous donor, and the selection of the first occupant

of the chair was entrusted to the Prime Minister

and Mr. Arthur Balfour. Professor Punnett
is well known to students of Genetics, and the

importance of his contributions to this branch of

science thoroughly justifies his appointment to

the new post. As readers of Professor Punnett's

book on Mendelism are aware, he combines in

rare measure the power of investigation with the

art of expression.

Bir.viingham Public Parks. — The most

recent addition to the Birmingham parks and open

spaces is the " Garrison Lane " or " Callow

Fields " recreation gronnd. It is situated in a

densely-populated district, on a site which held

about 400 squalid dwellings. The Parks Com-

mittee deserve well of tliu community for seizing

this opportunity to introduce greensward, with

such trees and shrubs as the conditions permit

into this district. The transformation is great,

and provision is made for a children's play-

ground. Gymnasia, consisting of swings, &c.,

are provided, and powerful electric lights will

enable the little ones to take full advantage

during the long winter evenings of these amuse-

ments, to their own benefit and the relief of tbe

congested adjacent streets. Mr. W. H.

MoRTER, Chief Officer of the Birmingham parks,

who is responsible for the arrangements

generally, has the satisfaction of knowing that

the public, no less than the City Council, ap-

preciate the successful work accomplished, and

the Parks Committee have placed a record on

their minutes of their appreciation.

Fruit Sales by Sample.— It having beeu

decided in a recent test case, states The. Wistern

Mail, that wholesale buyers have no claim under

the special sales conditions of the brokers when
tlio bulk does not equal sami^le, a representative

and largely-attended meeting convened through

the South Wales and Jlonmouthshire Fruit

iiiiyers' Association tonic place at the Colonial

I'liildings, Cardiff, on the 29th ult., to consider

tlie position. Mr. Weaver (Messrs. Sutton &
\\"eaver) presided, and said that while they as

wholesale buyers did not want to be on antago-

nistic terms with the brokers, the time had
arrived when they must consider their own in-

terests. It was only by organising themselves

into a strong association that they could hope to

get the present sales conditions altered, and by
so organising they would be improving the port

of Cardiff as a fruit-distributing centre. Mr.

Fred Edmunds (Cardiff), solicitor to the associa-

tion, having explained legal decisions given in

tvst cases, it was decided by a large majority to

support the association by membership and also

in any action that might be decided upon.

"Adulterated" Grapes. — The perverse

ingenuity of the adulterator has never exceeded
that exhibited by certain vendors of Grapes. Ac-

cording to the British Medical Journal, the

bloom of the Grape is now imitated by a fine

powder sprayed or spread on the fruit by a

special apparatus. The presence of the fraud
may, it is said, be detected by means of the
tongue.

THE APPLICATION OF GENETICS TO

ORCHID BREEDING.''

Orchids are truly regarded as the aristocrats

of the plant world, and the results achieved by
Orchid breeders during the past 20 years con-

stitute one of the seven wonders of the world
of horticulture. No other natural order of culti-

vated plants has yielded so many beautiful hy-

brids in so short a time as the Orchidaceae. A
reference to the Orchid Stud-Book shows that at

least 40 genera and 300 distinct species have
been already utilised by Orchid breeders in the

making of their hybrids. About 2000 of thes.„-

are primary hybrids, while no fewer than 300 are

generic hybrids. Besides these botanical hy-

brids there are on record some thousands of

horticultural secondary, tertiary and multiple

hybrids, to say nothing of multitudinous varietal

and individual forms which no man can number.
When one remembers that most of these re-

markable results have been achieved in less than

a generation (one might almost say, since the last

Orchid conference was held here), and that the

raising of such delicate exotics from seed, under
purely artificial conditions, is by no means an
easy matter even for the expert, one cannot but

admire the practical genius of British and Con-

tinential Orchid breeder^ that has brought about

such a consummation. Those who had the good
fortune to see the remarkable display of Orchids

at the International Exhibition at Chelsea last

May, must have been impressed by the leading

part played by hand-raised hybrids in the vari-

ous groups.

In face of such an imposing array of beautiful

hybrids, it may seem presumptuous on the part

of a student of genetics to offer to the Orchid
breeder any suggestions as to the advantages

that might be derived from an application of the
science of genetics to Orchid breeding, for where
practical Orchid breeding has been so successful

the application of genetics might naturally be

regarded as superfluous. But those behind the

scenes know better. The wonderful hybrids that

appear in public represent only one sidu of the

picture.

Orchid breeders of experience know too well

that in order to secure a really first-class hybrid
it is necessary to raise large numbers of others.

Many are called, but fe\y are chosen. Some
crosses naturally yield more good forms than
others, but generally speaking first-class hybrids
are few and far between, and the moderate and
poor forms are far too numerous. In secondary
and more complex hybrids especially, the nuni

bers of mi?-tits and unwanted weeds that turn up
time after time is rather disconcerting, and the

question often arises as to whether many of these

crosses are worth making at all from the
economic point of view, though from the
scientific standpoint they are naturally most
instructive.

Old and New Mefhods.

From this it is evident that chance plays a

great part in modern Orchid breeding, and that
there is really very little certainty in the game
as played by the leading exponents. Now, if the
modern science of genetics teaches anything, it

is that there are certainties to be found in breed-
ing. A careful study of recent work in genetics

points unmistakably to the important fact that
law and order may be perceived in breeding.
From the economic point of view it costs just as

much to raise a poor form as it does a good one,

the time, trouble and expense involved being tbe
same, and the practical problem that faces the
Orchid breeder is how to manage his matings so
as to reduce the numbers of worthless forms to
a minimum.

This is where the application of genetics to

Orchid breeding should come in to help the
breeder. Of course, in the early stages of the
application it cannot be expected that all Orchid
breeding will be reduced to a certainty—that
would be too much to expect, nor would it be
altogether desirable, for in such a case Orchid
breeding would be divested of much of its charm.
Already a few certainties in Orchid breeding are
known, thanks mainly to the application of

Mendelian principles, and that many certainties
aV'ait discovery there can be no doubt.

One important point however should be noted,
and that is, that under present conditions Orchid
breeders must very largely discover these cer-

tainties for themselves by the application of the

principles of genetics. In this respect, Orchid
breeding differs much from ordinary plant breed-

ing. The Orchid field is so wide, the conditions
so difficult, and the complications so numerous,
that only a practical expert can carry out the
necessary experiments, and even he must have
considerable resources of capital and experience
at his command.
In order to apply genetics to Orchid breeding

it will be necessary for the Orchid breeder to

make himself familiar with the fir.st principh-s.

These principles are now universally accepted

by all serious students of heredity who have ex-

perimented for themselves, and they can be
applied equally to all kinds of plants and
animals, including man himself. From the prac-

tical point of view it will not be necessary for

the Orchid breeder, at the outset at all events,

to venture much beyond these first principles.

His own experiments, if based on these principles

and carefully carried out. will soon yield a har-

vest of valuable data that will lead him on to

more advanced work and to a deeper insight into

the possibilities and certainties of Orchid
breeding.

First Principles of Genetics.

Each plant or animal is composed of many
characters, most of which are heritable.

Each heritable character is represented in the
germ-cells by one or more factors.

In the fertilised cell, or zygote, each factor is

present either in a double state or a single state.

When a double dose of the factor is present
the plant or animal is called homozygous, or

pure, in regard to that factor.

When a single dose of the factor is present
the plant or animal is called heterozygous, or

impure, in regard to that factor.

When a factor is altogether absent, the plant

or animal may be called zerozygous, or wanting,
in regard to that factor.

Previous to fertilisation the germ-cells divide
and segregation takes place in regard to eacl;

factor.

Each cell with a double dose of the factor

becomes two fertilising cells or gametes, each
with a single dose of the factor.

Each cell with a single dose of the factor

becomes two fertilising cells or gametes, one of

which has a single dose of the factor and thu
other has none.

Fertilisation consists in the union of two fer-

tilising cells or gametes, a pollen or sperm-cell

from the male uniting with an egg-cell from the

female.

If both paternal and maternal gametes have a
single dose of the factor, a zygote is formed with
a double dose of the factor, and the plant or

animal is homozygous, or pure, in regard to that
factor.

If, however, one of the gametes has a single

dose of the factor and the other has none, a
zygote is formed with a single dose of the factor,

and the plant or animal is heterozygous, or im-
pure, in regard to that factor.

If neither of the gametes has the factor at all,

it is, of course, absent from the zygote, and the

plant is zerozygous, or wanting, in regai'd to

that factor.

Practical Consequences.

The practical consequences of these first prin-

ciples of genetics are that, as regards any one
heritable character represented by a factor, there
are three distinct kinds of individual plants : (1)

homozygous or pm^e ; (2) heterozygous or im-
pure, and (3) zerozygous or wanting. Each of

these three kinds of individuals will give a dif-

ferent result when bred from. With regard to

outward appearance No. 3 will, usually , be
easily distinguishable from Nos. 1 and 2, repre-

senting as it does the hypostatic or recessive form
from which the epistatic or dominant character is

absent.
If, as sometimes happens, a single dose of the

dominant factor produces the same efTect in the
zygote as a double dose, we get the phenomenon
of complete dominance, and in such cases No:;.

1 and 2 are indistinguishable in outward appear-
ance, and their homozygous or heterozygous
nature can only be determined by breeding from
them.
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If, however, as often happens in Orchids, a

single dose of the dominant factor produces a

dinerent effect in tlie zygote from a double dose,

we get the phunomenon of incomplete domin-

ance; in such casus Nos. 1 and 2 are distinguish-

able in outward appearance, and their homo-
zygous or heterozygous natui-e is determined
at sight without breeding from them.
The apparent blending of characters observed

in many Orchid hybrids is, no doubt, due to the

effect of the single dose of one factor reacting

on the effect of a single dose of another factor,

resulting in a mosaic.

When more than one heritable character is in-

volved in the breeding problem, as usually hap-
pens in Orchids, the different kinds of individual

plants become exceedingly numerous. One
plant, for instance, may be homozygous for one
character, heterozygous for another, and zerozy-

gous for a third character, and so on. Each
individual plant, however, has a definite germi-

nal or gametic constitution which can be ascer-

tained by cross-breeding it with other plants.

In this way a factorial analysis of the plant can
be made, and as regards each heritable charac-

ter the plant will be found to be either homozy-
gous, heterozygous or zerozygous, and as such it

will behave when bred from. Once the factorial

analysis of a plant has been made, all future

breeding from that plant is reduced practically

to a certainty.

Colour and Albinism.

Recent results sliow that in certain cases an
apparently simple heritable character is due to

the presence of more than one distinct factor.

For instance, in Orchids we have already one

case of that description, and no doubt tliere are

many more yet undiscoveied. From evidence

collected by the writer some years ago, there can

be no doubt that the rosy-purple colour present

in the flowers and leaves of the various species

of Cattleya and Cypripediura is due to the simul-

taneous presence of two complementary colour

factors which we call C and R. If one or both

of these factors is absent, the result is a true

albino, with no trace of purple sap in the flowers

and leaves. This purple colour can only be pro-

duced when the two factors C and R are both

present.

Now, as we have just seen, the colour factors

C and R may be present in a double state, CC
and RR ; or in a single state, Cc and Rr ; or they

may be absent altogether, cc and rr ; consequently

no fewer than fiv« different kinds of albinos may
exist, as follow :

—

(1), CCrr; (2), Ccrr ; (3), ccRR; (4), ccRr;

(S), ccrr.

For the sake of convenience, it is usual in

genetics to represent the presence of a factor by
a capital letter, and its absence by a small one.

These five albinos may be absolutely identical

in appearance and outward characters, yet each

has a different germinal constitution, and conse-

quently will give different results in breeding.

Each of these five albinos will breed true to

albinism when selfed, but when they are crossed

inter se different refults will be obtained. Thus,
out of the 15 possible matings 11 will give all

albinos ; 2 will give on the average equal num-
bers of albinos and coloured forms : 1 will give

one coloured form to three albinos : and 1 will

give all coloured forms.

Table 1 gives the factorial details of these 15

matings. showing how the above calculations

have been made.

Identification of Individual

Stud Plants.

The practical consequences of these first prin-

ciples are important and far reaching from tha

Orcliid breeder's point of view.

If each individual plant grown from a seed

has a definite germinal constitution which deter-

luuies its breeding powers and potentialities,

then it is necessary that each individual plant

used as a parent should hi^ve an iden'ification

mark. Whether this identilicatioij mark con-

sists of an individual name, a stud number, or

anything else, is simply a matter of convenience,

so long as the identity of each stud individual is

maintained for future use. In 1909 the writ«r

suggested that identification miglit be assured by
putting the name of the importer or raiser in

brackets after the ordinary name, together with

a number showing the order of its appearance,
e.g., Cypripedium callosum Siandera (Sander 1),

(Low 1), (Cookson 1), (Statter 1), and so forth.

The first was imported in 1894, the second in

1904, and the third and fourth were raised by
hand presumably from the first. All divisions of

the original plant would, of course, have the

same germinal constitution, and would conse-

quently bear the same identification mark.
There is no doubt that in course of time cer-

tain individual plants would acquire a stud re-

putation much in the same way as a noted sire

or brood mare does in thoroughbred horses, and
the propagation of such an individual Orchid by
division, and its distribution, would become a

valuable economic asset.

Having secured the identification of the in-

dividual stud plants, the next step is to ascer-

tain their germinal constitution by breeding from
them. The original Mendelian method was to

self them, but recent results show that this

method alone is not sufficient to give a complete

analysis of the germinal constitution of a plant.

In order to do this it is necessary to cross-breed

them, and in cases like albinism, for instance,

this is the only method possible. From this it is

evident that the ordinary experiments in hybri-

disation and cross-breeding made by Orchid

breeders are precisely what we require in older

to ascertain the germinal constitution of indi-

vidual plants, provided that each individual

plant used as a parent is carefully identified for

future reference and use.

As we have seen, cross-breeding is a far more
effective method of analysis than selfing, even

from the point of view of genetics. The crux

of the whole problem, however, lies in the identi-

fication of individual plants. Unless this is done

all the rest is vain. Unfortunately, with a few

brilliant exceptions, our multitudinous Orchid

records and labels are almost useless for this pur-

pose. Some of these brilliant exceptions consist

of certain unique hybrids to which their owners

gave a distinctive name, proudly refusing to con-

form to the technical rules laid down by the

authorities in nomenclature (and by the irony of

fate the writer happened to be one of the latter).

Many of these names can be traced in the Orch id

Stiici Book as synonyms, and it is possible that the

natural conservatism of Orchid breeders has

caused them to retain many of these old names

on their labels. If such is the case, the identi-

fication of some of our best stud individuals may
not be so difficult after all.

In most cases, however, the adoption of gene-

tic methods will necessitate the making over

again of the best hybrids, using as parents the

Table 1.

—

Albino Matings.

(1) CCrr X
(l| CCrr X
(1 CCrr X
(1) CCrr X
(1) CCrr X
(2) Ccrr X
(2) Ccrr x
(2) Ccrr X
(2) Ccrr X
(3) ccRR X
(3) ccRR X
(3) ccRR X
(4) ccRr X
(4) ccRr X
(5) ccrr x

Parents.

(1) CCrr...

(2) Ccrr..,

(3) ccRR
(4) ccRr...

(5) ccrr ...

(2) Ccrr,.,

(3) ccRR
(4) ccRr.,,

(5) ccrr .,,

(3) ccRR
(4) ccRr,.

(5) ccrr ...

(4) ccRr..

(5) ccrr ..

(5) ccrr ..

Offspring.

All CCrr
1 CCrr: 1 Ccrr
All CcRr
lCcRr:lCcir
All Ccrr
1 CCrr: 2 Ccrr: 1 ccrr

1 CcRr: 1 ccRr
1 CcRr : 1 ccRr ; 1 Ccrr : 1 ccrr

1 Ccrr: 1 ccrr

All ccRR
lccRR:lccRr
All ccRr
1 ccRR: 2 ccRr: 1 ccrr

1 ccRr: 1 ccrr

All ccrr

Result.

All albinos.

All albinos.

All coloured.

1 coloured : 1 albino

All albinos.

All albinos.

1 coloured :

1 coloured :

All albinos.

All albinos.

All albinos.

All albinos.

All albinos.

All albinos.

.\11 albinos.

1 albino.

3 albinos.

best individuals of the best varieties of the best

species of the best genera. The primary hybrids
thus obtained would be pedigree hybrids, and
the best individuals of tljese might be further

utilised in accordance with the particular aims
that the breeder may have in view. In this

way the Orchid breeder would be able to build

up a pedigree strain made up of superior indi-

viduals, and the reversions and recombinations
that he would obtain among the secondary hy-

brids would also tend to be superior to those bred

in the ordinary way.
In breeding on these lines the Orchid breeder

will soon discover for himself that while a few
stud individuals are homozygous or pure for the

good qualities required, the majority will be
heterozygous or impure for those particular char-

acters. For stud purposes these heterozygous or

impure forms should be discarded at once, no
matter how good looking they may be, and only

the homozygous or pure forms should be used

for future breeding. Should the homozygous or

pure forms not turn up quickly enough for his

purpose, the breeder can always make them from

the heterozygous or impure forms in the ordi-

nary Mendelian way. In many cases no doubt
this will be well worth doing.

This rigorous elimination of the heterozygous

plants that tlurow unwanted forms may some-

times require considerable courage on the part

of the Orchid breeder, involving, as it does, the

sacrifice of certain prejudices and predilections,

especially when it comes to the point of discard-

ing for stud purposes a much-prized plant that

has perhaps won the classic F.C.C. at the R.H.S.
The science of genetics tells us plainly that

things are not always what they seem, and a

good-looking plant is not always a good plant

to breed from. Only a few Derby winners are

successful at the stud, everything depends on

their germinal constitution. From the genetic

point of view it would be a far sounder pro-

position to use for breeding an individual Orchid

that had bred an F.CC. winner, than to use an

actual winner of the F.C.C. with a bad breeding

record.

The F,C.C. awarded by the Orchid Committee
of the R.H.S. is universally acknowledged to be

the highest prize in the Orchid world, and win-

ners of this prize may be regarded as classic

Orchids. From the point of view of genetics,

the individual parents of these classic winners

deserve special recognition as stud Orchids.

A reference to the records shows that during

the past three years 118 F.C.C.s have been

awarded by the Orchid Committee of the R,H,S.

Of these F.C.C. winners 87 appear to be hand-

raised hybrids. Of the 174 parents of these

hybrids, only 31 can be identified from the re-

cords as individual plants, and it is quite pos-

sible that a few of these names even may be

represented in collections by more than one seed-

ling individual.

May I venture to suggest that special groups

madeup of the^e stud Orchids and their progeny
would provide an exhibit at the R.H.S. shows

that would not only be interesting to Orchid

growers generally, but would be particularly

useful to Orchid breeders as a demonstration of

the germinal constitution of these stud Orchids.

Competitive classes might even be arranged for

these progeny tests, to decide which individual

Orchids are beet for stud purposes.

The result would be to create a special de-

mand for high-priced stud Orchids that does

not exist to-day. In view of the increasing num-
bers of Orchid' growers all over the world, it is

hardly likely that such a demand would be con-

fined to the British Isles, and there is no reason

why this country should not in the future pro-

vide the world with stud Orchids as it does to-

day with thoroughbred horses and pedigree .ani-

mals generally.

So far we have dealt with the general applica-

tion of the principles of genetics to Orchid
breeding. It may be useful now to put the mat-

ter into a somewhat more concrete form, by sug-

gesting briefly a few special possibilities of the

practical application of genetics to Orchid

breeding.

The Breeding of Albinos.

The beauty and value of albino Orchids are

generally recognised, and the Orchid breeder

naturally wishes to raise new and improved
forms by hybridisation. In other words, he
wishes to vary the shape and size of the flower
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while retaining the chaste beauty of the true

albino. So far as we know, all albino Orchids

breed true to albinism when selt'od, but no re-

markable improvement in shape, size and dis-

tinutness can be obtained in this way. On the

other hand, as we have already seen, when dif-

ferent species of albinoe are crossed, they do
not always breed true to albinism, but often

give coloured forms which are not wanted by
the Orchid breeder.

The science of genetics has provided a reason-

able explanation of these interesting results.

E.xperiments are yet wanting to provide breeders

with a complete analysis of the germinal con-

stitution of all the well-known albinos, and this

cannot be satisfactorily accomplished until we
can be quite certain as to the identification of

individual albino plants, and, more important

still, that the albinos concerned are true albinos.

Subject to the above reservations, however,

the following list of 22 well-known albinos is

given, with their presumed germinal constitu-

tions, so far as ascertained :

—

Cypripedium callusum Sanderse ... ccRR
C. Lawrenceanum Hyeanuni ... ccRR
C. Maudise ccRR
C. insigne Sanderianum ... ... ccRR
C. Rosettii , ccRR-
C. bellatulum album CCrr
Cattleya Mossise Wageneri ccRR
C. Gaskelliana alba ccRR
C. llyeie ccRR
C. Hyese Suzanne ccRR
C. Hyese Jungfrau ccRR
C. intermedia alba ccRR
C. labiata alba ccRR
C. IMackayi Dusseldorfei ocRR
C. Mackayi Undine ccRR
C. Mackayi " Westonbirt variety" ccRR
C. Brenda ccRR
C. Peefcersise Myra ccRr
0. Harrisoniana alba ... ... CCrr
C. Mendelii alba CCrr
C. Schroderae CCrr
C. Warneri alba Ccrr

These albinos may be divided into two classes,

C albinos and R albinos. To secure all albino

offspring, C albinos must be mated with C
albinos and R albinos with R albinos. If C
albinos are mated with R albinos coloured forms
are bound to arise. The above list may serve a
useful purpose as a provisional one for breeders

to work upon, and no doubt further results in

the near future will enable us to considerably

extend the analysis, and also to confirm or other-

wise the above tentative germinal constitutions.

In working with albinos. Orchid breeders must
be careful to distinguish between true albinos

and false albinos- True albinos have pure-white
flowers and green leaves, without a trace of purple

sap-colour, though green and yellow plastids are
usually present in the flowers. As we have seen

one or both of the colour factors C and R are

absent in the germ-cells of those forms. On the

other hand, false albinos, like Cypripedium in-

signe Sanderse, C. Lawrenceanum Gratrixianum,
Cattleya i\los'site Reineckiana, and others, have
a certain amount of purple sap-colour in the
floweis and leaves, and are not true albinos,

though, for practical purposes, they are usually

called *' albinos," and, in many cases, are quite

as beautiful and as much sought after as the true
albinos. In these false albinos both the colour fac-

tors C and R are present in the germ cells, and
they give quite different results in breeding from

the true albinos. These false albinos are really

dilute-coloirred forms, and the fact that they usu-

ally behave as Mendelian recessives in breeding

shows that their condition is due to the absence
of a factor for dense or full coloration, whicli

factor is present in the typical coloured form.

The different kinds of dilution found in most
species suggest that more than one factor is con-

cerned in the typical dense form. This applica-

tion of genetics to Orchid breeding explains a

good many apparent mysteries. For instance, it

explains why the false albino Cypripedium in-

signe Sanderse breeds true to its special dilute

form or throws true albinos when selfed, and
yet behaves as if it were an ordinary C. insigne

when crossed with the true albinos C. Maudise,

0. Lawrenceanum Hyeanum, and C. callosum

Sanderse. These true albinos arose originally

by the loss of a colour factor (C), but the factor

for dense coloration (I)) would still be present

in those albinos though not manifested on ac-

count of the albinism. When this factor for

dense coloration (D) is brought in by the cross

it naturally causes the parent C. insigne San-
derse to behave as if it were an ordinary C.
insigne.

If these so-called "reversionary" forms were
to be self-fertilised or crossed inter se, both the

recessive dilute coloration (dd) and the albinism
(cc) would appear in certain individuals. On
the average, the dilute forms would be expected
to appear in three out of sixteen plants, and the
albino forms in four out of sixteen plants. The
recent cases reported in which the true albino

Cyprij>edium Lawrenceanum Hyeanum crossed

with the false albino C. niveum gave typical

coloured plants of C. Aphrodite, and in which
the false albino C. niveum crossed with the false

albino C. Lawrenceanum Gratrixianum gave the
false albino C. Antigone album, are, of course,

easily explained in the same way. To tlie stu-

dent of genetics such cases as these present
no difficulty.

Economics and Eugenics.
The application of the principle of genetics

to Orchid breeding brings out an economic point

of considerable importance, the appreciation uf

which should save the breeder a considerable

amount of time, trouble and expense. From
what we have shown, it is evident that no useful

purpose can be served by the indiscriminate

matings of complex hybrids, which are far too
common in Orchid breeding. From the economic
point of view, it is extremely doubtful whether
it is really necessary to go beyond the mating of

primary hybrids in Orchid breeding. We have
seen that any two good qualities can be com-
bined in this way in the second generation, in

a single experiment, with two, three, or four
species or genera.

If more than this be required, other parallel

experiments can be carried out at the same time,

and the respective results of the separate experi-

ments can, if really necessary, be combined after-

wards. For instance, experiment (1) might be
carried out to make a Dark Scarlet Cattleya from
Sophronitis grandiflora, while exi^eriment (2)

might be carried out at the same time to make
an Orange Scarlet Cattleya from Lailia harpo-

phylla. When these two shades of the Scarlet

Cattleya are obtained in the second generation,

they might be mated together in order to pro-

duce in the third generation a Scarlet Cattleya
superior to both.

Another great advantage in the adoption of

the method of parallel experimeuts wUl be that

the special secondary hybrids obtained in this

way will of necessity have a double dose of each

of the two good qualities bred for, consequently
they will be equally valuable for use as stud

Orchids ; being homozygous to the desired

characters, they will breed true to themselves
when selfed, and will give more definite and less

variable results when crossed with one another.

The application of the principles of genetics

to Orchid breeding leads one to conclude that,

from the economic and eugenic point of view,

the only sound method to adopt in Orchid breed-

ing is to make a fre^h start, by selecting a choice

stud of the best individuals of the best varieties

of the best species of the best genera, due pre-

ference being given to those stud individuals

that have already bred a winner of the F.C.C.
at the R.H.S.. and have also proved themselves
to be homozygous in their good qualities. These
selected stud Orchids should be combined by
crossing in every possible way, in order to make
superior primary stud hybrids. Finally, these

superior stud hybrids can be combined in any
way that the Isreeder may think fit, in ac-

cordance with the particular objects he may
have in view.

In the discussion which followed, Mr. de Barri
Crawshay congratulated Major Hurst on his

paper, and particularly on the pertinacity with
which he insisted on the application of Genetics

to Orchid breeding. Mr. de Barri Crawshay
pointed out that the seedling mortality among
Orchids is extraordinarily high, and introduces

of necessity considerable disturbance in the

numerical estimation of results.

Mr. O'Brien said that the elaborate and in-

structive paper given by Major Hurst raised

subjects of great interest to Orchid raisers. One
is the extreme variability and tendency to de-

generate (for florists' uses) in complex hybrids.

It is well known that, in many cases, the plants

raised between two cross-breds of fine quality

may be either bad, or only occasionally may
a really fine novelty appear among them. It

is this fact which excuses the raiser in asking a

good price for a unique plant. With regard to

the degenerates, he thought that it miglit be
explained by Nature working in its own way.
The showy development of the perianth was of

secondary importance to the plant, the primary
object of which is to exist, and the structural base

is the essential condition for existence. In wide
crosses, if one considers the great structural

differences both in plant and flower between
the two parents, it is not difficult to see that, in

forming another being between them, a new base
is required, and the energies are devoted to that

purpose. 'The resultant plants have to make a

fresh start.

socie:tie:s.
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL.

Scientific Committee.

November 5.

—

Present. E. A. Bowles, M.A.,
F.L.S., Esq. (in the Chair) ; Sir H. Veitch, Prof.

W. Bateson; Messrs. A. Rolfe, J. O'Brien, G.

Gordon, R. Hooper Pearson, W. Hales, A. Wors-
ley, and F. J. Chittenden (hon. sec).

Horse-chestnut with twin petioles.—Mr.
Bowles showed petioles of Horse-chestnut in

pairs springing from a connate base, from his

garden at Waltham Cross. Only two such speci-

mens were found and the leaf-blades borne by
them were quite normal.

Apples with more, than normal seeds.—Mr.
Chittenden drew attention to the production in

some varieties of Apple of more than the normal
number of seeds. The usual number of ovules

produced by the Apple is two in each cell, and
this is regarded as one of the chief characters

separatint; Pyrus from Cydoiiia in which there

are usually more than two. He had found in

Frogmore Prolific Apple a large number of fruits

containing more than two seeds in a cell, and the

same in fruits of Duchess's Favourite. Prof. W.
Somerville had first drawn his attention to the

phenomenon some years ago in American Apples,
but Mr. Chittenden had not hitherto seen it in

British Apples. The seeds were borne in two
series of two, one on eacli carpel niai'gin.

Variations in wild flowers.— Mr. T. H.
DiPNALL sent the following list of variations

which he had noticed in the form and coloration

of British wild flowers :

—

(Double flowers)

Ranunculus acris, Papaver Rhseas (one flower

and another with all flowers semi-double),

Cardamine pratensis, Saponaria officinalis, Silene

noctiflora. Primula vulgaris, Sagittaria sagit-

tifolia, Knautia arvensis (like a large laven-

der 'Thrift). Colour Variations : (White)
Viola odorata (common and red also), V.

canina. Lychnis Flos-cuculi, L. diurna, Geraninm
moUc, G. lucidum. Ononis arvensis, Vicia

sepium. Campanula rotundifolia, C. Trachelium,

Myosotis sylvatica, Ajuga reptans, Lamium pur-

pureum. Primula vulgaris, Orchis mascula, 0.

maculata, 0. Morio, Gymnadenia conopsea,

Ophrys apifera, Agraphis nutans, Fritillaria

Meleagris, Adoxa moschatellina, Cnicus palus-

tris, Centaurea nigra, Symphytum officinale.

(Pale yellow) Ranunculus acris, Scrophularia

nodosa, Sarothamnus (Genista) scoparius.

(Dull purple) Papaver Rhseas. (Pink) Cratae-

gus oxyacanthus, Calystegia sepium. Primula
vulgaris. Lychnis vespertina. Erica cinerea (very

pale), Veronica chamiedrys, Centaurea nigra

(very pale). Orchis Morio, Agraphis nutans.

(Slue) AnagalUs arvensis. (Pale blue) Agraphis
nutans, Campanula Trachelium. (Salmon pink-J

Papaver Rhseas.

Cfitasctum mucTorarpum, female flower.—Mr.

G. Rae Fraser, Letchmore Heath, Herts, sent

an inflorescence of Catasetum macrocarpum
bearing five female flowers, from the same plant

as the one exhibited on October 8, 1910. He re-

marked that the plant has made three futile

attempts to flower since then, and at the fourth
had produced the present spike. Mr. R. .-V.

Rolfe reported tjiat it agreed with the plant

figured as Monacanthus viridis, by Lindley, in

the Botanical Reijister (t. 1752), from a plant

which flowered with Lord FItzwilliam, at Went-
worth, which is now known as the female of

Catasetum macrocarpum, Rich. It is not, how-
ever, the original Monacanthus viridis, Lindl.,

which is the female of another species.
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HORTICULTUBAL CLUB.
NovEMBEE 5.—On this date, at the Hotel

Windsor, the Horticnltural Club hold its monthly
house dinner, under the chairmanship of Sir

Harry J. Veitch, and there were present 35 mem-
bers. Following the dinner Mr. F. Kingdon
Ward, B.A., delivered a most interesting lecture,

entitled " A Naturalist in Western China and
Tibet," and illustrated by a large number of very

beautiful lantern slides from photographs taken
by the lecturer.

Mr. Ward, who will shortly return to China on
another botanical e.xpedition, accompanied the
exhibition of the slides by explanatory remarks
concerning the nature of the mountainous region
which he traversed and the varied character of

the plant life which all b'ut pervaded it, the ex-

ceptions being considerable areas of arid waste
which alternated curiously with adjacent regions

where heavy rains fell for six months in the year.

The lecture w-as peculiarly interesting in the

light it threw upon the reasons of this variation.

A range of mountains 18,000 to 20,000 feet in

height would, fur instance, act as a rain screen
by intercepting the rain-bearing winds from
another range but a few miles distant, the result

being that on the windward side the rainfall

would be enormous but on the leeward extremely
small. This, in its turn, greatly affected the

character of the vegetation, as did also the winds
engendered by different conditions and accen-

tuated by the geographical contour of the land,

tree-growth being suppressed or encouraged so

that while one side of a valley was only clothed

with scrub or dwarfed Rhododendrons, the other
side might be densely wooded. The difference in

shelter thus induced also altered the plants of

smaller growth, which, however, in the shape of

Alpine flora, particularly of the Saxifrage, An-
drosace, and Jleconopsis or Poppy tribe, consti-

tuted a general and particularly rich field for re-

search and a source, it is hoped, of many new
additions to our collections. Some slides show-
ing specimens of plants growing in situ evoked
particular interest.

Views of the great River Yangtse Kiang and
some of its affluents showed some magnificent
gorges through which they had eroded their way,
between cliffs of several thousand feet eleva-

tion. Happily, despite rumours of dissension be-
tween the various sections of the inhabitants of

the widely-extended region traversed, and even
of English invasion, Mr. Ward found hospitality

of its rough kind to prevail throughout his travels,

and met with no serious adventures.
In the subsequent discussion, however, in which

Sir Harry -J. Veitch and Messrs. Barr, Bilney,

Druery, Hooper Pearson, and others participated,

some very gruesome accounts of sights st^n and
perils encountered by other explorers, including

Mr. W. Purdom, in the same regions were quite

sufficient to demonstrate that the plant-hunter
there practically' takes his life in his hand, and
has need to possess plenty of pluck and diplo-

macy in addition to the all-essential botanical

knowledge required in such pursuits.'

The next house dinner will take place on
Decembers, when Mr. Arthur W. Sutton, F.L.S.,

will lecture on " My Desert Camping Tour to

Mount Sinai "
; the lecture will be illustrated

with 100 limelight views from original photo-

graphs taken by the lecturer.

CROYDON CHRYSANTHEMUM.
October 30, 31.—The 25th annual show of

this society took place on these dates in the
Central Baths Hall. The large building was well

filled with exhibits.

A challenge cup, valued at 12 guineas, was
offered in the open class for 18 Japanese blooms.
There were only two exhibits, and the 1st prize

was awarded to Wickham No.vkes, Esq., Sels-

don Park {gr. Mr. W. Howarth), whose flowers

were Maud Jefferies, John Peed, Henry Poulton,
Rev. R. D. Eves, Pockett's Crimson, Mrs. L.
Thorn, Sir A. RoUit, Rose Pockett, Evange-
line, F. S. Vallis, Splendour, Valeria Grant,
Sir F. Crisp. Lady Talbot, Shanklin, White
Queen, Mary Poulton, and Reginald Vallis. 2nd,
G. A. Allen. Esq., Wynnston, Limpsfield, Sur-
rey (gr. Mr. W. Fleet)."

The President's cup, valued at five guineas,
was offered in a class for 15 cut blooms of

Japanese flowers in three or more varieties, open
to growers living in o radius of five miles of

Croydon Town Hall. Inere were eight exhibits.

That shown by A. Gosheeon, Esq., Tennison's

Road, South Norwood (gr. Mr. R. Gladwell),

was placed 1st, followed by Mr. Noakes and Dr.

T. Jackson, Thornton Heath (gr. Mr. W. Paul-

ley), in this order.

The Epps Challenge Cup was offered for 10

Japanese blooms, shown by amateurs resid-

ing within the five-mile radius. It was won by
Mr. L. White, Braemar Avenue, Norbury. 2nd,

Mr. C. C. Hunt, South Norwood. 3rd, Mr.
F. M. Pakeis, Croydon.

The premier Japanese bloom in any exhibit

was the variety Hon. Mrs. Lopes, shown by C.

Lazenby, Esq., Eden Park (gr. Mr. G. Fisher),

whilst the premier incurved bloom was Romance,
shown by Mr. W. Paulley.
In the open class for 10 blooms of incurved

Chrysanthenmms in two or more varieties, Mr.
G. H. FiSHEE, Downs View, Purley (gr. Mr. T,

Finch), was awarded the 1st prize for the varie-

ties Buttercup and Mrs. G. Denyer. 2nd, Mr.
W. Paulley.

Single varieties were well shown by Mr. G.
Fisher, who won the 1st prize tor three vases of

any varieties aiTanged with any foliage. 2nd,
Mr. T. Finch.

For six plants of winter-flowering Begonias
Mr. G. Fisher was placed 1st of five competitor.-*.

The 1st prize in the class for nine foliage

plants suitable for table decoration was woji

by Sir Walpole Greenwell (gr. Mr. W. Lin-
tott), and this exhibitor excelled in the classe.-;

for two bunches of Grapes and a collection of

nine kinds of vegetables.

Trade Exhibits.—The Burnham Nurseries,
Ltd., were awarded a Ciold Medal for a collection

of Apples. Messrs. W. Wells & Co., Merstham,
exhibited varieties of Chrysanthemums, ilessrs.

E. W. T. RooEES, of Croydon, showed bulb
bowls and bulbs growing in moss-fibre, also a new
late Potato named "Vitality." Messrs. W.
Wood & Sons, Wood Green, showed horticultu-

ral sundries. Messrs. E. A. White. Ltd., exhi-

bited Abol syringes and insecticides. Messrs. Pas-
call & Sons, South Norwood, displayed flower-

pots, whilst Mr. T. Butcher, Croydon and South
Norwtx>d, had a collection of floral designs.

PORTSMOUTH CHRYSANTHEMUM.
October 30, 31.—This annual exhibition was

held in the Town Hall, Portsmouth, on these

dates. Competition was keen, and the quality of

the exhibits in llie various sections was quite up
to the average of former years.

In the cut bloom section the leading class was
for 36 Japanese blooms, in which eight competed.

Captain Daloety, Lockerley Hall, Romsey (gr.

Mr. W. Baxter), won the 1st prize easily with
large, well-staged flowers Prominent varieties

were : the Hon. !\Irs. Lopes. G. Hemming, Mme.
G. Rivol, Eclipse, William Turner, F. S. Vallis,

and Col. Lawrence. Sir Kandolf Baker,
Ranston, Blandford (gr. Mr. A. E. Usher), was
placed 2nd with smaller blooms.

Mr. Martin Silsbury, Shanklin, Isle of

Wight, the well-known raiser of new varieties,

won the 1st prize in the class for 24 Japanese
blooms ; his finest varieties were Fred Green (a

rich velvety-purple colour), Thos. Lunt (crimson),

Queenie Chandler (soft primrose), Mrs. Gilbert

Drabble (white). Queen Mai-y (white with a flush

of pink), and Japan (yellow and orange); 2nd,

Pantia Ralli, Esq., Ashtead Park, Epsom (gr.

Mr. G. Hunt).
For 12 Japanese blooms, distinct, five com-

peted. M. Hodgson, Esq., Moreton House,
Winchester (gr. Mr. A. J. Marsh), was easily

1st with splendid blooms of Frances JolUffe,

Maud Williamson, the Hon. Mrs. Lopes, and
others; 2nd, W. Gaeton, Sarisbury Court,

Southampton (gr. J[r. Edwards).
The class for Japanese and incurved varieties

mixed. 12 blooms of each type, was keenly con-

tested. Mr. Garton, who excelled, showed
flowers of excellent quality.

Incurved blooms were not numerous, owing to

the early date of the show. Pjntia Ralli, Esq.,

excelled for 24 blooms with shapely specimens of

Romance, Calypso, Triomphe de Montbrun,
Buttercup, C. H. Curtis, Mrs. Percy Wiseman,
and other well-known varieties.

M. Hodgson, Esq., won the 1st prize for 12

incurved blooms, distinct, with specimens which
were too large to show the best characteristics

of the varieties : W. Garton. Esq., was 2nd, and
showed flowers of great refinement.

M. Hodgson, Esq., showed the best six

bunches of single Chrysanthemums, distinct,

having well -developed flowers of popular sorts;

.Mr. C. Johnson, Garner Street, Southsea, was
placed 2nd.

Pompons were well displayed by Mr. 11.

Snook, 52, Fitzroy Street, Portsmouth, who in-

cluded many old favourites in his 1st prize col-

lection.

In the group classes Mr. R. Bueridge, florist,

Portsmouth, won the premier prize for an exhibit

occupying 60 square feet; his plants were dwarf,

but the flowers were on the small side. Mr. J.

Jeffreys, Southsea, who was awarded the
2nd prize, had finer blooms, but the front of the
exhibit was badly arranged.

Mr. Rapley, Waiblington, Havant, showed
the best dinner-table arrangement, utilising

bronze and yellow Chrysanthemums with suitable

foliage.

Exhibits in the fruit and vegetable sections

were good. Captain Dalgety had the best

Grapes, Muscat of Alexandria. W. H. Myees,
Esq., Swanmore Park, Bishop's Waltham (gr.

Mr. EUwood), showed the best six dishes of

Apples, and he also secured all the 1st prizes in

the vegetable classes with one exception—Messrs.
Toogood & Son's class—where he was placed 2nd
to Mr. Hoaee, Havant.

NON-COIIPETITIVE EXHIBITS. MeSSTS. SUTTON
& Sons, Reading, staged 80 dishes of well-grown
vegetables ; the collection was much admired,
and included Tomatos, Potatos, Cucurabere,
Celery, Cauliflowers, Leeks, Beet, and Carrots.

The Baenham Nueseey Co.. Barnham, staged
three dozen dishes of well-coloured Apples of

popular sorts.

PUTNEY, WANDSWORTH AND
DISTRICT CHRYSANTHEMUM.

November 6, 7.—The 35th annual exhibition

of the above society, held in the Baths, High
Street, Wandsworth, on these dates, was the
most successful for many years past. Prac-
tically every class was well filled, and compe-
tition was keen. In the group class, plants
of single and decorative Chrysantlienuinis .vere

admitted for the first time, and this condition
made it somewhat easier for competitors, so that

a stronger competition resulted. The 1st prize,

a silver cup and 20s., given by the tradesmen of

^^'andsworth, was won by Dr. Lacroze, Roe-
hampton (gr. Mr. F. Cresswell) ; 2nd, Mr. R. H.
Vincent, Wimbledon; 3rd, F. F.\ulknee. Esq.

(gr. Mr. G. Cook). The class for a group of mis-

cellaneous plants was- also well contested, and
the 1st prize was awarded to Mrs. Brown. Wim-
bledon Park (gr. Mr. J. H. Payne) ; 2nd, Lord
R.VTHMORE (gr. Mr. A. Scarlett). The most suc-

cessful exhibitor in the classes for cut blooms was
Mine. Thunder, The Convent. Roehampton (gr.

Mr. A. Smith), who was successful in the classes

for (1) eight vases of Chrysanthemums, three

blooms in each vase ; (2) 24 blooms shown on
boards ; and (3) 12 blooms, six whites and six of

any other colour. The Dowager Countess of KiN-
TOHE (gr. Mr. D. Anderson), J. F. .Schwann,
Esq. (gr. Mr. W. Gill), and G. G. Anderson,
Esq. (gr. Mr. H. Barrett), were other prominent
exhibitors in the classes for cut blooms. The
clas.-i for vases of single Cbrysanthemun\': at-

tracted a large number of competitors. M. S.

Napier, Esq. (gr. Mr. S. Mynett), won the Ut
prize in the section for disbudded flowers, and Dr.

Hoffmann (gr. Mr. T. Dolley) in the class for

flowers with the other buds present.

The Dowager Countess of Kintore exeelli'd in

the class for a collection of six jiinds of vegeta-

bles, and Dr. Lacroze in Messrs.' J»s. Veitch

& Sons' class for four dishes. Choice Apples and
Pears were shown by Mme. Thunder and J. F.

Schwann, Esq. Extra prizes were awarded in

these classes, there being so many fine exhibits.

The best plants of Begonia Gloire de Lorraine

were shown by M. S. Napier. Esq. Sir W. J.

Lancaster (gr. Mr. F. H. Goddard) was placed

1st for six table plants, and also for two bunches
of black Grapes. J. F. Schwann, Esq., showed
the best white Grapes.

NoN-coMPEriTi\'E Exhibits.—Messrs. Jas.

Veitch & Sons staged a snlendid croup of flower-

ing and foliage plants ; Mr. L. Russell, Rich-

mond, nut up a fine i.'roup of variegated shrubs;

whilst :Nressrs. J. V vhood & Son and Mr. W. R.

Mann, both Putney florists, exhibited floraJ
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TORQUAY DISTRICT GARDENERS'.
October 31.—The annual autumn show of

'.he above society was held in the large room of

the Bath Saloons on this date.

The entries were above the average, and the
competition was very keen in most of the classes.

The 1st prizes in the classes for (1) a group of

Chrysanthemums arranged in the form of a semi-

circle ; (2) a circular group of single Chrysanthe-
mums ; (3) six trained Chrysanthemums ; and (4)

three single trained plants were won by Mrs.
Lyon with very fine plants.

Col. Caky won the 1st prize in the class for

six table plants in flower, whilst the 1st prize

for six foliage table plants was won by Dr.
Quick, who also excelled for three flowering
table plants.

The Chrysanthemum blooms were much
superior to those of recent years. The premier
collection of 24 Japanese blooms was shown by
Mrs. Lyon, who also won the prize for the best
bloom in the show. This lady won 1st prizes in

the classes for 18 Japanese blooms, 12 Japanese
blooms in vases, six Japanese blooms distinct,

12 Japanese blooms in four varieties, six

Japanese blooms of a yellow variety, six blooms
of any colour, and six vases of single Chrysan-
themums.

In the vegetable classes almost all the 1st
prizes were won by Col. Caky, and in the fruit
section the 1st prizes were shared between Col.
C.\RY and Mr. P. P. Alkxandek.
The nurserymen's exhibits added much to the

attractions of the show. The Devon Rosery Co.,
Torquay, contributed a stand of floral arrange-
ments of various flowering and foliage plants
and about 50 varieties of Apples. Messrs. Robert
Veitch & Son, Exeter, had a fine collection
nf Carnations and other plants. Mr. W. B.
S.\iALE, Torquay, staged two new Chrysanthe-
mums, Henry Wood (deep red) and Mrs. M.
Brockman (bright pink), and also showed green-
house plants. Mr. R. W. Hodder, Torquay,
exhibited some fine Cyclamen, .Messrs Bdrridge
& Sons, Torquay, showed Chrysanthemums,
Spira?as, Ericas and Lilium speciosum roseum.

SOUTHAMPTON CHRYSANTHEMUM.
November 5, 6.—This annual autumn show was

held in the Coliseum, Southampton, and, although
not quite so large as in former years, was a suc-
cess.

Plants.—In the class for six distinct plants,
each with not fewer than fi.ve blooms, suitable
for conservatory decoration, 3. C. E. D'Estebre,
Esq., Elmfield, Southampton (gr. Mr. C. Hosey),
won the 1st prize easily. Mr. F. G. Healing, The
Nurseries, Bassett, Southampton, was placed 2nd
Single varieties were well displayed. The best
exhibit of three was shown by an amateur, Mr.
Allan Cooper, 115, Hill Lane, Southampton,
who succeeded in beating Mr. Bealing. The
varieties were Ceddie Mason, Mrs. Tresham Gil-
bey, Peter Plant, Tenny.son, .Sylvia Slade, and
Polar Star. J. C. D'Esteree, Esq., had the best
of three exhibits in the class for four bush plants
grown naturally. In the amateurs' section for
six plants of Japanese or Incurved varieties, Mr.
C. JoYNER, 31, Cracknore Road, Freemantle, was
awarded the 1st prize.

Cot Blooms.—In the important class for eight
Japanese varieties, three blooms of each sort,

shown in vases, there were three exhibits. Jlajor
Chichester, Embley Park, Romsey (gr. Mr. W.
Hall), was awarded the 1st prize for fine flowers
of Frances JoUiffe, Mrs. L. Thorn, Master James,
F. S. Vallis, and W. Turner. 2nd, J. C.
D'Esterre, Esq. Major Chichester was also
1st in the classes for two white-flowered varie-
ties, three blooms of each, and two vases of
a coloured variety.

Mr. Bealing wv-is placed 1st for blooms other
than single varieties arranged for effect.

Decorative varieties were also shown well by
Mr. Bealing, who had the best collection of

five : he also excelled in the class for six single
varieties, disbudded in bunches. For six vases of
single varieties not disbudded Mr. C. Dymott,
Kreemantle Nurseries, Southampton, was placed
1st.

Several classes were provided for blooms ex-

hibited on boards. In the class for 24 Japanese
blnoms four entered. Captain Dalgety. Locker-
ley Hall, Romsey (gr. Mr. W. Baxter), won easily

with handsome flowers well staged. 2nd, Major
Chichesteb.

W. Gabton, Esq., Salisbury Court, Southamp-
ton (gr. Mr. D. Edwards), had the best exhibit

of 12 Japanese blooms distinct.

Incurved varieties were not numerous. M.
Hodgson, Esq., Moreton House, Winchester
(gr. Mr. .\. .1. Marsh), won the 1st prize in this

section. 2nd, W. G-irton, Esq.
The premier Japanese bloom was the flower of

W. Turner in Major Chichester's 1st prize col-

lection in the vase class. The premier Incurved
flower was C. H. Curtis, shown by Mr. Hodgson.
Table decorations were tastefully arranged.

The 1st prize was won by Miss iM. Snellgrove,
Southampton, who employed bronze-coloured
Chrysantnemuras and suitable foliage.

Fruit.—The best black Grapes were bunches
of Appley Towers, shown by Major Chichester,
while Captaiu Dalgety contributed the finest

white Grapes in well-ripened bunches of Muscat
of Alexandria. Ellen Lady Sw.iythling ex-

celled in the class for dessert Apples, whilst W.
Garton, Esq., was 1st in the similar class for

culinary Apples. Major Chichester was success-

ful in the class for four dishes of Pears.
W. H. Myers, Esq., Swanmore Park, Bishop's

Waltham (gr. Mr. G. Ellwood), won the leading
prizes in the vegetable classes with superior pro-

duce arranged in good style.

Messrs. J. Carter & Co., Raynes Park, ex-

hibited a number of excellent vegetables, repre-

senting their many good strains of leading
varieties.

Messrs. ToOGOOD & Sons, Southampton, had a
smaller exhibit of vegetables.

CARDIFF CHRYSANTHEMUM.
November 6, 7.—The 26th exhibition of this

society was held in the Skating Rink, Cardiff, on
these dates. The show was an excellent one, for,

although there had been more exhibits on some
previous occasions, the quality all round was ex-

cellent, whilst the non-eompetitive exhibits were
the finest ever staged. Chrysanthemums were, in

most instances, excellent, and vegetables also

were shown well, but fruit was rather dis-

appointing.

In the L'hrysanthemum classes there were two
exhibits of 24 blooms of 12 Japanese and 12 in-

curved varieties, and the 1st prize was won by
the Marquess of Bute, Cardiff Castle (gr. Mr.
Farmer). The 1st prize included the " Bell Har-
rison " Challenge Cup. The other exhibitor. Sir

E. G. Phillips (gr. Jlr. Evans) was awarded the

2nd prize. Mr. H. A. Allen, Penarth, led in

the class for 24 Japane.'^e blooms in not fewer
than 12 varieties, thus winning the " Courtes

"

Challenge Cup'; 2nd, G. L. Clark, Esq.

(gr. Mr. J. E. Davies). There were several

exhibits in the class for 12 Japanese blooms dis-

tinct ; the 1st prize was again won by the Mar-
quess of Bute ; Mr. Allen followed closely. An-
other good competition was seen in the class for

12 blooms, in not fewer than six varieties. The
1st prize was awarded ,to Mr. H. Skamp, Penarth ;

2nd, Mr. S. J. T. Grintee. The " Empue

"

("hallenge Cup, offered in the class for 12 blooms
in not fewer than four varieties, was won by Mr.
Allen with splendid flowers,- including the
varieties Mrs. A. T. Miller, Master James, F. S.

Vallis, Bessie Godfrey, and F. Jolliffe ; 2nd, Mr.
H. Edwards, who was 1st in the class for six

blooms.

Incurved Varieties.—There were two fine

exhibits in the class for 12 incui'ved blooms, dis-

tinct. The Marquess of Bute showed the finer

specimens ; his blooms of G. F. Evans, J. Agate,
l>uttercup and Boccace were particularly fine

:

2nd, Mr. Evans.
Blooms Shown in Vases.—In these classes

were some of the best blooms in the show. The
Miciety offered a challenge cup in the class for

eight vases, three blooms in each, and this was
won by Mr. Farmer. The varieties included

G. C. Kelly (a specimen of this variety was ad-
judged the best bloom in the show and was
awarded the N.C.S. Certificate), Bessie Godfrey,
William Turner, F. Mew, Lady Talbot, and
White Australia. Mr. H. A. Allen was placed
2nd for a fine exhibit. 3rd, Mr. Joys, Courty-
rala Gardens. Mr. S. J. T. Geinter won the
Vivian Challenge Cup in the class for six vases
with well-coloured, solid blooms of W. Gee, Lady
Talbot, Master James, F. S. Vallis, and F.
Jolliffe; 2nd, Mr. Allen. For a vase of five

blooms of any white variety four exhibitors
staged Mrs. A. T. Miller in fine condition, and

the prizes were awarded to Messrs. L. E. Tre-
HERNE, S. J. T. Grinton, and H. Edwards in

this order. Messrs. Trehehne, H. Edwards,
and H. a. Allen were successful respectively in

the class for five blooms of a coloured variety.
Beautiful flowers were staged in a class for one
vase of single varieties, the finest by Mr. G.
Screen, Penarth.

Groups of Plants.—The c1;lss for a group of
miscellaneous plants arranged in a space of 40
square feet attracted two exhibitors. Lady Hill,
Rookwood, Llandaff (gr. Mr. Macintyre), showed
the finer exhibit. Messrs. W. Teeseder, Ltd.,
Cardiff, were the only exhibitors in the class for
single and large-flowering Chrysanthemunis ar-

ranged with ornanient,al foliage plants in a' space
of 60 square feet. Mr. A. Brown, Grove House
Gardens, wjls the only exhibitor in the class for

a group of Chi-ysanthemums arranged in a space
of 50 square feet. Mr. S. J. T. Grintee had
no competitor in the class for single-flowered
Chrysanthemuims in a space of 40 square feet,

and Mr. W. Hatherdale was alone in the class

for a group of Chrysanthemums in a space
measuring 32 square feet. The 1st prize was
awarded in each case. There were eight deco-
rated dinner tables. Mrs. H. A. Gerhold,
Penarth, won the 1st prize with a tasteful ar-

rangement, in which Carnations were chiefly em-
ployed, ilr. M.^cintyre showed the best 12
plants suitable for table decoration, and also the
best six table plants. Jlr. G. N. Gerilan won
the 1st prize for six Orchids.

Fruit.—In the class for six bunches of Grapes,
in not fewer than two varieties. Sir John Gunn,
St. Jlellons (gr. Mr. Dobbs), excelled with
the varieties Muscat of Alexandria, Mrs.
Pearson, Gros Colman, and Black Alicante

;

2nd, L. E. Teeherne, Esq. (gr. Mr. G.
H. Brown). This gentleman led in the class for

two bunches of Black Grapes. Mr. Dobbs was
successful for six dishes of culinary Apples, whilst

Mr. ilACiNTYRE excelled for six dishes of des-

sert Apples. For six dishes of Pears Mr. Gee-
man secured the 1st prize.

Messrs. Dobbs, A. E. Collier, Shoitld and
Hassy were prominent exhibitors in the vege-

table classes.

NoN-eoMPETiTiVE EXHIBITS.—The Eail of Ply-
mouth, St. Fagans Castle (gr. Mr. Hugh A. Petti-

grew), staged a fine group of Begonia Gloii'e de
Lorraine, which was awarded a Certificate of

Merit. Messrs. S. Treseder & Son, Cardiff, were
awarded the National Chrysanthemum Society's

SUver-gilt Medal for floral designs, &c. Mr. 'P.

Thomas, Cardiff, showed floral designs, for which
a Silver Medal was awarded. Jlessrs. William
Treseder, Ltd., exhibited floral designs. Roses,

Conifers and other plants (Gold Medal). Messr.^.

Clibean & Sons, Cheltenham, were awarded a

Silver Medal for an exhibit of Orchids. Both
Mr. G. W. Deake, Cardiff, and Messrs. C. Wil-
liams & Son. Cardiff^ received Certificates of

Merit for exhibits of Chrysanthemums.

BRIGHTON AND SUSSEX
CHRYSANTHEMUM.

November 5. 6.—The 30lh exhibition of this

society was held in the Dome and Corn
Exchange on tliese dates. The exhibition

was an excellent one, despite the faet tliat

the classes for groups were not well contested.

Fruit was well shown, whilst the vegetables were
the finest on record. Trade exhibits, as usual,

added greatly to the success of the show.
The 1st prize for a circular group of Chrysan-

themums arranged for effect in a circle 8 feet

6 inches was won by Dr. Tulk-Hart.
For a similar group, to include Ferns and other

foliage plants, the premier award, which included

a silver cup and the Society's silver medal, was
won by S. C. Whiting, Esq.

In the class for 12 bush ]jlants of Pompons only,

P. H. Bayer, Esq., won the silver cup and the
society's sUver medal offered as the 1st prize.

The cut-flower classes constituted the prin-

cipal attraction. In the class for 36 .Japanese
blooms, in not fewer than 24 varieties, the
1st prize, which included a silver bowl and
the society's silver medal, was won by G. L.
Wiggs, Esq., Merstham, who showed ex-

cellent blooms of Master James, F. S. Vallis,

Willie Rawlings, Purity, W. Mease, Mrs. Gilbert
Drabble, F. jolliffe, Frank Payne, and Mrs. L.
Thorn. Colon;l C. P. Henty, Arundel, was
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placed 2nd; Mrs. L. C. Goad, Worthing,
3rd ; and the Rev. F. S. Sclater 4th.

The 1st prize in tlie class for 25 Japanese
blooms was awarded to H. Ramsbottom, Esq.,

Crowborough. His varieties included Thorpe
Beauty, Mary Poulton, Mme. Rivol, Mrs. Chas.

Beckett, Mrs. G. G. Totty, and George Mile-

ham (1908) ; 2nd, iMessrs. J . Stredwiok & Son,

St. Lconard's-on-Sea.

For six large, Incurved blooms, distinct. Colonel

C. P. Hents: was placed 1st.

Colonel Henty also excelled in the class lor

six blooms of an Incurved variety with the

variety Clara Wells ; whilst for six Japanese
blooms of one variety G. L. Wiggs, Esq., secured

the premier award with l<'rances Jolliffe.

Id the amateur classes Mr. F. West, Brighton,

won the 1st prize easily in the class for a group

of Chrysanthemums arranged in a space 8 feet by
4 feet; 2nd, Mr. G. Funnell.
For 12 Japanese blooms of any variety Mr. C.

Fox, Tunbridge Wells, excelled ; 2nd, Mr. J. E.

Johnson.

WOOLTON CHRYSANTHEMUM.
November 6.—The 14th show of this society

was held in the Church Hall, Woolton, on

this date. The entries were somewhat fewer

than usual, due partly to the early date of the

exhibition and partly to the fact that certain

exhibitors of former years have removed from

the district.

The exhibits of cut blooms were excellent. In

the principal class for 24 Japanese blooms, dis-

tinct. Sir W. H. Tate, Bart. (gr. Mr. G.

llaigh), won the 1st priae with a very fine

exhibit. Mrs. Clarke, Allerton Hall (gr.

Mr. J. Clark), was successful for 18 varieties,

and Mrs. Schintz, Childwall Hall (gr. Mr. R.

Hitchman), showed the best dozen blooms

of Japanese varieties. In the class for 18 In-

curved varieties, Col. J. B. Gaskill, Rose-

leigh, Woolton (gr. Mr. J. Stoney), was
awarded the first prize, and Col. J. P. Ret-
KOLDS, Dove Park (gr. Mr. G. Lowe), was the

winner in the class for 12 varieties.

For nine va^es of single varieties, nine blooms

in each vase, A. S. Mather, Esq., Beechwood,

Woolton (gr. Mr. H. Howard), was successful

;

whilst for six vases of decorative varieties, Mr.

G. Haigh secured the 1st award. This exhibitor

proved successful in the classes for four vases of

incurved varieties and ten Japanese blooms in a

large vase, and he was also awarded the N.C.S.

certificate for his blooms of Buttercup and Hon.
Mrs. Lopes. For vases of smgle blooms the 1st

prize was awarded to D. Cunningham, Esq.,

Gorsey Cop, Gateacre (gr. Mr. W. Wilson).

Interesting collections of bouquets, sprays and
button-holes were staged ; the chief prize-winners

in this section were Mr. W. H. Richardson,
Camp Hill, and Mr. J. Barker, Highfield.

In the fruit section Grapes were excellent. Mr.

W. Wilson won the 1st prize in the class for

Black Alicante, and Mr. J. Honey showed the

best Muscat of .Alexandria Grapes.
Vegetables were excellent. The finest exhibit

for a collection shown by a professional gardener

was staged by M r. R. Hitchman.

DEVON AND EXETER HORTI-
CULTURAL.

November 7, 8.—The 212th exhibition ot

the above society was held at Exeter on these

dates. Although the attendance was more satis-

factory than last eeason, the exhibition did not

attract so many visitors as formerly. The
entries numbered 544, but here again there was
a falling off ; several of those who previously

contributed exhibits have moved from the dis-

trict, whilst the excellent exhibits from the late

Rev. T. Sheepshanks, of Stokelake, were greatly

missed. The outstanding feature of the ex-

hibition was seen in the class for single Chry-
Banthemums, in which the President, Mr.
P. C. M. Veitch, offered a silver cup. The
trophy was won by Mrs. Gidley, Hoopern
House (gr. Mr. W. R. Baker). A silver chal-

lenge cup was also offered by the Member for

Exeter, Mr. E. H. Duke, K.C., and this was
again won by Mrs. W. J. Pring, Spreytonway,
whOj having won the cup three times, now
retains it as her property.

Chrysanthemums. — Mrs. Gidley was
awarded the 1st prize for 12 blooms, and Mr.
H. St. Mauk, Stover Park, was successful for

18 blooms of Japanese varieties. The other
prize-winners in the cut bloom classes were Mr.
\V. Brock, Mr. J. W. Hussey, Mrs. Heaen,
The Countess of Egmont, and Captain
Radcliffe.
The class for single Chrysanthemums in pots,

in which the President's silver cup was offered,

produced the finest group in the show. The
trophy, as stated above, was won by Mrs.
Gidley. The varieties included Sandown,
Radiance, Peter Plant, Mensa, Charles Kingsley,
Sylvia Slade, Cannell s King, Margaret Gray,
l\irs. J. Hill, Leo, Mary Pope, Ceddie Mason,
Metta, and Mrs. F. C. Hunter. 2nd, Mrs. H. H.
WIPPELL, Ivy Bank (gr. Mr. Guuld).

For a group of decorative Chrysanthemums
arranged with foliage plants, Mrs. VV. J. Pring
(gr. Mr. J. Webber) was placed 1st, and thus

won the " Duke " challenge cup for the third

and final time. 2nd, Mr. W. Brock.

Fruit.—Captain Morrison Bell, M.P. (gi.

Mr. W. Worth), was the chief prize-winner in

the Grape classes ; he was awarded the 1st prize

for Black Alicante, 2nd for White Muscat, and
1st for " any other variety," while he also

staged the finest exhibit in the class for a collec-

tion of fruit. Mr. F. R. Rodd was placed 1st

for White Muscat and 2nd for " any other

variety " he was also placed 2nd in the class for

a collection of fruit.

In the class for 24 dishes of Apples H.
St. Maur, Esq., Stover Park, was successful;

2nd, the Countess of Egmont (gr. Mr. T. Ley).

Captain Morrison Bell, M.P., excelled in

the class for a collection of nine varieties of

Pears; 2nd, Dr. Samiways (gr. Mr. A. C.

Williams) ; 3rd, Mr. F. R. RoiiD,

Dr. Samiways showed a very fine dessert Pear
under the name of President Roosevelt, of a

blushing cream colour, very large, and almost
citron-shaped.

Vegetables.—These classes were strongly

represented, some grand produce being staged.

Mrs. Gidley secured the 1st prize in the

society's class for a collection, and in Messrs.
Robert Veitch & Son's class for a collection.

A. Lythall, Esq., and Dr. Samiways also won
prizes in the vegetable classes. There were good
exhibits in the special classes of IMessrs. Sutton
& Sons, Carter & Co., and Toogood & Sons.

Trade Exhibits.—Messrs. Robert Veitch &
Son, Exeter, filled one end of the large Victoria

Hall with a display of Orchids, Carnations,

single Chrysanthemums, ornamental and flower-

ing shrubs, and a collection of fruit of the best

exhibition varieties. •

Messrs. Saunders & Biss showed models c;f

their dry method of glazing. Exhibits were als(j

staged by the Devon Rosery Co., Torquay

;

Messrs. 'fOOGOOD & Sons, Southampton ; Messrs.

Sutton k Sons, Reading; and Messrs. Jaeman
& Co., Chard.

STIRLING CHRYSANTHEMUM.
November 7, 8.—Tlic 23rd annual show of the

above society was held in the Albert Hall, Stir-

ling, on these dates. The entries showed a slight

decrease, but there were more competitors than
usual.

The principal class for cut blooms was that for

six vases, distinct, three blooms in each vase.

Mr. Small, Norwood, Alloa, secured the premier
award, namely, the cup offered by Captain
Stirling, the Hon. President, with clean, well-

finished blooms of good size ; 2nd, Mr. A. S.

Watt, Whiting Bay Hotel, .\rran. Mr. Small
also led in the classes for 12 blooms shown on
boards, and six blooms, distinct. Mr. Watt won
the 1st prize for (1) six white and (2) six yellow
blooms ; the latter were specially fine.

The specimen plants of Japanese and single-

flowered varieties were not up to their usual
standard, the one not.able exception being the
exhibits of Mr. Henry Gray, Park Terrace,

Stirling, whose plants have never been excelled

at any previous show. Supplementary plant
classes were well filled, Mr. .T. K. Meston,
Springbank, Stirling, being most successful.

Messrs. Chas. Palmer, Alloa, and Dan. Cab-
michael, Stirling, also occupied leading places.

Excellent Grapes wei'e shown by Mr.
Mitchell, Airthrey Castle, Bridge of Allan, his

bunches of Muscat of Alexandria being amongst
the best exhibited in Scotland this jear. Mr.
Mitchell led in three classes for fruit, whilst
Messrs. R. McDonald, Stirling, and Wm.
Smith, Menslrie, each won a 1st prize in this

section. Mr. Mitchell showed excellent Pears,

whilst Mr. J. Bl.\cklock, Blair Drummond, ex-

hibited splendid Apples.
Vegetables made a meritorious display. Mr.

J. K. Meston led in the class for a collection

;

Messrs. J. Macdonald, Touch, Jas. Birrell,
Braco Castle, and D. Macfarlane, Gargunnock,
all showed well-grown produce.
The most successful amongst the amateurs

were : BaUie Macintosh, Stirling, and Jas.

SiEVENSON, Bannockburn ((ilants) ; Geo. Wat-
son, Kippen, and M. Carrighan, Gargunnock
(vegetables).

Honorary exhibits were staged by Messrs.

Drummond & Sons, Stirling, who showed a large

collection of Apples and Pears ; Mr. John
Craig, Stirling, who arranged a table of flower-

ing and foliage plants, and Mrs. Tasker, Stir-

ling, who contributed early-flowering Chrysan-
themums and Roses.

WINDSOR CHRYSANTHEMUM.
November 8.—The 21st autumn show of

the above society was held in the Royal Albert
Institute, Windsor, on this date.

Single Chrysanthemums are always excellent at
these shows, and this year was no exception. A
handsome challenge cup is offered by His Majesty
the King for large Japanese blooms shown in

vases, and this class attracted five competitors.

Several classes were provided for Carnations.
The chief competition in the plant section waa

for a group of decorative Chrysanthemums ar-

ranged in a semi-circle. Three handsome groups
were exhibited, and as they eaeh reached to a
height of 10 feet against the wall, the effect

was very fine. F. RicaRDO, Esq. (gr. Mr. G.
West), won the premier award with grandly-
flowered plants of such varieties as Ceddie
Mason, Sylvia Slade, Bessie Pagram, Mensa,
and Mary Richardson. Mrs. Gerald Goodlakk
(gr. Mr. H. Hearn), who was placed 2nd, had
finer flowers, but the arrangement was not good.

Cut Blooms.—In the " King's " Cup class for

eight varieties, three blooms of each in vases, the
1st prize was won by J. B. Fortescue, Esq.,

Dropmore, Maidenhead (gr. Mr. C. Page), with
grandly-developed specimens of F. S. Vallis, Lady
Talbot, Col. H. E. Converse, P. C. Kelly, Alice

Lemon, and T. Mew. Mrs. Gerald Gooodlake
followed closely, whilst Colonel Cox (gr. Mr.
J. Orton) was placed 3rd.

A class was provided for 18 blooms, distinct, to

demonstrate how the larger Japanese blooms may
be utilised for decoration when cut with long stems
and employed with foliage plants in small groups.

Mrs. Gerald Goodlake was placed 1st with
much the finer specimens, but the group was not

so well arranged as that shown bv Mrs. Adair,
Adair Place (gr. iMr. W. Holder)".

The best Incurved blooms were shown by Mr.
Fortescue, who won in the classes for 12

varieties, distinct, and six blooms of any one
variety.

For six vases of single varieties not disbudded,
F. Ricardo. Esq., was 1st, staging popular varie-

ties, each spray carrying about seven fully-

developed flowers. 2nd, Mrs. E. B. Foster,
Clewer Manor (gr. Mr. W. Cole).

_

Mrs. AoAiR won the 1st prize in a class for

12 Japanese blooms on long stems arranged in a
vase with any natural foliage with a mass of

Frances Jolliffe arranged with scarlet Oak and
trails of Asparagus plumosus. 2nd, Mrs. Gerald
Goodlake.

In the local classes the best 12 .Tapanese blooms
were contributed by Sir E. Duening-Laweence
(gr. Mr. W. Lane), whose bloom of His Majestv
was of sterling merit, being the best of the bright

coloured varieties.

In the Carnation classes F. Ricardo, Esq., was
placed 1st for six plants and for three varieties,

six blooms of each in a vase. This exhibitor also

excelled in Mr. Dutton's class for six. varieties.

T. Plowright. Esq., exhibited the best 12
blooms in one vase.
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Fruit and Vegetables.—Lord Hillingdon,
U.vbiidge (gr. Mr. A. Allan), won in the classes

for White Liiapes and si.x dishes of Pears, whilst

L. H. Hanbury, Esq. {gr. Mr. G. Frost), was
placed 1st for six dishes Apples.

Col. Cox secuied the premier place in both

Messrs. Sutton's and Messrs. Carter's classes for

six vegetables, with excellent Celery, Onions,

Cauliflowers, Leeks, and Potatos.

Non-competitive Exhibits.—Mr. Charles
TuRNEB, Slough, showed 60 dishes of Applee

and Pears, for which a Gold Medal was awarded.

Messrs. Titt & Son, 24, Thames Street,

Windsor, staged wreaths, bouquets, and other

floral designs.

THE WEATHER.
The Following Sommary Record of the

weather throughout the British Islands, for the

week ending November 9. is furnished from the

Meteorological Office:

—

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS.
The weather.— Uiich cloud was experienced over the whole

Kingdom, and during Ihe earlier days of the week rain

was very Reneral. Sub equentiy, however, little rain fell

except in the north and west of Scotland.

The temperature was above the average, the excess being
I Irela and

of England and the
maxima occurred at most stations on ihe 7tli or 8th. and
ranged from 64° in Ireland to 57° in hcoilaiid W. and
England N.E., and to 53° in Scotland N. The lowest of

the minima, which were recorded on the 3rd or 4th, varied
from 22° in Scotland E., and 24° In England S.E. fo 33° in

EnglanJ S.W. and Ireland S., and to 40° in the English
Channel. During the greater pan of the week the minima
were high for the time of year. The lowest glass readings
were 13° at Birmingham, 16° at Hampstead, and 17° at

Kew. In various parts of the Kingdom the temperalure of
the earth 1 fcot below the surface was rather higher than
the normal, but at 4 feet it was below it at all stations

except Cla:ton-on-Sea and Canterbury.

The mean lemper.iluie of the sea did not differ greatly

from the normal generally, but at Aberdeen and Cleggan
it was nearly 2° above it, and at Newquay nearly 2° below
it. In most places the water was a little warmer than
during the corresponding week of last year. The mean
values ranged from 51" at I'lymouth to about 45 5° at

Burnmouth and Kirkwall.

The rainfaU exceeded the average in Scotland N. and VV.

and Ireland N., and very slightly, in Engiani N.W. Else-
where it was below. More ilian an inch fell over a large

area in the north-west on the 4th: the largest amounts
reported being 1*4 in. at Douglas and I'7 in. at Lancaster,

The irigM sunMne was much below the normal. The
percentage of the possible duration ranged from 16 in the

English Channel, and 15 in England S.W. to 5 in the

Midland Counties, and to less than 0.5 in Ireland N. In

all districts except Scotland E., England S.W. and the

English Channel the mean daily duration was less than an
hour, Al West Linton and Armagh the week %vas sunless.

THE WEATHER IM WKSl HKKls.
Week ending November t3t

ji falling temperalure Ihroaghout.—Since the 8th inst. the

day temperatures have been gradually declining. On that

day the highest leading in the thermometer screen was 56",

whereas to diy it is only 40°, or 16° colder. The night tem-
peratures, on the other hand, although also declining, have
been, as a rule, warm for the time of year. The giound
is at the present time 1° colder at 2 feet deep, and 2°

colder at 1 foot deep, than is seasonable, and 7° older
than it was at the latter depth four days ago. Ram fell

on the last three days, but to the total depth of only a
quarter-of-an-inch. A few 6akes of snow were noticed on
the afternoon of the ISth. There has been some percola-

tion each day during the week through both the soil

gauges, but the amounts have been small. The sun shone
on an average for only 32 minutes a day, which is IJ hour a
day short of the average duration for the same period in

November. Two days were altogether sunless, and on
three other days the sun was shining brightly for less

than half-an-hour. The winds have been, as a rule, high,

and on the llth the mean velocity in the windie I hour
reached 20 miles—direction VV. The average amount of

moisture in the air at 3 p.m. exceeded a seasonable
quantity for thrt hour by 4 per cent. £. A/., Berkhamstcd,
November 13. 1912.

GARDENING APPOINTMENT.
Gardener to H. S. Charbington,
Bnrlon-on-Trent, as Gardener to

Burton House, near Staflord.

1 of 2s. for R.G.O.F. box.—Eds.)

TRADE NOTICE.

Mb. A. H. Johnson, of Erdington, Birmingham, a well-
known member of the horticultural and agricultural =eed
trade, has joined the staff of Messrs. Hurst and Son, Hounds-

IVIAHKS X S.

COVENT GARDEN, November 13.

In cannot accept any responsibility for the subjoined

reports. They are furnished to us regularly every

Wednesday, by the kindness of several of the principal

salesmen, who are responsible for the quotations. It

must be remembeied that these quotations do not repre-

sent the prices on any particular day, but only the

general averages for the week preceding the date of out
report. The prices depeiul upon the quality of the

samples, the way in which they are packed, the supply

in the market, and the demand, and they may fluctuate,

not only from day to day, but occasionally several times
inonedav.-Eos.l

flants in Pots, Sc: Average Wholssale Prices (Contd.).

e.d. s.d.

8 0-12 alba, in pts.,dz. 18 0-21
longi6orum, p.

10 0-18 dozen 18 O-M
Lily of the Valley 18 0-21

9 0-12 Marguerites, ill 43's,

per doz., white 8 0-10
Pandanus Veitchii,

2 6-76 per dozen ... 36 0-18
irgonium (Ger-

e 0-42 allium), double
.scarlet, 48's .. 4 0-50

— other varieties S 0^ 6
Phoenix rupicola,

.. 2 6-ai

Cut Floti 8. Ac: Average Wholesal* Priooa.

s.d.

speciosuin

4 0-50

6 0-70

2 0-26

. blooms ... 12 0-15

t dozen

Chrysan

— whii

— long 16-19
— short 10-13
Lily ot the Valley,

pr. dz. bnclis. ;

— extra special ... 12 0-16
Lily of the Vulley.

pr. dz. bachs.

:

— special 9 0-10
— ordinary ... 6 0- S
Mignonette, per

doz. bunches... 3 0-40
Orchids, Cattleya,

per doz. ... 10 0-12
— Cattleya Ilar-

risona:, p. doz
— C y pt ipediun
— Odoiitoglossuii

crispuiii

Pela

i —

3 0-40

13-30 Kose

p.doz. bundle
Double Scarle

lety, per doz.
bunches ... 15 0-21

isies (Michael
mas), various 3 0-40

2 6-30

bl

Gerb(

f 15 and 18

H°ybrid,p!
8 0-40

13 —
10-16Honesty, perbi

Hyacinth Roman,
per dz. biichs. 12 0-15 u

Lapagerias. white,
per dozen ... 2 6 —

Lilii

4 0-50

per doz., long 2 6-30
short ... 2 0-26

ilba, lo

— Mrs. Ward ...

— Bridesmaid,
— C. Merniet ...

—Madame K
Chateiiay

^ Niplietos ...

— Ricliinond ..

— Sunburst
— Sunrise— Lady Roberts
— Lady Hilling

don
— Franz Deegen

Spiraea (Astilbe) ja

ponica, per dz
bunches

Stephanotisl7:
pips)

Slock, p. d, bnchs:

16-20
16-20
2 6-40

2 6-40
16-20
2 6-40

16-20
16-20
2 0-30

5 0-60

3 6-40

5 0-60
Tubei

b

dozen
16-40

3 5

French Flosers : Anerage Wholesale Prices.

: dozen

,
pr. dz.

double
pink, per doz.

Lilac, white, per
bunch

Marguerite, yellow,

I
er doz. bunches

3 6-30

3 6-40

Na Paier
,pr.pad,

48 bunches

Cut Foliage

dOr,

of 43 and 60
bunches
Paniia. larg.-

3 0-36

8 0-90

4 0-60

2 6-30

Ac: Average Wholesale Prices.

Ag
bunches

Grass), per dz.

bunches
i sparagus plu-

mosus, long
trails, pr.Jdoz.

— medium, doz.
bunche

6 0-70

2 0-40

16-20

of 6 1

- Sprengeri ... 10 12

rberis, 'natural,

ler doz. bunches 3 0-40

Plants in Pots, ftc: Average Wlioh

s.d. s.d,

aliaSieboldii.dz. 6 0-70
aucaria excelsa,

per dozen ... i8 0-21

Carnation foliage,

doz. bunches... 30 —
Croton foliage, var-

ious, dz. bchs. 12 0-15

Cycas leaves, arti-

ficial, per doz. 3 0-13

per bunch ... 10-16
Moss, gross bnchs. 6 —
Myrtle, dz. bchs.

(English),
small-leaved... 6 —
Pre

per bunch

dozen..
— Sprengeri

Aspidistra, p.

SCHEDULE RECEIVED.

Darlington Horticultural Society.—The autumn show
of this society will be held in the Corn Exchange, DaiPngton,
on Wednesday, November 30. Secretary, Mr. A. H.
Harrow, Priestgate House, Darlington.

9 0-12

6 12

loina gracilis

iO's, per dozer
arger, each ~
:ia Bel more

60's, per dozen 4 0-60
larger, per

dozen 18 0-63
.atania borbonica,

per dozen ... IS 0-30
-ilium lancifolium

rubruin in pts..

per dozen 18 21

Sola

Fruit: Average Wholesale Prices.

s.d, s.d.

Media
— Dessert, Eng-

lish, I, bushel 2 6-60
— Cox's Orange,

J bushel ... 4 0- o

- Nova Scotia
per barrel

Bananas, bunch:
- Doubles
- No. 1 ._

e 9 O-IO

' 13 6-17

, 10 0-12

, 7 0-80
, 8 C-10
12 14

-Loo'se, per
doz-n 6-10

— Red coloured... 4 6-50
— Jamaica, per

ton fl0-f)2
— Jamaica Ordi-

nary, per box
(9 doz.) ... 4 0-60

B'ackberries, peck 2 6-30
Dates, per dozen... 7 —
Figs (Italian), bxs. 6-10

9 0-12

~
JV.'' r 15 16— 64 s r

— 54'

s

)

— per do?en .. 6 —
Grapes (English),

per lb.

:

— Canon Hall ... 2 0-50
— Muscats ... 2 0-50
— Gros Colman 8-20
— Black Alicante 6-16
— Gros Maroo ... 10-16
— Almeria, barrel 12 0-18
— Lisbon, ca!e..- 7 0-86
Leu

,
per

Malaga

'M
1 6

i (Guernsey) 19-30
i (English)... 19-80

its, Almonds, per
bag 52 6 —

— Spaiii;

sack
— Barcel

cwt.... 4-*

per
... 40 0-43

a, per
... 35 6-36 6

ts, 100 13 0-23

Cobs
... 2i-0 8

— W a i'

per dozen lbs. 2 6—6
— — French.

per bag ... 7 0-80— English doubles
per dozen lbs. C 0-10

Oranges:
— Jamaica, case 10 0-13

Peaches
Canadia

— French, pr. box

— English,^ bis.
— Doy»nii<S du

Cornice, dozen
— Dessert, per J

bushel
— Californian, p.

3 6-88

4 —
3 —
6 0-80
10-30

2 0- t

3 6-86

T 0-13

12 —Cornice, p. c;

— Dutch Catal

i bushel . 3 6 —
— per barrel ... 7 0-80
Pineapples, St.

Michael .. 3 0-40
Plums:— (Californian),

crate 12 6-15

ase ... 7 0-80
.ox ..2 6-
J bushel 5 0-80

per

Vegetables : Averaite Wholesale Prloea.

s.d, s.d.

Lettuce, French, p.

doz 13 —
Mint, p. dz. bnchs. 30 —
Mnslirounis. culti-

10-30

Asparagus, Parts
green 3 9-43

AitichokeslGlohel

10-18

Prices.

19-26
— English ... 6-10
— ground, \ bus. 16 —
— Batavia, p, dz. 6-16
Beans:
— French, per lb. 6-09
— Madeira, per

handle 2 6 —

10-20
— Red, per do/en 16 —
Carrots (English)

— washed, bag.., 3 —
Cauliflowers per
— tally 4 0-10

Celery, per d Zen 12 0-15
— dirty 6 0-1'i

Celeriac, per doz. 3 0-30
Cucumbers, per

End
5 0-60
6-10

French p. doz. 1 6 —
ens, per bushel 10 —

nifolius, per
dozen . ... 5 0-60

— laxus, per doz. 4 0-50
Dracaena, green,

oer dozen ... 10 0-12

Erica hyemalis ... 15 0-18
— nivalis... ._ 15 0-18

60's ... 6 0-80
72's 3 0-40

— gracilis, 48's .. 13 0-15

Ferns, in thumbs,
per 100 8 0-13

— in smalt and
large 60's ... 12 0-20

— in 48' c, per doz. 6 —

Horseradish, li

bundles
Leeks, per doz. ,

Lettuce (English)
Cos, per box ..

Cabbage,
1 6

vated, (lec

MiistardaiidCress,
p. dz. punnets 10 —

Onions (English)
oerbag ... 3 6 —

— per bushel ... 2 0-30
— Picklers, p.bag 40 —
— (Spring), per

doz bunches 4 —
— (Spanish), case 5 0-76— Dutch, bags .. 3 0-36
Parsley, per doz.

bunches ... 2 —
Parsnips, per bag 2 6-30
— per bushel . „ « /,

Radishes(Engli5l-

Sage, per dozen ... 16 —
Seakale, punnets... 16-20

6-2

,
10- 1

— per bushel .

.

16 -
— bags 16-30
Toinatos, per doz.

lbs.:— (Guernsey), ... 2 6-36
— (English) ... 2 6-36
— seconds ... 10-18
— (Canary) per

bundle .. .. 10 0-12

Turnips (Englis'n),

perdz. bunches 13-26
— per bag .. .. 2 0-26
— unwashed, bag 2 —
Turnip tops, bushel 10 —

bunches
p. dz

4-08

RuMABKS.-The folio

are obtainable: Dumelo
Seedling, Lane'

ig varieties of English Apples
i Seedling (Wellington). Bromley's
Albert, Newton Wonder, Cox's

,ge'"Pippin, Allington Pippin, Warner's King, and
helm Pippin. Apples are arriving from Nova
ia, Wenatohee, and California m large quantities

;ed in barrels and boxes. Many of the fruits

very showy and particularly well graded. Pears
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from home growers and tbe Cbannd Islands are a
limited supply ; shipments of Pears from the Co'ontes
include the varieties Keiffer, Winier Nelis, Magnifique,
Easter Beurr^, and very fine fruits of Doyenne du Cornice.
Home-grown Grapes have been a sliyhtly belter trade this
past week, due to a fal ing off in the supplies. Cobnuis,
Walnuts, Almonds and Chestnuts are all plentiful. Knglish
Tomaios are a good supply for the season of the year.
Tomatos from Teneriffe are arriving in a better condition.
MadeiraDwarf Beans have met with a slow trade this past
week. Guernsey and Paris Dwarf French Bean; continue
very plentiful. Mushrooms, the bulk of which is sent
from places on the South Coast, have been an irregula
supply, Lu'- about sufficient for tiie di ' ""
large supply of vegetables of all kinds
Gayden, November J3, 19U.

land. The
£. H. A'., Covcnt

per
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weeds of the same sort, and the reader cannot
help wishing that the editor had used the hoe
and pruning knife more freely to admit of the

fuller development of the many admirable pro-

ductions which it contains. The president re-

marks in his introduction that " our minds have
to be trained to discriminate," and from this

point of view the book undoubtedly offers

educational facilities.

The notes by Messrs. R. H. Evans, J. W.
Tayleur, and G. W. Walker-Tisdale will be found
very valuable to those framing courses of

elementary lectures on dairy-farming, &c., and
some of the examples given are very striking.

Mr. J. C. Newsham's articles are very good,
especially No. 5 on the construction of cow-
sheds, but more space is required for the
development of his article on "Some Poisonous
and other Plants Aff-cting Milk."

CAPE HEATHS.

At a recent meeting of the Royal Horticultural

Society, Sir George Holford exhibited on behalf

of his sister. Countess Grey, a collection of cut

flowers of Cape Heaths. They had been brought

in surprisingly fresh condition from Caledon, in

Cape Colony, where Lady Grey saw them at an
annual show of wild flowers. They comprised

about 40 species, and as only very few of them
were recognized by those present at the meeting,

they were sent to Kew, where they wer^ named
by Mr. N. K. Brown. Two turned out to be new,
and it is proposed to name them E. Greyi and E.

Holfordii. A list of the species is given below.

It will be seen that, although very few of them
are in cultivation in England now, they have
nearly all been grown at Kew and in -other

British gardens at some time or other.

(1) E. clenna grandiflora. (2) E. colt

(1) (2) (8) (4) (6) (6)

Fig. 167.—south African ericas.

ran5. (3) E. Walkeria. (4) E. perspicua. (6) E. regi; a. (6)E.i

Many of the articles are much too sketchy,

particularly those by Messrs. W. Newton and

C. H. Page on " Notes from a Milk Factory "

and " The Uses of Casein " ; this fault is car-

ried to an extreme by Mr. John Porter, who
recommends "the use of concentrated sulphuric

acid for the ' Gerber ' milk test."

The publication of the book has called forth

many valuable little articles, such as that by

Miss Jean Mason on " Buttermaking," by

.J. C. N. on " Cheesemaking," and last, but not

least, that by Miss Dora Saker on " Cheese-

making Records," a practical investigation

which is worthy of further development.

Many useful notes are given at the end of the

book, which, as a whole, will provide interest-

ing reading and valuable references.

The history of the South African Ericas as

British garden plants may be described as

meteoric. When Philip Miller published his

Dictionary of Plants in 1768 they were unknown
to gardeners. They were among the many good
garden plants collected in South Africa and sent

to Kew by Francis Masson, " the first and one of

the ablest and most successful of the numerous
gardeners sent out from Kew to collect living

plants for the garden." That was in the years

from 1772 to 1795. The first species to be figured

in the Botanical Magazine was E. grandiflora,

t. 189 (1792), where it is described as " one of

the many new and beautiful species which within

these few years have been sent from the Cap^
by Mr. Masson." This was followed by E.

cerinthoides, t. 220 (1793), and by the end o"f the

century 15 species had been figured in that work,
including such beauties as E. ventricosa, E. Mas-
sonii, E. retorta, E. Aitoniana, E. vestila, &c.

Cape Heaths soon became popular, and they were
not only grown well, but they were also crossed

with each other. Writing in 1843, Dean Herbert
declared that a considerable number of Cape
Heaths which had been looked upon as species

were garden hybrids raised in this country by
Rollison, of Tooting, and others. Alton's Ilorlus

KewenniK, Ed. II, published in 1811, enumerates

186 species i.s being at that time in cultivation at

Kew.
During the first half of the 19th century. Cape

Heaths were prime favourites as greenhouse

plants. Loudon wrote of them in his Mtiyazine:
" Of what other genus can it be taid that every

species without exception is beautiful throughout

the year and at every period of its growth—in

flower or out of flower—and of every size and age?

Suppose an individual had the penance imposed

on him of being forbidden to cultivate more than

one genus of ornamental plants, is there a genus

he could make choice of at all compared to Erica?

—perpetually green, perpetually in flower—of all

colours, of all sizes, and of many shapes." Gar-

dens were famous in those days for their collec-

tions of Gape Heaths, as they are in these for

Orchids. Kew possessed a great collection ; so

also did the Botanic Gardens, Edinburgh

;

George Hibbert, Clapham ; E. A. Woodford,
Vauxhall ; J. G. Angerstein, Blackheath ; Jlessrs.

Lee & Kennedy, Hammersmith ; Richard Wil-

liams, Turnli:im Green Nurseries; and Messrs.

Loddiges, Hackney. There was a large heathery

under glass in the Duke of Bedford's garden at

AVoburn Abbey, and Professor Dunbar, Edin-

Vnu-gh, had the finest collection in Scotland. Wil-

liam McNab superintendent of the Royal

Botanic Gardens, E.-iinburgh, one of the most suc-

cessful growers of Cape Heaths, wrote a treatise

on their propagation and cultivation, which was
publish in 1832. Loudon, in Ilnrlus Britannicas

(1830), enumerates no fewer than 565 species and
hybrids as having been cultivated in England, 348

cf which had been figured in Andrews's Ncat/tcry,

thj Botanical Magazine, and other works. The
raisers of hybrids were Messrs. Rollisson, Turn-
bull, Marnock, and the McNabs.

It is evidence of the decline in favour of these

plants in the latter part of the 19th century that

the last to be figured in the Botanical Magazine
was E. Chamissonis, t. 6108, in the year 1874,

where the decadence of the Cape Heath cult is the
subject of comment. " The best collections of

the present day are mere ghosts of the once

f lorious Ericeta of Woburn, Edinburgh, Glasgow,
and Kew. Very many species have indeed fallen

out of cultivation, and a few easily-propagated

hybrids for decorative purposes are all that are

to be .seen of this lovely tribe."

The excitement and interest displayed over the
collection of flowers shown by Lady Grey may be
taken as evidence of a desire to restore Cape
Heaths to popularity. The only good reason one
can adduce for their loss of favour is that their

culture is special and, compared with that of the
majority of greenhouse plants, difficult. But the

same may be said of Orchids. McNab, in his

treatise, maintains that when their requirements
are understood, Cape Heaths are quite as easy to

manage as other greenhouse plants. Forty years
ago there were considerable collections of species

and hybrids in cultivation in the nurseries of

Messrs. Low & Co., Clapton ; John Eraser & Sons,

Lea Bridge; and Jackson & Sons, Kingston,
where they were grown in ordinary frames with-
out any special effort by men who had been
trained to provide the right soil and conditions,

which were simple enough. It would not be
difficult to start afresh by obtaining seeds from
the wild plants in Caledon and other parts of

the Cape where they still abound. According to-

Bolus, the showiest species are found on the

mountains, which they colour as our native

Heaths do our moors and hill-sides. They are

most abundant in the narrow strip of country

between the western coast and the coast ranges.
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which was the special botanising ground of

Massoii and other collectors of Cape plants.

Ciiledon is in the centre of this district.

The following is a list of species of Erica

b. ought from Caledon, Cape Colony, by Countess

Grey, and shown at a meeting of the R.H.S.,

October 8, 1912:—

abietina.

tardens.
articularis.

tbaccans.
'tBergiana.
*+Bowieana.
tcampanulata.
Clenna grandiflora.

*coarctata.

*colorans.

tcubica.

tcurvifloia.

daphniflora.

diajithifolia.

tdiscolor.

Greyi (n. sp.;

Holfordii (n.

*Irbyana.
flongifolia.

sp.)

tlutea.

*tmamniosa.
*melanthera .

*+perspicua.

tphysodes.
tPlukenetii.
*tpropendens.
tpyramidalis.
•regerminans.
regia variegata.

tsacciflora.

sessiiiflora.

sitiens.

+spumo.-a.

sulphnrea.

ttenella grandiflora.

tviscaria.

Walkeria.
w. ir.

THE MARKET FRUIT GARDEN.

T^iE Skquel to Aphis Attacks.

In pruning Apple trees at th« present time,

the injurious effect of the great attacks of aphis

of the past summer is distressingly in evi-

dence. Shoots that were badly infested are

dwarfedj twisted, and often covered with sticky

growths. Th-ey should be cut back below their

deformed parts to a good wood bud. If left

unpruned. they would be covered with blos-

som and probably w^iLh fruit next season, but
their growth would be permanently stopped, and
only inferior Apples would be borne by them.

The contrast between the appearance of

a young and vigorous tree which was not at-

tacked by the apliis and that of a tree w'hich

was badly* infested is very striking. As stated

on previous occasions, the aphis does more harm
in my orchards than all other insect pests com-
bined. I can almost entirely extirpate Apple
suckers and caterpillars ; but the aphis can claim

the victory every season, in spite of any amount
of spraying, and tbis statement applies to Plums
as well as to Apples. If anyone could discover

a wash which would prevent the mother queen

aphides from starting the breeding campaign on

trees, he would be a great benefactor to fruit

growers. It is possible that a strong nicotine

wash, applied as a preventive to aphis attack,

as well as immediately after one had been begun,

would have a good effect. At the present price

of nicotine, however, the expense would be pro-

hibitive. Next season, it appears, the growth
of Tobacco, under certain conditions not yet

made known, will be allowed. If the conditions

are not such as to be practically prohibluvej

this will be a great boon.

Continued Low Prices for Apples.

The Apple crop must have been a bigger one

than early reports led anyone to anticipate, as

the markets continued to be glutted up to the

end of October. It waw known that early varie-

ties cropped heavily, and some mid-season sorts

also yielded well. But the continued glut

was partly due to the premature marketing of

late varieties and partly to the checking of

the demand by retail fruiterers, whose prices

have been out of all fair proportion to whole-

sale rates. In the third week of October I sent

some fine Lord Derby Apples to a large seaside

market, and got a return of only 3s. per bushel

for well-graded firsts, from which rail expenses

and 6d. for commission had to be pa'd. In the

same week, in the same town, greatly inferior

fruit was ticketed at not lower than 3d. a pound
in ten fruiterers' shops which were inspected, or

at the rate of 10s. a bushel. Possibly the shops

In cil

which cater for the lowest class of trade may
have sold Apples at a lower price j but the de-

mand from well-to-do people must have been

checked greatly by fruiterers charging them
more than three times as much as growers re-

ceived. By such checking of the consumption,

an artificial glut in the market is produced,

seriously to the injury of growers.

British and American Apples

Another point in connection with prices is

that first-class American and Canadian Apples

have been making more than first-class British

fruit, well graded and packed. The former

have been quoted up to Ss. a bushel for cooking

varieties, or Is. more than English fruits, which

are vastly superior—at least as big, more juicy,

and better flavoured. This was the case also

with Blenheim Orange. Consumers, apparently,

pay attention only to size and appearance, ignor-

ing quality and flavour. A Southern Grower.

FOREIGN CORRESPONDENCE.

CULTIVATION OF ALPINE PLANTS AND
ORCHIDS.

Having read with much interest M. H. Cor-

revon's article on the cultivation of Alpine plants

in the south (see p. 263), perhaps I may be per-

mitted to relate my experience in connection with

their cultivation here in Naples.

It may be a matter of surprise to your readers

to hear that I have come to the conclusion that

the conditions of culture of two such different

sets of plants as Alpines and Orchids are subject

to the same rules; but my experience points to-

wards thia conclusion. In October, four years

ago, I visited the Botanical Garden at Dresden,

and saw some Orchid plants cultivated in bare

stones, and apparently doing very well. This

was of the greatest interest to me, as

my few Orchids were not in a satisfactory

condition, owing to my not having been able to

obtain proper Sphagnum-moss and other

necessary materials. On my return, therefore,

at the beginning of November, I repotted my
whole stock—perhaps 30 or so pots—in small

pumice-stone, having first thoroughly washed the

roots in water. During the winter I coald per-

ceive no improvement, but in the spring I was

delighted to find that young, healthy growth was

being made by the Calanthes and Phaius

(Japanese species, such as Calanthe discolor, C.

citrina, C. japouica, Phaius BUmiei, P. grandi-

folius, and P. maculatus), also by Cypripe-

dium insigne, C. viUosum, C. Harrisianum, Lis-

sochilus Krebsii, and L. graniticus.

These are all terrestrial Orchids ; and I was

curious to know whether the epiphytes were

doing as well as these. I had received some time

before, from a friend, a very poor specimen of

Coelogyne cristata ; it had only three small

pseudo-bulbs, hardly larger than Sweet Pea
seeds. During the period of growth following

my experiment the bulbs were found to be as

large as Hazel Nuts, and now, in the second year,

they are the size of large Walnuts. I tried the

same experiment with Odontoglossums and

Cattleyas, and the growth is in every case satis-

factory.

This method of cultivation is very simple ; the

merest amateur could carry it out with success.

The chief point to remember is to give a large

quantity of water in the morning and evening,

and none at all during the day; the stones I use

are very porous and hold sufficient moisture to

last 10 "or 12 hours.

After attaining to such success with Orchids,

I felt inclined to try my hand with Alpines, such

as Campanulas. I obtained a small collection,

consisting of C. puUa, C. pulloides, C. pusilla,

C, pusilla alba, C. elatinoides, C. Raddeana, and

others, and planted them in stones, sinking the

pots in soil among other plants, in a half-shady

place under some Orange trees. I was astonished

at the splendid growth and the fine, well-de-

veloped blooms. The roots have now filled the

whole pot; and, though it is only a short time

since they were planted, there is quite a carpet

of young plants. I have applied the same
method to our beautiful Campanula fragUis, and
also to Woodwardia orientalis and W. scolo-

pendrium.

I employ pumice-stones which were thrown
up in the eruption of Vesuvius in the year

79 A.D. If any of your readers would like to

make an experiment with them, I should be

quite willing to send a small quantity by post.

Willy UUlltr, Hortus Nucerensis, Noara
Inferlore, Italij.

FORESTRY.
SEASONABLE WORK.

Before beginning to plant it is, of course,

necessary to bear in mind for what purpose the
planting is to be done ; whether to beautify
the landscape or to provide cover for shooting or

hunting. If the former object is intended, the
chief consideration should be the nature of the
landscape, in order that any fresh feature pro-

vided by planting may be in harmony with the
surroundings; if the latter, the following direc-

tions may be of some use :

—

At the commencement, a fence should be

erected round the site decided upon, and to it

wire netting should be fixed. This sluiuld

project into the ground for some 6 inches

at the bottom, in order to keep out rabbits,

which do a good deal of damage to young trees.

Inside the fence a quickset hedge should be
planted ; this, if given proper attention, will

become a strong barrier by* the time the covert
has matured. There should be a distance of at

least 10 feet between the hedge and the first

trees in the plantation.

The best material for covert planting consists

of Hazel, common Ash, and Spanish Chestnut,

and these trees suit almost any soil. The Chest-

nut gives the quickest result, being of a fast-

growing nature. A few standard trees and
Conifers should also be planted amongst the

underwood at intervals of about 30 yards. When
planting these, it is a good plan to drive a stout

stake into the ground as a support.

It may be well to Bay here that orders for

planting should be given early, but, when order-

ing, it should be expressly understood that the

tree-3 are not to be lifted until they are wanted.
Many failures in planting are the result of the

trees having been out of the ground too long.

A great deal of work should be done before

the trees arrive ; for instance, the holes

should be dug ready to receive them. For plant-

ing Hazel, Ash, and Spanish Chestnut the holes

should be 15 inches square and 10 inches deep.

The same size should also be allowed for Larch,
Austrian Pine and Scotch Fir, unless the trees

are more than 2 or 3 feet in height, when the

roots will probably require rather more room.
With regard to the labour required for digging

holes, a satisfactory solution to this problem may
be found in the method of piece-work. A very

fair price would be 15s. per 1,000 holes. Any
man who is in the least efficient can earn at thia

rate a fair wage, and do the work well and
thoroughly. A simple way of checking the size

of the holes is to measure the sole of the boot,

and, when walking over the ground, to place the

foot occasionally in a hole of doubtful size.

Arthur Gooding.

THE HEATHER BEETLE.
Of late years this beetle has been so on the

increase in Scotland that the Heather over large

areas has been killed outright by its at-

tacks. It was first noticed in Scandinavia in

1866, and in Scotland about nine years ago.

During the past two years, however, it has in-

creased at an alarming rate and large areas_ of

heather, particularly in Ayrshire, Lanarkshire,

and Renfrewshire, have been completely killed

by the beetle.

The beetle in size and shape resembles the

better known Pine beetle, but is of lighter

colour, yellowish brown with a black head,

and less "than a quarter of an inch long. .-1. Z>.

ire6.s(er.
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PROBLEMS OF PROPAGATION.*
(Comlu.led from Page 3.)

ResiiNOUs Cuttings.

Anothkii problem confronts the gardener when
he attempts to propagate by cuttings plants
which are fuU of resin, as are so many of the
Coniferae. It was said for a long time, and is

said even now, that propagation by cuttings of

many Conifers is not possible. The impractica-
bility of such propagation from the point of view
of commerce we may admit in the case of many
coniferous genera. As a fact of science all can be
propagated. One essential difficulty in the way of
propagation by cuttings of some of these plants—

•

e.g., Abies and Picea—for commerce lies in this,

that the terminal shoot alone gives a guod radially
impressed offspring. The dorsiventrality of the
lateral shoots is so engrained in the organism
that it reappears in the product of a cutting from
a lateral shoot. And so propagation by cuttings
does not in many genera spell multiplication.

The Coniferse generally do not form callus

freely. Pines and Firs do not develop stonl-

shrots, and this has been suggested—although

ROOTED CUTTING OF PINUS

it is not valid—as an obstacle to their propaga-
tion by cuttings. All of them form some callus

(fig. 169). Far mors nf an nbstacle is the resin.

Deficienii as they relatively are in the usual means
—callus—which Nature provides for protection
of wound-surface, the Conifers have acquired
another means of protection—resin. This when
it exists flows out copiously on an injured sur-

face, covering it as effectively as does callus with
a hard skin. The significance of this in propa-
gation will be readily appreciated. The
cut surface of the cutting bleeds and the
resin exuded hardens over it and any cal-

lus there is, thus forming an effective obstacle

to the exit of yo'ing rootlets. What then is

the propagator to do? Simply scrape off th^
resin-skin. Most Conifers so treated, and under
the application of the wound-stimulus of paring
the callus, propagate freely (fig. 168). Of all of

them Pinus seems to be the most ob.stinate, but
it also yields to treatment, e.g., plunging the
end of the cutting in nearly boiling water (fig.

169).

Dicotylous plants with resinous or milky

Royal Horllcullural Society, on June 4.

juice are in like case with Conifers, and require
to be treated after the same fashion.

A great outflow of the resin or juice from the
cutting is damaging. Luting of the cut end by
placing in water or by rapid drying of the exuded
resin or juice prevents the risk of loss.

Cuttings oe Monocotyledons.
The propagation of monocotylous plants by

cuttings brings us in contact with some striking

features in which they differ from dicotylous
plants, and I am disposed to think that possibly

the difference I am about to describe may have
been one of the reasons for the prevalent idea
that some of these monocotyls do not propagate
by cuttings.

In illustration take the case of Asparagus.
Here, as in monocotyls generally, a short
terminal portion of the shoot will give no result.

A larger branched twig must be severed for use
as the cutting. Placed in the required con-

ditions, it exhibits phenomena fundamentally
diverse from those shown by the dicotyl :

—

(a) First of all no callus is formed. Only a

skin of cork is produced to cover the
wounded aurface.

(b) No roots are sent out from the stem by
the cutting.

(c) A bud in the axil of the lower,-ni)st leaf

on the cutting (or of it and of the one
inunediately above it) begins to enlarge,

and as it does so from its base emerge
new rootlets. This enlarging bud is the

beginning of the new plant

that is to come from the cut-

ting. As the bud spreads
laterally it sends up aerial

shoots, and as these develop
the oortion of mother-shoot
used as a cutting withers and
dies oil. It takes no share in

the formation of the new
plant.

This distinctive difference in be-

haviour of dicotyls and monocotyls is

no chance one. It belongs to phyletic

hibtory, and is of the essence of the

constitution of the two groups of

plants. Dicotyls begin with a terminal

plumule. Monocotyls begin with a

lateral plumule. From the beginning

the dicotyl has the instinct of upward
terminal growth, and that means rapid
growth. From the beginning the mono-
uutyl displays lateral growth, and that

means sluggish growth.
The habit thus early shown by th( S3

two classes of plants is impressed upon
Iht'in, and reappears in the stages of

vv'getative propagation by cuttings. p
The terminal shoot of the dicotyl ex-

tends an the new plant from the cut-

ting. A lateral bud develops as the

new plant in the monocotyl and the terminal

portion of the cutting dies.

T!;cre is a furthir interesting point to n"te

here :—A wood-cambium, such as occurs in dico-

tyls, is ab.sent from monocotyls. Yet in some
tree and shrubby forms monocotyls make a wcnd-
cambium of a special kind, for example Diacsena.

Correlated apparently with this divagation frori

the ordinary monocotyl type in the direction cf

the dicotyl, the terminal portion of the shoot

when cuttings are made elongates, and forms an
extensi(m of the severed shoot after the fashion

of the dicotyl.

It is usual when selecting a portion of the

mother-plant for the p'.irpose of making a stem-

cutting to include at li^ast one node, because it

is there that a shoot-bud actually in evidence

or latent will be found, from which the new ex-

tension will proceed. But in some plants such
selection is unnecessary. Any portion of an in-

ternode may be used as a cutting. Take for

instance Acanthus. In such cases the shoot-bud
for extension is an entirely new formation from
the callus.

The root, Ike the stem, offers a part from
which cuttings can be made, and it is frequently

used for the ])nrpose, especially in the case of

plants whose propagation otherwise has proved
more difficult—for instance Calycanthus, Cladras-
tis, Ailanthus, and others—and also in some
cases where an earlier result is desired than can
be obtained by a stem-cutting—as in Spathodia
campanulata.

Peopaoation feom Roots.

'In the use of the term " root " I refer to the
true root. It is difficult when reading garden-
ing literature to deteiTiiine, in many ca.ses when
propagation by roots is spoken of, the sense in

which the word is used—whether as including
all underground parts of plants, or the root in
its strict botanical sense.

Propagation by root-cuttings is governed by
the same principles as are involved in shoot-
cuttings. There is callus-formation on cut sur-
faces as on the shoot. There are, however, no
nodes and internodes offering regions of selec-

tion, and this is correlated with another feature
in the root which operates to promote the suc-
cess of cuttings. The spots whence branch-roots
normally arise in the root are not confined to
definite intervals on the length of the root. They
come off from the pericycle of a primary root
apparently as required by the plant. Fewer
develop than the capacity of the root provides
for, and there is thus an ample reserve, any of

which may develop when needed. The shoot-
bud is here a new formation, and may come from
the callus or from the pericycle of the root.

Any root with adequate substance and food-
supply may be used for propagation under suit-

able stimuli.

We have seen how in nature—e.g.. in Bryo-
phyllum—vegetative propagation may be carried
on through the leaf it«elf without the stem, and
I have described how the leaf may be ai^cillary

to the stem in the ease of a shoot-cutting by

169.

—

cuttings of pinus SVLVESTRIS, SHOWING
CALLUS formation.

assisting in the formation of roots if it be left

at the base of the cutting. It has then clearly
potentialities for use as a cutting itself, and you
are all doubtless familiar with the fact in the mul-
tiplication of Lilies from the scale-leaves of the
bulb. It is a common L'arden practice. Here
the leaf is a tuberous fo jd-store. Moi.>ture and
other necessary conditions suffice to stimulate
callus-formation at the severed surfaces whence
the new plantlets arise—beginning always as
bulblets.

Propagation from Leaves.

An illustration of the principles governing
propagation by leaves is offered in nature by
Zamioculcas Loddigesii. The leaves when shed
exhibit no particular feature indicating their
special dedication to the purpose of propagation,
but after they have become detached from the
plant the leaves remain green and active, and
the food-material which they contain at the time
of their fall accumulates at the cut surface, and
is there devoted to the formation of a large
tuberous callus from which roots develop, and
then a vegetative shoot-bud is extended to form
the rhizome of a new plant.

Different as the leaf is from the stem, the pro-

cedure in its utilisation for propagation is the
same. It does not produce new leaves—it pro-

duces shoots. Given the possession of adequacy
of active indifferent cells, that is to say, cells

not already impressed with a definite morpho-
logical deftiny and a sufficiency of fond, then in
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proper conditions of moisture, aeration, and tem-

perature any leaf may be U£ed as a cutting.

The practice of using leaf-cuttings is an old

one, and was foUo'.vcd more in the past than now
—Citron, Lemon, and Laurels were so propa-

gated by the Romans. Nowadays, however, it is

restricted by gardeners to a comparatively small

number of facile forms—such for example as one
find.s in Begonia, Melastomacese, Gesneraceae,
Cras.ni^areae, where there is substance and abund-
ant wati-r in the leaf—soft-wooded plants one
may call them. Although thus limited in use,
the method of propagation from leaves is one
which the gardener should not underestimate.
Apart from the fact that it is, when easy, an
economical method—inasmuch as many plants

refuse to do sc until the further application of

the wound-stimulus by paring of the callus.

Here in the leaf it is the new shoot-formation
that is retarded—for example, in Ficus elastica.

Camellia, and Hoya carnosa. Why exactly this
should be is one of those problems of propagation
of which we have not yet the solution. Stimulus
of callus-paring operates in hastening if the
callus be large, but that does not seem to meet
the whole case. There is, indeed, evidence that
the quality of food-material may l>e an influential

factor, and that possibly an acid state of the
plastic material may be requisite for shoot-forma-

tion in the circumstances. Further experiment
is required. If research should prove that the
quality of pabulum is an efficacious stimulus
the importance of the discovery from the prac-

FlG. 170.—CROP OF TOMATOS GROWN BY MR. J. A. B.1KKHA.\1,

may be obtained from one leaf—there is an-

other practical point I wish to mention. It

off(--rs a means of obtaining quickly flowering
specimens. A leaf from near the flowering
region in a Begonia, for example, used as a
cutting will give plants that flower earlier

than can be otherwise obtained than by the cut-

ting of the whole flowering shoot. For a really

adequate scientific explanation of this interesting
phenomenon we must await further experimental
work.

In leaf-propagation there is, however, one
difFicully which has doubtle&s been in the way
of its more frequent use. Root-formation takes
place freely from the callus of the wound of the
leaf as a rule. But the formation of the new
shoot-bud is often retarded. I have pointed out
that in stem-cuttings, which have the shoot-bud
ready on the stem awaiting the vivifying im-
pulse of a water-supply from new roots, the ex-
uberant callus may be slow in forming root« or

tical gardening standpoint would be great, and
its bearings would extend beyond the immediate
matter of propagation by leaf-cuttings.

From the standpoint of practical gardening
the time at which a cutting is taken is a matter
of considerable moment in many cases. In the
outlook my thesis compels me to take, it bulks
less largely because the colonial organisation of
the plant lends itself so readily to adjustment
to artificial treatment and stimulus that I might
—with perhaps a large reservation—say not only
that all plants can be propagated by cuttings
but also that most plants can be propagated at
any period under right conditions—that is to
say, conditions which secure that the activity of

the formative cells is adequately preserved while
the stimulus to growth is applied. The risk in

selection of an unfavourable period is correlated
with the condition of the food-supply, the con-
version of which means probable delay in strik-

ing with the attendant danger of wilting.

Principles and Practice.
In the case of many plants of temperate regions

which strike readily, no special preparation for
securing rooted cuttings is necessary, and suc-
cess is ea.sy if due attention be given to watering.
To other plants, and particularly those of

warm countries, and other plants of special fea-
tures, more attention must be given, and in
general terms one may say that there are two
outstanding lines of practice suitable with or
without modification for individual plants, and
characterised by the manner in which water is
supplied and the temperature maintained. They
may be designated :

—

1. Overhead watering in full sunshine.

2. Under-root watering in shade.
The first method is for cuttings that do not

suffer readily from water on their crowns, and is

more rapid, and more effective. The sun's rays
have evidently a stimulating influence other than
that implied in the heat unit, and are more de-
cisive in promoting energetic growth than the
suffused heat derived by the cutting from the
water alone under the second method.
The second method does away with all the

difficulties that attach to damping-off from excess
of moisture on the surface of the cutting, and
also from intermittancy in consequence of varia-
tions in temperature of the water, and for plants
which are woolly the safeguard against over-
watering is sometimes critical.

I have confined myself to dealing with some
of the matters that se«m to mo to lie at
the foundation of the idea expressed in my
text—" It is well known that many plants
cannot be propagated from cuttings "^and to
endeavour to show how some at least of the
difficulties experienced by propagators are not a

cansequenoe of inherent qualities in the plants
themselves, and that therefore by method in

propagation they may be overcome. In what
does that method consist?

(a) In maintaining adequate water-supply
in the cutting until it is able to absorb
for itself.

(b) In applying stimuU to encourage the de-
velopment of the new water-absorbing
organs—and in other cases to promote
the development of the shoot.

(c) In securing adequate aeration of the root-
ing end of the cutting.

Therein is the essence of propagation by cut-
lings.

Much investigation will be required before we
ar' able to prescribe for all desirable plants
what is the best procedure for their vegetative
propagatior. from the gardening standpoint.

For some years in Edinburgh investigation of
the kind required has been in progress, and I
have drawn largely upon the work of Mr.
Laurence Baxter Stewart, the enthufiastic plant
propagator, whom I am so fortunate as to have
on my staff, as well as upon the work of one of
my pupils—i\Iiss Bertha Chandler—who has been
engaged for some time in working out the de-
tails of projjagation and preparing a story of
principles and methods in which will be incor-
porated with the results of her own experiments
a record of methods advocated by propagators
as these are preserved in periodical literature
and books on gardening. I hope that the record
^yill be in a sufficiently advanced state for pub-
lishing next year, and that it may convince gar-
deners of the incorrectness of the commonly ac-
cepted notion conveyed in the text from which
I have spoken.

A FINE CROP OF TOMATOS.

The crop of Tomatos illnstrafed in fig. 170 was
grown by !\lr. J. A. Barkham, Ryde. who has
kindly supplied the following particulars :—The
variety is named Magnificent, and was raised
from a cross between Carnation and Winter
Beauty. The fruits are of good colour and shape,
and average from four to six to the pound

;

owing to the small number of seeds, there is a
considerable amount of flesh. The plants were
raised early in February in a temperature of 55^,
and. when the seedlings were large enough to
handle, they were potted singly in small pots in
a mixture of loam, leaf-mould and sand. Thev
were afterwards shifted into A^-inch pots, and
when large enough planted in the borders.
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SOUTH AFRICA.

THE NARRA FRUIT.

The British Tenitory of Walfish Bay, on the

West Coast of South Africa, forms part of the

South African Union. It is the poorest and

most desolate portion of the Union, consisting of

nothing but shifting sand dunes. There is no

drinliing water, only a few water-holes yielding

a brackish, nauseous fluid, which frequently gives

out; at the Bay Settlement all the necessary

water is supplied by the Government condensing

station. The district covers an area of about

1.080 square miles, but the population is natur-

ally very small, consisting of a few white in-

habitants stationed at the bay and about 800

Hottentots.

The nature of the territory prevents any-

thing but the poorest of Horas. The daily

south-western hurricane covers the ground with

heavy sand ; the salt air kills any plants which

may survive the sandstorms, with the result that

no vegetation can exist, with the single exception

of the Narrah, or Narra, plant [Acanthosicyos

horrida.] Aa may be imagined, this hardy deni-

zen of a blighted territory is protected in

a very special manner from the enemies which

have annihilated every other plant in the region.

The plant is a Pumpkin, and belongs to the

Cucurbitacere ; but, unlike other Pumpkins, it

has no leaves. The foliage atrophies as soon

as it appears, and from each node a pair of long,

sharp thorns is produced. The root strikes

deeply—30, 40, and even 60 feet—into the sand,

until it reaches moist ground, and in order to

avoid being covered by the sand, the growth is

tremendously rapid, and enables the plant

always to push up above the surface. In this

respect, the absence of leaves is naturally a

great advantage, as foliage would provide a

ready surface for deposits of sand.

The fruit forms in October, and reaches

maturity about Christmas, lasting until the end

of IVIarch. It is about the size of a small

Water Melon, and contains 60 or 70 seeds, or

" pips " as they are called. Thr/ eeds are

highly nutritious and very palatable ;
they taste

like fine nuts, and are frequently used as

Almonds. The natives are in the habit of sell-

ing them, usually boiling them first. The flesh

of the Narra, when ripe, is of a pale cream

colour, sweet, but with a trace of pleasant

acidity, and almost liquid. The fruit, which

can be divided into sections like the Orange, con-

tains large quantities of sugar, and is highly

nutritious, forming the staple—indeed almost the

sole—food of the Hottentot inhabitants of the

district. The people are in the habit of staking

off small plots on which the Narra grows. The

plots are handed down from father to son, and the

owner for the time being strictly preserves his

rights over the harvest. Those who are too idle,

or too unfortunate, to have established any such

claim, wander about in families from sand-dune

to sand-dune, plucking and eating the fruits of

unappropriated plantations. As the Narra fruits

mature very quickly, the natives have adopted

the following method of preserving them :—The

Narras are boiled in a pot to a thick soup, and,

while still liquid, pressed through a crude sieve

composed of a woven basket. The liquid runs

through on to the dry, sandy ground, where it

forms into huge pancakes which are dried hard

by the sun. The seeds are left behind in the

basket, and are subsequently sold by the natives

in Cape Town, where the merchants dispose of

them as " nuts " or " Almonds."

The large, flat cakes, when thoroughly hard and

dry, are rolled up (sand and all), and kept as pro-

vision for the winter. Sometimes they are eaten

in this condition, chunks being cut off, as from a

roll of tobacco. The substance is so tough that

only a Hottentot., who is accustomed to use his

teeth for this purpose from early youth, can bile

it, and so astringent that it causes considerable

burning and swelling of the palate and gums to

anyone who is not used to it.

Sometimes the dried cakes are boiled before

use; the result is a thick brown soup, at the

bottom of which is formed a sediment consisting

of the starch, which separates from the other

constituents.

Perhaps it is hardly necessary to state that the

Hottentots have discovered a method of pro-

ducing an alcoholic substance, resembling beer,

from the Narra. For this purpose the fruits,.,

when ripe, are laid out in the sun lor two or three

days. They are then pressed to extract the juice,

which is boiled into syrup. No addition of sugar

is necessary ; but in order to supply a slightly

bitter flavour and to assist fermentation, a little

of the root is scraped into the syrup. This root,

by the way, is often used by the natives for

medicine. It is extremely bitter, and it is said

that even the odour is cncugh to turn milk sour.

Certainly a drop or two of the juice cf the fruit

is sufficiently acid to coagulate milk immediately,

though, strangely enough, this property is pos-

sessed only by the ripe fruit.

It has already been noted that the Narra seeds

resemble Almonds, and if the raw seeds are

pressed between stones a fine, fragrant oil is

obtained. Naturally, when boiled, much of the

oil is lost. Even after the oil is extracted, suffi-

cient nourishment (of an albuminous nature) is

retained :n the seeds to make them a valuable

food for poultry.

In conclusion, I may say that most of the

above particulars were supplied to me by

Mr. V. von Gerard, the magistrate at Wal-

fish Bay, one of the few European residents

in the district. C. G. Willfon, Uilenhage, Cape
Province, S. Africa.

NEW ROSES.—III.

(Coniitttted from p. 365.

}

R.\yON D Or (Aust. Hyb.,Pernet Ducher, 1910).

—This Rose is said to have been raised as a cross

between Mme. .Alelanie Soupert and Soleil d'Or.

By universal consent on its first appearance it

was regarded as a fresh break among Roses. Its

special feature is the colour of its flowers, which

are a deep canary yellow, sometimes almost

golden yellow. This colour is clvar and uniform,

and, though no' doubt paler in autumn, it is

much less washed out by the autumn rains than

is that of most of the yellows. The habit of

the plant is branching, the young stems are a

nice brown and the foliage a dark and very

glossy green. It seems proof against mildew,

but not against black spot—though I fear I

might ask whether there is any Rose that is proof

against this fell disease, and get no satis-

factory reply—it is rather a dwarf grower, my
plants being about 1 foot 6 inches to 2 feet

6 inches high, and flowers quite continuously

during the season. I think there has hardly

been a day during this summer and autumn

without a flower in my little bed of some half-a-

dozen plants, but I have seldom seen a mass of

flowers out at a time. The flowers are fragrant,

but as a rule have little beauty of form. In this

respect, we are hoping great things of Mrs.

George Beckwith, of which we had a glimpse at

the International, and when it comes we trust

it may add to the colour of Rayon d'Or some

beauty of form in the flower. Till then, we

must do our best with what we have, and few

will do wrong in growing a little batch of this

bright yellow Rose.

Sheil.igh Wilson (H.T., Dr. J. Campbell

Hall, 1910).—This is really a semi-climber, its

growth being nearly as strong as that of Reine

Olga de Wurtemburg. It has been described as a

perpetual Paid's Carmine Pillar. It is certainly

perpetual, and generally carries some flowers,

but it is hardly as bright as Carmine Pillar, and

seems to suffer rather badly from mildew. Still

it is a step in advance and worth growing as a

perpetual climbing or pillar Rose until we can

get a better.

Simplicity (H.T., Hugh Dickson, 1909), said

to be a seedling from Kaiserin Augusta Victoria.

This is a white Rose with large flowers which are

single or nearly so. Several flowers are pro-

duced at the top of the stems, and they open

successively. It is a very beautiful flower at its

best and useful in the garden, but it is not alto-

gether easy to have it at its best for indoor

decoration without taking some trouble. The
difficulty is that a great part of the charm of

the flower lies in the contrast of the yellow

stamens in the centre with the white petals,

and these stamens rather soon go to a dirty

brown, when the freshness of the flower is

gone too. It is, therefore, necessary to make
up one's mind to sacrifice a few flowers and cut

the blossoms just before they open, removing

any that are fully expanded, and then allow the

flowers to open indoors. It is a good upright

grower, carrying its flowers well, with good

foliage, and it makes a beautiful and useful

garden plant.

Theresa (H.T., A. Dickson & Sons, 1910).—

The striking colour of the summer flowers is the

feature of this Rose. It is a deep apricot orange,

but very variable even on the same plant. In

autumn, one may sometimes pick a flower which
is quite buff yellow. This Rose makes a nice

shrubby little plant of symmetrical outline about

2 feet 6 inches to 3 feet high. The foliage is plen-

tiful, but the leaflets are not large,and it is rather

given to mildew. Curiously enough my plants

suffered more from this disease in the dry year

of 1911 than in the wet one of 1912. The flowers

are only semi-double and wanting in form.

Though fairly free flowering it is not quite con-

tinuous, but gives several crops during the sea-

son. It is not an indispensable Rose, but

for those who have room for it Theresa vi'ill

afford a good deal of interest and pleasure in

the course of the year.

White Killarney (H.T., Waban Rose Co.,

1909).—This is a creamy white sport from the

well-known Killarney, and like its original it

often gives a most beautiful and perfectly-

formed flower. It is also a good garden plant,

and the flowers show up well in the borders.

It is a good grower, but naturally, having regard

to its origin, is somewhat prone to mildew ; the

flowers, however, do not suffer so much as do
the pink ones of the parent when the plant

is attacked. Mildew, moreover, may always be
kept in check by a littls timely and persistent

syringing. White Killarney is quite fragrant.

Veluvezoom (H.T., Baron von Pallandt, 1909).

—This strikes me as quite a good garden Rose,

but it seems little known, for I do not remember
seeing it in any garden but my own. It is a

good grower, free from mildew, of nice branch-

ing habit, and has large, full and well-shaped

flowers which are carried well on the plant. The
colour of the flowers is bright carmine rose with

a certain amount of yellow at the base and speci-

ally on the reflexes of the petals. The shade of

colour is perhaps the weak point of this Rose,

but the yellow shading tends somewhat to

relieve a colour which otherwise might be

thought ratliLir crude. For those who have room
to .spare it is a Rose quite worth growing.

At this point I would venture, in the interests

of the Rose, to express a hope that some of

our hybridists would give us a little more
infonnation as to the parentage of the

Roses that are put on the market. Not a

few of our best Roses are referred to by the

raisers as pedigree plants, so one would suppose

the parentage is known, but, as a rule, it is only

by Continental raisers that this information is

given. To them accordingly we proSer our

thanks. White Hose.
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KEW NOTES.

Following upon the general rebuilding of the

rock-garden, the east side at the south end is

now in process of reconstruction. The part

near to the dripping well is being considerably

heightened ; the well itself is being placed

further back to provide space in front for a bog-

garden. A shortage of materials when this por-

tion of the rockery was first made necessitated

the use of a mi.\ture of various stones. These
are now being substituted by weather-worn
Cheddar limestone.

The building of a new span-roofed Orchid house
for Cnttleyas by the side of the e,\isting public

Orchid houses has necessitated the removal of

several trees. Two large evergreen Oaks, weigh-
ing ^iproximately 7 tons and 8g tons respec-

tively, have been moved with the aid of the

have furnished a splendid display late in the

autumn. A few of the best sorts are Duche:-s

of Wellington, Mrs. A. R. Waddell, Frau Karl
Druschki, Caroline Testout, Gruss an Teplitz,

Mme. Abel Chatenay, General MacArthur (a

lovely crimson variety and one of the most frag-

rant of Roses), Lady Pirrie, Mrs. Aaron Ward,
Pharisaer, and La Tosca.

In the Bamboo garden the tallest and stateliest

of all the specimens is . perhaps Phyllostachys
fastuosa. Arundinaria nitida, which is repre-

sented by several large clumps, A. japonica

(Bambusa Metake), Phyllostachys viridi-glauccs-

cens, P. nigra, P. Henonie and Arundinaria
Hindsii deserve special mention. Among the

Bamboos Funkia lancifolia tardiflora was nicely

in flower in October.

Considerable work is in progress on the north-

west boundary of the gardens. The shrubbery

Fig. 171.— begonia " lucy clibran ": colour of flowers, pink shaded with apricot.

(R.H.S. Award of Merit, see p. 304.)

large transplanting machine. The grass bank
and chains clothed with Ivy, which form the

boundary of the terrace on which the range is

built, have been extended along the front of the

new house. The dimensions of the structure

are : length 46 feet 9 inches, width 20 feet, height

to eaves 6 feet 6 inches, to top of ridge 13 feet.

The side and central benches in the house are of

teak. The principal rafters are iron and the

woodwork deal. Heywood's patent system is used

in the glazing. The flower-beds in front of the

large Palm house, along the Broad Walk and
near to No. 4 greenhouse, have been planted with

bulbs, principally Tulips and spring-flowering

plants. Wallflowers, Iberis, Violas, and Polyan-

thus.

This season the Roses near to the Palm house

border, stretching from the Brentford gate some
300 yards in the direction of the Isleworth gate

along the riverside, has never proved satisfac-

tory, owing to the presence of numerous young
Elm trees, beneath which, as most gardeners
know, it is very difficult to get shrubs to grow
to form a screen. Some of the Elms are being
removed, and replaced with large specimen ever-

green Oaks—moved with the large transplanting

machine—Yews, Hollies and other evergreens.

These wUl form an effective screen to the ware-

houses and chimneys of Brentford in winter as

well as during the summer months.

When it was decided 30 years ago to
sow down with grass seed a considerable part

of the long walk—1,000 yards in length—along

the Sion Vista, a thin layer of soil was spread

over the surface and the seed sown without re-

moving the gravel. During dry summers the
exact position of the old road or path is clearly

indicated by a long stretch of brown turf. To
remedy this defect a commencement was made a
few years ago to remove the gravel, and the end
of the work is well in sight.

The provision of a short grass avenue through
the wood leading from the Azalea garden to the
Rhododendron dell should prove an additional

feature in this part of the gardens.

The replanting of a small portion of the Rose
dell near to the pagoda, which was made 17
years ago, is in progress. The excavations give

ample evidence of the old gravel pit which occu-

pied the site previous to 1895 6. The terracBB-

at the sides and around the bays are faced with,

the stumps of large trees to hold the soil in

position.

There is much to admire in " the square

"

devoted to Cotoneasters at the south end of the

temperate house. Seldom, if ever, have the

bushes been so abundantly laden with fruits.

Pride of place must be given to Cotoneaster

rotundifolia, which is aglow with shining red
fruits, set off effectively with small green leaves.

Close rivals are C. Simonsii, C. frigida (the twigs
of which are in numerous instances bending
down, so ladened are they with fruits), C. Fran-
chetji, C. pannosa, C. amosna (a new species, see

Gardeners' Chronidr, January 2, 1912, p. 2),

and C. buxitolia.

The south octagpn of the large temperate
house, which was erected in 1862, is being re-

built. Iron is principally used for the girders
and rafters, the woodwork being teak. Messrs.

Heywood's patent glazing is employed. This
system has steel bars clothed with lead, by which
means the glass obtains a good bearing. The
panes of glass rest on a soft cushion of asbestos,

which renders the roof practically weather-proof.

SCOTLAND.

EDINBDBGH ROYAL BOTANIC GAR.
DENS BUILDINGS.

The Edinburgh Town Council has approved of
the proposed settlement of the question regarding
the buUding line at the Edinburgh Royal Botanic
(Jardens, the estimated cost to the city being
£825.

THE NORTHERN SEED.S AND ROOTS
ASSOCIATION.

This a.ssociation, which has its headquarters
at Portsoy, held its annual general meeting re-

cently, when Mr. G. Smith, Ordens, presided
over a good attendance. The report showed that
there is a substantial increase in the membership
and a balance of funds in hand. The silver cup
presented by Provost Sutherland has been won
outright by Mr. W. M'Lennan, Bogton. It was
stated by the secretary, Mr. James Young, that
an anonymous donor had presented a silver Rose
bowl for competition at the society's show.

THE LATE MR. DAVID STEELE.
Me. David Steele, Forfar, who died recently

at his home, Beechhill, will be remembered as
the donor of the Steele Park to his native town
of Forfar.

EDINBURGH'S LORD PROVOST.
The new Lord Provost of Edinburgh, Mr.

Robert Kirk Inches, has filled the office of Con-
vener of the Parks Committee of the Edinburgh
Town Council for the past three years, during
which time various improvements have been
effected in the parks and open spaces of the city.

MR. JAMES EDDIE, INVERURIE.
Among the new Scottish burgh magistrates

elected this year is Mr. James Eddie, nursery-

man and seedsman, Inverurie, who has been
elected third bailie of Inverurie. Correspondent,
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The Week's Work.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
By Edwin Beckbtt, Gardener to the lion. Vicary Gibbs,

Aldenham House, Hercfordsliire.

The Herb Border.—The present is a favour-

able time for putting the herb border in order, so

that it may appear as tidy as possible during

the winter. Useless and untidy growths should

he cut away, weeds removed, and the soil neatly

raked or forked over. Any plants that are worn
out should be replaced with fresh specimens, or

the planting may be left until the spring.

Paths. — As work in the kitchen gardea is

not very pressing just now attention may be

directed' to the paUis, which should be swept

and rolled. Any that need resurfacing should

be attended to without delay. Much damage is

caused to the paths in the kitchen garden at this

time of the year by the wheelbarrow, but this

miay be largely prevented by using planks. There

should always be plenty of good scrapers at con-

venient spots to prevent the soil being trodden

on to the gravel.

Cucumbers.—Success with this crop during

the next two months, will, in a large measure,

depend upon the locality, for it is not a difficult

matter to maintain a supply of Cucumbers in

winter in districts free from smoke and fog, pro-

vided a suitable structure is available. The roof-

glass, both inside and out, needs to be kept as

clean as possible, and the washing is best done

with the aid of a brush tied securely to a stout

bamboo pole ; if the glass is washed in showery

weather the work will be done much easier. The
house, or pit, should be provided with plenty of

hot-water pipes, so that the necessary tempera-

tures may be maintained without employing ex-

<xss\-ve fire-heat, as nothing is more detrimental

or injurious to the plants than a dry, hot atmo-

sphere. The use of mucli fire-heat may be largely

prevented by placing a thick mat of some ma-

terial against the bottom of the door to prevent

draughts, and covering the roof with blinds or

mats at night time. Where there are two doors

in the same house, the one exposed to the cold

winds should be kept locked. The plants must
not be overcropped, neither should they be

allowed to carry too much foliage. They should

be syringed on every favourable occasion, especi-

ally on the underside of the leaves. Use tepid

rain-water, and do the work sufficiently early in

the day to allow the foliage to become dry again

before" night. At this time of year the plants

do not grow very fast, but tying and thinning

nay need attention once a week. Stir the sur-

face of the soil occasionally to promote aeration,

and afford a top-dressing of fine soil enriched

with manure. If the beds are near to the hot-

water pipes, the soil will dry very quickly, and
water must 'be afforded as often as necessary.

Two of the best varieties for winter cropping are

Lockie's Perfection and Syon House. The latter

is an old sort, and the fruits are smaller than

those of most varieties, but it is a free cropper,

and the plants give good results in winter.

TOMATOS.—Plants in bearing will not make
much growth now, and watering must be done

with increased care. A small quantity of

fine loam mixed with its bulk of some
rich fertiliser should be scattered over

the surface of the pots. Keep the le.iding

•growths tied to the stake, and remove all axilliary

shoots. Avoid overcrowding of the plants, as

they need plenty of light to fruit well. Young
plants intended for fruiting in the spring should

be placed near to the root glass, in order that

growth may be sturdy. These young plants

.i'lould be supported with ne:.t stakes, and afforded

larger pots as soon as the roots need increased

room, using a rich compost, but no manure. The
soil for Tomatos in winter should not be of too

<-lose a texture, and, if the plants are 3rawn. place

them as low in the pots as possible. Like all

rewly-potted plants, they must be watered with

extra care for some time afterwards. Should

aphis be present on the plants, fumigat* the

house with a nicotine preparation on one or two
rccasions. A small white fly (Aleyrodes) is very
Iroublesnme on Tnm.ttos in winter, hut I have fre-

quently found that when an adjoining house,

separated by a glass partition, is cyanided, the

small amount (if gas that escapes through the

spaces between the panes of glass is sufficient to

destroy the fly on the Tomatos.

French Beans.—If heated pits or other suit-

able glass structures are available, sowings of a

suitable variety of French Bean may be made at

regular intervals. Topdress those already raised,

and thin the seedlings where they are too thick.

It may be necessary to afford supports to the
plants, and nothing is better for the purpose than
twigs of Birch. As the plants grow they will ne^d

increased supplies of water at the roots and
plenty of atmospheric moisture; the leaves should

be syringed on frequent occasions to prevent red
spider. So soon as the pods are funned, feed the

roots with liquid manure. After the rough
leaves have developed, pinch out the points of the
maii^ growths. Although this stopping of the
shoots delays fruiting, the pla-nts grow dwarfer
and ultimately produce as many Beans as if they
had not been stopped.

Cauliflow/ers. — Youn„ Gaulillowevs trans-

planted in frames for the winter should have an
abundance of air during mild, open weather,
for in no circumstances, should the j'lant= be
grown tender. Make a fresh sowing under glass,

selecting a good forcing va.riety. Sow the seeds

thinly, and, when the seedlings are large enough,
prick them out in the boxes filled with prepared
soil, and grow them near to the glass.

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.
By E. Ha

Late Grapes.—If the Grapes are not in-

tended to be kept for a long time, it will be an
advantage to cut the bunches, so that the vines
may be rested forthwith. The bunches may be
placed in a cool room, where they will remain in

a good condition for a considerable period. Un-
less the vinery is utilised for housing flowering
plants, the ventilators should be thrown open at

all times ; in any circiunstances, the welfare
of the vines must be considered and air admitted
whenever the weather permits. Those vines
wjiich are required to carry bunches until the
end of the year must be attended to carefully.

Water should not be afforded unless the roots

are extremely dry. The proper ventilation of

the houses will have a direct bearing on the
good keeping of the Grapes. During damp or

foggy weather the top ventilators should be
nearly closed and tlie bottom ones shut r these

latter apertures need never be used except dur-

ing bright, warm weather. If the atmosphere is

kept dry, a current of air will be unneceseary, as

this would oniy cause the Grapes to shrivel. En-
deavour to keep the temperature at about 45°

or 60°; it \b advisable to keep the hot-water

pipes slightly warmed always. The bunches
should be examined at least twice a week to re-

move decaying berries, which must be done
without damaging the sound ones.

Late Muscat Grapes. —If a suitable room
is available, the bunches should be cut and the

stems placed in bottles filled with wat«r. The
Grapes will keep just as long a« if they were left

on the vines. The removal of the bunches will

permit of watering the roots, which are doubt-

leS6 in need of a good soaking. If the roots are

in a healthy condition, the watering may be

followed by an application of diluted liquid

manure. Keep the Grape-room quite dry. When
the bottles require refilling, take them outdoors

for the operation. Place two or three pieces of

charcoal in each bottle to keep the wat«r sweet.

Maintain an equable temperature of about 45°

in the room, which should be kept quite dark.

After the Grapes are cut, open the doors and the
ventilators of the vinery to the fullest extent,

and partially prune the vines, to facilitate the

ripening of the wood.

tVliD- SEASON Vines. — The pruning and
cleansing of the vines should be hastened, as it

is impoHant to get a« much as possible of this

work done before the beginning of the New Year.

No hard-and-fast rules can be laid down as to

the number of buds to retain on the spurs. Cer-

tain varieties, such as Cuke of Buccleuch and
Bucklaud Sweetwater, need plenty of young
wood to ensure a crop. Do not prune very old

vines too hard ; where room exists, train in some
of the young, vigorous shoots, as these may take

the place of worn-out rods. Young, healthy

vines may be pruned to two prominent buds.

The cleansing of vines which have been badly
infested with thrip, red spider or mealy bug,

mut,t be thorough. Remove all loose bark, and
pay special attention to holes or crevices where
the insects may be concealed. Afterwards scrub

the rods thoroughly with a strong mixture of

soft soap and sulphur. It is a good practice to

fumigate fruit houses at this time of year with
sulphur, but care muet be taken that the fumes
do not escape into houses which contain tender

plants. T.ake advantage of fine weather to ao
the necessary work of renovating and extending
fruit borders.

PLANTS UNDER GLASS.
By Thomas Stevenson, Gardener lo E. Mocatta, Esq.,

Woburn Place, Addlestone, Surrey.

Ferns.—Plants of Adiantum that have been
used for the embellishment of the conservatory

or winter garden are, possibly, now somewhat
shabby, and should be removed to a fairly cool

house and afforded a rest, keeping the roots

partially dry for a time. As soon as the fronds

commence to turn yellow they may be cut off, for

although thi.s treatment is not always |iiactisrd

with Ferns, it ensures a good crop of young fronds

in the early spring when decorative plants are

very useful. The fernery proper should be kept
somewhat dry .-it this sca.*.iii, .\!l clnsi-growitig

plants should have untidy and decaying fronds

removed regularly, and this applies to specimens
planted on walls and rockeries as well as those

in pots. If decay attacks one or two of the fronds,

it will soon spread through the whole plant, unless

it is checked at once. Do not employ more fire

heat than is necessary, especially where such
plants as Blechnum and Woodwardia are growing,
as these Ferns are very liable to attacks by thrip,

which soon spreads in a dry, warm atmosphere.

PHYLLANTHUS NIVOSUS AND P. ATRO-PUR-
PURENS.— I have exhibited shoots of these

stove foliage plants as decorations in exhibits of

Chrysanthemums this season, and, from the
numerous inquiries made for their names, I he
plants appear to be little known. They are

fairly quick-growing subjects, and specimens in

small pots attain to a height of from 3 to 5 feet

in a single season. The habit is not branching,
which renders the plants all the more suitable

for arranging amongst other subjects. Cuttings
made from young shoots with a heel of the hard
wood or bark attached will form roots at any
season. Specimens that have been employed for

decoration and have lost many of their leaves

may be cut down to within 6 or 8 inches of the

pot level. This will result in new shoots de-

veloping, and often vigorous suckers. The lat-

ter, if removed with a few roots attached, will

soon become established. The plants should be

potted in light, porous soil, mixed with plenty

of peat and leaf-mould and broken crocks. The
potting should be done firmly, as specimens in

comparatively small pots give the finec.t leaf-

colouring, and the roots are apt to become raised

in loose soil. Specimens cut down now or at

any time before Christmas will produce suitable

shoots for purposes of propagation in the spring.

Gardenia.—Plants of Gardenia, whether in

pots or planted out in pits, must be watered
with extra care at this season ; those grown in

pits should receive a little fresh air on bright

days, as the atmosphere dues not move so freely

in pits as in larger glasshouses. In a close at-

mosphere the plants are liable to become sickly,

and the earliest flower-buds may drop in conse-

quence. A sudden change in the temperature
will also cause bud-dropping, and this must be
guarded against. If the pits are heated in-

adequately the roof-glass should bf covered at

night-time with some cold-excluding material

whenever frost threatens.

The Show House.—Do not maintain a
moist, close atmosphere where plants of Euphor-
bia (Poinsettia) pulcherrima, E. jacquiniseflora.

Begonias in variety, Browallia speciosa. and

similar subjects are in bloom, as this would
cause the flowers to fade prematurely. The same
remark applies to houses containing Primulas,

Cyclamens, and Cinerarias, although these are

not grown so warm by 10 or 15 degrees as the

other plants enumerated above.

Bulbs.—The batches of the earliest-potted

bulbs should be examined, and plants that have

sufficient routs and a little top growth should

be removed to a frame. Fresh batches of the

very earliest bulbs may be placed in the forcing
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house. If Tulips of the Due van Thol type are

required in bloom at Christmas, a full month's
forcing will be necessary. Retarded crowns of

Lily-of-the-Valley may also be placed in heat to

furnish spikes by Christmas. For later flower-

ing, the Berlin crowns may be employed, and
these should be potted 60 soon aa they are re-

ceived from the nurserymen.

Helleborus NIGER.—The Christmas Rose is

generally regarded as a border plant, but the

roots may be lifted and the plants flowered in

a slightl'v-heated frame. Lift the roots with

plenty of soil a.ttached, so that the plants will

receive only a slight check. Another plan is to

place frames over the plants in the borders.

Tlie frames will not only serve afi a protection

from severe weather, but keep the flowers from

being splashed by the rains.

THE HAKDY FEXJIT GARDEN.

Orchards. — Neglected orchards are very

common in all parts of the country, but much
may be done to improve the condition of the

trees, except when they are very old and
neglected, when the best plan is to grub them
up and plant afresh. Younger trees may be

brought into a satisfactory condition of bearing

by careful pruning. It will be generally found

that certain of the branches may with advan-

tage be removed altogether. For instance, those

that cross each other, or are bare of fruitful

shoots. After the pruning is completed,

the stems should be limewashed, and the

top growth sjTinged with a winter wash to

destroy lichen and pests. Freshly-slaked lime may
be sprinkled freely on and amongtt the trees,

as this will destroy grubs of injurious insects

and be beneficial to the roots. A dressing of

manure may be applied to exhausted trees, but

if farmyard dung is not available, such materials

as bonemcal, soot, wood ashes, charred vegetable

refuse, and road scrapings will be beneficial.

Every effort should be made to finish this work
whilst the weather remains favourable.

Fios.—If it is considered necessary to protect

the branches of Fig trees on walls, the shoots

should be loosened from the wall, fastened to-

gether, and covered with straw or bracken. Th
bundles of branches should then be secured

close to the wall, and allowed to remain un
disturbed until the spring. Gross-gi'ovving trees

are the more likely to suff^'r harm from cold.

Many Fig trees have an unusual amount of un-

ripened wood this season, and these also are sure

to be damaged if the winter is very severe. It

is also necessary to protect the roots with a

covering of Bracken-Fern or litter. It should be
remembered that trees which are regularly root-

pruned, and planted in soil of a calcareous nature,

produce hard, short-jointed shoots that ripen

well arid are less likely to be injured by frost.

The Fruit Room.—Remove all decaying
fruits frequently, but do not fill the vacant

spaces with other specimens, especially in the

case of Pears, for the less they are handled the

better. Let there be a free circulation of air

through the fruit-room bv keeping the ventila-

tors open on all favourable occasions.

THE ORCHID HOUSES.

Zyoopetalu m.—The prrtially- developed

pseudo-bulbs of Zygopetalum Mackayi are send-

ing out flower-spikes, and, from now onwards
until the flowering season is over, extra care

must be taken in watering the roots, for an

excess of moisture may cause the leaves to be-

come spotted. Water should only be applied

when the compost is dry, when sufficient should

be given to soak the materials thoroughly. The
plants may then be allowed to become dry before

affording moisture again. Plants of Z. crinitum,

Z. C'layi, Z. Perrenoudii, Z. Gottianum, Z.

Burkei, and Z. Protheroianum, also Zygo-Colax,

including Z.-C. Wiganianus and Z.-C. Charles-

worthii. are in full growth, and should be

afforded liberal supplies of water at the roots

until the growth of the new pseudo-bulbs is

completed. All these plants thrive best in a

moist, shady position in the cooler part of the

intermediate house. Plants of Zygopetalum

BallsB are developing flower-spikes, and rooting

freely , from the base of the newly-formed
pseudo bulbs. They should be placed near to

the root-glass in the warmer and shadier part of

the intermediate house. Sprinkle the surface

layer of Sphagnum-moss frequently to keep it

healthy. Z. roetratum and Z. Roeblingianum
may be afforded a similar treatment, but should

be grown in a warmer temperature. Plants of

the Bnllea section, such as Bollea ca?lestis, B.

Lalindei, Pescatorea Lehmannii, P. Dayana, P.

Klabochorum, P. Roezlii, Bat«mannia, Burtii, B.

Colleyi, Chondrorhyncha fimbriata, and C. Ches-

tertonii are pushing forth new roots, and any
specimens that require fresh rooting materials

should be attended to in this respect. They
grow best in pots or pans, which should be

filled to half their depth with clean crocks for

drainage purposes. The compost should consist

of two parts Sphagnum-moss and two parts

Osmunda and Al fibres cut in short portions,

with a liberal quantity of crushed crocks. The
materials should be well mixed. Press the com-

post moderately firm, and fill the pots to the rims,

finishing with a layer of live Sphagnum-moss.
During the winter months the plants should be

grown in the warmer part of the intermediate

house, but they should not be exposed to sunshine

at any time. Spray the growths overhead fre-

quently, and keep the surroundings moist, also

the Sphagnum-mose. Zygopetalum maxillare

and Z. Gautieri are producing roots from

the base of the young growths, and plants iliat

require increased rooting spa«e should be given

attention. These Orchids have a rambling

habit, and are not suitable for growing in pots

or pans ; they do best fixed on a portion of the

stem of a Tree-Fern. If necessary, the rooting

space may be extended by wiring another piece

of stem on the top of the old block. The roots

should be kept moist at all times, and Zygo-

petalum maxillare thrives best when suspended

in a moist, shady position in the warmer part of

the intermediate house.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
By J. G. WhsioN, Gardener \a Lady Northcote,

EastweU Fark, Kent.

The Pampas Grass. — The Pampas and

other ornamental Grasses associate well with

Bamboos. The Gyneriums are very beautiful

plants, especially when grown in large clumps by

the waterside. Arundo conspicua is also very

handsome, and should be more extensively grown

than at present. It throws up its stately plumes

in July, hence the name summer-flowering

Pampas. It may be grown as an isolated speci-

men on the lawn or grouped with other Grasses

and Bamboos in larger spaces.

Hardy Azaleas. - The Azaleas are now
classed by the botanist with Rhododendrons, but

for garden purposes they may be regarded as

distinct. Although these beautiful flowering

shrubs may be planted during fine weather at

almost any time from September till April, it

is better to do the work before severe weather

sets in. In most seasons the weather remains

fairly open until well into December, and it is a

good practice to get the bulk of the planting

done before that time, for shrubs planted in the

autumn have a much better chance of success

the following season than those planted late in

spring, when drying winds usually prevail. Few
flowering shrubs rival the gay colours of the

different sections of hardy Azaleas, whilst for

brilliant effects in spring they are not surpassed.

• The foliage also assumes most beautiful colours

in the autumn, the leaves of many varieties turn-

ins a vivid scarlet. Many refrain from planting

Az:!leas and Rhododendrons because their gar-

dens are not peaty, but there need be no hesita-

tion because of this provided the ground is free

from lime, or is not a shallow soil resting on

chalk. Much may be done to overcome even

these difficulties by making special stations for

planting, although this precaution is not always,

a success. It is advisable to make a small ex-

perimental planting, to see how the plants suc-

ceed. Soil of a heavy, clayey nature should be

trenched and have plenty of leaf-mould mixed

with it. In planting, scatter some turfy loam

about the roots, to enable the plants to make
a good start. When the work is finished,

apply a mulch of leaf-mould to protect the roots

from extremes of weather. Bulbs may be asso-

ciated freely with Azaleas and Rhododendrons,

and, if early flowering varieties are selected,

the beds will remain attractive over a long
period. There are many beautiful hybrids
of Azalea sinensis. If beds of distinct varie-

ties are required, Anthtony Koster, Glory of

Boskoop, J. G. van Thol, Mme. A. Koster,
Prince of Orange and Floradora may be selected.

For woodland planting or for mixed beds, seedlings
of all the sections may be employed, and these
may be purchased at a moderate cost. Standard
plants disposed at intervals through the beds
will break the uniformity of the effect.

Rhododendron. —Hardy Itliododendrons
thrive under the same conditions as Azaleas.
Being evergreen, and of a robust growth, they are
often planted as a background for Azaleas and
other shrubs of a moderate growth. Where they
flourish. Rhododendrons may be substituted for

the common Laurel as hedges or wind screen.'s.

Rhododendrons prefer partial shade during the
hottest part of the day, the blooms lasting for a
longer period when protected from the full glare

of the sun. They are useful for planting under
large deciduous trees, where many other shrubs
will not thrive. Good clumps or beds of one
colour give a better effect than indiscriminate
planting. Mrs. Holford, Pink Pearl, Sylph, Don-
caster, Mrs. John Waterer, Mrs. Anthonv
Waterer, Lady Clementine Walsh, and Martin
Hope Sutton are suitable varieties for massing.

Planting Roses.—The beds having been pre-

pared some time since so that the soil has become
somewhat settled again, the planting of Roses
should be proceeded with whenever the ground is

in a suitable condition. On no account plant when
the ground is wet and pasty, rather cover the
roots with soil temporarily, and plant at the first

favourable opportunity afterwards. Trim all

damaged roots, making clean cuts, and see that
the holes are made sufficiently large to allow of

the roots being spread out evenly. Scatter some
fine soil amongst the roots and tread the soil

quite firm.

The Carnation Rust.—This is caused by

a rust fungus known as Uromyces caryophyl-

linus, and is particularly common on Carnations

grown under glass in this country. Affected

plants are characterised by the presence of

brown spots on the leaves and stems, each one

of these discoloured areas being a mass of spores,

which serve to disseminate the disease to healthy

plants. Though plants are not often killed out-

right by this pest, they are seriously weakened,

and always become unsightly when attacked by

it. The fungus may spread with great rapidity,

especially in houses w-here the plants are

crowded. Once the disease becomes estab-

lished, it is a matter of great difficulty

to check it. The reason for this is that

no fungicide is able to reach the mycelium

or spawn of the fungus, which lives entirely with-

in the tissues of the plants. Fungicides are use-

ful, however, in that they check the formation

of new centres of infection. Bordeaux mixture

or a dilute solution of copper-sulphate (1 lb. in

25 gallons of water) may be applied, but, in order

to be effective, spraying must be performed so

soon as the first sign of disease appears in the

house, and must be repeated at weekly intervals.

At the same time, affected plants should be re-

moved from the vicinity of the healthy ones.

Where the disease is severe, it would be wise to

discard the plants and otbain a healthy stock.

The Carnation house should be well venti-

lated, the plants should be watered in such a

way that the leaves are not wetted, and the foli-

age should not be allowed to touch the soil.

Cuttings should only be taken from healthy

plants. In the United States, where the disease

was so bad 20 years ago that it seriously

threatened the growing of Carnations on a large

scale, it has been found that certain varieties,

such as William Scott, are much less susceptible

to the disease than are others. It is obvious that

resistant varieties should be sought and culti-

vated in this country. F. T. B.
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EDITORIAL NOTICE.

AOVEk'TISBMEMTS should be sent to the PUB-
Ll^nbK, 41, Wellington Street, Covent Harden,
V\.c

Spcclu! Notice to Correspondents.— 7 'it Editors rfo no.

umirrtahe to pay for any contntitittonsor illustrations, or

to return uimseit communications or illustrations, unless by
special arrangement. The Eiiitors do not hold themselves

responsible for any opinions expressed by their correspon-

dents.

Illuatratlons. - The Editors will be gtadto receive and to select

photogtaphs or drawings, suitable for reproduction, of

gardens, or of remarkable plants, flowers, trees, &c., but

they cannot be responsible for loss or injury.

Ncwtpa^crs.—Correspondents sending newspapers should be

caielul to mark the paragraphs they wish the Editois to see.

SALES FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
MOND-W, TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY

AND FRIDAY-
Dutch Bulbs at 67 & G3, Cheapside, E.C.by Piotheroe
& Moiris, al II.

WEDNESDAY—
Palms, Plants, Azaleas, Rhoilcdendrons, Camellias,

Aspidistras, &c., at 67 & 68, Cheapside, E.C., by Pro-
: & Mo

Fruit Trees, at Piatt Nursi
Wrolham, Kent, by Prothe:

Bulbs, Liliums, Sic, at 12.30;

ugh Gr,;=. Eo o
& Mori

5.15 ; Roses,
Fruit Trees and Shrubs, at 3; Ornamental and Deco-
rative Plants, at 4.30; Roses. Phododendrons, Azaleas,

&c., at 5; at Stevens's Auction Rooms, 38, Kin^ Street,

Covent Garden. W.C.
THURSDAY-

Roses, by Protheroe & Morris, at 12.80.

FRIDAY—
Orchids, by Protheroe & Morris, at 12.45.

Mushroom Spawn Manufactory, Fruit Farm, &c.,at the

Mart, Tokenhouse Yard, by Protheroe & Morris, at 2.

Average Mean Temperature for the ensuing week
deduced from observations during the last Fifty Years

at Greenwich-41-5.

Actual Temperatures:-
LoDDOti.— Wednesday, November 20 (6 P.M.) Mas. 49°;

Min. iS".

Gardeners' Chronicle Office, 41, Welliugtoii Street,

Covent Gardeti, London —Thursday, November 21

(10 A.M.) : Bar. 29-8'': Temp. 61°; Weather—
Overcast.

Provinces.— lI'^rfHcsifrt}', November 20: Max, 53" Ire-

land, S.W.; Min. 43" Aberdeen,

The achievements of the

Chemists' chemist in meeting the
Conquest steadily-increasing demands
o e IP.

^j agriculture for manures,

especially those containing nitrogen,

afford an interesting example of techni-

cal progress. For a long time the defi-

ciency of nitrogen due to the removal of

this element in the crop was supplied by

the importation from abroad of Chili salt-

petre, guano and the like, and an impos-

ing industry has been built up to supply

the world's demand for nitrogen-fer-

tilisers. As this demand increased, search

was made to find other sources of the

element, more especially as the avail-

able supplies of saltpetre are decreasing

year by year. The waste liquors of

gas works, which sometimes contain as

much as 3 per cent, of ammonia, came
early under notice, and the production of

ammonium sulphate from this source has

become an important item in the pros-

perity of gas companies. A further

substantial supply of nitrogen is afforded

by the ammonia recovered from molasses

residues. Many other waste nitrogenous

products are now turned to a like purpose.

The problem of the utilisation of sewage

is still unsolved, but, on the other hand,

science has shown how to draw upon the

unlimited store of uncombined nitrogen in

the atmosphere, and render it available

for the nutrition of the plant. The
industrial application of this discovery

has followed at an amazing rate. Already

several rival processes are in successful

commercial operation. One essential, a

supply of electrical energy at a very low

cost, has led to the establishment of many
of these new factories in Norway, where
immense water-power is available.

In one process, nitrogen is made to pass
over calcium carbide, heated to 1000° C.

Nitro-lime is produced, which is directly

available as manure. In a rival process,

nitrogen and o.Yygen are caused to com-
bine under the influence of a high ten-

sion electric discharge ; the nitric acid

formed is neutralised with lime and the
marketed product is known as Norway
saltpetre.

In a third process, nitrogen is made to

unite with hydrogen, and so furnish am-
monia.
At the same time progress on the agri-

cultural side has led to the appreciation
of the value of green manuring, and the

importance of leguminous crops in enrich-

ing the soil. The progress is particularly

marked in connection with our knowledge
of the nitrogen fixing bacteria of the soil,

which, when supplied with a suitable

source of energy, are able to fix nitrogen
from the air and thus enrich the soil. In
order that nitrogen fixation may go on in

the soil a supply of carbohydi-ate, in the

form of sugar, or other similar substance,

is necessary. By the addition of such

substances to the soil, the rate of nitro-

gen fixation is increased. Hence carbo-

hydrates are destined—if they may be
had cheaply enough—to be used more
and more as manures. One of the latest

suggestions is the application to the soil

of tlie waste liquors of the woo-d-pulp in-

dustry which are so diflicult to dispose of

at the present time without polluting the

rivers. When neutralised with lime, these

liquors contain much carbohydrate
material in a form directly available for

the soil bacteria.

The outlook for the agriculturist is thus

of the brightest, and he may rest assured
that the pessimism displayed by Sir

William Crookes in his address to the

British Association some years ago is no
longer justified, though it may be that Sir

William's warning has acted as an in-

centive to the chemists in their conquest
of the air.

Coloured Supplement.—Piunus (or

Amygdalus) nana, a native of South Russia,

and known popularly as the Russian or Dwarf
Ahnond, is not t-o common in gardens as it de-

serves to be. It was cultivated as a hardy shrub

in this country more than 200 years ago. A figure

of this species was publichod in the Botnnical

Magazine in 1791 (t. 161), where we are told that

it was then justly considered as an ornamental

shrub which rarely grew higher than 3 feet, and

was very suitable for the shrubbery of small ex-

tent. Miller says it was common in the London
nurseries in his time, nearly two centuries ago.

That the plant deserves to rank with the best

hardy spring-flowering shrubs may be seen at

Kew in April, when the bushes are covered with

white, pink, or rjd Almond blossom. There are

several colour varieties of P. nana, the best being

that illustrated in the Supplement, namely, P. n.

rubra. The flowers are over ^ inch in diameter,

and as tliey are borne all along the slender

shoots, the effect of a good bush when at its

best is particularly pleasing. For lawn beds or

a mixed shrubbery, or for a "break" plant in

the rock-garden, this little Almond is an excel-

lent plant. In exposed positions it scarcely ex-

ceeds 1 foot in height. Ii ought to be a good

torcing plant, and market-gardeners might do
worse than establish it in pots to be forced into

flower early in the year. The named varieties

of P. nana are alba (white-flowered), georgica {a

darker shade of pink than the type), and gess-

leriana (less robust than the type, with deep-red

flowers). Propagation is by means of suckers,

which, however, do not make such shapely plants

as those that are raised from layers, for which the

branches should be laid in the usual way in April

or May ; by autumn they will have rooted, and be

fit for removal. The appearance of a bush of this

Almond when in leaf, after thd flowers are past

is that of a small Willow. Its nearest allies are

P. incana, a native of Asia Minor; P. Jacque-

niontii, Afgl anistan ; P. Simonii and P. Davidi-

ana, both Chinese species ; and, of course, the

Almond proper, P. Amygdalus, and the Peach,

P. persica.

National Chrysanthemum Society.—The
annual dinner of the Xatiunal Chrysanthe-

mum Society will be held in the Holborn

Restaurant, on the 27th inst., at 6.15 p.m. The
Pre ident. Sir Albert Roi.lit, D.C.L., LL.D.,
will occupy the chair, and will present the Chal-

lenge Trophy, the Holmes Memorial Cups and
Medals to the winners during the evening.

Tickets may be obtained from the Secretary, Mr.

RuH.iRD A. Wjtty, Savernake Road, Gospel

0.ik.

The Surveyors' Institution. -The next

ordinary general meeting will be held in the

Lecture Hall of the Institution, on the 25th

inst., at 8 p.m., when a paper will be read by Mr.

E. JI. KoNSHM, Barrister-at-Law, entitled
'• Lai:d Values Taxation : a Criticism of the

Evidence before the Departmental Committee on

Imperial and Local Taxation."

Yorkshire Gala..—The fifiy-fiftli annual ex-

hibition will be h.ld in the Bootham Park, York,

on July 18, 19, and 20, 1913. The Council has

purchased from Messrs. Piggott Bros. &
Co., Ltd., a portion of the patent ventilated

tent erected by that firm at Chokca for the Royal

International Horticultural Exhibition. The
new tent will give an increased area of at least

20 per cent. ; the outer walls will be 12 feet in

lieight.

Legacy to a Gardener.—Und r the terms

of the will of the late Mrs. JIerope Petroco-

KiNO, of Norcliffe, Broughton Park, Manchester,

the sum of £1,000 is left to her gardener.

Strawberry Growing in Ontario.—Such
high prices have been obtained for Strawberries

in the Dominion in the last two or three years

that many farmers w-iih an acre or two of space

available are now considering the advisability of

setting out plants for Strawberry growing. In

a recent report Mr. W. T. M.^coun, Dominion
Horticulturist, gives the following estima.te of

the cost of producing an acre of Strawberries

and the returns at 5 cents a box ;

—

... $10.CO
4.00

... 30.00

... 36.00
5.00

... 15.00

10.00

21.00

... 60 00

Rent of land (two years)

Preparation of land
Fertilisers

Plants
Planting
Cultivation
Mulcning
Boxes
Picking
Crates and marketing ... 2i.00

Total S216.00

Selling 6,000 boxes at 5 cents per box 300.00

Net profit S84.00

Many growers disposed of big crops this year

for 10 cents, per box and higher.
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Fruit-growing in British Columbia.—
The most prolific crop of Peaches and Apples

*ver known has been obtained this year in the

Okajiagan district of British Columbia. It has

been on such a scale that the marketing system

of the valley has temporarily broken down. Hun-
dreds of tons of Peaches have been left to rot on

the ground, and for the same reason a bountiful

Tomato crop, for which product the district is

famous, has to a large extent been sacrificed.

In this province within a few years upwards of

a hundred thousand acres of fruit must have

been brought into bearing. Within the next 12

months another railway system will be serving

the Okanagan district.

The Royal Medal. — Botanists will leiru

with pleasure that Di-. Francis Darwin is the

recipient of the Royal .Medal, an award made by

the Royal Society for distinction in biological

research. Dr. Darwin's contributions to plant

physiology are many and important, and date

from the time when he assisted his father,

Charles Darwin, in the classical experiments

published in The Power of Moermcnt oj Plants.

The views expressed in that vohiine on the sensi-

tiveness of plants, and particularly on the locali-

sation in the root-tip of sensitiveness to gravity,

have long been accepted. Nevertheless, at the

time that these conclusions were published t.iey

were assailed with some vehemence by the official

world of botany, and they are now accepted so

widely and unhesitatingly that it is apt to be

forgotten that it was the Darwins—father and

son—who first promulgated them, and, in doing

so, showed how fundamentally similar are the

nervous mechanisms of plants and animals.

Legion dHonneur.—The grade of Chevalier

.n the Legion d'Honneur has been conferred on

.MM. Antoine Rivoire, Pierre Guillot, and

TissoT in recognition of tlieir services in connec-

tion with the Turin exhibition. Of these dis-

tinguished French horticulturists, M. Rivoire

has played a great part in the organisation of

horticulture in France, JI. Guillot is a well-

known rosarian and vice-president of the French

Society of Rosarians, and JI. TissoT carries on

a large business in horticultural "sundries."

Snowdrop Petals as Snuff. -In tlie course

of a recent lecture on " English Wild Flowers."

at the London Salon of Photography, IVIr. H.

EssFRBiGH CoRKE is reported to have said that

Snowdrop petals, when dried and crushed, make

an excellent substitute for snuff.

Publications Received.— The Journal of

the Eoaid ofAgriculture. November. (London:

Board of Agriculture and Fibhtries.) Price id.

HOME CORRESPONDENCE

[The Editors do not hold themselves responsible for

the opinions expressed by correspondents.)

Wart Disease of Potatos.—The article by

Mr. H. C. Long (see p. 326) on the Wart
Disease of Potatos is one of considerable im-

portance to everyone interested in this sub-

ject, and its appearance is most opportune.

I believe that this disi-ase is increasing rapidly

in England, and drastic steps must be taken

at once in order to ensur.» its eradication. Tt

is true that the Board of Agriculture has issued

a leaflet dealing with the subject, and preventive

and remedial measures are described therein in

detail, a list of varieties being given which

have proved free, or practically free, from at-

tack. But how have the^e varieties fared this

season ? Have they upheld their immune charac-

ter? Wart disease has also been scheduled as

a notifiable one under the Destructiv Insects

and Pests Acts of 1877 and 1907. and all growers
upon whose land this " Black Scab " appears

are liable to penalty if they fail to notify the

fact of its occurrence to the officers of the Board
of Agriculture, or, in some districts, the

police. The good intentions of those who drafted
the measures to deal with this epidemic are quite

apparent, but further effort and exertion would
seem very ni;cessary if the complete extermina-

tion of this dangerous disease is to be secured.

The Canadian poster, a facsimile of which you
reproduced (see p. 337), issued by the Depart-

ment of Agriculture of that country, is a

useful means of distributing information,

but our colonial friends have gone fur-

ther. They have closed their porto against

Potatos grown in Great Britain, and are

determined to run no further risks from fresh

imports from a contaminated country. It would
have been well had we adopted similar precau-

tions some years ago. As it is, is there one of

our colonies now open to our exports of S3ed

Potatos? The situation is really serious, and
growers of seed Potatos seem to be unaware of

their position in these times. As one who is

much interested in the cultivation of the Potato,

I would welcome some immediate action in the

matter by the Board of Agriculture. Is it not

time to close our ports against the imports of

Continental Potatos, and should tubers which
may, or may not, be affected be allowed un-

challenged access into ti.e rural districts to

spread further devastation amongst the crops?

In the report of the London markets in the Gar-
deners' Chronicle of November 9, I note that

your contributor remarks, " The market is

glutted with foreign Potatos, and prices for these

are lower." Is not this a possible source of con-

tamination, and are the^e tubers wholly free

from this disease? Have the Board of Agricul-

ture an organized system of inspection of such
imports of Potatos, or are they allowed to pass

entirely unchallenged; that is, beyond the usual

Customs search for the detection of dutiable

goods]' If there be no such inspection, it is

surely time it was begun. It seems absurd that

Potatos should be allowed entry into Britain,

even at any time, without searching inspection

by qualified officers of either the Customs or

Board of Trade. Is it not a fact that this

disease is an imported one, and its origin here

attributed to tubers imported from the Conti-

nent? It has evidently been known in Britain

since 1886, but no reports of its presence would
appear to have become general until 1901, and
after this lapse of 15 years the area of infection

had, undoubtedly, become very extended, and
there is no denying the fact that a large portion

ol England is suffering badly at the present time.

We seem, so far, to be almost free in Scotland,

and I have never seen a case in this country.

George M. Taylor, Mid-Lolhlan.

Hybrid Nomenclature.— (see p. 362)—The
" confusion which is likely to arise from the ap-

plication of Latin or Latinised names to garden-
raised Orchids" arose long ago from quite different

causes, ilr. O'Brien remarks ;
" It is a curious

fact that the giving of Latin names to garden
products was not begun by the raisers of Orchids,

either amateurs or nurserymen, but by scientific

botanists." It began long before hybrid Orchids
were even thought of, but we will limit the

remark to Orchids. It is true that the first

hybrid Orchid, Calanthe Dominii, was named by
Lindley. but the second and six others out of

the first dozen were named by the raisers, and
some of those afterw;irds described by Reichen-
bach received names furnished by the raisers.

The point is merely mentioned as a matter of

historical accuracy. In course of time confusion

arose, but not from the cause asserted. Three
other systems had arisen, with the additional

complication that different seedlings out of the

same cap-rule had received separate specific

names, and in 1889 the R.H.S. appointed a sub-

committee to consider the question. Its members
were: Sir Trevor Lawrence, Bart., and Messrs.

Harry J. Veitch. F. Sander, H. Williams, J.

O'Brien, N. C. Cookson. W. .J. Thompson, and
F. W. Burbidge. From the Society's own re-

port I extract the following:—"Hybrids be-

tween species rai.=ed artificially should be named
in Latin, with the addition of the word hybri-

dui,. —a. —um, or the sign of hybridity, x."
" Crosses between varieties raised artificially

should receive suitable vernacular or informal

names." " The Orchid Committee should de-

cline to recognise any unauthorised name, or any

name that is deemed unsuitable, or one that is

not applied in conformity with the preceding

rules." This is not a rule that "as far as

possible names in the vernacular should be given
to all garden-raised Orchids," an exception being
made by the Committee, " with some reluct-

ance," that " primary hybrids might be named
either in Latin or in the vernacular (fancy

names)." The double name never worked well.

When " Digbyano-MossiEe," the example cited

by Mr. O'Brien, was proposed, the Gardeners'
Chronirle remarked: "We hope some means
may be taken to render the name less cum-
brous." It is too long, as our writers some-
times find when speaking of its white variety,

Queen Alexandra, so they omit it. The ver-

nacular was tried, and Cypripedium Charles
Canham was described (by request), but was
promptly changed into Canhamii. Soon after-

wards Epidendrum O'Brienianum was described,

with the special request of the raisers that the

form "James O'Brien" should not be used, a

reason being given that has since been recorded.

The classical name, which I think originated

with Cypripedium lo, has worked admirably,
and its use was soon greatly extended. But to

return. Mr. O'Brien remarks: "Science once
more intervened. The Orcli'id Stvd-Bool; v, as

published, in which many compound and far.cy

names . . . were changed for Latinised appel-

lations." The Stud-Booh adopted a simple and
uniform rule that specific names should coubist

of a single word—the use of two short words be-

ing permissible where they can be connected by
a hyphen. It adopted all classical and fancy
names that agreed with the said rule, and it

declined to recognise others. It did what would
have been done at the outset if the R.H.S. rules

had been followed, carrying out the original idea

so far as possible. Space would fail to describe

the condition of things when the work was pub-
lished, but the Gardener.i' Chronicle described it

as "a definite step towards the evolution of order

out of chaos." And let the R.H.S. itself defoul

the system adopted. Last yeai the Society

printed its replies to questions submitted to it

by the Brussels Nomenclature Congress (to which
it sent two representatives). Some of these

questions were based directly upon names taken
from the Orchid Stud-Bool-. The answers were :

" The specific names of such hybrids should be

in the Latin form." " These specific names
should consist of a single word." P. A. Polfe.

Richard Bradley and His Publisher
(see pp. 132. 136, 160).—It would be a work of

supererogation to attempt to convince .M»-.

Murison that Bradley was not the author of

The Coinphat Seedsman's Monthly Calender,

but just cLS I am convinced from internal evi-

dence that The Flower Garden Di.'iplaij'd was
written by Bradley, so from similar evidence am
I convinced that he did not write, nor could he
have written, the book in question. Never once

in his v\ritings does Bradley refer to himself as

a gardener, and when he has occasion to refer to

gardeners he refers to them as " the gardeners."

In this volume the author invariably associat ?s

himself with the brotherhood just as Fairehild,

Cowell. Switzer, and others do in their books of

the same period. This is sufficiently striking.

But proof that it is impossible to controvert lies

in the fact that the book was written by a
comparatively uneducated person, and though
it cannot be said that Bradley's style was
on a level with that of the essayists, all his

writings bear clear proof that, if not those of a
learned savant, yet they were of a superior order

to those of contemporary horticulturists, except-

ing, perhaps, Switzer. The production of books at

the period, as is well known, was in the hands of

persons devoid of principle. Meors was no worse
than many of his neighbours, if that could

be any justification, and as an example of how
low down they could descend I may quote what I

have already previously noted of Cowell's, The
Curious and Profitable Gardener being re-

published two years later as I'he Curioiis Frvit

and Flower Gardener, and the next year as The
Compleal Fruit and Flower Gardener. "By
R. Bradley, late Professor of Botany." &•;.

At one time it appeared as if Bradley

wrote this, yet we know he did not write it.

because the sheets in the three volumes are

identical. The Lady's Becreation is another

impudent swindle. But to note all such instances

would need an article to itself, if. P. Brotherston.
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The Larch Sawfly.—My attention has been
called to an article by A. V. W . in your issue of

November 9 on the Larch sawfly. May I be

allowftl tn remind readers of a pamphlet pub-

lished (1912) by the Department of Agriculture of

the Unniinion of Canada on the Larch sawfly? In

this pamphlet Dr. Gordon Hewitt gives a full ac-

count of the parasites and natural enemies of the
sawfly and of the means of controlling the pest

that have been tried and found successful in the
extensive plantations of Larch trees on the

Manchester Corporation's estate at Thirlmere.
Dr. Hewitt was formerly lecturer on econo-
mic zoology in the University of Manchester,
and the work begun by him has been con-
tinued by his successQ]', Mr. J. Mangan. The
cost of the remedial measures is certainly not
fio gieat "as to be almost out of the question,"
and the results obtained have exceeded our own
most sanguine anticipations. Last summer and
the summer before last (1911 and 1912) the Thirl-

mere plantations were practically free from the
pest, although the trouble was raging in the sur-

rounding districts. I am quite certain that the
sawfly pest could be prevented and, if present,
renie<lied in this country if the methods sug-
gested by us, and carried out at Thirlmere by
the Manchester Corporation, were adopted. It

is a great pity that the " non possumus " atti-

tude of the owners of Larch plantations in thij
country should still be maintained and encour-
aged, liydney J . HicLfon.

Scaring Birds.- Probably through being un-
acquainted with the gardener's endless round of
work, the secretary to the Royal Society for the
Protection of Birds, in his note under the title

"Blue Tits and Sweet Peas," on p. 367, is un-
fair when he assumes that gardeners do not u.=e

the contrivances recommended by his society
because they " canna be fashed." From my
experience, and a long acquaintance with other
gardeners, I can assure Mr. Gardiner that,

except in rare instances, it is impossible to fnd
time to attend to kites and such things, which
he himself tacitly admits mean " endless
bother." Because, in self-defence, gardeners
shoot birds, it must not be inferred that th^^y

are callous and indifferent to their charm, for

such is far from being the case. The average
gardener is as great a bird lover as any member
of the Royal Society for the Protection of Birds,

and is equally ready to deprecate their wanton
destruction ; but it must be borne in mind that

the gardener's first duty is towards his em-
ployer, and that he tills the garden to furnish

produce for the table. A. C. B.

Carnation Princess Juliana.—In reply to

Mr. Cook's challenge (p. 366), I shall be quite

willing to give £5 to the Gardeners' Orphan
Fund if Mr. Cook can prove that I did not raise

Carnation Princess Juliana and that Mr. Hopper
did raise it. Montagu C. AUwoocl.

It is a trivial matter whether Mr.
AUwood or Mr. Hopper raised the variety of

Carnation known ae Princess Juliana. Mr.
AUwood is a successful raiser, and we look

to him for many good novelties in the
future. His Lady Alington is, to my mind,
the finest of the Perpetual-flowering type. I

have never previously heard of Mr. Hopper.
However, the Gardeners' Chronicle knows no
favourites, for all receive fair play, and that is

why I have read the paper for over 30 years.

I hope Mr. AUwood will continue to write his

always interesting and instructive notes on Per-

petual-flowering Carnations. Thomas Spencer,

Hale Hull Gardens, Bowdon, Cheshire.

Mandragora autumnalis.— This plant is

now in beautiful flower in my garden, reminding
me of Anemone Pulsatilla, and I think the time

of flowering is worth recording. I have had the

plant for many years, and when I first obtained
it, it flowered in the late autumn, as it does in

S. Europe. Gradually it altered its time of

flowering, and for many years it has flowered in

the spring at the same time as M. ofiicinalis, and
this year it is flowering now, its normal time.

lb is a handsome hardy perennial, well worth
growing. It often produces fruit here, and the
seeds germinate freely, but the seedlings are
very impatient of removal. It is well figured

and described in Sweet's Bot. Fl. On., vii.

Henry N. Ellacombe, Bitton, November 8.

SOCIETIES.
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL,

November 19.—The usual fortnightly meeting
was held on Tuesday last in the Society's Hall,

Vincent Square, Westminster. Orchids were not

so numerously shown as u.sual, but they consti-

tuted the most imposing exhibit in the Hall,

namely, a group of Vanda coerulea from the Duke
of Marlborough's garden at Blenheim. The
Orchid Committee recommended two First-class

Certificates and two Awards of Merit.

Chrysanthemums, Carnations, and shrubs
formed the principal subjects before the Flor.\l
Committee : there were also many exhibits of

floral paintings. This body recommended 11

Awards of Merit to new varieties of Chrysan-
themums. Carnations, and Begonias respectively.

Exhibits of fruits and vegetables were of im-

Jones, Chas. E. Pearson, Wm. Howe, J. F.
McLeod, W. J. Bean, J. Jennings, Edw. Mawley,
Arthur Turner, J. W. Barr, R. G. Reginald
Nevill, and James Hudson.

Messrs. John Waterer & Sons, Ltd., Bag-
shot, Surrey, put up an imposing group of orna-
mental trees and shrubs, including a large num-
ber of Hollies. The plants were splendidly
grown, and the coloured forms exce[)tionally

bright. In the centre at the back was a magni-
ficent specimen of Holly Golden Queen, with a
globular head 7 feet in diameter. There were
similar but smaller si^ecimens of Waterer's
Gold and SUver Queen on either side. Weeping
Hollies were represented in golden, silver and
green varieties. Other interesting plants were a

standard Taxus adpressa, Athrotaxis selagi-

noides, a very distinct Conifer ; Thuya plicata

var. zebrina, one of the finest golden Conifers ;

Retinospora plumosa argentea, a remarkably fine

Fig. 172.—BEGONIA SPLENDOUR.
(E.H.S. Award of Merit, November 19. See page !

portance, and the Fruit and Vegetable Com-
mittee awarded two Gold Medals to collections of

fruit and vegetables respectively. Several ex-

hibits of preserves received awards of medals.

At the three o'clock meeting, a lantern lecture

on " Some Gardens In and Around Bourne-
mouth " was given before a large audience

by Dr. G. G. Hamilton. Numerous coloured pho-
tographs of garden and country scenes in the

neighbourhood of that popular seaside town were
shown on the screen, and Dr. Hamilton gave a few
particulars of each picture.

Floral Committee.

Present : Henry B. May, Esq. (in the Chair)

;

Messrs. Chas. T. Druery, G. Reuthe, W.
J. James, John Green, John Dickson,

Chas. Dixon, Chas. E. Shea, P. Page Roberts,

F. Herbert Chapman, W. Bain, H. J.

specimen ; Ilex crenata aurea, with leaves like

those of Pernettya, and many a beautiful gold
colour; a plant of the variety latifolia had
numerous black berries; Cupressue Westermanii
and a standard plant of Cupressus (Retinospora)
filifera aurea were both a bright golden colour.

(Silver-gilt Flora Medal.)

Mr. G. Reuthe, Keston, Kent, showed a col-

lection of uncommon shrubs and Himalayan Rho-
dodendrons. The rare Fagus fusca, an evergreen
Beech ; F. Menziesii, F. betuloides, Gevuina
Avellana, Restio subverticillatns, Damnacanthus
indicus, Pittosporum Kirkii, Olearia ilicifolia, 0.

Colen.?oi, 0. angustifolia, and Athrotaxis imbri-
cata were included in the collection.

Mr. L. R. Russell, Richmond, filled a large

table with dwarf shrubs of an ornamental charac-

ter, and plants of Azalea indica Mrae. Petrick,

with rose-coloured blossoms.
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Jlessrs. Clibbans, Altrincham, exhibited varie-

ties of winter-flowering Begonias. The plants
were splendidly flowered, healthy, and made a
very imposing exhibit. The varieties were very
numerous, and included several good seedlings,
Altrincham Pink, Clibran's Triumph, Miss
C'libran, Clibran's Pink, Scarlet Beauty, Emily
Clibran, Duchess of Westminster, and Beauty of
Hale ; some of these are described mider
"'Awards of Merit." (Silver Banksian Medal.)

Messrs. J.\MES Veitch & Sons, King's Road,
Chelsea, again showed varieties of winter-flower-
ing Begonias. The finest variety was The Gem,
I close-habited, rosy-carraine flower. The same
)lants were exhibited in bloom at the last meet-
ng, and the flowers had remained beautifully
"resh. Other varieties were Julius, Ensign
md Success. The exhibit included plants of
Lindenbergia grandiflora and Browallia speciosa.
As a separate exhibit .^iessrs. Veitch showed a
large collection of dwarf Ctrysaiithejuums in

A large group of Plumbago rosea, bordered
with plants of Clerodendron fallax and Ferns, was
shown by Sir George Faudell Phillips, Hert-
ford (gr. Mr. F. Fitch).

Jlr. W. A. Manda, St. Albans, showed a small
number of Ferns and a pretty variegated Antheri-
cum named Mandaianum.

Messrs. W. Wells & Co., Ltd., Merstham,
arranged the most imposing floral group, with
varieties of Chrysanthemums. There were no
fewer than 100 specimen blooms of the new white
Queen Mary variety ^see fig. 164 in the last issue).

Tiiese were arranged m a bold mass in the centre,

with 18 of the choicest specimens in a very large
ornamental basket in front. The ends of the
exhibit were formed of great banks of the white
Japanese William Turner and Mrs. Gilbert
Drabble. There were also large clumps of Mensa,
Phyllis Bryant, Mrs. Prowting (a primrose-
coloured sport from Cannell's White), Jlrs.

Dre.xel, Lady Talbot, Miss Ada Brooker, Decem-

FlG 173.—CARNATION " SALMON ENCHANTRESS."
(R.H.S. Award of Merit, November 19. Seo page 391.)

pots, mostiv varieties of the single type. (Silver

Flora Medal.)
Messrs. W. Cutbush & Son, Highgate, filled a

table with greenhouse flowers, including Carna-
tions. Begonias, Ericas, Liliums, Roses, Lilacs,

and Spiraeas. The choicer Carnations were Mrs.

L. Mackinnon (scarlet), Mrs. Waldorf Astor (yel-

low ground with cerise markings), R. F. Felton
(pink). King George (scarlet " Malmaison "),

and Goldfinch (apricot). This firm also showed
pans of Iris alata and I. Vartanii. (SUver Bank-
sian Medal.)

Messrs. H. B. May & Sons, Edmonton, showed
batches of Cyclamens in distinct colours, plants

of Plumbago rosea, the form of Euphorbia pul-

cherrima known as major, and numerous decora-
tive Ferns. (Silver Banksian Medal.)
Hon. ViCARY GiBBS, Aldenham House, Elstree

(gr. Mr. Edwin Beckett), displayed blooms of

Streptocai-]jus of the improved " Aldenham "

.strain of these pretty greenhouse flowers.

ber Gold, Glaucus, and others. (Silver-gilt Flora
Medal.)

Messrs. H. J. Jones, Ltd., Hither Green,
Lewishara, filled a table with varieties of Chry-
santhemums. This well-arranged exhibit in-

cluded such popular sorts as Mensa (the finest

white single), Mrs. Gilbert Drabble, Florrie King
(an Incurved Japanese variety), Mrs. W. T. Smith
(white), Mrs. Alice Thorpe (yellow), Sylvia Slade
(a pretty single variety of magenta colour), Mrs.
A. E. Roope, and Queen Mab. (Silver Flora
Medal.)
Mr. James Box, Lindfield, Sussex, filled a

corner with a pretty exhibit of single Chrysan-
themums. The blooms of Golden Spray are like

a bright yellow Senecio, and are developed in lax

bunches. The fine crimson and gold Ceddie
IMason variety w^as shown in a large batch in the
centre of the exhibit. (Silver Banksian Medal.)

Messrs. H. Cannell & Sons, Swanley, Kent,
exhibited Chrysanthemums and Zonal Pelar-

goniums. This firm usually exhibit uncommon
varieties of the former flower ; on this occasion
they showed a novelty in Bacchus, like a bunch
of white and red silk twist. Sam Caswell is

another pretty variety of this type with pink
florets.

Messrs. Cbago, Haeeison & Cbago, Heston,
showed vases of single Chrysanthemums of the
type grown for market. A new variety named
Elfrida has buff florets suffused with rosy-crim-
son. The new Snow Queen with " Anemone "

centre was included in the collection.

Messrs. John Peed & Son, Norwood, arranged
a collection of single Chrysanthemums. The ex-
hibit was very attractive, and included the fine
varieties Chas. Dickens and Phyllis.

Mr. T. Ward, Bishop's Stortford, staged
bunches of single Chrysanthemums of well-
known varieties.

The Misses G. C. Price & A. B. Fyfe, Grove
Park Nursery, Lee, showed varieties of Chrysan-
themums and Carnations.

Exhibits of Carnations were staged by Mr.
C. Englemann, Saffron Walden; Messrs. All-
wood Bros., Haywards Heath; Mr. William
Lawhenson, Yann-on-Tees ; and Messrs. SniAr.T
Low & Co., Enfield, who had also their fine

salmon-coloured Cyclamen and plants of Acacia
platyptera.

Messrs. John Piper & Sons, Barnes and Bays-
water, showed a fine collection of 60 species and
varieties of Saxifraga.

Messrs. T. S. Ware, Ltd., Feltham, showed
pans of Alpines and the pretty Erigeron specio-
sum "Quakeress," which has flowered con-
tinuously since June.

Messrs. Baerie & Brown, 39, King William
Street, London, showed 12 species of Semper-
vivums, models of Alpine gardens, and a nest-
ing box for wild birds. The box is about 1 foot
high and 7 inches wide and deep. The roof is

high pitched and projecting, so as to protect
the nest from rains, sun, and cats. The en-
trance is close up under the apex of the roof, and
a perch affords a place upon which the birds can
alisht before entering the nest.

Jlr. Wilfred Mark Webb, Odstock, Han-
well, hon. secretary of the Selborne Society, ex-
hibited " Selborne " nesting boxes for wild birds
and bird-feeding appliances.

A Silver Flora Medal was awarded to Frank
Galsworthy, Esq., Chertsey, for paintings of
floral subjects.

Awards of Merit.

Chrijmnlhrmum Mic/iael Harrison (single).

—

The flowers are large and of great substance, with
three or four rows of ray-florets. The general
colour is light reddish-brown (approaching the
darkest shade of dull carmine lake, Ee]> de Cou-
/nirf), but around the disc is a band of clear
y-c-llow one-third of an inch wide, which gives the
flower a bold effectiveness. The rays are also
lightly tipped with yellow. Shown by Mr. S. F.
Harrison, East Grinstead (gr. Mr. A. H. Chap-
man).

C. Audrey (single).—A large flower with rich-

yellow, flat ray-florets in two or three rows.
Shown by the Manor House Nurseries, Cardiff.

C. Miss May Fox (Japanese).—An exhibition
variety of good depth and substance, with long,
drooping ray-florets. The flowers are a pale,

creamy yellow, but greenish yellow in the un-
developed centre. Shown by Messrs. H. J.

Jones, Ltd.

0. Mrs. W. T. Smith (Japanese).—An exhibi-

tion variety of medium size and close globular
form. The pure-white florets are broad and in-

curving ; the young blooms are tinged with
yellow. Shown by Mr. Alex. Smith, Roe-
hampton.

S'gonia Lucy Clibran (see fig. 171).—This and
the three following Begonias are of the winter-
flowering type, and were raised from Begonia
socotrana and tuberous varieties. In each plant
the foliage is bold and handsome, more closely

approaching that of the tuberous-rooted section.

The large, double flowers of Lucy Clibran are

3 inches in diameter, and of a soft pink shaded
with salmon and apricot. When fresh, they are

said to be tinted with orange, but those shown
had suffered somewhat in transit.

B. Splendour (see fig. 172).—The flowers are

semi-double, with a tuft of small petals at the

centre and a few extra larger ones. The plant ia
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neat iii appearance and very free-flowering. The
colour is reddish scarlet, and darker than other

varieties.

B. Scarlet Ilea till/.—This variety has semi-

double flowers, with the form of tne last. The
blossoms are a briglit scarlet colour, and borne

freely in a large, loose truss.

B. Eclipse.—This variety has semi-double

flowers, very freely borne, and carries a number
of fertile, single flowers. The colour is a liglit

?a]nion-red. These four exceedingly attractive

Begonias were shown by Messrs. Clibrans.

Carnation Mari/ Allwood.—A perpetual-

flowering variety, with fine stem, good calyx,

strong clove scent, full flower, and smooth petal.

The colour is a light salmon-rose, dose to shade
three of raspberry red of the 7?e'/j de Couleurs.

C. Salmon /'Jiic/iiiiitrcy.'s (see fig. 173).—This is a
pleading salmon-pinlc sport from Uose-pink En-
chantress. The colour is similar to that of Lady
Alington, and the variety is said to possess all

the good points of Enchantress in growth, free-

dom of flowering, and form. Both these Car-
nations were shown by ^Messrs. Allwood Bros.

C. Snowslorm.—This was probably the most
generally admired individual flower in the show.
The plant is a strong grower, with wiry stem
and unusually good foliage. The flowers are
large and fuU-petalled, almost globular in shape,
delightfully clove-scented, and pure white.
Shown by Mr. Wm. Lawrekson.

Some Further Novelties.

The novelties submitted for award included 39
varieties of Chrysanthemums. In addition to
those certificated, Edna Deane (shown by Jlr. G.
Ferguson, The Hollies, Weybridge) was of in-

terest from its unusual form. For half their
length the ray florets were tubular or quilled,

and buff in colour, the outer half then opening
to a small, lance-shaped ray of pale fawn. The
most interesting plant botanically was Droso-
phyllum lusitanicum (shown by Mrs. C. C. Berg-
HEIM, Belsize Court, Hampstead). The leaves
are about 4 inches long, linear and channelled,
and borne in a close spiral at the end of a 1^-inch
stem. Glandular hairs studded the leaf .nargins,
and there were two rows on the dorsal side. The
flower is bright yellow. The blooms were faded.
The plant received a Botanical Certificate in
1875, and it is figured in the Bat. Mag., tab.
5796. Its home is the sandy shores and dry rocks
of Spain and Portugal.

Orchid Committee.
Present: Sir Harry J. Veitch (in the Chair);

Messrs. Jas. O'Brien (hon. sec), de B. Craw-
shay, R. Broom-in-White, W. Bolton, W. H.
White, A. Dye, W. P. Bound, H. G. Alexander.
J. E. Shill, W. H. Hatcher, J. Cypher, J. Charks-
worth, C. H. Curtis. A. McBean, F. Sander, T.
Armstrong, F. J. Hanbury, R. G. Thwaites,
R. A. Rolfe, C. J. Lucas, and Gurney Wilson.

The feature of the show was the very fine

group of Vanda ccerulea arranged by Mr. Hunter
(gr. to His Grace the Duke of M'arlboruUGH,
Blenheim Palace, Woodstock), for which the
Society's Gold Medal, together with a Silver
Lindlej Medal for excellent cultivation, was
awarded. The group had a frontage of 36 feet
and a depth of 6 feet. It was arranged with a
raised centre, with lower curve on each side, the
ends being also elevated, the fine blue sprays of
flowers arching gracefully in all directions, their
clear, blue tints showing well above the setting
of pale-yelluw Cypripedium insigne Sanderse and
other Cypripediums which were arranged in the
front and lower parts of the group. The central
design contained choice varieties of V. ccerulea
of very fine colour and distinct veining, the best
of the varieties noted being Rosamund. Mar-
garetta, Mrs. Spencer Churchill, and Hunteri.
The whole formed a very meritorious exhibit.

Messrs. Stuart Low and Co., Bush Hill Park,
were awarded a Silver Flora Medal for an effective
group, in which good forms of Cattleya Fabia,
white v.Trieties of C. labiata, and other showy
Orchids were arranged beneath sprays of yellow
Oncidium varicosum. and other graceful species.
Among hybrids, the white Cattleya Dusseldorfei
Undine, a pretty hybrid between Sophronitis
grandiflora and Brasso-L,Tlia Helen, and a very
fine cross between Cattleya labiata and C. Ludde-
manniana were noted.

Messrs. J.vs. Veitch & Sons, Royal Exotic

Nurseries, Chelsea, were awarded a Silver Baiik-
sian Medal for a group principally composed of

good Cypripediums, including forms of C.
insigne, C. Euryades, C. Leeanum, and C. Karon
Schroder. Among Odontoglossums were O.
Anaphe (crispum x Uro-Skinneri), a prettily-

spotted flower and a distinct hybrid between
Brasso-L:clia Digbyano-purpurata and C. Dowi-
ana aurea, the latter being the seed-bearer. The
flower was intensified in its rosy-mauve colour by
the cross, but the yellow of the female parent
did not appear.

Messrs. Sander & Sons, St. Albans, secured a
Silver Banksian Medal for an interesting group,
in which were noted a good Cypripedium Dread-
nought, C. Pyramid var. Black Prince of the C.
Euryades class but very heavily blotched ; C.
Troilus, Lord Nelson, and other good Cypripe-
diums. Finely-coloured Cattleyas and La?lio-

Cattleyas, two distinct forms of Coelogyne
fuscescens, Cirrhopetalum Medusae, Bulbophyllum
hirtum, and other curious species were also

remarked.

Messrs. J. Cypher & Sons, Cheltenham, re-

ceived a Silver Banksian Medal for a representa-
tive group of Cypripediums, including some good
forms of C. insigne and C. Leeanum. Also C.
Fulshawense C. F. Sander, C. Milo " Weston-
birt variety," C. Thalia gigantea, C. Swinburnei
niagiiificum, and C. Mme. Jules Hye.

.Messrs. Swan & Price, Keyfield Nursery, St.

Albans, were awarded a Bronze Banksian Jledal
for a group of Cypriiiediums, which included C.
Queen Alexandra {a very good flower; parentage
unknown). C. Baron Schroder, C. Tityus Louise,
C. Actffius varieties, C. Priam, C. Goweri splen-
dcns, and various unnamed kinds.

Sir Trevor Lawrence, Bart., K.C.V.O., Bur-
ford (gr. Mr. W. H. White), sent La-lio-Cattleya
Adolphi Iris, a pretty Indian yellow flower,

spotted with claret-red, with crimson front to
the lip.

Messrs. Chahlesworth & Co., Haywards
Heath, staged a .select group, in the centre of
which was their new Trichopilia Gouldii^ with a
spr:iy of five, white fragrant flowers. Together
with an excellent selection of Cypripediums were
the singular Catasetum discolor, a selection of
Odontoglossums including a very richly-coloured
home-raised Odontoglossum crispum, and the
singular Oncidioda Mnrjorie (Cochlioda Ncezliana
X Oncidium Forbesii), curiously intermediate in
character and with bronzy flowers having a
whitish front to the lip.

Messrs. Hassall & Co., Southgate, staged a
group of Cypripediums and Cattleyas. With
them was a plant of the remarkable Angraecum
infundibulare, with large, white labellum, and a
dark-coloured Dendrobium Coelogyne.

E. H. Davidson, Esq., Orchid Dene, Twyford,
sent Cattleya labiata Helene, a very clear white
flower, with violet blotch on the lip ; a very large
and handsome Odontoglossum, with finely-marked
flowers ; and the new Liplio-Cattleya Bella " Or-
chid Dene variety " (see Awards)'

Messrs. J. & A. McBean, Cooksbridge, sent a
curious hybrid between Laelia autumnalis and
Cattleya Octave Doin named L.-C. auto-Doin. The
flower was of good size, rose, with white base to
the lip.

H. S. Goodson, Esq., Putney (gr. Mr. G. E.
Day), sent Sophro-Lielio-Cattleya Olive, a well-
formed flow-er of a reddish-rose colour ; the showy
Cattleya Iris King George V, and Odontoglossum
amabile Rosetta, of fine colour, but not fully
expanded.

C. J. Lucas, Esq., Warnham Court, showed
Laelio-Cattleya Muriel (a neat white flower) and
Cypripedium Harlequin.
"W. Thom, Esq., Athol House, Blackburn,

showed Cypripedium Bulgare (insigne Harefield
Hall X Parkeriaiium).

Lady Theodora Guest, Inwood, Templecombe
(gr. Mr. Hester), sent Cattleya Neptune (labiata
X Schilleriana).

F. .\rnold Hindley, Esq., Croft Villa, Great
Horton, Bradford, showed Cypripediums Hassallii
" Hindley's variety " (Bingleyense X Charles-
worthii), a finely-formed flower, with large, rose-
tinted dorsal sepal.

Lieut. -Col. Sir George L. Holford, K.C.V.O.
(gr. Mr. H. G. Alexander), sent a good Lselio-
Cattleya Neleus (C. Iris x L.-C. Ophir), in form
like_ C. Iris, but broader. Sepals and petals yel-
lowish, tinged v.-ith ^rcen : lip crimtcn.

AWARDS.
FiusT-CLASs Certificates.

Lcelio-Cattleya Bella " Orchid Dene variety''
(L. purpurata X C. labiata), from E. H.
Davidson, Esq., Orchid Dene, Twyford.—A very
remarkable hybrid, which, in its colour and fine

form, approaches nearest to C. labiata. The
flowers are bright, rosy-lilac, the lip being
purplish-crimson, with a white base, having some
purple markings.

Cypripedivm Elatior (Leeanum x Baron
Schroder), from F. M. Ogilvie, Esq., The Shrub-
bery, Oxford (gr. Mr. Balmfortli).—A very fine

form of the favourite hybrid originally raised by
Messrs. Jas. Veitch & Sons. In the plant shown
the flowers were of fine shape and very dark
colour. The petals and lip had a greenish-yellow
ground, heavily tinged with purple. Dorsal sepal
v/hite, densely spotted with dark claret-purple.

Awards of Merit.

C. Latona (Niohe x Alcihiades), from Lieut.

-

Col. Sir George L. Holford, K.C.V.O. (gr. Mr.
H. G. Alexander).—Flowvr of god shaj^e. Dorsal
sepal white with a small green base, above which
are lines of large purple blotches. Sepals and
petals resembhng those of C. Thalia.

Lixlio-Cattleya Scylla (L.-C. Cappei X C.
Lord Rothschild), from F. M. Ogilvie, Esq.—

A

very effective hybrid, with flowers of apricot-
yellow colour, the margin of the lip tinged with
rose.

Fruit and Vegeta'ole Committee.
Present; Jos. C'heal, Esq. (in the Chair);

Messrs. George Wocidward. Edwin Beckett, J.
Willard, George Keif. A. Grubb, A. R. Allan,
Wm. Pope, W. E. Humphreys, John Harrison,
Owen Thomas, Geo. Wythes, \V. Poupart, H.
Somers Rivers, A. Bullock, J. Davis, and A. W.
Metcalfe.

A Gold Medal was awarded to Messrs. James
Veitch & Sons, Ltd., King's Road, Chelsea, for

a collection of vegetables. This fine exhibit in-

cluded most kinds in season, there being alto-

gether 100 dishes. The quality of the produce
was superb and the method of exhibiting admir-
able. Novelties included New Intermediate Beet.
(a selection from Egyptian Turnip-rooted).
Golden Shallots, Paris .\larket Brussels Sprouts,
Black Spanish Radish, Smooth Prague Celeriac,

and China Rose Radish. Hollow Crown Parsnips
were of large size, and there were splendid
Onions of the Cocoa-nut variety, Michaelmas
White Broccoli, Model Carrots, Selected Red
Beets, Iiivicta Tomatos, Potatos in variety. Cap-
sicums, Cucumbers, Cress, Endive, Leeks, Mu.^ii-

rooms, and many other kinds.
Messrs. James Carter & Co. exhibited from

their trial grounds at Raynes Park a collection of

Cabbages and Kales. There were 20 varieties of
Cabbage, including 10 sorts of Savoys and 9 of

Kales. An improved strain of Model Cabbage
was the best in its section, and th?re w-ere also

good heads of Hartwell, Ball Head, l^arge
York, and White Prizetaker. The old Green
Curled was unequalled amongst the Savoys,
which included Scotch Green Curled, Dwarf
Extra Curled, and Cottager's. Uncommon greens
were leen in Norwegian Savoy, Couve Tronchuda.
Chou de Russie, and Ragged Jack Kale. Chou
de Russie, or Russian Kale, is a splendid winter
green ; the plant is very hardy, and the leaves are
excellent as a vegetable. (Silver Banksian
Medal.)
Hon. Vlc.^RY GiBBS, Aldenham House, Elstree

(gr. Mr. Edwin Beckett), exhibited 70 varieties
of Apples, 25 varieties of Pears, several bunches
of Grapes, also dishes of Nuts and Medlars. The
Apples were very good specimens, especially the
varieties Blenheim Pippin, Wealthy, Adams's
Pearmain, Cox's Orange Pippin, Hoary Morning,
Kentish Fillbasket, Emperor Alexander, Stone's
Pippin, Bismarck, Peasgood's Nonesuch, and
Bramley's Seedling. The Grapes included four
bunches of Black Alicante, ten of Muscat of
Alexandria, two of Cooper's Black, and two of
Princess of Whales, the berries in all cases being
well finished. (Gold .Afedal.)

A very attractive exhibit of Apples and Pears
was shown by Mrs. W. Gordon Canning, Hart-
pury House, Gloucester. Apples Gascoyne's
Seedling, Melon (exceptionally large). Chas. Ross,
Tyler's Kernel, Sandringham, and Bismarck, and
Pears Beurre Baltet Pere, Van Mons, Chas.
Ernest, and Marie Benoist were all remarkably .

good. (Silver Kirghtian Med?.l.)
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Mr. C. Goring, Wiston Park, Steyning, Sussex
(gr. Mr. W. Bennett), was awardetl a Bronze
Knightian Medal for a collection of Apples and
Pears.

Confections and preserves were staged by Mrs.
.Miller, Moyleen, Harlow (Silver Banksian
.Medal) ; Jliss Sewell, South KensiiiRtcn (Silver

Banksian !Me<lal) ; and Messrs. E. W estmacutt
& Co., Leadenhall Street, London. (Silver

Knightian Medal.)
A Cultural Commendation was awarded to Mr.

Staward. The Gardens, Panshanger, Hertford-
shire, for fruits of White Ischia Kigs.

SCOTTISH HORTICULTURAL.
Nove.mber 14, 15. 16.—The 27th annual Chry-

santhenuini exhibition of this association was
held in the Waverley Market, Edinburgh, on
these dates. The weather was dry, with a rather

cold north-westerly wind, .but the new heating
and ventilating system- worked admirably, and a
comfortable and equable temperature was main-
tained. The attendance was very good, and the
receipts showed an increase over those of 1911
of more than £100.
There was a considerable decrease in the

cxtries, which were 200 fewer than in 1911 ; this

was no doubt partly due to the fact that the
council now demand a deposit from every com-
petitor as a guarantee that his entries will be

>taged. As a consequence only an extremely
mall proportion of the entries was not forth-

i (lining. This was very marked in the vege-
table section, in which (though more than half
of the total deficieiuy occurred here) there was
quite ae good a display as in 1911. The falling

off was seen chiefly in the principal cla s?s

for speL-imen Chrysanthemums. In the lead-

ing clasj, for example, there were only two
e.xhibi't*, and in the Scottish Challenge Cup
class the number was little more than half the
average. The quality of the exhibits in this

section was not quite up to the standard of 1911.

Cut Flowers.

The City of Edinburgh Queen Victoria
Memorial Cup was offered in the leading class for

cut blooms of Japanese Chrysanthemums. The
schedule required 15 vases in 15 varieties, three
blooms in each vase. The finest exhibit was staged
by Captain Archibald Stirling, Keir (gr. Mr.
Thos. Lunt) ; 2nd, Mrs. Simson, Bonaly Tower,
Colinton (gr. ilr. James Fraser). This being
the third occasion on which the cup has been
won by Captain Stirling it now becomes his
property. The 3rd prize of £5 was awarded to
Mrs. Simson. The varieties shown by Captain
Stirling and the jioints awarded to them were
as follow :

—

Variety sl.o«n Ma.mum Points
' Points. awarded.

Coronation ... 12 8
Hon. Mrs. Lopes 12 9
White Queen 12 8|
Geo. Hemming 12 8^
Mrs. L. Thorn 12 10
Mary Poulton 12 10
Lady Talbot 12 9
Mrs. A. T. Miller 12 11
Frances JoUiffe 12 9
Maud Williamson 12 10
Melchet Beau^ 12 8^
Puritv 12 9
F. S.'Vallis 12 9
J. H. Silsbury 12 9
Wm. Turner 12 10

180 138i-

.Mrs. Simson's blooms received 87 points out of
a possible 180.

In the Scottish Challenge Cup class for eight
vaaes of Japanese Chrysantliemums in eight varie-

ties, three blooms in each vase, open to Scottish
gardeners and amateurs, there were six exhibits.

The trophy was won by John Graeme Thomson,
Esq.. Norwood. Alloa (gr. Mr. James Small) ; 2nd,
Jas. E. B. Baillie. Esq.. Dochfour (gr. Mr. R.
Mackenzie) ; 3rd, W. T. MacLellan, Esq.,
Auchenault, Helensburgh (gr. Mr. H. MacSkim-
ming). Mr. Thomson showed William Turner,
Frances .ToUiffe, Mrs. A. T. Miller, F. S. Vallis.
Mrs. L. Thorn, White Queen, Fred. Chandler, and
Lady Talbot, receiving 76 points out of a pos-
sible 96. J. E. B. Baillie, Esq.. was awarded
74i points; W. T. MacLellan, Esq., 72^; and
the Right Hon. R. 0. Munro Ferguson 71i

points. The bloom of " Wm. Turner " in Mr.
Graeme Thomson's exhibit was awarded the
Silver Medal for the best bloom in the show.

In the class for six vases of Japanese Chrysan-
thennmis in six varieties, three blooms in each
vase, W. H. Z-jbie, Esq., Dollarbeg, Dollar (gr.

Jlr. J. Wildie). with 57 out of 72 points, was
awarded the 1st prize ; W. T. MacLellan, Esq.,
was awarded the 2nd ; the Rt. Hon. R. C. -Munro
Ferguson, the 3rd ; and D.iviD Thomson,
Esq., Greenfield, Alloa (gr. Mr. L. McLean), the
4th prize.

For 12 blooms of Japanese Chrysanthemums in

12 varieties, shown on boards. Captain Stirling
was placed 1st; J. Graeme Thomson, Esq., 2nd;
and J. E. B. Baillie, Esq.. 3rd.

Captain Stirling was also let in the classes
for two vases of Japanese Chrysanthemums cf
one variety, th.-ee blooms in each vase, and for
four vases in 12 varieties, three blooms in each
vase. The Hon. XIrs. AsKEw Robertson, Lady-
kirk, Norham (gr. Mr. G. Little), was 2nd, and
the Rt. Hon. R. C. Munro Ferguson 3rd in the
class for two vases, and D. Tho.mson. Esq., 2nd,
and Mr. Alex. S. Watt, Whiting Bay, Arran,
3rd in that for four vases.

C. E. Green, Esq., Gracemount, Liberton (gr.

Xlr. P. ilacLachlan), excelled in the class for four
vases in four varieties, three blooms in each vase;
2nd, Colonel More Nisbet. Drum, Gilmerton (gr.

.Mr. R. Whannell).
The Earl of Wemyss, Gosford (gr. Jlr. W.

Galloway), excelled in the class for three vases of
Chrysanthemums in three varieties, not more than
12 sprays in a vase, for qu?,!itv and decorative
effect ; 2iid, Dr. Scott, Musselburgh (gr. Mr.
Wm. Armstrong).
Lord Elphinstone, Carberry Tower, Mussel-

burgh (gr. Mr. D. Kidd), was placed 1st for one
vase of Chrysanthemums, disbudded, and
arranged for effect, whilst for six vases of single
Chrysanthemums in six varieties, not more than
12 sprays in each vase, the Earl of Wemyss was
placed 1st; Mr. J. Bruce, Davidson's Mains,
being 2nd; and 0. W. Cowan, Esq., Dalhousie
Castle (gr, Mr. W. G. Pirie), 3rd.

Sir Wilfrid Lawson, Bart., Brayton (gr. Mr.
A. Knight), excelled in the class for three vases
of single Chrysanthemums in three varieties, not
more than 12 sprays in each vase; the Earl of
Home being 2nd ; and for three vases of the
same kind the Earl of Wemyss won the 1st prize.

In the class for market growers, that for six
vases of Chrysanthemums in six varieties, three
single and three double sorts, Jlr. James Bruce.
Davidson's Mains, and Messrs. Todd & Co.,
Musselburgh, who were the only exhibitors, were
placed 1st and 2nd respectively.

Messrs. Wells k Co., Merstham, secured the
Silver Medal offered for the best new Chrysan-
themum not in commerce with a fine bloom of
"Queen Mary"; the Hon. Mrs. Askew
Robertson was awarded the Bronze Jledal for
the variety "The Hon. Mrs. Askew Robertson."

Decorative Classes.—Miss H. Newlands,
Leith, showed the best (1) bride's bouquet, |2)

two bridesmaids' bouquets. (3) bouquet of Chry-
santhemums, (4) bouquet of Carnations, and (5)

floral H-reath. Sir W. Lawson, Bart., Brayton
(gr. Mr. A. Knight), was 1st for (1) a bouquet
(Chrysanthemums and Carnations excluded), (2)

basket of flowers (Chrysanthemums excluded),
(3) hand bouquet (Chrysanthemums excluded),
and (4) basket of Orchid blooms arranged for
effect. Jlrs. Boase, Binrock. Dundee (gr. Mr.
J. Beats), excelled for a basket of Chrysanthe-
mums and hand bouquet of Chrysanthemuma.
Lord Elphinstone. Carberry Tower (gr. Mr. D.
Kidd), was 1st for floral decorations for a dinner
table (Orchids excluded) : A. Sinclair Hender-
son, Esq., Seathwood, Dundee (gr. Mr. G.
Scott), was 2nd. The flowers used in Lord
Elphinstone's decoration were Francoas and
Carnations with a ground-work of Ampelopsis
Veitchii.

Chrysanthemum Plants.

Lady Steel, Boroughfield, Edinburgh (gr. Mr.
W. Michie). won 1st honours in the classes for

(1) six distinct varieties (Single and Pompon
excluded), (2) four .Japanese (distinct), (3) two
varieties (distinct), (4) one large-flowered, and
(5) one Single (Marguerites excluded), while
Mrs. Simson, Bonaly, exceUed for six plants in
7-inch pots.

Plants.
In the plant classes the quality was about the

average, and here also there was a smaller num-

ber of exhibits than usual. In the Palm classes
the Earl of Home, Douglas Castle (gr. Mr. A.
JIcMiUan), was placed 1st for six specimens in
pots, not exceeding 7 inches, and also for two
specimens, whilst Sirs. Rose, Richmond House,
Glasgow (gr. Mr. J. Templeton), excelled for
three specimens, and Sir Wm. Younger, Bart.,
Auchin Castle, Moffat (gr. Mr. J. Macgrego.-),
for one specimen. Sir J. Gilmour, Bart., Mon-
trave, Leven (gr. Mr. J. Wilton), was placed Ist
for six Dracjenas; the Rt. Hon. R. C. MuNKO
Ferguson, Raith, Kirkcaldy gr. Mr. D.
McLean), excelled for six Primula sinensis and
six Primula obconica ; the Rt. Hon. A. J.
Balfour, M.P., Whittinghame, Prestonkirk
(gr. Jlr. G. Anderson), showed the best six table
plants (excluding Ferns) ; Jliss Balfour Mel-
ville, Pilrig House, Edinburgh (gr. Jlr. Wm.
Robertson), the best six dwarf hardy Ferns ; and
Jlr. A. Johnstone, Hay Lodge, Edinburgh, the
best six table Ferns. Other winners of 1st
prizes were : Jlrs. Wauchope, Niddrie (gr. Jlr.

J. Alexander), for six plants of Salvia splen-
dens ; Jlajor Thohburn, Craigerne, Peebles (gr.

Mr. J. McNeill), for six pots of Roman
Hyacinths ; the Earl of Home for three pans of
Lily of the Valley and six specimen Ferns

;

Lord Stratheden and Campbell, Hartrigge,
Jedburgh (gr. Jlr. A. WUliams), for six
Cyclamen and four winter-flowering Begonias

;

Sir W. Lawson for eight decorative foliage
plants ; and Sir Wm. Younger for four decora-
tive foliage plants.

Fruit and Vegetables.

The exhibits of fruit were, considering the
seaeon, fairly good, but amongst the hardy kinds
there was a distinct falling off, both in quantity
and quality. There were only two competitors
in the class for a collection of eight dishes, viz..

Lord Elphinstone and the Earl of Wemyss,
who were awarded the 1st and 2nd prizes respec-
tively.

W. Mackay, Esq., Asoog, Bute (gr. Jlr. D.
Halliday), was awarded the 1st prize for four
bunches of Grapes, distinct, but the prize was
withheld on protest on the ground that bunches
labelled Jlrs. Pearson and Dr. Hogg were both
of the former variety ; Lord Elphinstone wa«
placed 2nd, and C. W. Cowan, Esq., 3rd.

In the class for two bunches, W. JIackay,
Esq., was also 1st for Black Alicante and for
any other variijty. W. H. DoBIE, Esq., wae
placed 1st for one black and one white variety;
C. W. Cowan, Esq., showed the best JIuscat of
Alexandria; Sir J. King, Bart., Carstairs House
(gr. Jlr. J. Shiells), excelled for Gros Colman

;

the Rt. Hon. A. J. Balfour, JI.P., won the
class for Appley Towers variety ; and Major
Thorburn for Lady Hutt.

In the hardy fruit classes. Colonel Gordon,
Threave House, Castle Douglas (gr. Jlr. J.
Duff), was placed 1st for (a) 18 dishes of Apples,
in not fewer than 12 varieties (grown in Scotland),
(b) for 18 varieties of Apples, (c) for six varie-

ties culinary Apples, and (d) six varieties of
dessert Apples. The Earl of Wemyss excelled
for six varieties of Pears grown in Scotland,
whilst the American Amb.assadoh. Wrest Park,
Bedfordshire (gr. Jlr. G. JIcKinlay), showed the
premier collection of six varieties of Pears.

Ill a clacs for market growers for three baskets
of dessert Apples and three baskets of culinary
Apples, each iit three varieties and 12 lbs. in each
basket, Jlr. R. G. Sinclair, Congalton, Drem,
was 1st in each class.

Vegetables.—There were five competitors in
the class for a collection of vegetables, nine dis-

tinct kinds, selected from a list published in the
schedule, and the 1st prize was awarded to the
Earl of Lauderd.ale, Thirlistane Castle, Lauder
(gr. Mr. R. Stuart) ; the Earl of Home, Both-
well Castle (gr. Jlr. W. P. Bell), was 2nd ; and
J. Ramsay Stewart Richardson, Esq.. Tullie-
belton House, Bankfoot, Perth (gr. Jlr. \V.

Harper), 3rd. The Earl of Lauderdale's col-

lection consisted of Ailsa Craig Onions, Student
Parsnips. Perfection Tomatos, Delicacy Cucum-
bers, Lyon Leeks, Self-Protecting Autumn
Broccoli, Macgregor's Beet, Gay Gordon Potatos,
and Solid White Celery.

In the single dish classes, the Earl of Lauder-
dale was also successful in obtaining 1st prizes

for eight Leeks, six Dobbie's International
Leek, two Cucumbers, and one dish of any other
vegetable. A. Sinclair Henderson, Esq.. ej£-

ceiled for Tomatos : Jlr. W.vt. Gilchrist, Lass-
wade, for Broccoli ; Jlr. J. W. Scablett,
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Inveresk, for Brussels Sprouts and Savoys; R.

M. PiLKiNGTON, Esq., for culinary Cabbage; the

Earl of Home for Curled Greens; Mr. Jas.

Paterson, Roxburgh, for Celery; Colonel

C.ORDON for Beetroot; Mr. Andrew Taylor,

Earlston, for Parsnips and Carrots; W. H.

DoBiE, Esq., DoUarbeg, for Turnips; T. G.

Baird, Esq., Rosemount, Ayr (gr. Mr. P. Mel-

ville) for Onions ; Alex. Cowan, Esq., Penicuik

(gr. Mr. J. TurnbuU), for Parsley; Miss

Balfour Melville for Jerusalem Artichokea;

Sir Herbert Maxwell, Monreith (gr. i\Ir. S.

Gordon), for Potatos ; and Mr. G. M. Seiv .-ice,

Liberton, for market Leeks.

NoN -competitive Exhibits.

Messrs. W. Wells & Co., Merstham, were

awarded a Gold Medal for an exliibit of Chrysan-

themums; Messrs. Sutton & Sons, Reading,

staged an exhibit of vegetables, for which a Gold

Medal was awarded; Messrs. John Forbes

(Hawick), Ltd., staged Carnations, wint«r-flower-

ing Begonias, and Michaelmas Daisies ; Messrs.

Young & Co., Hatherley, showed Perpetual-

flowering Carnations (Silver iMedal) ; Messrs.

Dobbie & Co., EJinbu.gh, exhibited a collection

of Potatos (Silver IHedal) ; Messrs. Wm. Cut-

bush & Son. Highgate, sh jwcd perpetual-flower-

ing Carnations, including Mrs. Lucy MacKinnon,

Hon. R. James, Mrs. Waldorf Astor, and per-

petual-flowering " Malmaisou " King George

(Silver Medal) ; Mr. H. N. Ellison, West Brom-

wich, showed Ferns in variety ; IVLr. D. W.
Thompson, Elinburgh, exhibited hybrid wint?r-

flowering Begoni:'.s ; Messrs. Hugh Low & Son,

Enfield, staged p.r^jctual-flowering Carnations;

Messrs. Lillie, White & Co., Edinburgh, showed

Bay trees and other plants; Mr. D. McLeod,
Chorlton-cum-Hardy, exhibited Cypripediums

;

I\[essrs. B.4LL & Bieberstedt, Leith, showed a

non-bleeding Beet ; Mr. John Storrar, Colinton,

showed a Potato giafted on a plant of Tomato.

AWARDS.
First-class Certificate.

Chrysantliemuni " 7'Iwmas Lunt," exhibited

by Mr. Thos. Lunt, Keir, Dunblane.

Certificates of Merit.

Chrysanthemums " Queen Mary " and " Mrs.

W. G. Drexel," exhibited by Messrs. W. Wells
& Co., Merstham, and ChrymiUhsmum " Snow
Queen." exhibited by Messrs. Cbagg, H.tRRisON

AND Cbagg, Heston.

NATIONAL CHRYSANTHEMUM.
EXHIBITION OF LATE-FLOWERING

VARIETIES.

November 20.—In conjunction v.'ith the an-

nual conference, which was held in the evening,

an exhibition of cut Chrysanthemum blooms was

held in the Ess2X Hall, Strand, London, on the

above date. The all-round excellence of the

exhibits and the keen competition shown in

nearly all of the classes must ba very g.atifying

to the Society, an.l should have the effect of

making a shaw' for the late-flowering varieties a

permanent part of their programme.
The premier clas.:, was for 35 Incurved blooms,

in which the Challenge Cup and 1st prize in

money was won by Pantia Ralli, Esq., Ashtead

Park, Epsom (gr' Mr. G. Hunt), who showed

an excellent collection. Many of the blooms

were so large that their outer florets touched

those of their neighbours. The yellow varieties

were, perhaps, the best, the colours of the

shapely blooms being rich and clear, the hairy

variety Embleme Poitevine being especially

noteworthy. Amongst the whites, Souvenir de

William Clibran and Edwin Thorp were the

best ; whilst Clara Wells (cream and pale

bronze), H. Hearn, Amber Beauty, and W.
Pascoe were very good specimens. The 2nd

prize was awarded to Miss Langworthy, Gay's

House, Holyport (gr. Mr. T. J. Broom), whose

finer blooms were Nellie Threlfall, W. Pasc.ie,

and Clara Wells. 3rd, W. W. Mann. Esq.,

Ravenswood, Bexley, Kent (gr. Mr. J. Simon).

The disjilay of market Chrysanthemums which

•won the 1st prize in Class 2 for Mr. Norman
Davis. Framfield, Sussex, was admirable in

quality as well as in arrangement. The blooms

of the different varieties were of that quality

and freshness which one would expect to see

prominently displayed in a first-class florist's

establishment. A large stand of December Gold,

a variety which Mr. Davis grows so well, was
balanced by a good vase of the lesser-known

variety Christmas Gift, which was extremely

ornamental. The white-flowered varieties were re-

presented by Maud Jeffries, Mrs. H. Luxford,

and an unnamed Anemone-flowered variety.

Wells's Late Pink and the deeper -coloured

Phoebe are two very desirable pink varieties,

and Black Prince, which is appropriately named,
was very striking. The 2nd prize was won by
Mr. J. TuLLEY, Enfield Highway, who showed
many useful varieties.

Messrs. Cragg, Harrison & Cuagg also com-

peted in this class. The arrangement as well as

the quality of the blooms pleased us more than

the 2nd prize collection.

There were only three exhibits in the class for

three vases of single-flowered varieties, and the

1st prize was awarded to Messrs. Cragg, Harri-
son & Cragg, Merrivale Nurseries, Heston,

Middlesex, for charming vases of Merstham
Jewel, Portia, and Sandown Radiance.

Of the nine vases of single-flowered varieties,

the best was shown by Mr. Philip Ladds, Swan-
ley Junction, who utilised the varieties Bronze

B?auty and Ethel Mortimer.

The Chairman's prize for a pair of vases of

spidery, thread-petalled, pompon, or Anemone-
pompon blooms was responsible for two very

attractive exhibits. The 1st prize was won by

iMiss S. C!. Abethell, Devonshire Lodge, Mus-
well Hill. London (gr. Mr. E. R. Coo|)er), and

the 2iid bv Miss Langworthy.
The prizes offered by Messrs. W. Wells &

Co. for a vase of 12 disbudded single Chrysan-

themum blooms were won by Loo Thomson,
Esq., Ailsa Craig, Formby, Liverpool, and Mrs.

Roger Gregory, Shoreham House, Shoreliam,

Kent (gr. Mr. L. Lawrence), in the order

named.
Unfortunately, there was only one basket of

Chrysanthemums exhibited in the Walthamstow
Chrvsanthemum Society class, yet this style of

exhibit makes a very pleasing change from the

arrays of vases and show boards. The 1st prize

(a Large Silver Medal) was awarded to Mr. J.

Emberson, Grove Road Nursery, Walthamstow,
for a charming arrangement.

Trade Displays.

A Large Gold Medal was awarded to Mr.

Norman Davis, Framfield, Sussex, for a

magnificent collection of cut blooms. The chief

feature of this exhibit was the large stands of

Japanese varieties, of which those containing

immense, high-quality blooms of the variety Mrs.

G. Drabble were especially prominent. At one

end the blooms of A. M. Faulkner (the lOng

florets in the centre of the flower have a pale

golden colour, which merges to a dull purple in

the mature florets, the two colours blending to

a roi^y tint), a sport from Edith Jameson, flanked

bv ths white Mrs. Turner and December Gold

were a charming combuiation. Other fine

Japanese varieties were Mrs. G. C. Kelly, His

Majesty, Lady Talbot, Gorgeous, and Mme.
Paolo Eadaelii. The single varieties shown

were Royalty, Mensa, Agnes Pictor, &c., whilst

the front row included such "button-flowered
"

kinds as Snowdrop, Baby, and White Baby.

A Gold Medal was also awarded to Messrs.

Cragg, Harrison & Cragg, Merrivale Nurseries,

Heston, Middlesex, for an exceedingly meri-

torious display, which was chiefly composed of

fresh and good blooms of such single-flowered

varieties as Pink Beauty, Edith Pagram, Mrs.

W. Garner, Celia, and Mensa. Several vases of

yellow-flowered Incurved varieties, such as

Romance and Golden King, illustrated the colour

value of this tvpe.

The Gold Medal group of Mr. Philip Ladds.

Swanley Junction, Kent, contained a very good

selection of the best market varieties, the single-

flowered varieties being very prominent. These

included such valuable kinds as Bronze Beauty,

Ethel Mortimer, Mrs. Higgs, and Miss Phyllis

Bryant. Amongst the Japanese varieties. Freda

Bedford, Mme.'Rivol, Mme. Paolo Radaelli, and

William Turner demanded notice.

A Small Gold Medal was awarded to Messrs.

W. Wells & Co., Merstham, Surrey, for a

smaller but very interesting collection. The
centre was filled" with splendid blooms of the

white-flowered variety Queen Mary, whilst at

the ends of the table there yvere good displays of

Mrs. G. Drabble and William Turner.

Messrs. Godfrey & Son, The Nurseries, Ex-
mouth, Devon, exhibited vases of MoUie God-
frey, a rosy-purple, large-flowered, single

variety, and Godfrey's Perfection, a decorative,

white-flowered. Anemone variety.

Novelties.

The 22 exhibitors of new single-flowered Chry-

santhemums presented 45 varieties for the con-

sideration of the Committee. Of these four gained

First-class Certificates, and three other awards
were made, whilst two Japanese varieties received

First-class Certificates. In addition to the first-

class certificate a special prize was offered for

the best novelty ; this yvas won by Mes.srs. Cragg,
Hahrison & Cragg for their variety Portia.

First-class Certificates.

Portia.—A large single flower with long, rolled,

reddish terra-cotta coloured florets, which con-

trast well with the golden disc.

Snow Queen.—A very decorative pure white

variety, yvhich has a small anemone centre. The
flower is well-formed, and the broad ray florets

are slightly recurved at their tips. Both of these

varieties were shown by Messrs. Cragg, Harri-
son & Cragg, Heston, Middlesex.

Joey Saunders.—A large buff-coloured, and a

trifle loosely formed, single flower. Shown by
Mr. T. Lawrence, Shoreham House, Shoreham.

Royalty.—A medium sized, very prolific, deep
crimson single variety, which will find favour

as a decorative variety. Shown by Mr. Norman
Davis, Framfield.

Autocrat.^A white Japancce variety, suitable

for market purposes. The florets are broad, and
of good substance. Shown by Messrs. Lowe &
Shawyer, Uxbridge.

Prinee of Wales.—A very large, full, compact
Japanese variety. The broad crimson florets have
dull bronze reverses. Shown by Mr. Norman
Davis.

Cakds of Commendation.

Mrs. Roger Gregory.—An attractive single

variety, with flowers of medium size and good
form. The broad rosy-mauve florets are recurved

at their tips. Shown by Mr. T. Lawrence.
Crimson Queen.—A wine coloured-crimson

single variety. The tips of the florets of the

broad flowers are slightly incurved.

Elfrida.—This large, deep apricot-coloured

variety received \ie award for colour. Both these

were shown by Messrs. Cragg, Harrison &.

Cragg.

GLOUCESTERSHIRE ROOT, FRUIT
AND CHRYSANTHEMUM.

NovEMBEa 9.

—

'Yhi 49th annual exhibition of

the above society was held in the Shire Hall,

Gloucester, on this date. The entries numbered
nearly 900, and the exhibits yvere of general all-

round excellence.

The principal prize-winners in the vegetable

classes were Lieut.-Col. Timmis, Matson House ;

Sir Hubert P.vjrry, Highnam; Mr. J. H. Crox-
ford, Tuttley ; Mr. Hugh Andrews, Todding-

ton Manor; "Mr. J. T. Withers, Hambrooke

;

Mr. Joseph Bennett, C'laxhiU ; Mr. M. P.

Price, Titterton Court; Mrs. H. T. HiGGiNS,

Tuffley ; and Mr. H. J. Tilley, Cheltenham.

The" finest exhibit of Apples and Pears was
shown by Mr. W. Gordon-Canning, of

Hartpury House; 2nd, Col. Henry, of

Haffield." Other principal prize-winners in

this section were Messrs. Power & Whif-
FEN, Aston Court, Ross. ; J. BoT'i. Here-

turd ; A. J. Cook, Norton ; James Hitch & Sons.

Shurdington ; S. R. Cox, Ashe Leigh; H. J.

I'HELPS, Tibberton; M. P. Price, Tibberton

Court; A. H.irris, Quedgeley ; A. R. Onslow,
Newent ; W. E. Goulding, Elmore ; J. W.
Bennett. Claxhill ; T. Ponting, Taynton; and

Sir Hubert P.\rry, Highnam.
Mr. Hugh AsDREyvs, Toddington Manor; Sir

Hubert Parry. Col. Henry, and Mr. G. N.

Walker, Gloucester, won prizes in the Grape

The exhibits of Chrysanthemums and winter-

flowering Begonias were the best ever seen in the

history of the society, a fact probably due to the

increased prize money allotted to this section of

the show. For Begoni.i-'; the chief prizes were

divided between Sir Hubert Parry and Mr.

Hugh Andrews. Mr. Hugh Andrews (gr. Mr.

J. R. Tooley) carried off premier honours for a

display of Chrysanthemums, and was also placed

1st for 12 Japanese blooms.
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EOCHFOED AND DISTEICT HOETICUL-
TUEAL AND CHEYSANTHEMUM.
November 5.—The second annual autumn exhi-

bition of tile above society was held in the Corn
Exchange, Rochford, on this date, and, on the

wiiolCj was a success, the number and character

of the exhibits staged in the various sections

being fairly satisfactory. In the group classes,

Jajies Tabor, Esq., The Lawn, Rochford (gr.

Mr. J. Buries), was awarded the 1st prize for a

group of Chrysanthemums arranged on a ground
space of 10 feet by 6 feet, thereby winning for

the third time the challenge cup which he offered

as president. 2nd, Mr. F. Moore. Mr. Tabor
was also pliiced 1st for a group of miscellaneous

plants ; 2nd. Mr. Bright. In the open classes for

cut blooms, .Messrs. H. E. Campion, P. C.

\VisEMAN, VV. Thurley, F. Flavell, and G. F.

CoTTELL were the most successful exhibitors. A
challenge cup was offered by Alderman J. C.

Ingram. .J. P., for floral designs displayed on a

table 6 feet by 3 feet, open to all nurserymen and
florists residing within a radius of 10 miles of

Southend Post Office. This was a very interest-

ing class, and the trophy was won finally by
Mr, A. Pilgrim, tiorist and fruiterer, London
Road, Southend. Apples and Pears wero shown
well by Mr. H. B. Herbert, Eastwood ; Mr. F.

Langstone, Great Wakering ; iVIr. Murrell,
Barling ; and Mr. F. Moore, in the respective

classes. Mr. T. Lock and Mr. W. Robinson
were awarded the 1st and 2nd prizes respectively

for collections of six kinds of vegetables.

CHESTEE PAXTON.
November 12, 13.—A successful exhibition was

held on these dates in the Town Hall by the

Chester Paxton Society. Apples and Pears were
shown in great variety, and in each case informa-

tion was forthcoming as to soil and mode of cul-

ture, thus making the exhibits both interesting

and instructive from the grower's point of view.

The Rev. Canon Wardell Yerberg was the

most successful exhibitor in the class for a group
of single-flowering Chrysanthemums, in which
there were four creditable collections, all ex-

liibiting skill and taste in arrangement. J. R.
Samuel. Esq., of Shotwich (gr. Mr. F. Berry)^

was 2nd, and Percy W. Whaller, Esq., Chester

(gr. Mr. C. Edwards), 3rd.

For a semi-circular group of naturally-grown

Chrysanthemums, Mr. A. Walker gained the 1st

prize, the quality and colour of the blooms being
extremely good; 2nd, T. CiiBBON Frost. Esq. In

the class for six single blooms JNIrs. Butt, Ches-
ter (gr. Jlr. E. Palin), gained the prize ; whilst

for four pot plants, Mrs. E. P. Smith was equally

successful.

There were rather fewer exhibits of cut blooms
than usual. R. Brocklebank, Esq. (gr. Mr. T.

Winkworth), gained the 1st prize for 18 Japanese
Chrysanthemums, in six varieties, arranged in

vases ; whilst for 12 Japanese blooms, in two
vases, the first prize was awarded to Mr. Joseph
Smith.
The premier class for fruit was for a collection

of Apples and Pears ; twelve dishes of culinary

and six of dessert Apples, and six dishes of

Pears. There were seven exhibits, and Sir

George Meyrick, Bart., (gr. Mr. W. Pilgrim),

won the 1st prize with a very fine collection.

For 12 varieties of cooking Apples, Mr. R. R.

Salmon gained the 1st prize, and H. Potts,

Esq. (gr. Mr. J. Fleet), the 2nd. For six varie-

ties, Mr. W. G. TowNSEND Gurrie and Mr. T.

Day won the 1st and 2nd prizes respectively.

The two sections devoted to single dishes con-

tained about 70 classes, and many of the fruits

shown were extremely fine. Sir George Mey-
RICK gained the Society's Silver Medal for a

splendid dish of Peasgood's Nonesuch Apples.

In the class for two bunches of Black Grapes
Sir George Meyrick—who showed Black

Alicante—gained the 1st prize; 2nd W. Droons-
FIELD, Esq. (gr. Mr. W. May). In the class for

two whit« varieties, James Amphlett, Esq. (gr.

Mr. R. Jones) was placed 1st with Muscat of

Alexandria.
Gold Medals were awarded to the Duke of

Westminster, Eton Hall (gr. Mr. N. F. Barnes)

for a table of splendid Apples and Pears arranged

with Cbrvsanthemum blooms ; W. Rich-\rdson

Moss, Esq. (gr. Mr. W. E. Sharp) for a table of

Cypripediums arranged with Ferns and Palms

;

and Messrs. JIc Hattie & Co., for an exhibit of

Chrysanthemums, Salvias, and Carnations.

LANCASTEE CHEYSANTHEMUM.
November 13.—This annual show proved a

great success. Owing to Lord Ashton's non-

competitive exliibit not being forthcoming on this

occasion, it was possible to get the whole of the
Chrysanthemum classes in the Alexandra Hall,

the vegetables, window plants, and Primulas
being staged in an adjoining room. There was a
slight decrease in the number of entries compared
with last year.

Lord Ashton's Cup, offered in the group
classes, was won by Sir Norv..il W. Helme,
Springfield Hall (gr., ilr. T. Atkinson) ; 2nd,

J. W. PiCKARD, Esq. (gr. Mr. Lambert).

Mr. H. L. Storey (gr. Mr. Roberts) staged

an e.xceptionally fine group of stove and green-

house plants.

Fruit was a strong section, and vegetables were
probably the best ever seen at this show.

In the open class for cut Chrysanthemums Mrs.
Porritt, Grange, secured the "Lady Storey"
rose bowl offered for 18 Japanese blooms ; 2nd,

Mr. W. W. Brocklehurst, Macclesfield. Mrs.
Porritt was also 1st in the classes for tw-elve

blooms, six blooms, three white blooms and three

yellow blooms. Mr. E. Frank, Schelford,

Cheshire, showed the best three blooms of any
variety. The 1st prize for three distinct vases

of Chrysanthemums was won by Mr. J. G.

Martin, Grange.

In the clavs for four vases of single varieties

Mr. E. 6. Clark, Lancaster, was awarded the

1st prize : he staged splendid specimens of Kitty

Bourne, Metta, Bronze Pagram, and Florence

King, the best singles in the show. He also won
the 1st prize for two vases and four vases of

decorative varieties, being followed by Mr. E.

Storey in each class.

Sir N. W. Helme was easily 1st in the classes

for three Japanese, three decorative, and three

single varieties in the plant classes.

In the amateur classes the principal prize-

winners were Messrs. H. Jackson, F. S. Curtis,

J. G. Martin, G. Holmes, T. Huntington, E.

Boardley, and R. Willacy.

In the fruit classes the winners were Messrs.

W. Robinson. W. Orr, W. Parkinson, J.

Crossfield & Son, E. Frank, Mrs. Fenton, and
Mr. W. W. Brocklehurst ; vegetables were

best shown by Messrs. J. Sh.irp, T. Brighouse,
A. Stretch, T. Fenton, J. Gregson, and E.

Seddon.

BANBUEY CHEYSANTHEMUM.

November 13, 14.^—The annual exhibition of

the above society was held in the Town Hall,

Banbury, on these dates.

The " Banbury " Challenge Cup was offered

in the open class for nine vases of Chrysanthe-

mums, not fewer than eight varieties, arranged

with foliage. The cup was won by Sir S. Scott,

Bart., M.P., Westbury Manor (gr. Mr. F. Tap-
per) ; 2nd. Lord North, Wroxton Abbey, Ban-

bury (gr. Mr. E. R. Janes).

For 12 blooms of distinct varieties, the 1st

prize was awarded to Rev. W. B. Bradford,
Broughton Rectory (gr. Mr. A. W. Sadler), arid

this gentleman also excelled in the class for six

blcoms, distinct.

The best collection of 18 distinct varieties was
shown by Sir S. Scott, Bt., M.P. ; 2nd, Mr.

W. C. Cartwright, Aynbo Park (gr. Mr. S.

Brown).

Sir S. Scott was also placed 1st for 12 distinct

varieties.

For six blooms of any variety, the 1st prize

was awarded to Mr. J. 15. Akroyd, Birdingbury

Hall (gr. Mr. F. Daniel.^); 2nd, Sir S. Scott,

who showed the best 12 blooms of Incurved varie-

ties. The best six blooms of one variety of In-

curved were shown by Mr. J. B. Akroyd; 2nd,

Sir S. Scott.

Lady Knightly, Fawsley, staged the finest

six vases of single Chrysanthemums, distinct.

The best six vases of decorative Chrysanthe-

mums, distinct, were shown by H. Boxold, Esq.

(gr. Mr. W. Rawlings).

The "Coronation" Challenge Cup, value

£10 10s., was offered for a table of winter-flower-

ing plants, other than Chrysanthemums. It was
won by Lord North; 2nd', Mrs. Myers.

The " Banbury Cross " Challenge Cup, offered

for a table of winter-flowering and foliage plants.

Orchids excluded, was also won by Lord North.

Fruit.—The society's challenge cup, value
£15 15s., was offered in the class for a dessert
table, decorated with six dishes of fruit (to in-

clude one bunch each Black and White Grapes),
cut flowers and foliage. The finest exhibit was
staged by Mr. W. C. Cartwright; 2nd, Lady
Knightly.
Lord North showed the best six dishes of

culinary apples and the best six dishes of dessert
varieties. This exhibitor won eight 1st and six
2nd prizes, including two cups.

Mr. W. C. Cartwright won the society's chal-
lenge cup outright.

COVENTEY CHEYSANTHEMUM.
November 14, 15, 16.—A .'latisfactory feature

of the 18th annual exhibition of the Coventry
and District Chrysanthemum Society was the
increased number of entries, for there have been
fewer exhibits in some classes of late years.

The Countess of Craven gained the Ist prize
for three bunches of Grapes. In the open classes
for a group of Chrysanthemums there was only
one exhibitor, Mr. VV. Finch, Coventry. In the
class for a group of miscellaneous foliage and
flowering plants, exclusive of Chrysanthemums,
Hugh Rotherham, Escj. Keresley Grange (gr.

Mr. G. Griffin), secured the chief award ; 2nd, C,
Vernon Pugh, Esq. (gr. Mr. T. Kemp). There
were some very attractive displays of Gloire do
Lorraine Begonias, for which F. Foster, Esq.
(gr. Mr. J. Mills), was awarded the 1st prize,
whilst Captain Starkey, of Leamington (gr. Mr.
S. Blackburn), was placed 1st for table plants.
Captain Starkey was also a successful exhibitor
of Apples and Pears. In the classes for cut
blooms of Chrysanthemums the Countess of
Craven secured no fewer than four 1st prizes.

In the class for a circular group of Chrysan-
themums 8 feet in diameter, open to gentlemen
not employing more than two gardeners regu-
larly and residing within 12 miles of Coventry,
J. P. Ward, Esq., Coventry, was placed 1st. A.
HoYLE, Esq., gained the principal award for
three vases of Incurved Chrysanthemums, whilst
H. Mitchell, Esq. (gr. Mr. T. Batchclor) won in
the similar class for .Japanese Chrysanthemums.
Mr. H. Mitchell showed the best collection of
vegetables in the open class.

Mr. H. L. CuRZONS exhibited 100 dishes of
fruit. Among the trade exhibits was a particu-
larly meritorious display of fruit by the Exors.
of Thomas Webb, Coventry. F. Twist, Esq.
(gr. Mr. W. Hicks), showed fine bunches of
Grapes in a non-competitive exhibit.

LEEDS PAXTON CHEYSANTHEMUM.
November 15-16.—The exhibition of this

society was held on these dates, in the Albert
Hall. Leeds.

In the Open Class for 36 blooms, 18 Incurved
and 18 Japanese varieties, the 1st prize was
awarded to Arthur James, Esq., Coton House,
Rugby (gr. Mr. A. Chandler) ; 2nd, Alde.man
Penrose Green, Esq. (gr. Mr. C. Shaw) ; 3rd,

C. Watson, Esq. (gr. Mr. Carter). Mr. A.
Chandler was successful for 12 .Japanese varie-

ties; also for 12 Incurved varieties.

In the Local Classes, Mr. C. Shaw was awarded
the 1st prize for 24 blooms, including 12 Incurved
and 12 Japanese varieties ; 2nd, Mr. Fred Nor-
man. Other prize winners in the local class were
Messrs. C. Shaw, Carter, Norman, Bell (gr.

to — . Oxley, Esq.), W. N. Hague Smith (gr. to

Greenwood, Esq.).

Plants.—C. Fulfoed, Esq., Headingley Castle

(gr. Jlr. H. Harrison), was the only exhibitor in

the class for a group of miscellaneous plants, and
was awarded the 1st prize.

E. 0. Simpson, Esq., Hazlewood Castle (gr.

Mr. A. Lupton), exhibited six fine specimens of

Begonia Glore De Lorraine. These were awarded
the N.E.H.S. Medal. The Bronze Medal of this

society was awarded for Cyclamen exhibited by

W. D". Cliffe, Esq., Meanwood Towers (gr. W.
N. Hague). This exhibitor, Mr. Blakey (How-
den), and Mr. Grodndwell (Leeds) were the

principal prize winners in the vegetable classes.
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ECCLES AND PENDLETON
CHEySANTHEMUM.

November 8, 9.—This exhibition was held

in the Town Hall, Eccles, which is not large

enough lor the convenience of both exhibitors

and visitors. In consequence of crowding the

flowers were not seen to advantage.
In the cut bloom section four good collections

were staged in the class for 24 blooms of 12

Japanese and 12 Incurved varieties. Sir Gilbert
Gbeenall, Bart., Warrington (gr. Jlr. C.

Goves), the winner of last year's prize in this

class, was again successful. His best blooms
were (Incuri'eil) Pantia Ralli, J. Hygate. Mrs.

B. Hankev, Mrs. R. H. Hail, Romance, .Mar-

i'orie Shield, and Daisy Southern. (Japanese),

jady Talbot, Eclipse, President Viger, Lady
Talbot, Hon. Jlrs. Lopes, and Frances JoUiffe.

The 2nd prize was awarded to Sir W. H. Tate,
Bart, Woolton, Liverpool (gr. Mr. G. Haigh), his

blooms of Buttercup and Hon. Mrs. Lopes being

of high merit. 3rd, H. Beck, Esq., Huyton (gr.

Mr. J. Copper). Mr. Goves continued his suc-

cesses throughout the remaining classes, winning

in the classes for (1) 24 Japanese blooms in not

fewer than 12 varieties; (2) 12 Incurved varie-

ties distinct; (3) 12 Japanese blooms, dis-

tinct ; and (4) 12 blooms, six Incurved and six

Japanese varieties. Mr. C. Goves received the

award of merit offered for the best Japanese
bloom in this section with the variety President
Viger.

In the gardeners' classes James Brown, Esq.,

Heatou Mersey (gr. Mr. J. W. Smith), won the

challenge cup ottered for 18 Japanese blooms
arranged in eix vases. Mr. Smith w^as also suc-

cessful in the classes for 12 Japanese blooms ; 12

Incurved blooms, and 12 blooms (six Japanese and
six Incurved). Viscount Brackley (gr. Mr. W.
Byrom) showed the best six Japanese varieties

and the best six vases of naturally-grown flowers.

Scott Forbes. Esq. (gr. Mr. W. Holmes), showed
the best six Incurved and the best six Japanese

blooms. Mr. Smith received a certificate of

merit for the variety Mrs. A. T. Miller.

In the plant section there were six ex-

hibitors in the class for half circular groups,

each 9 feet by 6 feet. Mr. J. W. Smith
was awarded the' 1st prize. 2nd, Miss G.
Agnew (gr. Mr. W. Palethorpe). Mr. Smith
was again successful for three pot plants of

Japanese Chrysanthemums, and won the premier
position in three other classes, staging well-

fiowered plants in each case. IMr. W. Holmes
was the winner of the 1st prize in the class for

three plants not disbudded. For six table plants

T. C. Ansdale, Esq. (gr. Mr. A. E. Fox), was
successful, and he also excelled in the classes for

six pots of Roman Hyacinths and six pots of

Beiionia Gloire de Lorraine.

The non-competitive exhibits included Palms
from the Earl and Countess of Ellesmere's gar-

den. Messrs. Dickson & Robinson, Manchestei',

arranged a choice collection of autumn flowers.

Messrs. Dickson, Brown & Tait, Manchester,
contributed fine spikes of Lily of the Valley and
Begonias. Messrs. Frank Dicks & Co. showed
Palms, Heath, and Potatos.

DERBY CHRYSANTHEMUM.
November 8, 9.—The annual exhibition of the

above society was held at Derby on these dates.

The exhibition was one of the best of recent
years ; ideal weather prevailed, and there was an
increased attendance.
The 1st prizes in the two classes for groups of

Chrysanthemums arranged for qualitv and effect

were won by Mr. J. H. Coley, Duffield, and T.
Potter, Derby, respectively. In the cut bloom
classes the 1st prize for six vases of Japanese
varieties was won by Mr. W. Sherwin, Locko
Park, and for six vases of single Chrysanthemums
by Mr. J. H. Coley, Duffield. In the class

for la Japanese blooms, Messrs. F. Meakin,
Derby, J. H. Coley, and W. Sherwin
were the successful competitors, whilst for
12 Japanese blooms Mr. W. Sherwin was
placed 1st. In the class for 12 Incurved
blooms, Mr. .1. Wood, Alvaston, was awarded the
1st prize. Mrs. Orton, Longford Hall, arranged
the best table decoration, and Jlr. J. Wood the
best large vase of Chrysanthemums. Mr. J. H.
Coley was awarded a special prize for his bloom
of Lady Talbot, which was the premier bloom in
the show.

RAYLEIGH AND DISTRICT
HORTICULTURAL.

November 8, 9.—The annual autumn exhibi-
tion of the above society was held on these dates,

and was a great improvement on fornu-r shows.
The exhibits of vegetables were very good, but
Apples and Pears were the princijial features.

Successful exhibitors of fruit in the open classes

were Mr. F. Langstone, Great Wakering, and
Mr. S. Taylor, Alpha Nursery, Rayleigh. -Mr.

Langstone was awarded the 1st prize in the
class for six dishes of dessert Apples, Mr. Taylor
being a close 2nd. Mr. Langstone also excelled

in a similar class for culinary varieties, and again
Mr. Taylor was placed 2nd." Jlr. Taylor showed
the best six dishes of Pears. Among the non-
competitive exhibits, Mr. W. A. Voss, East-
wood Boad. Rayleigh, staged 15 baskets and
dishes of Apples and seven dishes of Pears ; the
fruits were of excellent quality. Mr. Langstone
showed numerous dishes of excellent Apples and
Pears. Dr. Burrows, Rayleigh House, also con-
tributed a fine collection of fruit, and Mr. JoRDi-
SON, The Nurseries, Hall Bridge, showed two
shallow baskets containing about five dozen even,
well-coloured fruits each of Carter's Sunrise and
Comet Tomatos. Messrs. W. B, Rand & Sons,
Down Hall Road, Rayleigh, showed extra fine

fruits of Cucumbers.

WATFORD HORTICULTURAL,
November 12.—The third autumn exhibition

of this society took place on this date and proved
a great success. Fifty competitors staged 370
exhibits, compared witfi 250 of the previous year,

and there were several honorary and trade dis-^

plays, principally of flowers and vegetables

—

there being a rather small quantity of fruit.

The premier Chrysanthemum in the show was
a bloom of the variety Lady Talbot, shown by
Mr. E. Taylor, Colney Park. A collection of

vegetables from the gardens of Loudwater,
Rickmansworth, the residence of Mr. J. Kerr,
won the Silver Medal offered for the best com-
petitive exhibit in the show. Mr. T. F. Stan-
nett, Radlett, won the Royal Horticultural

Society's Bronze Medal for a groujj of 24 Japa-
nese Chrysanthemums. The Countess of Claren-
F'ON gave a Silver Cup for the best table of

autumn flowers and tints, this being won by Jlr.

W. J. Pritch-ard, Elstree. The President's Cup,
offered in the allotment and garden classes, was
won by Mr. J. Franklin.

Honorary Exhibits.—Hon. Vicaby Gibbs,
Ald>nham House, Elstree (gr. Mr. E. Beckett),
exiiibited 36 varieties of single Chrysanthemums.
Lady Clarendon showed a small collection of

Apples and Pears.

WEST OF ENGLAND CHRYSAN-
THEMUM.

November 12.—This society opened its annual
show in the Guildhall, Plymouth, on this date,

and the exhibition was one of the most success-

ftd and comprehensive that have been held in

levent years. Cut blooms were staged in large

numbers, and were distinctly in advance of those

shown in former seasons. The groups were
graceful and eSective, and many of the pot-

plants evidenced the highest culture.

In the class for 24 Japanese blooms the 1st

prize was won by Lady Buller. on whose stand
the varieties Lady Talbot, F. S. Vallis, Rose
I'ookett, W. Turner, and Master David were verv
fine.

For 12 Japanese blooms the 1st prize was won
by Mr. T. B. Bradshaw, whose specimens of

Hon. Jlrs. Lopes and Mrs. David Syme were
very good.

In the class for 12 vases of single Chrysanthe-
mums the 1st prize was won by Mr. T. B.
Br-U)SHa\v. but he was beaten in the local class

for the Silver-gilt Jledal by Jlrs. Bainbridge.
The 1st prize for a group of stove and green-

house plants was won by this lady with an ex-
Leliently-arranged and very elegant group.

Excellent salads in variety were shown by
Jlrs. Bainbridge, who easily won the 1st prize.

For a group of single Chrysanthemums the
1st prize was won by Dr. Burke with a well-

arranged collection of plants bearing fresh and
attractive flowers.

The premier exhibit of four specimen Chry-
santhemums was shown by Mr. E. J.
Hannaford, who also won the 1st prize for a
white Japanese variety.

For one Japanese variety of any other colour
the 1st prize was wo[i by Jlr. G. Hoskin.
The best Salvias, Chinese Primulas, Primula

stellata. Zonal Pelargoniums, and six table plants
were shown by Mrs. Bainbridge.
The exhibits of fruit were very fine. In the

class for 24 dishes Mr. H. St. JIaur was
awarded the 1st prize. Vegetables were also

very good.

NoN C0.VIPETITIVE EXHIBITS.—The nursery-
men's exhibits were excellent, and added con-
siderably to the attractions of the show. The
Devon Rosery Co., Torquay, was awarded a
Gold Jledal for a superb show of nearly 150
varieties of fruit, of which 118 were Apples.
The King's Acre Nurseries, Hereford, also
received a C!old Jledal for a collection of fruit.

Jlessrs. Sutton & Sons, Reading, staged a
select collection of vegetables, which were very
well set up and were remarkable for their ex-
cellent quality and freedom from coarseness. A
Ciold Jledal was awarded this firm. Jlessrs.

Robert Veitch & Son, Exeter, showed Pan-
cratium macrostephana, Euonymus europaeus,

Ilex camellifefolia, Stransvsesia undulata,
Cotoneaster aiigustitolia, C. pannosa, Eugenia
Ugnii, Nerine Bowdeiiii and Nerine hybrids,
Phyealis Bunyardii, (Jrevillea longifolia. Orchids,
and winter-flowering Carnations. (Silver Jledal.)

KILMARNOCK CHRYSANTHEMUM.
November 15.—This annual show was held in

the Agricultural Hall, Kilmarnock, on the fore-

going date. Both cut blooms and pot plants of

Chrysanthemums were good, and the exhibits of
other plants and fruits compared well with those

,

at previous shows.

In the gardeners' classes for cut Chrysanthe-
mums the principal one was for 12 Japanese
blooms. W. Graham, Esq., Crosbie Tower
(gr. Jlr. Jas. Muir), was awarded the 1st

prize; 2nd, A. W. Crookston, Esq., Balloch-
myle (gr. Jlr. P. Anderson). A. W. Crookston,
Esq., was placed 1st for six Japanese blooms, two
vases of a white Japanese variety, and six and
three vases respectively of "exhibition" Chry-
santhemums, the exhibits in each case being very
good. W. Baird, Esq., showed the best three
vases of decorative varieties. W. Graham. Esq.,
excelled in the classes for three vases of single
varieties, six vases of stove or greenhouse
flowers, and six tubes of Chrysanthemums. Mr.
D. Walker, Kay Park Terrace, showed the
finest Carnation.

In the pot-plant classes the best table ar-

ranged for decorative effect was shown by Sir
W. H. HouLDSWOBTH, Coodham (gr. Jlr. J.
JI'Gran); 2nd, Mrs. Mann Thomson. Dalkeith

In the classes for plants the principal prize-
winners were W. Baird, Esq., Cambusdoon

;

Mrs. Kennedy, Howard Strert, Kilmarnock

;

Mr. A. J. Ferguson, Jlr. J. Cochran. High
CHencairn Street ; Jlr. A. JIethven, Galston

;

W. Baird, Esq., Sir W. H. Houldsworth,
Bart., and Colonel Blair, of Blair (gr. Mr. W.
Mair).

In the fruit classes Apples were remarkably
fine. Jlr. Thomas Smith, Dundonald Road,
Kilmarnock, carried off all the 1st prizes for

these fruits. Jlr. G. Clark, London Road, Kil-
marnock, was placed 1st for black Grapes, and
W. Graham, Esq., Crosbie Tower, for white
Grapes.
Non-competitive Exhibit.—Messrs. W. and

T. Samson, nurserymen and seedsmen, Kil-
marnock, exhibited pot-plants, cut floivers, and
floral desit^ns.

UNITED HORTICULTURAL BENEFIT
AND PROVIDENT.

Nove-iiber 11.—The monthly meeting of this

society was held at the Royal Horticultural
Society's Hall. Westminster, on this date. Mr.
Chas. H. Curtis presided. Fifty-five new mem-
bers were elected, bringing the membership of

the society up to 1.900. "The sick pay for the
month amounted to £39 2s. Several members
withdrew, under Rule 19, double the amount of

interest standing to their credit. The sub-com-
mittee's report was confirmed, and the Secretary
reported on the return of the National Insurance
cards.
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fe caiiuoi accept ally responsibilily for tbe subjoined
reports. They are furaisbed to us regularly every
Wednesday, by the kindness o£ several of ttie pnacipal
salesmen, who are responsible for the quotations. It

must be remeinbetetl that these quotations do not repre-

sent the prices on any particular day, but only th»

general averages for the week preceding the date of our

report. The prices depend upon the quality of the

samples, the way in which they are paclted, the supply

in the market, and the demand, and they may fluctuate,

not only from day to day, but occasionally several times

in one day.—Eds.]
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GARDENING APPOINTMENTS.

'offtipouienti nrtrtijuesled to wtltt tht mmnt*» ofp»r»ma»
aad plac9t ma laelbly at posBlUe^ ^o chtitgt it

nintle for these tiiiihittneemettts, but if a smalt cotttn^utton

IJ sent, to ie fl'i"'t iM .iri> cullcliiit; Ho\ /orllie U^tr.leiurs'

Otpliii't l-uii.l, 1/ will he tlmnhlnlly received, and nn
achiwiiilede'iteiit made in these columns.-\

r. L. Chantler, for the past lOJ years Gardener to H.

J. Williams, Esq., Hookstile House, South Godstone,
Surrey, as Gardener to H. de H. VViiArTON, Esq.,
Rockley House, MarlLjorough, Wiltshire.

r. John Nibds, for tlie past year Gardener to Lieut.*

(.olonel O'Shaughnessy, Kidmore House, Kidmore End,
Reading, Berksliire, as Gardener to G. A. Stockfeld,
Esq., The Elms, Taplow, Buckinghamshire.

r. F. Hahhison, for the past 4 years Poriman at Rushton
Hall Gardens, Kettering, and previously Foreman at

Busl)rid,;e Hall Gardens, Godalming, as Gardener to

Sir JoH.i SMILEY, Barton Hall, Bury St. Edmunds.

T. C. W. C»pp, for the past 12 months Gardener to the

late F. RiLEV Smith, Esq., Barton Hall, Bury St.

Edmunds as Ganlener to Mrs. Riley Smith, Welherby
Grange, Wetherby, Yorkshire.

[r. R. ISHERWOOD, for the past 9i years Gardener to

Captain J. H. CuTHBERT, D.S.O., Beaufronl Castle,

Hexhim, as Gardener to M. O. Roberts, Esq., Easton
Hall, Grantham.

Ir. T. Dalgleish, for the past 2 years Outside Foreman at

Blairdrummond, Perthshire, as Gardener to W. B.

DuNLup. Esq., Seton Castle, Longniddry, East Lothian.

IR. Donald McInnes, for a number of years Foreman
at Giarnis Castle Gardens, as Gardener to W. U.
Graham Menzies, Esq., Hallybunon, Coupar-Angus.

[r. Alex. Innes, late Gardener at Hallyburton, Coupar-
Angus, as Nursery Manager to Messrs. D. and W.
Cr. LL, Broughty Ferry.

Ir. W. C. Uphill, for 1 year Gardener to A. Edwards,
Esq., Forest View, SalisLury, as Gardener and Bailiff

to Colonel Briltan, Failand Hill, Failand, Bristol.

(Thanks for Is. for R.G.O.F. box,—Eds.)

Ir. A. E. Welch, for 1 year Gardener at Fox Hill House,
Keston, Kent, as Gardener to G, C. Elliot. Esq., Hull

Place, Sholden, Deal. (Thanks for Is. for R.G.O.F.
bos.—Eds.)

fr. J. Gammon, for the past 2J years Gardener to

R. E. S. Thomas, Esq., Wormington Grange, Broadway,
Worcester, as Gardener to Mrs. BouoHTON-KNitiHT,
St. Mary's Knoll, Ludlow, Slitopshire. (Thanks for Is.

for R.G.O.F. box.— Lds.)

membera of the Kinnaird family have been con-

necfced with the market-gardening industry in

Aberdeen, and at the annual shows of the Royal
Horticultural Society of Aberdeen deceased in-

variably took a prominent place in the prize list.

He passed away at the comparatively early age

of 58 years, being survived by a widow, a son^
Mr. John Kinnaird, who was associated with
him in the business—and a daughter.

#bituart).

W. B. Tegetmeier.—Wr. Tegetmeier, the

distinguished naturalist, died on November 19,

at the advanced age of 97. A man of wide at-

tainments, Mr. Tegetmeier was known chiefly by

his observations and writings on pigeons and
poultry. He held the post of poultry editor of

the Field for more than 40 yeaj-s, and as his

'. irrespondence with Darwin and his various

writings show, Mr. Tegetmeier possessed a pro-

found practical and scientific knowledge of the

subjects on which he was for so long a recognised

authority. So long ago as 1854, he published a

volume on Pruftlable Poultry, which was fol-

lowed 13 years later by The Poultry Boo!:..

The late naturalist was interested especially in

the breeding of animals, in which branch of

science he carried out numerous experiments, not

a few of which were cited by Darwin in The
Origin of Sj^ecits and in Animals and Plants
under Domestication.

Alexander Fras^r.—We regret to record

the death of this well-known gardener, at Edin-

burgh. Mr. Frase.r was for many years gardener

at Drumduan, Forres. He retired from this post

about a year ago, and settled in Edinburgh,
where several of his family have resided for some
years. Deceased was a prominent member of the

Forres Chrysanthemum Society.

John Elliott Burton.—We learn with re-

gret of the death, at Twickenham, on the 11th

inst., of John Elliott Burton, in his 80th year.

Mr. Burton was a native of Flitwick, Bedford-
shire, and commenced his gardening career in the

Duke of Bedford's gardens at Woburn Abbey.
He was subsequently appointed gardener to Lord
John Russell, at Rodboro' Manor, Gloucester-

shire, and later to Sir Edward Dean Paid, Bart.,

Cambridge House, Twickenham. The funeral

took place at Twickenham Cemetery, on the 16th

inst.

John Kinnaird.—Amidst every manifestation

of regret, the funeral of Mr. .John Kinnaird, mar-
ket gardener, Burnieboozle, Aberdeen, took place

on Monday, the 18th inst., in Allenvale Cemetery,
Aberdeen. For nearly three generations the

ENQUIRY.

Mole in Rocikery.—Can any reader advise ine

how to caitoh a mole which has its headquarters in

my rockery It does not get into the ground, but

lives behind the pieces of stone. F.

*,* 7'/ic Editors will be glad to receive, for

consideration, large photographs of horticultural

subjects, suitable for reproduction in this

Journal.

Ekratum.—(Sterilised soil experiment). In

fig. 166, p. 372, for " Tomatos " read " Cucum-
bers."

Maeguerite for Window Boxes: E. L. G.,

Chicago. The dwarf strain of summer-flower-

ing Marguerite is most suitable for the pur-

pose.

Names of Fruits: Wool. 1, AUington Pippin

j

2, Roundway's Magnum Bonum ; 3, Bau-
mann's Reinette.

—

E. 0. Pears: 1, decayed;

3, Vicar of Winkfield ; Apples: 2, Franklin's

Golden Pippin ; 1, Ashmead's Kernel Im-

proved.

—

Old Subscriber. 1, Marie Benoist

;

2, Doyenne du Coniice; 3, no fruit; 4, AUing-

ton Pippin.

—

E. E. 1, HanweU Souring; 2,

Annie Elizabeth ; 3, Prince Bismarck ; 4, Wel-
ford Park Nonesuch; 5, Blenheim Pippin; 6,

Pitmaston Nonpareil ; 7, Glory of the West.

—

ir. .1/. B. Pyrus japonica {Chelmsford Won-
der).— W. Leith. 1, Doyenne du Comice; 2,

Cornish Gilliflower.

—

McMillar. Doyenne du
Comite.

—

Sender unl-iiown (the fruit« were
packed in one of Messrs. Bull & Son's

boxes. 1, Small's Admirable ; 2, E'cklin-

ville; 3, Golden Noble; 4 and 8, Prince

Bismarck ; 5, Ribston Pippin ; 6, Stirling

Castle ; 7, Lord Grosvenor ; 9, Warner's
Seedling; 10. Sturmer Pippin; 11, Scarlet

Nonpareil ; 12, not recognised ; 13, Flower of

Herts. ; 14. Northern Greening ; two 15, large

green fruit Lord Derby, small one Margil ; 16,

Adams's Pearmain ; 17, Waltham Abbey ; 18,

Dutch MiLMioune (Reinette du Caiix) ; 19, Gas-

covne's Scarlet Seedling : 20, Pine Golden Pip-

pin ; 21, Chaumontelle ; 22, Catillac ; 23, not re-

cognise-I : 24, Josephine de Malines ; 25, Napo-
leon III; 26, 27, 28, 31, 32, no fruits; 29,

Beurre Ranee; 30, not recognised; 33, Winter
Nelis.—/. B.. Thirsk. 11. IMarie Louise; 12,

Josephine de Malines; 13, Winter Rousselet;

two other fruits quite decayed.

—

J. M.
Doyenne du Comice.

—

E. G. Lar\gford.

Beauty of Kent.

Names of Plants : Gardener, Herts, Haeman-
thus albiflos.

—

T. Leucothoe Catesbsei.—

•

J . M. S. 1, Azara microphylla ; 2, Corniis

capitata, commonly called Benthamia fragifera

in gardens.—/. P. Cotoneaster.

—

M. T. 1,

Liparis Ugandae ; 2, Polystachya Ottoniana; 3,

Bifrenaria aurantiaca.

PoTATOS Turning Black when Cooked : A.
The cause of the cooked Potatos being black is

probably due to the tubers remaining too long

in the ground. Next seas<in lift them as soon

as the haiJm is ripe or before, even if the

skins are liable to become rubbed a little.

Heavy soils are not suitable for Potatos,

especially if the ground is not well drained :

this year the succession of damp weather dur-

ing growth may have had some effect upon the

quality.

Roses for Plantino in Beds : Anxious. Yoa.

require a list of 18 Roses suitable for beda

about 6 feet wide, quality of flower and freo-

dom of flowering being of more importance
than colour. You are quite right in omitting
Frau Karl Druschki and Hugli Dickson, for

both these Roses, beautiful as they are, are
quite unsuited for beds. They look well in early
summer, but at no other period ; their long,
waving autumn growths make them quite im-
possible as bedding Roses. Moreover, you do
not want single Roses or Tea varieties. Your
list for consideration, which is as follows: (1)

Caroline Testout, (2) Dr. J. Campbell Hall,

(3) General McArthur, (4) Killarney, (5) Lady
Ashtown, (6) Lady Pirrie, (7) La Tosca, (8)

Mme. Abel Ghatenay, (9) Mme. Melanie Sou-
pert, (10) Mme. Bavary, (11) Mrs. Alfred Tate,
(12) Pharisaer, (13) Paul Ledfi, (14) Richmond,
(15) Avoca, (16) Captain Hayward, (17) The
Lyon Rose, and (18) Mme. Segond Weber, is

a great help, as it points to the type of Roses
you require, and, taken all round, is a good
list. We think the first 14 varieties will

do very well. Avoca, however, we cannot ad-
vise you to use. It is a perfect and lovely
flower, but its growth is like that of Hugh

, Dic.kiSon, *' only more so," by which we mean
that its autumn growths are even longer and
more straggling than those of Hugh Dickson,
and if treated as a cut-back, it is not nearly
so free in flowering. To get many flowers
from Avoca, it should be pegged down, and
even then tlie autumn flowering is not very
free. Captain Hayward, again, might be dis-

pensed with, for, although it is not a bad bed-
ding Rose, it has flowering periods, one in sum-
mer and the other in early autumn, and there is

a good part of the season in which it is flower-

less. The Lyon Rose is a beautiful variety, but
it is too dangerous to use in a prominent posi-

tion like a .bed, for should it get a touch of.

black spot (as it has done this year), the
whole of the leaves will fall, and the bed be-
comes bare and unsightly early in August, and
so continues for the rest of the season. 'Mme.
Segond Weber we feel more doubt about ; it is

a beautiful Rose and free enough in flowering,

but it is very easily spoilt by the first shower
of rain, and in a wet district, such as the
north-west of England, we hesitate to recom-
mend it. In place of these four, we are in-

clined to advise Mrs. David McKee. Mrs.
E. G. Hill. Mrs. Edward Powell and Prince
de Bulgarie. Mrs. David McKee is a
thoroughly good garden Rose, lemon-yellow in

colour, flowering well even now (mid -Novem-
ber). Mrs. E. G. Hill is a most useful Rose,
and more continuous than any Rose of
tolerable shape except Richmond. We are
aware some growers have not succeeded with
it, but have not been able to examine the
conditions in which it was cultivated. It does
best with us in half shade. Mrs. Edward
Powell is very free and continuous ; there is

a slight tinge of blue in the red, but it is not
unpleasing. Should, however, this be objected
to. Liberty might be substituted. Prince de
Bulgarie is a pale-colourod flower with apricot

centre ; it is quite a good garden plant, but
does not like shade or rain. If a larger Rose
than this is wanted, we would select Mrs.
Theodore Roosevelt, which is quite remarkable
for the number of good blooms it produces.
Paul Lede, which is among the first 14 in the
above list, is a good garden Rose, especially

early in the season ; but Mme. Leon Pain is a

better-shaped Rose, and is rather more continu-
ously good through the season.

Water-culture of Hyacinths : A. There is

no reason why Hyacinths should not do well in

glasses at Brighton as in any otlier place. In-

stead of rain-water, which is not to be recom-
mended, try ordinary tap water; the addition
of lime will be an advantage. Place a few
lumps of charcoal in the vessels and stand
them in a dark cupboard until growth com-
mences, then gradually inure the plants to the

light. Have the base of the bulb alraoet touch-

ing the water, which should be changed every
three weeks or so.
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NEW OR NOTEWORTHY
PLANTS.

SINOMENIUM DIVERSIFOLIUM.
(See Fig. 178. p. 411.)

The above is a new name, so far as the generic

part of it is concerned, for a plant that is in

cultivation under the appellation of Cocculus
variiformis. By whom the latter was given is un-
certain, though possibly I may be partly respon-
sible for it. But the plant has a history dating
back in botanical literature to 1867, when Miquel
described it under the name of Cocculus diversi-

folius, founding the .species on Japanese speci-

mens. Passing over the intermediate vicissitudes

of this plant, Jlr. E. H. Wilson and I had to
deal with it in 1906, when we were describing
a selection of his novelties for the Kew Bulletin.

(moon) = Chinese moon-seed. In Diels's classifi-

cation, Sinomenium is placed next to Menisper-
mum canadense, one of the very few other mem-
bers in cultivation of this large and interesting,
though by no means showy, family. And there
seems to be good grounds for giving it separate
generic rank. Messrs. James Veitch & Sons
raised this new climber from seed collected by
Mr. E. H. Wilson.

Mr. Worthington Smith's sketch in fig. 178 was
prepared from specimens furnished by Mr. P. D.
Williams, Lanarth, St. Keverne, Cornwall, from
a plant some 20 feet high, which flowered for the
first time this year on a north-east wall. Mr.
Williams states that the foliage shows great varia-
tion, the leaves being of totally different types.
The name diversifolium signalises great vari-

ability in the shape of the leaves ; which vari-

ability occurs sometimes on the same branch and

Fig. 174.-CYPKIPEDIUM X LATONA. ff*-'"';"'^'' '"' " "'"''"*•

(Received R.H.S. Award of Merit on the 19th inst.)

Both he and Dr. A. Henry had collected speci-

mens of it in various localities in Central and
Western China. On comparing these specimens
with those from Japan, and investigating the
nomenclature of the species, we discovered that
there was a valid Mexican Cocculus diversitolius

of much earlier date. Accordingly we renamed
the Chino-Japanese plant Cocculus heterophyUus,
without testing the correctness of its being placed

in the genus Cocculus. And we may have at

first proposed the nam© variiformis, afterwards
rejecting it for heterophyUus, as more appro-
priate ; but I find no record of it, published or

unpublished. Turning to Dr. L. Diels's excellent
monograph of the whole of the Menispermacese in

Engler's Pflnnzenreich (1910), I find that he has
founded a new genus on our plant, calling it

Sinomenium, derived from Sina (China) and men

sometimes on different branches. Unlike that
which obtains in the majority of heterophyllous

plants, the variously-shaped leaves are borne on
the flowering branches, and cannot be classed as

juvenile (or barren-shoot) and adult forms. In
the Kew Herbarium there are specimens with
ovate leaves having a truncate base ; others with
a cordate base ; others orbicular-cordate ; others
with a three-lobed apex, and others pahnately
five-Iobed.

The specimen figured bears only male flowers,

and all the flowering specimens in the Kew Her-
barium which were examined were malej hence
the female plant must be rare. Male flowers con-

sist of six sepals in two series; six petals, very
small and enfolding singly the filaments of six

of the nine stamens, in a similar manner to the
RhamnacesB. IK. Bolting Hemshy.

ORCHID NOTES AND GLEANINGS.

L.^LIO-CATTLEYA CORNELIA.
A VERT pretty hybrid between Cattleya labiata.

and Lielia pumila has just flowered with Mr.
Jas. Hudson (gr. to Leopold de Rothschild,
Esq., Gunnersbury House, Acton). Th»
flower is 6 inches across and each petal 2 inches
wide ; both sepals and petals are silver-white

tinged with rose-pink. The tube of the labellum
is pink outside and chrome-yellow at the base,

the broadly-expanded crimped front being of a
bright purplish-crimson. 'The cross was first

raised and flowered by Messrs. Jas. Veitch &
Sons, and noted in the Gardentrs' Chronicle,

December 2, 1893, so that the fact that it is

winter-flowering is established, and this renders
the hybrid the more desirable.

STANHOPEA PLATYCERAS.
This is one of the most beautiful of Stanhopeas,

its large, elegantly-formed fluwer having the

sepals and petals of a pale cream-yellow spotted
with rose-purple, the boat-shaped basal part of

the lip maroon-purple, the horns of the middle
portion and the front lobe whitish with purple

markings. It flowered in Lord Rothschild's gar-

dens in 1907. and received an Award of Merit at

the Royal Horticultural Society's meeting on
September 3, in that year, the plant having been
imported with Cattleya Warscewiczii. It was
originally described by the late Professor

Reichenbach in the Oardeners* Chronicle,

Jan. 11, 1858, p. 27, but although it has been so

long known it has always been a rare plant. A
spi-cimen is in flower with Mr. Sidney Flory,

Tracy's Nursery, Twickenham, the same plant

having bloomed three times this year. The true

Stanhopea inodora is also in flower.

CATTLEYA DIONYSIUS.
This very beautiful hybrid between Cattleya

Fabia alba (labiata alba X Dowiana aurea)

and C. Warscewiczii var. Frau Melanie Beyrodt
was shown by C. J. Phillips, Esq., The Glebe,

Sevenoaks (gr. Mr. Bucknell), under the pro-

visional name C. Harrisiana at a meeting of the
Royal Horticultural Society on October 8, last,

when it was awarded a First-class Certificate.

At the same time it was intimated that

a name, other than that under which it

was shown, should be selected. Mr. Phillips
readily adopted the more convenient name given

above, and this appears on the records of the
Society. It is a charming flower of fine size and
substance, with white sepals and petals delicately

flushed in places with pink. The finely-expanded

lahollum is ruby-purple, with gold coloured disc

and veining at the base.

CYPRIPEDIUM X LATONA.
Our illustration (see fig. 174) represents the

hybrid Cypripedium for which Lieut. -Col. Sir

George Holtord, K.C.V.O. (gr. Mr. H. G.
Alexander), received an Award of Merit at the
Royal Horticultural Society's meeting on
November 19 last. It was raised at Westonbirt
by crossing C. Niobe (Spicerianum x Fairrie-

anum) and C. Alcibiades (Leeanum x Monsieur
de Curte). The flower is of good shape and
substance, the broad white sepal being blotched

with rose-purple. The petals and lip have a
yellowish ground tinged and spotted with dark
mahogany-red.

FOREIGN CORRESPONDENCE.

MIMULUS ROSEUS.
Referring to a note on this plant on page 191

Q- this journal, I should like to say that Mimulus
roseus, Douglas, syn. M. Lewisii, Pursh. is a good
species, and occurs in the Sierras, from Central
California northwards and eastward to Montana.
No wonder that this species is hardy in Scotland.

I should very much like to get this plant for trial

here. M. Bui/sman, Jardin Bolanique,
Lawang, Java.
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THE FORCING OF TULIPS.

The idea is prevalent that for forcing purposes

Tulip bulbs must be large in order to give the

best results, but there never was a greater fallacy.

T; they are of a reasonable size, solid, and the

dark-coloured outside skin in a healthy condition

(which shows they have not been heated) nothing
more is needed. In fact, it is often the case that
A small, ripe bulb grown on "heavy" soils will

give infinitely better results than a large bulb
grown in the more sandy situations. Solidity,

combined with a general healthy appearance, is

the best criterion m buying bulbs.

If they are purchased either from Holland or

other sources, they should be examined immedi-
ately on arrival, and stored in a cool, dry place

until they are need<'d for boxing or potting.

Receptacles of various sorts ai'e used in which
to plant bulbs for forcing purposes, but we will

assume that boxes 20 inches long, 13 inches broad,
and 3^ inches deep are to be used. If they have
been employed for growing other kinds of plants

they should be thoroughly washed or sterilised to

destroy the spores of fungi which are ever ready
to spring into life so soon as the conditions are

favourable. Many of these disease-producing

fungi— if they do not mean complete disaster

—

are the cause of disappointment to the grower,
and a menace to the reputation of the firm which
supplied the bulbs.

Nearly any kind of soil is suitable for supply-
ing a rooting medium if it be clean and not over-

charged with artificial manures, but a well-pre-

pared loam is undoubtedly the best. Soil pre-

viously used for growing Cucumbers or Melons,
&c., which often contains a quantity of unused
manure, should never be used alone, and if it is

mixed with other soil the whole should be
sterilised by steam or one of the many chemical
preparations to ensure thorough cleanliness and
freedom from fungous and other pests.

A quantity of well-rotted manure should next
be procured for covering the bottoms of the boxes,
or failing that a good decomposed leaf-mould. If

the latter be used it should be sterilised in order
to destroy worms, millipedes, the eggs of small
snails, and the numerous kinds of life which
naturally carry on the work of decomposition, but
are deadly to the tender roots of bulbs.

Those preparations ought to be made some
time before they are needed, so that any ill

effects of the sterilisation may disappear.

When everything is ready—particular care

should be taken to see that the drainage of

the boxes is sufficient—a covering of the manure
or leaf-mould should be placed in the bottom of

the box, say, about ^ inch deep, then soil should
be put in loosely to half fill the box. Take the

bulb between the thumb and two forefingers and
press it moderately firmly into the soil. This
ensures that there are no " air spaces " between
the bottom of the bulb and the soil. Fill the
box with soil loosely to the top, press down the
latter with the point-s of the fingers—not the

palm of the hand—and " boxing " is complete.

Wliore any other kind of receptacle is used the

same directions apply, except that the bulb
should always be the same distance from the
surface. If the bulb is level with the finished

surface, or about ^ inch below, it is in the right

position, and on no account should it be planted

any deeper.

The boxes should then bo placed in a warm,
sheltered position, thoroughly soaked with water,

and covered to a depth of 3 or 4 inches with
ashes which have been weathered for some time
to allow any injurious substances to escape into

the atmosphere. Particular attention should be
given to watering. It is probable that more
T«lips fail through being allowed—through care-

lessness or want of knowledge—to become dry at

the roots when standing under ashes than from
all other causes combined. If they are allowed
to become dry the greater percentage will pro-

duce the malformed flowers with which most of

us are familiar during the early part of the year.
It does no^ follow, however, that all malformed

flowers are caused by dryness when the bulb is

forming young roots with which to nourish the
embryo flower, but dryness is certainly the most
usual cause.

The directions given so far have one object
in view : to encourage the bulb to form a large

quantity of healthy roots, so that when the
plants are placed in the genial atmosphere of the
forcing house they will quickly respond, and give
satisfactory results.

Where a fairly large quantity is necessary in

order to keep up a continuous supply of floweis
during a long season, and a house can be s. t

apart for the purpose, ideal conditions can ) e

maintained. But few places are in this happy
position, and the bulbs havfe often to be grown
along with other subjects which—as often as not
—require different treatment. It is for those so
placed that the following directions are given,
and anyone having a house to spare can modify
them to suit the altered conditions.

The " staging " should have a covering of some
moisture-retaining material, without this it is im-
possible to obtain the best results. For the early
batches—by early is meant up to the end of

January—a little, and only a little, bottom heat
is necessary. A covering of thick canvas should
be nailed to the roof of the house inside, and
taken up the house high enough to allow it to

fall to the front of the staging. This will make
a compartment inside the house which will have
the direct rays of light broken sufficient to cause
the bulbs to develop flowers rapidly, and yet
will not be so dark as to cause the development
of anaemic-looking foliage.

The temperature should be from 65° to 70°F.
during mild weather, allowing a fall of 5° or even
10° during severe frost, so that the pipes need
never be kept abnormally hot to maintain the

temperature sufficiently high.

When everything is in readiness, and the bulbs
are showing a fair quantity of young roots, thL.*

boxes should be carried carefully into the house
and placed under the canvas. Light sprinklings
of water should be given to wash away any ashes
which may be adhering to the tender points,

Name of Variely.
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NOTES ON THE VEGETATION OF THE DOWNS.

While the neighbourhood of Box Hill is well

known to botanists, the vegetation of the

Leatherhead Downs seems hardly to have re-

ceived the attention it deserves, at any rate in

connection with the study of plant associations.

Here may be seen excellent examples of the

Yew woods, which are characteristic of the

North and South Downs, and in this locality, at

least, they appear to represent the original vege-

tation before it was greatly modified by man.

Tansley and Rankin* state that the origin of the

Tew woods is not clear, and that they occupy

situations (Juite similar to those of the typical

Beech woods, i.e., the fairly steep sides of the

chalk downs, and in some cases the bottoms of

-dry chalk valleys. They suggest that they may
originate in the following way :

" If a Beech

wood possessing numerous Yews is destroyed by

total felling of the dominant trees, or if it de-

generates owing to various causes, chalk scrub

and chalk grassland, in which Yews are pro-

minent, will take its place. The Yews produce

seedlings freely under such conditions, and the

young trees, probably owing to their poisonous

foliage, are largely, if not wholly, immune from

the attacks of rabbits and other animals. As

soon as a locally-closed community of Yews is

formed, competitors are almost entirely excluded,

owing to the very deep shade cast by the trees.

In this way local Yew groves might be formed,

and an extension of the process might lead to the

formation of extensive, nearly pure Yew woods,

since the intervening scrub and grass associa-

tion would be gradually destroyed by the exten-

sion of the Yew. The process would, no doubt,

be slow, owing to the tardy growth of the trees.

On the other hand, it would be very sure, be-

cause the equipment of the Yew for this kind of

competition is overwhelming. Nothing but the

formation of a very dense scrub of other species

or the felling of the Yew trees would be hkely

to arrest it. The explanation given is in accord-

ance with the observed facts, but at present it

lacks corroboration or direct verification. It is

possible that other factors are operative, and it

may be that the habitat of the Yew wood really

differs from that of the Beech wood, though we
have no clue to such a difference."

While the above explanation may be the trui

one in certain instances, it seems more likely

to the writers that the reverse process has taken

place in many cases : that Beech woods posses-s

ing numerous Yews have partially I'eplaced pure

Yew woods or chalk scrub in which Yews an-

prominent. The Yew can exist in situations from

which th« Beech is excluded, namely, on very

steep elopes in almost pure chalk, as, for in-

stance, on the western Bank of Box Hill. On
the southern escarpment of the North Downs,
in places between Dorking and Guildford, mixed
Beech and Yew woods may be seen on the gentler

slopes and the bottoms of lateral valleys, whereas

the steeper slopes are covered with a pure Yew
wood. There can be little doubt that the soil,

except in very steep places, is gradually im-

proved by the action of the Yews, so that in

course of time it becomes suitable for colonisa-

tion by the Beech.

On the steep, open hillside, covered with close

chalk pasture, the Beech cannot establish itself.

Where scrub occurs on the chalk escarpment,

however, in the neighbourhood of Beech woods,

one may see seedling Beeches springing up under-

neath the shrubs of the Whitebeam (Pyrus Aria),

Sloe, Hawthorn, Wayfaring tree (Viburnum
Lantana). Privet, HoUy, Dogwood, Juniper and
Yew. The shrubs mentioned frequently occur

in groups on the escarpment for the same reason,

namely, that the bare soil underneath a shrub is

a favourable situation for the successful germina-
tion of large seeds, which cannot establish them-
selves on the close and unbroken turf.

Many steep slopes on the chalk escarpment are

covered with an almost pure Juniper scrub,

• Tansley, Types of British Vegetation (19U), 170-171.

which now occupies a much smaller area than

formerly. On the Chiltern Hills we have
studied the vegetation of the escarpment for

miles, and have seen various stages in the dis-

appearance of Juniper scrub. In one enclosed

pasture, where sheep were grazing, a few mori-

bund bushes, showing traces of fire, were
observed. In the course of a few years these

will have disappeared, and there will be nothing

to indicate the former existence of the Juniper
association in this locality. Elsewhere the Juni-

per had been entirely exterminated in an en-

closed pasture, but was found on the margin of a

Beech wood which crowned the hill above it. In

a third locality an extensive Juniper scrub was
seen, in the upper part of which young Beeches
had sprung up at the base of some of the Juniper
bushes. The development of the Beech in this

instance results in the death of the Juniper

under which it germinates. Various stages in

this process could be seen, the Juniper bushes
being healthy, moribund or dead, according to

the state of development of the Beeches beside

them.

tribution by wind, and the Hazel by squirrels,

whilst the Box appears to have fewer facilities

for seed dispersal at a distance, but this is

counterbalanced by the immunity from rabbits

enjoyed by its seedlings.

According to the view here put forward, the

chalk scrub has geneially replaced open chalk

pasture, and in its turn has been succeeded in

many cases by Yew woods or Beech woods with

Yews. It is not, of course, denied that it may
have arisen in some instances from the degenera-

tion of Beech and Yew woods, but the facts

seem to point in the other direction in the

instances which have come under our observa-

tion.

A characteristic view of the outskirts of a

Yew wood on the Leatherhead Downs is shown
in fig. 175. Immediately behind the figure is a

dense mass of Privet, which extends Uy the

centre of the photograph, where it is succeeded

on the right by a slightly taller bush of the

Spindle tree (Euonymus europaeus). Above the

Privet can be seen a tall and slender Elder tree,

which has managed to spring up and hold its

[Phctoguij-k by J. Holchit

Fig. 175.—OUTSKIRTS of a vew wood on the leathekhead downs.

A list of the characteristic shrubs and climbers

of the chalk scrub is given by Tansley and

Rankint. Two species which might be added

are the Yew and the Black Bryony (Tamus com-
munis). The list, as amended, includes the fol-

lowing erect shrubs :—Holly, Spindle tree. Buck-
thorn, Feld Maple. Sloe, Vi'hitebeam, Hawthorn,
Dogwood, Elder, Gui;lder Rose, Wayfaring tree.

Privet, Spurge Laurel, Box, Hazel, Goat Willow,
Butcher's Broom, Juniper and Yew. Scrambling

shrubs are represented by species of Bramble
and Rose ; woody climbers by Clematis, Ivy,

Honeysuckle and Woody Nightshade ; herbaceous
climbers by the two species of Bryony.
A striking feature of the list is that 21 out of

the 26 genera have fleshy fruits (in the Spindle

tree the fruit-wall is dry and the fleshy part is

the orange aril surrounding the seed). It can
hardly be supposed that this is fortuitous, and it

seems a legitimate conclusion that birds are the
active agents in the regeneration and extension
of the ch„;k scrub. The Maple, Goat Willow,
and Clematis have fruits or seeds adapted to dis-

t Tansley, I.e. 171.

own, in spite of the dense shade cast by the

Yews, which form a continuous mass behind it.

The photograph includes on the extreme right

(not quite in focus) a part of a tall bush of

Guelder Rose (Viburnum Opulus) with Privet

beneath it.

The Elder is well equipped by means of its

extremely rapid growth for establishing itself

amongst fairly close associations of Yew or Box.
A sheltered coombe in the Chiltern Hills, which
we hope to describe on a future occasion, is

filled with a luxuriant growth of Box trees in

all stages of development, from seedlings to old,

much-branched trees with trunks 8 inches in

diameter. The only tree which has obtained

any great place amongst the Box is the Elder,

which occurs gregariously at the bottom of the

coombe and as isolated specimens here and there

in the Box thickets, where an old tree has

fallen to the ground, leaving an open space.

Another view of the outskirts of the same
Yew wood is shown in fig. 176, in a place where
the undergrowth is represented only by a soli-

tary dead Juniper bush with a young Privet

beneath it. To the right of the Juniper is a
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sunny patch indicating the existence of a small,

clear space behind the large Yew which nearly
fills the picture. In such intervals between the

trees, the Black Bryony has a chance of esta-

blishing itself, and twines from branch to branch
to a considerable height.

The history of the dead Juniper may be read
from fig. 176. Before the Yew which now
overshadows it had attained its present growth,
the -Juniper flourished and grew upright to a
height of about 3 feet. As the branches of the
Yew began to overhang it, the left-hand stem
and a bianch of the right-hand one turned out-

wards (to the left in the illustration) in search
of the light, which they were in danger of

losing. The struggle must have gone on for

many years, judging by the size of the horizontal

part of the stem, until it terminated in the death
of the Juniper. The lower habit of growth of

the Privet makes it more successful in forming
undergrowth at the outskirts of Y'ew woods, as

there is considerably more light near the ground
than a few feet up.

Besides the patches of Yew wood on the
Leatherhead Downs, there are large thickets rich

in species. In quite a small one 11 species were
noted, including erect shrubs, trees and climbers,

namely, Clematis, Spindle tree, Buckthorn, Dog
Rose, Dogwood, Wayfaring tree, Privet, Ash,

Hazel, Birch and Juniper. Larger thickets clor.e

by included Box, Yew, Brambles and White
Bryony in addition. The great abundance of the

Spindle tree is a noteworthy feature of this

locality. It is possible, however, that it may be

due in some measure to planting.

Charming natural groups of shrubs may be

observed, one of which is shown in fig. 177. In

front are small examples of the Wayfaring tree

(Viburnum Lantana) ; behind and above it comes
a mass of Dogwood literally laden with fruits,

and above all are the delicate branchlets and
foliage of a Spindle tree.

The herbaceous vegetation composing the chalk

pasture in this locality presents features of at

least equal interest, which we hope to describe

in another article. T. A. Sprarjue and '

Hutchinson.

NEW ROSES.—IV.

(Contiinced from f. 3S6.)

TEA-SCENTED ROSES.

The great development of the Hybrid Tea

Roses in recent years and their quality of con-

tinuity in flowering, has produced such a revolu-

tion in the Rose garden, and has attracted so

much attention, that the imprivement that has

taken place in other classes of Roses has received

perhaps less attention than it has deserved.

Nevertheless, quietly and unobtrusively, there

have been introduced into our gai-dens valuable

additions belonging to other groups, and notably

in the Tea-scented section. The Tea Rose?—the

aristocrats of the Rose garden—possess a delicacy

and refinement which is all their own, and will

surely continue to appeal to the connoisseur.

Fifty years ago their beauty was fully appre-

ciated, but they were too difficult to grow out-of

doors in this country. Shirley Hibberd was
driven to have recourse to glass to grow most of

the Teas of his day, and the great advance that

has taken place in this section has been in the

direction of obtaining a strain with greater

hardiness, capable of withstanding our English

winters. Apart from the Dijon Teas, we had
Homere (1859), Marie van Houtte (1871). Anna
Olivier (1872), Perle des Jardins (1874), Mme.
Lambard (1877), and perhaps a few others which
are still good garden Roses, fairly hardy and
reliable, but we shall probably not be far wrong
if we take the introduction of ilaman Cochet
in 1893 as the date of the great modern advance
of the Tea Rose. Since then we have had such
useful garden and exhibition Roses as White
Maman Cochet (1897), Mrs. Edward Mawley
(1899), Corallina and Sulphurea (1900), Mme.
Jules Gravereaux (1901), Lady Roberts, Mme.
Antoine Mari, Mme. Jean Dupuy, and Souvenir

de Pierre Netting (1902), Paula (1903), Mi-s. A.
Ejass (1904), Comtesse do Saxe and Mme. Con-
stant Soupert (1905), Mrs. Myles Kennedy (1906)

and Harry Kii-k (1907), which brings me
to the date at which I am commencing my re-

view of the new Roses. The noticeable feature
of all the Roses I have mentioned is their com-
parative hardiness and ability to withstand the
rigours of our English climate. No doubt this

result has been attained to some extent at the
expense of the purity of the strain, but if we
get (as I think we do) plants which we can grow
in our gardens, possessing the delicate colouring
and perfect form of the older Teas, we need not
complain of the blot on the 'scutcheon. I may
be asked what is the specific distinction between

followed by fresh flowering growths from
September onwards. The upper surface of the
leaf varies from the " matt " or dull texture of
the Hybrid Perpetual to the shiny surface typi-
cal of the Tea Roses. In the Teas the method
of flowering resembles that described previously
for the Hybrid Teas, one or more strong panicle;-,

being thrown up for the second flowering.
They differ from the Hybrid Teas chiefly in the
greater excitability of their buds, which usually
commence to grow out before the terminal flower
has matured. The wood buds on these flowering
panicles are very much fewer than in the Hybrid
Perpetuals, and are situated at longer intervals
on the stems. In the typical Tea Rose the leaf
surface on the upper side is always of the glossy

[Fhotogtaph by J. Hutchiman,

Fig. 176.

—

JUNIPER TREE ON THE DOM NS .NEAR LEATHERHEAD KILLED BY
OVERHANGING Vt YOUNG PLANT OF PRIVET BENEATH

the Hybrid Tea and the Tea Rose. My impres-

sion is that the actual line of distinction is even
less marked than that between the Hybrid Tea
and Hybrid Perpetual. The typical Hybrid Per-

petual has very green foliage, and in early sum-
mer puts up a stem with numerous side buds
carrying a bunch of flowers at the top, a process

w hich it repeats, but with stronger growth in

autumn. In the Hybrid Tea the foliage is

generally more or less red when young ; the plant

throws a stem for its early-summer growth, often

with a single flower at the top, and this is

immediately followed by a strong loose panicle

carrying flowers down the greater part of its

length, which flowers successively, furnishing
the late July and August blossoming, and is

character found in R. indica, and the young
growths are beautiful shades of red and brown.
Probably few would have much difficulty in dis-

tinguishing a typical Tea Rose from a typical

Hybrid Tea, but modern hybridisation has pro-

duced many varieties which are intermediate be-

tween the two sections and whose proper position

is difficult to determine.

Down to the present the National Rose Society

has not attempted to determine the position of
these doubtful hybrids, but has accepted them
as members of the section in which the raisers

happen to have placed them on their introduc-

tion. It is therefore not surprising to find among
the Tea Roses varieties which some think
might more properly find a place among th&
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Roses of some other section. To the writer it

would seem not unreasonable if Roses like Harry
Kirk and Mrs. Myles Kennedy were grouped
with the Hybrid Teas, while Princesse de Sagan,

Betty Berkeley, and a few others might be placed

among the Chinas.
However, this is a long digression, and I come

back to those Tea Roses introduced in or since

1908 which I have tried in my own garden with
more or less satisfactory results.

New Tea-scented Roses.

Aldxander Hill Gray (T., A. Dickson & Sons,

1911). This Rose made its debut at the shows
some year or two before its introduction to com-
merce, and so, though only a last year's Rose,

it has become tolerably familiar to many rosa-

Houtte, with a deeper-coloured edging. It is not

quite so good a grower as I could wish, and
therefore not everyone's Rose, but those who have
room to spare should grow a few plants.

Lady Hillingdon (T., Lowe and Shawyer,
1910). This is a most beautiful Rose, which
everyone who can grow a Tea Rose should pos-

sess.' It is said to be the result of a cross between
Papa Gontier and Mme. Hoste. The colour

IS a bright fawn-yellow suffused with orange,

that is when the flower is at its best, but no
doubt the colour varies considerably, andl have
always had a number of flowers in which the

colour is much paler, and it is then less interest-

ing. Often one will get bright and dingy flowers

on the same stalk, sometimes the crow:i flower

will be bright and the side ones dull, and some-

{hlmtoRraph by J. Hulchit

Fig. 177.—GRoi'P OF spindle tree, dogwood and wayfai. ing tree on
THE LEATHERHEAD DOWNS.

(See p. 105.)

rians. It is a beautiful flower, and may well be

described as a fuller and more pointed Mme.
Hoste. Like this Rose, it is of lemon-yellow

colour, perhaps 'rather deeper in the centre; it

appears to grow well, but as, down to the pre-

sent, I have only grown it in pots, I cannot

speak of its hardiness. It certainly makes a

good pot plant, and has a considerable Tea per-

fume.

Alice de Rothschild (T., A. Dickson & Sons,

1910). This is another yellow Rose rather deeper

in colour than the last but not quite so full. I

think it will make a good garden and bedding

Rose. It seems rather taller than A. H. Gray.

Hugo Roller (T., Wm. Paul & Son, 1908) is a
decorative Rose, not large enough for exhibition,

but very pretty in the early summer. Its colour

is lemon-yellow with a deep picotee edge of rose

colour, not altogether unlike a small Marie van

times their position will be reversed. I incline

to think the weather has something to do with

the matter, and that I get more bright-coloured

flowers in fine, warm weather. It makes a beau-

tiful bedding JRose, and is almost worth growing
in a bed for the beauty of its foliage, which
retains the bronzy-red of the young growths for

an unusually long time. The colour of the foli-

age, moreover, harmonises with and sets off that

of the flowers. With me it has proved an ex-

cellent grower, and for a Tea Rose has a very

erect habit. 'The flowers are not very full, but

long and beautifully shaped, and are very useful

for cutting, as they can be had on long stalks

and last well in water. They will open well even
in wet weather. It is excellent in pots, and.

though I have not tried it as a standard, many
nf mv friends teU me it does well when so grown.
Il7ii7e Itose.

(To he coiUinued.)

FORESTRY.

THE MANAGE.MENT OF DECAYING
TREES.

When the value of old trees in an ornamental
or utilitarian sense is taken into account it is

remarkable what a small amount of attention

they receive when subjected to accident or

disease. In the great majority of cases injury to

root, stem or branch is the direct cause of decay,

and this is particularly the case with old trees,

the geiiierally enfeebled condition of which greatly

facilitates the spread of disease. Branches that

have been broken over by the wind are un

doubtedly the main cause of decay, though in-

juries to the ixjot or stem, as by froet, lightning,

timber-haulage or otlier accitlents are fertile

means of bringing about a diseased and unhealtl)y

condition of the trees. Probably the Elm suffers

more from wind damage and disease than any
other tree, though the Oak is by no meaiLs exempt,
and examples of the former are, unfortunately,

but too common in almost every public and pri-

vate park throughout the country.

In and around London.idiseased and gradually

dying out specimens o£.,the Elm, Willow, Mul-
berry, Lime, Gatalpa and other trees are fre-

quently to be seen, and in 9 out of every 10

cases the origin of disease can be clearly traced

to the neglect of wounds that have been brought

about by falling branches. From various other

causes, too, such as atmospheric conditions,

poverty or poisoning of the soil, and the attacks

of insect- and fungous-pests, town trees may be-

come "stag-headed" and unhealthy, and if not

attended to may die out altogether.

Broken branrlipx.—Both for the sake of

appearance and for the health of the tree broken
and twisted branches should be attended to with

as little delay as possible, the main point beintr

to prevent water from lodging in the wound and

so setting up disease. This is especially neces-

sary when the branch has been broken clofie to

the main stem or one of the heavy limbs, and
when, in all likelihood if unattended to,

disease would be carried direct into the main
trunk. Perhaps old Elm trees suffer most in

this way. owing to the brittle nature of the wood,
which causes it to snap readily, and also to

the fact that this tree is more apt to be affected

bv disease and heart rot than most other soecies.

Not only are the branches readily broken
by the wind, but what is known as " branch-

shedding " often takes place during still, hot
weather, and without the slightest warning. The
point at which a branch has been broken over

should be made quite smooth, first by aid of a

sharp saw, and afterwards by the pruning knife

or chisel, cai'e being taken that the bark around
the wounds is neither injured nor loosened, and
that it comes close up to the saw mark. A coat

of paint, or, preferably, coal tar, may then be

applied, both pruning and painting being carried

out during dry weather. A broken branch should

never be sawn over on the horizontal, but always
in a sloping direction, so that water may pass off

rapidly. When, as is often the case, a portion

of the trunk is carried away by the falling limb,

the difficulty of dressing and otherwise attending

to the wound is greatly increased. But in all

cases smoothness of surface and prevention of

ingress of water are the principal points to be
observed in the treatment.

Hollow /runl:<.—Probably the simplest, cer-

tainly the cheapest, method of dealing with dis-

eased and hollow trunks is to clean out thoroughly
all dead and decaying matter, the interior being

scraped and swept with a rough brush, so

that the loose, rotting wood is removed.
When quite dry the interior of the trunk should
be painted with one or, preferably, two coats of

creosote and filled up with a composition of cne
part of Portland cement to three of clean gravel

and sand, the surface coating containing the

largest quantity of cement. A coat of coal tar

on top of the dry creosote goes far in making the
concrete keep firm to the wood. When a fairly

healthy tree is being operated upon, and when
the bark is likely to grow over the exposed sur-

face, the concrete should only be brought up on a
level with the underside of the living bark.

Sometimes brickbats, broken small, are used in-

stead of gravel, but for various reasons cement
is preferable.

The concrete surface may be prevented from

cracking by applying annually a coat of paint.
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which for appearance saka may be of a similar

colour to that of the bark of the tree. The
gmwth of fungus on a tree stem is always an
indication that disease is present.

Injured hark.—All loose and injured bark
should be carefully cut away, and the wood,
when perfectly dry, coated with coal tar. In re-

moving the injured portions, cut well back to the

living bark so as to ensure rapid and uniform
healing. Should the wood from which the bark
has been removed be injured in any way, the

pruning chisel may be requisitioned, and all that

is damaged carefully cut away before the tar is

applied. Loose bark is most frequently brought
about by injury from a passing cart or wheel-

barrow, or careless felling, but in not a few in-

stances may be the direct result of frost,

lightning or unfavourable soil and situation.

Boot injury.—This is a frequent cause of

trouble, especially on lawn and standard trees,

and may be the result of a knock or injury from

:i passing cart, roller, or mowing machine. When
I'ungus has permeated the roots, little can be
ilone to save the tree, but with superficial in-

juries, remedies, if applied in time, are generally

followed by good and lasting results. Roots
which run near the surface are most often open
to injuries, and are, fortunately, most readily

attended to. The soil should be removed from
around the decaying root, the diseased portion

with the loos© bark cut back to the healthy

wood, and the whole painted, first with an
antiseptic, and finally, when quite dry, with coal

tar. Should the tree have suffered much in

health from the injuries, branch pruning and
enriching the soil amongst the roots will often
be found beneficial.

Other causes of decay.—As well as the above,
there are many other causes that bring about an
unhealthy condition or the death of a tree. Some
of these are natural decay, impoverished soil,

stagnant moisture, the attacks of insect and fun-

goid pests and piling earth around the stem. The
latter is a fruitful cause of decay and death, and
if the soil is of suflScient depth the trees may suc-

cumb in from eighteen months to two years.

Stagnant moisture is usually readily removed,
while natural decay and a " stag-headed " con-

dition may in some cases be successfully dealt

with by timely and judicious pruning and by
substituting fresh soil for the spent material

amongst the tree roots.

From the above it will be seen that, if taken

in time, tree wounds are by no means difficult

to deal with, nor is the work entailed by so doing
of a costly description, and this being the case,

there is no reason why specimens that axe of

particular value in an ornamental or useful sense,

or such as are of historic interest or with in-

teresting associations, should not, when accident

befalls them, receive prompt and careful atten-

tion in order to ward off disease and death.

A. D. Wehstrr.

100 yards from the others; the whites and creams
were planted together at one end of the group
of red sap-coloured plants, and the yellow sap-

coloured plants were grown at the other end.

line breeding is necessary. This is easy in the
Sweet Pea because it is self-fertilised, and all

that is necessary is that the seed of individual

plants should be harvested separately, and that

TABLE I.

Type and Colour Rogues in Sweet Peas.
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of these factors). If tlie B factor be absent the

colour is of a red shade ; if it be present witli the

C and R factors, the colour is purple. If either

C or R be absent no colour is exhibited by the

flower. Hence it is evident that a cream Sweet

Pea may have one of several constitutions. For

if C, R and B are all absent cream results, or if

C be absent and only R and B are present (c R B)

the flower is nevertheless cream ; similarly if the

constitution be C and B the flower is cream

coloured.
Wherefore, if we imagine two cream-coloured

Sweet Peas of the following constitutions ;^C
r b and c R B, then if they are crossed with

one another they give rise to a plant with the

constitution C c R r B b. Such a plant jios-

sesses, albeit in a heterozygous state, the three

factors C R B. It therefore bears flowers of a

purple colour. Such reversionary purples have,

in point of fact, been produced by the mating

together of whites or creams. Therefore a simi-

lar origin of dominant rogues in the experiments

under review is not precluded.

Bearing in mind this possibility, and return-

ing to an examination of the colour-rogues of

Table 1, it is discovered, if the 82 dominant

rogues are classified, that 43 are in the salmon

section, and, further, that 35 of the 43 are rosy-

salmon rogues in Stirling Stent. Now all these

35 are also type rogues, possessed, that is to say,

of the clamped keel. Their origin is therefore

clear, and such dominant colour rogues appear

to be due to the same cause as that which gives

rise to type rogues.

These 43 rogues having been accounted for,

there remain 39 dominant rogues (82 — 43) to be

investigated.

They are to be attributed to cross fertilisation,

and in this connection it is interesting to observe

that they are most numerous in the cream sec-

tion, that is, in that section in which not only

would cross-fertilisation with a coloured form

lead inevitably to the production of colour, but

in which also crossing between two creams m ight,

as indicated already, lead to colour in the Pi.

Hence it is to be concluded that dominant colour

rogues are of two kinds. One kind, which it

is easy to eliminate, is due to the presence of

mixed seed in the stock. The other, which it is

difficult to eliminate, is due to cross-fertilisation

through the agency of some insect, the leaf-cutter

bee, or other. Since covering of the flowers is

impracticable, the only precaution to be taken

consists in growing a stock as far away as pos-

sible from any other type of Sweet Pea, and in

spacing the plants as far away as possible from

one another.

Recessive Colour Rogues.

Since the colours of Sweet Peas form a series,

the members of which stand as dominants

to those which succeed them, it follows

that, just as some dominant rogues are due
to mixed stock, so recessive rogues may be

due to the same cause. Further, of the 137 re-

cessive rogues in Table I, no fewer than 78 occur

in the cream, pink, and deep pink sections.

Many of this number are traceable to varieties

such as Miriam Beaver, Syeira Lee, and Audrey
Crier. Now these are known to be heterozygous

varieties, hence no amount of rogueing or pure
line breeding will fix them. If they are re-

quired they must be built up afresh each genera-

tion.

Pr-ICTical Applications.

(1) Pure line breeding reduces the number of

rogues. Thus, whereas the rogues in Table I,

A and B, are about 100 per 1,000, those in Table

C are about 5 per 1,000.

(2) Covering, though it would, together with

pure line breeding, result in the elimination of all

rogues, is not commercially practicable.

(3) Therefore pure line breeding and as much
isolation as possible are to be i-Gcommended.

These ends may be secured in the following way :

(a) Save all stock seed from single plants grown
not less than 3 feet apart each way.

(b) For stock seed use only plants from a true

breeding (homozygous) stock.

(3) When growing bulk seed, let the stock seed

from each single plant be sown separately, but

side by side. Then the stocks in which rogues

appear may be dealt with separately.

(4) Grow each colour at least 100 yards from
another.

(5) Eradicate all type rogues with clamped
keels, and allow none to be on or near the seed

grounds.

The Week's Work.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
By J. G. WtsioN, Gardener to Lady .Nouihcote,

Eastwell 1 ark, Kent.

Early- FLOWERING Gladioli.— Gladioli of

the Colvillei section blixim in June and July,

when cut flowers are greatly appreciated. The
corms mature early in the seascjn, and start into

growth again in the autumn. If they are not

planted already, the work should be done with-

out delay, as the corms deteriorate if left for too

long out of the ground. Choose a waa-m, well-

drained border with soil of a fairly light or sandy

nature. Wet, heavy ground should be made more

porous by adding old potting soil, leaf mould, or

manure from a spent Mushroom bed. If the situ-

ation is a damp one, the beds should be raised

slightly above the ground level. The white Col-

villei " The Bride " is grown in very large quan-

tities; other beautiful varieties are Peach Blos-

som, Crimson Queen, Ackermann, Ne Plus Ultra,

Rosy Queen, Pink Perfection, Fire King, and

rosea maculata.

Border Carnations.— Carnations in beds

and borders should be examined at intervals dur-

ing the winter, and, if they have become loosened

in the soil through frost, made firm again; this

work should be done when the soil is fairly dry.

When this has been done, the soil on the surface

should be stirred lightly with the hoe. By
attending to the plants in these matters, they

will make clean, healthy growth in the spring.

Field mice are often destructive to Carnations;

if these pests appear, set traps and take other

precautions to destroy thern. Light dustings of

soot wUl tend to make the foliage distasteful to

vermin of all kinds, as well as provide food for

the roots. Plants growing in pots or boxes in

cold frames should have an abundance of fresh

air at aU times. Plenty of ventilation is very

necessary during dull, mild days of autumn,

when the atmosphere is charged with moisture,

for close, damp conditions favour the spread of

"rust" and other diseases.

MoNTBRETiA.—These plants are best lifted

and stored for the winter if the soil is wet and

heavy. The corms should be dug up and placed

in boxes filled with moderately dry soil, or they

may be stored in ashes in a frame. Annual lift-

ing of the plants enables the grower to trench

and manure the ground thoroughly before re-

planting.

HAhDY Cyclamen.—Haidy Cyclamen are

often planted on the rockery, but they also do

well in shady corners, or on banks under trees.

They grow best in sandy loam and leaf-mould

mixed with crushed mortar. Established plants

are benefited by a top-dressing of fine, light soil,

but the ground should be left undisturbed as

much as possible, in order to allow the seedlings

to develop.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
By Edwin Beckett, Gardener to the Hon, Vicary Giubs,

Aldeuham House, Hettfordshire.

Old Potting Soil. — I have in former

calendars emphasised the importance of storing a

quantity of soil in a dry place for filling seed-

boxes in the New Year, and for use in transplant-

ing seedlings early in the season. At Aldeuham
wi; save the old soil from the potting sheds and
store it in a heap in an open shed, where it is

sifted during wet weather. This fine soil is ex-

cellent for use in transplanting Onions, Leeks,

Cauliflowers, Parsley, and similar vegetables. It

may also be used for filling seed pans, though I

prefer new soil for that purpose. Manure from
spent Mushroom beds is also valuable for many
purposes, such as mixing with potting soil ; the

larger portions may be used as drainage material

for the boxes, and will serve the double purpose

of providing food to the roots.

Leaf-mould.—The value of leaf-mould for

potting purposes cannot be over-estimated, and
each year a heap should be got together in some
out-of-the-way place. The leaves should be turned

two or three times during the winter. At Alden-

ham we place portable frames on heaps of leaves

for forcing early crops. We have just finished

filling an enclosure made of stout planks with

fallen leaves. Half of the old heap has been

carted away for mixing with the garden soil. A
good proportion of the other half will be placed

in the Potato trenches. The material will be

turned once or twice during the winter and mixed
with lime.

Loam from Pasture. — If tie turves are

devoid of fibrous material or otherwise poor in

quality, it is a good plan to place a layer of fresh

manure between them when they are stacked.

Wireworm is often present in pasture land, and

should be destroyed by charring the turves.

Where plenty of rough wood is available this may
easily be done by making a ridge and placing the

turves giass-downwards on either side, and allow-

ing them to become thoroughly hot, afterwards

mixing the charcoal and wood ashes with the

loam. Loam from an old pasture land is excellent

material for mixing with the ordinary soil of

the garden, and especially in the case of light

land.

Tools.—As work in the k t;hen garden is not

pressing at this season the various tools should be

overhauled, and any deficiencies made good. The
tools belonging to the several departments should

be marked by a number as well as the initials of

the owner. Each tool house or shed should be

under the charge of a responsible member of the

staff. A list should be hung up in the shed giving

the number of each implement and its owner's

name. The tool house should receive a thorough

cleansing, lime-washing the walls if necessary.

Artificial. Manures. — A special place

should be set apart for storing fertilisers where
they may be obtained easily and kept tidy. Bins

are very useful for the purpose and also for

storing soot. If the manures are intended to

remain in the bags, the latter should be placed

on a trellis or at least something to keep them
off the ground, otherwise the sacks will soon be-

ccniL' rotten. The mouths of the bags should be

kept closed.

Liquid Manure.—Much valuable manure is

often lost in the liquid that drains from farm
buildings. This should be caught in a tank, which
need not have a capacity of more than a few hun-

dred gallons, and may be constructed cheaply. A
pump fixed to the tank will be found a gieat

advantage.

Draining Wet Land.—Land intended for

use as a kitchen garden should not be water-

logged. Low-lying, retentive soils should be

drained, and of the many methods nothing is bet-

ter than drain pipes set in a suitable trench, and
covered with coarse brickbats or similar materials.

PLANTS UNDER GLASS.
By Thomas Stevenson, Gardener to E. Mocatta, Esq.,

Woburn Flace, .\ddleslone, Surrey.

Chrysanthemums.—The majority of plants

of the large-flowering varieties have been cut

down. The stools, if placed in a light, airy house

as advised a week or two ago, will furnish suit-

able shoots for cuttings. For general purposes,

the first and second weeks in December are the

best period for rooting the cuttings. The propaga-

tion frame or case should be slightly warmed,
and kept closed to prevent the cuttings from

flagging, but it is advisable to admit a little air

in the frames each evening to allow superfluous

moisture to escape, closing the frames again in

the morning. It must be remembered that the

strongest cuttings do not always make the best

plants, and small to medium-sized shoots of a

fairly hard nature are much to be preferred.

Such shoots as I have described root more freely

than those of a gross nature, whilst cut-

tings that are coarse often make 5 or 6 inches

of top growth before they commence to form

roots. The rust disease is not so prevalent

as a few years ago, but it is advisable,

in vie* of the wet ?e:ison, to dip the

shoots IT * solution of sulphide of potassium at a

strength of ^ ounce to one gallon of water. Most
of the large .Tapanese varieties should be propa-

gated at this season, but good plants may be ob-

tained from cuttings rooted as late as February,

which is quite early enough for the majority of

sorts that are grown as hush plants, includ-

ing the single varieties. If it is intended to delay

the propagation of these plants until February,

it is advisable to remove all the shoots down to

the ground level, as this will ensure a quantity

of strong, healthy cuttings at the time they are

required^ The 'character of the season has a
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marked influence upon certain varieties of Chry-
santhemum, but some are little affected hy cold

and wet or hot and dry conditions. These latter

varieties are the best for general cultivation, and
such as the following :—Lady Talbot, Reginald
Vallis, F. S. Vallis, Mrs. A. T. Miller, White
Queen, Mrs. L. Thorn, Frances Jollitte, Hon.
Mrs. Lopes, Miss Annie Nicoll, Master James,
Mrs. R. Luxford, Evaii-cline, Mrs. G, C. Kelly,

Mrs. R. A. Witty, Colonel E. C. Converse, Wil-
liam Turner, Mrs. Gilbert Drabble, Fred Chand-
ler, D. B. Crane, Kara Dow, Queenie Chand-
ler, Eclipse, Bessie Godfrey, Francis Rowe,
Miss A. E. Roope, Thomas Lunt, His
Majesty, and Miss A. Finch. Amongst the
finer of the newer varieties 1 may eniunerate

Miss E. Surry (pink), Mrs. G. Lloyd Wigg
(yellow). Bob Pulling (yellow), Hon. Mr.
John Ward (a primrose sport from Whit« Queen),

Master Re.\ (old gold or amber). Primrose Queen,
Mrs. Thomas Stevenson (an improved D. B.

Crane), Ivernia (rosy-bronze), Mrs. W. T. Smith
(white). Queen .Mary (white), Miss May i'ox

(white r^th a green centre), and Miss Joan Miller

(pink). These varieties have been exhibited in

excellent condition at the shows, and each gives

promise of advance on existing varieties.

Good late-blooming, medium-sized Japanese varie-

ties are found in M. Paola Radaelii, Mme. G.

Rivol, Mrs. W. Iggulden, Superb, Mme. R.

Cadbury, Edith Jameson, Miss A. M. Falkner,

Mrs. a". M. Falkner, E. G. Mocatta, William

Turner, December Gold, Mrs, Gilbert Drabble,

and Mrs, W. T. Smith. For a supply of cut

blooms for decorative purposes those groifn by
the market nurserymen flower freely and
possess the finest colours. Choice varieties

of this type are Market Red, Mrs. W. Roots,

Captain Julian, .Mrs. McNeece, Soleil d'Octobre,

H. W. Thorp, Freda Bedford, Thomas Page,

Moneymaker, Source d'Or, Mrs. Greenfield, Mrs.

A. T. Miller, White Queen, Emperor, Mrs. W.
Buckbee, A. J. Balfour, Winter Cheer, Decem-
ber Gold, Mrs. D. Syme, Kathleen May, William
Turner, Maud Jefferies, Foxhunter, True Gold,

and Heston Bronze, .\mong the numerous single

varieties the following are to be recommended :

Robert Milner, Canary Bird, Mrs. Tresham
Gilbey. Mary Richai-d.son, Sylvia Slade, Hilda

Lawrence, Charles Kingsley, Ceddie Mason,
Bronze, White and Pink Pagram, Cinnamon,
Marjorie Lloyd, Mrs. W. G. Garner, Miss May
Thorne, Mrs. W. Higgs, Merstham Jewel, Hubert
Williams, Mensa and Pictor, whilst a few of the

best of the newer varieties are Ideality, Mrs.

Loo Thompson, Sussex Yellow, Dazzler, Sydney
laurence, Portia, Royalty, Snow Queen, and
Joey Saunders,

THE HARDY FRXJIT GARDEN.

Manuring.—The weather during the past

month has been very wet, and ground operations

have been carried out with considerable diffi-

culty, especially on heavy soils. It will be well

to examine the fruit trees, to ascertain which
are in need of manure, so that the dimg may be
wheeled to the stations directly frost occurs.

Fruit trees that bear freely soon become ex-

hausted unless they are well manured every year
or two, but no hard and fast rule can be laid

down as to the quantity to apply, for certain

soils require mot-li more iiianiuc tlum t)ther.s.

The experienced fruit-grower can easily tell

when trees are growing in exhausted soil by the
deterioration to be observed in the size and
quality of the fruit, and also in the growth.
Mulchings of farmyard manure will prove most
useful, but wood ashes, lime, and chemical
manures containing potash may also be em-
ployed. If this work is attended to each autumn
it will not be a difficult matter to keep the

trees in a healthy condition, for robust trees

are not so liable to become infested with in-

sect and fungous pests as those allowed to

suffer neglect. Remove the soil to a depth of

4 or 6 inches before applying the manure and
replace with rich, fine loam mixed with wood
ashes and lime rubble. When the mulching of

manure is applied place a layer of soil about
2 inches deep on the top to prevent birds from
scratching it about. In cases of wet, heavy
soils, it may be better to defer applying the

mulch until the spring, and give a dressing of

soot, lime, or kainit and superphosphate in

equal parts at the rate of 2 to 4 lbs, to each
tree, according to the size of the latter. Fork
the surface soil of all fruit borders lightly after
the pruning and training of the trees are com-
pleted, first gathering up the prunings and burn-
ing them. Bush fruits, including Raspberries,
are gi'eatly benefited by a good dressing of

manure at this season. Old trees in orchards are
also benefited by a liberal surface mulch ; the
winter rains wUl wash the mannrial properties
down to the roots. Proceed with the root-prun-
ing and lifting of fruit trees as recommended in

the Calendars for September 20 and 27, as the
sooner this work is completed the better will be
the residt, and the soil is now in a suitable con-
dition for the operations. Attend to the top-
dressing and renovating of wall trees whilst the
weather remains favourable.

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.
By E. Harress, Gardener to La ly Wantage, Lockinge

House, Wantage, Berlssliire.

Winter Cucumbers.—It is not an easy
matter to maintain a supply of Cucumbers
through the winter. One of the chief points to
observe is cleanliness. Not only should the
glass be kept quite clean, but also the walls
and woodwork m the house. Should red spider
appear on the plants, cut off the infested leaves
and syringe the remainder of the foliage with a
solution of soft soap and sulphur. Stop and tie

the shoots regularly, and train them well apart
over the trellis, so that the leaves are exposed to
the light. The roots will not need watering more
than once or twice a week, but keep the surface
of the bed moist by syringing. Stimulants
should be applied with moderation ; a small
quantity of concentrated fertiliser sprinkled
over the surface of the bed occasionally will be
all that is needed. Cover the roots with turfy
h)am and leaf-mould as often as they appear
in quantity on the surface. Keep the atmosphere
sweet by opening the top ventilators a little

whenever the weather is favourable. A mini-
mum temperature of 70° will be suitable, but dur-
ing frosty weather the temperature may drop to

65°, and at such times the houses should be
covered with mats or tiffany to obviate the use
of excessive fire-heat. Syringe the plants only
when the weather is bright. If "spot" disease
appears on the leaves, discontinue syringing,
but keep the atmosphere moist by damping the
bare surfaces in the house.

Pineapples.—An effort should be made to

have a few ripe Pines at Christmas, and, if

necessary, the ripening of the fruits may be
hastened by placing the plants at the warmer
end of a stove. Only plants that are swelling
their fruita need high temperatures during the
winter : all other plants should enjoy a period
of rest for the next two months. It will

not be necessary to employ much fire-heat if the
roofs of the houses are covered with some ma-
terial during the night. Do not afford water to

the roots unless moisture is absolutely necessary,

for it is best to keep the plants which are resting

on the dry side, tliose that are planted near
to the hot-water pipes should be examined fre-

quently. Do not use cold water, but first warm
it to the same degree as the temperature of the

house. Syringing will not be necessary often,

but the walls and paths should be damped oc-

casionally to promote atmospheric moisture. A
little air may be admitted through the top ven-

tilators before noon whenever the weather is

favourable. A temperature varying between
60° and 65° will be warm enough for succes-

sional plants and suckers, but fruiting speci-

mens should be grown in a moist atmosphere
with a minimum temperature of 70°.

Queen Pii^es.—Plants intended for fruiting

next summer should be placed in the forcing

house about the middle of next month. In the

meantime, the structure should be washed tho-

roughly and the walls lime-washed. A low, well-

heated pit facing south is most suitable. The
materials for the hotbed should be prepared in

readiness. Before plunging the plants in the

hotbed, remove two or three of the lower leaves

and topdress the roots with pieces of fibrous

loam, crushed bones and artificial manure. Select

plants with stout leaves, thick collars, and open
centres as these are the most likely to produce

fruit. When plunged, the tops of the plants

should be quite near to the glass, which should
be kept clean.

THE ORCHID HOUSES.
By J. Collier, Gardener to Sir Jeremiah Colman, Bart.,

Gallon Park, Surrey.

CvPRiPEDiuM. — Plants of the flat-leaved

section of Cypripedium, including C. Lowii, C.
Rothschildianum, C, lai^vigatuni, o. Parishii, and
C. stonei, are rooting freely and may, if neces-
sary, be repotted. Specimens requiring increased
rooting space should be turned out of their
receptacles and the old drainage materials re-

moved from between the roots, disentangling the
latter as much as possible but taking care not to
break or damage them. Remove also some of
the old compost from the surface. Select a pot
large enough to accommodate the plant for two
seasons, and place a few clean crocks over the
bottom for drainage. Hold the plant in position
in the centre of the pan, and work more crocks
around and between the roots to half the depth
of the pot, which should then be filled level to the
rim with compost, consisting of equal parts Os-
munda fibre, Sphagnum-moss, and fibrous loam
from which all the small particles have been re-
moved, mixed with a quantity of crushed crocks
and silver sand. Plants of the Selenipedium sec-
tion, such as C. calurum, C. cardinale, C. Sedenii,
C. macrophylluni, and G. leucorrhodum, that need
repotting may be dealt with in a similar manner,
but in their case the crowns of the plants should
be placed slightly below the rim of the pot in
order to allow space for watering. After the
repotting is completed water should be applied
very sparingly for some time, but when the roots
have established themselves in the new compost
they should be kept moist at all times. In winter
see that moisture does not settle in the centres
of the young growths or in the axils of the leaves,
as this may set up decay.

Pleone, — As plants of P. lagenaria, P.
concolor, P. maculata, P. praecox, and P. Walli-
chiana pass out of flower they should be repotted,
and this is best done when new roots are develop-
ing from the bases of the young shoots. Ordinary
shallow Orchid pans without side holes are the
most suitable receptacles for these plants. The
old compost should be shaken from the roots, and
all dead portions of the latter cut away. The
plants may be made up in clumps of about one
dozen pseudo-bulbs in a 6-inch pan, or they may
be broken up and the finest bulbs selected and
potted together. The smaller specimens that are
not likely to bloom soon may be grown on for

another season. The potting mixture may con-
sist of equal parts fibrous loam and peat mixed
with chopped Sphagnum-moss, some finely-

crushed crocks and silver sand. The pans should
be filled one-third their depth with clean crocks
for drainage, covering these with a layer of
Sph.Tgnum-moss and some of the compost. Place
the pseudo-bulbs evenly over the surface, leaving
sufficient space between each plant to allow for

the full season's growth. Work the soil around
and amongst the roots, so that the pseudo-bulbs
are fixed firmly in position. For a few weeks
after potting the roots will require very little

water, but when the shoots are growing vigor-

ously the supply of moisture should be increased
gradually until the roots and leaves are fully

developed, when water may be :ipulied copiously.

During the winter months the plants should be
placed on a shelf near to the roof-glass, or sus-

pended in a light position in an intermediate
house. In the spring and until the growths are
fully developed they will do best in a house a
few degrees warmer than the intermediate struc-

ture. The cooler-growing varieties, such as P.
humilis, P. Hookeri, and P. yunnanensis, suc-

ceed best when suspended fi"om the roof of the
Odontoglossom house. These plants have com-
pleted their season's growth, and require only
sufficient water to prevent the pseudo-bulbs from
shrivelling. The repotting may be done after

the flowering season is past.

Gardening CoNFsRiNCE at Vienha. — A
conference on horticulture and allied subjects is

to be held at Vienna from December 9 to 14

inclusive, under the auspices of the Vienna
Horticultural Society. The fee will be K.5
(about 4s.) for members and K.IO for non-

members. The subjects for discussion include

methods of culture, new plants, and Mendelism.

There will also be visits to various gardens and
social functions.
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EDITORIAL NOTICE,

AOVEKTIAEMENTS should be seot to the PUB-
LISHER. 4i. Wellington Street, Covent Garden,

-Letters lor Publication, as well as specimens of plant

tot naming, should be addressed to the EDITORS,
41. Wellinston Street, Covent Garden, London.
Covtiiiunicaltvus should be written on onk sina only of
THK PAPRR, sent as early in the week as possible and duly
signed by the ivt iter. JJ desired^ the signature will not be

printed, but kept as a guarantee of good faith.

-Spccla! Notice to Correspondents.— 7'/ie Editors do not

undertake to pay for any contributions or illustrations, or

to return unused communications or illustrations, unless by
special arrangement. The Editors do not hold themselves

tesponsible for any opinions expressed by their correspon-

lllustrutiuns. - The Editors will be glad to receive and to select

photogtaphs or drawings, suitable for reproduction, of

gardens, or of remarkable plants, flowers, trees, &c., but

they cannot be responsible for loss or injury.

Local fievfs*—Correspondents will greatly oblige by sendingto
thr Editots early intelligence of local events likely to be oj

interest to our readers, or of any matters ivhichit is desirable

tobrinn under the notice of horiicullurtsts.

NewBpapers.— Correspondents sending neivspapos should be

caie/ui tomark the paragraphs they wish the Editors to see.

APPOINTMENTS FOR DECEMBER.

MONDAY, DECEMBER 2—
Nat.Chrys. Soc. Floral Com. meel.

TUESDAY, DECEMBER 3-
Royal Hon. Soc. Corns, meet and Perpelual-eowering
Carnation Soc. Sh. (2 days). (Lecture prepared by
Mine. Tzikos St. Leger on "The Vegetation of the
Islands of Lake Maetiore."! Scottish Hort. Assoc,
meel. Hort. Club Dinner and meet.

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 5-Linnean Soc. meet.

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 11—
Notth of England Hort. Soc. meet, at Leeds.

MONDAY, DECEMBER 16-
Nat. Chrys. Soc. Executive Com. meet,

TUESDAY, DECEMBER 17—
Royal Hort, Soc, Corns, meet (no exhibition),

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 18—
Royal Meteorological Soc. meet,

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 19-Linnean Soc. meet.

Average T^tEAN Temperature for the ensuing week
deduced from ob-^ervations during the last Fifty Year^
at Greenwich-41'5.

Actual Temperatukes:—
LoxcoK.— Wednesday, November 27 (6 p.m.) Max. 42"

;

Min. 31".

Gardineii' Cliicnicli Office, 11, Wellington Slreei,

Covent Garden, London —Thursday, November 2S

(10 A.M.I : Bar. 29-T' : Temp. 37°; Wtalker—
Overcast.

PEOvrNCEs.— ir'filncsrfny, November 27; Max. 43° Ire-

land, West Coast; Min. 34'^ Alerdeen.

SALES FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
MONDAY—

Bulbs, at 12; Roses at 1.30; by Protheroe & Morris,
at 67 ,4 68, Cheapside, E.C,

MONDAY ANB WEDNESDAY—
Rose Trees, Shrubs, Liliums, Dutch Bulbs, &c., at

Stevens's Auction Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent
Garden, W.C, at 12.3U.

WEDNESDAY—
Bulbs, Herbaceous Plants, &c., at 12; Roses, at 1.30;

Palms and Plants, at 6 ; at Prollieroe & Morris'

Sale, of the Stove and Greenhouse Plants, at Clare
House, West Mailing, Kent, by Protheroe & Morris,
at 1.

FRIDAY—
Roses, at Protheroe & Morris" Rooms, at 12.30.

Orchids, at Protherce & Morris' Rooms at 12.45.

The Mushroom Spawn Mjnufaclory Fruit Farm and
Market Garden adjoining Twyford Al bey. Park Royal,
W., at the Matt, Loudon, E.G., by Protheroe & Morris,

There are few subjects of more
•' Roguesi" interest to the growers and

raisers of plants than the origin'

of rogues ; that is to say, of plants which

show in habit, colour, or other character a

departure from the type. Despite the care

which is bestowed by seed-raisers on the

ipurifioation of their strains, rogues are apt
to appear and to cause annoyance to the

gardener and concern and loss to the raiser

of seed. No one who is aware of the enor-

mous amount of care which is taken
by commercial houses to secure pure
stocks of seed will be inclined to attri-

bute the occurrence of rogues to any
act of carelessness on the part of the

raisers, and although some people may be

inclined to despair of discovering means of

banishing rogues completely from our

stocks of seed, such despair is not reason-

able. Before we earn the right to pessi-

mism on this subject, we must first exhaust
every means of inquiry into the scientific

status of rogues. Above all, it is important
to discover whether their occurrence is

inevitable or preventable, and, if the

latter, what are the means whereby rogues
may be excluded from seed stocks.

Such inquiries are now on foot, and the
results obtained already show that in cer-

tain cases at all events the origin of rogues

is not a mystery only to be deplored, but
a natural consequence of imperfect
methods of seed-raising. Wherein the pre-

sent methods are imperfect may be seen

from a study of the report which we pub-
lish of the results of Major Hurst's experi-

ments with Sweet Peas.

A brief summary of Major Hurst's obser-

vations was published in these columns
(October 26) in the report of the annual
meeting of the Sweet Pea Society, and
a full account of his paper whicli

was read before the members of the

Society will appear in the Sweet Pea
Society's Annual. Nevertheless, the paper
is of such moment, and has such impor-
tant bearings on the occurrence of rogues
in all kinds of cultivated plants, that we
give, on another page, a full outline of

Major Hurst's results, together with
sufficient experimental detail to enable
the reader to grasp the conclusions and
to draw and apply the moral arrived at
by him in his illuminating studies.

It is now a matter of common
ethods

ijQowledge that certain plants

Forcing, """^y ^e forced to flower pre-

maturely, either by exposing
them to the vapour of ether or by im-

mersion in wann water. In the case of

either method—that of etherisation or

of the warm bath—the plants which are to

be forced must be in the resting state, and
the treatment must be continued for a
certain time. Recent experiments have
shown that the warm bath method may be
applied more widely than seemed possible

when Molisch first introduced the process.

Other experiments indicate that similar

results may be obtained by yet another
process, and we propose in the present

article to give an account of the results

of these two separate lines of experimen-

tation.

From a contribution to Moeller's

Deutsche Gaerten-Zeitung, it appears
that the warm-bath treatment is success-

ful, not only in the case of Lilac, but also

with many other plants, such as Labur-
num, Magnolia, the decorative Prunus
and Pyrus species, such as Prunus triloba

and Pyrus Mains Scheideckeri, Haw-
thorn and Viburnum Opulus.

Further, the warm bath produces its

effect not only on those plants the fJower-

buds of which are borne on the old wood.

which buds are therefore present at the
time of immersion ; but it is operative
also in plants, such as Hydrangeas and
Roses, which bear their flower-buds in

the young wood—which buds are not
differentiated at bath-time.

For the former class of plants the tem-
perature of the bath should be from
30-35° 0. (82-95° F.), and the subjects
should be immersed for from 15-18 hours.
For plants of the latter class, the tempera^
ture should be somewhat lower—about
25° C. (77° F.), and the plant should re-

main in the warm water for 18 or 20 hours.

The effect of the treatment on Roses of
forcing varieties, for example, those of
the Polyantha section and also such sorts

as Ulrich Brunner and Schneekonigin, is

that the subsequent time for flowering is

reduced from 12 or 13 to 9 or 10 weeks.
The Roses are brought, after the bath, into

a house with a temperature of 50° F.,

which temperature is raised gradually, as
development proceeds, to about 60° F.

Hydrangeas also come into flower two
weeks earlier as the result of the warm
bath. Success with Azaleas and Rhodo-
dendrons has not yet been achieved, for

the immersion, although it induces the
swelling of the flower-buds, has the ill

effect of causing the leaves to turn brown
and to drop. It is po.ssible that with these

plants the method of injection may prove
more successful. In this method a few
drops of warm water are forced by means
of a syringe into the stem at the base of

the flowering-buds.

The roots of plants which are to be sub-
jected to the warm bath must be healthy
and fairly dry. The plants in pots or
with a dry ball of earth are inverted in

the tub, so that the water reaches only to
the rim of the pot, and does not cover the
roots. A wooden tub or tank serves for

the bath, and the required temperature
may be obtained and maintained by means
of a heating coil submerged in the vessel.

After the bath the plants may be placed
at once in the forcing house. For sub-
jects which are required to be brought
more slowly to the flowering stage, a bath
at lower temperature (59-64° F.) proves
efiicacious.

ilie latest method for preparing plants

for forcing is the method of watering with
a nutritive solution, which method is de-

scribed by Mr. Lakon in the Botanische
Zeitung. The nutritive solution employed
is that known in botanical laboratories as
Knop's solution, and consists of calcium
nitrate (4 parts), magnesium sulphate (1

part), potassium nitrate (1 part), and
potassium phosphate (1 part). 'The salts of

potassium and magnesium are first dis-

solved in water, and the calcium salt is

added. The solution should be very dilute,

say, at the rate of 0.7 grams of the salts

to 2,000 or 3,000 cubic centimetres of spring
water or rain water.

The results which Mr. Lakon claims for

the new method are striking. Lilac in

October, immersed for 12-24 hours in this

solution, produced swollen flower-buds

within 13 days, and blossomed 17 days after

the treatment. On the first day after the
" nutritive bath " the leaves of the Lilac

begin to expand. Yet more rapid
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Fig. 178.—Sinomenium diversifolium J (Cocculus variiformis).

A, a male flower, seen from above; B, the sarae, seen from below ; C, a diagrammatic, longitudinal section of a male flower;

P, a stamen enclosed by a folded petal ; E, an anther ; F, pollen.

(See text on p. 402.)
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flowering is obtained by first drying the

branches for three days in an oven at

26° C. (78.8° F.), and then plunging them
in the '' nutritive bath.' L,ilac subjeci-ed

to this treatment developed all its leaves

in the course of six days. The common
Beech, treated on December 2, had its

leaves well expanded 25 days afterwards,

and, as pointed out by Mr. G. T. Grignan
(Revue Horticole, 1912, p. 422), this fact

is the more remarkable in that the Beech
does not respond well to either etherisa-

tion or the ordinary warm-bath treatment.

The mere watering of pot plants with

the nutritive solution suffices, according

to Mr. Lakon, to hasten the production of

flowers.

Royal Horticultural Society. — The

next meeting of the Committees of this Society

wiU take place on December 3, in the Vincent

Square Hall. At 3 p.m. a lecture by Mme. de

TziKOS St. Leger, on " The Vegeta.tion of the

Island of St. Leger in Lago Maggiore," will

be read.

A series of drawings of Irises, made

by Mr. F. H. Rotjnd for Mr. W. R. Dykes's new

book on the Genus Iris, will be shown by the

Cambridge University Press, together with copies

of the volume.

Horticultural Club. — The ne.Kt house

dinner of the club will take place on Tuesday,

December 3, at 6 p.m., at the Hotel Windsor,

Victoria Street, Westminster, when Mr.

Arthur Sutton will give us a lecture en-

titled, " My Desert Camping Tour in Mount

Sinai," illustrated by 100 limelight views from

original photographs taken by the lecturer.

National Chrysanthemum Society
Show/s, 1913. -the Natioual Chrjs mthomum
Society will hold two exhibitions at the Crystal

Palace in 1913, and the dates have been fixed

for October 1 and 2 and November 5, 6 and 7

respectively. The secretary has given early inti-

mation of the dates so that local Chrysanthe-

mum shows may not clash with the National

Society's fixtures.

New York Flowis Ssow. -\ r

tional Flower Show (the third of its kind in New
York) is to be held in that city next April, from

the 5th to the 12th inclusive, under the auspices

of the Society of American Florists and Orna-

mental Horticulturists. The show is to be held

in the new Grand Central Palace, Lexington

Avenue. The American Rose Society will make

awards of certificates and medals. The London

address of the committee is 75, Chancery Lane,

W.C, where applications for further information

should be addressed to the secretary, Mr. A.

Staines Manders.

"The Botanical Magazine."—The issue

for November contains illustrations and desci'ip-

tious of the following plants :

—

Eriopsis Helen'ae, tab. 8462.—This species

was first described by Dr. Kranzlin in

Gardeners' Chronicle, August 14, 1897, p. 98.

Plants were originally introduced by Messrs.

Sander & Son from Peru, and one was presented

by Messrs. Sander to the Royal Gardens, Kew,

which flowered in June, 1909, and furnished the

materials for the Botanical Magazine plate. The

large inflorescence consists of numerous yellow

flowers with brown margins ; the labellum is

white with purple spots.

Mesembryanthemum Pearsonii, tab. 8463.

—

This new species was collected by Professor

Peakson during the "Percy Sladen " e.\pedi-

tion to the Orange River. The species is closely

allied to M. testiculare, but the leaves are much
larger and the calix is exserted to about the level

of the leaf tips. The flowers are a dull yellow

colour and more or less strii-^d with purple; the

outer petals are entirely mauve-purple. The
flowers remain closed during the day, so that the

species is not likely to become a popular garden

plant.

Cornus oontboversa, tab. 8464.—This species

w'as formerly included under C. brachypoda. The
plant is quite hardy in this country and forms an

elegant, small, deciduous tree. It grows best in a

good loamy soil, and needs abundant moisture to

develop its full beauty. Although it may be in-

creased by cuttings or layers, seeds give the best

results.

Iris Caroliniana, tab. 8465.—This beautiful

Iris is a native of North Carolina, and was culti-

vated first in the Harvard Botanic Garden.

Although its affinities are near to I. versicolor, it

is quite distinct from a horticultural standpoint.

The plant flowers freely on the ruck garden at

Kew in swampy ground. The flowers are

lavender -purple, with darker veining, marked

white on the sides, and yellowish m the centre.

CoROKiA virgata, tab. 8466.—The specimen

from which the Botanical Magazine illustration

was prepared was raised from a cutting sent by

us to Kew, a slioot having been forwarded by a

correspondent for identification. The plant is

probably the same as the one Mr. Cheeseman
describes as forming a twiggy bush some 6 or

12 feet high in the North Cape district. The

leaves have a white tumentum beneath, but are

green above. The inflorescences are terminal and

axillary, and the flowers are produced on three-

flowered racemes ; the petals are yellow. It is

probable that the plant will prove hardy in

favoured districts in tliis country.

Flower Colour Changes in Flax.— In the

course of a paper on the glucosides and enzymes

of Flax, which was read by Dr. J. V. Eyre at

the Dundee meeting of the British Association,

the author stated that seed taken from a blue-

flowered crop is said commonly to give rise,

when grown in a different climate, to a crop of

white-flowered plants. It is probable, however,

as was pointed out by Professor Bateson in the

discussion which followed Dr. Eyre's paper, that

this change of colour is not to be attributed to

variation, but rather to the. fact that the seed

of commercial Flax is not pure for colour

character.

New Hybrids of Anthurium Andreanum.
—The striking hybrids of Anthuriuni Andre-

anum and A. Scherzerianum raised by Herr

Beyrodt form the subject of an article and

coloured plate in Die Garicnwelt (November 16,

1912). The new hybrids are characterised 'oy

their massive single spadix, the white or rose-

coloured spathe of which is about 7 inches wide

by 10 inches long. As the plate indicates, these

Beyrodtianum hybrids are remarkable produc-

tions, and though they differ from A. Scherzeri-

anum in producing not 10 or more spadices, but

one only, the magnitude of the single spadix

more ihan compensates for its limited floration.

Sulphur for Chrysanthemums. -Growers

of Chrysanthemums whose plants are apt to suf-

fer from mildew or rust will read with interest

the statement made by Mr. Meker in La Revue

des Chrysant/iemistes that the incorporation of

flowers of sulphur with the compost in which the

plants are grown is a sure preventive of disease.

Mr. Meker recommends the use of sulphur in

the proportion of 0.75 per cent., that is, three-

quarters of a pound of sulphur to 100 lbs. of

compost, and advises the use of sulphur not only

in the flowering pots but also in the soil in which

cuttings are struck.

Bordeaux Sprayinq for Peach Curl.—
Peach leaf curl is one of the most ubiquitous

diseases in this country, and there are few, if

any, trees grown in the open that are free from
the pest. Some gardeners, indeed, are so ac-

customed to the complete failure of the crop on

trees growing in the garden that they accept the

failure as a matter of course, and attribute it to

the weather. There is no doubt that a cer-

tain amount of failure of Peach trees is due to

the attack of the fungus Exoascus deformans,

which gives rise to the malformation and dis-

coloration of the leaves, the most obvious signs

of infection. Nor is there any doubt that the

disease may be kept within bounds, nor that

the loss of fertility from this cause may be

prevented. Diverse experiments have demon-

strated that Bordeaux mixture is an effective

agent in the prevention of the disease, or rather,

in obviating its worst elfects. The most
recent trials of this fungicide are those carried

out by Mr. C. B. Weeks, Horticultural Commis-
sioner of Tehema County, California, and

published in the Monthly Bulletin of the State

Commission of Horticulture, California. As the

result of his experiments, Mr. Weeks recom-

mends two sprayings, one in the spring before

the green of the leaf appears, and one in the

autumn. In the autumn spraying, which may
be done between the middle of November and
the middle of December, the strength of the

Bordeaux mixture may be 7—7—50, that is,

7 lbs. of copper sulphate and 7 lbs. of lime to

50 gallons of water. For the spring spraying,

the mixture must be much weaker, as the

bursting leaf is very readily injured. The
strength at this period should be 2—2—50.

"The Town Beautiful." — This was the

title of a lecture delivered to the Gorgie Flower

Society by Mr. J. N. McHattie, the super

intendent of the parks and gardens of the city cf

Edinburgh, on the 20th inst. The society was
organised last spring to encourage gardening in

the Gorgie district of Edinburgh, which is a very

congested one, and it has met with gratifyirg

success. Before exhibiting a series of lan-

tern slides, Mr. McHattie spoke upon the work

being done in Edinburgh and other large cities.

He thought that mistaken ideas in town-building

had continued sufficiently long to have a marked

effect upon the physique of the town dweller,

and that the cure will be found in exposing our

homes, factories, and workshops more perfectly to

the influence of pure air. Modern civilisation de-

manded an assurance that the development of a

city should be carried out on enlightened lines,

and the public looked to the authorities to in-

crease the beauty of the towns under theii' con-

trol. Those who wdl not apply new remedies,

said Mr. McHattie, must expect to suffer

from new evils. If cities are to be b?autiful

they must be healthy. Health is bound up with

individual happiness. In cities like London, Bir-

mingham, Manchester, Edinburgh, and Glasgow,

great improvements had taken place in recent

years—all making for the improvement of the

town and home. The better the people are edu-

cated the more beautiful will be the city they

wish to live in. The first step the citizen has

to. take is to improve the aspect of his surround-

ings. In the series of lantern views, specially

prepared for the lecture, Mr. McHattie showed

illustrations of many different kinds of window
gardening and front-plot gardening as practised

in the Gorgie district, the pictures of the prize

plots evoking great applause from the audience,

who immediately recognised them. In contrast

with these, Mr. McHattie showed snapshot

pictures of a number of neglected front gardens.

A series of very fine shdes in colour of the Saugh-

ton Park and Princes Street gardens was also

shown.
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Perpetual-flowering Carnation Society.
—The winter exhibition of this Society will be

held in the Royal Horticultuial Hall on Tues-

day and Wednesday, December 3 and 4. Tha,

non-competitive exhibits will be staged on the

Tuesday in conjunction with the R.H.S. exhibi-

tion. ^ The annual dinner of the Society will be

held at the Holborn Restaurant on the evening

of the first day, and will be followed by the

annual meeting. On the second day a con-

ference will be held in the Lecture Room of the

Eoyal Horticultural Hall at 3.30 p.m. Mr. J. S.

Bkunton will preside, and Mr. J. Gardner, of

Bat«ford Park Gardens, Glouceeter, will read a

paper on " The Culture of Perpetual-flowering

Carnations." Mr. W. E. Wallace will open a

discussion on the subject.

A Fruit Research Plantation. — The
Governors of the South-Eastern Agricultural

College, Wye, decided at a meeting held (in

November 11 to establish a fruit research plan-

tation in the south-eastern district of England,

and to administer the plantation with the aid of

the grant of £500 which the Board of Agricul

ture has granted for the purpose.

Agricultural Year - Book.— The Inter-

national Institute of Agriculture at Rome has just

published in French its first International Year-

Book of Agricultural Legislation (Annuairt In-

ternationah de Lfgislation AtjriroU, 1911).

which supplies particulars of the principal laws

and regulations relating to agriculture throughout

the world. The information is classified under

the following subjects : (1) agricultural and trade

statistics; (2) trade in .a.gricultural products,

fertilisers and live stock : (3) finance and Cus-

toms duties affecting agriculture; (4) plant pro-

duction and trade
; (5) animal production and

trade ; (6) agricultural education and institu-

tions
; (7) plant diseases, plants and animals in-

jurious to agriculture; (8) agricultural co-opera-

tion, insurance and credit; (9) rural property,

land colonisation at home ; (10) capital and labour

in relation to agriculture
; (11) rural sanitation

and rural administrative control. The full text is

given of all fundamental laws, and of others

when a summary is not considered sufl^cient. The
volume may be obtained from the Board of Agri-

culture and Fisheries, 8, Whitehall Place, Lon-

don, S.W. Price 8s. 4d., post free.

Viburnum coriaceum (see fig. 165, p. 371,

November 16).—Respecting this little-known

species, Mr. P. D. Williams, Lanarth, Corn-

wall, informs us that the leaves change from
their characteristic grey-white colour whenever
touched or slightly bruised. If the bruise is not

severe the leaf regains its normal colour the

following day.

Publications Received. — /^rut« Growing
for Beginners, by P, W. Harvey (London :

Country Life, Ltd.) Price Is.— 7"/ie Sweet Pea
Notebook, by Walter P. Wright. (Walter P.
Wright : The Grey House, Lyminge. Folke-
stone.) - The Journal of the Royal Horticu'tural
Society. (London : Hoyal Horticultural Society

)

Price to non-Fellows, 5s.

APPLE PADNALL SEEDLING.

This new culinary Apple (see fig. 179) was sub-

mitted by Mr. R. R'oberts, Padnall Hall Gardens,
Chadweli Heath, before the Fruit and Vegetable
Committee of the Royal Horticultural Society on
July 3 last, and a deputation was appointed
to inspect the tree at Padjiall Hall. The report
was favourable, and an Award of Merit was
granted at the meeting on August 27. The tree

is a vigorous grower and it fruits abundantly.

Shoots with clusters of large fruits were exhi-

bited at the R.H.S. meeting. It is a greenish-

yellow variety, with solid flesh, and of a useful
size for culinary purposes.

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.

{The Editoys do not hold themselves reipcnsible for

the opinions expressed by correspondents.)

Hybrid Nomenclature (see pp. 362 and
391).—.Mr. R. A. Rolfe cites rules laid down by
the earliest sub-committee on Orchid nomencla-
ture of the Royal Horticultural Society, and,
although in the main the recommendations have
been acted upon at subsequent meetings, some
changes have taken place. In the matter of

using Latinised names for primary hybrids, the
accepted rule is thus set forth in the rules of

hox'ticultural nomenclature passed by the Inter-

national Congress at Brussels, 1910 :
" The

specific name of a hybrid (hybrids between
species) 7nay be expressed in Latin or in any
language that is written in Roman characters.

Thus both forms— X Cypripedium nitens and
X C. Minotaur—are correct." It will be seen
that the choice of a name is optional, and the
object of my article was to indicate that the
fancy name was the only one which would nut

ScK?iety's Journal, and appear among the nearly
2,000 pictures of certificated Orchids, with the
records duly filled in and signed by me as re-

corder. These names were in accordance witii

the rules, and had the authority of the Paris
Nomenclature Conference. If it were competent
for the authors of the Orchid Stud Book to pro-
ceed in the manner they have done, it would be
equally excusable for any set of self-constituted
authorities who cared to say that they objected
to the old names and also to the names given in
the Orc/iid Sti/d Bool-, to proceed with a fresh
scheme and publish it, and so produce confusion
indefinitely. But there is another phase of the
question which should deter those who have a
desire to give new names, and that is that, to
many, the use of such names for sale purposes
makes an old plant into a novelty. In that way
purchasers at auctions, who do not know that
the plants offered under new names (although not
with the intention to deceive) are the same as
those they have imder their original names, may
purchase what they do not want. It has been
done frequently. The Royal Horticultural

Fig. 179.—APPLE PADMALI. SEEDLING (REDUCED).
(R.H.S. Award of Merit on August 27.)

give trouble. In support of my remarks on p.
362, November 16, relative to what I consider
the unwarranted change of well-established
names for Latinised appellations in the Orchid
Stud Book, I would like to point out that there
is a fixed rule against such procedure, which has
always existed, and which is set forth in the
Brussels Conference rules as follows;—" No one
has a right to alter a name or combination of
names without weighty reasons founded upon a
very thorough knowledge of the facts or upon
the necessity of abandoning a nomenclature con-
trary to the rules." Again, at the end of the
rules, Article xvi :

" In any case where the rules

of horticultural nomenclature would be actually
contrary to practice permitted or tolerated at
present, they would not have a retrospective ac-

tion." So far as the first-named paragraph goes,
there can be no question about the regularity of

the names superseded in the Orchid .SVi/rf Book.
Most of them were adopted by the Orchid Com-
mittee of the Royal Horticultural Society, many
were awarded Certificates, described and figured
in the various periodicals, recorded in the

Society, in their classification of these horticul-
tural products, must be taken as the highest
authority in the world on the subject. The
amount of time and care spent on the records of
the Awards, the recording in the Journal of the
Society, and by means of the records of the
paintings, is known only to those who take part-
in the work. In that direction, ilr. J. Gurney
Fowler, during the many years which he has
been chairman of the Orchid Committee, has
given a great amount of time and the closest at-

tention to the minutest details. The work of
recording by him is done from my report of the
Awards after every meeting, and if there is a
letter wrong it has to be put right, ready for
the annual enumeration of the certificated plants
of the year. Other points are frequently con-
sidered, but no change has been made in the
names under which the plants were certificated
and recorded. .And now as to my objection to
Latinised names. Such names are almost ex-
clusively personal names, and the well-known
rule is that, even for species, a Latinised per-
sonal name should not be given unless it be the
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name of the discoverer, introducer, or other per-

son closely connected with its introduction or his-

tory. With hybrids we can substitute raiser,

&c., and the rules justify the use of Latinised

personal names of that kind. But the greater

part of such names are complimentary, the per-

sons indicated never having seen the plant. In

such cases the better way would be to give the

persons name in full—Cattleya John Jones, not

Cattleya Joncsii. One reason why fancy names

are almost positively necessary is that the indi-

cations of hybridity, always prescribed in rules

wliere Latinised names are allowed for primary

hybrids, are not generally used, and only ex-

perts, even when reading current literature, know
which are hybrids and which species ; whereas,

if the liybrids were named " Neptune,"
" Minerva," or similar names, they tell their

own history. Orchid hybridisation is yet in its

infancy. It has a great future in which it can

help both science and horticulture, as well as

give great pleasure to its devotees. But the

thorn in the Rose will always be in evidence

unless a simple plan of naming is adopted over

wiiich there can be no dispute. Jamas O'Brien.

Campanula x Profusion.—We are greatly

indebted to Mr. Jenkins for his information re-

garding tlie parentage of Campanula X Profu-

sion. This is a decidedly attractive Campanula,

but I was unaware that Mr. Jenkins recognises

that there are two varieties of C. Profusion in

cultivation until I read his note. The variety I

am best acquainted with is the self-coloured one.

There is a remarkable resemblance—one may say

similarity—between this and the hybrid Cam-
panula w'e have known for years as C. haylodgen-

sis, raised, I believe, by the late Mr. Anderson
Henry, but which is becoming very scarce. It

has the yellowish foliage and the flowers and

habit of Profusion, which it resembles so much
that most cultivators consider them "too much
alike." Mr. Anderson Henry did not seem to

be very careful in his parentage records, and it

wae usually considered that his liybrid was raised

from C. pusilla and C. carpathica, or C. gar-

ganica and C. carpathica. Now that we have

Mr. Jenkins's statement, it seems probable that

C. isophylla and C. pyramidalis may have been

the parents of Mr. Anderson Henry's hybrid

also. C. haylodgensis does not appear to live

long in many northern gardens, and this would

bear out the suggestion that C. isophylla may
have been one of the parents. S. Arnott.

Agave Leopoloii : A Protest I—About 30

years ago the late Dr. Killock, who grew a collec-

tion of succulent plants in his garden at Stamford

Hill, N., raised a hybrid between Agave filifera

and a form of A. schidigera which he called prin-

ceps. As the seedlings thus obtauied differed

somewhat from each other, he divided them into

two groups, naming them Leopold and Leopold

II. I saw the plants in Dr. Killock's garden, and

they varied in length and width of leaf and in

the length and curliness of the white marginal

filaments. They were in time distributed, Kew
getting a share, and when Dr. Killock died in

1903, his son presented to Kew a number of fine

specimen succulents, among them being several

of the hybrid Agave. There does not appear to

be any reason for doubting the record of the

origin of these plants. In August, 1893, a First-

class Certificate was awarded to A. Leopold II by

the Royal Horticultural Society, in whose Journal

it is described as " a cross between A. schidigera

princeps and A. filifera. It has long, narrow,

sharply-pointed, dull-green leaves, from the edges

of which come white, curly, hair-like filaments.

The growth of the plant is compact and hand-

some." If A. filifera and A. schidigera are dis-

tinct species, then A. Leopoldii is a true hybrid

;

it they are nothing more than forms of one

species, it is what is termed a cross. Baker, in

his Handbook of AmarijlUdcce, does not describe

A. schidigera, merely stating that it has the
" habit of A. filifera, from which it differs by

the white, marginal filffi being flattened, not subu-

late." A. filifera is known to be variable, and

it might even include A. schidigera. I find the

name of A. Leopoldii in a printed list of succu-

lent plants grown by J. T. Peacock, dated 1878,

and, of course, the name is now well established

in gardens. In October last year a plant of A.

Leopoldii flowered in the Kew collection, and a

drawnng of it was made which has lately been

published in the Botanical Magazine (t. 8,451),

not, however, as A. Leopoldii, but as A. discep-

tata. The change of name is there excused on

the ground that the characters of the plant
" negative the suggestion that it is a hybrid be-

tween any two of the Litla-as (section of Agave)

known to have been in cultivation in any part

of Europe. On the contrary, these characters

clearly point to its being a perfectly valid species,

and, although as to this there is not the same

cortainty, its characters suggest that it is pro-

bably a native of Central America." I am forced

to disagree with this statement. There are evi-

dences that A. Leopoldii is very closely related

to both A. filifera and A. schidigera ;
indeed, it

might well pass for a seedling form of either, and

as the Littiea section of Agave is either Mexican

or Ai-izonian, there does not appear to be any

support for the suggestion that A. Leopoldii is a

true species probably from Central America. Be
that as it may, even if one admits that Dr. Kil-

lock was mistaken as to the origin of the plants

he named A. Leopold and A. Leopold II (after-

wards altered to A. Leopoldii) it does not justify

the substitution of an entirely dift'erent name.

The name he gave should be allowed to stand.

It is bad enough when we are forced by recog-

nised botanical custom to alter the names of

garden plants, but in this case there is no need,

ir. IF.

Adulterated Grapes. — The practice of

spraying or spreading powder on Grapes to imi-

tate'bloom, referred to on p. 373, is by no means
new, and was formerly practised by_ exhibitors.

Loudon's Gardener's Magazine, vol. iii, contains

an article by Mr. Robert Gauen, gardener at

Millbrook, near Southampton, on "The Art of

Ornamenting, Showing. Preserving, and Packing

Cucumbers, Grapes, Plums, and other Fruits,

whose Principal Beauty consists in their Delicate

Bloom." This is an abridgement of a manu-
script by Mr. Gauen, and it describes the pro-

cess of supplying the bloom by means of fine

magnesia powder. There is an illustration of

the box used for the application of the powder.

In another volume a different method of applying

a powder for improving the bloom of Grapes for

exhibition is also given, together with a con-

trivance for applying the same. Gauen's article

was written in July, 1827. In an editorial note

it is stated that " we are glad of the above com-

munication because it supplies what we have

long been desirous of laying before our readers.

All the information that we were able to gain

among the London fruit shops was that yellow

Grapes sometimes had their bloom restored by

being fumigated with sulphur ; and that some
fruiterers of little repute were in the habit of

dusting them with the powder of the common
blue used by laundresses." Gauen's aHicle is

interesting, and not the least so is the part re-

lating to the addition of prickles to Cucumbers.

A.

Late Peas.—I am sending you a few pods of

Peas from a peck or more' gathered to-day.

The variety is Gladstone. Our gardens face

south-west. W. n. Masters. Brynderivin Gar-

dens, Hindhead. .Viirrry. Noremher S3.

after the beginning of the twentieth century

that many made their appearance, and since

then they have come thick and fast. The first of

them apparently came from America, but others

have appeared in England since. The striking

exhibit of Messrs. May & Son in the Science

and KJucation Section at the Royal International

Exhibition showed the origin and course of varia-

tion in the plants of this genus in a remarkable

manner.

The Glastonbury Thorn.—ilr. W. E. Ledger
showed flowers of the well-known Glastonbury

Thorn from his garden at Wimbledon. This

variety (Crataegus Oxyacantha var. praecox) ap-

parently flowers on short shoots, which have no

definite resting period as in the normal form of

the species, where spurs producing flowers in

alternate years are the rule, with a definite winter

rest. The Committee could call to mind no

analogous cases among Apples or Pears, and
would be glad to learn of any that may be

known.

Drosophyllum lusitanicum.—Mrs. Bergheim,
of Belsize Park, sent plants of this interesting

carnivorous plant. The genus is allied to Drosera,

but the foliage is erect in habit, and the glandular

tentacles are on the lower (exposed) surface of the

leaves instead of the upper, as in Drosera.

Misllelo on Pear. ^Sir Harry Veitch,

V.M.H., sent two branches of Pear in which

Mistleto had been sown, to illustrate the diffi-

culty experienced in getting the parasite to

establish itself on that tree. In both cases the

seed had germinated, but the branches had died,

and they were typical of all the infections tried.

Oncidioda X " Marjorie."—Messrs. Chahles-
WORTH & Co. sent a plant resulting from a cross

between Cochlioda Noezliana and Oncidium
Forbesii. Several crosses between members of

these genera have now flowered, and Messrs.

Charlesworth were awarded a Certificate of-

Appreciation in 1910 in recognition of their work
in denitfnstrating the possibility of uniting these

genera, which, although sufficiently distinct

morphologically, are evidently closely allied

physiologically.

Ivy leaves diseased.—Mr. E. A. Bowles
showed foliage of Ivy from Waltham Cross having
numerous pale brown spots with a purplish

margin.

socie:tie:s.
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL.

Scientific Committee.

November 19.—Prr.^ent: Mr. E. A. Bowles,

M.A. (in the Chair) ; Dr. A. B. Rendle, Prof. W.
Bateson, Messrs. E, M. Holmes, A. Worsley, G.

Wilson, R. H. Curtis, A. W. Sutton, W. E.

Ledger, W. Hales, W. Fawcett, and F. J.

Chittenden (hon. sec).

Variation in Nephrolepis.—Mr. W. Mah-
SHALL, V.M.H., sent a plant of Nephrolepis

exaltata var. todeaoides which, after once re-

potting, had been allowed to grow as it liked.

It had given rise to fronds exactly similar to

those of the type of N. exaltata and also to

numerous other forms, including todeaoides, some
with more, some with less, frequently divided

pinnules than that plant. The case of this Fem
is a very curious one, paralleled, however, by
certain other garden plants. The type was intro-

duced from the tropics about 1793. and gained

the reputation of being the most useful of its

genus. A few varieties were recognised during

the nineteenth century, but it was not until

LINNEAN.
November 7.—Professor E. B. Poulton,

F.R.S., President, in the Chair.

The first paper was by Dr. R. R. Gates, " On
Mutating CEnotheras," which was communicated
by Professor J. B. Farmer, F.R.S. The follow-

ing facts and views regarding mutation as an

evolutionary factor were referred to ;

—

1. Oenothera Lamarckiana has probably un-

dergone crossing in the wild state to the same
extent that other open pollinated species inter-

cross.

2. The mutation phenomena are an evidence of

germinal instability resulting from crossing,

change of climate, or cultivation.

3. Hybrid splitting is inadequate to account
for the forms which suddenly appear.

4. Some of the mutants differ from the parent

in their physiological adjustments, and this may
account for cases of " climatic adaptation," but
mutations will not suffice to explain the more '

complex adaptations which involve inter-relation- I
ships between several organisms. |

5. CE. rubricalyx has originated as a heterozy-

gous mutant, but there are obvious difficulties in

applying the same explanation to the other

mutants of Oenothera.

6. The origin of certain of the mutations, at

least (e.g., CE. lata and CE. gigas), is intimately

concerned with chromosome mechanisms ; that of

certain others may be ooncenied with the action

of releasing stimuli. I
7. Darwinian natural selection always assumed

an original environmental change for the

organism, either (a) a change of climate in a

given area, or (6) the introduction of^ cew
organisms, leading to the gradual modification of

the species.

8. But neither chance-wise mutations in all di-

rections, nor the vicissitudes of changing cli-

mates and distributions can account for the

orderly phylogenies which larger groups of

organisms frequently show.
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9. There is no single evolutionary factor, but

the process is a multifarious one.

The last paper was by "Mr. Henry N. Ridley,

F.R.S., on a collection of plants from Mount
Jlenuang Casing, Selangor.

In February, 1912, Mr. C. B. Kloss made an
expedition to Mount Meniiang Gasing, in Selan-

gor, to collect the fauna and flora of this moun-
tain. In this paper is an account of the expedi-

tion and of the plants collected by him in four or

five days spent at an altitude of 4,900 feet there.

Menuang Gasing is the most southern high

point of the great chain of the granite moun-

tains which form the backbone of the peninsula,

and the object of the expedition was to discover

whether the high mountain fauna and flora de-

scended as far south as this point. The moun-
tain is 4.900 feet high, and though .there are

other hills a little to the south of this, it is the

highest and most likely to bear the high hill

flora. The fauna was found to belong to that

of high northern ranges, and the flora shows

clearly that it corresponds. Among the charac-

teristic plants found were the Golden Balsam

(Impatiens oncidioides, Ridl., Bucklandia popul-

nea, R. Br.), the rare Polyosma parviflora. King,

Pratia begonifolia, Lindl., Dilochia Cantleyi,

Ridl., and Goodyera gracilis, Hook. fil.

The only mountain south of thit one of ap-

proximate altitude is Mount Ophir in Malacca ;

the flora of this is well known, and is very dif-

ferent from that of the main range. Indeed,

there is every evidence that Jlount Ophir w as

never connected with the main chain, at least

during the period of the evolution of the flora.

One hundred and forty-three species were col-

lected by Mr. Kloss, of which 14 were unde-

scribed : of these the most nc>teworthy were what

is probably the biggest species of the large genus

Oberonia, a remarkable species of Blastus, and

a new species of Balanophora.

ULSTER HORTICULTURAL.

NovEMBKR 12, 13.—This society's autumn ex-

hibition was held in St. George's Market, Belfast,

on these dates. The displays of stove and green-

house plants were not quite up to the average.

Amateurs showed well, especially Mr. Fr.4NK

Workman and Mr. Charles Duffin.

In the class for a group of Chrysanthemums

and foliage plants, 16 feet by 10 feet, Charles

Di FFiN, Esq., Danestort (gr. Mr. James M'Cor-

mick), was awarded the Ist prize; this exhibi-

tor was also successful for four Crotons, dis-

similar.

J. Bradley, Esq., Knock (gr. Mr. \Vm.

Vance), excelled for a group of single Chrysan-

theniunis and foliage plants, the 2nd prize being

awarded to Mrs. Forsteb Grf.en, Derryvolgie

(gr. Mr. A. Smiley).

For a group of stove and greenhouse or forced

plants, arranged for effect, Frank Workman,
Esq., The Moat (gr. Mr. T. Culbert), secured the

premier award. Mr. Workman also excelled in

the classes for (1) two Palms or Cycads, and (2)

six Crotons, dissimilar.

For six plants, dissimilar, suitable for table

decoration, in pots not exceeding 6 inches in

diameter, C. W. Dunbar-Buller, Esq., Duna-

ghadee (gr. Mr. E. Rutherford), was placed 1st.

In the classes for Begonias of the Gloire de

Lorraine type, G. Preston, Esq., Antrim Road
(gr. Mr. James M'Bride), was successful.

Cut Flowers.

John Jameson, Esq., St. Marnock's (gr. Mr.

J. M'Kellar), won many 1st prizes in this sec-

tion, being successful for (1) 15 vases of Japanese

blooms, (2) one vase of Chrysanthemums, (3) 48

Japanese blooms, and in the special colour classes

for five blooms each.

For 10 vases of Japanese blooms the 1st prize

was awarded to the Countess of Caledon ; 2nd,

C. DcFFiN, Esq., who secured the 1st award for

one vase of single blooms arranged for effect.

MColonel R. H. SharmanCrawford, Craw-
fordsburn (gr. Mr. J. Whytock), proved a suc-

cessful competitor, winning in the classes for (1)

20 vases of single blooms, (2) one vase of single

blooms (any white variety), (3) a similar class

for a pink variety; and H. Brown, Esq., won
the 1st prize for 10 vases of single varieties.

Fruit and Veget.ibles.

The exhibits in this section were very good,

and the tables of dessert fruit of much in-

terest. Vegetables weir well displayed, excellent

roots being staged in the farmers' classes, in

which W."H. M'Ladghlln, Esq., Macedon (gr.

Mr. I. Smith), was placed 1st. This exhibitor

was also successful for six bunches of Grapes.

For a table of 24 dishes of Apples Mrs. Wm.
Coffey excelled.

The 1st prize for 12 dishes of Apples was
awarded to the Rt. Hon. Earl of BESSBOROtJGH,

Kilkennv (gr. Mr. T. E. Tomlin).

The Duke of Portland, Welbeck Abbey (gr.

Mr. W. Gibson), secured the 1st prize in the

class for a collection of 12 kinds of vegetables,

and was successful also in the classes for six

Onions, six Parsnips, and six Beet.

H. Brown, Esq., Rathmoyle (gr. Mr. J. Tay-

lor), showed the best collection of vegetables oi

six kinds.

FINCHLEY CHRYSANTHEMUM.
November 13.—The 27th annual exhibition

was held on this date in the King Edward Hall.

The principal prize, a Silver Challenge Bowl,
presented by the society, and the sum of £z,

given by the President (J. J. Ward, Esq.), was
won by Miss Wyburn, Hadley Manor (gr. Mr.
A. Jones). Competitors were called upon to dis-

play four vases of specimen Japanese blooms,

distinct, each vase containing five blooms of one

variety^ Mr. Jones showed F. S. Vallis, F.

Chandl', Lady Ryder, and Master Jones, and
obtained 17 points". Full points were awarded
for F. S. Vallis. Mr. C. H. Gosling was placed

2nd with 15^ points. His vase of A. T. Miller

was particularly fine.

Special interest was taken in a new class, in

which the President offered a silver rose bowl
for the most prettily-arranged floral table de-

coration of Chrysanthemums with Fern foliage,

or any variety of Asparagus. The 1st prize was
won by Mrs. R. Gr.ace, jun., whose arrange-

ment was lexceedingly artistic.

A striking array of single Chrysanthemums
was displayed by W. H. West, who won the

five-guinea challenge shield presented by Mr.
T. A. Williams.
The show of fruit and vegetables was quite up

to the high standard of recent years, Mr. J.

Turk won the 1st prize for a collection of

vegetables of six distinct kinds.

MANCHESTER CHRYSANTHEMUM.
November 12, 13, 14.—The Uoyal Horti-

cultural and Botanical Society of Manchester
held an autumn exhibition on these dates, and
the result was very gratifying.

In the class for nine large-flowering Chrysan-
themums L. Breaslauer, Esq. (gr. Mr. J.

SidaU), was awarded the 1st prize with medium-
sized, weU-flowered plants. The same exhibitor

was successful for six Japanese blooms.
For six pots of Roman Hyacinths Mr. S. D.

Peteocoghino was placed 1st ; 2nd, Mr. A. R.

Jones.
His Honour Judge Bradbury (gr. Mr. W.

Bramwell) excelled in the class for eight

Chinese Primulas.

The best collection of Orchids shown by an
amateur was the exhibit of W. R. Lea, Esq.

2nd, Col. Rutherford.
The chief class for Chrysanthemum blooms

was that for 48 specimens, 24 Japanese and 24
Incurved varieties, distinct. There were only
two competitors. Pantia R.illi, Esq. (gr. Mr.
G. Hunt), staged the winning exhibit, his

varieties including :

—

(Jaininese) His Majesty,
W. Mease, IMarie Looms, WiUiam Turner, Willie
Rawlings, President Viger, Glaucus, and Superb.
(Innirved) H. Hearn, Amber Beauty, Mrs. R.
Judson, and Boccace. 2nd, Sir Gilbert
Green.all, Warrington (gr. Mr. C. Goves).
The 1st prize for 24 Incurved blooms in not

fewer than 12 varieties was won by Mr. G.
Hunt, and he was successful in the class for 12
blooms.
For 36 Japanese blooms in not fewer than 18

varieties Mr. C. Jones, Abergele, secured the
premier award, and Lord Sheffield (gr. Mr.
W. E. Wright) was the winner for 18 blooms.

In the class for 12 blooms Mr. Wright was
also successful.

For 36 miscellaneous blooms Mr. J. Stones
was placed 1st with an assortment of Japanese

Incurved and rettexed varieties.

The best exhibit of cut blooms in the nur-

serymen's class was shown by Mr. W. J.

G.ARNER.
In the local classes Mr. C. Goves was 1st for

12 Japanese and for 12 Incurved varieties respec-

tively.

Non-competitive Exhibits.

Gold Medals were awarded to Messrs. J.

Cypher & Co., Cheltenham, for a group of

flowering and foliage plants, including Orchids.

Messrs. Charlesworth & Co.. for Orchids, in-

cluding many choice types of Cattleyas and
Odontoglossiims. Mr. W. R. Lea, whose collec-

tion included fine Cattleyas and Cypripediums.
Messrs. Dickson, Brown & Tait for an imposing
display of Apples and Pears. Messrs. Clibrans,
Altrincham, for winter-flowering Begonias.

Silver-gilt Medal to Col. Rutherford for a

collection of Orchids.

Silver Medals to Miss Annie Wood and Mr.
A. Warburton for collections of Orchids.

WINCHESTER CHRYSANTHEMUM.
November 13, 14.—This annual exhibition

was held on these dates in the Guildhall. Win-
chester. The exhibits were not so numerous as

usual, but those staged were of good quality.

In the class for a group of Chrysanthemums
arranged in a spaee of 8 feet by 7 feet, there

were three competitors ; Lady Blaine, Barton
Mark, Winchester, was placed 1st; 2nd, the

Rev. A. G. Bather, Sunnyside, Compton Road,
Winchester.
In the class for nine plants, in not fewer than

six varieties, each plant to carry not fewer than
five blooms, J. A. Fort, Esq., The College,
Winchester (gr. Mr. G. Cousens), had the best
of four entries, employing such varieties as F. S.

Vallis, Lady Talbut, and W. Mease. 2nd, Cap-
tain Clayton Mitchell, R.N., West Highlands,
Winchester (gr. Mr. C. White).
Mr. Fort was also successful in the class for

nine white or yellow-flowered varieties. The
2nd prize was awarded to Mrs. Moorsom, Holy-
rood, Winchester (gr. Mr. H. Gigg).
Lady Blaine secured the 1st award for single-

flowered varieties.

Miscellaneous plants arranged for eftect were
best contributed by Captain R. J. Arbuthnot,
St. Phillip's, Winchester. 2nd, H. Trdnmer,
Esq., Hockley House, Twyford (gr. Mr. E.
Hart).

The best exhibit of two dozen Japanese blooms
was shown by E. J. Thal, Esq., Frensham
Place, Farnham {gr. Mr. C. jMoore). He had
fresh, richlv-coloured specimens of such varie-

ties as Mrs." Gilbert Drabble, Lady Talbot, Hon.
^Irs. Lopes, and W. Turner. 2nd, Matthew
Hodgson, Esq., Moreton House, Winchester
(gr. Mr. A. J. Marsh).
Incurved varieties were more conspicuous for

quality than for numbers. The finer of two ex-
hibits in the class for 20 blooms, in not fewer
than 18 varieties, was shown by M. Hodgson,
Esq. Pantia Ralli, Mrs. B. Hankey, W.
Pascoe, C. H. Curtis, and W. Pascoe were the
more noticeable varieties. 2nd, J. E. Thal,
Esq. The last-named exhibitor won the lead-

ing award for 12 blooms.
There were six entries in the class for a vase

filled with Chrysanthemums arranged with
natural foliage for effect. J. Liddell, Esq.,
Sherfield Manor, Basingstoke (gr. Mr. R. Lear-
mouth), was awarded the 1st prize.

The best six single-flowered varieties grown
naturally were contributed by the Right Hon.
the Earl" of Northbrook, Stratton Park. Michel-
dever fgr. Mr. Henderson), who showed Jlensa,

Leo, Mrs. Chamberlain, Sylvia Slade, and Old
Gold. The 2nd best exhibit was shown by
W. H. Myers. Esq., Swanmore Park, Bishop's
Waltham (gr. Mr. G. Ellwood).
For decorative varieties, Mr. A. E. Taylor,

Winchester, was again the 1st prize-winner, as
he has been for many years past. Mrs. Bnckbee,
Source d'Or and Phoebus were prominent
varieties. W. H. Myers, Esq., secured the 2nd
award.
In the Carnation classes the best six blooms,

each of three varieties, were shown by Donald
NiccoL, Esq., Burntwood, Winchester (gr. Mr.
W. Last), with Carola and Enchantress as his
best varieties.
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Fruit formed an interesting part of the show.

Ellen Lady Swayihlikg contributed the best

black Grapes (Lady Downcs), also the best white

bunches in Muscat of Alexandria. Mr. Mvers
won the 1st prize for dessert Apples ; whilst

Lady Swavthling showed the best kitchen

varieties. J. Liddell, Esq., exhibited the finest

Pears in four varieties.

W. H. Myers, Esq., won the premier prizes

for vegetables in Messrs. Sutton & Sons and

Messrs. Toogood's classes.

Trade E.xhibits.—Messrs. E. Hillier &
Sons, Winchester, had an excellent display of

highly-coloured Apples, Pears, Carnations,

Palms, and Begonias.
Messrs. Jeffery, Winchester, showed Ericas,

Pernettyas, Carnations in pots, and shrubs.

Jlessrs. B. Ladhams & Co., Shirley, South-

ampton, staged rock plants in variety.

Messrs. Toogood & Sons, Southampton, put

up a fine exhibit of vegetables.

W. H. Myers, Esq., filled a table with Apples

of excentional colour, arranged with

BOTANICAL SOCIETY OF EDINBURGH.
November 14.—The first meeting of the

Botanical Society of Edinburgh for the session

1912-13 was held on the above date at 5, St.

Andrew Square. Dr. A. W. Borthwick, the retir-

ing president, occupied the chair. Sir Ai'chibald

Buchan-Hepburn was elected president for the

ensuing session. Mr. W. W. Smith was appointed

honorary secretary.

The following communications were read ;—Mr.
E. Holmes Smith, B.Sc, gave a preliminary note

on the occurrence of mucilage on the roots of

Melastomaceae : Mr. R. C. Davie, M.A., B.Sc,
described the microscopic structure of the leaves

of certain Australian Banksias ; Dr. Malcolm
Wilson gave a preliminary account of a disease in

Plums caused by a Cladusporium. A paper ex-

plaining the structure of the embryo of Lagun-
cularia ra«emosa, a Conibretaceous Mangrove
plant, was read on behalf of Professor Bayley
Balfour.
Among the exhibits shown to the members was

a series of interesting casuals collected in the

neighbourhood of Edinburgh by Mr. James
Eraser.
The following plants, new or uncommon, in cul-

tivation were shown from the Royal Botanic Gar-

den, Edinburgh :

—

Arenaria picta, Sibth. et Sm., from Asia Minor
and Syria.—A pink-flowered species, resembling
Tunica Saxifraga

.

Cyananthus Forrestii, Diels, a new species from
Yunnan.—A small-flowered species with pale

lavender flowers and graceful habit.

Erodium Stephanianum, Willd., Eastern China.
—A plant of the shores with dark purple flowers.

Gentiana gentilis, Franch., from Yunnan.—An
annual free-flowering Gentian with purple-blue

flowers.

Lobelia taliensis, Diels, a new species from
Yunnan.—Small growing with purple-blue

flowers.

Primula pseudocapitata. Ward.—A new un-
described species from Yunnan with rotate

capitula, resembling P. capitata, but much
smaller.

Psilostrophe Tagetinae, Kuntze.—A beautiful

yellow-flowered Composite from the Southern
United States.

Saxifraga turfosa, Eng. and Irmscher.—A new
yellow-flowered species from Yunnan allied to S.

diversifolia and S. parnassifolia, but distinguished

by its long stolons.

Saxifraga sp.—A new Yunnan species with
yellow flowers, allied to S. cinerascens, Franch.

Selago spuria, Linn.—A free-flowering, white-

flowered species from South Africa.

Stylidium articulatum, R.Br., Australia.—One
of the riband-leaved rosette forms of the genus.

Swertia angustifolia, Ham.—A delightful pale

lavender-flowered species with spotted petals

from the Himalaya.
There were also exhibited specimens of the

Tulip disease (Sclerotinia parasitica) and some
new Chinese Compositae collected by Mr. G.

Forrest in Yunnan, including the following inter-

esting forms, which it is hoped will soon be in

cultivation:—Anaphalis chlamydophylla, Diels;

Cremanthodium Forrestii, J. F. Jeffrey ; C.

nobile, Franch ; C. rhodocephalum, Diels ; Pertya
phylicoideSj J. F. Jeffrey; and Sautsurea leucoma,

Diels,

CHELTENHAM EOOT, FEUIT AND
CHRYSANTHEMUM.

November 13, 14.—Tlio 42]]d annual show of

the above society was held in the Town Hall,

Cheltenham, on thes<i dates, and was in all re-

spects an admirable exhibition. Chrysanthemums
were superb. The specimen plants were better

than for some years past, and the specimen
blooms, though less numerous, were of excellent

quality. Primulas, Begonias, Cyclamen, Carna-

tions, Salvias, and Violets were shown to perfec-

tion. Fruit all round was of good quality, and
the classes well filled.

The most attractive feature of the floral section

was undoubtedly the collection of Japanese Chry-
santhemums shown in six distinct varieties and
staged at the entrance to the hall. Mr. G. J.

Mayo was successful in winning for the first

time the new cup offered by the Mayor
and Corporation, having won a similar cup
outright. The varieties shown by Mr
M.\yo were Swanley Giant, Leon Truelli,

Rose Ellis, Chelsonia, Mme. Alberta Bertland,

and Splendour. The prizes for three distinct varie-

ties were secured by Lady Dick-Cunvnghame
(1st), Jlrs. St. Clair Ford" (2nd), and Mr. G. J.

JIayo (3rd). Very handsome groups of Chrysan-
themums were shown by Mr. Mayo and Mr.
G. W. Restall, who were placed 1st and 2nd
respectively. In the class for six varieties suit-

able for house or table decoration, Mr. Hugh
Andrews, of Toddington Manor, was placed 1st,

and Messrs. Barrett & Sons, 2nd. The 1st prize

for a collection of Japanese Chrysanthemums
and foliage plants was won by JMr. Hugh
Andrews ; 2nd, Mr. E. Adlakd.
In the classes for cut blooms of Japanese varie-

ties, Mr. Hugh Andrews, Mr. E. Adlard, Mrs.
Robinson, Mr. W. J. Gresson, and Messrs. J.

B-\rrett were the prize-winners.

In the open classesfor plants, thepiincipal prize-

winners were Mr. W. J. Gresson, Mr. J. Hor-
LioK, Mr. Hugh Andrews (for Carnations) ; ilr.

A. Drake, Mr. J. Horlick, Mrs. Ratcliffe (for

Cyclamens) ; Mrs. Ratcllffe, Mr. A. Drake. Col.

Fairfax Rhodes (for Begonias) ; Mr. J.

Player, Mr. H. 0. Lord, Col. Fairfax
Rhodes (for Salvias) ; Mr. H. Andrews, Col.

Fairfax Rhodes, -Mr. C. M. Fletcher (for Pri-

mulas) ; Mr. H. 0. Lord, Mr. H. J. Tilley, and
Mrs. Robinson (for Violets).

In the fruit classes the chief awards went to
Sir Percy Cunynghame, Messrs. W. J. Gresson,
W. S. R. Cox, J. Bott, G. W. Restall, Henry
Newman, F. Taylor, J. Player, W. Gordon
Canning, W. J. Spencer, J. Hitch & Sons,
C. M. Fletcher, H. 0. Lord, H. J. Tilley,
Hugh Andrews, Col. Fairfax Rhodes, Mrs.
Aubrey, Mrs. Ratcliffe and Mrs. H. Graves.

LIVERPOOL CHRYSANTHEMUM.
November 13, 14.—The annual autumn exhi-

bition of this association was held in the Corn
ExchauL^e. Although the available space has
been slightly decreased, the Exchange is yet a

desirable place of exhibition, and is well lighted.

The show was well up Ua the average of the 32
that have preceded it, and the room was fur-

nished with bright and effective exhibits.

For 36 blooms, 18 Japanese and 18 Incurveds,
in not fewer than 12 varieties in each section,
there were three competitors. The 1st prize
was won by Sir Gilbert Gheenall, Bart., War-
rington (gr. Mr. C. Goves), his best flowers being
(Japanese) William Turner (which secured the
N.C.S. certificate as the best Japanese bloom in

the exhibition), F. S. Vallis, Frances Jolliffe,

President Viger, Lady Talbot and Hon. Mrs.
Lopes; (Incurved) G. F. Evans. Mrs. G. Denyer,
Marjorie Shields and Romance. 2nd, Sir W. H.
Tate, Bart., Woolton (gr. Mr. G. Haigh). His
example of Buttercup secured the N.C.S. certi-

ficate offered for the best Incurved bloom in the
show.

The 1st prize for 18 Incurved blooms in not
fewer than 12 varieties was awarded to Th0M-\s
Henshaw, Esq., West Derby (gr. Mr. J.

George) ; 2nd, A. CooR, Esq., Aigburth (gr. Mr.
C. Osborne).

In the class for 12 blooms, Mrs. Clarke, Aller-
ton (gr. Mr. J. Clark), was the 1st prize win-
ner.

The best 18 Japanese blooms, in not fewer
than 12 varieties, were shown by Mr. C. GovES.

In the class for 12 blooms, J. Stone, Esq.,

Roby (gr. Mr. D. McKelvie), was placed in the

1st position.

The class for six vases of singles, nine blooms

in each vase, brought a charming display, in

which Mr. Loo Thompson, an amateur, secured

the premier award. This exhibit was a pretty

feature of the show.

Fruit.

In the class for a collection of six dishes, F.

BiBBY, Esq., Shrewsbury (gr. Mr. J. Taylor),

was the 1st prize winner; 2nd, Mr. H. Osborne.
The 1st prize for four bunches of Grapes was

won by Edmund Lord, Etq., Rawtenstall (gr.

Mr. J. Wright), with bunches of Black Alicante

and Muscat of Alexandria.

Black Alicante was best shown in the sepa-

rate cla4s by W. H. Fernie, Esq., Thornton
Hough (gr. i\Ir. W. Piper), whilst for any other

black variety, Mr. E. R. Finch was successful.

For two bunches of Muscat of Alexandria, Mr.
W. Wilson excelled.

Non-competitive Exhibits.

Gold Medals were awarded to R. Le Doux,
Esq., West Derby (gr. Mr. J. W. Fletcher), for

a collection of Cypripediums ; Messrs. R. P. Ker
& Sons, Liverpool, for Cyclamens backed with
Crotons and Palms ; Jlessrs. Mansell & Hat-
cher, Rawdon, for Orchids ; Messrs. Fishlock
Bros, for cut blooms in great variety ; Messrs.

Stuart Low & Co. for Orchids and Carnations.

Silver Medals to the Liverpool Orchid Co.
for Orchids; Mr. W. Rowlands for Begonias;
Mr. C. A. Young for Carnations; Mr. Norman
Davis for Chrysanthemums ; and Mr. H. Middle-
hurst for Potatos.

BLACKBURN CHRYSANTHEMUM.
November 15, 16.—The annual show of this

society was held in the Town Hall, Blackburn,
on these dates. The exhibits were more numer-
ous than usual, and overflowed into an adjoining

room.

In the class for a group of large-flowering Chry-
santhemums two exhibits weie staged, both being

well arranged. Mr. H. Bradeurn was placed

1st; 2nd, T. .Mitchell Eccles, Esq. (gr. Mr. J.

Pimplott). The 1st prize for a group of single

Chrysanthemums was awarded to Mr. Pimplott
;

2nd, J. Thompson, Esq. (gr. Mr. C. Samways).
For a group of miscellaneous plants Mr. H.

TiNDWALL, secured the chief award. The 2nd
and 3rd awards were won by H. Shutt, Esq.
(gr. Mr. J. Bartlett), and Mr. C. Samwats re-

spectively.

The best group of Orchids staged on a table

8 feet by 4 feet, was shown by Col. J. Ruther-
ford, M.P. (gr. Mr. J. Lupton). For a table of

Cypripediums, William Thorn, Esq. (gr. Mr. A.
E. Strafford), was successful with a collection of

much merit, artistically arranged with light foli-

age ; 2nd, Alfred Nuttall, Esq. (gr. Mr. T.
Cass).

There were three entries in the class for a

table of Begonias, H. Shutt, Esq., being awarded
the 1st prize.

Cut Blooms.—In the class for 24 Incurved
Chrysanthemums, not fewer than 18 varieties, A.
E. Troop, Esq. (gr. Mr. R. H. Jones), was placed
1st ; his best flowers were Buttercup. Romance
and W. H. Thorpe; 2nd, Mr. H. Boyd. Messrs.
H. Bbadburn, J. W. Wells, and R. H. Jones
were successful in this order for 12 varieties.

For 24 Japanese blooms, in not fewer than 18
varieties, Capt. Fielden, Wilton (gr. Mr. H.
Boyd), won the 1st prize, the leading blooms
shown being Countess of Granard, Hon. Mrs.
Lopes, White Queen and Mrs. A. T. Miller ; 2nd,
Mr. H. Bradeurn ; for 12 blooms Messrs. Boyd
and Pimplott were placed 1st and 2nd respec-

tively, whilst for three vases Mr. John Thomp-
son was successful.

Fruit and Vegetables.—Exhibits in this sec-

tion were not very extensive. Edmund Lord,
Esq. (gr. Mr. J. Wright), secured three 1st prizes

for Grapes, having the best Black Alicante and
Muscat of Alexandria.

Mr. J. Barker was awarded the 1st prize for

a collection of vegetables ; 2nd, Mr. H. J.

Wells, who secured the 1st prize for six Onions.
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BOLTON CHRYSANTHEAiUiVI.
November 15, 15.—This annual show was held

in the Albert Hall, Bolton. The entries were
fully up to the average, but there was only one
exhibit in the group class, compared with three
or four on former occasions.

In the class for 24 blooms, 12 Japanese and 12
Incurved varieties, distinct. Sir Gilbekt
Greenall, Bart., Warrington (gr. Mr. C. Goves),
added to his list of many successes of this season.

His best blooms were (Japanese) F. S. Vallis,

Mrs. A. T. Miller, W. A. Etherington, W. Tur-
ner; (Innirnd) Mrs. G. Denver, Romance, E. F.

Evans, and Mrs. Hankev. 2nd, Sir W. H. Tate,
Bart., Woolton (gr. Mr. G. Haigh).
For 36 .Japanese blooms in not fewer than 24

varieties Mr. C. Jones, Abergiele, won the 1st

prize.

The cla:?!, tor six vases of single varieties, dis-

tinct, brought a good contest. The prize win-
ners weic : 1st, Mr. A. Adshead ; 2nd, Mr. H.
Shone; and 3rd, Mr. W. P. Rylanus.
The premier vase of Carnations was staged by

Mr. J. Entwistle.
Plants.

As stated above, only one exhibit was staged
in the class for a ciicular group of miscella-

neous plants arranged for effect 12 feet in dia-

meter. The exhibitor was J. W. Makant, Esq.
(gr. Mr. H. Shone), and he was awarded the 1st

prize.

A group of naturally-grown Chrysanthemums
arranged in a half ciicle 9 feet by 6 feet, shown
by Gerard S. Peck, Esq.. Heaton (gr. Jlr. B.
Hardy), was placed 1st; 2nd. Miss Anna M.
Philips, Prestwich (gr. Mr. D. Wilson).

Mr. D. WiLLi.AMS was successful in the similar

class for a group of large-flowering Chrysanthe-

For a table of Orchids Mr. G. H. Drink-
water was awarded the 1st prize with a
very effective display. Cattleya labiata, Cypri-
pediums in variety, and Oncidium varicosum
were well staged on a groundwork of Ferns and
Palms. 2nd, J. McCartney, Esq. (gr. Mr. W.
Holmes).

NATIONAL CHRYSANTHEMUM.
ANNUAL CONFERENCE.

November 20.—There was a large attendance
at the annual conference of the National
Chrysanthemum Society, which waa held at
7 p.m. in the Essex Hall, Strand, London, on
the above date, when Dr. Russell, of the
Rothampstead Experimental Station^ delivered
a lecture on " Partial Sterilisation of Soil,"
which was illustrated by lantern slides.

Dr. Russell said that during the pact eight
years they had been experimenting at Rothamp-
stead witli a method of soil treatment known as
partial sterilisation, working with a variety of
plants, and he had collected the results of those
experiments which deal with Chrysanthemums,
and proposed to bring them before the notice of
the Society. The lecturer explained that by
sterilisation was not meant* rendering the soil

sterile ; rather the reverse, for the various
methods employed had the result of increasing
the fertility of the soil. The soil is densely in-

habited by minute living organisms, some help-
ful to plant life and others harmful, and labora-
tory experiments led them to conclude that any
method of treatment which killed some, but not
all, would be beneficial to soil fertility, and it

was a fortunate fact that the injurious organisms
were the more easily killed, whilst the essential
bacteria were hardier and survived treatment
which decimated the otliers. It was patent
that any method which would destroy the harm-
ful denizens of the soil without interfering with
the neoessary inhabitants would give these latter

freer scope to exert their beneficent purposes.
Their experiments proved that, by partial
sterilisation, this result was achieved, and that
the treatment had increased the amount of plant
food in the soil. The experiments had been
chiefly conducted with exhausted soil—soil in

which plants such as Chrysanthemums, Cucum-
bers, and Tomatos had been grown, and which,
in its untreated state, was incapable of produc-
ing healthy plants. The lantern elides illus-

trated the great improvement which resulted
from several of the forms of treatment. The
experiments started with a necessarily limited

number of plants, as near alike as possible, and

their treatment, as regards watering, feeding,
etc., was as identical as possible. The methods
of partial sterilisation followed were heating by
steam and treating the soil with various poisons.
These may be grouped as follows :

—

(Ij Formaldehyde, pyridene, and calcium
sulphide.

(2) Carbolic, cresol, toluol, petrol, and other
tar oils, chiefly waste products.

This is the present order of merit, but, as the
experiments are only in their infancy, the order
given must be looked upon as being entirely

provisional, for at any time future experiments
may result in deposing the substances in CJroup
1 in favour of some other agents. Formalde-
hyde is the agent to be most generally recom-
mended, for it is a vapour, and so easily per-
meates the soil. Toluol and petrol, like for-

maldehyde, are vapours, but they are inflam-

mable and dangerous to use. The tar oils are
not successful because they are sticky and do
not mix well with the soil. Heating by steam
has, so far, been found to be the most satis-

factory method, but its results are closely fol-

lowed by the use of Group 1.

Methods of Application.

Partial sterilisation by steam may be per-

formed by making a structure like a shallow
plant pit and placing in it about a cartload of

the soil. The sterilising apparatus is shaped like

a fined harrow, or like a gridiron (see fig. 180)

;

an open end should project so that the steam
may enter. A convenient siz.' of the apparatus
has been found to be about 3^ feet long by

Fig. i8o.—the harrow and gridiron
METHODS OF sterilising SOIL.

2g feet wide, the piping being 1 inch in dia-

meter. Steam is injected at a pressure well
above atmospheric pressure, and the soil heated
to a temperature of about 200° Fahr. for 20 to

30 minutes. The soil is then removed and
placed in a heap, under cover for choice, to cool

slowly. The heating of the soil may be done
by dry heat, but it is not so easy to control
the heat, and if the soil becomes overheated
there is a complete killing of its micro-organ-

The poisons may be watered or sprayed on the
soil, and the soil be mixed thoroughly. On the
Continent, an injector has been used, but not
with altogether satisfactory results. The general
conclusions regarding the effects of partial

sterilisation which may be drawn are that cut-

tings do not root so readily in the treated as

in untreated soil, but this retardation is ulti-

mately made up for, and, once roots have been
formed, the plants grow faster and stronger,
flower earlier, and produce larger flowers. The
root system is also much better, the roots are
more abundant, and contain more fibres. The
differences between the treated and the un-
treated soils is not so marked when a very
good compost has been used, and the difference

can be still further reduced by adding manures.
In fact, the treatment takes the place of

manure, and plants growing in the treated soil

can be grown longer without feeding than is the
case with untreated soil. The great advantage
of the treatment is that of soil economy, for the
same soil may be used over and over again, but,

in the case of the private grower who can ob-

tain plenty of manure and good virgin loam,
it cannot be said there is any advantage to be
obtained from the treating of the soil unless

future experiments showed that the flowers

proved to be better ; neverth;.'less the methods
are of great importance to tho commercial
grower who has to buy his soil and manure.

This is a matter for experiments on a large
scale, and it is only by trial and experiment
that any progress can be made, and the object
of the lecturer was to point out a direction in
which experiments may profitably be conducted.

The Discussion.

In reply to Mr. Leach, it was stated that the
quantity of chemical required to sufficiently
sterilise the soil was 1 part per 1.000. Too much
had been used, and, in future experiments, the
quantity would be reduced in the endeavour to
arrive at the correct minimum. Mr. Leach also
asked the average price of formaldehyde, and
Dr. Russell replied that it was about 6d. per lb.

;

the cost would work out at 9d. per ton of soil
treated.

Mr. Cull inquired as to the results of adding
manures to the treated soil, to which Dr. Russell
replied that the use of high manure reduces the
effect of the sterilisation.

Mr. Rowbotham asked if sterilisation by frost
was as effective as sterilisation by heat, and
elicited the reply that experiments in America
had shown the results to be the same ; but the
soil in that country lies frozen for much longer
periods than is the case here.
Mr. J. Stevenson quoted his experience with

sterilisation of soil, which he had chiefly prac-
tised in the hopes of combating the streak
disease in Sweet Peas. He used formaldehyde
at a strength of 1 gallon to 200 gallons of
water, and watered a plot of ground six weeks
before planting out the seedling Sweet Peas,
and at the end of two months these plants were
fully 20 per cent, better than any others, and
eventually they became superior to any plants
he had ever seen; their growth increased con-
siderably. When sterilising soil by heat for
Chrysanthemums the results were not good, but
he was of the opinion that he had subjected the
soil to too much heat. The plants "hung fire,

and never pulled up with the others." At the
end of the month the cuttings had not formed
roots : the roots ultimately made were too fine

in texture, and of a greyish colour. Later, the
plants grew too rapidly, but the root-action was
always feeble, and towards the end of the season
nearly all the foliage was lost.

Mr. A. Cragg said that his firm had been
experimenting for the past five years, and they
also found that cuttings did not root readily
in sterilised soil. It seemed as if they suffered
from indigestion—there was too much food avail-

able for them ; poor, but not diseased, soil is

the best for cuttings, and only rooted plants
should be potted into sterilised soil. He was con-
vinced of the value of partial sterilisation by
steam to the grower who had to purchase his
sod, and their experience with Ferns showed
that plants in 2i-inch pots were saleable from
two to three weeks earlier than those grown in
untreated soil.

Mr. E. F. Hawes described a method of treat-

ing the soil by steam heat by means of a cylinder
and buckets attached to an endless chain.

Mr. Fairlie spoke of an amateur gardener who
sterilised soil by using the household sanitary
galvanized dustbin. A small quantity of water
was placed under an inverted sieve in the
bottom of the bin, and the bin then filled with
soil. This was heated by a coke fire, and the
results were admirable. He had grown 1,000
Carnations in steam-sterilised soil, and the plants
grew with almost alarming rapidity.

In a humorous speech. Mr. Wells gave his ex-

perience of treating soil to steam heat to pre-

vent " rust," and to destroy the seeds of Chick-
weed, which were a great pest. Mr. Wells used
a 10"ton traction engine, and treated a large
quantity of soil with gratifying results. The
expense was great, but it paid.

Mr. C. H. Curtis reminded Dr. Russell that
on a former occasion he had inquired as to the
value of *' drying-out " diseased and worn-out
soil versus steam-heating, and instanced the
methods used by the Tomato growers in the
Channel Islands when treating sick soils, and
suggested that this drying-out method would be
much cheaper than treating it with chemicals.

Dr. Russell replied that this method was re-

ceiving attention, but at present he was not
prepared to make a definite statement, although
he was aware of instances in which it had
proved effective.

Mr. Bevan, in proposing a vote of thanks to

Dr. Russell, spoke of the old method of drying
soil for Cucumbers, &c., on the top of boilers to
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kill eelworms and wireworm ; and also said that

he had been surprised to see how well the hardy

deciduous trees withstood drought when grow-

ing on soil which had been burnt to destroy the

roots and seeds of noxious weeds.

Mr. D. B. Crane, who seconded the motion,

said that cultivators might well expect a great

future for the sterilisation of soil : the experi-

ments were in their initial stage, and he con-

fidently looked forward to hearing of cheaper

methods of performing the work.

AYR CHRYSANTHEMUM.
November 20.—The Ayr Chrysanthemum

Society held its annual show in the Town Hall,

Ayr, on this date, when there was an excellent

exhibition of plants and blooms of Chrysanthe-

mums and a capital show of other plants, flowers,

fruits and vegetables. The entries compared well

with those of previous years, and the quality

generally was very high. The " Pollock " Cup,
offered for Chrysanthemum plants, was won by

Mrs. Pollock, Glenfaim (gr. Jlr. W. Currie);

2nd, \V. B.1IRD, Esq., Cambusdoon (gr. Mr. B. J.

Clark). Mrs. Pollock also excelled in the class

for two plants not disbudded, for a circular table

of plants, and for Chrysanthemums in 7-inch

pots. Mr. Jamie led for singles. In the

other pot plant classes, including Primulas

and Begonias, the most successful exhi-

bitors were J. A. Campbell, Esq., Craigie

ilouse (gr. Mr. Robert Blair) ; W. Baird, Esq.

;

R. A. Oswald, Esq., Auchincruive (gr. Mr. A.

M'Cartney), and Mrs. Pollock. In the classes

for cut blooms, Mr. A. S. Watt, Whiting Bay,

Arran, was a very successful competitor.

W. Baird, Esq., led for four vases of Japanese

iblooms, not disbudded. In the other classes for

cut flowers and decorative work the winners were

Mr. A. Noble, Corsehill, Ayr ; Mrs. Pollock
;

Mr. Jamie, and Mr. C. L. Kendall, AUoway.
In the fruit classes the finest Grapes were shown
by R. A. Oswald, Esq., and Mr. A. Noble.

Mr. T. Smith, Dundonald Road, Kilmarnock, was

placed 1st for 12 dessert and 12 baking Apples.

R. A. Oswald, Esq., was 1st for Pears. An
amateur, Mr. T. Anderson, had the best collec-

tion of vegetables in both the open and amar

teurs' classes.

HULL CHRYSANTHEMUM.
November 20. 21.—Twenty years ago the exhi-

bitions of this society were amongst the most

important in the country, but interest waned,

and nine years ago the committee decided to dis-

continue the show. In the meantime a new City

Hall has been built in a favourable part of the

city, and the old show was resuscitated this year.

Unfortunately, the society has, in the interreg-

num, lost one of its most valued supporters, the

late Mr. E. Harland. who so long acted with

Mr. Dixon as secretary.

Cut Blooms.—The principal of the ten open

classes was for 24 Japanese blooms, in not fewer

than 18 varieties. The 1st prize, consisting

of a silver cup and the sum of £6, was

won by H. G. Hewitt, Esq.. Weelsby Old

Hall, Grimsby (gr. Mr. Fleming), with

full-sized, solid, richly-coloured blooms, well

staged. The leading varieties were Lady Talbot,

Mrs. G. C. Kelly, Mme. P. Radaelli, Mme. G.

Rivol, Hon. Mrs. Lopes, Mrs. A. T. Miller,

Frances JoUiffe, Fred. Green, W. Mease, Miss A.

Nicoll, W. Jinks, and President Viger. Captain

J. F. Laycock, Wiscton, Bawtry (gr. Mr. Musk),

was a good 2nd, and Arthur James, Esq., Coton

House, Rugby (gr. Mr. A. Chandler), 3rd.

Exhibits of Incurved varieties were few in

number. Two competed in the class for 18

blooms, and Mrs. Hall Watt, Bishop Burton

Hall, Beverley (gr. Mr. G. Wilson), was placed

1st with medium-sized, neat flowers of C. H. Cur

tis, Mme. Ferlat, Pantia Ralli, Mrs. G. Denyer.

W. Pascoe, Mrs. F. Ashworth, Romance, Butter

cup, Fred Palmer, and Mrs. J. Seward. In the

class for two vases of seven blooms each of twc

yellow Japanese varieties, Mr. James excelled

with Lady Talbot and F. S. Vallis. In a similar

class for white varieties, Mrs. Hall Watt won
with the varieties Purity and Mrs. A. T. Miller,

Arthur James, Esq., followed closely. The best

six blooms of any Japanese variety were shown

by Arthur James. Esq., who showed the

variety Frances Jolliffe.

For twelve vases of single Chrysanthemums in

not fewer than nine varieties, six competed. Mr.

Montague Stather, Arlington Nursery, Cotting-

ham, won the premier place with handsome,
freely-flowered sprays. The varieties Sylvia Slade

and Bessie Pagram were especially good. 2nd,

E. Kenneth Wilson, Esq., Little Tranby, Bever-

ley (gr. Mr. W. Allison).

For six vases of singles, disbudded, H. Hild-

YABD, Esq., Cottingham (gr. Mr. A. Drewery),

won the 1st prize with such varieties as H. J.

Williams, Florrie King, Robert Thorpe, Bessie,

and Bronze Pagram.
The local classes were well filled. For 18

Japanese varieties. Miss Bennett, Westlands,

Grimsby (gr. Mr. G. Burrows), won the 1st prize,

as she did also for a dozen specimens.

Group Classes.—In the class for a group of

Chrysanthemums and foliage plants arranged for

effect four competed. Mr. R. B. Witty, super-

intendent of the public parks and gardens of Hull,

was placed 1st, with a superior display, but as

he elected not to take the prize he was awarded

the large silver medal of the North of England
Hortictiltural Society. The next group in order

of merit was that shown by Mrs. Whittaker,
who was awarded the silver cup.

Floral Decorations.—A large room was de-

voted to table decorations and other floral

arrangements. Mrs. E. RoBSON, Tower Grange.

Hull, was placed 1st for a dinner table decorated

with Chrysanthemums,
The exhibits of fruit and veegtables were of a

large and varied character.

Non-oompetitive Exhibits.—The awards were

made to these exhibits by the North of Eng-

land Horticultural Society. Messrs. Clibbans,

©bituavi).
Henry Purser.—We regret to record the

death, on the 17th inst., at the advanced age of

82, of Mr. Henry Purser, formerly head gardener

to Lord Zouche. Mr. Purser commenced his

gardening career in the Earl of Denbigh's gar-

den, Newnham Paddocks, Leicestershire. Later

he was appointed gardener to the Hon. Went-
worth Powis, at Berwick Hall, near Shrewsbury,
where he remained for 30 years. He left Berwick
Hall to take chaige of Lord Zouche's garden at

Baronhill, near Rugby, Staffordshire. At the end

of five years Baronhill was let and Mr. Purser was
appointed to the charge of Lord Zouche's gar-

den at Parham Park, Sussex, where he remained
for 13 years. Ten years ago he retired in con-

sequence of failing health, and was granted a
pension by Lord Zouche. Deceased's widow is

sister to Mr. Owien Thomas.

Rev. Dr. Landsborough.—We learn with

regret of the death, on November 22, of the Rev.
Dr. David Landsborough, Kilmarnock, at the age
of 86. Dr. Landsborough contributed a number
of papers to the Botanical Society of Edinburgh.
He made a special study of the botany of Ayr-
shire, and the island of Arran, and he contri-

buted articles on " The Effects of Winter on
Vegetation in Arran."

THE LATE HENRY PURSER.

\Urincham. showed exceedingly fine vegetables,

for which a Gold Medal was awarded. Messrs.

TooGOOD & Sons, SontJiampton, had a similar

but smaller display (large Silver-gilt Medal).

Messrs. E. P. DixoN & Sons, Hull, showed floral

designs, flowers, and fruit (large Silver Medal).

Messrs. W. Wells & Co., Merstham, Surrey,

showed Chrysanthemums, for which a Silver

Medal was' awarded. Messrs. Mansell &
Hatcher, Leeds, arranged an interesting group

of Orchids (Silver Medal).

ABERDEEN HORTICULTURAL.
The annual meeting of the members of this

society was held recently in the Music Hall

Buildings, Aberdeen. There was a large attend-

ance, and the chair was occupied by Colonel Gill,

chairman of the society.

The annual report stated that from a horti-

cultural point of view, considering the rather

unsatisfactory season, the August show, both in

number and quality of exhibits, was credit-

able to aU concerned, while the financial results

were also satisfactory. The income for the year

amounted to £488 lis. 6d., and the expenditure

was £438 Is. 3d., leaving a surplus of £50

10s. 3d., which, with the credit balance of £27

7s. lOd. at the beginning of the season, left a

balance of £77 18s. Id. to be carried forward to

next year.

The report was adopted. On the motion of

Mr. Todd, seconded by Mr. Robson, it was

agreed to start a reserve fund with a sum of 3130.

THE WEATHER.
The Following Sumi\l\ry Record of the

weather throughout the British Islands, for the

week ending November 23, is furnished from the

Meteorological Office :

—

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS.
The weather.— .\?. a whole the coDtlilions were dull and

unsettled. Rain fell in slight or moderate quantities dailv

at many stations in the west and north, and on several

days in most other parts of the Kingdom. Some localities

in the east and south of Britain remained dry, however.
throughout the greater part of the week, and at Donaghadee
ram fell on only one day.

The temperatu-e was above the average very generally,

the greatest excess being a little over 4-5'^ in Ireland, and
the smallest 1-5" in England S.E. The highest of the
maxima, which occurred late in the period, ranged from
60" in Ireland S. to 56" in several districts, and to 55® in

Scotland E. The lowest of the minima were registered

during the first half of the week, and ranged from 22" in

Scotland E. to SS"^ in Ireland S., and to 42" in the Eng-
lish Channel. As a rule the minima were some degrees
above the normal. The lowest grass readings reported
were IT^ at Newton Rigg, 18° at Crathes, 19° at Balmoral,
and 20° at Hampstead. The temperature of the soil con-
tinued below the average in most parts of the country at

a depth of 4 feet, but, except at Clacton-on-Sea, it was
above it at a depth of 1 foot.

The rainfall exceeded the average in Scotland N., but
was less elsewhere. At Glencarron there was a fall of
1-07 inch on the l9:h. At various places in the north-

east, and at a few in the south west, as well as at

Donaghadee, the total fall was less than O'l inch.

The bright sunshine was below the normal except in

Scotland N. and E. In Scotland E the percentage of the

possible duration was 81 and the daily mean 2-4 hours. In

Ireland, and the south-west, east, and Midland Counties
of England the daily mean was less than an hour. In
England E. (where the possible duration was only 8) the

daily mean was no more than 07 hour.

THE WEATHER IN WEST HKRTS.
Week ending November 27.

A warm and wet week—The day temperatures during the

week were all above the average, and on the warmest day
the highest reading in the thermometer screen rose to Se**,

which is 9" higher than is seasonable. The nights were
al«o equally warm for the time of year, with the exception

of the last night, when the exposed thermometer registered
4" of frost. The ground is now at about a seasonable
temperature both at 1 and 2 feet deep. Rain fell on lour

days, and to the total depth of rather more than an inch,

making this the wettest week for four weeks. Some hail

fell at times with the rain on the last two days, -^bont

half-past tive on the afternoon of the 26th rain and hail

fell for ten minutes at the mean rate of over 1 inch

an hour. During the week 4^ gallons of rainwater

came through the bare soil percolation gauge, and 8^
gallons through that on which short grass is growing.

The sun shone on an average for I hour 24 minutes a day,

which is a quarter of an hour a day short of the average

duration for the same period in November. On the only

two sunny days the sun shone respeciively for nearly

four hours, and for nearly six hours, ihe remaining five

days being altogether sunless. The first day and also the

last three days of the week were windy, -* -- "-
the . 18 I

TRADE NOTICE.

the Cheddar Nurseries, Son
wooded section of that bus
combe and Broadway brani

ir several years with Messrs.
brother Mr. George Mallet, of
:set, as manager of the hard
ess at the Bridge Hill, Bats-

es, all in Cheddar.
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IM; iLnK E T S.

COVENT GARDEyi. November 27.

[We cannot accept any responsibility for the subjo
feporis. shed regu

al of ttie principal

salesmen, wno are responsible tor the quotations. It

must be remembered that these quotations do not repre-

sent the prices on any particular day, but only the

general averages for the week preceding the date of our
report. The prices depend upon the quality of the

samples, the way in which they are packed, the supply
in the market, and the demand, and they may fluctuate,

not only from day to day, but occasionally several times

in one day.— liDs.l

Cot Flowers, Oc. : Aiaraga Wholeiala Prioei.

s.d. s.d.

16-19

Uouvardia, per dz.
bunches

Camellias, white,
per dozen

— Malmais.

— -pink™
Chrysanthemums,

per dozen

;

— white ... _
— ySow!" Z— bronze
— white, per doz.

bunches— coloured

iety, per doz.
bunches

3-640

6 0-70

1 ii- 2

19-20

12 0-15

3 0-40

8 0-15

16-30
10-2 1!

13-30
10-26

Euclla
12 0-18

2 6-30

2 6-30

blooms ... 3 0-40
Gerbera Hybrid, p.

doz 16 —
Honesty, per

bunch 10-16
Hyacinth Roman,

per dz. bnchs. 12 0-15

Lapagi
dozen

Ulimii auratii

-Fong'i'aoru

— lancifoli
alba, long

... 2 6 -

..." 4 0-50

Alba, short ...

rubrum, per dz

pr. dz. bnchs
12 0-16

Lily of the Valley.
p. doz. bnchs

:

— special 10 0-12
— ordinary ... S 0- 9
Mignonette, per

doz. bunches... 3 0-40
Orchids, Cattleya,

per doz. ... 10 0-12
— Cattleya Har-

risonai, p. doz. 6 —
— Cypripedium 2 6 —
— Odoutoglossuni

3 0-40
Pela

spun

Poir
doz. bio

12 bio
— Mrs. Ward .

— Bride siiiait

— C. Merinet .

— Madame f

Chatenay
— Niphetos
— Richmond .

— Sunburst
— Sunrise— Lady Roberts
— Lady Hlllinj

ira;a(Astilbe) ja

bunche

2 6 —
2 6-30
2 6-30
3 0-60

16-26
3 0-40
2 6-40

epha sn2
pips)

blooms, long...

short
Violets, per dozen

bunches

French Flowers : Average Wholesale Prices,

ilarguerite,yellow,
per doz. bnchs

rfiinosa, pr. bunch

s.d.
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Uaudener's Illness and Dismissal : Justice.

(1) Your relative is still legally employed. (2)

lie should claim full wages during the time he

wae absent, as his emitloyment was not ter-

minated. (5) He is entitled to a month's

notice, or wages in lieu of notice, and the

value of the accommodation at the lodge should

be included in estimating the amount payable.

(4) If the employer can prove that the notice

duly reached your relative, this would proba-

bly be held sufficient. Your relative had bet-

ter return to work without delay on leaving

hospital, assuming that his health permits.

" Handbook on Pruning Roses "
: Enquirer.

Two editions of the Handbook on Pruning
Rose:i have been issued by the National Rose
Society since that of 1905—one in February,

1909, and the other in November, 1911. The
1905 edition is therefore somewhat out of date.

Loam foe Melons : /. T. Liquid manure from
the farmyard poured over the heap would be

beneficial, but it would be better to enrich the

soil with manure as advised in the calendarial

on the Management of the Kitchen Garden
(see page 408).

Melon in a Collection of Fruit : C. E. M. A
Melon in a collection of miscellaneous fruits

haa a point value of eight, compared with six

for Pears and six lOr Apples. The fruit you
submitted for our inspection was remarkably
good ; it was of excellent shape, a rich yellow
colour, and splendid flavour. It would cer-

tainly be entitled to higher pointing than
either of the other fruits you mention.

^'^AMES OF Plants : J. Newens. 1, Cephalotaxus
Fortunei ; 2, C. pedunculata ; 3, Juniperus
chinensis ; 4, Cryptomeria japonica var. elegans-

J. L. W. Salvia Horminum.—^. P. U. We
do not recognise the variety of Chrysanthe-
mum. Send to some grower of these flowers
who has means of comparing it with flowers in

his collection.

—

E. P. tf.- Co. The berries are
those of Schinus MoUe. known as the Cali-

fornian Pepper Tr-?e and Peruvian Mastic Tree.
It is not a hardy tree in Great Britain, but is

used to a large extent as shade trees and for

planting in streets in Australia, California, and
other warm, temperate countries.

—

Foreman.
1, Selaginell denticulata ; 2, S. uncinata ; 3, S.

Wildenovii ; 4, S. stolonifera ; 5, Pteris geranii-

folia ; 6, Adiantum forniosum.

Odontoglossum Leaves Curled: R., Bradford.
"Curled and sometimes crinkled " leaves such
as you describe are often seen on individual
plants of Odontoglossum, even where the ma-
jority of the plants are not affected. Such
leaves are usually smaller than the perfect
ones, and indicate that at some period there
has been a temporary deficiency in the supply
of nutriment, or that the leaf has not had space
to develop. Where occasional plants are potted
in a compost which does not admit of free
drainage, and hence holds too much moisture,
the roots become affected, and nutrition is

arrested. Again, leaves which have been in-

fested with aphides or thrips when in the ten-
der stage often show such deformity as yuu de-
scribe when they mature. The fact that only
occasional plante are affected in your case,
whilst the others remain perfect, seems to indi-

cate that the cause is not a serious one, and if

you examine the damaged plants by the light of
our suggestions you should be able to arrive at
a probable explanation. When the Odontoglos-
sum house is kept too warm at night, the leaves
become thiimer than desirable, and often
curl back at the edges ; but if that were the
cause in the present case the damage would be
more general.

Onions, Leeks, and Celery for Exhibition ;

C. M. The ground for Onions should be
trenched thoroughly to a depth of at least 2^
feet, and incorporated with plenty of good farm-
yard manure. The surface should be left as
rough as possible, strewn with fresh soot and
wood ashes and allowed to remain undisturbed
until the time for planting. The seed should
be sown from the end of December to the end
of the following month in shallow boxes filled

with well-prepared soil. The seedlings should
be raised in gentle heat, and pricked off when
they are large enough to handle. They should
be hardened thoroughly and planted out in
prepared ground in April at a good distance
apart. Liberal supplies of water and liquid
jnanure should be afforded the roots; concen

trated fertilisers may be uwd if liquid manure
is not available, and the.'ie should be applied

during showery weather. Endeavour to keep
the plants healthy and growing freely from the
moment they appear above the surface until

the swelling of the bulbs is completed, when
they should be immediately lifted and har-

vested, taking care not to bruise or damage
them. Leeks should be sown and raised pre-

cisely in the same manner as Onions, and the
seedlings planted out in well prepared trenches,

with a layer at least 18 inches deep of good
manure in the bottom of the trench. The
plants should be put out in May, and the
blanching commenced at once. This is best

done by paper collars, which can be purchased
from the sundriesman or seedsman. These
should be drawn up the stems from time
to time luitil these latter are blanched
sufficiently, placing fine soil about the plants

as the work proceeds. Afford liquid manure
from the farmyard liberally, and damp
the tops of the plants during the early evening
on fine days during the summer. Celery should
not be sown before the end of February or the
beginning of March in a compost which is not

too rich. Raise the plants in gentle heat, and
never allow the seedlings to become dry at the
roots. Transplant them in boxes immediately
the second leaf is discernible. Grow the plants
in a greenhouse temperature, and plant them in

liberally-manured and well-prepared trenches

as soon as they are large enough and hardened
tlioroughly. It is hnrdly possible to over-

water Celery during the summer ; drought is

the most common cause of failure. Celery for

exhibition should always be blanched with
brown paper, using bands 6 inches in depth,
and adding additional strips until the blanch-

ing is completed. Liquid manure from farm-
yard dung and sewage are both excellent

stimulants for Celery. Soot also is valuable

both for the manure it contains and its effec-

tiveness in preventing attacks of the Celery fly

and slugs.

Russian Melon : H. C. We are unable to

identify the variety from the portion of fruit

sent. There are several Russian Melons, and
it most nearly resembles the early Russian
Water Melon. It is apparently much inferior

to varieties usually grown in hothouses, and
as you find the flesh unpalatable, you will do
well to discard it and stick to the ordinary
kinds. The fruits you have would probably
make excellent preserve, or they might be
candied.

Spraying for Big-bud in Black Currants :

F. W. W. Mr. A. H. Pearson, Lowdham,
recommends spraying with soft soap and
Quassia for the destruction of big-bud mite.
In a note on the subject in Gaidaners^

...Chronicle, February 17, 1912,'p. 107, he offers

to send full particulars to anyone who wishes
to adopt his method. Experiments in spray-
ing were conducted by officers of the Board
of Agriculture at Harvington, Worcester, and
the lime and sulphur mixture gave the best
results. The materials used were lime and
sulphur in dry form, one part lime (air-slaked)

to four of sulphur.

Substitutes for Animal Manures : H. M. As
you are unable to obtain farmyard or other
animal manures, you will have to rely mainly
on concentrated fertilisers. Your soil being
sandy and of a hungry nature, you should in-

corporate with it materials that will help to

retain the manurial properties of the fertilisers

and improve the texture of the staple. There
is nothing better for the purpose than decayed
vegetable matter. All fallen tree leaves should
be gathered, placed in heaps to decay, and
dug into the ground the following autumn.
If woods exist in your neighbourhood, it

should be possible to obtain a cheap and valu-

able supply of humus from the deposit beneath
the trees and in hollows. Farmyard dung makes
the soil darker, warmer, and more retentive of

moisture
;
promotes aeration, and tends to the

multiplication of micro-organisms, which play
so important a part in the fertility of the soil.

The chemical fertilisers should be applied in

small quantities in the spring and early sum-
mer, when the plants are growing actively.
Nitrogen, phosphoric acid, and potash are the
principal manures you should purchase.

The Sweet Chestnut : F. B., Northampton.
The dimensions of several fine examples of the

Sweet Chestnut {Castanea sativa) are given in

Vol. iv of Trees of Great Britain and Ireland,

and most of the following information is taken
from this work. The age of a tree cannot be
determined by its size, since it will grow much
more rapidly in cerlain snii and climatic

conditions than others. Trees have been known
to attain to a height of 65 feet, with a girth

of 3 feet, in less than 40 years ; and one well-

known example in Ireland, which is probably
the largest in the country, is known to be less

than 200 years old. This specimen (at Rossan-
agh, in Wicklow) was planted in 1718. In 1903

it was 80 feet high, with a short trunk dividing
into three very large limbs. Near the ground
the trunk girth was 49 feet ; at 3 feet from the
ground the girth was 27-^ feet, swelling again
at 5 feet to 29^ feet round. The spread of the
head was 100 feet in diameter, and the limbs
measured in girth 12 feet 8 inches, 11 feet

2 inches, and 10 feet respectively. One of the
best-proportioned trees in England is growing
near Studley Royal. In 1904 it measured
112 feet in height, and the girth at 5 feet from
the ground was 20 feet. A tree at Shrubland
Park, Ipswich, is recorded as being 47 feet in

circumference near the ground. 31 feet at 3 feet

above the ground, and 27 feet at double this

height. At Rydal Hall, Westmorland, there is

a tree with a girth of 26^ feet at 5 feet above
the ground, and 37 feet at the base. The
largest tree at Kew has a girth of 21 feet ; and
one at Stevenston, in North Devon, is said to

be 86 feet high, and, although the girth is

only 16 feet 11 inches, it is reported to contain

833 cubic feet of timber. Most of the dimen-
sions here given, however, compare unfavour-
ably with those of other famous trees. Possi-

bly the tree at Tortworth is one of the most
interesting. It is said to have been planted
during the reign of King John, though there

does not seem to be any reliable evidence to thia

effect. It is now nothing but a decayed shell

;

but it was mentioned by Strutt in 1765 as hav-

ing a girth of 50 feet at 5 feet from the ground.

At 10 feet high it divided into three limbs,

the largest of which had a girth of 28^ feet.

The remains of this tree are still to be seen
j

it is on Lord Ducie's estate at Tortworth, in

Gloucestershire. On Lord Darnley's estate,

Cobham Hall, Kent, there are some trees of a
large size, one of which is said to have attained

a girth of 33 feet at 12 feet from the ground.
The tree also grows to a very large size in.

Scotland; one, at Castle Leod, Ross-shire, is

reported to be 76 feet high, with a girth of

28 feet at the base, and 21 feet 4 inches at

5 feet from the ground. At Inverary Caetle,

Elwes measured one which was 77 feet high,

with a 20-foot girth. The date of the intro-

duction of the Sweet Chestnut to this country
is not definitely known. Many authorities are

of opinion that it was introduced by the
Romans, but others incline to the belief that

it is of British origin. The trees you refer to
are probably two to three hundred years old.

Vine Border : Glen. Not only is it possible to
grow Muscat Grapes well for a number of

years in a border 6 feet wide, but, in our
opinion, they can be grown better with their

roots thus restricted than is possible ii borders
of greater width. When the roots a' e allowed
to ramble unchecked in a rich medium,
the shoots often do not ripen properly.

Two-and-a-half feet is ample depth for a

vine border, and if it is made so that it

settles to 3 inches lower than this, so as to

allow for slight top-dressings from time to
time when the surface becomes matted with
roots, it will be an advantage. Boundary
walls, with mortar joints and soil on both
sides, should be faced with cement half-an-

inch thick, and means should be taken to

prevent the roots getting under the founda-
tions. If the young vines grow vigorously, it

is a good plan to cut a trench 3 or 4 feet

from their stems through the border, in the
autumn after the first season's growth, when
the leaves commence to lose their green
colour, so as to check the few roots that may
be unduly rampant.

Communications Received.— A. R. A—Justice—W. K
_J. H.-M. K. B.— P. H., Uleworth-T. A. W._W. C—
C. T.-M. C. A—C. ]. M—S. B. W._H. S. T._H. E. M.
_M. A. K., Amsterdam—A H._P. H— F. R._A. C. B.—
B. C W. H. H.—W. E. B.-G. N.-C. R _W. M., Java
_E. D. P.—A. P.— L. J. C— L. D. K., Balh_E. W. A—
P. C.—F. K. W._T. S—A. O—N. E., Torquay_Rcader
_E. H. J.— E. P. P.— A. P. R.
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AMERICAN GOOSEBERRY MILDEW (SPHAEROTHECA MORS-UVAE)

(l) Chain of conidia, highly magnified; (2) Early, 01 "summer" stage on leaf; (3) Early, or "summer" stage

on young shoot; (4.) Diseased fruits on old shoot with unaffected foliage the tip of which has been damaged by

green-fly; (5) Late, or "winter" stage, with perithecia as dark dots, on gooseberry (enlarged); (6) Perithecia

and mycelium (enlarged)
; (") A perithecium or winter fruit opened, and showing ascus containing eight
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THE WOBURN FORESTS.

It would be excusable if, after reading

what has been written about forestry

and the need of it in this country, the

conclusion was arrived at that there were

no good examples of forests to be found

in the British Islands. The illustrations

in forestry books are, as a rule, prepared

from photographs taken in other countries,

those of British woods being generally to

show how things should not be done. Yet

there are well-managed woods here equal

to any to be found on the Continent, al-

though they are, sad to say, comparatively

few and far between. Woburn, the estate

of the Duke of Bedford, has forests pro-

bably second to none in the kingdom.

On a recent visit to these wood.s, in com-

pany with Ur. Henry and the students of

forestry from Cambridge, I had an oppor-

tunity of seeing British sylviculture at its

b3St.

Little more than 100 years ago the land

now occupied by trees was a barren, sandy

waste, and there were doubtless plenty of

people then who thought it worthless for

tree-growing, just as there are people now
who would have us believe that our mil-

lions of acres of waste land can never be

made productive. Such people ought to

be taken to Woburn Sands, and they would

then cease to talk about the impossibility

of converting " waste " land into profit-

yielding forests.

At Woburn about 5,000 acres are covered

with Scots Pine, which is particularly

happy in the deep sand of the higher ele-

vations. Some writers tell us that Pine

woods cannot be naturally regenerated,

but there is no difficulty at Woburn.
Indeed, it appears unnecessary ever

to resort to artificial regeneration ex-

cept in the formation of new woods,

which, in the strict sense of the term, can-

not be called regeneration. A mature
Pine wood of about 12 acres in area which

liad been clear felled in two roughly equal

parts, with an interval of three years

between the cuts, is now thickly covered

with remarkably sturdy young trees from
12 to 15 years old. This is interesting, be-

cause it is exceptional, as some of the

seeds must have been wind-carried well

over 100 yards, no seed trees having been
left standing. Beyond the erection of

wiie-netting to keep out the rabbits,

nothing was done to help the seedlings,

except, of course, that the ground was
cleared of heather at the time of felling.

Plantations of all ages look remarkably
healthy, and are as well stocked as though
machine-sown.
The woods of mature Scots Pine are

perhaps rather thin, although they are

denser than is usually the case in this

-country. It was interesting to see a num-
ber of clean-stemmed maritime Pines,

fully as high as the Scots, and quite as

straight in the shaft. The Weymouth Pine
suffers here, as in all parts of the country,

from the fungous disease C'ronartium ribi-

c.jlum, which prohibits its use as a forest

tiee in this country, and has lately com-
menced to be destructive in the United
States-

The Larches at Woburn are perfect, and,
in consequence, extensive plantings are
being made. The Japanese Larch still has
rits staunch supporters, though they re-

ceived a shock from its behaviour in the

drought of 1911. Up to about 80 years of

age in the hollows and 60 years on the

s-andy hillsides of Woburn, the European
species produces very good crops of ex-

cellent timber, but it is advisable to cut

it at the ages mentioned, otherwise it gets

"pumped," that is, it begins to deterio-

rate at the base of the stem. This is no
doubt due to the comparative poorness of

the subsoil. Disease is present, but the

vigorous growth of the trees enables them
to recover from its attacks. Experiments
are being conducted by Mr. E. R. Burdon,

of the Cambridge Forestry School, with a

small plantation of eight-year-old Larches

in an unfavourable soil, the object being

to artificially infect the trees by placing

badly-cankered sticks under them. Al-

though this has been going on for some
years now, none of the trees show signs

of infection. The general behaviour

of the Larches at Woburn confirms the

growing belief that the Japanese Larch is

in no way superior to the European, and
is in fact inferior to it in more ways than

one.

It is a pity that Corsican Pine does not

produce better timber at an early age. In

mining districts the thinnings are eagerly

bought for conversion into pit-props, as

the young stems, although not very dur-

able, are generally exceptionally clenn,

and practically free from taper. But th.^e

are no mines anywhere near Woburn, so

that this tree has no special value here.

The so-called " Mermaid " wood, com-

posed of European Larch and Corsican

Pine in the proportion of about 2 to 1,

was planted in 1900, so that, allowing

three years as the age of the seedlings

when put in, the trees are now 15 years

old. The Larches are, on the whole, better

than the Corsicans, but there is no danger
of the latter being suppressed. The
Larches are from 25 to 40 feet high, and
the Corsicans from 20 to 30 feet. The
average girth works out at about II inches

for both species. An interesting experi-

ment has been carried out in an exposed
position on a hill-top, Corsican and Scots

Pine having been planted pure in two
plantations standing side by side. Both
show remarkable vigour, and there is little

to choose between them as regards height

and girth. These plantations are about
12 years old, and although it is as yet early

to judge, the Scots Pine should ultimately

be the more valuable on account of its

superior timber.

IJroad-leaved trees are not a great fea-

ture in the Woburn woods, and this is not
surprising considering the character of the

soil. Oaks in pure plantations were
planted 11 years ago on the German
method, viz., in rows 4 feet apart, the dis-

tance between the plants being 18 inches,

so that the number of plants per acre

works out at something like 7,000. These
plantations were laid down according to

the directions of Sir W. Schlieh, and al-

though they will probably need under-
planting before they reach maturity, no
fault, beyond perhaps the excessive cost

of planting, can be found with them at

present. Needless to say, Quercus sessili-

flora has been chosen for this experiment,
as the soil is altogether too dry and light

for the pedunculate species. Chestnuts,
although apparently vigorous and healthy,

almost invariably develop ring shake.

their timber thus being rendered useless

for anything but fence posts and other

rougli work. This mysterious detect has

baffled foresters and scientists alike, but
it is significant that the main fissures in

several felled trees which we examined
all nearly exactly corresponded, viz.,

were situated in the 50th annular ring

from the date of felling (1911). Weather
records show a winter of extreme severity

in the years 1860-61. In regions not sub-

ject to hard frosts ring shake is compara-
tively seldom found, so it is possible

that frost may be the cause of the trouble.

Ash grows well in some of the more fertile

spots at Woburn, and some remarkably
fine specimens are to be seen, but exten
sive plantings will never be possible over
the large areas owing to the lack of

mineral foods, particularly lime, in the

soil.

I do not believe there are forests to be
found in this country better than those
just described, and it would be interesting

to compare some of the yields with those

from Continental woods. The work at

Woburn is on the lines of true forestry,

not the casual arboriculture which is com-
mon on so many British estates. Some
things there, such as the non-removal of

mature timber or the excessive number of

shelter trees over newly-formed planta-

tions, would surprise Continental foresters,

but it must be remembered that the Duke
of Bedford, although keenly interested in

forestry, has also a love for the effects pro-

duced by large groups of trees, and pre-

fers a fine view to the profits which could
only be made by spoiling it. Mr. Mitchell,

his forester, understands this too, and the
result is not only good forestry but a land-

scape of exceptional beauty. J. G.
Watson.

SOUTH AFRICA.

VALUE OF SMALL HOLDINGS.
It ifi interesting to find that the small holdings

movement is penetrating into fiucb sparsely-

populated regions as South Africa, and it might
seem paradoxical that a country with a popula-

tion of 12 persons to the square mile should con-

cern itself with the problem of small holdings.

But to the observant student of intensive culti-

vation, no paradox is involved, for the question

of small holdings is at bottom the question of

the limits of size consistent with the most
efficient cultivation.

As the writer of the article points out, Mr.
Se«bohm Rovvntree, in his recent work on

Land and Labour ; Lessons from Belgium, con-

cludes, from a careful investigation extending over

four years, that Belgium gains enormously from

the subdivision of her land among large numbers
of small cultivators. The facts are eloquent. With
a naturally poor soil, Belgian crops—other than

Wheat—stand first in Europe for amount of

yield per acre, and the average yield of Wheat
reaches the fine quantity of 34 bushelfi per acre.

Side by side with this high productiveness

stands the fact that the deneity of population of

Belgium is not far short of double that of Eng-

land, the respective numbers being 589 persons

per square mile in Belgium, and 342 in Great

Britain. Applying the moral to be drawn from
Europe to the ca«e of South Africa, the South

Afriran Agricultural Journal recognises that

small farming is to be encouraged, and main-

tains that, with the small holdings, there must

be freehold and co-operation. It urges that

every farmer should lay off an acre-farm, which

should serve him as a model and a standard to

which he might aspire to raise the yields from

his larger fields.
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NEW OR NOTEWORTHY
PLANTS.

BUXUS HENRYI, Mayr.

Maye, in his Fremland Wald und Part
bciume, p. 451 (1906), refers to a peculiarly dis-

tinct species of Box, discovered by the eminent

Chinese collector, Augustine Henry, near Ichang,

which he designates as Buxus Henryi. As, how-

ever, the description is inadequate for the

identification of his species, I have thought fit to

amplify his diagnosis, basing my remarks upon

Henry's specimens (No. 3,387), which are pre-

served at Kew, and which I presume to be

conspecific.

A much-branched shrub, 6 feet high, second

year's shoots more or less terete with exfoliating

greyish, glabrous bark ; current year's twigs

straight, 3-4^ inches long, alternately com-

pressedly quadrangular, smooth, greyish, and

absolutely glabrous ; internodes 4 to 1 inch long

;

axillary buds minute, puberulous ; terminal buds

long and slender. Beech-like; leaves oppo.site,

ECHIUM WILDPRETII.

The Bevue Horlirole for October 1 contains

some notes and two illustrations by Dr.

G. V. Perez, Teneriffe, on several species of

Echium which grow wild in that island. One of

these, E. Auberiannm, now app<?ars to me to be

identical with E. Wildpretii, as grown at Kew
since 1897, figured in the Botanical Magazine,
t. 7847, and represented by a coloured plate in

the Gardeners' Chronicle for October 26. In

the note accompanying this plate I stated that E.

Wildpretii was " distinct enough in foliage and
habit from the other species found in Teneriffe

"

to be accepted as a good species. I have since

carefully examined the specimens of this and
ofher Echiums in the Kew herbarium and have
read Dr. Perez's notes, and I am now convinced

that the plant described by Webb as E. Auberi-

annm, represented by the picture in the Revue
HoriirnJe and grown by Dr. Perez, is our E.

Wildpretii. The following is a rough transcript

of a portion of Dr Perez's notes. Writing of E.

Anborianum, he says it grows in Teneriffe at an
altitude of about 5,000 feet, and that a plant of

'^ AR^CHR^M

^IG. 182.—FLOWERS AND FOLIAGE OF BUXUS HENRYL

spreading, lanceolate or broadly lanceolate,

obtuse or minutely apiculate, narrowing gradu-

ally from below the middle into a scarcely per-

ceptible grooved petiole, 2 2| inches long, |-1^

inch broad, thinly leathery and rigid, greyish-

green above, paler below, distinctly penninerved

and glabrous on both sides, the closely-parallel

lateral veins with their accompanying reticula-

tions not very patent ; margin closely wavy and
slightly recurved and cartilaginous ; inflores-

cences axillary, opposite, scarcely exceeding

half an inch, several-flowered, invested below
with imbricate conspicuously fcarious and
greyish, oblong subacute or obovate ciliolate

bracts, the inner of which aire transparent.

The exceedingly large leaves of B. Henryi (see

fig. 182) and it« conspicuous inflorescences, with
their exserted stamens, which suggest the species*

affinity to the Balearic Box, would render it a

desirable adjunct to the Boxes now obtaining in

English horticulture. The desirability of its

introduction is commended to the notice of plant-

collectors in China, i?. A. Diimmer.

it which flowered in his garden this year attained

a height of 8 feet. The flowers are bright pink

when they open, the pink of the Ivy-leaved

Pelargonium Mme. Crousse, but their colour

changes to purple as they age, and the two

colours together give the whole spike the effect

of brick-red, which is the colour shown in the

Gardeners' Chronicle plate. The same species

has also been named E. Bourgeauanum. Where
it grows wild E Auberiannm experiences frost

;

it is, in fact, the hardiest species in the island.

It ought therefore to succeed out-of-doors in the
warmer parts of this country.

Dr. Perez also mentions a hybrid Echium now
growing in his garden which flowered for the
first time last September. It was a chance seed-

ling from an old plant of E. candicans, and
owed its origin, he believes, to the intervention

of bees which had carried pollen from the flowers

of E. simplex growing near to the flowers of E.
candicans. In habit the hybrid is more like

E. simplex than E. candicans, though one of the

plants bore three flower-spikes instead of only

one, as E. simplex does. The flowers were a clear

blue, about the same shade as the flowers of

Plumbago capensis. E. simplex must be a mag-
nificent object where it grows as it does in

Teneriffe. Dr. Perez had a plant of it which
when in flower was 11 feet high. Before flower-

ing it forms a short-stemmed rosette about 4 feet

iii diameter, the leaves being 2 feet long by
4 inches wide. The three most striking species

of Echium belonging to the Simplicia section and
natives of Teneriffe appear to be E. simplex,

E. Pininana, which has leaves nearly 3 feet by
6 inches, forming a single rosette about 5 feet

through, and E. Auberiannm (Wildpretii).

Eight years ago Lord Walsingham flowered

several species of Echium in his garden at

Merton Hall, Thetford. (S:-e The Garden, July,

1904, p. 59.) One of these he had under the

name of E. candicans giganteum, but from jiis

description of the plant it must have been E.

Auberiannm, and not a variety of E. candicans,

which is of branching habit and blue flowered.

ir. W.

ORCHID NOTES AND GLEANINGS.

DENDROBIUM SUPERBUM GIGANTEUM
VAR. ROEBELENU.

The variety Roebelenii is a white form of the
well-known D. superbimi, and one of the finest

of the genus, not excepting even the grand D.

Wardianum. The snow-white sepals and broad,

undulated petals, with a deep violet and whito
lip, will make it one of the most desirable Or-
chids, both for exhibition purposes and the cut^

flower trade. The large, showy blooms expand
in October and November, when there are very

few Dendrobiums in flower. The long, pendulous
stems are not so strong as in the ordinary type,

but very often they attain 6 to 7 feet in length.

The flowers are set almost the whole length i:f

the stem in twos, threes and fours ; indeed, as

many as 100 flowers have been counted on a
single stem. Their perfume is not so pro-

nounced as in the old type. D. superbum
giganteum is found over the whole Eastern Ar-
chipelago as far as New Guinea, and from the

Gu.f of Bengal to the Gulf of Tonquin, but so

far very few white forms have been found
amongst them. It has been my good fortune to

come across this fine variety, growing together

with the old form, though it is by no means very

plentiful and many big trees had to be feUcd
to get a small lot together. D. superbum i)i-

variably grows in low grounds; warmth and
plenty of moisture are necessary to their well-

being. So far as I can see they never are

entirely at rest; even in the dry season they

push forth new growths. In their home the
rainy season begins in November and lasts till

May ; then follows a very dry period, at the

end of it the flowers expand and last in bloom
for several weeks. They mostly grow on very

high Teak trees, with very little shade from the
overhanging branches. Plenty of water and de-

cayed leaves falling between their- roots seem to

be quite essential to their well being and to en-

able them to produce such enormously long stems.

Indeed, I cannot believe a small pot with a few

crocks and a little Sphagnum-moss are sufficient

to grow them successfully and keep them in per-

fection for any length of time, but this matter

I have to leave to the wisdom and experience of

growers at home. C. Roehelen, Orchid Collector,

Bangkok, October, 1912. [Dried flowers are sent

which well bear out Mr. Roebelen's remarks, but
it may be well to state that three white forms
are already in gardens, those known as Burkei
(see Gardeners' Chronicle, 1884, vol. xxi, p. 306)

and Hutton's variety (see Gardeners' Chronicle,

1869, p. 686) being apparently of the same clasa

as that now described.— Eds.1
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CORSICA.

The Island of Corsica, which owco much of its

fame to the fact tliat it was the birthplace of the

great Napoleon, is no less interesting to the

naturalist than to the historian.

It lies 106 mUes from the coast of France, and

60 miles from the Italian shoie. The Strait of

Bonifacio, 6 miles in width, separates it from the

Island of Sardinia. Corsica was formerly known

as " L'ile de Beaute," and it well deserves the

name. A solid chain of mountains stretches

along the middle of the island from north to

south, and culminates in Monte Cinto, which is

nearly 9,000 feet high. The central range throws

several arms towards the sea, notably one in the

Bast, which, intersected by deep valleys, ends

abruptly at the coast, where the rocks rise sheer

out of the water, and the shore is broken into

Innumerable gulfs. The western slopes are more

gentle, and form wide, fertile valleys and plains,

which were once known collectively as the

granary of Rome. At the present day, unfor-

tunately, the name is no longer applicabla.

From the mountains many torrents make their

way to the valleys below, carrying with them

large quantities of sand and small particles of

rock, which so fill up the beds of the streams

that the water overflows the land.

Malaria is rife in warm weather, and until

lately no precautions were taken to prevent its

ravages by destroying its agent, the mosquito.

The Climate.

Owing to the mountainous and varied char-

acter of the land, the climate varies very much
in different parts of the island. Broadly speak-

ing, the climate may be said to be intermediatr

between that of the French Riviera and that ui

Algeria, bui, less extreme, owing to the influeiK.

of the sea. The island is of granitic formatiun,

except for a small block of limestone in the south
;

its geology is curious and somewhat comple.x,

igneous rocks cropping up in the strangest posi-

tions. The arable soils are mainly alluvial.

They have been formed by deposits brought

down from the mountains by the streams, and

sure of a light, sandy nature. In some places

clay appears to have been formed by the atmo-

spheric-weathering of granite rocks.

According to the latest report by the Hon.

Henry Dundas,* only one-fifth of the island is

cultivated ; and even this estimate would seem

high, since it is possible to traverse many miles

without seeing any sign of cultivation. At first

sight one might h^ tempted to blame the idle-

ness of the population for this neglect, but it

must be remembered that in some parts water

is very scarce, and in the south five or six months

of drought are by no means unusual. Again,

malaria, as already stated, is extremely preva-

lent, and makes it impossible to live in the

plains during the summer. A few months ago

the sum of 12,000,000 francs was voted by France

for the purpose of draining the eastern coast, 'in

the hope of reducing malaria and restoring the

ancient fertility of the plains. During the last few

years the occupation of agriculture has received

a certain stimulus in the shape of the formation

of the " Syndicat Agricole "
; and a change in the

food-habits of the population has also operated

favourably in this direction.

From an extremely remote period until recent

times life in Corsica has been very easy. In

every valley, as well as on the slopes of the

granite hills, there grew in wild profusion a most

useful tree—the Sweet Chestnut. The fruit,

ground into a flour, formed the staple food of the

people, who cooked it with goat's milk to make
"pollenta," and ate it at every meal. Home-
made cheese formed a large part of the diet, and
also wild game, which the people shot at will—for

every Corsican possesses and carries a gun. Un-
fortunately, a parasitic fungus has of recent

years attacked the Sweet Chestnut, and, after

ruining the plantations in the centre and south-

• Report OD Corsica, by Consul the Hon. Henry Dundas,
1910.

west of France, made its appearance in the thick

groves of Corsica. The attack of this disease is

insidious and deadly. It usually makes itself

apparent at the time that the trees affected have

finished their annual growth. The leaves hang

on the branches in autumn long after the healthy

trees are bare. They_fall ultimately, and no new
leaves being formed, the tree dies. The process

usually takes three or four years ; and when the

tree is cut down, the wood is found to be quite

black, as if the sap has turned to ink ; the dis-

ease is, indeed, known as the " ink " disease. A
long series of investigations has been carried out

by the French Government with a view to the

identification and elimination of the fungus ; but

down to the present no remedy has been dis-

covered.

Besides the " ink " disease, another enemy to

the Chestnuts, scarcely less harmful, has made its

appearance. This enemy is the tannin factory,

which prepares tanning materials from the wood
of the Sweet Chestnut trees. About £80,000
worth of extract of Chestnut-wood is exported
annually to England and Germany to be used in

plains :^C. Aurantium (Orange), C. vulgaris

(bitter Orange), C. decumana (Shaddock), 0.

medica (Citron), and C. nobilis (Mandarin).

Cedrats and Lemons are exported in fairly large

quantities, but the tree which thrives best is the

Almond. There are several large plantations of

this tree, and they could, no doubt, be increased,

as Corsican almonds, which are very rich in

flavour, find a ready market. A company,
financed entirely by British capital, has been

established tor six years on two large plots out-

side Bastia; on one, there are about 10,000

Almond trees. Figs thrive almost anywhere, and
the same may be said of Peaches. A little wine
is made, chiefly in the north, around Cape Corso.

Very little in the way of horticulture proper

has as yet been attempted. This seems a pity,

as natural conditions are even better than in the

Riviera itself. Round the towns of Ajaccio and
Bastia there are a few private gardens, where
Palms, Cacti, Araucarias, Acacias, and Eucalyp-

tus grow exceedingly well. A few market gar-

deners grow various kinds of vegetables with

success. New Potatos, Green Peas, and similar

[Photograph bi, C. L. Digoy.

Fig. 183.—Aj\ccio, showing the numerous olive trees on the outskirts.

the dyeing industry ; and, dreading the fungus-

disease, and attracted by the idea of getting

ready money for his trees, the Corsican willingly

sells his capital. Scarcely any young trees are

planted in the place of those which are felled

;

wuth the result that in a few years, the owner of

forest land is obliged to till it in order to get a

living. In this way, agriculture slowly increases,

and makes a certain amount of progress.

In spite of all the adverse circumstances

against which the Chestnut trees have to con-

tend, there are still some large forests in the

island. The best are to be found in the districts

of Orezza and Otto, and large quantities of the
fruit are exported thence to Lyons, for the

manufacture of " marrons glaces."

Many of the lower slopes are covered with
Olive trees, especially in the district of Balagne,
and all round Ajaccio (see fig. 183). The grey
foliage of the Olive gives the landscape a peculiar

aspect ; somewhat dull at times, but with a certain

beauty of its own, especially when a light wind
stirs the leaves, which gleam and glitter in the

bright Corsican sunshine. Numerous species of

Citrus grow, and succeed very well, in the Corsican

products are obtainable all through the winter
;

but the long period of drought makes gardening

difficult in the summer. Attempts at growing
flowers—notably Roses, Carnations, and Freesias

—have proved successful ; and, no doubt, when
communication is more frequent, this branch of

horticulture will increase.

The Corsican Flora.

In the preface to the Flore Generah de la

France MM. Bonnier et de Layens say:—"As
for the Isle of Corsica, its flora is so peculiar that

we have not included it in our book." Corsica

possesses, however, a large number of species in

common with the neighbouring Continental

coast ; others are only met with in countries as

far distaiit as Greece, Spain, and Algeria ; which
seems to point to a former connection between all

these countries. Others, again, are indigenous

to Corsica ; but the native plants are becoming
rarer each year, chiefly owing to increased means
of communication. Of the plants indigenous to

the island we may mention :—Draba Loiseleuri

Boiss., Cistus corsicus Lois, Silcne Corsica D.C.,

Silene Requienii Ott (Melandrium Requienii
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'Rohr), Erodiiim corsicum (a very pretty, freely-

dowering rock plant), Ruta Corsica, Gallium

rorsicum Spreng., Bellis Bernardii Boiss. and

Rent, Aronicum corsicum D.C., Helichrysum

frigidum, Linaria hepaticsefolia Duby, Mentha
Flequienii Benth., which forms a dense, strongly-

scented carpet. Thymus herba-barona Lois,

Helxine Soleirolii (of which there is a good border

on the stage of No. 4 house at Kew) grows in the

open in warm places.

The most striking feature of the Corsican flora

is the " maquis." This is the name given to the

thickly growing shrubs covering all the

land which is not cultivated or wooded. Vari-

ous species of Cistus form the greater part of

the *' maquis,*' the dominant forms being Cistus

nionspeliensis, L., with narrow, dark leaves, and
white fiowers ; C. salvifolius, L., or sage-leaved

Cistus. A natural hybrid, formed by a cross be-

tween C. nionspeliensis and C. salvifolium often

occurs, and is known as C. Flichei. C. incanus,

L. (C. corsicus Lois), is quite distinct frr*n the

three first-named species, having wider leaves,

and large, attractive-looking pink flowers. The
aroma of the Cistus is perceptible a considerable

distance out at sea; and Napoleon, the greatest

of all Corsicans, wrote from St. Helena;—"La
Corse ! cette ile enchantee ! son odeur seule me
la ferait reconnaitre."

On the fresher slopes, the Strawberry tree

(Arbutus Unedo) takes precedence of the Cistus,

forming impenetrable thickets. The fruits ripen

in December, and are used for making jam.

Pistacia Lentiscus is common in the " maquis "
;

and also Erica arborea, which grows very tall, and
when in bloom, in early spring, forms greyish-

white pyramids. The roots of this Erica are

sent to Ajaccio, where they are used for the

manufacture of " briar " pipes.

Jlyrtus communis and Phillyrea angustifolia

are much in favour in Continental gardens ; they

both grow in the " maquis," and the inhabi-

tants of the island make baskets of the straight,

young shoots of the Myrtus. Calycotome spinosa

is conspicuous on account of its sharp thorns. It

is a first-class hedging shrub, though somewhat
bare in winter. The plant presents a charming
appearance in early spring, when it is aglow with

bright-yellow flowers. It has a peculiar advan-

tage in that it is not nibbled by goats or

rodents, all its parts being poisonous. There are

several other plants of smaller size and less pro-

fusion, such as Daphne Gnidium, Genista Corsica,

Lavandula Stceclias, Psoralea bitimiinosa, Helian-

themum Tuberaria, H. guttatum, Helichrysum
tempis, H. angustifoliuni, &c.

Long, prickly trails of Smilax aspera and As-

paragus acutifolius bind the shrubs together, and
make them impenetrable. The general appear-

ance of the "maquis" is that of a dark green
carpet, relieved in winter by golden spots of

Calycotome and Genista. In May, the Cistus

are in bloom, and the "maquis" then looks at its

l^e^t ; but with June come the hot, dry winds
from Algeria, which destroy the flowers and foli-

age, leaving everything burnt and reddish, and
suggestive of an African landscape. In olden
times the " maquis " formed a safe retreat for the

outlaw flying from gendarmes or vendetta ; but
the days of banditti are over, and they are only

seen on picture jjost-cards. The chief utility of the
" maquis " shrubs at the present day consists in

providing material for the manufacture of char-

coal, of which 5,5CX} tons are exported annually,

r.nndles of Cistus and Lentisques are used by
bakers as fuel for their ovens. Where the
" maquis " has been destroyed and the ground
abandoned, it quickly becomes covered with
Asphodelus albus and Asparagus acutifolius. As-
pho<lelus albus is attractive, with its tall,

graceful spikes of white flowers. It has fleshy

roots, which are very difficult to dig out of the
soil when ones they are established. O. L.
Digoy.

(To be cotilimied.)

FOREIGN CORRESPONDENCE.

THE BULGARIAN ROSE HARVEST.
It is part of the irony of history that the most

sanguinary struggles sometimes take place in the

fairest spots. The slopes of the Balkan Moun-
tains are the Rose garden of South eastern

Europe. Once south of the Shipka Pass (so

grimly held by the Turks in 1877-8), the travel-

ler finds himself in the Valley of Flowers.

Should it be late May or early June, the whole

countryside (sloping upward to the snow-clad

mountains, downward to the Maritza River, and
thus forming a natural " South Wall ") is red

with the Musk Roses from which the famous
" attar "—worth its weight in gold—is extracted,

and gay with the songs of the girls and women
who pick the Royal blo.ssoms. Motley and pic-

turesque are the flower-gatherers—here a group
of veiled Mohammedan women, representing the

daily diminishing Turkish element, there a bevy
of Greek girls in native caps, fair-haired Rus-

factory in which the most precious liquid in the
world is produced among the most picturesque
surroundings. The valley of Damascus, the vale

of Cashmere, Ghazipur, a few favoured spots in

Italy and Sicily, and (last but not least) the

French Riviera also produce the Rose, but Bul-

garia fears no rival except the last-named. With
ample w-ood to feed the distillery furnaces, run-
ning water to cool the alembic pipe, cheap peas-

ant labour, a singularly suitable soil, and a site

designed by Nature herself for a flower garden,

the Valley of Roses is likely to hold its own for

long years to come. This part of Bulgaria, at

any rate, is—as a famous warrior remarked of

another favoured land—" a country worth fight-

ing for." F. A. If.

AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION IN FRANCE.
FR.1NCE has a way of doing without fuss, and

merely because they are in accord with common
sense, many things which other countries can only

contrive after much talking and arduous

campaigning. Among those things which they

[Flwlogntph by C. L. Digoy.

Fig. 184.—VIEW in the forest of aitone, Corsica, the trees are pinus laricio.

sians or swarthy Albanians—for the native Bul-

garian population is unequal to the daily task of

picking the tons of blossoms necessary to produce

a few pounds of the " essence," and workmen
are recruited from far and wide. Nor can they

gather for many hours daily, for the perfume

distiller knows that the best results can only be

obtained from flowers plucked at dawn or even-

tide, and once the sun is high in the heavens,

work is suspended until the cooler hours. But
many hands make light work, and the whits-

sleeved native girls and women (interspersed with

a few lads, and reinforced by the foreign pickers)

empty their baskets unceasingly into sacks which
the long string of donkeys carries to the primi-

tive distillery.

A simple thatched shed—a lean-to constructed

against any convenient wall—a brick furnace

surmounted by a rude alembic, a tub of cold

spring water (constantly renewed by a gully from
the mountain side) to cool the pipe, a large flask

or bottle to receive the product—such is the rude

order better in France are th^ agricultural

co-operative credit societies, and no higher tribute

to the success of these societies is to be found than

that contained in a report made by United States

representatives to President Taft. That report

states that as a consequence of this and other

educative work done during the past 15 years in

France, the value of the annual crops has been

increased by £20,000,000.

Board of Agriculture Appointments to
THE Horticultural Branch.—The attention

of our readers is directed to the announcements

in another column of the intention of the Board

of Agriculture to appoint a General Horticul-

tural Inspector to the Horticultural Branch of

the Department. In addition to the general in-

spectorship, appointments of two other inspec-

tors win be made in connection with the work
of the Board dealing with scheduled pests.
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THE ROSARY.

CULTURAL NOTES FOR DECEMBER.
With respect to transplanting, it is unneces-

sary to repeat the advice given for November,

except to insist upon a careful selection of varie-

ties with a view to their individual habits

of growth. This point is often neglected,

and Roses are frequently found in places

which are unsuited to their size and habit,

especially in beds and borders of mixed varie-

ties. Even with climbers and pillar Roses,

& variety is often to be s«en which only

reaches to about half the desired height, and

another which so overgrows its support as to

be unsightly. A row of pillar Roses, or a

border of dwarfs, should be all of the same, or

nearly the same, height; and unless the habit

of each is well known, it is worth while to make

.inquiry. As regards dates of flowering, the

"same care in selection should be exercised. These

remarks have, perhaps, little to do with actual

culture. They are merely suggestions, thrown

out in the hope of preventing disappointment.

In exposed positions, some protection will pro-

bably be needed ; but as little should be given

as possible—coddling will do more harm than

good to hardy varieties, and these are now so

numerous that there is no excuse for growing

tender ones out-of-doors. The best protection for

dwarfs is supplied by drawing up the soil round

the roots and base ; this is better than heavy

mulchings of rotten manure, which nearly always

freezes and does more harm than good. The

indiscriminate scattering of loose straw litter

among the plants should also be avoided ; this

is only of use where they are exposed to a cold,

frosty wind, and since the wind invariably blows

the litter away, the plants are soon completely

exposed to its biting influence. Branches or

twigs of Fir (aciording to the size of the plants)

are much better. They are more easily ar-

ranged, do not retain moisture, and are too heavy

to be readily blown away. If the position is

very exposed, it is a good plan to form a minia-

ture hedge of the branches, laying a few among

the plants as well. In the case of tender dwarf

Roses (such as Ma Capucine) it is a good plan

to stick a few branches of Birch among the

plants; if taller than the Roses they keep off

wind and hoar fiost.

Ample light and air should be afforded at all

times, both in summer and in winter.

ROSES UNDER GLASS.

There is little to be done indoors, except to

bring a few more plants into the warmth, and

to provide a slightly increased temperature for

the first batch. January is probably the best

time for starting the main batch, since there is

a prospect of more light as they develop ; though

the sun may not be visible, the light is sensibly

increased. The earliest of the grafted plants

may be removed from the case, though they

should be retained for a time in the same section

of the house. This part of the subject of Rose

culture, however, was so fully treated in the

notes for November that it is unnecessary to go

further into the same matter now. The same
method should be continued until a sufficient

number of plants are obtained. Practice.

NEW ROSES. — IV.
TEA-SCENTED ROSES.

(Concluded from p. 406.)

iilRS. Foley Hobbs (T., A. Dickson & Sons,

1910). This Rose is coming (or peihaps I should

rather say has come) very rapidly into favour

with exhibitors, some of whom regard it as the

•best Tea introduced since White Maman Cochet.

It is ivory-white with a good high centre and

plenty of petals ; sometimes, particularly when
grown under glass, it has a faint tinge of peach

crlour in the centre. The plant is strong,

vigorous and hardy, and grows rather tall. It

is certainly a very beautiful and perfect flower

of distinct outline and firm, the edges of the

petals of which are slightly indented or waved,

and the flowers are freely produced. It is, how-

ever, not merely useful to the exhibitor, but is

also an excellent garden Rose, and will become

popular when known.

Mbs. Herbert Stevens (T., McGredy & Son,

1910). If Mrs. Foley Hobbs is one of the best

Tea Roses for exhibition, the variety Mrs. Herbert

Stevens must take its place among the best half-

dozen decorative Roses of recent introduction.

It is altogether a delightful Rose, both in

the bud and in the flower. The colour is

a pure whits, and the buds long and pointed,

while the flowers, with their long, shell-

shaped petals of good .substance and opaque, are

most attractive. The flowers are thin and there-

fore open well. I should have thought them too

small for exhibition, at least as a rule, but I

am told that the flowers will come of large size

if strictly disbudded. The flowers are fairly

well carried on long stems, which make them

most useful for decoration, while their highly

artistic form and finish make them great

favourites with ladies for wearing in the evening.

The only things I have against this Rose are its

slight tendency to mildew, and also that in my

garden its growth has not been so vigorous as I

could have wished, and the foliage is poor, but

I am told I shall not have to complain of the

growing power when the plants are fully estab-

li.shed. I have only had my plants for a year,

but have found the flowers most attractive and

very freely produced. I think it a Rose that

everyone should grow freely.

Mrs. Hubert T.-iylor (T., A. Dickson & Sons,

1909) on its introduction was spoken of as a

more vigorous Mme. Cusin. It is certainly a

strong grower, but the flowers are less attractive,

and are paler than those of Mme. Cusin, being

a pale rose-pink. Sometimes they are pretty and

the plant is certainly a good doer, but I am often

disappointed with its performance.

Molly Sh.\rm,\n Crawford (T., A. Dickson

& Sons, 1908). I very early fell a victim to the

charms of this beautiful Rose, which flowers

continuously from one end of the summer to the

other. The flowers are white, generally well

shaped, and carried erect well above the foliage.

The plant is fairly symmetrical, with beautiful

foliage, red when young, and passing through

bronze to green. It is a good grower, and has

been perfectly hardy with me. It is specially

good in hot weather, and I found its value in the

hot summer of 1911, when so many Roses became

useless, but it will also stand a certain amount of

wet. Its weak points, if it has any, are that in

cold weather the petals ar.e apt to come slightly

crinkled or rough on the surface, and that for

its class it is a little, but not badly, subject to

mildew. This notwithstanding, it is about the

best white bedding Rose we have at present, and

is a thoroughly good garden Rose, with a very

pleasant Tea perfume.

Nit.\ Weldon (T., a. Dickson & Sons, 1908) is

another white Rose with a slight tint of buff. It

seems a useful Rose for exhibition, and has not

been a failure as a garden Rose, but it requires

good cultivation

Paula (T., Paul & Son, 1908). This Rose is

said to have been raised by crossing a seedling

from Marechal Niel with a seedling .from G.

Nabonnand. It is lemon-yellow in colour, not

very full, and a little too loose in shape, but a

pretty decorative Rose. The plants are very

bushy and well shaped, and flower freely and

continuously. The flower has a pleasant frag-

rance.

W. R. Smith (T., Henderson, 1908) was raised

as a cross between Kaiserin Augusta Victoria

and Maman Cochet. The flowers are white with

a tinge of blush, usually well formed and of

plenty of substance, but not carried erect. The
plant is a good grower, with plenty of foliage,

of a good dark green, and seems free from mil-

dew. It is a good Rose for exhibition and quite

a fair garden plant. White Sose.

THE ALPINE BARDEN.

PRIMULA CARNIOLICA AT HOME.
Judging from catalogues. Primula carniolica

should be a common plant in gardens. In point

of fact it is a very rare one indeed (and hardly

less so in nature), the plants that masquerade

under its name being usually forms of P. glauces

cens. The true P. carniolica is the third and

least-known in the brevibracteate group, which

also includes P. marginata and the magnificent

true P. viscosa (also a very rare plant in gar-

I'ens, where it sometimes slips in under the

names of P. latifolia, P. graveolens, or P. cyno-

glossifolia). Of the three, P. viscosa has the

widest distribution, ranging along the granite

Alps from the Pyrenees. P. marginata belongs

to the Maritime, Graian and Cottian Alps, but
P. carniolica, despite its promising specific, is

restricted to a very small district north of

Trieste, on the wooded hill-tops round Idria,

where, even so, it is of very local occurrence.

I have never been so far for a single species.

For weary day after day one toils out to Vienna,

and thence, for weary day after day, far down
into the Southern Alps, until at last one has

got utterly beyond all civilised peoples and
languages, into a far corner of the world, where
every word is alike unspellable and unpro-

nounceable, built entirely of x's and z's, and
rarely consists of fewer than ten syllables. Here,

in its remote fastnesses, dwells Primula carnio-

lica. The country is wooded and fertile, the hills

are only of some 4-5,000 feet, and hardly, if at

all, rise clear of the woodland. In the tumble of

mountain ranges the eye is struck by the comfort-

able steadings that perch in cleared patches of

culture all up their sides. And the whole Sla-

vonian land gives an impression of ease and pros-

perity. The Slavs of this secluded hill-country

have a nobler look than they show in more
populous and central districts.

Even in its own realm it is not easy to come
by P. carniolica, so sporadic is the distribution

of the plant. One climbs by steep and stony

tracks, over grassy slopes, ablaze in the lite

August with Michaelmas Daisy and lovely Cycla-

men, up and up, by hot and sunburnt ways, over

delusive summit after summit, each in turn

showing a fresh apparent summit in the dis-

tance, until one is hot and anxious indeed. For

all the way, no matter at what height, there is

no sign whatever of the Primula—no, not even

when you are well within the zone where all right-

minded Primulas have the habit of being found.

I ranged from likely spot to likely spot, and

from each returned empty to the track. To
have come so far— ! And meanwhile Omphalo-

des verna was the only thing of interest I saw
;

and there were now, of course, no more flowers.

Ultimately, though I had precise directions, it was

in a cold sweat of misery that I climbed at last

empty-handed into the icy wind that swept the

summit of the hill ; and still I had found nothing.

Here, however, was a mown meadow, with heaps

of stone picked off to clear it, and piled up. On
the far side was another steep and wooded slope

facing the north, and here, in the grass on the

shady side of the stone piles, just as I was long-

ing for death, suddenly began P. carniolica.

in the grass the Primula was poorly, and had

a depressed, unhappy look, struggling with long

trunks along the ground. It was down in the

wood below that it belonged and abounded in

rich luxuriance in the dense shade, thriving in

the deep wads of moss, and on the damp faces

and ledges of shady rocks. This rare and

wonderful Primula differs wholly in character

from its two relations (and from all its section,

indeed). It is not a saxatile plant like P. mar-

ginata. It is not an open-air plant like P. vis-

cosa. It loves obscurity and moss and mois-

ture, and. alone of all our Alpine Primulas, re-

joices in rich, cool, and copsy corners, such as

might suit the common Primrose. Here, in

deep sponges of moss, it forms wide, straggling
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plnnts, sending out its wocdy trunks through

the soft expanse. Here and there spring

its tufts of leaves, which are long and oval

and slack in texture, rather glossy, and

absolutely devoid of hairs or powder. They

die utterly away in autumn, and the green bud

of next year's foliage alone remains to teU you

that the plant is there. When I found it the

leaves were yellowing, and I was disappointed

to find only one seed-head. It would seem that

course, an albino form, which must be lovely.

In my own case, as all the flower was over, I

must trust to luck for it, and to my pertinacity

in searching out such plants as had a pallid

look in their leaves. In the same station, too, has

been rarely recorded the beautiful hybrid of P.

carniolica with P. Auricula—that P. X venusta

which, crossed again with its maternal aunt

P. marginata, has resulted in the glorious violet

of the secondary hybrid P. X lUarven. But,

NOTICES OF BOOKS.

British Violets.*

In this volume Mrs. Gregory has brought

together the result of more than a quarter of a
century's work on the British Violets ; that is to

say, the species of Viola of the section Nominiura,

which e.xcludes the Pansies (V. tricolor, &c.).

Mrs. Gregory has not only studied the plants

in the field, but also under cultivation, and has

examined the material in the collections at the

British Museum, Kew, and Cambridge, and also

specimens sent by numerous correspondents.

Twelve species are recognised : Viola odorata, V.

hirta, V. calcarea, V. palustris, and V. epipsila of

the group Acaules, and V. silve5tris,V. Riviniana,

V. rupestris, V. canina, V. lactea, V. stagnina,

and V. montana of the Caulescentes group.

Hooker's Student's Flora (Ed. 3, 1884) recog-

nised six species, while the recent edition of

Babington's Manual, by Messrs. Groves (1904)

gives eight. The additional species are (1) Viola

cLilcarea (Gregory), a segregate from V. hirta,

which Babington had included with other forms

as a variety of that species, and which was

restricted and defined by Mrs. Gregory in the

Journal of Botany, 1904. Though when thus

restricted it is a widely different plant in appear-

ance from typical V. hirta, Mrs. Gregory is fain

to admit that the two are connected by a whole

series of intermediates. (2) V. epipsila

(Ledebour) was first detected by Mrs. Gregory

as a British plant from South Devon, and has

since been noted from other localities in southern

England, Wales, and Ireland. It is very closely

related to V. palustris, but kept distinct in most

j5uropean floras. (3) V. lactea (Smith), which

British botanists have regarded generally as a

subspecies of V. canina. (4) V. montana (L.), dis-

covered in Woodwalton Fen, Huntingdon, in

1905. This is synonymous with V. nemoralis

(Xiitzing), a German and Scandinavian plant,

but the author expresses her doubts as to its

validity as a good species, and would " not b©

surprised if it turned out to be a hybrid between

V. canina var. lucorum and V. stagnina."

Under each species is cited its synonymy : this

is followed by a detailed description of the plant

nnd its parts, various notes, and details of dis-

liibution in the British Isles. The numerous
\arieties, forms, and hybrids are discussed in

detail and at length An important feature of the

I'ook are the numerous excellent illustrations,

iriitly reproductions of photographs and partly

Inn- drawings, the latter by Miss W. Mills. Mr.
(t, (', Druce supplies an introduction, in which
]io reviews the history of our knowledge of the

British Violets. Mrs. Gregory also acknow-

ledges his help, along with that of other workers

at British botany, in her preface.

The book is very clearly printed, and forms a

N'aluable addition to the literature of the critical

(tudy of the British flora. Mrs. Gregory is to

lie congratulated on the completion of a useful

niece of work. A. B. R.

Fig. 185.—flowering spkav of asparagus lutzii.

it flowers sparsely at home. With me, in an

open but not sunny border, it grows robustly,

and flowers more readily than almost any other.

The flowers are of quite remarkable beauty,

even among Primulas. They are carried in loose

heads of 3-6, on rather flaccid, smooth, green

stems of some 6 or 8 inches, and are large,

splendid and round, of a very delicate, lovely

rose-pink, with a conspicuous mealy eye, and

an exquisite scent. There has been found, of

though I quested eagerly, I caught no glimpse

of P. venusta, nor indeed did I ever succeed in

sighting any form of P. Auricula. However,

long and far and arduous and expensive as the

journey may be, it is not wasted time or cash

if it yields such a first-class treasure of beauty

and vigour as the very rare and remote P. carnio-

lica, most shy, secluded and romantic of its

race—hardly excepting even the no less rare and

misrepresented P. AUionii. Reginald Farrer.

ASPARAGUS LUTZII.

The new Asparagus, A. Lutzii, illustrated in

fig. 185, was raised by Mr. Lutz, of Bingen-

on-Rhine, from seed obtained by crossing A.

plumosus nanus and another species of Asparagus.

The hybrid is characterised by upright and
vigorous growth, by good-sized short shoots (the

so-called leaves), and by freedom and persistence

of flowering.

As shown in fig. 185 the branches, which reach

a height of upwards of 6 feet, grow fairly erect,

and exhibit but little trace of the climbing habit.

They may be tied to bamboo stakes or to vertical

wires. It wotild appear from the photographs

and description which the raiser has sent to us

that the hybrid A. Lutzii will prove usefid both
for decorative and cutting purposes.

* A monograph, by Mrs. E. S. Gregory. 8vo,, pp. xxilii

108, illustrated. (Cambridge: Heffer.) 1912. Price 6s. neU
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KEW NOTES.

CRATiliGUS CARRI15REI.

This hybrid Thorn originated in France, the

.reputed parents being C. mexicana and C. prum-

ioha. On the Continent the name C. Lavallei is

tomclimes used for the same hybrid. Its most

valiialde character is that the fruits hang on the

trees till December, its only rival in the Thorn

rollection at Kew at the present time being one

of the parents, C. mexicana. The fruits of this

species are yellow, forming a pleasing contrast

1(1 tlie rich orange-red fruits of the hybrid.

Carriere's Thorn is also a showy tree when in

(lower, with corymbs of white blossoms half-an-

inch across, prettily relieved with pink stamens.

The fruits are | inch in diameter, borne 10 to

18 in a bunch. Previous to falling in late autumn

the L-aves assume a shining bronzy-red hue.

CRAT^GUS OXYACANTHA PRECOX,
THE GLASTONBURY THORN.

Judged by the number of inquiries for this

^remarkable tree by visitors, this is the most

popular tree in the outdoor garden at the pre-

sent time. The floweriBg season of the Thorns

is May, but, in addition to producing blossoms

at that time, the Glastonbury Thorn flowcis

more or less freely between November and

March. A tree in the Thorn avenue south of

the temperate house is at the present time flower-

ing freely, while there are also a considerable

number of ripe fruits from the May flowers. The

legend of the Glastonbury Thorn is that, when

Joseph of Arimathea landed in this country to

preach the Gospel, he brought with him a staff

of Thorn wood. At night, while he slept, he

fixed the staff in the ground. In the morning

when he awoke, according to the legend, the

staff had taken root and was covered with white

DAHLIA IMPERIAIIS.

A FINE specimen of this striking Mexican

•plant is flowering in the succulent or Cactus

house No. 5. From the fact of its not flowering

till early winter it is necessary to grow the

plants in large pots or tubs, and remove them

from outside, where they may be grown during

the summer, to a cool greenhouse at the first

sign of frost in autumn. The plant in question

has five vigorous growths about 9 feet in height,

terminating in panicles of white blossoms, faintly

tinged with mauve.

COTONEASTER PANNOSA.

This Chinese species was first collected and

sent to France by a missionary about a dozen

years ago. It is now represented at Kew by a

large bush, 6 feet to 7 feet high. The larger

branches are upright, the younger ones slender

and semi-drooping. The leaves are small, the red

fruits are also on the smaU side and very freely

borne on the branchlets. These seem less attrac-

tive to the birds than other species, for the birds

have only just commenced to eat them, while

most of the fruits are gone from the surround-

ing bushes of other species, except C. rotundi-

folia.

A VINE PERGOLA.

The need for a better position for the collec-

tion of Vitis and one where the many varied

species and varieties might be better observed

and compared has long been felt desirable. Con-

sequently, an iron pergola is now in course of

construction between the refreshment kiosk and

the Rose dell. Running N.E. to S.W., the per-

gola is about 150 yards in length; the uprights

and crossbars are of 1 inch barrel iron, having

an outside diameter of If inch. Along the sides

the uprights are connected with galvanised

chains To each upright three wires are fixed,

tripod fashion, standing out about 1 foot from

the base as additional support for the growths

of the Vitis. The pergola is 10 feet high,

11 feet wide, with an average of about 12 feel

between each pair of standards, of which there

-are 41 on either side, 82 in all. K.

The Week's Work. ^
THE HAEDY FETJIT GAEDEN.

Bv !•'. Jordan, GardLiier to Lady Nunbuknholme,
Waller I'liory, Yorksljire.

Ground Operation.—The work of root-prun-

ing, lifting and removal of fruit trees has been

carried out under exceptionally favourable con-

ditions. Continue these operations whilst the

weather remains mild, for, if delayed, cold

rains and snow may prevent the work being

done until very late in the spring. It is not so

necessary in the case of light, sandy soils, that

may be worked within 24 hours after ram.

Trees on light soils soon become exhausted un-

less they are top-dressed frequently, and the

fruits thinned. Drainage is another operation

which should be done at this season ; this work

is often neglected, but it is very important,

especially when preparing land for orchards.

Fork up the soil where fruit trees are growing,

but take care not to injure the roots. If healthy

roots are found near to the surface, apply a

good dressing of manure or compost similar to

that recommended in a previous Calendar. Road
scrapings, hedge trimmings, prunings and other

refuse charred in the fire heap will furnish valu-

able material to supplement animal manures.

Insect Pests.—The present is the best time

in the whole year for clearing the trees of insect

pests, for growth is dormant and strong specifics

may be employed. Follow out previous direc-

tions given in Calendars for the destruction

of American blight, mussel scale and winter

moth. It is not sufficient to spray old, cankered

branches infested with American blight and

aphis; the specific should be well worked into

the crevices with a halt-worn painter's brush.

It is not an easy matter to destroy by spraying

scale insects on old badly-infested Pears : the

rough bark should be treated with a brush.

Quick-lime dusted freely over the trees will de-

stroy many insects, keep the bark clean, and

prove of great value to the roots.

THE OECHID HOTTSES.
By J. Collier, Gardener to Sir Jeremiah Colman, Ban.,

Gatton Park, Surrey.

Management of Orchid Houses.—Great

care must be exercised in regulating the tem-

peratures and the atmospheric conditions of the

Orchid houses in winter : endeavour to keep the

temperature as even as possible. During frosty

weather, when much fitre-heat is necessary, the

atmosphere should be prevented from becoming

too dry. On bright mornings following frosty

nights, as soon as the temperature commences to

rise to the proper degree, every available space

should be moistened thoroughly by syringing;

the stages, bare spaces between the pots, the

paths and underneath the hot-water pipes should

all be damped. At the same time water any

plants that are dry. Houses with paths formed

of iron gratings or wooden lattice work over the

natural earth will not require damping so much
as those with paved or tiled floors. The East

Indian, Cattleya and intermediate houses should

be damped between 2 and 3 p.m. One damping

should suffice in the Odontoglossum house, but

at all times the amount of atmospheric moisture

should be regulated according to the weather.

Temperatures.—The night temperatures of

the various houses should be regulated as nearly

as possible as follow :—East Indian house, 63°

to 68° ; Cattleya house, 58° to 63° ; intermediate

house, 55° to 58°, and Odontoglossiun house, 48°

to 52°. On very cold nights the lower tempera-

tures will be sufficient, as an excess of fire-heat

may prove harmful to the plants. The houses

should be warmest at mid-day. During very cold

weather, the temperature should be about 5°

warmer at mid-day than in the early morning,

but the thermometer may be allowed to rise

several degrees higher during periods of bright

sunshine, "it lath blinds are fixed to the houses,

they should be lowered during cold nights; if

permanent blinds are not used, the glass should

be protected by some other covering, such as

waterproof canvas or archangel mats. Their use

will prevent the temperature from fluctuating,

economise fuel, and kee;5 the atmosphere from

becoming very dry.

Ventilating.— Admit fresh ait when it is

pos.sible to do so without lowering the tempera-

ture or chilling the plants. Air is best admitted

through the bottom ventilators, which should be

arranged so that the cold air becomes wanned
somewhat by pa.ssing over the hot-water pipes.

The ventilators on the side sheltered from the

wind should be opened first, and, as the tempera-

ture in the house rises, those on the other side

may be opened a little to cause the air to cir-

culate.

LvCASTE.—The flcwer-buds of Lycaste Skin-

neri and its variety alba are well advanced, a,nd

the plants should be grown in a light position

in a house having an intennediate temperature.

As the flowers approach their full development,

the plants should be subjected to moderately dry

conditions. Only sufficient water should be ap-

plied to the roots to prevent the pseudo-bulbs

from shrivelling. Weakly plants should have the

flower-buds removed as soon as they appear.

These remarks apply also to L. BalliiB, L. Mary
Gratrix, L. leuc;intha and L. cruenta. The de-

ciduous species such as L. aromatica and L.

cochleata should be rested as soon as the pseudo-

bulbs are fully developed. Water should only

be applied when the pseudo-bulbs show signs

of shnvelling.

FEUITS TTNDEE GLASS.
By E. Harriss, Gardener to Lady Wantage, Lookinge

House, Wantage, Berkshire.

Early Pot Figs. -Forcing may be com-

menced by plunging the pot« in a moderately

warm hot-bed. The trees should be placed near

to the roof -glass, so that they may receive plenty

of light. The temi>erature of the house should

be 55° or 60° at night, with a rise of 5° during

the day. Water the roots carefully and regu-

late the amount of syringing and damping in

accordance with the weather conditions. On
every favourable opportunity admit a little

fresh air to the trees.

Early Fig Trees in Borders.—The date

of starting the permanent treee into growth

must be regulated largely by the season when
ripe fruits are in the greatest demand. If the

wood is ripened thoroughly, it is an advantage

to start the trees early to allow the fruits to

ripen slowly, rather than to attempt to hurry

tliem at the last moment, as Figs are impatient

of hard forcing. It is usually about five months
from the time the house is closed before the

fruits are ripe. Although the young growths

were stopped and thiimed in the summer, the

trees must be again examined carefxilly, and

if there is a superabundance of growth, the

shoots must be liberally thinned. It is a good

plan to cut out a few of the old branchee annu-

ally to allow plenty of room for young fruiting

wood. Remove all suckers unless the base of

the tree is becoming bare, in which case one or

two shoots may be retained. If the trees are

affected with mealy-bug, special measures must

be taken, as this pest breeds very quickly on

the Fig. The trellis may be thoroughly

cleaned of mealy-bug by painting it with paraf-

fin. The interior of the house should be sub-

jected to a thorough cleansing and the brick-

work lime-washed. When this work has been

finished, remove 2 or 3 inches of soil from

the surface of the border, and top-dress with

turfy loam mixed with plenty of old brick

rubble and wood ashes.

Early Pot Vines.—As soon as the buds

show signs of bursting into growth, raise the

temperature 5°, and more as growth proceeds.

Make sure that the buds are breaking freely

from top to bottom of the canes before releas-

ing the vines from their present horizontal

position to tie them in their permanent place

on the trellis. If the latter is very close to the

glass, the rods may be fastened a few inches

below it. Remove all surplus shoots as soon as

it can be determined which are the best laterals

to retain. It is a mistake to allow the vines to

form useless growth or too many bunches, there-

fore, when thev have made sufficient growtli to

fill the trellis, all surplus laterals should be re-

moved. Water the roots with great care. When
moisture is necessary, give two soakings as a

safeguard against the soil becoming dry m
the centre of the ball of roots. If the tank in

the vinery is filled every night, the water w^iU

be alwavs suitably warmed ; for syringing rain-

water is" preferable. Replenish the hot-bed with
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fresh litter and leaves at intervals, after first

preparing them thoroughly. Discontinue
syringing when the buds have buret freely into

growth, but promote a moist atmosphere by
damping the bare surfaces as often as neoessary.

method is probably the best. They will root
well in a mixture of sand, finely pounded brick
or crock rubble, and just a little loam. They
should be ready for potting quite early in the
New Year, and will then have a long season

before them in which to mature their growth.

PLANTS UNDER GLASS.
By Thomas SxiiVENSoN, Gardener to E. Mocatta, Esq.,

Woburn Place, Addlcstone. Surrey.

Carnations. — Layers of Souvenir do la

Malmaison Carnation which were potted during
the latter part of August or during September
should now be sufficiently well rooted to allow
of a transfer into 6-inch pots. It may be con-

sidered a little early, but I find that by early

potting better rooting is secured and com-
pacter growth. Before being repotted, the
plants should be examined, and any foliage

affected with lust removt'd and burnt. As
the plants are taken out of the first pots they
should be dipped in a solution of sulphide of
potassium (^ ounce to a gallon of water), and
then placed on the floor of the house. If they
are placed on the shelves the solution will mark
the paint, and euch marks are very difficult to

remove. The compost for "Malmaison" Car-
nations need not be of a very elaborat'e composi-
tion. A good fibrous yellow loam is the chief

necessity, of the proper texture and sufficiently

porous. It should not require the addition of

any quantity of leaf-mould or manure ; a good
proportion of finely-broken crocks, brick, and
lime rubble is recommended with perhaps the
addition of a little wood ash and bonemeai. If

the plants are subject to attacks of eel-worm
stei'ilised soil should be used. This should have
been prepared some time since, as freshly

fiterilised soil ig discouraging for rooting pur-
poses, especially if it has been sterilised by the
drying process. The potting should be carried

out firmly and evenly, and a small stake placed
in each pot. If this is done and the stake tied

to the plant in one pla.ce, further support will be
unnecessary until the plant begins to form
flower-shoots. The pots may be placed closely

together at present, but when the side growths
begin to come more spaee will be needed. If the
soil is fairly moist at the time of repotting, the
watering-iu may be deferred for a few days,
when all the plants should be given a thorough
moistening. After thie stage very careful water-
ing will be necessary, as a damp condition results

in yellow, drooping foliage, and fast growth. If

they are kept fairly dry they will grow slowly
and hardily, especially if liberal ventilation is

provided in all weathers. This latter condition

must be subject to sufficient heat being kept in

the water pipes to maintain the dryness of the
atmosphere in the house.

Perpetual - flowering Carnations. -At
this dull season of the year perpetual-flowering

varieties will be somewhat slow in opening, but
they should not be forced, or weak stems and
anaemic flowers will be the result. The water-
pipes immediately beneath the stages should
not be overheated, or the plants will be at-

tacked by red spider. Where there are pijaes

under the stages, it is as well to sprinkle a little

sulphur over them in order to discourage the
pest ; but this precaution will not obviate the
necessity of exercising the utmost care not to

overheat the pipes or close the top ventilators,

which often leads to the plants being burnt. I

have noticed this season what a fine variety

*' Triumph" is. This new crimson, though
hardly, perhaps, to be classed with " Carola

'

in point of size, has all the points of a good
perpetual Carnation ; down to the present I have
not seen a single split calyx, and it lasts in water
extremely well. " Mary Allwood " and " Salmon
Enchantress" should also prove good varieties;

they both gained awards at the R.H.S. They
are distinct in colour, and the form of the first-

named is as good as that of many of our best

boi'der varieties.

L Propagation,—Cuttings put in now will

root more readily than if left to any other time.

They are naturally hardier than if the planting
is left until the spring, and they make a good
deal of root without much top growth, which is

a decided advantage. A high temperature is

not essential; it is, in fact, prejudicial. An
overhead heat of 50° to 55° is ample, with a

slight degree of bottom warmth. The cuttings
may be rooted in pots, boxes, or in a shallow
bed ; if large numbers are required, the latter

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
By Edwin BhCK^TT, Gardener to the Hon. Vicary Gibbs,

Aidenham House, Hertfordshire.

Protection Against Frost. — Since the

severe frost in the early part of October the

weather has remained fairly mild, and the rain-

fall has exceeded the average. Most of the

vegetable crops cultivated with a view to

autumn and winter requirements, are looking
remarkably well. Indeed, they are rather too

luxuriant, and there may be extensive damage
in the event of a sudden severe frost. Some
slight protection should be held in readiness,

if possible, in order to guard against this con-

tingency ; it is well worth while, especially

with tender plants. The kitchen garden should
be made perfectly tidy, not only for the sake
of appearances, but also because it is beneficial

to the crops. This important part of the work
should be completed by Christmas. It will be
particularly easy this year, on account of the
trees having shed their leaves earlier than usual.

Asparagus,—This is one of the easiest vege-

tables to force if good crowns are employed
and the hotbed well prepared and sufficiently

mild. During severe weather the, frames and
lights should be protected, but in favourable
circumstances a reasonable amount of ventila-

tion is essential.

Winter Broccoli.— This crop seems par-
ticularly promising, and many of the earlier

varieties are already yielding a good supply.
The plants should be examined frequently, and
the leaves tied securely over the curds. When-
ever there seems a likelihood of severe frost, a
little light protective material, such as bracken
or straw, should be placed over and around
them.

Turnips.— These are also in a very satisfac-
tory condition. Those which are fully matured
should be taken up and placed thinly together
under a north wall. When stacking, some finely-

sifted ashes should be placed between each layer,
and room for ventilation should be left. The
stacks must not be too large. A little soil

should be drawn over any turnips which are not
yet matured.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
By J. G. WiiSTON, Gardener to Lady Northcote,

Hastwell Park, Kent.

Clematis.—If good varieties of each section
of Clematis are planted in different situations,
they will provide continuous blooms from May
or June until the end of October. The most
beautiful colours are represented in this family,
notably very fine shades of purple, lavender, and
violet, not to be found in many species. Clematis
plants are grown in pots for sale by most nux--

serymen, and they are most convenient in this
form, since they can be transplanted at almost
any time without risk. The present season, when
the ground can be thoroughly prepared by deep
trenching and manuring, is a favourable time for
planting. The Clematis is a gross feeder. It
has a pai-tiality for chalk or lime ; if this sub-
stance is not naturally present in the soil some
should be added. Mortar rubble is a convenient
form in which to provide it. Clematis can be
planted in all sorts of positions, and will seldom
look out of place. The plants can be used to
cover walls, pergolae, and trellis work ; to adorn
rustic poles, such as light Larch tops; to
brighten a "torch or a lich-gate. It can be used
in conjunction with other climbers, such as

Roses; if several different varieties are planted
in this way, the blooming period will precede,
and outlive, that of the Rosee. Clematis can
also be planted with great effect to enliven the
more sombre corners of the shrubbery, either

winding up and over artificial poles, or climbing
naturally over some of the more strongly-grow-
ing shrubs. When once established the majority
of Clematis varieties grow very quickly, and soon
cover a large area. All are beautiful, but a short
list of varieties in each section may be useful,

especially the information as regards the flower-
ing period. C. lanuginosa :—Flowers from June

to October This section comprises some of

the finest varieties : Nellie Moser, Beauty uf

Worcester, Queen idexandra, Mme. van Houtt/,
La France, and King Edward VII. C. Jack-
mannii and 0. viticella :—The flowering period
of the plants in these sections is rather later

than in the preceding one, lasting until lat^-

in the autumn. Jackmannii euperba, and J.

alba and rubra. Star of India, Lady Buvill,.

ascotiensis, and the newer Lady Northcliffe.

C. patens section .—This type is the earliest to

bloom, and includes the varieties Fair Rosamond,.
Duke of Edinburgh, Albert Victor, and Lady
Londesborough. C. florida :—The varieties hi

this section flower in June and July. Belle of

Woking, Duchess of Edinburgh, John Gould.
Veitch, and Venus Victrix are the chief varie-

ties. Other good Clematises should be included,

if possible, such as C. montana (grandiflora

and rubens), both very floriferous, the former
white and the latter rosy-pink. These both:

flower in June. Also C. fiammula, a small-

flowered, sweetly-scented species, flowering in

August. The hybrids from C. coccinea, such as.

Countess of Onslow and Duchess of Albany,,

flower over a long period.

General Work.—At present the work out-

of-doors is hindered by the inclement weather.

There has been very little froet so far, and until

the end of November the weather was exception-

ally open ; but continual rain has rendered plant-

ing ahnoet impossible. There are, however, in-

dications of improvement, and it is better to

wait for a favourable opportunity than to put
choice plants into the ground in its present con-

dition. Such work as clearing away worn-out
and weedy shrubs {Laurels, &c.) can be done in

almost any weather. The ground should be
thoroughly cleared of all roots, especially those

of Nettles, Woodbine, and other perennial weeds
which accumulate in neglected shrubberies.

These should be burnt at once, in order to make
sure that they are not mixed with leaves and
thus, returned to the ground ; such a. mistake
would cause much trouble in the following

season. ^
THE APIARY.

By Chloris.

Feeding. — Those who have neglected the

feeding of their bees should lose no time in

making some good, soft, buttery candy, free

from crystals. A sufficient quantity should be

placed under the quilts to last until the end of

January. The bees should be manipulated as

little as possible ; any excitement will lead to a

larger consumption of food. This reduces the

stores to an unnecessary degree, and is very bad
for the bees. Indeed, unless a surfeit can bt^

woiked off. by a cleansing flight, the result is

often an attack of dysentery.

Combs Laden with Pollen.—If the combs,

are exceptionally full of pollen, they are use-

less for storing, and should be melted down
for wax. The pollen becomes very hard, and
the bees are obliged to gnaw away the loaded
cells and rebuild them before they can be used

again. The waste matter falls on the floor-

board, where it accumulates, and encourages the

entrance of the wax moth, which lays its eggs

in the waste.

Partly-filled Sections. — These are a»

source of considerable anxiety to beginners, who
often wonder whether they can be utilised again

or not. The fact is that they are of great value

in the early spring, used as bait-sections ; when
fitting up the section racks, they should not be
placed in the centre, but round the outside.

They should be stored until the spring in a

dark, warm, dry place, or the honey will foment.

Beekeepers' Associations. — These socie-

ties would perform a most useful function if

they were to arrange exhibitions of bee products
dui'ing the autumn and winter, as well as demon-
strations and shows in the summer. Up-to-date-
appliances might form the subject of one class,

and a sale stall for the honey would probably
be found remunerative, as well as popularising
what is really a very valuable article of diet.

It can be used for sweetening tea, coffee and
cocoa instead of sugar. In cakes it has been
found most successful, as they remain moist-

much longer than when sugar is used. Honey
has also a distinct medicinal value. Points such
as these might be selected for the topics of an
occasional lecture.
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EDITORIAL NOTICE.

ADVERTI5eiVlKNTS should be seat to the PUB-
LI5t1ER. 4i> Welling:tun Street. Covent Garden,
w.c.

Letters for Publication, as well us sf^cametis of plant

ior natntng, should be aMtessed to the EDITORS,
41, Wellington Street. Covent Garden, London.
Conitnunicafions should be writtkn on oni, siije only of
THF. PAPER, sent as early in the week as possible and duly
iXEned by the ivtiter. IJ desired, the signature will not be

printed^ but kept as a guarantee o/ good faith.

Special Notice to Correspondents.— r^i<! Editors do not
undertake to pay for any contributions or illustrations, or
to return unused communications or illustrations, unless by
special arrangement. The Editors do not hold themselves
responsible for any opinions expressed by their correspon-

Nc'WBpupers.—Correspoudents sending newspapers should be

cttre/ul to mark the p.tiagraphs they wish the Editors to see.

APPOINTMENTS.

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 7—
Soc. Franfaise d'Hort. de Londres meet,

MONDAY, DECEMBER 9—
United Hort. Beneiil ar.d Piov. Soc. Com. niee

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER U—
North of England Ilort. Soc. meet, at Leeds.

at Greenwich-«-2.
Actual Temperatukks:—

London.— ir^rfiifsrf.y, December 4 (6 P.M.) Max. 52°
;

Min. 44°.

Gardiiieii' Clnonule Office, 41, Wellington Street,
Covent Garden, London

—

Thursday, December 5
(10 A.M.) : Bar. 300° : Temp. 43°

; Weather -

Overcast.

SALKS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
MONDAY—

Bulbs and Herbaceous Plants, at 12 ; Roses, at l.SO; at

67 & 68, Cheapside, E.C., by Protheroe & Morris.

MONDAY AND WEDNESDAY—
Roses, Perennials, LUies and other Bulbs, at Stevens's
Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C, at 12.30.

WEDNESDAY—
Dutch Bulbs, Hardy Corder and other Plants, at 12;
Palms and Plants, at 5, at Protheroe & Morris's Rooms
Special Sale of Roses, at 12.30, at 67 & 68, Cheapside,
E.C., by Protheroe & Morris.

FRIDAY—
Orchids, at Protheroe & Morris's Rooms, at 12.45.

The Much has been -written on the

Acciimata- subject of the acclimatation
tion of of plants ; but little is known
Plants.

pf j-jjg uat^irg of the process

whereby a species becomes acclimatised.

As with so many other phenomena of varia-

tion, so with respect to this, two opposed

views are held. On the one hand, it is

suggested that a species is plastic, and
hence capable of responding to a definite

change of conditions by an equally defi-

nite change in constitution. If this view

—that circumstances alter species—be ac-

cepted, a comprehension of the process of

acclimatation would seem to present no

difficulty. A plant brought, for example,
from a warm to a cold climate responds to

the stimulus of change of temperature.

This response, which takes the form of a

gradual or rapid change of structure and
metabolism, results in an immediate or

gradual increase in the power of resistance

to low temperatures.

To discuss this hypothesis adequately
would require one or several articles de-

voted exclusively to that purpose, and
would carry us, moreover, beyond our

present object, which is rather to state the

alternatives than to prove or disprove

them.

Acclimatation on the foregoing hypothe-

sis is a special case of variation, and of

adaptability, which properties are ad-

mitted universally to be attributes of

plants.

The altern.itive hypothesis holds that

the perman:iit acquisition of hardiness by
a plant translated from a warmer to a
colder region is not a phenomenon of

adaptability, and, indeed, is not due to

the acquisition by the plant of a new
character, but to the manifestation on the

part of certain members of the species of

a character which they possessed already,

before their change of habitat.

According to this interpretation, the

several members of a species differ widely
fiom one another in many and subtle

ways. Though these differences are not of

such a kind as to make themselves mani-
fest to the eye, they are none the less real

and permanent. When the members of a
species are introduced into a new country
in which the conditions differ from those

of the natural habitat, certain individuals

may survive, and others may die. The
survivors are those which possessed

already before their introduction such a
constitution as enables them to withstand
the changed conditions. Nor may it be
supposed that we are dealing here with
fine-drawn distinctions and mere scholas-

tic quibbles. For, according as the accli-

matisor holds one or other of these alter-

native views, so his practical method will

vary.

If he believe in the adaptation thcoiy
he will be content to introduce a fair num-
ber of plants, and to so grow them thnt

they are inured gradually to the new
conditions. He will hope that by this pro-

cedure the principle of adaptability may
be given time to act, and that each year
will see a movement in the direction of

increased hardiness.

If, however, he hold to the opposite

view, his method will be different alto-

gether. If the plant be one of which he

can obtain seed in large quantity, he will

provide himself with a plentiful supply of

seed and so plant it that the seedlings are

exposed to all the rigours of the new cli-

mate. His hope will be that if any of the

plants survive the test, the offspring of

the survivors will be found also to be
hardy. If, however, the acclimatisor is

able to obtain a few plants only, he will

grow those plants under sheltered condi-

tions until he has been able to work up a

large stocit, which he will then subject to

the decisive test of exposure.

He will go further than this, and if any
of the plants survive the test, the accli-

matisor will net only save self-fertilised

seed, but he vv'ill also cross the hardy
plants with one another ; for he will argue

that hardiness may depend on more than

cne constitutional factor, each of which

may contribute to the property desired.

Wherefore some may survive by reason

of their possession of one factor for hardi-

ness, and others because they possess an-

other factor. These separate factors may
be brought together by mating the two
plants with one another, and they may be
obtained pure in a certain proportion of

the descendants.
Despite the important practical results

which have been obtained in acclimata-

tion, no comprehensive experiments have
ever been tried with the proclaimed
object of determining whether adapt-

ability or pre-existing constitution is the
agent responsible for success in acclima-

tation. All we know is the fact, proved
abundantly, in many countries and
during many centuries, that the plants of

certain climates may be introduced suc-

cessfully into countries of very different

climatic conditions.

Everyone is aware of the enormous num-
ber of plants which have been introduced

from other parts of the world, and
students of contemporary horticulture

are impressed by the assiduity with which
the United States, through its Depart-
ment of Agriculture, is exploring the

whole world with the object of introducing

new plants for cultivation, and for hybri_

disation. Thus the 28th inventory (Bull.

No. 248 of the Bureau of Plant Industry,

1912) contains records of 668 introductions

from Chinese Turkestan, Mongolia, the

Philippines, East Indies, British India,

Hawaiian Islands, New Zealand, and South
America. Included in this remarkable in-

ventory are cold-resistant Alfalfas from

Chinese Turkestan, a hardy wild Apple
from the same region, winter Radishes foi-

midsummer planting, four Mongolian wild

Roses, a new species of Cotton, New Zea-

land Apples resistant to woolly aphis, and
among a host of others the Narras (Acan-

thosicyos horrida), the thorny Cucurbit of

the dunes around Walfisch Bay—a descrip-

tion of which we published recently.

To rival the activriy displayed by the

United States in introducing new plants,

we must go back to the tiniJ of the

Romans, whose services to horticulture

are described by Gibbon in glowing

periods, of which we quote those bearing

on acclimatation :

—

" Almost all the flowers, the herbs and
the fruits that grow in our European gar-

dens are of foreign extraction, which in

many cases is betrayed even by their

names.
" In the time of Homer the Vine grew

wild in the island of Sicily, and most prob-

ably in the adjacent continent ; but it was
not improved by the skill, nor did it afford

a liquor grateful to the taste of the savage

inhabitants. A thousand years afterwards

Italy could boast that, of the four score

most generous and celebrated wines, more
than two-thirds were produced from her
soil. The blessing was soon communicated
to the Narbonnese province of Gaul

;

but so intense was the cold to the north

of the Cevennes, that in the time of

Strabo it was thought impossible to ripen

the Grapes in those parts of Gaul. This

difficulty, however, was gradually van-

quished, and there is some reason to be-

lieve that the vineyards of Burgundy are

as old as the Antonines. The Olive in

the western world followed the progress

of peace, of which it was the symbol. Two
centuries after the foundation of Rome,
both Italy and Africa were strangers to

that useful plant ; it was naturalised in

those countries, and at length carried into

the heart of Spain and Gaul. The timid

errors of the ancients that it required a

certain degree of heat, and could only

flourish in the neighbourhood of the sea,

were insensibly exploded hv industry and
experience."
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British Gardeners' Association.—A meet-

ing of this association will be held at Lewis's

Cafe, Station Road, Cohvyn Bay, on the 11th

Lnst., at 7.30 p.m. The chair will be taken by

.Mr. A. L. Statham, and the meeting will be

addressed by the general secretary, Cyuil
Harding.

National Rose Society. — The annual

general meeting of the National Rose Society

will take place in the Holborn Restaurant, on

Tuesday, the 17th inst., at 3 p.m. Proposals for

the alteration of certain of the rules and regula-

tions of the Society will be submitted by IMr.

C. E. Shea and ilr. Walter Stevens. A con-

versazione will be held in the Crown Room from

4.30 to 6 p.m., to which all members are invited.

Application for tickets must be made to the hon.

secretary on or before Thursday, December 12,

in order that suitable arrangements for refiesh-

nients may be made. The president will deliver

a short address, and Dr. C;eo. G. Hamilton

wiU say a few words about " Roses and Some

Bournemouth Gardens," illustrated by lantern

slides in colour photography. The Society will

hold a spring show on Thursday, May 1, 1913, in

the Royal Horticultural Hall, Vincent Square,

Westminster.

Royal International Horticultural
Exhibition.—The directors of the Itoyal Inter-

national Horticultural Exhibition, 1912, met at

the Royal Horticultural Hall, Westminster, on

the 26th ult., to con.'ider a resolution for dis-

posing of the property of the company, after

payment of all debts and liabilities. The

balance sheet showed a net profit of £2,870 3s. 7d.

Allowing for payments which have still to be

ni;:de, the balance may be taken as approximately

£2,500. It was decided to disburse the profits

in the following manner :—To the Irish Gar-

deners' Association and Benevolent Society,

£100; towards the reprinting and bringing up

to date of Dr. A. G. Pritzel's Botanical Index,

£250. (To this latter purpose the R.H.S. have

already promised to give £1,000.) The re-

mainder of the profits (about £2,150) will be

divided between the Gardeners' Royal Benevo-

lent Institution and the Royal Gardeners' Orphan

Fund, in the proportion of two-thirds to the

former institution and one-third to the latter.

A second resolution was passed, namely " That

the company be voluntarily wound up, and that

Mr. G. J. Ingram be appointed liquidator."

T!iese resolutions are subject to confirmation at

a later meeting.

CANTERBURY'S NEW MAYOR.—Mr. GEOHGB
Mount, the well-known rosarian, has been

el.?cted Mayor of the ancient borough of Canter-

bury. At the election ceremony which took pl.'ice

in the Guildhall Councillor Wood said that

Mr. Mount's name was a household word, and

that he was honoured and respected by everyone

who knew him. A former Mayor of Canterbury,

William Masters, was also a nurseryman, and

h^i occupied the same nursery, and we believe

that Mr. Mount lived in the same house for a

time. William Masters was father of the late

Dr. Maxwell T. Masters, who was Edit„i f

the Gardeners^ Chronicle for 41 years'.

The Avocaco Pear.- Under sucVi alluring

headings as " Where Meat Grows on Trees," the

popular weekly periodicals draw attention to the

fruit of Persea gratissima, claiming that it is

" composed of all the substances which are to be

found in meat." The facile pen of the writer

credits this fruit with containing about 20 per

cent, of fat and many other ingredients of great

value, so that one " meat Pear is quite sufficient

to make a meal for the average man." The
natives of Mexico, he continues, live entirely on

the Avocado, and, as experts have declared this

fruit to be far superior to the Banana, and, in

fact, the most valuable fruit known, it is hoped

that with a sufficient supply of the trees the

world may do away with meat entirely. But,

lest the vegetarians should overwhelm the

fruiterers with their orders, the concluding sen-

tence informs them that the reason why the fruit

is so little known at present is because it is

grown nowhere on a large scale; what few trees

there are grow around the huts of the natives,

where they flourish with little care, and afford

easy meals for the indolent owners. Other

writers on tropical economic plants give the

Avocado Pear a somewhat wider distribution,

and state that, although originally confined to the

West Indies, it is now grown in many tropical

countries and is esteemed as a dessert fruit.

Potato Haulm as Food for Sheep.—Early
in October experiments were made by VoLTZ, at

the Institute of Fei mentation Industries, Berlin,

with Potato haulm, which was partially dried

out-of-doors. After further drying in kilns, the

haulm was chopped and given to two wethers,

who ate it freely. The haulm was found to be

more digestible when mixed with Hay.

The Potato Crop. - The Board of Agriculture

and Fisheries estimates the total production of

Potatos in England and Wales at nearly

2,244,000 tons, which represents, on an area of

463,000 acres, a yield of 4.85 tons per acre, the

lowest since the returns of produce were first

collected in 1884. The worst return previously

was 4.97 tons per acre in 1900.

Publications Received.—//er6a/», by Agnes
Arber. (Cambridge ; University Press.) Price
10s. 6d.

—

Science Progress, by H. E. Armstrong,
Ph.D., LL.D., and J. Bretlaud Farmer, M.A.,
D.So. (I onion; John JJunay.) Price 5s. net.
— Thirty- hrd Annual Report of the Ontario
Agricattuial and Experimental Union, 1911,
(Toronto: L, K. Cameron,)— /"Ae Small Land-
holders' Handbook, by William Williamson
(Edinburgh : William Hoi'ge & Co.) Price 2s.

net.—Intensive Culture of Vegetables on the
French System, by P. Aquatiaa. (London : L.
Upcott Gill.) Price 3s. 6d. net.

—

Forly-third
Annual Report of the Fruit Growers' Associa-
tion of Ontario, 1911. (Toronto: L, K. Can e-

ron.)

—

Large Larch Sawfly, by C. Gordon Hewitt.
D.So. (Canada: Departmeut of Agriculture.)

—

List of Staffs in Botanical Departments at
Home, and in Ind a and the Colonies. (London,
Kew : Royal Botanical Gardens.) Price Id.

—

Le Volvox, par Charles Janet. iLinioges : Dr-
oouitieuz et Gout.)

—

Le Sporophyte el le C ame-
tophyte du Vegetal; le soma et le germen
de tinsect, par Janet. (Limoges: Ducourtieux
et Gout.)

HOME CORRESPONDENCE.

(77ie Edilors do not hold themselves responsible for

the opinions expressed by correspondents.)

The R.H.S. Trials. --The latest Journal of

the Royal Horticultural Society is to hand. It

contains accounts of trials at Wisley, and a
perusal of the Delphinium and Sweet Pea trials

reminds us of a letter we addressed to the

Secretary of the Society last year after reading

the report of the Gladiolus trials. Om' letter

was simply acknowledged, and we would like

to ventilate the matter in your columns. Of the
Delphiniums reported on in the Wisley trials in

1912, at least 50 were raised in our nurseries,

but of these 23 have the name of another nur-

seryman attached. Surely, this is extremely mis-

leading and unfair to us as raisers and intro-

ducers of these varieties; for is it not generally

understood that the name of a plant followed by
the name of a firm or person signifies that the

firm or person is the raiser or introducer? Un-
der the present system, anyone can send other

people's fine varieties, and get a most excellent

b:it undeserved free advertisement for hinist.-f.

We should have thought that when it is known
the name of the raiser might be added in dif-

ferent type, and when it is not known it might

be stated that the name of the person or fii'm

attached was that of the sender only. Kelway
ti; Son.

Frank Ashton Relief Fund. — A small
committee of Orchidists has been formed to

assist Mr. Frank Ashton, who has, un-
fortunately, fallen into indigent circumstances,
and who is no longer able to follow his

employment as a traveller in Orchids. He
has been struggling against fate for the past
two or three years, but has at last been com-
pelled to give up owing to a very badly poisoned

foot, to attacks of chronic rheumatism, and to

an affection of the eyes. He is no longer able to

travel, and his resources are practically at an
end. An appeal is therefore made to all those

who have been associated with ilr. Ashton in

the Orchid business to show their practical

sympathy with him in his great affliction by con-

tributing towards a fund which will be util scd to

establish him in some small home business. The
committee of the Kew Guild (of which Mr. Ashton
is a life member) have generously made a grant

of £5 towards the fund. Further donations may
be sent to the Secretary of the Kew Guild (Mr.

Herbert Cowley, South Side, Kew Green), or to

me, and will be gratefully acknowledged on Mr.
Ashton's behalf. John Weathers, 7, Talbot

lioad, Ideworlh, Middlesex (Secretary).

Bordeaux Spraying for Peach ourl (sec

p. 412).— This is a most destructive disease of

Peach trees, as the foliage is rendered useless.

I consider attacks of Peach curl are mostly due
to low temperature, as I have never seen it

on trees under glassy also it is not so prevalent

in the southern districts as in the Midlands. At
one time it was very troublesome here on wall

trees outside, but persistent hand-picking early

in the season, a thorough syringing with soft

soap and quassia just before the flowers opened,
and protecting the tender foliage have almost
banished it. Protection from wind is afforded

by double fish netting hung at a moderate dis-

tance from the trees and stretched tight across

laths, so that it meets the top of the wall. I

should hesitate to apply the Bordeaux mixture
to Peach trees even in the resting stage, for an
extra strong solution of Gishurst compound or
similar substances has been known to cause
severe bud-dropping, and the effects of the Bor-
deaux mixture would probably be worse. W. H.
Divers, Belvoir Castle Gardens, Grantham.

Hybrid Nomenclature (see p 413).— Mr.
O'Brien says that I have cited the " earliest

sub-committee on Orchid nomenclature." It

was useless to cite the latest, which was
appointed to deal with the special subject of the
Uvimenclature of multi -generic hybiids. And
what is the use of his citing the rules of a nomen-
clature congress that did not meet till after the
Orchid Stud Book was published? The clause,
" No one has a right to alter," &c., is only a
saving clause under the section " Names that aro
to be rejected, dropped or modified," and is only
intended to prevent the abuse of a very neces-

sary rule. The names superseded in the Orchid
Stud Book were neither regular nor correct, and
their number is the measure of the neglect of

recorders to observe existing rules. The remark
concerning " self-constituted authorities " has no
application to the Orchid Stud Book, for its

authors adopted the Vienna rules, embodying
them in a short and simplified wording. The
Vienna rules say :

" Hybrids.—The name, which
is subject to the same rule as names of species,

is distinguished by ... . the sign x before

the name. Ternary hybrids, or those of a higher
(more complex) order, are de-ignated like ordinary
hybrids." Again, Mr. O'Brien says " the super-

seded names were in accordance with the rules,

and had the authority of the Paris Nomenclature
Conference." I have the said rules before me,
but cannot find anything to support this state-

ment. If a " changed name " becomes a " new
name "^and the point is nut contested—that is

an additional reason why the names chosen
should be in correct form at the outset. Mr.
O'Brien says " Cattleya John Jones," not " C.

Jonesii," is the better way. Then why did he
give such names as Cypripedium CliuKaberry-

anum, Ljelio-Cattleya Brymeriana, D.mdrobium
Owenianum, and many others? There were
already the precedents Ltelio-Cattleya Aurora,
Cassandra. Proserpine, Stella, Zenobia, &c., &c.

One would never dream from Mr. O'Brien's re-

marks that I have given scores of others. They
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are admirable, but their- uae does not exclude such

names as Calanthe Dominyi, Veitchii, &c. It is

not necessary to follow Mr. O'Brien further. He
was a member of the committee which drew up

the rules, the neglect of which has necessitated

so many names being " rejected, dropped, or

modified." He now censures those who attempted

to carry them into practice. It is deplorable.

R. A. liolfa.

Wart Disease of Potatos.—A few remarks

may be made in reply to Mr. Taylor, whose in-

teresting note appeared on November 23, p. 391.

It may safely be said that drastic steps are being

taken to eradicate this disease in England,

and many notices prohibiting the planting of

Potatos other than immune or resistant vario-

tiej in infected ground have been served. It

does not, however, seem reasonable to suggest

the prohibition of the importation of Potatos,

which are a necessary foodstuff. The disease is

too widespread in Britain for such a step to

serve a useful purpose, and the inspection of

imported Potatos is not feasible. Further, while
foreign Potatos are usually oidy imported for

consumption, wart disease is unlikely to be in-

troduced with them, since foreign countries ap-

pear to be comparatively free from it. There
does not appear to be the slightest evidence that

wart disease originally came from the Continent,
though it was reported from Hungary in 1896

;

it was more or less prevalent 30 years ago in out-

of-the-way parts of Cheshire, if not scientifically

recorded until 1902 by my friend, Mr. J. W.
Eastham, B.Sc. The last two lines of Mr. Tay-
lor's letter exhibit the fallacy of arguing from
local conditions. Midlothian is believed to be
comparatively free from wart disease, but if Mr.
Taylor will but cross to Fife he may find whole
villages with scarcely a garden but what is badly
infested with it. //, C, Long.

SterilisingSoil.—In view of Mr. Stevenson's
remarks at the Chrysanthemum Conference about
sterilising soil by heat for Chrysanthemums (see

p. 417), I venture to give my experience witji

Begonia Gloire de Lorraine. In 1911 I lost a
large number of plants through eelworm. This
season I sterilised all the soil in which a large

number of plants were grown from the cutting
stage onwards -with good results as regards des-

troying eelworm. 'The plants grew freely, but
always appeared drawn and leggy, and although
they made very large specimens were deficient,

in size of bloom, colour, and substance. A few
plants grown in soil that had not been treated
were not so tall, but more compact in habit, bet-

ter coloured, wliilst the blooms were large and of

great substance. Has any reader had a similar
experience? i7. B. Jatitfs.

SOCIST'IESS.
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL.

December 3.—In view of the Perpetual-
flowering Carnation Society's exhibition, on
Wednesday, in the same Hall, many growers of

these flowers took the opportunity of e.xhibiting

Carnations at the R.H.S. meeting, the groups re-

maining for the following day. The Floral
Committee awarded a Gold Medal for a, coDec-
tion of these flowers shown by Mr. Engelmann.
There were fewer exhibite of Chrysanthemums
than at recent meetings, but Begonias were again
a prominent feature. The Floral Committee
recormnended seven Awards of Merit. Plenty of

space was available for miscellaneous exhibits, in-

cluding paintings of floral subjects, horticultural

sundries and preserves. The Orchid Commit-
tee recommended two First-class Certificates

and three Awards of Merit.

The Fruit and Vegetable Committee
awarded two Gold Medals, one for a collection of

bottled fruits, the other for Apples shown by the
Government of British Columbia. Three new
Apples received Awards of Merit. At the three
o'clock meeting in the lecture room a paper on
" The Vegetation of the Islands of Lake Mag-
giore," by Mme. Tzikos St. Leger, was read by
the secretary.

Floral Committee.

Present: Henry B. May, Esq. (in the Chair)

;

Messrs. C. T. Druery. "John Green, W. J.

Bean, G. Reuthe, J. W. Barr, Wra. Howe, J. F.

McLeod, John Dickson, Chas. Dixon, H. J.

Jones, Arthur Turner, Chas. E. Shea, J. T.

Bennelt-Poe, E. H. Jenkins, W. J. Jame.s,

Chas. E. Pearson, E. A. Bowles, F. Page
Roberts, Jas. Hudson, C. R. Fielder, C. Blick,

R. C. Reginald Nevill, John Jennings, W.
Cuthbertson, and W. P. Thomson.

Mossre. W. Cdtbush & Son, Highgate, ex-

hibited forced plants from retarded stock ; a

number of pretty dwarf Ruses of the polyantha
section ; Daphne indica rubra ; Ericas in variety,

the best of these being E. gracilis ; and varieties

of Begonia. As a separate exhibit this firm

Fig. i86.—prunus miqueliana: flowers
WHITE.

(R.H.S. Award of Merit on Tuesday last.)

staged a collection of Carnations of the per-

petual-blooming type. (Silver-gilt Banksian
Msdal.)

Messrs. James Veitch & Sons, Ltd., King's

Road. Chelsea, showed several fine winter-

flowering Begonias ; a group of Bouvardia
Humboldtii corymbiflora (white) ; B. Dazzler
(scarlet) ; a collection of Indian Azaleas ; and
small pot-plants of Chrysanthemums. Begonia
Julius has small, double flowers of salmon-
pink colour ; it is an excellent variety for growing
in baskets. (Silver Flora Medal.)

Messrs. H. B. May & Sons, Edmonton, fillecJ

a table with miscellaneous flowering plants and
Ferns, for which a Bronze Flora Medal was
awarded.

Mr. C. Lange, Hampton, showed plants of
Hydrangea Mme. Emile Mouillere with remark-
ably large inflorescences; varieties of Carna-
tions ; and a large batch of Begonia Glory of
Cincinnati. (Silver Flora Medal.)
Mr. L. R. Russell, Richmond, Surrey,

showed umnerous well-flowered plants of Indian
Azaleafi, a collection of ornamental and berried
shrubs, and a few plants of Ancectochilus, in-

cluding the rare A. (Goodyera) Pollissonii.

(Silver Flora Medal.)
Messrs. H. Cannell & Sons, Swanley, made a

bright display with Zonal Pelargoniums. The
following are new varieties :—Sensation (rich

red), W. Pfitzer (orange scarlet), Borneman's
Best (rose magenta), and Mrs. F. Scares (palest

pink).

Well grown Cyclamens were shown by Rev.
Henry Buckston, Sutton Hall, Derby. Many
varieties had frilled petals, and these were very
pretty in the bud stage. Victoria Buckstone is

a line white variety of this type. (Silver

Banksian Medal.)
.Messrs. Stuart Low & Co., Enfield, con-

tributed a very pretty exhibit of Carnations. A
prominent place in the centre was afforded their

fine Baroness de Brienen variety (salmon-pink) ;

at the back were hanging baskets filled with pink
and white varieties, whilst in the foreground the
new Rosette of bright pink colour showed to
advantage. Satin Robe is a new variety of silver

pink colour, an improvement on Winsor. (Silver

Flora Jledal.)

Mr. G. E.vgelmann, Saffron Walden, was
awarded a Gold Medal for an exhibit of Car-
nations. The varieties and seedlings numbered
100, the collection being the finest in the Hall.

Amongst novelties we noticed Fanny (a fancy
with scarlet markings on a pink gi-ound). My
Rose (cerise), Lucy (pink). Golden Ray (yellow),

and two sports of Carola (one with a rose ground
marked with crinrson, the other with scarlet

petals).

Messrs. Allwood Bros., Haywards Heath, ex-

hibited Carnations of exceptional quality. The
new varieties Salmon Enchantress and Mary All-

wood appeared to advantage.

Exhibits of Carnations were also staged by Mr.
W. Lawrenson, Yarm-on-Tees (Silver Banksian
Medal) ; Mr. H. Burnett, Guernsey (Silver-gilt

Flora Medal) ; Messrs. Young & Co., Hatherley
(Silver Banksian .Medal] ; and iMisses G. C.
Price & A. B. Fyfe, Grove Park Nursery, Lee.

Col. Fr.ank M. Lockwood, M.P., Bishop'w
Hall, Romford, Essex (gi-. Jlr. G. Craddock).
showed numerous well-grown plants of the white
Japanese Chrysanthemum Mrs. Swinburne. (Cul-

tural Commendation and Silver Flora Medal.)
Manor House Nurseries, Cardiff, showod

single Clirysanthemums. Audrey (yellow), Cajie-

donia (pink), and Doris Chaplin (pink, with a

zone of white around the bold, yellow disc) jire

tliree of the choicer varieties in this collection.

.Messrs. Godfrey & Son, Exmouth, Devon
shire, showed the fine white Anemone-flowered
Chrysanthemum Godfrey's Perfection, which re-

ceived an .4ward of Merit on November 21, Iflll.

Messrs. W. Wells & Co., Merstham, Surrey,
staged Chrysanthemums in variety, for which a

Silver Banksian JMedal was awarded.
Messrs. John Peed & Son, Norwood, exhiViited

a large group of Begonias of the Gloire de Lor-

raine type.

Messrs. Baerle & Brown, King William
Street, London, showed Ericas and Begonias.

Mr. Clarence Elliott, Stevenage, exhibited

a small rockery planted with Alpines and dwai-f

Conifers. There were numerous rare Saxifrages,

also a fine batch of Gentiana acaulis in blooni-

The Conifers included plants 6 to 9 inches hi^h

of Pinus sylvestris globosa, also small plants of

Juniperus Sabina tamariscifolia, and Abies
Remontii.

Messrs. Whitellgq & Page, Chislehurst,

showed a large number of Alpines in pots and
pans, and similar exhibits were staged bv Messrs-

T. S. Ware, Ltd., Feltham (Silver Banksian
Medal), and Mr. G. Reuthe, Keston, Kent, who
also showed Nerines.

Miss M-iLONE, 111, Cheyne Walk, Chelsea, ex-

hibited a selection of her oil paintings, which
are in the modern French landscape style.

When viewed from the proper distance, these
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representations of gardens and woodlands are ex-

ceedingly effective. Tlie garden at "The
Master's " Lodge, St. John's College, Cam-
bridge, " My Lady's Garden " on the terrace at

Wrest Park, La Rosarie de la Haije, and " Pop-

pics " are the titles of a few of the striking

paintings which wfre on view.

AWAEDS OF MeHIT.

Asphnium divaricalum degans.—A graceful

Fern with fronds divided into fine linear seg-

ments. The habit is open and the fronds are

feathery, not plumose or crested. The almost

black stems give an added effect to the pale-

green foliage. The plants exhibited were a foot

high in 3-inch pots. (Shown by Messrs. J. J.

Parker St, Co., Whetstone.)

Chrysanthemum Miss A. Brooher {decorativ

.

or small Japanese of the new classification).—

A

liandsome variety for decorative purposes and
suitable for market. The colour is a light chest-

nut (the deepest shade of blood-red of the Sep. dc

Couleurs), and the petals incurve, showing a

bronze reverse. (Shown by Messrs. J. Veitch
& Sons and Messrs. W. Wells & Co.)

C. "Eric Wild " (single).—A neat flower pos-

sessing two or three rows of smooth, flat petals .

The colour is a pale niauve-pink, with a narrow,

not very distinct band of white surrounding the

disc. (Shown by Messrs. W. Wells & Co.)

C. Mrs. Wingfidd Miller (single).—A hand-

some flower less formal in the arrangement of the

petals, which are in three or four rows, than the

last variety, and distinct in keeping slightly cup-

shaped when fully developed instead of opening

flat. The colour is a purplish-rose, a little darker

than shade four of violet-rose of the Bep. de

Couleurs, and the disc is banded with a clea.r,

white ring about an eighth of an inch in width.

(Shown by Messrs. Wells, Merstham.)

Primus Mijtteliana (see fig. 186).—A Japanese ,

species allied to subhirtella. The flowering sprays

exhibited had pale-brown, twiggy growths, from

each node of which sprang close clusters of three

or four short-pedicelled flowers. The flowers are

white, but with age the niunerous filaments be-

come pink and give a flushing of pink to the

spray; they are about | inch in diameter, and
have about 15 small lance-shaped petals. Nichol-

son (Dictionary of Gardening) describes the

plant as having deeply and irregularly-cut letves

and sparsely-hairy pedicels and calyces. The
leaves had already fallen from the sprays exhi-

bited, and although there was a slight pubes-

cence on some twigs, the calyces and pedicels

appeared to be quite glabrous. A very pretty,

low-growing tree, which in Sussex flowers regu

larly in November and December. It re-

quires a sharp frost to destroy the ex-

panded flowers, and the buds are seldi ni

injured. (Shown by Col. Stephenson R. Clar-ce,

C.B., Borde Hill, Cuckfield—gr. Mr. Conn.)

Carnation Mrs. A. F. Button (see fig. 187).

—A sport from White Perfection. The stem and
calyx are excellent, but the blooms are scarcely

scented. The colour is a very bright rose (shade

four Hip. de Couleurs), but pales towards the

edge of the petals. (Shown by Mi. A. F.

DUTTON.)

C. Bonfire.—A rather small-flowered, per-

petual-flowering variety, bnt exceedingly neat

and pretty, with excellent stiff stems and sound

calyx. Tfie petal edge is serrated, and the flowers

are not scented. The colour is a very bright

scarlet. (Shown by Messrs. W. Wells & Sons.)

Citltdbal Commendation.

Chrysanthemum Mrs. Swinburnt. A large

batch of this fine white Chrysanthemiun
was shown ; the plants were grown in 5-inch pot.s.

One specimen bore 11 large, disbudded flowers

and one unopened bud, the whole plant being
only 2 feet high. (Shown by Col. Lockwood,
Bishop's Hall, Romford—gr. Mr. G. Craddock.)

Some Fubtheb Novelties.

Winter-flowering Begonia Duchess of Westmin-
ster, shown by Messrs. Cliebans, is a good addi-

tion to the varieties exhibited at the last meet-

ing. The flowers are double, and a bright shade

of deep rose-pink.

Carnation Norlhport, a variety that has re-

ceived extraordinary praise in America, was
shown by Messrs. Wells. The colour is an in-

tense cerise-pink.

Messrs. R. Wallace & Co. showed Iris Var-

tanii White Pearl. This is an albino form of the

type, but retains the distinct yellow ridge on the
claw of the falls. The type was named by the late

Sir Michael Foster after Dr. Yartan, of Naza-
reth, who first sent it to him. It is the earliest to

flower of the reticulata group, being out normally

from October-December, and considerably in ad-

Orchid Committee.
Present: J. Gurney Fowler, Esq. (in the

Chair); Messrs. Jas. O'Brien (hon. sec), J. S.

Moss, Gurnev Wilson, J. Wilson Potter, R. G.
Thwaites. F. Sander, R. A. Rolfe, T. Armstrong,

A. McBean. C. H. Curtis, W. Cobb, J. Charles-

worth, J. Cypher, W. H. Hatcher, J. E. Shill.

H. G. Alexander, A. Dye, W. P. Bound, W.

Fig. 1S7.—caenation mrs. a. f. dutton : colour, bright rose.

(R.H.S. Award of Merit on Tuesday last.)

vanoe of Histrio, and is figured in the Bot. Mag.,

6,942. White Pearl was imported from Pales-

tine in 1910 as a white form of I. histrioides,

and has been distributed under that name. It

has also been sent out as a white Histrio, but it

is quite distinct from these species. It is a pretty

little species with almond-scented flowers, and
owing to the character of our November weatljer,

they generally require the protection of an Alpine

house.

Bolton, de B. Crawshay, Sir Jeremiah Colman,

Bart, and Sir Harry J. Veitch.

Lieut. -Col. Sir George L. Holford, K.C.V.O.,

Westonbirt (gr. Mr. H. G. Alexander), showed the

unique Vanda ccerrdea Sanderse with two spikes of

perfectly-shaped flowers differing from all other

forms in colour, the tint being clear magent,i pink

with no trace of blue. It was awarded a First-

class Certificate, November 22, 1910, when first

shown. Also Cvpripedium X Nydia (Niobe X
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ritens-Leeamim), a fine flower, an 1 two others.

(See Awards.)
Messrs. Jas. Veiich & Sons, Ciielsea, staged

a good group, for which a Silver FIor:i Medal was
awarded. An interesting feature of this ex-

hibit was a batch of seedlings between Zygo-

petalum Mackayi and Odontoglossum crispuni,

the flowers difiering iji no way from the

Z. Maokayi staged at each end of the

group. The peculiarity has been frequently

noted, but the facilities for comparison made the

exhibit very interesting. A fine lot of Cypripe-

diums included C. Idnia (insi"ne Harefield Hall

X Countess of Carnarvon), a large flower of the

Msan gigauteum class; C. Glebelands " Veitch's

variety "
; C. Gaston Bultel ;

good forms of C.

Leeanum, and some prumising unnamed hybrids.

Others noted were Brasso-Lselio-Cattleya Morna
(B.-C. Mme. Chas. Maron X L.-C. bletchleyensis),

a bold flower of a light rose-pink tint, and several

bright Leelio-Cattleyas.

Messrs. Sandeb & Sons, St. Albans, staged an

effective and interesting group, containing several

novelties. The best were Cypripedium St.

Andre (Leeanum A. Lefebvre X Acta^us

Bruggense), a fine flower, with a large,

pure-white dorsal sepal, having an emer.ild-

green base, with some small, dark spots and

a distuict purple medium line : petals and lip

pale green, tinged with purple; C. Conquest

(Earl of Tankerville X Leeanum Clinkaberry-

anum), much larger than Earl of Tankerville, but

similarly coloured ; and C. Smaragdina (Euryades

Leopardianum X Ville de Paris), a model flower

with a clear gamboge-yellow ground, beautifully

blotched with chocolate purple. A very interest-

ing plant was Chondropetalum Fletcheri, which

had Chondrorhynca Chestertonii for seeH-bearer,

and which showed conclusively the correctness

of the record. Lajlio-Cattleya Golden Oriole, and

other showy Lselio-Cattleyas, and some interest-

ing species were also shown.

H. T. Pitt, Esq., Rosslyn, Stamford Hill (gr.

Mr. Thurgood), was given an Award of Merit for

a varied group, the front of which was of the

yellow Cypripedium insigne SanderiB, C. insigne

Harefiehl" Hall and Bohnhoffianum, varieties ot C.

Leeanum, C. Pittianum, &c. Among the Odonto^

glossums, 0. ardentissimum " Pitt's variety,"

raised at Rosslyn, was a very pretty and richly-

coloured form. \'ai-ious other hybrid Odonto-

glossums and several Cattleya Ciarkie, Dendro-

bium Phal.-enopsis, Chondropetahmi Fletcheria-

num, and ilaxillaria Hubschii were also noted.

Messrs. J. Cypher & Sons, Cheltenham,

secured a Silver Banksian Medal for a repre-

sentative group of Cypripediums, which in-

cluded many fine forms. With them were Zygo-

petalum crinitum, Lielia anceps Schroderse (of

very dark colour), Lajlio-Cattleya Rubens (large

and of fine shape), and Cattleyas.

Messrs. W. B-Iylor Hartland & Sons, Cork,

were awarded a Silver Banksian Medal for a

group of Cypripediums and hybrid Odonto-

glossums. Very effective was Cypripedium

insigne Sanders. Odontoglossum Groganise bore

a finely branched spike of rose-purple flowers,

and among Cattleyas wc noted a very distinct

home-raised C. Hardyaiia, C. aurea being the

seed-bearer. The sepals and petals were creamy-

yellow, slightly flecked with rose, the lip rose-

purple with gold veining.

Messrs. J. & A. McBean, Cooksbridge, staged

an effective group, in which were their new Cyni-

bidium Doris and a very fine form of C. Wigani-

anum. Several dark hybrid Odontoglossums, 0.

Phoebe, three of their seedling Cattleya aurensis,

and some good Cypripediums were also exhibited.

Messrs. Cuak'lesworth & Co., Haywards
Heath, staged a small group, in the centre of

which was a magnificent specimen of Angraecnm

sesquipedale with ten of its large, wax-like

flowers. Various good Cypripediums, scarlet

Odontiodas, and the beautiful new Sophro-Lselio-

Cattleya Carna (see Awards) were also included.

Messrs. Hassall k Co., Southgate, staged a

Belection of Cypripediums and Cattleya and Laelia

hybrids. Also Vanda suavis and other Orchids.

E. H. D-A.VIDSON. Esq., Orchid Dene, Twyford.

showed a remarkably pretty hybrid b?tween

Lielio-Cattleya Gottoi'ana and Cattleya Dowiana
aurea, the flowers resembling the latter in fine

shape, but with the petals more openly displayed

Sepals and petals primrose yellow, freckled at

the tips with rose. Lip rosy-carmine with gold

veinini;.

His Grace the Duke of Marlborough,
Blenheim Palace (gr. Mr. Hunter), sent Cypri-

pedium Beatrice (aureum Hyeanum X Memoria
Jcininnliamia') witli a white dor.-al supal.

J. CuuNEl Fowler, Esq., Gk-bclands, South
Woodford (gr. Mr. J. Davis), showed the fine

Cypripedium Leeanum J. Gurney Fowler ; a fine

Odontoglossum Lanibeauianum with a branched
spike of many flowers ; and Odontioda Latoiia.

Messrs. Swan & Price, Keyfield Nursery, St.

Albans, sent Cypripedium ilaurice, a good flower

of unrecorded parentage.
Messrs. Si0.\RT Low & Co., Bush Hill Park,

showed Cypripedium Eva (aureum Hyeanum X
Memoria Jermnghamiie).

AWARDS.
FiRSi-CLASs Certificate.

hcdio-Cattlt\ja Golden Oriole " var. Euhy "

(L.-C. ChurUswuriUii X C. Dowiana aurta),

from Lieut.-Col. Sir George L. Holford,
K.C.V.O., Westoiibirt (gr. xMr. H. G. Alex-
ander).—A very handsome flower, totally diftereiit

in colour to the original form. The petals and
lip are of a rich claret-red colour, delicately

viened with yellow ; the sepals have a yellow

ground tinged and blotched with claret-red.

Unless closely examined, the tiower appears to be
almost entirely claret-red.

Odontioda Latona " Fowler's variety" (Odon-
tioda Bradshawiie X Odontoglossum crispo-

Harryanmn), from J. Gdrney Fowler, Esq.,

Glebelands, South Woodford (gr. Mr. J. Davis).

—A very fine hybrid with flowers equal in size to

0. crispum and richly blotched. The ground
colour IS white, the sepals and petals having a

broad rose margin, the inner parts heavily

blotched with reddish mauve. The front of the
lip is white and the crest yellow, with a large

reddish blotch.

Award of Merit.

Cypripedium Viking (Bnchunianum x
illusirej, from Lieut.-Col. Sir Geo. L. Holford,
K.C.V.O. (gr. Mr. H. G. Alexander).—This
beautiful hybrid has the fine substance of C.

Druryi and its wax-like, dorsal sepal, which is

pure w-hite with an ovate violet-purple band up
the centre. Petals and Up Indian yellow tinged
with brown.

Sophro-Lcelio-Cattleya Carna (L.-C. Cappei
X S.-L. heatonensisj, from Messrs. Charles-
worth & Co.—A beautiful flower of large size

and of a bright magenta-rose colour with yellow

base to the lip.

Cypripedium Euryhiades (Euryades X
Alcibiades), from Sir Trevor Lawrence, Bart.,

K.C.V.O., Burford (gr. ilr. W. H. White).—An
improvement on C. Euryades. Flower lai'ge.

Dorsal sepal pure white above, emerald green
below ; evenly spotted with dark purple. Lip and
petals yellowish-tinged dark purple.

Cultural Commendation.

To Mr. W. H. White, Orchid grower to Sir

Trevor Lawrence, Bart., for a fine specimen of
Sigmatostalix radicans with many spikes.

Fruit and Vegetable Committee.
Present : George Bunyard, E--q. (in the Chair)

;

Messrs. Jos. Cheal, W. Bates, Edwin Beckett,
F. Perkins, Geo. Keif, H. Markham, A. R.
Allan, A. W. Metcalfe, J. Davis, A. Bullock,

J. Jaques, Geo. Wythes, A. Grubb, and Owen
Thomas.

Messrs. J. Cheal & Sons, Crawley, were
awarded a Silver Banksian Medal for an exhibit
ot Apples and Pears. The new variety Crawley
Beauty was represented by several baskets of

fine fruits. Encore, a comparatively new
variety, is an excellent late culinary Apple; one
of the fruits weighed 1 lb. 7i ounces. There was a

good dish of the new Pear Beorre de Naghan.
The most imposing exhibit of fruit was shown

by ths Government of British Columbia. It

consisted entirely of Apples, mostly in boxes, as

shipped for the English market. The fruits were
superb, and the Committee selected the variety

Winter Banana as worthy of an Award of Merit.

Spitzenberg (a solid red Apple of fine flavour),

Grime's Golden, Winesap, Rome Beauty, Wag-
ner, Canadian Baldwin, Canada Red, Newtown
Pippin, and Cox's Orange Pippin represent the

pick of the varieties. (Gold Medal.)

A Gold Medal was awarded to Mrs. W. Banks,
Park Street, W^estminster, for a collection of

preserves. It was the finest exhibit of this

natur^ ever seen at these meetings, and com-
prised 168 distinct kinds of bottled vegetables

and fruits. As showing the comprehensive
nature of this exliibit, we may enumerate
Muslirooms, Chutneys, Mulberries, Loganberiies,

Apricots, Quinos jelly. Carrots, Peas, Celery,

B-'ans, and Currants. The exhibitor informed us

that the Mulbeiries and Loganberries are especi-

ally delicious, and that CuiTants are the most
diliicult to preserve whole. Some of the vege-

tables were bottled in sterilised salt water.

Silver Kniglitian Medals were awarded to Mrs.

Miller, Moyleni, for preserves, and ilessrs.

VVestmacoit, f'jr South African produce.

A Silver Banksian Medal was awarded to Miss

Hilda, Harcourt Terrace, Kensington, for pre-

serves. A Bronze Banksian Medal was awarded
to Ml-. D. E. Tower, Pershore, for a similar

exhibit.

Awards of Merit.

Apple Crawley Beauty.—A late culinary

variety, about 2| inches deep; richly coloured

on the side next to the sun, and prominently

streaked with red at the base. The parentage

is unknown. Messi-s. Cheal & Son, the ex-

hibitors, informed us that it is a local variety

found in many cottagers' gardens in the neigh-

bourhood of Crawley. The fruits hang very late

in the season, often" after the leaves have fallen.

Apple Winter Banana.—A solid fruit,

3 inches deep and 4^ inches in circumference, of

pale-yellow colour flushed with red. The flesh

is juicy, sweet, and of fine flavour. Shown

by the Government of British Columbia.

Apple Steyne .ieedling.—Thh Apple resembles

a large fruit of Cox's Orange Pippm. It is_ of

excellent eating quality, and is a fine addition

to late dessert varieties. Shown by Lady
TUORNYCROFT.

THE LECTURE.
Mme. Tzikos St. Leger's paper was read by the

.

secretary. The title, " The Vegetation of the

Islands of St. Leger in Lake Maggiore."

was rather a misnomer, but if any of the

large audience attended in the exiiectaticn

of hearing an account of the indigenous

vegetation of these islands, they must

have been agreeably surprised when the

story so interestingly unfolded proved to

be "an account of the work performed by

Mme. St. Leger, who transformed the

rocky, windswept and almost .
desert island

on which she has made her home into a beautiful

and interesting garden. It seems that when
Mme. St. Leger acquired the island it contained

a disused nunnery, of which only the strong

outer walls were sound, one tall Lime tree, which

had been a land naik for years, and a few

stunted Oaks, which eked out a precarious exist-

ence drawn from the scanty nourishment found

between the crevices of rocks. This was prac-

tically the extent of its vegetation. The long,

nariow Lake Maggiore is situated partly in

Northern Italy and^partly in Switzerland. The
imaginary line across the lake, which divides it,

is so rigidly respected that any yacht crossing

it is hailed from the Customs vessel and in-

spected. The two St. Leger islands are about

two miles from the Italian shore, and enjoy

a delightful climate during the hot season ; when
the dwellers on the mainland are oppressed by

heat, the temperature on the St. Leger islands,

thanks to the surrounding water, rarely rises

above 70° Fahr., whUst during the winter months
the minimum of 15° Fahr. is rarely reached.

This equable climate renders possible the diverse

and almost tropical vegetation which Mme. St.

Leger has introduced. As there was practically

no soil on the island, enormous quantities had
to be brought from the mainland in boats, and

before any planting was commenced the nunnery

was put into habitable condition and garden

paths were made.
The lantern slides illustrated the great amount

of success which has attended the gardening

operations. As the lecture progressed, the bare,

rocky expanses, with their few stunted trees and
weeds, gave place to charming views of Palms
(Chamserops excelsa), with tall, straight stems,

crowned with leaves and fruits, contrasting with

dark-green, upright Roman Cypresses (Cupressus

sempervirens) or with the long leaves of the

Japanese Banana (Musa japonica, syn. M. Basjoo)

which border the paths. Mention was made of

such rare and interesting Conifers as Pinus

longifolia, Cupressus majestica (C. torulosa var.

majestica), Picea Morinda, Araucaria Bid-

willii. Cupressus torulosa. Ginkgo biloba, and a
" R*tinospora " with a curious name imkncwn
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to the Ktv) Hand-JUt or the Manual of Coni-
ferce, but which had the characteristic appear-
ance of Daci'ydium Franklinii. The lantern
Elides of Eucalyptus amygdalina, with tall,

straight, silvery trunks ; an exceedingly tine

Date Palm (Phoenix dactylifera) ; a Cycas revo-
luta ; and a large Tangerine Orange bush, -which
bears abundant crops of fniit, evoked great
admiration.
On the north side ol the island a row of Weep-

ing Willows, planted partly as a protection from
the rough winds, encircle rarer trees, and one
result of importing soil is that Poplars and
Maples now grow wild amongst them.

Roses, in groups and in the borders, bear a

profusion of blossoms ; the variety Marechal
Niel was in flower last Christmas Pay, and
Laurette de Messimy bloomed in February.
A kitchen garden was made, and 3 feet of

pure sand, treated with suitable manure, pro-
duced satisfactory crops of Cauliflowers, Potato^,
and other vegetables.

GHENT HORTICULTURAL.
November 3.—The monthly meeting of the

Chambre Syndicale des Horticulteurs Beiges et
Societe Royale d'Agriculture et de Botanique de
Gand was held on the above date, and the fol-

lowing awards were made.

Certificates of Merit.
Oypripedium inslgne var. perfectum; Odon-

tonia Firminii (Odontoglossum crispum x Mil-
tonia vexdlaria); Cypripcdium Bruggense; and
0. Durandii, shown by Monsieur F. Lambeau.

Cattleya St. Anne; C. Venus var. lutescens;
0. Fabia alba; Cypn'pedium Memnon; C. da-
tior; C. Priam; C. Gaston Bvltel; Lalio-
Cattleya Bulgaria; and Masdevallia Bella, shown
by Monsieur Jos. de Hemptinne.

MANCHESTER AND NORTH OF
ENGLAND ORCHID.

November 7.

—

Committee present: Rev. J.

Crombleholme (in the Chair) ; Messrs. R. Ash-
worth, J. Cypher, J. Evans, A. Hanmer, Dr.
Hartley, W. Holmes, A. J. Keeling, J. Lupton,
D. McLeod, H. Thorp, Z. A. Ward, A. War-
burton, and H. Arthur (secretary).

A Silver-gilt Medal was awarded to A. War-
burton, Esq., Haslingden (gr. Mr. Dalgleish),

who staged a miscellaneous group.

Large Sdver Medals to Z. A. Ward, Esq.,
Northenden (gr. Mr. Weatherby), for a group of

Cypripediums and Odontoglossums ; and Messrs.
Sander & Sons, St. Albans, for a choice group.

Silver Medals to Col. J. Rutherford, M.P.,
Blackburn (gr. Mr. Lupton), for Cattleyas in

variety ; Rev. J. Crombleholme, Clayton-le-
Moors (gr. Mr. Marshall), who staged a group of

Cypripediums; J. McCartney, Esq., Bolton (gr.

Mr. Holmes), for Cattleyas and hybrids ; Messrs.
J. Cypher & Sons, Cheltenham, for Cattleyas
and Cypripediums ; and Messrs. A. J. Keeling &
Sons, Bradford, for Cattleyas.

Other exhibitors included 0. 0. Wrigley,
Esq., Bury (gr. Jlr. Rogers) ; R. AsHWORTH,
Esq., Newchurch (gr. Mr. Gilden) ; F. A. Hind-
LF.T, Esq., Great Horton, Bradford; Mr. W.
Shackleton, Great Horton ; and Mr. W.
Birchen.\ll, Alderley Edge.

AWARDS.
First-class Certificates.

Cattleya Iris variety Ashworthia^.—A large,

round flower, of good colour, with deeply-

coloured lip, exhibited by R. Ashworth, Esq.

Cypripedium "Jasper" (Alcibiades x
Uitchensm).—A well-formed flower ; the dorsal

petal has a white margin. From Z. A. Ward,
Esq.

C. Hassollii " Hindlty's variety " (Charles-

worthii X bingleyense).—From F. A. Hindlet,
Esq.

Award of Merit.

Odontoglossum crispum variety Arthur,—

A

hybrid of unknown parentage. Shown by Z. A.

Ward, Esq.

At the meeting held on November 14 the fol-

lowing members of the committee were present :

Rev. J. Crombleholme (in the Chair) ; Messrs.

R. Ashworth, J. Cypher, J. Evans, W. Holmes,
J. Lupton, C. Parker, H. Thorp, Z. A. Ward,
and H. Arthur (secretary).

Gold Medals were awarded to W. R. Lee,
Esq., Heywood (gr. Mr. Branch), for Cypripe-
diums; Col. J. Rutherford, M.P., Blackburn
(gr. Mr. Lupton), and Messrs. J. Cypher &
Sons, Cheltenham, for a fine display of Cypri-
pediums and Cattleyas.

Silcer-gilt Medals to Mrs. A. K. Wood, Glos-

sop (gr. Mr. Gould), for a pleasing display of
Cattleyas and Lcelio-Cattleyas in variety ; A.
Warburton, Esq., Haslingden (gr. Mr.
Dalgleish), for a fine group ; and Messrs.
Charlesworth & Co., Haywards Heath, for a
choice mixed group.

Large Silver Medal to R. Ashworth, Esq.,
Newchurch (gr. Mr. Gilden), for a miscellaneous
collection.

Silver Medals to Rev. J. Crombleholme, Clay-

ton-le-Moors (gr. Mr. Marshall), for a small
group of Cypripediums ; and J. McCartley,
Esq., Bolton (gr. Mr. Holmes).

Other exhibitors included Messrs. A. J.

Keeling & Sons, Bradford, and Mr. J. Evans,
Congleton.

AWARDS.
First-class Certificate.

Cattleya labiata "Cyme."—A large, well-set

flower, of pure white-sepals and pjtals^ with
faint colour in lip. From Col. J. Rutherford.

Awards of Merit.

C. labiata " Veslalis," Cypripedium Actcevs

"Ashlandense No. S," and C. insigne Rossendale
(Sanderce X Laura Kimball), all from R.
Ashworth, Esq.

Cultural Certificates

were granted to Mr. Gilden for a fine example
of Cattleya Portia, and to Mr. Gould for a good
specimen of Vanda ctcrulea.

WESTON-SUPER-MARE AND DISTRICT
CHRYSANTHEMUM.

November 7.—The 26th exhibitinn of this

society was held on this date at Knightstone
Pavilion.

In the class for a group of Chrysanthemums,
in a space of 50 square feet, a magnificent group
exhibited by Frank E. Dove, Esq., Chandos
Lodge (gr. Mr. G. Henley), was awarded the 1st

prize; 2nd, Mr. Cornellius (gr. Mr. C. Cook).
For a group of miseellaneous plants arranged

for effect Mr. C. J. Ellis, Weston Nurseries,
Weston-super-Mare, won the 1st prize easily

with a beautifully-arranged group containing
finely-coloured Crotons, Poinsettias, Liliums,
Cattleyas, and Oncidiums ; 2nd, Mr. W. Brooks,
Whitecross Nurseries.
In the class for 24 blooms of Japanese Chry

santhemums there was not a weak bloom in the
whole of the exhibits. The 1st prize was won
by H. E. Murry, Esq., Anderdon, Taunton
(gr. Mr. J. Bishop) ; 2nd, Hugh Andrews,
Esq., Wickwar (gr. Mr. J. H. Tooley). For 12
Japanese blooms the 1st prize was won by
Frank Dove, Esq. (gr. Mr. G. Henley).

Exceptionally fine flowers were shown in the
class for six Japanese blooms ; the 1st prize was
won by E. E. B.aker, Esq., Weston-super-Mare
(gr. Mr. H. Whitehead) ; 2nd. Mrs. W. S. b »llis-

COMBE, Worle.

HITCHIN CHRYSANTHEMUM.
November 14.—This show was a great success.

The principal prize was offered for the best ex-

hibit of six vases of Japanese blooms in six

varieties. There were five competitors, and
John Balfour, Esq. (gr. Mr. A. Jefferies),

won easily with grand blooms of the varieties

William Turner, Mrs. G. Drabble, Lady
Talbot, F. S. Vallis, Fred Green, and John
Peed. 2nd, Bailey Hawkins, Esq., Stagenhoe
Park. Welwyn (gr. Mr. E. Kinns). Mr. Balfour
was successful in the class for 12 Japanese varie-

ties, distinct, in vases, also for one vase of five

blooms of a white variety, with William Turner;
one of the blooms in this vase was adjudged the

best Japanese Chr\santhemum in the show. The
same exhibitor showed the best vase of five blooms
of anv coloured Japanese variety with F. S.

Valli.?:

The vegetables classes were keenly contested.

Mr. Hartless excelled in both Messrs. Carter's
and Sutton's classes for collections. Mr. E.
Kinns was placed 2nd in both classes.

Fruit.—The best of seven exhibits in ths class

for two bunches of white Grapes was shown by
Mr. Jefferies. There w^ere nine entries in the
class for two bunches of black Grapes, and Mr.
Croxford was placed 1st with large, handsome
bunches of Muscat Hamburgh. Mr. T. Pate-
man showed best in the class for Apples and
Pears. This exhibitor won the 1st prize for

a collection of fruit with choice Grapes, Apples,
and Pears. Lord Hampden (gr. Mr. C. E.

jMartin) was placed 2nd.

BRADFORD CHRYSANTHEMUM.
November 15, 16.—The twenty-sixth annual

exhibition of this society was held on these dates.

The entries, although scarcely so numerous as

last year, compared favourably with previous

exhibitions.

Cut Blooms.—In the open class for 24 Japa-
nese blooms in not fewer than 18 varieties. Sir

Wm. Bass, Burton-on-Trent (gr. Mr. R. Nisbet),

was awarded the 1st prize. His best blooms
were Frances Jollifte, iMrs. David Syme (the

premier flower in the show), Wm. Gee, Mrs.
Mersham, Wm. Biddle, F. S. Vallis, Wm.
Turner, Mrs. K. Luxford, and White Queen.
2nd, Arthur James, Esq., Coton House, Rugby
(gr. Mr. A. Chandler), with fresh, bright, but
smaller blooms.

Local Classes.—For 24 blooms. Incurved, the

1st prize was won by Mr. H. B. Farmer. 2nd,

Mr. A. Chandler." Mr. Chandler was also

awarded the 1st prize for six vases of Japanese
blooms. For 18 Japanese blooms in not fewer

than 12 varieties, Mr. John Thornton, Drigh-

lington, was placed 1st. 2nd, Mrs. Constable,
Otley (gr. Mr. W. H. Aldridge). Mr.
H. Clark was successful in the class for 12 In-

curved blooms, and the 1st prize for six dis-

similar Japanese varieties was won by Mr. J.

Thornton. 2nd, Mr. W. H. Aldridge.
-Messrs. Wells & Co., Ltd., Merstham, ex-

hibited Chrysanthemums, including the new-

variety Queen Mary.

ROYAL METEOROLOGICAL
November 20.—The opening meeting of this

Society for the session was held at the Sur-

veyors' Institution, Dr. H. H. Dickson, Presi-

dent, in the Chair.

Dr. H. R. Mill, Director of the British Rain-
fall Organization, read a paper on the unpre-

cedented rainfall in East Anglia on August 25

last. He based his discussion on the records of

265 rainfall observers in the eastern counties,

from which he constructed a series of maps,
showing the hour of commencement and of ces-

sation of rain and the total rainfall of the 24

hours in question. The rain commenced in Lon-
don between 1 and 2 a.m. on August 26, but

the hour of commencement grew later towards
the northward, rain not beginning to fall in Lin-

colnshire until after 7 a.m. The intensity of the

fall increased rapidly over the whole area, the

maximum being reached in a fall of 4 inches in

4 hours from 11 a.m. in the neighbourhood of

Norwich. The rain afterwards diminished in

intensity and gradually ceased, the hour of ces-

sation being 6 p.m. round the outside of the area

affected from Orford Ness to Grantham, but
later towards the centre, where, over nearly the
whole of Norfolk and a large wedge of Suffolk, it

did not cease until after midnight on the 26th,

and at some places not until 4 or 5 a.m. on the

27th. In this central area the rain fell without
intermission for more than 20 hours, and at

some points probably for 24. The distribution

of the rain was somewhat remarkable. There
were two foci of maximum fall, both in Norfolk,

the northern central south of Cromer with more
than 7.50 inches, the larger central east of Nor-
folk culminating in about 20 square miles, with'

more than 8 inches of rain in the 24 hours.

About 1940 square miles in Norfolk and Suffolk

had more than 4 inches of rain, the most curious

feature being a triangle of much lower rainfaU

running through the west of Norfolk s'^utli-easi-

ward from the AVash. The area with more than
2 inches of rain was at least 5.800 square miles.

The general rainfall of each of the counties was
calculated for this day and also for the various
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river basins; and, speaking generally, it was
said that during the 24 hours as much water
was deposited on the land as would fall in nor-

mal circumstances in two or three months.
Several very heavy falls of rain in one or two
days which had been rectirded in different parts

of the country were considered, and it was shown
that, altliougli more than 8 inches hiuj fallen at

Seathwaite, in the Lake District, on more than
one occasion, as the result of one or two days
rain, there v\as no instance of so large an area
having more than 6 inches of rain in two days
as occurred in East Anglia on August 26. For-

mer flood-rains in the same area were considered,

and shown to have been quite insignificant in

comparison; and only two instances could be

found—July, 1875, and November, 1878—when
the rainfall of a whole month surpassed that of

of these 24 hours. The cause of the prolonged
torrential downpour was not to be found in the

])hysical geography of the district affected, but
id the meteorological conditions for the full

elucidation of which the data were insufficient.

The fact that a small secondary depression had
passed northward from the English Channel to

the coast of Norfolk and then turned eastward
across the North Sea suggested a relationship

with a similar though less intense rainstoi'm

which affected the east of Ireland on August 25,

1905, when a similar depression passed northward
from St. George's Channel to the coast of Wick-
iow and turned off abruptly across the Irish Sea.

Considering the unprecedented magnitude of the

volume of rain precipitated the floods, of which
a. series of photographs was shown, were remark-
able rather for their moderation than for the

destruction wrought.
Mr. A. P. Jenkin also read a paper on a

three-year period in rainfall.

NORWICH CHRYSANTHEiaUM.
NovEMBEK 21, 22, 23.—This annual show was

held in St. Andrew's and Blackfriars Halls on
these dates, and proved a great success.

A Challenge Cup was offered for a circular

group of Chrysanthemums and foliage plants

8 feet in diameter. E. G. Buxton, Esq., Catton
Park, Norwich (gr. Mr. F. Notley), won th-^

cup with fairly good blooms of Japanese varie-

tiee, freely-flowered singles, and good foliage

plants, but the exhibit was not well arranged.

2nd, G. E. White, Esq., Eaton House, Norwicli

(gr. Mr. D. Cockeril).

The most important class for cut blooms was
for 48 specimens of Japanese Chrysanthemums,
not fewer than 36 varieties. Sir Carl Meyer.
Shortgrove, Newport (gr. Mr. E. Guile), won
the 1st prize easily with fine, fresh blooms of

Mrs. G. Drabble, J. C. Neill, Mary Farnworth,
Leviathan, Fred Green, F. S. Vallis, E. M.
Quickendon, Acquisition, Mrs. W. Iggulden, \Y.

Turner, and others. Sir S. Newman, Rainham
Hall, Norfolk (gr. Mr. H. E. Stredwick), was
placed 2nd ; 3rd, W. H. Palmer, Esq., Ormesby
(gr. Mr. E. G. Leach).
" In the class for 36 Japanese blooms, open to

growers in the county of Norfolk, five competed.

The best blooms were shown by T. 0. Risby,

Esq., Ormsby (gr. Mr. C. Nichols), whose best

varieties were W. Rawlings, J. H. Silsbury,

Frances JoUiffe, W. Mease, and Mrs. F. Vallis.

W. T. F. Jarrold, Esq., Roxley Thorpe (gr.

Mr. W. Marjoram), was awarded the 2nd prize.

The best 12 Japanese blooms, distinct, were
shown by Sir G. Baron, Ormsley Hall (gr. Mr.

H. Spiri). Especially fine were the six Japanese

blooms exhibited by Mr. J. E. Prentice. Lon-

don Road, Harleston ; his flowers of Glaucous,

Lady Crisp, and Bessie Godfrey were equal to

any in the show. Mr. J. F. Gaymer, Millfield

Cottage, North Walsham, was a good 2nd. In

the class for six blooms of a white Japanese

variety, Sir J. Newman staged exceedingly fine

specimens of the pure white W. Turner, and se-

cured the leading award. This exhibitor also

excelled in the class for six blooms other than a

white variety with F. S. Vallis.

Prizes were offered for a group of cut blooms
arranged on a table with any foliage. Sir G.

B.ACON was placed 1st in this class.

Incurved blooms were few in number but fairly

good in quality. Sir C. Meyer had the best

exhibit of 12 "varieties. Doris Rayner, Clara

Wells, Duchess of Fife, Mrs. G. Deuyer, Fred
Palmer, Triomphe de Montbrun, and Mrs. Hy-
gate were the best varieties.

There were six classes for naturally-grown
Clirysanthcmums—terminal sprays. For 12

varieties, arranged in vases, six sprays in each,

C. E. White, Esq., excelled with an attractive

exhibit of such useful decorative varieties as

Lizzie Adcock, M. Julien Valet, Champion Exe,
Dr. Englehard, and Source d'Or. 2nd, Mr.
E. F. Green.
There were excellent exhibits of Carnations,

Violets, and Begonias. In the fruit classes

Apples and Pears were especially good. For
tliree bunches of black Grapes, distinct. Col.

Harbord won the 1st prize with Black Alicante,

Gros Maroc, and Gros Colman. The best three

bundles of Black Alicante were shown by E.

Reeve, Esq. (gr. Mr. E. Florence). The finest

Muscat of Alexandria Grapes were exhibited by
F. A. Rising, Esq., Ormesby (gr. Mr. C.

NichoUs). There were numerous exhibits in the

class for 10 varieties of dessert Apples. Lord
Stradbrook, Henham Hall (gr. Mr. F. Simpson),
won the 1st prize with splendid fruits. Lord
Stradbrook also excelled in the class for nine

varieties of culinary Apples. Col. Petrie, West-
wick, won quite easily the premier prize for six

varieties of dessert Pears with grand fruits.

Non-competitive Exhibits.—Messrs. Daniel
liROS. , Norwich, furnished one end of St.

.\ndiew's Hall with a fine display of Chrysan-
themums and other flowers. (Gold Medal.)

Messrs. Sutton & Sons, Reading, staged a
large collection of vegetables. (Gold Medal.)

Messrs. W. Wells & Co., Ltd., Merstham,
showed Chrysanthemums. ((Jold Medal.)

iMessrs. Hobbies Ltd., Wisbech, showed
Liliums, Roses, Dahlias, Begonias, and Chrysan-
themums. (Gold Medal.)

Mr. G. W. Miller, Clarkson Nurseries^ Wis-
becli, arranged, in front of the orchestra, an at-

tractive group of Orchids. (Gold Medal.)

Mr. W. Skabrook, Chelmsford, and Mr. R, C.

N'otc.'UTT, Ipswich, showed collections of Apples.

ABERDEEN CHRYSANTHEMUM.
November 22, 23.—This show was held in

the hall of the Young Jlen's Christian Associa-

tion, Aberdeen, on the above dates. The ex-

l-.ibits were well up to the standard of previous

years, and the entries were numerous.

Pot Plants.—For a group of Chrysanthemums
and other plants arranged in semi-circular form
on a space 8 feet by 4 feet, the 1st prize, a piece

of silver plate, was won by A. R. Gray, Esq., of

Garthdee, Aberdeen (gr. IVlr. Robert Begg). It was
a capital group. A Kentia Palm formed the
crown, while Cocus Weddelliana added to the

effect. The Chrysanthemum blooms included
finely-grown specimens of Mrs. Lopes, Mrs. A.
T. Miller, the new white Master James, J. H.
.Silsbury, and several beautiful singles. Colonel
Stuart Richardson, of Ballathie, Perthshire (gr.

Mr. John E. Davies), was placed 2nd. Mr. A. R.

Gr-AY also won the 1st and 2nd prizes for speci-

men Chrysanthemums in pots, his entries includ-

ing a magnificent pot of the Nellie Pockett variety.

For single and decorative Chryeanthemunis Mr.
Gray also took leading honours.
Cut Blooms.—Colonel Stuart Richakdson,

Ballathie (gr. Mr. John E. Davies), won the 1st

prize easily in the class for 18 blooms of Japanese
Chrysanthemums, six varieties. His blooma in-

cluded choice specimens of Mrs. F. W. Vallis,

Mnie. P. Radaelli, Master David, Mrs. Eric

Crossley, Wm. Turner, and Mrs. F. S. Vallis.

Sir Ch.arles Forbes, Bart., of Newe, Strathdon,
Aberdeenshire (gr. Mr. John iUcRobbie), was a

good seeond. In the class for six blooms of yel-

low and white Japanese Chrysanthemums, Mrs.
Thornton, Thornton Castle, Kincardineshire (gr.

Mr. Duncan McLean), was placed 1st. Mrs.
DuNB.iR-DuNBAR, Seapark, Forres (gr. Mr. J. A.
Grigor), closely followed. The last-named exhi-

bitor won the premier award in the class for 12

blooms. The best three blooms of one variety

were shown by Mrs. Thornton, and the best

18 vases of decorative Chrysanthemums by Mrs.
Dunb.au-Dunbar.
The best collection of kitchen Apples was

shown by A. B. Innes, Esq. (gr. Mr. C. Stuart).

He also showed the best dessert Apples. Mrs.
Dunbar-Ddnb.aii, Sea.park, Forres, carried oft the

chief honours for dessert Pears. Grapes were not
much in evidence, but the bunches of Black Ali-

cante shown by Mr. Gouper, of Graigiebuckler,

were well worthy of the 1st place.

LINNEAN.
November 21.—A general meeting of the

Society was held on this date. Prof. E. B. Poul-
ton, F.R.S., President, in the Chair.
The Rev. George Heuslow, M.A., gave the sub-

stanco of his paper, " On Vegetable Mechanics,"
as follows ;

—

The object of this paper is to show that plants

respond to gravity, strains and stresses, in order

to resist them and so secure stability. Kerner
thought that the stems of herbs and trunks of

trees were constructed on a coinbinied system of

girders ; but if a tree has a heavy mass of foliage

borne at the summit of a tall cylindrical stem (as

of mahogany), or even a short one (Fagus
Rumphii) buttresses are often formed by the

roots, which enable the tree to keep the centre

of gravity over an extended base.

If the stem be hollow, diaphragms are intro-

duced to render it secure. These are in some
cases cup-shaped as in East Indian Bamboos,
thereby securing a greater " pull " against lateral

injury.

In tropical lianes, various mechanical contriv-

ances secure strength with elasticity. In Jiau-

iiinia there are cup-shaped bulgings on either

side of a flattened stem. In the Monkey-ladder
(Caulotretus), besides the bulgings, flangies are

added on the edges, making a complete girder.

In Cucurbitaceae and Passiflora the tendril

coils, after securing a hold by its curled tip, the

coils being in opposite dn'ections. This is

secured by a " crank " being first formed which
rotates.

In leaves, the distribution of the mid-rib and
veins secures the blade from transverse bending
and tearing. In Bananas, the leaves, being de-

generate in character, are invariably torn to

shreds by the wind.
In flowers adapted to insects various mechani-

cal contrivances enable the calyx and corolla, or

the stamens, to support the insect ; while others

enable it to carry the pollen away. The calyx

multiplies its ribs and the corolla expands an-

teriorly, while the stamens become levers, &c.

Fruits are often subject to strains as in burst-

ing, but if a Pear, hangs vertically from an
oblique stalk, there is a tendency to tear it

away. Nature then develops a hump at the base

which counteracts the resultant of the two other

forces.

The whole of the purposeful structures to

secure strength to resist injurious strains, is the

issue of the directivity of life.

NATIONAL CHRYSANTHEMUM.
ANNUAL DINNER.

November 27.—iVIembers and friends of the

National Chrysanthemum Society met at dinner

on this date in the Royal Venetian Chamber of

the Holborn Restaurant. The room was lavishly

decorated with Chrysanthemums; a bank of large

exliibition blooms, relieved with Palms and other

greenery, was arranged along one side of the

Hall, whilst the tables were gay with epergncs

of smaller decorative varieties. The company,
which numbered 105, included many ladies.

-Amongst those present we noticed Messrs.

fhonias Bevan, E. F. Hawes, J. Witty, D. B.

Crane, C. Harman Payne, R. J. Frogbrook,

J. W. Moorman, W. Wells, Norman Davis, T.

Stevenson, R. B. Leech, G. Hunt, and R. A.

Witty (secretary). The Secretary read a letter

from'the president. Sir Albert RoUit, LL.D., re-

gretting his inability to be present owing to in-

disposition. In the president's absence, and at his

express wish, Mr. Thomas Bevan, chairman of

llie committee, occupied the chair.

After the usual loyal toasts fiad been
honoured, the chairman gave the toast of

"The National Chrysanthemum Society." Mr.
Bevan refjrred with regret to the absence of

the president. He gave a brief history of

the Society from the time when it was
formed from the old Stoke Newington Chrysan-
themum Society, and referred to the wonderful
progress seen in all sections of the flower since

that time. There was, be said, a possibility of

some of the older sorts appearing again under
new^ names, for in sonde of the varieties on ti.e

tables he fancied he saw familiar faces, and this

must be taken into consideration in awarding
certificates to novelties. The toast was received

with enthusiasm. The chairman then proceeded

to distribute the medals, cups, and other trophies

won at the Society's exhibitions.
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The next toast was "The Donors of Special

Prizes," proposed by Mr. E. F. Hawes. Mr.
Hawes said the Society was greatly indebted to

those who had offered these special prizes, which,
as those present could see. were numerous and
valuable. They were indebted to their presi-

dent for one of the handsome cups, and he, Mr.
Ilawes, proposed that a telegram should be sent

to Sir Albert RoUit regreiting his absence, and
wishing him a speedy recovery. The proposal
was received with acclamation. Mr. R. J.

Frogbrook, in responding to the toast, expressed
the satisfaction of those who had contributed
special prizes, for the competitions were excel-

lent, and the quality of the exhibits everything
that could be desireil.

Mr. C. B. Crane proposed " The Exhibitors
and Affiliated Societies." The trade exhibits,

3aid Mr. Crane, were the finest ever seen at the

N.C.S. exhibitions, and he especially mentioned
those of Messrs. Norman Davis, W. Wells & Co.,

H. J. Jones, John Peed & Son, and Craig,

Harrison and Craig. He also referred to the
great success of Mr. Thomas Stevenson, who
won the 1st prizes in aJl the important classes

at the principal show.

Jlr. Wells, ill responding, expressed the in-

debtedness of the traders to Mr. Caselton, the

superintendent of the Crystal Palace, for his

courtesy and help. He considered that there

should, be a rigorous selection of novelties sub-

mitted for awards.

The toast of " The Chairman " was proposed

by Mr. C. Harman Payne in a humorous speech.

He said that Mr. Bevan was a man of resource,

perseverance, courtesy, and kindliness, and a
keen supporter of the National Chrysanthemum
Society. The toast was received with musical

honours.

Other toasts were " The Press," proposed by
Mr. J". W. Morman, and responded to by Mr.
J. Harrison Dick, and " The Ladies and
Visitors," proposed by Mr. J. McKerchar.

PERPETUAL-FLOWERING
CARNATION.

Decembee 3, 4.^The 13th exhibition of the

Perpetual-flowering Carnation Society, held at

the R.H.S. Hall on these dates, will rank as

the best in the history of the Society. The
entries were above the average, the exhibits

were of high quality, and there was a large

attendance of visitors.

Open Classes.

The three groups of cut Carnations, arranged

on tabling 10 feet by 3 feet, with decorative

plants or cut foliage, presented a very attrac-

tive appearance. A lai'ge number of excellent

blooms of the best varieties were used by the

several competitors. The 1st prize was won by
Mr. C. Engelmann, Honeybrook Nursery,

Saffron Walden, with a tastefully-arranged

collection. The outstanding varieties were
Sunstar, Rose Dore, Lady Northcliffe, Carola,

and Pink Delight. The 2nd prize was
awarded to Messrs. Wells & Co., The Nur-
series, Jlorstham, Redhill, for a very bright ex-

hibit. The varieties Scarlet Glow (which has
such an appropriate name), Dorothy Gordon, and
Northport were especially noteworthy. 3rd, Col.

RiDEOUT, Langley, Bucks, who showed a smaller

collection of very fresh bloonts.

The only exhibit of three vases containing 12

blooms of British novelties distributed since

.January 1, 1910, was that of the varieties Sun-
star, Lady Northcliffe, and Carola, for which the

Brunton Challenge Cup was worthily awarded
to Mr. Engelmann.
The Challenge Cup presented by the American

Carnation Society for a similar collection of

American novelties was awarded to Mr. H. F.

Mason, Church Farm Nursery, Hampton Hill,

Middlesex, for three vases of exceedingly fine

blooms of Dorothy Gordon, Gloriosa, and White
Wonder; 2nd, Mr. W. E. Wallace, The Nur-
series, Eaton Bray, Dunstable ; 3rd, Mr. C.
Engelmann.
The class for " 25 blooms, any one variety.

Enchantress, Mrs. Chas. Knopf, and similar

colours," was responsible for ^eight vases of

charming 6owers. The 1st prize was awarded to

Mr. E. Guile, The Gardens, Shortport. New-

port, for a splendid vase of his variety Lady
.Meyer; 2nd, Mr. W. E. Wallace; 3rd, Col.

Rideout.
Jlessrs. Stc-Aet Low & Co., Bush Hill Park,

Enfield, won the 1st prize in the class for a vase

of Carnations of medium shades of pink with the
variety Baroness de Brienen ; 2nd, Mr. W. E.

Wall.ice; 3rd, Mr. C. Engelmann.
The best vase of ro,se-pink Carnations was that

of Gloriosa shown by Mr. W. E. Wallace ; 2nd,

Col. Rideout.
The premier vase of any deep pink variety was

" Una Wallace," shown by Jlr. W. E. Wallace ;

2nd, Mr. C. Engelmann.
The white varieties shown were mostly White

Perfection, and the 1st prize was won by Mr.
H. F. Mason, Church Farm Nursery, Hampton
Hill, l\liddlesex, with beautiful blooms ; 2nd,
Mrs. Collins, Heathfield Nursery, Swaidey

;

3rd, Col. Rideout.
Scarlet Glow, as shown by Mr. W. E.

Wallace, was decidedly the best of the scarlet

varieties; 2nd, Mr. H. F. Mason, who showed
Beacon ; 3rd, Mr. H. J. DuDNEY, The Nur-
sery, South Road, Erith, Kent.

There were only two vases in the class for

crimson or clove-coloured blooms. The 1st prize

was won by Mr. W. E. Wallace for a splendid
vase of Carola; 2nd, Mr. C. Engelm.\nn.
Mr. Wallace also won the 1st prize for a

vase of Fancy Carnations ; he showed Benora
in very good form; 2nd, Jlessrs. Stu.art Low &
Co ; 3rd, Mr. C. Engelmann.
Mr. A. F. DuTTON, The Nurseries, Iver,

Bucks., won the 1st prize for the best vase of

;my other self Carnation with the variety Mikado.
2iul, Col. Rideout.
Mrs. Bide was the only exhibitor of a basket

of Carnations, and was awarded the 1st prize for

a tasteful "arrangement.

The six dinner tables were all decorated with
pink -coloured Carnations. The arrangement
which won the 1st prize for Mrs. Bide, High-
field, Guildford Road, Farnham, was very dainty
and charming; 2nd, Sir Randolf Baker, Bart.,

Ranston, Blandford (gr. Mr. A. E. Usher) ; 2nd,
Ml'. H. E. Guile.

The best three ladies' sprays were shown by
Mr. S. F. J.4CKS0N, Danehurst, Epsom; 2nd,
Miss E. Guile ; 3rd, Mr. R. B. Le,\ch, Dnlwich.

The best six gentlemen's coat flowers were
shown bv Capt. Weiner ; 2nd, Mr. Wm. Heath,
The Hylands, Chelmsford ; 3rd, lUrs. E. Guile.

Mr. W. Heath was awarded the 1st prize
for a bright hand-basket of Carnations ; 2nd,
Mr. W. Holder ; 3rd, Mrs. A. Bide.

Amateurs' Classes.

Lord Howard de Walden's challenge cup for

the best semi-circular group of Carnation plants
was awarded to Cecil F. Raph.ael, Esq., Por-

ter's Park, Shenley, Herts, (gr. Mr. A. Grubb),
who showed a highly meritorious collection. The
blooms were very large and fresh and of excel-

lent colour. 2nd, Mrs. Bischoffsheim, Warren
House, Stanmore. 3rd, Mrs. Ad.ur, Adair Place,

Englefield Green (gr. Mr. W. Holder).

The two circular tables of cut Carnations were
an agreeable change. The Ist-prize table, ar-

ranged by Sir Randolf Baker, Bart. (gr. Mr.
A. E. Usher), evoked the a^dmiration of many
visitors ; 2nd, Mr. H. Smith, Epping House,
Little Berkhamsted, Herts., whose style of

arrangement was in several respects the better,

but the blooms lacked the high quality of the
Ist-prize exhibit.

Three of the four dinner tables were deco-

rated with pink Carnations. The Ist-prize table

(Sir Randolf Baker) was run very closely by
that arranged by Mr. W. Holder, of Adair Place
Gardens.

Sir Randolf Baker also won the 1st prize

for six Carnation plants (2nd, Mrs. Adair, who
showed smaller but well-grown plants) and the
Stuart Low prize offered for the best plant of the
variety Baroness de Brienen, as well as for the

best vase of that firm's novelties.

In the class for 12 blooms of Burnett's novel-

ties. Sir Randolf Baker, Bart., was equally suc-

cessful, wliilst the best six blooms were shown
by Capt. Weiner, Ewell Castle, Surrey.

The gold medal offered by Messrs. Wells &
Co. for six blooms of four spec-ified varieties was
won by Sir Randolf Baker ; 2nd, Lord Burn-
ham, Hall Barn, Beaconsfield (gr. Mr. J. John-
son).

The class for one vase containing 25 blooms of
Carnations was strongly contested. The 1st prize
was won by Sir Randolf Baker; 2nd, S. F.
Jackson, Esq.

In the colour classes. Sir Randolf Baker
was generally successful. He won the 1st prizes
in the classes for varieties of tie Enchan-
tress shade of colour, the Mrs. Burnett
type, the rose-pink, and for the deep
pink. Second prizes were awarded to Mr. J.
West, Old Windsor; Mr. H. S. Culwick, The
Gardens, Westlake, Yeovil.

The 1st and 2nd prizes for white varieties were
awarded to Mr. S. F. Jackson and Sir Randolf
Baker in the order named ; whilst in the class
for scarlet varieties Sir Randolf Baker was
again leading, with Capt. Weiner 2nd.

The best clove-coloured blooms were shown by
-Mr. S. F. Jackson and Capt. Weiner.
The 1st prize for any other Self was won by

F. Ric.ARDO, Esq., The Friars, Old Windsor (gr.

Mr. G. West) ; 2nd, Sir Randolf Baker, who
gained the 1st pi'ize for Fancy Carnations.

The "Dutton" prizes for 12 blooms of speci-
fied varieties were won by Sir Randolf Baker
and F. Ricardo, Esq., in the order named.

Sir R. Baker also won the special prize
offered by Mr. C. Engelmann, for six plants in
bloom ; 2nd, Mi's. Adair.
In the sections restricted to amateur mem-

bers, who employ a part-time gardener, or who
cultivate their Carnations unaided, Mr. C.
Loosesiore, Rodwell Station, Weymouth, was
the most successful exhibitor. Jlr. T. H. Plow-
right, Windsor, won the 1st prize for self-Caj--
nations.

NoN-CoMPETiTivE Exhibits.

Jli-. C. Engelmann, Saffron Walden, Essex,
filled a large part of the end of the hall with an
enormous collection of splendid cut Carnation
blooms. The tall stands contained such varie-
ties as Lady Northcliffe, Enchantress, and
^\hite Perfection. The clove-coloured Carola
was exceptionally fine, as also were the blooms
of Dorothy Gordon, Princess Charming, Sun-
star, Bed Jessica and Beacon. Several seedlings
of different colours promise to develop into use-
ful varieties. (Gold Medal.)

Messrs. Stu.art, Low & Co.,Bush Hill Park,
Enfield, had an imposing show of cut Carna-
tions, arranged in an effective manner. Besides
several interesting seedlings the novelties Rosette
(deep pink). Cinnabar (dull rose), British
Triumph (clove-coloured) and St. Nicholas (scar-
let) were worthy of admiration. (Gold Medal.)

Mr. W. Lawrenson, Yarm-on-Tees, showed
many well-known varieties and Snowstorm
(white), and Mrs. Charles Page (very large
shaded pink of the Remontant type). (Silver-
gilt Medal.)

Messrs. Younq & Co., Hatherley, Cheltenham,
exhibited in the Hon. John Boscawen (soft pink)
and Mrs. Brodie-Henderson (faded rose), two-
nsw varieties. (.Silver gilt Medal.)

Mr. G. Lange, Hampton, showed Scarlet
Glow, Alma Ward, Mrs. W. C. Ward, &c., in,

typical form. (Silver Medal.)

Messrs. Allwood Bros., Wivelsfield Nur-
series, Haywards Heath, arranged many choice
varieties in an exceedingly attiactive manner.
The novelties included the richly-coloured Mary
AUwood, which has such a delightful fragrance.
Geisha, Salmon Enchantress and Empire Dav,
especially desirable varieties. (ailver-gi'lt

Medal.)

Mr. H. Burnett, Guernsey, showed splendid
examples of Marmion, Mandarin, Beacon,
Benora, R. F. Felton and Simstar. (Large
Silver-gdt Medal.)

Messrs. Wm. Cutbush & Son, Highgate,
London, included in their attractive group a
large stand of the glowing scarlet variety Mrs.
L. Mackinnon, and smaller collections of such
valuable sorts as Viscountess Goschen, Lady
Coventry, Lady Meyer and Mrs. Waldorf
Astor. (Silver Medal.)

Mr. A. F. Dutton, Iver, Bucks., displayed
a large nmnber of blooms of the variety Mrs.
A. F. Dutton, which received an Award of
Merit. (See R.H.S. awards.)

Messrs. Felton & Sons, Hanover Square,
London, exhibited a very interesting collection

df the best Btritish-raised novelties. (Silver-

gilt Medal.)
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Awards of JFEniT.

Mary Allwood (see p. 394).— Shown by Messrs.

Allvvood Bros.

SatoiiCi<y(/e Br'teiien.—This salmon-pink variety

received an R.H.S. Award of Merit, November 7,

1911. Sliown by Messrs. Stuakt Low & Co.

Snotiistorm (see p. 394).—Shown by Messrs. W.
Lawrenson & Son.

Mrs. A. F. Dutlon (see R.H.S. Awards,
fig. 187).—Shown by -Mr. A. F. Dutton.

SANQUHAR HOETICULTURAL.
This society held its annual meeting in the

Town Hall, Sanquhar, recently. Mr. J. Thom-
son occupied the chair, and a highly satisfactory

report was submitted by Mr. John Milligan,

secretary and treasurer. The debt has been
cleared off tlirough the results of a successful

year's operations, and there is a .small credit

balance. Mr. Jas. Moffat was elected presi-

dent, Mr. -John Milligan secretary and trea-

surer, and Mr. R. M'Kendrick, Junr., assistant

secretary.

DEBATING SOCIETIES.
STIRLING & DISTRICT HORTICULTURAL.-

At ihe meeting of thi'^ association he'd on the 6th ult., in

the Y.M.C.A. HalJ, Stirling, a lecture on "Cork, Cork
Trees, and Cork Grcwing " was delivered by Major Yaies.
The lecture u as illustrated by limelight views. Mr. M.
Chapman gave a r^sumi of the outstanding features of the
gardens visited by the society during the season.

KILMARNOCK AND DISTRICT GARDENERS*.
—The second lecture of the present session was given on
the 13th ult. by Mr. A. Hosking. instructor in horticulture
to the West of Scotland Agricultural College, the subject
being "Plant HyLridisation," with a reference to "Plant
Breeding." Mr. Hosking pointed out the necessity of a
knowledge of the structure of flowers, the different methods
of pollination, and the various precautioi s to be taken in

order to effect successful crossing by aitificial means,
illustrating his lecture with specimens, Afier a reference
lo the hisiorical aspect of the subject. Mendelism and
graft hybrids, planl-biteding by s^ltciion was dealt with.

BRISTOL AND DISTRICT GARDENERS*. — A
n eetmg of this association was held in St. John's Parish
Fojuis, Chfion, on November 14. Mr. Thnday piesided
over a large attendance. Mr. C. H. Cave, vice-president,
gave a lecture on " Hybridising of Daffodils."
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CARDIFF GARDENERS'.— The usual fortnightly

meeling of this association was held at the Queen's Hotel.

Cardiff, on the 12ih ult.: Mr. A. H. Cossom presided.
Mr. Garnish, a member of the Bristol association, read a

paper on ' Bu^bs in Pots and Boxes for Cutting."

At the meetii g held on the 2'ith ult. Mr. A. H.
Cossom presided o\er a moderate attendance cf the mem-
bers. Mr. Fry, garden* r at The Court, Llandaff, detivei eJ
apaper on " The Perpetual-flowering Carnation." Mr. Fry
slated that propagation should be commenced in November.
He recommended layering from old plants in July, as plants

thus obtained were stronger than those raised from cuttings.

Mr. Fry dea t with the vaiious insects and other pesls of
the Carnation. He stated that if the plants were kept
growing in a btalthy condition very little trouble would te
experienced with rust disease.

BATH GARDENERS*. — A meeting of this society
was held at the Foresieis' Hall, Bath, on the 12th ult. Mr.
I'arrott, the chairman, piesided. Mr. J. Merchant gave a
paper on " The Fragrance of Roses." The kciurer referred
to the fine perfume of the o'a Damask and Piovence Roses,
and among the newer Ro-es singled out for special niention
on account of their peifume Hugh Dickson. Coninandant

; Faute, Conrad F. Meyer, Ro^e a Parfum de L'Hdy.
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RUDDINGTON & DISTRICT GARDENERS*.—
At the meeting held on the 12th ult., Mr. R. Sutton gave a
lecture on " Gardening " in the absence, through illi ess, of
the appointed lecturer, Mr. Horace J. Wright. Mr. Baynes
Smith presided. Mr. R. Sutton said the title of his
lecture should be "Gardening, Limited," for he only
intended to speak of the first and most important
part of a gardener's work. This was double-digging, and
though the work was hard, a gaidenerwas well repaid by
the better crops which were the result, espt civilly if sf eci.il

manures or soils were incorporated. The Chairman spoke
of the fruit grown so successfully in the dry belt in CauLda
as Ll e result of dtep cultivation. Mrs. Wray Hunt, in pi o-

lidtliE

man: "If you have beautiful thoughts in your mind, you
have always a garden in flower."

WARGRAVE AND DISTRICT GARDENERS*.—
A meeting of the association was held on Wednesday,
Noveiuber 13, and there was a good attendance of members
to hear a paper on " Seed Sowing " delivered by Mr. J. A.
Hall. Gardener at Shiplake Court. He said he would take
the question " When shall I sow my seeds ?" and eiidea\our
to answer it from his own experiences at Shiplake Couit.
He first explained that water, heat and air were nicessary
for germination, but sometimes germination was irregular.

There were several causes for this. It was generally found
that if seeds were sown soon after they were gathered,
germination was speedy. Healthy seeds often rotted owing
to excess of moisture. Attention %vas then drawn to the
number of seeds produced by some pUr.ts. Thick sowing
and overcrowding were greatly deprecated. The various
depths for sowing were mentioned, and the different methods
of covering till germination occurred were described.
Mr. Hall gave a general list which could be used nioiiih by
month, commencing with January.

At the meeting held on the 27tb ult. compttiiicns
in vase decorations were arranged, and there were 13 entries.

The prize-winners in the head gardeners' and foremen's
class were:— 1st, Mr. A. Hislead, Old Vicarage Garden?,
Shiplake; -ind, Mr. W. H. Scott, Hermitage Gardens, Twy-
ford ; 3id, Mr. H. Attlesey, Wargrave House Gardens ; and
in the class for journeymen: 1st, Mr. Bristow, Scarlet's

Gardens, Hare Hatch ; 2nd, Mr. R. Baker, Park Place Gar-
dens ; and 3rd, Mr. Dancer, Scarlet's Gardens, Hare Hatch.
The flowers used in the competitions were sent to the Royal
Berkshire Hospital the following morning.

READING GARDENERS'.—A large attendance of
members gathered on Monday evening, the 18th ult.. at

the Abbey Hall, when Mr. E. F. Hazelton, of The Gar-
dens. North Mymms, Hertfon^, gave a paper on "Tie
Treatment of Pears." The lecturer stated that his ex-
perience with different varieties of Pears, and more pai-
licularly as to flavour, on vaiious types of soil in widelj-
separated districts, had been so contradictory that he hardly
cared to dogmatiseasto which were the best varieties when
considered from the point of view of quality. Local ex-

perience must be the chief guide in the matter. In the
discussion which followed the reacing of the paper, points
weie raised on the respective merits of the I'ear and
Quince stocks; whether to prune Pear trees the firet sea-

son after planting or not ; the character of good P<ar
sells, the general deficiency of flavour in Peais in 1912,

together with the unusual early maturity of late varieties.

NORTH OF SCOTLAND HORTICULTURAL
AND ARBORICULTURAL.-A meeting of this associa-
tion was held in the Abeideen University Buildinqs on
Wednesday, 20th ult. A paper entitled " A Trip to Holliiiid

and the Bulb Fields," wad read by Mr. A. Brown, of M<-ssrs.
Alexander & Brown, NuiSfrymen, Perth. Wiih the aid of
beautiful lantern slides, Mr. Brown gave a capital account
of a visit he paid lo Holland in the spring two jears
ago. He described in a delightful manner ihe many
varieties of Daffodils. Tuli| s, Hyacmths, &c., grown in

Holland, showed on the scretn many pho ographs of beauti-
ful specimens, and concluded with some valuable and
practical hints as to cultivation, drainage, soil, &c. Mr.
Douglas, gardener to Alex. Ogilvie, Esq., of Kepplesione,
Abeideen, dealt with flowers. Refeningto Sweet Peas, he
stated tliat those which had done best with him during the
past unfavourable season had been Lady Evelyn Lyre,
Hercules, Dobbie's Cream, and Ju'iat. Dealing with
Primulas. Mr. Douglas said ibat since the introduction of
Primula obconica several fine varieties bad been sent out
with flowers of varying shades of rose and rosy red, b-jt the
aim of many lovers of that plant had been to obtain a really
bright red variety. That had now b< en secured in Primula
obconica Keinmercinae. Mr. Douglas also refeired to
several new lierbiiceous plants, specialty commending a
love y salmon pink Astilbe.

DEVON AND EXETER GARDENERS*.—At the
meeting held on the iiVth ult. Mr. Charles Thomas, Polti-

more Gardens, gave a lecture on "The Carnation and its

Cultivation." Mr. A. Hope piesided. Mr. Thomas said
that in 1629 Carnaticns were the greatest of garden favour-
ites. The applicaticn of manure at the time of planting was
not to be recommended, Lut if tie soil was poor a dressing
of manure, wood ashes, or soot would be beneficial. It was
necessary to get the young plants well established before the
wii.ter mon.hs, as a safeguard from frosts and trying winds.
The middle of July was not too early to commence layering,

and the work should be completed by the middle of August.
The lecturer erumerated Duchess of Fife, Mrs. NicboUon
(pin'.i), Tiojan (whiiel, Midas (luff), Omar (crimscn), G. E.
Draper, Leaiider, Uriah Pike. Goldilocks, Aurelian (jellow
ground), and Fancy as desirable varieties.

Captain Henby Roqers. — We regret to

record the death, at Plymouth, on the 26th ult.,

of Captain Henry Rogers, R.N., in his 88th year.

Capt. Rogers contributed notes on forestry to

these pages from time to time, giving his ex-

periments on tlie commercial value of thinning

plantations. The last article appeared in the

issue for December 30, 1911. He commenced
planting trees as far back as 1857, and kept care-

ful records in a "log" of the growth of the

various trees.

ENQUIRY.
Cats and Bulbs.—Can any reader inform me

how to prevent cats from scratching up bulbs
planted in flower-beds? I have tried pepper, but
this is rendered useless by the first rain,

ir. A. H.

IVrARKE T S.

COVENT GARDEN. December 4.

fe cannot accept any responsibility for the subjoined
reports. 'Ibey are furnished to us regularly every
Wednesday, by the kindness of several ol tiie principal

salesmen, who are responsible for the quotations. It

must be remembeted that these quotations do not repre-

sent the prices on any particular day, but only tba

general averages for the week preceding the date of oui
report. The prices depend upon the quality of the
samples, the way in which they are packed, the supply
in the market, and the demand, and they may fiiictnate,

not only from day to day, but occasionally several times
in one day.

—

Eds.]

Cut Flowers, Ac: Average Wholesale Prices.

Arums {Richardids)
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Hants In Pots, ac: Average WhoUsale Prlcts rCi>n<>M.

Ferns, choicer sorts,

per doz. .. 8 12
— iiiSJ's, per dz. 10 0-H

dozen ...
'

... 9 0-13
Geonoina gracilis,

60's, per dozen 6 0-80— larger, each ... 2 6-76
Kenlia Belniore.

ana, per dozen 6 0-42
— Fosreriana,

60's, per dozen 4 0.60
larger, per

dozen IS 0-63
Lalania borbonica,

oer dozen ... 12 0-30
Lilinm lancifolium

rubrum in pts.,

per dozen .. 18 21

alba.inpls.,dz. IS 0-21

Lilinm iongiflorum,
per dozen ... 19 24

Lily of the Valley 18 0-Jl

n), double
48's ...scarle

— other
Phanix i

each
Scarlet Tulip? or

Bulbs, per box
if 24-s

2 6 2t

4 0-46
Sola , 43's, per

dozen 10 0-12

Spiraea japonica,
per dozen pots 10 0-12

— pink 10 0-12

Fruit: Average Wholesale Prlc

s.d, s.d.
I

Apples :— Dessert, Ene-
lish, i bushel 2 0-40

— Cox's Orange,
\ bushel ... 6 0-10

— Cooking, per
iHishel 2 0-40

— Wenatchee, p.
case 7 6-86

— American, brls. 27 0-30
— Califo

Newtowns,ca'
— Nova Scotian

— Oregon, New
townPipp.,cs

Ban.mas, bunch:
— Doubles
— No. 1

— ICxtia

— Loose, pel

doz-!n
— Red coloured..

e 7 0- 8

'

13 0-15 6

10 0-11

10 12

7 0-80
8 6-10

12 014

— Jamaica, per

— Jamaica Ordi^
nary, per box
(9 doz.)

Dates, per dozen...
Figs (Italian), bxs.
Cranberries, per

4 0-56
4 3-50
6-10

— PO's ...

— 64's ...

— 54's ...

Lisbon,
mons, pe
Malaga

8 18

4 0-60

2 6-70
2 6-70
6-16

12 0-18
8-26

7 0-86

16 —

bag 62 6 —
— Brazils, cwt.... 4S —
— Spanish,

bag

— Chesuiuls, bg
— Walnut

per dozen lbs

— Jaffa, per (

— Jamaica, ,

— Mandarine

.. 40 0-42
I, per

... 35 6-36 6

s, 100 18 0-23
Cobs

... 8-0 34
s, bg. 14 0-26

: 6-6

8-56

15 26

16 0-17

3 6-66

: 12 0-14 6

Vegetable* : Averafie Wholesale Prices.

luce, French, p.Asparagus, Pans
green

Artichokes(Globe),
per dozen ...

— French
— cround, \ bus.
— I^a'avia, p. dz.
— — French, doz.

Car uls (English)
or doz. bun.

.

— duly, per bag..
— washed, bag ..

Cauliflowers pe)
— tally

Celery, per dozii

16-26
2 6-
8 0-

Cele

' fans
• dirty

12 —
4 0-90

per doz. 10-16

Mustardand Cress
p. dz. punnets

Onions (English)
Der bag

— per bushel
Piclde
bag
(Spri

— (Spanish), case 4 6-50
— Dutch, bags ... 2 6 —

sey, p. lb 20 —
Par' ey, per do

French p. doz. 10 —
;-ns. per bushel 10 —
bags 16 -

: r b s (sweet).

bunches
Parsnips, per bag 2 —
— per bushel ... 10 —
[«adishes(Engli5h)

per dozen ... 10- 1

Sage, per dozen .. 2 —
Savoys, per. tally 4 —
— per box ... 2 —
Seakale, punnets... 10-16
=;oinach. >: bushel 3 6 —
Sprouts, i bushel... 10-13
— bags' 16-20
S:otch Kale, bnsl. 10 —
lomatos.p.oz. lbs.:
— (English) ... 3 6-46
— (Canary) per

bundle 10 0-14
Thyme, dz. bnchs. 2 —
Turnips (English),

perdz. bunches 13-26
10 — I — perbag 2 02 6

Horseradish, 12 I — unwashed, bag 20 —
bundles ...12 — 1 Turnip tops, bushel 10-16

LeeliS, per doz. ... 16-20 — per bag ... 2 6 —
Lettuce (English), Warercress, p. dz.

Cabbage, p. b. 1 6- 2
I

bunches .. 4-06

Rf.marks -English dessert and culinary Apples continue
a very he ivy supply, and many growers still have large

stocks to dispose of. Importalions of Apples in boxes and
barrels are much in excess of past years. The following

varieties of English
Doyenne du Cornice

largely in barrel
Grape

English Toiiii

The
TlK

ported Pears are available: —
Nelis, Easier Beurr^, Passe

: Kieffer Pears are packed
large supplies of English hot-
eptionwith the

OS are finished, but Teueriffe Toma
excellent condition. Mushrooms have

been so plentiful this week. Dwarf Beans
from Madeira are an increasing sujiply, and the Channel
Islands Seakale is now more abundant. Forced Peas
(Guernsey) are obtainable in larger quantities than hitherto.
Walnuts are nearly over, but there is a greater demand
for Cobnuts. Other nuts, such as Chestnuts, Brazils,
Almonds &c., are plentiful. Very heavy consitrnments of

C>rdinary vegetable
nov reach ihe uiaiket m large quantities. E' H. ti.jCuvenl

King Edward

EJ,c.^r,i J.

s.d. s.d,

... 2 9-36

.. 3 0-39
.. 3 6-46
.. 6 0-66
il) 4 0-49

Covcnt Garden and St. Pancras,

4 0-461 Dutch
4 0-501 Belgian
3 6-39 German ...

3 6-50 Dunbais ...

4 0-491 Scotch (grey

GARDENING APPOINTMENTS.
Mr. David Armstrong, for the past 34 years Foreman at

Riccarloi Gardens, Midlothian, as Gardener to J. A.
Macconochie Welwood, Esq., Kirknewton House,
Midlothian.

Mr. A. W. MowL, for the past 3 years Gardener to Victor
Edelsthin, Esq., Oaklands, Bradford, as Gardener to
F. WiNNlNoTOM, Esq., Stanford Court, Worcester.

Mr. E. Knowles, for many years Gardener to the late
Alderman R. CLOutiH, Beechclippe House, Keighley,
as Gardener to Sir Princi! Smith, Bart., Southburn,
Driffield. (Thanks for donation of Is. for R.G.O.F.-
Eds.)

Mr. F. P. Dickson, previously Gardener at White Lodge,
Richmond Park, Surrey, as Gardener to Sir Offlev
Wakeman, Bart., YealoiiPeverey, Shrewsbury. (Thanks
for donation of 23. 6d. for R.G.O.F.—Eds )

.Mr. J. Gilbert, for the past 17 years Gardener to Cap-
tain Warner, Langton Hall, Market Harboro', as Gar-
dener to C. B. Warner, Esq., Kepwick Hall, North-
allerton. Yorkshire.

Mr. E. Pkucival, for the past 4 years Gardener to Sir John
A. Miller, Bart., Heywood Westbury, Wiltshire, as
Head Gardener to the Count Conrad, Hockberg,
Croydon Hall, Washford, Somerset.

Mr. H. Pritchard, for the past 18 months Foreman to Lady
Hickman, Wightwick, Wolverhampton, as Gardener at
the same place. (Thanks for Is. for R.G.O.F,—Eds.)

Mr. R. IvisoN, for the past 16 months Gardener at Orton
Hall, Westmorland, and previously for 5 years at Na-
woith Ca-.lle, Carlisle, as Gardener to G. O. Sandys,
Esq., Grayihwaithe Hall, Newby Bridge, Ulverslon,
Lancashire.

Mr. P. A. Haknes, late Foreman at Bifrons Park, Canter,
bury, Kent, The Vyne, Oakley Hall, Hampshire, and
Rood Ashton Park, Wiltshire, as Gardener to Sir J. A.
Miller, Bat., Heywood House, Westbury, Wiltshire.
( Thanks for 23. for the R.G.O.F. box.- Eds )

Mr. George Haig, for 22 years at Garvald Gardens, Dol-
phinlon, as Garde ler to F. Menteiih Ogilvie, Esq.,
Barcaldine, Ledaig, Argyllshire.

Mr. Alex. Chalmers, for 14 years at Haggerslon Castle, as
Gar Jener to Mrs. Woddrop, Garva'd, Dolphmton.

CATALOGUES RECEIVED.
Amos Perrv, Enheld, Middlesex -Rock and Border Plants.
Charles Ramsay & Son, Ball's Biidge, Dublin -Fruit

Trees, Roses, Shrubs and Climbing Plants.
T. Smith, Newry—Roses; Trees and Shrubs; Climbing

Plants ; Hardy Alpine and Hardy Herbaceous Plants.
Clibravs, Hale, AUrincham —Fruits, Forest and Covert

Plants, Or.iamental Trees, Shrubs, and Climbers.
Wm. Watson & Sons, Ltd.. Clontarf Nurseries, Dublin

—

Fruit Trees, Roses and Sh ubs.
W. Drummond & Sons, Ltd., Stirling—Forest, Ornamental

and Fruit Trees.
Wm. Fell & Co., Ltd., Hexham—Forest Trees, Shrubs, &c.
J. Cheal & Sons. Ltd., Crawley, Sussex — Irees, Shrubs,

Roses and Fruit Trees.
I.AxroN Brothers, Bedford-Fruit Trees and Roses.
J. Navlor & Sons, Long Ditton, Surrey-Alpine and Herba.

3 ; Roses, Fru
ttle &. Ballantyne, Carli

;STIN & McAslan, 89, Mit
and Plants.

. H. Sinclair, Queen's Road West, Aberdeen—Roses.
W. Deal, Kelvedon, Esses—Sweet Peas.

s. Trees and Shrubs.
-Trees.
ill Street, Glasgow—Trees

DicKsoNS, Chester—On ntal and Forest Trees, Shrubs.

FOREIGN.
!nedlinburg-New Plants.

j.ZoIa, LyonCharpennes,
France -New Plants.

Haage & Schmidt, Erfurt, Germany—Novelties in Se?ds.
Barsier et Cie, 16, Route dOlivet, Orleans, France-

Roses; Nursery Stock.

SCHEDULE RECEIVED.

National Rose Society's fir=t spring Rose show to be
held on Thursday, May 1, 1113, in the Royal Horticultural
Hall, Vincent Square, We t ninster. Se;reary, Edward
Mawley, Roseban't, Berkhamsted.

THE WEATHER.
The Following Summary Record of the

weather throughout the British Islands, for the
week enditig November 30, is furnished from the
Meteorological Office :

—

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS.
The weather.—\ very unstable condition prevailed

throughout generally; there was much cloud with frequent
ram, while late in the week a considerable amount of snow
f II over a large area in ihe north and some localiiies in

On the afternoon of the 27th ih inder occurred
Jersey and Gii ey.

belo the very generally;
in Scotland the deficit was as much "as 5'''or'6°. TThe
h ghest of the maxima were recorded at most stations on
the 25th or 26tb, and ranged from 67° in the Midland
Counties and Ireland N. to 52° in Scotland N. The
absolute minima were extremely low in Scotland and the
North of England, and were recorded on the 29th and
30ih. At West Linton the thermometer on the latter dale
(legended to 1°, at Balmoral, Kilmarnock, and Newton
Rigg to 6°, at Callv, Gatehouse, to 7», and to below 15° in
several other localities. Over Ireland and the southern
half of England the values ranged from 18° in Ireland N.
to 23° in England S.E., and to 86° in the English Channel.
The lowest grass readings recordel were 5° at West Linton,
SO at Newton Rigg, 0° (zero) at Balmoral and Worksop,
and 4° at Aspatria. The temperature of the soil at the
dejith of 1 foot was very generally above the nomal, and
except at some places in the northeast of England, and
Aberystwyth, it was also above it at the depth of 4 feet.

The mean temperature of the sea.—On nearly all parts of
t'le coast the water was warmer than during the corre-
spo iding week of last year, and in most places its tem-
peiatu e was above the avenge. The means for the week
varied from about 51-5° oi the extreme south-west coast
of England and 51° at Sealield to a little above 41° at
Cromarty and Scarborough.

infall was considerably in excess of the average
in nearly all districts. Falls'
occurred at some .Scottish and Welsh stations early i

week, the highest figures being 1-5 inch at Glasgow
21th, 1 6 inch at Bettws-yCoed on llie 25tb, and 1-3 inch
at Stornoway on the 26th. At Buxton and Worksop the
depth of snow on the 29lh was 6 inches, and at Rothesay
on the 30th 7 inches. At Wi;k on the 'igth the snow-
yielded, when melted, 093 inch of water in the gauge.
The bright tunshine did not differ materially from Ihe

normal except in Scotland E., when there was a rather
considerable excess. The percentage of the possible
duration ranged from 11 in Scotland N.. and 14 in Ireland
N. to 24 in England S.W. and '28 in Scotland E.

THE WEATHER IN WEST lllutlb.

Week ending December 4.

A cold im-ci.—This was, on the whole, a cold week, both
during the daytime and at night. On the coldest day the
highest temperature in the thermometer screen was only
34*^, and on the coldest night the exposed thermometer
registered 17° of frost—the greatest cold since the lejinning
of February. The ground is at the present time 3'^ colder
at 2 feet deep and 1° colder at 1 foot deep than is seison.
able. Rain fell on four days, to the total depth of thre;-
qiiarters of an inch. On two days there were slight falls of
snow. During the wiek 3} gallons of rain-water came
through both the bare soil percolation gauge, and also
through that on which short grass is growing. The sun
sh »ne on an average for 1 hour 14 minutes a day, which is a
quarter of an hour a day short of the mean duration for the
same period of the year. The 2nd inst. was a windy day,
and in the winiiest hoir the mean velocity rose to 17 miles
—direction west, but during the rest of the week li -ht airs
alone prevailed. The average amount of moisture in the
air at 3 o'clock in the afternoon fell short of a seasonable
quantity for that hour by 7 per cent,

November.
/Ibout average in temperature and rain/a!l,ond sin u'arlv

glociny.—This wasa month of variab'etemperature. In fact,

there were three distinct periods cf cold weather and two
of warm weather during the course of it. Taken as a whole
the tenipeiature was about average. On tie warn est day
the highest reading in the thermometer screen was 56°, and
on the coldest night the exposed thermomeler registered 17°

of frost. Although somewhat low these extreme readings
are nothing very unusual for November. Rain fell on 14
days, and 1 1 the total d.-pih of '2^ inches, \vhich is about a
qn irter of an inch below the average for the month. A few
flakes of snow fell on two days. The sun shone on an
average for 1 hour 10 minutes a day, which is 40 minutes a
day short of the mean daily dura'.ionfor the month—making
this, with two exceptions, the most gloomy November I

have yet recorded here—that is to say since 18S6 On 13
days no sunshine at all was recorded. The wind, taking
the month as a whole, was of about average strength. In
the windiest hour the mean velocity amounted to 20 mi'es-
direction west. For only lo hours was the direction of the
wind any point between north and east. The average
amount of moisture in the air at 3 p m.. fell short of a seas-
onable quantity for that hour by one per cent.

The Autumn.
r.-markablv cold, rather drti, and exceptimatly sunUss.—

T'lis proved a cold autumn, indeed, with one exception the

coldest autumn for 26 years. September was very cold,

October cold, and November of average temperature. The
total la nfall, taking the three months as a whole, was rather

below the autumn average. The sun shone on an average
for 2 hours 61 minutes a day, which is 21 minutes a day
short of the mean duration for the quarter. In the last 18

years there has been only one other autumn as sunless

Our Underground Water Supply.

Since the winle.' half of the drainage year began in Oclo.

ber the tolal rainfall has fallen shcrl of the average for the

same period in the previous 56 ye.irs by three quarters of an

inch, which is equivalent to a loss of 17,870 gallons on each

acre in thi? district. At the same time las year there was
an excess of 1,130 g:i'lons per acre. E.M., Berkhamsted,

December 4. 1 112.
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ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

*,* The EditoTs will be glad to receive, for
co7isideration, large photoijiaphs oj horticultural-

subjects, suitable jor reproduction in this

Journal.

Books : Reader. The Garden Vade Mecuin is

the least valuable of John Abercromby's many
books, and may be purchased for a few pence.—Subscriber. The Garden Beautiful, by W.
Robinson. To be obtained from our publishing
deparlmi-nt, 7s. lid. posl free.

—

A. J. F., Spa.
C'/tri/'iiiiil/ienitiins, by Thomas Stevenson (Pre-

sentDay Gardening Series). Obtainable from
oiu' publishing department, price is. 9d., free

by post.

Bui.BS Diseased: Enquirer. The bulbs are in-

jured by the Botrylis fungus, which causes

"Lily disease." Tlie injury is supei-fioial, and
would not prevent the plant from blooming.

It would be well to mix a little powdered
sulphur with the soil.

Carnation : 11. 0. It is impossible for us to

determine what is wrong with the plant, as you
have sent the flower only. As you suspect eel-

worm to be the cause, you should examine the

roots to see if nodules or warts are present, as

these are a sure indication of eelworm. If the

foliage appears diseased, send some of the

leaves for examination.

Carnation Leaves : E. H. E. The red spots

are caused by the punctures of aphides or

mites.

Carnation Princess of Wales : Malmaison,
Ireland. This variety is a rich form of the

Pink " Malmaison." When exhibited at one

of the Temple Shows it was specially admired

by Queen Alexandra, then Princess of Wales,

and it received its name from this circum-

stance.

Chart for Greenhouse Thermometer : L. cfc

0. Write to Messrs. Negretti & Zambra,
Holborn Viaduct, London.

Chrysanthemums Out-of-doors : Beginner. To
obtain good blooms of Chrysanthemums
out-of-doors, the cuttings should be in-

serted at any time from now until the end

of February. The plants ehould be grown
on in a frame or cool house until April,

when they should be removed out-of-doors.

They should be planted out in May in well-

prepared ground, which need not be heavily

manured. The plants should either be pinched

or allowed to grow naturally, according to the

variety, until the flower-buds appear some time

during August, when they should be disbudded

to one bloom on each shoot. In certain cases it

might be advisable to reduce the number of

shoots somewhat to secme Howers of the very

best quality. It is sometimes necessary to

cover the plants or beds with canvas or tiffany

at some distance above the flowers, otherwise

the blooms will not open properly. During the

summer the plants must not be allowed to suffer

from want of water, and the ground should be

hoed each week. The following varieties are

suitable for the purpose :—Polly, Crimson

Polly, Cranford Pink, Framfield Early White,

La Pactole, Dolores, Almirante, Touraine,

Goacher's Crimson, Bronze Goacher, Countess,

Cranfordia, Hector, Normandie, Nina Blick,

and Fee Parisienne.

CoDLiN MoTii :
11'. Q. R., Kirkdale. A little

sacking or hay bands should be placed around

the stems in July, about 1 foot from the

ground, to prevent the caterpillars from climb-

ing into the trees. The bands should be left

on until the winter, or they may be removed

at the end of October or in November when
fixing the grease bands that are used against

the larvae of the winter moth. Such bands

should be burned, for they will contain larvaj.

All fruits that have been attacked should be
gathered and burnt dire<;tly they fall, and

before the caterpillars have escaped. Next
spring the trees should be sprayed as soon as

the blossoms have fallen. The spray generally

used is Paris Green, applied at the strength of

^ lb. of Paris Green to 120 gallons of water.

Creosote in Plant HqpsES : F. R. We are

not surprised that plants such as Begonia
Gloire de Lorraine and Euphorbia pulcher-

rima (Poinsettia) were injured after you had
sprayed the walls of your glasshouse with

strong creosote. The fumes from this material
are very destructive of plant life, and thcro
have been cases where plants in flower-beds
near newly-made roads of creosoted wuud
blocks have been entirely destroyed. It will

not be safe to use the house for plants until

a long period has elapsed. In the meantime,
throw the doors and ventilators wide open, bo

that the fumes may escape. (See Gard.
Chron. October 1, p. 249.)

Floral Gum : Correspondent. The following
details for the making of floral gum are taken
from Quin's Garden Receijita : Finest pale-

orange shellac broken small, 4 ounces ; methy-
lated spirit, 3 ounces ; digest in a warm place
in a closely-corked bottle until dissolved. The
mixture should have the consistency of treacle.

Or, borax, 1 ounce; water, J pint; shellac as
before, 3 ounces ; boil in a closely-covered
vessel until dissolved, then evaporate mitil

nearly as thick as treacle. The first gum dries
very quickly, the second much more slowly.

Gas Tar for Dressing Vines : Foreman. A
correspondent, writing in Gard. Chron.,
January 26, 1907, p. 60, on tar as an insecticide

for Vines in winter, gives the following recipe :

To one gallon of finely-sifted, dry soil, add half
a pint of pure gas-tar (tar varnish should not
be used) ; mix this in an iron pot, and place
over a steady fire, adding boiling water suffi-

cient to bring it to the consistency of paint.

When cool, the mixture is ready for use.

Grapes Diseased : Correspondent. The trouble
is due to black rot, a f luigus disease which has
attacked the friut stalks. During the winter,
when the vine is resting, drench every part of
it with a solution of sulphate of copper 1 lb. in

25 gallons of water. When the leaves are young,
spray the vines with the Bordeaux Mixture at

half the usual strength, and again at full

strength just before the flowers expand.

HiNii Bouquet of Chrysanthemoms : Exhibitor.
The kind of bouquet is immaterial, as the
schedule does not call for either a shower or a
bunch arrangement, although competitors in

such classes usually exhibit the ordinary or
bunch bouquet. The prize is awarded for tlu

most effective and artistic design, and a shower
bouquet, if superior, would undoubtedly be

placed first. A po.sy of this nature should be
arranged lightly, and the colours of the Chry-
santhemums should be selected with great care.

Holly : F. R. S. It is not unusual for the

same Holly tree to bear spiny and spineless

leaves. In Holly, Yew and Box, a figure on

p. 9 shows 16 leaves taken from a single speci-

men of the common Holly ; some of the leaves

are very spiny, whilst others have entire mar-
gins. The author states that " it is a common
thing to find many of the leaves on the mature
trees partially or wholly spineless, especially

on the upper branches."

.Japanese Chrysanthemums: Mum. The follow-

ing varieties of Japanese Chrysanthemums are

suitable for cultivating as specimen plants ;

—

Miss Nellie Pockett (white), W. Duckham
(pink). Captain Julyan (pab yellow), William
Turner (white), Mrs. R. Luxford (Indian red),

C. H. Totty (pink). His Majesty (crimson),

Mrs. G. C. Kelly (plum), Mr. L. Thorn (yel-

low), and W. R." Church (crimson).

Names of Fruits : IK. 1, Rymer ; 2, Scarlet

NonpareU ; 3, King of the Pippins ; 4, Winter
Ribston ; 5, Golden Noble ; 6, Comte de Lamy.
H. G. K. Hollandbury.— ir. K. 1, Tower of

Glamis ; 2, Fearn's Pippin ; 3, Radford
Beauty ; 4, Bramley's Seedling ; 5, Castle

Major ; 6, Pear White Doyenne.

—

0. W. 1,

Golden Noble ; 2, Peasgood's Nonesuch ; 3,

Norfolk Stone Pippin ; 4, Cox's Pomona ; 5,

Lord Derby ; 6, Reinette de Caux, syn. Dutch
Mignonne ; 7, under proper size.

—

T. A. S.

1, Tower of Glamis ; 2, Dunielow's Seedling

(Wellington); 3, ditto; 4, Lord Burghley ; 1,

Pear Baronno de Mello; 2, decayed.

—

Eltham.
Pears, 1, decayed ; 2, no specimen received

;

3, Glou Morceau; Apples, 1, Dumelow's
See<lling (Wellington) : 2 and 3, no fruits ; 4,

Northern Greening ; 5, Emperor Alexander.—

•

//. O. 1, Groom's Princess Royal (syn.

Matthew's Eliza) ; 2, Beurre d'Anjou ; 3, Comte
de Lamy.

—

CeMrian. 1, Dredge's Fame; 2,

Old Nonpareil ; 3, Gravenstein ; 4, Lemon
Pippin.

Names of Plants: Cardiff. Nerine crispa.

—

J. MacD. Coelogyne fimbriata (not of any

special value).

—

F. F. 1, Sophronitis cer-

nua ; 2, Oncidium pubes ; 3, 6. barbatum

;

4, Uoclogyne flaccida.

—

Glen. 1, Dendrobium
Phalasnopsis ; 2, Cypripedium Leeanum ; 3,

Dendrobium formosum giganteum.— W. 11. P.

1, ClUorophytum elatum variegatum ; 2, Sela-

ginella caulescens; 3, S. Kraussiana; 4, S.

csesia; 5, S. Braunii.

Ontario : Y. J. H. The address of the Ontario
Government Agent is 163, Strand, London.

Pelargoniums Dying: A. H. The injury is

caused by Botrytis, which was present in thi

plant from which the cuttings were taken.

There is no cure.

Potatos : W. B. It is impossible to name
varieties of Potatos from tubers only.

Seed of EchiU-m Wildpretii ; 0. W. Anderson.

You will probably be able to obtain seeds of

Echium Wildpretii from Mr. Wildpret,

Teneriffe.

Soil Pests and Inorganic Manures: G. R.

To destroy eelworms, wireworms and slugs,

all vacant ground should be heavily dressed

with fresh gas-lime (i cwt. to the square

rod) as soon as possible. This should be

allowed to lie on the surface of the ground

for about six weeks, and then forked into the

soil, mixing it thoroughly. If the dressing is

delayed until the spring, only one-half of the

quantity of gas-lime should be used, and
several weeks must elapse before the ground is

planted or sown with seeds, as the sulphur

compounds in the fresh gas-lime are deadly

to all life. Land which carries crops should

be baited with Potatos and Carrots, which
must be frequently inspected, and the

worms and slugs killed. The roots should be'

buried just under the surface, and, for conveni-

ence in finding them, it is a good plan to first

thrust a stick into each. Slugs may also be

easily trapped by laying Cabbage leaves, bran-

mash or moist oatmeal near the plants they

attack. The pests may be easily exterminated
by the use of carbon bisulphide, but great care

must be taken in handling thiis highly-inflam-

mable substance, which is abo very poisonous.

Make a series of small holes in the ground
at intervals of about 2 feet, and 9 inches deep,

and carefully pour 1 ounce of the bisulphide

mto each hole. Immediately cover the holes, and
the vapour wiU permeate the soil, killing all

insects and larvae. Sulphate of ammonia is an
artificial nitrogenous manure, obtained largely

as a by-product of gas making, and, like all

nitrogenous manures, has the effect of produc-

ing luxuriant foliage and growth. So that itj

use for crops which yield flowers and fruit

should be confined to applications in the early

stages of their growth. Cabbages, Aspara-
gus, Celery, Seakale and Rhubarb may profit-

ably be dressed with sulphate of ammonia. It

may be mixed with superphosphate of lime,

and applied in the spring, but it shtiuld never
be brought into contact with basic slag, or

the ammonia it contains will be liberated and
given off as a gas. To obtain full value for

the use of sulphate of ammonia, there should
be sufficient chalk in the soil to convert the
sulphate into carbonate of ammonia, in which
form it is a plant food. Kainit consists of sul-

phate of magnesium, chloride of potassium,
and water. Its chief value is as an economi-
cal form of potash manure. Muriate of potash
contains nearly four times as much potash, but
kainit is very much cheaper, and usually

answers equally well. Kainit may be safely
applied in the autumn and winter. Potash is

essential for the production of high quality in

flowers and fruit, and although all good garden
soils contain sufficient potash for the needs of
most plants, the application of kainit is usually

beneficial. Horn shavings are useful for in-

corporating with the soil where permanent
crops, such as fruit trees and lawn grass are
to be grown, as they contain nitrogen, and
yield it slowly, but unless the horn shavings
can be bought very cheaply we should prefer

to use crushed bones.

Communications Received.— It M—M. B—Burton

—

L. J. C C. M., Wilis Yorkshire Gardener_W. B. 11.

_A. J. C VV. H. & S. C VV. A. M T. C._A. & N
O. T.—W. B E. T S. G. R J. B. K J. L. G C. J. M.
_S. B. W C. N W. G. S L. R._W. L, M._W. H_
R. A. R Dr. K. S., Wifn_S. P—Rosewood_S. & Co.
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NOVEMBER, nearly up to its end,

proved a highly favourable month

for fruit planting throughout the

greater part of the country. My own re-

cord shows only one considerable fall

of rain, a little over a quarter of an inch,

before the 25th, when and afterwards the

downfall was somewhat heavy. My total

oip to the 24th inclusive was only 0.80 in.

Only on two occasions before the 24th was

the land so wet as to interrupt planting,

-and even then the delay lasted in each case

no more than a day. For the remainder

of the month the soil was too wet for any

operations in arable orchards ; but work

was. found for the men when rain held oft'

in the digging of a portion of an orchard

which has been in grass for six years. The

month ended with a fall of snow and a

severe frost.

Soil Sterilisation in Oechaeds.

Properly conducted experiments in the

sterilisation of soils in orchards are greatly

to be desired, partly with the object of

ascertaining whether the process destroys

insect pests hibernating in th? lird, and

2)artly to ascertain whether there is suffi-

cient fertilising effect to pay for the

oonsideraois expense. It is also de-

sirable to learn which of the numerous
sterilisers would be cheapest to use

in an el'feotive quantity. The cost of

one advertised steriliser, in the quantity
recommended, would be £lO per acre

!

This, of cour.-ie, is prohibitive. Another
would cost only 28s. per acre. A friend

tells me of a fruit-grower who has applied
4 cwts. per acre of naphthaline to destroy

insect pests, and says that much benefit

has resulted. This would cost about 27s.

an acre. I tried naphthaline and flowers

of sulphur separately, at the rate of fully

2 cwts. per acre, on a piece of land being

prepared for winter Lettuces. The appli-

cations were made before the digging, and
the Lettuces were planted three days
later. One object was to ascertain whether
either or both of the sterilisers would kill

slugs in the soil. Neither had the slightest

effect in this direction, appaiently, as

three-fourths of the Lettuce.^ had been
devoured by slugs. A gardener has used

for several years carbide of calcium to

destroy woolly aphis on the roots of trees,

and to kill wireworm and other grubs, with

great success, he says. I have not been

able to ascertain who sells this substance,

or what its price is. Dr. Russell, in his

lecture in connection with the recent

National Chrysanthemum Conference,

named formaldehyde, pyridene, and cal-

cium sulphide as the most successful

chemicals for soil sterilisation, though in-

ferior to steam in most trials. Steam is

out of the question in orchards, though

used in hothouses, and there is a confusing

multiplicity of chemicals for seleclion,

while Dr. Russell says that time is needed

to prove which is the best. If he will ascer-

tain which elfictive steriliser is the cheap-

est, he will confer a benefit upon all who
desire to try experiments. But there is

one other point to consider. Will the best

of sterilisers produce as good an effect as

its value in manures? Moreover, some
American experiments have proved that

only in soils well stocked with orsranic

matter was there any increase of fertility

from steriliiacion, and that the prucc.-.,, ..:

numerous trials reduced the feitility of

soils deficient in organic matter.

Undereated Apples.

There appears to be a great want of

discrimination among retail fruiterers as

to the comparative merits of different

varieties of dessert Apples. While such

poorly-flavoured varieties as King of the

Pippins and Worcester Pearmain are mar-

ket favourites, Allington Pippin and Gas-

coyne's Scarlet Seedling are neglected, and

sell only at the prices of the best cookers.

Now, it is true that Allington Pippin is

more acid than most consumers deem de-

sirable, if eaten soon after it is gathered.

But, if allowed to hang on the tree until

fully ripe, as it should be—and it is not

a variety given to dropping prematurely

—it is sweet and of a pleasantly-spicy

flavour after being kept until November.
Excepting Cox's Orange Pippin, I do not

know of any Apple Grown extensively for

market, and in season in November and
December, which in flavour and beauty

excels Allington Pippin. Gascoyne's Scar-

let Seedling, again, is not at its best shortly
after being gathered. It is then somewhat
rough in texture, and for that reason is

less pleasant to eat than many other des-
sert varieties. In November, however,
its texture is perfect, and it is thoroughly
deserving of a high place as a table Apple.
These two varieties are among the few
which improve in flavour by long keeping.
We have so few good dessert Apples suit-

able for commercial culture which will

keep up to Christmas or longer that the
unwarranted prejudice against Allington
Pippin and Gascoyne's Scarlet Seedling is

much to be regretted. The former variety

has been extensively planted in Kent, and
it is one of the healthiest and most produc-
tive of dessert varieties. I am informed
that it is in favour in the West of England ;

but it is not &o in London at present.

Baddow Pippin.

This variety, otherwise known as D'Arcy
Spice Pippin, appears only to be grown ex-

tensively in parts of Essex. In my soil it

neither grows nor fruits well, and possibly

the reason why it is not at all commonly
grown for market is that it does not gener-

ally give satisfaction. In Essex the variety

grows and fruits well, and it is one of the

very best of dessert Apples. For a late

keeper I should rank it next to Cox's
Orange Pippin, and I believe it keeps

much later in the season. It does not lose

flavour by keeping as do some other choice

late \arieties, such, for example, as Duke
of Devonshire and Mannington's Pearmain.

The two latter are very nice up to the last,

but lose much of their spicy flavour, par-

ticularly if they are not allowed to hang
on tiie trees until cjuite late in the autumn.
That is a point of gieat importance in

relation to most late Apples. But the

worst of it is that where only two or three

varieties are left on the trees until long

after others have been gathered, birds

play havoc with them.

Loss FROM Keeping Apples.

Last season late Apples paid hand-
somely for keeping until December or

later. This season, on the other hand,

there has been a heavy loss from keeping
the fruit, owing partly to extensive rotting

and partly to the glut of American and
Canadian Apples in the markets having

kept prices from rising. Last season

great advantage was derived from keeping
Lane's Prince Albert, Bramley's Seedling,

Newton Wonder, and Dumelow's Seedling

until January or February, when they

made high prices. Possibly they might do
likewise this season if they \. ould keep.

But I had to begin to market Lane's Prince

Albert in the latter part of November as

they were rotting extensively. Prices

were no better than they were a month
earlier, when the bulk of sound Apples
was much greater. Even Bramley's Seed-

ling will not keep longer than the present

time without considerable loss from rot-

ting. Bismarcks are keeping better, while

Newton Wonder and Dumelow's Seedl::ig,

as usual, keep best of all.

Apples off Grass Land.

Although, on the whole, the disadvan-
tages of growing Apples in grass—even
after they are seven or eight years from
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the planting—are so great that I have had
much reason to regret having let a part of

one orchard go to grass, there are, never-

theless, some compensations. One is

that the fruit is much more highly coloured

in grass than in arable orchards, and an-

other is that it keeps much longer. The
three varieties named above as keeping

well this season vrere grown on grass land.

Small proportions of my Lane's Prince
Albert and Bramley's Seedling were also

from grass land, and these would have
kept until January probably if they had
been stored by themselves, which was not

the case. Similarly some Cox's Orange
Pippins, off grass, which were stored

separately from those from arable land,

kept well after the others had begun to

lot extensively.

An Object Lesson in Gkass-land Fruit
Culture.

That the partial compensations for

growing Apples in grass are not sufficient

to balance the disadvantages in my case

will have been gathered from the state-

ment made in the first paragraph of this

article, to the effect that the grass land

is being dug. The soil is a lightish loam

over a subsoil of sand, and possibly this

explains why the trees have suffered

severely since grass was allowed to grow
around them in consequence of the ex-

treme difficulty of keeping it from growing

by hoeing. A very striking object lesson

has led to the decision that the orchard

shall return to its arable condition, and

this must now be described. Two years

ago some badly cankered trees of King of

the Pippins and Stirling Castle were

grubbed up, Potatos were grown upon
the cleared space in the following season,

and the land was replanted in the autumn

of last year. The space thus converted

to arable land is bordered with Lane's

Prince Albert on one side and "Worcester

Pearmain on the other, both of which

varieties had become stunted and un-

healthy after grass had grown around

them. In less than two years the outside

rows of these two varieties, althougli more
than half their roots must have been

still under grass last summer, showed

a wonderful recovery in vigour. The

trees in these two rows had made
more vigorous shoots, showed larger and
greener leaves and more of them, and bore

more numerous and larger fruits than the

trees in the adjoining rows which were
entirely in grass. It is true that the

ploughed piece of land was manured for

the Potato crop ; but the trees still in

grass also had a heavy dressing of farm-

yard manure, and the grass when cut has
always been left on the ground. The
striking recovery in the trees in the two
rows, therefore, must have been due
mainly to parts of their roots being in

arable land. This, at any rate, is my con-

clusion, and therefore the gi'ass land is

being dug at great expense. Some big

trees of such strongly-growing varieties

as Bramley's Seedling and Warner's King
have withstood the trial of being in grass

comparatively well ; but Cox's Orange
Pippin, Allington Pippin, and two or three

other varieties have suffered as badly as

Lane's Prince Albert, and worse than
Worcester Pearmain. A Southern Grower.

ORCHID NOTES AND GLEANINGS.

CATTLEYA DUPREANA "THE DELL"
VAIIIETY.

This noble hybrid (see fig. 193, p. 451) be-

tween C. Warneri and G. Warscewiczii is remark-

able for its excellence in size, form and colour.

Both parents are numbered amongst the showiest

of large-flowered Cattleyas, and an examination

of the illustration will show that their character-

istics are transmitted to the hybrid. The form,

and especially the shape of the lip, is of C. War-
neri, but the influence of C. Warscewiczii appears

plainly in the bright-yellow colour. The .sepals

and petals are of a deep rose, the lip ruby-crim-

son, with a pale-lilac margin and gold hues from

the base. This hybrid was shown by Baron
Bruno Schroder, The Dell, Englefield Green (gr.

Mi J. E. Shill), at the Holland House Show of

the Royal HortioulturaJ Society on July 'i, 1912,

when the Orchid C!ommittee gave it a First-

class Certificate.

SPIRANTHES ROMANZOVIANA.
I READ with interest Mr. Webster's remarks on

this pretty Irish Orchid (see p. 357). At inter-

vals we read of its extremely local appearance

or disappearance. We have here in quantity two
species of Spiranthes growing in open, wet

meadows, and the flowers can be gathered by
hundreds some seasons, but, from careful ob-

servation, I have concluded tliat the flowers are

produced biennially. Last year, after a very

thorough seaixih, we found but five plants in

bloom of Spiranthes cernua ; this season the

spikes could be seen in hundreds, also those of

S. gracilis, which is much the prettier plant of

the two. These Orchids flower very late in the

summer (the end of September or early in Octo-

ber), and it is surprising that they ripen seeds.

It is well known that many Orchids are

weakened by flowering even under the best con-

ditions, and it is fair to assume that so small a

plant as Spiranthes Romanzoviana might take

a year or more to recuperate. We mow the

meadows where tlie plants grow, or the flowers

would never be visible. At flowering time there

are no leaves to be seen, only a few leafy bracts

on the stem. The common name here is ** Ladies'

Tresses," and the fragrance of a few spikes is

equal to that of Epigsea repens. I would be

pleased to send Mr. Webster a few roots another

year ; I am not aware that either species has

been cultivated in Britain. E. 0. Orpct, Lake

Forest, Illinois, U.S.A.

NEW ORCHID LITERATURE.
The eighth number of the second series of the

Bulletin du Jardin Botanique de Buitenzorg is

wholly from the pen of Dr. J. J. Smith, and

it is almost entirely devoted to Orchids. Fore-

most is a discussion of the claims of Cirrho-

petalum to generic rank, as separable from

Bulbophyllum. Orchidologistis have differed

on this point from the time of Lindley, Reichen-

bach and Blume down to the present day.

Lindley himself, who founded Cirrhopetalum

in 1824, was well aware of the close relation-

ship to Bulbophyllum. Blume and Reicheubach

reduced Cirrhopetalum to BulbophyUmn, though

the latter writer subsequently described some

species in the Gardeners' Chronicle under the

generic name of Cirrhopetalum ; but, as he used

to say himself, he was ambitious of providing

names acceptable to both horticulturists and

botanists ! Bentham and Hooker retained both

genera, while pointing out that there were

species somewhat intermediate in character.

Pfitzer restored Cirrhopetalum to generic rank,

and Schlechter has followed liim in a recent con-

tribution to Orchidology. Now, Dr. J. J. Smith
states that he is fully convinced that Reichen-

bach's view is the correct one, and, accordingly,

transfers about 60 species of Cirrhopetalum

separately by name to Bulbophyllum. Kranzlin

and Rolfe, who have probably examined more

living species than any other two botanists,

agree in retaining Cirrhopetaloni. I do not

propose traversing Dr. Smith's arguments, but it

is exceedingly doubtful whether we shall ever

reach his ideal that all genera should be definable

by decided characters. In spite of divergences

of opinion, Cirrhopetalum has come to stay, and,

considering that families, genera and species

are the issue of individual appraisements of the

value of various characters, the matter hae nut

the scientific importance that some would attach

to it.

Dr. Smith makes some other generic altera-

tions, among them the reduction of Glosso-

rhyncha and Giulianettia to Glomera, resulting

in nearly 40 new combinations of names.

Schlechter recently restored Gaudichaud's Ca-

detia, generally regarded as a section of Den-

drobium, to generic rank, and Dr. Smith renames

about a score of Sclilechter's species under Den-

drobium. In the same way, Cyphochilus of

Schlechter is reduced to Appendicula. We do

not pretend to criticise these changes, which

may be perfectly justifiable; we record them.

Dr. Smith describes a number of new Orchids,

the most remarkable of which is Dendrobium
macroporum, of imposing vegetative proportions.

The rest of this part of the Bulletin is taken

up with the description of some interesting New
Guinea Ericaceae, from elevations up to about

11,000 feet, belonging to the genera Rhododen-

dron, Vaccinium and Dimorphanthera. It is note-

worthy that some of these Ericaceae occur at no

greater elevation than 500 feet. IF. B. U.

FOREIGN CORRESPONDENCE.

MUSSAENDA SANDERIANA.
It is stated in the issue of the Gardeners'

Ch ronicle for September 21 last, that Mussaenda

Sanderiana requires a stove temperature, but I

think that such a statement is hkely to cause

disappointment. I foimd the plant on the Tran-

niuh Plateau in Laos, French ludo-China, at a

height of from 3,000 to 4,000 feet, Nhere it

grows on the outskirts of woods, in the company

of Brambles, Wild Roses, Oaks and so forth.

On the plateau, during the months of De-

cember, January and February, hoar frosts are

coimnon ; sometimes it actually freezes to the ex-

tent that water in very shallow pools is covered

in the morning with a very thin sheet of ice.

Curiously enough, these frosts do not seem to do

any damage to the vegetation, and although the

nights may be chilly, there is always bright sun-

shine during the day. Of course, at such a

height, even in the hottest part of the year, the

temperature is never of that hot and steamy kind

found in the tropics at low altitudes or sea level.

Intending cultivators would do well to bear

this in mind, and not keep the plant in too hot

and steamy an atmosphere. At the same time,

it wants plenty of light and all the sunshine

available. The best proof of what I say Ues in

the fact that in Singapore the plant has, at

least until quite recently, never flowered.

Singapore is evidently too hot for it; it just

grows and grows, but it does not flower, whilst

Mussaenda erytluophylla, which is found in

Africa at sea level, seems to revel in the

equatorial heat of Singapore, and flowers all

the year round. There are many species of

more or less beautiful Mussaendas found all

over the East, but they mostly grow in the hot,

steamy lowlands, and they generally are of such

unwieldy dimensioais as to make the successful

cultivation of them a hopeless task. When I first

saw Mussaenda Sanderiana, it struck me at once

not only as the finest white Mussaenda I had

seen so far, but also as the only one which

might be amenable to cultivation and also worth

cultivating. The plants were—in March—just
masses of dazzling white, a sight marvellous to

behold, and I am certain, if well cultivated, the

plant will amply repay aU the care and trouble

bestowed upon it. )!'. Micholitz, Batavia, Java.
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BARON VON MUELLER.
The presidential address delivered by Jlr.

J. H. JIaiden to the Royal Society of

New South Wales is referred to elsewhere (see

p. 451). We reproduce here the interesting ac-

count which the president gives of the per-
sonality of that remarkable man and botanist,
Baron von Mueller :

—

Nothing other than a tombstone has been
instituted to conimemorat« Baron von Mueller.
As a working botanist, I still think that the
memorial suggested in my 1897 address is neces-
sary, viz., a complete list of his works, with
bibliographic annotations. The list should be
in strict chronological order, with a botanically

receive in writing a life, and abandoned the idea.
The probability is now that a full life of Mueller
will never be written.

A well-informed life of this remarkable per-
sonality would have been very interesting, but
the reputation of this great botanist is not depen-
dent on an extraneous circumstance like this.

His reputation rests on his published works, and
any steps taken with the view of rendering his

works more available and more complete, will

enhance that reputation.

Personally I think Australia is poorer through
no memoir of him as a man having been pub
lished. I will leave aside the question of a
publication concerning him as a botanist for the
present. The late Dr. A. W. Hewitt had, and

-CHRYSANTHEMUM MRS. SWINBURNE, AS EXHIBITED BY COL. LOCKWOOD, M.P,

(R.H.S. Cultural Commendation, December 8.)

classified supplement. Such a list would find a

place on the work-table of every student of

Australian plants, and would go far to keep his

memory green. The value of such a pubUcation

would be greatly enhanced if there were added
to it reprints of some of his papers in obscure

or rare serials; at present they are lost to most
of us.

One of his executors frequently announced his

intention of writing a life of the Baron, but he

probably realised that he had not the necessary

technical knowledge, as he died without accom-
plishing anything. Meantime Mr. 0. A. Topp,
a competent authority, during a visit to England,
made inquiries as to the encouragement he would

the venerable Mr. Panton, late Police Magis-
trate of Melbourne, has, innumerable reminis-

cences of the man who was invariably known as

"The Baron." Mr. Panton is one of our best

authorities on Australian geography and explora-

tion, and on these subjects Mueller was intensely

interested.

He was fond of homage from the younger men.
For some years business and private affairs took
me frequently to Melbourne, and I always paid

my respects to him, except once, when I was
making a very brief stay and I was full of busi-

ness. To my horror, he and his chum, the late

Sir Frederick McCoy, bore down on me in

Collins Street, and the Baron gave me a good

talking to. I had never made such a hole in my
manners before, and on the next occasion of my
visit to him, perhaps in the way of heaping coals

of fire, he paid me the unusual compliment of
seeing me into the old St. Kilda bus, and this is

how he looked.

He was dressed in a rusty suit of black, with
dress coat, tlie trousers very much too short,
showing much blue-grey woollen stocking, whib
his feet were shod with sabots. Round his neck
were several folds of muffler, made of Angora
wool, with the ends hanging down. The whole
surmounted by a chimney-pot hat of unfashion-
able model, which had been brushed the wrong
way. So long as he had clothes on, the cut or
the age o^ them never entered into his head. He
was the pink of courtesy, and sometimes it was
difficult not to smile a little at him.
This Angora scarf was historical, and was one

of several that had been made from wool that
Count de Castelnau, French Consul-General at

Melbourne in the 'sixties, gave him. The Count
was interested in acclimatisation matters, and
certain Angora goats introduced into Victoria
turned out very fine animals. An admirer of
the Baron had the wool made into mufflers for
him, and this pleased him very much, for he was
interested in all good works, his attention being
by no means confined to botany.
On one occasion I had visited the Baron, and,

as usual, had, after a visit of two hours, been
unable to get a word in edgeways. As I rose to
leave, he noticed that I was recovering from a
cold, and, before I could clearly comprehend, he
unrolled his Angora scarf from his own neck and
quickly rolled it round mine. As he did this he
said, " You know I am an M.D." (so he was,
honoris causa), and I thoroughly enjoyed the
joke. When I got a httle distance from the
"baronial castle" (as it was playfully called),
I removed the scarf, and returned it from
Sydney, washed and folded, with grateful
thanks. It came to me again by return of post
with a letter of mild remonstrance. I am sure
you will excuse these brief personal sketches,
which are typical of the man.
He was one of the most charitable and unselfish

men I ever met, and for many years he was in a
chronic state of impecuniosity because he could
never resist an appeal for help, while botanical
expenses which might have been a charge against
the public funds were paid out of his own pocket
to a large amount. So he told me many a time.
He was a bachelor, and his personal expenditure
was of the most modest description—everything
went to science and charity.

On two occasions he thought about getting
married. Once things went so far as getting
the wedding presents, and one of them, a clock,
is in the Melbourne herbarium to this day. 1
think it was well that the wedding never" came
off. He could not possibly have found time for
his wife's company, and it would not have been
fair to put her into competition with, say, a
new Eucalypt.

Some of his idiosyncrasies were most amusing.
If he barked, which he did now and then, there
was no bite. He was the quaintest and most
picturesque figure I have ever known amongst
Australian scientific men.

CHRYSANTHEMUM MRS. SWINBURNE.
The Chrysanthemum plant illustrated in

fig. 188 is one of a large number exhibited at
the meeting of the Royal Horticultural Society
on the 3rd inst. by Colonel Lockwood, M.P.,
Bi.5hop'3 Hall. Romford (gr. Mr. G. Cradduck).
The largest specimen bore H fine flowers

and one bud, and was only 2 feet high.
There appeared to be some difference of opinion
as to the variety, which was not known to Mr.
Cradduck, and was declared by some to be Maud
Jefferies; it may possibly prove to be a sport,
as it appeared with Jlonoymaker. The pots were
only 4i inches in diameter.
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TREATMENT OF LAWN-TENNIS COURTS.

Althouoh la\vTit(.'miis is now largely played

throughout the year, it is essentially a summer
game. Heiue reference in December to grass

courts will be thought by some to be out

of place ; others, however (and we ai'e all more
or less interested in what has become, since

1874, a national game), will not consider such

comments as untimely a.s bear upon the manage-
ment and preparation of the grass for the com-
ing season. Without a doubt, much has been

accomplished in the way of weeding and so

forth during the past month, but in many in-

stances concentration in this work has led to the

neglect of many other cares.

peared. Some of the little iron T's have been

lost or broU /n ; but the careful man has an

admirable substitute in wooden pegs. These

should be preferably of Oak or some other hard

wood ; they should be driven into the ground an

inch below the surface at the junction of the

lines ; a small hole will be left above each peg,

and on re-marking the ground the corners will

be easily found.

Less than 40 years ago, when Lord John Her-

vey played on his croquet ground in Suffolk,

lawn-tennis was scarcely known, and, without a

doubt, it owes its prominence to lovers of tennis

on the hard court, who realised the advantages
of the former as a summer game. Then came
the evolution. New rules and regulations came

IPhotograph by IV, Irving,

Fig. i8q.—cynoglossum cceruleum : a new species from east Africa.

Nets which should be in the hinds of the re-

pairer have been put aside and forgotten ; the

posts need a) coat of varnish ; the club chairs

and tables should be overhauled, the grounds-

nian's machine well oiled and put away

for the winter, lluch trouble, too, can be saved

by a little forethought.

As a labour-saving instrument the lawn-tenuis

marker is held to be invaluable ; whitewash and

linseed oil, made into a hot soup, well mi.\ed,

and ruljbed into the ground, with a brush is,

however, much more lasting, and will, in a nor-

mal season, last two or three weeks.

Every vestige of the light whitewash lines put

on by the marker has by that time disap-

in turn, with the necessity for level courts on a

hard and well-drained surface, in which road

metal, gravel, a depth of rich soil, the best of

grass seeds, or the finest turf that could be pro-

cured formed essential parts.

But while sinkage on courts so made is almost

imperceptible, on other courts laid out on

natural soil depression in the ground is of fre-

quent occurrence, and this should receive the

attention of the groundsman in November.
Armed with a line or a straight piece of wood
and a spirit level, he will see at a glance the

sunken places. The turf, sodden by recent rain,

can be easily raised to an inch above the level by
the use of a garden fork. In places the sod must

be removed with the turfing iron, a thin sifting

of soil being introduced between the surface and
the turf and left until the spring.

By this simple method much can be accom-

plished ; but at the end of every season the turf,

on the serving lines, needs to be relaid, and to

some small clubs the cost is prohibitive. This
is also work which should be done when the

ground is thoroughly soaked and before severe

frost. Cutting, hauling and laying the sod all

mean heavy items in the annual expenditure;

these, however, may be greatly reduced, for on
every club ground there are, between the courts,

patches of turf, which may be removed to the

service lines, and replaced by well-worn sod

;

while a full yard in width may be removed from

either side of the net, the soil made and sown
with seed or the turf replaced by some of in-

ferior quality without detracting from the value

of the court. The careful man, however, vrho

has an eye to the future goes one better. He
overlooks nothing, and, should there be waste

patches or disused corners of rough grass under

his control, they are dug up and tilled with grass

seeds of a mixture of Crested Dogstail, Hare's

Fescue, Sheep's Fescue, other grasses, and a
sprinkling of Clover, according to the nature of

the soil, thus in the future saving considerable

expense to the club.

Other grievances with which the groundsman
has to contend are worms and even moles, while

impoverished grass becomes Moss-grown. And
this brings one on to the question of manure.
Scot, sulphates, phosphates, ammonia and com-
mon salt appeal to one as being easily used and
productive of certain, quick results. These,

however good they may be, merely stimulate,

and it is questionable, where possible, if it would
not be more advantageous to hark back to the
old-time methods of our fathers and use sheep

—

a flock of ewes ! These, if borrowed from a
farmer for a day or so in November and enclosed
securely, would not only benefit the land, pro-

ducing richer growth, but, moving continually,

would solidify the ground. Farmyard manure
from fatting stock, evenly spread, and raked off

the ground early in spring, would also have a
lasting effect. Such matters as these, however,
must be left to the discretion of the secretary
of the club, without whose supervision through-
out the autumnal as well as the early months
of the year no lawn-tennie club can hope to
prosper. Harry Danex.

CYNOGLOSSUM CSRULEUM.
Seven species of Cyiio-lcssum are found in

Central Africa, but C. cceruleum is probably the
only one in cultivation, and, judging from dried
specimens in the Kew Herbarium, it is the most
attractive. The Cynoglossums generally are not
suitable plants for cultivation, although certain
of the Himalayan species, including C. nervo-
sum and C. Wallichii, have numerous ornamental
blue flowers. Plante of C. cceruleum flowered in
Messrs. Barr & Sons' nursery this autumn ; they
were raised from seeds received from British
East Africa. The growth is erect and neat,
about 12 inches to 18 inches high, and furnished
with narrow leaves, the longest of which are
about 3 inches. The bright-blue flowers are
produced very freely in panicled cymes, and may
be likened to those of the Forget-me-not. The
species has a somewhat wide distribution, for it

is found also in Uganda and Abyssinia. A
variety, with broader leaves, named Johnstonii,

is found on Mount Kilimanjaro, at an elevation

of 6000 feet. In common with all the members
of its family, the plant is easily raised from
seed. It is not certain whether the plant is

hardy, but it is a native of fairly high elevfi-

tions, and may succeed out-of-doors. W, 1.
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CORSICA.
(Concluded from p. 425.)

A Journey Through the Island.

Twice a week, a steamer leaves Marseilles for

Ajaccio. The crossing takes from 12 to 14 hours.

It is difficult to imagine a more beautiful sight

than that presented by the Bay of Ajaccio on a

bright winter morning. The sea is like a sheet

of glass, which, at the rising of the sun, reflects

every possible colour ; the blues and greens so

delicately graded that it is impossible to tell

where one begins and the other ends. As the

light morning mist disperses, the wooded hills

emerge, and the mountain peaks tower over the

landscape, the rising sun painting their summits
the most beautiful colours—violet, red, pink,

until at last, ihe sun having reached its zenith,

the pure white snow-covered tops dazzle the

sight. Between the sea and mountains occa-

sional glimpses are caught of the town with its

innumerable, snowy-white buildings.

Ajaccio is sheltered from cold winds by a

barrier of mountains clothed with Olive trees

;

and the town enjoys an ideal climate during at

least eight months of the year. Rain seldom

selves round into the shape of a concave vessel,

and so retain and hold all available moisture.

The stems nourished in this manner soon throw
out fresh roots, from which new stems spring ;

the plant thus indicating the method by which it

may best be propagated. It has often been

found that if the joints are planted upright,

they fail to grow or root ; but if they are laid

flat on the ground, they invariably grow and
flourish.

Another Opuntia is also naturalised. Its joints

are smaller than those of 0. ficus indica, and it

has strong and very abundant spines. Its fruits

are not edible, and it makes a first-class hedging
shrub. Unfortunately I have been unable to

ascertain its name.
Oxalis Lybrica = 0. cernua is very luxuriant,

and becomes extemely troublesome where
any sort of cultivation is attempted. Fifty

years ago, Ajaccio was the only place in

Europe where it was to be found ; but
since then, it has become disseminated all

over the French and Italian Riviera. Dur-
ing the winter its clover-shaped, brilliant

green leaves m?ke a vivid groundwork, over

which the long-stemmed umbek of bright yellow

. G. igo. VIEW OF CARGHESE, CORSIC.

falls in the daytime, but, thanks to the proximity

of the mountains, a good deal comes down in

the night. At the time of the birth of Napoleon,

Ajaccio was a mere village, with the narrowest

of streets, across which hung lines of drying linen

—red and yellow, according to the Italian

fashion. A new town has sprung up since then,

with wide avenues and large squares planted

with Phoenix dactylifera. P. canariensis, Schinus

Molle, GrevUlea robusta, Ficus, and other plants.

Several monuments have been erected to the

great emperor, and it is possible to visit his first

home. This latter is very unpretending—merely

the npst of the eagle; his true home was on the

battlefields of Europe.

Ajaccio is full of interest for the botanist,

especially from December to June. Beside the
" maquis " already described, there are huge

bushes of Opuntia ficas indica, which present a

most striking appearance and (»ften attain a

height of 10 to 12 feet ; trails of Smilax aspera

are fond of climbing up the stems, and give the

plant a curious aspect. The flowers of the

Opuntias are gorgepus, and are followed by the

sweet Pear-like fruits (prickly Pears). The
taller-growing bushes are frequently broken by
the wind; but the prostrate stems curl them-

flowers hang in profusion. The flowers shut a.

night, but open widely with the first rays of the

rising sun. This species is said to be seedless

;

it is propagated by means of a rhizome, which
grows underground and produces numbers of

small bulbs.

Early in winter, the bright flowers of Crocus

minimus are everywhere to be seen, while Scilla

italica and S. amoena hide their little bells under
the leaves of the Cistus. Cyclamen repandum
is also very common. In moist places, Arisarum
vulgare may be observed in December and Janu-

ary, with its curiously shaped spathes ; a less

common Aroid—Arum muscivorum—is found in

one or two places round Ajaccio. Under the

Olive trees. Narcissus Tazetta covers large areas

of ground ; and Lathyrus Clymenum, L. angu-

latus, and Psoralea bituminosa flower profusely

along the roadsides. llomulea ColumnBe is

found in a few dry, sandy places, w-here it forms

a thick carpet ; it is a s"mall, somewhat scarce,

bulbous plant, with thin, dark leaves and blue

flowers, starliko in fcrm. With it are often

associated R. Revelieri and R. Requienii.

With the spring, several Orchids make their

appearance. Among others may be mentioned

Barlia longibracteata, Ophrys Bertolinii, Orchis

papilionacea, Serapias Lingua, S. cordigera, Limo-
dorum abortivum, and Aceras densiflora. When
ascending Mount Pozzo at the beginning of May,
we have come across wide areas covered with
Orchids in profusion. In June, when vegetation

begins to suffer from the heat. Pancratium illy-

ricum and P. maritinium produce their handsome
umbels of Lily-shaped flowers; the Bulbs are of

large size, and deeply rooted, which makes it

difficult to get a good specimen to carry away.
Ajaccio is the capital of Corsica, and is per-

haps the pleasantest spot in an island which is

full of beauty and interest. Travelling south-
wards from Ajaccio by sfeamer, we land first at

Bonifacio. The town is built on a high cliff of

limestone (the only limestone in the whole island),

which has been bored out into long grottos and
caves by the action of the sea. Even under the
town itself, there are long tunnels which have
been slowly fretted out by the restless waves.
\'egetation is scarce, and the want of trees gives
to the landscape a sad and depre.ising aspect.
Many interesting plants, however, are to be
found growing between the bare rocks. At a
short distance from the semaphore, in a deserted,
sandy place, Morisia hypogaea forms a carpet of
yellow flowers, the colour both brighter and more
intense than can be obtained in cultivation. Near
the shore Mesembryanthemum nodiflorum and
M. crystallinum may be found in large quanti-
ties ; and where a little soil has been formed,
Helichrysum angustifolium. Cineraria maritima.
Matthiola incana and Anchusa italica are to be
seen. On the road-sides, plants of the Legumi-
nos!e family are predominant, including several
species of Lathyrus, Vicia and Lotus.

Looking southwards from Bonifacio, the dark-
fringed shores of Sardinia are to be seen plainly
on the horizon. From Eonifacio back to Ajaccio
one may travel overland, and it is a very interest-
ing journey, though terribly slow. Means of
locomotion are hardly up-to-date ; they consist
of an old stage coach drawn by three mules over
what is called merely by the barest courtesy a
"road." A pleasant excursion may be made
fiom Ajaccio to the " Calanches de Plana "

; the
distance is about 70 miles altogether, and can be
done in one day in a motorcar. The road runs
through the Greek colony of Carghese (fig. 190)
follows the coast for a time, and then climbs a
teep slope through th- swcet-scentc;! " maquis."
Higher up, the road pas-i^es between high rocks;
and suddenly, after a sharp turn, a huge
mass of rock is confronted, seemingly lying right
across the way. Tnis is known as the " Levrier

"

(or Greyhound) and marks the entrance to the
"Calanches." The road now passes through a
v.-oiiderful chaos of mountain and rock ; huge
masses of stone are piled one on the top of the
other by a perfect miracle of balance ; they are
< hiefly composed of orthoclase, and under the
blazing sun they seem to be of a dazzlingly bright
pink colour. The road runs through these rocks
for about two miles, and then, with the sudden-
ness of a revelation, th.? intensely blue Mediter-
ranean bursts upon the vision, lying like a sea of
glass. This is the Golfe de Porto''(see fig. 191).
It is impossible to describe with the least adequacy
the exquisite beauty of the view ; the azure bay,
surrounded by rocks of the most delicate shades
of rose, makes one of the loveliest pictures which
Nature has produced. It is difficult to bring
one's mind to bear upon the details of the flora,

which is scanty enough ; we note rapidly Pinus
maritima, several varieties of Cistus, Cytisus tri-

florus, and Dianthus virgineus.

To reach the highlands of Corsica, it is neces-
sary to use the railway between Ajaccio and
Bastia. The line follows the Vallee de la Gra-
vonne ; and Corsican railways are sufficiently

leisurely to allow plenty of time to admire the
picturesque route, and to observe the flora ; in-

deed, no plant growing within reasonable dis-

tance need be missed ! On the lower slopee. Iris

Pseudacorus grows very tall. A few hundred
feet above sea level Helleborus corsicus shows its

prickly leaves, crowned in winter with large

flowers.
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After travelling for 2^ hours we arrive at

Vizzavona, only 35 miles from Ajaccio, tut

2.400 feet above the sea. No sooner have we
left the train, than we enter one of the finest

forests in the island, entirely composed of Pinus

Laricio, the Corsican Pine. The trees grow

thickly, and are tall and straight ; the forest is

the property of the State, and is perfectly kept.

Several jiaths have been cut across the best parts,

and Vizzavona is like a sylvan park. As soon

as the winter snow has melted. Crocus minimus
covers the ground with its bright flowers, and
here and there clumps of Helleborua corsicus and
bushes of Daphne laureola are to be seen. Viz-

zavona is used as a summer retreat by well-to-do

Corsicans ; several hotels and villas have been

erected on the slopes of Monte d'Oro. This

mountain—one of the highest in Corsica—pos-

sesses several rare plants, such as Aquilegia Bar-

nardii Draba Loiseleuri, Lepidium humifusum,
Helichrysimi frigiduju and Linaria hepaticae-

folia. The Wontc d'Oro is full of interest for the

botanist, and also the ordinary tourist ; and the

same may be said oT all the mountains in Corsica.

The reward is well worth the trouble, and the

journey is one which is not likely lo be regretted.

G. L. Degoy.

THE SEED SUPPLY.

(See also article on p. 450.)

The seed supply for the present season may be

described as deficient generally, for the few

cases in which normal quantities of good seeds

are to be found in the markets scarcely affect the

general yields.

Moreover, whilst last year the crops were als<

very light, the quality uncommonly high and thf

percentage of germination extraordinary, tliis

season there is no such compensation, for much
loss has been experienced in the cleaning and

grading, and the germinating qualities may prove

to be moderate and disappointing.

Speaking first of flower seeds, it may be saitl

that, at the commencement, seedling plants of

perennials and biennials were extremely scarce

in the autumn of 1911. These plants stood the

winter well, but during the flowering season

(April and May) the want of rain, the prevalence

of cold, with two or three sharp frosts, and the

drying winds, checked the flowering and seeding

of such plants as Polyanthus, Primroses, Auricu-

las, and Sweet Williams.

Canterbury Bells likewise suffered from the

same cause, and the supply is deficient, although

somewhat better than last year.

Myosotis was injured by the cold winds of

.'\pril and May, and an indifferent crop resulted.

Wallflowers fared rather better, and produced
a fair crop of good seed, but, owing to the short-

age of plants, the seed available is of a limited

quantity.

The continuous wet of August, followed by a

dry September, caused plants of Antirrhinums

to bloom freely a second time, and this fact

somewhat destroyed the bright outlook of a good
crop ; still the supply is moderately good.

Taking annuals collectively, the crops are light

to medium. A few kinds, such as Candytuft,

Gypsophila, and Nemesia, are good, but many
other popular annuals are scarce.

At one time Sweet Peas promised to be a very

good crop, but they finished one of the worst on

record. The crops in America and other countries

were as bad, or worse, and the supply wUl not be
equal to the demand.

Mignonette produced good crops in certain dis-

tricts, but in other localities the yield was
deficient. However, as a whole the supply is of

medium quantity.

China Asters suffered from the wet of July
and August, more especially the early varieties,

which were then in bloom. Medium and late-

flowering varieties, improving greatly during the

favourable weather in September, produced a

fair crop. The percentage of germination, how-

ever, cannot be expected to reach a high

standard, and this remark may apply to most

flower eecds this year.

Heavy rains during August destroyed the

bright prospects of a heavy crop of Nasturtium.

The plants grew to leaf too freely, instead of

throwing an abundance of flowers. The supply

is moderate.

It is, however, among the late-seeding annuals

that the greatest shortages are felt, such as

Ageratum, Calliopsis, Godetia, Larkspur,

Lobelia, Marigold, Scabious, and Stock. These
were extremely late in blooming, and they were
suddenly checked by the frosts of early October.

Turning to the vegetable crops. Beet plants

were unable to get a good start owing to the

spring drooaght, and latter were affected by exces-

sive wet. The seed supply is deficient.

Some fields of Brussels Sprouts were badly

The acreage planted with Onions was much
below the average, owing to the shortness of

bulbs, but the crop was fairly satisfactory and
tlie supply of seed is moderate.

Parsley was one of the worst crops ; as the

plants were so small when planted out in the

autumn, the majority of them failed to " run
"

to seed.

The Parsnip crop, usually one of the most re-

liable, was this year practically a failure. The
small quantity of seed harvested was of poor

quality. There is a certain amount of foreign

seed, but it is doubtful whether the produce of

such seed will be appreciated by English growers.

At one time it was feared that the Radish
crop would be a failure, as the seed failed to

germinate owing to the dry weather which set

in immediately after it was sown. It came up

very unevenly, and the plants made no headway
for a long time. Rains fell just in time to save

it, but the crop was extremely late.

Spinach was the be?t crop of the year.

Fig. igi.—golfe de pokto, Corsica.

blighted owing to the drought, but there is a

fair supply of seeds.

Cabbage and similar crops encountered unsuit-

able conditions throughout the season. Great
difficulty was experienced in getting the plants

through the ground in the autumn of 1911, and
they were very small. As a result many failed

to " run " in the spring. Those that did were
badly affected by the drought and much
blighted. The seed supply is deficient.

The Carrot crop was fairly good as a rule,

although many fields were destroyed entirely by
the heavy rains of the late summer.
The great majority of Celery plants failed to

stand the winter. Soup Celery is an abnormal
price this year, and Celery seed generally is

scarce.

The Leek supply is very deficient owing to the

lack of plants. It was extremely difficult to

raise plants during the summer of 1911.

In most cases Lettuces failed completely. The
plants were healthy, and promised fuU crops up
to the middle of July, but cold and damp
weather set in just as they were in full bloom,

with the consequent ruin of the crop.

Turnips suffered very severely from the

drought and subsequent blight, and were a very

light crop.

Swede, like Turnip, is a very poor supply.

Mangold Wurzel was a fair crop, but many
fields suffered severely from the spring drought,

and failed to recover.

After several seasons of short crops, when
prices have been high, many people are tempted
to grow inferior stocks for seed purposes, pro-

cured from cheap sources. This is bad alike for

the seedsman and the grower. The seedsman,
however, who takes all possible pains, and goes

to great expense to produce seeds of high quality

from pedigree stocks, has to compete with in-

ferior produce, and the grower who is unfortu-

nate enough to use this bad seed suffers loss and
annoyance when his crop is grown. Unfortu-
nately the quality of seeds cannot be judged

by the sample, but only by the produce, and if

people would bear this in mind they would not

be tempted to buy seeds of doubtful origin for

a slight difference in price, which is trifling in

comparison with the value of the resulting crop.

Correspondent.
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NEW ROSES.—Vi
CLIMBING ROSES.

The list of new climbing Roses brought out

during the past four years is a long one. The
result of my more or less successful experiments is

as follows :

—

Alexandre Girault (Wich., Barbier, 1908).

—

The parentage of this Rose makes it attractive

—

Wichuraiana X Papa Gontier. The Rose is a

strong grower, very free flowering, and quite a

good garden plant. It is a carmine colour, with a

sUght tint of orange, but I must admit the shade

of colour has been a little disappointing this year.

It flowers in mid-season, i.e., about the third

week in June. Some give the date of introduction

1907, but I do not think it cajne much into this

country till 1908.

American Pillar (Multi., Conaid and Jones

Co., 1909).—Taken all round, I incline to think

this the best and the most distinct in charac-

ter of our new climbing Roses. It is a fine

strong grower, easily making growth of 12 feet

to 15 feet in a season. The bark is a nice

light green, and the foUage very thick, glossy

to think the best of the three (Ards Rover, Ards
Pillar and Ards Rambler). Still, perpetual-
flowering climbers are scarce, and down to the
present these three Roses constitute a class

which is quite distinct.

Ariel (Wich., Paul & Son, 1910).—This beau-
tiful climber was raised as a cross between R.
Wichuraiana and Tea Rambler, and may almost
be described as a single-flowered Tea Rambler,
but it has, I think even more beautifid foliage.

Like this Rose, it makes fine, strong, summer
shoots, but not all from the base of the plant.

The colour is coppery pink, which we have found
harmonises very well with Irish Glory. The con-

trast of flower and beautiful foliage is the attrac-

tion of this Rose. It seems quite hardy and free

from mildew.

CoQUiNA (Wich., Walsh, 1908).—One of the

prettiest, most-useful and most-distinct of the

newer W^ichuraiana hybrids. It is very effective

as a pillar, each bunch arranging itself so as to

display its flowers to great advantage, and the

plant carries pretty, lightish-green foliage. The
flowers are small and rather cup-shaped, of a

Fig. 192.—CORSICA: the village of corte.

and dajk green, clothing th© plant down to the

base like Ivy, and lasting nearly as long. The
flowers are single, bright pink in colour, with a

white eye and yellow stamens, and are carried in

big, solid trusses. They are most decorative, and
always attract immediate attention in a stand

of garden Roses. This Rose comes into flower

about the end of the second week in June, and
lasts in flower for about six weeks It seems quite

free from mildew and other diseases, and has no

faults that I know of. Unfortunately, it has only

one flowering season. The laterals from the pre-

vious year's growth, which carry the flower

bunches, make very long arms, and this should be

borne in mind in planting and training, or they

may be damaged by the wind.

Ards R.vmbler (H.T., A. Dickson & Sons,

1908).—This is a vigorous grower and perpetual,

that is, it flowers again in the autumn. In the

summer blooming it often gives quite well-shaped

flowers of a cannine colour. It makes strong

shoots, and may be used either as a pillar Rose
or for a big bush, where plenty of room can be

given. I do not think it has flowered with me
quite so freely as Ards Rover, which I incline

porcelain pink, shading deeper to the tips of the

petals, which have a yellow base. The bunches

are fairly large, and last remarkably well. The
length of time the plant continues in flower is,

however, its strongest point : it conies out late,

about the first week of July, is at its best about
the 15th, and thence onwards has continued
flowering till November. Moreover, this year has
shown that it wiU stand any quantity of rain. The
later flowers are not, of course, produced in such
quantity as those of the summer, but in decidedly

greater quantity than the occasional flowers of

Dorothy Perkins. By some accident this pretty

and useful little Rose has escaped notice in the

N.R.S. Catalogue. It is, unfortunately, almost
scentless.

Dlujolo (Wich., Fauque, 1908).—This Rose
has strong, rather upright growth and single

flowers of a fine, deep-crimson colour, with con-

spicuous yellow anthers. It flowers early, about
June 10. Its strong point is its handsome colour-

ing, which is unique in its class. It is said to be

a cross between Wichuiatana and Xavier Olibo.

ExcELSA (Wich., Walsh, 1909).—Another Rose
of striking colour, the flowers of Excelsa being of

a very bright, light crimson. It is a mid-season-
Rose, coming into flower between the middle and
end of June. We had a pillar of this Rose in front
of a large arch of Hiawatha, and when it was
first out it quite put Hiawatha in the shade for

brightness of coloui-ing, but when they had both
been out some little time it was just the other
way about, that is, though brighter at first, it

loses colour more quickly than Hiawatha. When it

was first shown at the Temple from plants grown
under glass I remember asking Mr. Paul, " Can
we hope to get that colour in the garden?"
Well, the answer is, we do get it, but not for
very long. Still, it is gorgeous while it lasts.

The flowers are double and sweetly scented. I

do not know its parentage.

Goldfinch (Multi., Paul & Son, 1908).—This
is a seedling from Helene. It is vigorous, strong
and hardy. The buds are deep yellow, opening
to creamy-yellow flowers. It is a good and useful
climber, with nice, light-green foliage and stems,
and makes a good pillar Rose. It is a mid-season
climber, opening about the third week in June.
I am pleased with this little Rose, which is one of
the best yellow climbers at present, but it does
not quite show off its flowers as well as it might
do. They a^e best in the bud stage and are
fragrant.

Lady Godiva (Wich., Paul & Son, 1908).—
This is a pale-blush sport from the well-known
Dorothy Perkins, and, I think, down to the pre-

sent the most beautiful of its sports. The colour-

ing is very soft and pleasing, and it has all the

vigour and good qualities of its parents. Christian

Curie (Cocker, 1908), slightly more salmon, and
Dorothy Dennison (A. Dickson. 1909), shell pink,

are so near to this Rose in colour and habit that

Ihey ought not to be kept distinct.

Reeulgence (Sweet Briar, Wm. Paul, 1908) is

hardy and a good grower. The flowers are nearly

single and scarlet-crimson in coloai*. It is the

best of its class since Lord Penzance's Sweet
Briars came out.

Shower of Gold (Wich., Paul & Son, 1910).

—This Rose is said to have been obtained as a.

cross between Jersey Beauty and Instituteur

Sirdey. It has beautiful, glossy, dark-green foli-

age, which lasts well, and is a most effective

feature of the plant. The flowers are small,

double, and rather cup-shaped, golden-yellow at

first, becoming pale later, but retaining their

colour better than most yellow Roses of this

type. The trusses of bloom hang downwards in

a graceful manner, and look well on the plant.

My flowers began to open this year (1912) on
June 16. It may thus be put in the mid-season
section. It has all the vigour of its parent Jersey

Beauty, and is the best yellow Rose of its class

at the present time.

Starlight (Multi., Paul & Son, 1908).—This is

a single-flowered Rose, with smooth, shiny,

almost-thomless steims, and rather large foliage.

The flowers are large for their class, white, edged
with a soft-violet rose. The petals, however, are

a little wanting in substance, and do not stand
rain well.

Sylvia (Wich., Wm. Paul & Son, 1911).—This
is a pretty little Rose with lemon or creamy-
white flowers. The special feature of tliis Rose
is that it is more or less perpetual. I have only
had a plant for one year, and, therefore, must
write of it with some reserve. The perpetual

Multifloras, such as Trier, are inclined to make
bushes rather than the rampant-climbing shoots

such as we get in Crimson Rambler and Blush
Rambler, and it remains to be seen whether this.

Rose will not be rather of the habit of Trier

than Dorothy Perkins. At all events, my plant

lias not at present made any very long shoots,

though it has given a second crop of flowers.

White Dorothy (Wich., B. R. Cant and Paul
& Son, 1908) is another climbing sport from.
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Dorothy Perkins, with white flowers. It has the

habit of its parent, and was the best white climb-

ing Wichuraiana at the time of its introduction.

Its weakness is a tendency to sport back to the

pink colour of its parent. Like its parent, it

belongs to the late section. llVnVc Bout.

(To be continued.)

KEW NOTES.

COTONEASTER ROTUNDIFOLIA.

This Himalayan species is one of the three

best Cotoneasters in cultivation. It forms a

spreading bush 4 feet to 5 feet high, with rather

flattened branches, which, at the present time

(November 24), are clothed with roundish, deep-

green leaves and quantities of .shining red ber-

ries. It is worth recording that, though the

fruits of this Cotoneaster are large and fleshy,

they are generally the last to be touched by the

birds. Though the older bushes often lose a

few leaves at the ends of the branches, most of

the leaves are persistent until early in spring

;

thus the bush i.s semi-evergreen. The species

may be seen at Kew in a bed by the Orchid

houses and in large groups elsewhere in the

gardens.

SENECIO CANALIPES.

This South African climber is flowering freely

on one of the rafters at the cooler end of the

succulent-house. It is the most vigorous of the

three climbing species of Senecio, the other two

being S. auriculatissimus and S. macroglossus.

The heart-shaped loaves are lobed and thick in

texture. The rich-yellow flowers, each about

I inch in diameter, are arranged in loose, ter-

minal inflorescences. The plant is readily pro-

pagated from cuttings and is a vigorous grower.

It is a free-flowering plant and unsurpassed as a

climber for a cool greenhouse at this season of

the year.

LUCULIA GRATISSIMA.
A SPECIMEN 12 feet in height of this deli-

ciously-fragrant greenhouse shrub in the large

temperate house is covered with blossoms. The
delicate flesh-pink flowers are borne in many-
flowered terminal cymes. The plant may be pro-

pagated by cuttings and seeds. It grows best

in a mixture of sandy loam, peat or leaf-mould

and coarse sand ; the bed or border should be

well drained. After the flowering is over, the

shoots may need pruning to keep the plants in

good shape.
ILEX PERNYI.

The largest specimen at Kew of this new
Chinese Holly is fully 6 feet in height. Young
plants are comparatively slow in growth, but
this specimen has grown well during the past

summer ; the shoot forming the leader has in-

creased fully 2 feet in height and is stout in

proportion. Mr. E. H. Wilson states that the
plant forms a tree in Central China 20 feet to

30 feet in height. The habit is close growing.
The leaves (see Gard. Cliron., January 30, 1909,
fig. 41) are deep, shining green, 1 inch to

1^ inch long, armed with two or three pairs of

strong spines on the lower halves and one at

the apex.

RUBUS GIRALDIANUS, Focke.

This species is one of the most conspicuous of

the newer Chinese Brambles planted in the col-

lection near to the pagoda. Its white stems
rival the Himalayan R. biflorus for autumn
effect, whilst in summer the plant forms an
elegant bush some 8 feet or 9 feet high, with
attractive pinnate leaves. The young shoots are
sometimes 10 feet long, and, branching at the
upper half, terminate in graceful arched growths.
The old stems should be removed as soon as the
fruit is ripe. This work must be done with care,
as the «hite substance on the bark is readily
rubbed off. The plant was illustrated in Gard.
Chron., March 9, 1912, fig. 61, as an unnamed
species. K.

The Week's Work.

FRUITS UNDER GLASS.
By E. Hahriss, Gaidenrfr l.i I.aly Wamagh, Lookiiige

House, Waiilage, lierksbire.

Early Peaches,—The temperatures of the

houses whicli were closed early last month may
be increased about b°. During very mild weather
the temperature may reach 60° during the day,

but it should be 5*^ lower during the night. If

possible, during the early stages of growth,
warm the house by means of the pipes which are

farthest away fi'om the trees. It will be noticed

that red-spider invariably appears first on those

parts of the trees which are nearest to the hot-

water pipes. In consequence of this, the pipes

at the back and front of the house should be
regulated by separate valves. Admit air dur-
ing the forenoon whenever the weather is mild,

but close the ventilators before the sun has lost

its power. It is beneficial to open the top ven-
tilators slightly at night. Spray the trees with
lukewarm rain water on bright mornings, and
keep the atmosphere moist by sprinkling the
walls and paths in the house as often as neces-

sary. Disbudding may be commenced when the
shoots are about 1 inch long. One-thu'd of the
buds may be removed at this stage, and they
should be taken chiefly from the undersides of

the shoots. This work should be spread over
several weeks, .so that the trees may not receive

a check. Always start the work at the top
of the trees. Fumigate the house with a nico

tine compound before the flowers expand to
destroy any aphis that may be present. JMore
than ordinary care is needed to ensure the flowers
setting at this time of the year. During this

stage the temperature should not fall below 55°.

Ventilate the house carefully and keep the tem-
perature as equable as possible. Pollinate the
flowers at noon, brushing each flower with a
rabbit's tail. Endeavour to' set fruits on the
upper sides of the shoots. Syringing should be
disco!itinued whilst the trees are in flower, as
the flowers set best when the atmosphere is dry.

Second Early Peaches, — The trees should
be prepared for forcing early in the New Year.
If the pruning, cleansing and tying of the shoots
be finished at once, the house may be thrown
open for a week or two prior to starting the
trees into growth. When the buds show signs
of swelling, close the front ventilators if the wind
is cold and the weather frosty.

Vines. — Vines intended for planting in the
spring should be cut back before the end
of the year and the cut surfaces painted with
styptic when they are dry. The vines may be
plunged in ashes and left outdoors till a week
or two before they are required for planting.
Young vines which were planted last season
should be pruned. The main rods may be cut
back to about 2 or 3 feet, or even less", if they
have not made satisfactory growth. These vine's
should not be allowed to fruit until they have
grown for another season, and then only fightly.
Overcropping young vines is a frequent cause of
failure.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
By ], G, WtsToN, Gardener to Lady Northcote,

Eastwell Park, Kent.

Protecting Plants and Shrubs. — The
time has arrived when severe weather may be
expected. Therefore, protecting materials should
be placed in readiness, but they should not loe

employed unless absolutely necessary. Chamee-
rops Fortunei, C. humilis, Phoriniums and
Cordylines are much hardier than is generally
believed, but it is well to give them a little pro-
tection during times of severe frosts. Do not
afford too much covering to these plants, or they
may become tender and be liable to injury when
they are exposed again in the spring. For some
years past I have placed dry Bracken Fern or.
in the case of roots, dry leaves around the stems
and bases of tender plants, keeping the leaves
in position with branches of such evergreens as
Rhododendrons and Laurel. Wire-netting may
also be employed to prevent the leaves from
being blown away by winds, and the netting
will be hidden by the evergreens. Tender

climbers on walls should be covered with mats or
canvas, but these coverings should be removed
whenever the weather permits. If dry Bracken
and evergreen branches are used, the air will

circulate freely about the plants and prevent
them becoming tender. Coal-ashes are useful for
protecting the roots of certain plants from frost.

Planting Climbers—The present is a suit-

able time for planting many of the hardier
climbers. Although it is advisable to delay the
removal of tender kinds until the spring, the
sites for these should be prepared now, so that
there may be no delay when planting time
arrives. As climbers occupy the ground for a
long time, the soil should be well prepared and
enriched. In all cases the ground should be
trenched deeply ; if the subsoil is of inferior

quality, it should not be brought to the stu*face,

but it should be well broken up with the spade.
Wet ground should be drained. Plenty of de-
cay^ manure should be incorporated with the
soil at the bottom of the trench, but it must
not come in contact with the roots. The plants
will be benefited by the manure after they have
become established. The majority of climbers
thrive in ordinary garden soil, but if the ground
is poor, loam should be added before planting.
If it is intended to plant peat-loving subjects,
such as Lapagerias, the stations should be
marked and a suitable compost provided. When
planting wall climbers, introduce choice dwarf-
growing shrubs at intervals to allow plenty of
space at the top of the wall for the stronger-
growing subjects, such as Clematis and Roses.
Jasminum nudiflorum, Lonicera fragrantissima,
and Chimonanthus fragrans should be planted for
early blooming. Garrya elliptica is a very at-
tractive wall plant : it produces its grey-green
catkins in mid-winter. Magnolias are suitable
shrubs for planting against walls, especially M.
grandiflora. Spaces should be left for tender'
climbers, such as Solanum jasminoides, Cobsea
scandens, Passifloras, Lophosphermum scandens,
and Eccremocarpus scaber.

THE ORCHID HOUSES.
By J. Co

Phaius. — The,e plants are still growing
freely, but from now onwards until the early
spring they wiU require very little water at the
roots, provided their surroundings are kept
moist : endeavour to keep the compost just
moist. P. Cooksonii, P. Norman, P. Marthiae,
and P. amabilis are beautiful hybrids and very
floriferous ; they require far less room than pi ints

of P. grandifolius and varieties of P. assamicus.
Phaio-Calanthe Sanderiana, P.-C. Berryana,
P.-C. Arnoldia;, and P.-C. Colmanse should be
afforded similar treatment to the above. These
plants are very subject to attacks of thrip and
scale insects, which should be kept in check by
sponging the leaves frequently with an insecti-
cide. They should be grown in aji intermediate
temperature and afforded plenty of fresh air at
all times, but they must not be exposed to cold
draughts.

MiLTONiA. — Plants of Miltonia vexiUaria
and its hybrids are growing freely. An inter-
mediate temperature is suitable for these
Orchids, and the compost will not become dry so
quickly as in a house where much fire heat is em-
ployed. Stand the plants in a light position and
allow them to develop steadily. The yomig
leaves frequently adhere to each other', and
should be separated by means of the thin part of
the handle of a budding knife. A brown, damp-
looking, outer sheath at the base of the young
growths often clasps the stem so tightly that the
roots push upwards inside it instead of grow-
ing into the compost. This sheath should be re-

moved in small pieces without causing injury to
the plant. The above remarks apply also to" M.
Blueana, except that a slightly higher tempera-
ture should be afforded this plant. M. Roezlii
needs a higher temperature and more atmo-
spheric moisture than those mentioned above.
The plant is more or less in active growth
throughout the year, and the roots should be
kept moist at all times. The foliage should be
sprayed on all favourable occasions to keep down
the attacks of insect pests. M. Candida, M.
Clowesii, M. RegneUii, M. Bluntii and others of
this section should be staged in the intermediate
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house and kept on the dry side all through the

winter.

Phal^nopsis.—P. amabilis, P. Sender aua,

P. Schilleriaiia, P. Stuarliana, and P. l;-ucorrhoda

are in tlower or developing their llower-spikes.

These plants should be watered with great care

during the winter, as an excess of moisture at

the roots may set up decay in the laaves. The
plants should be examined each morning, and if

the Sphagnum-moss is dry it should be lightly

sprinkled as soon as the temperature rises above
65°. At the same time damp the sides of the

receptacles and the roots that are clinging to

them with tepid rain-water. Care must be taken

that the water does not lodge in the centres of

the plant or in the axils of the leaves. The
flower-spikes should not be allowed to remain on
the plants for long after the Mowers are de-

veloped or the plants will be weakened and per-

manently injured. These Orchids should be

afforded a light position, but not exposed to

direct sunshine. Certain of the green-leaved

varieties, such as P. violacea, P. speciosa, P.

Luddemanniana, P. Marie, and P. sumatrana are

stiU growing actively, and should be afforded

sufficient water to keep the Sphagnum-moss frcsh

and green. They must also be protected from
direct sunshine even at this season. The surround-

ijigs of the plants should be damped on both
mornings and afternoons, regulating the amount
of moisture according to the weather. The bare
spaces may be allowed to become dry for a short

time during the middle of the day. The night

temperature of the house during mild weather
should be about 55°, with about 5° increase dur-

ing the day. On very cold nights, when much
fire-heat is necessary, a few degrees lower will

suffice, for a close, hot. moist atmosphere is

harmful. Admit fresh air to the house without
causing cold draughts, opening the top ventilators

slightly on the side of the house sheltered from
the wind.

PLANTS UNDER GLASS.
ByTH AS Stevenson, Gardener to E. Mocatta, Esq.,

Woburn Place, Addlestorie, Surrey.

The Glasshouses.— The roof-glass outside

soon becomes covered with soot and dirt in win-

ter, especially in smoky districts, such as the

neighbourhood of large towns. This deposit robs

the plants of much light, and should be removed
on frequent occasions. The glass outside

should be wetted by means of the hose, scrubbed
with a long-handled brush, similar to that used

for cleaning railway carriages, and finally

cleansed with a stream of clean water. Durinv;

the next month or six weeks very little potting

will be necessary in the houses, and the oppor-

tunity should be taken to give the interiors a
thorough cleansing. It is best to empty the
house of all the plants, as this will save much
time, and prevent the foliage becoming splashed

with dirty water. Scrub the paint-work and well

wash every part of the house. If red spider,

thrin, or mealy bug be present, the walls and
woodwork should be syringed with paraffin and
water. Opportunity should be taken to lime-

wash the walls and paint the hot-water pipes,

but this should be done before the paraffin is

applied. When the work is finished, turn on the
hot-water valves and open the ventilators for a

day or two before introducing the plants again.

In the meantime the plants themselves shoiJd be
overhauled, the leaves sponged, and the pots

washed, so that everything will be clean and tidy

when the house is rearranged.

The Conservatory.—Inmost establishments
there is a large demand for plants and flowers

at Christmas; the conservatory, especially where
it adjoins the dwelling-house, should be made as

bright as possible at this season. Flowering
plants, including Poinsettias, Euphorbias,
Richardias, Chrysanthemums in variety.

Primulas, Cyclamens, Freesias. Roman Hya-
cinths, Solanums, Coleus thyrsoideus, and
Begonias may be used for indoor decorations,

and the embellishment of the conservatory.

There will probably be a demand for cut blooms
at Christmas, and surplus plants of these

subjects in frames and other structures wiU prove
very useful.

Plants in Frames.—Frames are not so dry
as plant-houses, and unless they are well fur-

nished with hot-water pipes there is a danger
from too much moisture in mild, wet weather.

Because of this the plants need to be watered
with extreme care. Bedding plants in frames
should be examined frequently with a view to
removing decaying foliage, as decay soon spreads.
Pelargoniums should be afforded plenty of space
to keep the growth stocky. Calceolarias, Veroni-
cas, Pentstemons, Antirrhinums, and similar sub-
jects in cold frame© should be fully exposed dur-
«ig fine weather by removing the lights entirely.

.\ii these plants are well-rooted, and they should
be kept as hardy as possible. Under this treat-

ment they will not be so liable to injury during
times of severe frost, when extra protection
should bo afforded them.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
By Edwin Beckett, Gardener to tlie Hon. Vicarv Gidbs,

Aldenl.am House, Hertfordshire.

Spinach.—Last year it was difficult to find

a really healthy bed of winter Spinach; but
this year the crops have done rc:uaikably well,

and promise to yield good supplies. Care shoulil

be exercised in the gathering ; the largest leaves
should be plucked separately, and the younger
foliage handled with caution to prevent ipjury.

At intervals, the hoe should be run over the
ground between the rows, to break the sur-
face, and enable the rain, to be carried away
more readily. The perpetual variety of Spinach,
though not usually considered to be of a very
high quality, is extremely hardy, and most use-
ful in mid-winter. A few good rows will yield a
surprisingly large quantity, and this sort should
be used during severe weather, in order that the
tenderer kind may not be gathered too closely.

In case large quantities should be required, and
crops show signs of not lasting well into the
spring, it is a good plan to sow a few rows at
this season in a portable frame on a very gentle
hotbed of leaves. The soil should be made up
to within about 8 inches of the glass, and the
plants thinned to a reasonable distance while the
seedUngs are quite young. Careful attention
should be paid to watering and ventilation, but
all coddling must be avoided.

Rhubarb. — In order to obtain satisfactory
results in forcing, the crowns must be permitted
a certain period of rest prior to introducing
them to heat. It should be remembered that
some varieties lend themselves more readily to
forcing than others, and these should be selected
for the purpose. The roots must be carefully
dug up with as large a ball of earth as possible",
and placed under a north wall. A little long
litter should be strewn over them, and they
should then be placed in the desired heat, to
succeed the earliest batch. If a new plantation
is necessary, the ground should be thoroughly
trenched now to a good depth, and plenty of
good farmyard manure dug in. The surface
should then be strewn with a liberal supply of
burnt garden refuse, and the ground left fallow
until the time of planting.

Seeds.—It is often desirable to perpetuate
special strains of certain kinds of vegetables,
such as Peas, Beans, and Parsnips. The season
has not been favourable for the ripening of se'?ds

;

those that have been harvested should be cleaned
of rubbish and placed in packets duly labelled.
Beans and Peas should be sorted, and small and
worthless seeds rejected. Small seeds may be
cleaned by passing them through sieves with
different-sized mesh The seed-room should be-

dry and not too warm. The seeds should be
placed either in drawers or on shelves, where
they may be handled readily when the time
arrives for sowing. It is a suitable time for put-
ting the seed-room in prnper order and mjtking
alterations that may be an advantage. The old
stocks should be examined, and worthless seeds
discarded, to make room for the new seeds.

PoTATOs.—Pctatos a;e best forced in pots or
boxes, and if the " sets " are sprouted a com-
mencement may be made. Pots 8 or 10 inches
in diameter are the most suitable receptacles.
They should be well drained and tilled with a

light compost, consisting of three parts well-

decayed leaf-mould, one part sandy loam free

from wireworm, and a sprinkling of soot. The
pots should only be filled to three-parts their

depth, to allow room for top-dressings after the
plants are well advanced in growth. The soil

should be made only moderately firm, but it

should be well soaked with water. Moistvure

will not be needed again until the shoots appear
above the soil. Place the pots in a moderately
warm house; they inay be stood under the plant
stages if care is taken to prevent water from the
plants above dripping on to the soil. Immedi-
ately the shoots appear, the plants should hd
removed to a position near to the roof glass-

The temperature should be from 50° to 55°, and
the atmosphere moist, but not too damp, as
this would result in weak growth. Admit air

when the weather is favourable. After a time
the weaker shouts should be removed.

Celery. — The plants should be protected'
whenever the weather is very cold, but they
should be exposed directly the frosts have dis-

appeared again. If the soil is heavy, it should
be loosened with a fork at the bottom of th»
ridges, to allow rain-water to pass away freely.

Onions. — The larger bulbs should be exa-
mined frequently, as many conlinued to grow
after the ripening stage, owing to the damp
weather. Decaying bulbs should be removed at
once. Make a small sowing of Onions for use
as salad.

Mushrooms.—The Mushroom house should
not be kept too warm, hut should be damped
frequently. When Rhubarb is forced in this'

structure, slugs may be introduced, and thes&
pests must be sought for and destroyed, or they
will damage the young Mushrooms. As soon
as the betls arrive in bearing, the covering
material should be removed. Make fresh beds
as soon as suitable material is' available.

THE HARDY ERXJIT GARDEN.

Trees from the Nursery.—The nursery-
man is often blamed for young fruit trees prov-
ing misatisfactory, whereas the real cause may be
something ove^ which he has no control. For
instance, injuries or delay suffered in tran-

sit, and keeping the roots for too long out of the
ground after the trees are delivered are all harm-
ful, and may result in failure. If planting is

impossible when the trees are received, owing to

the condition of the soil being unsuitable, the

roots must receive attention. If the trees are

frosted they should be placed in an open shed
and well covered witli litter until thawed. But,
assuming they arrive in favourable weather, th©
package should be opened at once, and all

damaged roots trimmed neatly. If the latter are
very dry, they should be immei^ed in a tank
of water, or dipped in stiff puddle for a short

time. If the stations have been prepared before-

hand, the trees may be planted as soon as the
roots are partially dry again. Puddling is

preferable at this season to watering, which
causes the soil to be wet and cold for a consider-

able time afterwards. .Trees received and
planted early in the autumn do not often require

these attentions, but those received in February
or March, or at any date after the sap has com-
menced to rise, should always be treated in this

manner. Staking is another important opera-

tion, for if the trees are not made secure after

planting they may make but little progress. If

tied loosely, the stems may be chafed through
rubbing, but the tying should not be done so

tightly that when the soil settles the roots are

drawn through the soil.

Labelling.—The proper labelling of fruit

trees is an important matter. The small paper
taJlies attachetl to the trees by the nurserymen
soon perish, and should be replaced by perma-
nent labels directly the planting is finished. It

is advisable to make a plan of the plantation,

showing the various trees and their names : the
plan should be nailed on a board and hnng up in

the fruit room. Labels made of sheet lead, with
the names stamped on them, are very durable.

A little white paint smeared into the lettering

will show up the na.mes conspicuously. These
labels may be made in the garden. But there

are numerous other kinds on the market equally

as serviceable. If the tallies are attached to the

trees with wire, an examination shoidd be made
at least once a year to see that the wire is not
injuring the bark. Lead wire is pliable, but it

does not last so long as ordinary wire. The labels

should be placed where they may be seen readily,

and those attached to the trees always at aboafc.

the same height.
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EDITORIAL NOTICE.

A1IVERTI5RIV1HNTS should be sent to the PUB-
LISnHR, 41, WellinEton Street, Covent Qarden,
W.C.

Loiters lor Publication, as well as specimens of plants

tor naimng, should be addressed to the EDITORS,
41, Wellington Street, Covent Qarden, London.
Coinntutiicaliotis should be writtkn on onk side only of

THH HAPFn, sent as early in the 7t'eek as possible and duly

sinned by the writer, 1/ desired, the signature will not be

frmtrd.but liept as a guarantee oj good faith.

Special Notice to Correspondents.—7"*e Editors do not

undertahe to pay for anv contribiitionsor illustrations, or

to return unused communications or illustrations, unless bv

special arrangement. The Editors do not hold themselves

responsible for any opinions expressed by their correspon-

APPOINTMENTS.

MONDAY, DECEMBER 16-
Nat. Chrys. Soc. Executive Com. meet.

TUESDAY, DECEMBER 17—
Royal Hon. Soc. Corns, meet (no exbcbition),

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 18—
Royal Meteorological Soc. meet,

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 19—Linnean Soc. meet.

EBAGE Mean Tem
deduced from ob^

at Greenwicti-40-5.

V.OIIDOH.— Wednesday^ December If (6 P.M.) Max. 62°;

Min. 46".

Gardeners' Chronicle Office, 41, Wellington Street,

Covent Garden, l^ondan—Thursday, December f2

(10 A,M.) : Bar. 29-7°: Temp. 48"; Weather—

Provinces.— tVei/nesrfrtv, December ff : Max. 54° Shields

Min. 47*^ Aberdeen.

SALBS FOB THE ENSUING WEEK.
MONDAY AND WEDNESDAY—

Rose Trees, Shrubs, Lilies and Bulbs, at Steven='s

Auction Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, at

12.30.

MONDAY AND FRIDAY—
Dutch Bulbs, Herbaceous and other Plants, at 12 ; Roses,
at 1.30; at 67 & 68, Cheapside, E.C., by Protheroe &
Morris.

TUESDAY—
The Greenhouses, Piping, Frames, Lights, Brickworlc,

&c., at the Nurseries, South Woodford, by Protheroe &
Morris, at 12.

WEDNESDAY—
Hardy Bulbs, Perennials and Border Plants, &c., at 12;

Palms and Flowering Shrubs, at 6; Special Sale of

Roses, at 12.30; at Protheroe & Morris's rooms.

Palms, Azaleas and Rhododendrons, at Stevens's Auc.
tion Rooms, at 12.30.

TllURSDAY-
Miscellaneous Bulbs and Roots, at 11 ; 3,316 cases of

Japanese Liliums, at 2.30; at Protheroe & Morris's

Our Almanac. — We shall shortly issue a

Gardeners' Chronicle Almanac for the year 1913.

In order to inaJie it as useful as possible for

reference, we shall be obliged if Secretaries of

Horticultural, Botanical and Allied Societies, or

amy of our correspondents, will send us iimimediate

INTIMATION of all fixtures for the coming year.

Catalogues Gardeners are just no-w en-

and the deavouring to estimate their
Seed seed requirements for next

Supply, season. Tlie trade catalogues

are in course of distribution, and orders

will stxin have to be despatched. The
lists are sometimes made out in such

a liberal manner as to satisfy all the

desires of the cultivator, but in other

eases the most careful consideration is

necessary in order to keep the value of the

order within the means of the purchaser.

Every year the keen gardener feels a very
reasonable desire to try a few of the

season's novelties, some in the vegetable
garden, others in the flower garden, but,

unfortunately, the newest varieties, always
dearer than standard sorts, are not easily

obtainable by those whose annual ex-

penditure on the garden is fixed at a

moderate sum. So it is that the making

out of a seed order, instead of being the

easy matter it seems, is really one of those

very difficult tasks that require as much
time and thought as can be given them
with due regard to other matters.

When we state that we have seen orders

tliat were compiled with extreme care

cast aside on reflection for others in which

the adjustments seemed to promise to get

just a little nearer the ideal it is probable

that it will serve to remind many of

our readers of experiences .within their

owTi recollections. So many variations

are possible in an annual seed order for

an average garden that probably no two
persons would ever draft similar orders

for the same garden ; tastes differ in

regard to desirable kinds, and the views of

cultivators do not always agree as to what
constitutes a sufficient quantity for a
given purpose.

This latter thought leads us to observe

that in some cases the means for purchas-

ing a few extra novelties might possibly

be saved by reducing the quantities of

standard sorts until they represent the

minimum that will give satisfaction ; for it

is to be remembered that unduly thick

sowings give but poor results, and it is not

good management to have a lot of seeds

still unused at the end of the planting

season.

We have referred to the difficulties of

the seed order, but it must not be thought

that the catalogues themselves do not

provide liberal compensation. With what
pleasure we look forward to them, and
how eagerly we turn over the pages during

these long, dark evenings. They seem to

help us to form ideal garden pictures for

the coming season ; an illustration here

and description there are destined to give

us an interest in certain novelties which

will last until we ourselves have found in

what measure it is possible to realise

the promises the catalogue holds out.

" Castles in the air " some of the dreams
of the long evenings may prove to be, but

most of them will materialise, and next

year as now the catalogues will quicken

our interest as the horticultural heralds of

summer.

Poring over the catalogues we are

set thinking of whence all the new
seeds come, and what conditions favour

the pixjduction of plentiful harvests of

good seeds. We are not able on this occa-

sion to pursue the first question beyond
stating that hundreds, of acres of land

are annually devoted to seed culture in

these islands, and many thousands of

trained men are engaged in the cultiva-

tion, harvesting, and cleaning of the

seeds; whilst the machinei-y used in this

latter process is not less ingenious than
that employed in any other industry.

But in regard to the further ques-
tion which refers to the conditions

favourable to the crops, we know that the
principal influences are of a meteoro-
logical character. The proportion of dry
aud rainy weather, of sunshine and cloud
—these are the main factors, beyond the
selection of site and the exercise of good
cultivation, that determine the quantity
and quality of the yield. On another page
will be found particulars of the yield this

season in respect to some of the principal

crops, both of flower and vegetable seeds,

furnished by a correspondent with excep-

tional means of estimating the supplies.

It is a matter for regi'et that there are

great deficiencies to be faced, and it can-

not be said, as last year, that compensa-
tion is to be found in the superior quality

of the seeds.

In the first place, the weather during

the winter of 1911-12 was comparatively

mild, and the biennial plants were induced

to make a certain amount of growth when
they should have rested ; consequently,

severe weather which occurred in April

caused serious injury to many kinds,

including those which are usually hardy

enough in normal conditions. April was
followed by a drought which lasted for

seven weeks, at a time of the year when
rains were needed to induce the seeds of

annuals to germinate and favour the

planting out of seedling plants. Directly

the long drought terminated there com-
menced a period of frequent rains, accom-

panied, during the latter part of July and
in August, by unseasonable cold, which
prevailed at a season when the hottest

weather is usually experienced and vege-

tation is making rapid growth. During
this period it was next to impossible to

note any progress in growth, but happily

September showed some improvement,

and owing to the greater amount of sun-

shine the situation came to present a less

serious aspect than threatened. Cool

weather, of course, is not injurious to all

crops in the same degree, and there are

some classes of seeds which did not suffer

nearly so much as in the hot summer of

1911.

To sum up, it is the early-flowering

plants which seeded most sparingly, and
later plants showed a little improvement.

The crop of seed Peas was undoubtedly

much better in quantity than the harvest

produced last year, but there have been
heavy losses during the cleaning opera-

tion which will reduce the supply of good
seeds. The yield of Sweet Peas was ex-

tremely poor, and the crops in America
and elsewhere were worse even than our
own.

There is one matter connected with

these successive years of poor crops that

has a very serious aspect for the general

cultivator, namely, the deterioration of

stocks that necessarily follows. If a

field of Cabbage or Beetroot, for ex-

ample, has to pass through a season of

extremes of weather, it is only the

coarser and stuixlier plants that survive.

The more delicate plants die, and these

latter belong often to the choicer strains,

the result being that there is a marked
difference between the parent stock seed

and the produce. In some cases, also,

carefully saved stock seed, the result of

years of selection, is irretrievably lost.

All these matters will be in our minds
as we peruse the catalogues, with their

alluring descriptions and fascinating

pictures, and cause us to feel at least

some appreciation, and even sympathy,
for those who in good seasons and bad
contrive to supply us with good seed which
shall spring up and bring forth flowers and
fruits in due season.
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Fig. 193.—Cattleya Dupr^ana, "The Dell" variety: colour of sepals and petals deep rose;

lip marked with crimson.

(For text see p. 442.)
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The presidfmtial addrehs de-

N^s* Wales 'i^'P''ed to the Royal Society of
" ^^' New South Wales by Mr. J. H.

Maiden, Government Botanist and Direc-

tor of the Botanic Gardens, Sydney, will

be read with interest and appreciation by

botanists in all parts of the Empire.

Among the subjects with which Mr.
Maiden deals are Sir Joseph Hooker's
contributions to Australian botany, which

began as the result of the Antarctic voyage

of the " Erebus" and " Terror" in 1839-

1842, continued throughout Hooker's
official life at Kew, and terminated only

with his death. Mr. Maiden's address

contains an interesting review of the

development of the early scientific socie-

ties in New South Wales, of which

the Philosophical Society of Australasia,

founded in 1821, was the parent. Now, as

in this country, the number of scientific

societies is legion.

Of great interest also is Mr. Maiden's
account of the Northern Territory Expedi-
tion of 1911, which was organised by the

Commonwealth Government, and charged
with the work of exploring the natural

resources of the great Northern Territory.

Accounts of the recent Antarctic expedi-

tions of Scott, Amundsen, and other ex-

plorers are, of course, included in this

section of Mr. Maiden's paper.

One of the most noteworthy changes
which have occurred in the flora of New
South Wales is the escape from cultivation

and wide dissemination of the Prickly

Pear, and it is natural that Mr. Maiden
should devote a considerable part of his

address to tracing the history of this in-

stance of acclimatation. Of the many
species of Opuntia which grow in Aus-
tralian gardens the following have escaped,

and established themselves in various parts

of the Continent :—Opuntia aurantiaca, O.

imbricata, O. nigricans, O. inermis, O.

ficus-indica, O. tomentosa, O. monacantha,
0. Dillenii, O. microdasys, an unnamed
species of Opuntia, and Nopalea (Opuntia)
dejecta.

The Prickly Pear of New South Wales
legislation is Opuntia nigricans, and the

pest Pear is a variety of O. inermis. The
latter is the serious pest, both in New
South Wales and Queensland, and has
shown itself so adaptable to Australian

conditions as to have become " one of the

wonders of the world in plant acclimata-

tion." On the recommendation of Mr.
Maiden, a committee has been appointed
to investigate means of exterminating this

pest, and has secured the services of a
botanist to carry out the experimental
work necessary for this purpose.

Among other subjects dealt with in the

address are the teaching of botany in

Australian schools, the new census of

New South Wales plants, and the

functions of a botanic garden. With
respect to the last topic, it is interesting

to learn that the Sydney Botanic Garden,
now in charge of Mr. Maiden, came into

informal existence in 17S8, at the time that

the first fleet arrived at Sydney from
Rio de Janeiro, bringing with it vegetable

seeds from England and economic plants

from South America. These were planted,

and thus was formed the nucleus of the
Botanic Garden. The foi-mal establish-

ment of the garden took place some 20

years later, in 1816.

Coloured Plate. — The subjeot of the

coloured plate to be published with the next

issue is Momordica Churuiitia.

The Surveyors' Institution. — The next

ordinary general mtctinn will be held in the

Lecture Hall of the Institution on the 16th inst.,

when a paper will be read by Mr. M. C.

Duchesne, entitled " The Value and Marketing

of English Timber." The chair will be takeu

at five o'clock.

Market Gardeners' Compensation Bills
Withdrawn.— In the House of Commons on

Wednesday last, Mr. Cecil Harmsworth, speak-

ing on behalf of Mr. RtjNciMAN, stated that it

was the desire of the President of the Board of

Agriculture that the Market Gardeners' Com-
pensation Bills, Nos. 1 and 2, should be die-

charged from the committee. The Government
have withdrawn these bills because of their con-

tentious character, there being no prospect of

carrying them into law. It is suggested that an

agreed Bill should be introduced early in the

New Year.

The Aftermath of War. — It is not only

the trade in attar of Roses which is suffering

from the Balkan war. The Eastern market in

Prunes is idle, Figs from Smyrna are few, and,

as we leaxn from Jlr. H. ^Iartinet's note in

Le Jardlii, Roumania is suffering from the fact

that its harvest of Haricots is laid up at the

wharves owing to the blockade. 'To the watcher

of events from afar these may seem but small

matters ; but the reflective mind recognises that

the failure of commerce is not the least tragic

aspect of the grim disaster of war.

BiPHOSPHATE.—The new artificial phosphatio

manure—biphosphate—which is produced as a

by-product in the course of manufacture of

nitrate of lime, is stated to contain 26 per cent,

of phosphoric acid and 23.8 per cent, of nitrate

of lime. Samples of this artificial fertiliser are

on view at, and small quantities may be obtained

by British manufacturers from, the Commercial
Intelligence Branch of the Board of Trade, 73,

Basinghall Street, London, E.G.

Tobacco Growing in Ontario.—In the

south-western peninsula of Ontario tobacco

growing has become a very profitable branch o;

farming. In order to place the industry on a

substantial footing, the Dominion Department o:

Agriculture some three years ago established an
experimental station at Harrow, in the county o;

Essex. The station, which comprises 38^ acreS;

is carried on to some e.\tent as an ordinary farm.

Last year 15 acres were devoted to tobacco ex

periments, in which nine of improved Burley and
six of Warne varieties were dealt with. Tests

were made with different kinds of beds, methods

of curing, various combinations of fertilisers,

seed selection, combating the tobacco worm, &c.

It has been found that white Burley is the better

for the average farmer to grow. During the past

three years the average price secured for this

tobacco has been Is. per lb., or an average gross

return of £50 sterling per acre.

The Reims Congress. — The congress on

electricity in relation to horticulture which was
held recently at Reims, demonstrated the re-

markable variety of the ways in which electricity

serves the ends of horticulture. At the last ses-

sion of the congress it was decided to establish

prizes for reseai'ches in electro-culture, and to

found an International Association to be de-

voted to the interests of this subject. A second

congress will be held in Paris in 1914.

New Hybrid Freesias According to the

Italian journal La Campagna a number of re-

maikalily beautiful hybrid Freesias have been

raised by M. Cablo Lorenz, a horticulturist of

Palermo. The Eevui: de I'HoHicullure Beige

(Nov. 1, 1912), in giving an account of the new

forms, states, on the authority of the Italian

journal, that the hybrids in question are generic

and that they have been produced by crossing

Freesia refracta with Spara.xis tricolor. It is

stated further that the cross which was made
first in 1905, with the Freesia as seed parent,

yielded three plants, of which two resembled

Freesia refracta and the third possessed flowers

of a deeper violet and with clearer stripes. From
this plant all the hybrids have been obtained.

In the varied structure of the corolla and its

expanded form and consistence, as well as in the

amount of branching and in the narrow, stiff

leaves the hybrids resemble Spai-axis tricolor. It

is to be regretted that the two Freesia-like plants

were discarded, and it is to be hoped that more
information will be forthcoming on the subject

of these productions.

Frilled Cyclamen.—On several occasions

(see Gardeners' Chrnnide, JIarch 5, 1898, p.

135, fig. 55) we have illustrated varieties of

Cyclamen in which the flowers are modified in

various directions, some of them having seg-

ments with beautifully-frilled margins. Flowers

of this latter type have been sent recently by
Mr. Jas. Hawkes, gardener to the Earl of

Jersey, at Osterley Park, and they represent a
very good strain. Some of the flowers were

3^ inches in diameter, of brilliant colours, and
exhibited extraordinary fimbriation. Our corre-

spondent states that he has tried to develop

this strain for some years by crossing and seed

sekclion, and he is satisfied that the flowers

have such substance that they are capable of

lasting an unusually long time in good condition

A Reserve of Wild Nature.- Under the

above title the Times announced recently the

gift—to the National Trust for places of historic

interest or natural beauty—of Blakeney Point,

Norfolk. The land thus vested in the National

Trust lies on the north coast of Norfolk, and is

about 1,000 acres in e.xtent. The facts that

Blakeney Point possesses an interesting maritime
flora and is remarkable for the variety of its

buds, make the gift, which is due to the gener-

osity of the Fishmongers Company and of cer-

tain private individuals, a particularly valuable

Chrysanthemum Diseases.—In a report on
the treatment of disea.ses of the Chrysanthemum,
presented to the recent congress of Clirysanthe-

mistes and summarised in Le Jardin (No. 619,

December 5), ilr. Crepin recommends the follow-

ing species : Leaf-scurch (Septoria Chrysan-

themi) : Treat by pulverisation on the upper and
lower sides of the leaves of a mixture containing

potassium penta-sulphide, permanganate of pot-

ash and water in the proportions of 1 ounce,

4 ounce and 2 gallons of the respective ingredi-

ents. This treatment should be followed by
vigorous dredging with flowers of sulphur or

nicotined sulphur. It serves also as a pre-

ventive against rust. Rust : When an outbreak

of rust has occurred, Mr. Crepin recommends
the use of the mixtiu'e described, with the addi-

tion thereto of g ounce of formalin (formalde-

hyde). The plant may be dipped and stirred

in the mixture, and whilst the plant is still wet
sulphur should be dredged upon it. Plants

which have been brought mto glasshouses or

under shelter, if affected with any fungous dis-

ease, should be treated with a solution of per-

manganate of potash, ^ ounce to 2 gallons of

water.
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SCOTLAND.

FIRE IN A GLASGOW FRUIT
WAREHOUSE.

Thrqugh an outbreak of fire, which took place
late on the night of Suiwlay, December 1, the
large warehouse of Messrs. Simons, Jacob & Co.,
wholesale fruit merchants, Glasgow, was de-
stroyed. Upwards of 200 firemen and 16 motor
fire-engines were engaged, but all they could de
was to prevent the fire from extending to adjoin-
ing properties.

The fire also destroyed the Central Com-
mercial Salerooms, used by several firms for fruit

sales. The premises of JIessr.s. Thomas Allen
and Co., fruit merchants, in the lane between
Candelriggs and Brunswick Street, were also

damaged by fire and water. The damage is

estimated-at about £60,000.

HOME CORRESPONDENCE

Crfte Editors do not hold themselves responsiblt for

the opinions expressed by correspondents.)

Phal/Enopsis intermedia Portei (see fig.

194).—It may mterest your readers to know that
after five years resting the large plant of Phalae-
nopsis intermedia Portei, which has been at Tring

Society and record trials thus:—"Sweet Pea
Countess Spencer (Cole-Sydenham, 1904)." Cole
is the raiser and Sydenham the introducer in

1904. The R.H.S. could . improve on this. It

cuuld give the raiser and, in their case, the
sender's name in different type. It would run
thus:—"Sweet Pea Counters Spencer (Cole—
Sydenham], F.C.C., 1901." The informatJon in

some cases would be difficult to obtain, but if,

when inviting trials, it was requested that the
raiser's name in every known case be added after

the name of the variety, many would, b^ oh*<uned
and gradually a mass of valuable liistorical in-

formation would be accumulated. If. Cvthbert-
son (of Dobbie £• Co., Edinburgh).

Hot-water Method of Forcing. _ On
October 25 last I lifted a fine plant of

the common Lilac, also six specimens each

of the varieties Charles X and Mme.
Legraye and planted them in tubs. They
were placed in a temperature averaging 65*^

and subjected twice daily to a heavy syringing
of water warmed to 120° ; the roots were also

soaked once weekly with water at the same tem-
perature On November 26 I cut spikes of the
common Lilac, there being over 300 inflorescences

on the plant. The flowers of the other varieties

were a little later. Although the blooms of the
common variety are not large, they are very use-

ful, and possess a delightful fragrance. I adopted

Fig. 194,—PHAL.BNOPsis intermedia poktei (n.atl'ral size)

for over 30 years, has again flowered. It produced
this year three large-branched spikes, with a
total of 185 flowers and fully-developed buds.
The largest spike has 13 branches with 84
flowers and buds, the next largest 7 branches
with 61 flowers and buds, and the smallest 5
branches with 40 flowers and buds. The plant
was among an importation of Phalsenopsis Aphro-
dite sent home by Boxall to Jlessrs. Hugh Low
& Co. some 32 years ago. Walter Buthschild,
Tring Part, December 9.

The R.H.S. Trials and Names.— Messrs.
Kelway & Son raise a most important question
in the last number of the Gardeners' Chronicle.
I do not agree with all ilessrs. Kelway say. I
might ask why did not they themselves send a
full collection of Delphiniums? Have they so

many orders for them at a guinea a time that
they could not spare them? The point of their

letter is that in R.H.S. Records the name of the
raiser should follow the variety obtaining an
Award whenever possible, and T agree in this,

and so I think will all fair-minded people. May
I suggest to the R.H.S. that they take a leaf

out of the book of the National Sweet Pea

the plan through reading the article in Gar-
deners' Chronicle on the usi of hot water for

forcing, in the issue for December 4, 1909, p.

378. .S'. Gilthorjie, Nynehead Court Gardens,
Wellington, Somerset.

Hybrid Nomenclature (p. 431.)—There is

little in Mr. Rolfe's remarks on this subject

which might be refeiTed to as matter of general

interest. The Latinised names which he cites as

being given by me were perfectly in order^ a:,

they applied to primary hybrids, and were not

given to supersede previously-recorded names.

But there is one remark which might be dis-

cussed with advantage, namely, his quotation

from the Vienna rules: "Ternary hybrids, or

those of a higher (more complex) order, are desig-

nated like ordinary hybrids." "That implies that

the more mixed the parentage the higher the

order in their standing as hybrids." My opinion

is that garden-raised plants of complex parentage
are not hybrids at all in the true sense, and the
term is only applied to them for convenience.
The following extract from the " Rules of Nomen-
clature " at Brussels, 1910, clearly indicates the
nature of the hvbrid of a higher order :

—" Tern-

ary hybrids or those of a higher order (crosses
between -^picies of the same genus) are designated
by a name or a formula." That is a very dif-

erent thing-, and it goes quite far enough. In-
deed, I cannot see for whiat reason ternary
hybrids were brought into the question. It is

well known to those who are on the practical side
of Orchid raising that the more complex the
parentage, the more unreliable the progeny in
any recognisahle character, ajid so far from being
of a "higher order," while there may be an
occasional fine form, the bulk of a cherished
batch sometimes gets put on the fire. Some dis-
cussion on this variability would be very inter-
esting ; I have notes on the subject which one
would scarcely believe were they not well
authenticated. James O'Brien.

-Formerly the practice was that bota-
nists gave names to genera and species and gar-
deners gave names to varieties and " sorts."
When hybrids were raised artificially, the gar-
deners gave them names also. Botanists looked
on unconcernedly. A hybrid Rose, Rhododen-
dron, Erica, Pelargonium, Calceolaria or Hip-
peasti'um was to them of no more importance
than a new Apple or Cabbage. They did not
object to the use of Latin names such as bicolor,
Broughtonii and hybrida. When they altered the
names of Kentias, Latanias, Seaforthias and
Geraniums, gardeners paid no heed. Orchids
came into horticulture very gradually, and when
tl>ey were new a botanist, generally Dr. Lindley,
named them. He was succeeded by the autocrat,
Reichenbach, who had a keen eye for differences,
which led him to make too many genera and to
see species where he should have seen varieties.
This pleased the growers and dealei's, of course.
When the breeders got to work on Orchids, they
obtained results which proved that a consider-
able number of these genera were so nearly
related as to interbreed, a proof of blood rela-

tionship too close to admit of their standing as
separate genera. The trouble began when
botaniste failed to recognise this. They pre-
ferred to look upon such hybrids as bigeneric,
and gave them names to indicate this, such as
Brasso-Cattleya, Epi-Cattleya, Sophro-Cattleya.
The practical commonsense plan w^ould have
been to give the hybrid the same generic name as
the parent it most resembled, seeing that names
need not be pedigrees nor yet histories. Now
we have such absurd names as Brasso-Cattleya-
Lselia, Sophro-Cattleya-Lselia, and we may soon
have Epi-Sophro-Brasso-Cattleya-Leelia ! The
same kind of nonsense occurs in the specific names
of hybrids, as, for example, Cypripedium Leeann-
Chamberlainianum, Ltelio-Cattleya crispo-Schil-

leriana, and Brasso-Cattleya Digbyano-Mossiae.
Many years ago, a Daffodil conference was held
for the purpose of setting the names of the plants
in order. It was then decided to name all the
hybrid and seedling Daffodils in the fioiist's, not
the botanist's way. The late Professor Michael
Foster, a gardener-botanist, held that such
names should be easy to writ.e, read and speak.
This should be the one golden rule for all garden
plant names. There is the very practical objec-
tion to these fearful Orchid names that they aie
the exact opposite to what the worthy Professor
recommended. Gardeners are themselves largely
to blame for this, because, instead of naming
their hcmie-bred Orchids, as breeders of other
kinds of plants do, they asked the bota' ists to

do it for them. I agi'ee with much of w^at Mr.
O'Brien says, and can also sympathise \.ilh Mr.
Rolfe's defence of the plan adopted in the i.'rchid

Stud Bool;, notwithstanding his effort to make
us swallow Paphiopedilum and Phragmopedilum.
I am heretic enough to say blow the conferences
and cimfound the botanists who have helped to

m.ake Orchid names what so many of them are.

Mr. O'Brien says we need a simple plan of nam-
ing over which there can be no dispute ; I would
go furthei- by saying we require somet ing more
drastic to make the names of garden Orchids easy
to read, write and speak. This is a matt';r that
concerns the gardener and fancier, not the bota-
nist. The leading breeders and growers should
therefore confer and put the names in order,
"mopping off" the long and ugly ones and
substituting better, as was done in the ca.e of

Daffodils. Until this is done we shall continue
to get more of the same objectionable names.
Only last week two new Orchids w- re shown and
certificated with the following n.^i'^es:—Sophro-
Lielio-Cattleya Carna and Ljelio-Ccittleya Golden
Oriole var. Ruby. I should have called them
Cattleya Carna and Cattleya Ruby. 11'. IF,
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Grape Maoresfield Court. —In Borron's

Vines and Vine Culture a remarkable error re-

specting the cracking of the berries of Madres-

field Court Grape remains uncorrected, even in

the fifth or latest edition. How such an error

has hitherto escaped the notice of the various

raviewers of this standard, book and has

been allowed to be repeated in each of

the subsequent editions remains a mystery.

A paragraph in the cultural notes on

Madresfield Court vine reads :—" If allowed

to hang long, the berries are somewhat
liable to crack." Such a statement is entirely

inaccurate and misleading, for, »s all good culti-

vators know, it is during the earliest stages of

changing colour and whilst the berries are swell-

ing a second time after the stoning process that

any cracking of the berries takes place. Once

the colouring and swelling are complete, no

matter how long the Grapes may hang, no

cracking takes place afterwards. The split-

ting is due entirely to wrong atmospheric condi-

tions of the vineries from the very commence-

ment when the grapes begin to change colour.

deners and the many difficulties they have to

contend with, surely no one will excuse me of

egotism when I claim that gardeners are, as a

rule, men of grit and intelligence, whose services

should be recognised and rewarded according to

their full value, which has not hitherto been the

case. Wilmot H. Yates, Rotherfield Parle, Hants.

Potato Haulm as Food for Cows (see

p, 431).—During the dry summer of 1911 I us«l

several acres of Potato haulm as food for milch

cows and young stock with good results. The

Potatos had made much top growth, and by the

second week in September I concluded the leaves

liad nearly fulfilled their function, and com-

menced cutting the haulm for the cows, as grass

was very scarce. The animals appeared to ap-

preciate their daily allowance, and repaid us for

the treat of green food by giving additional milk.

E. Molyneux, Hampshire.

Scaring Birds (see p. 392).—Whether " the

gardener's first duty is towards his employer,"

as A. C. S. asserts, is open to question, and must
be left to the conscience of each individual gar-

MR. H. W. ADNITT, RETIRING JOINT SECRETARY OF THE
SHROPSHIRE HORTICULTURAI, SOCIETY.

Every season we are asked by numbers of growers

chiefly amateurs—^the cause of their Grapes

cracking, and, when informed of the true cause,

they are somewhat puzzled. The mistake should

be "corrected in future editions. W. Crump,
Madresfield Court Gardens, Malvern.

A Step in the Right Direction. — All

gardeners will note with pleasure that the Board

of Agricultm-e are about to show their recogni-

tion of the importance of horticulture by appoint-

ing inspectors in this branch of their department.

It is to be earnestly hoped that the Board will

appoint good, practical men to the vacancies (as

advertised in Gardeners' Chronicle for Decem-

ber 7), and will not foUow the example of the

London County Council and give the appoint-

ments to military officers. Gardeners and their

calling have long been neglected, but it is now
to be hoped that their worth and merit will m
future be appreciated at their proper value.

When one compares the results achieved by gar-

dener to decide for himself. But gardeners, in

common with all other men, have duties to their

neighbours (i.e., the rest of the community)

which are quite as important, but axe apt to be

forgotten. For instance, if a gardener finds that

a certain kind of bird is destructive in his gar-

den, is he justified in endeavouring to extermi-

nate that kind of bird in his district, without

regard to the probable fact that it is very use-

fuf to a neighbouring gardener, who grows some

other kind of crop, which would be destroyed

or seriously damaged by insects which form the

favourite food of the bird in question? The

obvious answer is: "No, certainly not; but he

should take steps to keep the bird from his crops

without endangering his neighbours'." Well,

then, why doesn't he? The answer i3 again

obvious :

'" To do so without killing off the bird

would mean endless bother and expense, and it is

much easier to kill the birds." The corollary

to this is, of course, "Never mind the selfish

and brutal side of the question, so long as my

purpose is achieved, namely, the saving of my
employer's crops." I mean no offence to any
correspondent in thus writing, but wish to put

before them a view of the case which is usually

overlooked. I am glad Miss Gardiner has writ-

ten, but surely a person need not be a " bird

enthusiast " to appreciate the callous brutality

of shooting a harmless and beautiful gull

—

scarcely " in self-defence," A. C. B !—to scare

a few tits from one's Sweet Peas. I can imagine

the hullabaloo IF. A. M. and A. J. Elgar would
kick up if someone were to shoot their pet dog.*,

and cats—probably real nuisances to their neigh-

bours !—to make rugs or doormats of, or to use

for scaring cats or birds, respectively, as the

case might be, from his garden. Yei, but, of

course, we know those dogs and cats are private

property and therefore sacred ( ! ), whilst the wild

birds—well, to whom do they belong? Certainly

not to A. J. E. and W . A. M. mora than to the

rest of mankind. C. Nicholson, Hale End,
Chingford.

THE SHROPSHIRE HORTICULTURAL

SOCIETY.

RETIREMENT OF THE JOINT SECRE-
TARIES.

Otib readers will hear with regret that Messrs.

H. W. Adnitt and W. W. Naunton, the hon.

secretaries of the Shropshire Horticultural

Society, who have acted in that capacity from

the establisliment of the society, 38 years ago,

have decided to resign theee offices. Those who
have followed the fortunes of the Shrewsbury

shows, whether as judges, exhibitors, or

journalists, know full well that the marvellous

success which has been achieved is directly at-

tributable to the business capacity, the horticul-

tural sympathy, and the unvarying courtesy of

the two principal officers.

Since the small and unpretentious beginning

in the year 1875, the society has pursued its aims

with uninterrupted success. During the period

referred to, the total income has exceeded

£131,(X)0, and from its profits the committee

has voted at various times donations amounting

to nearly £14,(X)0 to the Corporation of Shrews-

bury for improving the show grounds, public

buildings, and institutions of the town. But,

beyond the financial assistance rendered locally,

the general taste for horticulture has been en-

couraged by the splendid exhibitions held every

year. They have attracted the best cultivators

of horticultural produce in these islands, and it

is not too much to say that the displays of indoor

fruits have been unequalled for their superb

quality. Messrs. Adnitt and Naunton gained

and held the sympathy of exhibitors in a re-

markable degree, and were ever looking for some

means of adding new features to give fresh in-

terest to their shows. Many years ago the de-

velopment of the mixed groups of ornamental

plants gave Shrewsbury a distinct prominence

amongst provincial shows, and, later, the insti-

tution of the champion challenge class for

Grapes caused the displays to be talked about

wherever gardeners happened to meet. The
Shropshire Society, too, was amongst the first to

encourage high-class exhibits of vegetables, and

the strict rules enforced in regard to this and all

other sections of the exhibition had the effect of

maintaining a very high standard. It is true

that the exhibitions were accompanied by various

kinds of amusement in the Quarry grounds : but

if the society felt bound to have these for raising

the funds that were necessary to success, it must

be freely acknowledged that the hon. secretaries

never failed to hold the horticultural exhibitions

in the highest regard, and their efforts were

always directed first to furthering the interests of

those who visited the Quarry for the purpose of

inspecting the show. Messrs. Adnitt and Naun-

ton will carry with them in their retirement the

good wishes and grateful recognition of all who
know the splendid work they have done for the

Shropshire Society and for horticulture.
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socisnriES.
EOYAL HORTICULTURAL.

Scientific Committee.

December 3.

—

Present : Mr. E. A. Bowles,

M.A. {in the Chair) ; Sir Harry Veitch, Messrs.

A. Worsley, G. Wilson, J. O'Brien, J. Fraser,

J. T. Bennett-Poe, C. E. Shea, A. W. Sutton,

\V. Hales, J. Odell, R. Hooper Pearson, and
1''. J. Chittenden (hon. sec).

Prunus Mlqueliana.—Mr. G. Wilson drew
attention to this beautiful shrub which flowers

in the open in December in Sussex and else-

where (see Gardeners' Chronicle, December 7,

1912.) Its appearance suggests a garden origin,

for the flowers are semi-double.

Fern in bottle.—Mr. J. Fraser showed a

specimen of a Fern, Cystopteris fragilis, growing
in a bottle, in which it was found in a garden.
Though this Fern usually loses its leaves in

Tuly, the present specimen was still green.

Orange-fruited Solly.—Mr. E. A. Bowles
showed orange-coloured fruits from a HoUy in

his garden. The tree is probably identical with
that referred to in Dallimore's Holly, Yew and
Box under the name Ilex aquifoliura fructu-

aurantiaco. It is there suggested that this is a

seedling from the yellow-fruited variety, and the
tree in Mr. Bowles's garden is apparently of

similar origin.

Lalia purnila X Lcelio-Caitleya Ophir
(Lalla xanthina X Catileya aureaj.—Mr. G.
Wilson said this hybrid with cream-white
sepals and petals and purple labellum was raised

by Mr. R. G. Thwaites, of Streatham Hill, and
was shown by him in support of his hypothesis
that white flowers are produced by a mixture of

red, blue, and yellow.

The committee will not meet on December 17,
there being no genei'al show on that day.

heated plain and day after day, did but little to
recommend the Sinai Desert as a popular re-

sort. In time, however, Mount Hebron and its

hills of brilliant red, interspersed with black and
other coloured outcrops everywhere devoid of

even a blade of grass, indicated the approach to
Mount Sinai ; at Mount Sinai, of course, the bib-
lical records were brought home to the traveller
most vividly by the character of the surround-
ings of these heights, and impressed the grandeur
of the Bible story on the minds of the travellers.

At Sinai both travellers and their guide and
camel drivers enjoyed a welcome rest at the
famous monastery prior to the return journey.

HORTICULTURAL CLUB.
December 3.—After the usual monthly dinner

of this club, at which Sir Harry Veitch presided

and upwards of fifty members and friends (in-

cluding many ladies') were present, Mr. Arthur
W. Sutton, F.L.S., gave a lecture entitled " My
Desert Camping Tour to Mount Sinai," illus-

trated by a himdred splendid photographs taken
by him en route and beautifully coloured. Mr.
Sutton, who takes a particular interest in the
evidence afforded in favour of the accuracy of

biblical records by the actual localities to which
they refer, explained at the outset that he was
heavily handicapped in this direction by the

shortness of time at his disposal and the
difficulty he felt in not dwelling at too great a

length on the many interesting points in this

particular connection. The lecturer commenced
with a map of the region which he had
traversed circuitously for some 200 miles in com-
pany with Dr. Mackinnon, the well known
medical missionary of the Edinburgh Mission in

Damascus. The first visit made wa£ to the

traditional spot where the passage of the Red
Sea was effected by the Israelites. It would
appear, however, that there are three places

which claim to be the site of the passage. One,
to the north, where the water is very narrow and
shallow, is considered by some travellers as the

mofit likely, as an eiKceptional state of tide

a!id wind might have facilitated the passage,

while the other two involve the traversing of

deep water and a much greater distance.

The views of the desert were excellent,

apparently limitless streaks of barren sand
without a trace of vegetation, alternating with
views of brilliantly green oases of Palms, some-
times, thanks to a local supply of water and
the generally warm climate, of such luxuriant
growth as to be traversable only with difficulty.

The general temperature varied from 100° in the

shade during the day to very near the freezing

point at night. The pervading conditions of

sand and the consequent limitation to camels for

transport of both travellers and their impedi-
menta rendered the whole journey a most
difficult one, camel riding being so uncomfort-
able as to compel frequent deecents for a rest

and walking being in its turn equally exhaust-

ing, so that recourse to the camel's back for

variety's sake involved no particular charm, and
tills, with short intervals of rest on the dry,

PERPETUAL-FLO'WERINa
CARNATION.

ANNUAL DINNER AND GENERAL
MEETING.

December 3.—About 30 members and friends

of the above Society assembled at dinner on this

W. E. W'allace vice-chairman. Mr. L. J. Cook
was appointed hon. treasurer, Mr. Hawes having
retired from the post, Mr. T. A. Weston was
unanimously elected secretary. Mr. Hawes was
appointed show superintendent. The General
Committee was also elected, the retiring mem-
bers again serving.

THE CONFERENCE.
December 4.—There was a large attendance

of the members at the conference, which was
held in the Lecture Room of the Royal Horti-
cultural Hall on the above date. Mr. J. S.
Brunton presided, and Mr. J. Gardner, of Bats-
ford Park Gardens, Gloucestershire, read a paper
on "The Culture of Perpetual-flowering Carna-
tions." We publish the following extracts:

—

The Perpetual-flowering Carnation is fast
gaining the position of the premier winter-flower-
ing subject for the production of cut blooms.
For the decoration of dwelling-rooms, dinner-
tables, and similar purposes, the Carnation is

unsurpassed by any other flower, and few other

MR. W. W. NAUNTON, RETIRING JOINT SECRETARY OF THE
SHROPSHIRE HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.

date in the Holborn Restaurant, under the chair-
manship of Mr. J. S. Brunton.
After the usual loyal toasts had been honoured,

Mr. ^I. Todd, of Edinburgh, proposed '* Success
to the Perp«tual-flowering Carnation Society."
Mr. E. Hawes responded.
Mr. S. Mortimer proposed the health of the

chairman of conmiittee, Mr. J. S. Brunton, who
had done so much for the Society. The toast

was received with enthusiasm.
The annual general meeting followed the din-

ner. The report was read by the Hon. Secre-

tary, Mr. E. F. Hawes, and passed. The Hon.
Treasurer, Mr. L. J. C<x)k, presented the

financial statement, which showed a small credit

balance. All liabilities, sa^d Mr. Cook, had been

cleared off, in addition to the £25 voted to the

Royal International Exhibition.

The election of officers followed. Lord Howard
de Walden was unanimously re-elected president,

and sever.ll now vice-presidents, including Sir

Harry Veitch, were also elected. Jlr. J. S.

Brunton was re-appointed chairman, and Mr.

flowers continue in a fresh condition for so long

a period. These qualities alone are sufficient to

render it popular, without taking into account

the fact that it is not a difficult plant to grow.

The same plants may be had in flower for 12

months, and, if they are well managed, they

will produce blooms during the whole time. Not
only do modern varieties produce superior blos-

soms, but in many cases the habit of growth and
the constituents of the plants are distinctly in

advance of the old-time favourites.

A matter that might be taken into considera-

tion is the production of varieties with sweet

scent ; for, although a bloom may be perfect in

shape, and the plants possess every good charac-

teristic, if the flowers are scentless they are

destitute of a most delightful charm. Whether
they possess smooth-edged petals like May Day,
or serrated edges like Baroness de Brienen, is

really not an important matter, as there is room

for both types, for they each appeal to different

tastes.

It is essential to devote a suitable house to
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Carnations if their cultivation is to be made a
success, for it is impossible to grow them well in

an indifferent greenhouse among a collection of
miscellaneous plants. A span-roofed liouse pro-

vided with a centre stage, and a stage all round
ne.xt to the outside, is suitable for giuvving these

plants. The house should face to the soutn so as

to obtain the nia.\imum amount of tsunshme dur-
ing the winter, and be fitted with a 4-inch flow
pipe under the outside stages, with the returns
conducted under the ceiitic stage to maintain
the requisite amount of leaf in winter. The
stages should be covered with fine shingle or

.small cinders. Both the top and bottom venti-

lators sliould be made to open outwards to the
fullest extent.

The best way to make a start is to procure
strong plants in small puts early in March; if

treated properly they will make hue, bushy plants

and commence to hower in October. In subse-

quent years, with the exception of purchasing
any novelties that are required, it is preferable

to raise one's own stock. The best time to com-
mence this work ie during the latter part of

December, and cuttings may b« inserted until

March.
At Batsford we obtain good results by insert-

ing cuttings in August, procured from plants

growing in the open garden. The growths are

generally hrm and well matured at that season,

and they make better jilants than those rooted in

the winter. By propagating in August, strong
plants in 60's are obtained by October j these

should be kept in a cool house aurmg the winter,

and, after the turn of the year, potted on.

When taking cuttings, it is essential to obtain

tliem from plants that are vigorous and free

from disease, so as to ensure the continuance

of a healthy stock. Those from the centre part

of the stem are the best ; they should be re-

moved when about 3 inches long, and prepared in

the usual way. We obtain good results by in-

serting them singly in small thumb pots tilled

with a compost of loam, leaf -soil, and eilver-eand

in equal parts. The pots are plunged in fibre in

a propagating frame, with a bottom heat of 60°

and an tjverhead temperature of 55°. The frame
is kept fairly close until they are rooted. A
little air is admitted in the morning for an hour
or two, and, at the same time, the condensed
moisture is removed from the glass.

it is desirable to shade the cuttings lightly

from bright sunshine, and give a gentle spraying

overhead with the syringe if required. In

such conditions they root readily in from three

weeks to a month, when they should be gradu-

ally e-xposed to more air. Ot course, this treat-

ment varies a little according to circumstances.

Pot the young plants on into 60's, using more
loam and less sand in the compost, but make
sure that they are moist at the root before being
potted, and grow them on in a temperature ol

trom 50° to o5'^.

Some growers prefer to root their cuttings in

sand only, and By this means more can be pro-

pagated in a given space. When this method
15 followed, the frame should be covered at the

bottom with a layer 3 inches deep of firm, moist

sand, and the cuttings rooted in the sand

;

but taking into account the fact that they have
to be potted into very small pots belore they can

ba placed in the 3-inch pots, it is doubttul if

there is any advantage. \Viien they are rooted

in pots they can be potted on without much dis-

turbance at the roots. When the young plants

are 5 or 6 inches high, pinch out the tops to in-

duce them to produce side shoots and form a

bushy liabit. They may also be stopped again

later, but not after the end of June.

(To be coiuiudad.J

For a miscellaneous group of plants Capt. H.
GoKUON was awarded the 1st prize, and Lord
Gkantley, Chesterton, the 2nd prize; and for
table plants Mr. T. Kinuscote, M.V.O., and
Major Ripley were Ist and 2nd respectively.

The principal prizes in the fruit classes were
won by the Hon. C. Biddulph, Mrs. W. Cripps,
and Capt. GoBUON Dugdale.

In the amateur section the chief prize-winners
for flowers were Mrs. F. Hobbs, Mrs. ScoTroRD
Harmer, Mr. J. C. Eden, Mrs. H. T.
Gardener, and Mrs. J. J. Grove.

Medal was awarded to Lord Ridley for a miscel-

laneous group of flowers ; another to Messrs.
Finney, of Newcastle, for floral designs. Messrs.

Sutton & Sons, Reading, were also awarded a
Gold Medal for a collection of 75 varieties of

Potatos; Mr. Lawrenson, of Newcastle, received

a similar award for miscellaneous flowering and
foliage plants. Silver Medals were awarded to

Mr. W. A. Armstrong, Messrs. Mitchin & Co.,

Messrs. Dicksons, of Chester, and Messrs. W. J.

Watson, Ltd., of Newcastle.

CIEENCESTER AND DISTEICT
GARDENERS'.

November 14.—The first open show of the
above society was held in the Bingham Hall,

Cirencester, on this date. The entries totalled

236 in 51 classes. Flowers and vegetables were
well represented. Honorary exhibits of collec-

tions of flowers and plants were staged by
Messrs. John Jefferies & Son, Royal Nurseries,

and Messrs. Orpet & Son, Cirencester.

In the Chrysanthemum classes the principal

prize-w-inners were Mrs. W. Cripps, the Hon. C.
Biddulph. Capt. C!ordon Dugd.\le, and Capt.

H. Gordon.

NEWCASTLE CHRYSANTHEMUM.
NovE.MBER 20, 21.—The eighth annual e.\hibi-

tion of the Newcastle-on-Tyne and District Chry-
santhemum Society was held at the Town Hall,
Newcastle, on the above dates. The exhibits
generally were very good, but in the open class
for 36 blooms the competition was not so keen
nor the exhibits quite so good, as on some pre-
vious occasions.

In the open class for 12 vases of Japanese Chry-
santhemums, comprising not fewer than 12 varie-
ties, three blooms in each vase, the Countess of
Ravensworth, Cresswell Hall, Morpeth (gr. Mr.
R. Addison), was placed 1st. The varieties Mrs.
A. T. Miller, Lady Talbot, Bessie Godfrey, and
Miss E. Fulton were especially fine. Dr. J. B.
Simpson, Bradley Hall, Wylam (gr. Mr. J. Kerr),
was placed 2nd, and Capt. Laycock, D.S.O., of
Wiseton, Bawtry (gr. Mr. G. Musk), 3rd. The-
flowers of F. S. Vallis in this latter exhibit were
awarded a Medal as the best blooms in the show.
For six vases of Japanese Chrysanthemums

(various), the Countess of Ravensworth was
again placed 1st, with a fine exhibit, in which the
varieties Elsie Fulton, F. S. Vallis, and Lady
Talbot were especially noticeable. The Rt. Hon.
Walter Runciman, M.P. (gr. Mr. Askew), was
placed 2nd, and Capt. L.aycock 3rd.
For four vases of Japanese (various), the 1st

prize was gained by C. Lacy-Thompson, Esq.,
Farlam Hall, Cumberland (gr. Mr. A. W. Apple-
ton), and the 2nd by Capt. Laycock. For one
vase of white Japanese, the Countess of Ravens-
worth was again successful, with " White
Queen "

; 2nd C. Lacy-Thompson, Esq. For
three blooms of a yellow Japanese variety, Capt.
Laycock was awarded the 1st prize. In the class
for three blooms of Japanese varieties of any
colour but yellow, Capt. Laycock was again
placed 1st, and the Countess of Ravensworth
2nd. For four vases of Incurved blooms, the Rt.
Hon. W. Runciman was awarded the 1st prize.
For two vases of Incurved varieties, the Rt.

Hon. W. Runciman was placed 1st, and Capt.
Laycock 2nd, whilst for six vases of single Chry-
santhemums, Capt. Laycock was awarded the 1st
prize and Lord Allendale the 2nd prize.
One section was open only to exhibitors from

Northumberland and Durham. In the class for
four vases of Japanese blooms, various, Dr. J. B.
Simpson was placed 1st. He showed fine blooms
of F. S. 'Vallis, Frances Jolliffe, and the Hon.
Mrs. Lopes. The cup offered in this class is now
Dr. Simpson's own property, as he has won it

three times in succession. For foiu' vases of Japa-
nese blooms, open to exhibitors within a radius
of three miles of Newcastle, the 1st prize was
awarded to Mrs. Hunter, The Grange, Wick-
ham.
The 15-guinea challenge cup offered for four

plants was won by J. Readhead, Esq. ; 2nd, Mr.
Thompson, of South Shields. For a group of
Chrysanthemums with foliage and other flower-
ing plants, Mr. A. G. Bameridge was placed 1st,

with a very artistically-arranged exhibit. 2nd,
C. I. Kikdell, Esq", Preston House, North
Shields (gr. Mr. Hetherington).
A cup of the value of 10 guineas, and a money

prize of £2 were offered for a table 6 feet by
4 feet, decorated with flowers. The 1st priza was
won by Mr. Lovett (gr. to A. Collingwood, Esq.,
Lilburn Towers).

Fruit.—For two bunches of white Grapes, the
1st prize was won bv the Earl of Durham, Lamb-
ton Castle (gr. Mr! W. Smith), and for ' two
hunches of black Gr.apes C. I. Kindell, Esq., was
placed 1st. For six dishes of cooking Apples,
the Rt. Hon. Sir Edward Grey, Bart., Fallodon
Hall (gr. Mr. J. Henderson), was awarded the 1st
prize, and Dr. Stewart, Hexham (gr. Mr. Lloyd),
the 2nd prize.

The Nrrth of England Horticultural Society

awarded several Gold and Silver Medals. A Gjld

EDINBURGH SEED TRADE
ASSISTANTS' ASSOCIATION.

December 6.—The 18th annual dinner of the

Edinburgh Seed Trade Assistants was held in the

Royal British Hotel, Princes Street, on this date.

The company numbered 110. Mr. James Welsh
(of Messrs. Dicksons and Co.) presided. Several

employers vvere present.

Mr. David King, in proposing the toast of the

evening, " The Seed Trade Assistants," said that

Edinburgh assistants in the past had made
a reputation for themselves and for Scottish

trade in all parts of the world. Mr. James Lyon
replied.

Sir. J. W. Forbes (Advocate) proposed the

toast of " The Seed and Nursery Trade." Edin-

burgh, he said, was one of the great centres of

the trade. On looking hack some hundred years

there were then only three or four firms of import-

ance in the Edinburgh trade, and they are still in

existence, but the number of firms had increased

five or six times, which showed that Edinburgh
was still upholding its great reijutation. He re-

ferred also to several prominent seedsmen who
had become distinguished citizens of Edinburgh.

He coupled the toast with the name of Mr. A.
Chalmers (of Messrs. Stewart and Co.), who, in

replying, said that in the last few years trade'

had' become very difficult. There used to be a
time when they could calculate the seed crops

with a fair amount of accuracy, but now it was
impossible to make up a seed catalogue until a

very short time before the seeds came in. as the

seed market was so much larger that a shortage

in one country made prices fluctuate greatly in aU
others.

SMITHFIELD CLUB.
December 9-13.—Whilst the chief interest in

the Smithfield Show at the Royal Agricultural

Hall, Islington, centred in the fat beasts, and
especially in those exhibited from the Royal
farms, there was much of horticultural interest.

As usual, Messrs. Carter & Co., Raynes Park,

displayed in a fascinating manner excellent ex-

amples of various root and stem vegetables

grown from their seeds. Of the several kinds of

Onions shown, we were especially interested in

the variety Silver Ball, a round, flattish bulb, of

good size, mild flavour, and with a skin as silvery

as that of the well-known pickling variety. Onion
" Carter's Record " should be a splendid exhibi-

tion variety ; the bulbs were very large, solid,

and heavy, and of handsome appearance. The
Carrots, Summer Favourite and Red Elephant,

were of immense size and vivid colour, but not

at all gross. iNot the least interesting portion

of Messrs. Carter's exhibit was a Wardian case

containing large numbers of seeds in various

stages of germination.

One of the most valuable and instructive fea-

tures in the stand of Messrs. Sutton & Sons,
Reading, was the glass cases containing speci-

mens of injurious insects and their ravages. Be-
sides the " Flea " beetles. Carrot -root fly, and
wireworms, of natural size, and also greatly en-

larged, there were examples of the dreaded black
scab or wart Potato disease. Of other exhibits by
Messrs. Sutton, the Cyclamen in 48-sized pots
bore very large but dainty flowers. Tomatos were
firm and brightly coloured : the varieties were
Winter Beauty, Princess of Wales, and Sutton's
Abundance. Of the various Onions, the colour
of the variety Crimson Globe attracted atten-

tion. Such garden Carrots as Sutton's Inter-

mediate, although of much more than average
size, seemed very ordinary beside the immense
roots of the varieties grown for farm use.

Messrs. John K. King, Coggeshall, sh^^wed
such varieties of Potato as Lord of the Isles,

The Dean (a very dark purple), and King Ed-
ward ^'II. The Tomatos Lord Roberts and
Day Dawn might well have been grown in
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August. Onions and Carrots were also shown
in excellent quality.

Messrs. Toogood & Sons, Southampton, in-

cluded examples of lawn grass with the admir-

able Gourds, Vegetable Marrows, Tomatos, and
Carrote.

Messrs. Fred. Smith & Co., Woodbridge,
brought their gold medal exhibit of vegetables

from Norwich, and added many bags of garden
Pea seeds, and, in Ladysmith, a desirable late

kidney Potato. The ruseet-sUinned tubers are of

very good shape and are shallow-eyed.

Messrs. E. Webb & Sons, Wordsley, Stour-

bridge, staged many varieties of Potato, includ-

ing the varieties New Guardian, Stourbridge
Glory, and Empire. The " Champion Prize-

taker " Leeks were exceptionally long and very
white. Besides immense Ailsa Craig Onions,
the white Autumn ilammoth Cauliflowers were
splendid.

Mr. Alex. Blatchford, Coventry, showed
many excellent samples of Peas (Excelsior, Sher-
wood, and Fillbatket), Dwarf Beans (Early Pro-
litic), and roots of Beet, Carrots, and other vege-
tables.

Messrs. Harrison & Sons, Leicester, also ex-

hibited praiseworthy examples of high-quality

Leeks, Carrots, Potatos, and Onions.

The various exhibits of Apples and Pears,
chiefly of varieties which bear high colour,

served to brighten the stands to an acceptable
degree. The King's Ache Nursery Co., Here-
ford, showed such varieties of Apple as Gloria
Mundi, Potts's Seedling, Scarlet Costara, and
Devon Red, as well as young, vigorous trees
ready for planting. Messrs. W. & J, Brown,
Peterborough, arranged some very fine fruits and
sturdy, well-trained trees, also the new Potato
" Vitality," which was said to have been in full

leaf as late as September 10. Messrs. W. Hohne
& Sons, Cliffe, Rochester, also sliowed trees and
fruits of Apples and Pears. The fruits of
Apples Lord Derby, Charles Ross, and Ainiie
Elizabeth were excellent. Messrs. W. Seabrook
& Sons, Chelmsford, displayed many standard
varieties of Apples. Messrs. Dicksons, Ltd.,
Chester, contributed fruit trees, forest trees, and
the flowers of grasses suitable for permanent
pastures.

There were more exhibitors solely of Potatos
than usual. Messrs. Fidleh & Sons, Reading,
had a very large assortment, which included
almost every variety worth growing. The tubers
of Dreadnought, Invincible, and King Cieorge V
were clean and good, a.s also were those of the
dark-skinned varieties Herd Laddie, Edgecote,
and the pink Leda. Mr. A. Findlay, Auchter-
muchty, Scotland, made a speciality of his " New
Late Kidney." Potatos were also shown by Mr.
R. W. Green, Wisbech; Messrs. J. Poad &
Sons, Lundin Links, Fife; and Mr. G. R.
Sharp, Blackford, Perth. Messrs. E. W. King,
Coggeshall, included Carrots and Onions with
their Potatos. Mr. T. A. Scarlett, Edinburgh,
exhibited bushes and bottled fruits of a new Black
Currant " Edina," and "Champion" Brussels
Sprouts, as well as many Potato tubers. Messrs.
W. Davie & Co., Haddington, Scotland, and
Messrs. Little, Ballantvne & Co., Carlisle, also
showed Potatos. The latter- firm also had
especially good fruit and forest trees. Mr. E. H.
Taylor, Welwyn, Herts., exhibited an Apple-
storing cabinet, bee appliances, and bouquet
wire. The British Basket Co., Crownpoint
Works, Glasgow, showed many forms of chip
baskets. Messrs. Cardon & Gresno, Chancery
Lane, Loi'don, set up various samples of Chest-
nut-wood and wire fencing. Mr. John Unite,
Edgware Road, London, had quite a shop, show-
ing canvas for tents, plant-protecting and various
tying materials. The Four Oaks Company, Sut-

ton Coldfield, demonstrated the value of their

pneumatic sprayers and syringes ; and Messrs.
Marshall & Phelp, Aberdeen, illustrated the
handiness of the " Fountain " spraying and lime-

washing machine. Mr. A. E. Hawker, Mark
Lane, London, had on view edible Peas and other

seeds treated with Corvusine, which not only

protects them from birds and mice, but also

assists germination.

Chemical and other manures were shown by
" FisoNS'," Ipswich, and Messrs. Knights &
MuNDY, Bermondcey, London.

CONFERENCE ON ORCHIDS.

THE PHYSIOLOGY OF FERTILISATION.'

It has been known for many years that in the

majority of plants pollination is essential to

seed-formation. The fact is so well established

and familiar that pollination, which in strict-

ness denotes the transference of pollen from the

stamens to the stigma of a flower, is used some-
times as the equivalent of the term fertiHsation.

Nevertheless, as we shall see, pollination is

but one of a series of somewhat complicated pro-

FlG. ig7.— DIAGRAMMATIC SECTION OF FLOWER
OF HELIANTHEMUM MAEIFOLIUM SHOWING

POLLEN TUBES.

(P.T.) growing through Ihe style iS), passing into the ovary

(OVy) and each reaching the opening (niicropyle M) of an
ovule (OV), modified (After Kerner & Oliver)

cesses which result ultimately in seed formation.

Although the dependence of seed-produ.ction on

pollination has long been known, the nature of

the process which intervenes between these

events baffled the curiosity and ingenuity of man
until comparatively recent times. Of late years

our knowledge of these intervening processes has

increased very greatly, and since that knowledge

is both interesting in itself and useful in its

practical bearings," I propose to sketch in rapid

outline the fi,L:nre of our understanding of the

process of fertilisation.

Fig. 198.—PHAL^NOPSis amabilis.

(A column) stigma unpollinated ; (B column] 6 days after

pollination of siigtna
; (c column) 6 days after " pollination '*

with dead pollen ; (d) section of column after " pollinaiing"

with cotton wool soaked with pollen estiact (After Filling).

The foundations of our knowledge of the

nature of fertilisation were laid a little over
three-quarters of a century ago by Amici, who,
in 1830, discovered that pollen grains deposited

on the stigma send out tubes which pass down
the style, enter the ovary and make their way un-

erringly to the open ends of the ovules (fig. 197).

It was not till many years after Amici's time

that the real act of fertilisation was observed.

Some 40 vears ago it was discovered that the

pollen tube, after passing through the opening
in the coats of an ovule, becomes thin and soft

and discharges part of its contents into the

At the upper end of the ovule lies a minute but
definite mass of living substance or protoplasm,
which we may describe as the representative of
the seed-parent or as the egg-cell. To this egg-
cell a similar living mass derived from the pollen
tulje makes its way, and so representative cells,

one of the seed parent and one of the pollen
parent, lie close beside one another. Each con-
sists of a denser central body called the nucleus
and a more watery envelope of cytoplasm. I'he

two representative cells fuse with one another

—

nucleus with nucleus and cytoplasm with cyto-
plasm—and so form a single cell with a single
nucleus. This cell, which because of its twofold
origin is called the zygote, undergoes growth and
division and gives rise to the embiyo or plantlet
of the seed. The adult plant is derived exclu-
sively from the zygote, wfiich in turn is formed
by the union of the two representative cells.

The essentials of this process of fusion are to
be observed not in flowering plants only, but also
in all but the most rudimentary of "the lower
plants. These essentials are to be discovered
also in animals. Hence we may define fertilisa-
tion as the fusion of two representative sexual
cells or gametes, and the production therefrom
of a single cell, the zygote, which is an incipient
individual.

Since the female gamete or egg cell of an
ovule does not as a rule form an embryo miless
it encounters and fuses with a male gamete, it is

evident that this fusion is the essential part of
fertilisation and that pollination and the growth
of the pollen tubes are but the necessary means
to that end. One of the most striking facts
which emerge from these discoveries is that both
parents make material contributions to the sub-
stance of the offspring.

The nuclear contributions appear to be equal in
amount and generally similar in kind, but the
contributions of cytoplasm made by the two
gametes or sexual cells appear to be unequal : the
cytoplasm of the egg-cell being consideraljle. that
of the male gamete being smaller in amount and
in some cases nil. , In the similarity between the
nuclei we have the explanation of the well-known
fact that, of the many characters exhibited by the
offspring, some are derived from one parent,
others fro.ni the other parent, and others again
are intermediate between the paternal and
inaternal characters. We are not yet, however,
in a position to assert that all the characters of
the offspring are contributed in equal measure
by the two parents.

On this subject, however, despite its interest
and importance, we cannot dwell now ; for we
must continue our sketch of the phenomena of
fertilisation. Inasmuch as the normal eggcell
does not develop unless it has united with the
male gamete, it follows that the latter not only
contributes living material toward the upbuild-
ing of the future plant, but that the male cell

also provokes or stimulates the egg-cell to grow
into the embryo. It might be supposed, and in-

deed it was supposed until recently, that the
growth of the fertilised egg-cell is the directv

consequence of the yoking together of the male
and female gametes. Just as one horse alone
might not be able to draw a cart which two
horses may pull easily, so it might be imagined
that the female or egg-cell alone is unable to
carry on the work of development, which work is

easy to the combined forces of the male and
female gametes. Recent experiments have shown
that this supposition is not correct, and that the
development of the egg-cell to form the embryo
is due to a definite shock or stimulus which it

receives from the male gamete. In terms of our
simile, under the powerful stimulus of the whip
the single horse may make a supreme effort and
set the cart in motion. We are therefore obliged

to recognise that fertilisation has a two-fold
significance. On the one hand it allows of the
formation of an individual which derives

materially from the father and the mother and
hence may exhibit paternal and maternal cha-

racters ; on the other hand the male gamete in

entering into the egg-cell exerts a stimulus which
starts the latter on a course of growth and
division resulting in the formation of the embryo.
The evidence in support of the latter con-

clusion is clear. Thus it has been shown in cer-

tain animals and plants that the fertilisation
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(timnlus may be imparted to the egg cell arti-

ficially and without the aid of the male gamete.

For example, Loeb has demonstrated that, if

the egg cells of sea-urchins be taken from the

parent and placed in sea water free altogether

from male cells, an alteration either of the com-
position or concentration of the sea water suffices

t<) cause the egg cells to develop into embryos.
Nature herself provides us with illustrations of a

similar phenomenon in the case of partheno-

genetic plants. Species of Hieracium, Alchemilla,

Taraxacum, and other plants are known to give

rise to good seed even though the egg cells be not

fertilised. Similar examples of the partheno-

genetio development of eggs into embryos are

known among various kinds of animals, and par-

ticularly in insects—for instance, in the summer
broods of aphides.

In parthenogenetic plants and animals the egg
cells carry, as it were, their own stimulus to de-

velopment ; or rather the egg cells of such plants

differ from those of the majority of organisms
in that they retain the power of development,
and are not compelled to await the advent of

the male gamete in order to resume their growth.
Even more remarkable than the chemical em-
bryos just described are the mechanical embryos
which have been produced recently by Bataillon.

This experimenter removed the ripe, unfertilised

eggs from the frog, punctured each egg by means
of a fine glass needle and covered the eggs with

water. Of the punctured eggs many died, but
out of 1000 which were operated upon no fewer
than 120 hatched into tadpoles and actually

reached the stage at which the legs are developed

and the tail is disappearing.
Astonishing and well-nigh incredible as are

these facts they are attested so well that they

must be accepted. They are, moreover, sus-

ceptible of interpretation in terms of the hypo-

thesis at which we have arrived already. The
iicedlc-puncture sets up a disturbance in the egg
cell, the effect of wliich is similar to that exerted

by the entrance of the male gamete into the egg

cell. In either case, growth and division occur,

and the embryo is produced. Needless to say,

a tadpole begotten in this manner constitutes

a, novel and absolute kind of orphan, namely,

one that never had a father. It can possess

maternal characters only.

Finally, it may be mentioned that Delage and

others have succeeded in raising larval animals

(Echinoderms) by fertilising egg cells deprived of

their nucleus by normal male cells. Such larva;

have nuclear material of paternal origin only, and

on current hypothesis they should exhibit

paternal characters only.

We are now in a position to state with clear-

ness the significance of fertilisation. By the

fusion of the nucleus of the male and teniale

gametes parental characters are transmitted to

the offspring ; by the entry of the male cell into

the egg cell thelatter is provoked or stimulated

to form the embryo. The stimulation is of a

chemical or mechanical nature, and may be

brought about by artificial means.

That these conclusions apply also to plants

there can be no doubt, and it is by no means im-

probable that the experimenter of to-morrow

may be able to induce plants to develop seed

by chemical or mechanical stimulation similar to

that which, as we have seen, has proved effective

in the lower animals.

It is possible, however, that this experiment

has been performed already by Nature herself

in the case of Zygopetalum Mackayi.
So far as I know, this Orchid does not produce

seed unless it is pollinated. When it is pollin-

ated with the pollen of certain other species, i.e.,

Odontoglossum crispum, it produces good seed,

but to use the words of my friend Mr. O'Brien,

the extent of whose knowledge of Orchids is

rivalled only by the generosity with which he im-

parts it, " the progeny still remain Zygopetalum
Mackayi, with only sufficient suggestion of a dif-

ference in the flowers to prove that the cross

has been made. This cross has been made several

times with the same result, and other combina-
tions have given rise also to the same progeny."
As a contribution to the explanation of this re-

markable behaviour, I would offer the following
suggestions :—First, that the offspring of the
cross Zygopetalum Mackayi by Odontoglossum
crispum are pure Zygopetalum Mackayi ; second,
that the effect of the pollen of the Odontoglossum
is that of Bataillon's needle ; the pollen or pollen
tubes, although they make no material contri-
bution to the egg cell, eive the fertilisation-

stimulus without which the egg cells of Zygo-
petalum are unable to develop. Given this
stimulus the egg cells develop parthenogenetic-
ally. I am willing to admit, however, that the
behaviour of this remarkable plant may be yet
more subtle than this, but into a discussion of

these subtleties this is not the place to enter.
The suggestion just offered, that the only part
or lot that Odontoglossum crispum has in the
fertilisation of Zygopetalum Mackayi is in pro-
viding a fertilisation-stimulus, may appear far-

fetched to any but those acquainted practically
with the ways of Orchids.

Those who work with more torpid, less highly-
strung plants may be disposed to ask what justi-

fication is there for the suggestion that the pollen
of Odontoglossum crispum deposited in the stig-

matic surface of Zygopetalum Mackayi may,
whilst fading to effect fertilisation, yet act as a
stimulus to the parthenogenetic development of
the egg cells of that plant.

But the man who works among Orchids will
not be disposed to be so sceptical. He is aware of
the fact that a fly or even specks of dust settling
on the stigma may provoke changes in the flower
similar to those which follow on pollination.
A striking illustration is provided by the
specimens of Odontoglossum crispum, bearing
both normal white and canary yellow flowers,
which are sent frequently to the Gardeners'
Chronicle by growers who want to know
whether the yellow flowers represent a sport.
As is known to experienced Orchidists the latter
colour is assumed by the flower as a consequence
of pollination. It may also be induced, as the
specimens show, by a contact-stimulus set up by
dust or grit falling on the stigma. Having in
view such facts as these and also their applica-
tion to the case of Zygopetalum Mackayi, it will,

I think, be of interest if I bring this paper to a
close by describing the progress of attempts to
unravel the several processes which are set
going in the floral mechanism as a consequence
of pollination.

All gardeners know that pollination does
indeed set going a long series of changes in the
flower and even in the neighbouring parts of the
plant.

It is a well-known fact, for example, that many
pollinated flowers wither more rapidly than un-
pollinated flowers.

So marked, indeed, is the difference between
pollinated and unpollinated flowers in this re-
spect, that it is worth while in the case of certain
self-fertilised flowers to prevent pollination by
the removal of the pistil or stamens.
Again, it is a notorious fact that some seedless

fruits, certain Grapes, Currants, &c., do not
swell unless they are pollinated. Pollination is

useless so far as inducing seed formation is con-
cerned, but it nevertheless fulfils the secondary
purpose, in some seedless fruits, of giving rise
to a chemical stimulus under which the fruit
walls swell and become fleshy or succulent.

These illustrations, which might, of course, be
multiplied, serve to demonstrate that pollination,
beside bringing about fertilisation, sets up dis-
turbances in the flower, and even in other parts
of the plant.

The nature of these disturbances has been in-

vestigated recently in Orchids and other plants,
and as a result of these investigations, although
they leave much unexplained, we know definitely
that pollination may bring about three types of
events. First, fertilisation, of which we have
treated already. Second, changes due to the
contact of pollen with the stigmatic surface.
Third, results which may be described as intoxi-
cations, or responses to chemical stimulation.
Illustrations of marked results arising as the con-
sequence of mere contact of the pollen with the
stigmatic surface are exhibited by plants such as
Mimulus, Orchids, and doubtless many others.

Place a little of its own pollen on the stigma
lobes of Mimulus cardinalis, and they begin to

close. If more pollen be placed on the lobes they
close sooner, and remain closed longer. If much
pollen be used in the experiment the IoIdcs re-

main closed ; if only a little be placed on the
stigma, the lobes separate after a short time.

Careful experiments by Lutz have shown that
the closing movement is due to a contact stimu-
lus. As has been known for a long time, the
closing movement of the stigma lobes of Mimulus
and similar plants with sensitive stigmas may he
brought about by stroking the surface of the
stigma with the finger-nail or with a knife.

The cells of the stigmatic surface are in ten-
sion, and charged with water. The irritation,

either by a load of pollen or by stroking or
Bcratching, brings about a discharge of water
from these cells. Tho.se of the upper surface loss

more, and contract more, and, shortening, pull
the lower surfaces upwards till the lobes meet.
Any pollen, live or dead, will serve to bring

about this closure, but unless the pollen used be
alive and that of the species itself, the stigma
lobes, after a longer or shorter interval, separate
once again from one another. That is to say, the
shrunk cells re-absorb water, return to their
original size, and push the lower surface outward
and downward.
But if a good load of pollen of Mimulus cardi-

nahs be put on the stigma of a flower of that
plant, the stigma lobes close, and open no more.
Here we have an illustration of the second of our
three results of pollination, namely, that of in-

toxication. I do not suggest that the failure to
re-open means that the stigma of Mimulus is

plunged in a drunken sleep ; but that the failure
of the lobes to separate is due to the fact that
the pollen excretes a poisonous substance which
brings about a disorganisation of some of the
cells of the stigma, as a result of which they
can no longer absorb water, hence cannot
press back the appressed lobes. That this ex-
planation is correct is demonstrated by the fact
that a watery extract of the pollen suffices to
bring about both a closure and a failure to re-

open ; the former by setting up a contact-stimu-
iu.s the latter by poisoning certain of the cells

of the stigma, killing them, and thus rendering
them incapable of ab.sorbing water.

Toxic actions of this kind would appear to be
the key to the explanation of many of the most
curious phenomena bearing on pollination. It is

well known, for example, that in certain Orchids,
Oncidium flexuosum and others, to put the
plant's own pollen on the stigmatic surface is to
poison it. The flower withers prematurely and
fails to set seed (see Darwin's Annuals and Plants
under Domestication, vol. 2, p. 115).

It is just possible, as suggested by Fitting, that
sterility may not infrequently be due to a similar
cause, and that it might be worth the while of

anyone who wished to obtain seed of a sterile

form of Orchid, or other plant, to immerse the
poUinia, or pollen, in water or a we.ak sugar
solution for three or four hours, in order to

remove the toxic substance before using the
pollen for breeding purposes. Again, it appears
probable that such a toxic action may be reci-

procal; that is, that the stigma may, upon occa-
sion, exercise a poisonous influence on, and so

prevent the development of, the pollen. Here,
again, artifice may perhaps be used to overcome
the difficulty. If the stigmatic surface were wiped
clean of its sticky fluid, and if, in place of that
fluid, other from the stigma of the pollen parent
were smeared on the stigmatic surface, it is pos-

sible that subsequent pollination might result in

fertilisation. Only experiment can show whether
either of these suggested methods would prove of

use, and such experiments are for the botanist

rather than the grower to carry out.

No plants show better than the Orchids the

diverse effects of pollination, and inasmuch as

these effects have been analysed carefully by
Fitting, they must be described, albeit, briefly.

The chief changes induced by pollination of

Orchids are : premature withering of the flower,

swelling of the tissues of the column so as to en-

close the stigmatic surface, swelling and greening
of the ovary, and development of the ovules.

Fitting worked with species such as Phalaenopsis

violacea and P. amabilis, the unpollinated flowers

of wdiich, in their native habitat, persist for a

month or more. He showed that withering, as I

have indicated already, is the result of contact-

stimulus. It is induced when not only living, but
also dead pollen, or even grains of sand, are

placed on the stigmatic surface. Although the
withering effect is due also to a contact or

wound-stimulus applied to the stigmatic surface,

the second consequence of pollination, the arching
of the column over the stigmatic surface (fig.

198d), is not. This effect is not induced by sand
or other fine particles, although it is produced
by the plant's own pollen which has been killed

by exposure to steam or chloroform.
_
It is the

result of a chemical stimulus or intoxication, as

is proved by the fact that a watery extract of

the plant's pollen, if put on the stigma, induces

the swelling (fig. 198 a, b and c).
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Thus a little cotton wool wh ieh has been
dipped in such an extract, suffices, when placed
on the stigma, not only to produce withering by
its contact effect, but also to produce the swell-
ing of the column by its chemical effect.

Further, the swelling and greening of the
ovary only occur after the pollen-tubes have
grown some way down towards the ovary, and
these changes are to be attributed to yet another
chemical effect produced by substances excreted
by the developing pollen tubes.
Such, in brief, are the facts which recent re-

search has brought to light with respect to the
significance of fertilisation, and the origin of the
accessory effects of pollination. They show in

graphic way what a highly organised mechanism
is the flower. They indicate that it is attuned
to respond in definite manner to different kinds
of stimulation, and they prove that many re-

sponses on the part of the plant are called forth

by definite chemical substances. Although our
knowledge is yet too imperfect for it to be of

evident service to the Orchid raiser, it is not

without promise that it may throw light on the

strange phenomena of sterility, and perhaps pro-

vide us with means of overcoming that refrac-

toriness. Thus we may anticipate the making of

yet more wonderful mongrels than those which
now delight the amateur, confound the botanist,

and confuse the student of nomenclature.

Mr. O'Brien said he was afraid that in the

case of the Zygopetalum he was not in a position

to carry the subject much further. As regards

the general question of obtaining mature fruits

by irritation of the stigmatic surface by means of

grit or a similar substance, in the place of

pollen, he could give particulars of some in-

teresting experiments which he made some 40

years ago, in one of which fertilisation {proved

by the withering of the labellum) took place

even without irritation of the stigma. The sub-

ject chosen was Miltonia Russelliana, the least

showy of the M. Clowesii section ; the petals

in this variety are thrust forward above the
labellum, and guard the column from the ap-
proach of insects, unless the invader, in search
of food, thrusts the petals aside. Mr. O'Brien
said he had found that pushing aside the petals

by means of a pencil had the effect of inducing
the labellum to wither immediately, although
the stigmatic surface had not been touched.

'In fact, in this instance, and also in cases

where fully-grown fruits were obtained without
the use of pollen, there was evidence that the
tissues concerned in reproduction acted as

though proper fertilisation had taken place, and
each function was duly carried out on this as-

sumption, though fertile seeds were not produced.
That false fertilisation may occur also in a

wild state was clearly indicated by the late Con-
sul F. C. Lehmann, who, remarking on the com-
parative paucity of seed-vessels in the best type
of Odontogloissum ci'ispum, stated that he had
nevertheless occasionally seen small batches laden
with fruits, and that these were invariably to be
found in exposed situations, where dust and
grit were blown about in large quantities by the
wind.
With regard to the flower of Phalsenopsis,

which Professor Keehle had shown with segments
withering after fertilisation, this was of the P.

Aphrodite section, which has membranous seg-

ments. The other section, having waxlike sepals

and petals, did not wither, but the colour faded,
the flowers becoming green, and in some instances
indistinguishable from the foliage. In both cases,

the principle was the same; that attractive fea-

tures, when no longer needed, were dispensed
with.

©feituarp.

James Watson. — HorticiiUure records the
death of this florist, at Settle, U.S.A. Mr. Wat-
son, who was 77 years of age, was born in
England.

Walter S. Nichol.—We learn from The
Florists* Exchange of the death of this nursery-
man at Harrington, Rhode Island, on the 12th
uU. Mr. Nichol was a native of England, and
accompanied his parents, who settled in
America when he wa5 five years of age. He was
for two years Master of the Patrons of
Husbandry and a member of the Rhode Island
Agricultural Society.
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REMARKS-English Apples are arriving in very large

quantilies. Many of the varieties are keeping badly, and

ere It (iinicUy i^ experienced in disposing of them; the

vani-iies Duni dovv's SeedliiiK IWV-ldngton) and Brain'ey's

Seedling arc exceplums. Tliere ate large consignnun s

of Apples from Washington Slate and British Columbia, llie

fru Is being wed graded and attractively paclted in boxes.

Apples in barrels from Nova Scotia consist of the varieties

Fallawater, King of the Pippins and Blenheim Pippin.

Varieties from tlie United States are principally Vork
Imperial and Albemarle, two popular sorts. Supplies of

English Pears are hnished. Imporled Pears consist of the

following varieties :-Doyennii du Cornice, Winter Nelis,

Glou Morceau, Easter Beurre and Keiffer. Oringes from
Spain promise well ; these fruits are arriving from Jamaica,
California (Seedlessl, and the Canary fslands, whilst there is

the small but popular Tangerine variety. English Gros
Colman and Black Alicante Grapes are very plenliful indeed ;

the supply is abnormal for the lime of the year. Muscat of

Alexandria and Canon Hall Muscat are limited supplies,

but there are sufficient bunches to meet the demand. Belgian

growers are sending very good samples of Gros Colman
Grapes. TenerifteTon
condition. Cobn upplit

> last week.' Dwarf
Madeira Beans received tins week are of better quality.

Supplies of Beans from the Channel Islands have been fewer
during the past week. French vegetables, principally salads,

have met with a better demand. Supplies of ordinary vege-

tables, with the exception ot L aulifloweis, are much in excess

of the demand. Holly and Mistleto :

in large quantities. Holly is excep
year. E. H. R., Cavcnl Ganlcn, Da,

Potatos.

nbir It, 19n>.

ill berried this
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The ancient Mediterranean agriculturists

do not seem to have known the fruit ; the

later Greeks and Romans had a form of

Citron which they called "Median Apple,"

and which they looked upon as an exotic

fruit.

So far back aa the year 1200, a bitter

Orange tree is said to have been planted

in the garden of the monastery of St.

Sabina, at Rome, by a friar named St.

Dominic, and, following up the old tradi-

tion, visitors to the monastery are shown

CONTENTS.
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of yellow straw cover the Orange trees to

protect them from frost.

The Oranges are picked in the summer-
time by girls, who are most careful in

selecting them. They wrap them in paper

and place them in the boxes, each of which
contains from 120 to 160 fruits. Cases of

the ordinary fruits may contain 400 and
more Oranges.
Labour is still very cheap in Southern

Italy, notwithstanding that a rise of 2^d.

a day was granted quite recently to the

Orange pickers and sorters. The men re-

ceive 1.50 lire a day (Is. 3d.), the women
from 1 lira to 1.25 lire (from lOd. to Is.),

and children, who are also numerously
employed, about 50 centenmi (5d.) a day.

They live on vegetables, cheese, fruit and
wine principally. The Orange workers are

happy folk, and sing constantly whilst in

the Orange groves or packing the cases.

There are many varieties of Oranges.
The foremost amongst them are the Jaffa,

Navel, Silver or Plata, Egg, Sustain, Ex-
celsior, and St. Michael. The most perfect

Oranges are those which are large, juicy,

pipless, sweet, and thin-skinned.

Stocks are raised from seeds. The seed-

lings are removed to a nursery-bed plan-

tation and grafted in their seventh or

eighth year ; they are then planted where
they are to grow permanently. The dis-

tance from one tree to another varies ac-

cording to the nature of the soil and the

size the plant will reach when fully grown.
The soil has to be well fertilised and
watered.

Different varieties are cultivated, some
for the fruit, others for the flowers or

leaves, for every part of the Orange tree

is utilised. Bitter Oranges are cultivated

for the aromatic quality of the rind, and
these are commonly known under the

name of "Seville Oranges," though they
also grow in Italy and elsewhere. Marma-
lade is made from the peel of bitter

Oranges, also Orange wine, and syrup and
tincture for medicinal purposes to disguise

the unpleasant taste of certain drugs.

Perfumers use the oil of the rind, which
can be easily obtained by pressing the

fresh peel against a piece of sponge. The
liqueur Curacoa is also made from the
rind of the Bigarade, and candied peel,

so largely used in confectioners. Even
the tiny Oranges that drop from the tree,

known as " issue-pens," are utilised. They
are prepared, when in a fresh state, in a
special way, and sold in Italy and France
as a sweetmeat.
Orange wood takes a very good polish,

and is a favourite material for making
cabinets and other small articles. The
leaves also are useful. They have a faint

scent, which grows stronger when pressed,
and taste bitter ; they are dried with
care and sold to grocers. The leaves are
used in a decoction as a soothing tonic,
which, if taken in moderate doses, calms
nervous excitability. But the leaves must
be picked green from the tree ; those
which fall off are of inferior quality and
not efficacious.

Orange flowers are the emblem of
maidenhood, on account of their sweet
pprfume and pure white colour, and they
are used in almost all countries for bridal

purposes. Apart from this sentimen-
tal and ornamental purpose, the Orange
flowers are picked and dried, and
sold to chemists to be made into an aro-

matic infusion—Orange-flower-water, ob-

tained by a process of distillation.

Oranges were used as pomander or scent

balls.

Soon after they were introduced into

England, Cavendish describes Cardinal
Wolsey entering a crowded chamber
" holding in his hand a very fair Orange,
whereof the meat or substance within was
taken out, and filled up again with the

part of a sponge, wherein was vinegar and
other confections." A dried Seville

Orange, stuflied with Cloves and other
spices, was considered a fashionable pre-

ventive against infection.

The Orange tree is a very ornamental
garden plant. In the 18th century, the
" Poma de Orange," which was brought
into England from Spain as far back as

FORESTRY.

GROWTH OF THE CORSICAN PINE.

TwENTY-THREF, years ago several plantation&

composed principally of Larch, Scotch, Auatrian,

and Corsican Pine were formed on the Earl of

Derby's estate at Holwood, in Kent. Previous.

lo being planted, the ground had for many yeari
been under Strawberries, and was, therefore, in

gixid condition for bearing a crop of timber.

The partially-sheltered situation and free

soil caused a rapid growth of the trees, and
the majority, at the age of eight years, were

12 feet high. On examining the same planta-

tion lately, it was found that the Corsican Pines

had outstripped the other trees both in point

of height and cubic contents of stem, and were
on the average about 6 feet taller than their

rivals.

Similar results have been obtained on other

estates in England and Wales. Hence it would
appear that, in exactly similar conditions, the

Corsican Pine is of mure rapid growth than
either the Larrh, the Austrian (ii'Suutch Piiip,

\_Photograph by Argus, Milan (copynghlj.

Fig. 200.

—

sorting and wrapping oranges in italy.

the year 1200, was plentifully grown in

conservatories ; now, the best trees for

this purpose are usually imported from
Italy.

It is impossible to fix the age of the
Orange tree. Large trees give thousands
of fruits each, and they yield a plentiful

crop up to 80 years ; Orange trees may
live to 100 years, but these' are generally
of the bitter variety.

The Orange industry in Italy is again
regaining some of its former importance.
At one time the fruits were exported in

large numbers, but the unbusinesslike
methods and the sharp practices of the
dealers spoilt this otherwise prosperous
trade, and Oranges were left to fall off

the trees and rot on the ground, as no
satisfactory market could be found for

them. Now new channels of exportation
have been found, and new markets are
ready to receive the ever-increasing
supply. E. S. Romero-Todesco.

It is an excellent shelter or nurse tree, but the

timber produced has not come up to expectation,

therefore it is unlikely that, for purely economic

purposes, the Corsican Pine will enter largely

into the composition of young plantations.

TIMBER FOR CLOG SOLES.

Or late years the demand for timber suitable

for clog soles has been on the increase, indicat-

ing that this class of footwear is either more
in request for special purposes or gaining in

popularity. Birch and Alder are the timbers

generally in use for the manufacture of clog

soles, though fresh, young Sycamore, Willow,

Horse Chestnut, and Lime will not be refused

in small quantities. The price is from 7d. to

lOd. per cubic foot when felled, the buyer
generally having the option of roughly convert-

ing the timber into soles in or adjoining the

woodlands where the trees have been felled. By
so doing, the cost of carriage is greatly re-

duced, all refuse being sold as firewood on

the ground. In large manufacturing towns,

such as Liverpool and Manchester, the demand
for clog soles is greatest ; but, indeed, wherever
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a damp condition of the floors is brought about
by the work in progress the wooden-soled shoes
are in demand. Large quajitities of clog soles

are sent every season from various parts of

\\ ales to the London and provincial markets,
where they sell readily, if they are not, indeed,
already sold before tiey leave the woodlands.
Forming the clog soles from the log of timber is

.an interesting and ingenious proceeding that can
only be succefisfuUy carried out by those who
have served an apprenticeship to the work.

First the tree stem is sawn through to the

desired lengths, which are split to a, little

over the thickness of the clog sole required.

Tlie finishing process is carried out by means of

a Ivuife, one end of which is fastened by a

movable pivot to a bench or trestle about 2 feet

high, the other being furnished with a handle.

The roughly-split clog sole is then deftly shaved
down to the required size and shape.

TREES FOR PROFITABLE PLANTING.
Judging from the present prices of, and de-

mand for, certain kinds of timber, the following

trees should enter largely into the composition of

the chalky districts of Kent, Hertfordshire, and
Buckinghamshire. That produced on the ChUtern
Hills is famous for quality, and enters largely
into the making of Windsor chairs. Good Beech
from well-known districts always command a
market at remunerative prices. For damp
ground, the white or Huntingdon Willow is by
far the most profitable tree to plant, the timber
rea.ching maturity at an early age, and being,
probably, the most valuable of any produced in
this country. Amongst Coniferous tre«s, the
Larch is the most profitable to plant, and the
demand for the timber is greatar than the supply.

SUPPORTING HEAVY AND DISEASED
BRANCHES.

Unwieldy and heavy limbs are most com-
monly to be found on isolated trees, or such as

have had plenty of room for the perfect develop-
ment of stem and branch. As the loss of one or
more of the larger branches often mars the
ornamental appearance of a specimen tree, every
reasonable means should be taken to prevent
such an accident, as by reducing the weight of
the branch by a judicious system of pruning, or

Fig. 20I.—CYPRiPEDiuM viking; dorsal sepal white, marked with emerald
green; lip and petals yellowish, tinged with purple.

(RH S. Award of Merit on December 3, 1912.)

British woodlands, particularly where the

value of the timber produced is a matter of first

consideration. The demand for Ash is far

gieater than the supply ; not, however, isolated

trees from field and hedgerow, which are usually

rough and knotty, but the straight, clean-

barked trees from close plantations. The tim-

ber of the former is generally short-grained and
brittle, while that of plantation growth is supple,

long-grained, and well adapted for the more im-

portant uses to which Ash timber is applied,

«uch as the making of tool handles and the

manufacture of agricultural implements. Where
«oil and site are suitable, by all means plant the

Ash. Regarding the Oak, little need be said as

to its value for profitable planting, but it does

not come so quickly to maturity as the Ash. The
timber is, however, more valuable, and is always
in demand.
On chalk or limestone the Beech is an excel-

lent tree, the timber grown on such soils being
of superior quality, as instance that throughout

supporting heavy and diseased limbs by bands
and connecting rods. Not only is a tree

stripped of much of its natural beauty by the

wrenching away of heavy limbs and branches,

but disease is almost sure to follow in the wake
of the accident, unless means to obviate such are

promptly applied. Even after the most careful

e.xaraination, diseased and consequently dan-

gerous branches are by no means readily de-

tected, and this points to the necessity for using

every available means to prevent the fall of the

branches either by judicious pruning, which re-

duces the weight of foliage, or by timely sup-

port.

The lifetime of many trees in London hae been
greatly prolonged and their natural beauty re-

tained by timely attention in the matter of sup-

porting heavy limbs and branches that were

likely to become detached during stormy weather,

and as the doing of such work costs but little,

there is no reason why the operation should not

be greatly extended. There are several methods of

giving support to heavy and diseased branches,
such as by means of wires, chains, or light iron

bands and connecting rods; but in all cases the
object is to unite the branches in such a way
that they may offer the greatest amount of re-

sistance to the storm and, at the same time, to
be neither conspicuous nor clumsy. Chains,
though often used, probably owing to their being
readily obtainable, are, for various reasons, to

be avoided, the flat iron band lined with leather
being preferable, more readily adjusted,
and less likely to cut into the bark and wood.
The bands, which can be made by any black-
smith, are usually 2^ inches wide, and of the

shape of the branch to be encircled, each being
in two parts for ease in fixing, and to allow of

slackening at any future time should necessity

demand. The band is maie of a larger size than
the branch to be encircled, so as to allow of the
insertion of a leather collar between it and the
wood, the purpose of the leather being to

prevent undue friction and chafing of the
bark during stoi-my weather. The bands,
wlietlier placed around two opposite branches or
the main stem and a branch, are connected to-

gether by a light iron rod and three-quarters of
an inch in diameter. Tliis rod, like the bands, is

divided into two parts, which are connected by
a swivel and screw for convenience in loosenini'

or tightening. Great care is necessary in clioos-

ing the point at which a band should be placed,
and equally as to which branches or branch
and stem sliould be joined together so that the
greatest resistance may be obtained, and in
order that the one may act as a support to the
other. The shape of the tree and disposiitien of
tlie stem and branches can alone be a guide in
this matter.

When compared with a chain, the advantages
of this method of supporting heavy branches are
principally ease of fixing, greater rigidity, less

friction, adaptability for looseaing or tightening
as may be required, and better results. A. D. W

.

ORCHID NOTES AND GLEANINGS.

CYPRIPEDIUM VIKING.
Our illustration (fig. 201) represents a flower

of the new hybrid between C. Buchanianum
(Druryi x Spicerianum) and C. illustre

(Lathamianura x nitens) for which Lieut. -Col.
Sir George L. Holford, K.C.V.O., obtained an
Award of Merit at the Royal Horticultural
Society's meeting on December 3 last.

It will be seen that the flower shows the thick
substance and general form of C. Buchanianum
and the influence of C. Druryi obtained through
it. The dorsal sepal is pure white with a greenish
base, from which ascends a bright violet-purple

band and feathered lines. The petals and lip are
honey-yellow tinged with red-brown.

L^LIO-CATTLEYA MYRRHA "ORCHID
DENE VARIETY."

This charming and delicately-tinted cross be-

tween L.-C. Gottoiana (L. tenebrosa x C. War-
neri) and C. Dowiana aurea was shown by
E. H. Davidson, Esq., Orchid Dene, Twyford,
at the meeting of the Royal Horticultural So-

ciety on the 3rd inst. It is a flower of fine shape ;

the openly-displayed sepals and petals are a
primrose-yellow colour, freckled at the tips with
rose, the lip being rosy-carmine, with gold vein-

ing from the base. The original form between
L.-C. Gottoiana and C. Dowiana Rosita waa
shown by H. S. Goodson, Esq., on November 8,

1910, the cross being originally raised by Messrs.

Charlesworth & Co. It is singular that L.-C.

Gottoiana, which is not held in much esteem by
Orchidists, should produce such finelv-shaped

hybrids as this and L.-C. St. Gothard.
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INDIA.

The Mango is generally regarded as the finest

of all tropical fruits. It is extensively cultivated

in India, where ripe Mangos are used tor des-

sert and the green fruits for a variety of other

purposes. The delicious Mango chutneys from

that country are familiar. There are several

varieties of the Mango, and in fig. 202 is shown
a tree of the round variety growing in the

gardens at Sajjan Niwas, Udaipur. The super-

intendent, Mr. T. H. Storey, who furnished the

photograph, states that most of the fruits weighed

li lb. each.

The illustration in fig. 203 shows a herd of

aquatics in cultivation, combining grace of habit

and leaf with beauty of flower. It forms thick

tufts of almost arrow-shaped, long-stalked leaves

from 1 to 2 feet high, crowned with spikes of

lilac-coloured flowers. In India the plant thrives

in shallow pools, ponds or tanks, and generally

prefers an open, sunny situation, where it

grows freely. The spike is 9 inches long, and
bears more than a dozen flowers. The flower

has six petals, one of which has a purplish-blue

eye with a yellow spot in the centre. The
blos.'^oms close at sunset, but remain open
throughout the day. The colour of the petals in

early morning is rosy, turning to lilac as the

Fig. Z02.—tree of the round-fruited mango in the sajjan niwas gardens,
UDAIPUR, INDIA.

wild pigs on the outskii-ts of the gardens at the
palace of Khas Odi, near to Udaipur. Pigs are
the most destructive of all garden and field pests
in India, as they root up almost everything,
except the prickly Euphorbias (see p. 472). Mr.
Storey, who is a Scot, has described Khas Odi
as " one of the most beautiful places about
Udaipur," with its Scottish hills and lakes, and
the only thing wanted is the Heather to give
them a homelike appearance.

The photograph of Pontederia cordata (fig. 204)
sas sent by Mr. C. M. Tembe, superintendent of
the State Gardens, Indore, with the following
paj:ticulai-3 :—The plant is one of the handsomest

day advances. The petioles are dilated and hol-

low. Propagation is easily effected by divi-

sion at any season in the year. A small

portion of the plant thrown into the water
at once commences to grow. The plants
begin to flower in the rainy season and continue
blooming till about the middle of November. It

was introduced at Indore about two years ago
by Mr. W. Fraser Biscoe, formerly Conservator
of Forests of the Indore State. Since then
it has become common in all the gardens. The
illustration is of a shallow square masonry tank
in Lall Bagh, where this species has flowered
profusely.

THE ROSARY.

A FRENCH ROSE BOOK.*
This is a most interesting book, and none the

less so because it differs markedly from what we
in this country are accustomed to expect in a

book about Roses. Thus, in the book before us,

which comprises some 235 pages, cultivation

occupies but two, propagation two more, and
pruning a single page. On the other hand,

while the authors disclaim any desire to writ©

a technical treatise, considerable space is de-

voted to an explanation of the botanical terma

used in describing Roses, to their differences

of colouring, and to a sketch of the botanical

species of the Rose and a few of their principal

varieties.

The Section des Roses of the French Horti-

cultural Society, under the presidency of Mr,
Vilmorin, is responsible for its introduction.

There are many interesting questions con-

nected with the geography of the Rose. Why
has it never passed the equator, but is confined

in both the old and new worlds to northern
latitudes? How is it that the study of fossils

has left the history of the Rose practically

barren? An impression of a leaf supposed to re-

present some member of the R, canina group has

been found in the south of France, and three or

four other fossils have been discovered in Europe
and three in America. That is all.' From these

scanty materials the deduction is made that the

R<^)se possibly came into the northern hemisphere

late in the history of evolution, and. judging from

the method of distribution of the species, the fur-

ther suggestion has been hazarded that the Cau-'

casus may have been its place of origin, in which
connection we notice that our authors hold that

the Rose of Damascus is more likely to have
been of Caucasian than, as Lindley thought, of

Syrian origin. However that may be, the

knowledge of the Ftose must have existed

in prehistoric times, for we find refer-

ences to it practically as far back as our litera-

ture extends, and Lindley long ago pointed out
that the double form must have been known at a
very early date, the 60-petiilled Rose being re-

ferred to by Herodotus and other early Greek
writers. Our authors make the interesting sug-

gestion that in Arabian writings and the litera-

ture of India and the Far East there is a

practically unexplored mine in which the early

history of th« Rose might yet be traced.

When we remember that after the destruction

of the Romans and the Roses they tended, it was
the Arabs who kept alive for us the cultivated

Rose, until it was brought back to Europe at the

time of the CrusadeSj the suggestion seems to us

of considerable value, and worthy the attention

of any rosarian who loves, like Borrow, " an
Arabic boek to study."

The part of the book dealing with tht, terms

used in describing Roses is one of the most
elaborate we remember to have seen, for not only

are most of the expressions used in botanical de-

scriptions considered and defined, but also those

used in connection with horticultu -al varieties.

The order in which these are dealt with is a more
or less natural one ; the terms used in describ-

ing the general appearance of the bush are taken
first, then follow the thorns or armature, the

leaves and stipules, ajid finally the floral organs

and fruits, many of the principal characters being

illustrated by carefully-executed plates. To
those who. like the writer, have at times been at

a loss in what category to describe the shape of

a particular Rose leaf, the plate illustrating

the different shapes of leaves should be very

usefi^l. In the sketch of the botanical species of

Rosa, the classification adopted is that of Crepin

(see Journal of the R.H.S., vol. xi, p. 217, and
vol. xxvii, p. 499), many of the species being

illustrated by drawings of the plants inserted in

the text, accompanied in each case by an enlarged

* Les flus belles Roses ati f'tbut du XXe Siich, Soci^tc
Nationale d'Horticullure de France. Edited by Charles
Amat, Paris. 1912.
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illustration of the flower. No detailed descrip-

tions are attempted, but the general character of

the species is noticed, and many varieties specially

suitable for garden cultivation are mentioned.
Some 85 pages are devoted to a catalogue of

garden varieties, a similar method of classifica-

tion t<3 that chosen for the botanical species being;

(oUowed as far as possible. The whole list must
embrace nearly 1,500 varieties, and out of these

the 100 Ro-ses which are best, in the authors'

opinions, as also the next best 200 varieties, are

indicated in the course of the list. The general

method of construction of this catalogue is not

unlike that adopted by our National Rose Society,

but an excellent innovation has been introduced

in giving the parentage of each Rose whenever it

is known. The division into groups is carried

much further than we are accustomed to think

necessary in this country ; thus we find the Tea-

scented Roses divided into four groups— (1) Roses

derived from or resembling Safrano, (2) those re-

sembling Comtesse de Labarthe, (3) various Teas

not yet classified, and (4) Teas of climbing habit,

while the classification of the Hybrid Perpetual is

the end of 1909. Another omission we notice in

the Hybrid Musks : no place is found for The
Garland or Mme. d'Arblay, Brunonis being the

only Rose mentioned in this section. These Roses
are both excellent climbing varieties, but it is,

of course, possible that they have failed to

become known in France. Nevertheless, the
catalogue is full of interest, and should be so in

a particular degree to the hybridist and to the
student of the Rose.

The last part of the book contains a number
of short chapters on different subjects. We have
already referred to that on cultivation ; in treating

of manures we notice the authors recommend
generally that an excess of phosphates should be

maintained, but that potash should be kept
within strict limits, and never added unless the

soil is really poor in this constituent, clay soils

being generally sufficiently rich in this respect,

and they state that excess of potash will not only

cause functional trouble, but produce a kfnd of

potassium chlorosis. The use of magnesium is

considered of importance, the carbonate to be

employed in the preparation of Rose-beds in the

Fig. 303. fhbUING WILD pigs NE.VK the palace of KHAS ODI, INDIA,

(See p. 464.)

proportion of 25 kilos, to the are (100 square

metres, or about 119.6 square yards), or approxi-

mately ^ lb. to the square yard, while in the

case of established plants the sulphate is to be

used in the proportion of 100 grams to the are,

or about l-30th ounce to the square yard or an

ounce to the pole.

The chapters on pests and diseases are well

done and illustrated by pictures of many of the

insects and fungi which attack the Rose. Where
an attack of the grubs of the cockchafer (whit«

grub) is suspected, the rosarian is advised to

plant lettuces among his Roses. The grubs are

very fond of Lettuce, and if these plants are

found to wither or go yellow they may be pulled

up, when the grubs are certain to be found among
their roots. We find that French Roses suffer

from much the same enemies as do our own. Li

dealing with the fungal diseases of the Rose,

preventive measures by treatment during the

winter with sulphate of iron or of copper or

Bordeaux mixture seems to be chiefly relied upon.

Where there is open country round the Rose

still more elaborate, running to no fewer than J3

divisions or groups, represented by (1) La Reine,

(2) Baronne Prevost, (3) Geant de Batailles, (4)

Victor Verdier, (5) Gen.'ral Jacqueminot, (6) Jules

Margottin, (7) Mme. Recamier, (8) Triomphe de

I'Exposition, (9) Mme. Victor Verdier, (10)

Charles Lefebre, (11) Baroness Rothschild, (12)

not classified H.P.s, and (13) a short list of climb-

ing varieties. It is curious that no subdivision

of the Hybrid Teas has been attempted,

although the variations in this group are quite

as great as in the H.P.s. The Austrian hybrids,

however, are put in a group by themselves under

the name Rosa Pernettiana, and are described as

" Hybrids de lutea x Hybrid Remontant, type

Soleil d'Or." This is perhaps not quite accurate,

seeing that mcjt of these varieties have been ob-

tained by crossing Soleil d'Or with Hybrid Teas.

W« notice one rather curious omission, in that so

far as we have been able to discover the Lyon

Rose is nowhere referred to in the book, although

this Rose was brought out in 1907, and the cata-

logue seems to include Roses introduced down to

garden, this may perhaps be effective, but in this

country, where gardens are so often surrounded
with hedges and tree belts, we fear this treat-

nient can seldom be completely effectual.

A chapter on hybridising describes with con-

siderable detail the method adopted for artificial

fertilisation. If the pollen is not used direct from
the flower selected as the male parent, the
authors advise the collection of the anthers in

small glass. tubes before the pollen sacks dehisce,

by which means they can, if desired, be kept for

eight days or more before the pollen is used. The
usual practice is to keep the stigma of the female

parent covered in small paper or muslin bags from
the time of removal of the anthers, both before

and after fertilisation, but our authors consider

that once pollination has been effected further

protection is not necessary. The final chapters

of the book deal with the use of the Rose in the
garden in beds or masses, and on trellis and
screens, and its employment for decoration in the
house. It is very interesting to hear of the
methods adopted by our neighbours across the
water, but we incline to think some of the advice
given, and the use of the rather elaborate struc-

tures illustrated in the volume, upon which to

train climbing varieties, might produce effects

that would be somewhat too stiff and formal to

suit the best of our English Rose gardens.

In addition to the plates and illustrations in

black and white in the text, many of which are ex-

cellent, the book contains a number of coloured
chromo -lithograph plates, depicting different

varieties of Roses, the pictures showing both the

bud and the open flower. Unfortunately, in

many cases the flower has been dei^icted at too
advanced a stage to show the Rose m perfection

as we regard it in this country. No English
judge would look twice at flowers exhibited in

this condition, while the attempt to show the
colouring of Rosea of composite colouring is rather
hard and not altogether happy. But we must
recognise that the art of illustrating the Rose
in colour is yet in its infancy, and, notwithstand-
ing these criticisms, we have perused the work
with great interest and much pleasure, and wel-
come it as a useful addition to the litei'ature of

the Rose, and worthy of the eminent rosarians

who have been instrumental in producing it.

We recall, with much appreciation of his cour-

tesy, M. Vilmoriai's graceful a*t in present-
ing to the National Rose Society at their con-
ference in ilay, 1912, the first copy of this book
to reach this country,

NEW ROSES V.

(Concluded /rtm p. 4iS.)

ROSES OF OTHER SECTIONS.

I WILL add a few words on this subject, and
will begin with a pretty little section which owe
their introduction, I believe, to Mr. G. L. Paul.
These are the dwarf-perpetual Wichuraianas.
They seem specially suitable for beds or for the
rockery (where I chiefly use them), or for edg-
ing. There are several varieties, but the three

that have pleased me most are the following :

—

Agate (Dwarf Wich., Paul & Son, 1909).—This
is a dwarf-growing little plant very constantly in

flower. It never seems to grow tall, and carries
bunches of yellow flowers, fading to lemon as
they age ; the plant has very glossy-green foliage.

I-t:beeg (Dwarf Wich., Paul & Son, 1908),

obtained by crossing Jersey Beauty with Nellie

Johnstone. This is a rather more erect grower
than the last, and has small, snow-white, nicely-

formed flowers very constantly produced. The
last Sunday in November my plants were covered
with buds, many of which will open if they get

the chance. The foliage is equally glossy, and
good to that of Agate.

Seashell (Dwarf Wich., Paul & Son, 1908).—

The buds are a terra-cotta pink, and the flowers

white, edged or flamed pink, and nearly single.

Though very pretty when in flower, my plant has

not been quite so continuously in bloom as the

last. Still, the flowers are attractive.
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POLYANTHA POMPONS.
Jessie (Poly. Pom., Merry weather, 1909) ha3

had the good fortune to become more speedily

popular than is th« lot of most Roses. It is very

dwarf, and the flowers are bright rose-crimson

when young, and constantly produced when in

good soil. If starved it will flower but little. For

bedding it is as useful as a Pelargonium. The
variety is said to be a sport from Phyllis, but it

may be a seedling from that variety.

Orleans Rose (Poly. Pom., Levavasseur,

1909).—I can best describe this as a taller and
more robust Mrs. W. H. Cutbush. The colour

is much the same, but the bunches of flower are

larger and carried on taller and browner stems.

It is a useful Rose and a good doer.

Tiptop (Poly. Pom., Lambert, 1909) is a very

dwarf little Rose with well-shaped miniature

flowers of a coppery-orange colouring. It makes

a useful little plant for edging.

CHINA ROSES.
There are three new China Roses which I have

grown, and appear to me worth mention :

—

Charlotte Klemm (China, Turke, 1908)..—

A

cross between Alfred Colomb and Cramoisie

Superieure. I have taken the date from the

N.R.S. Catalogue, but am not certain that it

ought not to be 1906. This is a very fine bed-

ding Rose flowering right on into the autumn,

and very effective in a mass. The colour is

called fiery red in the catalogues, but this ousht

to imply a yellow shading such as we get in

some of the Tulips, which tone this Rose has

not. I should rather describe it as a bright

blood-red. The flower is somewhat larger than

that of most China Roses, hence its want of good

form is more noticeable. For all that, its freedom

of flower, brilliant colour, and continuity make
it about the best red China lor bedding.

Leuchtfeuer (China, Kiese, 1909), obtained by

crossing Griiss an Teplitz with Cramoisie Superi-

eure. The result has been the production of a

flower of very fine colouring, a brilliant scarlet-

crimson. Like most of its class, it is of poor

shape. Still, it is worth growing for its fine

colour. It appears to me to be rather near to

President Tatt, and, perhaps, the two may ulti-

mately be regarded as synonymous, but I shall

hope to compare them more carefully next year.

Mdlle. de la Valette (China, Schwartz,

1909).—I very early took a fancy to this pretty

Rose. It grows nearly as tall as Lam'ette Mes-

simy, and, perhaps, is in some respects inter-

mediate between this Rose and Jlme. Eugene

Resal. The colour is a bright coppery-red on yel-

low ground, giving a general impression of an

orange-pink colouring. It is said to have been

raised as a cross between Mme. Eugene Resal

and Aurore, the latter probably the China Rose

of that name brought out by Schwartz in 1897.

Altogether no fewer than seven Roses have been

christened Aurore. Mdlle. de la Vallette is free

flowering and fairly continuous, quite distinct,

and a beautiful colour.

HYBRID RUGOSA.
These, unfortunately, do not make the

autumnal Rose Apples which are so marked a

feature in the typical Rugosa.

Daniel Leseher (Rug., Cochet, 1908).—Its

parentage is said to be Pierre Notting x Safrano

X R. rugosa. It is a very strong grower, making
filioots 6 feet to 8 feet in a season. It has in

many respects the habit of the Dijon Teas : it

is chiefly remai'kable as being the first introduc-

tion of yellow into the Rugosa. The colour is a

buff-yellow tinted old gold ; the flowers are large

and often pleasing.

Hildenbrandseck (Rug., Lambert, 1909).—

A

cross between R. rugosa atropurpurea and Frau
Karl Druschki. This is another strong-growing
Rose ; the flowers are a pretty carmine-pink,

nearly single, and smaller than one would expect
from its parentage. It is fairly continuous till

the frosts. WhUe Hose.

THE AI.PINE GARDEN.

PRIMULA WTJLFENIANA AT HOME.

Thi last and smallest, but not least, of the

four royal arthritic Primulas is found far away

from P. spectabUis and P. glaucescens, but not

much more than 12 hours journey from P.

Clusiana. It is also found in gardens with more

frequency than its near relations, though it

usually lurks concealed under various false or

fantastic names. P. Wulfeniana belongs to the

small district south of Klagenfurt, in the Kara-

wanken and the Carnic ranges, where in the top-

most turf it forms enormous masses exactly as

does P. spectabilis by Garda, and P. Clusiana on

the high Alps of Styria. Height, indeed, is the

one drawback of these plants. Endlessly does

one have to toil up forest after forest, over Alp

above Alp, until at last, on the highest grassy

hog's back of the mountain, the eyes are blest

with their sight.

It was not till late August that I set off to

trudge up a great limestone peak which is con-

spicuous from Klagenfurt. In the woodland as 1

went the Cyclamen was in its richest beauty, a

of a blue more deep and misty than that of C.

pusilla. It is a very common plant in roadside

shingles and arid places, and abounds at much
lower elevations than C. pusilla, which, in the

Karawanken, at least, appeared to me only to

occur at Alpine levels, and not so very com-

monly at that. Nor did I ever come on any

connecting link. The plant, however, struck

me as having extraordinary loveliness and charm.

Its distribution and character give one no reason

to doubt but that it ought to prove a treasure

of the easiest temper in our gardens. I have

never seen it there yet ; a year ago, however, it

was sent me as C. csespitosa.

Higher up, the path ascended interminably

through woodland, and it was, as it seemed,

many hours before we emerged upon the open

promise of an Alp. Then, for the first time,

towering up before us in rocky ridge over ridge,

into the dense mist that mercifully concealed

the remoteness of the summit, did we at last set

eyes on the mountain. Up v;e went, and up,

and up, and up until all sense of direction and

hope of arrival were lost in the white sea of

mist. Rhodothamnus was there, and many other

beauties of the high limestones, indeed; but there

'V^SJilK^BBteBriii^ii
1

- '^^liS'^Vijj:^^^:^
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late August and September, I only collected some

six packets in all of ripe seed.) C. Zoysii was

here growing like C. Ralneri of the Bergamasque
limestones, in tight, calcareous crevices of the

cliffs. But, fortunately, the chinks were not

in rock so hard as that insisted on by C. Moret-

tiana in the Dolomites, so that collecting was

possible and interesting work. But unnecessary,

for C. Zoysii, unlike the others, is so robust-

natured a plant that it seeds happily down into

sub-Alpine shingle beds, and can there be seen

growing by the yard—a happy presage of its

superior vigour in our gardens—where nothin;:;

could be more exquisite, or look so difficult and

exacting, as its delicate little puckered soda-

water-bottles of pale, gentle blue. And amoni;

other prizes on that cliff I got a pure yellow

form of Saxifraga squarrosa, and a large-

flowered variety of beautiful Potentilla Clusiana,

a worthy white companion to P. nitida. On
the grass slope below the summit Primula Wul-
feniana was growing in masses a yard across. It

is much smaller, flatter and wider in growth than

any of its kin, forming a solid, integral, shining

part of the turf, instead of standing out in the

huge clumps of P. spectabilis, or in the taller-

leaved, sparser colonies of P. Clusiana. It seems,

seldom to carry more than two or three flowers

to a head, though these are produced in generous

abundance. Its indestructible vigour is shown
by the fact that it is known and grown
in our gardens. Among it grows Gentiana

alpina, and the much-rarer G. Froelichii, which

must form, in flower with the Primula, a really

sensational picture. On the shingle screes

abound Petrocallis, Thlaspi alpinum, and the

unique Alyssum ovirense, a really lovely Alys-

sum of prostrate habit, with round, silver-white

leaves, and large flowers of clear, soft yellow.

Then, again, a little higher, on the crest itself,

on the underside of each overhanging sod of

turf, were huge masses of Saxifraga Burseriana

in that tight, small, minor form, so different

from the ample splendour it takes in the low,

rich levels of the Trent Valley ; which leads me
to remark, in conclusion, that all catalogues

now seem to talk of a S. Burseriana " triden-

tata." which is an absurd name (for what Burseri-

ana oould ever be in any way tridentate ?) and an

obvious lapsus calami for S. B. tridentina

—that is, the magnificent great tridentine

(of Trent, like the Council) form of S. Burser-

iana, which dwells in the low-down southern

glens of the Dolomites in those parts, which

grows twice the size of any other, and which

has yielded us, in its time, both Gloria and Mag-
na. This point should be got right. Reginald

Farrer.

LARDIZABALA BITERNATA.

This climbing evergreen shrub, which is per-

fectly hardy in the South of England and Ire-

land, is very suitable for covering walls. The
plant was named Lardizabala in honour of M.
Lardizalay, a Spanish naturalist, and is a native

of Chili. It was introduced to this country by Mr.

Geo. Davy, who sent specimens to Messrs. Robt.

Veitch & Son, Exeter, where it first flowered in

1849. It was also sent from Valparaiso by Wm.
Lobb. The leaves are mostly bitemate, but on

flowering branches they are sometimes ternate.

The flowers, which are borne numerously on

drooping stems, are purplish-chocolate in colour.

A fine specimen was recently in lull flower at

Fota, County Cork, where the plant does remark-

ably well. It is growing on a north-east wall of

the mansion, and the shoots attain to a length of

6 feet to 10 feet in a season. In Chili the fruits

are sold, and the tough fibre used for making
cordage. Cuttings of half-ripened wood inserted

in sandy soil under a bell glass root readily.

.f. 0. Beswick.

NOTICES OF BOOKS.

Botany in Belgium During the
Last Half-century.*

Such ifi the title of Professor A. Cogniaux's

presidential address to the Royal Botanical

Society of Belgium on the occasion of the 50tli

anniversary of the foundation of the society.

Professor Cogniaux, who had only recently re-

covered from a long and severe illness, was one

of the 92 original members who founded the

society in 1862, when the first president,

Bartheleniy du Mortier, discoursed on the ser-

vices rendered by Belgians to Botany. Professor

Cogniaux continues that history down to the

present time in a most interesting form. He is

one of the six survivors of the founders, and the

only one personally well known to the sys-

tematists of this country, which he formerly

visited regularly in connection with his work on

the Flora BrasilhnsiSy &c. At the time of the

foundation of the .society, the Belgian State pos-

sessed no bot.anic garden, and there was neither

botanical library nor herbarium accessible to the

public. There were celebrated private horticul-

tural establishments and a Royal Horticultural

which exchangee publications with 286 societies

and institutions. A feature of the society's

operations is the award of money prizes for

botanical work in various branches. This is

supplemented by a decennial Government grant

of 5,000 francs, gained for the first period by
Professor Cogniaux himself.

The historical portion is followed by a review

of the principal botanical works published in

Belgium or by Belgians, conveniently arranged,

under subjects. Notable among the publications

relating to exotic plants are the Illustrations of
the Congo Flora, by Durand and De Wildeman.
Professor Cogniaux himself hae been one of the
largest contributors to the Flora Brasiliensis,

having elaborated the Cucurbitacese, the Melaa-

tomacesB, and the Orchidaceae. The Melasto

maceas fill two folio volumes, comprising 1,066.

pages and 238 plates, and the Orchids three

volumes of 2,037 pages with 371 plates. Belgium

has produced a number of valuable illustrated

horticultural journals and eerials, such as the-

Flore des Serres, La Belgique Borticole, and
L' Illustration Horticole, the last of which ceased'

to appear in 1896. The Rrvue de VHorticulture

Beige et Etraitgere, founded by Comte 0. do-

Kerchove in 1875, is still running ; but the Icono-
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Society, and, on the dissolution of the latter in

1870, Dumortier overcame all difficulties, and

succeeded in founding on its ruins a national

botanic garden, but with a very small staff. The
death of Von Martins, the founder of the monu-
mental Flora Brasiliensis, in the same year,

offered an opportunity of acquiring a valuable

nucleus of a general herbarium. In spite of the

most strenuous opposition, Dumortier succeeded

in persuading the Government to purchase the

Martins' herbarium, and the garden and smaller

herbaria belonging to the moribund horticultural

society. The garden, &c., was obtained at the

cost of a million francs, and the Martins'

herbarium for 32,000 francs. Thus a great op-

portunity was utilised, and, after a struggling

existence, the establishment is now one of the

most important in Europe, Professor Cogniaux

declares, both as to its herbarium and its

library. The former is especially rich in plants

from the Congo, and the library is largely sup-

plemented by that of the Botanical Society,

• La Bvtamquc en Bcl^iqut pendant le Demicr-Demi-siiete,
1662-1912. Discoursprononoo . . . par Alfred (ocnUui,
President de la Socifetfe Royale de Botanlquo de Belgique,
le 22 Juin, 1913.

graphie des Orchidees and other publica,tions.

illustrating the famUy, edited by Cogniaux, have

ceased to appear. It is evident, however, from

this able and spirited address, that both botany

and horticultuie are flourishing in Belgium as in

the past, on which we congratulate the author

and his countrymen. IF. Bolting Heinsley.

The Small Landholders Handbook.*

The coming into operation of the Small Land-

holder's (Scotland) Act appears to have insti-

gated the author to write this handbook. He
recommends a combination of agriculture and

horticulture for small holdings, to be worked

under a system of co-operation. A plan of a 30-

acre holding is presented, divided into 20 acres-

for roots and cereals and ten acres for Apples,

Gooseberries, Currants, Raspberries, and Straw-

berries. Other crops, such as Clover or mixed
seeds, Potatos, &o., would also be grown on th';

agricultural section. Why he has not arranged

for the Gooseberries and Currants to be grown,

among the Apples is not clear. As dairy farm-

ing is recommended, a small field of permanent
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grass would be a great convenience, and this

would be useful for a horse or pony and poultry,

as well as for the cows. He would, no doubt,

vary the horticultural products, according to

circumstances, as he gives instructions for grow-

ing various culinary vegetable crops, Tomatos,

and flowers. Bee-keeping is recommended,

partly for its advantage in relation to fruit-

setting, and pigs and poultry are supposed to

be kept. It is stated in the preliminary re-

marks that " fruit crops average £50 an acre,"

as if this were a fact ascertained by statistical

returns. No one knows within £10 an acre what

the average returns are ; but, seeing that on

almost every fruit farm some plantations are

either not in full profit or past their prime, and

that there are seasons of deficient crops occa-

sionally, it may be suggested that halt £50 would

be nearer the mark as the average gross returns.

Detailed criticism of the directions as to fruit-

growing would lead to not a few objections to

the advice of the author. For example, he re-

commends the planting of Cobnuts 5 feet apart,

instead of the customary 12 feet. Again, he

advises growers to plant three-year-old Apple

trees, whereas up-to-date growers plant two-

year-old or maiden trees, not only in England,

but also in the United States and Canada. Worse
still, it is suggested that maidens be purchased,

and transplanted once or twice in a nursery bed

before being planted out a year or two later.

The result would be serious dwarfing of the trees.

The author presents a very sanguine balance-

sheet as an estimate of the expenses and returns

of a 30-acre farm, 10 acres of fruit, at £50 per

acre, being represented as bringing in £500, and

20 acres of agricultural land, at £9 per acre,

£180. The expenses are as low as the returns are

high, as they amount to only £241 10s., leaving

the handsome balance of nearly £440. The author

adds that from this balance must be deducted

a wage for the holder and his wife and bonus

for the permanent workers, besides interest on

capital, rates, taxes, depreciation and for the

shortage of income while fruit trees and bushes

are young. Surely it is misleading to present

such a balance-sheet. Only rent and labour are

put on the expenditure side. Not a penny ap-

pears for manure, feeding stuffs, tradesmen's

bills, rail carriage, or market expenses. B.

FOREIGN CORRESPONDENCE.

SELF-STERILITY OF FRUIT TREES.

Mr. Backhouse's interesting communication

in the Gardeners' Chronicle for November 27,

1912, in reference to the pollination of fruit trees,

reminds me that we carried on some extensive

experiments along the same lines in the United

States a few years ago, and arrived at very much
the same results. In general we found self-

sterility more common than reported by Mr.

Backhouse. Even in cases where varieties are

reasonably self -fertile, better crops of fruit and

better specimens result when suitable cross-

pollination is provided.

Of cour.se, in this country we deal with a much
larger range of varieties, drawn from several

botanical species, such as the Japanese Plums

(Prunus triflora) and the multifarious native

American species. All these seem to be dis-

tinctly more inclined to self-sterility than the

varieties derived from Prunus domestica. The
American varieties in particular seem to be prac-

tically always self-sterile. At any rate, we have

arrived at the conclusion that self-sterility is so

common and self-fertility so rare that it is never

safe practice to plant solid blocks of one vai-iety

of Plum in any orchard. We always recommend
alternate rows of different varieties which bloom

at the same time. F. A. Wamjh, Amherst,

Mass.

The Week's Work.
^

THE ORCHID HOUSES.
By J. Collier, Gardener to Sir Jeremiah Colman, Bact.,

Galton Park, Surrey.

Calanthe.—Deaiduous Calanthes, including G.

vestita, G. Veitchii, and their hybrids are open-

ing their flowers. If the plants are removed to

an intermediate house the flowers will last for a

considerable time in a good condition ; as cut

blooms they will not fade so toon as when brought

from a close, moist atmosphere. After the ui-

florescences are cut the plants should be allowed

a complete rest, placing them on a dry shelf near

to the roof glass so that they are well exposed to

the light. The temperature should not fall below

60°. Withhold water from the roots until the

plants start into growth again in the spring. If

space is limited the pseudo-bulbs may be removed
from the pots, the soil shaken from the roots, and
the plants stored in boxes, placing silver sand

around the bases. It is preferable to leave them
in the pots, as they then start more freely into

growth in the spring. Those of the later-flower-

ing C. Regnieri section, such as C. Stevensii, C.

Sanderiana, and their hybrids, should be grown

for the present in the warmer house and watered

at the roots occasionally. When they have

passed out of bloom they should be afforded a

similar treatment to the others.

Vanoa. — Plants of VanOa teres should be

allowed a long season of rest, affording only suffi-

cient water to prevent the stems and terete leaves

from shrivelling. They should be placed in a

light position in a house having an intermediate

temperature. Plants of V. Hookeriana and the

hybrid Agnes Joacquim are still growing actively

and should be allowed to remain in their present

quarters until growth is completed.

Odontoglossum. — 0. crispum, 0. Pesca-

torei, 0. luteo-purpureum, and the many hybrids

that were potted in September may be attorded

an increased amount of water at the roots in ac-

cordance with their requirements. Recently-im-

ported plants of 0. crispum should be established

as quickly as possible. The decayed bracts at the

base of the pseudo-bulbs should be cut away, but
care must be taken not to strip the leading

growths to such an extent as to expose the dor-

mant buds to injury. Decayed roots shoidd also

be removed. Place the plants on the stage in a

shady part of the cool Odontoglossum-house on a

thiji layer of damp Sphagnum-moss, standing

them upright. If only a smaU number they may
be arranged in shallow boxes in this manner.
They will need very little moisture for some
time to come, but the moss should be kept
moistened. Continue this treatment until they
have made roots, when the plants should be
potted. Use a compost similar to that recom-
mended for Odontoglossums in my article of

August 31. The pots should be of sufficient size

to accommodate the plants for two seasons. Little

water will be needed until the roots have grown
freely in the compost, but the surroundings
should be kept damp by syringing occasionally

between the pots. In potting ifinported plants

fix them fii-mly in the compost without burying
the back pseudo-bulbs or dormant bud.*;. This
can be accomplished by tying some of the com-
post beneath the plant before placing it in the
pot.

THE HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
By F. Jordan, Gardener to Lady Nunburnholme,

Warier Priory. YorksUire.

Cordon Fruit Trees.—There is no quicker

or better plan of furnishing bare spaces on walls

caused by the removal of large, trained trees

than by planting cordons. This kind of tree has
other values j a large number of varieties may be
planted for trial in a comparatively small space

;

they produce fruits of large size and excellent

quality, whilst a row planted along the paths of

the kitchen garden will increase the attractions

of this quarter. Cordon trees are especially

valuable for growing in small, walled-in gardens,

as they economise space and do not shade the

ground much. Young bush and pyramid trees

may produce superior fruits, but after, say, ten

years, they occupy much valuable space and are

best planted in the orchard. Pears should be

worked upon the Quince stock ; certain varieties

also require to be double-grafted and planted at

about 2 feet apart. The trees should be set at

an angle of 45°. The following varieties of Pears

succeed well as cordons: Beurre d'Amanlis,
Beurre Hardy, Beurre Superfin, Charles Ernest,

Conference, Doyenne du Cornice, Dr. Jules

Guyot, Durondeau, Emile d'Heyst, Louise Bonne
of Jersey, Marguerite Marillat, Marie Benoist,

Pitmaston Duchess, President Barabe, and
Triomphe de Vienne. Others of almost equal

merit might be added to the Ust. Apples should

be worked on the Paradise stock and planted at

the same distance apart as Pears. The trees re-

quire root-pruning occasionally during the first

few years, especially if planted in very rich soil.

In northern gardens it is necessary to grow many
of the choicer dessert Apples, such as Cox's

Orange Pippin and King of Tompkins County,
against walls and buildings. The follow-

ing varieties of Apples are well adapted
for growing as cordons : AUington Pippin,

Beauty of Bath, Claygate Pearmain, Cox's
Orange Pippin, James Grieve, King of the

Pippins, King of Tompkins County, Lady Sude-

ley. Lord Hindlip, Ribston Pippin, Rival,

Scarlet Nonpareil and Worcester Pearmain.

Such culinary varieties as Beauty of Kent,

Duchess of Oldenburg, Emneth Early, Lane's
. Prince Albert, Norfolk Beauty and The Queen
may be grown in small gardens as cordons, but
they are more profitable when trained as pyra-

mid or standard trees in orchards. Plums and
Cherries may also be grown successfully as cor-

dons, but the trees require careful attention in

the matters of pinching and root-prunings.

PLANTS UNDER GLASS.

Hippeastrum (Amaryllis).—Plants of the

earliest batch of Amaryllis are developing their

flower-spikes, and may be hastened into bloom
in a warm house. The roots should bo afforded

very little water until the flower buds are fairly

well advanced, for an excess of moisture may
cause the foliage to grow at the expense of the
flowers. These early plants will be useful for

interspersing amongst forced Narcissi and
similar bulbs.

Cineraria.—The earlie.t plants are develop-

ing their flower heads, and should be afforded
plenty of stimulants. If plants are required in

bloom very early, a number of the more for-

ward specimens should be placed in a warm
house. The tall stellata varieties and those of

the dwarf, compact cactus type are useful for

conservatory decoration.

Zonal - leaved Pelargoniums. — The
weather during November was very unfavour-
able to Pelargoniums, but if the atmosphere of

the house has been kept fairly dry, and not too
much moisture afforded the roots, the plants

should be in good condition. It is not to be

expected that the flowers will be so good as

those produced in October and November, but
in the New Y'ear they will improve in quality,

and, if the plants are fed carefully, they will

continue to make a good display.

Show, Fancy, and Regal Pelargoniums.
—Plants of these soitions that were repotted in

the autumn shoidd be afforded larger pots as

soon as they are well rooted. Certain of the
plants may be placed at once into their flowering

pots. They grow best in a mixture of good
fibrous loam, manure from a spent Mushroom
bed, sand and bonemeal; the bonemeal at the
rate of a 4^-inch potful to each bushel of loam.
It is necessary to pot the plants before they be-

come root-bound, as otherwise much of the
foliage may turn yellow before the flowers ap-
pear. Young plants rooted during the past sum-
mer may require potting ; 6-inch pots are quite

large enough for the first season, and they will

flower in these receptacles.

Lachenalia. — Plants that are still in cool

frames should be taken into the green-

house and placed near to the roof-glass.

As the pots are filled with roots, a little

liquid manure, made from cow dung, may
be used whenever the plants are watered. It is
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not advisable to place the plants in a very warm
house, but a batch may, with advantage, be
transferred to a house having a night tempera-
ture of about 50°. The extra warmth will cause
tlie plants to Hower two or three weeks in ad-
vance of the others and thus prolong the seasoii.

Mignonette.—Plants raised from seed sown
in 3-inch pots during September should be ready
for re-potting. A similar compost to that recom-
mended for Pelargoniums will be suitable if a

small quantity of lime rubble is added. If there
are four or five plants in each pot the growths
will not need stopping, but if only one or two
plants, the shoots should be pinched as soon as

the roots have established thems<^lves in the fresh

soil. The plants will grow best in a cool, light

position and develop sturdy growth and strong
nower-spikes.

Annuals in Pots. — Clarkia, Schizanthus,

Godetia, and other annuals sown last autumn for

flowering in pots should be re-potted as soon as

the roots rec|uire increased room. The plants

grow fast, and must be placed well apart to avoid
overcrowding.

Cyclamen.—The earliest plants are in full

flower, but those of later batches are only show-

ing their buds, and should be fed with weak
liquid manure as often as they require water,

taking care not to wet the foliage or the centres

of the plants. Fumigate the greenhouse occa-

sionally to destroy aphis, but see that the plants

are quite dry again before doing this, or the

edges of the foliage may be damaged. The
foliage of Schizanthus is very liable to injury

from this cause, and it will be well to take other

measures in the case of this plant.

FEUITS UNDER GLASS.
By E. Hakriss, Gardener to Lady Wantaoe, Lockinge

House, WantaBe, Berkshire.

Cucumbers.—A sowing of Cucumbers may
be made now, to replace the old plants which

are fruiting at this season. Just now the seeds

do not germinate very freely, and much care in

treatment should be exercised until the seedlings

appear above the soil. Loam and leaf-mould

employed in equal proportions form a suitable

compost, after being passed through a fine sieve

and warmed by placmg in the house a day or

two before use. The seeds should be sown

singly in 25-inch pots, and these latter plunged

in a" hotbed (the temperature should be about

85°), with a sheet of glass over the top. The
hotbed should be placed as near the glass as

possible ; the seedlings can then remain in the

same position until they have formed two or

three rough leaves. Encouraged by the hotbed,

the roots will grow freely, and the leaves will

develop in proportion. As soon as sufficient

roots have been formed, the plants should be
transferred into 55-inch pots, and remain on the

hotbed until they are ready for planting out. In

the meantime, a house should be prepared for

their reception, with a well-made hotbed formed

of stable litter and leaves. The materials for

this bed should first be turned several times at

intervals of three or four days to allow the

rank gases to escape. A layer of sweet

leaf-mould should be placed on the surface

of the bed, about 4 inches deep. The bed

should be made as near to the roof-glass as

possible. The young plants must be placed in

mounds of soil consisting chiefly of loam and
leaf-mould, at a distance of about 5 feet apart,

and the temperature at this stage should not fall

below 70°. They should be syringed with tepid

rainwater when necessary, and the atmosphere

should be kept moist by frequently damping the

walls and paths of the house. One of the chief

points to be observed in the culture of Cucimibers

is cleanliness
;
probably, if the surroundings of

the plants were kept" clean, and their roots

always well supplied with clean, sweet compost,
there would be very little " spot " disease. The
old plants may be encouraged to mature their

fruits by attention to the regulation of the

shoots, careful watering, and the maintenance of

an equable temperature.

ToMATOs.—Plants which were raised in Octo-

ber should now be ready for transference into

6-inch pots. Root action is not very free at this

season, and the compost should be lighter in

texture than usual; a mixture of fibrous loam,

leaf-mould and manure from a spent Mushroom
bed, with a sprinkling of crushed lime-rubble,
wull answer the purpose. The soil must be warmed
before it is used, and it wiD be advisable not to

press it tightly in the pots. The plants should
be kept near to the glass, and the glass will need
to be kept quite clean. A minimum temperature
of 60° will be suitable, except during very cold

nights, when it may be allowed to fall 5° lower.

The plants which are fruiting may be grown in a
temperature of 60° to 65°. The fruits should be
exposed to the light as much as possible ; the roots

may be given an occasional sprinkling of some
artificial manure, in order to assist the fruits to

swell.

Late Grapes. — If a suitable Grape room is

available, all late Grapes should have been cut by
this time, so that the vines may receive attention.

The roots will probably be in need of thorough
watering; if the borders are in a healthy condi-

tion, diluted manure-water may be used, after

first soaking the border with clear water. The
house should then be thrown wide open. If the
roots need attention, the work should be carried

out.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
By Ed

Onions.—In order that the bulbs may be

well ripened by the end of August or September,
it is necessary to make an early start. The
seeds should be sown either in shallow boxes or

large 60 pots, and germinated in a light

position in a house having a night tem-
perature of from 50° to 55°. Take care to

provide clean pots or boxes, and see that they
are drained efficiently, placing a few portions of

fibrous loam over the crocks to prevent the finer

particles of soil from choking the drainage : if

the soil becomes sour through too much moisture

the seedlings will not grow satisfactorily. The
compost may consist of two parts good loam, one
of sweet leaf-mould, and one of manure from a

spent Mushroom bed, with sufficient sand to

keep the soil open. If the materials are mixed
several weeks in advance it will be an advantage.
Make the soil in the pots or boxes firm and cover
the seeds with a thin layer of fine soil pressed

firmly. If boxes are employed, the seedlings must
not be grown too thickly, in view of the subse-
quent transplanting ; those in pots should be
finally reduced to one plant in the centre. Endea-
vour to grow the plants sturdy from the com-
mencement, admitting air whenever the condi-

tions are favourable. Water the seeds by means
of a fine rose, and keep the surroundings damp
by syringing. See that the roof-glass is kept
quite clean, so that plenty of light may reach
the seedlings.

Leeks. —Leeks required for exhibition pur-
poses may be raised in a similar manner to
Onions, except that the sowing may be made
a fortnight later. Their requirements diu:ing the
early stages are practically the same as for

Onions, except that I prefer to sow and grow the
plants in pots, to avoid much disturbance at
the roots when transplanting.

Cauliflowers.—Cauliflowers in cold frames
must receive constant attention. Stir the soil

between the rows frequently, remove unsatisfac-
tory plants and any leaves that have turned
yellow. Guard against slugs. Should frost
necessitate covering the frames for a long time,
remove the covering in the daytime whenever
possible, if only for an hour about noon.

Carrots.—A sowing of Carrots may be mads
in a heated brick pit during the first week in the
New Year. Let the soil be suitably prepared,
and. after the Carrots are planted, sow Radishes
either between the row-s or broadcast over the
bed. Damp the frame once or twice daily, and,
during very cold weather, cover the glass with
some protective material.

Stakes and Labels.—The preparation of

stakes for the crops will find employment for the
staff during times of inclement weather. At such
times, too, labels may be prepared. Nothing adds
more to the good appearance of the kitchen gar-

den than neat, well-written labels, but they
should not be too small. If the wood is painted
with one good coat of white paint, it will oidy
require to be lightly smeared with fresh paint
when the names are written.

General Work.— It is time to consider what
seeds will be required for the coming season,
for the earlier the order is put in hand the
better. A few novelties should be tried each
year, but when reading the descriptions in the
catalogues, remember that soil and other local

conditions have much to do with success. Com-
plete, at the earliest opportunity, the work
of trenching and manuring, so that the soil may
be in the best possible condition for the eariy
crops. When the ground is hard with frost,

wheel manure to places where it may be requiredl
As there is not much pressing work in the kit-
chen garden just now, the sites may be selected
for the various crops and labelled temporarily

;

then, when the time for planting arrives, there
need be no delay.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.

Hedges. — The ground should be prepared
thoroughly before planting hedges or wind-
screens : if the soil is naturally of poor quality
it should be enriched with suitable materials at
the time of digging. A well-kept hedge is an
ornament in the garden and has many uses.
There is a wide selection of shrubs, both ever-
green and deciduous, suitable for planting as-

hedges, including many with ornamental flowers.
A well-kept hedge of Lavender is rarely passed
without comment, and although it is mosfi
attractive in summer when fm-nished with its
sweetly-scented flowers, it is pleasing even in
mid-winter, when the blue-grey foliage shows up
conspicuously. Hedges of Sweet Briar are always
charming. In planting this Rose for this special
piirpose it is necessary to cut the growths back
fairly hard for the first season or two, to ensure
plenty of growth at the base. A hedge of Sweet
Briar soon becomes leggy and bare at the lower
part if neglected in this matter. Penzance
Briars may also be planted as hedges, but these
plants require a strong and substantial support,
such as a wooden or hght iron fence. A hedge of
these Roses requires careful training to keep it
in good condition. The old flowering shoots
should be removed, at the base if possible, and
the young growths trained evenly over the sup-
port. The best time to do this work is in the
autumn, immediately after the plants have
flowered, as the new growths thus get better ex-
posure to sunshine and air. IMany of the stronger-
growing climbing Roses of the Wichuraiana and
Polyantha sections may be used for hedges;
they require practically the same treatment as
the hybrid Briars. For the first season or
two the plants will not need much thinning
of the shoots, but when they have numerous
branches, old and worn-out shoots should be re-
moved. The ground for Roses should be
trenched deeply and well manured. Established
hedges should be made tidy and the ground
forked lightly; when this work is finished, a
heavy mulching of welldecayed manure should
be placed over the roots. Hedges of flowering
shrubs should not be trimmed severely, and the
necessary pruning should be done after the
flowers are over. Evergreen hedges are best for
density of growth, and of this kind nothing sur-
passes a well-kept Yew or Holly hedge. These
species are sometimes regarded as too slow of
growth, but trees may be purchased of sufficient
size to make the hedge effective at once.

Lily of the Valley. — There are many
shady nooks and corners in the garden where
this sweetly-scented flower may be planted. The
foliage is not ornamental after mid-summer, and
it is best not to select prominent positions in
the garden. The Lily of the Valley grows best
in a shady situation in cool, damp soil, and may
be placed amongst shrubs or under tall deciduous
trees, where it will grow well. The present is a
good time for planting the crowns : plenty of leaf-

mould should be forked into the soil. Established
plants should be cleared of weeds and rubbish,
and top-dressed with fine leaf-mould, or, failing
this, old potting soil.

Solomon's Seai This old-fashioned plant
is a capital subject tor the wild -garden or wood-
land. The rhizomes may be planted at any time
during winter. The long, graceful sprays of
pale-green foliage are much in request in springs
for use with cut flowers.
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EDITORIAL NOTICE.

AUVERTISBMBNTS should be seat to the PUB-
LISnBR, 41, Wellin^rton Street, Covent Uarden.
W'.C.

Letters lor Publication, as well as specimens o; plants

lot miming, should be addressed to the EDU'ORS,
41, Wellington Street, Covent Oarden, London.
Coimmmual'mis should be WRITTEN on one side oni,v ok
THi! i-APEn, sent as early in the Wi-ek as possible ami duir
stoned by the nniter. IJ desired, the signature Will not be

printed, but kept as a guaiantee of good faith.

Special Notice to Correspondents.

—

The Editors do not

undertake to pay jor any contributions or illustrations, or

to return unused communications or illustrations, unless by
special arrangement. The Editors do not hold themselves
responsible /or any opinions expressed by their correspon-

dents.

Illustrations. - The Editors will be gladto receive and to select

photographs or drawings, suitable for reproduction, ot

gardens, or of remarkable plants, Jlowers, trees, &c., but

they cannot be responsible for loss or injury.

Newspapers.—Cor»es/>o«rf«H/5 sending newspapers should be

caielul to mark the paragraphs they wish the Editors to see.

AVERAGE Mean Temeeraturk for Ihe ensuing weeli
deduced from observations during the last Fifty Years
at Greenwich-89-8.

London.— ll'>ifnuilii>, December IS (6 F.u.) Mas. 47° ;

Min. 37°.

Gardeners' Chronicle Oltice, 41, Wellington Street,

Covent Garden, London —r/tHMrfa;', December 19

(10 A.M.) ; Bar. 29-6'' : Temp. 61°; Weather—
Overcast.

PnoviHCUa.— Wednesday, December 18: Max. 47° Ireland

S.W. ; Min. 33" Aberdeen.

From the report published in
<^°"^ress i^ Jardin, it appears that the

Pathology, subject which gave ri.se to

most (iiscussion at the recent

International Congress o£ Comparative
Pathology—held in Paris this year—was
that of international co-operation against

plant diseases. The subject was introduced

by Mr. Louis Dop, vice-president of the

International Agricultural Institute of

Rome, who presented a report suggesting
various resolutions having for their object

the establishment of an international

agreement for the study of plant
pathology, for the publication of informa-

tion thereon, and for the organisation of

a service of inspection of plants destined
for export.

The proposals of Mr. Ritzema Bos were
similar in scope to those which that dis-

tinguished plant pathologist laid before
the conference at the recent Horticultural
Exhibition at Chelsea.

Mr. Eriksson, of Sweden, put forward
suggestions which appear to have been
much more revolutionary. He proposed
that a certificate of immunity of their

plants and seeds from disease should be
required of all seedsmen and nurserymen

;

recommended the institution of a govern-
mental system of inspection, as the results

of which certificates should be granted,
and, if need be, the foundation of State
establishments for the raising of seeds and
trees free from disease. In short, as our
contemporary puts it, Mr. Eriksson's
aspiration would appear to be to socialise

plant pathology—and, with it, plant in-

dustry.

The proposals of Mr. Erikss.on were not
rejected by the congress, though it did not
pronounce in their favour. Hence, there
is no need at present to discuss a policy
which is not likely to commend itself to
tlie majority of people in this country.
The practical outcome of the Paris Con-

gress was a decision to request the French
Government to convene an intei-national

commission at Rome in 1913 in order to
examine into international measures for

the organisation of means of defence

against the maladies of plants, which
measures shall be submitted to the general

assembly of the Institute of Agriculture.

It is of pressing importance that Great
Britain shall be rejircsented adequately at

the Rome conference. It is, in our
opinion, not advisable to confine that

representation to officials who may not
possess expert knowledge. It is impor-

tant that we should send from this country

the most experienced men that we possess.

It is, moreover, of yet greater importance

that the representatives of this country

should first ascertain the views of our hor-

ticulturists, and should not give their ad-

hesion to extreme proposals. We require

undoubtedly a competent staff of inspec-

tors, and we must organise a national sys-

tem whereby, as the result of inspection of

their stocks, certificates of immunity may
be granted to our growers or traders. This

country is behind others with respect to

concerted action bearing on plant

pathology, but it will not be wise to at-

tempt to remedy our past laxity by undue

precipitation : to make haste slowly must

be our aim.

Horticulturists will read with

A Candid interest, and without resent-

Opinion. ment, the candid opinion _on

their attributes expressed by

Mr. Spencer Pickering in the course of

an article on horticultural research.*

The passage deserves to be quoted in

full, in order that we may all profit by

the criticism upon us by one of ourselves

whose introspection as well as experience

enables him to speak with confidence and

in general terms of our common failings :

" The scientific worker is rarely open to

the accusation of ignoring popular beliefs

and traditions, for in many cases it is found

that these have a solid substratum of

truth ; but the well containing this truth

is often very deep and requires a deal of

clearing out before anything of value is

reached. Such beliefs are common with

horticulturists, who, as a class, must be

reckoned amongst the most conservative of

men, ready to adhere to whatever they

have been taught in youth, as if it were the

accumulated wisdom of ages which no

facts or demonstration can upset. With
them it is authority, not direct experi-

ment, which must settle disputed points ;

a man who has grown trees from boyhood,

whose father has grown them before him,

is a prophet amongst the people, however
limited his mtelligence may be. Of this

spirit of opposition to inquiry and pro-

gress, we have, not unnaturally, experi-

enced the full force, for the Wobum Farm
directed its attention, in the first place,

to investigating the foundations on which
horticultural practice in various particu-

lars was laid, and the results in many cases
have not been favourable to accepted
views."

We are impressed particularly with the
profundity of the opening statement that
the scientific worker is rarely open to the
accusation of ignoring popular beliefs and
traditions, and were it not made on the
high authority of Mr. Pickering, we should

• " Science Progress" (No. 26, October, p. 281).

be inclined to suggest (1) that the scien-

tific worker is open to this accusation, and

(2) that it is fit and proper—paradoxical as

it may seem^—for a scientific person to

ignore poi^ular beliefs and traditions. We
would venture, moreover, to support the

former assertion by one or two examples
taken from the history of horticultural

science. Popular belief among farmers

taught that leguminous plants fixed nitro-

gen, and popular belief maintained this

thesis for hundreds of years before science

became converted to this way of thinking.

Popular belief held that the male parent

affected the character of the seed of Maize.

Orthodox science was prepared for many
years to prove that this could not be.

Ultimately science proved that popular
belief is right.

Into the defence of the second proposi-

tion we need not enter, beyond remarking
that it is the business of a science to build

itself up on firm foundations, and that
though now and then popular belief may
give a happy lead for the discovery of new
truth, the man ot science who allows him-
self to be distracted from his synthesis of

knowledge by following "tips" derived

from popular belief will not, as a rule,

achieve much.
These, however, are matters on which

opinions may differ ; there can, on the

'

other hand, be no two opinions as to the

opportuneness, the good taste, and the

accuracy of Mr. Pickering's comments on
the characteristics of horticulturists as a
class. Burke maintained that you cannot
indite a nation, but Mr. Spencer Pickering

proves that he can condemn an inter-

national class. Let us hope that, like the

fruit trees which Mr. Pickering causes to

flourish by ramming their roots, we shall

become a worthier class as the result of

this treacling on our toes.

We are engaged in receiving salutary

lessons and not in imparting them ; other-

wise, we should have drawn the attention

of our chastener to the scientific facts that

epoch-making discoveries must be sup-

ported by overwhelming evidence, and
that the wider the departure of the new
discovery from established belief the more
elaborate and universal must be the evi-

dence which supports it. By this canon
both Mr. Pickering and the horticultural

class would, we feel sure, wish to stand.

How completely Mr. Pickering's dis-

coveries in the planting of trees conform
writh this canon readers may judge for

themselves by perusing the article to which
reference has been made and from which
we have abstracted not the least interest-

ing of its contents.

The Chief Inspectorship (Horticul-
tural Branch of Board of Agriculture).
—We understand from correspondence which
we have received that the fixing of 40
as the age limit tor applicants for this post
has given rise to disappointment among some of

the older and otherwise eligible horticulturists.

We should advise such men to send in their appli-

cations, for we feel confident that, although the
Board would wish, if possible, to secure the ser-

vices of a young man, it wUl not let the matter of
two or three years stand in the way of the elec-

tion of the best man to this important position.
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Our Almanac. — We shall shortly issue a

Gardeners' Chronicle Almaiiao for the year 1913.

7)1 order to nuthe it as useful as possible for

reference, we shall be obliged if Secretaries of

Horticultural, Botanical and Allied Societies, or

nnij of our correspondents, will send us immediate
INTIMATION of all fixtures for tli£ coming year.

Perpetual - flowering Carnation
Society.—The spring show of this society will

lie hold at Leamington on April 10 and 11, 1913.

Schedules may be obtained from the Hon. Secre-

tary, Mr. T. A. Weston, Floradale, Orpington.

The Secretary of the Board of Agri-

culture.— Sir Thoshs Elliot, Secretary of the

Board of Agriculture, has resigned his appoint-

ment and accepted the office of Deputy Master

of the Mint. Sir Thomas served in the Board of

Agriculture for many years, and wiU take with

him in his retirement the good wishes of agri-

culturists and horticulturista.

Kew Gardeners' Social Evening. —The
annual social gathering of past and present mem-

bers of the Kew Gardens staff will be held at the

Boat House, Kew, on January 10. The hon.

secretary, Mr. G. C. Johnson, 2, Watcombe Cot-

tage, Kew, will be pleased to hear, on or before

the 6tii prox., from those intending to be present.

Kew Gardens Employees' Union.—Last

Friday evening a demonstration organised by the

Royal Gardens (Kew) Employees' Union was held

in the Parish Hall, Gloucester Road, Kew, to

promote the interests of the members, and to

urge the Board of Agriculture to improve their

working conditions. Two resolutions were car-

ried aa follow:
—"That this public meeting

condemns the Act of the Board of Agri-

culture in not improving the conditions of

employment of those employed in the Royal

Gardens, Kew, and urges that immediate

attention be paid to their claims, and that thi.s

public meeting protests against the manner in

which the employees of the Royal Gardens, Kew.

are treated mider the Health Insurance Act.

1912. The men claim that they are urder-

paid, in that gardeners are paid 21s. and

labourers from 23s. to 243. a week ; that the men;

employed as constables should have a six-day

week, and reasonable hours for meals, and that

the deductions for health insurance are excessive.

"The Botanical Magazine." — The issue

for December gives descriptions and illustrations

of the following plants :

—

PiNTJS PLEXiLis, tab. 8467.—This rare Conifer

is a native of Colorado, and was introduced into

rultivation in 1851. Trees in the pinetum at

Kew include the largest specimen in the British

Isles ; it is 33 feet high, and has a girth of 3 feet.

The species belongs to the section of Finns having

live leaves in a bundle ; distinguishing characters

are the entire margins of the leaves, the decidu-

ous leaf sheaths, and glabrous young shoots. Mr.

Bean, who writes the description, recommends

the plant for the garden or park, as it is very

distinct in appearance. The specimens at Kew
are healthy, although the atmosphere and soil

are so unfavourable for Conifers.

Primula Julije, tab. 8468.—This pretty

Primula was illustrated in Gardeners' Chronicle

,

.May 4, 1912, fig. 142, p. 293, from a photograph

by Mr. W. Irving. The flowers are rosy-purple,

and bear a close resemblance to some of the

coloured Primroses, as, indeed, does the plant

generally, save in the smaller leaf-blades.

Akania Hillii, tab. 8469.—A specimen of this

plant has been grown at Kew since 1872, but
never flowered until February of this year. It

was received from Mr. Linden, a Con-

tinental nurseryman, under the name Lomatia

Bidwillii, and not until it had flowered was the

mistake discovered. The narrow, toothed leavee

are from 1 to 2 feet long, and shining on both

sides. The infiorescence is an axillary panicle,

developed from the old wood, 1 to 1^ feet long,

bearing white, sometimes pale-rose, coloured

flowers.

Lissochilus Andersonit, tab. 8470.—This

species is a native of the Gold Coast region. A
plant received at Kew from Aburi in 1908

flowered in April, 1910, and furnished the

material for the Botanical Magazine plate. The
flowers are pale sulphur-yellow or greenish-

yellow, and about | to 1 inch long. The paler-

coloured lip has numerous light purple-coloured

ridges. The plant grows best in a stove in a

position fully exposed to the sun. It should be

potted in a compost of turfy loam, leaf-mould,

and sand in equal proportions. During the rest-

ing period water should be withheld, and the

temperature maintained at from 50'-' to 60*^.

Rosa omeiensis, tab. 8471.—Although this

Rose was originally discovered on Mount Omei,

Szechuan, about a quarter of a century ago by
the Rev. E. Faber, we owe its introduction to

this country to Mr. E. H. Wilson, who collected

on behalf of Mc-^srs. James Veitch & Sons.

Specimens flowered in the Coombe Wood Nur-
sery of that firm in 1908. It has the same
elegant leafage as Rr. sericea, to which-species it

has certain affinities. The fruits are borne on

yellow stalks ; this colour and the scarlet of the

berries provide a strange contrast. The white

flowers are only about 1 inch across.

"The Orchid Review."—With its present

December issue this useful Orchid journal com-
mences the completion of its twentieth volume,

and we take the opportunity to congratulate the

editor on the success of his venture, launched in

1893 as an illustrated monthly journal " devoted

to Orchidology in all its branches." The original

programme has been followed faithfully. Few
things relating to Orchidology have escaped at-

tention; each subject has been exhaustively dealt

with, and the matter placed before the reader

in plain and straightforward language. The his-

tory of Orchids and their cultivation from the

earliest times, the evolution of Orchids, their

structural peculiarities, intere.lting facts con-

cerning their discovery, the climatic conditions

of their native habitats, and other subjects

likely to be interesting and useful to the

Orchidist, have received attention. Current topics

have always been well represented, and the re-

ports of Orchid exhibitions and meetings well

reported. We trust that the Orchid Review,
which attains its majority in the coming year,
will continue to flourish for many years to come.

A Neglec.eo Garden. — In July last the

London County Council decided, as reported in

the Gardeners' Chronicle, August 17, p. 137, in

pursuance of the provisions of the Gardens in

Towns (Protection) Act, 1863, to take charge of

the garden in Blenheim Crescent and Elgin Cres-

cent, Kensington, with a view to vesting it ulti-

mately in a committee of the rated inhabitants of

the surrounding houses for the use of such inhabit-

ants or in the Kensington Royal Borough Council

for the use of the public. Sufiicient evidence has
now been received to enable the County Council to

make an order vesting the garden in a committee
of the rated inhabitants of tie surrounding
houses, the effect of which will be to enable the

committee to spend upon the maintenance and
management of the garden such sums as may be
necessary, and to enable and require the Council

of the Royal Borough of Kensington to raise

such sums by an addition to the general rate

assessed upon the occupiers of the houses sur-

rounding the garden.

Cambridge Forestry School.—Tke fifth

annual report of the Forestry Committee gives

abundant evidence of the progress which is

being made by the Forestry School at Cam-
bridge. Th© training of probationers for the

Indian Forest Service began in 1911. Dr.

Henry has continued his experiments in crossing

trees. Mr. Burdon liias issued a report on his

visit to the United States and Canada made for

the purpose of studying the methods of reeearch

in timber at the experiment stations in those

countries. The collections of timbers and of

diseases of trees have been extended, and gifts

of specimens have been received from America

and India, as well as from landowners and

others interested in forestry. Certain of the ex-

penses of the department have been met by a

grant from the Treasury funds (Developn.ent

Grant). The forestry building will be begun on

the site selected in the Downing grounds as soon

as the sum of £5,600 has been collected. Towards

the sum, Mr. H. J. Elwes has contributed

£1,000, and Mr. David Davies, M.P., and

Messrs. N. -M. Rothschild & Co. each £500;

other donations bringing the building fund up

to £4,550. The offer of the Board of Agri-

culture to grant £500 per annum for

advisory work in forestry has been ac-

cepted and the district allocated to the

Cambridge School for this purpose com-

prises the 12 counties of Middlesex. Essex,

Hertford, Bedford, Northampton, Huntingdon,

Cambridge, Suffolk, Norfolk, Rutland, Notting-

ham, and Lincoln. An Advisor in Forestry will

be appointed shortly in order to take charge of

this branch of the work. Grants towards the

maintenance of the school have been made by

the County Councils of Cambridge, Norfolk, and

West Suffolk, and ten colleges of the University

liave also contributed between them a sum of

£115.

New London Public Garden.—The Parks

and Open Spaces Committee of the London

County Council have come to a decision

with regard to the future of the Rook.'ry

estate, which was recently acquired for addi-

tion to Streatham Common. It was originally

intended to regard the property as an extension

of the common and to leave it in its present

condition so far as was compatible with public

use. The Committee are now satisfied, however,

that many of the amenities would be destroyed

if the land were included in the common with-

out close supervision during the day and without

any supervision at night, and they are of opinion

that the most suitable way of dealing with the

property is to retain it as an enclo.sed garden,

especially as the Council has no place of the

kind within a considerable distance of this

district. The grounds are well wooded, and

many of the trees, including some beautiful

Cedars with overhanging branches within easy

reach of children, and the Rose walk also, if not

properly protected, might be injuriously affected.

A scheme has accordingly been prepared for

laying out and enclosing the ground. The scheme

includes the formation of paths, the provision of

flower-beds, herbaceous borders, the conversion

of the present kitchen garden into an Old Eng-

lish garden, the improvement of the existing

lawns and terrace, and the erection of certain

internal and houndary fencing. The Committee

are desirous of preserving the existing amenities

as far as possible, and they propose to adapt for

the use of the public such portions of the grounds

as cannot at present be regarded as possessing

any particular value from the ornamental point

of view. The total cost of the work involved in

the proposal is estimated not to exceed £1000,

while the cost of maintenance will not exceed

£300 a year. The Finance Committee of the

Council, while approving the present proposal,

state that when the CouncU was asked to
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purcliase the proiJerty, the information placed

before it was seriously, though no doubt uninten-

tionally, misleading. Instead of a net capital

expenditure of £1,275 being the extent of the

Council's liability, it now appears that it is

necessary to spend a capital sum of about £2,275,

followed by a charge for maintenance of £300 a

year. It is, in their opinion, very important,

from the point of view of financial control, that

the Council, when incuiTing a liabiUty, should be

made aware of the full extent thereof, and the

Committee state that it is much to be regretted

that the question of the utilisation of the pro-

perty and the cost of its maintenance were not

more closi/ly inquired into before the Council

was asked to purchase the property.

Sale of Books.—At a sale of books and

manuscripts from the library at Walsingham

Abbey, Norfolk, and other sources, held recently

at Sotheby's Auction Rooms the following prices

were realised :—Agricola'e Philosophical Treatise

of Hushundnj and Gardening, translated by R.

Bradley, 1721, and Furber's The Flower Garden

Displayed, 1732, £1 14s. ; T. Hale's Comphut
Body of Husbandry, 1756, and J. Martyn's

Historia Plavlarum Barioruin, 1728, £3; P.

Miller's Figures of the most Beautiful, Useful

and Uncommon Plants, 300 coloured plates, 1760,

£4 ; The Florist and Pomologist, 15 vols, in 9,

1863-76, 18s. ; Paxton's Magazine of Botany and

Register of Flowering Plants, vols, i-iv, 1834-8,

13s. ; T. Moore's Floral Magazine: Descriptions

of Popular Garden Flowers, with coloured

plates, 1861-71, £4; Henry Andrews' Botanists'

Sepository for New and Rare Plants, in English

and Latin, 10 vols., 664 coloured plates, 1797,

£13; Seemaa's Flora Vitiensis: Descriptiun of

the Plants of the Viti or Fiji Islands, with IGO

coloured plates, by W. Fitch, 1865-73, £17 5s.
;

John Sibthorp's Flora Grceca, 10 vols., with

numerous finely-coloured platea by Sowerby,

1806-40, £200 (Dulau & Co.); Icones Filicum,

or Figure? and Descriptions of Ferns, by Sir

W. J. Hooker and R. K. Greville, 240 coloured

plates, 1831, £5 5s. ; H. J. Elwes' Monograph

of the Genus Lilium, with coloured illustrations

by W. H. Fitch, 1880, £8 lOs. ; P. F. de

SieTjold's Flora Japonica, 2 vols., 151 coloured

plates, 1835, £21 10s. ; Oeder's Flora Danicm,

15 vols., coloured plates, 1766-1852, £16; Mrs.

E. Bury's Selection, of Hexandrian Plants

Belonging to the Natural Orders Amaryllidic

arid Liliacee, with coloured plates engraved by

R. Havell, atlas folio, 1834, £18; James

Sowerby 's English Fungi or Mushrooms, 3 vols.,

coloured plates, 1797, £8 10s. ; Monandrian

Plants of the Order Scitaminca in the Botanic

Garden at Liverpool, by W. Roscoe, 112

coloured plates, 1828, £5; P. Lawson's

Pinetum Britannicum: Descriptive Account of

all Hardy Trees of the Pine Tribe Cultivated in

Great Britain, 3 vols., 1884, £9 10s. ; F.

Sander's Seichenbachia : Orchids Ulustratcd

and Described, 4 vole., 192 coloured plates, in

the original pails as issued, one of 100 signed

copies, 1886-94, £10 5s. ; Lindley and Button's

Fossil Flora of Great Britain, 3 vols., 1831-7,

£1 5s.; Sir W. J. Hooker's Species Filicum:

Descriptions of the Known Ferns, 5 vols., 1846-

64, £2 18s. ; Sir W. J. Hooker's A Century of

Orchidaceous Plants, 1849, £5 5s. ; J. Conder's

Flowers of Japan and the Art of Floral Arrange-

ment, with coloured illustrations by Japanese

artists, 1892, £1 12s. ; Rhododendrons of Sihkim-

Himalaya, by J. D. Hooker, edited by Sir

W. J. Hooker, fine coloured plates, 1849,

£2 143. ; J. F. Cathcart'e Illustrations of

Himalayan Plants, with descriptions, &c., by

J. t>. Hooker, and coloured plates by W. H.
Filch, 1855, £3; J. Bateman's The Orchidacae

of Mexico and Guatemala, coloured plat«s, atlas

folio, 1843, £9 5s.; N. Wallich's Plantcc

Asiaticoe Rariores, or Descriptions and Figures

of a Select Number of Unpublished East Indian

Plants, 3 vols., 300 coloured plates, 1830-2 (only

254 copies were issued for the original sub-

scribers), £9 5s. ; W. Fitch's Victoria Regia:

Illustrations of the Royal Water Lily, with

descriptions by Sir W. J. Hooker, coloured

plates, atlas folio, 1851, 10s. ; J. J. Rousseau's

Botanique, with 75 coloured plates after P. J.

Redoute, Paris, 1805, £1 19s. ; Flora Londoni-

ensis, by W. Curtis, with continuation by W. J.

Hooker, 2 vols., coloured plates, 1819, £2 Ss.

Alpine Plant Competition.—The BU\er

statuette illustrated in fig. 206 is offered by Mr.

Clarence Elliott for competition amongst

amateurs at the meeting of the Royal Horticul-

tural Society on May 14. It will be awarded for

the beet exhibit of Alpines and rock plants

arranged on a rockery measuring 6 feet by 3 feet.

Fig. 3o6.—TKOPHY for the best exhibit
OF A MODEL ROCK GARDEN.

Details of the competition were published in

Gardeners' Chronicle, July 27, p. 72. The
trophy represents a chamois, and was designed

by Mr. Allan G. Wvon.

The Bean Thrips. — This destructive pest is

the subject of bulletin No. 118 (U.S. Depart-

ment of Agriculture), and although it cannot be

said that the author, Mr. H. M. Russell, is

able to provide us with any new and thoroughly

effective remedy against ite attack, nevertheless

his account of the life history and distribution

of the thrips (Heliothrips fasciatus) contains

much that is of practical value. As is well

known, the Bean thrip is only too readily recog-

nised by the black colour of its head, body, and

antennae. The adult feeds on the leaves of the

Bean and other plants, the females lay their

eggs in the leaf tissues, and the larvse hatched

in the leaf emerge and join the mature brood on

the surface. A noteworthy point in the habits

of the thrips is that after hibernation the adults

collect on wild food plants and feed and

multiply thereon. Thence the thrips extend to

other weeds or to fruit trees, and finally to crops

such as the Bean. Among the plants which servo

specially as food plants in the wild spring

Lettuce (Lactuca scariola), which may be as

badly infested as any cultivated plant. The
rapid dispersal of the Bean thrips is due to its

power of flight and to its habit of leaping to con-

siderable distances. The thrips are long-lived,

some which were observed by Mr. Russell living

so long as 70 days, and it is probable that the

hibernating individuals may persist for no less

than five months. This length of life, together

with the fecundity of the thrips, suffice to ac-

count for the enoi-mous numbers in which they

may occur in the summer months. As indicated

already, the Bean thrips attack many cultivated

plants, orchard trees, e.g., the Pear, and also

wild plante, and it cannot be emphasised too

strongly that it is the last-named which serve

as the main foci whence the thrips are dissemin-

ated to the crops. In the United States,

Alfalfa, Cotton, and Pears, in addition to

Beans, are subject to attack. Of the weeds

which serve as nurse plants mention may be

made of the wild spring Lettuce, the sow

Thistle (Sonchus oleraceus), and species of Cheno-

podium, Helianthus, Atriplex, Erigeron, Lotus,

Bidens, and Verbascum. It is therefore evident

that the more weeds are kept under the less will

be the danger of the thrips gaining completely the

upper hand. Heavy rains also are effective in

destroying large numbers of these ineects. The
thrip has, moreover, many natural enemies in

the form of parasites, which doubtless account

for the failure of the insect to be a constant

'

scourge to the cultivator. Where spraying is

practicable Mr. Russell recommends a mixture
made up of one gallon of black-leaf Tobacco,

1 lb. of whale oil soap to 60 gallons of water, or

else a 40 per cent, solution of nicotine at the rate

of one part to from 1,000-2,000 parts of water.

Wild Pig and Other Pests in the
Tropics (see p. 465).—Respecting the subject

of the illustration on p. 465, we have received

the following communication from Mr. Hugh
F. Macmillan, of the Peradeniya Botanic Gar-

den, Ceylon. Mr. Macmillan is at present en-

joying a holiday in this country. " Wild pigs,

like porcupines, are among the most troublesome

animal pests of gardens and plantations in some
parts of the tropics. They root up and devour
bulbous and tuberous plants of every descrip-

tion, and often commit serious damage in a

single night, their ravages being usually carried

out in the dark or quiet hours. In Ceylon,

Southern India, and Malaya, the wild pig has

long been regarded by planters as an enemy to

reckon with, being especially destructive to

root crops. In recent years, however, these

ungainly, black, long-bristled creatures have

developed a taste for young rubber plants, and,

consequently, young rubber plantations have

sometimes to be protected by close, barbed-wire

fence, or guarded by watchers armed with guns.

The wild pig is hunted for sport in the countries

above named, and good boar heads are usually

preserved as trophies. The porcupine also is

a destructive animal, for it resembles the wild

pig in its tastes and methods. It is a difficult

and dangerous creature to approach, owing to

its long, poisonous quills. Poisoned baits and

entrapping with spring guns (though the latter

are seldom successful) are the usual means of

dealing with them. Other enemies of the culti-

vator in the tropics are flying foxes (large,

fruit-eating bats of nocturnal habit.s), deer,

wild cats (which eagerly devour sweet fruits,

such as Pineapples and Bananas), bandicoots

(large rate), and, lastly, but by no means

the least destructive, squirrels. Elephants,

buffaloes and other large animals are

capable of doing great damage in a very short

time, either by pulling up young plants or

trampling them down. The snake is rather
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the friend than the enemy of the planter,

in that it helps materially to maintain the
balance of nature by destroying rats and other
rodents."

PuBLicATroNS ReceiVED.—M>rfA of Eng-
land Horticultural Society's Monthly Magazine
and Circular. Secretary, the Rev. J. Bernard
Hall, Rawdon, Leeds.— 7"Ae Philippine Agri-
cultural Review, November. (Manila : Director of

Agriculture.)—Voarna/ of the R.H.S. Gardens
Club, No. V. Secretary, Mr. R. J. Wallis.—
Japan and Its Art, by Marcus B. Huish. Third
edition. (London : B. T. Batsford.) Price 12s.

net.

—

School Gardening, by A. Hosking. (Lon-
don : W. B. Clive.) Price 3s. &i.—Makers of
British Botany, by F. W. Oliver. (Cambridge ;

University Press.) Price 9s.—TAe Art and
Craft of Garden Making. Fourth edition. By
Thomas H. Mawson. (Loudon: B. T. Batsford.)

Price £2 10s. net — TAe Genus his, by William
Rickatson Dykes. (Cambridge : University

Press.) Price six guineas net.

TREES AND SHRUBS.

TREES AT BAYFORDBURY.
A SHORT time ago, by the courtesy of Dr.

Henry, I was enabled to accompany his forestry

class on an e.xcursion to Mr. H. Clinton-Baker's

pinetum at Bayfordbury. Mr. Baker's collec-

tion is well known, and his excellent book has

done much to further the knowledge of exotic

Conifers in this country. It is no exaggeration

to say that the Bayfordbury collection, both as

regards variety and perfection of growth, is one

of the finest to be found in Europe. The first

thing which strikes the visitor on approaching

the house is a magnificent group of Lebanon
Cedars, some of them more or less clean-stemmed,

others with several stems, and all of very large

dimensions. It is strange that this tree is not

more widely tried under forest conditions, for

the multitude of fine specimens all over the

country shows plainly that it is as much at

home in England as in its native land. Much
attention is given to trees that have yet to

prove their hardiness land value, whilst the

familiar Cedars are neglected.

The pinetum is situated on a hill-side, and
makes no pretence to park-like effect, the trees

growing in bracken and grass, just so far apart

as not to interfere with each other. The soil

appears to be a deep, sandy loam of moderate
quality.

The most striking tree on the estate is a mag-
nificent yeLow Pine (Finns ponderosa), over

100 feet in height, and about 3 feet in diameter

at 5 feet from the ground. It is beautifully

symmetrical in habit, and about the second

largest in the United Kingdom. It is compara-
tively young, having been planted in 1837. Just

near it is a splendid Corsican Pine (P. Laricio),

nearly 120 feet in height, and about 3 feet in

diameter. This Pine is so well known that its

merits need not be discussed in detail here. Its

growth in this country is only surpassed by the

native trees in Corsica, and the slenderness of

its branches tends towards clean timber. It is

unfortunate, however, that the timber should

take so long to come to maturity, as no heart-

wood is produced until a very late age. The
eastern and western Hemlock Spruces (Tsuga
canadensis and T. Mertensiana) are represented
by well-grown and typical examples, clearly

demonstrating the bushy growth of the former,
and the tall, erect habit of the latter. The
western species comes from a country with a

climate very like our own, and judging by its

growth all over Great Britain, there is no reason
to doubt its suitability for extensive planting.
There are better timbers, it is true, but given a

large and steady production, timber merchants
will accustom themselves to it in the same way as
those on the Continent have adapted themselves
to the use of Silver Fir. Pinus Lambertiana

the Sugar Pine, looks happy at Bayfordbury,
and has produced a good many cones. In this
respect most of the trees there are decidedly
prolific, some of them bearing enormous crops'.
P. Coulteri does not cone readily in this country,
but here the huge fruits are to be seen, some of
them nearly 6 lbs. in weight, and armed with
strong spines.

P. tuberculata and P. muricata, the fire Pines,
were covered with old and young cones, which
are incapable of opening unless subjected to
considerable heat, natural regeneration conse-
quently being dependent upon the occurrence of
forest fires. The longevity of the. seeds is re-

markable, and it was stated that the con-
tents of a cone taken from a branch with 20
annular rings had yielded seeds which germinated
readily and produced a high percentage of healthy
seedlings.

P. Cembra, the Swiss Stone Pine, although
essentially a mountain tree, grows at Bayford-
bury with great freedom, one tree being about
70 feet in height, with a dark, almost impene-
trable crown. The Weymouth Pine (P. Strobus)
is also very fine, but it is doubtful whether this
tree will ever be a success in Em-opean forests
on account of its liability to disease.

Of the Firs, the most striking examples were
those of Abies Pinsapo, A. nobilis, A. magnifica
(with enormous cones), A. grandis, A. cepha-
lonica, A. numidica, and A. firma, whilst there
were beautifully-grown specimens of Picea alba,
P. Engelmannii, P. ajanensis, P. cephalonica,
P. polita, the rare P. Breweriana, P. Omorica,
and P. Morinda. I also noticed a very fine

specimen of Tsuga Pattoniana. which, with its

elegant gl-iucous needles, is of high value for
decorative purposes. The Japanese Douglas Fir,
Pseudotsuga japonica, one of the rarest of trees,
was sent to Bayfordbury by Capt. Clinton
Baker, R.N., and has proved to be perfectly
hardy. It closely resembles the American
species, but differs in having slightly bifid

needles. It will be interesting to note the
development of the Bayfordbury plant, which is,

I believe, the only specimen in cultivation in

this country. It is said to form a fair-sized tree

in Japan and Formosa, but it cannot be com-
pared with P. Douglasii for size. Another in-

teresting tree is a Larch supposed to be a hybrid
between Larix euiopsea and L. leptolepis, with
the general habit of the former and the cones nf

the latter. Two-year-old seedlings from this

tree are showing remarkable vigour, several of

them being already nearly 5 feet in height. At
Dunkeld and Murthly in Perthshire there are
trees exhibiting the same peculiarities, and
seedlings are exceptionally vigorous.

Beside Conifers there are some fine broad-
leaved trees at Bayfordbury, the Oaks being par-
ticularly large. The following dimensions are
only approximate :—Quercus palustris, 80 feet in

height and 2 feet 5 inches in diameter at breast
height

; Q. rubra, 60 feet by 3 feet
; Q. velutina,

80 feet by 2 feet 3 inches ; and Q. imbricaria,
now mifortunately a mere stump, having been
broken off by the wind, diameter 2 feet. The
superiority of Q. sessiliflora over Q. pedunculata
for dry, light soils is shown by two trees grow-
ing side by side, the sessile species having been
planted in 1840 and the pedunculate species in

1811. The former is now much the larger of the
two, and is better developed in every w-ay,

although it is 29 years younger. There are also

some very fine Turkey Oaks in the park, and a

specimen of Acer campestre about 70 feet by
3 feet, is one of the largest in the country. The
same may be said of a plant of Arbutus Menziesii,

about 25 feet in height, covered with fi'uit, and
apparently indifferent to the vicissitudes of the
English climate.

When it is considered that Bayfordbury is less

than 20 mUes from London and subject to smoke,
fogs, and sudden changes of temperature, the
healthiness and vigour of the trees are surprising

to those who like to attribute failure to the near-

ness of the city with its attendant evils. J. G.
Watson, Dcscanso House, Kew.

MOMORDIGA GHARANTIA
(Coloured Supplement),

One of the most attractive indoor features
provided annually at Kew is a collection of
tropical gourds in the Water Lily house, where
the plants are trained under the root so that the
fruits hang over the path and the large, circular
tank in which Water Lilies. Hedychiums, &c.,
are grown. The grounds are no" new feature,
for Sir WUliam J. Hooker, when figuring a
Momordica in the Botanical Magazine in
1859, stated

;
" One of the tropical stoves at

Kew has been rendered very attractive for
some years past by the introduction of
various cucurbitaceous plants, trained under
the rafters and lights. It is a family of plants
that has been too much neglected", for they
present no small degree of beauty in their
flowers, and their fruits are remarkable in their
size or form or colour, and often their utility."
In how many British gardens to-day are gourds
of any kind cultivated as decorative plants?
Marrows, Cucumbers and Melons we grow to
eat, not to look at; the other members of the
famUy have no charms for the average gardener.
We are remarkably neglectful of the ornamental
qualities of fruits. A few—Solanum capsicas-
trum, 'Mandarin Orange, Egg plants and Capsi-
cums—are about the only pot-plants; Winter
Cherry the only hardy herb, and a few shrubs
sudi as Pernettya, Cotoneaster, Pyraoantha and
Aucuba are grown for their fruits.

Our present concern, however, is with the
tropical gourds that are worth growing on this
account. They include the snake, club, bottle,
wax and towel gourds, which are not merely odd
looking, but really attractive.
The Momordicas, one of the commonest being

that represented in the coloured supplement,
which is from a drawing by Miss Ivy Massee of
a plant grown at Kew, are as easy "to cultivate
as Virginian Creepers, and they fruit very freely.
M. Charantia is widely distributed in the tropics
of the Old World. It is cultivated in India to
cover fences and arbours, and its bitter leaves are
used as a substitute for Hops. The fruit, covered
with tubercles, is at first green and gherkin-
like, afterwards changing to a rich orange-
yellow colour and opening as shown in the plate,
to display the numerous bright-crimson pulp-
covered, prettily-sculptured seeds. The plant re-
quires the same cultural conditions as the
Cucumber. M. Balsamina has smooth red ovate
fruits about 3 inches long, and M. dioica has
similar fruits covered with soft spines. There is

a close resemblance between the three species.

A very different species is M. mixta (cochin-
chinensis), which has comparatively stout, long,
angular shoots, large cordate palmately-lobed
leaves and campanulate, flannel-like flowers
4 inches wide, cream-yellow, with purple blotches.
The flower is quite attractive enough to entitle

the plant to a place among handsome-flowered
climbers. Male and female flowers are on separ-
ate plants, and in 1894, both sexes being in
bloom together at Kew, fruits were obtained, one
of which was figured in the Gardeners' Chronicle
(November, 1894, p. 530). They were ovate,
7 inches by 5 inches, covered with short spines
and coloured bright crimson, a splendid object.

Mention may here be made of another magnifi-
cent cucurbit, Hodgsonia heteroclita, a native
of the Himalayas and other parts of India. It

appears to be perennial ; at any rate there used
to be a plant of it at Kew which grew for years
in a tropical house, its stems at least 100 feet
long, with leathery lobed leaves about 8 inches
wide. This plant never flowered, all efforts to
make it do so, and many were made, being
fruitless (or flowerless), and finally proving fatal.

There is a picture of the flowers in Hooker's
Illustrations of Himalayan Plants, and I com-
mend this picture to those who wish to immortal-
ise themselves by reintroducing and flowering a
truly wonderful climber. The genus is near
Trichosanthes (Snake Gourd). F. IT.
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SCOTLAND.

RCTNBURGH and east of SCOTLAND
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE AND

HORTICULTURE.
At a meeting of the governors of the Edin-

burgh and East of Scotland College of Agricul-

ture, held on December 11, a letter was read

from Mr. A. D. Richardson, secretary of the

Scottish Horticultural Association, in which it

was suggested that there should be a direct re-

presentation of horticulture on the governing

body of the college. In reply to a question, it

w«s stated that the Scottish Horticultural Asso-

ciation did not subscribe to the funds of the

college, and the chairman, Col. Wardlaw Ram-
say, said that the representative could only come

In as a co-opted member. The question was ad-

journed until ne.xt meeting.

The Board of Agriculture has intimated its

willingness to advance on loan, free from in-

loan. It was suggested that the trustees should

make a formal application to the Treasury in

accordance with the regulations.

The preliminary report by Professor Stebbing

favours the planting of Larch, and is to the effect

that the Scots Pine is not suitable for the high

parts. The total cost of the scheme is £3077.

DESTRUCTION OF TREES BY A
HURRICANE.

A SEVERE storm, rising in some districts to a

liurricane, caused an immense amount of

damage to trees throughout Scotland on the

26th ult. Many trees were destroyed in

the public parks of Edinburgh, Glasgow and

other towns, but the devastation was much

greater in other districts. In the Blairgowrie

localities many trees were blown down, and at

Arran timber ready for shipment was carried

out to sea.

HOME GORRESPONDENCL

[The Editors do not hold themselves responsible for

the opinions expressed by correspondents.)

Hybrid Nomenclature (seep. 453).— Mr.

J. O'Brien says that my quotation from the

Vienna Rules " implies that the more mi.xed the

parentage the higher the order in their standing

as hybrids." It means nothing of the kind.

Curiously enough, the Brussels Rules are identical

up to the word "designated," and his explana

tion of the phrase "higher order" as " crosaej

between species of the same genus " is erroneous.

This phrase woodd indicate primary hybrids,

which had been dealt with in a previous sen

tence. The phrase " higher order " means, as 1

interpreted it, "more complex," that is to say,

hybrids containing three, four, or even five

species. A plant is not less a hybrid because

other species are brought into the ancestry. And
Mr. OBrien should have finished quoting the

Rule: "The name, which is subject to the same

r.G. 207.—CULINARY APPLE CRAWLEY BEAUTY.

terest, the sum of £1,000 to meet the overdraft

incurred through capital expenditure in connec-

tion with the Liberton Experimental Garden.

PRESENTATION TO A GABDENER.

Mb. T. a. Crosbie was the recipient of

a number of gifts on the occasion of his leaving

Aberdeen for Singapore, where he has received

an appointment with Messrs. Guthrie & Co.,

Port Dickson. Mr. Crosbie served his apprentice-

ship as a seedsman with the firm of Messrs. Smith

& Son, Aberdeen, and afterwards obtained an ap-

pointment with Messrs. Dobbie & Co., of Edin-

burgh.

EDINBURGH AFFORESTATION SCHEME.
At a recent meeting of the Edinburgh and

District Water Trust a communication from the

Development Commissioners respecting the pro-

posed afforestation scheme for the Talla catche-

ment area was read. Two of the Commissioners

had visited tlie proposed area, and it was stated

that they were prepared to take a favourable

view of an application by the Water Trust for a

APPLE CRAWLEY BEAUTY.

This Apple (see fig. 207) is commonly grown in

gardens in the neighbourhood of Crawley, Sussex,

and it is probably a purely local variety. Specimens

were submitted to the Fruit and Vegetable Com-
mittee of the Royal Horticultural Society by

Messrs. J. Cheal & Sons on December 3, and the

Committee granted the variety an Award of

Merit. The fruit is of very handsome appearance,

being of deep red on the side next to the sun, the

other side is also marked with prominent lines of

the same colour : it measures 3^ inches in depth

and the same in diameter. The stalk is short and

deep set ; the eye is set in a deep depression, but

fairly open. Messrs. Cheal inform us that the

tree is a very regular cropper, owing to the

blooming period being so late as to escape the

spring frosts. The quality is stated to be ex-

cellent, and it should rank as a first-rate cook-

ing Apple. The fruits are of very even outline,

and there is little waste in paring. They hang
very late in the season, and will keep in good

condition until February or March.

rules as names of species." He should also have

cited the example given: " x Salix Staehleri."

The fact is that both testify against him, and
confirm the practice of the Orch id St-ud-Book of

two years earlier date. The Latinised names
cited by me as given by Mr. O'Brien were not
cited as being out of order, but only to show-

that he has followed the custom which he now
denounces as the " root of the evil." They were
taken quite at random, but it so happens that

one of them is not a " primary hybrid," and Mr.
O'Brien did not originally say that it was
one. Mr. O'Brien "cannot see for what
reason ternary hybrids were brought into

the question." Let him peruse his original

i^marks at page 362. It is difficult to know-

how to describe this style of criticism ; in

fact, it combines several style?, but 1 have suflB-

ciently indicated them. A critic of another kind

has leapt into the arena. IF. W. would " mop
off" long and ugly names and substitute better

in a way that wo'uld leave the Orchid Stnd-Bool-

far behind. He would "blow the conferences

and confound the botanists who have helped to

make Orchid names what so many of them are."

Let us take his nine examples. - Three of them
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were given by nurserymen or amateurs, and not
one of the others was given by a botanist in the
incorrect form in which he cites it. It is true
that some are in current use, but only in oppo-
sition to rule. Two are not even current in the
incorrect form cited. One is purely imaginary,
and seems to have been set up for the pure
pleasure of knocking it down again. Of course,
it may have been mentioned before in a facetious
sense. This is the kind of thing that does
liutv for criticism. TI'. It. would call " Suphro-
Lielio-Cattleya Carna and Laelio-Cattleya Golden
Oriole var. Ruby "—the incorrect form of the
generic name is not mine— " Cattleya Carna and
Cattleya Ruby." The fact that they are not
Cattleyas at all, and that the latter has already
a specific name are points too trivial for considera-
tion. He would give to such hybrids the generic
name of the parent it most resembled. His two
recommendations would not only give us several
different names for seedlings out of the same cap-
sule—Cypripedium aureum over again—but it

would even put some in one genus and son;e in
the other. W. W. wants to see short names used.
He might have cited me as one of the earliest and
most consistent advocates of the system—Cattleya
Zenobia dates from 1887. I have seldom us.-!!

any other when personal choice was possible. He
is good enough to " sympathise with iMr. Rolfe's
defence of the plan adopted in the Orchid Stud-
Hook, notwithstanding his effort to make us swal-
low Paphiopedilum and Phragmopedilum." Let
me tell him that the former was incorporated
info two horticultural works—Stein's OrchidftK-
huch, four years, and Count Kerchove's Lhrc
des Orchidees, two years—before I used it. I had
previously objected to Prof. Pfitzer's union of

the Tropical American with the Asiatic Cj-pripe-
diunis in a single genus. Then I stumbled' across

the generic differences which Lindley over half

a century earlier said it was long expected the
Indian La<ly's Slippers would be found to possess,
though searched for in vain. By this time
Pfitzer had given a full account of his genus,
separating it into two sections, Ccelopedilum
(Asiatic) and Phragmopedilum (American). The
latter (as involving the least change) I adopted
as a separate genus, unfortunately overlooking
the fact that Paphiopediluim was originally based
on the American species. In the same way Pfit-

zer was eWdently unaware of the fact that for

the Asiatic species there was already a valid
name, viz., Cordula, of Rafinesque. This name
is not mentioned in the Genei'a Plantarum ; in

fact, the book was practically inaccessible, and
it was years before I succeeded in getting sight

of a copy. The path of nomenclature is strewn
with such obstacles and pitfalls, and perhaps
IF. W. will now extend a little silent sympathy
in this direction. R. A. Eolfe.

Wart Disease in Potatos.—With reference

to my previous letter on this subject, and the
contention of Mr. H. C. Long as to the fallacy

of arguing from local conditions, let me say that

I was quite aware that the county of Fife was
affected, but I believe that the disease is, mean-
time, almost wholly confined to cottagers' plots

and gardens. The area affected by disease is,

considering the acreage grown in Scotland, a very
small one, and although I am in touch with a
good many Potato growers, I repeat I have never
seen the disease in Scotland. The land under
Potato cultivation in this country during the
present year, according to the Board of Agricul-
ture returns, was practically 150,000 acres. It i;:

computed b^ reliable authorities on the subject
that the area affected by disease represents about
20 acres in all. or less than .00013 of the whole
acreage returned to the Board of Agriculture.
But some assert that 10 acres is nearer the area
known to be diseased. My contention was that
Scotland is. so far, practically free from disease,

and 1 still maintain that it is. Considering the
deadly nature of wart disease, judging from the
expr^rience of some of the English counties, it

will be nothing short of deplorable if it is allowed
to spread any further in this country. Mr. Long
writes that it may be safely said that drastic

steps are being taken towards eradication of the

disease in England, but I contend that what ha.f

already been done is not sufficient. The Board of

Agriculture has a dangerous disease to contend
with, and more stringent regulations are neces-

sary if it is to be combated with success. Pre-
cautions similar to those adopted in the recent
foot and mouth disease outbreak, now happily of

only academic interest, seem to be required. Pro-
hibition of culture on land where disease has
appeared should be enforced, together with total
destruction of all tubers, sound or unsound, in or
near the ground affected. Compensation may be
necessary, but in consideration of the smaUness
of the quantity affected at present, this would
only mean a moderate figure in comparison to

the interests involved. I am writing on this
matter only so far as Scotland is concerned. It
would be interesting to know how England has
fared this year in regard to the disease, and how
many fresh cases have been reported to the Board
of Agriculture. There is another point. The
Board recommends certain varieties for cultiva-

tion in disease-infected soil and districts as hav-
ing the virtue of immunity, or partial immunity,
from wart disease. How have these resistant or
semi-resistant varieties fared this season? Mr.
Long asserts that it is not reasonable to pro-
hibit the importation of foreign Potatos, as

they are a necessary foodstuff. I am not pre-
pared to admit that we require to import tubers
for any purpose. One well-known authority on
Potatos in Scotland has calculated that "had
America been closed last season (as it now i.s)

to exports of our surplus tubers the results

would have been serious to growers in these
islands. This gentleman declares that the quan-
tity of ware exported was sufficient to keep our
markets, not only in Scotland, but in England,
Xi-eland and Wales, steady at 50s. to 60s. per
ton practically during the whole season of 1911-

12 ; and, had there been no export trade, the
comparatively small surpluses exported, together
with the ordinary supplies, would have kept
prices at a figure returning 20s. to 30s. per ton
less to the farmers of Great Britain and Ire-

land on the whole of their ware marketed be-

tween December 1 and May 1. Many growers
and dealers declare that this is a very conserva-
tive estimate, and state that thousands of tons
would never have been marketed at all had there
been no export business. One of the principal

local authorities in Fifeshire has passed a resolu-

tion recommending the Board of Agriculture to

prohibit the import of foreign Potatos, and I

should like to see a similar resolution from every
centre in the country. I can give Mr. Long in-

stances of disease imported by foreign tubers if

he requires the information, and if he makes in-

quiry in England regarding the present importa-
tions from the Continent he will find that many
greengrocers are very chary of handling some of

the stock, owing to poor quality. England relies

upon Scotland for a large quantity of tubers for

seed purposes, and we have an opportunity of

keeping a clean, healthy stock if prompt mea-
sures are taken bv the authorities. Gwnw
U. Taylor, Midlothian.

Tomato Culture.—After years of experience
I have found the following method of Tomato
culture most successful. My practice is to sow
the seeds in shallow boxes, filling the latter to

within a quarter of an inch from the top with
rough, fibrous loam (without sand, leaf-mould, or
any other ingredient). It is simply torn
to pieces and packed firmly into the boxes, leav-
ing the surface level to receive the seeds. I have
always found that the soil drains itself freely

and naturally in this way. The seeds
are covered with silver-sand so that they
are hidden from view, and no more. This
plan hastens germination by allowing air

to penetrate to the seeds, and also prevents any
disagreeable fungus from forming on the surface
of the soil. Excessive evaporation is prevented
by covering the boxes with pieces of brown
paper, cut the required size. When germination
has sufficiently advanced, the brown paper is

removed altogether, afterwards placing the boxes
near the light. When the seedlings are large
enough, they are potted directly into 3-inch pots,
using the same turfy loam for potting. From
these pots they are planted out on benches,
which are 18 inches wide and run round the
house. Broken slates or tiles are placed on the
wooden slats which form the benches, just
enough chopped-up, tuify loam being used to
cover the roots of the plants when planting.
When the roots show through this, more soil is

added, which has had incorporated with it ^ lb.

of white, slaked lime to every bushel of soil. As
soon as the roots appear through this, repeated
small dressings of the latter sod are added, until

the mound is 1 foot in depth. After that no
more soil is added, the roots being allowed to

grow over the front of the benches. I have had
them grow so long as to touch the floor beneath
the staging. The mound of soil is kept continu-
ally moist, and air is admitted freely on all favour-
able occasions. By this method the flower trusses
come very close together on the stem, are very
prolific, and my plants have never suffered from
disease. Thos. Francis, Ash Lawn Cottage,
Betienden, Kent.

A JAPANESE IRIS GARDEN.
The illustration in fig. 208 shows a fieia of

Japanese Irises in the Yokohama Nursery Com-
pany's establishment, Japan. It is not difficult
to imagine what a gorgeous 6|)eetacle the vast
numbers of flowers must liave presented,
for the blooms of Iris Ka-mpferi range
from white through all shades to maroon, deep
blue and violet. This species has been culti-
vated by the Japanese for centuries, and with
the Wistaria, Cherry and Willow is reflected
in the native art. The tea-house is an appropriate
adjunct to a Japanese view, whilst the dress of
the Japanese ladies serves to remind us of the
figures on the old willow pottery. Iris Kajmpferi
grows best in such damp situations as the sides
of brooks. At Wisley Uardens in Iris time the
Japanese varieties appear as a broad serpentine
band of colour, following the course of a little
stream that runs through the grounds. In Japan
they are often planted in the rice fields. During
the season the plants are at rest, from Novem-
ber to JIarch, the ground is manured once a
month, but no manure is afforded after the
foliage appears.

SOCIETIES.
ROYAL HORTICULTURAL.

December 17.—The last meeting of the Com-
mittees of the R.H.S. for the year 1912 took place
on Tuesday last at the Society's Hall, Vincent
Square. Amongst the Orchids were some very
fine novelties, but apart from these there was
very little for the Committees to take into con-
sideration.

Floral Committee.
Present. H. B. May, Esq. (in the Chair):

Messrs. 0. Reuthe, W. Howe, C. R. Fielder.
John Dickson, C. Dixon, C. H. Pearson, W. P.
Thomson, E. H. Jenkins, G. Gordon, J. F.
McLeod, R. Hooper Pearson, E. A. Bowles, John
Green, W. J. James, Arthur Turner, and J.
Jennings.

The only subject before the Flor.il Com-
mittee was a Perpetual-flowering Carnation, ex-
hibited by j\Iessr5. Stuart Low & Co., Enfield.

Award or Merit.
Perpetual-flowering Carnation Benora.—This

is a variety of the Perpetual-flowering type ; th.-

flowers are white flaked with red. (See illustra
tion in Gardeners' Chrunide, October 19, p. 297.

J

Orchid Committee.
Present: J. Gurney Fowler, Esq. (in the

Chair); Messrs. Jas. O'Brien (hon. sec), de B.
Ciawshay, Gurney Wilson, Stuart Low, W.
Bolton, F. J. Hanbury, fl. G. Alexander, A.
Dye, A. jMcBean, T. Armstrong, J. E. Shdl,
C. H. Curtis, J. Charlesworth, W. H. White,
and Sir Harry J. Veitch.
No groups were staged on this occasion, but

novelties were submitted for award, and two First-

class Certificates, eight Awards of Merit, and one
Lindley Medal were awarded, the last-named to

Mr. A Dye, gardener to the Right Hon. Lni'd

Rothschild, 'Tring Park, for a magnificent plant
of Phalienopsis intermedia Portei (the original
plant grown at Tring Park for over thirtv years),

(see Card. Chron., December 14, p. 453, fig. 194).

The inflorescence shown had seven branches and
numerous flowers, and was one of three developed
by the plant.

Fibst-class Certificates.

Cypripedium Demeter (G. F. Moore X Earl
of Tankerville), from Lieut. -Col. Sir George L.

HoLFORD, K.C.V.O., Westonbirt (gr. Mr. H. G.
Alexander).—In the parentage of this noble
Cypripedium C. exul. , C. Boxalli, C. nitenf.

(twict), C. Leeanum. and C. Spicorianum are
concerned, but their characters are not eacy to
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trace. The flower is a grand extension of C.
Euryades splendens in appearance, and the heavy
blotching and good form indicate C. Earl of

Tankervillc. The large dorsal sepal is whit«
above, emerald-green below, and bears large,

claret-coloured blotches, with a ray of smaller
rose-purple spots. The broad petals and lip are
primrose yellow, heavily tinged with purple.

Sophro-Lcelio-Cattlnja Thixhe (C. Iris X
S.-L. heatonensis), from F. M. Oqilvie. Esq.,
The Shrubbery, Oxford (gr. Mr. Balmforth).—

A

very brilliantly-coloured flower of good size, the
lip being shaped as iji C. Iris. The whole flower

is of a deep blood-red colour, the lip being the
daiker and having a bright crimson hue.

Awards of Merit.

Cypripedium Sir William. Chance (Thnmp-
eonii X Memoria JerninghamicT), from

ford (gr. Mr. J. Davis).—The finely-grown plant
bore a very strong inflorescence, the blooms being
of fine shape. The sepals and petals are bright
rose colour, blot<?hed on the inner parts with
claret-red. Lip white, with a yellow crest and
reddish blotches.

Odontogloasum Scintillans "Orchid Dene
variety' (Rossii rvbescens X Wilckeanum), {Torn

E. H. D.wiDSON, Esq., Orchid Dene, Twyford.

—

Sepals almost covered with dark claret-coloured
blotches. Petals wiiite on the inner halves,
blotched with claret red, the margins being rosy-
lilac. Lip dark rosy-lilac, the disc white with a
red blotch.

Odontoglossum exiviium J. Lakin (ardejitissi-

viurn X crispum hloirhed variety), from E. H.
Davidson, Esq.—A grand flower equal to the best
blotched forms of 0. crispum, which in its good
shape it resembles. Flowers white, tinged with

hybrid with a long inflorescence of cinnabar-red
flowers, with narrow, stalked eepals and petals
and whitish tip to the labellum.

CoLTCRAL Commendation.
To Mr. W. H. White, Orchid grower to Sir

Teevor Lawrence, Bart., K.C.V.O., for a fine

specimen of Platyclinis uncata with 68 drooping
racemes of small, greenish flowers.

Other Exhibits.

Sir Trevor Lawrence, Bart., sent Eria
Fletcheri, a curious dwarf species with small
spherical pseudo-biUbs, many of them bearing a
single cream-white flower on a woolly stalk ; and
Cymbidium gattoueoBe (Tracyanum x
Lowianum).
E. H. Davidson, Esq., showed Cattleya

Maggie Raphael " Orchid Dene variety

"

Fig, 2oS.—iris k.empferi in the Yokohama nursery, japan.

(For text see p. 476.)

Francis Wellesley, Esq., Westfield, Woking
(gr, Mr. Hopkins).—C. Memoria Jerninghamiae,
still one of the most distinct of Cypripediums,
originated at Weetfield, and it has transmitted its

fine quality in an improved form to the present
novelty. The large elightly concave dorsal sopal

is snow-white with a broad, pyramidal, branched
band of deep claret-purple up the centre from the
base. Petals and lip honey-yellow tinged with
purple, the median line in the petals being claret
colour.

Sophro-Cattleya Wesifieldensis (C. labiata X
S.-C. eximiaj, from Francis Wellesley, Esq.—A pretty flower with bright-rose coloured sepals
and petals and niauve-crinison lip. The plant is

of dwarf habit and very floriferous.

Odontoglossum Jasper "Fowler's variety"
(crispvm Victoria Regina X amabilc), from J.
GuRNEY Fowler, Esq., Glebelands, South Wood-

purple at the back and closely blotched with
reddish violet colour.

Cattleya Tityus (Enid X Octave Doin), from
H. S. GooDSON, Esq., Fairlawn, Putney (gr. Mr.
G. E. Day).—In shape a model flower, the broad
lip being specially fine. Lip circular in front and
crimped

; purplish rose with a light yellow disc.

Cypripudium Idina (insigiie Harefield Hall
X Countess of Carnarvon), from Messrs. Jas.
Veitch & Sons, Chelsea.—The fine flower
showed much of tlie characters of C. insigne
Harefield Hall, but the dorsal sepal was shorter
and broader and the whole inflorescence more
dwarf. The dorsal sepal was white with a sap-
green base, from which ascended purple-spotted
lines.

Oncidioda cinnabarina (Cochlioda Noezliana
X Oncidium monachicum), from Messrs.
Charlesworth i Co.—A very singular bigeneric

(Trianae alba X aurea), a good flower with pure
white sepals and rose, gold-veined lip, a rather
better form than the Orchidhurst variety illus-

trated in the Gardeners' Chronicle, February 3,

1912, p. 75, fig. 35.

Clement Moore, Esq., Hackensack, New
Jersey, U.S.A., showed Cattleya A. Dimmock,
evidently a hybrid of C. Lawi-enceana, with rose-

coloured sepals and petals and purplish-crimson
lip.

H. S. GooDSON, Esq., sent four very fine

hybrid Odontoglossums.
Francis Wellesley, Esq., showed Cypri-

pedium Delhi (insigne Harefield HaU x Earl of
Tankerville), a well-marked flower of good
shape.

Messrs. Charlesworth & Co. sent Oncidium
hybridum (tigrinum X lamelligerum), and
Restrepia striata.
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0. O. Wriglet, Esq., Bridge Hall, Bury (gr.

Mr. Rogers), showed Cypripedium Mrs. Harry
Bruce (SaUieri X Thompsonii), a large flower

shaped like C. villosum giganbeum. The fine

emerald-green dorsal sepal had a narrow white

margin and a seriee of blackish-spotted lines in

the centre.

Lieut.-Col. Sir Geo. L. Holfoed, K.C.V.O.
(gr. Mr. H. G. Alexander), sent Cypripedium
Artemis (nitens X Fairrieanum), a pretty flower

of a delicate hue.

Messrs. J.\s. Veitch & Sons showed several

pretty hybrid Cypripediums .

Mr. Habey Dixon, Spencer Park, Wands-
worth, showed the yellow Oncidium Jamesonii.

Messrs. Stuabt Low & Co., Enfield, showed
two extreme forms from a batch between Lselia

lona and Cattleya Dowiana aurea. The one had
the sepals and petals pale yellow with purple lip

veined with gold ; the other was entirely rose

coloured with claret veining.

Resolution Respecting Disbudding.

The inflexible rule against giving an Award
to a plant which has had any of its buds removed
(sometimes accidentaUy), or the spike restricted,

having been tried for a considerable time and
found to interfere with the discretion of the

Committee, the Chairman, in conference with

the Committee, was asked to draw up a resolu-

tion on the subject, and it was moved by Mr.
de B. Crawshay, and seconded by Mr. Jas.

O'Brien, that Awards will not be recommended
for any plants the nature, size, and character of

the flowers of which have, in the opinion of the

Committee, been in any way changed by the

removal of buds or part.s of the spike.
_

This leaves the Award at the discretion of the

Committee, who will determine whether the

plant show represents the normal character of its

flowers.

Fruit and Vegetable Committee.

Present: .Joseph Chcal, Esq. (in the Chair);

W. Bates, J. Davis, Owen Thomas, C. G. A.

Nix. and P. C. M. Veitch.

This committee met, but it did not make any
Awards.

MANCHESTER AND NORTH OF
ENGLAND ORCHID.

November 28.

—

C'o/nmittce present: Z. A
Ward, Esq. (in the Chair) ; Messrs. R. Ash
worth, J. Bamber, J. C. Cowan, J. Cypher, J
Evans, W. Hatcher, W. Holmes, J. Lupton
D. McLeod, W. Morgan, C. Parker, F. K
Sander, H. Thorp, A. Warburton, and H
Arthur (secretary).

A Silver-gilt Medal was awarded to R. Ash-
worth, Esq., Newchurch (gr. Mr. Gilden), for a
meritorious group.

Large Silver Medals to Z. A. Ward, Esq.,

Northenden (gr. Mr. Weatherby), for a nice

group, principally Cypripediums ; Col. J.

Rutherford, M.P., Blackburn (gr. Mr. Lupton),

for a mixed group; and A. Warburton, Esq.,

Haslingden (gr. Mr. Dalgleish), for a group of

Cypripediums.

Silver Medals to J. McCartney, Esq., Bolton

(gr. Mr. Holmes); S. Gratrix, Esq., Whalley
Range (gr. Mr. Brown) ; A. E. Penny, Esq.,

Preston (gr. Mr. Sumner) ; and Messrs. J.

Cypher & Sons, Cheltenham, for miscellaneons

groups.

Large Bronze Medal to Rev. J. Crombleholme,
Clayton-le-Moors, for a small group.

Other exhibitors included O. 0. Wrigley,
Esq., Bury (gr. Mr. Rogers) ; W. R. Lee, Esq.,

Heywood (gr. Mr. Branch) ; Wm. Thom, Junr.,

Esq., Blackburn (gr. Mr. A. E. Stratford);

W. J. Hargreaves, Esq., Burnley; F. A.

Hundley, Esq., Bradford; Messrs. Sander &
Sons; Messrs. A. J. Keeling & Sons; and
Messrs. Stuart Low & Co., Errfield.

AWARDS.
First-class Certificate.

Cypripedium Mandiee, variety John Marten-

dale Gratrix.—A large, handsome flower, of

brilliant colour, from S. Gratrix, Esq.

Awards of Merit.

C. Mary Gratrix f.Sson giganteum X Leeanum
Corona),—From S. Gratrix, Esq.

C Draco (insigne X EuryadesJ and Odonto-
glossum crispuin variety Bulgar.—From Z. A.

Ward, Esq.

C. Strelsa (Alcibiades X Harefield Hall).—
From W. R. Lee, Esq.

C. Bulgar (Farkerianum x Harefield Hall).—
From Wm. Thom, Junr., Esq.

Lycaste cruenia.—From A. J. Keeling &
Sons.

Botanical Certificate.

Eritt (species unknown).—From A. J.

Keeling & Sons.

December 5.

—

Committee present: Rev. J.

Crombleholme (in the Chair) ; Messrs. R. Ash-
worth, J. Bamber, J. Cypher, A. Hanmer, W.
Holmes, J. Lupton, D. McLeod, C. Peirker, Z. A.

Ward, A. Warburton, and H. Arthur (secretary).

A Gold Medal was awarded to 0. 0. Wrigley,
Esq., Bury (gr. Mr. E. Rogers), for the meritori-

ous group exhibited at the previous meeting.

Large Silver Medals to A. Warburton, Esq.,

Hashngden (gr. Mr. Dalgleish), for a mixed
group; Z. A. Ward, Esq., Northenden (gr. Jlr.

Weatherby), for a group of Odontoglossums ; R.

AsHWORTH, Esq., Newchurch (gr. Mr. Gilden),

who staged a miscellaneous group ; S. Gratrix,
Esq., Whalley Range (gr. Mr. Brown), for a col-

lection of choice Cypripediums ; Col. J. Ruther-
ford, M.P., Blackburn (gr. Mr. Lupton), for a

mixed group ; and Messrs. J. Cypher & Sons,

Cheltenham.

.S'i7ifr Medal to J. McCartney, Esq., Bolton

(gr. Mr. Holmes), for a group of Cattleyas.

Bronze Medals to G. H. Peace, Esq., Monton
Grange (gr. Mr. Mace), for a small group of

Cypripediums; and F. A. Hindley, Esq., Great

Horton, for a group of Cypripediums.

Other exhibitors were Wm. Thompson. Esq.,

Walton Grange (gr. Jlr. Howes) ; Mr. H.
Arthur, Blackburn; Messrs. Sander & Sons,

St. Albans; and Messrs. A. J. Keeling & Sons,

Bradford.
AWARDS.

Awards of Merit.

Ci/pripedium " Lion " ( Boadicea x Sallieri

Hyeanum) and C. Queen Maud (Harefield

Hall X ?), from S. Gratrix, Esq.

C. " Cynosure " (parentage unknown), from

R. Ashworth, Esq.

Epidendrum vitellinum autumnalis^ from

Wm. Thompson, Esq.

First-class Botanical Certificate.

Masdevallia cucuUata, from A. J. Keeling
& Sons.

Cultural Certificates.

Cypripedium insigue " MarNahiana,^' shown
by A. Warburton, Esq. (gr. Mr. A. Dalgleish).

' C. "Our King," from W. Thompson, Esq.

(gr. Mr. J. Howes).

BRITISH GARDENERS' ASSOCIATION.
December 11.—A meeting of local gardeners

was held at Colwyn Bay on this date for the

purpose of forming a branch of the British Gar-

deners' Association. The general secretary, Mr.

Cyril Harding, addressed the meeting, and ex-

plained the aims and objects of the association.

It was decided to form a branch at Colywn Bay,

and Mr. Statham, Tyn-y-Coed Gardens, near

Llandudno, was elected chairman, and Mr.

C. Cheese, The Gardens, Beech Holme, Colwyn

Bay, hon. secretary.

COVENTRY CHRYSANTHEMUM.
December 12.—Alderman A. H. Drinkwater,

J. P., presided at the 18th annual dinner of the

Coventry and District Cliiysanthemvun Society

held on this date. There was an excellent at-

tendance, and the report of the secretary, Mr.

G. Griffin, was of a most satisfactory character.

The recent exhibition proved very successful.

The expenditure amounted to £131 10s. 8d., and

the income to £181 19s. lOd.. after bringing for-

ward a balance of £47 12s. from the previous

year. The sum of £6 8s. had been received dur-

ing the week, so that there was a balance of

£61 or £62. There had been a decrease in the

subscriptions, but the money received at the

doors this year was £2 5s. more than in 1911,

wliich constituted a record.

PERPETUAL-FLOWERING
CARNATION.

" The Culture uf Perpetu.il-flowering

Carnations."

(Concluded from p. 4j6.)

For potting in 4i-inch pots, a compost con-

sisting of three parts good fibrous loam, one part

flaky leaf-soil, with the addition of sufficient sil-

ver sand and broken charcoal to keep the com-

post sweet and open, is recommended. Add a

6-inch pot full of some Carnation manure to each

bushel of the compost. When preparing the

loam pull it to pieces by Ixand, as this enables

heavy lumps to be removed, and also permits the

operator to pick out any wireworm or e*lworm

that may be present in the soil. Pot firmly, but

take care not to place the plants too deeply

—

they should be the same depth in the soil as

before ; deep potting is sometimes the cause of

stem rot. Grow the plants on in the same house

until the end of April, when they may be re-

moved to a cold frame. Ventilate with care at

first, but later admit more air, until finally the

lights are removed entirely, except during times

of heavy rains.

When they are well rooted, shift the plants

into 8j-inch pots, in which they will flower, and
use a similar compost to that recommended be-

fore, in a rather coarser condition.

As soon as they are well established, stand
the plants out-of-doors on a bed of ashes ; but
erect a framework over them, on which to place

lights in case of wet weather. The stems should

be supported as required, and for this purpose

the patent w-ire supports have superseded the old

method of staking and tying.

Dming bright weather the plants derive mucli

benefit from sprayings of clear water on about
two occasions daily. On the first sign of aphis

spray the affected growths with Quassia Ex-
tract. As the plants become well rooted, weak
soot water may be given with advantage at

alternate waterings, and it may also be spiayed
occasionally on the foliage.

The plants should be housed at the end of

August, when diseased leaves should be removed
and the pots made clean from dirt and weeds.

It is important to admit all the air possible at

this period, both by night and day, but when
the outside conditions become cooler regulate the

ventilators and the hot-water system to main-
tain a temperature of from 48° to 50° at night,

with a few degrees increase during the day time.

Keep the ventilators open a little during the

night, when this can be done without lowering

the temperature too much. Carnations must
never be subjected to excessive fire heat ; any
attempt to force the plants into flower would
result in weak growth and flowers of poor
quality.

Light top-dressings of Carnation manure are

a great help to the opening buds and result in

larger blooms of good colour besides stimulating

growth. During the winter, fertilisers should be
applied sparingly, but after the turn of the year

the plants will readily respond to judicious feed-

ing. It is an advantage to spray with clear

water between the pots during bright weather;

but during damp and fog endeavour to main-

tain a dry, buoyant atmosphere. Damp, close

air is one of the chief causes of disease.

Keep the plants carefully disbudded, and in

doing this work remove the lateral buds
gradually ; to disbud too closely at one time is a

check to growth, and sometimes causes the crown
bud to come blind.

As regards the rust fungus, liquid specifics are

not advisable during the winter, tor they do not

materially check the disease. Much might be

done to eradicato rust if growers would pro-

pagate from healthy stock and maintain those

comditioajB that are detrimental to the fungus

spreading. It is an advantage to cut off and

burn any leaves that are attacked. Red spider

may be destroyed by spraying the plants « ith

nicotine soap insecticide, applying it with, force

under the foliage. To destroy aphis, fumigate

the house once a fortnight with a nicotine com-

pound.
For bedding pui-poses. It is preferable to pio-

cure strong plants, in 4i-inch pots, that are al-

ready set with flower-buds. They should be

hardened off before they are planted out at the

end of May, w hen they" will commence to flower
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at once and continue in bloom until frosts ap-

pear. They should be planted in well-cultivated

find enriched soil.

rhe discussion was opened by Mr. C. Engel-
inann, who could not agree with the lecturer in
placing a high value on August-struck cuttings,
which, in his experience, tlowered well before
Cliristmas, but after that date the plants become
hard and woody, and were difficidt to ke«p
during the remainder of the winter. To flower
satisfactorily throughout the winter months, Mr.
Engelmann was of the opinion that the plants
are best raised from cuttings inserted in Decem-
ber, and the plants must be kept soft and grow-
ing.

A member .spoke of his experience in growing
tlie plants on benches, remarking that he ob-
tained more flowers, but the quality was not quite
so good as thos© grown in pots.

In reply to Mr. E. F. Hawea as to the best
varieties for summer-bedding, Mr. Gardner
named White Perfection, Mrs. Burnett, Enchan-
tress and Wiiisor as being the most suitable.

A lady member inquiring as to the hardiness
of the Perpetual-flowering Carnation, was in-

formed that this type usually lived out-of-doors
throughout the winter months. The growths
were cut back by frosts, but the plants renewed
their activity in the spring, and flowered well
throughout the summer and autumn.

A member from the Isle of Wight spoke of a
small, brown moth, which injures the growing
point of the plants on the island, and inquired

if tills also happened in England.

.Mr. Engehnann replied that, fortunately, it

was unknown here, but that growers in the south
of France experience a difficulty with apparently
the same insect. At present the only known
method of combating the moth was to keep it

away from the plants. The methods adopted
were the fixing of netting across the ventilators

of the Carnation houses, and creating a strong
draught during the period of visitation.

SCOTTISH HORTICULTURAL.
December 5.—The montlily meeting of the

above society was held on this date, at 5, St.

Andrew Square, Edinburgh. JMr. Massie pre-

sided, and there was an attendance of 80 mem-
bers.

The meeting was devoted to a discussion on

the following questions ;—(1) Is galvanised wire

and wire netting injurious to fruit trees'' (2) In
judging Leeks " as grown for market," what are

the points chiefly to be considered ? (3) What
are the advantages of sterilising soil? (4) Has
the grass herbage any influence in intensifying

the colour of the fruit in orchard-grown Apples 'i

(5) What causes luminosity when a light is ap-

plied to the inflorescence of Dictamnus
fraxinella? (6) How is multiplicity in the

flower-spikes in the bulbs of some varieties of

Hyacinths brought afa'cut? (7) What is the
"English" Elm? And (8) What is a spray?
No one had observed any injury to fruit trees

from the use of galvanised wire or wire netting.

It was pointed out that market Leeks could not
be judged from the same standpoint as those
produced by the private grower. The primary
consideration should be weight, but freshness

should also be considered. The question of

blanching did not arise, as market growers could

not afford the necessary labour for this work.
The third question gave rise to considerable dis-

cussion, but no new point was forthcoming. No
definite conclusions were arrived at regarding
the influence of Grass on the colour of

orchard fruit. Some considered that dew
arising from the Grass might have some
effect on the fruit; it was pointed out that in a

moist climate like that of Ireland Apples coloured
well, and that the moisture might have some-
thing to do with colour. The earlier ripening of

fruit on Grass-land was attributed to the drier

condition of the soil at the roots of the trees.

It was agreed, however, that, from all points of
view, it was inadvisable to have a Grass covering
over the roots of fruit trees. A note was read
detailing some experiments by Sir Edward
Thorpe in connection with the luminosity pro-

duced by Dictamnus fraxinella, from which it ap-
peared that the glands with which the in-

florescence is covered are really exceedingly
brittle ducts, which are filled with an essential

oil, and that when, for example, a burning match
is brought into contact with them they take fire,

the essential oil is ejected, and the flame is en-

larged and made more luminous by its combus-
tion. No satisfactory explanation could be given
as to the production of more than one flower-

spike in tlie bulbs of such Hyaciuthfi as

Gertrude, Grand Maitre, and Maximus (which
had been fairly common last season), but the
opinion was expressed that the weather
of the previous season had had something
to do with it. It was pointed out that,
besides the true English Elm (Ulmiis cam-
pestris) there was another small-leaved species,

largely imported from Germany, which
was being distributed by British and American
nurserymen as the small-leaved Elm, and that
this had led to some confusion, the true English
Elm also being called the "small-leaved" Elm
in nurseries. Much diversity of opinion was ex-
pressed as to the correct definition of the term
" spray."

It was stated that the profit on the occasion
of the recent Chrysanthemum show was approxi-
mately £55, and it was decided to hold a three
days' exhibition in 1913 on November 12, 13
and 14.

Mr. David King was nominated President of

the association for 1913.

The annual business meeting will be held on
January 14.

LINNEAN.
December 5.—At the meeting held on this

date the first communications was by Mr. E. J.

Bedford, entitled " Notes on Two Orchids New to

East Sussex : Further Notes on Several Rarer
•Species of the Orchidacese," and communicated
by Mr. C. E. Salmon.

UNITED HORTICULTURAL BENEFIT
AND PROVIDENT.

December 9.—Tlie monthly committee meet-
ing of the above society was held at the R.H.S.
Hall on this date. Mr. Chas. H. Curtis occu-

pied the chair. Five new members were elected.

The sick pay for the month amounted to

£41 12s. 4d. The sum of £29 18s. 5d. was paid
to the nominee of the late Mr. Eli Alderman.

NATIONAL DAHLIA.
December 10.—The annual general meeting of

the above society was held at the Hotel Windsor
nn this date. The president, Mr. George Gor-
don, V.M.H., occupied the chair. The report of

the committee for 1912 was read by th-?

hon. secretary, Mr. E. F. Hawes, and adopted
cm the proposition of the chairman, seconded b;,

Mr. C. J. Wyatt, of Messrs. Keynes, Williams
& Co.

The President stated that the society haxl not
made the progress it should have done, and he
appealed to the members to advance its claims
and gain new members. He advocated the value
of the garden Dahlia from a decorative point of

view, and stated that he had recently received
an offer of a 75-guinea challenge cup, to be offered

for garden Dahlias under certain conditions.

A vote of thanks was passed to the retiring

oflicers and members of the committee.

The following officers were re-elected :—Presi-

dent, Mr. George Gordon ; chairman of com-
mittee, Mr. Joseph Cheal ; hon. treasurer, Mr.
•lohn Green ; auditor, Mr. J. Harrison Dick.

Mr. J. B. Riding was elected hon. secretary in

place of Mr. E. F. Hawes, who resigned owing
to pressure of other business. On the motion of

Mr. J. Stredwick, Mr. Hawes w^as granted an
honorarium of £8 and tlianked for his services.

Ml". G. L. Caselton was appointed show superin-
tendent.

At a meeting of the committee held imme-
diately after the animal general meeting, the

members of the executive committee were
selected, with the addition of Messrs. Hawes,
Shoesmith, and Brunton in the places of three
retiring members.

A publications committee, consisting of Messrs.

C. H. Curtis, J. Harrison, Dick, and the officers

was also elected.

NATIONAL HARDY PLANT.
December 12.—The annual meeting of the

above society was held in the room of the Horti-
cultural Club, at the Hotel Windsor on this date.
Mr. A. J. Macself occupied the chair.

The annual report for the year was adopted,
on the proposition of Sir John Llewellyn,
seconded by Mr. Barr. The balance-sheet, which
showed a balance in hand of more than £15, was
adopted, on the proposition of Mr. Barr, seconded
by Mr. Weston. The following officers were
elected ;—Chairman of Council, Mr. Frank
Bouskeli J

treasurer, Mr. R. Morton ; hon. secre-

tary, Mr. A. J. Macself. The Council was
elected.

Sir John Llewellyn asked the society to co-

operate in a Primtila conference to be held in

April, 1913. He pointed out the good work which
had resulted from the first conference, and that,

with the many important additions in the Hima-
layan and China sections, the work required

bringing up to date. The Chairman welcomed
the idea, and assured Sir John of the hearty
co-operation of the society, and that he was
authorised to state that Dr. MacWatt and other

Primula experts would be pleased to assist. A
long discussion ensued as to publishing a quar-

terly journal. Ultimately it was decided to

issue the Year Book for the present year and to

defer the question of the quarterly journal for

the present. It was decided to hold a show in

1913, if possible, between June 2 and 9.

BOTANICAL SOCIETY OF EDINBURGH.
December 13.—The second meeting of the

session was held on the afternoon of the above
date. Among the items of business were the
following :

—

" A Survey of the Vegetation of the Parish of

Shotts, Lanarkshire," by George Brown, M.A.
The paper described the various plant associa-

tions and their relation to the topographical,

geological, and climatic characteristics of the dis-

trict.

A paper on the seedling of Thysanotus was
read on behalf of Professor Bayley Balfour.
It dealt with a peculiar outgrowth on the sur-

face of the cotyledon, which has been interpreted
by Goebel as a boring organ. Its function, how-
ever, seems rather to be that of a hydathode.

Professor J. B. Bews, M.A., Pietermaritzburg,
gave a brief account of the botanical survey work
being done in Natal, and indicated the various
formations characteristic of that area.

Among the exhibits on the table were the fol-

lowing plants from the Pojyal Botanic Garden,
many of which are new to cultivation in this

country ;

—

Haplopappus scaposus, Remy.—A Chilian
iindershrub of the general features of Primula
suffrutescens- .'V good evergreen for the rockery.

Helichrysum Selago, Benth. et Hook. f.—

A

New Zealand shrubby species showing markedly
imbricate as well as spreading leaves.

Hydrocotyle hirsuta, Sw.—A small-leaved form
from San Domingo with spikes of whorled s.essile

flowers.

Salvia controversa, Tenore.—A curious species
from the Mediterranean region with bullate

piunatiseet leaves and small blue flowers. Not
very showy.
Trifolium tomentosum, Linn.—A small-leaved

form from the Mediterranean region with pretty
trusses of red flowers.

A number of species of Celmisia, including :

—

Small tufted forms with short linear leaves—C.
Iiricifolia, Hook. f. ; C. sessiliflora. Hook. f.

Longer linear leaved forms—C. Armstrongii,
Petrie ; C. Petriei. Cheesem. ; C. pseudo-Lyallii,
Cockayne; C. longifolia, Cass. ; C. viecosa. Hook,
f. Broad-leaved forms—C. holosericea. Hook,
f. ; C. Dallii, Buch. ; C. hieraciifolia, Hook. f. :

C. densiflora, Hook. f. ; C. discolor. Hook. f. ; C.
incana. Hook. f. ; C. Lindsayi, Hook. f. ; C.
Traversii, Hook. f. ; 0. petiolata, Hook. f. ; C.
spectabilis. Hook. f. ; C. Brownii, F. R. Chapm. ;

C. verbascifolia, Hook. f. ; C. coriacea. Hook. f.

Young plants of the bastard Beeches of New
Zealand—.Nothofagus Menziesii, Oerst., N.
fusca, Oerst. ; and twigs of N. cliffortioides,

Oei.st. Also voung plants of N. obliqua, Blunie.

from Chili.

Among the other exhibits were :—Disease on
Begonia hybrids caused by an insect of the genus
Tarsonemus, shown by Mr. James Whytock

;

Ophiobolus graminis, a disease on Wheat, by
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Dr. Jhilculm Wilson ; phyllody of flower parts of

Tragopogoii pratensc, by H. F. Tai;g ; and
two new Himalayan Primulas from the Cbunibi
Valley—Primula obliqua and Primula chumbien-
sis—by W. W. Smith. M.A.

NATIONAL CHRYSANTHEMUM.
Decembeb 16.—On Monday last the Executive

Committee of this society met at; Carr's Re-
staurant, Strand, when Mr. T. Bevan took tlie

chair.

It was moved that the Floral Committee's re-

port be adopted, the contents of wliich were,

briefly, as follow :—That, by way of experiment

for one year, certificates for market varieties be

awarded. That the prefixing of surnames in the

possessive case to new Chrysanthemums be not

recognised. That a charge of Is. be made for each

novelty entered for adjudication by the com-

mittee. The annual dinner of the Floral Com-
mittee to b« held on February 17 ne.xt about

7 p.m.

There having been nine entries in Class 4 at

the Essex Hall show on the 20th ult., it was
resolved that a second prize, a silver medal, be

awarded.
The Secretary announced that the contract

with the Crystal Palace authorities liad been

signed for the 1913 shows, wMch will be held

there as follow ;—October 1, 2, and November
5, 6, 7. A show will also be held in the Essex

Hall on December 10 in conjunction with a con-

ference, the subject of which is to be determined.

NATIONAL EOSE.

December 17.—The annual general meeting of

the National Rose Society was held on this dat«

in the Holborn Restaurant. The president. Rev.

J. Pemberton, presided, and there were about
150 members present. The annual report was
read by the hon. secretary. The following are

extracts from the report :

—

"The number of members is now more than
double what it was five years ago. For the first

time in its history four shows have been held
dming the year, and, for the first time, one of

those in Ireland.
' The southern show was held at Southampton

on June 26, in celebration of the jubilee of the
Southampton Royal Horticultural Society. The
season being an exceptionally early one greatly

favoured that exhibition, which, taking into con-

sideration its extent and the general high quality

of the blooms, must be regarded as having been
the finest Rose show ever held in the southern
counties. The Metropolitan exhibition again
took place, by the kind permission of the Presi-

dent and Council of the Royal Botanic Society,

in their beautiful gardens in Regent's Park, the
date of the show being July 9. This proved also

a fine show, but was not quite so extensive as

in some recent years. Her Majesty Queen Alex-
andra, the Society's royal patroness, after an
absence of two years, once more honoured the
Society and marked her continued interest in its

doings by paying a visit to the exhibition. The
attendance of members and visitors was larger

than at any previous show held by the Society.

The provincial exhibition took place on July 19,

in the Botanic Park, Belfast, this being the first

time that the Society has held a show in Ireland.

This new venture proved a great success. One
of the great surprises of the year was the large
display of beautiful Roses which were to be
seen at the Society's autumn show, after one of

the coldest and wettest Augusts ever known.

"The Society's Rose Conference was held at
the Hnlliorn Restaurant on May 20. when the
President delivered an admirable address on the
' Modern Development of the Rose.' Many
foreign rosarians present joined in the discus-
sion which followed.

" The dinner which followed was attended by
a stiU larger number of foreign rosarians and
their friend.^.

" Two new publications have been issued to
the members during the year—in April, the
lio^c Annual for 1012. and in November a new
edition of the Hints on Planting Roses.

" The number of societies in affiliation with the
National Rose Society is now 56, one of which is

in Australia and three others in New Zealand.

" The Council record, with regret, the death
on her 87th birthday, of Mrs. D'Ombrain, a
vice-patroness of the Society, and the wife of

the late Rev. H. H. D'Ombrain.
" The Society has also lost during the year

Mr. R. L. Garnett, a keen and successful ama-
teur exhibitor at the Society's northern exhibi-

tions.

" The receipts from all sources during the past
year, including a balance from the previous year
of £488 15s. lOd., amounted to £4,076 18s. 9d.,

and the expenditiu'e to £3.654 6s. 7d., leaving
a balance at the bankers of £442 12s. 2d. after

£250 had been placed to the reserve fund. The
reserve fund now stands at £1,500.

" During the past 12 months 810 new members
have joined the Society. Allowing for the losses

by death and resignation, the total number of

members is now 5,504. Taking the year as a
whole, two new members a day have, on an
average, been added to the list of membership.

" The first spring show the Society has ever
held will take place in the Royal Horticultuial
Hall, Vincent Square, on Thursday, May 1.

" The Metropolitan exhibition will be held in
the Royal Botanic Gardens, Regent's Park, on
Friday, July 4.

" The Provincial show wiUl tjike place at
Gloucester, on Tuesday, July 15, in conjunction
with the Gloucestershire Rose and Sweet Pea
Society.

"The autumn exhibition wUl be held in the
Royal Horticultural HaU on Thursday and Fri-

day, September 11 and 12."

The Hon. Treasurer, Mr. G. W. Cook, read
the financial statement, which was eminently
satisfactory. In proposing the adoption and pub-
lication of the report and financial statement, the
President stated that he was confident that the
spring show in 1913 would be as great a suc-
cess as was the first autumn show. He was
pleased that the next autumn exhibition would
continue for two days ; it would be possible
to keep the exhibition open much later than
6 p.m. on the first day, and thus opportunities
would be afforded for lai'ge numbers of

Rose lovers to visit the show. The Cliair-

man also referred to the membership, which was
more than double that of five years ago. He said
that the International Show of May last had done
much to stimulate interest in flowers, and it had
brought them in closer touch with many foreign
rosarians. He referred to the value of the
Society's publications.

The President's motion was seconded by Mr.
H. R. Darlington, who appealed to the Societ\
to collect the late Rev. H. H. D'Ombrain's writ-
ings for publication. He also suggested that a
Rose stud-book be instituted, as such a work
would be of great interest and value.

The report and statement were adopted.

Mr. Chas. E. Shea proposed a number of minor
alterations in the rules, and these were adopted.

Two propositions made by Mr. Walter Stevens,
regarding the necessity of appointing officers to
see that the rules and regulations of the shows
were carried out, were negatived after some
discussion.

Votes of thanks were passed to the officers of
the Society, and Mr Edward Mawley, hon. sec-
retary, responded.

At this stage the Chairman announced the re-

sult of the election of officers for 1913. Mr.
Chas. E. Shea was appointed president. The
other officers were all re-appointed, also the vice-
presidents. The council was elected.

Mr. Frank Cant proposed that the Dean Hole
Memorial Medal be presented to Mr. George
Dickson. The proposition was supported by
several speakers, and all present voted in its
favour.

The retiring President then introduced his suc-
cessor, Mr. Chas. E. Shea, who expressed his
thanks for the honour accorded to him.
The meeting closed punctually at 4.30 p.m.

The bulk of tho.se present and several new arrivals
assembled in the Crown Room for tea, after which
an interesting discourse was given by the Presi-
dent, followed by a brief lecture, illustrated with
coloured lantern elides, on " Roses and some
Bournemouth Gardens," given by Dr. G. G.
Hamilton.

The tables were decorated with flowers by Mr.
R. V. Felton.

DEBATING SOCIETIES.
STIRLING AND DISTRICT HORTICU1.TURAL.

—At the meeting of this association, held on the 3rd inst.,

Mr. VVm. Watt, Bridge of Allan, presided. Mr. M. Chap-
man, late of Torbrex Nursery, gave a lecture on '* The Early
History of the Apple, Pear, and Pluni." Mr. Chapman
quoted numerous extracts from old records connected with
Stirling and district, .\pple Stirling Castle was raised in

a garden close to the castle, and distributed by Messrs.
Drummond & Sons, Stirling.

READING GARDENERS'.-At the meeting held on
the 2Dd inst., Mr. H. Costin, of the University College Fruit
btation at Shinfield, delivered an address on " Small
Fruits." The lecturer first dealt with the preparation of
soil for small fruits generally, advising double digging as a
minimum preparation, unless the site has previously been
well prepared for the growing of some other crop. In the
case of heavy soils, road grit or similar material should be
worked into the under layer in order to promote aeration
and the tree passage of water. Heavy soils should be pre-
pared early in the autumn or in spring while in a moderately
dry condition. Strawberries, Kaspberries, Loganberries,
Currants and Gooseberries were all dealt with by Mr.

CHESTER PAXTON The annual general meeting
was held in the Grosvenor Museum on the 7th inst., under
the chairmanship of Mr. N. F. Barnes. The annual report,
submitted by the hon. secretary, Mr. G. H. Miln, showed
that the society is in a flourishing condition, and that the
members and subscribers ate more numerous than in any
previous year. The lectures have been well attended. The
exhibition was one of the best ever held, but the attendance
was below the average, with the result that there was a
considerable financial loss. Mr. T. Gibbons Frost, J. P., was
re-elected president ; Professor Robt. Newstead, F.R.S.,
was re-appointed consulting naturalist; and Mr. G. P. Miln
re-elected hon. treasurer and secretary.

BRISTOI. & DISTRICT GARDENERS'.—At the
meeting of this associalion, held on the f2ih inst., Mr. Fry,
a member of the Cardiff Society, gave a paper on " Per-
petual Carnations." The lecturer recommended rooting the
cuttings early in the new year, in a temperature of 60",
placing several together in pots filled with sand and peat.

KILMARNOCK AND DISTRICT GARDENERS'.
.\t the meeting held on the 11th inst., Mr. W. Cuthbertson,
of Messrs. Dobbie & Co., tdinburgh, delivered a lecture,
illustrated with limelight views, on " 1 he Modern Sweet
Pea; Its Development and Cultivation." The lecturer
traced the development of the Sweet Pea from the
advent of Countess Spencer, which he described as a pure
mutation. A slight dressing of lime in the autumn, said
Mr. Cuthbertson, encourages the formation of root nodule^.
The young plants should be tiinched when they have made" -''

the side shoots will be stronger than
lin bri ch.

BATH GARDENERS'.—The 9lh annual meeting of
lliis society was held on the 9ih inst. Mr.T. Parrott occupied
the chair. The chairman stated that unless they received a
guarantee of support from those present they could not hold
the usual Chrysanthemum show in 1913. It was decided to
defer the consideiation of ihis matter until the first meeting
in January. Mr. Sparey, in presenting the annual report,
said the society had had another successful year. The
meetings bad been exceptionally well attended. Mr. H.
Cowley had won the silver medal with a total of 91 points.
There was a small balance in favour of the society on the
year's working. Mr. C. T. Foxcroft was elected president,
Mr. T. Parrott, chairman, Mr. G. Garraway, vice.chairinan
Mr. ]. D. Halleburton, hon. sec, and .Mr. H. Spatey, hon.

CARDIFF GARDENERS'.— At the meeting of the
above association held on December 10, Mr. C, Oldham,
of Roath Road Public Gardens, gave a paper on "Soil
Fertility." He advised the free use of lime in all soils,
especially those of a heavy nature. Heavy, retentive soils,
said Mr. Oldham, should be turned up as rough as possible
111 the early autumn, and fairly-fresh manure incorporated
wiih it; light, sandy soils, however, should not be dug
before Janudry, using well-decomposed manure.

WARGRAVE GARDENERS'.-The last meeting of
this session took place on December 11, and wa^ well
attended. A certificate of cultural merit was awarded Mr.
W. Bazeley, Twyford Nurseries, for a good plant of " Odon-
toglossum Maudias." The Wargrave Plant Farm showed
flowers of Iris stylosa and I. speciosa cut from the open.
The subject for the evening's discussion, "Greenhouse
Flowering Plants from Seed," was introduced by Mr. J.
Stephens, gardener at Culham Court. He treated in a very
practical way Begonias, Calceolarias, Cinerarias, Cycla-

s. Primulas, Schizanthus and Stocks, giving full cul-
aldit ons from seeds

CROYDON & DISTRICT HORTICULTURAL,-
A meeting of this society was held on the 3rd inst. At
the lecture delivered to the members in October last by
.Mr. H. H. B. Shepherd, F.I.C., F.C.S., on the uses of
artificial fertilisers, Mr. Shepherd promised to answer
any questions the members wished information upon if
they would write him giving details, and he would furnish
replies in similar form. The meeting on this occasion
was set apart for the replies and further discussion upon
them by the members. After each written answer from
Mr. Shepherd had been read the members gave the results
ot^ their experiences, and by this means much useful

gathered.informatic

CATALOGUES RECEIVED.
W. Seabrook & Sons, Chelmsford-Fruit Trees, Roses

Ornamental Shrubs and Trees.
Pennick & Co., Delgany, Dublin, Ireland-Shrubs, Forest

and Fruit Trees. Alpine and Herbaceous Plants.
FisHEH, Son & SiBR*y, Ltd., Handsworlh, Sheffield—Hardy

Trees and Shrubs.
Miss H. Hemus, Holdfast, Upton on-Severn—Sweet Peas.
C. F. A. Van der Sluys, Ramee, Guernsey—Carnations.
Allwood Bros., Wivelsfield Nurseries, Haywards Heath,

Sussex—Carnations.
Amos Perry, Enfield, Middlesex—Lilies.
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LAW NOTE.

FAILURE OF A NURSERYMAN.
The Official Receiver for the Kingston Dis-

trict has issued his report and observations under
the failure re Sydney James Dcnson, Nursery-
man, Field Commiin Nursery, Walton-on-Thames,
from which it appi'ars that the debtor has filed

a statement of affairs showing gross liabilities

amounting to £10,231 17s. 8d., of which
£4.427 10s. 8d. is due to unsecured creditors; to

fully .secured creditors £5,800. The assets are

estimated to pi'oduce £215 13s.

Tho debtor alleges his failure to have been
caused thr()U<;h losses on Dutch bulbs and general

depression in trade.

He commenced business in partnership with
his brother at Maida Vale in 1888, and about
three years later he and his brother took a lease

of the Field Common, Walton-on-Thames, at a
rent of about £00 a year ; they erected a few
greenhouses, and carried on business there until

May, 1896, when the partnership was dissolved,

and the debtor took over as his share of the
partnership the Field Common Nursery business,

with its assets and liabilities, and he paid his

brother the sum of £200 to equalise matters on
dissolution ; this sum he borrowed from his
father-in-law, to whom he is also indebted for

further loans, as stated below. About 1898 he
purchased the freehold of Field Common Nur-
sery, about 44 acres in extent, for the sum of

£3,600 ; he borrowed £3,000 on mortgage and
further sums from his father-in-law, partly for
the puj-chase price and partly to enable him to
build 29 greenhouses, and he is now indebted to
his father-in-law on a second mortgage of about
£2,000. The household furniture is claimed by
the debtor's wife as having been sold to her
some three years ago for payment of £100 to the
debtor. About a year ago she gave her father a
bill of sale on this furniture for £75, which she
lent to the debtor. Of the unsecured indebted-
ness £1,570 is in respect of money lent and law
costs.

GARDENING APPOINTMENTS.

trmpondenti arM requested to writ* tht mmatat otpTfat
mad pimcts a» l0£lbly mt postlble, A'o chntge is

made Jot these announcemetits, but »/ a small contribulton
is sent, to ie placed in our collecting Box jar the Gardeneri'
Orphan Fund, it will be thankfully received, and an
acknouiled^ment made in these columns.']

r. Arthur Freshwater, formerly Gardener to Mr. G. R.
Lane Fox, M.P.. Bramhani Park, Yorkshire, as Gar-
dener to Lady Esme Gordon, Paston Park, St. Neots,
Huntingdonshire.

:. M. DoRsETT, for the past 3 years Gardener to Champion
B. Russell, Esq., Slubbers, Romford, Esses, as Gar-
dener to The Duchess of Wellington, Ewhurst Park,
Basingstoke, Hampshire.

:. R. Richards, for the past 9 years Gardener at The
Hermitage, Holmes Ch.ipel, Cheshire, as Gardener to
S. C. WoRSEV, Esq., Brine Balhs Hotel, Shrewbridge
Hall, Nanlwich, Cheshire.

:. S. Wise, for the past 2 years Foreman at Burntwood
Hall, Barnsley, as Gardener lo Colonel Lodge, Bishop-
dale, Aysgarth, Yorkshire. (Thanks for Is. for R.G.O.F.)

J. Baguley, for the last 8 years Gardener to
' "" Esq., Lea Castle, Wolverley,

to A. E. Batcheloe, Esq,,Garde
G. M. B
Worcester,

. C. Ware, for over 4 years Gardener to C. T. Parker
Esq., Quorn Lodge. Loughborough, as Gardener tc

V. Fleming, Esq., MP.. Braziers Park, Ipsden. Oxford
shii

H. C

near Derby.

:. George Col
The Manor H(

(Thanks for 2s. for R.G.O.F.)
Bacon, for a number of years Gardener to

N, Esq., Mickleover House, near Derby,
the gentleman, Quarndo Hall,

for the past 20 years Gardener at
ttle Bookham, Surrey, as Gardener

to the Rev. F. B. Teesdale, Whitminster House,
Stonehouse, Gloucestershire. (Thanks for Is. which
has been placed in the R.G.O.F. box.)

:. John Heath, for the past 12 months Gardener to Col.
Waterhouse, Penn Hall, Wolverhampton, as Gardener
to Mrs. Lees-Milne, Ribbesford House. Bewdley,
Worcestershire. (Thanks for Is. for R.G.O.F.)

. W. Haughton, late Gardener to Sir George Young,
Formosa Place. Cookham, Berks., as Gardener to Judge
Harrison, Doghurst, Yiewsley, Middlesex.

SCHEDULES RECEIVED.

Madras Agri-Hortlcultural Society. — The seventy-
fourth annual eshibilion of this socielv will be held on
Friday and Saturday, February 21 and 22. Secretary,
Mr. P. F. Fyson, Agri-Horlicultural Society's Gardens.
Teynampett, Madras.

County Clare Horticultural Society.—The spring show
ily will be held on April 16, 1913. Secretary,

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Carbide Refuse as Manure : Reader. For par-

ticulars of slaked carbide residue see Gaf-
deners' C/iinnide, October 5, p. 270.

Carnations Unhealthy : J. C. H. The injury
is due to either aphides or thrips. The plants

should be syringed or, better still, dipped in

tobacco water.

Celery : J. O. The rotting is caused by
Sclerotinia sclerotiorum, a soil fungus. Treat
the soil with gas lime, and allow it to remain
for six weeks before planting another crop.

Burn all diseased plants.

Chrysanthemums : T. W. Chrysanthemum cut-

tings may, at this season of the year, be rooted
in any kind of glass structure, but to insure
the best and quickest residt they should be in-

serted in either pots or boxes in a very light

compost and rooted in a closed frame. If this

frame is stood in either a cold house or one
where the night temperature is not allowed to
rise above 50°, and the cuttings sprayed
slightly overhead on all fine mornings, they
should be rooted fit for removal in four or five

weeks. The Japanc^re varieties should be in

serted at once, but the single and decorative
sorte may be left until February.

Endive : Geo. Porter. The variety of Endive is

E.xtra Broad-leaved Batavian.
Forcing: W. L. L., France. A solution which

will answ'er your purpose ie made as follows

:

Take a large bottle, clean it thoroughly, add
to it the following :—Potassium nitrate,

1 ounce ; magneisium sulphate, ^ ounce ; calcium
sulphate, ^ ounce ; calcium phosphate, g ounce,
and as much ii-on sulphate or iron chloride as
will go on the point of a small knife blade

—

half fill the bottle with, say, a quart
(a little more than a litre) of clean

rain or spring water, stopper it and
shake till most of the ingredients have dis-

solved. When using the solution, first shake
the bottle thoroughly and add one-fifth of its

contents to a gallon (about five litres) of rain or
spring water. Keep the stock bottle in a dark
place. (One ounce avoirdupois equals 28
grammes.)

Fungus in a Mushroom House : C. The
fungus is Gliocladium agaricinum. It is

usually introduced with the manure, and is

difficult to eradicate. Try watering w-ith

nitrate of soda, using 4 ounces in 1 gallon of

water. It is advisable to remove all the
material of the bed, give the house a good
cleansing, and start afresh. The disease
spreads rapidly.

Gooseberry Shoots for Examin.ation : A. M.
The shoots are infested with American Goose-
berry-mildew, which formed the subject of the
coloured Supplementary lUuetration in the
issue for the 7th inst. You will find particulars
of preventive and remedial measures on p. 421.

Grafting Roses : Ho.iewood. In selecting suit-

able scions for grafting Roses much will depend
upon the kind of growth. Very short-jointed
wood may be cut off, so as to leave a few eyes
upon the side breaks attaching the main part
of the w^ood to the stock. No special length of
growth is necessary, but there should be from
two to four eyee. The best and most gener-
ally employed stocks are those of the seedling
Briar that have been established in pots for
one season. You may, however, graft them
first and pot the plants immediately after-
wards. The grafting of Roses is described in

the issue for October 26, p. 311. Rose cuttings
may be inserted in spring, summer, and
autumn. Young, semi-ripened shoots may be
rooted in the spring if kept close for a time in
an ordinary greenhouse. The majority of
varieties are rooted best during September in
a sheltered border of sandy soil, in the open.
i?osf.s, by H. R. Darlington (Present-Day Gar-
dening Series), will be suitable for your pur-
pose. It may be obtained from our publishing
department, price 2s. lOd. free by post.

Kentia Palm Leaf Diseased : Puzzled. The
disease is due to the fungus Ascochyta Kentise,
a well-known parasite on Kentia. Sponge the
leaves twice a week with a solution of perman-
ganate of potash. Use sufficient permanganate
to cause the water to become a rose-red colour.

Mealy Bug on Vinfjs : S. G. B. The following
method of destroying mealy bug on vines may

be recommended .—When the vines have shed
their foliage the lateral growths should be
pruned back in the ordinary way. Remove all

the loose bark from the individual rods and
spurs and burn both the prunings and bark.
Next wash the vines with soapy water made
by dissolving g lb. of soaf soap in one
gallon of hot water. The mixture should be
kept well stirred, and applieti with a stiff brush
to every portion of the vine. After this has
been done, smear the vines thoroughly with a
mixture of coal tar and clay, consisting of one
part of the former to nine parts of the latter.

The clay should be dried and powdered, so

that it may be passed through a ^ inch sieve.

By means of a 3-inch flower-pot measure the
pulverised clay into a large flower-pot, the hole

in which is blocked with a lump of stiffish

clay. Then put the measure of tar into the
vessel. Mix the ingredients well, and then add
sufficient boiling water to give it the con-

sistency of ordinary paint. Apply it to

the affected vines, as indicated above, using
a stiffish paint brush, and keeping the mixture
well stirred meanwhile. The glass and wood-
work of the vinery should be well washed
previous to this with soft soapy water, and
the plaster and brickwork close down to the
vine border with hot liquid lime. This done,
replace the loose surface soil with new com-
post, following with a surface dressing of

horse-droppings and a good watering at the

roots. 'The vines may be allowed to break
into growth of their own accord in February or
early in March.

Names of Fruits: J. M. 1, Waltham Abbey
Seedling ; 2, Beauty of Kent ; 3, Reinette de
Caux (syn. Dutch Mignonne).— 7?. II'. W. 1,.

Radford Beauty ; 2, Ribston Pearmain ; 3, Em-
peror Alexander: 4, Roundway Magnum
Bonum.

—

T. H. 1, Passe Colmar ; 2, Marie
Benoist ; 3, Josephine de Malines ; 4, Glou
Morceau ; 5, Seaton House; 6, Ashmead's
Kernel Improved ; 7, Soldat Laboureur.

—

H

.

Sogers. Annie Elizabeth.—F. C. H. Bald-
win.

Names of Pl.a.nts : G. S. 1, specimen with
cones. Sequoia gigantea ; 2, Abies numidica.

—

P. C., Ludlow. 1, Cypripedium barbat.um

;

2, Oncidium, probably fiexuosum ; 3, Coelo-
gyne cristata ; 4, Dendrobium thyrsiflorum ; 5,

Zingiber officinalis (Ginger) ; 6, 'Tillandsia sp. :

the species cannot be determined in the absence
of flowers. All these plants will grow satisfac-

torily in a warm greenhouse or conservatory.

—

W. H. Byfield. 'These are forms of Oncidium
varicosum, a species that varies considerably
in the size and colour of its flowers. Your
flowers are of the best type. Oncidium vari-

cosum is a cool-house plant.

—

F. D. We are
unable to identify the Dahlia ; it is probably
a new speciee, but this fact is not at present
determined.

Scale Insects : E. T. Nicotine fumes seldom
kill scale insects. The scales should be re-

moved by scrubbing. Then spray with paraf-

fin emulsion, as this specific penetrates beneath
the scales and kills the insects.

Stocks : The V.'arren. The Quince can be
worked on both the common Quince and the
Hawthorn, the latter being the hardier stock
of the two, though the scion does not grow
quite so fast as on the Quince stock. We re-

commend budding standard trees, in preference
to grafting, as the majority of budded plants
make longer, straighter, and cleaner stems than
those grafted. The stocks should be planted
the season before they are worked ; stocks
planted now may be budded next July or

August if the bark " runs" well. Pyrus flori-

bunda is usually worked on stocks of the com-
mon Crab-apple, on which it grows well and
flowers freely. It can be budded low down to
form its own stem, or the stocks may be
allowed to grow standard high and then
worked. Propagation is equally successful by
either method.

Zonal Pelargoniums Unhe.ilthy : Learner.
There is no fungus or insect present. The
injury is caused by wrong cultural treatment.

Communications Received L. A.C., Paris—E. R. J—
R. I)._E. P. W H. S. T F. D., Herault J. M , Duns
— M. H_S.A W.W C.H E.W R. A. M._W. A. M.
—H.F. M-_A.]._C. P.R._.].A.F._J.B W.C W.F
B. C N. E. B T. E. W Morgan—Nursery Emplojee,

,, Yorks—W. P. F.
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ROSES AND MAGNESIA.

IT
is possible that it may be worth

while for Rosarians to devote atten-

tion to the influence of magnesia on

Rose culture. This substance has long

been known to occur in plants, but it has

generally been considered either of no

value to the plant or positively harm-

ful. For instance, experiments had in-

dicated that magnesium carbonate was
inimical to the germination of seeds

(Watts), and Kearney and Cameron had
shown in America that salts of magnesia
possess, even in solutions of great dilution,

a toxic .action upon plajit roots, which
effect, however, was diminished in the

presence of salts of calcium ; Loew's ex-

periments indicate that excess of mag-
nesium over calcium results in a sterilising

effect on the soil, and Hall, in commenting
on this, draws attention to the fact that

soils resting on serpentine, a mineral
containing magnesia, are notoriously poor,

and also points out that certain very
impoverished clays on the Wealden forma-
tion contain a high proportion of

magnesia.
Nevertheless, so long ago as 1889, Mr. E.

Tonks's well-known paper in the Eosar-
iaiis' Year Book, relying on a table from
Wolff's " Aschen Analysen " (Berlin, 1871-

1S80). recommended a manure for Roses
containing sulphate of magnesia in the pro-

portion of two parts to 33, with, however,
an excess of lime salt. There the matter
seems to have rested for 20 years. In 1909,

M. Georges Tiiiffaut, in a paper which
appeared in a contemporary, noted the
large proportion of magnesia found in the
analysis of Rose plants, and stated that
while soils in which magnesia is deficient

produced but a weak growth of Roses, the
addition of magnesium salts as a manure
brought about a marked increase of vigour

and growth. About the same time a writer
in the Journal of the French National
Horticultural Society recommended the
application of nitrate or sulphate of
magnesia to weakly Roses which refused
to respond to treatment with ordinary
manure, stating that dressings of these
salts in soils deficient in magnesia had
been attended with satisfactory results.

The following year (1910), at the Inter-
national Rose Conference held in Paris,
the particular value of magnesia in the
nourishment of Roses was one of the sub-
jects for discussion ; the importance of its

influence was insisted on, and magnesium
was declared to be indispensable for Roses.
It was stated that it should be given always
in the form of the sulphate, in doses of 200
grams to the metre (about 5 ounces to the
square yard) : kainit, an impure mixture
of chloride and sulphate of potash, which
contains about 12 per cent, magnesium,
being recommended. One speaker, how-
ever, declared magnesium chloride to be
poisonous to Roses. This directed the at-

tention of foreign rosarians to the subject,
and there seems to have been an idea that
a particular effect of magnesia on the Rose
was to cause the development of the re-

ceptacle, or seed envelope.
M. Leon Civet, in 1911, made some obser-

vations as to the effect of magnesium and
manganese on 428 dwarf Roses in 23 varie-
ties, mostly Hybrid Teas, planted in the
rosary at Chateau de Saint-Maximin
(Oise), and reported that, notwithstanding
the very hot summer, -110 of these Roses
had grown well, 10 rather feebly, and
eight not at all, while the flower produc-
tion was uninterrupted throughout the
season. Having regard to the facts that
the plants were all young, and that the
temperature was excessive, he considered
the result from the point of view of the
growth of the Roses very satisfactory. For
our present purpose the additional com-
plication introduced by the manganese is

perhaps to be regretted.

In the same year we have a record given
in the Journal des Roses of some most in-

teresting experiments by M. Cochet-
Cochet. They are three in number, and
most carefully recorded. The first of
these was made with a batch of plants of
Ulrich Brunner in pots. The plants were
divided into three lots. Lot 1 was watered
with pure water, lot 2 with a solution of
ammonium nitrate 0.217 grams to the
litre (or, roughly, \ ounce to the gallon of
water), and lot 3 was watered with a solu-
tion of nitrate of magnesia, 1 gram to the
litre (or, in round figures, an ounce to the
gallon of water). The waterings were con-
tinued throughout the growth of the plants,
varying in amount according to the dryness
and temperature, but so proportioned
that each pot received the same amount
of liquid. In the autumn he obtained the
following results : lot 1 was much the
worst, lots 2 and 3 were of about the same
vigour, but lot 3, which had received the
magnesiiun, held the lead well, and on
taking them from their pots, the root sys-

tem was found better developed than in
the case of the other two lots. ®
The second experiment was made with

1,800 plants of De la Grifferaie stocks in-
tended for budding, planted in ground
manured in the ordinary way, and

divided into two plots. One of these
plots, in addition to the manure, had re-

ceived a dressing of finely-powdered car-

bonate of magnesia obtained from the
dolomite formation, and therefore con-
taining lime in considerable quantity.
This was applied at the rate of 20 kilo-

grams per acre (about 11 lbs. to the pole,
or 8 cwts. to the acre).

Planting was done in April, and down
to July no particular difference between
the two plots was noticed. At the begin-
ning of August, however, the plants on
the plot treated with magnesia suffered
arrest of growth for a time, and when
they were budded on August 25, they
were decidedly less tall than the plants
on the control plot, the difference being,

on the average, some 8 inch (20 cm.). The
plants continued their relative rates of

gi'owth for a time after budding was fin-

ished, when suddenly about 60 per cent, of

plants treated with magnesia commenced
to make new growth from the stems where
they were bent over, and this new growth
continued late in the season, so that to-

wards the middle of January they ap-
peared from a distance still covered with
leaves, though the Roses on the control
plot had lost all their foliage. In the fol-

lowing year (1911) the Roses developed
normally from the buds, but the extreme
dryness of the year prevented accurate ac-

count being taken of the result of the ex-
periment. At the same time, the Roses in

the plot treated with magnesia were de-
cidedly superior to those on the control
plot, being both taller and more sturdy.

The third experiment was undertaken
to ascertain whether the improvement in

the magnesia-treated plot in the second
experiment was due to the admixture of

lime in the dolomitic magnesium car-
bonate. Two plots each of 1 are (109
square yards) were treated, the one with
12 kilos, of dolomitic magnesium carbonate
and the other with such a quantity of

carbonate of lime that the amount of car-

bonate in each plot should correspond.
These were planted with De la Grifferaie
stocks, and gave similar results to those
of the second experiment, the plants in the
magnesium plot again making late growth
and retaining their leaves to the middle
of January. M. Cochet-Cochet concludes :

(1) that magnesia exercises a definite influ-

ence on the growth of Roses, and (2) that
employed in the form of carbonate to the
Grifferaie stock, it augments development
and prolongs growth into the autumn,
enabling the plant to retain its leaves in an
abnormal manner.
Reverting for a moment to the analysis

of the ashes of Roses, Wolff found mag-
nesia distributed in the plant in the fol-
lowing proportions : Roots 7.15, wood 7.62,
leaves 9.23, and flowers 5.94. That is to
say, the leaves contain a far greater pro-
portion of this substance than any other
part of the plant. If, then, analysis is any
guide, we should expect the effect of
treatment with magnesium salts to pro-
duce its greatest effect in the foliage, and
this appears consonant with M. Cochet-
Cochet's results. It is, moreover, to some
extent confirmed by recent experiments
which have shown magnesia to be a
constituent of chlorophyll.

It was formerly thought that any bene-
ficial effect of magnesia was probably due
to its action in liberating potash, but from
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the presence of the salts in the quantity in

which it is found in the Rose, and from
the above experiments, this view must be
abandoned, and it must now be admitted
that it produces a definite and independent
effect, which may be better understood
after further experiments. White Rose.

NEW OR NOTEWORTHY
PLANTS.

GERBERA HEDER.EFOLIA* (Dimmer).

An acaulesc^nt herbaceous plant. Leaves
radical, tufted (five to a tuft), petiolate, ascend-

ing; petiole very stout, sheathing at the base,

13 inch to 3^ inclies long, thickly white lanate

all over ; blade triangular, obtuse at the apex,

deeply cordate and rounded at the base, li inch

to 2^ inches long, 1 1-12 inch to 2^ inches broad,

thickly coriaceous, light green and glabrous at

maturity above, thickly white-lanate below, the

midrib and obsolete lateral nerves sunken on the

upper surface. Scape so'litary and slender, bear-

ing one flower-head, nude, 9 inches long, white-

lanate. flower-head when expanded 2^ inches

to 3 inches in diameter, the involricral bracts,

one to two-seriate, lanceolate, acute, about
S-12th inch long, sparingly white-woolly ex-
ternally, brown tipped. Ray florets yellowish,

four nerved, 1 inch to 1^ inch long, ^ inch to

i inch broad. Achenes glabrous, surmounted
by white pappus.

In the form of the leaves, G. hedersefolia, as
is implied by the specific name, has a striking

resemblance to those of the common Ivy, except
that the under surfaces are covered with a

dense snow-white woolly felt, which admirably
harmonises with the pale green tint of the oppos.
ing side. The species is an acceptable acquisi-

tion to the few Gerberas obtaining in China, and
was discovered by Mr. Wilson in Western
Hupeh, Central China, in April, 1901.

SCOTLAND.

EDINBURGH DISTRESS COMMITTEE'S
ESTABLISHMENT AT MURIESTON.
Few Labour Distress Committees in Scotland

have achieved such good results as the Edin-
burgh Committee. The land was formerly valued
at only £1 per acre per annum, whereas that
which has been reclaimed is now valued at £25
per annum, and a considerable portion of the
estate has been disposed of for market-garden-
ing. By invitation of the committ«e, a party of

about 200 recently visited Murieston. A new
departure is to be begun by the establishment of

a colony for lads, who are to be taught market
gardening and farm work. An influential repre-

sentative committee has been formed, and the
sum of £200 has been already subscribed.

AFFORESTATION ON ARDGOIL.
The question of the afforestation of a portion

of Ardgoil belonging to the Glasgow Corporation
has been under consideration for some time, and
a report on the subject was laid before a meet-
ing of the general finance committee re-

cently by Mr. James Whitton, superintendent
of the city parks, and Bailie Alston. Three
areas in the vicinity of Lochgilphead were sug-

gested as a beginning, and these comprised in all

about 1,100 acres. The most suitable was one of

about 200 acres, and the estimated cost £1,500.
The committee agreed to recommend that this be
undertaken, that Mr. Whitton be authorised to

prepare a detailed scheme, and that plants for

the other areas be drawn up for further con-
sideration. Correspondent.

• Species nova, distincta, Hederje foliis simillimis supra
deinde glabris sub us dense albo lanatis, scapo gracili nudo
albo lanato, facillime distinguenda. (Wilson, 1834. Herb.,

THE HILL, HAMPSTEAD.
(See figs. 209, 210 ar\d Supplementary

llIustratiOf\.)

The London residence of Sir William Hesketh
Lever is situated on the edge of Hampstead
Heath, a couple of minutes walk from the

famous " .Tack Straw's Castle " hostelry. The
front entrance to the house gives no indication of

the fascinating beauty of the garden, and once
inside the gates the visitor finds it difficult to

realise that the garden ' is very limited in

size, and so near to the city of London. The
front of the house, which has a sharply-pitched

The Pergolas.

When Sir William Lever acquired The Hill the
garden was very steep and possessed no distinc-
tive character.^ of importance. The cutting of the
Hampstead Tube Railway gave an opportunity
for obtaining many thousands of loads of soil, and
the steep hillside was transformed into a plate.iu
which made possible the delightful, cool, restfid,

level lawn and the stretch of handsome pergolas
which form the subject of the lower half of the
Supplementary Illustration. As will be seen these'

pergolas are in the Italian .style ; the columns are
of Portland stone, and the beams are of Encili.sh

[PMografh by H. S. King.

Fig. 2og.

—

pergola at the hill, hampstead.

roof with dormer windows, is strongly suggestive

of the French chateau. Along the front is a

broad verandah which looks out over the two
lawns and away to the pergolas. Against the

front of the verandah and the walls of the wing,

which bears several very handsome, l^srge, leaden

water-heads, there are many climbing shrubs.

Magnolias are especial favourites, and to obtain

as long a season as possible the deciduous, spring-

flowering Magnolia conspicua has been planted
in close proximity to the later evergreen M.
grandiflora, and the growths are being inter

minaled.

Oak. The lattice work, sides, and the cross-beams

are furnished with such climbing plants as Wis-

taria sinensis. Jasmines, Pyrus japonica, various

Clematis hybrids. Crimson Rambler, and
Dorothy Perkins Roses, but these plants

are not allowed to cover entirely the per-

gola and so hide its splendid proportions. The
design of the woodwork at the ends (.'^ee fig. 209)

is a triumph of the draughtsman's skill, the per-

spective was so cleverly drawn that even when
standing within 2 feet of the work it is difficult

to realise that one is looking at a plain surface

and not into an alcove. Altogether, the broad.
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paved floor of the well-designed pergola, lightly

covered with beautiful plants, permitting views

on one side of the Heath and of the smooth,

green lawn which surrounds the green-tiled

Water-Lily pond, forms a most pleasant pro-

menade as well as a gracious ornament to the

garden. When complete, the Pergolas at The
HiU will be unique, for the extension is being

made on a large scale.

Were it not for the fascinating pergolas the

lawns would claim all one's attention and admira-

tion. The lower lawn is quite level, and the

herbaceous borders which divide it from the

pergolas provide a handsome setting during the

season. Here are grown the best plants for

n)aking a bright display throughout the summer
months. On the right-hand extremity of the lawn

there are large-spreading Oak and Beech trees,

which cast a pleasant shade and tell of the many
years which have come and gone, but which are

the despair of the gardener who endeavours to

induce plants to grow on the ground beneath

them. The statuary in the garden is of exquisite

workmanship, the bronzes, by Onslow Ford, are

Lever's Cheshire estate. Building operations are

a hindrance to good gardening, but Mr. Barton
was looking forward to their completion,

when he would be able to bring this part of the

garden into as good a condition as the remainder.

A. C. B. ___________

NOTICES OF BOOKS.
Fruit Farming.*

As a handbook on commercial fruit-growing

we commend this work as the most comprehen-

sive, practical, and useful of its class that we
have seen. It is literally packed with detailed

information upon all branches of its subject, and

\& profusely illustrated. The author has long

been known for his writings upon the subject,

and particularly in relation to the financial aspect

of the fruit industry. In preparing the present

handbook, moreover, he has had the valuable

assistance not only of some of the most capable

and experienced of fruit-growers, but also of such

specialists on the scientific aspects of his subject

Fig. 210.-

[Photograph by H. N. King.

-VIEW IN THE GARDENS AT THE HILL, HAMPSTEAD.

magnificent, and the dolphin fountain in the

middle of the Water Lily pool arrests attention.

The retaining wall of the lower terrace is

clothed with Roses, Ceanothus, and Jasmines, and

a broad flight of steps with low and easy tread

leads up to the higher terrace and its bordering

of flower-bed? which in summer blazt'd with

Paul Crampel Pelargoniums, and were filled

with Wallflowers, Forget-me-Nots, and a variety

of spring-flowering bulbs.

Below the pergolas, on much lower ground,

there are the glasshouses and frame yard. The
chief feature of The Hill is the outdoor garden,

and the glass is not extensive ; its principal use

is to supply plants for the house and for filling the

flow-er-beds in the early summer. Much of the

frame yard, and what should have been flower-

borders, was in a state of chaos on the occa.sion of

my visit, owing to the extensive building opera-

tions in connection with the pergola extension.

This condition is viewed by Mr. J. Barton, who
has been in charge of the gardens for the past

three years, in a philosophical light, for it is un-

avoidable. Before taking charge at The Hill,

Mr. Barton was for nine years engaged latterly

as foreman, at Thornton Manor, Sir William

as Mr. George Massee, Dr. Bernard Dyer, and

Professor F. V. Theobald, who, in common with

Mr. Geoffrey J. Hooper and other fruit-growers,

contribute sections of the work. The arrange-

ment of the sections is not so systematic as it

might be, probably owing to the fact that most

of them have been previously published sepa-

rately. This defect gives the book a somewhat

disjointed appearance ; but the reader will find

the information he needs readily enough by

means of the index. Beginning with the train-

ing of the fruit farmer, the author proceeds to

deal with the capital required, the selection of a

farm, the previous cultivation and setting out of

fruit plantations, the planting and treatment of

the variouLs fruits, pruning, spraying, picking

and packing, pollination, book-keeping, cover

crops, beasts and birds in relation to the fruit-

grower, approximate cost of cultivation, regraft-

ing, protection from frost, and many other sub-

jects. Chapters are contributed by Dr. Bernard

Dyer on the manuring of fruit trees and bushes

;

by Geoffrey F. Hooper on the commercial cultiva-

• Fruit Farming, Practical and Scientific, for Commercial
Frutt GroTL^ers and Others, by Cecil H. Hooper, M.R.A.C.,
F.S.L (London: The Lockwood Press.)

tion of the Loganberry, preserving factories, and
the future of fruit-growing in Great Britain ; by
F. V. Theobald on some insect pests of fruit and

insecticides ; by George Massee on diseases of

fruit crops ; by Arthur Miskin on spraying with

lime and sulphur j by Spencer N. Pickering and
F. V. Theobald on a spraying calendar ; by H. H.
Mason on co-operation for fruit farmers ; by
0. B. Cowley on some legal points ; by T. J. Pou-

part on packing ajid grading for market ; by
B. T. Barker, M.A., on cider orchards, and on,

Apple jelly by Miss A. Elrington. The only im-

portant branches of the subj ect which ap-

pear to have been overlooked are of shel-

ter for fruit trees and bushes and fruit thin-

ning. It must be added that, as the author

admits, pruning is not sufficiently treated-

A great many estimates of the ex ises and re-

turns of various crops and of cost . cultivating

uperation and picking fruit are given. One of the

great merits of the boek is its thoroughly up-to-

date information, though exception must be

taken to the cost of Apple trees at Is. each, which
is double the price of good tw-o-year-old trees pur-

chased in quantities, while maiden Apples, now
being planted extensively, are cheaper still. On
some of the points dealt with there are differences

of opinion even amongst experts ; but, generally,

the advice appears to us to be thoroughly sound.

Fruit Growing for Beginners.*

This is, as described on the title page, "a
simplified and concise handbook on the cultiva-

tion of fruit,*' and it contains some illus-

trations. Advice, mostly sound, is given

upon the treatment of all kinds of fruit com-
monly grown, and a good feature of the work is

a summary at the end of each chapter, repeating

in very brief and plain terms the principal points

of the chapter. Grafting, budding, and pruning

are explained with the help of illustrations, also

a limited number of insect pests. Generally the

advice as to pruning seems to us sound, though
objection must be taken to the recommendation to

leave only three or four buds when Apple trees

are spurred in summer-pruning, and no more than

two in the following winter pruning. Six and
four would be preferable, until a fruit-bud has

been formed, as excessive closeness in spurring

leads to a profuse growth of spray. A sensible

caution is given to persons thinking of engaging

in fruit-growing as a business, misled by glow-

ing, but untrustworthy, statements of great

profits. The author points out the need of ex-

perience before a man launches out on his own.
account. There is much good advice in general

terms; but in a shilling handbook dealing with
all the most common fruits full details are hardly
to be expected. Southern Grower.

ORCHID NOTES AND GLEANINGS.

L.^LIO-CATTLEYA CICELY.
A VERY interesting cross between Cattleya

Forbesii and Lselia cinnabroea (Lselia cinna-

barina X L. tenebrosa) has flowered with

Mr. Eustace F. Clark, Eveshot, Dorchester, who
submitted an infloreecence to the Orchid Com-
mittee at the R.H.S. meeting on the 3rd inst.

The parentage is clearly discernible in the several'

flowers borne on the tall scape, which, in habit,

displays the influence of L. cinnabarina. The
reddish-orange colour of this species (aa is usual

when this plant is used as a parent) is also present.

The flowers are about 4 inches across, the sepals

and petalfi narrow and nearly equal ; the colour

ifi apricot-yellow tinged with a reddish hue. The
narrow ajid tubular lip has a small, rounded

front lobe, and is formed similarly to that of

C. Forbesii.
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THE FERNERY.

INDUCED APOSPORY IN FERNS.

Since the first discovery of apospory by the

presont writer in 1884, it lias been found that this

phenomenon, namely, the production of prothaili

direct from the frond, without the intervention

of the spore, has presented itself in several forms,

such as soral apospory, in conjunction with the

aborted sori or spore heaps, or apical apospory,

by simple extension and modification of the frond

tissue itself. It had so far, until Professor

Goebel's investigations.* been confined to other-

wise abnormal varieties, and on some of

these apospory only presented itself or could be

induced to appear under special cultural condi-

tions. Thus, in the case of Athyrium filix-

fcemina var. unco-glomeratum, Dr. F. W. Stans-

field has shown that, despite the quite deciduous

nature of the species, the extremely comminuted
crests retain vitality through th« winter under

close culture, and produce both bulbil and apo-

sporous outgrowths in the following spring. Pro-

fessor Goebel's investigations lead, however, far

beyond this, since a considerable number of quite

normal species are found to produce aposporic

and apogamic prothaili, as also simple asexual

plants, if the primary or first fronds produced

from the prothallus are severed therefrom and
layered on sterilised turf or loam. Among the

plants so treated he mentions particularly Anei-

mia Dregeana, Alsophila van Geertii, Cera-

topteris thalictroides, Gynmogramme chryso-

phylla, Polypodium aureum, and Pteris longi-

folia, of most of which he gives illustrations

showing the diverse methods in which these re-

generative outgrowths appear on the layered

primary fronds. Since, however, these species

were taken purely by chance from a large collec-

tion, the presumption is justifiable that the great

majority of species possess the same regenerative

faculty, though it appears to be confined to the

first fronds, in which a hard-and-fast line be-

tween the gametophytic and sporophytic genera-

tions does not yet appear to be drawn. Hence,

when the normal process of growth is interrupted

by severance from the prothallus, and favourable

conditions are afforded, the constituent cells pro-

duce outgrowths, sometimes presenting the pro-

thallus character, sometimes the frond character,

and sometimes an intermediate state in which

stomata, a definite frond character, are in

close juxtaposition with anthei-idia, an equally

definite feature of the prothallus. At the

time of Professor Goebel's report, none of the

induced prothaili had produced plants, which
he imputes rather to cultural conditions than to

incapacity. None of the illustrations show
archegonia, and only one antheridia, though in

one of these the antherozoids are developed. He
anticipates that when a second generation ap-

peared it would probably be an apogamous one
;

but since apospory has been shown to be capable

of producing perfect bisexual prothaili—A. f.-f.

Clarissima to wit—in more than one instance,

though in most cases the progeny are imperfect

and weakly, it is reasonable to expect that like

exceptions will crop up when the cultural-

inducing experiments are extended.

The practical value of these discoveries to the

Fern cultivator are not so far obvious, since once

the prothallus has produced its primary frond

the propagator has attained his object; but, to

the biologist, they are of undoubted importance,

as confirming the indication already afforded by
apospory, that the line between the two genera-

tions represented by prothallus and frond-bear-

ing Fern is more or less undefined, and there is

doubtless much to be learnt by such cases as are

here concerned, regarding the nuclear condi-

tions of the cell, which determine the subsequent
difference of growth. Chas. T. Drutry, V,M.H.

Ifxhc Week's Work, ll

THE HARDY FRUIT GARDEN.
By F. Jordan, Gardener to Lady Nunburnhoumk,

Warier Priory. Yorksliire.

Peaches.— If the trees are not already de-

tached from the wall, they should be untied,

pruned, and secured firmly against strong winds

without delay. Provided superfluous shoots were

removed as recommended in previous notes, the

winter pruning will be a simple matter, for

only faulty shoots, which may have escaped

notice when the foliage was still on the trees,

need to be removed. If scale, red spider, or any

other insect pest is present on the bark, the

main stems and branches should be washed tho-

roughly with a moderately strong insecticide

;

use the specific at a less strength in the case of the

young shoots. Do not wash the trees diu-ing very

"cold weather, but choose a mild, fine day for the

work. The walls should be syringed well, and
again before the buds begin to swell. If the

trees are infested with red spider, a few hand-

fuls of flowers of sulphiu' will be advantageous.

In connection with the tying of the trees, it is

well to remember that one of the secrets of suc-

cess is sparse training ; the shoots should be

trained at 5 or 6 inches apart. Many gardeners

adopt the plan of tying the shoots in winter to

light poles about 1 foot from the wall, with the

object of retarding the growth. If this is done,

the shoots should be separated, not tied in large

bundles.

Apricots.—If convenient, the trees should

be pruned before the end of the year. The
Apricot is subject to a number of insect pests,

and it will be necessary to wash the trees tho-

roughly with good insecticide ; the walls must
also be subjected to the same treatment. The
roots may bo left undisturbed, provided they
are growing in a restricted body in rather

poor soil. Root-pruning will check gross growth in

young trees, but prevention is better than cure,

and it is wise always to plant in poor soil, mixed
with plenty of lime rubble. A rich rooting

medium is a frequent cause of canker, and, when
once a tree is attacked by this insidious disease,

it is most difficult to restore it to health.

Raspberries.—Provided the old canes and
superfluous suckers were removed directly after

the fruits were gathered, no pruning will be

necessary. The annual mulching should be ap-

plied as soon as possible, since the winter rains

will wash the manurial properties into the soil,

enabling those canes which are left in position

to avail themselves of the nourishment provided.

The manure should be spread over the roots on
the first frosty morning ; it should be liberally

applied, since food is essential to strong growth.
The manure should be allowed to remain on the

surface, since digging would injure the roots. If

for any reason planting has been delayed, this

work should be postponed, at any rate for the
next two months.

Nuts.—Nut bushes are often grown in out-
of-the-way corners and allowed to remain un-
pruned for too long a period. March is the best

time for pruning, but at the present time neg-
lected bushes should be cleared of suckers and
the shoots thinned moderately, leaving plenty of

growths with catkins to be cut out later. All

loose and exhausted soil should be cleared away
from beneath the bushes, and replaced with fresh

compost and manure.

WissenschafteQ. Vol, , 1907; Pari II.

THE KITCHEN GARDEN.
By Edwin Beckett, Gardener to the Hon. Vicary Gibbs,

Aldenham House, Hertfordshire.

A Retrospect.— Being the close of the year,

a review of the past 12 months in the kitchen

garden may be interesting. The weather can

hardly be said to have been ideal ; nevertheless,

in very many districts vegetables succeeded re-

markably well. In some cases total or partial

failures were recorded, owing to the con-

tinuous rains and lack of sunshine ; but on

the whole it is a question whether better vege-

tables have ev6r been exhibited than those

shown at the principal exhibitions in 1912. At

the spring and early summer meetings of the

Royal Horticultural Society excellent collections

were staged, whilst magnificent produce was
seen at the International Horticultural Exhibi-

tion in May. At provincial shows the vegetable

classes were well contested ; at Shrewsbury it was
generally admitted that the vegetables surpassed
those of all previous shows. Another splendid

display was made at the R.H.S. special vege-

table show in September, whilst the produce
exhibited at the National Vegetable Society's Ex-

hibition at Watford was the finest ever seen in

this country. In the vegetable classes at the

autumn shows the same high order of merit

prevailed, and competition was of the keenest.

Not only the quality, but the staging and pack-

ing left little to be desired. Amateurs and cot-

tagers alike presented their exhibits of kitchen

garden produce in the most attractive manner.

It was my privilege on the 16th inst. to act

as one of the judges at the annual Christmas

show held at St. Ives, Huntingdonshire, and I

was greatly impressed with the quality of the

exhibits, especially those of Onions and Potatos.

Owing to the low temperatures and continued

wet weather, Potato disease spread rapidly dur-

ing September and October. This was especially

noticeable in the case of varieties which had
hitherto been regarded as more or less immune.
The variety King Edward VII has not only

given the best crops during the year, but the

tubers have been remarkably free from disease.

In other years this Potato has been affected more
than any other variety, though it usually crops

well. Tomatos out-of-doors have been, in most
districts, a complete failure ; this is the more
unfortunate since the splendid results of last

year encouraged growers to plant largely.

Vegetable Marrows also proved very unsatisfac-

tory, owing to the low temperatures and absence

of sunshine. Peas, Beans, Cauliflowers and other

Brassicas gave exceptionally good results, whilst

Turnips, Celery, Carrots and Beetroots have
seldom given better crops. The condition of all

the winter vegetables is perfect ; and unless very

severe weather prevails there should be an abun-
dance of all kinds.

Plans for the Future.—During the long

evenings make notes on the successes and
failures of the past season. By this means mis-

' takes which have led to bad results may be

avoided in the future, and fresh methods of cul-

ture which have been found successful adopted
during the coming season. Much preparatory

work should be undertaken out-of-doors ; the

ground should be prepared carefully, seedlings

tended and nursed, and autumn-sown plants,

which are being wintered in cold frames, care-

fully watched. Roots intended for forcing should

bo introduced into heat as desired.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
By : . G. We

Pruning Wall Plants and Climbers.—
Although many of the hardier climbers and wall

plants retain their foliage until late in the winter,

it is necessary to overhaul them thoroughly at

least once a year, and, provided the weather re-

mains open, the present is the best time for such

work. Climbers should not be restricted too

much in the growing season, but need only loop-

ing up at intervals during the summer ; hence the

necessity for a thorough pruning or thinning of

the shoots at this time of year. This refers

cliiefly to shrubs and climbers growing on walls,

pergolas, and trellises, and not so much to those in

the semi-wild garden, which require somewhat
different treatment. Climbers are usually planted

with a view to their producing the best effect

over the longest period, and for this reason a

mixed collection of plants is desirable. Dis-

cretion must be exercised in the matter of

pruning. Care must be taken not to remove
shoots that would flower the following season.

Shrubs, such as Forsythia, Chimonanthus fra-

grans, Jasminum nudiflorum, and early-flower-

ing Loniceras, flower best on shoots of the pre-

vious season. These should be left for the

present, and removed immediately after the

flowers are over. Other wall plants, such as

varieties of C-eanothus, Buddleia. Clematis,

Polygonum baldschuanicum, and Solanum
crispum, should be pruned well back to firm

wood, retaining sufficient of the better shoots
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to furnish the space. Cut away all weak and un-

ripe growth and old flowering-shoots, training the

remainder thinly over the wall. Many choice

evergreen shrubs, including Choisya ternata,

Azara microphylla, Myrtles, Camellias, Magnolia
grandiflora, Grevilleas and Olearias, do well as

wall plants. These plants do not make rampant
growth, and only require sufficient pruning to

keep them within bounds. Besides the choicer

varieties of Ivy, other good evergreen climbers

are : Lapagerias, Stauntonia latifolia, and Smilax
aspera. If these species are planted among
deciduous subjects, they will help to give the

wall a furnished appearance in winter. They
require little pruning. Ivies should not be

clipped for the present; this work is best left

until the spring, when the plants should be

trimmed closely. Fresh growth will soon cover

the wall with greenery. Climbing Roses (if not

already pruned as advised in my previous notes)

should" be well thinned, cutting out as much of

the old wood as desirable : a few, well-ripened

shoots present a much better effect than a large

number crowded together in a limited space.

The Shrubbery.—The ground between the

shrubs should be cleared of rubbish and forked

lightly. The fallen tree leaves should not be re-

moved, but dug into the ground. If, for the sake

of appearance, the fallen leaves were removed
during the autumn, they should be replaced with

a top-dressing of leaf-mould or old potting soil.

The work should be done without delay, especi-

ally if bulbs are planted among the shrubs, as

these are growing rapidly owing to the mild

weather.

Gravel Paths.—When making up gravel

walks, place sufficient coarse material under the

the fine gravel to ensure proper drainage, and see

that the drains are in perfect working order.

Since repairs to drains necessarily upset the

paths, this work should be done at once, so that

the gravel may be in good order again by the

spring. When the paths are dry, they should h\'

well rolled.

FKUITS UNDER GLASS.
By E. H*RRiss, Gardener to Lady VVantauk, Lockinge

House, Wantage, Berkshire.

The Season.—The past season has been an
unfavourable one for the culture of fruits

under glass. In some districts it has

been a difficult matter to obtain well-

ripened Grapes ; our latest Grapes were
not perfectly ripe until the end of October.

Owing to absence of sunshine the wood of newly-
planted vines has not ripened well, and much
fire-heat has been required in consequence.

The summer of 1912 wae in direct constrast to the

preceding one, and the cost of producing fruits

under glass this year will have greatly exceeded
the amount spent in 1911. The chief lesson

which has been learnt in this connection is that

of not delaying for too long the planting of

late fruit trees. Late Peaches are a case in

point ; the almost total absence of sunshine
during the later stages of their development
had a prejudicial effect on the flavour of the

fruits, and the young wood is not well matured.
The earlier months of the season were more
favourable, especially May and the greater part

of April. In consequence, early fruits were ex-

cellent, but it is diflicult to forecast the weather
with any degree of accuracy, and it is far better

to plant too early than too late.

Strawberries.—As soon as the early forced

Strawberries begin to form their flower-spikes

the plants should be removed to a shelf near to

the roof-glass in a house having a minimum tem-
perature of 55° or 60^. The pots are now full of

roots, and some form of stimulant should be
applied. Soot water, or diluted farmyard drain-

ings, may be used during the early stages of

growth. Later on, when the fruits are swelling,

these manures may be supplemented by some
concentrated fertiliser. During sunny weather
syringe the plants with lukewarm rainwater

twice daily, and keep the atmosphere moist

by damping the bare surfaces in the house
frequently. Further batches of plants should be

introduced to heat 'as occasion requires. It is a

good plan to put a batch in each of the different

fruit-houses ; but before bringing them indoors

examine them carefully, and if spider is present

on the leaves place the pots on their sides and
syringe the foliage with an insecticide.

Melons.—A sowing of Melons may be made
at once, provided a suitable house is available.

The seedlings should be raised in 2^ inch pots,

filled with loam mixed with finely-crushed

mortar-rubble. The pots should be plunged in

a hot-bed. The seedlings should be kept near

to the roof-glass untU they are ready for plant-

ing out. A house or pit with a southern aspect

is suitable; the structure should be cleaned

thoroughly, washing every part with strong soapy

water, using a stiff brush. Wash the glass both

inside and out, since the plants need plenty of

light. In the meantime, the materials for

forming a hot-bed should be collected and

prepared, so that all may be in readiness

when the time for planting arrives. Stable

litter and leaves in equal proportions, and well

mixed, will make a suitable hot-bed. It

must be made very firm, and raised quite near

to the glass. The young plants may be trans-

ferred to pots, or to a bed of soil ; I prefer the

latter method as the plants are not so likely to

receive a check, and the fruits are of better

quality. The soil should be chiefly strong,

fibrous loam mixed with mortar rubble and wood
ashes. The mounds should be 20 inches wide

and 9 inches deep ; make the soil firm.

PLANTS UNDER GLASS.
By Thomas Stevenson, Gardener to E. Mocatta, Esq.,

Woburn Place, Addlestone, Surrey.

Pot Roses.—Roses intended for early forcing

may be brought into the glasshouses at once,

for there is no advantage in leaving them out-of-

doors after this date (except in the case of the

latest batches) if room can be found for them in

a quite cool house. If they have been potted

and plunged as advised in an earlier calendar,

the roots should have made a considerable amount
of growth. They will require a week or two of

rest, and dry conditions under cover, before the

pruning of even the early batches is begun.

After this, the plants may be accustomed

gradually to slightly warmer conditions. Care

must be" taken, how'ever, not to hurry them into

growth unduly during the early part of the sea-

son, or they 'will break unevenly and produce

weak, thin shoots. Tea Roses are not so popular

for forcing as they were 10 or 15 years ago.

They have been supplanted by such varieties as

Liberty, Captain Hayward, Mrs. J. Laing, Frau
Karl Druschki, Mme. Abel Chateiiay, and

Caroline Testout, which produce their flowers

on long, stout stems that are better for use in

vases than the weak, somewhat drooping stalks

of the Tea-scented varieties.

Hydrangea hortensis.— Plants which

were rooted during the summer and autumn,

and are growing in 4^-inch pots, should be ex-

amined. "Those which are prominently in bud

should be placed in a warmer house, where they

will bloom early in the season. Hydrangeas
last for a long period in bloom, and the flowers

are varied in colour, so that the plants are par-

ticularly useful for decorative pirrposes. The
fine new variety Mme. Emile Moulliere has in-

florescences of "the purest white, and the plants

may be had in flower through almost all the

year. Other good varieties are Mdlle. Renee
Gaillard (white, with serrated edge) ; Souv. de

Mme. Chautard (large, deep-pink blossoms) ;

Dentelle (also a white variety, which turns pink

after a time) ; Mdlle. A. Barillette (creamy

white) ; Radiant (deep pink, with very strong

growth) ; Ronsard (white, changing to pink) ; and
Botaniste Pellereau (pink, with enormous trusses

and individual pips).

BouvARDiA.—As Bouvardias cease to flower,

they should be removed to a cool house, and
watered very sparingly. If they still seem to

be growing vigorously "they may be kept in heat,

and will probably continue to give a few blooms.

Plants which were rooted in spring, and are

flowering now for the first time, may be expected

to continue in bloom. Those which have already

been cut tack two or three times usually flower

for a shorter period.

Sweet Peas.—Plants which were raised in

September or October for flowering in pots

may be transferred from the cold frame into a

cool, light, airy greenhouse, first placing a few

twigs round the growths to prevent them droop-

ing. They are less likely to suffer from frost in

the house than in the cold frame, and the growth
will become hardier. The time for transferring

them into the flowering pots (usually Jajiuary or

early February) will depend upon the condition

of the roots. If the small pots are full of roots.

the plants will suffer by being left too long in

a cramped space. Rich soil is quite unnecessary in

the early stages
;
good turfy loam, mixed \yith

manure "from a spent Mushroom bed, and a little

bonemeal and wood ashes, form a suitable root-

ing medium. The soil should be pressed firmly.

When the plants are in their flowering pots

they should be allowed plenty of room. The
plants should not be hurried into growth until

the days begin to lengthen, and steady growth

should be encouraged until the roots take firm

hold of the new soil, and then, as the spring

advances, a warmer atmosphere and more mois-

ture may be afforded

THE ORCHID HOUSES.

L/ELIA.—Plants of Lselia autumnalis and L.

albida which have ceased to flower should be

rested for a period, affording only sufficient water

at the roots to keep the pseudo-bulbs fresh

and plump. Damping between the pots should

be discontinued, and fresh air, regulated by ex-

ternal conditions, should be admitted. The
night temperature of the house should be about

55°. Laslia anceps and its numerous varieties

are opening their blossoms, and the plants should

be kept moist at the roots. After the flowering

is over the plants should be given treatment

similar to that recommended for the other

species. The proper time for potting these

Laelias is when they begin to form new roots

at the base of the present season's growth.

Van DA.—Vanda Amesiana and V. Watsonii

are in bloom, and, if the roots are kept moder-

ately dry, the flowers will last for a long time

in good condition. When flowering is over

only sufficient water should be given to prevent

the roots from shrivelling, for the plants need a

brief period of rest. V. Kimballiana is no longer

in flower, and should also be rested until the

roots are again active, when moisture may be

afforded in increased quantities.

Cattleya.—Plants of Cattleya Warneri,

which are growing actively, should be kept in

the warmest part of the Cattleya house. They
should be placed in a light position, and be suffi-

ciently watered at the roots to keep the compost
moist until the flowers have opened. The work
of repotting should be done immediately after

the withering of the blossoms, so as to allow

room for the production of fresh roots from the

bases of the new pseudo-bulbs.

Odontoglossum Uro - Skinneri.—Plants

of this species will soon be pushing forth new
roots fiom the bases of the young growths, and
repotting should be attended to if necessary.

The pots should be filled to half their depth

with clean crocks, placing a layer of firm

rhizomes over the drainage materials. The com-
post may consist of equal parts Al fibre,'

Osmunda fibre, and Sphagnum-moss, the whole,

cut up rather roughly, and incorporated with

crushed crocks and silver sand. The materials

should be mixed well together, and the potting

done lightly, so that the thick, fleshy roots ma^
grow freely in the compost. When the repotting

is complete, the pot should be filled to the level

of the rim with a layer of chopped Sphagiram-
moss. "Very little water will be required—only

just enough to keep the surface moss moist until

the new pseudo-bulbs show signs of swelling,

after which the supply of moisture may be in-

creased gradually. The warmer part of the

Odontoglossum house is the best position for the.

plants.

Oncidium ornithorhvnchum, — This

species has recently passed the flowering period,

and as soon as the new roots are perceived to

be pushing up from the base of the young
growths, attention should be given them. If

the plants are in pots of a suitable size, and the

compost is in good condition, they need only be
resurfaced. Some will require repotting, and
for these a similar compost should be used to

that recommended for Odontoglossum Uro-
Skinneri. The plants should be grown in the

cool intermediate house.
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EDITORIAL NOTICE.

ADVEKTiAEMENTS •hould be sent to the PUB-
LISHER, 41. Wellinfton Street, Covent Oarden,
W.C.

Letters lor Publication, as well as spectmens of plants

tot naming, should be addressed lo the EDITORS,
41, Wellington Street, Covent Qarden. London.
Contmunicatwns should be written on onk side only of
THE PAPER, sent as early in the w:elt as possible and duly
signed by the writer. 1/ desired, the sigmtture will not be

printed, but kept as a guarantee i>/ good faith.

Special Notice to Correspondents.— iVie Editors do not
undertake to pay for any contributions or illustrations, or
to return unused communications or illustrations, unless by
special arrangement. The Editors do not hold themselves
responsible /or any opinions expressed by their correspon-

Illustrations. - The Editors will be gladto receive and to select

photogiaphs or drawings, suitable for reproduction, of
gardens, or o/ remarhable plants, fiowers, trees, &-C,, but

they cannot be responsible for loss or injury.

Local News.—Correspondents will greatly oblige by sendingto
the Editors early intelligence of local events liltely to be ot

interest to our readers, or of any matters which it is desirable

to bring under the notice of horticulturists.

Hewapapers.—Coitespondents sending newspapers should be

cateful tomark the paragraphs they wish the Editors to see.

SALES FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
MONDAY AND WEDNESDAY-

i Rose Trees, Liliunn, Perennials, Shrubs. &c., at

Stevens's Auction Rooms, King Street, Covent Garden,
at 12.30.

WEDNESDAY-
Hardy liorder Plants and Perennials, Dutch Bulbs,
Lilies and other Hardy Roots and Bulbs, at 12 ; Special
Sale of Roses, at 1 ; Palms and Plants at 5 ; at 67 and 68,

Cheapside, E.G., by Protheroe & Morris.

FRIDAY-
Hardy Bulbs, Roots and Tubers, Herbaceous and other
Flams, at 12 ; Roses, at 1.30 ; by Protheroe & Morris.

Aver Me for the ling veek
deduced from observations during the last Fifty Years
at Greenwich-38-5.

Actual Temperatures;—
London.—Sunifny, December 22 (6 P.M.) Max. 80°

;

Min. 45".

Gardeners' Chronicle Office, 41. Wellington Street,

Covent Garden, hondon—Monday, December 23
(10 A.M.) : Bar. 29-6» ; Temp. 61°; Weather—
Overcast.

Provinces.—Sunt/a^-, December 22: Max. 49" Cornwall;
Min. 41" Aberdeen.

Many events have conspired

1912i to make the year which is well-

nigh past an annus mirabilis

in the annals of horticulture. It was the
year of the International Exhibition ; it

witnessed the formation of a horticultural

branch of the Board of Agriculture : it

was the first occasion on which the State
gave adequate proof of its desire to aid

in the development of the art and industry
of agriculture and horticulture. Each of

these circumstances would lend distinction

to the year in which it occurred, and to-

gether they mark an epoch in horticulture.

The International Exhibition gave the
world a wonderful demonstration of the
pre-eminence of British horticulture ; and
it did more than this. It proved that the
artistic taste of our exhibitors has pro-
gressed with unexpected rapidity, and it

showed that practical and scientific horti-

culturists may not be regarded as incom-
patibles, but are determined to work
together for the further advance of horti-

culture. That the exhibition was success-

ful also from the financial aspect is but a
final proof of the energy and ability of
Mr. Gurney Fowler and his fellow<lirec-

tors, and, in bidding farewell to 1912, we
may express the hope that he and they
may all be spared to organize our next
International Exhibition. It may be that
a memorial volume of the exhibition will

be published, and, if so, we hope that
portraits of the " organisers of victory "

will adorn its pages. We have already, it

is true, a happy souvenir of the exhibition
in the knighthood which was conferred
on Mr. Harry Veitch, for, although the

honour is his, all good horticulturists

enjoy his distinction almost as though it

were their own.
The exhibition has come and gone. Its

fruits in gold and silver have been gar-
nered in ; but the other events to which we
have referred are of too recent occurrence
for us to judge what their fruits will be.

Nevertheless, none may doubt that the
organisation of horticulture is destined to

render great service to the community.
The warmth of the welcome with which
Mr. Runcinian's announcement was re-

ceived is proof that the formation of a
special branch of the Board of Agricul-
ture has raised high hopes among horti-
culturists. The speed with which the
President has given effect to his promise
encourages this general feeling of hope-
fulness. Mr. Rogers has been appointed
head of the new branch, and is engaged in

the selection of a staff to carry out the
inspection and other work of his sub-de-
partment. We understand that an expert
in entomology has been appointed, and,
as our readers are aware, the selection of

a horticulturist to the post of general in-

spector will be made in the near future.

Among the difficult problems which will

present themselves to the Board is that of

instituting an effective service for the in-

spection and certification of the freedom
from disease of nursery stock and other
horticultural produce. Markets are clos-

ing to our exporters, and nothing but a
State service of inspection will satisfy

foreign customers and keep foreign mar-
kets open to our traders. The present,
however, is not the occasion on which to

deal in detail with the work which, as we
hope, lies before the horticultural branch

;

rather is it one in which we may all unite
in congratulations that the State has at

last recognised in an official manner the
national importance of horticulture.

The third event which makes the past
year memorable is the allocation of con-
siderable sums from the Development
Grant for the purposes of agricultural (and
horticultural) education and research. In
the grants which have been announced
already, horticulture has not been forgot-
ten altogether. Funds have been placed
at the disposal of the College at Wye, and
of the University of Bristol, for experi-
mental work in fruit-growing. That there
is ample scope for work of this nature goes
without saying, and readers of our articles

by Southern Grower are familiar with
many of the questions which, in the
opinion of commercial fruit-growers, are
in urgent need of solution. We shall not
be regarded as ungrateful if we look upon
the grants which have been made for horti-

cultural purposes rather in the light of

welcome instalments than as representing
a satisfaction of the just claims of horti-

culture. It is to be remembered that
the unsolved physiological problems of
horticulture are at least as numerous
and important as the pathological
problems. The investigation of soil

sterility is making good progress at

Rothamsted, but research is required into
the economic importance of the new
methods of forcing, the possibilities of the
utilisation of electricity in plant growing,
methods of ripening and storing fruit, and
many other subjects. Again, beyond these

problems of physiological nature lie others
of economic import : problems of distribu-

tion, both of goods and of men ; for

instance, that concerning the keeping on
the land of our own country many of the
men who, if they follow custom, will

emigrate to practise horticulture abroad
instead of continuing its pursuit at home.
In addition to progress in the directions

just described, the year of 1012 has seen
an attempt to deal with the problem of

horticultural education, and although the
attempt has not yet led to definite results,

progress has been made. The committee
appointed by the Royal Horticultural
Society has drafted its report, and has
expressed emphatically its conclusions
that a National Diploma of Horticulture
should be established, and that this dip-
loma should above all be a guarantee of
its holder's skill and efficiency in practical
horticulture. Should such a diploma
be established, it is bound to lead
to a further systematisation of horticul-

tural education. What would appear to

be urgent is the establishment—pressed
for more than once in these columns—of

a National Institute of Horticulture. The
role of such an institute would be to play
a part in controlling and extending horti-

cultural education, harmonising horticul-

tural interests, and, by differentiating

between them, advancing the status of
horticulturists. We can imagine no more
valuable innovation than the establish-

ment of such an institute, and we are of

opinion that a national diploma issued
under the joint auspices of the horticul-
tural section of the Board of Agriculture,
the Royal Horticultural Society, and the
Institute, would become in a short time
not only national in name but also in fact.

We pass from the review of these aspects
of horticulture—upon which there is bound
to be diversity of opinion side by side with
community of aim—to a subject upon
which there can be no two opinions. That
subject is one dear to the heart and near
to the lips of Englishmen—the weather.
The past year will long remain notor>jus
on account of its sunless summer. Sum-
mer came—and went before her time

;

in August we had to deplore the havoc of

the rain, and autumn alone made some
tardy amends for the meteorological mis-
behaviour of the earlier part of the year.

The shows of the year were remarkable
for their excellence, and suffered not at all

from their great competitor—the Interna-
tional Exhibition. Of the leading events
the Holland House, Shrewsbury, Daffodil,

National Rose, Sweet Pea, Carnation, and
R.H.S. Fruit Exhibitions were all remark-
able, and fanciers and amateurs will be
pleased to know that the Daffodil Show is

to be repeated, and that a Tulip Show will

be held during 1913 under the auspices of
the premier horticultural society.

In many ways the most interesting of

the 1912 exhibitions was the first autumn
show of Orchids. The fact that such an
exhibition was possible at that season is a
tribute to the skill and success of the
hybridist, who has learned not only to
combine colours, but to confound the
seasons. The conference held in connec-
tion with the exhibition, though thinly

attended, proved of considerable interest

and value.
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The exhibitions of 1913 are casting their

chromatic shadows before them. Mention

has been made of the Daffodil and the

Tulip exhibitions, but we ought to point

to the fact that there will be no

"Temple" show next year. The usual

May show will be held instead in the

grounds of the Royal Hospital, Chelsea,

which proved so fine a show site only a

few months ago.

Other shadows, but grey and sad ones,

have been thrown across the world of

horticulture. Death has taken lavish toll,

and we mourn the loss of many men of

eminence in this domain of the world's

work : William Baylor Hartland, the Irish

nurseryman, who rescued the cottage

Tulips from their rural obscurity ; Alex-

ander Dean, a great horticulturist in

every sense of the word ; Robert Fenn,

the Potato raiser ; Hayward Matthias,

of Carnation fame ; Pedro M. Binot,

the Orchid collector; Theophile Durand,

Director of the Belgian State Botanic

Garden ; and Eduard Strasburger, the

most distinguished botanist of his genera-

tion. These men and others of no less

worth have passed away.

Others have risked their lives in the ser-

vice of horticulture ;—G. Forrest and W.
Purdon, collecting in China, suffered

hairbreadth escapes, but happily have

survived to supply us with new plants

from the great unknown provinces on the

western borders of that country.

Finally, no chronicle of the year would

be complete that did not contain a refer-

ence to the wonderful popularity of the

Alpine garden. There be men—and wise

ones, too—who predict that " these violent

delights have violent ends and of their

issue die," but we incline to predict an

even yet greater vogue for this style of

gardening. As we admired the Alpine

gardens at Chelsea, we felt or fancied

something symbolic in them. They repre-

sented with consummate art a perfect

blend of freedom and constraint, and

symbolised the .perfect state of man.

Our Almanac.—With our issue for next week

we propose to publish the Gardeners' Chronicle

Almanac for the year 1913. In order to make it

as useful as possible for reference, we shall be

obliged if Secretaries of Horticultural, Botanical

and Allied Societies, or any of our correspondents

willsend us immediate intimation of allfixtures

for the coming year.

Royal Horticultural Society.—The first

meeting for the New Year will be held on

January 7 in the Society's Hall, Vincent Square,

Westminster. There will be no lecture on this

occasion.

Bitter Pit in Apples. — Dr. Alfred J.

EwART, in a paper on " Bitter Pit and the

Sensitivity of Apples to Poisons," read before

the Royal Society of Victoria, gives results

which show conclusively that the complaint is

not due to disease, but is a symptom of local

poisoning. Not only arsenate of lead, but also

the other common spray poisons are effective

causes of the complaint, and, so far as the evi-

dence goes at present, bitter pit seems to be

much more prevalent in sprayed orchards than

in those which have never been sprayed or had

any poison applied to the soil. It is shown that

moderately dilute solutions of metallic poisons

penetrate through the breathing pores of Apples

in sufficient quantities to produce bitter pit, and

yet these quantities are so minute as to be in-

capable of detection even by very delicate

chemical analysis. Copper is not quite so

poisonous as mercury, and lead much less so,

while its action is also slower. Seeing that

bitter pit is much more abundant in well-tended

orchards than in neglected ones, it has been sug-

gested that cultivation may be responsible by

causing the roots to grow deeper than usual,

and thus interfere with nutrition. This, how-
ever, is improbable, although it might be true

if the subsoil contains minute traces of poison.

The injurious action of copper sulphate and

other soluble metallic poisons to Apples may be

lessened by the addition of substances which

decrease the percentage of free ions, and on
these lines it may be possible to modify even

such relatively insoluble spray poisons as

Bordeaux mixture and arsenate of lead without

appreciably affecting their value as insecticides

and fungicides. It is shown that ozone,

ammonia, and nitric acid present in the atmo-
sphere are able to produce surface pitting in

Apples. In conclusion. Dr. Ewaet points out

that bitter pit is, strictly speaking, not a disease,

but a symptom of local poisoning produced in

the sensitive pulp cells of Apples ; that more
than one poison may produce it, and that such

poisons may be derived from more than one
source.

Nursery Employes Social Evening.—
On the evening of Friday, the 20th inst., an enter-

tainment was given by Messrs. Dobtiie & Co.,

Edinburgh, to the members of their staff, at the

Oak Hall, Princes Street. The company num-

bered more than 200. The chair was taken by

Mr. W. CuTHBERTSON, who referred in apprecia-

tive terms to the work of the staff, both at Edin-

burgh and at Mark's Tey. The employes at

Mark's Tey were also entertained on the same
evening, under the chairmanship of the manager,

Mr. Andrew Ireland.

Mr. Thomas Humphreys. — The many
friends of Mr. Thomas Humphreys, Curator of

the Botanical Gardens, Birmingham, will learn

with deep regret of the sad bereavement he has

sustained in the death of his wife, which occurred

on the 20th inst. from pneumonia, contracted

shortly after an operation. Mrs. Humphreys
was well known to exhibitors and others in the

habit of visiting the Daffodil, Auricula and other

shows held in the Edgbaston Conservatory, and
those from a distance have frequently received

from ber evidences of the extraordinary kindness

that was her principal characteristic. Her un-

expected demise will be lamented.

Wheat Experiments.—In order to test the

yielding capacities and quality of several French
and certain other varieties of Wheat, the Irish

Department of Agriculture carried out a series of

field tests at the Albert Agricultural College

Farm, Glasneviri, in 1911. The results of these

tests were published in the Department's Annual
Rejjort on Wheat Experiments for that season.

The tests have been repeated this year, and the

list has been supplemented by four other varie-

ties. Three of these were Danish Wheats im-

ported from Copenhagen, and one a variety-

grown to some extent as a spring Wheat in

Counties Carlow and Kildare. The yields for

1912 are, with one exception, considerably below

those for 1911. The average yield of Wheat on
the farm for a number of years past has been

about 12 barrels per statute acre. All the French
Wheats ehow a large decrease, and the only in-

creased yield for the whole series is that of Red
Fife, the seed of which wae obtained from the

product of some hand-selected ears grown
in 1910. The three Danish varieties, Queen
Wilhelmina, Tystofte Small Wheat, and Danish
Square Head, gave very good yields. In

point of quality, Red Fife was undoubtedly the

best Wheat of the series, next in order coming

Burgoyne's Fife. Queen Wilhelmina, a white

Wheat, may be placed next, and then, a long

way behind. White Marvel. Tystofte Smal'

Wheat and Danish Square Head are varieties o:

the Square Head Master type, but not so coarse

The French varieties, with the exception o

White Marvel, are very poor quality. Dread

nought and Perfection being wholly unsuited for

milling requirements. The partial failure o:

Perfection this year was, in a large measure, due

to bad germination of the seed. April Red, 3

variety resembling Red Fife in shape of ear, ex-

cepting that it has a distinct awn, is a late

spring Wheat. In yield it does not equal Red

Fife, to which variety it is also inferior in

quality. Regarding the two new hybrid

Wheats, Little Joss and Burgoyne's Fife, while

the former is undoubtedly the heavier yielder,

in quality it is greatly inferior to Burgoyne's

Fife. Other things, such as quality of straw,

being equal, there is nothing to recommend

Little Joss in preference to Tystofte Small

Wheat, a variety which, by reason of its pro-

ductivity and generally acceptable quality, is

grown extensively in Denmark. Of all the

varieties tested, Queen Wilhelmina, on account

of its yielding capacity and quality, appears at

present to be the most desirable Wheat, and cer-

tainly merits the attention of Irish Wheat
growers.

HOME CORRESPONDENCE

{The Editors do not hold themselves responsible tar

the opinions expressed by correspondents.)

Rhododendron ponticum var. aucub«-
FOLiUM.— I enclose a small shoot of this fine

winter shrub with foliage coloured bright yellow

and green. The variety is sometimes known as

variegatum. The plant is perfectly hardy and

is free flowering. A clump of this Rhodo-

dendron is attractive all through the year,

especially in winter. The leaves are not at all

like those of Daphniphyllum, which is sometimes

said to be one of the parents. The flowers are

mauve coloured, like those of ordinary R.

ponticum. 11'. A. Cook, Leonardslee Gardens,

Sussex.

Flowers at Holywell, Wales.—During
the past season I have noticed the following

species in bloom in the neighbourhood of

this old country town :—Jasminum nudiflorum,

Arabis albida on walls as well as in gar-

dens, Cerastium tomentosum, Pyrus japonica,

Ribes, Viburnum Tinus (Laurustinus), Tulips,

Polyanthus. Narcissus, Chionodoxa, Snowdrops,

Crocus, Daffodils, Hyacinths, a bed more than a

yard across of Muscari botryoides, Wallflowers in

abundance on walls as well as in gardens, Violas,

Auriculas, Polyanthus, Lily of the Valley,

Clematis Vitafba (Traveller's Joy), Double

Daisies, Deutz.ia gracilis. Iris hispanica, I.

»ermanica, Pseonies, Wistaria sinensis, masses of

Thrift, mossy Saxifrages, Centaurea montana,

C. alba, Centranthus rubra (Valerian) on old

walls and in gardens. Oriental and other Poppies,

Lupins, Iberis corifolia, Lathyrus latifolius

(Everlasting Pea), and Lilium candidum (at

Wilton, near Ross, Herefordshire, this Lily is

planted in quantity in old cottage gardens)
;

Veronica Blue Gem, V. decussata 4nd V. salici-

folia, Delphiniums, Campanulas, Pyrethruma,

Montbretias, and Campanulas Medium (Canter-

bury Bells). Against the end of a very old cottage

I noticed a large bush of Coronilla Emerus in full

flower, and Erinus alpinus on an old wall, whilst

in a narrow border in a backyard the common
purple and white Balsams were growing breast

high. Rhus typhina, Epilobium, angustifolium,

Michaelmas Daisies, and Chrysanthemums are

common, and in a neglected garden were

several plants of Yucca gloriosa in flower;

last year I saw many plants of Yucca with

inflorescences in an amateur's garden on the

border of the town. Adjoining the Junction
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Station platform were a dozen good plants of

Kochia scoparia. Roses are not very common,
but there are two or three extra good collec-

tions; the end of one house was covered with

the variety William A. Ricliardson. Laburnums
cover arches and porticoes. A strip 1 foot wide
and 6 feet long in front of a cottage, apparently

part of a forecourt before thepathway was paved,

had mixed bulbs in spring and, later, dwarf
Nasturtium and a few other annuals. All the

above plants, it will be noted, were in the streets

except in three or four cases. There are numbers
of large Apple and Pear trees in gardens at the

back of dwellings, most of them, with flat tops

IS feet to 20 feet across, and severely pruned.

thoroughly ripened, but the fruit crops this year
were not exceptional. In the majority of gar-

dens, I fear that they were practically a failure,

especially Apples and Pears, whilst Plums were,
in some, only an average crop. The reason was
an insufficiency of moisture at the roots, whilst

the trees were making their growth, and should
have been forming fruit-buds. Experience
teaches me that to be successful with fruit grow-
ing, ripe wood is not so essential as moisture
both at the roots and overhead. In 19 cases out

of 20 the fruit crops are better after a wet season
than a dry one. Can anyone then explain why
such is the case if ripening of the wood plays
such an important part? If growers would pay

HAMAMELIS MOLLIS.

This handsome shrub was first figured and
described by Professor D. Oliver in Hooker's

lconf% Plantarum t. 1742 (1888), from dried

specimens collected in Hupeh by Dr. A. Henry;
but Messrs. James Veitch & Sons had it already
growing in their nurseries, raised from seed sent

home from the more eastern province of

Kiukiang by Mr. Maries, in 1879. Some ac-

count of this will be found in the Gardeners*
Chromrh, xxiv (1893). p. 364, and further par-

ticulars in xxxiii (1903), p. 185. The same
year a coloured figure of it appeared in the

Botanical Mafjaz'me, t. 7,884. Hamamelis mollis

Fig. 211. HAMAMELIS MOLLIS IN FRUIT.

A, capsule seen from above; B, cross-secli(

The larger Pear trees are of the varieties King
Pear, Marie Louise, and Jargonelle. IT. P. R.,
Fron Haul, Holytoell, November 1^.

Ripening of Wood in Fruit Trees.—Many
growers contend that it is essential that the wood
of fruit trees should be well ripened in order to

ensure success, What difference can it make to

a tree in the production of fruit whether the
wood be well ripened or not? I have had 30
years' experience in fruit grovving, and I cannot
refrain from statmg that there is absolutely no-
thing in this ripening of the wood theory. Dur-
ing the hot summer of 191 1 the wood was

ell.

E, longitudinal section showing the attachment of the seeds

more attention to the roots, in the way of root

pruning and feeding, we should hear less of

failures. Everyone is aware that large crops of

fruit are obtained from trees on north walls

where practically no sun can reach the wood.
L. S. S'inail, Mahhanger Park Gardens,
Basingstoke.

Late Peas.—We gathered pods of Gradus Pea
so late as the second week in December. The seeds
were sown in the first week of June in heavy soil,

and the crop was an excellent one. Is this

a record? Wm. G- PaUenden, Westwood Gar-
dens, West Mean, near Petersfield.

is undoubtedly the most ornamental of the genus,
and it may be distinguished, when in leaf, from
its congeners by the dense white tomentum on
the under surface of the leaves. The flowers are
perhaps of a brighter yellow than those of the
other species, and the seeds ai'e white, whereas
those of H. japonica are black and highly
polished—at least, aU that have come under my
observation. If my memory serve me rightly,

there are black-seeded and white-seeded species

of the allied genus Corylopsis. A bush of H.
mollis may be seen at Kew immediately to the
right on entering by the main gates from th©
green. W. B. R.
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THE CABBAGE FLY.

A STUDY IN ECONOMIC ENTOMOLOGY.
June was near its end, and I was preparing for

a little rest and change, so I went into the garden

to see what there might be of interest for me to

observe. As my eye passed down a row of newly-

planted Cabbages, it was evident that something

was amiss with at least one of the young plants.

It showed signs of sickness and decline. I re-

membered that last year there had been a simi-

lar appearance, and that it was due to some kind

of maggot at the root. On lifting the plant, I

found again that there was a maggot at the

root, and there could be little doubt that one

of the Cabbage flies (Anthomyia radicum) was
the offender. Instead of instantly consigning the

creatures to the flames, I made a note of the date

and of the origin and number of the maggots and
placed them, with about an ounce of mould, in a

cocoa tin, intending, in due course, to study
their movements.

Six weeks elapsed before I took up the tin

and read the note. On opening the lid to see

if, after the lapse of so long a period, any-
thing was to be le-arned. I found a fly flut-

tering away to the window, then another, and
a third. The window being closed, it was pos-

sible at once to capture them and place them in

place, accuracy, detail, true and full particulars;

but that only supplies the groundwork. The next
thing is the power to draw reliable conclusions

from what has been observed. Two men ob-

eervd a cloud. To one it is just a cloud and
nothing more ; to the other it is the precursor of

a storm. The first passes on and suffers : the

second makes ready for the downpour, and es-

capes the wetting. So tw^o men work in the gar-

den. Each sees his fruits and vegetables suffer.

One is content with the observation : the other

discovers the cause, and reasons out for himself

the plan to be adopted for their future safety.

Wnat, then, do the facts recorded respecting

the Cabbage fly teach ua ? The lessons are many
and important. Thus we find that, while some
flies attack the leaf, at least one species woiks
its mischief at the root. Where the seat of the

evil is, there must the remedy be applied. If

one fears that the seed-bed has been attacked, he

will place the roots of his plants in some prepara-

tion which will have the effect of destroying the

eggs or newly-hatched grubs. Next we have the

life-history. Maggots in June, pupae in July,

flies in August. This observation is a limited

and imperfect one, yet it is full of instruction.

We learn that the flies do not all develop and
emerge exactly in the same period or at the same
time. On August 15, some flies were newly

[Photograph by IV. Irving,

Fig. 212.—POLYGONUM CAMPANULATUM ; FLOWERS PINK AND WHITE.

a tube. Here, then, was tlie first observation—

•

at the end of six weeks there were living flies.

These had come from the larvse, and, therefore,

the larvje must have pupated. But what of the
other dozen ur more maggots which had been
placed in the box ? On turning out the mould it

was found that about half-a-dozen flies had
emerged and died in captivity. Here was another
fact, the value and interest of which will shortly
appear. Empty brown chrysalis cases were
found, then some which were not vacated, show-
ing that a part of the flies had not yet emerged.
No maggots remained, but the number of pupa
cases, full or empty, agreed so well with my
record—''about 20 grubs "—that there was no
doubt all had passed into the chrysalid state.

A little further examination revealed the pre-
sence of about four different species of plant
mites, three specie-s of white worm, and a beetle
larva. Some, at least, of these were evidently
parasites, or, at least, retainers and followers.
They could only live where the fly lived, or where
the fly had prepared the way.
Now observation by itself is of but limited

value. Everyone with eyes can see, and all who
have ears may hear. But the question is—what do
we see or hear? Only that which we bring the
powers to understand. We must have, in the first

hatched, while some had died ah'eady in confine-

ment, and others were waiting to emerge. See
tha meaning of this. If all took to the wing the

same day, they might find the conditions ad-
verse, and the whole brood perish. But, by
emerging successively, a few at a time, they
secure for their destructive race the largest pos-

sibilities, and make their offspring a perpetual
source of anxiety. For it would be a poor gar-

den and a very bad season which did not afford

some of the files an opportunity to lay their
eggs. Thus we learn that constant watchfulness
is necessary if the Cabbage fly is to be kept in

check, and are forewarned that the moment a
sickly Cabbage is observed, every grub at its root

should instantly be secured and destroyed.
But even here our study doe-s not end. When

the larvse change into pupje, new forms of life

appear. And as the flies leave their breeding-
place they are attended by a number of parasitic
mites, which they distribute right and left as
they flit among the plants, and so carry other
deadly forms of infection. While further, white
worms, which need some form of decaying vege-
table matter for their pabulum, haunt the place
where decay has set in, and soon become so
numerous as to prove a further terror to the
gardener.

Apply all this to practical horticulture, and see
what it means. We make a simple observation
in our plot of Cabbages. Perhaps we do no
more ; then we leave the pest to multiply and be-

come a constantly-increasing curse to ourselves
and others. Or we go a little further and pull

up the sickly specimens, and consign them to the
rubbish heap. Here we have even wrought a
greater evil than that of mere neglect, for we
have placed the maggots in the way, perchance,
of a freer and readier transformation. But if we
are wise, we shall not play the priest and pass
by, or the Levite and observe : we shall take the
matter seriously in hand, and do our best to

remedy the evil. When we can learn first to ob-

serve, then to examine, and finally draw from
our observations right conclusions, we shall begin
to be of service to mankind and the world. But
all this means that we must have brains, and,
further, that we must exercise them with
patience, persistence and devotion, for thus and
only thus is success to be ensured.

The lines which I have followed in this par-

ticular study are, mutatis mutandis, those which
are to be followed generally in the study of eco-

nomic entomology, and every working gardener
may find at any season of the year some subject

to which he may devote his attention with plea-

sure and profit.

For the guidance of the practical gardener and
the economic entomologist, it may be well to give
a few details respecting the species of Cabbage
fly which we have been discussing. The imago
or perfect insect is figured in Miss Ormerod's
Manual of Injurious 2?isccts, 2nd Ed., 1890, p.

25. The maggots are "whitish, cylindrical, and
legless, tapering to the head^ and blunt at the
tail, and when full grown they are about the
third of an inch long." In due time they change
into pupje, with brown cases, from one-fourth to
one-third of an inch (or 5 to 6 mm.) in length,
and 2 mm. broad. Within these cases the flies

undergo their final change, and in a state of
nature may emerge in about two or three weeks
from the time when their cocoons are formed.
The flies measure about half-an-inch in length, as
well as in the spread of the wings (i.e., from tip
to tip), and there is a marked difference between
the male and female. The eyes are large and

.

brown, the body dark grey, with stripes on the
sides, back, and abdomen of the male. The fly

is strong on the wing, and may be met with from
early summer on to November. It appears that
the autumn broods pupate and remain in the soil

as chrysalids during the winter, ready to emerge
and lay their eggs as soon as the young Cabbages:
are ready for them. Ilildcric Fiitnd, Swadlin
cote.

POLYGONUM CAMPANULATUM.
About 70 different Polygonums are found in

the Himalayas, including several important gar-
den species. One of tlie most valuable is the
handsome P. polystachyum, which forms a bushy
plant about 5 feet high, covered in the late

autumn with panicles of pink and white flowers.

The pretty little P. sphcerostachyum grows only
a foot or so high, and produces heads of rich, red
flowers. It is a suitable plant for growing in moiet,
shady places, but P. campanulatum (see fig. 212)
flourishes in the open border. The latter belongs
to the same section as P. polystachyum and P.
moUe, two well-known garden plants, and forms a
bushy plant from 2 feet to 3 feet high, with much-
branched stems, terminating in cymes of pink
flowers in September and October. The
petioled leaves are elliptic-oval in shape, with
acuminate points, the upper surface of the leaf
being green, while the underside is covered with
a fibrous brown tomentum. Three varieties, dif-
fering chiefly in the amount of tomentum on the
underside of the leaf, are found in the tem-
perate and sub-Alpine Himalayas of Eastern
Nepal and Sikkim, at an elevation of from 9,000
t.3 12,000 feet. The plant illustrated in fig. 212
was received from Miss Shaen, of Binfield, who
obtained seeds from Calcutta, and first flowered
it in September, 1910. The species is quite
hardy, and, the growth being dwarf and com-
pact. Direct sunshine causes scorching, especially
if the soil is light and dry, therefore it is best to
plant it in a rather shady position. Like many
other Polygonums, this species produces under-
ground creeping st«ms, but not to the same extent
as the Japanese P. cuspidatum

; the stock may be
easily increased by division of the clunips. IT'. /.
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PRIMULA FORSTERI.

The illustration in fig. 213 shows Primula

Forsteri growing in a moraine in a position fac-

ing the ca.st, where the sun's rays do not reach

it. Mr. John MacWatt, of Morelands, Duns,
Perthshire, who sends us the photograph, states

that the situation seems to suit the plants well,

as they keep in good health, grow splendidly,

and flower with remarkable freedom. Mr. Farrer

describes* Primula Forsteri, of the Brenner

Alps, as a natural hybrid from Primula hirsuta,

crossed with P. min'ima, and as having a closer

resemblance to this latter parent. The flowers

are rose-coloured.

PROGRESS OF HUSBANDRY.

The Prf.sidential Address on " Early Associa-

tions tor Promoting Agriculture and Improving

the Improver," deUvered by Mr. T. H. Middle-

ton before the members of the Agricultural Sec-

tion of the British Association last September, is

full of interesting historical details, as will be

seen from the following extracts. It appears that

Dundee itself had much to do with the first asso-

Mr. Middleton shows that " the awakening
of interest in husbandry was largely due to

the rapid changes in the economic conditions

of England which set in about Fitzherbert's

time. These changes we cannot now discuss,

but their magnitude may be indicated by the rise

in price of the single staple—Wheat. According

to Thorold Rogers, the average price between
1400 and 1540 was 5s. ll§d., the decennial

averages for the last four decades being 5s. 5^d.,

6s. 8|d., 7s. 6d. and Ys. S^d. Between 1541 and
1582 the average price was 13s. lO^d., and
15s. 8d. for the last 12 years of this period.

Between 1583 and 1642 the average price rose

to 36s. 9d. In particular years high prices were
reathed, and in 1596 and 1597 Fleetwood
chronicles prices of from 80s. to 104s. per
quarter.

"The change in the cost of living directed

men's attention to the husbandry and house-

wifery recommended by Fitzherbert and Tuseer.

The smaller landowners, who could no longer

afford to live on their rents, and who saw that

yeomen and tenant farmers were prospering,

turned their attention to farming, and agricul-

ture became an important occupation of the edu-

cated classes.
" The yeoman and tenant farmer did not ask

have copied their practice; but the Flemings
were too busy to write books ; so Englishmen
went to see for themselves how and why they
prospered.

"Sir Richard Weston, a Surrey landowner,
who succeeded to his estates in 1613, and who had
travelled in Brabant and Flanders, was the first

English agriculturist to introduce practices ap-

proved on the Continent. He grew Turnips for

feedings cows, a century before the time of

Turnip Townshend ; nearly 300 years ago he was
experimenting, as we are still doing, with Clover

seed grown in different countries ; he had 30 to

40 acres of Clover sown with Barley, and he was
inveighing against the sophistication of ' out-

landish ' gra£S seeds and contriving plans for

raising pure stocks at home in the approved
fashion of to-day.

"The importance of such crops as Clover,

Lucerne, Sainfoin, and Turnips was quickly re-

cognised, and agriculturists wished to hear and
read more about the husbandry of the places

from which they had come. Information was
supplied in the works of tlie alien writers Plattes

and Hartlib ; the latter especially, by his

Lei/acie and his lieformcd Husbandman, did

much to popularise a knowledge of Continental

farming and to suggest ' the errors, defects, and

Fig. 213.—PRIMULA FOPSTERI GROWING IN A MORAINE.

ciations for improving agriculture, for, in 1796,

James Donaldson, a Forfarshire agriculturist,

made a vigorous appeal for the establishment of

such societies amongst farmers. Mr. Middleton

states that interest in the practice of improved

husbandry was first aroused in England by the

books of Fitzherbert, and that it "was between

1523, when Fitzherbert's Baku 0/ Hmhandry
was first printed, and 1557, when Tusser pub-

lished his Points of Good Husbandry, that the

classical writers began to exert a direct influence

on English farming. In 1532 there appeared

Xenophon's Treatise of Householde, ' ryht

counnyngly translated out of the Greke tonge

into Englyshe by Gentian Hervet,' which at

once became popular and ran through a number
of editions. At least as early as 1542 editions of

the works on agriculture and gardening by Cato,

Varro, Columella, and Palladius were published
in England, and they must certainly have been
known to Tusser, for in his Five Hundred Points

of Good Husbandry, composed some years later,

there is clear evidence of the influence of the
writings of Xenophon and Columella.

»Thi Rock Golden IPteseut-day Gardening Series).

for text-books on agriculture, but the new agri-

culturists required information, and thus there

arose at the end of the 16th century a great
demand for books. The buoksellers were not
slow to make provision for the demand, writers

were secured, books were published, and of the
more popular many editions were sold.

" At the end of the 16th century the practice

of Continental farming began to attract attention

in England, and a further proof of the demand
for information which then existed was the
translation in 1600 of Maison Rustique, a French
work by two doctors of medicine, Charles Stevens
and John Liebault. This volume, which in its

English form is known as the Countrie Farmer
contains seven books and 900 quarto pages. It is

intended to be a complete guide for residents in

the country, and deals with everything that the
landowner wants to know, from the care of his

health to forecasting the weather.

" The English agriculturists of the 16th cen-

tury went abroad for more than books. Gerarde,
who like others of his profession deserted medi-
cine to the great advantage of botany, had ob-
tained a number of foreign plants for his collec-

tions. From the gardener, too, England learned

of the skill of the Flemings, and would gladly

inconveniences of our English husbandry.' Hart-
lib was a widely-travelled man, and gave our
improvers many fresh ideas, among them a sug-

gestion for a ' Colledge of Husbandry,' but we
cannot claim him as an English agriculturist.

" It was not only from Brabant and Flanders
that travellers brought to England information
about foreign agriculture. As one result of the
development of commerce voyagers were intro-

ducing from distant countries such important
plants as the Potato and Tobacco, and were ex-

citing interest by their stories of foreign pro-

ducts, .w

" In spite of the political troubles of the
second quarter of the 17th century, agricultuie

continued to secure increased attention, for Eng-
land had learned that in war or peace the food

supply must be cared for, and the importance of

corn growing increased with the rise in prices.

Thus, when the Commonwealth was established,

everything favoured a forward movement. The
first practical farmer to plead the cause of the

improvement of agriculture was Walter Blith,

one of Cromwell's soldiers, who is supposed to

have been a Yorkshire landowner, but who, fur

some years at least, was stationed in Ireland.

Blith was himself an ardent agriculturist, aud
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prefaced his practical book, The, Emjlish Im-
prover Improved, by seven epistles designed to

direct the attention of all classes of his fellow-

countrymen to agriculture.

"In 1568 there was issued the first series of

abstracts of agricultural experiments with which
I am acquainted, under the title Adam out of
Eden. The experiments recorded by the author.
Ad. Speed, are of considerable interest ; but I

'

mention him for another reason. He appears to
have made a living by propounding improve-
ments of an imaginary character. He wrote
tracts for noblemen and others, containing esti-

mates of the profits to be gained by adopting
new methods. Blith scathingly refers to him as
* Mr. Speed that superlative Improver,' and re-

marks that so long as his books were private ' I

could bear it, and suffer wiser than myself to bee
fooled because I was not wise enough as to be-
ware of him, but now that they come to be sold

in the Stationers' Shops, and spread abroad the
country, to deceive, and beguile the Nation, I

cannot forbear.' This was written in 1552; as

my edition of Adam out of Edrn is dated 1559,
it is clear that the nation continued to be * be-

guiled ' for a considerable period by this particu-
lar Adam, the forerunner of a numerous family.
Whenever there is a revival of interest in agri-

culture he flourishes ; the new manure, the
ravaging insect, tlie blighting fungus, all serve
to bring ' Adam out of Eden,' and so long as an
interested and gullible public exists ' that super-
lative Improver Mr. Speed ' will be found among
us. The pamphlet and the stationer's shop have
become antiquated ; the Adam of to-day has
other methods, which I will not venture to par-
ticularise. After all, it is a healthy sign. It is

only when the public thirst is deep that Adam
gets his chance, and, like Blith, we must resign
ourselves now and again to ' bee fooled,' for is it

not one of the methods by which the Improver
is improved ?

"Walter Blith's appeal for the assistance of
the learned did not long remain unanswered. At
the time his Ett'/lifh Improver Improved was
published a society of scientific men had already
been formed in London, and ten years later this
si>ciety first received the name Royal Society, at
tlie suggestion of John Evelyn. On October 15,

1562, Evelyn's Discourse on Forest Trees was
presented to the Society. Five years later, when
the Sijlva was published, the author, in the
preface, tells us that the Royal Society was then
doing much for husbandry. Evelyn records his

own experience in studying agriculture and
forestry, how he had read all the old authors and
got but little good from his studies, and he con-
gratulates his countrymen that * the World is

now advis'd and (blessed be God) redeemed from
that base and servile submission of our noblest
Faculties to their blind Traditions.' Again, re-

ferring to the absence of a ' compleat System of
Agriculture, which as yet seems a desideratum^*
he says :

' It is (I assure you) what is one of the
Principal Designs of the Royal Society ; not in

this Particular only, but through all the Liberal
and more useful Arts; and for which (in the
estimation of all equal Judges) it will merit the
greatest of Encouragements ; that so, at last,

what the learned Columella has wittily re-

proach'd and complained of, as a defect in that
Age of his, concerning Agriculture in general,

and is applicable here, may attain its desired
Bemedi/ and Consummation in This of Ours.'

He then quotes Columella's remarks about the
Schools of Rhetoric, Geometry, and Music, and
the absence of agricultural professors and
scliolars.

"John Evelyn was one of the prominent mem-
bers of the Royal Society, and he seems to have
taken a leading part in defending it against the
attacks to which, in the first years of its

existence, it was subjected. With much satis-

faction he points out, in dedicating the second
edition of the Sylva to King Charles II, that his

essay and the work of the Royal Society have in

the past eight years resulted in the planting of

over two million timber trees.

"With the exception of the 'Societies of
Learning and Gallantry ' of the ' Houses of

Court and Universities ' addressed by Blith, the
Royal Society is the earliest to which any in-

fluence on agriculture may be traced, and it is

certainly the first society which definitely in-

cluded the improvement of agriculture as coming
within its scope. It appears to have depended
in no small degree for its early successes on the

public interest aroused by the writings of Evelyn
and Houghton, and there is evidence that the
Society gave much attention to agriculture dur-
ing the second half of tlie 17th century, and that
its patronage was much valued. The immediate
influence of the Royal Society may be traced in
Worlidge's Sijstema Agricultural.

" Evelyn's Pomona, in which he discourses of
fruit trees and cider, gives an interesting glimpse
of some of the early activities of the Royal
Society, for the work itself is based chiefly on
contributions by members of the Society to its
' well-furnish'd Registers, and Cimelia.' "Evelyn
himself was not practically acquainted with
cider-making, and his own interest in the sub-
ject, like that of the majority of his fellow-
members, was Baconian—i.e., it consisted in a
search for ' grounded conclusions and profitable
inventions and discoveries.' Possibly, too, the
badness of the French wines of the period had
some share in directing the attention of the
Fellows of the Royal Society to cider, for as
early as January 28, 1552, they listened to a dis-

course on tlie Adulteration of Wine, by Dr.
Charleton.

"In other ways the members of the Royal
Society encouraged one another in making im-
provements ; thus when in 1556 Evelyn's ' worthy
friend ' Mr. Hake went on a journey, he re-

turned carrying with him—for 800 miles—some
grafts for Evelyn, together with a ' taste of the
most superlative perry the world certainly pro-
duces.'

" The proposal made by Worlidge was un-
heeded at the time, for not until nearly a century
after his suggestion was made did English Agri-
cultural Societies begin to appear. A retro-
grade movement set in soon after the Restora-
tion, and although the Ciovernment sought to
foster improvements and passed several Acts with
the object of stimulating farming, Harte tells

us that a ' total change of things, as well as the
very cast and manner of thinking, joined with
immoral dissipation, and a false aversion to what
had been the object and care of mean despised
persons, soon brought the culture of the earth
into disrepute with the nobility and gentry.'

"An insight into the conditions of the last
quarter of the 17th century and the,first quarter
of the 18th is given us by Lisle, who wrote the
Introduction to his Observations on Husbandry
in 1713. He begins by remarking that it is one
of the misfortunes of the age that it lacks
honourable conceptions of a country life, he
draws attention to the fact that in the decadent
days of Rome luxury increased and husbandry
was neglected. He calls on the landowner to
look around him and see how many fine estates
are daily mortgaged or sold, 'and how many
antient and noble families destroyed by the per-
nicious and almost epidemic turn to idleness and
extravagance.' He discusses at length the ad-
vantages of an agricultural career and recom-
mends it as a profession for the eldest sons of
gentlemen, who might regard it as 'a school of
profit and education; whereas,' he continues, ' it

is rather looked on as a purgatory for the dis-
obedient, a scene of punishment, to which a son,
who answers not his father's expectations, is to
be abandoned ; or a condition of life of which
none would make choice, but such whom fortune
has not in other respects favoured. If the coun-
try gentlemen therefore frequently consist of
persons who are either rusticated by their parents
in anger, or who, making a virtue of necessity,
settle on their estates with aversion or indif-
ference, it is no wonder the comedians exhibit
them on our stage in so despicable and ridiculous
a figure ; but this is the fault of the persons and
not of the art. Were they properly initiated in
the study of Agriculture, and pursued it as they
ought, it would be so far from excluding them
from useful knowledge, and bringing them into
contempt, that I may venture to assert, they
would find it the best school of education, and
the fitt-est to prepare them for the service of their
country in the two houses of parliament of Great
Britain.'

"Such were the dispiriting social conditions
with which the successors of Evelyn in the Royal
Society had to contend. The agricultural experi-
ments of the Society, therefore, attracted but
little attention outside the ranks of the curious.

Houghton, a contemporary of Evelyn's, started a
periodical publication, Houghton's Letters, but
it soon ceased. A generation later, and about
the period to which Lisle refers in the above

quotation, a work on husbandry was written bj
a Fellow, John Mortimer. It is dedicated to
the Society, ' to whose encouragement, inquiries,
and direction it owes its birth." Special thanks
are given to another Fellow, Dr. Sloane, who
assisted the author, and ' has greatly contributed
to the advancement of useful knowledge.'

" Testimony to the activity of the Royal So-
ciety at this period is also to be found in a
work on Curiosities of Nature and Art in Agri-
culture and Gardening, a translation from the
French of the Abbot de Vallemont by Bishop
William Fleetwood, published anonymously in
1707; this work contains the passage: 'The
Royal Society of England who are so zealous for
the Perfection of Agriculture and Gardening,
have apply'd themselves with great Care to find
out the true way to make Saltpetre, which they
likewise allow to be the chief Promoter of the
Vegetation of Plants.'

"About this time botanical questions of much
interest to agriculturists were occupying the
attention of the Royal Society. Robert Ball and
Samuel Moreland were investigating reproduc-
tion in plants, and a few years later Richard
Bradley, another Fellow, Professor of Botany at
Cambridge, but more of an agriculturist than 3
botanist, was explaining how, by cross-breeding,
' such rare kinds of plants as have not yet been
heard of ' may be produced. He refers specifi-
cally to a cross between a Carnation and a Sweet
William, but by inference to Burgoyne's Fife and
the other things ' not yet heard of," that are
associated with agriculture and botany in the
Cambridge of to-day.

" William and Mary were patrons of horticul-
ture. They greatly improved the Royal Gardens,
and the nobility, in imitation, laid out parks and
parterres. This demand gave opportunity to the
professional gardener, and the garden designer
and nurseryman started business. It likewise
gave authors their opportunity, and that it was
well taken advantage of is proved by the popu-
larity of Miller's Gardeners' Dictionary, written
by the Gardener of the Botanic Gardens at
Chelsea, and dedicated to Sir Hans Sloane, Presi-
dent, and to the Fellows of the Royal Society.

" A second writer on gardening of this period,
the Rev. John Laurence, of Bishop Weremouth,
Durham, may be mentioned, for he was also one
of the chief agricultural writers of the first half
of the 18th century. In 1725 he published a
large folio work entitled ^-1 Mew System of Agri-
culture. This book marks the time when what
the author calls the ' Spirit of Gardening ' ap-
peared, and it proves that gardening was very
popular with the landed and educated classes
for some yeare before the revival in agriculture
began. Incidentally he refers to the condition of
the North of England, and says that the county
of Durham may properly be termed the Garden
of the North, such are the possibilities of im-
provement afforded by its soil and situation and
the ' hasty Diligence of a wise and polite People.'

"Although for 70 years after its formation,
and throughout a period during which agricul-
ture was neglected by the landed classes, the
Royal Society did much to keep alive the Spirit
of the Improver, the unfortunate apathy of the
agricultui'ist prevented that progress which ap
peared to be imminent when John Evelyn wrote
his Pomona. It was not possible for a learned
society in London to investigate agricultural
questions in the absence of the scientific agricul-
turist himself ; subjects of agricultural interest
were therefore discussed chiefly from a
theoretical standpoint, and, neglecting the teach-
ings of Bacon and the example of Evelyn, there
arose that use of the deductive method which in
the past two centuries has done so much to
hinder the progress of agricultural science.

"The first to show the fallacy of the deduc-
tive method in studying this subject was
Jethro Tull, who, though he himself fell into the
errors which he condemned, was, in his under-
standing of the true relationships of science and
practice, far ahead of any of his contemporaries.
A lawyer by training, he probably took to agri-
culture because of his poor health. He worked
at it for 20 years before he was induced to set
out his views in writing, and it was years after
he began farming before he read anything on the
eubject. Dissatisfied with the practice of his
times, he set himself to reason out new methods
and to make experiments. He got suggestions
from foreign travel ; he tells us, for example,
that the first hint of the value of horse-hoeing
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husbandry was derived from the ploughed vino-

yards of France; but lie was careful to submit
his ideas to the test of experiment before he
a<iopted them in farm practice. He lived a lonely

life, and until the fame of his farming spread
abroad and he published his Hursc-hoemg Hus-
bandry, in 1730 31, he appears to have devoted
liimeelf entirely to experimcnte in farming. The
appearance of liis book occasioned much cor-

respondence, and thereafter he made himself ac-

quainted with botli the ancient and modern
writers on husbandry, and used his knowledge to

good effect in his argument with the writers
whom he terms collectively Equivocux. His tem-
per, which, if one may judge from his references

to hirt labourerfi, was far from serene, was much
tried by his controversies with EquivocuSy and
his criticisms of the writers and scientific men of

the preceding half-century are severe. He re-

marks, for example, on tlie superficial knowledge
of agriculture shown by ' Mr. Laurence, a divine j

meagre were Tiill's opportunities for study, that

he lived a retired life in the country, that he ha<l

long abandoned letters for practical farming and
only began to read the works of others late in

life; if, further, we renieml^er that his health

was bad, and that hie appliances for scientific

study were indifferent— ' my microscope, indeed,

ie but a very ordinary one,' he writes—we must
give him a foremost place among the scientific

agriculturists, not only of the 18th century, but
of s\\ time. His wide knowledge and keen rea-

soning place his Horse-hoeing Husbandry in a

class by itself among the works of the early

improvers.
** Jethro Tull's great work was published two

generations after Walter Blith first endeavoured
to awaken the Spirit of the Improver in English
farmers. Tliroughout this period not much pro-

gress had been made, but a change was at hand.
When in 1730 Turnip Townshend left politics

and went down to Norfolk to farm his estates,

Fig. 214.—BEGONIA CLIBRANS' PINK,

Mr. Bradley, an academic ; Dr. Woodward, a
Physician ; Mr. Houghton, an Apothecary ; these
for want of practice could not have the true
theory ; and the writers who are acquainted with
the common practice, a£ Mr. Mortimer (whether
for want of leisure, or not being qualified, 1 do
aoi know), have said very little of any theory.'

** TuU himself, a thoroughly experienced, prac-
tical farmer, whose successful methods had
drawn widespread attention to his Berkshire
farm, showed no hesitation in setting out his own
views on roots, leaves, the pasture of plants, and
other scientific subjects then engaging attention.

His remarks were based on original observa-
tions, and it is clear that he did not merely copy
opinions from scientific treatises. He freely

criticised the writings of others ; even ' Mr.
Boyle ' and that ' miracle of a man Sir Isaac
Newton ' are severely handled by this critical

farmer, and in a characteristic sentence he re-

marks :
' From Sir Isaac's transmutation argu-

ments we may learn that a man never ought to

depend entirely upon his own for support of his

•own hypothesis.*' When we remember how

the tide had turned, and henceforward through-
out the 18th century there was a rapid improve-
ment in the practice of English agriculture."

BEGONIA CLIBRANS' PINK.

The flowers of this fine winter-blooming
Begonia measure 3 inches across, and are

coloured bright pink ; they are developed in

large trusses, and there are Bometimes as many
as 13 blooms in a cluster. As will be seen in

fig. 214 a well-grown plant resembles a posy of

flowers, set off by the leaves, which are dark
green in colour. Plants of this beautiful
variety were exhibited by Messrs. Clibrans in a
collection of these flowers at the meeting of the
Royal Horticultural Society on November 19,

when its superlative qualities showed to advan-
tage amongst numerous other varieties. This
variety gained an Award of Merit from the
R.H.S. Floral Committee on November 10. 1908.

PaUNING COMPETITION AT MADRESFIELD.

The Agricultural Club at Madresfield Court
has held a pruning comp<'tition for several

years past, and there is no lessening of the en-

thusiasm shown both by competitors and specta-

tors. The competition of this year was held on
November 30, at the Braunford Court Farm, on
the Madresfield estate. The subjects selected for

pruning were Apples, Plums, Gooseberries, and
Black Currants. The Apple and Plum trees

ranged in age from 7 to 14 years ; some were grow-

ing in Grass and some in arable land ; and
standards and half standard trees were included.

Most of the Gooseberry and Currant bushes were
full grown, so that all the plants were well estab-

lished. Stewards were appointed to carry out

the arrangement* for the competition. They had
the power to stop any pruning which they judged
to be ignorant and unskilful : and this power is

occasionally exercised.

The competition is usually divided into three

classes— (1) for juniors, who have had no pre-

vious experience; (2) for more advanced and ex-

perienced pupils ; and (3) for fully qualified

pruners—the "Champion" Class. This year

there were four entries in class (1), nine in (2),

and six in (3). The time for each kind of tree

is limited to one hour.

Black Currants were operated on first, a row
of bushes being assigned to each pruner. As it

is impossible to obtain several rows in which the

trees are all alike in character and size, the

j udges take these circumstances into account

when assigning the points. When the Currant
bushes were finished, the Gooseberries were
pruned. The competitors were watched closely

during the whole time they were at work, not

only by the judges and stewards, but also by
visitors who take a keen interest in the con-

test. The Plum tToes rwere taken next ; the

pruning of these trees requires care and delibera-

tion, and the steps and saw were occasionally

brought into requisition. The Apples were

pruned last.

In awarding the points ten each may be given

as the maximum for (1) good workmanship, (2)

balance of work after the tree is finished,

(3) general excellence, (4) expedition combined
with good work. The marking was done by the

judges during the progress of the work. Money
prizes were given in each class, and a pruning

knife was presented to every unsuccessful candi-

date.

Instruction in pruning is given to any applicant

nominated by the members, by an instructor

appointed by the club. The pupils are required

to attend for instruction on five consecutive days,

and are then permitted to qualify for competition.

If they satisfy the instructor that they have pro-

fited by his instruction, they receive the sum of

12s. each.

The Madresfield Agricultural Club is pro-

bably the first to institute an annual pruning

competition, though other clubs have since taken
it up.

The pruning was on the whole uniformly good.

This year the competitors did exceptionally well,

and the mistakes were surprisingly few.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Okchid JouRN.iLS : R. p., Russia. The Orchid

Review, a monthly journal, price 7s. per an-

num post free. Published by R. Allen Rolfe,

Lawn Crescent, Kew, London. The Orchid

Wor!d, published monthly by Gurney Wilson,

Haywards Heath, Sussex, price 12s. per an-

num post free.

Name of Plant : IF. P. F. Mazus rugosus.

Communications Received.—G. R— J. W—G. K.^
G. M. T._E. P. P S. A._A. & B A. R. G._L. G
J. O'B C, P. C W. E._\V. F. B J. H R. E. A
O. T E. R. ] T, W W. J. V A. B. W.
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